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Chapter 1

2004
1.1
1.1.1

March
mmm (2004-03-15 00:32) - public

From Alan Lightman, courtesy of [ LJ User: eightbit ]:
All of the scientists I’ve known have at least one quality in common: they do what they do because they love
it, and because they cannot imagine doing anything else. In a sense, this is the real reason a scientist does
science. Because the scientist must. Such a compulsion is both blessing and burden. A blessing because the
creative life, in any endeavor, is a gift filled with beauty and not given to everyone, a burden because the
call is unrelenting and can drown out the rest of life.
I don’t know if this was sent in reply to the crap I posted earlier, but it makes me feel a bit better :).

1.1.2

purge (2004-03-16 14:22) - public

lunz: saferealm/lib?
lunz: saferealm/lib/c?
dankamongmen: lib/c? i can’t recall whether we were using a caste system
dankamongmen: lib/c
lunz: i think we need a caste system
dankamongmen: i’ll toss in lib/untouchables/java if it becomes a need

1.2
1.2.1

April
a heavy intake of breath (2004-04-06 20:22) - contemplative - public

Music: godspeedyoublackemperor! - storm

Wow, what an adventure. Thanks, Coach Paul Hewitt and the boys – B.J., Jarrett, Luke, ’Ish, Theo, Anthony, Will – for a great season. It’ll be a wild ride next year, with no one expected to leave early. I can’t
wait, and the sorrow of last night’s loss to an incredibly strong UConn team won’t change that (12-for-21
on the line, though?). Rocky Mountain was packed full, a girl had painted her boots gold in the sexiest
display I’ve ever seen connected with Georgia Tech, and I met a ton of cool new people. I went out looking
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for camaraderie in my engineers, and found it by the score. Hopefully, this’ll change the negative opinion of
our student body I formed during freshman year; the people on my dorm hall never seemed to leave their
cells. I’ve never been deeply into a game with championship stakes and seen it lost (well, maybe if you count
cheering for the Oakland A’s in 1990, but I excised all passion for baseball in 1994): Marist basketball won
state, Marist football won state, GT shared an MNC, and Walton’s academic bowl team, while I was on it,
never advanced past the national semifinals. It’s a mixed feeling of despair and continued elation. Next year!
Home Park was insane afterward. [ LJ User: angry user ] left, but I traveled with Duckhead and some
folk we’d met from party to party. We didn’t get to roll the flaming Spartacus logs as I’d planned in the
event of a Yellow Jacket victory, but there were drinks and the coca to be found every other house. We freely
traded with our scientific brethren, united in dashed hopes and shattered dreams, and somewhere along the
line I lost my wallet (recovered today). This current batch of Techs seem much more attractive than those
when I started: the age-old question of declining standards vs better hormones in the kids’ milk is, of course,
immediately raised.
Came home around 2:30, called up [ LJ User: iwillfearnoevil ] to see how the trip had been and say good
night, and was directed to a two-page breakup mail. It sucked pretty hardcore at the time, but a bit of good
sleep (12 hours or so) and the beautiful day that greeted my rise has made everything better. Besides, what
would an emotional Tech loss be without a breakup ([ LJ User: mathslut ] was the day before our horrible,
horrible 4th quarter collapse at FSU)? Overall, I should have more free time as a result, and really it’s not
like this one didn’t get seen coming throughout the duration. Oh well, fun while it lasted.
[ LJ User: dewzi ] rented Sylvia, so I’ll hopefully get to see that. Off to the code!
phatjoe (2004-04-07 08:35:30)
augh *hugs* /joe
dankamongmen (2004-04-07 10:24:36)
awww thanks d00d, but it ain’t a thing to break up with someone you find out has been telling people you weren’t
even going out....for several months...as you began to suspect. glad to have the free time, and now i can bring the
aZn to your party friday! see you there.
phatjoe (2004-04-07 11:52:57)
”the” aZn ?? /joe

1.2.2

haha, clever kepler (2004-04-07 01:34) - public

Reading the NYT’s story on Hales’s offering regarding the packing problem, I stumbled across this delightful
bit of history regarding it. It’s things like this that keep me reading pop math books despite their unrigorous
leanings:
”[It] dates at least to the 1590’s, when Sir Walter Raleigh, stocking his ship for an expedition, wondered if
there was a quick way to calculate the number of cannonballs in a stack based on its height. His assistant,
Thomas Harriot, came up with the requested equation.
Years later, Harriot mentioned the problem to Johannes Kepler, the astronomer who had deduced the
movement of planets. Kepler concluded that the pyramid was most efficient. (An alternative arrangement,
with each layer of spheres laid out in a honeycomb pattern, is equally efficient, but not better.) But Kepler
44
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offered no proof.”
mpnolan (2005-02-19 10:49:35)
Interesting. Being a history neophyte (but rather curious about it, especially history of math/science) I wonder how
they know that event happened. My first though is journal entry of some kind, written by Kepler.

1.2.3

where have all the psychonauts gone? (2004-04-07 02:19) - public

Ryan Grim explores the dearth of functional LSD (as predicted, IIRC, in a 1998 issue of High Times when
the two chemists mentioned entered prison):
http://slate.msn.com/id/2098109

1.2.4

homerv(”mmmm....undefined behavior”) (2004-04-07 06:44) - devilish - public

Music: p. diddy & nelly - shake your tail feathers

Something tells me that no pleasant confection can result from combining pthreads, linux’s decidedly nonPOSIX semantics with regards to the delivery of external signal unto them, sigsetjmp()/siglongjmp() and
alternate signal stacks. But damned if I’m not going to try! I’m sure this’ll be lovely to debug, should I ever
need to.
As dear Mr. Carroll wrote, ”The daisies are worst of all! When one speaks, they all begin together, and it’s
enough to make one wither to hear the way they go on!” Although perhaps Mr. Wilson’s Babbit has a better
grasp on the situation’s coherant whole:
There he saw two grim-faced men, in green uniforms, and a gorilla,
in blue uniform, going through a most remarkable pantomime. One of
the men would raise a sign saying ”WE DEMAND JUSTICE” and the gorilla
would spray him with shaving cream; the other man then fed the gorilla.

1.2.5

ain’t nobody does it better (2004-04-07 15:44) - indescribable - public

Music: allen ginsberg, howl reading, usc-berkeley

Cliche, but Mr. Eliot was just the cure I needed.

The Hollow Men
T. S. Eliot (1925)
I
We are the hollow men
We are the stuffed men
Leaning together
Headpiece filled with straw. Alas!
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Our dried voices, when
We whisper together
Are quiet and meaningless
As wind in dry grass
Or rats’ feet over broken glass
In our dry cellar
Shape without form, shade without colour,
Paralysed force, gesture without motion;
Those who have crossed
With direct eyes, to death’s other Kingdom
Remember us – if at all – not as lost
Violent souls, but only
As the hollow men
The stuffed men.
II
Eyes I dare not meet in dreams
In death’s dream kingdom
These do not appear:
There, the eyes are
Sunlight on a broken column
There, is a tree swinging
And voices are
In the wind’s singing
More distant and more solemn
Than a fading star.
Let me be no nearer
In death’s dream kingdom
Let me also wear
Such deliberate disguises
Rat’s coat, crowskin, crossed staves
In a field
Behaving as the wind behaves
No nearer –
Not that final meeting
In the twilight kingdom
III
This is the dead land
This is cactus land
Here the stone images
Are raised, here they receive
The supplication of a dead man’s hand
Under the twinkle of a fading star.
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Is it like this
In death’s other kingdom
Waking alone
At the hour when we are
Trembling with tenderness
Lips that would kiss
Form prayers to broken stone.
IV
The eyes are not here
There are no eyes here
In this valley of dying stars
In this hollow valley
This broken jaw of our lost kingdoms
In this last of meeting places
We grope together
And avoid speech
Gathered on this beach of the tumid river
Sightless, unless
The eyes reappear
As the perpetual star
Multifoliate rose
Of death’s twilight kingdom
The hope only
Of empty men.
V
Here we go round the prickly pear
Prickly pear prickly pear
Here we go round the prickly pear
At five o’clock in the morning.
Between the idea
And the reality
Between the motion
And the act
Falls the Shadow
For Thine is the Kingdom
Between the conception
And the creation
Between the emotion
And the response
Falls the Shadow
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Life is very long
Between the desire
And the spasm
Between the potency
And the existence
Between the essence
And the descent
Falls the Shadow
For Thine is the Kingdom
For Thine is
Life is
For Thine is the
This is the way the world ends
This is the way the world ends
This is the way the world ends
Not with a bang but a whimper.

1.2.6

we’re gonna need a bigger boat (2004-04-07 20:17) - optimistic - public

Music: remembering never - plotting a revolution in a minor

So I’ve kind of been ignoring the CS6235 term project menace, as it got pushed back and I’d accumulated
quite a lot of material a month or so ago. I just realized what all’s required, and I giggled like Amadeus
when I realized it’s almost 2030. At 70 % of my grade for this class, busting out a respectable A this evening
will be, by far, the biggest grade earnings/time outlaid ratio I’ve ever hit. But it’s much more likely, by the
looks of things, that I am due for an ass-beating tomorrow. alea jacta est, I suppose. timid(”excelsior...?”)
http://www.cc.gatech.edu/classes/AY2004/cs6235 spring/ there’s the exciting project spec, just search for
giant ass-fisting project worth in and of itself from a possible 0 to 12 quality points.

1.2.7

we’re gonna need a much bigger boat (2004-04-07 20:37) - public

heh, reading over my project proposal, i clearly thought there’d be more work put into this by now. also,
apparently i was to acquire 4 machines somewhere along the way. i guess that’ll come out of the office
tonight. wow, i cited quite a lot of shit in this proposal. go me!
heh this is funny:
VI. Planned Time Allocation
....
2 weeks - Design feedback system based off statistics, and a framework
for breaking analysis and preprocessing/data structure
maintenance into component tasks. Write code to sample time
spent in each, updating this constantly (to take into account
algorithmic decay, if any exists).
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...
4 weeks - Experiment with different queueing systems and analysis
routines.
1 week - Write paper with gathered results.
...
great!

angry user (2004-04-07 19:25:25)
yeah. How long do you have before it’s due? heh
turdburgler (2004-04-08 05:24:22)
from http://www.cc.gatech.edu/classes/AY2004/cs6235 spring/ in his last entry...
• April 8 Donovan Garrison, Truong Black Higgins, Thakker
Assuming it’s due today, good luck, Nick!

1.2.8

the night’s cheer (2004-04-07 21:29) - public

bartlett windows, fourier transforms, ACF’s,
ninety-five percent confidence intervals are best!
analyzing spectrally will classify SYN’s,
while feedback-based QoS wins wins wins!
Goooooooo whitehats! war damn eagle!
and now for some http://www.npt.nuwc.navy.mil/Csf/htmldoc/latestbook/node79.html – as always, for dat
ass

1.2.9

should have been coding! (2004-04-08 03:07) - public

apparently b
got his ass kicked at mjq tonight...terminals are where the action is, boys! still,
it’s somewhat irritating to be expecting a delivery and call up only to hear, ”this is no longer B
’s
cell phone; it has been confiscated because he steals too much.”
project goes well. not spectacularly, but i’ve got a definite grasp on it. time is tight.

subcultured (2004-04-08 04:18:22)
what??? - i was there and i didn’t see any shit go down - I WANT DETAILS....cause i’m confused.
dankamongmen (2004-04-11 18:24:37)
So I finally got filled in today, and apparently Byron got rigorized as a result of *leaving* MJQ for Carrie’s place.
He’s been unreachable for a few days now...
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zbtron (2004-04-08 07:56:05)
man why do i always miss the good fights? the last time i’ve seen a good fight was middle school. fuck that sup-herb
bowl crap. i want to see somebody throw an elbow, i want to take home a tooth.

1.2.10

transubstantiation ... MADE FLESH (2004-04-09 16:16) - giddy - public

Music: pharoahe monch, fuck you

Do not take out Lindsay when he’s already in a fighting mood, lest one end up taking a hit from Marines
and barely evading Highlander without getting into a scrap with the gigantic fucking bouncer.
That said, tonight our Lord becomes vodka. I expect all of you at vodka communion. Hopefully I’ll get my
own fight in, having spent last night protecting the Nallforce. Should you be looking for the scrap, I’ll be in
the I [plane] NY shirt.
As we read in the book of Monch:
Parading around Los Angeles, high on coke
with a banana clip, feasting off the weak streets of angels
with a manuscript for professional ass-whuppin’
task force, brass knuckles, a master in ass kicking!

1.2.11

woot (2004-04-10 04:18) - public

night was grand, although few were partying very hard. [ LJ User: leftorium ], however, has totally graduated
into the ranks of bore-on dank smokers, and put on an impressive display of hospitality.
the fact that i look out forward and see vistas of unlimited free time is extraordinary. there’s so much
to do! this week has improved my outlook on life to no small degree, despite seeming destined for misery
initially. two days of tennis, volleyball, mack and crashing lie ahead. also, worries about attendees went
unconfirmed, leaving no curbies required. i ran into vandy and determined to hang out with him more; he
and shana are some k-rad folk.
time to curl up with the joyce! love you, home park and [ LJ User: phatjoe ] and [ LJ User: leftorium
]! ’twas a great time. we don’t really love ’dem hos!
billings (2004-04-10 10:39:10)
A fine time was had, nick! Boxing really should be done; although I doubt that I need to be quite that fucked in the
head.

1.2.12

I m slipping under with a taste of poison paradise (2004-04-11 00:03) - introspective
- public

Music: mogwai, ep + 6

In a rare and unexpected bit of wise decision making, I think the evening’s best devoted to some labors
postponed. Enjoy your own; raise high the synthemesc and the drencrom.
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argh but the atlantic street party would be fun. and there may, after all, never be a party saturday
night in home park again. or perhaps tonight will be the night graduate admission boards have descended
on the park, hoping to map paying ra’s onto keg stands.
Internet home delivery won’t meet my immediate requirements until watching the Dreamers with a
case of whippets is a ready possibility at 0100.
I’ve descended into functional illiteracy this code-bound semester, having made only abortive stabs
at non-technical material since...Rushdie? It seems impossible. I’ve been working back in with poetry,
largely familiar selections:
Not that it was beautiful,
but that, in the end, there was
a certain sense of order there;
something worth learning
in that narrow diary of my mind,
in the commonplaces of the asylum
where the cracked mirror
or my own selfish death
outstared me . . .
I tapped my own head;
it was glass, an inverted bowl.
It’s small thing
to rage inside your own bowl.
At first it was private.
Then it was more than myself.

and

I know that I shall meet my fate
Somewhere among the clouds above;
Those that I fight I do not hate,
Those that I guard I do not love;
My country is Kiltartan Cross,
My countrymen Kiltartan’s poor,
No likely end could bring them loss
Or leave them happier than before.
Nor law, nor duty bade me fight,
Nor public men, nor cheering crowds,
A lonely impulse of delight
Drove to this tumult in the clouds;
I balanced all, brought all to mind,
The years to come seemed waste of breath,
A waste of breath the years behind
In balance with this life, this death.
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and

TO oratists to male or female,
Vocalism, measure, concentration, determination, and the divine power to use words.
Are you full-lung d and limber-lipp d from long trial? from vigorous practice? from physique?
Do you move in these broad lands as broad as they?
Come duly to the divine power to use words?
For only at last, after many years after chastity, friendship, procreation, prudence, and nakedness;
After treading ground and breasting river and lake;
After a loosen d throat after absorbing eras, temperaments, races after knowledge, freedom, crimes;
After complete faith after clarifyings, elevations, and removing obstructions;
After these, and more, it is just possible there comes to a man, a woman, the divine power to use words.
Then toward that man or that woman, swiftly hasten all None refuse, all attend;
Armies, ships, antiquities, the dead, libraries, paintings, machines, cities, hate, despair, amity, pain, theft,
murder, aspiration, form in close ranks;
They debouch as they are wanted to march obediently through the mouth of that man, or that woman.
.... O I see arise orators fit for inland America;
And I see it is as slow to become an orator as to become a man;
And I see that all power is folded in a great vocalism.
Of a great vocalism, the merciless light thereof shall pour, and the storm rage,
Every flash shall be a revelation, an insult,
The glaring flame on depths, on heights, on suns, on stars,
On the interior and exterior of man or woman,
On the laws of Nature on passive materials,
On what you called death (and what to you therefore was death,
As far as there can be death.)

and yeah, even some

Day of mist: day of tarnish
with hands
unserviceable, I wait
for the milk van
the one-eared cat
laps its gray paw
and the coal fire burns
outside, the little hedge leaves are
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become quite yellow
a milk-film blurs
the empty bottles on the windowsill
no glory descends
two water drops poise
on the arched green
stem of my neighbor’s rose bush
o bent bow of thorns
the cat unsheathes its claws
the world turns
today
today I will not
disenchant my twelve black-gowned examiners
or bunch my fist
in the wind’s sneer.
. Reading aloud changes everything.
girlvinyl (2004-04-10 23:06:17)
Im slipping under with a taste of poison paradise I hate you.
dankamongmen (2004-04-11 00:51:34)
hahahahahahahaha britney owns you. how goes the new life of employment par excellance?
girlvinyl (2004-04-11 00:58:45)
Britney makes me cry. I start monday... but I’ve been partying with my co-workers a lot. They’re fucking awesome
and hilarious.
hiddenwoman (2004-04-11 08:21:21)
I myself was wondering how you could start with Britney and end with Sylvia. Hmmm, disturbing.
dankamongmen (2004-04-11 11:27:01)
eh, it’s all the same. out of the ash / i rise with my red hair / and eat men like air? i think britney adapted that to
pyrotechnics for the atlanta show’s intro. anyway, i thought you and marilyn (i’ll use ”mathslut” when she learns to
add as well as fuck) dug on the britney? why the sudden hate?
hiddenwoman (2004-04-11 11:50:56)
No, never been a fan of Britney’s. I admit that Toxic is pretty catchy, and I even used it in my hyperfiction, though
the link to it was ”shitty pop song” so I don’t think that’s a rave review. Doesn’t she have a song on her first album
called ”Email My Heart”? And if you’re going to insult Marilyn that’s probably not the best direction... we all know
how she did on the math GRE! Kicked my ass, anyway.
dankamongmen (2004-04-11 14:44:56)
When Britney’s the first female president, you’ll think differently...or have it beaten into you. And surely I could
only have been kidding! M four-colored the programming geneology poster, after all.
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this little girl breaks furniture; this little girl breaks laws (2004-04-11 21:21) - public

YES YES YES I REALLY DID BURN LAST YEAR’S TAX RETURNS TO A CD AND MAY MANAGE
TO BEAT THE DEADLINE W00T FUCKIN W00T

1.2.14

you look so fine, when you lie it just don’t show (2004-04-12 04:43) - public

well none of tonight was expected, but i’ve got to say hoo-hah.
the apartment reeks of bleach, though. and goddamn but nothing compares to drudge bringin’ on home
the jenna + barb shots.

1.2.15

you can find me in the club, pockets full of gods (2004-04-12 13:55) - intellectual public

Music: joy division - leaders of men

i’m fairly certain i heard every major spin doctors song, but can stumble on no permutation that results in
a plausible greatest hits cd. thanks to bittorrent, my wonder has a lifetime.
and omg, there’s a new pornographers flac/23 floating on the ether. happy fucking day! back to the pursuit
of a better background memory defragmentation scheme – and freedom!

1.2.16

i was born a little too late to see the dream that was called america
(2004-04-12 21:04) - public

Music: omega tribe - is this a future? (angry songs)

i found a messiah on the 80 % off racks while looking for imitation crab meat today. more than that, i need
to find lyrics and pictures and other such sundry items associated with the latest darlings, Apocalypse Pow!,
which is admittedly the most asseyed name i’ve heard in some time. but the ep, delish. they rise from the
ashes of the exploder!, who kicked ass, and the medium, which i’ve never heard of.
http://www.splendidezine.com/review.html?reviewid=1068929841253193
http://www.evilsponge.org/albums/ApocalypsePow StS.htm
http://indieworkshop.com/reviews/619/
http://www.ballbusterhardmusic.com/banger picks/01-2004/apocalypse pow.html
wow that’s some fuckin’ storm action outside.
rocky mountain gave me the gigantic bracket they kept through the season, and it makes me happier than
much else could.

1.2.17

truths as self-evident: all men are creative, tweaking (2004-04-13 17:15) - public

day 1 without the white girl after a semester and a half of abuse. things aren’t too bad so far, but we’ll
see come the week of withdraw’s end. i need to prove this to myself, though, and also bust down tolerance
heading into final exams. production levels remain high, and while i’m indeed eating more than i’d want to,
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i started back into rigorous cardio yesterday – i’ve grown rather fond of this slimmer self. there’s a strong
yearning for physical contact, but that’ll have to wait. on that note, numerous targets have been located
within the building. yay, accountants.
geso’s locking up suddenly, three days before moving out of beta onto customer sites. i’d hoped to rigorize my 4251 group’s components tonight, but i may be stuck here. afterwards, it’s off to [ LJ User: dewzi
]-land for white russians.
through making a loan of my living room to the transiently homeless and writing someone’s art history
4700 paper (no, not a techie; I don’t do that in-family anymore and hahaha like we ever had an art history
program), the apartment’s filth has been reduced one hundred-fold. there’s no more stink!

1.2.18

any color you like, so long as it’s black (2004-04-13 19:24) - bitchy - public

Music: ...and you will know us by the trail of dead - baudelaire

http://firstmonday.org/issues/issue9 4/levesque/index.html presents ”Fundamental issues with open source
software development”, in what I hope will be my first and last slashdot repost. Throughout my reading,
I found myself nodding in agreement. In the end, however, I must dismiss its enthymeme’s warrant that
attracting new users from the technically inept class (digilliterati?) is any boon. We’re still feeling the afteraffects of hiring millions of gormless sociology majors into coding positions; hopefully, India and inevitable
security-related liability legislation will prevent a Nagasaki. Ed Yourden may not have a third book left in
him. Discuss!
”Michelle Levesque is a researcher for the Citizen Lab at the Munk Centre for International Studies and
a student at the University of Toronto s Computer Science department. Her job includes designing and
implementing programs to enumerate and circumvent state imposed Internet content filtering.” SSH is hard;
I’ll write my doctorate on a reimplemnetation. Hopefully it can involve a swiki.

1.2.19

day 2 (2004-04-14 13:04) - public

never have i felt such lethargy. [thud]

1.2.20

(2004-04-15 01:21) - public

gotta take a quick break from 4251 groupwork to shake ass at mjq!

subcultured (2004-04-15 05:44:59)
yeah...um...where were you? CAUSE I WAS THERE TILL THE LIGHTS CAME ON AND I DIND”T SEE YOU!!!

1.2.21

fuck the bullshit – it’s time to throw down (2004-04-15 23:51) - public

that wasn’t too bad. taxes complete with almost 10 minutes to go, and about $2k very unexpectedly being
refunded. 1040A + GA1040 + audit protection summed to only $99.97. woot!
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on the eastside, that’s where i met my ramona (2004-04-16 04:35) - confident - public

Music: brand new - seventy times seven

There’s something pleasing in the fact that, at 0420, the whine of high-RPM fans from dev suite is overwhelmingly audible as soon as one opens the loading dock door. That sublime’s discography is readily
availble to combat their shriek further convinces me that this is where I want to work for some time.
Great news was had in the academic arena today! Overall, it’s been a fine rotational period; god bless
axes. And now for the last few hours of rigorizing the unfinished edges before we ship. Afterall, it wouldn’t
be worth doing if it weren’t sold hot off the compiler.

1.2.23

tumors put him in a frenzy of rage. ’fucking undisciplined cells!’ he would snarl
(2004-04-17 14:43) - unharmonious - public

Music: outkast - roses

Wow. Last night was more fucked up than anything in some time. If I offended you, I hope you accept my
apologies; if I made an ass of myself, I hope it was amusing. I’m not sure whether I slept at all (I think I got
about two hours after typing up some notes for my groupmates, but that could just be unaccountable time).
Ms. Juju Li, never again will I sup from your vicious hunch punch. Scandinavian girls are crazy, don’t trust
people named ”Poncho” or any other outergarment, French guys are all too willing to accept invitations into
strange cars, and always tip the valet if you’re slinging ”campaign literature” in his parking lot. Time to
finish up this group project.

1.2.24

i shifted gears, i faced my fears, i cried some tears, i did a lot of heroin
(2004-04-18 09:08) - public

So with the electioneering in full swing, has anyone looked into automated ad-based bankruptcy of alignmentimpaired political sites? I have no idea how such contracts are set up. Does anyone have experience in how
billing is generally done in such things? Share your precious data with us! This is rewarding amusement via
realpolitik done properly (and far more comfortably than flying to an opposing convention and protesting).
Also, what kind of laws would this break?

1.2.25

(2004-04-18 09:48) - public

the green party fought prop ca-2000-23 (none of the above)? silly bitches.

1.2.26

let us bray (2004-04-20 01:00) - calm - public

Music: outkast - liberation

On this holiest day of the year, my plans include: creating graphs to go along with our networking project.
The tortoise-like gnuplot project has released a fresh-faced bit of science, and I’ll at least get to learn that
out of the deal.
But I may be in Dublin for the 100th anniversary of Bloomsday. The only hesitation is Ireland’s smoking ban (must be researched) and the absolute insufferable Joyce geek I’ll become for weeks. There aren’t
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dozens of people readily accessible to reasonably discuss Joyce so fluently as boxen, or at least not at Tech.
Fuck some semester, dead week ho! I have one final next week, not sure when, but afterwards expect
some incapacitation.
Happy 4/20, voiceless friends. May your nights remain endless, your bowls heaping, your music stunning and
your days dank; I hope it’s a good year for everyone. If you’re thinking about something you can do to better
the world, I make my yearly beg for [1]NORML. Decades from now, our children may look back upon our
times as a dark age of persecution and witch-hunting as they engage in responsible use of all pharmaceuticals
for various purposes. Alternatively, they may look at a society which keeps an even greater percentage than
a breathtaking .04 % of its population [0] locked away in mentally destabilizing, economy-stalling prisons. 20
% of those inmates (wrt state prisons) in 2001 were serving drug charges. There is no issue with broader or
deeper economic, social and philosophical implications facing modern governments, and your help is needed.
Thanks.
[0] http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/prisons.htm
1. http://norml.org/

psyched out (2004-04-20 06:09:36)
from what i understand, ireland functions the same way new york city does at the moment–no smoking indoors at
any public institution whatsoever (i think there’s something equivalent to a $1000 fine, and a representative in irish
politics actually lost his job for lighting up in a pub)–just the streets...

1.2.27

best. torrent. ever. (2004-04-20 05:12) - rejuvenated - public

Music: spice girls – all 3 cd’s, hell yeah

http://www.sharingthegroove.org/msgboard/showthread.php?s= &threadid=58802
mathslut (2004-04-25 23:15:31)
I don’t know, I thought this was pretty cool: http://www.pmbrowser.info/hublog/archives/000778.html

1.2.28

news from the trenches (2004-04-22 11:48) - homestretch - public

Music: pantera - fucking hostile

i got a 100 on the term paper i wrote last month. it shocked the hell out of me.
2004-04-20 was a delight.
marcus will likely get his job at the APL. i am pondering following come december and graduation. yay for
nick bronn and scott sinno and liz satterfield.
next week i will take three days’ vacation starting wednesday, which will be spent sleeping, fucking, reading
novels, swimming lazily and maybe seeing a show or two – all the things i’ve had no time for.
i’m dying but it’s only 6 more days. MY COMING IS SOON; BE READY.
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piq (2004-04-22 10:47:48)
Will you be taking a study break to hit up the Squarepusher show this sat?
subcultured (2004-04-22 10:55:15)
they still have tickets? I want to go...
piq (2004-04-22 12:16:05)
Check Criminal Records, and be swift. There were like 40 to 50 left last night when I got mine. GO HEIDI, GO
HEIDI!

1.2.29

?!?! (2004-04-23 09:07) - spacey - public

Music: the coup - 5 million ways to kill a CEO

how the hell have i never heard of the menger sponge? it’s all the fun of the cantor set...in a sponge!
evgnyg (2004-04-23 08:22:41)
Go to mathworld and check out: Cantor dust (not too exciting) Sierpinski carpet (2-d Menger sponge) Tetrix (cool
because its capacity dimension is integral) Apparently there is some trippy property of the Menger sponge that’s over
my head right now: ”The Menger sponge, in addition to being a fractal, is also a super-object for all compact onedimensional objects, i.e., the topological equivalent of all one-dimensional objects can be found in a Menger sponge
(Peitgen et al. 1992).”
dankamongmen (2004-04-23 09:03:58)
GARY YNGVE!!! You came up at a party just the other day. Don’t ask me to recall the guy’s name, as he was a
generic Greyhound douche. He recalled you, as I imagine most people of the era did. I have had a mail from you
sitting in the top of my mailbox since Sun, 16 Nov 2003 16:04:30 -0500 (EST), because I wanted to make sure I
replied. Unfortunately, I’m the worst friend ever. When did you get a livejournal?
evgnyg (2004-04-23 09:41:21)
About a year ago? Though I zapped it about a month ago when my parents discovered it. My new journal is
friends-only and not indexable.
phatjoe (2004-04-23 23:09:39)
Amazing! I think it was in James Gleick’s CHAOS! /joe

1.2.30

hahahahah (2004-04-24 21:09) - public

from maisel regarding callahan’s cornhusker spring game:
Actually, Dailey threw completions to 11 different receivers Saturday, to the delight of the enthusiastic
yet mystified fans in attendance. This is a state where stooped 75-year-olds can spot a slow pulling guard
from 40 rows up – and so can their husbands. If anyone cares to write it, Nebraskans will storm their local
Barnes & Noble for copies of West Coast Offense for Dummies.
on that note, why does every girl i’ve ever met pretty much have black-and-white photographs of her58
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self? is this a rite of passage, or does everyone just know at least one creepy photo guy during their life? all
people in the world should come out with us to the reggae show tonight!
billings (2004-04-24 20:59:28)
Random hos always have black and white photos of themselves. It’s an attempt to bolster lagging self confidence
through a vainly flattering, possibly washed-out self-portrait that has been given a thin veneer of artistry to mask
out the essential similarity of the endeavour to a mall glamour shot. Some girls are actually attractive and have been
known to have black and white pictures taken of them by people who are bona fide photographers. But you’re never
going to meet one of those in the social circles we run in.
dewzi (2004-04-25 09:35:50)
Glamour Shots was awesome! ”Yes I think teasing my bangs up to 6 inches above my head is seeexy”
opima (2004-04-27 01:20:09) unflattering
For the record.. I like my black and white photos (thanks to Nick Laroche) and they aren’t the least bit flattering

1.2.31

i hope you know that this will go down on your permanent record
(2004-04-25 21:40) - blank - public

Music: punk you - music for the discerning slacker punk

told erin i wasn’t ready to go out, which isn’t a lie in the specific case but i suppose is in the general. that
was bound for not a damn thing, though, and besides she wears her jeans rolled up like capris. also, i don’t
have that many spoons in the first place, and they were all starting to sport underside scorches. and i’m a
dick.
bought an $80 commercial fan, and my machine brood and i have all the cold, crisp convection we crave.
with earplugs, it only sounds like a small jet’s taking off.
did not study for 4251 enough. continued work on project, but not the parts that need it. we shall demo
most gloriously on tuesday if he accepts this one. if not? we’re all fucked.
pretty sure i’ve locked 2/3 a’s. third is looking unlikely. motherfucker.
zbtron (2004-04-25 21:05:05)
HEY. what’s wrong with rolling up jeans like capris? what, am i supposed to buy another pair of pants?
dankamongmen (2004-04-26 00:57:30)
the issue (somewhat obviously, i would hope) is that said jeans then look like capris, which are almost as bad an idea
in fashion as they are cigarettes.

1.2.32

but who can unlearn all these facts that i’ve learned? (2004-04-26 03:45) - melancholy
- public

Music: phish - swept away (1996-12-31, set 2)

i just dispatched some horrible flying beast in my kitchen with repeated drop kicks. again, we call up
the mantra ”JUST STAY IN THE BEDROOM,” ahh, yes, with the beloved fan. i’m not sure if the hellborne maelstrom of wings and talons and poison was insect, bird or mammal; it looked like a wounded
archaeopteryx.
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i’ve listlessly read about 200 of 720 pages. if this final covers anything more than Ethernet, ATM, IPv4
and its protocol horde, our valiant narrator may be fucked seven ways to a sunday.
what an ungodly depressing night. there’s nothing to be mordant about, in particular...i wonder if i may
have blown a bipolar fuse somewhere in the weeks of rage making up the past two months. in an attempt
to improve mood, i shall idle out aim and enqueue 13 bad religion albums. not until after joyous, blessed
picture of nectar, though. perhaps twice.

1.2.33

a van gogh moment (2004-04-26 05:30) - refreshed - public

Music: snoop - for all my bitchez and my niggaz

hey chief, if you’re determined to whip that goddamn blade around like simon belmont, do yourself a favor
and wear glasses. i’m full of piss and vinegar, progress has been accelerated, and i may yet retain enough
blood to take this final. and if not? i’ll just have to take it without blood, continuously quaffing diet citrus
drop to keep my innards from cashing out.

1.2.34

take your shirt off !

twist it ’round your head!

spin it like a helicopter!

(2004-04-26 20:43) - energetic - public
Music: beatnuts - fuck, drink beer and smoke some shit

YES YES YES. first off, i pity the people who attend class more often than i, for they never know the
absolute brilliant joy of memorizing pages of delay relationships in scheduled medium access protocols only
to find the exam is open book + calculator. i’m pretty sure i left it feeling like czarina catherine. off to work,
where i didn’t want to do anything and – woot – no bugs had been opened since last i poked my head in.
finally, c-weg hacksawed off the muffler that had finally escaped my duct tape gamesmanship and wrapped
itself around my axle (long story, but the moral is give the man a ride to go get some fucking cigarettes when
he asks). not only have i stopped lighting fires on the road, but the volvo is even lighter! next step: trunk
interior.
i must code through the evening (LAST FUCKING NIGHT OF DOING SO FOR AT LEAST A WEEK!),
but i think such a triangle equality of pimptightness shall first be celebrated at the rock. after all, there’s
nothing like staying up another night working *after* getting in the numbs around 2100. i’ll thank myself
for this when i’m 32.

1.2.35

cliches ahoy - five tons of flax (2004-04-29 13:06) - dharanic - public

Music: twista - overnight celebrity

The universe is not only stranger than we think, it is stranger than we can think. Indeed, life moves pretty
quickly, to paraphrase Mr. Bueller. As I’ve already decided to summarize this exclusively with lifted kitsch,
I’ll let Malaclypse
GREATER POOP: Are you really serious or what?
MAL-2: Sometimes I take humor seriously. Sometimes I take seriousness humorously. Either way it is irrelevant.
GP: Maybe you are just crazy.
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M2: Indeed! But do not reject these teachings as false because I am crazy. The reason that I am crazy is
because they are true.
GP:
M2:
GP:
M2:
GP:
M2:

Is Eris true?
Everything is true.
Even false things?
Even false things are true.
How can that be?
I don’t know, man, I didn’t do it.

GP: Is there an essential meaning behind POEE?
M2: There is a Zen story about a student who asked a Master to explain the meaning of Buddhism. The
Master’s reply was, ”three pounds of flax.”
GP: Is that your answer to my question?
M2: No, of course not. That is just illustrative. The answer to your question is FIVE TONS OF FLAX!

1.3
1.3.1

May
mrs. kitty ketamine, your perseverance may outlast my ambition to go home
(2004-05-01 17:06) - relieved - public

Music: fabulous disaster - rich bitches in volvos (piss me off)

the semester is done. in a phat burst of academic brinksmanship, i delivered my final recap presentation of
the 6235 term project to professor pu yesterday. what’s better than being asked incredulously, ”you did this
all in a semester?” doing it as an undergrad to whip the masters kids! muh wa hahahaha. it almost made
up for our networking 2 group project, which is almost sure to undo all the hope built up by the cowboying
applied to the corresponding final. oh well, what can one do? fuck groupwork and whoever invented it.
following this glorious end of the academic season, spring 2004 edition, the tribe drew close. had an evening
of revelry killing jaeger, pitchers and cisco with the usual suspects, then hitting up the loft party mk. 1
(tonight sees another, upstairs, hopefully with [ LJ User: eightbit ] present this time (it being his loft)).
retreated around 0300 merrily drunk, pissed off the neighbors for a bit, ate the best fillet of crab-stuffed fish
ever and slept the sleep of a thousand dead drunkards despite the pound or so of pleasurables we’d managed
to sniff out over the course of the evening.
today’s been spent catching up on LKML, debian-devel and the other gmane lists i’d ignored during the
week, followed by a bit of wageslavery and a good hour on the exercise bike. i’m reading derrida’s ”on
grammatology”, and oh that it’s kicking my ass would be an understatement. i haven’t read anything at this
level of incomprehensibility since tackling ”being and nothingness” a few summers ago or more likely high
school’s misadventures with hagel. i may give up in the near future and attend to [ LJ User: dewzi ]’s loan of
”you shall know our velocity” or some other post-coupland claptrap. i finished off ”moneyball” this morning,
and while i haven’t dug baseball since that foul year of our lord, 1994, i have to review it as fascinating. my
reading time is suddenly limitless, and there’s so much i’ve been putting off! woot!
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add the bill of rights, subtract the wrongs, memorize and sing star-spangled songs
(2004-05-02 05:11) - public

wow. i don’t know whether i’m pissed off or disgusted or amused; most likely all three. people should have
more respect for themselves.
subcultured (2004-05-02 13:06:36)
i want the gossip...
dankamongmen (2004-05-02 13:07:57)
heh, bah, that was mainly about me :). ummm, [shrug] the night got too crazy and too emotional for everyone
involved. or maybe just me. what a douche.
opima (2004-05-02 17:04:10)
so you’re not going to give up the gossip then I guess :)

1.3.3

(2004-05-03 08:37) - confident - public

Music: phish - you enjoy myself (1990-06-16 townshend family park)

Wow, you read a line like [1]this , and realize just how much demographics have changed in the past decade:
”Louisiana is one of those Southern states the Democrats haven’t completely written off.”
I don’t know from whence came the open, full bottle of High Life I found by my Raisan Bran this morning,
but it produced a powerful stench indeed upon being poured out. Yesterday was shitty and useless, but
today begins the week of kicking ass at Reflex, making up for output hits taken the past fortnight. Excelsior!
1. http://www.cnn.com/ELECTION/2004/veepstakes/misc/story1.html

1.3.4

listen closely; you can hear this code suck (2004-05-06 04:55) - dirty - public

Music: sasha - airdrawndagger (2002)

i’m a bit puzzled by (libiptc/libiptc.c from iptables 1.2.9, indented):
int TC DELETE NUM ENTRY(const IPT CHAINLABEL chain,unsigned int rulenum,TC HANDLE
T *handle) {
then (from libiptc/libip4tc.c):
#define TC DELETE NUM ENTRY iptc delete num entry
it looks like glibc-style versioning, smells like aussie technique, has rusty russell written all over it, but i
don’t grok it atm. in any case, it fucks ctags to hell and resulted in throwing a printf(” %s %s] love me thrill
me trace me!\n”, FILE , func ) -finstrument-functions tactical nuke at the problem. god bless gcc
2.95 and up. if you’ve never learned about cyg profile func enter and friends (especially attribute
((no instrument function))), i advise it.
however, i’m back in the swing of things after a few down days, and tear-assing through our networking
layer. this weekend i’ll lift all netlink-monitoring and network-configuring code up out of tako/geso, and
build a new tool, saki: it lubricates communication channels and gets everyone ready to talk. hopefully, lunz
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and i’ll have time to audit the [1]TPROXY patch and I can bust open some SO ORIGINAL DST (trivial).
if so, i should be off active gesodev aside from quick customer care+feed SMOPs and back on tako. i need to
lay the law down on troublesome aspects of last winter’s tcp reassembly, found both in the field and personal
audits, and i need to get it done prior to the [2]NSS Group’s next IPS Group test.
the wholescale move to xml is proving fruitful already. anything so full of detail and order sets the german’s heart alight, and thus lunz has traded his fishing for bitching and become a fisher of code. really, i’ve
been by far the slackest in the office as of late, but i’m feeling the afterburners kick in. a tour de force this
last half of the week should silence any naysayers, firmly reestablish dominion over the interceptor platform
and put us in great shape looking towards monday’s return to school.
hehehe, the macro to turn vim into a turing machine simulator make me feel warm :). what a great cinco.
malim praedari!
1. http://sourceforge.net/forum/forum.php?forum_id=335865
2. http://www.nss.co.uk/default.htm

turdburgler (2004-05-06 04:35:56)
and build a new tool, saki... [...] ...and back on tako. Do you name all of your stuff after sushi?
dankamongmen (2004-05-06 11:05:34)
yep, or at least codename it in such a fashion. our IPS code is tako, ”the house that adderall built.” the AV proxy is
geso, ”part of luke schensher’s posse”. the part i’m lifting out this weekend will be dubbed, as i noted, saki, ”helping
ugly apps get laid since the meiji restoration.”
modularformsboy (2004-05-06 10:30:27)
yeah, wow. thanks for the tip. mfb feels horribly sheepish and of low-foo having only discovered ctags last week.
makes reading through kernel sources much easier. Though certain things, like the whole init-sequence trick threw me
(even w/ ctags) all to hell: At first glance, start kernel() does very little in the way of machine dependent setup–and
then there’s the mysterious do initcalls():
for (call = &__initcall_start; call < &__initcall_end; call++) {
/* do call() and some other stuff */
}

and then you notice the various flavors of initcall macros scattered through the kernel sources. huzzah gcc-directed
function pointer tables, ordered by flavor:
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

core_initcall(fn)
postcore_initcall(fn)
arch_initcall(fn)
subsys_initcall(fn)
fs_initcall(fn)
device_initcall(fn)
late_initcall(fn)

__define_initcall("1",fn)
__define_initcall("2",fn)
__define_initcall("3",fn)
__define_initcall("4",fn)
__define_initcall("5",fn)
__define_initcall("6",fn)
__define_initcall("7",fn)

dankamongmen (2004-05-06 11:10:18)
ctags is the shit, but cscope shouldn’t be forgotten. macro-based renaming of functions can blow me. if you ever
have the misfortune to look under OpenSSL’s hood, you’ll understand. glibc ain’t much prettier. you know all the
ctags commands, like :ts etc, right?
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modularformsboy (2004-05-06 11:31:15)
afraid I only know Ctrl-], Ctrl-o, :tn, and :tfirst.

1.3.5

whoops! (2004-05-06 15:21) - sheepish - public

Music: wilco - ashes of american flags

bringing down customers’ networks while on the phone with them always sucks. ”so i’m going to do
this...uhhh.” ”hrm, i can’t seem to connect anymore.” ”no, i bet you can’t.” sorry guy! at least the bug
was found – buried under two years’ worth of backwards-compatability code. needless to say, a purge has
been effected.

1.3.6

hey yeah we had everything, vinyl in mono (2004-05-07 06:50) - pensive - public

Music: courtney love - america’s sweetheart

frustrating: develop a data structure which provides both stack-like insertion and vector-like random deletion
in o(1), providing an o(1) oracle to position within the stack upon a deletion. i wasted an hour trying to
come up with something, but must settle for less, i think; next time we’ll prove intractability before fucking
around. but maybe my rough-and-ready proof is incorrect; any bright minds out there got an idea? i’m
feeling burnt out :/. if i were yngve, i’d have divined something involving cosines and mutual periods and
be climbing a mountain by now (but any function, just a mapping, requires o(n) state it seems...hrmph. i
feel retarded and unsure cluelessv(”which i really hate”)).

1.3.7

found an island in your arms, a country in your eyes (2004-05-11 07:06) - public

Music: cee-lo - relax (ride out)

today’ll be an interesting one. curious curious curious.
phatjoe (2004-05-11 07:20:52)
When you look back on this post in 10 years, will you know what you were talking about? /joe
dankamongmen (2004-05-12 06:04:34)
and now all has been made plain

1.3.8

the one where our hero spends all funds on books (2004-05-11 19:50) - public

holy shit, [1]this guy lives 40 feet from me. we had a grand conversation. i shall become poor.
1.

http://s1.amazon.com/exec/varzea/search-handle-url/102-1785002-5112926?index=zshops-us&field-store-id=

SR609K9C6GLDM&field-status=open

1.3.9

decisions! (2004-05-12 08:30) - bouncy - friends

Music: dj kaos & ethos - get fucked
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must call up intrusec today by noon and decide whether i want the job. it came in being a solid raise over my
current salary (plus a 10k signing bonus, which i thought went the way of the dodo circa 2000, as chronicled
by yourden), but they stopped short of the 100 milestone despite me being pretty straight up about needing
that to leave reflex. it’s not that i’d have any kind of real use for that but i needed a litmus test to make
the decision for me. the only thing that’s stopping me from saying no is the fact that they’re in tech square.
leaving the interview, i walked leisurely home past school and through my beloved midtown, stopping at the
rock for a beer, and as breezes noticably devoid of atlanta’s usual stench embraced me, i thought ”i may not
need to own a car for years.” and goddamn but the people were brilliant.
ahh, well just got im’d by the owner, and came to a snap decision. still a reflex kid. still hacking on
my baby. let’s hope it’s the right move, and that 5 % turns into something special. i was rather disturbingly
informed that my CEO apparently called up theirs last night. strange and unsettling. hrm, am i still logically
unfirable? crucifucksv(”i hope so...i mean it!”) ahh, the joys of realtime messaging; apparently our CEO is
indeed irritated. well, i guess that today i’ll either get fired or be in a good position to jockey for the phat
rizzaise. oh wait hahaha today is physics lab, and i don’t go in! we’ll see thursday!
at 12 i’m meeting up with the brizzant as she gets off work at howell mill veterinary. we started hanging out again this week, and i’m remembering why i dug her so much last fall (being still largely insane from
the m-breakup, many events of the time have no meaningful rationale). exciting exciting exciting. off to
technical writing!
i just realized that i don’t have time to look it up but now absolutely must know: did arlen specter (rpa) win his primary? he was under some duress fighting off a christer. this is the man who saved us from
bork on the bench!
subcultured (2004-05-12 07:09:06)
if you don’t want it and they are offering more than i’m getting - you should hook a sista up! ;] what would you have
been doing there anyway?
dankamongmen (2004-05-12 08:35:43)
chasing down general research, extremely rapid prototyping, reviewing designs and throwing in on random dev (in c
#/.net, ack) whenever necessary. it’s pretty specialized to security, though. are you not digging your job recently? i
thought things were better?
phatjoe (2004-05-12 07:59:37)
any idea how the CEO would know?? /joe
dankamongmen (2004-05-12 08:38:40)
the security industry at times feels like a complete graph, alexv(”many of the nodes, in graph theory, referred to as
’asshats’”). not worried about it; honesty in these things generally resolves them quickly.
spoonless (2004-05-12 21:28:29)
He probably hax0red livejournal and read the entry.

1.3.10

but you can’t be any geek off the street (2004-05-13 05:04) - public

I know it sounds like jealousy, but [1]M.I.T.’s Ray and Maria Stata Center would piss me off every time I
looked at it, let alone stepped inside. Active admiration pretty much implies you’re not working on a problem
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interesting enough to keep your face firmly focused at the ground ahead, at which point I understand your
GRA can be revoked. The first DARPA funds allocated within ought to determine whether the concrete
abortions grafted to it serve as stealth technology, or merely bring to life Picasso’s view of a cock-n-balls.
The story’s even worse. When did MIT trade its eager Chinese boys and handful of white malcontents
for a bunch of oprah fans?
”Charles M. Vest, the institute’s president, sees it as ”a toy box at dawn,” ready for the kids to play with.”
For all that talk prior to UConn about Sherman burning Atlanta once, and once being enough for anyone, Wayne Clough would never say this. Maybe if there was something better to play with, you wouldn’t
need a free pass/fail year as the biggest incentive not to commit suicide. It’s too bad Tufts took all the
drugs, I guess.
”Every week I’m in this building, I feel happier than the week before,” said Victor Zue, co-director of the
Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory
If as much useful work gets done inside as does in general AI, I’d be happy to have a job each week,
too.
”but then emerge to commune with his fellow geeks on the student street and in the other abundant communal spaces”
Once there was a fine facilitation for this interaction, known as cigarettes (and who wants to bet this
US $300mil enigma couldn’t find US $20 for ashtrays outside). They kicked ass, because a certain class of
the truly sucky avoided you wholeheartedly and scurried off to anime. Think about your last visit to any
school’s college of computing. Think about the number of people you heralded, and the number actively
avoided. Do you want any less shit to hide around? I’m sure MIT kids are more interesting on the average,
but that one assclown can still ruin your day, and no group of people that brilliant can all be gems.
”The Stata Center is only the biggest complex
730,000 square feet, including a below-ground parking
garage and outdoor amphitheater
of the university’s $1 billion construction program, which has as one of
its primary goals the creation of a greater sense of community on campus.”
Like not being retarded, there’s some things Mastercard can’t buy. Colleges establish community via fucking,
kiddie pools and 80s cover bands. I’d expect Noam Chomsky to know these things.

1. http://nytimes.com/2004/05/13/arts/design/13MIT.html?8hpib

turdburgler (2004-05-13 05:05:06)
I hope the new CoC doesn’t end up looking like that... > <
phatjoe (2004-05-13 08:13:51)
I’m sure MIT kids are more interesting on the average not in my experience. /joe
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people get ready it’s time to wake up, tear down the walls of Fortress Europe
(2004-05-13 20:09) - public

the total lack of informed op-ed thus far in the western press regarding BJP getting smacked around like a
dalit stepchild is scandalous.

quandry (2004-05-13 18:28:52)
Well maybe next time they won’t pick a senile PM? hehehehe
(2004-05-13 20:57:55)
Why do you think BJP lost? Now during the wheeling dealing of getting 2/3rds majority, if Congress makes Lalu
Prasad Yadav the deputy p.m. then India is *screwed*
dankamongmen (2004-05-14 02:30:39)
> Why do you think BJP lost? Heavy-handed use of Hinduism in a state looking eagerly for a return to secularism
in politics, and trying to run a western-style campaign despite the lowest classes comprising a majority of the voting
ranks. But that’s pretty blase, because I’m yet to see much really insightful material :/.

1.3.12

first thoracic sympathetic ganglion! (2004-05-14 03:08) - fascinated - public

Music: santana - the conquistador rides again

holy shit brain words are the best!
lunz/joeytsais’ nexus was added a month ago, but apparently not due to any reverence for henry miller.
gasp! having launched full-scale into the work of lifting cˆ3 out of tako and standardizing health monitoring,
i’ve rectified this with the addition of ”plexus”. i was trying to think of what the actual *components* of
a nerve plexus are, and couldn’t come up with anything. desperately seeking to avoid a cliched reliance on
dendrite/axon/synapse for the entities, i hit the gross anatomy sites:
The brachial plexus is a somatic nerve plexus formed by intercommunications among the ventral rami of
the lower four cervical nerves ( C 5 - C 8) and the first thoracic nerve (T 1). The plexus is responsible for
the motor innervation to all of the muscles of the upper limbwith the exception of the trapezius and levator
scapula. It supplies all of the cutaneous innervation of the upper limb with the exception of the area of
the axilla( armpit) (supplied by the intercostobrachial nerve), an area just above the point of the shoulder
(supplied by supraclavicular nerves) and the dorsal scapular area which is supplied by cutaneous branches
of dorsal rami. The brachial plexus communicates with the sympathetic trunk by gray rami communicates
that join all the roots of the plexus and are derived from the middle and inferior cervical sympathetic ganglia
and the first thoracic sympathetic ganglion.
This entire paragraph fascinates me, and leaves me cackling wildly. What madness is wrought when these
fabulous wonders break down, suffer bit rot if you will, and begin to feed useless data into the system? How
might brains be made robust in the face of deterioration, how might this be improved, and how similar is
the problem of recognizing burnt out, misfiring neurons to that of detecting malicious network traffic? Why
can’t we trade an eye for a Google hookup yet?
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(2004-05-14 01:04:03)
”how similar is the problem of recognizing burnt out, misfiring neurons to that of detecting malicious network traffic?”
Isnt it more analogous to detecting a misconfigured router? Tho the cue would come from weirdized traffic yet.
dankamongmen (2004-05-14 02:33:32)
> Isnt it more analogous to detecting a misconfigured router? If one approaches information security from a policydriven approach (and a draconian one at that), a misconfigured router could very well be considered ”malicious
network traffic”. I certainly consider bridge loops, for instance, to be [shrug] – a DoS is a DoS whether intentional
or not, and a good IPS should classify and fight it as best it can. The Morris worm, after all, was never intended to
have its consequences. Early detection and prevention would have stopped a catastrophe all the same.

1.3.13

oooooooh god (2004-05-15 07:10) - drunk - public

Music: modest mouse - all-nite diner

0710’s a bit late to walk home for a man of my age. what’s up with three fucking cabs stopping, finding ou
ti was going < 1 mile along their way (i did not flag them down, btw), being offered a dollar and spurning
it? i didn’;t want a ride in the first place, argh. yay for the use of brother ass. the night was crazy, gsu cops
love us, krystals aren’t bad until you douse them with 1.5e7 scoville sauce, and i spent most of my day with
an obscenely cool soul met back at the last loft party. tired tired tired to bed
happy graduation [ LJ User: mugwump ]!
mumpish (2004-05-15 17:39:42) Did you maybe mean ’Mumpish?’
Or is it a remarkable coincidence that Mugwump also graduated yesterday? At any rate, thanks for buying Theresa
and I dinner and drinks - you rock :) Jim
dankamongmen (2004-05-15 19:12:39) Re: Did you maybe mean ’Mumpish?’
that is indeed one of about twelve errors spanning syntax and semantics in this embarassment. it pleases me that
our dear friend [ LJ User: mugwump ] might be left forever thinking that just behind some narrow door in all his
favorite bars, men in red Pendleton shirts are getting incredible kicks from discussing his every move.
dankamongmen (2004-05-15 19:20:13) Re: Did you maybe mean ’Mumpish?’
heh, i went to go verify that [ LJ User: mugwump ] really did graduate, as that’d be crazy. apparently not, but heh
the similarities are astounding: ”this is a journal reserved soley for misery. so don’t bother with cheer up posts. i’m
not a fucking goth-fishing-for-compliments-sixteen-year-old-girl. i’m just very sick, and i don’t want your sympathy. i
just want to have a place to go to before i finally die...which will happen when i finish this project.” an understandable
mistake.

1.3.14

i gotta go ’cause i got me a drop top and if i hit the switch, i can make the ass
drop (2004-05-16 22:04) - hella fast - public

Music: type o negative - i know you’re fucking someone else

i am once again mobile! the scandinavian chariot has been replaced with a 2002 mazda miata mx5 ls, black
”racing up i-95 with a key” body and tan convertible top. after a long decade of fear, i can finally make the
riverside drive 285 exit onto johnson ferry my bitch.
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hopefully the volvo will find a good home. from git.ads:

1984 Volvo 740 GLE. I think it’s 1984, although Pep Boys will claim no
such car exists. If it really doesn’t, figure 1986.
Needs a starter, or wiring work regarding the starter. The engine runs
fine, and I’ve replaced brake pads, tires and the battery since last
August. Transmission was replaced shortly before I bought it.
Included free are its array of bumper stickers:
”Georgia Tech Yellow Jackets”
”My other machine is your Linux box.”
”Wanted: $10,000, Dead AND Alive: Schrodinger’s Cat”
”Atheism cures religious terrorism.”
”What the schools need is a moment of SCIENCE.”
”My kid reads your honor student’s email.”
Also, the annoying muffler (everything behind the cat, actually) has
been removed for that big booming sound Swedish bricks aren’t quite
known for. Most of the interior detailing has been removed for
aerodynamic reasons best unquestioned.
DON’T LET THIS FABULOUS CUSTOMIZED VOLVO BE THE ONE THAT GOT AWAY.
thanks much for the original hookup, [ LJ User: elcielo ]; ’twas a g-ride for sure, while it lasted. this
only getting to work a day per week had to stop, though.
elcielo (2004-05-17 07:10:28)
hopefully the volvo will find a good home. from git.ads Cheers. I hope it spreads joy and transportation to others.

1.3.15

if compilers were faster, this wouldn’t happen (2004-05-17 05:05) - public

in the town where i was born
lived a punk rocker who authored C
he spent the best years of his life
up until 5 reverse engineering
so he stayed up with the sun
packing heaping bowls of green
pacing around the spod cave
happily reverse engineering
his friends of night, SILC mobs,
produce the worms that produce jobs
another patch, another day...
[cacophony]
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whoops! (2004-05-17 05:37) - news junkie! - public

Music: blink-182 - easy targets

hrm, apparently india’s stock market crashed about 40 minutes ago, and the reverberations were strong
enough to kill izzadine saleem. it’s like a freak gardening incident, except gardening’s the domain of white
people and elderly japanese women, only the latter of which are unamerican and worthy of god’s wrath.
people will try to blame the indian situation on ”crude prices” or say it’s ”due to poor farming”, but i know
what’s really going on, stuart, and everyone’s going to be sad they talked shit about mother theresa behind
her back.
zbtron (2004-05-17 07:08:06)
its because Sonia Gandhi and her party arent too keen on privitization. that’s it.
dankamongmen (2004-05-17 10:01:36)
I’m not necessarily sure I agree with you. Now, CPI(M) is in the leftist coalition with Congress, and they’ve demanded the dissolution of the disinvestment (privitization) ministry. But, they only polled strongly in two states
(one of which, West Bengal, has been under their state control for nigh three decades yet undergone economic liberalization), both of them growing Congress strongholds. They’re out soon. With regards to Ms. Gandhi, she’s
expected to appoint Manmohan Singh (the same fellow who led 1991’s overarching reforms) as finance minister,
and the common minimum programme should buoy hearts. Furthermore, from The Economist: During the election
campaign, Congress promised to increase Indias already soaring rate of economic growth to 10 % a year. To do so, its
economic manifesto advocated the elimination of all bureaucratic and administrative hurdles to investment. Taken
literally, this was more radical than anything proposed by the BJP in its economic programme.

1.3.17

this is for the burbans and the cadillacs (2004-05-18 03:14) - buoyant - public

Music: radiohead - fake plastic trees

first fast driving award, heh. 29 over. despite several applications, however, officer beary friendly couldn’t
force anything higher than a .06, so the important issues fell in my favor. i did have to hand over the keys
to erin, most irritatingly. god bless my absorbant lipids and a solid foundation in the alphabet!
mumpish (2004-05-18 05:49:16)
Only you, Nick, could make getting a ticket for 29 over look like a good thing ... seriously, Officer Friendly was quite
nice to you, as he could easily have taken you to jail (25 over is officer’s discretion for a reckless driving charge) and
of course he could also have run you in under the .08 limit if, again in his discretion, he felt you were too impaired
to drive. It then would have fallen to you to convince some ambitious DA who only cares about conviction rates that
the officer’s subjective opinion isn’t worth taking to a jury, and, since they’re paying him for his trouble, why does he
care? All in all, the speeding ticket (which will easily meet or exceed one of your car payments) is a blessing.
dankamongmen (2004-05-18 10:35:02)
Yep, hence the happiness - I’d consider any run-in with APD that doesn’t result in arrest a Good Thing. The
annoying thing is that I’d completely forgotten that I drank anything – Twitch and I had shared a pitcher of texas
margaritas, then hit the rock up with Marcus, Erin and Carrie for some Newcastle. There, we met some kid having
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his 21st birthday, and a bit of madness ensued down at the scamaco. By the time I got back home and hit 75N
towards Vinings (around 0150 or so), the memory of drinking was long gone. I was shocked to blow a 0.6. Oh well.
It’ll be a good lesson; I’m used to the Volvo, where one didn’t need to keep nearly so tight an eye on the speedometer
:). Who the hell made 55 the speed limit on major interstates? I thought it was 65 – is it 55 in-city?
angry user (2004-05-18 16:05:12)
that’s the bullshit limit in the city. You were actually guilty of no more than the high side of the average speed in
the left lane. It goes up to 70 outside of the urban areas.
donicer (2004-05-18 09:23:40)
Thats impressive.

1.3.18

how many licks (2004-05-19 10:02) - public

one cannot read about electric fields due to point charges very long at all before the phrase ”chewy nuclear
centers” takes over consciousness.
opima (2004-05-19 20:38:27)
apparently I forgot to post this this morning when i read this post, but molecular and atomic jokes always make me
happy :) Thanks for posting it. I started my day off well thanks to it, and it reminding me of jokes about ”hot electron
injection”.

1.3.19

punks jump up to get beat down (2004-05-19 13:36) - amused - public

Music: warren g - recognize

Physics test isn’t until Friday, but it’s over one more chapter than I thought. Thankfully, everything I read
last night would have been easily derived in situ, and I imagine that chapter would have, as well. I desperately need to start going to class, though. This summer semester shit is seeing one lazy, lazy nick thus far.
Good work has been done for the Reflex juggernaut, though!
People are even pettier bitches than I thought!

1.3.20

we look the same, we talk the same, we even fuck the same (2004-05-20 00:46) hopeful - public

Music: phish - the mango song

a grand day of codefrenzy! after returning from the physics test which wasn’t, i started to clean up my bug
list for tomorrow’s 4.1-final. i hope to have it killed off by tomorrow morning, stroll in around 0500 and
get the testing set up, then leave circa 1600 for free beer followed by a quick physics review. feeling good
about the code and with a stress test running, i hit up the home parkers at rocky, followed by [ LJ User:
leftorium ] and [ LJ User: eightbit ] at the lander; good discussion of crypto, enforcible security policy and
sluts followed. an interesting problem: provided two secret keys are in the same place at one time (ie certain
secure key exchange methodologies), is there a protocol by which it can later be proved that this occurred?
ie, right now in gnupg and such one assigns a trust level to a given key, based on how it was imported and
verified. if a method existed to validate both secret keys were present, there’s no need to arbitrarily trust a
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neighbor node in the web of trust; you could import any key signed in such a fashion when exchanging with
them.
naive ideas involved intractable publishing costs in terms of new public keys. it’ll get some thought, although hopefully dave will just whip up a reference tonight while i’m busting code like house of pain slaps
ho’s. i’d really like to have no outstanding bugs on either the tako or geso side by this morning, but it’s
a lofty goal. erin’s reading microserfs (after having picked up geek love and asking, ”so will this teach me
about you computer people?”), the intoxicating scent of newports hangs pregnant above us, and tomorrow
morning i can get to work independently of shaggz.
life goes well for the meximoan!
modularformsboy (2004-05-20 01:32:49)
is this erin you mention [ LJ User: ewin ]?
dankamongmen (2004-05-20 01:39:11)
ummm, nope, don’t know that person.

1.3.21

I asked her if she’d dance for a song; she said she’d be dancing all night long
(2004-05-20 16:26) - bouncy - public

Music: anti-flag - red, white and brainwashed

So yeah it’s kinda cheesey, but does anyone want to put together an [1]IPSC team for this year? I never
ended up doing the disassembly contest Honeynet put on last spring, and it’s been four years since I last
cried the Ramblin’ Wreck’s lusty call for ACM programming team (heh, five years ago I was a freshman
member admiring luminaries like [ LJ User: evgnyg ] and [ LJ User: vudiddy ]). And far too fucking long
since academic bowl. I demand competition and ranking! Anyone down?
Marcus and I are going to drive up to Baltimore next weekend rather than fly, in a semi-recreation of
winter 1998’s ”Further” Boston adventure. Yay! I’m excited about the physics test tomorrow; I need a
pick-me-up after skipping all my classes pretty much thus far.
1. http://ipsc.ksp.sk/

vudiddy (2004-05-20 13:56:29)
I need to clear up a couple things on my schedule, but I’d like to participate.
dankamongmen (2004-05-20 14:14:13)
excellent; if you can still bust out java with the panache and gusto of 1998 regionals, we’re bout it bout it and rowdy
rowdy.

1.3.22

make sure you’re connected, writing’s on the wall (if your mind’s neglected,
stumble you might fall) (2004-05-21 14:25) - aggravated - friends

Music: beck - beercan
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argh! the boss pushed a dirty cell phone onto me while i was outside smoking, and left. oh well, if you need
to reach me, i’m irradiatable at 404.227.5805.
since i’m friending this post anyway, a question i stumbled on when c-weg announced his jury duty this
week: i’m pretty sure i never registered for the selective service (read: draft, for you feminists out there not
quite feminist enough to have demanded your right to enroll), hence never seeing such a summons. how can
i tell? i’d kind of like to retain this status while monsters run uncontained through washington, but want to
know either way.
dancing tonight! get down, get down.
mumpish (2004-05-21 12:11:40)
There are certain programs you aren’t eligible for if you don’t register, but apart from that, unless they actually
restore the draft, I don’t think you’ll hear anything about it.
iwillfearnoevil (2004-05-21 13:46:55)
In Alabama you have to register to register to vote. And when you get your driver’s liscense. and when you take the
high school graduation exam.

1.3.23

the chapter in which nick loudly curses (2004-05-21 19:11) - public

you’re all like, ”all right, it’s time to do some wash and stop wearing the same four pairs of shorts after two
months!” and then you’re like, ”got everything packed, need detergent...oh yeah, i left it at marcus’s.” and
then you’re all like, ”godfuckingdamnitandifyouasiansdontstopstaringatmeallyourkidsgointhe fuckingyangtzeargh!” damnit!

1.3.24

it’s time to join the DoD (2004-05-22 07:00) - contemplative - public

Music: princess superstar-last of the great 20th century composers

After weighing the options following last semster’s debacle in our networking ii group project – well,
s/weighing the options/getting krunk for three weeks/ – I will most likely apply for an [1]IA scholarship
for grad school. I’m likely not going to cut a GRA otherwise.
This would force rather drastic changes in my life, assuming clearance work. Everything I’ve seen and
heard, though, implies that much history can be forgiven for desirable clearance candidates provided honesty
and seriousness. Hell, Bronn’s going TS soon; I probably already have a file.
This August marks four years, and eligibility for sitting on my [2]CISSP. The only offering in Atlanta
this year is 2004-07-31, so I’d better get on these [3]936 pages of fun soon. woot woot, for certain values
of woot: I’m sure reflex will pay (and make me pay if I don’t pass :) ), it looks great, and you need it for
ISSEP. Now, however, is the time to research tagged VLAN’s effects on the shite. At the pool.
1. http://www.defenselink.mil/nii/iasp/index.html
2. https://www.isc2.org/cgi/content.cgi?category=19
3.

http://www.asestores.com/Merchant2/merchant.mv?Screen=PROD&Product_Code=ISC-AU1707&Category_Code=

ISC-BOOKS&Store_Code=ISC2
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girlvinyl (2004-05-22 10:57:32)
That’s awesome. I’m glad to hear all this shit. I’m doing DoE cleareance right now and it’s really a fucking bitch.
Jesus Christ on a cross. If you’ve got any problems of any kind - TAKE CARE OF THEM NOW! Especially financial
to illustrate a willingness to settle old debts or whatever. CISSP is worth it - don’t let anyone tell you otherwise. And
if they really are fucking with you about it, log on to monster/dice/whatever and search ”CISSP clearance” You’ll be
shocked and amazed at all the cool shit that comes up requiring it. Ok, much <3
dankamongmen (2004-05-22 14:12:26)
> Especially financial to illustrate a willingness to settle old debts or whatever finances are fine; i’m more worried
about having to switch suburbanjihad.net over to suburban-g-ride.net and claim typo fouls, explaining why I had a
license registered to alan turing, etc. and the fucking pool tarp story. > CISSP is worth it - don’t let anyone tell
you otherwise Oh, no one’s complaining or anything. I actually only sent in the request this morning. It’s not a
very academic issue, so I’m not looking for much long-term worth. Our industry is not a very academic one at the
moment either, however. [shrug] jobs aren’t a worry for qualified infosec people atm, and shouldn’t be for some time.
grad school’s a worry for just about everyone. But yeah, just the ISSEP’s dependency makes it worthwhile. Thanks!
:)

1.3.25

oh lord, they forgot to bring a victim child (2004-05-23 17:46) - loved - public

Music: clutch - open up the borders

1) do physics homework. check
2) drunkenly lambast somebody about mega man (i think he was talking 2 and i was talking 3, unsure).
check
3) melt [ LJ User: eightbit ]’s brain. check
4) wake up at noon. fucked that one up by about five hours
5) come wihtin a week of the proposed 2.3.4 final python release. check
6) elaborately complicate things and jump back on the wheel of drama. thorough check!
what a good time last night. why don’t any of the phones in here work?

1.3.26

bring your black love, your boone’s darm and your IEEE 802.* (2004-05-24 14:14)
- public

PSA: this is by far the most decent bit of corporate sponsorship I’ve seen in some time. Get your IEEE 802
standards free while it’s going:
[1]The Get IEEE 802 Program
1. http://standards.ieee.org/getieee802/

youhavebugs (2004-05-24 23:10:33)
thats crazy. Welcome to my journal btw, we seem to be in the same industry. :] ... I don’t talk too much about my
work though on here, mostly because it’s crazy proprietary. :\
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to make it up i do whatever it take; i love you like a fat kid love cake
(2004-05-25 01:43) - beplagued - public

Music: folk implosion - natural one

well then! a day of excitement, as the first week in memory without mine and the german’s full tag team
in the dev rizzoom got under. upon entrance, horrible sysadminlike tasks were tossed at me, and a good
fifteen minutes were wasted learning courier imap + tls and wondering why the fucking salespeople can’t ssh
to their mailhome like god intended. still, better to be adding aliases to blackberries in the morning than
wondering if we’ll make payroll this week. i was forced to uncomfortably berate the installation engineer and
indeed the lumberjack for both blatantly ignoring linux arp flux tendancies in a recent setup, then had to
explain it again to hezi, who demanded it was a bug in linux. frustrated beyond comport, i kind of freaked
out, asking people why they weren’t aware of an issue which is not only clearly spelled out in brown’s [1]guide
to ip network admin using linux and all over [2]lartc, but comes up on linux-networking once a season or
so only for david miller, superhero, to smack down punks who feel froggy and jump up on it. it wasn’t
until i bitchily demanded ”don’t you guys realize that part of your jobs is to be aware of the environment
in which you work, especially if you’re going to alter the process which diligently abstracts away things you
may have missed?” that i realized i had become the german! so this is what happens when your coding time
is interrupted by sysadmin bullshit.
but all was cool after that. i knocked out outgoing smtp’s configuration and patched in an invocation
of SO ORIG DST to bring that into line, and auditing nic drivers to mmap() ring for 802q issues is almost
done. most excitingly, girl A1A seems to wonder r u still down? after a few weeks of the hate, after kicking
ass saturday night, and this evening was filled with sweet sweet missed chillin’. now, to just harridly avoid
the vinings menace.
i switched vitamins and immediately developed a vile plague. but hahaha, central africans are being fucked
by a new ebola! i raise my middle finger in the general direction, and run off to kroger to grab my old ones
– i think i lost some myelin last time purging my nasal passages of this foul insalubriance. let us beseech the
blessing of Almighty God upon this great and noble undertaking.
1. http://linux-ip.net/html/
2. http://lartc.org/

1.3.28

see i reckon you’re an 8 or a 9, maybe even 9 and a half in four beer’s time
(2004-05-25 10:33) - sick - public

Music: the streets - a grand don’t come for free

MY BODY IS FULL OF SNOT :/
subcultured (2004-05-25 09:46:55)
ewwhhh ;]

1.3.29

nooooooooooooo!!! the music never stopped! (2004-05-25 16:16) - crushed - public

Music: phish - reba

ughguhgugh, the grapevine reports that trey announced the 2004-05-18 coventry festival to be phish’s last.
show. ever. [1]the fansite of record is too slammed to verify. ugh, i’ll check out r.m.p...it’s all over, ohh
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the sadness is overwhelming :(. dark, dark fucking day. and like clockwork, [2]a message from trey is finally
loaded.
AN ANNOUNCEMENT FROM TREY 05.25.04
Last Friday night, I got together with Mike, Page and Fish to talk openly about the strong feelings I’ve
been having that Phish has run its course and that we should end it now while it’s still on a high note. Once
we started talking, it quickly became apparent that the other guys’ feelings, while not all the same as mine,
were similar in many ways – most importantly, that we all love and respect Phish and the Phish audience
far too much to stand by and allow it to drag on beyond the point of vibrancy and health. We don’t want
to become caricatures of ourselves, or worse yet, a nostalgia act. By the end of the meeting, we realized
that after almost twenty-one years together we were faced with the opportunity to graciously step away in
unison, as a group, united in our friendship and our feelings of gratitude.
So Coventry will be the final Phish show. We are proud and thrilled that it will be in our home state
of Vermont. We’re also excited for the June and August shows, our last tour together. For the sake of
clarity, I should say that this is not like the hiatus, which was our last attempt to revitalize ourselves. We’re
done. It’s been an amazing and incredible journey. We thank you all for the love and support that you’ve
shown us.

this is the end of a beautiful and much-beloved era :(. most of the best nights of my life were marked
with glowstick wars, tortillas, and checking uno cards before easing into a hippie shuffle. i offer up a meatstick dance, and thank vermont for four incredible musicians. new album 2004-06-15...alas, zorn, all dead.
1. http://phish.com/
2. http://phish.com/news/index.php?year=2004#story182

1.3.30

Got hurt majorly, finds it tough to trust, looked at the ashtray, then looked
back up (2004-05-27 05:47) - excited - public

Music: the streets - get out of my house

My audit finally struck gold today, and you can expect a likely linux-net patch soon after I get to work
(assuming my conclusions are vindicated with testing – I can’t find my damn key card to get in the building,
so simulation capability is limited). woot! Work progresses with great expedience regarding refactoring of
management code common to the two major apps, and I expect a new platform rc by the middle of next
week.
On a less rigorous note, I opted to drop both of my summer classes today. While the foremost reason,
admittedly, is that I haven’t been to anything save the first physics test, I’d rather enumerate: a) wow these
classes suck ASS and are impossible to wake up for, immediately calling to mind buellerv(”how am I supposed
to go to school on a day like this?”), b) I want to ensure time to lay swaths of accomplishment prior to yearly
review in two months, c) Dagon + Weinke haven’t detailed my research project yet, and I’m worried about
how much time I’ll have for it, and d) quite frankly, I’m tired. I feel that the past two semesters proved I’m
serious about finishing up and going to grad school, most importantly to myself. The readmission process is
complete, and I can dance back in fall. So! Less school work, more real work, open source work and research.
Exactly what I’d like to be doing, if it somehow led to a degree...bleh.
37.5 hours or so until Marcus and I head up the east coast towards bronn-liz-scodo-myung!-russ mania!
12 hours until free beer! 1,933 hours until the first of the 13 last Phish shows :(. Regarding that, I’ve got
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tickets to [1]Coventry through Nestrud + Big Chief, and a good chance at [2]all three MA + NJ shows
through Justin, who’ll be taking up as many old skool home park phans as possible. I’m pondering just
burning my vacation hours and hitting all 13...sigh, sigh, sigh.
So, [3]The Streets’ 2002 out-of-nowhere release [4]Original Pirate Material was, imho, far and away the
most inventive and delightful 2-step album ever made and the prime example of tight, intelligent beat-heavy
tunes (not to be confused with IDM) that year. On first gazing into this month’s [5]A Grand Don’t Come
For Free, Skinner’s latest, I was quite disappointed. Dissonance and backfeed overwhelmed a collection of
disjointed, forgettable tracks. Mike seemed not to have bothered to find a catchy break, let alone unleash
the lyrical wizardry and deadpan delivery that replaced Blur’s Modern Life is Rubbish and Parklife as the
authoritative voice regarding days in the life of a modern English geezer. This week, however (I first grabbed
a prerelease torrented a month ago), I’ve been relistening...and this opus may be the best concept album
since De-Loused in the Crematorium, a ”dedication to the death of the sweetheart” far more poignant despite
its breadth than the White Stripes’ Elephant (which bears that declaration inside). OPM introduced us to
Mike Skinner’s narrator: a Playstation junkie ruefully apologizing for his all-too-regular benders and their
amorous results, bemoaning the complexities of ”fit birds”, lamenting rising tuition and illogical drug policy
(the lyrics to [6]The Irony of it All sans its memorable back-and-forth are as incomplete as reading Waiting
for Godot without having seen absurdist drama firsthand), all the while exercising a full gamut of slang
straight from America’s biggest aircraft carrier. AGDCfF deconstructs a full day’s tribulations, a Ulysseslike feat conveying emotional range as varied as the styles employed. This is what Mike hinted at with OPM
tracks like ”It’s Too Late” and ”Stay Positive”, but they seemed out of place among what was essentially a
feel-good album of the Sublime vein. If that wasn’t enough, the cover borrows from Edward Hopper’s The
Nighthawks (my favorite painting) nearly so blatantly as Ween’s The Pod famously did Leonard Cohen’s
Greatest Hits. Check it out, and listen carefully. There’s a lot to miss.
1. http://www.phish.com/news/index.php?year=2004#story179
2. http://www.phish.com/tourdates/
3. http://www.the-streets.co.uk/
4. http://www.allmusic.com/cg/amg.dll?p=amg&uid=UIDSUB020405251431462842&sql=Ajtkqiklsbb29
5. http://www.allmusic.com/cg/amg.dll?p=amg&uid=UIDSUB020405251431462842&sql=Aevk9ke9tdq7z
6. http://www.azlyrics.com/lyrics/thestreets/theironyofitall.html

opima (2004-05-27 15:38:55)
I’m glad to hear you’ve done so well :) Also glad to hear you’re taking off the summer. I’m starting to think that’s
the way someone that isn’t masochistic would do things. Hurray for loving work though.. You make me proud to be
a nerd (though not nearly as good at it as you).

1.3.31

get your tickets now to the penal colony of death (2004-05-28 18:48) - nostalgic public

Music: tesco vee’s hate police - i club baby seals

i packed everything i need through monday into a size 12 shoebox. hopefully this can be manhandled into
the trunk.
and with that, the chinky one and i are up, up and out of this biatch, off to the land of our homies on
the government dole at NSA, APL and NASA. last time, Bronn managed to get ticketed for public intoxication, angrily decked me in a bar for hitting on an ug, and we propagandized a new city flag featuring a
rabid crab. russ’s leaving one-way for china in five weeks, so hopefully he won’t be doing anything landing
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him in jail longer than a month. i’ll be wearing shoes, for aforementioned reasons and a forecast featuring a
70 % chance of [1]decapitated hispanic brood.
have fun, all! [kisskisskiss]
1. http://news.google.com/news?hl=en&edition=us&ie=ascii&q=baltimore&btnG=Search+News

1.3.32

marijuana in your brain (2004-05-28 20:01) - high - public

[sheepish] umm, i mean, like, *now* we’re going.

1.4
1.4.1

June
douchelike! (2004-06-01 11:46) - public

I’ve never done a meme, but in honor of returning to the atl dead tired, missing some hair, and having
blasted bronn out of a blowjob with his own fire extinguisher, I’ll obnoxiously parade my literacy alongside
[ LJ User: hiddenwoman ] rather than maintain my standard contrarian refusal.
although first! from wise, wise trey of the havoc football mailing list comes this gem, just a few days
after the absolutely gleeful news regarding [1]the cesspool of the south’s foundation [2]issues:
And guess who our #13 seeded regional pair is? Could it be any
other than the inmates of the Clark County Correctional Facility,
aka the University (sic) of Georgia? :-) So if we both win
the regionals, they come to Atlanta to play a three game series
with us, the winner going to the College World Series. College
baseball just can’t get any better than that.
w00t!

bold those you’ve read
italicise started-but-never-finished
add three of your own
underline those you own but haven’t gotten to yet
post to your livejournal
1. The Lord of the Rings, JRR Tolkien
2. Pride and Prejudice, Jane Austen
3. His Dark Materials, Philip Pullman
4. The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy, Douglas Adams
5. Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire, JK Rowling
6. To Kill a Mockingbird, Harper Lee
7. Winnie the Pooh, AA Milne
8. 1984, George Orwell
9. The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe, CS Lewis
10. Jane Eyre, Charlotte Bronte (I think) (ed-nick: you’re correct!)
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11. Catch-22, Joseph Heller
12. Wuthering Heights, Emily Bronte
13. Birdsong, Sebastian Faulks
14. Rebecca, Daphne du Maurier
15. The Catcher in the Rye, JD Salinger (ed-nick: over 400 times, natch)
16. The Wind in the Willows, Kenneth Grahame
17. Great Expectations, Charles Dickens
18. Little Women, Louisa May Alcott
19. Captain Corelli’s Mandolin, Louis de Bernieres
20. War and Peace, Leo Tolstoy
21. Gone with the Wind, Margaret Mitchell
22. Harry Potter And The Sorcerer’s Philosopher’s Stone, JK Rowling
23. Harry Potter And The Chamber Of Secrets, JK Rowling
24. Harry Potter And The Prisoner Of Azkaban, JK Rowling (ed-nick: what douche did this?)
25. The Hobbit, JRR Tolkien
26. Tess Of The D’Urbervilles, Thomas Hardy
27. Middlemarch, George Eliot
28. A Prayer For Owen Meany, John Irving
29. The Grapes Of Wrath, John Steinbeck
30. Alice’s Adventures In Wonderland, Lewis Carroll
31. The Story Of Tracy Beaker, Jacqueline Wilson
32. One Hundred Years Of Solitude, Gabriel Garcia Marquez
33. The Pillars Of The Earth, Ken Follett
34. David Copperfield, Charles Dickens
35. Charlie And The Chocolate Factory, Roald Dahl
36. Treasure Island, Robert Louis Stevenson
37. A Town Like Alice, Nevil Shute
38. Persuasion, Jane Austen
39. Dune, Frank Herbert
40. Emma, Jane Austen
41. Anne Of Green Gables, LM Montgomery
42. Watership Down, Richard Adams
43. The Great Gatsby, F Scott Fitzgerald
4. The Count Of Monte Cristo, Alexandre Dumas
45. Brideshead Revisited, Evelyn Waugh
46. Animal Farm, George Orwell
47. A Christmas Carol, Charles Dickens
48. Far From The Madding Crowd, Thomas Hardy
49. Goodnight Mister Tom, Michelle Magorian
50. The Shell Seekers, Rosamunde Pilcher
51. The Secret Garden, Frances Hodgson Burnett
52. Of Mice And Men, John Steinbeck
53. The Stand, Stephen King
54. Anna Karenina, Leo Tolstoy
55. A Suitable Boy, Vikram Seth
56. The BFG, Roald Dahl
57. Swallows And Amazons, Arthur Ransome
58. Black Beauty, Anna Sewell
59. Artemis Fowl, Eoin Colfer
60. Crime And Punishment, Fyodor Dostoyevsky
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61. Noughts And Crosses, Malorie Blackman
62. Memoirs Of A Geisha, Arthur Golden
63. A Tale Of Two Cities, Charles Dickens
64. The Thorn Birds, Colleen McCollough
65. Mort, Terry Pratchett
66. The Magic Faraway Tree, Enid Blyton
67. The Magus, John Fowles
68. Good Omens, Terry Pratchett and Neil Gaiman
69. Guards! Guards!, Terry Pratchett
70. Lord Of The Flies, William Golding
71. Perfume, Patrick Susskind
72. The Ragged Trousered Philanthropists, Robert Tressell
73. Night Watch, Terry Pratchett
74. Matilda, Roald Dahl
75. Bridget Jones’s Diary, Helen Fielding
76. The Secret History, Donna Tartt
77. The Woman In White, Wilkie Collins
78. Ulysses, James Joyce
79. Bleak House, Charles Dickens
80. Double Act, Jacqueline Wilson
81. The Twits, Roald Dahl
82. I Capture The Castle, Dodie Smith
83. Holes, Louis Sachar
84. Gormenghast, Mervyn Peake
85. The God Of Small Things, Arundhati Roy
86. Vicky Angel, Jacqueline Wilson
87. Brave New World, Aldous Huxley
88. Cold Comfort Farm, Stella Gibbons
89. Magician, Raymond E Feist
90. On The Road, Jack Kerouac
91. The Godfather, Mario Puzo
92. The Clan Of The Cave Bear, Jean M Auel
93. The Colour Of Magic, Terry Pratchett
94. The Alchemist, Paulo Coelho
95. Katherine, Anya Seton
96. Kane And Abel, Jeffrey Archer
97. Love In The Time Of Cholera, Gabriel Garcia Marquez
98. Girls In Love, Jacqueline Wilson
99. The Princess Diaries, Meg Cabot
100. Midnight’s Children, Salman Rushdie
101. Three Men In A Boat, Jerome K. Jerome
102. Small Gods, Terry Pratchett
103. The Beach, Alex Garland
104. Dracula, Bram Stoker
105. Point Blanc, Anthony Horowitz
106. The Pickwick Papers, Charles Dickens
107. Stormbreaker, Anthony Horowitz
108. The Wasp Factory, Iain Banks
109. The Day Of The Jackal, Frederick Forsyth
110. The Illustrated Mum, Jacqueline Wilson
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111. Jude The Obscure, Thomas Hardy
112. The Secret Diary Of Adrian Mole Aged 13 1/2, Sue Townsend
113. The Cruel Sea, Nicholas Monsarrat
114. Les Miserables, Victor Hugo
115. The Mayor Of Casterbridge, Thomas Hardy
116. The Dare Game, Jacqueline Wilson
117. Bad Girls, Jacqueline Wilson
118. The Picture Of Dorian Gray, Oscar Wilde
119. Shogun, James Clavell
120. The Day Of The Triffids, John Wyndham
121. Lola Rose, Jacqueline Wilson
122. Vanity Fair, William Makepeace Thackeray
123. The Forsyte Saga, John Galsworthy
124. House Of Leaves, Mark Z. Danielewski
125. The Poisonwood Bible, Barbara Kingsolver
126. Reaper Man, Terry Pratchett
127. Angus, Thongs And Full-Frontal Snogging, Louise Rennison
128. The Hound Of The Baskervilles, Arthur Conan Doyle
129. Possession, A. S. Byatt
130. The Master And Margarita, Mikhail Bulgakov
131. The Handmaid’s Tale, Margaret Atwood
132. Danny The Champion Of The World, Roald Dahl
133. East Of Eden, John Steinbeck
134. George’s Marvellous Medicine, Roald Dahl
135. Wyrd Sisters, Terry Pratchett
136. The Color Purple, Alice Walker
137. Hogfather, Terry Pratchett
138. The Thirty-Nine Steps, John Buchan
139. Girls In Tears, Jacqueline Wilson
140. Sleepovers, Jacqueline Wilson
141. All Quiet On The Western Front, Erich Maria Remarque
142. Behind The Scenes At The Museum, Kate Atkinson
143. High Fidelity, Nick Hornby
144. It, Stephen King
145. James And The Giant Peach, Roald Dahl
146. The Green Mile, Stephen King
147. Papillon, Henri Charriere
148. Men At Arms, Terry Pratchett
149. Master And Commander, Patrick O’Brian
150. Skeleton Key, Anthony Horowitz
151. Soul Music, Terry Pratchett
152. Thief Of Time, Terry Pratchett
153. The Fifth Elephant, Terry Pratchett
154. Atonement, Ian McEwan
155. Secrets, Jacqueline Wilson
156. The Silver Sword, Ian Serraillier
157. One Flew Over The Cuckoo’s Nest, Ken Kesey
158. Heart Of Darkness, Joseph Conrad
159. Kim, Rudyard Kipling
160. Cross Stitch, Diana Gabaldon
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161. Moby Dick, Herman Melville
162. River God, Wilbur Smith
163. Sunset Song, Lewis Grassic Gibbon
164. The Shipping News, Annie Proulx
165. The World According To Garp, John Irving
166. Lorna Doone, R. D. Blackmore
167. Girls Out Late, Jacqueline Wilson
168. The Far Pavilions, M. M. Kaye
169. The Witches, Roald Dahl
170. Charlotte’s Web, E. B. White
171. Frankenstein, Mary Shelley
172. They Used To Play On Grass, Terry Venables and Gordon Williams
173. The Old Man And The Sea, Ernest Hemingway
174. The Name Of The Rose, Umberto Eco
175. Sophie’s World, Jostein Gaarder
176. Dustbin Baby, Jacqueline Wilson
177. Fantastic Mr. Fox, Roald Dahl
178. Lolita, Vladimir Nabokov
179. Jonathan Livingstone Seagull, Richard Bach
180. The Little Prince, Antoine De Saint-Exupery
181. The Suitcase Kid, Jacqueline Wilson
182. Oliver Twist, Charles Dickens
183. The Power Of One, Bryce Courtenay
184. Silas Marner, George Eliot
185. American Psycho, Bret Easton Ellis
186. The Diary Of A Nobody, George and Weedon Grossmith
187. Trainspotting, Irvine Welsh
188. Goosebumps, R. L. Stine (ed-nick: one or two, at some point)
189. Heidi, Johanna Spyri
190. Sons And Lovers, D. H. Lawrence
191. The Unbearable Lightness of Being, Milan Kundera
192. Man And Boy, Tony Parsons
193. The Truth, Terry Pratchett
194. The War Of The Worlds, H. G. Wells
195. The Horse Whisperer, Nicholas Evans
196. A Fine Balance, Rohinton Mistry
197. Witches Abroad, Terry Pratchett
198. The Once And Future King, T. H. White
199. The Very Hungry Caterpillar, Eric Carle
200. Flowers In The Attic, Virginia Andrews
201. The Silmarillion, J.R.R. Tolkien
202. The Eye of the World, Robert Jordan
203. The Great Hunt, Robert Jordan
204. The Dragon Reborn, Robert Jordan
205. Fires of Heaven, Robert Jordan
206. Lord of Chaos, Robert Jordan
207. Winter’s Heart, Robert Jordan
208. A Crown of Swords, Robert Jordan
209. Crossroads of Twilight, Robert Jordan
210. A Path of Daggers, Robert Jordan (ed-nick: douches)
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211. As Nature Made Him, John Colapinto
212. Microserfs, Douglas Coupland
213. The Married Man, Edmund White
214. Winter’s Tale, Mark Helprin
215. The History of Sexuality, Michel Foucault
216. Cry to Heaven, Anne Rice
217. Same-Sex Unions in Premodern Europe, John Boswell
218. Equus, Peter Shaffer
219. The Man Who Ate Everything, Jeffrey Steingarten
220. Letters To A Young Poet, Rainer Maria Rilke
221. Ella Minnow Pea, Mark Dunn
222. The Vampire Lestat, Anne Rice
223. Anthem, Ayn Rand
224. The Bridge To Terabithia, Katherine Paterson
225. Tartuffe, Moliere
226. The Metamorphosis, Franz Kafka
227. The Crucible, Arthur Miller
228. The Trial, Franz Kafka
229. Oedipus Rex, Sophocles
230. Oedipus at Colonus, Sophocles (ed-nick: but no antigone?)
231. Death Be Not Proud, John Gunther
232. A Doll’s House, Henrik Ibsen
233. Hedda Gabler, Henrik Ibsen
234. Ethan Frome, Edith Wharton
235. A Raisin In The Sun, Lorraine Hansberry
236. ALIVE!, Piers Paul Read
237. Grapefruit, Yoko Ono
238. Trickster Makes This World, Lewis Hyde
240. The Mists of Avalon, Marion Zimmer Bradley
241. Chronicles of Thomas Convenant, Unbeliever, Stephen Donaldson
42. Lord of Light, Roger Zelazny
242. The Amazing Adventures of Kavalier & Clay, Michael Chabon
243. Summerland, Michael Chabon
244. A Confederacy of Dunces, John Kennedy Toole
245. Candide, Voltaire
246. The Wonderful Story of Henry Sugar and Six More, Roald Dahl
247. Ringworld, Larry Niven
248. The King Must Die, Mary Renault
249. Stranger in a Strange Land, Robert Heinlein
250. A Wrinkle in Time, Madeline L’Engle
251. The Eyre Affair, Jasper Fforde
252. The House Of The Seven Gables, Nathaniel Hawthorne
253. The Scarlet Letter, Nathaniel Hawthorne
254. The Joy Luck Club, Amy Tan
255. The Great Gilly Hopkins, Katherine Paterson
256. Chocolate Fever, Robert Kimmel Smith
257. Xanth: The Quest for Magic, Piers Anthony
258. The Lost Princess of Oz, L. Frank Baum
259. Wonder Boys, Michael Chabon
260. Lost In A Good Book, Jasper Fforde
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261. Well Of Lost Plots, Jasper Fforde
261. Life Of Pi, Yann Martel
263. The Bean Trees, Barbara Kingsolver
264. A Yellow Rraft In Blue Water, Michael Dorris
265. Little House on the Prairie, Laura Ingalls Wilder
267. Where The Red Fern Grows, Wilson Rawls
268. Griffin & Sabine, Nick Bantock
269. Witch of Black Bird Pond, Joyce Friedland
270. Mrs. Frisby And The Rats Of NIMH, Robert C. O’Brien
271. Tuck Everlasting, Natalie Babbitt
272. The Cay, Theodore Taylor
273. From The Mixed-Up Files Of Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler, E.L. Konigsburg
274. The Phantom Tollbooth, Norton Jester
275. The Westing Game, Ellen Raskin
276. The Kitchen God’s Wife, Amy Tan
277. The Bone Setter’s Daughter, Amy Tan
278. Relic, Duglas Preston & Lincolon Child
279. Wicked, Gregory Maguire
280. American Gods, Neil Gaiman
281. Misty of Chincoteague, Marguerite Henry
282. The Girl Next Door, Jack Ketchum
283. Haunted, Judith St. George
284. Singularity, William Sleator
285. A Short History of Nearly Everything, Bill Bryson
286. Different Seasons, Stephen King
287. Fight Club, Chuck Palahniuk
288. About a Boy, Nick Hornby
289. The Bookman’s Wake, John Dunning
290. The Church of Dead Girls, Stephen Dobyns
291. Illusions, Richard Bach
292. Magic’s Pawn, Mercedes Lackey
293. Magic’s Promise, Mercedes Lackey
294. Magic’s Price, Mercedes Lackey
295. The Dancing Wu Li Masters, Gary Zukav
296. Spirits of Flux and Anchor, Jack L. Chalker
297. Interview with the Vampire, Anne Rice
298. The Encyclopedia of Unusual Sex Practices, Brenda Love
299. Infinite Jest, David Foster Wallace
300. The Bluest Eye, Toni Morrison.
301. The Cider House Rules, John Irving.
302. Ender’s Game, Orson Scott Card
303. Girlfriend in a Coma, Douglas Coupland
304. The Lion’s Game, Nelson Demille
305. The Sun, The Moon, and the Stars, Stephen Brust
306. Cyteen, C. J. Cherryh
307. Foucault’s Pendulum, Umberto Eco
308. Cryptonomicon, Neal Stephenson
309. Invisible Monsters, Chuck Palahniuk
310. Camber of Culdi, Kathryn Kurtz
311. The Fountainhead, Ayn Rand
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312. War and Rememberance, Herman Wouk
313. The Art of War, Sun Tzu
314. The Giver, Lois Lowry
315. The Telling, Ursula Le Guin
316. Xenogenesis (or Lilith’s Brood), Octavia Butler (Dawn, Adulthood Rites, Imago)
317. A Civil Campaign, Lois McMaster Bujold
318. The Curse of Chalion, Lois McMaster Bujold
319. The Aeneid, Publius Vergilius Maro (Vergil) (ed-nick: latine sane)
320. Hanta Yo, Ruth Beebe Hill
321. The Princess Bride, S. Morganstern (or William Goldman)
322. Beowulf, Anonymous
323. The Sparrow, Maria Doria Russell
324. Deerskin, Robin McKinley
325. Dragonsong, Anne McCaffrey
326. Passage, Connie Willis
327. Otherland, Tad Williams
328. Tigana, Guy Gavriel Kay
329. Number the Stars, Lois Lowry
330. Beloved, Toni Morrison
331. Lamb: The Gospel According to Biff, Christ’s Childhood Pal, Christopher Moore
332. The mysterious disappearance of Leon, I mean Noel, Ellen Raskin
333. Summer Sisters, Judy Blume
334. The Hunchback of Notre Dame, Victor Hugo
335. The Island on Bird Street, Uri Orlev
336. Midnight in the Dollhouse, Marjorie Filley Stover
337. The Miracle Worker, William Gibson
338. The Genesis Code, John Case
339. The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, Robert Louis Stevensen
340. Paradise Lost, John Milton
341. Phantom, Susan Kay
342. The Mummy or Ramses the Damned, Anne Rice
343. Anno Dracula, Kim Newman
344: The Dresden Files: Grave Peril, Jim Butcher
345: Tokyo Suckerpunch, Issac Adamson
346: The Winter of Magic’s Return, Pamela Service
347: The Oddkins, Dean R. Koontz
348. My Name is Asher Lev, Chaim Potok
349. The Last Goodbye, Raymond Chandler
350. At Swim, Two Boys, Jaime O’Neill
351. Othello, by William Shakespeare
352. The Collected Poems of Dylan Thomas (ed-nick: a slightly bullshit item, this. hell if i know)
353. The Collected Poems of William Butler Yeats (ed-nick: oh FUCK OFF, who reads this front to back?)
354. Sati, Christopher Pike
355. The Inferno, Dante
356. The Apology, Plato
357. The Small Rain, Madeline L’Engle
358. The Man Who Tasted Shapes, Richard E Cytowick
359. 5 Novels, Daniel Pinkwater
360. The Sevenwaters Trilogy, Juliet Marillier
361. Girl with a Pearl Earring, Tracy Chevalier
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362. To the Lighthouse, Virginia Woolf
363. Our Town, Thorton Wilder
364. Green Grass Running Water, Thomas King
335. The Interpreter, Suzanne Glass
336. The Moor’s Last Sigh, Salman Rushdie
337. The Mother Tongue, Bill Bryson
338. A Passage to India, E.M. Forster
339. The Perks of Being a Wallflower, Stephen Chbosky
340. The Phantom of the Opera, Gaston Leroux
341. Pages for You, Sylvia Brownrigg
342. The Changeover, Margaret Mahy
343. Howl’s Moving Castle, Diana Wynne Jones
344. Angels and Demons, Dan Brown
345. Johnny Got His Gun, Dalton Trumbo
346. Shosha, Isaac Bashevis Singer
347. Travels With Charley, John Steinbeck (excerpts)
348. The Diving-bell and the Butterfly by Jean-Dominique Bauby
349. The Lunatic at Large by J. Storer Clouston
350. Time for bed by David Baddiel
351. Barrayar by Lois McMaster Bujold
352. Quite Ugly One Morning by Christopher Brookmyre
353. The Bloody Sun by Marion Zimmer Bradley
354. Sewer, Gas, and Eletric by Matt Ruff
355. Jhereg by Steven Brust
356. So You Want To Be A Wizard by Diane Duane
357. Perdido Street Station, China Mieville
358. The Tenant of Wildfell Hall, Anne Bronte
359. Road-side Dog, Czeslaw Milosz
360. The English Patient, Michael Ondaatje
361. Neuromancer, William Gibson
362. The Epistemology of the Closet, Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick
363. A Canticle for Liebowitz, Walter M. Miller, Jr
364. The Mask of Apollo, Mary Renault
365. The Gunslinger, Stephen King
366. Romeo and Juliet, William Shakespeare
367. Absalom, Absalom, William Faulkner
368. The Sun Also Rises, Ernest Hemingway
369. Dreamhouse, Alison Habens
370. Hyperion, by Dan Simmons
371. Prospero’s Children, Jan Siegel
372. Gaudy Night, Dorothy Sayers
373. Guns, Germs, and Steel, Jared Diamond
374. Enchantment, Orson Scott Card
375. Cetaganda, Lois McMaster Bujold
376. Beauty, Sheri S. Tepper
377. The Hour of the Star, Clarice Lispector
378. The Patron Saint of Liars, Ann Patchett
379. Sexing the Cherry, Jeanette Winterson.
380. A wizard of Earthsea, Ursula Le Guin.
381. Assassin’s Apprentice, Robin Hobb.
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382. The Axis Trilogy, Sara Douglass
383. Peter Pan, J. M. Barrie
384. Sabriel, Garth Nix
385. Neverwhere, Neil Gaiman
386. The Silence of the Lambs, Robert Harris
387. The Hot Zone, Richard Preston
388. The Dispossessed, Ursula K. Le Guin
389. The House with a Clock in its Walls, John Bellairs
390. The Wings of a Falcon, Cynthia Voigt
391. Quitting the Nairobi Trio by Jim Knipfel
392. The Canterbury Tales by Geoffrey Chaucer (ed-nick: whan that aprile withe his showrs
soote..)
393. In A Dark Wood by Michael Cadnum
394. I Know This Much is True, Wally Lamb
395. Cat’s Eye, Margaret Atwood
396. I Am Spock, Leonard Nimoy
whew! three additions:
397. [3]magister ludi (the glass bead game), hesse
398. [4]the magic mountain, mann
399. [5]the turner diaries, macdonald
1. http://www.uga.edu/
2. http://www.citizenonline.net/citizen/archive/article5C69780B21884A62B2678A38A3F0446D.asp
3.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0312278497/qid=1086106403/sr=8-3/ref=sr_8_xs_ap_i3_xgl14/

103-1671853-9769404?v=glance&s=books&n=507846
4.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0679772871/qid=1086106478/sr=8-1/ref=pd_ka_1/

103-1671853-9769404?v=glance&s=books&n=507846
5.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/1569800863/qid=1086106508/sr=8-1/ref=sr_8_xs_ap_i1_xgl14/

103-1671853-9769404?v=glance&s=books&n=507846

vudiddy (2004-06-01 09:36:49)
Are you gonna go to any of the baseball games this weekend or next? I’ll probably make it to all of Tech’s games.
dankamongmen (2004-06-01 11:31:34)
this weekend is busy like a mofo. next week is full of possibilities.
dankamongmen (2004-06-02 13:07:26)
if we end up playing UGA at the RCS superregional, i’ll be going.
spoonless (2004-06-01 14:08:29)
dead tired, missing some hair, and having blasted bronn out of a blowjob with his own fire extinguisher What is sir
bronn up to these days?
dankamongmen (2004-06-02 13:06:45)
Getting his TS, protecting our great nation from radar-detectable evildoers, and any other activities that can be
permeated with drinking.
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keep comin’ up; better watch yourself, ain’t no love in the streets of the ghetto
of a world corrupt (2004-06-02 17:31) - bouncy - public

Music: earth crisis - filthy hands to famished mouths

We hired our first girl. I was shocked enough to blurt out, ”holy shit, we broke down the glass door!” I’ll have
to stop wearing my coathanger abortions, inc. shirt to work. So, does this make us a real company? Maybe
not, as Hezi handed out Black Bush whiskey to celebrate an exclusive partnership with a MSS provider to
the community banking industry.
If people don’t want you hooking up, they should claim you instead of playing fucking games.
The Chamblee-Tucker gang is heading to Jazzy-T’s tonight. I’ve never been to a strip club, but any place
strapping their bouncers with autos has to be worth visiting. We should be the only crackers up in the spot if
all goes well. I’m not sure I want to violate this last virginity of mine, but ... negroes!!! In all their authentic
ballin’, g-funk glory!
The next person to bring up that fucking movie to me will get a full lecture on the global thermohaline
cycle from the depths of my EAS knowledge. Bringing it up in the context of moveon.org will win the special
bonus gift of a curby while explaining the difference between sensible neoliberalism and discovering Ayn
Rand may not have it all correct, then trading right-leaning ignorance for another variety.

1.4.3

now I know I should say no, but that’s kind of hard when she’s ready to go
(2004-06-03 12:03) - focused - public

Music: dayglo abortions - feed us a fetus - religious bumfucks

heeeeelarious: [1]goggles explains how to profit with the underpants
the dev summit went well, with many pitchers tipped up to the cause of planning the remainder of the
4.x series. 5.0 likely won’t be seeing light until next february at the absolute earliest, so there’s a fair amount
to get resolved through the targeted EOL 4.4 (4.2 hits the ground in two months). i’ll likely be responsible
for a rather meager new feature set, instead being tasked with preparation for [2]nss group and [3]neohapsis
auditing/evaluation/testing. it’s a frightening prospect. in some areas, i have utter faith, and know we’re
among the best of the best. in others ... well-targeted independent auditors could probably bust our balls.
there’s definitely some nether regions of the code tree i’ll be auditing and testing in my free time over the
next few weeks. the foul, reviled GUI, however, is beyond my ability to rigorize in the short time available
to us. i can only hope bringing on a few helpers for the lumberjack this past month has led to improvement.
if this gets fucked up as a result, my irritation (and likely the bosses’) regarding gui development will reach
a peak requiring managerial action.
who all’s going to p-funk tomorrow, besides myself and the funkalicious [ LJ User: iwillfearnoevil ]? bring
an ass that goes thwomp, should you have the means.
1. http://archives.neohapsis.com/archives/fulldisclosure/2004-06/0034.html
2. http://www.nss.co.uk/
3. http://www.neohapsis.com/
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when i need relief, i spell it T-H-C: there are those among you who know precisely
what i mean (2004-06-03 15:20) - energetic - friends

Music: dropkick murphys - do or die - cadence to arms

is the spelling bee still going on? how much longer does it look to be? i may just leave work and go catch
ESPN. ahh, how i love the spellers. if you haven’t seen [1]spellbound, it’s more than a tawdry christopher
pike book, and you’re missing out.
also, for those of you in the job market, i need to hire a lackey:

We need to staff a full-time core developer position ASAP, and this
position makes high demands. All of you have impressed me at one time
or another on the newsgroups, in personal conversation, or through
hearsay via your coworkers/CoC peers. Myself and Jason Lunz (my
co-seniordev and a GT CS graduate) will be conducting this hiring
ourselves, and I’d like to limit the time I spend interviewing by
restricting applicants to a ”pre-screened” group.
The position will span the kernel, platform, IPS/AV and packaging/update
portions of our development’s scope. You will be expected to rapidly
shift from task to task within this set, and all code should be
submitted with documentation regarding use, test cases and profiling.
While I’m pretty sure most of you have the skills required (hence the
mail), a listing follows. Don’t come in and say ”well I learn things
quickly”; if you do, learn these beforehand.
required skills:
c - like the back of your hand
python - well enough that you can work quickly and idiomatically
coding - threading (especially with pthreads/libc issues), async i/o
(signal or poll()-driven), bsd sockets, openssl, robust
design principles, profiling
linux - dev environment (editor/gcc/python/make/etc), networking
tools (iproute/tc/iptables), scripting tools (expect/bash),
test tools (socat/ethereal/hping2/netdude/sing/nessus/nmap)
should all be known of, if not known. ability to google
solutions and read man pages is a must
networking - layers 2-4 of the internet model. ethernet: arp,
mtu, vlans, switches, bridges, hubs. ip: cidr, routing,
fragmentation, icmp, unreliability. broadcasting/multicasting
and effects wrt ether/ip. tcp: segmentation, std. options,
flags, reliability. know rfc’s 793, 791 and 1122 pretty
well (what they contain and demand, not memorization).
cursory familiarity with basic application protocls
security - you should know the meaning of port scan, flood,
generalized D?DoS, stack/heap overflow, man-in-the-middle,
and covert channel, and basic crypto principles
it would be killer to also have knowledge of: c++, x86 assembly, in-depth
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application protocol details, oprofile, kernel security issues, NIC
chipsets and linux drivers, embedded design, 2.6 internals, intel
p3/p4+xeon UP/SMP system architecture, gnupg, arp tools, advanced linux
routing as described in the LARTC, and popular kernel patchsets (grsecurity,
openwall, tproxy, etc).
I know some of you are in grad school: Reflex supports education, and will
fit your schedule around up to 2 classes per semester (you’re on your own
for any others). Some of you are working elsewhere, so let me list a few
advantages of joining our team: Hours are quite relaxed unless physical
presence is needed for meetings/quick response; I usually amble in between
11 and noon. There is no dress code. Salespeople who promise vaporware
and return thinking it’ll suddenly be written are fired. Bad/evil technology
(futile copy protection, abuse of open source, papering over bugs) is
rejected. The team is great and tightly united, and you’ll learn tons.
Our flagship product, the Reflex Interceptor IPS, has received high accolades
and recently broke the multimillion plateau in yearly sales – not bad
for a startup staffed by miscreants :). Salaries are highly competitive,
and large bonuses are offered for outstanding/speedy work.
If interested, please mail dank@reflexsecurity.com. If not, but you
know a qualified comrade, please pass this on and have them mail me with
your name mentioned.

1.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/B0000WN13Q/qid=1086290496/sr=8-1/ref=pd_ka_1/

103-1671853-9769404?v=glance&s=dvd&n=507846

vudiddy (2004-06-03 12:46:36)
It just finished about 5 minutes ago (3:40).
phatjoe (2004-06-03 13:12:37)
damn i wish i had skills. i feel like my brain atrophies more each day i’m here. /joe
gtscapegoat (2004-06-03 17:39:45)
Hah! If you ever need a wanna-be (poser), then I’m your game. Doubt I know any of that shit but BY GOD I wish
I did (... damn you architecture for limiting my education). Hope you find your match! The spelling bee kicks ass!
I wonder which indian kid will win this year. (If a white girl wins, I will burn down her home because she must
of cheated.) Doesn’t Christopher Pike write only horror/murder novels? ... so does that mean horror/murder and
spelling combined? By golly its madness! I must rent this peice. peace, The One with Excessive Usage of Exclamation
Marks!

1.4.5

i must refuse your test; push me and i will resist (this behavior’s not unique)
(2004-06-04 03:57) - quixotic - public

Music: incubus - a crow left to the murder - megalomaniac

having put in a solid day and feeling lazy this evening, i caught up with a few people ignored over the past
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few weeks. leah’s last pitcher of jaeger shots for justin, his sister courtney and i preceded a horde of the
kappa sigs spilling out abreast the wave of last call. they postured in choreograph less subliminal than apian:
group haughtiness associated with wheeler-walton basketball games, a lazy mating instinct or longing for the
scrap’s heroics scumbling depressingly uniform countenances, beveled eyebrows suggesting anger until giving
way for indurate apathy. axon arbors lit up like californian redwood; piloerectors contracted in an ecstatic
wash of toe-curling innervation. it’s only an idle memory until post-apocalyptic simulation determines that
this unnecessary deluge of acetylcholine caused your alzheimer’s.
naturally, smack got exchanged like nikkei youth and, somehow, the alligator was brought up. just as
the tide turned towards a melee brutality we would have won with our great obelisk’s help, but not without fearful losses, good herb kept the peace, following a quick matched series and a drive for restocking,
we hung out at their place until 3:30. much was discussed regarding the baneful pikes who lived there
previously and ruined so much possible rapport, tendancies towards physical threats, the common threat
of the-atlantic-steel-project-which-must-not-be-named, and the possible descent of Melungeon consanguines
blighting the CWS-leadup superregional, waving their black and endometrium-red dawgbanners, braying out
eager if cliched and misquoted invocations of Paul, the Marine Creed, NCAA penalties levied against Bama
and the collected works of Herschel through sprays of corn whiskey and dribbles of chitterlin.
i’m not sure if i’m the ambassador home park would choose, but they claim i’m the first neighborhood
person to visit for purposes other than begging or intra-GSU rivalry. some were immature, most friendly
and engaging, none of them the wretched asswipe attractors for hate we saw in the pike’s time in our deck.
the little rules, titles and hierarchy of authority they live within seem utterly laughable, but only because
they’re perhaps no more than an explicit codification of social structure and practice which evolves naturally
within such a society (they’re housing 15 fucking people in there, despite combining 10 bedrooms into 8!).
numerous practices were explained as prohibited due to another frat being associated with the same, and
”now no girls hang out there”. everything has changed, absolutely nothing’s changed.
final word: good folks, but not of us...they shall be respected, but the alligator’s coming back sometime
to serve as the bursar’s avatar. ramble ramble.

1.4.6

(2004-06-06 05:23) - horny - public

i very much hope i didn’t offend the sourcefire snort guys yesterday on [1]comp.ids. they’re noble people :/.
it’s not worth getting on silc over, though.
1. http://news.gmane.org/gmane.comp.security.ids/cutoff=3319

1.4.7

disco code! (2004-06-07 03:11) - fonktastic - public

Music: larry levan - live at the paradise garage

while the apartment block is empty of the King Stag’s challengers, he shall enjoy [1]the fonk of a foregone
era at reasonable volumes. burn, baby, burn!
1. http://www.discomuseum.com/LarryLevan.html

1.4.8

those responsible have been sacked (2004-06-09 16:12) - public

but jenna bush wishes you a safe and merry campaign year.
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donicer (2004-06-09 13:40:28)
MAN.....look at those boobies...
dankamongmen (2004-06-09 14:18:34)
While Jennalust is definitely this summer’s hip topic around the pool, anyone desecrating this sacrosanct journal
with words rooted in ”boob” should accept a future of picking their own shit from around molars when they floss.
Thanks! The Mgmt
eightbit (2004-06-09 13:50:25)
good to see that your journal wasn’t deleted afterall!
billings (2004-06-09 18:16:22)
What the hell’s the story on that one?
dankamongmen (2004-06-09 19:56:58)
a pig, a prom dress, and a startling confession. [shrug] i looked over it one night, puzzled. i couldn’t determine
what’d motivated this self-aggrandizing nonsense, or why anyone would read it. it had to go. nothing puce can stay.

1.4.9

a moment’s comment on CAN-2004-0414 (2004-06-10 08:16) - public

Music: sparta - wiretap scars - cut your ribbon

i have no idea who these people are, but if you are running cvs’s pserver, you are worse than hitler.
donicer (2004-06-10 07:50:44)
Don’t say that!! Without people like that we would be out of business.

1.4.10

!!!!!!!!! pretention! (2004-06-10 18:52) - thirsty - public

Music: nine inch nails - sin

[1]This Reason commentary on the old guy’s finest is the first I’ve read arriving at my own conclusions
regarding Ulysses’s unexpected delight. Twitch and I totally should have gone :/.
”It s hard to imagine much of a celebration for the Arnold Schoenberg 100th anniversary,” says Scott Klein,
a professor of English at Wake Forest University. hahahah
1. http://www.reason.com/0407/cr.tc.ulysses.shtml

psyched out (2004-06-11 04:56:27)
one of these days i’m going to have to read that damned tome–i picked up a 50s-era copy of it at book nook years
ago, and took it on vacation (strike 1) to daytona beach (strike 2) and started it up immediately after finishing naked
lunch (i’m out)–my mind was blown before the end of chapter 1 and i instead passed the rest of the time reading old
sherlock holmes stories...
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calm like a bomb (2004-06-11 21:59) - public

holy shit. for those who thought pussy degrees were as fun as being a scientist, mr. bronn brings us a gift
from recent work at the applied physics lab at jhu regarding the aegis SPY-1 he rigorizes daily:
[1]america still has to kick some ass sometimes
1. http://rigor.suburbanjihad.net/images/fm6.wmv

1.4.12

now honies play me close like butter played toast from the mississippi down to
the east coast (2004-06-13 08:51) - groovy - public

Music: notorious b.i.g. - everyday struggle

i’m not sure when i decided i should start hacking code after partying all night instead of sleeping, but it
seems to be working out well enough – hacking in that sockopt lets us sanely manipulate bind(2)ing restrictions in the no-no place, avoiding messy fastnat ”ip rule” (1) invocations and associated bookkeeping. with
that, this latest minor point release can go out; prior, we couldn’t deploy in any environment requiring a
combination of a) multiple policy-based default routes, b) transparent layer-3 proxying and c) more than
64k simultaneous connections. wizzoot.
should this survive stress testing, i’m hitting up some tacos and jaegeritas around noon. interested parties should engage me via instant messanging services of the global information network. afterwards, i’ve got
to pick up a keycard from [ LJ User: leftorium ]and head into the durchgangslager; arbeit macht frei and all
that.

1.4.13

I wanna get you in the Georgia Dome on the fifty yard line while the Dirty Birds
kick fo’ t’ree (2004-06-13 16:00) - woo woo woo woo - public

Music: EMF - unbelievable!

Unexpected discovery: aside from the pleasant hypoxia, 7g of nitrous oxide administered via oral burst will
go ice-nine on loose septal detritus. I couldn’t help but think, ”it collects and freezes the drones ... only so
their vile corpses go on to poison the queen.” Epistaxis ahoy – if you’re not bleeding, you’re probably not
working hard enough.

1.4.14

Not bad for a camel-mounted mobile rape squad (2004-06-13 17:51) - pleased - public

Music: nailbomb - 24 hour bullshit

Heh, every few weeks the drunkards at exile manage to [1]make themselves worthwhile.
1. http://www.exile.ru/191/war_nerd.html

1.4.15

my lawyers ate her up like catfish, the other cop pled the fifth (2004-06-14 14:06)
- public

Happy Guevara, Flight 847 and Fall of Paris Days! Death’s all around.
State Highway Patrol says to call the county of offense if you’ve lost your citation. Fulton count remembers
only 2001 offenses (and subsequently taking my license for two years, assholes), Cobb county knows nothing
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but were stupidly cheerful, Atlanta city court’s hold system appears to break down after 2 and a half to 3
minutes, and the citing officers at SHP know...nothing, from what I can tell.
Cobb County...Expect the Best. Blow me.

1.4.16

”History,” Stephen said, ”is a nightmare from which I am trying to awake.”
(2004-06-15 02:22) - melodramatic - public

Music: system of a down - toxicity - aerials

happy 26th, [ LJ User: iwillfearnoevil ]!
it’s rare that one properly identifies the immediate future as a turning point, a cusp, a catalyst for metanoia.
iwillfearnoevil (2004-06-15 08:42:35)
blush blush* Thank you! One step closer to all grown up!

1.4.17

that what you fear the most could meet you halfway (2004-06-15 05:06) - kinda like
ender? maybe? - public

Music: parliament - ride on

digesting this evening will require time. four hours just went into violent agreement regarding semantics a
world apart. has anything been accomplished? it feels like such an exertion must have caused effect, that it
had a power measurable by work over time. the progress isn’t so difficult as switching one’s mindset from
an event- or watermark-driven one to an intuitionist’s holistic gnosis.
if this sounds like new age bullshit, it’s because i don’t understand what i’m talking about. i’m stabbing
around in the dark, but there’s realizations and reprioritizations that can’t be ignored. a lot has changed
since last september.
it’s been years since i dreamt in code – great visualizations suggested by neuromancer, towers of neatlyboxed bayesian networks and markov chains, breaking models of people down into an understandable and
manageable form. i worried that i was becoming less of a coder, but an optimism suggests i’m accepting
subtleties beyond archetype.
that being said, it’s time for norwegian death metal and consing up some prolog. give me three brave
men and a ready supply of horn clauses, and i shall move the earth. speaking of which! special language
theory geek bonus: noted in the dev room recently: ”it may well be that declarative languages are involved
in more projects than any other. we all love make.” wisdom!
update 0757est: 30 minutes on the bike, and all nervous energy persists. goddamn, everything went crazy
starting ... friday or so? must have been freak energy from bonnaroo. i have no idea what is going to happen today, but extrapolating from the week thus far suggests i’ll stumble on my old georgia history teacher
mounting a polar bear. dogs fucked the pope; no fault of mine! everything’s colored like a hopper painting,
and i want to sneak into bed. what a pootwah. ugh, blood and iron blood and iron.
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sylvanrage (2004-06-15 05:38:30)
A neromancer, and an enders game refrence within one post. Its good to see people proud of thier geekdom....I’ve
always felt more like bean then ender personally
phatjoe (2004-06-15 09:01:42)
a boy has never wept...nor dashed a thousand kim /joe
dankamongmen (2004-06-15 09:08:08)
Cut that out, we don’t owe a nickel; fold it! Instead, fold it against him; I am a pretty good pretzler... Winifred...
Dept. of Justice; I even got it from the Department, sir.

1.4.18

i was born a little too late to see the dream that was called america
(2004-06-16 02:29) - code artist - public

Music: the aquabats - captain hampton & the midget pirates

yes, today owned. everything rolled my path after the early mornning’s surreality faded into the simple needs
of wageslavery, and various issues were resolved this evening in better ways than thought possible. come
with me, and i’ll teach you to shoot craps with the universe...and win.
gotta get a presentation together for dagon + gosar tomorrow at 1400 detailing plans for breaking wumanber etc across n fpgas. good, honest algorithmic work; how i miss ye! i did break our networking across
at the broute table’s early chain today, giving us a much cleaner overall architecture. big wins on-terminal
over all, and surprisingly enough in life.
must get a license plate by the end of the day, it being 2004-06-16 and thus i wish all a
MERRY BLOOMSDAY!
A few words from the master... One of her sisterhood lugged me squealing into life. Creation from nothing.
What has she in the bag? A misbirth with a trailing navelcord, hushed in ruddy wool. The cords of all link
back, strandentwining cable of all flesh. That is why mystic monks. Will you be as gods? Gaze in your
omphalos. Hello! Kinch here. Put me on to Edenville. Aleph, alpha: nought, nought, one. Ahh, that’s my
sweet sustenance. Chinese Buddha has vegetarian forms of all their meats. How was I never made aware of
this? I added a hot n’ sour, and she warned that it had real pork. ”I’m not a vegetarian, ma’mm, just a fan
of technology and crazy synthetic food.” Imitation crab meat was so much better when I believed it simply
conjured up out of the long-term carbon cycle. There’s nothing more boring than whitefish, although I have
ended up at [1]this informative dossier several times. I didn’t drink today (well, since 0500 or so), for the
first time in months. It was highly emancipating to perform the usual scans for five-oh, then suddenly realize
you couldn’t get a DUI even if they breathalyzed. We’ll see how long I can stretch this out.
1. http://www.gale-edit.com/products/volumes/crab_meat.htm

1.4.19

some words regarding google (i will not sleep here tonight. home also i cannot
go) (2004-06-16 09:38) - public

no, i am not interested in hearing about your ”gmail”. no matter how much you try to make it sound like
”g-spot” or ”g-force”, you should realize that the g really stands for ”gormless”: ”gauche” digerati hipsters,
fucking bopping around like someone gave you the address of the higgs boson. you’ve rediscovered webmail:
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have a cookie. enjoy your archived SMTPmulch being read, scanned, spindled and mutilated by google and
whatever third-party entitities they want – or anyone else who cares to break in. may your children use
pastel macs and your code require porting to AIX!
that being said, i do kind of have to love their main page’s image today :). yay yay yay, 100 years of
bloomsday. i shall joyce-geek with panache and flair this day. who’s down for visiting brothels tonight for a
vision with their dead sons? I’ll wring the neck of any bugger says a word against my fucking king!

Ineluctable modality of the visible: at least that if no more, thought through
my eyes. Signatures of all things I am here to read, seaspawn and seawrack, the
nearing tide, that rusty boot. Snotgreen, bluesilver, rust: coloured signs.
Limits of the diaphane. But he adds: in bodies. Then he was aware of them
bodies before of them coloured. How? By knocking his sconce against them, sure.
Go easy. Bald he was and a millionaire, maestro di color che sanno. Limit of
the diaphane in. Why in? Diaphane, adiaphane. If you can put your five fingers
through it it is a gate, if not a door. Shut your eyes and see...
I am, a stride at a time. A very short space of time through very short times
of space. Five, six: the Nacheinander. Exactly: and that is the ineluctable
modality of the audible...
Rhythm begins, you see. I hear. Acatalectic tetrameter of iambs marching.
(Note: my excerpting, ellipses)
Reading two pages apiece of seven books every night, eh? I was young. You bowed
to yourself in the mirror, stepping forward to applause earnestly, striking
face. Hurray for the Goddamned idiot! Hray! No-one saw: tell no-one. Books you
were going to write with letters for titles. Have you read his F? O yes, but I
prefer Q. Yes, but W is wonderful. O yes, W. Remember your epiphanies written
on green oval leaves, deeply deep, copies to be sent if you died to all the
great libraries of the world, including Alexandria? Someone was to read them
there after a few thousand years, a mahamanvantara.

gtscapegoat (2004-06-16 12:12:46)
So i guess you wont be needing an invite! c’mon, look at all the storage! My kids will go for the chrome mac shell
thankyou very much. *muah

1.4.20

i’m the hypest lyricist, while they’re like ”what kind of beer is this?” (a liquid,
ubiquitous) (2004-06-16 16:28) - superior - friends

Music: the mars volta - inertiatic esp

hahahahahahahahaahahahahahahahahahahahahahaahahhaahahhahahahaahhahah ahahahahaa.
Never let an academian near serious development work, especially if you need results in less than a year. I
finally met up with the outgoing drone on the GTISC project to discuss things in technical detail. Opening
up my designs, I began presenting a few different methodologies for making crappy snort SMP-suave. Mr.
MS(CS-IS) interrupts me:
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”Oh, we’re still benchmarking the baseline implementation.”
”What, baseline snort with your various modifications?”
”No, just the last release, whatever that was.” (whatever that was?)
”Ummm. OK, what are you doing that’s taking so long?”
”Well we are doing all the components, to see which take the most time.”
”What’s OProfile say was taking the most time?”
”OProfile?”
”Ummm...how are you doing this benchmarking? Like for the preprocessors, are you just ... writing scripts
to mask out a permutation to test, and insert timing around that? Really? Ugh.”
”No, I am just opening up each source file and inserting timers myself.”
LOL. If you’re not bothering to take advantage of twenty years worth of profiling technology, at least hack
up some m4 scripts to automate like it were 1989. I can’t imagine a better project to have come in on – I’ll
have them far superior results in a week, wow Prof. Lee with some parallelizing skillz, and move up rapidly
within his inner circle. Ahhh, my curriculum vitae-sense is tingling!
covvie (2004-06-17 10:47:10)
That is just scary. Even I know about profiling tools, although have never had the occasion to use them. And I don’t
do any sort of development or coding. Heck, I’m lucky if I can get config & make to function properly. So sad for
him, so good for you :)

1.4.21

motherfucker! (2004-06-18 04:36) - public

just lost two hours to an incredibly frustrating struggle wondering why some rpdb munging wasn’t working
properly, a voyage which threatened the very bases of my linux networking beliefs. in desperation, i scrubbed
the kernel to start afresh – but instead was shocked to see an upgrade. old kernel, without nicities such as
CONFIG IP ROUTE NAT or CONFIG IP ROUTE FWMARK. i may an idiot, but at least my core
values are sane.

1.4.22

RED WAR WILL FALL ON MY ENEMIES (2004-06-20 07:04) - discontent - friends

Music: aceyalone - all balls don’t bounce - arythamaticulas

Friday was easily the worst day at work since 02-2003 saw Reflex fire all but myself, the german and the
lumberjack to minimize moneybleed prior to securing outside funding. I can’t go into the details due to
non-disclosure aspects, but suffice to say a recent hiree fucked up badly – I’m writing up an incident report
for the CEO, and realizing this is why you don’t hire friends. Well, hopefully he’ll retain his job, although it’s
out of my hands. I’d gone in expecting an easy day capped off by integrating with the GUI’s recently-added
ability to drive my multi-bridge AV extensions, arriving at 0630 with eyes toward a departure at 1600 or so.
Instead, by noon every salesperson/support tech in the place was at my desk, and the dankphone was lighting
up as it never had before. My extension can only be utilized, by policy, if very bad things have happened to
very important customers, and we’ll see whether quick efforts by the german and myself remedied things...
These disturbing events, following three days awake, were enough to send me to dreamland for twentyfive hours. Upon my rise, a Saturday night of typical krunktitude seemed hardly appealing, and I studied
up for next month’s [1]CISSP examination while running [2]OProfile on a few test cases for my [3]GTISC
research. Finding little solace, I bummed around in the Park for a bit, got up to Nichole’s birthday party,
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and realized Jen isn’t coming down until next weekend – good, I suppose, as my slack ass slept through half
of this one.
I’ll play some golf with the dad (tee time at 1010, hrmm) today, then maybe see if Kevin’s still up in
the EC and get my tennis on. Later, I’ve got some heavy thinking to do regarding the personal life, and I’d
like to LATE X-up my results and propositions for [4]Prof. Lee and Dagon. Also, need to plan strategies for
never letting Friday happen again, no matter what kind of asshole is feeding my beloved code instructions
full of filth.
1. https://www.isc2.org/cgi/content.cgi?category=19
2. http://oprofile.sourceforge.net/news/
3. http://www.gtisc.gatech.edu/
4. http://www.cc.gatech.edu/fac/Wenke.Lee/

1.4.23

i don’t sleep, never dream, just shut them up, just keep screaming ”run away
it’s the last time” (2004-06-21 04:35) - busy - public

Music: courtney love - sunset strip

good things (not quite feathers in my cap)
meeting up with [ LJ User: angry user ] right when work is to begin and getting pixellated old-skool
having three distinct active areas of hackery, making compile time more useful
chillin’ with the dad over a few father’s day bowls and realizing we’re proud of each other
chaotic apathy in the eu general parliamentary elections
samwise + jenn moving into hartford place, promoting us abbott-wise to ”quadrilateral of hate”
bittorrent, the allure of 400g sata wonderlands and 2.6.7’s less worrying raid5
[ LJ User: zmodethirteen ] unexpectedly dropping off [ LJ User: hillarybliss ]’s long-envied math calendar
2004
spiritedly working, lustily singing punk rock, mixing d.c.red with smirnoff [0] like a freaky leet yeats
sure the apartment sucks, but the aria fresca’ll go Varangian[1] on dat ass if you don’t mind the thermostat
shit
tecmo bowl and super tecmo bowl, and my skillz regarding them, withering away in disuse
writing up incident reports in ceo terminology before i can code
internet mail’s really not going to fix itself, ever...and it’s totally fucked, kids
having two personal cvs branches, two active bugfix branches and a trunk to (k5-port? path-port?) fixes
among
the flying creature buzzing about my filth, ignoring silent pleas to die or preferably cleanly self-immolate
[ LJ User: zmodethirteen ] requiring fifty different phone numbers to be called before establishing carrier
drivers who happen to be unlicensed drivers, in their ”friend’s” car, with outstanding warrants from cherokee
and dekalb (assault?!? wtf?) and a rig (to further the cliche?) forgetting 100+ attracts cops (no, neither i
nor the minikraken were involved save picking up a stranded passenger)
[0] i think i’ve found my kryptonite. saner than jaeger and red bull, more alert than white russians, about
$20 by the gallon, and you can feel it burning through multiple organs at once. it’s like the potatos were
fermented in a JP-8/sterno voudon effort of jong-il gone predictably awry. i want to keep drinking it forever
or longer, but i’d require a regular MRI schedule.
[1] the glaciation, although far be it for me to detract from vladimir of kiev[2] or the last defenders of constantinople’s trampy attempt at a pax byzantium.
[2] NO MORE FOOTNOTES IN THE LIVEJOURNAL.
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well perhaps once, but I was so engulfed in the OE I never made it to the door
(2004-06-21 05:39) - in hysterics - public

Music: probot - red war

holy shit checking myself on varangian was totally worth it. [1]best dress-up game ever!
1. http://www.geocities.com/nvgincweb/

1.4.25

piss, shit and corruption (2004-06-21 07:38) - giggly - public

Music: pantera - vulgar display of power - this love

sudden power supply death was unexpected and certainly unwarranted. i fed you darkness, subwoofer love,
beer spill drain-off and cigarette smoke. what more did you need? the spod cave is nothing without my
beloved 192.168.0.100, nectar if you’ve been down.
perhaps the early ride to the office was fate: 30-something asian girl in the red car? you turned down
your NPR to hear my sarai, just as i quieted her to wonder whether that was all things considered. as the
angry chorus of horns rose up we tore hurridly off the line, each trying to be more efficient, more dedicated,
more asian – but we’d already wasted precious seconds from the green light’s quanta, yet felt no guilt. stopping askance two intersections of suvs and bovans later, i’d lit a cigarette; how you came to have one without
my spying the flicker’s beyond me. yes, there was something between us there on the glenridge connector.
but without three cigarettes off one match, how do i find you?

1.4.26

what would alfred t. mahan do? (2004-06-21 15:07) - public

what the devil ever became of british sea power? hopefully we’ll see some exocets.
[1]
Master P and his associates perform before a basketball arena filled with fans. the fact that everyone present
it wearing a No Limit jersey and presumably on the same team, P and friends, including a man in a gorilla
suit, hit countless slam dunks and three-pointers. Later, a huge gold-plated tank shoots and destroys one
of the court s baskets, causing many fans to rush the doors in terror. A gorilla in a basketball jersey hits a
dunk that destroys the other basket. There is rejoicing.
1. http://www.somethingspace.com/columns/mas042102.shtml

1.4.27

winona ryder? goin’ inside her (2004-06-22 10:25) - public

I read through Sedaris’s [1]me talk pretty one day this weekend following [ LJ User: iwillfearnoevil ]’s rec for
[2]dress your family, which can wait for paperback methinks. it left me amused, but in the same nostalgic,
hollow way [3]the corrections did last year (it’s worth the pickup in paperback, especially used: franzen
demonstrates a very midwest, unique voice – think william kennedy’s [4]ironweed on steroids, involving less
dirt). anyway, exile gets it right [5]again.
newest faddish interest: constructed languages. check out [6]the archives at brown. this is wankery at
its most very badass; how cool would it be to heavily sigh and say, ”[7]as I have only very rarely tried to
explain T4 (telona) to anybody face to face...”
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[0] anenunciable? unenunciable? i think i like ”an”.
1.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0316776963/qid=1087914395/sr=8-2/ref=pd_ka_2/

002-5079272-2958453?v=glance&s=books&n=507846
2.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0316143464/qid=1087914395/sr=8-1/ref=pd_ka_1/

002-5079272-2958453?v=glance&s=books&n=507846
3.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0312421273/qid=1087914494/sr=8-1/ref=pd_ka_1/

002-5079272-2958453?v=glance&s=books&n=507846
4. http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0140070206/qid=1087914620/sr=2-1/ref=sr_2_1/002-5079272-2958453
5. http://www.exile.ru/192/book_review.html
6. http://listserv.brown.edu/archives/conlang.html
7. http://listserv.brown.edu/archives/cgi-bin/wa?A2=ind0403e&L=conlang&F=&S=&P=9435

1.4.28

this is your brain on 0wned (2004-06-23 02:52) - amused - public

Music: prong - whose fist is this anyway?

on the ids list, a bit of ass-whoopery from the cto of [1]intrusec (the snazzy vulnscan place i was pondering
last month).

Subject: RE: Anomaly Based Network IDS
Date: Tue, 22 Jun 2004 10:43:03 -0500
From: ”David J. Meltzer”
To: focus-ids@securityfocus.com
X-Originating-IP: [209.182.184.2]
X-Originating-Email: [aaronj0rdan23@hotmail.com]
X-Sender: aaronj0rdan23@hotmail.com
Non-authoritative answer:
2.184.182.209.in-addr.arpa name = spyglass01.lancope.com.
Seriously folks...
-Dave

—–Original Message—–
From: Aaron Jordan [mailto:aaronj0rdan23@hotmail.com]
Sent: Friday, June 18, 2004 5:14 PM
To: focus-ids@securityfocus.com; secdistlist@dauncey.net
Subject: Re: Anomaly Based Network IDS
My company uses Lancope’s StealthWatch for anomaly based network IDS.
We are quite pleased with its ability to detect zero-day undocumented
attacks on our network. We’re easily able to see into our network to
examine what is actually happening on it versus what should be happening
on it.
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We evaluated a few of the other products in this space and decided on
this one since it was the easiest to use.
–my $.02
AJ
”802.3”

1. http://www.intrusec.com/

mike b (2004-06-23 08:04:05)
hahaha excellent. maybe aaron jordon (if that’s his real name!) is the guy that will be giving us our lancope training
this friday, in which case i will heckle him. -Michael
donicer (2004-06-23 08:06:48)
Reasons you gotta love meltzer..

1.4.29

he set bombs in bottles of champagne, and when niggaz popped the cork, niggaz
lost half they brains (2004-06-24 05:55) - terrified - public

Music: genius-G.Z.A. - liquid swords - i gotcha back

holy shit. thank god and bog for always visually scanning a cvs diff prior to a commit. i would argue that
the c expression
bar,baz
should *very definitely* generate a warning when bar’s type is base-composite and baz just also happens to
be the name of a field within bar. that could have been the bitchiest bug ever. i’m shaking.

1.4.30

now shawty said she feeling my style, feeling my flow; girlfriend wanna get bi
and they ready to go (2004-06-25 11:41) - ecstatic - public

Music: ludacris - what’s your fantasy? (feat. shawna)

wow, yesterday was the best day i’ve had in months. a few more minutes of lounging before heading into
the office, i think...cigarettes and bathrobes. aye, this shall be a weekend of big pimpin’. things are most
definitely looking up – [ LJ User: angry user ], you gave me the best advice last week i’ve ever taken. ridding
myself of great liars is a strong move, a gamechanger; she was ruining my life. and now the game is back, to
be played and won.
roll out! Now who’s that bucked-naked cook fixin three-coast meals? Gettin’ goosebumps when her body
tap the six inch heels! What in the world is in that ROOM, what you got in that ROOM? A couple a gats,
a couple a knives, a couple of rats, a couple of wives – now it’s time to
choose.
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whatever happened to the handshake? what to deals that didn’t break? what
happened to integrity? (2004-06-25 11:52) - devious - friends

Music: nofx - punk in drublix - don’t call me white

oh and for those who didn’t hear:
the newest reflex client? to the tune of 15 boxes purchased and awaiting delivery?
your friends and mine: the RIAA.
this is one of the more surreal events of my life. lunz and i have both decided to spend most of our
next paychecks on gigantic hard drives in honor of taking RIAA money for code which, as [ LJ User:
leftorium ] pointed out, ”is written underneath the wafting clouds of the office music server’s piracy.”
reaganv(”the man-in-the-middling begins in five minutes.”)

Kick back watch it crumble
See the drowning, watch the fall
I feel just terrible about it
That’s sarcasm, let it burn
I’m gonna make a toast when it falls apart
I’m gonna raise my glass above my heart
Then someone shouts ”That’s what they get!”
For all the years of hit and run
For all the piss broke bands on VH1
Where did all, their money go?
Don’t we all know
Parasitic music industry
As it destroys itself
We’ll show them how it’s supposed to be
Music written from devotion
Not ambition, not for fame
Zero people are exploited
There are no tricks, up our sleeve
Gonna fight against the mass appeal
We’re gonna kill the 7 record deal
Make records that have more than one good song
The dinosaurs will slowly die
And I do believe no one will cry
I’m just fucking glad I’m gonna be
There to watch the fall
Prehistoric music industry
Three feet in la brea tar
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Extinction never felt so good
If you think anyone would feel badly
You are sadly, mistaken
The time has come for evolution
Fuck collusion, kill the five
Whatever happened to the handshake?
Whatever happened to deals no-one would break?
What happened to integrity?
It’s still there it always was
For playing music just because
A million reason why
All dinosaurs will die
All dinosaurs will die
All dinosaurs will die

1.4.32

Find my ingredients and nutrients, teach patience and obediance before movement (2004-06-25 15:41) - excited - public

Music: wu-tang clan - iron flag

Hahahaha, the [1]ranking of world flags by country. Note to Central African Republic: Do not attempt to
disprove the four-colour theorem on your flag (this goes for you, too, Mauritius)! Man, I used to while my
halcyon days of youth away copying flags from an old Britannica to the back of spent printer paper. Good
times.
Also, this bit of phatness for the [2]C junkies – thanks for the hookup, peterd!
1. http://ahpc-jp30.st-and.ac.uk/~josh/flags/alpha.html
2. http://manju.cs.berkeley.edu/cil/cil017.html

gtscapegoat (2004-06-25 17:03:22)
I would like to say Rwanda should be riding wearing a helmet and riding the short bus.

1.4.33

jiggle that ass like jello, all my rich chicks – and the girls in the ghetto!
(2004-06-26 04:34) - giddy - public

Music: 4 non-blondes - what’s up?

woo woo, the world’s a great place to be! god bless you all, and have wonderful weekends. [ LJ User: phatjoe”
], all shall be put to right.
i can’t imagine anything to improve on. everything seems to be coming together despite a constant wrenching.
hail eris!
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i don’t want to dissect everything today, i don’t mean to pick you apart you see
but I can’t help it (2004-06-27 03:14) - efficient - public

Music: hope of the states - the lost riots - the black amnesias

hrmm, learned a lesson about post-precipitate physics, taking corners at extreme speeds and rear-wheel drive
last night the hard way. thankfully, a dent puller and touch-up paint will restore the minikraken to unscathed
form. c-weg and i will get on this tomorrow. still, the score stands at an unsatisfying northside drive exit 1,
dank 0. i’d strike the sun if it mocked me.
i fired an ar-15, ak-47 and tec-9 this evening, leaving my right arm feeling like it went through the home depot
paint-o-matic. when you’re too wrenched to jerk it, that’s a well-honed weapon likely to leave an impression
among any company. the cause was visiting carrie and her new boyfriend in the nubilous lands beyond the
Great Circle. she seems to be doing well since the night of terror, and i admit manifesting no small degree
of schadenfreude upon hearing red the wifebeating douche required ulnal evisceration as a consequence of
shooting bad junk. he’ll be about as likely to kick another girl’s ass as tom robinson. must suck!
work problems work problems...i must regulate this evening. i meet hezi and neal at noon tomorrow, and i
want this shit rigorized and the problem(s?) detected earlier tonight debugged by then. i should be fine; i
woke not until 2000 saturday, and feel sufficiently on top of my game to announce a state of ’bout it-’bout
it and rowdy, rowdy. this is my traditionally optimal timing for serious work, after all.
went out with mike faff + juju and brianne last night, running into with the phattest of joes, twitch and
others. saw daymont and neal of secureworks and iss x-force respectively, at the lander with [ LJ User:
donicer ]. there was supposed to be some infosec gathering today in the ’place, but apparently either i or it
fell through. a good thing, i suppose. robin the home park queen was waitressing, delivering redbulls and
jaegers with the efficiency and accuracy befitting a yellow jacket, and the Wu was played loudly.
is it just me, or have our psychopharmacological friends returned to and surpassed their pre-9/11 quality levels? it seems every week something gets more delicious or cheaper, or something unavailable for
months is reliably a corner away. only prodigal sydney refuses to return.
i’m not sure about the new beastie album after two cursory listens; it’s no hello nasty thus far. wilco’s
latest, on the other hand, is nothing short of outstanding – thanks much, [ LJ User: hippieatheart ]!
WORK WORK WORK NOW IS THE TIME FOR WAGESLAVERY, hugs and kisses nick

1.4.35

academic phonetics render critics toungue-tied, i’ve personified dry humor of
cum laude alumni (2004-06-27 08:24) - delighted - friends

Music: fiona apple - when the pawn, over and over

Wow, Canibus has some crazy fucking lyrics. Check out [1]poet laureate ii; that has enough insanity to
power a few weeks worth of journal titles. And now I present:

So Hezi calls up last night while I’m in the wastelands, and informs me that a box of ours, sitting
on a major institution, seems to be suffering from SMTP constipation. Informing him I can’t be back in
Atlanta for at least half an hour, I request a support tunnel be set up. Support tunnels are truly great
things. Normally, you can’t hit aspects of our machines externally without some *very, very* crafty tricks
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I shall not here detail, and even the ”public” parts are behind customer firewalling and network madness.
This implies debugging your run-of-the-mill synchronization problem or memory leak on a failure path is
suddenly a black box exercise, rather than merely a giant pain in the ass. Doing as much is about as difficult
as a black-box vulnerability discovery + exploit, if not more so. Instead, the customer is asked to press a
button on the managing GUI, which last time I checked might have featured the Batsign. An SSH session
forwarding the local sshd attempts to connect to the dev room via any of about a dozen methods, and as of
yet no firewall has stopped them all (that’ll be a most irritating day). Great, hurrah, developer ssh’s in and
fixes their shit, close the tunnel on your way out, thanksforcallingreflexsecurity.
Rather than half an hour, it takes about 2. By my return, everyone involved is asleep, the tunnel
has expired, and the support rep’s mail specifies nothing more than ”mail conn failures/general degradation”, an IP, the long-gone tunnel’s instance info, and ”need fixed by 0800”. Lovely. I thread out a few
trial connections to the afflicted mail server, and sure enough, conns are slow as ballsweat. I’d be unhappy,
too; that viagra spam needs an Appian Way right into my localnet. At this point, I have no idea if the
complaining network is under general duress, whether someone inside has been zombied, whether the server
is thrashing behind my box, if there’s a rule saying ”delay packets from suburbanjihad.net for shits and
giggles” on their firewall or even whether I’m actually going through my box. Available information is what’s
advertised in the banner/replies, summing up to little more than ESMTP-capable and Microsoft Exchange.
First things first. I want to ensure my code’s sitting on the path before I waste a few hours. If I
could get a mail back to me, I’d see our inserted header; having no forwarding address in their deliveryspace
(*need* to tell install techs to start getting me one), I wistfully check for open relay status. Nope. Hoping
they’re actually filtering virus mail rather than just watching pretty alerts, I send one into abuse@. Sure
enough, friendly ol’ MAILER-DAEMON informs me it and my virus have been told to get bent (following
the disgusting delay), so it looks like we’re there. I return to trusty ”socat stdio tcp:fooip:25”, launch
tcpdump on my firewall, and get down to business.
Hrmm, it seems none of my connections are being rejected as reported, just that long delay. Furthermore, the delay happens *after* the 3-way handshake is completed, meaning overconsumption of
half-open connections is an unlikely culprit. It also only appears to happen once; after I see the ESMTP
banner, all’s right in the world for HELO, MAIL FROM, EXPN and the rest of my bag of sendmail technique
tricks. Immediately, I think to server-launched queries back to client authd’s being silently timed out, and
verify my firewall settings to ensure I’m using REJECT rather than DROP. As expected, I’m cheerfully
RST’ing the shit out of anything not explicitly accepted, which would effect immediate ECONNREFUSED
on the server side rather than a slow, sickly, exponentially-backed-off ETIMEDOUT. Just to be sure, I check
tcpdump – nothing incoming; if authd SYN’s are being dropped, it’s somewhere else. I hit from a few shell
accounts showing radically different traceroutes, to no avail. If such a drop is the problem, it’s happening
too close for me to verify. Argh.
The problem, I think, can’t be within the static per-proxied-server foo x per-bridge-foo-uses DNAT
rules used to effect client-side transparency; if it was, they’d either connect me to the wrong place or
erroneously handle the initial SYN-ACK reply. If the SNAT rules were incorrect, the server would send
replies to the wrong place or be DROPped by a -m conntrack –ctorigdst ! proxyip INPUT rule. I resignedly
begin running a barrage of tests and auditing state transition code, doubtful I’ll find the cause by 0800 with
sufficient conviction that I can announce the issue closed.
I listlessly flipped through code, damning brokenness. My mind kept wandering back to that DROP
rule on the iptables filter table’s INPUT chain; it was the only DROP rule we had. But how could any
replies have come in...? I pondered further. What, I thought, if I was indeed failing to get my SNAT rules
correct? The replies would go to the wrong place if I’d screwed up –to-destination in either of two possible
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ways (IP/port), or would be dropped if I’d failed to apply the rule. Instead, one port was being reached
and one not...I understood it not at all. What if the INPUT chain thought the info was an actual reply?
Eh, still wouldn’t get past the –ctorigdst match required for ACCEPT. What if NAT flipped the addresses?
SNAT’s are on POSTROUTING, running after INPUT, and I didn’t fear errors wrt DNAT’s. But wait!
SNAT caches must be examined before the routing decision nonetheless to detect reply traffic (not the
output case; that path has its own routing choice prior to POSTROUTING)...the dest would be a valid
SNAT-from source iff both ip and port were correct in the rule, the src a valid SNAT-apply restriction iff
destination was correct, and none would be applied to outgoing packets were the rule’s source restriction
incorrect. Hrmm. The source restriction only made sense in POSTROUTING wrt the NAT table, as
source addresses are assigned at the routing decision, which happens after PREROUTING and thus after
the conntrack analysis...EURFUCKINGEKA? If my source restriction were wrong, the SNAT wouldn’t be
applied to outgoing packets. The server would see my real IP and port, reply there for SMTP, and connect
to my authd port. The former, having a source address equal to the dest restriction of my SNAT rule and
dst matching a homed address, couldn’t take the source restriction into account, and might flip direction
and dest CT-wise. DNAT’s CT fixups would then repeat the dest flip, but not direction. If ctorigdst worked
ct-flowwise (the only methodology which made sense), this might explain...
I checked my SNAT-creation code, and sure enough, I was using a source restriction obtained from
getsockname() on the connecting socket. Having not yet called connect() (wouldn’t want to, having not
yet applied SNAT), no routing decision had been made, and no source address assigned. My port was
correct due to forcing that field in bind() (fastNAT doesn’t seem to natively allow one to munge ports, and
I designed with both iptables and rpdb NAT in mind). I pondered evaluating the routing decision myself,
but instead passed down the accepting IP from my listener. The experiment was quickly set up, and sure
enough, I’m a big dumbass. I guess I never noticed because 0.0.0.0 on a source restriction in iptables -L
looks a lot like binding to 0.0.0.0, your friend and mine IPADDR ANY, and we tend to see the authd SYN
probe RST’d more often – especially, senor dumbass black, since you just added the DROP stuff recently!
Bitches. Stupid brain.
I’ve been poring through net/ipv4/netfilter for a few hours now trying to verify my hypothesis, but
the fix certainly seems to have worked, and the problem to have been real. Anyway, I thought it was a cool
example of Zen Debugging, which I always find interesting.
Until next time, C fans!
1. http://ohhla.com/anonymous/canibus/jacker/poet_two.can.txt

1.4.36

nickel plated pistols, official Wu-Wear covers my physicals: insulated thermal
while others drain (2004-06-27 20:25) - groovy - public

Music: apples in stereo - rainfall

if you’ve never heard wu-wear: the garment renaissance, i’m not sure i can advise it highly enough. i hardly
expected to title with it anytime soon, though. the story of the wu-tang killer bees is one more calculated
and aware of mass momentum than any boy or girl band, and this track – included on their greatest hits
later, iirc – really sums it all up. but you’ve gotta love triumph, it being the best track ever put together by
a dozen gangsters, percussionists, freestylers, chefs and ... O.D.B., you were so many things to so many of
us.
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we’ve been tasked with designing a dev team shirt. it’s a deep issue, demanding much time and concentration. about one thing i am determined, though: i will have the code driving tako’s banner on it.
nag( &lc,”tako %s %s build %s (the house that adderall built)\n”,
Version, Extra, Build);
nag( &lc,”committed %s UTC\n”,trim cvs string(Commit Date));
nag( &lc,”built with gcc %s on %s\n”,Compiler,Build Date);
the house that adderall built raises its middle finger skyward before your thinkgeek clonegarb.
i’m deeply shocked by my metanoia regarding ”when the pawn” over the past few days. allison asked
for it a few days ago, and it’s dominated the spodcave ever since. now every note and distortion on ”tidal”
is a closely-treasured memory, but mmmmmmmmm! fiona, fiona, where’s the third album? erp.

1.4.37

G but I make wrecks, tape decks at my apex packing LaTeX (2004-06-28 11:18) giddy - public

Music: plasticman - consumed - contain

Ahh, work is done for the day save handling further 4.1.2.1 (the release from fucking hell, ugh) catastrophe.
fucking savages. I’m preparing my notes for meeting up with Prof. Lee today; this’ll be the first session
afforded sufficient time to really get some ideas out, and I’m nothing short of twitching with excitement.
I’ve forgotten more LATE X writing up results and proposals these past two weeks than I ever learned in the
math department. So for those of you who favor [1]rigorous typesetting like [2]god meant it to be done: what
is the single reference my desk should not be without? Online info is dispersed, to say the least. excitement
excitement excitement excitement into academia, yay!
1. http://www-cs-faculty.stanford.edu/~knuth/abcde.html
2. http://www-cs-faculty.stanford.edu/~knuth/

1.4.38

download her audio on mp3 to show the whole world how you gave eminem vd
(2004-06-29 15:01) - refreshed - public

Music: fiona apple - when the pawn - paper bag

[1]There’s your torrents, if you didn’t score from supernova already. In totally unrelated news (I got my copy
two days ago, natch), a Fahrenheit 9/11 screening will be taking place in the dankcave following this Thursday’s installment of freebeer. Come enjoy it for free in a smoky back room, as movies should be watched.
My meeting with Professor Lee went absolutely stunningly well. Soon, I will run all three sides of the
military-industrial-academic gamut with regards to infosec (all my GT projects will be DARPA/USAS,
apparently). Phear!
1. http://67.19.19.67/index.php/weblog/steal_this_movie/

angry user (2004-06-29 15:47:41)
I’m down for the movie. and congrats on the meeting. I’m glad that shit’s going well for you.
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and if it takes the death of me to make history, the whole world will remember
my misery (2004-06-30 05:37) - amused - public

Music: onyx + biohazard - slam (judgement night b-side)

canada really needs to just give up and figure out how to make prince edward island superconductive, or
carve a new land bridge out of ice floes. paul martin’s first election was to be the closest in years, called a
surprising year early after taking over from chrétien (what kind of country allows diacritical marks in their
highest office (umlauts excepted, obviously)? just changing the typewriters would cost us millions. amend
against accents acute and grave today!), tackling the important canadian issues. the inuits are apparently
coukoo for cigarettes, while montreal’s froggies seem to have forgotten all about Quebec libre! without quick
gigging from ottawa, they’ll end up slinking around alberta like those loud, skanky kids in the corner no
one remembers inviting. that having been said, i found out about the election two days ago, forgetting it
immediately. second largest country in the world, only major western nation never to lose a war (loosely),
and yet from the top of my head at least the following countries’ elections this year had more coverage:
india. indonesia. japan. georgia. south korea. iran. philippines. afghanistan, or at least getting shot if
you register. russia, and yeah while russia’s the best tv this side of the north korean peoples’ games, putin
could go in st. peter’s with a bandana around his wang and his balls hanging free without being unseated.
shit, south africa was a bigger deal just for providing an atmosphere for winnie mandela/flaming tire jokes
(nelson mandela was given a mercedes-benz as a gift, but winnie made him to give it back. why? because
stompie wouldn’t fit in the ashtray! HA!). then again, i can’t imagine a bad time for necklacing jokes.

1.4.40

understand i’m not fucking around with you, try to resist i’ll dismiss you
(2004-06-30 12:46) - amused - public

Music: pizzicato five - such a beautiful girl like you

Newsgroups: git.talk.flame
Moshe Jacobson wrote:
> I heard that the proper way to do a directory listing is like this:
> $ pathtols= $(dirname $(which ls))
> $ lsbin=ls
> $ realls=’ $ {pathtols }/ $ {lsbin }’
> $ ls=’ $realls’
> $ eval eval eval $ls
Fucking amateurs.
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include types.h>
int main(int argc,const char **argv) {
static DIR *d; struct dirent *f;
return argc == 2 ? (d || (d = opendir(*(argv + 1)))) & &
(errno = 0, (f = readdir(d)) ?
(printf(” %s\n”,f->d name) == strlen(f->d name) + 1 & &
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main(argc,argv) == EXIT SUCCESS) : !errno) :
fprintf(stderr,”stop fucking around\n”), 0:
EXIT SUCCESS : EXIT FAILURE;
}
Put that in your kibbutz and hoe it.
–
nick black
”np: nondeterministic polynomial-time
the class of dashed hopes and idle dreams.” - the complexity zoo

girlvinyl (2004-06-30 13:37:09)
Whoa.

1.5
1.5.1

July
unbalanced like elephant and ants on see-saw I throw raps that attack like the
japs on pearl harbor (2004-07-01 10:16) - optimistic - public

Music: lard - the last temptation of reid - forkboy!

reminder: 2030 tonight, after the most free of beers, fahrenheit 9/11 at the GG-spot. twitch’s laptop has
svideo out, so we can use the monstrousity in the living room rather than crowding around the computer.
all are invited, so long as you’re not going to be an obnoxious fuckhead (whatever your position). violators
will be forced to watch henry rollins exercise videos, yea, until surely they beg for death.

so next in the line of revisited later albums, i dug up a long-forgotten copy of genius/GZA’s legend of
the liquid swords last night. now, liquid swords the original was most likely the greatest of the Wu’s solo
efforts (ghostface killah’s ironman and RZA’s bobby digital in stereo give it a fine run). alongside lyrics that
wouldn’t be matched in the mainstream until eminem, the production embodied the lo-fi early Wu sound
that propelled 36 chambers to its exalted heights. this one was right to fall through the cracks, though; the
GZA’s energy and swaggar has been replaced with messy overlays of trash and gimmicks.
except track the third, ”did ya say that?” goddamn, never have i lusted to shake ass so thoroughly. this
is no day for information security! it is an afternoon for corona light and a cigarette on each arm. i need to
go to work but i can’t drag myself away from the repeat :/.

and as always, a carton of cigarettes for every pro-life dog stomped into a meatloaf!
obiefernandez (2004-07-01 10:43:53)
where exactly is this free beer? if it’s an open invitation, i surely would like to partake. btw, I am Desi’s boyfriend
and I just found your journal yesterday as a result of your response to one of Lori’s posts. We met in person (for the
first time??) about a year ago at a party up in Gwinnett somewhere.
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dankamongmen (2004-07-01 12:16:21)
free beer is 1730-1930 at dogwood brewery by nuevo laredo, and i know you :).
obiefernandez (2004-07-01 12:38:15)
I’ll be there. See ya!
subcultured (2004-07-01 16:35:15)
apt #?

1.5.2

i got 99 problems, but the bitch ain’t one! (2004-07-04 03:39) - envious - public

Music: bohemia suburbana - mil palabras con sus dientes

[1]ken jennings is your new god. oooh, really need to get on the gatech college bowl team if they’re doing
anything these days.
did anyone else check out big mike skinner at earthlink live tonight? holy shit. and how did it escape
me that the cardigans, aka best fucking pop band ever to exist, were playing with liz phair? i wouldn’t
bother seeing liz on her own anymore, but nina persson will draw me to the corners of the earth.
1. http://www.nationalreview.com/comment/goldblatt200407020023.asp

1.5.3

5691 resets received for embryonic SYN RECV sockets (2004-07-05 18:28) - public

how was i unaware of this netstat output?

1.5.4

We sick wit poems off the dome, I’m off the known, inhaling Newports and eights
(2004-07-06 18:39) - loved - public

Music: cannibal ox - straight off the d.i.c.

4.1.2.2 ludacrisv(”rolled out”) today, and I celebrated with a hasty departure following a terminally boring
4.2 planning meeting. The Atlantan roads conspired against me indeed, and long did I languish on the hellish
merge from 400 to 85. That entire morass of smoldering petrol and angry honks is a wholly preventable yet
*daily* manifestation of asshats unwilling to accelerate the group via momentary personal discomfort, and
like Araby I rage whether caught up or not. It’s the final Escalade which darts across two exit lanes, bringing two dozen drivers to sudden halts with their bling-blinging ways, that makes me want to bellow David
Lane’s 14 words and raze MARTA in hopes of something better engineered. Fuck resurgens. I wrenched the
minikraken into its place underneath the sulcusbush, advancing toward strong drink, but in that too I have
failed.

Aside from that interlude, life has been pretty fabulous for days now. Work occupied most of the hours
this weekend spent less than completely pixelated, as much research must be done this week. Outside of
that, however, [ LJ User: piq ] and [ LJ User: zbtron ]’s party last night was a welcome deviation from the
norm (oak pointe? [ LJ User: subcultured ]? bottle rocket team vs. water balloon team? outstanding), and
it got dj ricecake out late enough to amend his APL-forced cessation of psychonautics. It seems myself and
Twitch see [ LJ User: george mcfly ] whenever we turn around past two am (erp, another vibrant atlantan
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soon to depart :(! ), missing trav’s party Sunday just meant we ran into [ LJ User: gtscapegoat ]at the old
emo loft and brought back that most rare sight in the wild, East Cobb black girls, the Streets were live as
could be and I even got to spend an unexpected, delightful half hour with [ LJ User: mathslut ] afterwards
(the first time we’ve had a conversation since the night of insanity at [ LJ User: eightbit ]’s party...some
months ago?).
I’ve found a tremendous interest in biochemistry, perhaps reaching back and titillating my childhood dreams
of becoming a neurosurgeon. [ LJ User: neurochemistry ] loaned me an older Voet & Voet, and I’m thinking I
may acquire Alberts if this remains so fascinating. The problem sets are, admittedly, somewhat haphazardly
arranged and vary in difficulty with a dizzying range, but I’m fighting the good fight and refuse the cheap
way out. It’s tempting to rediscover a career in medicine, but labs of any kind nauseate my soul and, after
all, I seem to have carved myself out a nice little space here in information security. Furthermore, every day
there seem to be more infosec-related grad scholarships issued, and maybe a year or two from now I’ll even
find one outside of DoD funding.
All in all, it seems that everything’s getting taken care of, and I seem to be meeting new and fascinating people almost as quickly as old friends are leaving. The clouds that settled around all but sweet saving,
attention-distracting work have scattered like so many teenagers from a keg, and I’m exhilirated!

piq (2004-07-07 06:40:29)
Glad you had fun at the party; thanks for stopping by and your gracious donation to the intoxication fund. We still
have a ton of waterballoons and bottlerockets left. I’m thinking a campus drive by ballooning would be appropriate.
dankamongmen (2004-07-07 11:02:48) I’m thinking a campus drive by ballooning would be appropriate
It harkens back to the days of Assassins’ Guild! And thanks for the invite – I had a great time, and wow zb can cook
like Raekwon the chef. That English major from UGA looked like she had the noma. I guess it’s better than the
typical Athenian freshman forty, but damn, girl, cancrum oris will fuck you right up!
zbtron (2004-07-07 11:25:26) Re: I’m thinking a campus drive by ballooning would be appropriate
well, you know, like you said, i had better come equipped with something as to make up for the horror of my company
and physical appearance.

1.5.5

parading around los angeles on coke with a banana clip and manuscript for professional ass-whippin’ (2004-07-07 13:49) - fast, very very fast - public

Music: the wrens - the meadowlands - ex-girl collection

Had I have known a dexedrine prescription would require nothing more than fifteen minutes and good health
insurance, I’d ... well, I’d likely have accomplished much more up to this point in my life. Who all’s going to
be at Oakenfold tonight? Why aren’t Pharoahe Monch cd’s available for anything less than about $35.00?
When will g++ generate better output for heavily templated code than I could achieve via monte carlo op
selection (heh)? Where are the Snowdens of yesteryear? Why Hitler?
donicer (2004-07-07 11:43:55)
WHoah....Oakenfold is tonight? Pharoahe Monch rules.
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dankamongmen (2004-07-07 13:27:59)
yay eleven50, I guess: Date: Tue, 6 Jul 2004 09:03:00 -0700 From: Liquified East Coast Updates To: dank@gtf.org
Subject: Paul Oakenfold This wednesday Upcoming Liquified Events @ Eleven50 Atlanta, GA Wednesday July 7th
2004 Atlanta, GA LIQUIFIED PRESENT’S THE LONG AWAITED RETURN OF THE LEGENDARY PAUL
OAKENFOLD! Doors Open at 10:00 pm / 18 and over welcome $15 presale available @ satellite records and online
at www.groovetickets.com www.perfecto.co.uk / www.pauloakenfold.com —————————————-—————
LIQUIFIED PRESENT’S THE RETURN OF THE BREAKBEAT PRODIGY JAMES ZABIELA! Doors open @
9:00 pm / 21 and over welcome Located @ Eleven50 / www.jameszabiela.com Located @ Eleven50 1150B Peachtree
Rd. / Atlanta, GA www.liquified.com / www.eleven50.com

1.5.6

now i’m fresh, dressed like a million bucks, threw on my white socks with my
all-blue chucks (2004-07-07 16:19) - bitchy - public

Music: nofx - murder the government

National Review gets my opinion of the Kerry/Edwards ticket [1]pretty accurately:
The JFK wannabes know the centrality of image to Kennedy’s magic. Between Kerry’s expensive haircuts and Edwards’s hair-sprayed bangs, my guess is that no presidential ticket in the history of the planet
has cared so much about personal grooming. When the ticketmates travel together, there will probably
be stiff competition for the mirror and hair products. Teresa herself has gotten into the act, recently pronouncing herself ”sexy”
an odd boast for someone auditioning for a job that usually involves reading to
schoolchildren.
It was about two weeks ago that I decided I’d likely go once more into that Libertarian night rather than
vote against Bush for this douche. Well done, Mssr. Kerry – you’ve managed to add another millionaire
(this time a *trial lawyer*, vomit) onto the populist party’s ticket. Please, keep talking about the middle
class, dickhead. At least Bush admits he’s a rich prettyboy who made his money via nepotism. Ugh, fuck
this presidential election. I hope they all lose. Of course, with electronic voting moving out of Diebold’s
devshack and into the vogue, that’s a real possibility.
1. http://www.nationalreview.com/lowry/lowry200407070929.asp

eightbit (2004-07-07 14:14:45)
why does everyone assume that trial lawyers likely make bad vice presidents?
dankamongmen (2004-07-07 14:23:13)
What’s the definition of a good vice president? And please, there’s no need to trot out that tired old John Adams
quote. I think we need a technocracy. Lawyers are paid to twist and munge what has been rigorously laid down;
engineers, understanding the need for coherancy and consistency, put those standards/laws together. beastieboysv(”It
takes a second to wreck it, it takes time to build.”). I dislike that a majority of our politicians arise from such filth
– it leads to results like Mr. Hatch’s latest legal masterpiece. Hah! I totally just checked, and Orrin was indeed
a trial lawyer. From [1]his bio : After receiving his law degree, Senator Hatch was a practicing attorney, first in
Pennsylvania then in Utah, until his election to the United States Senate in 1976. Since then, Senator Hatch also
has received five honorary doctorate degrees from law schools and universities. Lovely! There’s a winning old boys’
network.
1. http://hatch.senate.gov/index.cfm?FuseAction=Biography.Home
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majelix (2004-07-08 06:40:56)
<> Before I jump on you for making the most retarded statement I’ve ever heard from you, could you back up
this claim that lawmakers are all engineers and scientists? At least from what I’ve seen on C-SPAN and what my
teachers lied to me, policy decisions are some combination of comittee findings, Hannityesque debate, wet-palm hand
shaking, and fuck-around with Robert’s Rules of Orders. Even technical standards have alot of political assholing
to go with them: rigorous needs and consistency are, historically, only a part of what goes into decision making; I’m
not convinced that these standards are sufficient anyways in all cases.
dankamongmen (2004-07-08 10:02:13)
By laws I meant physical laws, not that which govern our land. This was, admittedly, terribly conveyed.
spoonless (2004-07-07 23:43:29)
It was about two weeks ago that I decided I’d likely go once more into that Libertarian night rather than vote against
Bush for this douche. Interesting. It was a few months ago that I decided this will be the first year I don’t vote
libertarian. Just because I could never stomache another Bush presidency knowing that I could have helped stop him.
If you’re gonna vote for the lesser of two evils, I’d say this is the year to do it. But then, I’m right on the line as well.

1.5.7

with that drama, my beretta s right beside me: one is in the air, one is in the
chamber (2004-07-07 17:13) - cynical - public

Music: outkast - aquemini - liberation

...ask me what the fuck I m doin, I m releasin anger. When things have elsewise seemed confusing and motivated by the playa-hatas, Outkast has really always been there. Southernplayalistik emerged from Organized
Noiz the same year I entered middle school, and it’s been a lovefest ever since.
oh yes and I <3 DRAMA OMFG GUYS!!!! kthxbye.

subcultured (2004-07-07 16:17:22)
”oh yes and I <3 DRAMA OMFG GUYS!!!! kthxbye.” I think that is the funniest thing ever coming from you - but
I hope things are going well with whatever drama...

1.5.8

sweetness (2004-07-07 20:41) - public

Added to your
Shopping Cart:
Icon Funky Divas
En Vogue
Seller’s Price: $0.22
- Quantity : 1
- Seller: ascending l l
Subtotal: $0.22
Edit shopping cart
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discoveries (2004-07-08 12:42) - groggy - public

Music: tori amos - strange little girls - ’97 bonnie and clyde

1) killing user uucp on a debian unstable box kills exim4
2) rocky mountain isn’t fucking around when you order a ”platter of melon balls”
3) the northside -> 17th street bridge development is done, and UTTERLY AMAZING. it doesn’t compare
to the view as one descends into Baltimore on 395, but wow, that’s the prettiest Atlanta has ever looked.
also, this is going to save me time in dozens of different ways.
4) eleven50 sucks, sucks, sucks.
5) i’ve left my wallet at work two days running and really must not again.
angry user (2004-07-08 10:06:01)
1. no comment 2. I should experience this 3. it’s fan-fucking-tastic. I’m been using the network of roads for a while
now. I hear you on the time savings. 4. that’s what I’ve been telling to all that will listen for some time now. really
sucks because they get all the big names. If I ever go over the edge and plan on not making it or sitting in jail for
ever anyway, I’m going in there on a Saturday night with a flamethrower. I’m not fucking joking. 5. sucks. I’ve done
it here once.
turdburgler (2004-07-08 10:21:38)
) the northside -> 17th street bridge development is done, and UTTERLY AMAZING. Hmm, maybe I should check
this out to see if I can start using the 17th street bridge to get from campus to Buford Highway extension (to GA400).
This sounds much more tolerable than sitting through a bajillion traffic lights on 10th or 14th streets.
angry user (2004-07-08 10:26:09)
it’s better in every conceivable way. Northside to just past 14th on the right is the closest current way in from
campus. (before the underpass). It throws you out on west peachtree and there is *no* traffic to deal with. and you
get great views.
dankamongmen (2004-07-08 10:52:14)
> Hmm, maybe I should check this out to see if I can start using the 17th street > bridge to get from campus to
Buford Highway extension (to GA400). This is entirely doable. I grabbed Twitch yesterday at 17th + Peachtree.
dankamongmen (2004-07-08 10:51:08)
2. I should experience this Yeah, $1.50 shots get discounted to $1.00 when you buy 21 of them. 4. really sucks
because they get all the big names DJ Ricecake and I headed over there last night (he was damn near falling out of
the minikraken; he’s taking his vow to drink more now that his security clearance has hit red zone for drug testing
more seriously than expected) for Oakenfold, and the line must have been 200 people long. We offered a mighty ”fuck
this”, scattered some assholes, and went...somewhere. Last night went on way too long. BTW free beer’s unlikely
tonight for me...didn’t get in until 1300 or so.
kosherpickle (2004-07-08 10:37:51)
When I last visited in March, I saw a world of difference regarding 17th Street. I was totally floored. I’m definitely
going to drive the fuck out of it in August. :) And yes, the view going into Baltimore on 395 is nice. Football stadium
on the left, baseball stadium on the right, and a 70 mph shot into the city.
psyched out (2004-07-08 10:57:01)
4) eleven50 sucks, sucks, sucks. i was fortunate (?) enough to learn this on its opening night 4 years ago, after they
looked down on us for wearing denim and sneakers–its like studio 54, only with no celebrities...since that night i’ve
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avoided every show there and immediately revise my opinion of any group that gets booked to play there, especially
if they should know better...
lorigami (2004-07-08 11:48:06)
I worked there for one promoter for a while and hate hate hated the club. (the security are even dicks to the dancers,
I had one asshat sit back and watch as a customer grabbed my foot and pulled me off the platform.) Unfortunately,
there are few promoters willing or able to book shows anywhere else. First, there aren’t very many venues left with
the sort of sound you need. (the one thing 1150 has is a good sound system) Next, a lot of venues won’t hold ”parties”
anymore because of insurance concerns and/or the rave act, of the couple places who will, two out of three intown are
so expensive even a dj like oakenfold couldn’t guarrantee a profit. Many of the places with decent sound and decent
pricing, (I can think of the Chamber and the Globe) get looked down upon for their location or customer base. Sad.

1.5.10

james traficant: american. statesman. idealist. gladiator. (2004-07-09 19:30) giddy - public

Music: trick daddy & trina - bring it to the house!

i will begin work tonight on my james traficant appreciation page. 2002’s [1]original cnn article was of course
mesmerizing, but i’ve gone searching further. sweet jesus, a finer man may never have walked among that
august congressional body.
AMERICA’S WORKERS ARE SICK AND TIRED OF FAST TRACK
September 25, 1998
Mr. Speaker, American workers are sick and tired of fast track. Take today’s fast track, for example,
another fast track that will send more American factories, more American investment, and more American
jobs overseas, this
time to Central America.
In return, America will get two used Ford pick-up trucks, another 50 tons of heroin and cocaine, and
three baseball players, to
be named later. Beam me up, Mr. Speaker. Washington does not need more lobbyists and lawyers to advise
Congress. I
honestly believe that a proctologist is in order down here. I yield back whatever common sense is left.
fantastic. those of you who know these things: will an investigation of china’s peasantry be worth reading, or is this bell curve-style hype?
1. http://www.cnn.com/2002/ALLPOLITICS/07/18/traficant.ethics/

girlvinyl (2004-07-09 16:52:56)
I yield back whatever common sense is left.
girlvinyl (2004-07-09 16:54:56) Also...
I’m disgusted, busted, can’t be trusted.
dankamongmen (2004-07-09 18:04:38) Re: Also...
strong words,
from a strong mind I think
http://www.traficant.com/1998speecharchive.htm #july2098
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dankamongmen (2004-07-09 18:05:04) Re: Also...
well like that and the 10 after

1.5.11

weave in their hair, weed in their purse, still krunk (2004-07-09 19:45) - nostalgic public

Music: george clinton & ice cube - bop gun

[single tear]

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD
United States Senate
July 8, 2004
S7823
TRIBUTE TO PHISH
Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President, on August 15 in Coventry, VT, a beloved chapter
in American music history will come to a close as the jam band Phish holds
its final concert for legions of devoted ”phans” and ”Phish-heads.” We
in Vermont are well known for our superb maple syrup, our wonderful ice
cream, our award-winning cheese and our beautiful scenery, but after 21
remarkable years, the jam band Phish has certainly become one of our most
famous exports.
The four musicians of Phish-Trey Anastasio, Mike Gordon, Page O’Connell,
and Jon Fishman-met and started playing together as undergraduates at the
University of Vermont in the early 1980s. The band quickly moved beyond
its humble beginnings in a dormitory basement to playing a small nightclub
in Burlington called Nectar’s. While they toured for 5 years before
releasing any commercial albums, the buzz around the band spread as their
striking melodies and lively jam sessions endeared them to a growing
legion of fans.
Phish released its first commercial album, Junta, in 1989. Since then, the
band has put out more than 35 studio and live albums that have sold
millions of copies. They have more than 200 original songs, and many of
the songs die-hards love most were never recorded in the studio.
But the magic of Phish is not as much in its studio recordings as it is in
its live performances. In an era when slick marketing techniques often
overshadow the musical accomplishments of the artists themselves, this
talented band from Vermont has provided a refreshing contrast by promoting
free spiritedness and individuality in their music.
The band has always been unconcerned about releasing catchy singles and
making millions of dollars from record sales. Instead they play long
jams-oftentimes with songs lasting 30 minutes or longer-and tour year116
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round. Bucking a trend in the industry, they even encouraged people to
tape their shows for free and trade them on the Internet. For the members
of Phish, it really is all about their music and their fans.
Every night on stage is a new and different showcase for the talents of
the versatile and endlessly creative band members. Whether they are
playing electric guitars, keyboards, drums, or vacuum cleaners, Phish’s
improvisational talent has never disappointed. Many fans-often referred to
as ”Phish-heads”-follow the band from concert to concert living off
veggie burritos, grilled cheese sandwiches and the charity of others.
Through it all, Phish has always considered Vermont home. In a tribute to
their Burlington roots, the band’s first album produced with a major
record company was titled A Picture of Nectar. And the band’s share of
proceeds from sales of the popular ”Phish Food” Ben and Jerry’s ice
cream flavor goes directly toward environmental projects in Vermont’s Lake
Champlain Watershed. Now, as they prepare for their final show in Vermont,
it is appropriate that they finish where they started.
Though Phish has sold millions of albums and become a huge success, in
spirit they remain a group that is unpretentious and unfailingly loyal to
their fans. Their admirable generosity has fostered a sense of community
among those who follow the group. The band’s break-up is a source of
sadness to all of us who know and love them.
I congratulate Trey Anastasio, Mike Gordon, Jon Fishman and Page O’Connell
on their remarkable success. I am grateful for all they have done for
Vermont, for American music, and for their fans. Most importantly, we
sincerely appreciate their authenticity, their enthusiasm and their
generosity.
While no one wants to see Phish stop playing after this summer, we can all
take some solace that their music will live on, in these words from their
song, ”Down With Disease.”
Waiting for the time when I can finally say
That this has all been wonderful, but now I’m on my way.
But when I think it’s time to leave it all behind,
I try to find a way, but there’s nothing I can say to make it stop.

1.5.12

(2004-07-10 02:51) - public

the note left in my door reached me, but is completely unintelligible...although i don’t think it was anyone in
this sphere who wrote it. just in case. an hour of reprieve and then over to 12th street at 0400, and starting
on the morrow’s morning i must must must start being productive. for now, to draw the most from an hour
of sleep...
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31 in the clip and 1 in the hole, nate dogg’ll make 2ˆ5 turn cold (2004-07-10 14:51)
- angel of death! - friends

Music: fleetwood mac - rumors - the chain

so, i’d like to get the laser sight featured here:
http://www.impactsites2000.com/site3/class3 10.htm
because, you know, life should be more like that dr. dre video for fuck wit’ dre day (and everybody’s celebratin’). no, i still am not planning on keeping ammo around :). i think i’m a wee bit unstable for that, just
preparing for the Rapture and what not.
does anyone know a range around here with ... loose restrictions? [ LJ User: datavortex ], i’m looking
at you, my libertarian SLR-toting nizza (edited from [ LJ User: datav0rtex ], which was the name of some
guy who worked with me at cnn circa 1999. wonder if they’re the same. heh, nope, doesn’t exist).

1.5.14

the sun beats down on a brand new day, no more welfare tax to pay
(2004-07-11 08:32) - hopeful - public

Music: dead kennedys - frankenchrist - mtv, get off the air!

what a great night! i’m not quite sure what went on between 3 and 7, though. my heart is aflutter!

1.5.15

winners know what’s up (2004-07-11 10:47) - smug - public

Music: phish - a picture of nectar - poor heart

”This man drinks a lot of Diet Coke,” Kerry whispers to TIME, in its cover story set for maximum Monday
impact.

1.5.16

”the copper bosses killed you, joe” ”i never died,” said he (2004-07-11 11:45) - public

Music: phish - 1997-11-23 - bathtub gin -> DwD -> Lowrider -> DwD

Alex Bogomoln is discontinuing Cut the Knot! (http://www.maa.org/editorial/knot/last.html). most
unfortunate. on a happier note, p0f 2.0.4 has been released: http://lcamtuf.coredump.cx/p0f.shtml,
and you won’t want to miss the latest updates to flawfinder at http://www.dwheeler.com/flawfinder/.
primusv(”hack on, hack on”). [ LJ User: zbtron ], are you aware of the [1]Zion Benton Township HS
Fighting Zee-Bees? thank john donovan’s baseball mailbag at http://sportsillustrated.cnn.com/2004/writers/john donovan/07/09/baseball.mailbag/index.html for the weirdness’s reference. heh, i hadn’t meant
for this to be a roundup of danknews, but while we’re at it:
the voynich manuscript is likely a bunch of crap: http://www.sciam.com/article.cfm?chanID=sa006
&colID=1 &articleID=0000E3AA-70E1-10CF-AD1983414B7F0000
egypt’s a scary little timebomb: http://slate.msn.com/id/2103651/
dean and nader, ungloved!: http://www.thenation.com/doc.mhtml?i=20040719 &s=nicholsweb2
mozilla and ethereal: both still ass. http://www.securityfocus.com/archive/1/368494/2004-07-08/2004-0714/ 0, http://www.ethereal.com/news/item 20040707 01.html
review of a new book about herbert o’ yardley:
http://www.americanscientist.org/template/BookReviewTypeDetail/asset id/34017
the hinchey amendment is crushed by fuckheads: http://www.alternet.org/drugreporter/19195/
nevada’s nov. 2 decrim initiative likely to fail: http://www.mapinc.org/norml/v04/n979/a09.htm
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the first article i’ve seen on the new cambodian governemnt: http://economist.com/world/asia/displayStory.cfm?story id=2906002
and various thoughts on the marcus vick boondoggle at VPI: http://www.collegefootballnews.com/2004/Columnists/MZ/MarcusVicksitu ation.htm,
http://sportsillustrated.cnn.com/2004/writers/michael
bradley/07/08/el.hombre/index.html,
and
http://sports.espn.go.com/ncf/columns/story?columnist=maisel ivan &id=1836973
viva le lazy sunday mornings! viva le procrastination!
1. http://www.zbths.org/general/why_fighting_zee_bees/

1.5.17

new jennings info (2004-07-12 11:47) - public

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A43624-2004Jul12.html
Jennigns edits lit questions for the NAQT, Chip Beale’s academic bowl nationals. As I represented Walton
at the NAQT’s in 1997 and 1998 [0], and lit was my primary category, do I have a Jennings number of 2?
[0] and came this fucking close to questions unlimited HoF in 1998; damn the all-star combo of ryan and
justin from james island; those kids were unstoppable...
http://www.qunlimited.com/national.htm

1.5.18

I used to hang with my boy even slang with my boy, used to bang with my boy,
goddam I miss my boy (2004-07-12 13:47) - sympathetic - public

Music: ice cube - pushin’ weight

This one goes up to our nizza in hellblock 9, [ LJ User: leftorium ]. Here’s to tomorrow, when we can restart
the Reflex Incarceration-free Devteam daycount.

I Miss My Homies- Master P featuring Pimp C, Silkk the Shocker
I want ya’ll to play this at funerals in the hood.
Til all this black on black crime stop.
Some say the blind lead the blind.
But in the ghetto you never know,
When it’s gon be yo time.
Sittin at the ghetto thinkin bout
All my homies passed away (uuunnnggghhh!)
Candy painted cadillacs and triple gold
That’s how me and my boys rolled
How could it be?
Somebody took my boy from me
My best friend’s gone
And I’m so all alone
I really miss my homies
Even though they gone away
I know you in a better place
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And I hope to see ya soon someday
I used to hang with my boy even slang with my boy
Used to bang with my boy, goddam I miss my boy
We started out youngstas in the park throwin birds
In your hearse, damn it’s sad to see my nigga in the dirt
The game got me workin, got me perkin, never jerkin
Still blowin dolja fo ya cause I know you up there workin
Ya little baby’s cool and ya baby’s mama straight
But today’s a sad day to see the t-shirt with ya face
From the cradle to the grave, from the streets we used to fall
In the park you liked to ball, put yo name upon the wall
In the projects you’s a legend on the street you was a star
But it’s sad to see my homeboy ridin in that black car
A lotta soldiers done died, a lotta mothers done cried
You done took yo piece of the pie but you was too young to retire
Why soldiers ride for yo name leave it vain
Some Gs never change, damn they killed you for some change
Smile for my homie Kevin Miller my boy Randall
The ghetto persons that lost they loved ones to these ghetto scandals
Take a minute to smile for the dead (uuunnnggghhh!)
Smile for the dead (RIP 2Pac, Makaveli)
All my homies who done made it to the crossroads (Biggie Smalls)
How could it be?
Somebody took my boy from me (It’s like I can’t believe you gone)
My best friend’s gone (Sometimes I feel like I can’t go on)
And I’m so all alone (Everytime I see something you done left)
I really miss my homies (It just remind me, more and more of you, dawg)
Even though they gone away (I just keep reminiscin)
I know you in a better place (Cause I know you alright)
And I hope to see ya soon someday (And I keep smilin, knowin I’m a see you in the crossroads)
We used to grip on the grain and flip them candy toys
But I’d give up all that bullshit if I could get back my boy
Off in the club smokin weed til 3, hollerin at the hoes
Spendin $4000 on me on gators and clothes
When I turned to rap, he had to chase the game
Nigga told me, ”C, leave that dope, cause rappin is yo thang”
I ain’t gone even lie, some nights I ride and cry
Wonderin why the real niggas always the ones to die
So I just smoke my weed and try to clear my mind
I wish that I had the power to turn back the hands of time
I wonder if there’s a heaven up there for real Gs
For all the niggas in the game that be sellin keys
I keep my memories, try to keep my head strong
But baby it’s hard to be strong, when yo main homie gone
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Even though you gone away
(Even though you gone, you ain’t never gon be forgotten)
I know you in a better place
(Cause as long as I’m here, you gon live through me and other TRU playas)
I really miss my homies, Even though they gone away
I know you in a better place, And I hope to see ya soon someday
I’m just sittin here dazed thinkin bout all the times we had
Thinkin the past, some was good and some was bad
Remember Dante?
It was a group of us, just a group of five
Now three dead, one in jail, it seem right now I’m the only one alive
To all my soldiers before me, may ya’ll rest in peace
When He took three, took my soul, just the bodies
He at the crossroads guide us out to the rest of me
Wishin I could rewind time like demos
Me and you gettin girls, writin down numbers like memos
Makin million dollar bets, makin all our money stretch like limos
Even though I smile, it’s sad, but they say gangstas can’t cry
But if I close my eyes and visualize me together
Then I suddenly wanna smile
To see you laid down when it’s yo time, when your time was up
You never seen your child, but he’s here to remind us
Even though you was wrong, I never could belive that that was true
You was with me forever, you could check my rest in peace tattoos
See me and C and P forever gon be ridin and thuggin
Rest in peace to all the ones that didn’t make it
And rest in peace to my brother
We gon miss you
I know you in a better place
(Every time I get on my knees)
And I hope to see ya soon someday
(I pray for you, I’m glad you in a better place
I hope I see ya soon, ain’t no more killin
Ain’t no more fights, and ain’t no more tears)

(2004-07-12 17:22:03)
dear God save us all from this shit

1.5.19

no barking from the dog, no smog, and mama cooked the breakfast with no hog
(2004-07-13 20:23) - public

alright!!! the long holiday and various mayhem threw me off balance for a week. more accurately, i signed into
codex juris canonici a thorough fucking bender last saturday or so, sat drunk at my desk on rare jaunts into
the office, and capped it off with 28 of 30 hours this weekend spent sleeping. such sloth has been unknown
since the cruel summer of hampton street. today marked a raging return to form, weaving stochastic models
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into fuka’s vocabulary even as install techs fought a war of constant nonsense and distraction. i came
home prepared to temper still more blood and iron for the k & &r before us, but the father figure arrived
unexpectantly, and black family krunk hour began in earnest. many were well-met at the rock, i think i’ve
convinced him the middle sister should settle for a GED and start working, and best of all he had a great
time.

1.5.20

tell me about the fucking golf shoes! (2004-07-14 13:49) - lightheaded - public

Music: the gourds - 2002-09-02 - piss and moan blues

all things turned towards the madcap last evening, and wow am i late for work. details later.

1.5.21

she said, ”it’s all in your head.” i said, ”so’s everything,” but she didn’t get it
(2004-07-15 08:06) - filthy - public

Music: iron eagle soundtrack (cock rock for america)

so we’re going to need an introspective xml parser across three languages, thus code generation from some
pseudo-schematic language will be necessary. for now, though, stretching the c preprocessor in highly unorthodox ways is the watchword. this is obviously proof-of-concept throwaway code (like i said, it’s all going
to be generated, as we’ll want semantic analysis unattainable via these unholy methods), but it’s interesting,
kinda. and never again shall i shit on pass-by-name.
will PRE tags keep lj from eating this? who knows.
no, it sure as fuck won’t. [1]i yield back whatever type-checking is left. here’s a [2].txt extension.
for fun, i’d like to wrap typedefing of XML REP()s and generate the extraction invocations automatically. i’ll give myself until ten or so, but then should work on less mentally masturbatorial matter. ho
humm.
1. http://dank.suburbanjihad.net/macrofreak.h
2. http://dank.suburbanjihad.net/macrofreak.txt

gtscapegoat (2004-07-15 06:06:36) wellie wellie wellie well
I tried to hang out this week since I only had one class but noooo. BTW, considering that I know relatively nothing
about coding, yours (if thats yours) looks very pretty. Basically a baroque style (I would say). Which is interesting
since baroque is basically used to describe everything in grotesque or whimsical ornamentation.
dankamongmen (2004-07-16 16:50:18) Re: wellie wellie wellie well
> I tried to hang out this week since I only had one class but noooo. this fails to make up for you fleeing the roof
so quickly at the lofts! > considering that I know relatively nothing about coding, yours (if thats yours) it is indeed
mine, although not intended for production > looks very pretty and this is the nicest thing anyone’s ever said to me!
gtscapegoat (2004-07-16 22:51:14) Re: wellie wellie wellie well
> hey, someone forced me to flee to the roof. I don’t remember who, but I am sure they had a substantial reason.
Then I just got lost up there (blame the tequila and whiskey that were my drug of choice that night). > I’m not
accusing you of copying or something silly like that. I wasn’t sure if it was a coworker’s that you work with or
whatever. Just making sure you know. Didn’t want to sound stupid. >I does look pretty. Maybe it takes someone
who has no clue what it means to appreciate it for its appearance. Hah, like you looking at my Arch stuff. Your
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coding seems sort of titillating, don’t know why.
zbtron (2004-07-15 07:03:06)
i think its totally bizarre that you love fiona apple. i mean you’ve never been a 12 year old girl. ....or HAVE YOU we
should get together and vomit and smoke cigarettes and pick apart her lyrics.
dankamongmen (2004-07-15 08:08:07)
> we should get together and vomit and smoke cigarettes and pick apart her lyrics. should the third piece of heaven
ever be released, i assure you this will happen. don’t forget about mutually-assisted passing out in the pod bathroom,
though; that’s key.
zbtron (2004-07-15 11:14:24) why hello mr wantstomakemepassout
wow. what are we gonna do in the pod bathroom?
dankamongmen (2004-07-15 14:22:14) Re: why hello mr wantstomakemepassout
if you don’t know, you’ll never understand. i bet ms. gtscapegoat above groks.
gtscapegoat (2004-07-16 22:53:42) Re: why hello mr wantstomakemepassout
Interesting word choice, but it works. :P

1.5.22

there are no lyrics from shoop i feel right posting, so i’ll just acknowledge it
(2004-07-15 18:52) - diverted - public

Music: ugly duckling - meatshake

finally reunited with 1992’s en vogue’s brilliant funky divas, i can’t believe i never noticed how badly spice
world ripped off the opening skit leading into this is your life. my game’s slipping. debugging with gcc -E
all day sucks.
on my desk, however, sits a 40 of miller’s litest, and i got a machine to replace the much-loved rift. one with
more than 32M of ram! life’s well as can be. and what is up with girls? for two weeks of general waste and
directionlessness, i end up home alone at 0430 wondering whether to code, mainline ketel one or just jerk off
to tom clancy mangleprose and accept i turned 45 sometime over the past few months. then, just as work
ethic kicked back up and demands grew heavy indeed, the fervor for creation and perfection breathing like
bellows into that sweet driving rage, a whole barrel of hos spills out into the danklife. y’all know pimpin’
ain’t easy, and suddenly valuable work time is being spent asking shawty, ”is you sick from the dick, or is
it the flu? it ain’t about you or your bitch ass crew,” when really you want to think not whether she was
in the homey nate dogg’s video, nor the warren g video, or even the montell jordan video but checking out
ingo molnar’s new patch while you listen to manson family parole hearing mixtapes and wonder who the hell
reggie ball’s going to pass to this year (let’s not start on enjoying a leisurely bowl or having all the lighters
you started the evening with). must find someone who can both work and krunk with zest...

1.5.23

the feds rushed him, comin through u.s. customs; now look whose on the witness
stand singin’ (2004-07-16 12:46) - hungover - public

Music: i am the world trade center - the cover up - deny it
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[1]poor bobby! most of you probably already saw it, but fischer finally got busted on his 1992 yugoslav
rematch against spassky. if you’ve never read it, the original spassky v. fischer book (i can’t find it on
amazon, and only know of it from reading it at one of [ LJ User: mathslut ]’s friend’s houses in savannah)
is a truly fascinating look into the original matches. check out his views regarding the jews – madness and
genius do go along hand-in-hand, i suppose.
spent most of the night running around with eric + lindsay, then went to the sigma nu GSU party with
robin’s boyfriend chris and their dogs. so, my overall feelings on the GSU influx into home park are multifoliate: their parties are more like the EC high school ones i remember, with lots more carrying on, insanity
and easy fucking than our GT presence provided for. the guys seem far less diverse, and the ladies as well,
but they’re all generally more attractive. certainly, some of the birds on ethel last night were the finest
wallpapering i’ve seen roaming the park this year. but jesus christ, these new drunken masses are *so widely,
so thoroughly ignorant*. i end up up dumbfounded, wondering ”why did you fucks bother going to college?
are you actually doing anything there?” i can’t imagine the anticlimactic feeling of finishing high school and
gearing up for ... GSU ([ LJ User: iwillfearnoevil ], law school is of course a different matter and there’s
no need to hate; i’m not shitting on you). it screams to me, ”mom offered to pay for four more years of
krunk, so here i am! yay {insert bullshit major here }!” shit, at least go to UGA and get a real football
team / college scene to go along with your kegs of natty lite. or go to GT, and feel better about yourself by
observing everyone else’s misery.
robin has a nasty-ass bruise from where she fell at the highlander; give her some love if you see her.
1. http://nytimes.com/aponline/international/AP-Japan-Bobby-Fischer.html?hp

1.5.24

(2004-07-16 13:19) - public

i have a powerful lust to integrate something, and read martin wolf’s new book.

1.5.25

They know they making it hard on the yard, fuck Chris Darden, fuck Marsha
Clark (2004-07-16 14:04) - contemplative - friends

Music: velvet underground - live 1969 - rock n’ roll

so. intraoffice relationships. not a fantastic idea. maybe not a terrible one. anybody have experiences? i had
good times playing around at media play, but that was an extension of high school; far worse times at CNN,
but that was a relationship fucked so many ways that the office aspect had nothing to do with it. share your
stories and advice!
solsistr3 (2004-07-16 11:20:47) not really an office but....
I dated my TA in college. Now he is my roommate.
girlvinyl (2004-07-16 11:23:16)
Bahaha. I am at work and therefor cannot post on this topic. I will aim you this weekend when I get home. WE
SHOULD TALK.
zbtron (2004-07-16 11:32:01)
i have sex dreams about this guy i work with. and that’s weird enough.
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modularformsboy (2004-07-16 13:26:05)
Two experiences: (1) had fun on the weekends with a manager in another department (2) been threatened to have
my head handed to me on an HR platter Be careful. Psychos abound.
obiefernandez (2004-07-16 14:02:44)
Massive success here! I’m sure Desi would agree with me. We met at MediaOcean 3 years ago. obie
sylvanrage (2004-07-16 14:12:08)
Just do her...if you don’t do her and you just sit around wishing that you were doing her then you won’t be able to
concentrate on your work anyways. At this point I would say even if drama does ensue then it is better then becoming
a mediocre version of yourself cause you just wanna do her all the time... I thought I should say do her one last time
in this post...to make it an even five. Wierd how I said an even 5 even though that is an odd number. Odd how I said
an (even 5 even) though that is a weird number.
evgnyg (2004-07-17 11:54:36)
If you two truly care about each other and are mature, you won’t have anything to worry about, even if the relationship
doesn’t work out.
zbtron (2004-07-17 14:21:10)
hahahahhaaHAHAH nick, i think you should take this comment to heart and dont even think about looking at her.
dankamongmen (2004-07-18 08:01:00)
lol. don’t you have thinly-veiled references to your boyfriends’ friends to be posting? vomit broom

1.5.26

The Burning of the Sick and Poor (2004-07-17 23:49) - overtasked - public

Music: hole - pretty on the inside - sassy

Vlad was very concerned that all his subjects work and contribute to the common welfare. He once noticed
that the poor, vagrants, beggars and cripples had become very numerous in his land. Consequently, he issued
an invitation to all the poor and sick in Wallachia to come to Tirgoviste for a great feast, claiming that no
one should go hungry in his land. As the poor and crippled arrived in the city they were ushered into a great
hall where a fabulous feast was prepared for them.
The prince’s guests ate and drank late into the night, when Tepes himself made an appearance. ’What
else do you desire? Do you want to be without cares, lacking nothing in this world,’ asked the prince. When
they responded positively, Vlad ordered the hall boarded up and set on fire. None escaped the flames. Vlad
explained his action to the boyars by claiming that he did this, ’in order that they represent no further
burden to other men so that no one will be poor in my realm.’

1.5.27

(2004-07-18 02:06) - ephesians 6:12 - public

Music: public enemy - it takes a nation of millions to hold us back

THERE IS TOO MUCH FUCKING WORK TO DO ALL THE TIME RARRRRRR
update Sun Jul 18 06:18:23 EDT 2004: i will say without question that truly robust handling of memory
management in userspace (stack growth, signal stacks, threading implementation issues, dynamic allocation
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minutiae), especially in the face of os overcommit, is the most difficult SMOP i’ve ever embarked on. this
may be too much for me to implement without effecting purturbations elsewhere, as i’ve no time to do a
proper audit this release. erp erp erp.

1.5.28

But do not reject these teachings as false because I am crazy; I am crazy because
they are true (2004-07-18 05:19) - determined - friends

Music: glenn branca - the ascension - light field (in consonance)

too much work.
too many liars.
too much time wasted.
way, way, way too much bullshit.
BUT, in the most exciting news i’ve heard since ... i started back to school, i guess, that problem child
of the good doctor, an alkaloidal preparation calling to mind Blake’s discovery of ”infinity in a grain of sand
[0]” has returned for good. and fellow psychonauts, you know i never left. welcoming our boys home in
earnest begins next friday, with deckesque imbibition once more possible. most likely, i’ll be walking the
valley of darkness myself that first time; since my last emancipation from this bag of shit and flesh, i’ve
enjoy’d greatly, suffer’d greatly, but lost my ability to place trust outside the self. before i can again, the self
must be stripped bare and made to turn inside, 5-HT2 receptors frying up a postsynaptic fight test fit for
yoshimi. oh, happy happy day! it makes me crave a [1]klein bottle hat! ”I tell you: one must still have chaos
in one to give birth to a dancing star!” - Nietzsche [0] world in a grain of sand, heaven in a flower, inifnity,
palm of hand, whatever. blake wrote doggerel. i’ll invoke it as i deem fit.
1. http://www.kleinbottle.com/klein_bottle_hats.htm

spoonless (2004-07-18 21:52:51)
and fellow psychonauts, you know i never left. welcoming our boys home in earnest begins next friday, with deckesque
imbibition once more possible. most likely, i’ll be walking the valley of darkness myself that first time; since my last
emancipation from this bag of shit and flesh, i’ve enjoy’d greatly, suffer’d greatly, but lost my ability to place trust
outside the self. before i can again, the self must be stripped bare and made to turn inside, 5-HT2 receptors frying up
a postsynaptic fight test fit for yoshimi. ooh... I’ve been wondering for years if this was ever going to happen. destroy
that nasty ego, but do go easy on yourself please! btw, you might wanna join [ LJ User: psychonaut ], if you’re not
already aware of it.
dankamongmen (2004-07-20 07:32:36)
thank you, my homie in the field of particle science! fuck the creationists.

1.5.29

histizzory of an idizzom (2004-07-18 08:56) - amused - public

Music: the coup - world party - everythang

so far as i can tizzell, the first use of this infix epenthizzesis [0] takes place in ”deez nuts” off dre’s hyperseminal the chronic, within snoop’s lizzyrics:
But could you raise up off his nuts?
Cause Dr. Drizze’s about to rizzip shit up
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meanwhile, the intro to n.w.a.’s greatest hits remastered (2003 edition) is the first to rival the 2 live crew’s
banned in the usa for banal, self-important nonsense. dalepeckv(”WORST PHATTY INTRO OF ITS GENERATION.”)

[0] i cannot describe how happy this makes me to have constructed [1]
[1] attempting to verify applicability of this hazily-recalled term led to a rather unpleasant and far too lengthy
investigation into lexeme-based morphology. i understand less than when i started, but wittgenstein just
seems to keep popping up lately, and apparently snoop dogg’s morpheme games represizzent the LBC not
so much as ... the Hizzebrews? apparently, they pioneered the methodology (english is without, employing
only crass tmesis [2].)
[2] tmesis or dystmesis: k-and-fucking-r? QEMFD?

1.5.30

only those who can leave behind everything they have ever believed in can hope
to escape (2004-07-19 11:13) - industrious - public

Music: pixies - 2004-05-01 - u-mass (indio, ca)

this all makes sense, and everything is likely working, *IF* statically allocated memory doesn’t count against
resident set size until it’s used. which makes sense, but ... hrmm. all fucking weekend was spent ripping
out *EVERY*. *DYNAMIC*. *ALLOCATION*. across thousands of lines of code, and converting them
over to my new memory management. now, i’ve got to get my statics dynamically allocated in proportion
to free memory...and some cunt seems to have broken getrusage(). bleh. went to sleep around 0400 without
this last part done, and i have to have it out and tested by tonight...very close. i finally burned carien up
her pixies, and my burners appear to have righted themselves. overall, hardware in the gg-spot has taken an
upturn; now to get my software in the same mood.
fmephisto (2004-07-19 20:51:49)
Hello my friend. Funny thing seeing you here; it’s a small abstract world after all...
dankamongmen (2004-07-19 22:04:38)
What’s up buddy? Haven’t seen you about since that Friday long ago, and you’re generally idle on aim. Stop by
sometime; the conversation’s wanting and the bowls a-heaping.

1.5.31

Seven AM, woke in da mornin’ wit Henn and caffeine and green and nicotine
(2004-07-20 01:05) - regulating both yours and mine - public

Music: dj slanteye (marcus kwok) - WREK ”The Mobius” 11-07-2001

Went out with Paul tonight after rescuing [ LJ User: gtscapegoat ] from the wrath of Germanic hordes; he’s
back from Panama for a few days closing out some expensive accounts here so they might be replaced by
legions of the brown people. Jaegerbombs were hit along with Nick Dikay, whom I haven’t seen in at least
four years, and much laughter was offered in the direction of those who can’t hold their jobs in the face of
international gruntforce willing to take pennies on the dollar to dribble out web/perl bullshit. Panama’s
going well for him, and between full live-in maids, cocaine which will ”make your nose bleed...through your
ass” and hiring away skilled Java developers for $300/month, I had no problems raising a glass to the success
of two of Marietta’s biggest fuckups. Viva le globalization! The satisfaction derived from seeing asshat
CS majors who were in it for nothing but the money rail against industrious subcontinentals like impotent
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assembly-line workers in the 70’s is, admittedly, no more than cheap schadenfreude (especially the Aynists,
so quick to trade their sophomoric laissez-faire for protectionism), but damn, I loathed those fucks. Jodi
brought over the happy news this afternoon that Addison will soon be making the big switch from low-end
herbalist to developing rendering/animation code for DreamworksSKG, a big win for home park hippies! Of
course, it’s yet another of the old tribe we’ll be without. I think [ LJ User: reznite ] was in our CS2803 way
back before hopping aboard the STC train; an interesting collection of people, that class with big Rodney
Walker.
In the most exciting news of the day, however, Joey! Montgomery, the German Judge and alchemist behind
the Deck’s trademark Sleepy Negro (Jaeger + NyQuil), has returned from the Athenian cesspool! Having
somehow completed his math degree despite taking only weightlifting and bowling classes in his year there
(surprising, as I most agonizingly place the UGA professors heads above their GT brethren regarding theoretical work (GT mainly deals in ODE’s, it would seem)), he and Erika have moved off Mansell. This
places him only two exits north of the office, and thus I’ll apparently be drunk a lot more (QEMFD). He’s
apparently about to publish, and yes, still derives his income in toto from breeding beta fighting fish. It’ll be
good times all around. Prepare for Dover Day, infidels, and yea, prepare also for X-Men vs A-Team round
2. We’re gonna need a bigger boat. And now I must finish those labors necessary for tomorrow’s demo to
a potential buyer (not as in boxes, but as in company, hell yes c’mon preferred stizzock!), and I’ll finally be
caught up with Reflex needs. It’s GTISC work from that time until whenever I’ve produced enough mad
phat results to convince Wenke I was worth bringing on despite his anti-undergraduate predjudices. Holy
shit, school starts back up soon. I should rush. Is that Jewish frat which always had killer hunch punch and
played sublime 24/7 still around?

1.5.32

military force, but we don’t want ya, standin’ on my roof with the rocket
launcher (2004-07-21 11:59) - accomplished - public

Music: ice cube - the predator - don’t trust ’em

i got to play ”fake out the ghetto birds” last night as hartford place suddenly turned into some weird aeon
flux episode. cops at every exit, racing around the place, 3 dirty birds at ceilings below 500, and mike faff
calling me as he and juju left extolling the virtues of fleeing my little piece of the american dream, along
with the APD force majeure heading that way. i walk outside, and boom, as Mr. Cube said:
Then the light from the bird hit me in the face, I close the blinds cause I didn’t wanna catch a case
All that night, I heard the bird circle, while I was eating fish and watching Urkel
She said I could sleep on the couch: By two A.M., I was digging her out
Fuck the ghetto bird
doors were shut, and only sirens and chopper were audible. so, being the intelligent lead developer and
researcher i am, i started wandering through the neighborhood to see what’s up. immediately get hit by the
spotlight, brought a bird to hover, and was told to get my hands up via megaphone boombastics. feeling
wholly without any .50cal holes and desiring no more, i complied. two cars were vectored, i get id’d, and the
cops (looking way more serious than i’ve ever seen APD) tell me no more than ”it’s a bad fucking night to
be outside”, end quote, and i’m figuring someone managed to fry bacon on northside circle. doubling back,
i’m spotlit again, and as it passes over me the good judgement for which i’m known motivates tearassing
into the woods, emerging on the far side of HP, and slinking back. the mission was successful, despite not
one but two lowlights nearly spotting and definitely circling, and one staying on my general area throughout.
ain’t nobody talkin’ when i’m talkin’ fellas, so shut the fuck up! came home sweaty, filled with adrenaline
and sober despite the olympus mons we constructed out of $1 shots for brianne’s birthday earlier (a story
unto itself). good times. now for the office.
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update: shaggz and i think [1]this addition to the APD’s most wanted yesterday might have had something to do with it...
1. http://www.atlantapd.org/index.asp?nav=news&NewsID=125

subcultured (2004-07-21 10:00:39)
that’s a gold star for the best entry of the day next time be sure to take me on your wild adventures
donicer (2004-07-21 10:41:40)
One of the best of the year!!
angry user (2004-07-21 13:23:36)
what a fantastic story. hit me up next time, I’ll come dodge the po po with ya.
dewzi (2004-07-21 14:42:42)
That is one scary looking dude.

1.5.33

my feel for you, girl, is decaying right in front of me...like carrion of murdered
prey (2004-07-22 02:06) - geeky - public

Music: gypsy kings performing the i dream of jeanie theme

[ LJ User: sylvanrage ] fights like a man, and i’m proud of him. by a man, of course, i mean he fights
pragmatically. in that vein, i was browsing over stansifer’s [1]the study of programming languages following
an argument with twitch regarding python’s ”lambdas”, and realized there’s precious few books regarding
rigorous programming. knuth’s [2]TAOCP remains a rock upon which skeptical mathematicians might build
a church, and a steady diet of dijkstra’s [3]a discipline of programming coupled with the inimitable [4]SICP
instills algorithmic thinking into anyone open to deeper magic from beyond the dawn of time. but what of
those who take up this armor of the [5]ancient lords and must write many M-bombs worth of code? the
same code, yea, which must run without venturing into that Lande of Behaviour Undefinable for years at
a time on hostile networks the likes of which are simulated by no testers (and there are indeed some who’d
say that the testers, as of late, simulate naught but their own hands holding bald heads after clients are
delived updates woven of finest taintstubble). we need rigorous, pragmatic programming. thus, i’ll drunkenly
embarass myself trying to sound aloof:
Lemma 1a: R/P Programming can assume two’s complement representation of integers.
Lemma 1b: R/P Programming can assume a range Z for each integer type, represented in R bits, and a
specified bijection onto [C..C + |R| - 1], |R| <= 2ˆR.
Nick’s First Theorem of R/P Programming:
A language supports deterministic arithmetic along |R|‘ (the maximum |R| of all integral types) if integral
types support run-time determination of range, and the mechanisms of addition and subtraction, including
over/underflow, are deterministic. In cases where over- and underflow can be described by bijections A(i)
from the type’s range R onto R for all i in R, only one of subtraction and addition require specification. In
either case, an oracle must be provided, no matter how improperly i use that term (normally provided via
an operator, strange and archaic ideograms like ’+’ and ’-’).
this will seem so much worse in the morning, why do i do these things to myself? because it is better
to think upon them and find mistakes than to never think at all, and have your mistakes pointed out in
exploits. so it goes.
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http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0137269366/qid=1090476659/sr=8-4/ref=sr_8_xs_ap_i4_xgl14/

103-4407479-8247806?v=glance&s=books&n=507846
2.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0201485419/qid=1090476966/sr=1-4/ref=sr_1_4/

103-4407479-8247806?v=glance&s=books
3. http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/013215871X/qid=1090477094/sr=ka-1/ref=pd_ka_1/103-4407479-8247806
4. http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0262011530/qid=1090477157/sr=ka-1/ref=pd_ka_1/103-4407479-8247806
5. http://www.canonical.org/~kragen/tao-of-programming.html#book2

girlvinyl (2004-07-22 09:59:16)
Nick. I need to meet you. Come to Vegas. We will hang. Maynor will be there - it will be good, just suck it up and
come out here. Don’t be a pussy, this is destiny. Thx.

1.5.34

i’m like a street sweeper, greenleaf reaper, like greeks in egypt learnin deep from
they teachers (2004-07-22 06:08) - public

Music: j church - sound of mariachi bands - camels & spilled corona

Formalization noun (Information Security) 1) A mapping of complex problems to a set P of poorly-defined
parameters, having size S‘ sufficient to pair the Snort profiles your GRAs found on the floor of the bus with
an obscure feedback control (provided vigorous hand-waving within epsilon). 2) A class of results designed to
transform theories still unsullied by meaningful testing into tenure. 3) A framework allowing absolute crap
to be replaced by much more dignified Greek letters, and manipulated via standard mathematical tools. The
absolute crap produced is suitable to force upon an unlucky student for addition to snort, which probably
deserves it.
[ Note: extreme irresponsibility may require more bullshit than possible via this method. In such an emergency, appeals to results from Bro can be employed. Not only is it the hip counterculture academic-oriented
IDS, but data is largely irrefutable: the last recorded maintainers of Bro consisted of a mad Russian monk
and some guys on Boulevard fueling a roaring trashcan with hard copy. i understand this is the same process
by which [1]the top quark was discovered. ]
1. http://www.cs.wisc.edu/~kovar/hall.html

zbtron (2004-07-22 12:19:55)
BORING

1.5.35

urmph (2004-07-23 01:37) - numb - private

Music: phish - rift - 01 - rift

there’s no closed form to describe the sentiment, only run-ons
nothing gold can stay; even my phish takes on tonality elegiac
recalling mutual pacts of gameface to hide breaking up enroute
two geeks in a volvo, mutual loathing bested suboptimal travel
nonchalantly dropping by, mentioning that weekend one year ago
daze i sloughed through descends again; i think we forgot ”+c”
maybe i should listen to el scorcho and render all but pathos null for the evening
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looking forwards to garzik + deena + big woz’s party tomorrow and marcus’ going away sat
sometimes i reread the cover art of a purple notebook, inscribed with silver and glitter
i miss you, little mathlete rock star

1.5.36

everybody in the house with a half an ounce – not weed, i meant coke dumbass,
sit down (2004-07-23 09:33) - jubilant - friends

Music: the verve - bittersweet symphony

GTISC tasks are *done*. Gotta bang out some benchmarking this weekend, probably...monday morning,
2am or so. Reflex shit, if done with panache today, will also interrupt nothing. And THUS....
Thanks to a totally unexpected coup earlier this week, I shall tonight gather together the hopes and fears
of all the year...then blast them apart to observe with pleasant wonder, childlike, and spend a nice quiet
horrowshow fifteen minutes admiring Bog and All His Holy Angels and Saints in my left shoe with lights
bursting all over my mozg. It’s been months since last I got back there and had a good conversation with
my id, and it’ll be all huggin’ and laughin’ and makin’ merry like Christmas. Were I still in the Volvo, I’d
probably just go ahead and immanentize the eschaton before work.
A person belonging to one or more Order is just as likely to carry a flag of the counter-establishment
as the flag of the establishment– just as long as it is a flag. - Malaclypse the Younger

dankamongmen (2004-07-24 16:20:06)
w00t.

1.5.37

y’all don’t want to hear me; you just wanna dance (2004-07-24 19:04) - happy - public

Music: outkast - the love below - happy valentine’s day

picked hos over bros last night, and am sorry, but didn’t really care to hit up a party 45 minutes away
when all was gravy about the midtown. tonight, i hope to see everybody over at marcus’s going away and
duckhead’s 21st! y’all know the place: TERRORISTS HAVE ATTACKED OUR COUNTRY, SO WE’VE
HIJACKED 5 KEGS AND LANDED THEM AT 515 ETHEL. we’re going to need a lot of resolve(tm) to
get through this one!
i miss sleazy-r ˆ p.

1.5.38

a li’l disco-tech nestled in the ghettoes of Niggaville, USA (via Atlanta, Georgia)
(2004-07-26 02:39) - apathetic / horny / listless - public

Music: zearle - dialectics of zearle - i am the proletariat

really, we should be able to afford air conditioning over the weekends. this precision instrument of code
generation was well outside advised operating parameters. i can’t decide what i feel about theresa heinz
kerry; all i can muster’s a weak, ”anything’s better than tipper gore”...stress tests can run for an hour, hook
up that visitor, for as mr. skinner admonishes us, seems the only difference between mid-week shit and
weekend is how loud i speak...and whether I try to pull a girlfriend. after that, clean out this bug list, punt
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to testing, *exercise* since my slack ass hasn’t since thursday or so, and trudge over to tech. the bursar’s
office knows well that cash rules everything around them. to whoever knows offhand the difference between
RTA PREFSRC and RTA SRC tb attributes in an rtnetlink message, a cookie, because wow i didn’t know
the former existed. and you’ve got to love that great rtnetlink(7) documentation, although admittedly it’s
gotten way better than last time i waded around in this shit. ok, time to clean up Brother Ass, toodles good
people.
CAUTION! YOU MUST BE AT LEAST THIS /ˆˆˆ\ FUNKY TO RIDE!

1.5.39

gah! (2004-07-26 08:07) - public

Music: spice up your life!

i was jerking off on the focus.IDS mailing list, and suddenly my tunnel to work is down and phones are
ringing and apparently i’d best go save the internet from itself. i must fly; can someone find out what started
burning up every fucking firewall on the planet? kthxbye!
dankamongmen (2004-07-26 05:45:32)
got it covered, got the swizzity signature, got deez nuts sweatin’ booty juice on the problem. the internet will be safe
again! yay monday morning adrenaline!
angry user (2004-07-26 06:19:50)
story?
dankamongmen (2004-07-26 15:04:49)
never got the end of it, as i left the office around one. are we getting mexican food tonight?

1.5.40

they wanna be me and my family too, cause the money i be makin’s puttin’
cable up in every room (2004-07-26 16:15) - accepting - public

Music: sparta - porcelain - while oceana sleeps

nope, i will not be going to vegas. too much work, too much school, too little time with the epic phish
caravan coming up. next year, perhaps. it’s unfortunate, as i’d hoped to meet much of this inbred security
scene, especially luminaries like [ LJ User: girlvinyl ] and ... well, mainly wanted to bring this strange sherrod
history up to modern speed. sorry, sorry, go and enjoy the good times, pour me out a jaeger + red bull
and offer a toast to mathematical rigor in my stead while love’s lukewarm lullabies play in your left ear,
competing with set it off in the right (but it all blends perfectly, let the liquor tell ya...) it’s just too busy a
time for reflex and for my incubatory first few months at GTISC. if it’s too much, take [1]this and drink it
in memory of me. my love to all the homies in the field of information security – fuck the creationists!
1. http://www.horizont.net/standpunkte/spiesser_alfons/spiesser24_01/gif/jaegermeister.jpg

1.5.41

ann coulter is making my balls ache (2004-07-26 18:12) - public

i’m not much of one to revel in the jingoistic outbursts of opposition extremists, but...i’ve read this twice
and i’m still not sure what she’s talking about. huh? ”Also, as always, the pretty girls and cops are on
my side”??? does this silly bitch think she’s lou bega or vince mcmahon or is she paying homage to alfonse
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d’amato? our last hope may be that she’s taken up as meatloaf’s love slave, and oh that is a foul fate indeed,
droogies. [1]not even good enough for McPaper. you helped elect richard nixon, ann. and you killed jesus.
1. http://www.worldnetdaily.com/news/article.asp?ARTICLE_ID=39644

solsistr3 (2004-07-26 15:27:48)
I could only make it thru the first sentence. I hate her enough just from that. Not all pretty girls are on her side.
datavortex (2004-07-28 22:46:05) quote
”Why not go to war just for oil? We need oil. What do hollywood celebrities imagine fuels their private jets? How do
they think their cocaine is delivered to them?”

1.5.42

orator of hard-core and more, my raps the portal for the blue collar
(2004-07-28 11:51) - contemplative - public

Music: common - soul power

last night, the topic between twitch, hunter and i turned to oration. having seen WJC’s fine speech monday
night, i bemoaned the loss of eloquent rhetoric in the political dialogue; where are our jennings bryants, our
clays, our lincoln-douglas debates? who shall cry out from a city upon a hill against vicious crosses of gold?
twitch maintains the only useful result of bryant’s life was mencken’s 1925 eulogy ”In Memoriam: W.J.B.”
(since referred to by HST as ”the meanest thing ever written about a dead man”...tony blair can speak like
few others (and jenna thinks both he and pooty-poot have ”great senses of humor”). who else on this earth
carries the white man’s burden?
zbtron (2004-07-28 11:51:35) to answer your assumed rhetorical question
Barack Obama http://story.news.yahoo.com/news?tmpl=story &u=/ap/20040728/ap on el pr/cvn obama text
&cid=694 &ncid=2043 the black man carrying the ”white man’s burden” here is almost as ironic as masturbating in
cornflakes.
dankamongmen (2004-07-28 13:53:46) Re: to answer your assumed rhetorical question
heh, i called obama the other day in [ LJ User: lorigami ]’s journal...he’s going to make waves. of course, soon as i do,
cnn’s all up on deez. and fibrous masturbation was ironic only to those without a solid sense of historical perspective,
nooch. kellogg-briand-4-life!

1.5.43

Look baby this is simple – you can’t see? you fucking me, you fucking with a
P-I-M-P (2004-07-29 00:48) - rejuvenated - public

Music: peaches - teaches of peaches - fuck the pain away

yes! douglasville girls are so the only ones i’m bothering with anymore. sane, simple hottt cornfed wonders
wherever one looks. and everybody knows where the party is tomorrow! wax and wires at club shadows;
come hit it after curiosa. you know how we do it! and no making fun of the accent.

1.5.44

!!! (2004-07-29 02:34) - shocked - public

Music: rodriguez - cold fact - this is not a song, it’s an outburst
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Date: Wed, 28 Jul 2004 21:40:35 -0400
From: Dan Hantman
Subject: [PHISH-NEWS] Hampton Comes Alive one last time
To: PHISH-NEWS@LISTS.NETSPACE.ORG
Phish has surprised us by announcing an August 9 show at the infamous
Hampton Coliseum in Hampton, Virginia. Tickets go on-sale via Phish
Ticketing on Friday at 10:00am (http://www.phishtickets.rlc.net/) and on
Saturday at Ticketmaster.com on Saturday at 10:00am. Both sales are on a
strictly first-come, first-serve basis. Limit 2 tickets per person.

Enjoy,
Dan Hantman
—————————————-———————–
News: www.phish.net //\\ Setlists: www.phish.net/setlists
Please send updates and corrections to webmaster@phish.net
Subscription info: http://www.phish.net/online/phish-news.html
NetSpace LISTSERV(R) software donated by L-Soft: www.lsoft.com
eccyntric (2004-07-29 05:28:37)
Dude. I am so there.

1.5.45

she said, ”daddy if i had nuts on my obama, would those be obamanuts?” i said,
”hell yes” (2004-07-29 02:38) - irate - public

Music: 311 - hempilation: freedom is NORML - who’s got the herb?

ok, barack obama is officially a fad, and i shall eschew it. go vote him up on moveon.org with your macs:
fuck you, fuck you, fuck you, you’re cool, i’m out of here.
zbtron (2004-07-29 06:08:02)
OMG THAT IS THE BEST ONE LINE LJ HAS EVER SEEN everyone pay attention to nick. you know ALL of
your LJ headings are just that? some white suburban hip hop line, perhaps injected with a couple of words to make
it more apt? or yeah and fiona apple is totally white suburban hip hop. the boys have tupac, we have fiona.
(2004-07-29 22:26:49) obama
But he’s an african! Who knows how to speak! You’re racist if you don’t love him! -pink

1.5.46

nigga, I’m the colonel of the motherfuckin’ tank: y’all after big thangs, we after
big bank (2004-07-29 11:53) - creative - public

Music: my bloody valentine - loveless - when you sleep
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So I’ve circulated our need for coders a few times privately, but the situation has grown desperate enough
that we’re being offered large bonuses to bring in good people. SO! Public post: please recommend others
or yourself. Send a resume to jobs@reflexsecurity.com and cc me, including a Java and Python code sample
(required unless applying strictly for Q/A). We have positions available doing QA, installs, support, GUI
development in java and python, network/database development in java, report generation in python, signature/exploit development and maintenance, technical writing, and general utility infielder dev work. Pretty
much the only stuff not open is actual IPS development; I’ve got that covered, but can bring someone on
as an intern if they’d be useful. Be prepared to deal with unrealistic demands, nebulous requirements and
verbal bitchslapping; in return, you get good starting pay, benefits, flexible hours, no dress code, one-hits
on smoke breaks, a stimulating environment and that ”One-Point-Oh” feeling immortalized in Microserfs.
If you end up deep enough within dev, generous stock options are available. So take up the White Man’s
Burden, and come write code for us. Stanv(”otherwise, you may as well go hang out in soft specializations
with all the other pussies.”)

and now off to the gtisc for a delightful luncheon!

phatjoe (2004-07-29 10:09:05)
you’re seriously getting into that big of need for coders? i do hate my job.. /joe
dankamongmen (2004-07-29 11:21:31) you’re seriously getting into that big of need for coders?
yep. customers are a bitch. there is a world of difference, we are finding, between building an IPS in relative
anonymity to be used by security professionals (as we did for three years) and supporting a hundred managerial
requests to generate ”pie charts of attacks blocked, and oh, can you add a feature to log all the packet payloads
in a stream after an attack is detected? and make sure it works with our database set up a year ago?” take that
report packets request. completely reasonable, needed for any type of forensics, and performed by our two biggest
competitors. now i can hack this in a few hours, add a run-time configuration mechanism that afternoon, spend a few
more days hardening it up against event-generation attacks, and finish the week out tweaking our fastpath so we’re
never waiting on the increased i/o. done, boom, likely won’t need to be changed, move on. from my persepctive.
then, the GUI needs to be able to display this shit. well, binary data isn’t very palatable, or won’t be halfway into
the release anyway, so suddenly you need to parse these arbitrary flows (and, of course, the GUI doesn’t even have
the benefit I do of seeing the session up to point T(A(e‘)) and display them. well, that sucks. oh, and you’ll need a
GUI to configure it, and people won’t understand what it means, so someone needs to go over the text popups. and
the database tables need to be amended to hold these packets. and the user may want to devote a certain part of
disk to this kind of data, and another to general alerts. and how to purge once those limits are reached needs to be
configured. and the core needs to be able to deal with either database. and the icon needs to be maize. and it all
needs to be documented. and tested. and maybe you package ethereal up to display all this data. so someone needs
to go over the licensing, and ensure it’s enclosed with the binaries and available from our site and capable of being
mailed to Upper Baboon’s Asshole when some GPL junkie there decides to verify compliance. and then ethereal
needs to be watched, so we update the binaries when its latest SNMP-based exploit du jour is found. and lunz’s
vagina gets crusty, and needs attending. thankfully, i deal with none of this. but it sure sounds like it sucks, and we
don’t have enough people at all. we could be moving ten times the current rate of boxen if this kind of thing was
well-managed; instead, we’re just barely able to keep our current customers happy. it’s not that things are broken,
just the constant flow of unstructured information is overwhelming. tasks are performed with haste under extreme
pressures, and that’s how problems are creeping in. add on top of that Dank’s First Law of Hiring Coders: they’re no
good. 99 out of 100 people coming in to interview can get laughed out by the big israeli boss before he bothers me or
lunz. i want applicants who know what recursion is and why assigning a thread to each connection on a heavily-laden
server is the way of womanly coders who dislike state machines. for that matter, i want them to know what a state
machine is.
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phatjoe (2004-07-29 12:55:35) Re: you’re seriously getting into that big of need for coders?
i think that i have a reasonable amount of knowledge and perception when it comes to programming, but then there
are plenty of things which i am just completely naive to.. things which have never really been taught to me and
which i have never run into in my experience. for instance... i want applicants who know what recursion is and
why assigning a thread to each connection on a heavily-laden server is the way of womanly coders who dislike state
machines. for that matter, i want them to know what a state machine is. well, of course i know what recursion is...
and i know what a state machine is... and i’ve written low-usage servers both with pthreads and with single-process
polling loops where each client struct had data regarding what state that client is currently in and the driver loop
knew how to treat each one when data needed to come in or go out etc etc... but i have no idea what i would
say if you asked me why assigning a thread to each connection on a heavily-laden server is the way of womanly
coders who dislike state machines... because i have close to nil knowledge of multiprocessing and multithreading and
hardware efficiency and what works and what doesn’t. i’ve never run into any of it in the real world in the bullshit
that i’ve had to do. i’ve never really had a programming job, when it comes down to it. and academia taught me
next to nothing about what is actually appropriate. (in fact, i came away from school with the impression that it
would usually be preferable to do the multi-threaded way, even with a single processor, because it ”looks nicer” to
a human... an impression which i have since come to understand was completely retarded.) /joe
dankamongmen (2004-07-30 04:31:39) Re: you’re seriously getting into that big of need for coders?
(in fact, i came away from school with the impression that it would usually be preferable to do the multi-threaded
way, even with a single processor, because it ”looks nicer” to a human... an impression which i have since come to
understand was completely retarded.) actually, wasn’t this a major debate on g.t.pj not long ago?
phatjoe (2004-07-30 10:10:48) Re: you’re seriously getting into that big of need for coders?
it very well may have been. i know that it was discussed with you, regardless of the medium. /joe
obiefernandez (2004-07-29 11:39:35)
Dave Thompson is looking for a job. Desi will probably let him know about this post.
dankamongmen (2004-07-29 11:48:59)
i actually ran into dave last week, for the first time in at least a year! i was up at the highlander with allison, and
he came in with all the world on his shoulders. apparently his car cuaght syphilis while he was in rockdale county or
something; it certainly wasn’t starting. i got him a few drinks, heard scant details regarding some horrible breakup,
and told him to come interview – at which point he reminded me he had, three years ago, and been rejected :/. but
he should come apply again anyway.
phatjoe (2004-07-29 12:45:35)
i too was rejected years ago, but it seems like the company was looking for something completely different back
then. /joe

1.5.47

from a ph.d. student beloved by many... (2004-07-30 03:04) - geekomradery - public

Music: aphex twin - dean goes nuts remixed

Nick,
** signed the bundle of forms you left with me. I’m in at 10a.m. Friday, but have meetings on/off all day.
So, I’ll leave them taped to a flat screen monitor on my work area. Use a potion of Social Engineering to
enter the room and retrieve them. Then, take the scrolls to the elves on the first level. They will give you a
key to unlock the doors, and get the +1 Data Set of Snort. You can then ascend.
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this is going to be an enjoyable place to spend those other
60 hours per week. hurrah.
each time i read kerry’s speech,it gets better (ugh, edwards
made a big mess the other night, though). why couldn’t he
read it nearly so well as it reads on paper? strong showing
either way, even if he was ripping off phraseology from
mosely braun’s and edwards’s primary stumping (and referred
to us as a ”beacon” [shudder]). i’ll have inline commentary
once 4.2 gets stamped later today.
dankamongmen (2004-07-30 04:32:52) hehehehe, more follows
In IDS research, data is like precious crack. Everyone in academia will whore themselves for just a taste of good data.
While no Escobar, you’re potentially sitting on a mandatory minimum of several life terms.

1.5.48

Now it’s my time, Asian Wu-Wear, Cap and fleece wear (2004-07-31 15:40) - hyper
- friends

Music: kilo ali - lost y’all minds

score! old navy got hit up for a belt and 6 t-shirts at the low low price of $57. i’m totally dressed for success!
go go tax-free weekends. and no ma’am, i shall not be signing up for your credit card this fine day, even if i
do receive $10 back on today’s purchase while taking on a $57 annual fee. who the fuck accepts a card with
an annual fee this day and age?! i woke up at 10, ran many long-postponed errands, and now am ready for
some ass-kicking (wherever it may be going on).
ooh, also gotta go recruit a hot-shot coder over by piedmont park. he dosed earlier today, and it’ll be
an interesting interview, as it were. i know the kid from many years back, and we want him bad. his future
could be a rosy one provided he comes onboard, and his trip’ll be an interesting one either way. i’m gonna
hit him hard, appealing deeply to the aesthete within. one true baller like this could remedy a lot of our
woes upstream of my code, in the core / aggreation / forensics suite. c’mon c’mon kid.

1.6
1.6.1

August
oh god, did you eat all this acid? that’s right! music! (2004-08-01 00:25) - embedded
in 4d - friends

Music: phish - 2004-06-18 - chalk dust torture (best ever???!?)

more fucked up than i’ve been in a long, long time.
i got my coder, i think. :D
mallard (renamed from duckhead since turning 21) and i are moving into JJ-7 by the end of this month.
it saves on my rent while negating all utilities, extends my room by 25ft2, and creates a triforce of history
between KK-4, GG-15 and JJ-7. i shall own all that sphere of nitrogen i can produce.
what mary doesn’t know hardly matters: they’ll ask for a solution in black and white, or else their fucking
bridge won’t get built. i’m so happy to be all of a) a scientist b) an engineer c) a determinist d) a physicalist e)
a pragmaticist. i’m quite unhappy to no longer comprehend a maintainable existence outside these ideologies.
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productivity has increased by at least fivefold since last i felt dedicated to anyone. happiness has increased
immeasurably. let’s play careers.
i’m not sure whether to be pleased or disturbed by my volatility regarding this election.
the year of our lord 2005 is shaping up to define most of my forseeable future. ad altroibo dei.

quandry (2004-07-31 22:58:55)
You’ll get my washer and dryer mid-september or so.
dankamongmen (2004-08-01 05:22:08)
my world is rocked by the news! :D

1.6.2

IMPOSITION OF ORDER == ESCALATION OF CHAOS (2004-08-01 09:24) mellow - friends

Music: country joe & the fish - feel-like-i’m-fixin-to-die - magoo

Hahaha, [1]Avi Rubin of the [2]JHU ISI is sourced in High Times’s ”2004 Activists’ Guide”’s ”How to Hack
a Vote” section. One doesn’t typically expect to find the author of Building Systems that Flexibly Control Downloaded Executable Content casually given the Steve Jones treatment alongside advertisements for
NoFX’s ”Idiot Son of an Asshole” shockwave or anyone called a ”missile dick chick” (apparently dildos will be
playing a greater role than expected in NYC protests, that expected role being...well, none, generally). Then
again, he was the EFF’s phatty scientist of the year 2004 or whatnot, and John Perry Barlow helped start the
EFF, so maybe that’s the connection. Somehow, I don’t see this ... refereed publication ... showing up on his
CV anytime soon. It is kind of sad to see all this time and money being dumped into an election requiring no
more than a few c-stacks and some smartcards to upturn, but I suppose no sadder than spending thousands
on a closed-source, closed-hardware apple POS thinking it some kind of consumer-friendly, developer-savvy
real alternative to Microsoft.
Had you have told Truman that 60 years later we’d find a Republican governing the Massachusetts commonwealth, no better topic for the nation’s leading stoner rag to cover than dykes with ambitions toward
politically-motivated hermaphroditism and Hollywood crazies teaching our children that you can substitute
a single mouse button and some abortion known as ”Finder” for down-home family values, he’d probably
have let loose Col. Tibbets down both coasts in what now seems to have been the squarest deal available.
Release the prions, and the kraken.
We need Abbie Hoffman back, and maybe the rest of the Chicago Seveight. [ LJ User: zbtron ], should
you indeed get your pot-bellied friend, [3]Pigasus would be a naming rooted in homage.
”Revolution is not something fixed in ideology, nor is it something fashioned to a particular decade. It
is a perpetual process embedded in the human spirit.” – Abbie Hoffman
I’ve done no work this weekend. It’s been lovely. Stick it to da man!

1. http://avirubin.com/
2. http://www.jhuisi.jhu.edu/
3. http://free.freespeech.org/yippie/about/yippies/
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that page has been ripped out, sir (2004-08-01 10:57) - reminiscient - friends

Music: the doors - the soft parade - the soft parade

Continuing the yippie lovefest started in my last post (and apparently invoking robin williams)...
Heh, I grabbed my yellowed copy of ”Best of Abbie Hoffman” from the shelves (I’m missing Steal
This Book...I think I loaned it to Luke Alberghini in 2000 or so. And I have his Meet the Feebles, Voodoo-U
Expanded, and Germacide. Where the hell is he to be found these days, Isaac’s?). It’s interesting to read
what I carefully highlit back in the ninth grade, when I went through my adolescent guerilla phase:
”Revolution for the hell of it? Why not? It’s all a bunch of phony words anyway. Once one has
experienced LSD, existential revolution, fought the intellectual game-playing of the individual in society, of
one’s identity, one realizes that action is the only reality; not only reality but morality as well.”
”I told [ most people ] a story similar to what I told here, but it was all bullshit. I really did it because it was fun – that’s what I tell my friends. To my brothers I tell the real truth, which is that I don’t
know why I did it. They smile, knowing any explanation I give is made up.”
”Cry ’no one understands us’ only while winking from the corner of your eye, recognizing that if the
straight world understood ... it would render us impotent, because understanding is the first step to control
and control is the first step toward extinction.”
”Don’t rely on words. Words are the absolute in horseshit. Rely on doing – go all the way every
time. Move fast. Spend too long on one play, and it begins to bore both you and the audience.”
”Accept contradictions, that’s what life’s all about. Have a good time. Scrawled on the wall of the
American pavilion at Expo ’67 is our slogan in bright Day-Glo: ’It is the duty of all revolutionaries to make
love.’ Do weird things, silly putty sabotage and monkey warfare. John Roche ... once said that if Hitler had
been captured in 1937, brought to Trafalgar Square and had his pants pulled down, he’d never have risen to
power. Everytime he tried one of those spectacular speeches, the people would have just laughed, the image
of ’Mein Fuhrer’ with his pants around his ankles being too much. Think about it.”
”Don’t let them make a machine out of you, get out of the system, do your thing. Don’t organize
students, teachers, Negroes, organize your head. Find out where you are, what you want to do, and go out
and do it. Get out. Don’t organize the schools, burn them.”
”He sat on the ground with a flute in one hand and a tire iron in another, drew an imaginary circle
around himself, and declared, ’this area is a liberated zone. Anyone enters, and I’ll kill them.’ Total political
stance. The truth lies through insanity.”
”A sense of integration filled me pissing on the Pentagon, the combination of biological necessity and
emotion. I believe in the politics of ecstacy.”
”Northrop writes in Meeting of East and West that ’life is an undifferentiated aesthetic continuum’.
Let me say that the Vietcong attacking the U.S. Embassy in Saigon is a work of art. I guess I like
revolutionary art...I like to experience pleasure, to have fun, to blow minds, to ask someone ’will you please
hold this dollar for me whil I go inside and steal something?’...it worked great because no one understood it
– nobody could explain what it meant, yet everyone was fascinated. Pure information, pure imagery, and in
the end the only pure truth. It is the rhetoric of the Left, its insistence on ideological exactness rather than
action, which has held revolution back in this country.”
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And....
”A final basic question is: ’What would happen if large numbers of people really did decide to fuck
the system? What would result from large groups of people forming communities, hustling free fish, passing
out brass washers to use in phones, moving from slums into abandoned industrial areas and defending these
with guns? What if this movement grew, busy salesmen sweating under their collars on hot summer days
deciding to say fuck it and going on welfare? What if secretaries grew tired of typing letters to the boss’s
girlfriend in triplicate, and took to panhandling in the streets? What if they called a war, and no one went?
What if people desiring a college education just went into a classroom and learned, neither paying for nor
caring about a degree? We’d have ourselves one hell of a revolution, that’s what. We are in a time of
revolution, and no innocent bystander is innocent. Perhaps the best way to relate to Chicago is to clear your
throat of the tear gas fumes, flex muscles stiff from cop beatings, write lying down, collapsing from fifteen
straight days on no more than three hours’ sleep, mouth OM, smile, and finally roll about hysterically. We
are a pain in the ass to America, because we cannot be explained. I would no more think of asking a cop for
help than shooting arsenic to get high, although death in a physical sense is not the worst of things...going
to jail? Surrendering? Maybe nothing is really bad, I am so convinced we will win in the future.”
Hrmmmm.
”Travesty, Horror, Decadence, Excrement.”
obiefernandez (2004-08-01 10:55:56) damn
i wish i had experienced an adolescent guerilla phase

1.6.4

think different – and be sued under the dmca by shitty shitty apple
(2004-08-01 13:10) - public

OK, so normally I’m just ranting pointlessly and without even real anger when I bitch about macs and the
latte firewire culture built up around them. I don’t like assumptions they make about UI, I don’t understand
why it’s easier to change spark plugs than open the damn things (remember, this is the company which
employed Torx T-15’s when there were no mainstream suppliers, freely discontinues kits needed to perform
hobbyist work, and restricts their repair manuals to licensed dealers), think ”Apple Lisa”’s about as good
a name for a major computing technology as ”Microsoft Bob”, and their ubiquity in media is frustrating.
After brutally suing Microsoft with each release of Windows, they finally would have died off marcifully had
Gates not bought out their lawsuits in 1997 for $150mil. FreeBSD provided a stable, modern, polished and
open base on which to run, and also a license with which Apple could jealously hoard Aqua. But [1]this
disgusting, vile act of non-science should have you sending back that Ipod. Everyone who’s cursed SCO, the
MPAA or Microsoft has no place respecting Apple after this bullshit.
http://www.chicagotribune.com/technology/chi-0408010024aug01,1,66499 30.column?coll=chi-technologynav
http://p2pnet.net/story/2033
http://zdnet.com.com/2100-1103 2-5288378.html
http://www.newsday.com/technology/business/wire/sns-ap-apple-realnet
works-ipod,0,7384227.story?coll=sns-ap-technology-headlines
1. http://www.nytimes.com/2004/07/30/technology/30real.html
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covvie (2004-08-01 11:40:59)
Do I applaud Apple for doing this? Nope. Is it unexpected? Hell, I’m surprised it took them two days to do something.
I expected a response the next day. Given the wide variety of ways the DMCA has been (ab)used, it was fully expected
that Apple would retaliate. Harmony, while a good idea, would seem to imply some level of reverse engineering was
employed to develop it. Reverse engineering == Bad Thing according to the DMCA. I think it’s insane that Apple
didn’t partner with Real when they originally asked. But at the same time, according to craptastic US law, what Real
has now done would appear to be illegal. Maybe it will help the movement to restrict the DMCA.
dankamongmen (2004-08-02 00:22:10)
your hatred of america saddens me, saddam.
covvie (2004-08-02 17:03:33)
shrug* I don’t consider it hatred. I think the DMCA is one of the worst pieces of legislation instituted. Regardless
of how well intentioned it was, it was poorly written and no one bothered to pay attention to the ways it could be
used and abused. It would seem that history has shown that if someone can bend a law to suit their own agenda,
they will, regardless of what the intent or spirit of the law was. At this point, I fully expect people and companies
to use laws to their own advantage, regardless of why the law was created. Recent history shows that to be the
growing trend. I’d be more surprised if a company didn’t.

1.6.5

it’s the hap, happiest season of all (2004-08-02 03:12) - impressed - public

Music: rage against the machine - bullet in the head

college football begins to reignite passion across the land. soon the two-a-days will fill my every slacking
minute, the scripts will harvest rivals and insiders.com headlines, and hours better spent testing will be
devoted to chasing down authoritative stats in that nightmare known as the ncaa’s early ”archives”. shannon
weeps.
trey pointed out that the rich and satisfying gatech 5-year-plan would allow a major away game at 2004
Clemson, 2005 Auburn, 2006 VPI/UVA, 2007 Notre Dame, and 2008 West Point. i’m thinking a grandiose
plan of 2004 Maryland, 2005 UVA/VPI, 2006 BC, then following his ideal to completion. two trips to death
valley and its surrounding cowlands are quite enough, and some of the worst days of my life involved hated
befouled auburn whose war eagle can fuck itself, in cowardly frenchlike fashion. see bronn + marcus around
my birthday this year, anyone who winds up at harvard/mit 2006, and see a game in VA before the virginia
technology corridor unleashes its horrible secrets on an unsuspecting world.
some guy ended up over here with erin, fresh from iraq, and the awesome power of widespread digital
photography became very clear. for one, pi seemed the end-all be-all regarding visuals of brains outside of
their normal skulls and on, say, sidewalks or cars. nope, that was incorrect!

1.6.6

in the future of hello kitty, there is only RED WAR (we are imperial yeomanry)
(2004-08-02 03:36) - public

i am pondering a great putsch of c++ into the source tree to counter the enfilade of python brought to
bear by the lunz over this past year. i have honored his requests despite the despotic manner in which
they were delivered, and merrily went about learning pizzython. the code twisted up was schwaggy by any
measure...i think i have some horrible block against using non-compiled imperative languages for anything
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but fun, experimental work or projects self-contained more succinctly than current tasks. once a week or
so a solution using haskell’s lazy infinites presents itself, and you’re like peteypablov(”this one’s for monads,
c’mon on raise up, evaluate lazily like a helicopter”). instead, the unappetizing ”dynamically-bound strict
typing” replaces a rich static one encompassing all of ml’s wonder (i am no ml expert, nor haskell for that
matter...can someone confirm this suspicion?)...’twas a sad day when i realized list comprehensions implied
just as deep a gaze into infinity. type errors follow, and so very often inopportunely. maybe i’m just retarded.
i may be missing a major point of pizzython, but...even then. interpreters just don’t provide the sense of
seriousness that a real programmer needs to do his best work. i’ve written scant c++ as of late, and my heart
beats strongly at the thought of arithmetic functions evaluated statically via template or brian mcnamara’s
holy-shit-w00haa ph.d. efforts on [1]fc++ and (so very dear to my sprolog-hacking and sterling/shapiroidolizing self) [2]lc++. libstdc++ ahoy!
1. http://www.cc.gatech.edu/~yannis/fc++/
2. http://www.cc.gatech.edu/~yannis/lc++/

phatjoe (2004-08-02 07:24:46)
holy shit, i’ve never seen that FC++/LC++ stuff.. it looks.. unholy. /joe
mike b (2004-08-02 14:12:35)
that’s why i was interested in seeing brian’s PhD defense several months ago :) (but i couldn’t wake up for it)
(2004-08-04 00:26:10) white vs black
There was once a Smoking Lounge in the Student Center at GA Tech. It was a hub of study, vice, drinking, spades,
and chess. This lounge of slack, wonder, depravity, and moral rectitude also had beautiful women. Added to this
headdy mix were Andy Pooles & Brian McNamara. I will leave the history of other uncommented and documented
only on the page of loos-leaf paper compiled by beaker –since destroyed foolishly in gout of flame. One day, in this
place of great and minor things, I came upon Andy and Brian facing off in a game of chess. Andy played as Black.
dankamongmen (2004-08-04 03:01:13) Re: white vs black
All know of the sex charts for their own circle of fucking. Most know of the smoking lounge. Some know Morgan,
and we all wish her well. Andy alone knows to where he once spirited Russ away, forcing him to purchase whippets.
None know a group of beautiful women who would hang out in said Lounge. I call bullshit; whomever you are, I’m
calling you out as having herded a few she-manitees in your day.
dankamongmen (2004-08-04 03:04:34) Re: white vs black
if there was any question, i indeed implied herding three hundred pound turd-cutters with your nuts, not some
benign hippie pie wagon’s project to inflate the price of tuna

1.6.7

solidarity! (2004-08-02 06:40) - public

how pleasing it is to come in at six, and find happy engineers clacking away! surely the hum of fans and
springs of model-m’s are the finest worksong.
leftorium (2004-08-02 13:17:25)
Indeed! Generally when I’m in early, it’s solitude until the Neal comes in and immediately interrupts whatever I was
doing. How few and far between are the warm fuzzies caused by getting up at 0430 on a Monday!
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eureka (2004-08-03 00:21) - public

if teresa heinz kerry were just running instead of asshole, i’d be out canvassing now. hot damn, but she is
the hippest bitch since the honorable ms. stephanie herseth (D-SD) (although the bush and kerry daughters
are all raisin’ a ruckus and keeping things entertaining!). it’s like if elizabeth dole had stopped trying to be
all the oprah she could be and grew a big hairy pair instead.
a recent addition to NR opens: ”Traffickers and pimps should consider finding honest work, because their
days of exploiting and enslaving women and children are numbered.” while the article itself was witless tripe,
i’ll string together some megadittos for eliciting what was likely the world’s first scream of ”HOLY SHIT
NATIONAL RIZZIEW KNOWS PIMPIN’ AIN’T EAZY KEEP IT RIZZEEL!” my future involves cleaning
off some Tab.
majelix (2004-08-03 11:37:43) for france!, william wallace yelled
Turning off AdBlock just long enough to catch http://www.wketchup.com/ surely makes up for putting up with
Nordlinger’s Impromptu.
dankamongmen (2004-08-03 12:33:53) Re: for france!, william wallace yelled
What the fuck is AdBlock
majelix (2004-08-03 13:03:24) Re: for france!, william wallace yelled
http://update.mozilla.org/extensions/moreinfo.php?application=firefo x &id=10 &vid=215 An overzealous ad
blocking extension for Firefox; I’m sure it would work better if I took more time with the regexes.

1.6.9

gotta run, things need done; win this one and the next one, or be relegated to
the third division (2004-08-04 04:23) - a fleeting joie de vivre - public

Music: wilco - yankee hotel foxtrot - poor places

no longer can i accept as rational one’s maintaining an IM idle time defined as anything other than ”time
since querying user could be given a fair assurance that attempts to gain the referenced user’s attention will
succeed”. less specifically, you assholes who leave it on all night deserve whatever frightful gibberish you
wake up to, and do not mistake the lack of an angry rant full of forceful misspellings for forgiveness. i assure
you that the sun shall becometh like unto a red giant and yeah, even regress to that state known to some as
”white dwarfe” or to we romantics simply beau geste before i forget the slowly dawning realization that you’d
shaped my network into a house of lies. mark it down alongside the second law of thermodynamics and all
36 of the wu’s chambers.
two cement trucks passed each other at about six miles per hour on bishop; only i was there to witness
their mutual honks of ... appreciation? friendship? envy? limestone envy, yes yes, it was most certainly
limestone envy. what a relief that the future’s [1]emotive cars will simplify these delicate interpretations; had
these gentle songs of the cement trucks been precursors to rigorous mating, an unaware road-citizen might
well have been trapped in their love dance or, worse, the sticky efteraffects. still, i’d much rather the japanese
work on cloning me a docile replacement with superhuman strength, so i need not drive at all. and honestly,
replacing an eye with google or even one of those korova mannequins with moloko plus villocet-dispensing
vanwraps is preferable to atlanta’s 4,000,070 intellectual force fields trying to emote ljv(”melancholy”) but
instead emoting ljv(”my gigantic suv is skullfucking you, oooh i love this new sean paul turn that shit up!,
maybe this all-wheel drive will help with being parked in your face”). remember: the medium is the message.
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there is much to channel here, but even more to do if i want to leave early today, which i absolutely
must! great things are afoot, and by that i mean great foolishness...of a kind most delectable!
1. http://query.nytimes.com/gst/abstract.html?res=F20917FA3F590C758EDDAE0894DC404482

modularformsboy (2004-08-04 07:30:57) an AIM defect
For those of us caught behind an FFT transform of RJ11, AIM sometimes doesn’t notice we’ve signed off. My guess
is the TCP never gets its ’goodbye’ orgasm because of premature phone cord ejaculation. I’ve had a bunch of people
claim I’m still on the network hours after I signed off...

1.6.10

creating a ’worldwide westside’, vowing to make every man, woman and child
bow before the ’W’ (2004-08-04 09:30) - aggravated - friends

Music: beyonce. only beyonce can help us now.

it’s not every day one opens official-looking mail to find:
the Court orders that the aforementioned goeth forth and spread the funk from hither to
tither
and indeed, mistakes have apparently been made! the second read, it burnses us:
the Court orders that a bench warrant be issued [0]
so it’s not yet 9 and already i got served! surely they have something better to do with their time [sigh].
if north carolina thinks they’ve got a chance to win this fight just because duke manhandled my engineers
last year under the shady and unamerican coaching of ted roof, i tell her now that i drank too disgustedly
that night to remember the humiliating score! let her policies exact four-dimensional crucifixion, followed
by a compression into joeyv(”six dimensions, rolled up into strings, strings of the bullshit they’ve got to
get funding for before algebraic geometers start getting it ALL motherfucker, we’ve got the manifolds”). let
her voters represent themselves with jesse helms, luring him with the promise of souls, fresh souls, and also
mojitos, from a cacklingly-good retirement heckling girls outside the abortion clinic. let them establish a
cocklusty swagger, and thunder about with the resources of a state behind their cowardly words. let them
cast their beacon, marked with its buster-like hat of red, so brightly that every hungarian debian volunteer’s
retinas are scorched, and my fonts grow ugly for a time. let them laugh about their little CROATAN inside
joke, for i know their secrets but i speak not the Word.
in the meantime, make ready with the donkeyhorde, and the spichorde, and put the spicwarriors on the
– ahh, good, i see you’ve fought this kind of jihad before. draw up truncheons and logistics, strike a stirring
march, and from now until the inevitable people’s victory everyone drinks strictly from skulls. establish
a deity, sacrificing something nasty to it for good winds all the way to the sea. malim praedari! shredderv(”tonight i dine on tarheel soup.”) who’d have thought my political career would be launched under such
inasupices? that the south carolinian highways would become my rubicon, that clemson may well be ravaged
over decades in the DMZ?
going to the office will hopefully catalyze a few more hours ignoring this rude interruption, then i’ll have to
get monster mack like sir mix-a-lot. where in north carolina might one find lawyers who can eat policepeople
up, as the saying goes, like catfish? one time’s got no case. argh argh goddamnit curses [froth].
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[0] i had to patch up the grammar here. that’s ridiculous.

angry user (2004-08-04 08:21:48)
Looks like someone’s gonna be avoiding the fabulous northen backwater known as N to the muthafuckin’ Carolina for
a while, huh?
dankamongmen (2004-08-04 08:30:31)
Negatory, I’ve got to cover for Petey Pablo’s dance team in Raleigh next month :/. Jail or the jailing of my grooves
– it ain’t no choice for a man, mang! I WOULD HAVE THEM BOTH.

1.6.11

duly noted in the GTISC (2004-08-06 15:38) - amused - public

Music: curtis mayfield - superfly 25th anniversary - pusherman

”What kind of trends do we begin to see as the medium-value dronebots are given poison?”
”A lifetime of commercials tells me they take it back to the nest, where it kills the queen.”
[silence]
”This is how we’ll bury them without firing a shot.”
- on the topic of applying alpha predator-predator-prey models to IRC bot cleanup
A little bit of me died when I read of Rick James’s passing.

1.6.12

jenna caught it! jenna caught the fish! (2004-08-08 02:51) - awake - public

Music: outkast - aquemini - slump

r. Pliego’s suit and tie made him look a little too buttoned down to guard against some of this country’s
most unscrupulous criminal operations. But by the end of the night, he had stopped more than a dozen
Brazilians who tried to enter Mexico as tourists, but lacked suitcases, hotel reservations or credit cards.
He supervised the deportation of two undocumented Armenians. Three Guatemalans were caught trying
to enter the country with false visas. And one of Mr. Pliego’s agents caught four undocumented Chinese
travelers lingering over soft drinks and sandwiches in an airport restaurant.
The agent spoke no Chinese. The Chinese spoke no Spanish. But in limited English, each side seemed
to completely understand the other.
The agent speculated that the Chinese men were waiting for a guide to help them get past migration
checkpoints.
The Chinese said they were hungry.
The agent asked the Chinese for their travel visas.
The Chinese said they planned to stay in Mexico for only one night.
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The agent escorted the Chinese men back to the same airplane on which they had arrived, ordering them
back to Amsterdam.
The Chinese boarded without putting up a fight.

I rise lionlike and eat men like air. Actually, it’s time to pour on the research fire. I entered dreamland almost exactly one score and four hours ago in preparation for this run; let’s hope it’s on.

1.6.13

i had an abortion that is part of luke schenscher’s posse! (2004-08-08 03:52) thankful - public

Music: 311 - unity - slinky girl

hehehee, i managed to score one of each t-shirt on ebay for the low low $11!
edited at Sun Aug 8 04:01:38 EDT 2004:
Man, thinking of luke schenscher’s posse reminded me of that incredible 2004 NCAA tournament, and one of
the great weeks of my life. I remember everything else fading away, whether it be that damnable networking
2 group project, my exciting work in cs6230, the 4.1 release that was eating every spare moment, and only
Georgia Tech basketball seeming to matter. I remember the girl in gold boots at Rocky Mountain who was
still at Lassiter, but wanted to come to Tech because of this. Only GT students can recognize the true
surreality of that time. Only GT students know a place normally so devoid of spirit, such a wasteland of lost
souls, the hopes only of empty men, and could recognize the difference. We were a giddy lot in those days,
adrift in a dream made reality by fellow students we’d never see in a solid state lab but knew nonetheless. I
remember, having deleted most of my journal two months before, being [1]motivated to post again – the first
I’d written in nigh on five weeks. I remember reading Elise’s breakup [2]mail (one of the more literate I’ve
received, looking over it) as I flopped into the house, and feeling only confusion in an inability to muster up
actual anger or sadness – all emotion was spent. As this bold new season of Ramblin’ Wreck football dawns,
we can hope for something so great, so epochal, once more.
It is this hope in our fellow students producing, as Tennyson wrote, ”some work of noble note...not unbecoming men that strove with Gods” that makes college athletics so superior to their professional relatives.
Tako’s startup banner claims that it’s ”the house adderall built,” but geso, the main addition 4.1 gave our
software and my primary focus at that time, enshrines forever what that team meant:
[stoli](2) $ grep -C5 -i luke geso/geso.c
umask(S_IRWXO | S_IRWXG);
if(init_passback_logctx(NULL,&lc,LOG_ALL) != 0){
return EXIT_FAILURE;
}
init_logging(&lc,INITIAL_LOG_FLAGS,LOG_DIR,GESO_LOG_MODULES);
nag(&lc,"geso %s%s build %s (\"part of luke schensher’s
posse\")\n",
Version,Extra,Build);
nag(&lc,"committed %s UTC\n",trim_cvs_string(Commit_Date));
nag(&lc,"built with gcc %s on %s\n",Compiler,Build_Date);
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if(daemonize_geso(&lc) != 0){
[stoli](0) $

oh yeah
1. http://www.livejournal.com/users/dankamongmen/22636.html
2. http://dank.suburbanjihad.net/elisebreakup.txt

zbtron (2004-08-08 11:07:16)
i like how you’re all ”what, it aint no thang” on your LJ post. i sat on luke schenscher’s roomate’s bed once.

1.6.14

Aio, quantitas magna botulorum est! (2004-08-08 04:30) - aggravated - public

Music: godspeed you, black emperor! - slow riot for new zero kaneda

I’m not sure what latin’s word for mixed meats would be, but botulus, -i, m. (sausage) has a modern
connotation that makes it work. Has anyone else suddenly been reaping Latin spam? I don’t want to
mince the tongue of Caesar in with my Bayes filters, but I obviously can’t waste time on spam every
day....WHAT ASSHOLE IS BEFOULING MY BELOVED LINGUA MORTUA? Subjects mentioning the
maligned Charybdis were also unexpected, and have similarly confused mighty [1]bogofilter.
1. http://bogofilter.sourceforge.net/

1.6.15

i been to the laundrymat enough times to know – prostitutes sure got some
dirty clothes (2004-08-08 14:52) - terrified - public

Music: unknown - we’re the drug enforcement agency

HOLY FUCKING SHIT [1]THIS IS WHY I STAY OUT OF THE OCEAN
yes, i’m ripping off fark, but i totally scooped them on jenna catching the fish (see entry circa 0400).
regarding the audible field: can anyone identify the authors of [2]this lovely ditty?
1. http://starbulletin.com/2004/08/07/news/index1.html
2. http://dank.suburbanjihad.net/dea.mp3

girlvinyl (2004-08-08 14:34:39)
PROSTITUTE LAUNDRY!!! [conv partybus.jpg]

1.6.16

As it turned out, the Whale behaved very nicely with the altered tire pressures.
(2004-08-09 01:42) - guilty - public

Music: cop shoot cop - awakening - it only hurts when i breathe

The first rule of idle dining with [ LJ User: angryuser ]:
Thou shalt not merely prance about with aircannone upon being told ”those tires need pressure”, sticking it
where one wilst like so many Edwardian dandies and merrily inflating willy-nilly. Precision instruments guide
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this chariot, not giddy and bloated stickmen to be inflated with a nitrous-helium blend (as they soar to many
thousands of feet, they’re blasted out of the sky by an ever-vicious corps of bitchguards, the Lunachicks!).
Surely, the miserly refusal to purchase a tire gauge will come to haunt thou, for it will be not two but merely
one day before pondering, ”verily, this strange ride results from my having released too much air.” Then
comes a dark time of visiting late-night gas stations and gazing upon those unspeakable evils which inhabit
the Ponce, yea, and questioning the very instruments which show a 15-psi delta across thy quartet of rubber.
Next time we will read the fucking manual. 45 lbs on a 26. Jesus. Drive safely, kids; we share these
roads.
That having been said, my file server boots off PXE now, is very close to a full NFS root and will no
longer need its crappy PATA root by the morn. V. exciting.

1.6.17

you ain’t gotta be rich but fuck that – how we gon’ get around on your bus
pass? (2004-08-09 04:48) - crestfallen - public

Music: jay z, bun b and pimp c - big pimpin’ (spendin’ g’s)

i’m walking out the door doing some warmups for my flow, because cultural icons like myself can never enter
the dev room without new material, mix tapes for some quality assuring niggas as it were. so it’s that great
middle verse on ”can i get a...?”, with amil tearing the mic up, and in she comes:
”when you introduce a rock-a
i let you meet mama and introduce you to papa”
and suddenly i realize the bitter truth. here i was thinking this assault of diva+bass is a proud celebration of crackwhoring, and it’s nothing more than crass commercialism and the worship of bling! such has
no role in a jay to the izze joint! if i were amil’s parents, she’d be getting a blistering lecture about marcus
garvey, the back to africa movement, and what decades of toiling under the global monopoly of debeer’s had
done to our people.
that’s simply no way to head out to the office. sigh, Mondays.

1.6.18

others run 100 miles, but i never run, never will, deal with the devil with my
motherfuckin’ steel (2004-08-09 13:50) - artistic - public

Music: dr. dre - da chronic - let me ride

A worm targets CAD software and files, moving pillars a few inches to the left, lessening tensile strength a
few N/mˆ2, and generally making like the designers of GT’s State Street parking deck. It then minimally
modifies verification functions to sign off on these errors – maybe through a method most insidious, like
flashing a per-boot IA32 microcode load into BIOS.
Discuss.
edited Mon Aug 9 14:26:18 EDT 200:
i’m totally unsure whether ia32 microcode can handle what i was envisioning without either false positives/negatives or watermarking the binary, sorry. i don’t hack that deeply, and never have save a few
forgotten assignments around the end of CS2760 freshman winter. more interestingly, if raid5 sometimes
finds mmx optimal for checksumming, might sufficiently large tcp/udp packets take a win? if all userspace
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processes are running in mmx mode, how often need the fp/mmx register spill be done as a result of context
switching? sse was right out iirc owing to its reluctance regarding setting CF, but mmx should hendel its
dendels. mmmmm today SIMD, tomorrow the ere-elusive MPMD paradigm! the time comes to reach back
for a cold NASM and groove with assembly fonk.
girlvinyl (2004-08-09 11:02:22)
Holy god. That’s some fucked up shit, make this friends only before the al quade a and shit find it. When [ LJ User:
dankamongmen ] makes worms, THE TERRORISTS HAVE ALREADY WON!
donicer (2004-08-09 12:29:12)
How did you guys know what I was working on today?
dankamongmen (2004-08-09 23:58:41)
you work at ISS, thus we were most likely hanging out at a bar
zbtron (2004-08-09 14:47:37) checksum of this
yeah, totally. whenever my ia32 microcode loads into BIOS i’m all, whoa microcode, you better stop that, N/mˆhizzo,
for rizzo.
donicer (2004-08-09 16:23:15) Re: checksum of this
Please stop.

1.6.19

since a teen i’ve chased the green, the crack scene king (2004-08-10 02:53) - cold friends

Music: death cab for cutie - the photo album - styrofoam plates

ugh, some nights deserve a crack rock to end them with. strength, young rabbit, you’ll be better without
that trip to boulevard.

1.6.20

and you shall know this hypermart as the czech dream (2004-08-11 09:21) - rejuvenated - public

Music: beyonce - dangerously in love - crazy in love

Thus spake the master programmer:
“When the program is being tested, it is too late to make design changes.”
did exactly as i planned yesterday – ended my 56 hour workday with a trip up buford highway, came
home, drank miller lites in the dark, with my phone and monitor off, reading biochemistry. went to sleep for
12 hours. i feel so ready to kick ass this morning that i might dismember the first person i see.

1.6.21

great minds think alike (2004-08-11 14:04) - smart - public

Music: watching a truck hit someone you loved (and liking it)

It wasn’t but a month or so ago that i was posting re: auditing based off of predicate transformations as
discussed in dijkstra’s A Discipline of Programming. Today, I’m going through Steven Bellowin’s site looking
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for his paper on secure ISN generation, and I stumble upon his doctoral dissertation’s [1]abstract:
Working with a compiler for Dijkstra’s language, as defined in A Discipline of Programming, and using
predicate transformers for our semantic definitions, we have presented a methodology for showing that individual compilations are correct. This involves verifying formally the basic code templates and many library
subroutines, and presenting a set of rules that allows one to perform a pattern match between the generated
code and the standard templates. This match, which is fairly easy to perform and could in fact be done by
a separate program, is our guarantee that the output of the compiler is correct.
1. http://www.research.att.com/~smb/dissabstract.html

1.6.22

we were back in school as fourth graders, young motherfuckers playin’ space
invaders (2004-08-12 18:55) - excited - public

Music: ice cube - death certificate - the wrong nigga to fuck wit

schedule for fall appears set, assuming things fall in place tomorrow (hah): math 3225 (honors prob/stat),
cs 3901 (3 hours cs research), cs 4400 (databases, heh), and cs 8001 (intrusion detection seminar). BLOOD
AND IRON BLOOD AND IRON.
i hope the CoC looks forward to givin’ up that nappy dugout.
turdburgler (2004-08-13 06:48:13)
You’re taking databases? What brought that on? :o

1.6.23

YAY! (2004-08-13 15:08) - accomplished - public

Music: deee-lite - groove is in the heart

i got all my classes, biaaatch! georgia tech, you cannot stop me from attaining this stupid bachelors degree
and moving on up in the world of academia. next semester, i will need only two classes (the technical communications and physics II i dropped this semester) to graduate with my BS CS. should i add two more maths,
and then take three maths summer, i’ll pick up my BS MATH, but that’s looking more and more likely to
be skipped. then, in fall, i begin work toward the mighty Ph.D. CS (Information Security Specialization).
damn, that’ll look good next to my ”Fight Terrorism: Grow Domestic” NORML tshirt on the wall. in any
case, we are just about DONE, my nigz! academica4life keep it rizzeal! SO HAPPY. SO EXCITED. not a
worry in my head about kicking ass at work during these four classes; ninv(”nothing can stop me now, cause
i don’t care anymore.”).
what happens to a dream deferred? you load up on crank and finish that bitch! yayyayyay.
solsistr3 (2004-08-13 12:51:20)
I thought you were headed up to Coventry....I was going to live vicariously thru you while watching the shows at the
Regal!
dankamongmen (2004-08-13 13:58:11)
i thought i was too, then i found out school started monday :( gave my ticket to good people, though, so all’s well.
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solsistr3 (2004-08-14 07:53:35)
From what I hear, they are turning back anyone who isn’t in already, due to flooding.
dankamongmen (2004-08-14 08:18:12)
aye. http://www.wcax.com/Global/story.asp?S=2173825
solsistr3 (2004-08-14 08:28:39)
I hope there isn’t a riot. That would be a really sad ending.
dankamongmen (2004-08-14 16:58:38)
phish nation seems to be holding its reduced self together, but ugh: http://www.summitdaily.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20040814/BREAK ING/40814001 at least it’s been a good weekend down here. when are y’all
headed to regal?
solsistr3 (2004-08-15 06:32:34)
Oops! Just got this. We will probable get there between 5 and 530 again.
dankamongmen (2004-08-13 13:58:32)
now just need to find tickets to a showing
solsistr3 (2004-08-14 07:52:58)
I heard there still were some....have you tried Fandango?
dankamongmen (2004-08-13 13:59:03)
overall :(. but it won’t bring me down from the high i’m feeling off school being so close to done :).
solsistr3 (2004-08-14 07:52:25)
ooh yeah! congrats!! When do you finish?
dankamongmen (2004-08-14 17:01:22)
hard deadline of BS/CS this spring, i’d guess that’s may something? ph.d. will likely be a three-year endeavor. i’d
like to be out by fall 2008, making this whole college thing a single-decade process. then, on to the indoctrination of
america’s geeky youth, hopefully in a suitably cold locale, hey maybe boston if we’re really, really lucky. excitement!
bubblyness!
dankamongmen (2004-08-14 17:05:49)
in that case i’d be out at 27...next window of ph.d. on a perfect cube implies EYC 2044. ugh.
dankamongmen (2004-08-14 17:07:07)
holy shit i’m going to be a quarter century in a year and two months. [shudder] i hope someone’s working on
that whole lung cancer thing with sue diligence, i was hoping for vat-grown replacements by now.
solsistr3 (2004-08-15 06:31:34)
neat! Did you make it to a show last nite? There were lots of empty seats in my theatre. There may be tix for
tonite, too.
subcultured (2004-08-14 16:47:23)
yay - happy that you are getting out soon!!!!! upward and onward and why is the NORML shirt on the wall - why
not wear that shit with pride, son?
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dankamongmen (2004-08-14 17:02:42)
years of donating to norml have taught me a few things about the wisdom of sending their fine textile products
through the wash. better a calm life on the wall than tattered like jezebel after the dogs.

1.6.24

maybe it’s a part of me you took to a place i hoped it would never go
(2004-08-14 20:08) - friends

Music: godspeed you, black emperor! - f#a#oo - dead flag blues

j-grody came over at 5am or so after finishing up kill bill, and we spent all night...day...morning?...neartime
eating balls-out psychedelics and talking deep about a world that’s changed pretty drastically underneath
the both of us this year. the theme won out that’s characterized recent events’ transformations: this is a
massively exciting time for everyone we know, and one of upheaval along many personal axes. i’ve been
on another asexual kick, and it’s incredibly liberating. the chance to forge tighter bonds over co-mutuallysuggested hallucination and a daybreak’s swimming under an organic, protean sun, free of the wearying
monotony of sowhenarewegonnafuck, is cherished. waves of body trip were coaxed from every floating inch
by buttered rays, and for a few hours we came closer to grokking in fullness.
i must return to a regular schedule of low-dosage psychedelic therapy, preferably in conjunction with continued abstinence. despite the body’s plea for sleep, i feel serenely at peace and ready to face the coming
semester’s worthy tasks in toto. if it’s a false peace, so be it; i’ll take that these last two tours. that huxleyan
trade of space against time has its risks, but so does anything less than total application of my focus in this
upcoming Year of Our Selfe, twenty and four.
later this ... awake period..., i was investigating some anesthetics, inspired by some basic readings in pharmacokinetics (i have so fucking much to catch up on across the board of medical training, ugh), and managed
to knock myself unconscious. while standing up, because i’m a fucking moron who deserves to be an example. several abrasions and a broken closet door stand testament to the potency of fat-soluble generals. that
having been said, induction was by far one of the strangest things i’ve ever felt. my sensorium underwent
a very discernible crumpling effect, and i clearly recall giggling ”oh shit we might have lost it on that one”.
then that same singularity i’d felt my being crushed down into wrenched, and the unforgiving ground came
rushing back out to claim her own...
...you grabbed my hand and we fell into it, like a daydream, or a fever.
i think we’ll be abstaining from that line of inquiry starting now or earlier.
enjoy your evenings, all, and do help yourself to scott henry’s sm:)le mix session 1. and for those without rest:
you had all of them on your side, didn’t you?
you believe in all your lies, didn’t you?
the ruiner’s got a lot to prove he’s got nothing to lose and now he made you believe
the ruiner’s your only friend well he’s the living end to the cattle he deceives
the raping of the innocent you know the ruiner ruins everything he sees
now the only pure thing left in my fucking world is wearing your disease
how did you get so big?
how did you get so strong?
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how did you get so hard?
how did you get so long?
you had to give them all a sign, didn’t you?
you had to covet what was mine, didn’t you?
the ruiner’s a collector he’s an infector serving his shit to his flies
maybe there will come a day when those that you keep blind will suddenly realize
maybe it’s a part of me you took to a place I hoped it would never go
and maybe that fucked me up so much more than you’ll ever know
how did you get so big?
how did you get so strong?
how did you get so hard?
how did you get so long?
what you gave to me
my perfect ring of scars
you know I can see what you really are
you didn’t hurt me nothing can hurt me
you didn’t hurt me nothing can stop me now

1.6.25

soon as shit start goin’ on y’all pussies leave Atlanta and go right back home
(2004-08-16 05:35) - cheerful - public

Music: ying-yang twins - me and my brother - calling all zones

i was about to start useful work, but [ LJ User: zbtron ] thankfully reminded me that tomorrow’s the first
day of school, and drinking was in order. off to highlander! their trivia has got to be some of the easiest i’ve
seen in atlanta, and next sunday we should put together a team and clean that shit on up. a group (including
the now-blonde Saneesh, a proud member of the 1998 crew) returned back to the rapidly-decaying gg-spot
to rip up that green fairie and debate the media’s influence vs. proletariat infotainment needs, predictably
coming to no useful conclusions. stopped by j-grody’s to sbowls, and returned to kroger via east -> west
campus. not a damn person outside, despite checking every dorm. meanwhile, some guy was getting head
at the gsu frathouse crafted from our beloved deck. c’mon, georgia tech, you’ve got to try harder than this.
the day before school started my freshman year saw patrick and i eating a tenner per of green east cobb
gelcaps, wandering across campus to get sarah tourtellot up on resnet, and climbing the campanile. 10 am
that monday, i drug my sweaty and weary self into my first GT class, a CmpE 2500 (no longer required of
CS majors, wtf), and began 4-year process still not completed (despite being on track to graduate in 2 as of
1999, heh). onwards and upwards: picture me rollin’ ! i’m off to the office for a bit of predawn hackery, then
it’s databases ’til the cows come home (or from 0900-1000, anyway).
i notice there’s a free slot in my spring schedule, and also that i’ve never taken a nuclear engineering (NRE?)
course. i think both should be rectified. it’ll look great next to my TXT 42-something ”Yarn Engineering”
credit. excelsior!

angry user (2004-08-16 05:08:23)
sbowls!
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dankamongmen (2004-08-16 05:12:56)
aye yeah hey mang sbowls?
desidjm (2004-08-16 11:04:59)
Saneesh! Was just asking about him the other day.

1.6.26

Living downsouth, in the house, for my summer vacation I’m blasting on sight,
I’m ashing all night (2004-08-17 00:38) - serene - friends

Music: pearl jam - vs. - rearviewmirror

Moving out in a few days fully enables one to ash in the shower while pissing. I’ve never experienced such
satisfaction.
dontheceov(”You know, it’s the little things in life that make it worthwhile.”)
neurochemistry (2004-08-17 07:59:02)
Where are you moving?

1.6.27

I’m makin 300 on my SAT and I am equal, ain’t no sequel, no saga, no way out,
I’m nervous (2004-08-18 02:51) - awake - public

Music: g-netic - feel the rhythm

Meditations on planning departure from GT CS BS:

Petition complete,
once-doubted exit sealed.
End of an era.
True pimps need more hos,
GT? Fewer slackers’ whines.
Drugs, at least, were swell.
Advice? 0wn theory:
on sweet lambda meditate,
avoid Squeak, my son.
Mourn not my white flight!
Fall brings P H. to the D:
Doctor Nick, deez nutz!

dankamongmen (2004-08-18 00:26:18) and one for the freshmen
You dropped my schedule? Floating zero of death? Huh? Why’s Stinger stopped here? Physics labs fuck you: Lecture
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slots assured us ... zilch? Asses bleed freely. Roommate jerks it raw ”Why clean up when I have Quake?” Bland games
and cum stains.
mumpish (2004-08-18 11:10:43)
Excellent, Nick. When is the big day?
solsistr3 (2004-08-18 11:36:38)
Hi, Dr. Nick!

1.6.28

groove (2004-08-20 05:57) - productive - public

Music: outkast medley

outkastv(”take notes on how i grep”);

1.6.29

erp (2004-08-20 15:11) - crappy - public

Music: blackalicious - blazing arrow

ugh, i got pretty thoroughly bushwhacked by research + work. i feel like ass and have been quite a bitch
all day. my love to any who’ve dealt with bullshit, and ... i’m just gonna bail on the both, i think, and get
some very irresponsible sleep. not a single productive thing is getting accomplished.
time to go curl up with a guide to LATE X
subcultured (2004-08-20 12:27:26)
It’s good to know I’m not the only one who gets that way sometimes.

1.6.30

salonpersonalsv(”excellence is sexy, coupling it with self-indulgence is sexier”)
(2004-08-22 15:17) - public

Music: dr. dre - been there, done that

Patterson is the model of steadiness and determination. Svetlana Khorkina, on the other hand, is all hunger;
she loves the power of being an athlete and, with the lean lines of a greyhound, gives off the impression of
being someone who metabolizes the world at twice the speed of the rest of us. Khorkina, 25, has been doing
gymnastics for some 20 years. Her dedication to the sport is extreme, and her desire to win is palpable. In
an interview with NBC, filmed prior to the Olympics, she said, bizarrely and sincerely, ”I want to win a gold
medal as much as I want to mother my own child.” This desire manifests itself in the simple fact that she
has worked so long despite the difficulties posed by her body at 5-foot-5, she makes an unlikely champion.
Shorter gymnasts like Patterson have a much easier time whipping their legs around or controlling their
center of gravity. Khorkina’s power is diffuse, and that’s what makes her perfect split leaps and back-layoutstep-outs so astonishing. - [1]slate
1. http://slate.msn.com/id/2105463
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BIG beefy pickups for GT football (2004-08-22 17:23) - excited - public

Music: two skinnee j’s - supermercado - 718

huge pickup for my jackets!
good interview with dave campbell’s texas football: http://texasfootball.com/04blue 0412.html
http://rivals100.rivals.com/viewprospect.asp?pr key=20336 &Sport=1 bestows a position rating of 30.
damn, but our boy gailey is smoooooooth, b! smart kid (4+ weighted GPA) from [1]a winning TX team...let’s
get our friday night lights up on some thursdays this year (haha, a little ESPN/GT joke there...nevermind).

http://scout.theinsiders.com/a.z?s=73 &p=8 &c=1 &nid=1201633
apparently this guy is a total freak in the weight room and tore up NIKE camp here in phatlanta. he’s no
dumb linebacker, either, posting a 3.5 and a 975 SAT.

thanks to [ LJ User: errrline ] and [2]gtsportsblog for keepin’ a nigga in the know drdrev(”On a Street
Knowledge mission”).
1. http://www.5atexasfootball.com/pflugerville.htm
2. http://www.gtsports.blogspot.com/

1.6.32

oh goodness. we’re gonna need a bigger whippet dispenser. (2004-08-22 21:59) optimistic - friends

Music: sparta - wiretap scars - rx coup

i’m the smartest man in the world. as all have given up on repeating the days o’ tank glory ([ LJ User: dj
ricecake ] has interesting stories), mass N2O acquisition is a bit of a pain. no one wants to answer the door
to a 600-pack case from [1]the best little gourmet shop in texas, especially at $240 after shipping. but who
can refuse FREE SUPER SAVER SHIPPING FROM [2]the Amazon whippet man? zifty’s can fucking blow
me, ladies and gents. i no longer need to leave my apartment.
if you were wondering when this waste of space would be worth the friends list real estate, there ya go.
unless everyone had figured this out already.
and primarily for [ LJ User: mumpish ]’s benefit: ”i ordered these damn morphine syrettes, and they all had
paper inside inscribed ’what’s good for the company is good for the country, m & m & amazon enterprises.’”
1. http://www.bestwhip.com/
2.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/B00007JXR5/qid=1093226647/sr=8-1/ref=sr_8_xs_ap_i1_xgl79/

103-6821130-9844660?v=glance&s=kitchen&n=507846

litovka (2004-08-22 20:56:44)
Oh. Dear. God.
dj ricecake (2004-08-23 00:00:10)
Do you not like the sound of a bunch of dianav(”wheeeeeppets”)?
litovka (2004-08-23 08:14:54)
I do not like the sound of my brain cells dying at a frightening speed. Oh, wait, I do.
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mumpish (2004-08-23 05:24:02)
wah-wah-wah-wah-wah-wah-wah-wah-wah-wah ....

1.6.33

dwarves can see in the dark! hurrah! (2004-08-23 06:40) - angry - public

Music: drowning pool - let the bodies hit the floor

i’m approaching 99 % sure that the problem i’ve spent five count ’em five days debugging now is either
a) hardware error, driver error or driver / chipset mismatch re: e1000 and rx csum offload, or
b) network wackiness playing havoc with ip conntrack
slipknotv(”fuck you all, fuck this world, fuck everything that you stand for”) have a great one!

1.6.34

rollin’ down the street, smokin’ indo and playin’ my mandolin (2004-08-24 19:55)
- cheerful - public

Music: the gourds - ghosts of hallelujah - january 6th

THE GOURDS! at smith’s olde bar tonight. You know you want it.

1.6.35

you have a hopeful feeling (2004-08-25 03:11) - public

[1]surprising
1. http://gently.still-inspired.com/black/

solsistr3 (2004-08-25 04:24:50)
You are famous!
subcultured (2004-08-25 06:06:04)
I want a fan site. Btw - you should make [50x50.jpg] as your new icon.

1.6.36

let’s raise a round of dreadnaughts for jenna jameson (2004-08-25 15:02) - public

Music: new pornographers/electric version/all for swinging youround

salon writes a rather inspiring review of her ghostbio:
8/25/jenna/

1.6.37

http://www.salon.com/books/review/2004/0-

and ’till at last the years grow cold, our hearts shall cherish blue and gold
(2004-08-26 02:50) - public

[1]Marist, last year’s [2]state AAAA champion and 1-0 after this year’s opener against Benedictine, sits at
#1 in the AJC rankings. wootage!
http://www.ajc.com/sports/content/sports/highschool/0804/23rank.html
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ajc’s early predictions were much poorer:
Marist War Eagles
" Coach: Alan Chadwick
" 2003: 14-1
" Returning starters: WR-QB Chris Ashkouti (6-0, 185, Sr.), RB Anderson Russell (6-0, 197, Sr.), TE-LB
Taylor Cleveland (5-11, 172, Sr.), LB Andrew Dete (6-0, 200, Sr.), OL-DL Michael Palma (6-0, 197, Sr.)
" Outlook: On the surface, Marist’s chances of repeating as Class AAAA state champion do not look good
with only five returning starters. But the War Eagles have several reasons to be optimistic about making
another title run: QB Chris Ashkouti is probably better at running the option than Sean McVay, who signed
with Miami of Ohio; RB Anderson Russell seems poised to flourish after sharing the ball with two others
last year; the team is strong again across the offensive and defensive lines. Marist’s top attribute is that it
expects to win the region, make the playoffs and contend for state title every year.
" It will be a good season if: Marist makes the semifinals again, and possibly the state finals.
" Chances of making the playoffs: Automatic, as it has been just about every year the team has been under
the direction of Alan Chadwick
since 1985.
but HAH:
St. Pius Golden Lions
....
" It will be a good season if: St. Pius beats Marist, even if it loses the rest of its games.
1. http://www.marist.com/
2. http://www.ajc.com/highschool/content/sports/highschool/football/teams/marist/2003.html

1.6.38

(2004-08-26 17:12) - public

They kinda lure you in with this herbivorous tone while telling of its favorite foods before throwing a wrench
in your bodily spokes with the final treat: MOLLUSKS. Fruits, plants and MOLLUSKS! In some offshore
floating museum of natural history, the skeletal jaw of a long deceased hyperodapedon smiles. He happily
remains an enigma.
(2004-08-27 07:36:55) enjoy
http://www.dfrc.nasa.gov/Gallery/Photo/Albatross/Small/ECN-13413.jpg

1.6.39

if you break your restrictions then you ll understand, take your prescription of
sugar and candy (2004-08-27 12:54) - gloomy - public

Music: viktor vaughn - vaudeville villain - saliva

From: Fyodor
Newsgroups: gmane.comp.security.nmap.general
Subject: Windows XP SP2: Nmap Fix and Further Information
Nmap Hackers,
I have released Nmap 3.55-SP2, which works around most of the
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bone-headed raw sockets restrictions that Microsoft added to Windows
XP Service Pack 2. Many thanks to Dana Epp (dana(a)vulscan.com) and
Andy Lutomirski (luto(a)stanford.edu), who started working on the
problem immediately, and had patches to me within 24 hours of my last
nmap-hackers mail about the problem. I sent 3.55-SP2 to the dev list
on the 13th to solicit feedback[1], and have not heard many problem
reports. You can obtain the binaries from
http://www.insecure.org/nmap/nmap download.html #windows .
The only difference between this and vanilla 3.55 is Dana’s short
patch [2]. So there is no reason to upgrade unless you are using Nmap
on Windows XP with SP2 installed (or if you are planning to install
it). But remember that SP2 may arrive through the Windows Automatic
Update system whether you want it or not. SP2 does offer many
valuable, real security improvements in addition to IP stack crippling
nonsense. Too bad they bundled it all together in one bloated,
quarter-gigabyte patch.
[ If anti-MS ranting offends you, stop reading here. I have to get
some things off my chest :) ]
With SP2, Microsoft has crippled Windows in the following ways that
affect Nmap:
1. TCP packets may no longer be sent through the raw sockets API
2. IP spoofed UDP packets may no longer be sent through raw sockets
(affects decoy and spoofed scanning).
3. Outbound TCP connection attempts are throttled to a slow rate.
I think MS should focus on hardening Windows defenses to keep
attackers out (more timely patching, limiting services available by
default, code auditing, privilege separation, etc.) rather than
crippling the IP stack for legitimate users. Even if MS succeeds in
preventing users from scanning their own Windows networks for
vulnerabilities, attackers will rip right through them using superior
systems such as Linux and *BSD that suffer from no such limitations.
More details (and spin) from the horse’s mouth are available at [3].
This quote from that MS page sums up their attitude about breaking
Nmap and many P2P apps:
Q: What works differently?
A: This change may cause certain security tools, such as port scanners,
to run more slowly.
Q: How do I resolve these issues?
A: Stop the application that is responsible for the failing connection
attempts.
If applications are broken by SP2, stop using them. Great solution,
Microsoft! Fortunately for Nmap users, Microsoft implemented the new
restrictions in their typical half-assed fashion. Instead of sending
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raw IP packets, we move one layer down and send our raw IP packets in
raw ethernet frames. It took Microsoft years to develop SP2, but
attackers can completely defeat the raw socket and (with a little more
work) connect() restrictions in minutes! One downside is that Windows
Nmap now only works with Ethernet networks, while raw sockets were a
cleaner, more portable solution. If this is a problem for you, talk
to Microsoft! If enough people complain, they might actually listen
to their customers and roll back the new restrictions. I am in
communication with several Microsoft employees who are trying to
convince the powers-that-be to fix raw sockets, but customer support
for the change is critical. Mail me too, as we may be able to add
support for other interface types if their is significant demand. Or
write a patch and send it to me :).
I have not worried much about the connect() throttling at this point.
The default SYN scan is usually preferable anyway. If you really want
to use -sT on SP2, or if the restriction breaks your P2P or other
apps, a patch to tcpip.sys is available at [4].
Cheers,
Fyodor
[1] http://seclists.org/lists/nmap-dev/2004/Jul-Sep/0030.html
[2] http://seclists.org/lists/nmap-dev/2004/Jul-Sep/0031.html
[3]
http://www.microsoft.com/technet/prodtechnol/winxppro/maintain/sp2ne
http://www.lvllord.de/4226fix/4226fix.htm

twk.mspx[4]

—————————————-———For help using this (nmap-hackers) mailing list, send a blank email to
nmap-hackers-help@insecure.org . List archive: http://seclists.org

in other news, i should stop reading gmane and finish LATEX ’ing up the [1]embarassingly easy first
problem set from [2]honors prob stat due in 3 minutes...
1. http://www.math.gatech.edu/~ecroot/hw1_prob.pdf
2. http://www.math.gatech.edu/~ecroot/prob.html

1.6.40

goddamnit! (2004-08-27 15:32) - public

i want to puke in the ashtray that is my world and watch it slowly bubble over the sides.

subcultured (2004-08-27 12:38:26)
yum! care to share why?
solsistr3 (2004-08-27 16:03:39)
oh dear. Does it have to be vomit?
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Clear enough, Miss Moneypenny. This should present no significant problem.
(2004-08-29 09:15) - excited - public

Music: Wilhelm Furtwängler - 1942-04-20 - Beethoven’s 9th (Op. 125)

so so sweet, money shot from last week’s marist v. benedictine game:

[1]Marist (6-AAAA, 2-0) should still be ranked #1 today following Friday night’s 30-7 defiling of those who
groveled in the county once known as ”Paulding”, now but a scarred and razed Ozymandias rendered low by
the War Damn Eagle. They have thus far outscored opponents 62-20.
Meanwhile, Yellow Jacket football begins to swarm in only 6 short days. I’m already freaking out,
surrounding myself with gormless preseason rags and refreshing CFN four hundred times a day. Here’s
hoping we see [2]222-0, Part Deux against Samford. Having scoured the web but finding no inspirational
Tech literature, I’m linking to [3]Saxondawg in disgust:
[4]1999’s Final Prophecy of Ooga (Tech would win this controversial game 51-48, sending Lil’ Joe off
with two straight victories over UGA)
No Prophecy precludes our third straight victory, this time under wunderkind George Godsey. Who can
forget him holding a proud 3-0 IAR up on the Jumbotron at Sanford Stadium, as dejected dawgfolk fled
back to their animal husbandry? I was up in Chamblodia hanging out with kfunk@jail.gov, who’d later that
day be arrested in Valdosta, Real Winner and a bunch of random scumfucks; the coke makes things difficult
to recall (lairdv(”Sweet Consolation; Let us Bray.”)). Piloting the Crown Vic across the Great Circle from
the Mariettan wastelands of that still-receding Bad Summer of 2000, a vicious bloodlust bridges synapses
as I hear Munson’s voice a few shots into the Jack. ”Ughhgh, oh, these Engineers are just eating us up,
running all over us, here they come again.” THE SWEETNESS.
[5]2002 (hehehe: ”For into battle they do not run but skip, and they do not bellow but giggle, and their heads
are not spiked but Spock-eared, and they hath beaten their swords into slide rules...And their cheerwenches
are frat pledges in mascara, and their emblem is that of a despised garden pest.”)
[6]2003
And damn but Lewis Grizzard still makes me cry with this.
To my Son, if I ever have one:
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Kid, I am writing this on September 3, 1984. I have just returned from Athens, where I spent Saturday watching the University of Georgia, your old dad’s alma matter, play football against Clemson.
While the events of the day were still fresh on my mind, I wanted to recount them so if you are
ever born, you can read this and perhaps be able to share one of the great moments in your father’s life.
Saturday was a wonderful day on the Georgia campus.
We are talking blue, cloudless sky, a gentle breeze and a temperature suggesting summer’s end and
autumn’s approach.
I said the blessing before we had lunch. I thanked the Lord for three things: fried chicken, potato
salad and for the fact he had allowed me the privilege of being a Bulldog.
”And , Dear Lord,” I prayed, ”bless all those not as fortunate as I.”
Imagine my son, 82,000 people, most whom were garbed in red, gathered together gazing down on a
lush valley of hedge and grass where soon historic sporting combat would be launched.
Clemson was ranked number 2 in the nation, and Georgia, feared too young to compete with the veterans
from beyond the river, could only dream, the smart money said, of emerging three hours hence victorious.
They had us 20-6 at the half, son. A man sitting in front of me said, ”I just hope we don’t get embarrassed.”
My boy, I had never seen such a thing as came to pass in the second half. Todd Williams threw
one long and high, and Herman Archie caught it in the end zone, and it was now 20-13.
Georgia got the ball again and scored again, and it was now 20-20, and my mouth was dry, and my
hands were shaking, and this Clemson fan who had been running his mouth the whole ballgame suddenly
shut his fat face.
Son, we got ahead 23-20, and the ground trembled and shook, and many were taken by fainting
spells.
Clemson’s kicker, Donald Igwebuike, tied it 23-23 and this sacred place became the center of the
universe.
Only seconds were left when Georgia’s kicker, Kevin Butler, stood poised in concentration. The ball
rushed toward him, and it was placed upon the tee a heartbeat before his right foot launched it heavenward.
A lifetime later, the officials threw their arms aloft.
true, and Georgia led and would win 26-23.

From 60 yards away, Kevin Butler had been

I hugged perfect strangers and kissed a fat lady on the mouth. Grown men wept. Lightening flashed.
Thunder rolled. Stars fell, and joy swept through, fetched by a hurricane of unleashed emotions.
When Georgia beat Alabama 18-17 in 1965, it was a staggering victory. When we came back against
Georgia Tech and won 29-28 in1978, the Chapel bell rang all night. When we beat Florida 26-21 in the last
seconds in 1980, we called it a miracle. And when we beat Notre Dame 17-10 in the Sugar Bowl that same
year for the national championship, a woman pulled up her skirt and showed the world the Bulldog she had
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sewn on he underbritches.
But Saturday may have been even better than any of those.
Saturday in Athens was a religious experience.
I give this to you, son. Read it and re-read it, and keep it next to your heart. And when people
want to know how you wound up with the name ”Kevin” let them read it, and then they will know.
–Lewis Grizzard, AJC, September 24, 1984

aaaaaahhhhh I can’t wait! Go Jackets, sting ’em!
1. http://www.ajc.com/highschool/content/sports/highschool/football/teams/marist/
2. http://www.cumberland.edu/about/gotc/
3. http://www.dawgtreasures.com/UGADawgsOnly/messages/2305/2305.html?1069387314
4. http://www.dawgtreasures.com/UGADawgsOnly/messages/2305/954.html?943484651
5. http://www.dawgtreasures.com/UGADawgsOnly/messages/2305/1123.html?1038493336
6. http://www.dawgtreasures.com/UGADawgsOnly/messages/2305/3446.html?1069387314

1.6.42

i also dislike representable numbers (2004-08-29 18:57) - public

Noticed on a [1]McPaper article:
Posted NaN/NaN/NaN NaN:NaN PM
1. http://www.usatoday.com/sports/preps/football/2002-09-18-cover-delasalle_x.htm

1.6.43

in his adversariis vinces (2004-08-30 15:25) - chipper - public

Music: 311 - hempilation: music for NORML - who’s got the herb?

quick notes: what a great weekend, if an unproductive one. great omegas and finer company (thanks [ LJ
User: sylvanrage ], [ LJ User: zbtron ], [ LJ User: piq ], j-grody and the twitchiest for a fine time in the
land with god and bog) friday night, and a conversation most unexpected paints rosy futures for yours truly.
omnis amans amens, but my hope springs internal - omnes homines sibi sanitatem cupiunt, saepe autem
omnia, quae valetudini contraria sunt, faciunt or maybe just amare et sapere vix deo conceditur to approach
with a simpler cliche. saturday night celebrated instructor beaker’s most recent completion of a solar period,
and after [ LJ User: mumpish ] whisked her back off to the suburban hinterlands many of the older crew
accompanied me back for the last GG-15 throwdown and absinthe madness. [ LJ User: quesera ], [ LJ User:
quandry ], [ LJ User: wasteink ], andrea and *not* [ LJ User: popskeeter ] (he being the kernel’s biggest
slacker and failing to leave the NC deathwaste, instead reading about flat taxes and cocks gathered on the
beach of the tumid river) joined, drinking much tab + absinthe and playing go. the sorority girl who lives
next to me had her car bubble-wrapped with much aesthetic flair, giving it a good end (having spent three
years covering my bedroom walls, it smells far too much of ass and retains too much dirt for a berth in
KK-7). duckhead and i moved everything yesterday across eight hours interrupted by no less than three
margarita pitcher breaks, and the nitrous flowed freely into our laboring myoblasts, lending much power.
this morning, i discovered that the decadence found in waking up with newports, dank and a bottle of
[1]veuve-clicquot is a tradition of excellence i could stand to live with, were i possessing the fiscal irresponsibility allowing me to drink $40 champagnes every morning. throw in a dex, and the morning takes on a
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vibrant hue unknown among those refusing to drink before noon, ”gleaming like new pennies dropped in water” to rip off david mitchell (or more properly, the NYTBR’s recent uninformed tripe decrying his [2]Cloud
Atlas, easily the best book I’ve read since Satanic Verses or The Ground Beneath Her Feet (depends on the
day you ask) last January in my Rushdie crazephase. Read it now.
back to the office! extra physiologiam nulla salus!
1. http://www.veuve-clicquot.fr/
2.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0375507256/qid=1093895142/sr=8-1/ref=pd_ka_1/

103-6821130-9844660?v=glance&s=books&n=507846

zbtron (2004-08-30 15:31:10)
Absentem laedit, qui cum ebrio litigat.
dj ricecake (2004-08-30 17:06:26)
I hope you’re enjoying your new place. Too bad you had to dispose of your beloved bubble-wrap. And post in English,
dammit, or at least rudimentary Spanglish or Krautspeak.
dankamongmen (2004-08-30 17:53:29)
> I hope you’re enjoying your new place. Once I got Duckhead to move the gigantic bag of cat shit out of the kitchen,
yep. It kicks ass! The Atlanta Bomb Squad is going to come tag our terrace walls, which is obviously madcap cool. >
Too bad you had to dispose of your beloved bubble-wrap I’m pondering ordering some new, unsullied rolls (I doubt
git.ads can come through again so gloriously as it did). Otherwise, I may hire someone to come paint the room with
an under-the-sea motif, complete with Architeuthis dux if it’s possible. > And post in English, dammit see my most
recent!

1.6.44

sola lingua bona est lingua mortua (2004-08-30 17:50) - classical - public

Music: anti-flag - gonna die for government - fuck police brutality

[[ LJ User: dj ricecake ]] > And post in English, dammit
Man, I explicitly choose Latin phrases which are either rewarding to the literati, or easily googled by others.
At most, I’ll change a few words around. Just for reference:
in his adversariis vinces - ”In this journal you will conquer,” from in hoc signo vinces, ”under this sign
you shall conquer.” Constantine saw the sign of the Son of Man, a chi overlain by rho (first two letters in
the Greek name of Christ) known as the Labarum, the night before his battle upon the Milvian bridge.
After ordering the symbol emblazoned on his soldiers (cref. the Battle of Badon Hill in Arthurian legend),
he smashed the pagan armies of Maxentius, uniting the western Roman Empire. I’d expect you to know
this especially, as it’s now a swastika-related slogan of modern Nazi parties. hoc -> his, as pronouns match
C-N-G with that which they reference and adversarius, -a, -um to describe a dayjournal should be plural
neuter.
omnes homines sibi sanitatem cupiunt, saepe autem omnia, quae valetudini contraria sunt, faciunt - ”All
men wish to be healthy, but often they do everything that’s disadvantageous to their health.” This refers to,
of course, hos. Source unknown; I stole it from a page of Latin proverbs.
”amare et sapere vix deo conceditur” - publius syrus. Similar to the above, ”Even a god finds it hard
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to love and be wise at the same time.” Latin does not differentiate between amorous and brotherly love, to
the best of my knowledge (greek comes somewhat close with the agape concept).
”extra physiologiam nulla salus” - there is no salvation aside from science :D. From the teachings of Christ
and Christian (especially Catholic) dogma rose ”Extra Ecclesiam Nulla Salus”, replacing science with the
church. This commentary regarding the barque of Peter was further pontificated upon (hah, pontiff, get it!)
by Popes Innocent III, Boniface VIII, and Eugene IV, among others.
Unfortunately, Pope Julius II the WARRIOR POPE had little to say on the subject, being caught up
in the rendering of enemies unto heathen bloodstains and the munching of entrails after beholding, yea, the
PRICK OF CHRIST. malim praedari!
dj ricecake (2004-08-30 20:46:20)
Danke schn, jetzt alles klar.
dankamongmen (2004-08-31 01:44:03)
es ist nichts, kleiner gelber mann
dankamongmen (2004-08-31 01:51:54)
by the way, i saw this the other day and the title made me think of you: http://www.lexfiles.com/14-words.html
”The Fourteen Words that Make All the Difference”, heh We must secure the existence of our people and a future for
White children!
girlvinyl (2004-08-30 22:38:50)
Ahhh, how GJCL stays with us for life, yes.

1.6.45

(2004-08-31 01:05) - public

eXpressive: 8/10
Practical: 7/10
Physical: 4/10
Giver: 6/10
You are a XPIG–Expressive Practical Intellectual Giver. This makes you a Catch.
You are a magazine-cover, matinee idol dreamboat. Parents love you and want to set you up with their
kids. However, first dates are tough because it takes time for your qualities to come out.
You are generous and kind. You think first and act later. You are cool in a conflict, but your practical
side means if your partner throws out emotional appeals (”why can’t we do what I want for a change?”) they
will grate on your nerves, even when the conflict is resolved.
You’re a romantic. You enjoy the thrill of the hunt, and you don’t just fall into bed with anyone. You
pay close attention to your significant other’s needs, and this makes you an excellent lover and partner. The
problem is that your friends and lovers may find it so easy to express things to *you* that they lose sight
of whether you feel as comfortable with *them*! This doesn’t necessarily make you feel under-appreciated
– you’re too well-adjusted and self-aware for that – but you may feel restless. Thus you seek adventure in
your life outside the relationship to prove and actualize yourself.
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Of all the types, you would make the best parent.
You are coiffed.
Didja see ”Big Fish”? ’Cause you’re like Ewan MacGregor in ”Big Fish.”
Of the 31785 people who have taken this quiz, 8 % are this type.

angry user (2004-08-31 06:28:50)
hahah I got ”player” eh.
eccyntric (2004-08-31 07:46:22)
Hehe. So did I.
angry user (2004-08-31 09:45:16)
.ˆ5 woo. ;-)
mathslut (2004-08-31 08:39:27)
HAHAHAHAHA. The quiz thinks you are a better person than you are because YOU think you’re a better person
than you are. That sounds way worse than how I mean it. But. If there is any basis in your answers for the quiz
telling you, ”You are cool in a conflict,” I think you may have misrepresented yourself slightly.
dankamongmen (2004-08-31 14:57:39)
thanks marilyn! shamed into honesty, i retook the quiz with the REAL answers. here’s the story: eXpressive: 0/10
Practical: 0/10 Physical: 0/10 Giver: 0/10 You are an ASSHOLE–This is no acronym, you’re just so gigantic a
douche that people you broke up with 354 days ago are still so scarred that they feel the need to comment on your
tendancies to cleverly fake out rigorous 20-question personality quizzes for a bizzare sense of self-assertion. People
fear you, and hide their children upon your approach. Destined to wander like unto Cain, no land is your home
and no man your protector. Also, eleven50 will totally not let you in to buy $18 drinks and discuss foppish bullshit
from the pages of People Magazine. You likely end up on the ”Totalitarian” shame corner of the World’s Smallest
Policial Quiz, enjoy discussing the literary merits of Mencken ad nauseum (but haven’t actually read him), and sell
bogus publishing contracts to up-and-coming Hispanic single mothers writing about their struggle. Then, you eat
their babies! Your head is crooked, you live to hurt other people, and your sparse moments of a faux self-satisfaction
are derived from soulless orgasms for which you’re too drunk and fat to stand up, instead allowing spilt, rancid seed
to collect and dry between pasty white thighs like a goiter or callous. You’d be a Hufflepuff, and not the Cedric
Diggory type (mmmm, Cedric Diggory) but just one of the names once shouted by McGonagall for colour and cast
as a fat black girl in the movie. You killed Jesus. Of all the types, you would make the best parent, were someone to
accidently catch a squirt from your frenetic, constant self-pleasure. Thankfully, your children will likely die in utero.
You watch cock fights, and don’t pay women equally for equal work. Didja see ”Big Fish”? Forget that, have you
seen ”Willow?” You are the evil Queen Bathsmorda from ”Willow”. Midgets will trick you into self-annihilation at
the peak of your despotic powers. Your hair smells. Of the 32,768 people who have taken this quiz, 0.00003 % are
this type.
phatjoe (2004-08-31 19:23:46)
wow, now i want to make a quiz that really gives out results like that! /joe
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mathslut (2004-09-01 07:19:19)
HAHAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHA :(
dankamongmen (2004-09-01 13:23:29)
what the fuck are you frowning about? there’s the answers you wanted [shrug].
spoonless (2004-08-31 11:34:27)
Link to quiz?
mathslut (2004-08-31 11:46:44)
http://hokev.brinkster.net/quiz/default.asp?quiz=Better+Relationship &page=1
spoonless (2004-09-01 17:01:11)
hmm, looks like I’m on the border... somewhere between hellcat, love geek, and... embarrassingly, player. :( I
demand a more fair test!

1.6.46

iEmasculation (2004-08-31 08:21) - bouncy - public

Music: the doors - the soft parade - the soft parade

The new G5 iMac: All the limitations of a laptop, now in a workstation! We’ve got that buffer overflow in the
screensaver fixed, and included other technological innovations like ... calling a DVD burner a ”SuperDrive”,
and then trademarking that term so we can sue another product placement worth of bling. The ”mini-VGA”
port screams out, ”Look at me! I have money to blow on non-standard cabling for decade-old technology!”,
and the price lets you know it could only be Apple. Think Different.
edited at Tue Aug 31 10:06:50 EDT 2004:
VGA’s been out since 1987, excuse me. 17 year old technology. Other innovations of that year included
the meningitis vaccine, disposable contacts, and demonstration of superconductivity at temperatures above
that of LN2. Expect the iSyringe to come in diamond-encrusted versions for Puff Daddy (but you void the
warranty using anything but PowerInnoculates purchased from the iPharm, which require special tools to
open), the iEyes in five different colors for the Wired set, from OverheatingTeal to SuperMuave (but the
entirety of one’s face must be shipped back for replacement), and iTc to be so fucking attractive that avoidance of quench Just Works (or so will argue the same gormless simpletons who read about the 970’s GCT
and exclaim, ”200 IOPS (iOps?) is stupid fast, I wonder how this will improve my DVD-burning – oh excuse
me, SuperDrive-rocking out – times, I’d better use gcc -omfg-optimize to take advantage of the hot action,
hmm how do i put some fly rims on this bitch?!”): when you’ve got SuperMuave, bay bee, those quarks will
be too envious of colors they’ll never know to bother with their insulatory tendancies. It’s a Meissner Effect
all its own, and you’re Changing the World, One Bit of Misinformation at a Time. you go, girlfriend. Now
is the time for all straight coders to defend their art: in [1]the words of Ed Post: What of the future? It is
a matter of some concern to Real Programmers that the latest generation of computer programmers are not
being brought up with the same outlook on life as their elders. many of them have never seen a computer
with a front panel. Hardly anyone graduating from school these days can do hex arithmetic without a calculator, College graduates these days are soft–Protected from the realities of programming by source level
debuggers, text editors that count parentheses, and user friendly operating systems. Worst of all, some of
these alleged computer scientists manage to get degrees without ever learning FORTRAN! Are we destined
to become an industry of Unix hackers and PASCAL programmers? or as is written on the bathroom wall
in the Highlander: in my world, the people are in chains and they are ridden like lambs serene on the way
to the slaughter off to CS8001!
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1. http://www.pbm.com/~lindahl/real.programmers.html

datavortex (2004-08-31 06:23:24)
I need to spend more time on your couch.
lorigami (2004-08-31 06:52:28)
oh bite me... it’s cute, that’s all that matters. ; )
dankamongmen (2004-08-31 07:14:14)
The Nazis were cute, but that didn’t save 6 million Jews, Gypsies, Slavs and homosexuals.
lorigami (2004-08-31 07:19:12)
actually, I’m not so into uniforms, don’t really think they were cute. Now if you’d said Tribbles...
dankamongmen (2004-08-31 07:21:36)
Tribbles never hurt a damn soul, Lori. You’ve got it all wrong [head in hands].
lorigami (2004-08-31 07:22:36)
I may... I’m trying to think what the hell those things were you weren’t supposed to get wet. Tribbles just
multiplied like Bunnies, right?
angry user (2004-08-31 07:27:33)
tribbles, just multipled. It was gizmo you couldn’t get wet. Because he’d pop replicants off his back like popcorn.
And then those little clone bastards would trick you into providing for their midnight munchies. And then you’d
be stuck with a shitload of gremlins. And then they’d all run out and take over the neighborhood pools and then
you’d be shit out of luck because your beetle would die and gizmo would whine a lot and stuff would just suck.
Little asian men would also give you lectures in bad accents. It’s just not worth it.
dankamongmen (2004-08-31 07:30:57)
this sounds a lot like social night at Howey Physics, actually
angry user (2004-08-31 07:34:01)
After a reread, I’m amazed at how correct you are.
lorigami (2004-08-31 07:33:00)
so the moral of the story is to just not get the cute little Imac wet? ; )
angry user (2004-08-31 07:35:41)
sigh. no. It’s ”Don’t feed the Steve Jobs”.
lorigami (2004-08-31 07:37:12)
HAHAHAHHAHAHA!!!!!
angry user (2004-08-31 07:23:19)
lol
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September
the internet is not safe! (2004-09-01 16:26) - annoyed - public

Music: allman brothers - dreams - jessica

THE move has caused some momentary downtime; mails to suburbanjihad.net should be fine via gehennom.net serving as an MX backup, but mails to qemfd.net will likely bounce. I’ll try to get both DNS
records pointed at the cable stand-in until Speakeasy’s 6Mbps line gets installed and the 9 MEGABITS PER
SECOND OF GLORY begin to stream in.
Also, if I’m not responding to AIM’s and the like, I’m stupidly fucking busy for the next few weeks. I
need to get massive amounts of shit done for the rapidly approaching [1]RAID 2004 conference, where our
faithful hero will take on the French Riviera and a hundred rabid security profs. Mmmm, Amsterdam. I
leave you with this note from Katherine Graham’s Personal History (quoting her mother’s memoirs), which
I’ve been rereading since last night:
What struck me about him the most was his innate ability to drive me to do great things. My interpersonal life since has been a series of applying this test of worthiness to those I meet.
1. http://raid04.eurecom.fr/

solsistr3 (2004-09-01 14:08:44)
god... I just realized that you emailed me like 8 years ago about Jihad, but it sounds like you’re as swamped as I am!
I promise things should be calmer when I get back from Buenos Aires!
desidjm (2004-09-01 14:42:00)
current music: allman brothers - dreams - Jessica I love this song.. In addition it has held significance for most of
my life. My mom and step dad knew Duane, Berry and Greg. Anyway when Duane died he was buried in Rose Hill
Cemetery which is where some of my fondest childhood memories are. A year after Duane was killed Berry ended up
dieing in a very similar way and was buried in Rose Hill next to Duane. My mom use to take me to the cemetery
and their graves when I was a kid and she told me all about them, how they died, how they wrote songs in the same
cemetery etc. Jessica is the name of Betts daughter and her full name is Jessica Elizabeth after Elizabeth Reed Napier
who is a little girl buried in Rose Hill. It is a cool cemetery with lots of history and if you like the Allman Brothers
you should drive down sometime. Its only about an hour and 15 mines or so away.
angra (2004-09-01 14:42:30) conferences
you going to any other interesting conferences this fall? I’m thinking of adding one more to my dossier (supercomputing is currently in my plans), but I can’t think of a good one to attend that’s applicable to my work. SIGGRAPH
was fun though :).

1.7.2

the last words of giuseppe zangara (2004-09-02 15:02) - blank - public

Music: rage against the machine - the ghost of tom joad

Giuseppe Zangara rode the lightning 32 days after attempting to assassinate FDR (resulting in the death
of possible target Anton Cermak, then-mayor of Chicago). Last words (to the attending minister): ”Get to
hell out of here, you sonofabitch! I go sit down all by myself! Viva Italia! Goodbye to all poor peoples
everywhere! Lousy capitalists! No picture! Capitalists! No one here to take my picture. All capitalists lousy
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bunch of crooks. Go ahead. Pusha da button! Adios to the world!”

”Everybody understands Mickey Mouse. Few understand Hermann Hesse. Hardly anybody understands
Einstein. And nobody understands Emperor Norton.” - Malaclypse the Younger, K.S.C.
wishmonster (2004-09-03 22:06:39)
Delightfully ironic, considering how fashionable it is these days to fancy FDR as a wild-eyed socialist.
dankamongmen (2004-09-05 01:43:22)
... that’s fashionable? his plans perhaps, but shitting on FDR seems a pretty good way to end your career with the
rapidly centralizing elderly demographic harrisonfordinapocalypsenowv(”where they worship the man...like a god”).
wishmonster (2004-09-05 18:29:02)
Fashionable amongst the neocons, silly bunch that they are. I should have been more specific in my remarks.

1.7.3

reports of my DUI have been exaggerated (2004-09-05 04:27) - ecstatic - public

Music: none! thedamnetworksdown!
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damn, gossip folks be worse than a sewing circle, russellonfatalbertv(”just like school on a saturday...no
class”). i’ll write things up once kk-7’s networking’s caponev(”potent like twenty kilos of uncut light”), but
suffice to say: both myself and [ LJ User: leftorium ] are without scratches, no other cars were involved,
the mizzata is fully insured, and i’ve been charged with nothing substantial (read: no, i did not get/justify
a DUI; gloating was premature). more than anything else, this has impressed upon me just how great my
friends are: you guys are the best bunch of motherfuckers anyone could ever hope to know, and i’ve got your
collective backs anytime and anywhere. the special lifetime achievement award in the field of inspirational
turning of the other cheek goes to [ LJ User: mathslut ]. time to school this cable and, by the power of
asymmetic line bonding, become the true master of torrents!
uglor (2004-09-05 01:44:52)
Glad to heard you didn’t get dead. A wake for the Miata is appropriate, and considering the havoc crowd, would be
well attended.
dankamongmen (2004-09-05 03:57:26) Glad to heard you didn’t get dead
thanks! > A wake for the Miata is appropriate i shall distribute its ashes across 10th street’s potholes, where it
bumped hither and tither. there’s not much else left. those nipponese sure know a thing or two about the distribution of kinetic energy.
angra (2004-09-05 06:45:04)
gossip is about as cool as MS outlook in default configuration. [ed. note: please excuse the feeble attempt to make a
joke/analogy in security terms - it’s the thought that counts, right?]
(2004-09-05 15:26:23) rumours
Didn’t catch the rumours up here in NY. This being the first I’ve heard of it, I’m glad you’re both safe. My thoughts
return to pizza pockets on top of the student center, and the little wrapped up square of foil in my nightstand... What
is this of visiting Europe / Amsterdam? Stay away from Ingolstadt; I hear parties there are overrated. -Pink

1.7.4

aphextwinv(”pooty-poot goes nuts”) (2004-09-07 10:15) - surprised - public

Music: smarmy

Putin raised the specter of the region breaking apart from Moscow during a meeting with Hill and other visiting Westerners late Monday. ”There’s a Yugoslavia variant here,” he said, according to notes taken by Eileen
O’Connor, a participant. ”It would be difficult to imagine the consequences for the rest of the world. Bear in
mind Russia is a nuclear power.” - http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A1256-2004Sep6.html
Bearing this in mind, consider this the official thread for hooking me up with your lawyer friends. Trial’s on
the 23rd.
The four leaders inside the school represented the spectrum of the region’s ethnic groups: a Chechen, a
Russian, an Ingush and an Ossetian, according to tentative identifications by Russian officials. ”We’ve got a
mathematician, another kind of mathematician, and a statistician.”
Officials at his old ministry now say they believe he may have already been working with the Chechens
at the time of the kidnapping and helped stage it or went over to their side after being taken prisoner. ”Either he was interested in money or was under threat of death regularly and later probably he was zombied,”
Apiyev said. Zombied? This whole thing took a weird Harry Potter turn with the Sirius Black / Magus
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character, but this is ridiculous.

1.7.5

attn: paper of record. continent != archipelago (2004-09-08 07:09) - amused - public

Music: poe - trigger happy jack (driveby a go-go)

Troubled Mines in Indonesia - Newmont Mining Corporation, the world’s biggest gold producer, has been
trailed by allegations of pollution on four continents, including Indonesia.

1.7.6

attn:

tyndale house publishing.

no one is a foremost expert on Heaven

(2004-09-08 07:59) - baffled - public
Music: hallucination - the lone deranger - the riddle of the sphinx

The Ultimate Destination Heaven! (Part 2) - Randy Alcorn, one of the foremost experts on Heaven in the
country, has written a new book called, aptly, Heaven, coming in October. If you think Heaven will be one
never-ending, boring church service or that eternity will only consist of floating around on clouds, playing
harps, it may be time to take another look. And that’s just what we do this week in our featured article
about the book.
actually, the whole leftbehind.com site is pretty fucking weird, and i grew up with these people:
Do You Have a Favorite Character? Jenkins: I have several. I like Buck because he’s a globetrotting journalist. Dr. Ben-Judah has suffered so much and yet remains devout. Mac is earthy. Abdullah is funny. Then
there’s George Sebastian. His last name is an homage to the late James L. Johnson, an early mentor of mine
who paved the way for Christian thrillers with his Code Name Sebastian series from the 1960’s and ’70’s.
And I do imbed lots of personal stuff that no one would recognize but my own family. For instance, the
six-digit code that Sebastian uses in Greece (zero-four-zero-three-zero-one) is the birth date of my grandson
(4/3/01).
Good to see passwords stay just as shitty in the Rapture. Hell, if that’s the best we’ve got by the immanentization of Daniel’s Antichrist-Israel non-agro pact (9:27, heathens), I’d ... drop a star from heaven to
earth, and turn one-third of all the waters to blood, as well.
I’d like to somehow fake such an event, and watch everybody who was counting on their (pennies in coffer
having been) soul from earth upward to spring FREAK THE FUCK OUT. That’s got to be one of the most
awkward moments of the year: sidelong glances cast around, none of the nonsense crapalogue that marks No
Exit, hesitant, wavering questions of, ”so...that’s gotta be a false prophet, right...? Because...you...me...check
out the tv fool, see if anything’s got 9 heads covered with blasphemies against the LORD.” Then, remind
everybody that a truly literal interpretation portrays a mid-Tribulatory calling for the 144,000, and watch
the grimaces, and yea, refer to them as cursed sons of Dan or forgotten bastard spawn of Ephraim, and
behold confusion. Jesus is coming, look busy!
my eschatology brings all the boys to the yard, oh yeah

1.7.7

but there was no joy in Home Park;

mighty Dogwood had gone out

(2004-09-09 17:36) - gnashing of teeth, sackcloth - public
Music: warren g - regulate...g funk era - super soul sis

.... of business. No Free Beer today nor anymore, it would seem.
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obiefernandez (2004-09-09 14:40:24) i guess
they gave away too much beer. still sad though
piq (2004-09-09 14:46:55)
No more brewery tours? Ever? A mighty tear is shed. On to sweetwater, it seems.
modularformsboy (2004-09-09 14:51:41) !!!!!!!!!!
gah, noooooooo! the oppression of the man has extended from the campus to crush all social spots in atlanta! thank
goodness the SCS in pittsburgh gives free beer.
psyched out (2004-09-10 04:49:09)
well that sucks–not that i ever went to free beer, but they were my favorite local brewery–but now i don’t feel so
guilty indulging in my newest passion, st bernardus triple abbey ale...

1.7.8

(2004-09-09 21:12) - public

billings: 1) did dogwood go out of business or did they just stop doing free beer
2) i pitched in $420 for bail, and I apologize for being too stoned to offer a proper explanation for said action
the evening of
but really, that’s partially your fault, so I don’t feel too guilty
(21:12:11) dankamongmen: bill, that was the most goddamn unparsable thing i’ve ever been sent
billings (2004-09-09 19:49:30)
Maybe that would’ve made sense if you had remembered asking me why I helped post bail.
dankamongmen (2004-09-10 02:20:32)
sounds like someone has a case of the ”if you had remembered”’s

1.7.9

last call for alcohol, drink up, happy hour is now enforced by law (2004-09-10 11:11)
- talkin’ shit like halitosis - public

Music: twista & the speedknot mobsterz - legit ballin’

I’d hoped that I’d misreported the story, but alas (via
http://www.ajc.com/news/content/business/0904/10dogwood.html

[

LJ

User:

data

vortex

]):

on the bright side, somebody’d better call a doctor, ’cause we just rolled in a databases test that looks like
coders went phlebotomic on the bitch, acute lead poisoning reminiscient of the seventh chamber’s shymeek
from fuckin’ 212, the nigga just got bust, niggas in the black land, god word is bond, came through god from
out of nowhere, i’m comin to get my coat to cypher, word is bond, crazy shots just went the fuck off, w00t.
and while there may be no more free beer, i’ll be celebrating with romana black sambuca and preparing for
1300’s scheduled administration of shaolin style to hon. prob/stats.
the sage continues: wu-tang, wu-tang! let’s take it back to ’79.
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datavortex (2004-09-10 10:43:55)
Thanks for the props, but no underscore. Fucking Georgia!!!!

1.7.10

0wned! (2004-09-12 04:31) - public

it is so, so sweet. CJ for president!
from the hive:
Re: So, uhh, is Tommy an idiot for not doubling CJ or what?
> If they had doubled CJ, Reggie could have just thrown to the other side.
????
We were in a 1 WR, 2 TE, 2 RB pro form set, dude, with CJ as our only possible pass option. Watch the
replay. 80,000 dumbasses (minus however many our ticket allotment was) all knew we were throwing the
fade to CJ. It was as obvious as friggin fried chicken. Why on earth was he in single coverage?
in other news, [1]marist is up 4-0 and still ranked #1 in GA AAAA following their state championship
season last year. they have outscored opponents 162-34 so far this season following this week’s [2]routing of
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chamblee.
1. http://www.ajc.com/highschool/content/sports/highschool/football/teams/marist/
2. http://www.ajc.com/highschool/content/sports/highschool/0904/11marist.html

vudiddy (2004-09-12 02:01:28) WOOOOOOHOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!
How ’bout them jackets!
mike b (2004-09-12 08:29:34)
0wned! i wish i had tv. the looks on the fans’ faces are awesome.
angry user (2004-09-12 09:17:07)
best final minutes, ever. so sweet.
angra (2004-09-12 16:54:54)
if you want game video, I’m about to put a 1500kbps XviD encode of the game out into the wild via gtvideo on yahoo
groups.

1.7.11

a semester’s worth of particle dynamics in 7 seconds (2004-09-13 13:54) - apathetic
- public

Music: primus - the brown album - bob’s party-time lounge

Went to see the miata and recover a few items last night, and left shivering and moved. I should be dead.
God bless ye, minikraken: may you go to better places, where all your owners understand rear-wheel drive
and the gas pumps are all premium. Props to [ LJ User: donicer ]and [ LJ User: dewzi ] for making me a
loan of their camera (although why the g-friend is on earlier pictures is a mystery to us all). I’m the fellow
on the bottom, not the top pictures, for those of you not lucky enough to know the Dankest in life rizzeal:

and someone needs to write 0wned! underneath this, me walking away with the five items i was able to
recover:

on a happier note, the new room is beginning to come together, albeit sans bed, bookshelves or posters:
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subcultured (2004-09-13 11:09:05)
Glad to see you are safe - that shit is CRAZY!!!!!!!!!
phatjoe (2004-09-13 11:18:56)
holy shit. glad you guys are all right. dude, i know i saw you wearing that shirt, perhaps when you guys came by
while i was hungover? i meant to ask about it. is it Operation Mindfuck? if so, where did it come from? /joe
georgemcfly (2004-09-13 12:32:16)
it looks like odyssey of the mind, to me. and cripes. what did you hit, your old volvo? thank goodness you two were
not broken after that.
mathslut (2004-09-13 13:22:05)
It IS an Odyssey of the Mind shirt, from Derenne Middle School of Savannah, GA, which is NOT nick’s alma mater,
strangely enough! GRR. And also! They hit like every speck of the retaining walls on the offramp from the interstate
to Howell Mill. Some crazy person bought the old Volvo months ago, or am I spewing incoherency?
leftorium (2004-09-13 11:27:27)
Wow. Let’s all say a prayer of thanks to the gods of angular momentum.
angry user (2004-09-13 11:36:55)
nice wreck. I’m trying to fit the damage with how I pictured the wreck going down, based on how it was described.
I’m not following something. Glad you two walked ran away from that one on your own power.
mumpish (2004-09-13 12:17:27)
Similar thoughts to those previous: 1. Glad you are OK 2. Mad at you for wadding it up 3. Baffled at how you did
it ... in roughly that order :) Jim
dankamongmen (2004-09-13 14:30:57)
> 1. Glad you are OK Thanks! :D Yep, one more datum supporting the ”Nick can’t be killed, no matter how hard he
tries” thesis. > 2. Mad at you for wadding it up Just improving the economy, chappie! My reduction of value-added
assets to their component raw materials slows the steady tide of inflation, whereas my insurance company must now
convert hoarded assets into new trade, which will then be wrecked. The cosmic ballet goes on. > 3. Baffled at how
you did it x = V1Dt + 0.5(aDt2) from m1V1 + m2V2 + m3V3 + ..... = m1V’1 + m2V’2 + m3V’3 + ..... we get
m1V1 + m2V2 = (m1 + m2)V’f == 0wned!!!
girlvinyl (2004-09-13 12:38:08)
Holy christ.
donicer (2004-09-13 13:41:23)
(although why the g-friend is on earlier pictures is a mystery to us all). Becasue her, Daymont, and Estler were over
drinking 40s of OE and watching Kill Bill 2.
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dankamongmen (2004-09-13 13:53:37)
i’m surprised daymont allowed himself to be photographed. tonight we should buy assault weapons, 22’s of zima and
spanish donkey porn, then go blow the minikraken carcass back to the island from whence it came najaf-style.
dankamongmen (2004-09-13 13:54:51)
corn should also be served.
donicer (2004-09-13 13:58:34)
This brings a tear to my eye. After mindnight!
dewzi (2004-09-13 21:05:05)
that is an awesome idea, except for one part: 22s of Zima are hard to find these days
solsistr3 (2004-09-13 14:06:17)
You are so freaking lucky. Jeebus. That must have been scary!! I was in a much less severe wreck, and it really messed
up my neck (more than I care to think about, really). If you start to notice any pain, I can show you some stretches
and so on that will help.
dankamongmen (2004-09-13 14:18:53)
> You are so freaking lucky. .nod, I couldn’t help but think as Beckham and I sprinted away, ”wow, someone must
be keeping me around for a purpose.” Hopefully, that purpose involves a cult and an obelisk. > That must have been
scary! It happened too quickly. All fear was directed at law enforcement. > If you start to notice any pain Then it’s
most likely due to my bed consisting of a Harry Potter pillow and a few sheets – the only aches afterwards could be
directly traced to manacles and sleeping on my wallet + keys in the APD Hilton on Peachtree. > I can show you
some stretches and so on that will help Thanks, but I prefer to deal with pain the old-fashioned way: direct blasts of
ketamine to the forebrain. It’s nature’s candy! ˆ
ˆ
solsistr3 (2004-09-13 14:22:34)
haha fair enough. Glad you are safe!
lorigami (2004-09-13 16:45:42)
Hmm... I gave you 3 months, looks like I won the bet ; )
dj ricecake (2004-09-13 17:05:56)
> and someone needs to write 0wned! underneath this, me walking away with the five items i was able to recover:
[nick 0wned.jpg] My first attempt at using GIMP.
mac finn (2004-09-13 19:00:08)
x x Wow. I’m glad y’all were alright!
zbtron (2004-09-13 19:47:06)
you are such an asshole. the logical steps you took in this situation are the best. nick: hmm, i just crashed my car
into a stationary object. nicklogic: i should go eat mexican food nick: i am around black people in prison + HBO =
nicklogic: i should threaten rape immediatley
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I just need to be reassured: do you just deal it out, or can you deal with all that
I lay down? (2004-09-14 11:46) - blank - public

Music: fiona apple - tidal - sleep to dream

heh, reflex extended us all better life insurance, but I got turned down due to my [1]bipolar type I diagnosis.
didn’t expect that, honestly, although stats suggest 9 %-35 % of deaths among bipolars result from suicide.
hrmm. oh well, hug your local butterfly today if you can. they may need it.
for those who’re uninformed regarding bipolar disorder, kay jamison, ph.d.’s book [2]an unquiet mind is
an epic feat of scientific self-analysis, and i advise it heartily. her summary [3]here is, by far, the most
elegant and succinct writeup i’ve ever seen on the subject.
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bipolar_disorder
2.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0679763309/qid=1095177558/sr=8-1/ref=pd_cps_1/

103-6821130-9844660?v=glance&s=books&n=507846
3. http://www.bipolarhome.org/kay.html

saluki (2004-09-14 11:33:06)
Don’t feel too bad. I got turned down for disability insurance because my MOM suicided. Now, this made little sense
to me. Not the idea that because my mom suicided it is more likely statistically that I would, but I’d think I would
be ideal: almost no insurance pays off if the insured takes his or her own life. So I really don’t get it. They’d get my
premiums, and have a statistically good chance of never having to pay anything off. Go figure.
neurochemistry (2004-09-14 16:56:21)
So you actually read an unquiet mind? I had to read it in the spring for a class. I think I told you about it.
dankamongmen (2004-09-14 17:20:44)
sure did, and thanks! i’ve also ordered ”the cell”; let’s see if it compares.

1.7.13

gan xiang gan gan! (2004-09-14 17:44) - public

resolved: today i shall advise someone to keep it rizzealpolitik. adjudicated, not opined.
unya (2004-09-14 17:38:12)
is your title in chinese?
dankamongmen (2004-09-14 20:32:41)
supposedly, it’s a cultural revolution-era slogan meaning ”dare to think, dare to act!” but for all i know it means,
”whoever fronts with this slogan is an asshat.”
unya (2004-09-15 02:23:18)
I thought it read ”fuck salty fuck fuck!”
unya (2004-09-15 02:27:36)
Upon further inspection, ”dare to think, dare to act” is the correct translation. Although ”fuck salty, fuck fuck” is
not totally incorrect.
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dankamongmen (2004-09-15 02:35:37)
WORST LANGUAGE EVER

1.7.14

MARION BARRY: for the children (2004-09-15 04:44) - amused - public

Music: cat power - moon pix - american flag

”If Marion is out to deliver for the children of this city . . . I’m with him all the way. If it’s about something
else, then I’m not on the program.” Barry, 68, was nearly mobbed as he arrived late yesterday at his campaign
headquarters near Martin Luther King Jr. Avenue and Malcolm X Boulevard SE. After he stepped out of
his white SUV, he began to dance to a live band set up under a tent. As a throng of reporters converged
upon him, Barry pointed a slender finger. ”I told you so. I told you so,” he said.
sounds like a crack-smokingly good time awaits d.c.! the slender finger bit is voldemort-inspired all the
way.

1.7.15

and when momma’s not around, there’s no telling what we’ll do when we’re free
(2004-09-16 10:11) - chipper - public

Music: gerald levert - reach out (i’ll be there)

So so so busy as of late. I came pretty close to passing out standing up last evening, with about thirty
seconds of warning time from the moment I told Twitch, ”maybe I shouldn’t go to the ’lander...I’m feeling
ass-tired.” My 45-item todo list, scratched out feverishly through a haze of sleep deprivation and phenethylamine residue as Saturday’s party broke into Sunday’s somnolence, has been reduced to 12 annoyances. I
arrived early in the office today (and the 75S -> 85N [1]stack interchange really needs a banner reading,
”Where Atlanta Learns Left from Right”), but once I get home, the social calendar is all-consuming through
Sunday.
On Mer, 2004-09-15 at 21:04, Paul Jakma wrote:
> The intel IXP’s are like the above, XScale+extra-bits host-on-a-PCI
> card running Linux. Or is that what you were referring to with
> ” but they are all fairly expensive.”?
Last time I checked 2Ghz accelerators for intel and AMD were quite cheap
and also had the advantage they ran user mode code when idle from
network processing.
LOL. TOE is the shittiness. Give me better bus/iomem management, and I’ll move the world, thanks.
1-2-3-4, we shall offload stacks no more! The [ LJ User: zbtron ] is fitfully ill, but I’ve managed to avoid
contracting her pestilence despite a definite miasma in the WASPNest’s air. My oxlike constitution will
be further strengthened by the welcome chill advancing over Georgia. Three cheers for feeder bands, the
worldwide thermal balance and cyclogenesis overall.
1. http://www.fact-index.com/r/ro/road_junction.html#Types%20of%20interchanges%20between%20two%20freeways

zbtron (2004-09-16 08:12:40)
mmmm, yes, enjoy your muffins mr black. did you EVER STOP TO THINK how i greased the pan?!?! fluon my
friend. fluon. smoke your cigarettes.
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drinkin’ beer in the hot sun: i fought the law and i won (2004-09-23 11:44) - confident
- friends

Music: eminem - 8 mile soundtrack - lose yourself

in a few short hours i shall wage epic battle against Da Man in atlanta city court, and all shall know that
justice can indeed be purchased for no more than a several-thousand dollar lawyer. we hope. i have gone
underneath the shears and rendered my mane like unto a fresh-faced marine recruit, and assembled a suit
from various forgotten garb – if i do say so myself, i am one dapper and debonaire young white motherfucker!
i call upon the spirit of sir mix-a-lot!

MIX: What you pullin’ me over fo’ mistuh offi-suh?
COP: I’ll be askin’ the questions, Leroy.
MIX: My name ain’t Leroy, man.
COP: Heh, all right Jerome, outta the car.
MIX: Man, why I gotta be Jerome man? Why can’t I be Tommy or Philbert or something?
COP: Just put your hands on the hood, Muhammed.
It’s the man that you love to hate
Comin’ with East Cobb headspace
Cops don’t like my profile
’Cause Nick Black kicks much style
So the man is on my trail
He wanna take Nick to jail
If he does, I’ll make the bail
’Cause I know alot of rich females
I’m shakin’ ’em just like this
Keepin’ that Porsche in fifth
In ATL the cops don’t quit
Even when a young brother’s legit
So they follow me wherever I go
I hear ’em on the radio
With a scanner that I bought from the sto’
Cause a brother like Nick gotta know
I’m checkin’ them cops with radar
They don’t believe I’m a code star
That my brain is up to par
An I’m ready when they follow my car
I know they wanna spray me with Mace
Cause my trunk keeps pumpin’ much bass
But they best get outta my face
Cause one-times got no case, give it to me
One-times got no case
The police think I’m movin’ them keys
They trip cause I clock much D
They pull a gat an’ they yell out ”Freeze!”
I’m whippin’ out my I.D.
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My gat sits under my seat
The cops throw me out in the street
They found my gun like thieves
Officer Friendly has got a new beat
So I show him my gun permit
I told him I roll legit
Give me a test to see if I’m drinkin’
They claim my breath was stinkin’
They had me walk on the line
I walked backwards stopped on a dime
My female just reclines
Cause she knows I know the TIME
I’m hip to the cop procedure
They get ya everytime they see ya
They stop ya, they cuff ya
They roll ya an’ they rough ya
They ask what I do for a livin’
Should this information be givin’ ?
This is what keeps me driven
Some cops want a white boy in prison
So I got me a few attorneys
Just in case a cop wanna burn me
They protect me from the state
Cause one-time’s got no case, break it on down
One time’s got no case (cops don’t like me)
One time’s got no case
A cop asks me ”What’s my name, and don’t lie”
And I’m askin’ officer ”Why?
Why ya wanna mess with a brother like Nick
When you know I’m livin’ legit?”
The cop said ”Don’t get smart.
I tear white brothers apart”
I said ”Well take off your gun, if you wanna get done
An’ I’ll show you that I ain’t the one”
The cop rolled up his fist
Puts the handcuffs on my wrists
Then he threw a straight jab and he missed
A female cop pulls up and she’s pissed
But this cop had K-9
A soul sister, yes she’s fine
I said ”Won’t ya help a white boy outta bind?”
But that badge was going to her mind
So she stuck a billy club in my back
She said ”Don’t think because you’re fat
That I won’t beat you”, crack, ”hit you with the gat”
Her partner starts to laugh
Oooh, hit ’em again. Hit ’em again.
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So they took me on down to the jail
Duckhead and Jon came to pay my bail
Then we called Goldstein and Claire
Them’s my lawyers
Walkin’ up the stairs
To the courtroom dressed in suits
’Bout to give a couple cops the boot
So the female cop takes the stand
Took her oath with the wrong damn hand
My lawyers ate her up like catfish
The other cop pleads the fifth
She lost her job
I seen a few tears on her face
Sorry baby, one time’s got no case!

angry user (2004-09-23 09:11:14)
good luck sir.
iwillfearnoevil (2004-09-23 09:21:11)
a dirge for the hair! tho sacrificed in a good cause, still it saddens me.
kierah (2004-09-24 02:16:49)
whats the story behind this?
dankamongmen (2004-09-24 03:06:37)
i was tilting windmills, except the windmills looked a lot like concrete barriers, and i took a miata into battle rather
than a donkey. one could say we shot the ALBATROSS. as my house was 1.3 miles away from the incident, my
passenger and i began walking home. between the smoking wreckage’s scylla and I-85/75S’s 10 lanes of charybdis, it
seemed a safer place to report the (single car, no injuries) accident. there’s an awful lot less 85mph tonnage in my
living room. intercepted by police, i was issued 6 citations, but none for being black on a friday night. i can thank
officer d.j. vega, who took both his first and last names from super street fighter and answers to superintendent m.
bison.
kierah (2004-09-24 06:32:38) i see!
epic in deed. i hope you showed that pansy-ass cage fighter a thing or two in court.

1.7.17

Two trailer park girls go round the outside, round the outside, round the outside
(2004-09-24 03:15) - working - public

Music: two skinny j’s - supermercado - 718

IT PUTS THE [1]PROB/STATS ON ITS SKIN OR IT GETS THE HOSE AGAIN.
lebesgue integration and the establishment of measures gets me wet; why oh why must it all seem so dreary
this evening? fear rises from the deep like leviathan, and must be crushed. it makes N selections, each time
noting the color and replacing the lotion in the fucking basket! oh well, several more hours; with luck and a
bit more effort i should expect convergence toward 0wning.
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i’d really like to punk the jabronie who wears a suit every day by two or three standard deviations. how
does one put these no-talent what-nots in front of the money-makin’ jam boyz? we got some hats now,
motherfuckas!
also: i shall no longer refer to christianity, islam or the other major theisms lacking a self-correcting structure
(cf. science, surely an axiomized belief system all its own) by these names in vulgar conversation; the terms
are too loaded and prone to semantic dissonance. from now on, they’re all ”naive god theory” in honor of
[2]ZFC, Abian and Bog bless it.
1. http://www.math.gatech.edu/~ecroot/prob.html
2. http://mathworld.wolfram.com/Zermelo-FraenkelAxioms.html

angry user (2004-09-24 07:21:43)
CLEAN OUT YOUR PHONE’S INBOX. do it now.
dankamongmen (2004-09-24 07:46:13)
i’ve managed not to learn the password for my voice mail after some months now, and am not about to start. next
thing you know, people will be expecting calls back and shit. if it were up to me, you muthafuckas would stop comin’
up to me wit’ your hands out, lookin’ up to me like you want somethin’ free. when my last cd was out, you weren’t
bumpin’ me! but now that I got this little company, everybody wanna come to me like it was some disease. but you
won’t get a crumb from me, ’cause I’m from the streets of compton. I told em all, all them little gangstas, who you
think helped mold ’em all? now you wanna run around and talk about guns like I ain’t got none...what, you think i
sold ’em all?
eightbit (2004-09-24 08:16:36)
you make an entertaining modern-day ignatius reilly!
dankamongmen (2004-09-25 11:35:31)
i approve of confederacy of dunces references wherever they might be found, but i’m not getting it. hold on, my
valve!
zbtron (2004-09-24 07:28:27)
i think nick just calls himself and fills up his own mailbox with messages like ”nick, you are so popular” and ”nick, i
want to be like you” and then people try and call and.... its full. and we’re all, man, why is my inbox never full like
nick’s. it must be because i’m fat.
dankamongmen (2004-09-24 07:54:23)
i would totally be down, but all this self-pleasure’s left me with lockjaw. i’ve resorted to letting deez nuts do the
talking. 94 degrees of braggadocio, forests of hauteur on your momma’s spread.
spoonless (2004-09-24 11:23:37)
from now on, they’re all ”naive god theory” in honor of ZFC, Abian and Bog bless it. Nice! Although personally,
I don’t think axiomatic god theory would be any better, even if it could be made self-consistant. A robust theory
should be based mostly on empiricism, not axioms.

1.7.18

in excellent company (2004-09-25 06:11) - loved - public

Music: tori amos - boys for pele - professional widow
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checking facts for an email i was consing up, i stumbled upon confirmation that 10/05 has been a fine, fine
day for the world:
http://groups.google.com/groups?dq= &hl=en &group=comp.os.minix &as drrb=b &as mind=5 &as
minm=10 &as miny=1991 &as maxd=5 &as maxm=10 &as maxy=1991 &selm=1991Oct5.054106.4647
%40klaava.Helsinki.FI
i have no idea how this escaped my attention for so long. perhaps i’d best begin preordering based on
[1]this Economist article regarding trends in nootropics, by far the finest bit of layman-accessible research
i’ve seen on the subject.
1. http://economist.com/science/tq/displayStory.cfm?story_id=3171454

zbtron (2004-09-25 09:27:42)
doting? if you didnt demonstrate your ability to climb stairs so well last ngiht i would be out with asimo.

1.7.19

in the grim future of hello kitty, there is only war (2004-09-25 13:37) - predatory public

Music: mono - under the pipal tree - jackie says

Hrmm, it would appear that Prince Henry’s gone in for the Duchampv(”Redneck With Rifle and Methball
Descending the Stairs”) look:
Apparently, if the royal family ever goes the way of Charles I, we could find our very own King Ralph out in
Douglasville. mmv(”I’ve run out of spotted dick, can I eat some of yours?”). Under the spreading chestnut
tree I sold you and you sold me / There lie they and here lie we Under the spreading chestnut tree. Speaking
of eightballs and coder fuel, I’m rather confused by the rich crimson splashes of epistaxic pride contributed
to this morning’s shower; I hope my body is cleaning itself out, not just succumbing to the obdurate march
of glioblastomata, but who ever knows about these things?
Application of ”ghettoizations” above would have yielded two 14-letter g-words in one mishnah. I must
work harder.
This weekend is going to be the busiest in a long time, it appears, and that’s not taking into account
spontaneous performances by myself, for myself of Sir Joseph’s role in HMS Pinafore. I’m the monarch of
the sea! Well, Dick, we wouldn’t go for to hurt any fellow creature’s feelings, but you can’t expect a chap
with such a name as Dick Deadeye to be a popular character–now can you? It’s asking too much, ain’t it? It
is. From such a face and form as mine the noblest sentiments sound like the black utterances of a depraved
imagination. It is human nature–I am resigned.

1.7.20

heaven help me for the way i am; save me from these evil cash outlays before i
get them allocated (2004-09-27 04:34) - unstewardly! - public

Music: prong - cleansing - whose fist is this anyway?

While I owe any rigorous financial acumen to Kobliner’s [1]Get a Financial Life: A Guide to Personal Finance in Your 20’s and 30’s (an outstanding enchiridion advised by [ LJ User: angra311 ] some years ago)
and regular forays into the masochistic extremes of procrastination, I’ve always felt you could sum up personal accounting with two rules: the tighter the better, and check once a month for unexpected events. My
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father handed this sagelike advice down many years ago, and it’s guided me well despite being pronounced
after the sixth Coors Light and originally concerning sexual partners. At 19, I was out of school, out of
work and sitting on a little over 20k in debt (combined with a move back in with my parents and having
recently left the mental institution, these were the Dark Times I might refer to after my own six pack), but
what turned out to be an extremely fortuitous [2]job together with fanatical attention to SCF’s and the
Beer-and-Adderall-Diet-of-2000 saw it paid off within a year.
Over time, I stopped being so diligent about such matters. While this was fine when [ LJ User: mathslut ] was contributing to rent, I drove the $700 Volvo purchased from [ LJ User: elcielo ] and wasn’t back
in school, it won’t cut it anymore. In the past two months, tuition was paid, $2000 was stolen, four months
of car payments were made, I wrecked the aforementioned car, bail was incurred to the tune of $4,373, and
a lawyer was retained. That’s uncomfortably close to $10,000 in non-recurring expenses over 4 paychecks. I
fully admit that I’m incredibly blessed and lucky regarding my wageslaving, but if I had that kind of cash to
idly toss around, I’d be wearing custom-made condoms fashioned out of other people’s dicks. Not wanting
to bust into even short-term savings, I carded what could be plasticized and took advantage of no-interest
loans advanced by the best friends around for my bail. Grace periods have reached their nadirs, however,
and when it came time to optimize in light of opportunity cost (ie, one shouldn’t pay a %0 credit card debt
with funds from a 4 % MMF), I found myself unable to precisely state my positions. The time had come to
aptitude install gnucash.
[3]GNUcash is by far the most professional-looking Linux app I’ve ever seen, for values of ”professional”
approaching ”Windows-like” (personally, I find nothing more professional than Vim’s soothing column of
tildes). Hell, it has ”druids” to introduce basic tasks and keep trademark lawyers employed authoring position papers on the marketing relevancy of traditional necromancers vis-a-vis celtic mystics. I have managed
to merrily squander hours of precious research time importing credit card statements from 1998 and deeply
pondering the accounting impacts of entrepreneurial chemistry, and tracked trends most illuminating. I feel
like fucking Ross Perot with all these charts open, but hey, better Perot’s eccentricity than Peron’s Argentina.
Once done, from the $36 on-hand (assets! woo-hoo!) to the $5 I owe [ LJ User: psyched out ] (liabilities!
noooooooooo!), I discovered my total debt has skyrocketed to levels ridiculous indeed – nothing more than
Puff Daddy spends on a month of testicular waxing, but a full half of my liquid savings. This rude shock led
directly to a burst of stress-provoked consumerism: damn you, Amazon!
(oooh, I can’t hate you, sweet purveyor of used books. Jay Stevens’s Storming Heaven: LSD and the
American Dream, James Bamford’s The Puzzle Palace: A Report on [the NSA], the Newcastle Group’s
Reliable Computing Systems, Douglas Couplands’s All Familes are Psychotic and Miss Wyoming, Arthur
Phillips’s Prague, David Kahn’s The Codebreakers, Friedrich Ludwig Bauer’s Algorithmic Language and Program Development, my main man Edsger Dijkstra’s Selected Writings on Computing, and a supposedly mint
first edition/first printing of founding father Alonzo Church’s Introduction to Mathematical Logic for a little
under $130. holy fucking shit.)
In short, I must restrain conspicuous consumption (that’s ”bling bling” to you). Le sigh, twistav(”worked my
way up to an ounce and now I’m back to a ball.”) Let us remember the words of Calvin Broadus:
Yeah, niggas be brown-nosing these ’hos, and shit. Takin’ bitches out to eat and spending money on these
’hos, you know what I’m sayin’. I treat a bitch like Seven Up: I never have, I never will. I tell a bitch like
this: ”Bitch, you without me is like Harold Melvin without the Blue Notes. You’ll never go platinum!”
Indeed. Yo Daz, give me a light.
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http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0684872617/qid=1096274490/sr=8-1/ref=pd_csp_1/

002-4487060-6207255?v=glance&s=books&n=507846
2. http://reflexsecurity.com/company/ssdev.html
3. http://www.gnucash.org/

psyched out (2004-09-27 07:47:45)
ah, never mind it all–i’ve got the bulk of the cash & i see you on a biannual basis at best it seems–you’ve got enough
going on as is, no need to shell out additional costs for some slightly subpar discs you picked up many a moon
ago...merry fuckin’ christmas, i say!
mathslut (2004-09-27 11:05:00)
Douglas Couplands’s All Families are Psychotic I totally would’ve loaned this to you, dude. :) I do understand the
joyousness of having your own copy of a bright neon pink book though, and wouldn’t want to take that from you.

1.7.21

On the eastside (that s where I met my ramona), ”I wanna go to a party,” (that’s
what she said) (2004-09-27 06:16) - excited - friends

Music: nofx - the decline

MASSIVE BLUNT TRAUMA – THE 2004 FALL ROAST
With discontent at home and abroad, it seems there’s a lot less time these days to look around and reaffirm
the important aspects of life. We’d like to help.
This Saturday, primarily after [1]Explosions in the Sky at the [2]Earl but whenever you want to show
up (read this as ”no earlier than 10”, my well-meaning but clueless gehennom peeps), Duckhead and I will
be opening both the Duck Pond’s main chambers and Bob’s Party Time Lounge for your reveling needs. In
honor of our moving in, my 24th trip around the Daystar, and the 817th anniversary of Saladin retaking
Jerusalem from the hated Crusaders, we shall provide punch both delicious and incapacitating alongside
thristy kegs and a mighty blunt roast. Rumor has it that merriment of the dental persuasion will also be
available in measures previously unknown to these lands, although most likely on a donation basis.
Directions are available at [3]qemfd, and I’ll post up a flyer after we finish them today. Anyone who’d
like to aid in their strategic distribution across campus and Home Park should let me know. I’d like a sizable
turnout; we’ve definitely packed eighty people in one of these apartments before, and the new one + gigantic
terrace + lot spillover should comfortably accomodate over a hundred, so bring anyone I won’t hate. No
charge for entry, but donations will be appreciated and rewarded.
All the Tribes must congregate!
[ LJ User: quandry ], if you’re still thinking about merging parties, we’re down; let me know soon.
1. http://angels-gone.com/explosionsinthesky/
2. http://www.badearl.com/
3. http://dank.qemfd.net/

solsistr3 (2004-09-27 04:31:24)
Oh crap! I just started listening to Explosions in the Sky. They are awesome!
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dankamongmen (2004-09-27 05:04:40)
Why ”crap”? You should go; it’s only like $5.
solsistr3 (2004-09-27 10:23:50)
I just may! Saturday, you say?
opima (2004-09-27 12:20:06)
I would have gladly given up partying in downtown LA under a bridge and my right arm to come to your party. I
really miss atlanta parties.. hopefully I’ll be back in the winter :(
quandry (2004-09-30 15:49:54)
Ack! Sorry... moving has been a bit of a clusterfuck. sorry for not getting back to you earlier. it turns out that I’m
going to be in Raleigh this weekend. I’ll be back the weekend after and the weekend after that as well.

1.7.22

(2004-09-27 10:12) - giddy - public

Music: mr. t experience - now that you are gone

This message in today’s apt-showchanges report made me chuckle:
util-linux (2.12-9) unstable; urgency=high
The I-HATE-LINUX-TTY-HANDLING Release
New and improved tty-in-use check, that actually works. Closes: #272689
– LaMont Jones Wed, 22 Sep 2004 12:30:01 -0600
util-linux (2.12-10) unstable; urgency=low
The ”SO WHY IS LETTING TWO PROCESSES OPEN THE SAME TTY FOR READ A GOOD
THING” Release.
Admit that the kernel API doesn’t provide what we need, and turn the code back off. Discussions will follow
on how to deal with this post-sarge.
Closes: #272689, Reopens: #216658
– LaMont Jones Thu, 23 Sep 2004 22:29:09 -0600
But in far, far, far more exciting news, exciting like Pixies reunion tour news or ISS getting owned by
W32.Witty.Worm news, is the neighbor cache undergoing similar rigorizing as that enjoyed in the forwarding information base. Check out the hot J-hash action at [1]GMANE’s netdev archive. Mmmm, parliamentv(”gainin’ on ya!”).
1. http://news.gmane.org/group/gmane.linux.network/last=/force_load=t

cherryfractal (2004-09-27 09:43:44)
oh my god, youre such a geek....I LOVE IT!
zbtron (2004-09-29 07:43:58)
g33kdom rulz! w00t! just in case you were wondering about the strange IP address for this comment, its the CoC. in
case you wanted to know.
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Spooky little lizard girl, where did you run to? I only asked your name, never
meant to hurt you (2004-09-29 18:33) - nostalgic - friends

Music: beta band - los amigos del beta banditos - it’s over

Hah, memories thanks to the archival nature of :
[1]the flier from my 21st birthday, 2001-10-05
[2]the letter left on marcus’s computer the infamous night of 100 hits, summer 1999 (between FR and SO
years) when we lived in Fitten 411, the Lambda Sigma Delta chapter of Pi Omega Tau. A vial hits like
a freight train; if you intend to leave missives for those poking through your charred remnants, write it
beforehand.
1. http://gtf.org/ricecake/images/flyer1.gif
2. http://gtf.org/ricecake/nicks_message.txt

1.8
1.8.1

October
The position being taken is not to be mistaken For attempted education or righteous accusation (2004-10-01 06:36) - bouncy - public

Music: built to spill - ancient melodies of the future

erp, i’m not sure how it came to be 0640, but it seems high time to learn relational algebras and their impact
on databases. two hours. it’ll be very close. let’s hope a few years spent wasting incredible amounts of time
with my beloved [1]gprolog come in handy. last woke wednesday morning, and the first chance for repose
falls across coveted [ LJ User: zbtron ] time. oh well; it’s computer science in one of its most pleasantly
theoretical manifestations (at the undergrad level, anyway), and i tend to do strongly in such arenas.
and, of course, the nick [2]requires massive pressure to thrive. just call me fusion, bitch. and tomorrow
morning, i’ll be heading out to skitchietta at the unholy hour of 0645 to read for the annual walton academic
challenge. yay, tons of smart little kids reveling in the joy that is [3]savant-like memorization for [4]fun and
[5]profit (and yay, [6]rare bronn pics! (and hah, i am the biggest dork on earth)). ok, 0700, time for cs4400
to give up the nappy dugout. see y’all saturday at the place where the freaks and the creeps go! and oh
yeah, ...and you will know us by the trail of dead’s here on the 11th according to mr. ralabate. who’s wit
dat?
1. http://gprolog.inria.fr/manual/index.html
2. http://www.nytimes.com/2004/09/10/health/10stress.html?ex=1096776000&en=ad631a66fe7db1dd&ei=5070
3. http://waltonacademicbowl.freeservers.com/cgi-bin/i/photos/9798/hqf1.jpg
4. http://waltonacademicbowl.freeservers.com/cgi-bin/i/photos/9798/hq01.jpg
5. http://waltonacademicbowl.freeservers.com/cgi-bin/i/photos/9798/hqf5.jpg
6. http://waltonacademicbowl.freeservers.com/cgi-bin/i/photos/9798/wwrd1.jpg

cherryfractal (2004-10-01 09:23:49)
you rock my socks.
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losers are your weakness they will always touch your heart (2004-10-01 11:34) embarrassed - public

Music: outkast - the love below - pink & blue

Hrm. Passed out about 20 minutes into studying, waking up in a cold panic as class was starting on a
campus far away. ”huh? what’s going on here...AUGH WHAT TIME IS IT DID I MISS?!? AHH GOTTA
GO FUCK FUCK FUCK!” A minute later, I’m balls out down Ferst and screeching into a fine bit of illegal
parkery by Old Architecture, wondering if I should just study (warrengv(”a, go back to slingin’ dope, or b)
maintain and try to cope, or c) just get crazy and wild”)) outside the classroom and hope everything could
be hendled in the last third of allotted time. Discovering I had no cigarettes and uncomfortable under the
balmy Daystar, a mighty ”fuck it” was uttered and I strode in.
...things either went very well or very poorly. Assuming self-consistency on the part of the test and rigor on
the part of my logic, both the relational algebra and tuple calculus could be derived from careful analysis
of the problem set. Such seems quite an oversight on the part of the prof, though, and it may be that I
stumbled upon only one of several possible algebras, all consistent with the exam. Alternatively and much
more naggingly, exam inconsistencies could balloon from their naturally limited scope to a full-fledged skullfucking. phattynattychafeev(”you just don’t know! it all blows up in your face! topology isn’t just about
dicks and balls!”). Enough! I shall achieve psychosomatic liftoff, then get some stress out on the CVS tree.
cherryfractal (2004-10-01 09:19:07)
i seriously love how youre such a geek.!
opima (2004-10-01 12:16:35)
I’m sorry to hear of your predicament, but that’s a pretty funny story.. You having a human-like problem is almost
crazier to hear about than the ones I heard of before meeting you.. btw, Armand, the high school friend of Cash also
knew of you and several stories.. Funny getting the stories outside of being drunk in georgia. your name spans the
continent.
zbtron (2004-10-01 13:10:06)
your name spans the continent. i revel in it every day.

1.8.3

no time to talk bye! (2004-10-02 15:27) - scholarly! but not for long! - public

Music: pearl jam - vs. - w.m.a.

just checking in to announce WAC kicked a bunch of the ass, and restores faith in humanity’s future every
year. stacey from ezell-harding christian school, you’re taking my heart back with you to nashville. and now,
to procure bass like my name was les claypool, because tonight at 2300 the duck pond brings you MASSIVE
BLUNT DAMAGE, the 2004 fall party! woot! i hope to see all of you, and hopefully even some that aren’t
there at all.
rheostat001 (2004-10-02 18:10:50) score
heard about it this morning from zb. i’ll be there.
solsistr3 (2004-10-03 06:15:35)
Sorry I missed the party and the show!
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withdraw (2004-10-06 14:59) - empty - friends

Verbal summary of addiction and withdraw is impossible. Dancing around it in a Burroughs-esque word
horde of cacophony is the masturbatory equivalent of visualizing a four-dimensional entity as the sum of
shifting three-dimensional cuts (do remember, the next time a cube should spring up in the middle of one’s
room, that it’s most likely just the momentary intersection of a hypercube). Stripping it bare leaves nothing,
for withdraw is the lack of loaned meaning much as black the absence of light, what [1]Eliot’s Thunder Said:
”voices singing out of empty cisterns and exhausted wells.” Use of [2]meth in my modern era began last year
late in September. Save a few perfunctory attempts to quit, daily use has been the rule since.
The many men, so beautiful!
And they all dead did lie:
And a thousand thousand slimy things
Lived on; and so did I.
This inchoate attempt has made it to Day 5, longer than ever before. I’ve managed to alienate just about
everyone I’ve come into contact with over those five days, but there’s no real alternative. Bear with me, kids.
From an [3]interview with WSB:
”Okay, it was important in the sense that it provided material. But did it do something to your soul?” The
question was real but it couldn’t be said with too much intensity. Then it would sound melodramatic.
Burroughs, laughingly, ”That’s a metaphysical question.”
”Of course it is.”
”The whole experience of addiction and withdrawal does change people in some ways. Any basic experience is like that, like being in prison for a long time. Nobody who hasn’t been there knows what it means.
It does make some changes, yes.”
He who was living is now dead
We who were living are now dying
With a little patience

1. http://www.web-books.com/Classics/Poetry/Anthology/Eliot/Waste_5.htm
2. http://www.erowid.org/chemicals/show_image.php?i=meth/methamphetamine7.jpg
3. http://www.erowid.org/culture/characters/burroughs_william/burroughs_william_article1.shtml

cherryfractal (2004-10-06 12:55:29)
Meth is deadly. I worry about you.
piq (2004-10-06 13:45:04)
As someone who’s been there, did that (albeit in minor, more dispersed quantities) I believe in you. Keep trying. 5
days, 7 days, eventually a full month – no one, I repeat no one quits the first half dozen times. But eventually they
do, or they die. If you keep working on it and really want to quit, you can make it. You need to. Good luck!
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solsistr3 (2004-10-06 14:05:34)
This explains your absense at Soup Nite. :( A friend of mine recently came off of meth, and she has played thru. I’m
sure you’re sick of hearing, ”You can do it,” but you can. For real.
billings (2004-10-06 14:19:26)
Good luck.
(2004-10-06 18:48:39)
strong thoughts from NY -> ATL this next week. peace, -mike
wasteink (2004-10-06 21:35:52) Failure is never an option.
Keep up until you have success in sight. Then grab success by the throat with your bare, white-knuckled hands and
strangle it: slamming its head against the floor again and again and again, screaming in it’s face ”YOU’RE MY
BITCH, MOTHERFUCKER!” And when you’re done, stand up pale, shaking, and with the knowledge that you have
won and the day is justly yours. If you need to blow off stress and frustration, consider going to a range, getting a
lane, renting a .22LR pistol (Ruger and S &W both make some very comfortable models), and purchasing 100 rounds
of ammo and 3 - 4 targets. I find that cooking off a hundred rounds or so is quite excellent therapy. Be careful with
the .22. The trigger pull on those things is nominal. Don’t blow a chunk out of your pinky or anything. Total, it
should cost right around $30 - $45 for an hour of holistic healing. There’s a great range on Austell Rd. called Hot
Shots. I highly suggest it: it’s clean, well lit, comfortable, and has range markings on the walls. Don’t forget to start
with the target fairly close (right about 10’) so that you can get an idea of how the sights are set.

1.8.5

it continues (2004-10-07 12:33) - friends

i’ve slept all but about 20 hours since saturday’s party. thank god for that, although one wonders how long
the body can keep that kind of somnolence up. i dread a sea change; the waking hours are filled only with
ennui and the jejune. day 6. [heavy breath].
thank god for managers who understand, and the fact that i’ll still have a job despite managing to rouse
myself up to the office less than a full workday this week. this, of course, coming a few weeks after my boss
hand-delivered $1200 worth of bail money to friends waylaid by atm restrictions. my life is full of blessings.
Hope is the thing with feathers
That perches in the soul,
And sings the tune–without the words,
And never stops at all.
heroin was easier than this. of course, i was a spritely 16 years old, and had only been mucking about
with my veins for a few months. if i get through this, hell, cigarettes may come next. i no longer will need
to prove anything to myself. i’m not sure how likely that is :/.
subcultured (2004-10-07 10:04:44)
darlin, talk to me - what were you in jail for? good gracious we need to go have a drink ;]
cherryfractal (2004-10-07 10:08:34)
I battled heroin. You know, I’ve helped a lot of people with their addictions to meth and other substances through
yummy psychedelics - but I don’t know if you’re trying to get off things completely or just this. you’re so absolutely
beautiful. chat sometime? [aim: sugar eyelashes]
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litovka (2004-10-07 10:32:05)
Good luck!! Quitting cigarettes is a fabulous idea but it can wait. One at a time, in my uneducated opinion. And
hurrah for cool bosses.
quandry (2004-10-07 10:39:51)
If you’re not feeling up to the world I can drop by with some supplies. Cigarettes, pseudo-scallops, diet code red, etc.
Let me know.
mumpish (2004-10-07 10:59:32)
Hang in there, Nick, and worry not about the cigarettes. They smoke ’em double-fisted in AA, and any good junkie
knows winos are pussies; you’re probably entitled to chew unfiltered Luckies like bubble gum if it helps. Focus on
what matters and let lesser vices lie for another day.
zbtron (2004-10-07 11:36:17) meth withdrawl is fun!
sham! i went over to his place to drop off encouragement (scallops) and i found him dancing around his bedroom
in his underpants, pizza strewn about, listening to snow. i think nick just wanted to have a pizza-underpants-dance
party for a week or two and not have to answer to society after.
dankamongmen (2004-10-07 11:48:37) Re: meth withdrawl is fun!
The chairman stands. Chairman: ”We find in favor of ... BIG AMERICAN PARTY!” Narrator: ”Yayyyy! Everybody disco dancing, big party, fun for all! I am having very good time! Robot dancing? Oh no, police!” Riot police
storm the courtroom, and everyone spills out. The giant robot transforms into a car and several pile in.) ”Quickly, in
here! Who is driving? Omigod, bear is driving, how can that be?” Dante and Randal move to a different car. ”Car
full of midgets! Here we are, Korean animation studio!” The car transforms without offloading its cargo. Inside, a
giant rat whips the animators, chained to their desks. Rat: ”Everybody work! Everybody work! Everybody work!”
Animators: ”Big mean man whip us. We are slaves.” Robot punches through wall. ”Help us!” Randall and Dante:
”We will stop you. There is no escape this time!” Rat: ”No! It is you who will not be escaping.” Randall and
Dante: ”Pikachu, please don’t sue!” Small yellow monster hops about and fires beams. Jay and Silent Bob peek up a
sailor-suited blonde’s skirt and giggle. Randall and Dante attack, but are repulsed.Narrator: ”Axel Foley and Judge
Reinhold!” They stuff bananas into the rat, who laughs. ”How crude! Oh no!” A random character appears, wearing
wire-flight harness. Tom Cruise: ”You want the truth, you can’t handle the truth, show me the money!” His kung-fu
boot crunches the rat’s nose. All: ”Hooray! Your honor!”
donicer (2004-10-07 12:16:26) Re: meth withdrawl is fun!
That rocks.
dankamongmen (2004-10-07 11:50:08) Re: meth withdrawl is fun!
[top.jpg]
dankamongmen (2004-10-07 11:51:19) Re: meth withdrawl is fun!
oh and by the way withdrawl is not a word.
angry user (2004-10-07 13:44:39) Re: meth withdrawl is fun!
yer in tha south. is 2.
dj ricecake (2004-10-07 16:45:32)
Wow, hope you’re hanging in there. I gotta run now, but happy (belated) birthday too. Your check will be in the
mail soon :-)
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lorigami (2004-10-07 20:48:11)
good luck dear. take care.

1.8.6

nancy of silence (2004-10-07 15:43) - chimerical - public

Music: moe - no doy - buster

I one day hope to have the privilege of voting for Nancy Pelosi. I’m utterly unable, however, to find a concrete
description of her voting record regarding nuclear power expansion or primary agricultural subsidies, two of
my hot-button issues. The only things I find myself consistently disagreeing with her on are her oppression
of firearm owners and what seems a generally uninformed, knee-jerk environmental policy. Anybody have
info, or even a Roll Call archives subscription?
cherryfractal (2004-10-07 14:06:19)
I think you should vote for me.
dankamongmen (2004-10-07 14:09:48)
I don’t vote for Canadians unless they’re down with the Parti Qubcois.
dankamongmen (2004-10-07 14:10:25)
Mouvement souverainet-association 4-eva, bitchez!
cherryfractal (2004-10-07 14:20:16)
hahahaha. oh man. that made me giggle lots and lots. You rock. But i hate quebec. a lot. just like the NY yanks.
*shudder*
jsw (2004-10-07 14:39:20)
I did a quick search on vote-smart.org, and I came up with [1]this, which basically says that in 2002 Pelosi voted
against extending the federal agricultural programs for 6 years. I’m not at all familiar with the intricacies of that
bill, though. If you plug her name into [2]http://vote-smart.org, you can find a ton of information about her voting
record. Unfortunately, the way it’s organized makes it slow to find stuff. The subject of agricultural subsidies is
also interesting to me, and I’ve heard almost no discussion of it by politicians (perhaps partly because I live in an
extremely dense urban area). When [3]Joseph Stiglitz gave a lecture at MS last year, he spoke a lot about subsidies
(cotton subsidies, in particular) and their devastating effects on poorer countries.
1. http://www.vote-smart.org/issue_keyvote_detail.php?vote_id=3174&can_id=H0222103
2. http://www.vote-smart.org/
3. http://www-1.gsb.columbia.edu/faculty/jstiglitz/bio.cfm

dankamongmen (2004-10-07 14:54:07)
Oh man, Globalization and its Discontents is the book that got me so up-in-arms about the issue (and switched most
of my feelings re: globalization in the first place). Stiglitz is the fucking man. The reason you don’t hear about
subsidies is that they’re utterly required to bring home the electorally-rich midwest, and entirely useless beyond.
Vote-smart pisses me off.

1.8.7

(2004-10-07 16:43) - public

Music: gustav holst - the planets (bernstein conducting)
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deanwormerv(”narcotized, guzzling tab and blaring gustav holst is no way to go through life, son.”), but it’s
guaranteed to draw stares while rolling in one’s six-fo’ down [1]Glenridge Drive (having hit Slaussen). Thanks
so very much for the beatificating orange roundies, [ LJ User: iwillfearnoevil ]; I ate two and when They
called me, I responded ”Here I am!” Anyway, I really wish at times like this that I had a vicar’s gabardine
and surplice, and could walk into the office bellowing things like ”I AM THE BRINGER OF WAR YOU
SUMSOBITCHES.”
1.

http:

//www.mapquest.com/maps/map.adp?country=US&countryid=US&addtohistory=&searchtype=address&cat=&address=5730%
20Glenridge%20Dr%20Ne&city=Atlanta&state=GA&zipcode=30328%2d5522&search=%20%20Search%20%20&searchtab=address

neraka (2004-10-07 18:13:10)
holy shit.. bernstein conducting who? the ny philharmonic?
dankamongmen (2004-10-07 22:45:27)
Absolutely. I believe this to be the actual CD (it’s sitting at work): http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail//B00000DRY3/qid=1097214 266/sr=8-11/ref=sr 8 xs ap i11 xgl15/104-9940828-1860757?v=glance &s=classical
&n=507846 gotta love the $1.00 classical rack at disc-go-round. and who dis is, who dis is?
dankamongmen (2004-10-07 22:47:37)
nevermind, i figured it out. welcome to the reflex family! excelsior!
neraka (2004-10-08 05:10:25)
hah. i thought you might, but didn’t get this comment emailed to me. damn you livejournal. thanks. i’m looking
forward to november 1.
neraka (2004-10-08 05:09:44)
nice. berstein is such a cool guy. that’s got to be a great recording. i’ll have to get a copy. this is greg that you’ve
still got to have jager and red bull with.

1.8.8

(2004-10-07 19:27) - apt! - public

Music: ...and you will know us by the trail of dead - baudelaire

HOLY SHIT I TOTALLY CALLED [1]ELFRIEDE JELINEK. Not but two days ago I told a friend from high
school, ”I’d spread 50 on both of [2]Atwood and Jelinek (who gets no link due to obnoxious lack of English
sites, fuck you multiple actively-used languages are perhaps the most frightful source of suboptimality in
the world)” in response to her assertion that [3]Philip Roth would win – surely an upsetting thought for
Roth, who’d have to forgo his major theme of I’m-just-a-bewildered-Jew-in-a-crazy-goy-world,-love-me! and
hasn’t written anything of merit since 1996’s [4]Sabbath’s Theater anyway ([5]Operation Shylock, the most
self-aggrandizing sack of dreck this side of C. D. Payne’s [6]Youth in Revolt (which augh has [7]a sequel
now?!? [0]) began the decline IMHO. Where’s his next [8]Portnoy’s Complaint or, better yet, [9]Our Gang?).
Where does one place bets on Nobel futures? Ahh, apparently [10]Centrebet.com. On it.
[0] nifty fact from Winchester’s [11]The Meaning of Everything: ?! or !? is known as the interrobang in
typographic circles.
1. http://www.reuters.co.uk/newsPackageArticle.jhtml?type=entertainmentNews&storyID=598216&section=news
2. http://www.owtoad.com/home.html
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3. http://www.houghtonmifflinbooks.com/authors/roth/
4.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0679772596/qid=1097192773/sr=8-5/ref=pd_csp_5/

104-9940828-1860757?v=glance&s=books&n=507846
5.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0679750290/ref=pd_bxgy_text_1/104-9940828-1860757?v=

glance&s=books&st=*
6. http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0385481969/qid=1097192863/sr=2-1/ref=pd_ka_2_1/104-9940828-1860757
7. http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1882647157/qid=1097192863/sr=2-2/ref=pd_ka_2_2/104-9940828-1860757
8.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0679756450/qid=1097192773/sr=8-2/ref=pd_csp_2/

104-9940828-1860757?v=glance&s=books&n=507846
9.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0375726845/qid=1097192952/sr=8-1/ref=sr_8_xs_ap_i1_xgl14/

104-9940828-1860757?v=glance&s=books&n=507846
10. https://secure.centrebet.com/
11.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0198607024/qid=1097193163/sr=8-2/ref=pd_csp_2/

104-9940828-1860757?v=glance&s=books&n=507846

mumpish (2004-10-07 18:23:01)
Interrobang. I love it. It is now a part of my personal lexicon, and I shall go out of my way to use it.
dankamongmen (2004-10-07 22:51:11)
[beam] My Utmost for his Highest!
dankamongmen (2004-10-07 22:52:50)
And you’ll be aided by these good people: http://www.interrobang-mks.com/ The INTERROBANG has been described as ”an obscure punctuation mark.” The purpose of this page is to move the INTERROBANG from the
obscure to the ubiquitous. A SHORT HISTORY As an advocate of precision in communication, the concept of
the INTERROBANG was introduced by Martin K. Speckter in 1962 in an article written for TYPEtalks Magazine.*
The INTERROBANG was created to fill a gap in our punctuation system where writers often used typographically
cumbersome and unattractive combinations of the question mark and exclamation mark to punctuate rhetorical
statements where neither the question nor an exclamation alone exactly served the writer. (HOW ABOUT THAT?!)
iwillfearnoevil (2004-10-08 09:14:09)
I can’t wait til you get to the end. That book made me so so so so happy! Particularly the priggish insular wonderful
onanistic joyous ending. You have it ripped, you knpow. you should play the last track of the last cd to get the full
effect.
dankamongmen (2004-10-08 10:25:05)
i finished it at 3am last night, and totally bawled when murray died :(.
dankamongmen (2004-10-08 10:26:28)
also, how did they weave the footnotes into the audiobook? without the footnotes, it is a nothing!
iwillfearnoevil (2004-10-08 11:34:40)
Hrm. I’m not sure. Sometimes he seemed to be speaking parenthetically. I think he picked his favorite footnotes
(probably most of them) and wove them into the narrative. I cried at the end speech about the English language.
It made my neo-colonialism swell to painful bursting.
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she’s a cold-hearted snake, look into her eyes, oh oh, she’s been tellin’ lies
(2004-10-11 14:56) - happy - public

Music: fraggle rock theme!

We have apparently either just hired or are about to sell something to the hottest diamondsv(”little darlin’”)
I’ve ever seen in here. icecubev(”Looked in the sky, saw the Goodyear Blimp; it read Nick Black’s a pimp,
yeah”). She shall be mine!
[1]Information Security Magazine asks for your ”Christmas Security Wishlist”. Here’s the top 5 accomplishments I’d like under my IPS head developer tree:
5a) The [2]X/FB/[3]DRI [4]DRM issues [5]resolving themselves under Linux and the long-awaited redesign
to be completed, because it annoys me to no end and I have to deal with this shit to get an acceptable coding
environment involving both copious vterms and a pretty, responsive X ([6]FBDRI’s further ubiquity would
be a nice start; I want my goddamn [7]PetrV matroxfb back),
5b) [8]ct sync and other HA [9]network migration infrastructure being more thoroughly developed upon, 4)
Auditing of the Linux [10]bridging layer (help us help us, StevenH!), and rigorization ala that performed on
the [11]rtcache and neighbor cache, 3) USEFUL FPGA/whatevers to which regex’s might be exported and
packets somehow moved through with minimal FSB impact, 2) Resolution of the slowdowns on the RX path,
perhaps via some kind of TOE, and and the number one issue I’d like to see improved, my [12]Millennial Problem (with all due respects to [13]Hilbert): 1) Vulnerabilities sent to I[DP]S developers at the same time as code
clients. not so much to ask, y0! get on it. [ouzo](0) $ cat .gaim/logs/aim/dankamongmen/racarate32/200410-11.154* Conversation with racarate32 at 2004-10-11 15:42:09 on dankamongmen (aim) (15:42:09) ralabate:
2 questions (15:42:22) ralabate: 1. adderol? (15:42:28) ralabate: 2. np != p ? (15:42:59) dankamongmen:
1 can be found (15:43:16) dankamongmen: 2 is correct by my and most people far smarter than myself’s
opinions (15:43:37) ralabate: oh i meant when are we going to spray paint it all over atlanta (15:43:42)
dankamongmen: ahhhh! (15:43:49) dankamongmen: soon, soon, perhaps all saint’s eve (15:43:53) dankamongmen: we’ll have a tirck for them (15:43:55) dankamongmen: oh yes, yes (15:43:56) ralabate: ahaha
(15:43:58) ralabate: excellent (15:44:06) dankamongmen: let me taste them, atlanta, let me taste the tears
of unfathomable sorrow (15:44:13) dankamongmen: as we crush your dreams (15:44:21) dankamongmen: of
rapid computation [ouzo](0) $
1. http://infosecuritymag.com/
2. http://www.x.org/
3. http://dri.sourceforge.net/cgi-bin/moin.cgi/"
4. http://lkml.org/lkml/2004/9/3/398
5. http://www.finux.org/Reprints/Reprint-Packard-OLS2004.pdf
6. http://fbdri.sourceforge.net/
7. http://www.kerneltraffic.org/kernel-traffic/kt20030509_215.html#13
8. http://www.finux.org/Reprints/Reprint-Welte-OLS2004.pdf
9. http://www.finux.org/Reprints/Reprint-Almesberger-OLS2004.pdf
10. http://bridge.sourceforge.net/
11. http://www.enyo.de/fw/security/notes/linux-dst-cache-dos.html
12. http://mathworld.wolfram.com/HilbertsProblems.html
13. http://scienceworld.wolfram.com/biography/Hilbert.html

cherryfractal (2004-10-11 12:42:42)
jesus, i think youre the geekiest person i know.
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angra (2004-10-11 14:58:08)
Nick, I’ve seen a system presented at the High Performance Embedded Computing Workshop (and others) over the
last few years that does #3. They have a FPGA engine software that allows a user to input a packet signature and
turns the list of entered signatures into an FPGA to do packet scanning. I think they intend for this to go directly
into routers though, so it’s not exactly what I think you are describing.
smellycoder (2004-10-11 20:19:13)
who are you, mysterious livejournal commenter? (i meant to ask this a long time ago, but life got in the way)
dankamongmen (2004-10-13 04:18:18)
nick TFM black, duh!
smellycoder (2004-10-13 05:36:40)
have we met?

1.8.10

weave in the hair weed in the purse, still krunk, babyseat all across the back,
clothes in the trunk (2004-10-13 07:20) - contemplative - friends

Music: aaliyah & timberland - try again

I’m the fool supplyin’ the dro
I’m the fool supplyin’ the blow
I’m the playa who got you chicken heads knockin’ at my door
Tellin’ me that you diggin’ me
Tellin’ me I’m your man to be
Girlfriend, it still costs a fee
Get yo rags and work the streets

”Upside down and inside out, about to show all you folks what it’s all about.” Hell yeah, a bit of Tag Team
for the morning. I woke up around 3am, finished what’s become a nigh-yearly reread of Bryce Courtenay’s
[1]The Power of One, a far less whiney novel about South Africa than the only alternative I’m aware of,
Paton’s seminal [2]Cry, The Beloved Country (which shall now be further devolved in these eyes, having
been selected for Oprah’s despised book club, ugh). It is a testament to a solid classical education, I
suppose, that both of these were assigned as school reading in their own times – Bryce was 1/3 of Marist’s
World Lit reading over that sweet adamsv(”summer of ’96”), Alan 1/5 of Walton’s AP English sunny
pages year of our Lord 1997. Courtenay tells one of the absolute finest coming-of-age tales ever put to
words, perhaps the finest, and should absolutely be required reading for anyone who thinks some single
mother from [3]America’s biggest aircraft carrier really knows how to weave a legend of oppression and the
overcoming thereof. As dawn breaks, I need to get some [4]work done and a paper (sorry, no link available
for CS8001-INF) written up, but it’s been some time since I’ve updated the good peeps of LJ as to la vida
dank.

Physical: I’m back to some weight training, having not lifted since boxing ended last year (taken
up as a physical outlet after the [ LJ User: mathslut ] breakup 2003-09-11; I was otherwise going to break
my hands punching walls, and how safe could the Internet then be?). I’m rediscovering musculature in my
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biceps, dorsals and pects, but to the detriment of my triceps, gluts, quads and calves – I need to build a
dip bar, and find a way to do squats around here. I can bench my weight (currently 195lbs, but growing,
see below) without trouble, the simple ratio IMHO qualifying one as a minimally fit person, but cannot do
so as the tip of pyramid lifting. I must work harder. That having been said, fuck the women’s volleyball
team and SAVE GT BARBELL CLUB! Until I have proper equipment, almost all development is being
accomplished via early morning pushups and situps. First head, then heart, that way small beats big from
the start. We have room here in the Duck Pond for a basic lifting room, and living in subterrania res means
the weight shouldn’t be a problem.
Meth withdraw’s physical affects have waned, yesterday hopefully being the last one sacrificed to
twenty hours or more of sleep. I’ve stopped counting the day as my first action upon waking, but this
should be smack dab in the middle of week 2. Oh, my droogies, I am now eating all the food my tweaking
body rejected during the good times, just as I spent last week primarily soaking up many moons’ worth of
sleep. The weight, it begins to pile on. I’ve leapt from a trim and fighting 185 to this accursed 195 (I’m 6’1
for those who don’t know the fleshme), modulo poundage attributed to water fluctuation, in just these 11
short days. I have no doubts that I’ll center around 200 before things are done; far better than the obese
and foul 220 I hovered around for much of last year, but *damn*, I liked the 170 I hit in the middle of my
twelve months of big tweaker party (no one else did, but most of you probably haven’t fought down from
250; that degree of morbidity can leave a lot of desire for waif). I’m quite happy at 200, so long as my BMI
stays at a sane level, but right now I doubt very much that it’d fly.
With great thanks to modern developments in medicine, especially childrens’ nutrition, I remained
largely free this year of plague and contagion. I have built my tolerance up to about 20 multivitamins a
day, and hope both to live forever and piss an iron gallstone the size of my head.
Intellectual: No complaints here. I’ve met two thirds of my linguistic goals, the major intellectual
bellwether set for this year. The Christmas break saw a week invested in reattaining fluency in my beloved
[5]Latin, working the odd exercises in [ LJ User: iwillfearnoevil ]’s well-worn copy of [6]Wheelock and then
translating some Virgil, Horace and Seneca during bowl games (GT’s shellacking of shitty Tulsa on the blue
fields of Boise’s Humanitarian Bowl notwithstanding) to ensure competancy. Aequam memento rebus in
arduis servare mentem. Greek has been slower in coming, not having nearly so many years’ grounding in
it, but I’m proudly passable with a dictionary in hand. Aramaic will likely be invited to blow me, as I’ve
grown far more fascinated by Hebrew, but can’t see myself tackling either until the year’s end.
As promised to myself last November, I’ve been good about spending at least three hours per day
reading both hortatory and homiletic material, to the tune of about 4-5 books per week, evenly split along
fic and nonfic lines. Most of the nonfiction has, predictably, been given to the nature of computer science
textbooks and math/physics texts running from the pop to the scholarly, but there’s been a fair mix of
historical and psychological/physiological material as well. I still find myself sorely lacking in architecture,
botany, pure chemistry and fine arts, but two music classes at GT (3610 - Music from 1250-1750 and 3620
- Music from 1750-Present Day) were most enlightening and remedied an embarassing shortcoming. Opera
and paintings are tough. I can differentiate aria from recitative and reference Wagner’s trap door within
the Festspielhaus, all mere academic bowl points that let my rap-addicted, metal-educated self fake a trail
through high society but don’t help cognize The Magic Flute’s libretto. Likewise, I’d own Jeopardy were
they to reference enlongated forms (Modigliani) or fleshy, sensual nudes (Peter Paul Reubens), but damn if
I’ve seen more than a few paintings in my life which moved me (Hopper’s [7]Nighthawks and Blume’s [8]The
Rock being the first two I can think of). Maybe I’m just not cut out to dig fine arts – tell yo fuckin’ slut to
bring dat ass out da house, ’cause yo daughter’s known for giving up the nappy dugout. Ahh, that’s my
rich sustenance.
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Mental: Meth made me insane, what can I say? It had to go. We’ll reappraise this once I’ve authoritatively quit it, which I’ll call...two and a half more weeks from now. I HATE COLD TURKEY.
Spending the first few months after the breakup with [ LJ User: iwillfearnoevil ], or the zero-sum information
matrix as I’ve come to lovingly refer to her, did no wonders for my sense of reality. Que sera, sera. Working
full-time plus full-time school plus full-time research makes Nick a dull boy, and we’ll see how I continue to
pull off that junta in the aftermath of synapse-jacking.
Emotional: Not as bipolar as I used to be, or at least better at recognizing and fighting off manifestations. Still more bipolar than most people. Loving hanging out with [ LJ User: zbtron ], although we
do have a tendency to break up once a week or so for some damnfool reason (I’m not actually sure what
our status is right now, as I’ve been asleep too long to speak authoritatively on such principia naturalis).
It’s insanity, but not in the lizsatterfieldv(”I’m going to make a sign you can flip saying one of ’Nick and [
LJ User: litovka ] ARE | ARE NOT going out’ and bring it to The Deck”) mode, praise Bog. I’d like to
think I’ve grown a bit since that wonderful (gag) age of 19. [ LJ User: zbtron ] is, of course, 20. Karma
bites you right in the ass, but ack she is a splendid example of everything right about humanity. [ LJ User:
iwillfearnoevil ] has recently wandered back into life following about three months of mutual silence, and I
am utterly unsure about how to respond to her. Part of me still digs her and finds her uniquely brilliant,
part of me remembers the protean hell that was this spring (for a scientist, working within an ere-shifting
set of axioms is a torment sui generis and one not easily forgotten) and asks, ”anyway, isn’t she supposed to
be getting married?” [ LJ User: zbtron ] pretty much is making this decision for me, leaving me more time
to code. It’s good to have my taco buddy back, though; can’t complain here.
Most importantly, I feel I’ve become far more honest with others and, still more importantly, myself.
Work/Fiscal: Reflex kicks ass. We are making money hand over fist, after a brief time of tumult
introducing the A/V gateway our customers are happy, we’re hiring smart kids on, and 100 hour workweeks
are a thing of the past. I’m still saving at least 35 % post-taxes of every paycheck, alongside 10 % pre-taxes
in my 401(k), leaving me with about $2500 of unallocated cash to play with each month. Debt crept up
between wrecking the Miata, hiring lawyers and paying bail, but it’s being paid down and, quite frankly,
any single healthy man sans child who can’t make do with that amount is an untrustworthy bastard who
needs to take checkbook-balancing classes. That having been said, drugs aren’t getting any cheaper, and
the calculated $15k spent on meth this year will be welcomed back into the bank account. I’m still waiting
for my 5 % of Reflex to become 100 % of a big Scrooge McDuck-esque pile of cash with which I can tour the
world’s great libraries and universities after tithing to GT, Walton, [9]NORML and [10]the ACLU (Marist,
you kicked me out and will get nothing, gnash the teeth, yes).
Overall, it has been a year of accomplishment, though not as much as I’d like, but I feel I’m on the
right track. Excelsior!
Ever higher,
Nick

1.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/034541005X/qid=1097666961/sr=8-1/ref=pd_csp_1/

104-9940828-1860757?v=glance&s=books&n=507846
2.
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0743262174/qid=1097667077/sr=2-1/ref=pd_ka_b_2_1/104-9940828-1860757
3. http://www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook/geos/uk.html
4. http://www.reflexsecurity.com/products/products.html
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5. http://www.thelatinlibrary.com/
6.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0060956410/qid=1097670093/sr=8-3/ref=pd_csp_3/

104-9940828-1860757?v=glance&s=books&n=507846
7. http://www.artic.edu/aic/collections/modern/75pc_hopper.html
8. http://library.thinkquest.org/13348/html/rock.html
9. http://www.norml.org/
10. http://www.aclu.org/

eightbit (2004-10-13 06:55:19)
and we’ll see how I continue to pull off that junta in the aftermath of synapse-jacking. junta? like a boolean analysis
junta?
iwillfearnoevil (2004-10-13 07:18:27)
I think more like this: http://www.geocities.com/shavlego/womrep 1.html
eightbit (2004-10-13 07:52:29)
frown.
angry user (2004-10-13 07:57:01)
I can bench my weight (currently 195lbs, but growing, see below) without trouble, the simple ratio IMHO qualifying
one as a minimally fit person, but cannot do so as the tip of pyramid lifting. christ. I suck. I can’t bench anything
close to my bodyweight yet. I got up 185. barely, once. Sucks, but then, I have maybe 7 monthes in my whole life
where I’ve been lifting. Broken up into the last 2-3 monthes and 3-4 last year. My target is 225 lbs. It’s taking a
while. Also, you should join the barbell club. I need a partner.
georgemcfly (2004-10-13 09:22:38)
I’m very pleased that you are doing better now – especially that you are off meth! I had no idea that you pulled such
a rigorus reading schedule, either. Though I certianly should have guessed. Excelsior? Who do you think you are,
Stan Lee?
neraka (2004-10-13 20:33:06)
cheers to kicking meth. while i enjoyed the sense of profundity in every moment of my short-lived meth binge, i tired
quickly of the crawling pavement’s ability to erode my sense of reality. your study ethic amaze me.

1.8.11

Let’s get emotional girls to all wear mood rings so we’ll be tipped off to when
they’re ticked off (2004-10-13 09:50) - amused - public

Music: trick daddy - let’s go (feat. twista & lil’ jon)

murmurs from the duck pond
[ LJ User: eric9 ]: there’s no food in the fridge again
dank: isn’t there vodka?
duckhead: yeah, last night i drank vodka with water
dank: hrmmm. i was asleep. the purple shit was in here; i think i got dehydrated somehow
[pause]
dank: i’m getting some tab and diet coke today. can you get some beers?
duckhead: i wonder where there’s hamburger
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everyone involved in this conversation was smoking menthol cigarettes in their underwear. my life is good.
time for the office.
eric9 (2004-10-13 08:07:47) Correction
”There is nothing in the fridge again” As we all know condiments such as mustard do not count, and if they did, why
was I forced to dispose of my copious collection of barbecue sauces? Origin unknown my ballsack. Origin=Me. As
did the origin of my 3 liter of Dr K, which mysteriously emptied itself... -eric9

1.8.12

and one more thing before i’m outie (2004-10-13 10:02) - confused - public

Music: add n to (x) - avant harde - skillz

from kevin spett and the daily dave, i give you http://lists.immunitysec.com/pipermail/dailydave/2004October/001011 .html:
”Also, if you’re trying to hire people and have to hire Americans who can get clearance, then you pretty
much can only hire ex-Intel people and monks, because as far as I can
tell, those are the only people in America who have skills and don’t smoke pot.”
THE UNDERNET LIVES. [ LJ User: eric9 ] is a liar; our fridge has a bag of shredded cheese, origin
unknown, and a jar of mustard – delicious spicy brown mustard.
I got my trash can back today! And now to the office for rizzeal.
waltongirl6905 (2004-10-13 12:55:43)
Hi, I left a message on the GT community too, but I figured this would be easier for you. My older sister graduated
Walton in ’98 too. Small world, huh? She said you got Most Intellectual back then.
dankamongmen (2004-10-13 13:25:24)
Bizzarely enough, my younger sister is in your grade at Walton. I would like to say graduating class, but no one’s
sure. If you’re coming to GT, I assume you can say hey to Mrs. Dutter :). She deserves some big AP Physics
love, having let me get away with skipping school after putting up with some hand-waving about pointlike particles,
uncertainty and the Planck constant. Good times.

1.8.13

omk-fg what a fabulous day (2004-10-14 03:16) - jubilant - friends

Music: pixies - umass umass umass umass umass

i went to work and cleaned the clock of some misbehaving code, left at 1300 or so, cut off no less than a dozen
people on the way back (4 of them in one fell swoop at the Shell on Roswell by 285 (FUCK FOUR PEOPLE
trying to take a left across three lanes of traffic blocked like Frank Black’s (more on him later) colon; that’s
some terrortastic shit right thar) on my way to a fine newcastle or three with [ LJ User: zbtron ] for brunch.
then it was off to cnn centre, and the durango purred real horrorshow as new, cheaper pixies tickets were
acquired from [ LJ User: lyricsboy ], the k-raddest indie devboy in the newsroom. i reaffirmed my utter lack
of direction in downtown’s core (i could circle cnn, gsu and the coadunation of statecraft for hours without
getting anywhere, and have done so too numerously many times to count), and enjoyed brisk constitutionals
there and back combined with some madcap dashing across major thoroughfares, reminiscient of our halcyon
days engaging in the battues that were 85-Sprints [0]. came back, met up with [ LJ User: sylvanrage ] and [
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LJ User: dewzi ] after roughhousing with some proust (no better than i remember it being last time i tried,
and the only downer on the day), and rediscovered an old hookup who scored some off-the-chain blow. hyped
to the gills, it was pixiespixiespixies with z to the bizzee, then highlander and making out in the soft light of
hartford place parliamentv(”and its vanilla suburbs”). i’m beatified, though not in any churchly manner.
huzzah for every song i love save into the white being played in one of the best shows i’ve ever seen.
they’re all fat but rock house like gg allin.
[0] An 85-Sprint is, of course, a deadmilkmenv(”cool Coors 16 ouncer”) chugged while one runs across the
downtown connector. It’s like a Greek Week event with far fewer fratboys and the excitement of massive
trauma rather than dreary old date rape back at the house. hatepolicev(”There will be plenty of death!”)
Closely related but strictly divergent is the 285-Dash-o’-Lore, a time trial involving that Great Circle defining
our Perimetre, 4 programmers and a case of Milwaukee’s Best Light, affectionately known as ”The Least”
(a back-formation (thanks, [ LJ User: kierah ]!) of Milwaukee Best’s ”The Beast”, which in turn plays
hadron to Milwaukee Best Ice, ”The Ieast (pronounced Yeast)”’s lepton [1]). These are the two Great Games
defining the Eristic and Aneristic Alabandicals, consummated in Sport, whereupon whippets are consumed
immediately prior to running up and down flights of stairs. This act having been deemed to exemplify all
known goals of various game, sport and kriegsspiel, is known now merely as Sport and played by Discordians
and people of much ilk.
[1] Anyone who can solve the riddle, except maybe [ LJ User: spoonless ], is k-punk.

psyched out (2004-10-14 03:37:58)
i was hoping for any of the first 3 songs off of trompe le monde but knew i probably wouldn’t get them–otherwise it
was about as comprehensive as one could imagine... we were seated like 4 rows from the top of the fox (tickets given
to us at the last minute) & i could barely make them out–has joey santiago shaved his head? it looked like there were
2 bald people onstage...

1.8.14

Yo, you fourteen carat gold slum computer wizard, tappin’ inside my rap vein
causes blizzards (2004-10-14 16:24) - impressed - public

Music: Genius/GZA - legend of the liquid swords - did ya say that?

Whenever one gets too big a head regarding the supposed elegace or clarity of their code, they’d be wise to
look into whatever [1]Ingo Molnar’s working on that week. The [2]T4 voluntary preemption work recently
posted is an absolute thing of beauty, an homage through coding to Einstein’s purely geometric interpretation of gravity.
Highlander!
1. http://www.kerneltraffic.org/kernel-traffic/quotes/Ingo_Molnar.html
2. http://redhat.com/~mingo/voluntary-preempt/voluntary-preempt-2.6.9-rc4-mm1-T4

leftorium (2004-10-15 14:42:39)
You’d be wise to look into whatever John Molnar’s coding. Rarely is such beauty seen in a form representable by a
simple terminal. http://kahlua.localnet/ beckham/randomshit/vomit.jpg
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woot (2004-10-15 23:37) - ecstatic - public

Music: ween - mister richard smoker

throw me a ”world’s #1 ethernet commando” visor; i just spent the last hour of friday proper making the
internet safe for an unnamed new york customer. done, and all is well! now it’s off to see what can be
recovered from a pleasantly rigorous but unplanned interruption in the evening’s revelry...
we’re paintin’ the town brown!
cherryfractal (2004-10-15 20:46:34)
you so craazzzzzzzzah

1.8.16

i once was lost but now am found (2004-10-16 09:33) - 99 problems, bitch ain’t one public

Music: brujeria - raza odiada - matando gueros

el amigo has its liquor license back. i will be there at noon, celebrating my meximoan heritage over slain
tacobeast while playing their jukebox copy of en vogue’s funky divas. over and over. freeeeeeeeeee yo mind!
also, it is staggeringly beautiful outside, and the daystar no longer so brutish and offensive as it’s been.
i would like to arrange a game of trivial pursuit, perhaps poolside or in the duckpond-musicland group
terrace ampitheatre.
quandry (2004-10-16 10:00:49)
Party tongiht!
cherryfractal (2004-10-16 10:05:32)
your entries so rock me.
neurochemistry (2004-10-16 11:03:10)
They took the magic jukebox away. *cry*

1.8.17

(2004-10-17 12:36) - public

I’ve grown largely deaf to this election by now, but ugh, NYTSM can still leave me with a rare physical
nausea:
”And for those who don’t get it? That was explained to me in late 2002 by Mark McKinnon, a longtime senior media adviser to Bush, who now runs his own consulting firm and helps the president. He
started by challenging me. ”You think he’s an idiot, don’t you?” I said, no, I didn’t. ”No, you do, all of you
do, up and down the West Coast, the East Coast, a few blocks in southern Manhattan called Wall Street.
Let me clue you in. We don’t care. You see, you’re outnumbered 2 to 1 by folks in the big, wide middle
of America, busy working people who don’t read The New York Times or Washington Post or The L.A.
Times. And you know what they like? They like the way he walks and the way he points, the way he exudes
confidence. They have faith in him. And when you attack him for his malaprops, his jumbled syntax, it’s
good for us. Because you know what those folks don’t like? They don’t like you!” In this instance, the final
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”you,” of course, meant the entire reality-based community.”
ack ack ack. Things like this leave me reading [1]The Boomber Bible’s Gospels of Harry for comfort.
Shammadamma. Anyway, it’s sunday morning and that means the Atlanta chapter of the Guerilla Ontology
Society will be meeting at Peachtree Street’s El Azteca; come one, come all.
1.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/1563050757/qid=1098031105/sr=8-1/ref=pd_csp_1/

104-9940828-1860757?v=glance&s=books&n=507846

cherryfractal (2004-10-17 11:55:26)
lets get married.
neraka (2004-10-17 12:20:03)
the guerilla ontology society? does this have anything to do with denying the existence of gorillas because i have never
seen one?

1.8.18

(2004-10-18 17:03) - public

a congrats and woot-woot to [ LJ User: donicer ] on a [1]ptacek cite on focus-ids!
i’m going home. what a hungover and craptastic day.
1. http://www.securityfocus.com/archive/96/378630/2004-10-15/2004-10-21/0

1.8.19

jumbo flying squid!?? (2004-10-19 10:46) - kraken love! - public

Music: ween - the mollusk - the golden eel

http://komotv.com/stories/33558.htm
I’m tremendously confused. I don’t often expect to discover new squid facts, or really much at all about
my beloved cephalopods from the morning’s fark perusing. Will wonders never cease? Other than that, a
massive eye infection set ragingly in last eve, and the pain was lamentable indeed. I’ve thrown away the
afflicted contacts and their endemic deposits of pestilence, and now all is only blur and blend. Eyes are
precious; do be sure you’re set up to [1]donate yours. In any case, [ LJ User: iwillfearnoevil ] has offered a
merry excursion to the black clinics north of Chiba City. While I may still not yet be able to score Google
in my face, it’ll be nice to see the monitor from more than half an inch away. Now we riiiiiiiiiiide, and upon
the restoration of sight most benevolent these squid too shall be hunted.

”Vengeance on a dumb brute!” cried Starbuck, ”that simply smote thee from blindest instinct! Madness!
To be enraged with a dumb thing, Captain Ahab, seems blasphemous.”
”Hark ye yet again, the little lower layer. All visible objects, man, are but as pasteboard masks. But
in each event, in the living act, the undoubted deed, there, some unknown but still reasoning thing puts
forth the mouldings of its features from behind the unreasoning mask. If man will strike, strike through the
mask! How can the prisoner reach outside except by thrusting through the wall?”
”To me, the white whale is that wall, shoved near to me. Sometimes I think there’s naught beyond. But ’tis
enough. He tasks me; he heaps me; I see in him outrageous strength, with an inscrutable malice sinewing it.
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That inscrutable thing is chiefly what I hate; and be the white whale agent, or be the white whale principal,
I will wreak that hate upon him.”
”Talk not to me of blasphemy, man; I’d strike the sun if it insulted me. For could the sun do that, then could
I do the other; since there is ever a sort of fair play herein, jealousy presiding over all creations. But not my
master, man, is even that fair play. Who’s over me? Truth hath no confines.”
”Take off thine eye! more intolerable than fiends’ glarings is a doltish stare! So, so; thou reddenest and
palest; my heat has melted thee to anger-glow. But look ye, Starbuck, what is said in heat, that thing
unsays itself. There are men from whom warm words are small indignity. I meant not to incense thee. Let
it go.”
eskimo
1. http://www.eyedonation.org/faqs.html

dj ricecake (2004-10-20 22:14:20)
eskimo J.D.: Wanna go out tonight? Catch a movie? Miniature golf ? Veronica Sawyer: I was thinking more along
the lines of slitting Heather Duke’s wrists open, making it look like suicide. J.D.: Ah, now you’re talking. I can be up
for that. I’ve already started underlining meaningful passages in her copy of Moby Dick, if you know what I mean?

1.8.20

The smouldering embers blush Oh Hearts within the coal, hast thou survived
so many years? (2004-10-20 10:18) - annoyed - public

Music: 311 - hive - don’t stay home

This morning’s lesson involves fire, carpets, forgetfulness and rigor. Einstein, having completed the general
theory and finding it incompatible with a static universe, added a lambda expressed in units 1/s2 counteracting gravity – the cosmological constant. Hubble would shit all over this about a decade later (leaving
questions regarding quantum vacuum fluctuation open for debate). His lesson? Even if you’re Einstein, you
can’t smudge a bunch of crap in the corner and pretend you’ve shown your work, even if the final answer
does balance out. Now, when one lights a cigarette, and ten seconds later realizes it’s neither crumbling into
ashen ember nor eliding at the pursed mouth’s lacuna, there’s a paradigm of ”the room isn’t on fire”, and
the natural reaction may well be ”let’s add a term suggesting we never lit, or extinguished somehow, or gave
away, or sent into a tesseract that last cigarette.” NO. Your room is about to catch on fire, just like your
country music award.

1.8.21

clutcherriffic! (2004-10-20 11:07) - public

Haha, King Kaufman of salon is easily the most reliably superb sportwriter I know. Today’s no exception;
he’s on at least as often as Dave Berry and one-tenth as sappy:

Do you believe in clutch hitting? It’s one of the hottest battlegrounds in the cold war between traditional baseball thinkers, who know it exists, and the new thinkers, the sabermetric community, the stathead
crowd, who say there’s no such thing, that there’s no proof that anyone performs any differently over time
in ”clutch” situations – which, by the way, how are we to define? – than in any other.
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If you’re a believer in clutchness, you just knew that Derek Jeter, the new Mr. October, the 21st century’s Mr. Clutch, would get a hit in the sixth inning Monday night. I do believe. I’m usually on the
stathead side in traditional vs. neo baseball thinking arguments, but I think there is such a thing as guys
coming through in the clutch.
I think the fact that no stat can prove clutch hitting’s existence doesn’t mean clutch hitting doesn’t exist, it just means the right stat hasn’t been invented yet. This is a religious belief. You can’t argue me out
of it.
Here was Fox announcer Joe Buck as Jeter stepped to the plate: ”To this point this is the biggest atbat of the night. And for the Yankees they have one of the most clutch postseason performers in their
franchise history at the plate, Derek Jeter – who does not have an RBI this series.”
Here was me: ”He’s about to have some.”
If you believe in clutch hitting you just knew Jeter would get a hit, and if you find yourself in a doesclutch-exist argument soon you’ll probably point to that three-run double. And if you don’t believe, you’ll
counter, ”Yes, and if Jeter had made the third out, you’d have quickly forgotten about it, filing away only
the clutcherrific Jeter’s big hits in your memory banks.”
And of course you’d be right. Who will ever remember that David Ortiz, game-winner extraordinaire,
not only struck out as the winning run in the 10th inning, but got himself thrown out as the winning run on
an inexplicable steal attempt in the 12th? How clutch was all that?
This is why they have stools in bars, so we can be comfortable while we argue about these things.

angra (2004-10-21 07:35:19)
ok, I’m on crack. learn to read, hypnotoad.

1.8.22

there ain’t no such thing as government interference (2004-10-20 18:32) - aggravated
- public

Music: ween - quebec - zoloft

The more people seem to talk about politics, outside of a very few close friends such as high school copatriots Nick Bronn and Scott Dorfman, the less they seem to discuss economics. I can’t understand it, and I’m
beginning to grow visibly irritated when talking about bullshit like gay marriage or what was in anyone’s
bulge. Folks, enjoy a currency crisis like that which struck ASEAN in the late 90’s or Argentina roughly once
per seventy-four hours and we’ll be sucking dick, married or not, just for the caloric value of ballsweat. My
own policies (a somewhat ethereal approach I call optimalism, uniting a single world currency/trade zone
and requiring higher-order economic decisions to be made by a global body, likely appointed rather than
commonly elected in a system similar to that of Communist apparatchiki) are rather difficult to implement
piecemeal, and thus I’ll be merrily casting my ballot Badnarik’s way. For the moment, though, all we seem
to hear about real issues are the screams of four hundred thousand poorly-skilled programmers, offering
racist obloquies regarding their cheaper, more competent curry-munching brethren between the latest Fark
headlines.
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That having been said, I remarked this morning that King Kaufman effectively eats the lunches of other
sportswriters, and today he chimes in with...a Ulysses reference. It doesn’t get any better than this, folks:
Bellhorn’s fourth-inning homer was originally ruled in play. The ball had hit a fan in the front row and
dropped back onto the warning track, but this was missed by left-field umpire Jim Joyce. And then Red
Sox manager Terry Francona asked Jim with his eyes to ask again yes and then he asked the other umpires
would they yes to say yes and first the umpires put their arms around each other yes and fans’ hearts were
going like mad and yes they said yes it was a home run yes.
I lost my Raisin Bran on that one.
cherryfractal (2004-10-20 16:30:18)
i LOVE the sox. and the umps took some slack, but in the end, they made the right calls lastnight
eightbit (2004-10-20 19:32:14)
took some flack? everyone loves the sox! johnny damon grand slam!
dankamongmen (2004-10-20 23:20:37)
last night and tonight, way to go bosox! woot woot!
angry user (2004-10-20 21:54:13)
I’m ready to shoot 80 % of .flame, myself. That stands regardless of whether or not you think I’m part of the problem.
ion, the asshat with the Mercury hasn’t gotten back to me yet.
dankamongmen (2004-10-20 23:17:09)
bah! i have the entire keenan thread killfiled from many days past. that thing has gone insane.

1.8.23

and if it takes the death of me to make history, the whole world’ll remember
my misery (2004-10-22 09:55) - curious - friends

Music: the clash - guns of brixton

we are so fucking punk rock it hurts:
Fri, 22 Oct 2004 09:53:32 trellis.development Thread 1 of 1
Lines 23 new, possibly unstable code in bf4.2 No responses
pimpmaster general
Newsgroups: trellis.development
Due to the pressure of the **** contract, some rather intrusive changes
have been applied to the 4.2 tree, with minimal testing thus far.
Together, these changes should streamline locking tremendously for SMP
and offer a constant reduction on UP. Furthermore, I’ve committed an
”interesting” approach to the SMP-only synchronization issue we saw in
the fragomatic from 4.1-now. With this, SMP analysis has been reenabled,
along with a file-backed config option limiting at tako startup the
number of CPUs to use.
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These changes assume some very deep mistakes in the scache, and are not to
be immediately trusted. Please pound on 4.2bugfix, particularly with
fragment-heavy high packet counts via SMP. This code will likely be in
an important production site by Monday, so any help we can get today
isolating possible issues is invaluable.
humming the theme from a-team, nick

1.8.24

a cockasean celebration! (2004-10-22 21:22) - giddy - public

Music: scott henry - sm:)le mix session - g-netic - feel the rhythm

juju and i called for a highlander summit last eve, so join us at midnight. it’s all the cock and southeastern
asian economics you can shake a stick at. shaggz, the illustrious [ LJ User: zbtron ], twitch et al will be riding
on up in cars big as whales. after stalwart labors today and forgetting to eat, 4 beers have me most amusingly
buzzed. with enough jaeger, maybe we’ll finally get down to spraypainting angry complexity theory dogma
all over hosea ”pull over and turn off our lights” williams drive and waging armisonant matachin against the
hated freemasons.
they rule the country, you know.
cherryfractal (2004-10-23 00:30:02)
cherry adores you. a whoooooole bunch of bunches!
phatjoe (2004-10-23 00:58:15)
nick, where do you find groupies like this?? /joe
cherryfractal (2004-10-23 01:04:09)
ahem* mr. Joe, i am NOT a groupie. I am a bandaid. -sincerely, the head office.
mike b (2004-10-23 11:57:59)
you have groupies too, joe. http://www.moralminority.org/user.phtml? uid=120
dankamongmen (2004-10-24 05:45:34)
bitch you don’t love me, you just love my doggystyle
sylvanrage (2004-10-23 07:39:18)
I didn’t know I was hated...:c(

1.8.25

To-night her father gives a masquerade, and I will pretend I Komodo, Abaddon,
Apollyon, Destroyer (2004-10-24 09:05) - pleased - friends

Music: type o negative - bloody kisses - christian woman

all saints’ eve is normally a right old piccadilly of the flanders kind. your humble narrator being of the opinion that target off-brand umbros are a fair supremum in the chic department and having often considered
attending 0800 filthclasses garbed only by bandana around the wang and balls hanging free, i’m not of the
costuming disposition.
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the Honorable ex-rep [1]james traficant came to me in a dream, as is his idiom, and i realized all that’s
required is standard dankuniform, regular yells of ”beam me up” interspersed with eerie proctology references and my usual gibberish – and some phatty fucking hyperflamboyant cowboy boots made out of an
endangered species. i’m thinking it’s about time to take the food chain trophy back from komodo dragons.
come to think of it, a komodo dragon costume couldn’t be complete without a melange of mouthborne
bacteria. it’s more subtle than going as aids, but still has the nice thai element should one feel multiculturally oriented. also, aids can’t run you down at 45 mph. yet. both are far less of a cleanup than covering
oneself with wet pasta or paper mache, letting it dribble slowly off, and claiming to be leprosy (which is
in any case bound to devolve into jesus jokes). were i a suitably powerful russian bear wrestler, i’d declare
myself a black hole and throw everyone who moved beyond my event horizon into a sack for the evening.
but what, you ask, of hawking radiation? mcstephenhawkingv(”Dr. Dre can suck my dick, that bitch got no
PHD.”)
1. http://archives.cnn.com/2002/ALLPOLITICS/07/18/traficant.ethics/

cherryfractal (2004-10-24 10:55:01)
i thought of going as a left-over..its cheap. only wrap myself in foil. but instead, I’m going as a slut - wearing hardly
anything. thats even cheaper.:P

1.8.26

thinking will i live another twenty-four? (2004-10-25 00:00) - quick aside - public

Music: built to spill - ancient memories of the future - strange

Happy birthday, [ LJ User: mathslut ]!!!!! Enjoy a year of being highly composite, and likely your last
factorial year. San Dimas Highschool Football and October 1980 rule!
mathslut (2004-10-25 22:36:43)
Hey, thanks! Wish me luck on the rest of 24 being better than the first day, since I feel like ASS. Although I suppose
being sick at least meant I could lay on the sofa all day and play with the TV. Jon Stewart was extra funny for me
for my birthday, and had the lovely Miss Albright on, yay. TEAM AMERICA! Thursday, maybe? If not, then maybe
sometime after all the electoral hoopla.

1.8.27

Raise hell, we gon let em, no! Stomp, push, shove, mosh, Fuck Bush, until
troops come home! (2004-10-26 12:02) - paramilitary - public

Music: eminem - the eminem show - white america

Go to [1]eminem online or the [2]Guerilla News Network, now, and download the video for Eminem’s new
bombastic trizzack ”Mosh” off Encore (an overall unfortunately weak album, le sigh). Or if you can’t access it,
at least read the [3]Salon writeup. This is the most amazingly well-constructed political anthem I’ve wrapped
myself up in since Gil Scott Heron (to qualify, said anthem requires more than a handful of listeners, thus
acts like Anti-Flag and my communist rapper homie Zearle don’t count). Wow.
And now, a few uncensored words for the gays in the room.
Maybe he can write something about how the fucking fags are going to lose this goddamn election with
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their gay marriage bullshit. I hope that three years from now, you all enjoy sitting around Outwrite watching Bush announce the invasion of another oil-rich country (I’ll offer 4-1 on Venezuela, pending reelection of
course), wave foppishly in consternation and think maybe, just maybe, the right to lawful copy of an archaic
tradition (rendered meaningless via divorce law anyway) that freedom-loving people should be working to
*remove* from the government’s purview, not further develop, wasn’t worth losing Ohio. I’m all for your
parades and natty dressing, and I even like Moby, but let’s take our collective cocks out of one another’s assholes and think about what’s really important before mobilizing latent Christians under their fascist Fisher
King and another PATRIOT act. The battle for gay marriage is a mockery of the struggle for civil rights
and annoys me fiercely. Thanks and have a great day; perhaps today will be the one you discover a real
cause.

-hoping that I haven’t pissed off everyone I know, Nick
1. http://eminemonline.com/
2. http://www.gnn.tv/
3. http://salon.com/news/feature/2004/10/26/eminem/index.html

phatjoe (2004-10-26 11:20:45)
I’m glad you agree on the removing marriage thing. I tried to view the Salon article, but I’m not a member, and the
page wouldn’t finish loading to let me have a free pass. So I tried to go get the actual video, but the Eminem site just
pointed to GNN, and GNN was first acting slow, then when I finally got to the link to the video and it popped up
the window, it gave a PHP error. I think someone doesn’t want me to see the video. /joe
phatjoe (2004-10-31 02:51:28)
wow, i finally got to view the vid. the site was working this time when i tried. i watched it twice in a row. nice. /joe
zbtron (2004-10-26 11:50:11)
its not just about letting them get married. if you ask the neocons that support ammending the constitution, ”well,
you dont think that makes them second class citizen?” they will answer ”yes, but, they already are, as they should be.”
they believe that homosexuality will bring down America, and usually site the bible and rome when supporting this.
and to me that’s terrifying, knowing that passing an ammendment could reinforcfe their beliefs, setting the stage for
further discrimination. what happend to nick ”n for negative liberty” black? in addition to it being legislation that
will seperate the civil rights of our citizens, its none of their fucking business what i put in anyone’s ass. i for one will
not take my cock out of the collective ass.

1.8.28

(2004-10-27 11:51) - loved - public

Music: sparta - wiretap scars - cut your ribbon

Every day should start off with a battle royale in Congress. Why we can’t live up to the Knesset or Lok
Sabha is beyond me. This fellow clearly knows where it’s at, and his enemies find themselves knee-deep in
the shit:
http://story.news.yahoo.com/news?tmpl=story &ncid=1756 &e=1 &u=/041026/photos od/mdf739372
I picked up Stewart’s ”America” book off Shaggz’s coffee table yesterday and read it over the first few
innings of the BoSox game (who else saw the baserunning misadventures of Suppan and remembered hardhustlin’ Enos Slaughter?), and must say it doesn’t quite compete with the [1]Boomer Bible’s Book of Yanks
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(”otherwise known as the Book of Manifest Destiny”), but what can? Furthermore, if promised head for
recommending a good book, and it’s left with you, what message is one being sent?
I’m totally head over feet at the moment, yay for smart girls. This shall be a grand day, replete with
picking up emo glasses, Sparta’s [2]Wiretap Scars blasting through the dev room, latency optimizations, and
a few surprises. Oh, speaking of which, two great mysteries have been solved by me so you didn’t have to:
Yes, the Tollway Authority can track you through the thin veil of rental agencies. Yes, Georgia will honor
most other states’ license suspensions, although the process through which this is done is yet another great
mystery. Code on, code on.
1.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/1563050757/qid=1098892236/sr=8-1/ref=pd_csp_1/

002-2639629-7718427?v=glance&s=books&n=507846
2.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/B000069KO6/qid=1098892844/sr=8-1/ref=sr_8_xs_ap_i1_xgl15/

002-2639629-7718427?v=glance&s=music&n=507846

cherryfractal (2004-10-27 09:42:16)
My emo glasses make boys have these wierd librarian fantasies about me, wtf.
kosherpickle (2004-10-27 10:06:17)
Yes, the Tollway Authority can track you through the thin veil of rental agencies. I could have told you this, especially
since I used to work for a rental car agency and it was my job to get retarded motherfuckers to pay their moving
violations which they earned while driving our cars. Trying to shoot GA-400 without paying will get you serious fees
tacked onto your bill, just for future reference.
angry user (2004-10-27 11:08:08)
any truth to the > 80mph, camera can’t read your tag rumor?
dankamongmen (2004-10-27 15:16:37)
no, but quite often it’ll make your cruise card fail.
leftorium (2004-10-27 12:21:12)
Yes, who among us wasn’t around in the 40s? You get two points for thorough research. Or more likely, negative
eight points for listening to shitty announcers spout bullshit.
mac finn (2004-10-27 16:12:18)
Ha ha. Food fight! :)
phatjoe (2004-10-27 16:56:41)
interestingly enough (or not), the other night when i bought the boomer bible, my decision was between the daily
show book and it. i finally settled on the boomer bible for several reasons... less cost, more content, reusability, greater
insanity factor, etc. /joe
dankamongmen (2004-10-27 21:06:14)
how are you enjoying it? speaking of greater insanity factor, i need a rip of those two discs, man. everytime you
throw up your blazing icon of +5 suave, i crave.
phatjoe (2004-10-28 01:01:13)
i haven’t had much chance to read it yet, mainly due to the new GTA being released. the few bits of it i have read
(in addition to the two prefaces) have been very enjoyable. i don’t personally have a way to rip dvds, but i don’t
mind lending to you or the ham l’beck to get it done elsewhere. /joe
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vt over gt (2004-10-29 00:55) - public

i want to coat vpi under my puke and salt their fields with mockeries of being named after a queen. that
game was a boot stomping on a human face forever.
frank beamer looks like he suffered a mishap involving glow sticks, gallons of crest magna alba and a shocking
confession.
fuck you all, fuck this world, fuck everything that it stands for. rarrrr, now i know how pol pot felt.
cherryfractal (2004-10-28 22:18:49)
yeah. reminds me of something i wrote... fuck my name, fuck my face - they were breif and false advertisement as are
most peoples. but I’m a cynical bitch these days
mathslut (2004-10-29 10:54:42)
I suppose it was a stylistic choice to spell brief incorrectly. You sure can’t let things like spelling and good taste hold
you from expressing the poetry of your soul.
leftorium (2004-10-29 09:02:03)
Yeah, more disgusting when you’re sitting next to a good friend from high school in his Hokie gear. I vomited on him,
so phase one is complete. I leave the salting to you.

1.8.30

State regulations prohibit the holding of live ... beaver without the proper
permits or licenses. (2004-10-29 03:26) - conductively yours - public

Music: porno for pyros - pets

Over the past few days, there’s been a number of discussions regarding pets. I was thinking it’d be funny
to move Duckhead’s cat somewhere and encamp two giant anacondas in the living room, later wandering
out of my dirge factory (perhaps wearing tweed?) the picture of flummoxed shock at his lack of enthusiasm.
Unfortunately, I’d have to touch the cat and its prion death pelt.
Now, anacondas are legal in Georgia – all snakes are, except native ones, further exempting native venemous ones. Thus, black mambas are k-rad, eastern diamondbacks can cover dixie like the dew, but corn
snakes can apparently land you agreeing to settle your case in their jurisdiction, at the Animals’ Court. Dr.
Pangloss doesn’t have shit on this best of all possible worlds. An alligator farm permit may be issued to
any person who is eighteen years of age and has not committed any crime relating to the illegal taking of
a crocodilian species; the applicant’s facilities are subject to inspection prior to issuing the permit (annual
fee: $50). Giant African Land Snails are prohibited inside the US due to effects on vegitation, but you can
smoke lieurus quinquestriatus ”deathstalker scorpions” if you got ’em (modulo, of course, Gwinnett County
and other blighted hellholes of ill repute), and locusts got [1]a goddamn city named after them. Pearl S.
Buck is spinning in her grave.
I don’t know why one would bother with [2]the mighty Komodo! when you could die more pleasantly
via determined application of a cheese grater and Mace, but my day sure is better when I find a headline like
”Giant lizard terrorises Beirut”. Who needs spelling when you’re being chased by a scaled-down [3]terrasque
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with WMD’s in its mouth? Gila monsters are apparently readily available through my Zionist connections,
but they’re too slow and lazy for my tastes, betraying their Mexican heritage. One species, however, stands
out above all the others. One species is so fucking punk rock that, from what I can tell, there exist no laws
on its captivity:

ELECTRIC MOTHERFUCKING EELS. ”Cause we don’t really love ’dem hos.”
Update: Illegal in FL, SC, as part of broader snakehead bans. ”Electric eels are declared noxious in Queensland.” You can’t control electrophorus electricus with your ”laws”! ”This is my beautiful body, Queensland,
I’ll do what I want!” ”Countries such as Australia strictly forbid the keeping electric eels, for fear that they
could escape into the wild and become a public hazard.” I am the sworn enemy of government everywhere,
but I do award the Aussie parliament points for creativity. Fuck wars in Iraq when we have yet to protect
against faunoterrorism at home. I could see James Traficant now:
I turned on the radio today and the dead voices were screaming in my radio again and in
Iran they’re teaching kids at the madressas about mollusk warfare and how to control a hippopotamus with Allah’s mind bullets, clearing their minds by thinking only of Jimmy Carter’s
forgotten dignity. We’re trading sea to shining sea for snail darters and 30 pieces of cheap
sushi while the children are raised by Britney Spears’s navel. Beam me up. This congress
needs to ensure antimatter chia pets stay legal in the Rayburn building. I yield back whatever
indigenous species avoid this black hole.

I hope to point out someone’s crocodilian nature today. With any luck, they’ll wander around all morning
wondering, ”did he mean more like a caiman, or a gavial? We have many gavials in Sweden.”
1. http://www.locustgroveonline.com/
2. http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/middle_east/3195937.stm
3. http://www.dungeoncore.com/slacker/dndmon/one.jpg

mumpish (2004-10-29 06:14:29)
Sheer fucking lunacy, Nick. That made my whole day. Don’t ever change.
dankamongmen (2004-10-29 06:40:12)
with pleasing the beaker crossed off my list, i need now only find a use for shaggz and I’s poorly-considered MISD
machine and score with the bush twins on simultaneous yet distinct dates (much like zach morris [0] and not so much
like clark kent in superman IV: the quest for peace [1]) to die happy. [0] with a little robot help, of course [1] ”an
example of perfect comedic timing?” reviewers, you are far too kind: LEX (sighs) . . . I look at you, Lenny, and I
know how the Romans felt when the barbarians arrived at their city gate. LENNY But why the hair? LEX (gazes
into the case) That hair contains a sample of Superman’s genetic material. The building blocks of his body. With
my genius and enough nuclear power to mutate those genes, I will create a being with all his powers . . . but with
absolute allegiance to me! LEX nods at LENNY. LENNY raises the iron mallet above the case. CRASH. Alarms
SOUND all over the museum. As LEX reaches for the hair, LENNY lights several SMOKE BOMBS and tosses
them down the wind. In moments the SMOKE begins to bellow, creating a shroud around LEX and LENNY. LEX
(Cont.) (to the statue) Happy trails, Blue Boy, until we meet again. ..... LEX I must have miscalculated. How. . .
LEX flops into a big leather chair. Rubs his eyes. LEX (cont.) Obviously normal radiation doesn’t generate enough
mutant power in the cells. I need a greater source of energy! If I could bake the genetic. material in the core of the
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sun . . . (a moment of excitement, then he sits back) . . . Impossible. Even I have no way to reach the sun. 156
CLOSE ON THE ASH The still smoking evidence of LEX’S mistake. this is known as ”foreshadowing” in poetics
and ”unbearable” in other media. i’m sad this script is part of our cultural heritage. stop these men before they film
again. oh wait, hahahahah LOLZ ON YOU CHRISTOPHER REEVE OMFG NUKEBOY HORSEFAG.
dankamongmen (2004-10-29 06:53:59)
man i can’t believe someone funded millions of dollars for this pile of garbage, yet no one’s anted up the cash to solve
for cheap and efficient dial-a-doublehelix DNA-specific antigens. we could deploy them in a great wave around the
world, like Bill Joy’s grey goo except more precise and requiring less difficult physics, and rid this one sweet world
of carrot top’s lifebreath if not haunting visage. it reminds me of the project x sound device ayn rand ripped off
from Dune II: Battle for Arrakis for atlas shrugged. man, that particular plot twist might have been what turned a
good book into the greatest literature of our era, especially if all the other crap had been left out. ayn’s sexy when
she’s all dressed up in rearden metal and talking out her ass. trotsky getting caught up on in mexico while she was
left to launch 4e7 rich kids into a smirky objectivism every year is like God’s reminder: ”Job Happens”. my my i
am feeling silly today. fucking court dates.
dankamongmen (2004-10-29 07:00:39)
oh jesus christ IF MY BRAIN WORKED BETTER, I’D SPELL DERIVATIVES OF ”VEGETABLE” CORRECTLY
angry user (2004-10-29 07:28:02)
electric eels are a fantastic idea. this should happen immediately. I am available on a consulting basis if you need.

1.8.31

Yo, yo, yo, pass you cowards, classical rap mix form power: Yasser Arafat
(2004-10-29 06:35) - public

It’ll be a shame to lose his total fucking insanity. The initial sieges and his interview with Amanpour are
cherished memories. Meanwhile, Howard Hunt cackles madly at the news of Fidel ”The Horse” Castro’s fall
and jabs at the dirty! uncircumsized! communist! voudon doll with renewed vigor. In memoriam:

[1]
ich bin ein h4x0r, eurofags!
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1. http://www.rdwarf.com/~kioh

1.8.32

(2004-10-30 14:37) - papal - public

Music: stevie nix - bella donna - after the glitter fades

Can someone explain that this banner says?

At first glance I thought it read, ”Who’s Your Pope?” Is Popp Bostonian for Pop, in reference to Pedro
and ”who’s your daddy?” That’s a terrible misfortune. ”WHO’S YOUR POPE?” shall be my victory yawp
henceforth. Hopefully, it’ll get it’s first bellowing Monday following the CS 4400 test *brainflex*.

sstrickl (2004-10-30 11:59:58)
It says, ”Who’s your Poppi!” People usually refer to David Ortiz as Papi (most common), Popi, Poppi, and various
other spellings, usually with ”Big” prefixed. It is a reference to the Pedro quote though – once Ortiz broke out with
his game-ending runs in games 4 and 5 of the ALCS against the Yankees, it truly came into vogue in the baseball
community here.
downtym (2004-11-01 13:35:34)
I believe it’s ”Who’s your Papp!!” If you look at the second letter closely, you can see a tail emerging to the right of
the guy in the blue shirt and baseball cap’s head. Those last two characters are definitely exclamation marks. And,
yeah, it’s a reference to Ortiz who carried the team like a Vietnamese mother carrying her children along the Ho Chi
Min.
cherryfractal (2004-10-30 12:23:22)
red sox, babe. red sox.
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1.9.1

every time you vote democrat or republican, god arrests a non-violent offender
(2004-11-01 08:21) - patriotic - public

Music: dead kennedys - plastic surgery disasters - moon over marin

I have a really hard time understanding why the Iraq war has everyone pumped up, when Nixon’s [1]drug
war continues unabated and will likely only be enlarged by the two mainstream presidential candidates. But,
I suppose, it is the status quo, and what else could a Dem/Repub voter want to perpetuate? Anyway, I’ve
finally selected my votes for tomorrow’s election-time funhouse. The two major unsettled internal debates
raged around [2]Georgia’s Amendment 1 and the local Sheriff post, but a lot of heavy thinking this weekend
has abrogated my concerns and left a deep stillness. I look eagerly forward to casting my presidential vote
[3]Bednarik’s direction, then sitting back at Rocky Mountain to watch the lawyers eventually decide who
”won” (as if anyone can be considered having ”won” an election decided by voting machines failing to implement the [4]Chaum Algorithm). One thing’s for sure: as most of our society creeps, so does the election,
in that only those lawyers busily at work spindling and mutilating common sense in the name of somehow
feeling as if they’ve created something can be considered benefactors. Fuck ’em.
GOOOOO LIBERTARIANS!!!
1. http://badnarik.org/plans_warondrugs.php
2. http://www.legis.state.ga.us/legis/2003_04/fulltext/sr595.htm
3. http://badnarik.org/
4.

http://theory.lcs.mit.edu/classes/6.897/spring04/Chaum-SecretBallotReceiptsTrueVoterVerifiableElections.

pdf

donicer (2004-11-01 05:40:49)
If two years ago I had been told thatNick Black and I were voting for the same candidate, I would have laughed.
dankamongmen (2004-11-01 05:42:58)
I thought you were 100 % Bush? Did that change over the past few weeks? If so, I applaud! He’s a two-faced
demagogue born of the ruling class. Oh wait, were we talking about Bush or Kerry?
dankamongmen (2004-11-01 05:47:39)
Either way, let’s go cast our enlightened votes tomorrow and skip on over to Rocky for election-night krunk. I’m
buying myself a selection of Cisco today.
donicer (2004-11-01 06:33:12)
I go Badnarik < Bush < Kerry. I want a conservative to win so we got get ass raped on things like taxes. I want
Badnarik to win so we don’t have to deal with stuff like the drug war and the religous overtones pushed to us.
dankamongmen (2004-11-01 06:38:50)
That makes plenty of sense to me. I’ve personally become much more of a fiscal conservative over the past two
years. While I still hope to see in my life a global, centralized socialist economy, it certainly fucks its implementor
in today’s nation-state-based competitive world. I can’t vote for someone like Kerry and look at myself in the
mirror, knowing he only got where he is because of connections and nepotism. I can’t vote for Bush and continue
considering myself an intellectual or a fan of the English language. Bednarik, ahoy!
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mumpish (2004-11-01 05:47:14)
I’m with you, apart from your uncertainty regarding the gay marriage thing. Voting against it is the Right Thing to
Do, a principled stand sort of like voting for Badnarik, who is insane and has no chance of winning. I agree with your
earlier point about the amendment being a transparent effort to galvanize Xian right voters, but that isn’t, in my
mind, a compelling reason to sit out voting the thing down. Be aware that we are Traitors, Nick. We aren’t voting
for the Absurd Puppet on The Left, you see, which makes us evil minions of the Absurd Puppet on the Right [0].
The consolation, if there is any, is that my straight-LP voting has left me feeling squeaky clean on certain Tuesday
afternoons in November since 2000. And I’m convinced that alternative-party voting is the only hope you have of
changing the major parties. Nader may be a loon, but if he costs the Dems another presidential election they will
have to start taking environmental policy seriously. [0] Apologies to Bill Hicks, who, if he hadn’t died of pancreatic
cancer, would certainly have died of sudden-onset cerebral hemorrhage sometime in the past four years.
dankamongmen (2004-11-01 05:50:41) Voting against it is the Right Thing to Do
I agree, and I’ll be voting against Amendment 1. I don’t believe the government should be recognizing marriage at
all, but better, in this case at least, an overreach than an orientation-based denial of extended privilege. Then again,
homosexuality does leave a nasty taste in my mouth (ewwwww), probably a leftover from the religious days, but I’m
not going to take such an unprincipled stance based only on predjudices I can’t logically defend. Sigh. They should
just become straight or something.
dankamongmen (2004-11-01 06:34:56) Re: Voting against it is the Right Thing to Do
Argh, I’m being flamed! I’m JOKING for fuck’s sake (about the becoming straight part). Think.
donicer (2004-11-01 08:49:55) Re: Voting against it is the Right Thing to Do
If only someone could find a cure to the illness.
iwillfearnoevil (2004-11-01 08:41:55)
I can (and do) think that you are wrong without thinking you’re a traitor, Jim. or even a Traitor. :-P
girlvinyl (2004-11-01 08:34:21)
I love you. Wow. We should like... get married or something. Also... I already voted a straight LP ticket. We have
early voting and I voted last thursday. Yea. I’m glad so many people are voting non-dem/rep. It’s so great to see.
Honestly, it really fills my heart with happy knowing that people are taking this seriously and understanding what it
means to deviate from the political norm. I respect that a lot and I am glad to see so many people I like [you and [
LJ User: donicer ]among them] making that decision. YEA! :D
donicer (2004-11-01 08:46:30)
I think after this election the two party system is on very shaky legs. I like Bush far more than Kerry but thats not
saying much. Bush spends like a Democrat and I hate that, can’t defend that postion.
downtym (2004-11-01 10:55:41)
Too bad you weren’t there when we had Cox’s ear about this at the comittee meeting for SB 500. I would have loved
to see you fuck the Diebold guy in the earhole. Unfortunately, it was stillborn in the House because they’re afraid
of all things election related. I think the main problem with it was that the only real supporters were some guys
from the Green Party who, to be honest, have dick for support in Georgia. http://www.legis.state.ga.us/legis/2003
04/fulltext/sb500.htm
datavortex (2004-11-01 21:03:13)
Sherrod can’t marry you. You’re mine.
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put down that macintoy and come with me, and i will make you fishers of kernels
(2004-11-02 00:33) - awake - public

Music: the project hate mcmxcix - dominate, congregate, eliminate

I registered for my last semester as a computer science undergraduate today. I’ll need an overload for LCC
3401, but the third floor of Skiles is home to creeping essayists and those who’d argue Ayn Rand might
have been onto something (insert surjection joke here). Their delicate skin would be seared and blistered
by the steaming gallimaufry of science below, and the Rigorium is foresaken to instead wait atop in gross
Danaen mimesis, expecting showers of DARPA gold. Lo! DARPA finances only those whose inventions can
track, and kill, and calculate equivalently to a deterministic [1]Turing Machine or better, so as to tally within
arbitrary epsilon those death tolls described in P. Their mechanolaters shall storm the halls of LCC, yea,
paying heed neither to Theatre Design nor the Dramatech Toasters, and wrap me up in swaddling Overloads
like sweet chlamyses. Just as Ms. Who returned to Ixchel for Charles Wallace, I shall be spirited out of
GIT’s clutches [0].
Dialup users can blow the collective we, I’ve decided. When the rest of us move into the angelic toccata of Internet2, they should be banished to Internet/2 or even Internetˆ(1/2). Once the partitioning is
complete, get after ’em like Hutus after Tutsis, tracing them to the last lowest-common-denominator end
node (excepting, of course, those clever enough to be using their aqua boxes from back in the day, hehe).
My car-related woes, which pretty much started at 16 and have ceased not to this day, leave me halfconvinced that a scooter is the optimal (if demeaning) path [1]. Where’s my fucking gyrocopter pre-equipped
with videophone and happy family, AT &T? Does anyone have recommendations, aside from becoming a
better driver (too time-consuming) or hiring one (walking around with Why I am not a Christian in middle
school’s all the Bertrand Russell epigone I need ever be)?
Also, just remember tomorrow, a vote for a third party is *never* a thrown-away vote: when arbitrary
levels of polling percentage are required for further balloting or various matching funds, you’re voting not
just for one candidate over another (hopeless for most third parties), but for a candidate (let the metonymy
flow) over a fixed threshold. The Electoral Calamity may distort or render meaningless your Bush/Kerry
votes on the national stage, but a third-party vote has very real effects locally. Don’t believe the hype;
2-party systems are jokes in [2]your town.
[0] obligatory graduation bitch: just because GT went from quarters to semesters in 1999 does not mean AP
classes taken from 1992-1998 suddenly got 1/3 shorter, nor that the AP exams covered 1/3 less material.
my ap exams were credited in fall 1998, and delegated equivalents from the Quarter Era worth 72 hours.
whoops, semesters, that’s only 48 hours – yet in most cases, the modern equivalents map 1:1 classwise. so,
had i have matriculated a year later, i’d have received credit for one less semester class than i did quarter
classes, but close to half-again as many hours. rage, rage against the dying of the light.
[1] as always, modulo a strong emu beneath me, but we’ve been ljing together long enough to know that
1. http://www.rdwarf.com/~kioh/haxorec11.jpg
2. http://www.seeklyrics.com/lyrics/Public-Enemy/911-Is-A-Joke.html

solsistr3 (2004-11-02 03:40:06)
I was fantasy shopping scooters a little while ago, and the Honda ones look like the best deals. With a Vespa or
simliar, you are p aying for style. The Honda ones have more power for less cash.
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girlvinyl (2004-11-02 09:04:00)
:D <3++

1.9.3

I’m nearsighted and psychopathic anyway: America i’m putting my queer shoulder to the wheel (2004-11-03 11:24) - indescribable - public

Music: trick daddy feat. twista & lil’ jon - let’s go

And on the pedestal these words appear:
”My name is Ozymandias, King of Kings:
Look upon my works, ye Mighty, and despair!”
Nothing beside remains. Round the decay
Of that colossal wreck, boundless and bare
The lone and level sands stretch far away.
Close to 115 million votes were cast for President. It’s hard to be upset when you see those kinds of
overall numbers, despite the crushing blow dealt to Alaska’s [1]Initiative 2. Lines were cut out, yawps were
barbaric, and bodies fell together as we won some and lost some. Now’s the time for a collective sigh and a
heave of the shoulders, and to get back to work keeping the Internet, a great democratizing force, safe. It’s
my part of the battle, and I’m proud to fight. For everyone who cared and felt strongly, neocon or bleeding
heart, Yippie! or AARPie, thanks for carrying the torch forward. The powerful play goes on, and you may
contribute a verse; what will yours be?
I fell asleep with a Patron Silver + Diet-Rite Tangerine shot on my lips and Ginsberg going through my
head:
America I’ve given you all and now I’m nothing.
America two dollars and twenty-seven cents January 17, 1956.
I can’t stand my own mind.
America when will we end the human war?
Go fuck yourself with your atom bomb
I don’t feel good don’t bother me.
I won’t write my poem till I’m in my right mind.
America when will you be angelic?
When will you take off your clothes?
When will you look at yourself through the grave?
When will you be worthy of your million Trotskyites?
America why are your libraries full of tears?
America when will you send your eggs to India?
I’m sick of your insane demands.
When can I go into the supermarket and buy what I need with my good looks?
America after all it is you and I who are perfect not the next world.
Your machinery is too much for me.
You made me want to be a saint.
There must be some other way to settle this argument.
Burroughs is in Tangiers I don’t think he’ll come back it’s sinister.
Are you being sinister or is this some form of practical joke?
I’m trying to come to the point.
I refuse to give up my obsession.
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America stop pushing I know what I’m doing.
America the plum blossoms are falling.
I haven’t read the newspapers for months, everyday somebody goes on trial for murder.
America I feel sentimental about the Wobblies.
America I used to be a communist when I was a kid and I’m not sorry.
I smoke marijuana every chance I get.
I sit in my house for days on end and stare at the roses in the closet.
When I go to Chinatown I get drunk and never get laid.
My mind is made up there’s going to be trouble.
You should have seen me reading Marx.
My psychoanalyst thinks I’m perfectly right.
I won’t say the Lord’s Prayer.
I have mystical visions and cosmic vibrations.
America I still haven’t told you what you did to Uncle Max after he came over from Russia.
I’m addressing you.
Are you going to let our emotional life be run by Time Magazine?
I’m obsessed by Time Magazine.
I read it every week.
Its cover stares at me every time I slink past the corner candystore.
I read it in the basement of the Berkeley Public Library.
It’s always telling me about responsibility. Businessmen are serious. Movie
producers are serious. Everybody’s serious but me.
It occurs to me that I am America.
I am talking to myself again.
Asia is rising against me.
I haven’t got a chinaman’s chance.
I’d better consider my national resources.
My national resources consist of two joints of marijuana millions of genitals
an unpublishable private literature that goes 1400 miles and hour and
twentyfivethousand mental institutions.
I say nothing about my prisons nor the millions of underpriviliged who live in
my flowerpots under the light of five hundred suns.
I have abolished the whorehouses of France, Tangiers is the next to go.
My ambition is to be President despite the fact that I’m a Catholic.
America how can I write a holy litany in your silly mood?
I will continue like Henry Ford my strophes are as individual as his
automobiles more so they’re all different sexes
America I will sell you strophes $2500 apiece $500 down on your old strophe
America free Tom Mooney
America save the Spanish Loyalists
America Sacco & Vanzetti must not die
America I am the Scottsboro boys.
America when I was seven momma took me to Communist Cell meetings they sold us garbanzos a handful
per ticket a ticket costs a nickel and the speeches were free everybody was angelic and sentimental about the
workers it was all so sincere you have no idea what a good thing the party was in 1935 Scott Nearing was
a grand old man a real mensch Mother Bloor made me cry I once saw Israel Amter plain. Everybody must
have been a spy.
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America you don’re really want to go to war.
America it’s them bad Russians.
Them Russians them Russians and them Chinamen. And them Russians.
The Russia wants to eat us alive. The Russia’s power mad. She wants to take our cars from out our garages.
Her wants to grab Chicago. Her needs a Red Reader’s Digest. her wants our auto plants in Siberia. Him
big bureaucracy running our fillingstations.
That no good. Ugh. Him makes Indians learn read. Him need big black niggers.
Hah. Her make us all work sixteen hours a day. Help.
America this is quite serious.
America this is the impression I get from looking in the television set.
America is this correct?
I’d better get right down to the job.
It’s true I don’t want to join the Army or turn lathes in precision parts factories, I’m nearsighted and psychopathic anyway.
America I’m putting my queer shoulder to the wheel.
1. http://www.adn.com/election04/e_night/story/5738386p-5674960c.html

neraka (2004-11-03 21:10:41)
sigh he’s just so.. someone once referred to nyquil as the ”how the fuck did i get on the kitchen floor” medicine reading
ginsberg is like drinking nyquil what the fuck just happened?

1.9.4

...a place with an average freshman SAT score of leet... (2004-11-04 01:03) - don’t
lose the game - public

Music: muse - dead-end street

Heh, ESPN graces us with this amusing and respectful (if quaint and somewhat unfortunate) [1]GT ”campus
life” writeup [0]. That our incoming average SAT score is [2]1337 amuses me way more than it should. If
ever I’m interviewed in a similar fashion, I’ll relate tales of CS [3]1911 in a shout-out to my dead homies.
Oh my goodness, I had better get some quality work done tonight. And by the name of [4]Mel, when the
[5]IA-32 optimization reference manual lists branch misprediction as the vilest of banned transitions, they
are fucking around with no one, hombre. Data dependancies are being eliminated from dusty corners and
the light of prefetch tumbles in, and while we’re getting our [6]strip mining on, neither data nor animals
were deswizzled (I’m pretty sure Intel just made this word up; it pleases me that Snoop was on their brains).
I love, love, love this shit. Lots of competing pressure from school and work at the moment, though...I’d like
to wrestle something in a bog, finally drive flint through mantle and burn the inferiae in hopes [7]Heisman
smiles on a yellow jacket [8]treading water.
Speaking of the Flats’ highest hero, [9]this article introduced to me a previously unknown bit of GT
lore, a few words which I’d like to make a kind of morning prayer [1]. It’d be nice to waste less time talking.
[0]
ATLANTA – For the better part of 10 seconds, Georgia Tech student Stephanie Brunone stood at
the front door of the architecture building, rum and Coke in hand, and pondered what she should do.
She weighed the pluses, the minuses and then screamed so everyone could hear:
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”ANDREW J. COOPER!!! MANAGEMENT THREE-OH-SEVEN-EIGHT!!!”
There. It felt good. Cooper was the professor and Management 3078 the class doing this to her, as
Cooper had scheduled an exam at 8 a.m. the morning after a nationally televised home football game
against 22nd-ranked Virginia Tech.
Now everyone knew.
”He’s probably going to fail me now, but so what,” she said. ”When somebody reminded him [the
exam] was the morning after the Thursday night game, you know what he said? ’This is an institute of
technology. Not an institute of sport.’ Whatever.”
Welcome to Georgia Tech, a place where the stereotypical college experience – football, booze and
debauchery – often takes a back seat to, well, school.
Where else could you wander through the library’s computer lab, at the same time the football
team is playing a crucial ACC game and not find one open seat?
Where else would three electrical engineering students, sitting on the second floor of that library, rig
their laptops so they could watch the game while answering math problems most of us wouldn’t know how
to read?
And where else would Brunone and some 10 classmates, sharing a pony keg in front of the architecture building, offer cups to kids leaving class and be greeted not with warm hugs, but dirty stares?
At a place that U.S. News and World Report consistently ranks among the nation’s top 10 public
universities and top five engineering programs. A place with an average freshman SAT score of 1337. A
place where it really is rocket science – four grad students were among 21 individuals chosen to receive
three-year NASA fellowships last year.
”You have to understand,” Georgia Tech linebacker Chris Reiss said.
even know that we have a football team.”

”Half the students here don’t

Instead, the students eat in their dorm rooms, building networks so they can compete against one
another in online video games. They’re in the library, burying their heads in a nuclear engineering book,
familiarizing themselves with quantum theory.
Don’t be mistaken, there’s plenty of college atmosphere. In the area around Bobby Dodd Stadium,
the oldest on-campus stadium in Division I-A, a stream of fraternities and sororities celebrate pregame to
see who can play AC/DC, Dave Matthews and The Steve Miller Band loudest.
There are frat guys in shirts and ties, and their sorority dates in dresses. There are barbecue grills,
students walking into street lamps and others tapping kegs. But that’s the minority.
”Here it is in all its glory – game day at Georgia Tech,” said fifth-year student Johnny Kwon, looking out over the lawn in front of the architecture building. ”We sit here, drink beer and watch all the nerds
walk by that aren’t going to the game.”
Meanwhile, fellow Building Construction student Emily Harper guards the entrance to the architec222
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ture building, telling students, professors, anyone who will listen that they can’t get through if they don’t
have a beer. Everyone ignores her, climbing over the keg to get to class.
”It’s pretty sad,” Harper said.
Reality hits midway through the third quarter. A quick walk through the library reveals not only a
jam-packed computer lab, but three electrical engineering students huddled at a group study table, each
with one eye on the circuits worksheet in front of them and the other on a laptop beside them.
Back in their dorm, they had inserted a TV card into their computer. Through an Ethernet connection in the library, they were able to connect a laptop to that computer, allowing them to watch the game
on the laptop.
”You see, it’s Georgia Tech,” Vineet Changani said.
game.”

”We’re using technology to watch the football

Georgia Tech students try to drum up some enthusiasm for the football team.
But this isn’t extra credit. There’s no cheering, yelling, or jumping up and down.
quiet observation of the action taking place a block away.

There’s just

”If we win, maybe some frat guys get excited and run around,” Sreenivas Vedantam said. ”But inside this building, nobody will know the difference. Nothing’s going to change in here, win or lose. These
people have tests tomorrow.”
So, too, do the players. Reiss, who hobbled outside the Yellow Jackets locker room after a 10-point
Georgia Tech lead turned into a 14-point loss, quickly turned his attention to the next thing on his plate: A
pair of Friday morning exams in psychology and management. His postgame plan? Food. Studying. And if
there’s time, sleep.
”We don’t ask for much,” he said. ”But the teachers don’t understand. They never give us a break.
But it is what it is. You know that when you come here.”
Not all the professors are difficult. Maureen Widner, a professor in the Building Construction program, joined Brunone and her classmates at the pregame tailgate. At one point, holding a bottle opener
that plays the Georgia Tech fight song above her head, Widner asked, ”Anybody need a beer opened?”
”I’m in the minority,” she said. ”But as I see it, these kids work hard all the time. They put everything they have into this school. They deserve a break like everybody else.”
So what sort of a role does big-time college football play on a brainiac campus like this? What does
Georgia Tech football success mean to the fraction of the student body that cares? It proves that the school
is built on more than academic prowess.
”It validates that were not just nerds,” Kwon said.
yours, but we can whip you on the field, too.”

”Not only are our degrees much better than

[1]
DON’TS
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lose your head.
fumble the ball.
tackle high.
stop running because you are behind.
hesitate about falling on the ball.
let a runner escape you after you have him.
lose the game.

ALWAYS
Always
Always
Always
Always
Always
Always

play with your head.
listen for the signal.
block your opponent at any cost.
start as fast as you can.
be where the ball is.
win the game.

CAN’TS
You
You
You
You
You

can’t
can’t
can’t
can’t
can’t

play football without brains.
play too aggressively.
afford to waste time talking.
play ball with a swelled head.
win without using these principles.

NEVER
Never
Never
Never
Never

drop the ball.
get excited.
give up.
forget a football player may be a gentleman.

1. http://sports.espn.go.com/ncf/footballinamerica/news/story?id=1911953
2. http://www.1337.org.uk/
3. http://www.razor1911.com/
4. http://catb.org/~esr/jargon/html/story-of-mel.html
5. http://www.intel.com/design/pentium4/manuals/index_new.htm#1
6. http://www.intel.com/software/products/compilers/flin/docs/for_ug2/vect_str.htm
7. http://www.georgiaencyclopedia.org/nge/Article.jsp?id=h-2001
8. http://tbook.wreck.org/traditions_past.html#anchor494517
9. http://www.dailyherald.com/sports/sports_story.asp?intID=38294246

girlvinyl (2004-11-04 09:20:08)
Helluva, helluva, helluva... etc. Do you think it’s really 1337? That seems made up.
dankamongmen (2004-11-04 21:52:38)
if so, people in high places are far more clued in than we thought: http://www.gatech.edu/news-room/release.php?id=262 then again, most of the people in my freshman dorm seemed to know or care about precious little beyond
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accursed everquest (aside from the fourth floor, which seemed largely preoccupied with regular fires). git.talk.flame
certainly doesn’t suggest any overabundance of verbal capacity. i walked east campus a few times recently, and was
amazed that the brittain smell has changed not one iota. there is, however, a fence to nowhere.
cherryfractal (2004-11-04 09:24:25)
i <3 muse.
subcultured (2004-11-04 16:48:07)
this seriously made my day
kierah (2004-11-04 18:21:43)
alas, the externally linked article is ’no longer located here’
dankamongmen (2004-11-04 21:54:44)
the bastards! two days after the election, and already our past is being reshaped.

1.9.5

(2004-11-06 14:20) - bouncy - public

Music: project hate mcmcxix, still – these guys are madmen

Whoa. I was pondering taking on the [1]Giant Acme Klein Bottle picture as a user icon, and was poking
around their site looking for a good photo. Suddenly, [2]like a fat cow from a helicopter I realized that
”Cliff” was ”Cliff Stoll”, author of, of course, [3]The Cuckoo’s Egg. Glad not to have ganked before doing my
research. From the FAQ, btw:
Would you make one of these for smoking?
Nope. I make Klein Bottles, not bongs, not hookahs. A Klein Bottle is homeomorphic to a sphere with
2 crosscaps. A waterpipe (or bong) needs an input and an output, so it’s homeomorphic to a cylinder, and
therefore not a Klein Bottle. It’s possible to make something resembling a Klein Bottle into a waterpipe,
but I’m not interested in doing so. There’s too many other nifty topological shapes to create!
so yes, [ LJ User: eric9 ], you were correct. on the docket for today: cleaning! my room’s filthy like
[4]the cherokee county commission. and speaking of tweaking...
(22:06:19)
(22:06:31)
(22:06:39)
(22:10:31)
(03:56:47)
(03:56:47)
time.
(03:57:07)
(04:14:27)
(04:28:02)
(04:42:18)
(04:42:18)
time.
(04:42:34)

juju: yes
juju: i really want to get drunk tonight
juju: but i don’t think it’s gonna happen
juju: so is there anything interesting going on tonight
juju: HEY
dankamongmen : Idle: I may simply be deep in thought, but listen! i may have come unstuck in
juju: i think you are crazy
juju logged out.
juju logged in.
juju: i can’t believe i am still at work at 4:43am
dankamongmen : Idle: I may simply be deep in thought, but listen! i may have come unstuck in
juju: damn everything
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(04:53:21) juju logged out.

1. http://www.kleinbottle.com/meter_tall_klein_bottle.html
2. http://www.cultdeadcow.com/cDc_files/cDc-0123.txt
3.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0743411463/qid=1099769300/sr=8-1/ref=pd_csp_1/

104-8319087-6321561?v=glance&s=books&n=507846
4. http://www.ajc.com/news/content/metro/cherokee/1104/06busted.html

1.9.6

sara sheer 0wns you like the wallace family owns your heritage (2004-11-06 17:09) embarrassed - public

Music: youngbloodz - against da grain - 85

news from the world of high stakes competive [1]slap bowl...
I’ve been idly working to reinstitute the Georgia Tech Academic Bowl tournament, which (like the academic bowl team, it seems) died out before my arrival in 1998 (if you’re interested in helping in any way,
please drop me a [2]mail). In addition, I was asked again about whether I’d write questions for a 2005 event,
which I’m not at all sure time enough exists for. Stumbled across the 2004 Nationals (Questions Unlimited,
not that NAQT shit which can derelict my balls) [3]results, and the old bile rises up. Fists clench, teeth
grind and a vast image out of Spiritus Mundi troubles my sight; [4]James Island, were that I might still strike
you down, surely I would... It was pleasing to see the Washington Post ran this [5]fantastic writeup (on my
birthday!), even if inspired only by the damnable Mormon Ken Jennings.
If Reflex ends up taking k-hatty market share, I’ll write packets all day out of my used bookstore. It’s
a great way to spend time, but oh it does require a lot of it.
1. http://www.usc.uwo.ca/clubs/quiz-bowl/lexicon.html
2. mailto:dank@qemfd.net
3. http://www.qunlimited.com/national.htm
4. http://www.jicharterhigh.org/
5. http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A7195-2004Oct4.html

romanticdemise (2004-11-06 15:28:48)
you are the rad. totally ace.

1.9.7

it’s hard to kill the enemy on ol’ MDMA (2004-11-07 17:51) - pleased - public

Music: grateful dead - closing of winterland - sugar magnolia

owned!

And way to go arena jackets on whupping shitty shitty Kennesaw, last year’s Division II champion!
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romanticdemise (2004-11-07 15:01:30)
grateful dead. purr.
kesey (2004-11-07 21:37:51) the faster we go the rounder we get . . .
nodsnodsnods .. what she said! :))
vudiddy (2004-11-07 16:53:14)
That catch was ridiculous. I got the opportunity to shake Calvin’s hand after the game and congratulate him for that
play.
kesey (2004-11-07 21:42:45) a small suggestion ...
next time save the image you want to post (unless behind a cut) in, say, .jpeg format please? for comparsion: this
picture is > 900k and takes awhile to load/reload i saved a copy in .jpeg format and it looks the same at 125k that
makes a huge difference when viewing a friends page - even on high speed (modem users would no doubt choke on it)
thanks! peace :)
dankamongmen (2004-11-07 23:07:16) Re: a small suggestion ...
absolutely. Had I have noticed the bitmappish nature, trust that discrete cosine transformation or some similar
technique would have been applied.
dankamongmen (2004-11-07 23:08:16) Re: a small suggestion ...
your wish is my command!
kesey (2004-11-08 09:40:20) Re: a small suggestion ...
ten u berry mush!
zbtron (2004-11-08 06:01:40) Re: a small suggestion ...
heh.

1.9.8

It’s a wide entrance, small exit like a funnel, so deep it’s picked up on radios in
tunnels (2004-11-09 00:24) - i am the master of torrents! - public

Music: phish - junta (disc 2) - the divided sky

reaganv(”My fellow Americans, I am pleased to tell you I just signed legislation which outlaws Russia forever.
The piracy begins in five minutes.”)
Speakeasy brought in our 6.0/768 line last week, and finally I’ve sat down to configure the Danknet. Like
Juvenile on Tha G Code, we’ve got pipe all fuckin’ day! With the power of Linux multipath routing and a
firewall loaded for bear with 4 100BaseT and 2 1000BaseT interfaces, danknet now:
Has available a total maximum of 9.0Mpbs down, 1.0Mpbs up
Fails over exclusively to one link in the event of
- a link down event, if the other link is up (immediate)
- inability to reach at least N - 1 hosts from a hardcoded list, if the other link can reach N
(reach == rcpt reply, max 1s RTT averaged over 5 attempts, using ECHO REQUEST) ( 10s)
Restores routes dropped via the mechanism above, when applicable
Load-balances outgoing requests according to weighting factors and measured utilization
According to the same metrics, reserves 128k for our VoIP on a preferred link following any outgoing telec 2008 dankamongmen. This book is strictly personal.
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phony
Prioritizes interactive traffic using both port and diffserv as indicators
Limits egress traffic to avoid filling the large TX buffers on the cable and DSL modems, preserving low
latency
Provides link-redundant service backup, particularly MX
Provides gigabit and 100Mbit internal networking without a distinct hub/switch
Is tightly and statefully firewalled, and protected by IPS/AV hardware
Provides a Debian install image automatically to PXE-booting hosts in localnet, along with usual services
Fucking owns your toy network? Most definitely.
I don’t have any inbound load balancing set up, nor can I see much possible save taking over my DNS
and applying roundrobin technique. There’s a few other things I’d like to clean up, as well. For now, I’m in
bittorrent heaven. There’s very little so pretty as our networking closet of doom and 20 lines of ip(8) and
tc(8) invocations looking for all the world like a single 10BaseT wire straight into the core of it all. I LOVE
LINUX NETWORKING; VIVA LE OPEN SOURCE!

1.9.9

Post bellum auxilium...en espanol! (2004-11-09 14:56) - no me molesta - public

Music: opeth - my arms, your hearse - madrigal

Comenzo asalto a Faluya - Assault on Fallujah begins
Operacion en Faluya ”tomara tiempo” - The operation in Fallujah will take time
Lu ciudad esta bajo toque de queda - [Allawi] imposed an indefinite curfew
Hombres entre 15 y 50 anos no pueden salir o entrar - Men aged 15-50 may not enter or leave
Siete muertos y seis heridos en emboscada - Seven dead, six wounded in ambush
20 experimentos llevados a cabo es 11 ninos y adolescentes judios transferidos desde el campo
de exterminio de Auschwitz para ensayar una vacuna contra la hepatitis 20 experiments on 11 Jewish children and teenagers transferred to the camp from Auschwitz to test hepatitis
vaccine
Evolucion es una ”teoria y no una realidad” - Evolution is ”a theory, not a fact”
Isso e injusto com as vacas! Mutiladas, abatidas e usadas como comodidade! - This is the fate of
the cow! Maimed, slaughtered, and used as a commodity!
In other notes, I’ve scheduled sleep for Thursday evening and Saturday morning until Sunday. So why
the fuck am I wasting time here?

1.9.10

I scrutinize every word, memorize every line: I spit it once, refuel, reenergize
and rewind (2004-11-11 14:46) - devious - public

Music: wu tang killa bees - the swarm - execute them

It’s just all in your mind, what you interpret it as; I say to fight, you take it as I’m gonna whip someone’s
ass...
It would appear that my greatest dream has come true (thanks a ton, [ LJ User: angra ]; as usual,
you da man!), and a new legion of infosec warriors are leaping from groundsewn dragon teeth. Ever since
reading [1]neuromancer way back in the day, I’ve wanted one particular job, one which did not at the time
exist, but would surely come into its own before my own time had passed.
DARPA is exploring the availability of computational techniques relevant to the identification and
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disruption of decision-making processes in enemy command organizations. To this end, DARPA invites
brief white papers. Upon review of the white papers, DARPA will select a limited subset of papers that are
judged as particularly relevant to DARPA’s interests. The authors of the selected papers will be invited
to discuss their concepts at a workshop to be held in late January 2005, location to be announced later.
Attendance at the workshop is by invitation only. The workshop will be UNCLASSIFIED. DARPA is
interested in white papers even if the authors are unable to attend the workshop.
The motivation for this topic is the US military’s growing emphasis on Information Warfare. Understanding and affecting the human decision-making processes within an enemy command organization is a
key aspect of Information Warfare [1]. This RFI focuses specifically on managing the efforts to degrade the
timeliness and quality of the decisions produced by an enemy command organization.
A command organization consists of individuals and sub-organizations at different levels of responsibility, linked by a variety of relations and procedures, both hierarchical and peer-to-peer, both formal and
informal. Organizations of interest range from the more structured command systems of a conventional
military to the less structured and fluid leadership of guerillas and other irregular combatant forces. The
enemy command organization’s structure and processes are often little known to the friendly forces, and
difficult to observe. Such organizations evolve and change rapidly, especially during a military operation,
due in part to physical attrition as well as to other factors.
The flows and interactions of decisions and information in such a dynamic system can cause a range
of complex phenomena. Thus, by applying a proper set of dynamic, time-dependent impacts (either physical
or informational) on elements and connections of the enemy command organization, it may be possible
to induce delays and errors in the enemy decision-making processes that are advantageous to the friendly
forces, at the right place and time. Tentative illustrations of some such effects are in discussed at references
1 through 5 at the end of this announcement.
Within this overall capability, consider the following four sub-problems. DARPA is interested in
computational techniques
and tools that would assist the US armed forces to solve these problems in real-time, during the conduct of
military operations.
1. Identify the enemy command organization. By exploiting limited, sparse observables, such as observations of enemy movements, attacks, communications (often non-electronic and/or encoded) between
some of the command nodes, determine the most likely topology, characteristics, relations and decisionmaking processes of the enemy command organization. Account for rapid adaptations and changes (often
on a scale of hours and even minutes) that are likely to be occurring in that organization and processes.
2. Plan a coordinated course of actions against the enemy command organization. Given the available (usually constrained) means of physical and informational impacts on the enemy command, devise
an effective combination and sequence of actions. Provide for probing. Leverage dynamic system effects.
Account for significant uncertainty in the friendly knowledge of the enemy command organization, as well
as its time-dependency and adaptability.
3. Predict the impact of the planned actions. Given the knowledge of the enemy command organization (such as obtained in the identification process, above) and the proposed friendly course of action,
determine the likely impact these actions would have on the enemy command decision-making, particularly
on its timeliness and accuracy. Time and effort involved in such modeling and prediction should be
consistent with its use in real-time. Address the issue of validating a predictive model with respect to the
real world.
c 2008 dankamongmen. This book is strictly personal.
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4. Control the unfolding execution of the selected course of action. In real-time, exploit the available observables (generally sparse and partially inaccurate), assess the state of the unfolding operation and
suggest corrective adjustments.
......
All Top Secret materials should be hand carried via an authorized, two-person courier team to the
DARPA CDR. Responses may NOT contain Special Access Program (SAP) Information or Sensitive
Compartmented Information (SCI) Data.
Proprietary Data: All information submittals containing proprietary data should be appropriately
marked. It is the respondent’s responsibility to clearly define to the Government what is considered
proprietary data.
Important Dates:
Register by 8 Dec 2004
Submit white papers by 1300 local time, 10 Dec 2004
Invitations to workshop sent by 17 Dec 2004
Workshop will occur approximately 18-20 or 25-27 Jan 2005
Original Point of Contact
Technical questions may be emailed to: Dr. Alexander Kott, Program Manager (akott@darpa.mil).
Other questions may be directed to Michael Blackstone, Contracting Officer, Phone (571)218-4804, Fax
(703)696-2208, Email mblackstone@darpa.mil
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There’ll be time enough for analyzing enemy command organizations’ decision-making processes soon. For
now, I truly must achieve great things in the work and school spheres, and this weekend devote energies to
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a darling kick-ass girl I met in my databases class – we’ll see how that proceeds. Excelsior!
Am I the only one who thinks Bush has pretty much been on top of things since reelection? I’m
greatly pleased by any kind of immigration amnesty/easing of procedures that can be introduced, and damn
but I creamed my jeans when Ashcroft resigned. His grim spectre shall now haunt only my dreams. It
wasn’t the way I hoped things would turn out election-wise, but I can’t complain about implementation.
What I *can* complain about is the shitty, shitty second half or so of the new Eminem disc. To be fair, it
wouldn’t seem nearly so bad if the first eight songs weren’t absolutely amazing. ”Mosh” seems even better
without the election hanging over it, and serves as a goddamn [2]anthem. Marshall, is there anything you
can’t do?
1.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0441569595/qid=1100202536/sr=8-1/ref=pd_csp_1/

002-3533427-0408837?v=glance&s=books&n=507846
2. http://www.azlyrics.com/lyrics/eminem/mosh.html

billings (2004-11-11 12:33:43)
I actually agree.. noise from evangelicals (which i think presages a party schism more than anything else) and the
new attorney general are pretty bad (if you disagree, i’d like to hear the substance of it, as the word on the street is
that he’s the guy who was looking for legal loopholes for torturing terrorists) but the last thing I was expecting bush
et al to push on was the immigration reform thing. I thought that was another one of his throwaway domestic policy
proposals. Maybe we *will* go to Mars. SS privatization is also interesting, but not too terribly surprising... this is
just a bald assertion, but I think that this is a Rovian as well as a fiscal conservative policy move, as it’s going to
increase his support from stock-owning individuals, who in my anecdotal experience seem to have gone for Bush. I
expect this to go further than the immigration proposal will, but that’s mainly because I have this weird idea that
the immigration proposal is bush’s baby, and his party has bigger fish to fry.
dankamongmen (2004-11-11 18:18:39)
Here’s all The Economist had to say: But as the chief counsel in the White House, Mr Gonzales became wrapped
up in one of the biggest controversies of Mr Bushs first term: the treatment of prisoners at Guantnamo Bay in Cuba
and at Abu Ghraib prison in Iraq. In January 2002, Mr Gonzales wrote a memo for his boss supporting the notion
that the Taliban and al-Qaeda fighters captured in Afghanistan were irregular enemy combatants not subject to the
protections of the Geneva Conventions. The new paradigm of the war on terrorism, he wrote, renders obsolete Genevas
strict limitations on questioning enemy prisoners. This was seen by critics as a wink at the torture of captives for
information. To those worried about civil liberties, putting Mr Gonzales in charge of domestic law enforcement might
therefore not seem a big improvement on Mr Ashcroft. The Senate is sure to bring this up in his confirmation hearings.
billings (2004-11-11 20:22:11)
I’m sure that at the very least he won’t write songs and lead the department in singing them every morning.

1.9.11

been examined ever since i was semen; they took the sonogram and seen the
image of a demon (2004-11-11 17:17) - mischievous - public

Music: gravediggaz - six feet deep - diary of a madman

My ”I had an abortion” t-shirt arrived today, go go ebay!
Automata theory! hehehehe
Hopefully it will be properly understood as a claim to fathers’ rights to mandate an abortion; for all the
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”we’re gonna lose Roe v. Wade, get ’em while the getting’s good, girls!” [1]conversation I’ve been reading,
no one mentions that both major candidates skipped out on the rights of men to abort jointly-produced
intellectual property. Abortion as an instance issue, like everything of consequence, can be wholly defined
within the economic metric (and my, if people would just remember this, there’d be precious little war –
buildup for war can be a wonderful economic boon, but the game itself is unfortunately wasteful). How can I
seriously hear to the lamentations of those about to lose their rights, when women in all 50 states retain the
right to subjugate men’s labors, garnishing their wages at the courts’ gunpoint? I’ve supported [2]NARAL
for years, but you’ll find no issue brief on their site regarding a father’s right to refuse sponsorship of an
unwanted economic burden festering in utero. Would these same people accept cloning stolen DNA from an
unwilling doner? Argh. Even the half-step of allowing a father to detatch himself from legal and economic
responsibilities should the mother be determined to bring the child to term would be welcome (it is still not
equality, so long as women may abort without the father’s consent, but it could be argued that this is derived
from the biological mandates of human gestation[0]), reducing a life-changing sword of damocles to a mere
intellectual property chimera.
I have paid for an abortion, and been informed of another after it had been handled independently (admittedly, there are reasons to disbelieve the latter incident ever happened at all). In all cases involved, the
parents responsible were in no way ready for a child, and their lives are better for the incident. Had either
woman desired, however, she could have wrecked havoc on not her life alone but mine and an unwanted
child’s. A man’s only option is the age-old equivalent of a back-alley coathangering: a swift punch to the
abdomen, just as illegal and prone to medically undesirable side-effects. One day this ovarian tyrrany will
hopefully come to an end, and in the state of Alabama men and women will walk together hand-in-hand,
beaming as they perform their Malthusian duties. Men are born free, but everywhere there exist chains –
unite, as we have nothing but these to lose.
[0] Thus providing a convenient and real reason to introduce large-scale ex utero development, beyond the
obvious ”because it’s bad-A, yo!”
1. http://salon.com/mwt/feature/2004/11/11/healing/index.html
2. http://www.naral.org/

dj ricecake (2004-11-11 18:17:08)
I wake you up in the morning baby with a kick in the tit I treat you like shit! You love it Smack you right in the face
now baby, just to show you I care And then I kick your pregnant ass right down the stairs
dankamongmen (2004-11-11 18:21:47)
[balsac.jpg]

1.9.12

our strange and haunting American paradox - that we are fixed and certain only
when we are in motion (2004-11-11 20:33) - you gotta breathe - public

Music: explosions in the sky - how strange, innocence - time stops

Does anyone else think [1]Tom Wolfe’s latest is going to be absolutely dazzling without saying a goddamn
thing? [2]Franzen, tally-ho!
Like most everyone else in the New Motel of the South (and to your far left, you can see Decatur, and
below you, to the right, East Point, home to the Red Dog), I approached [3]A Man in Full with some trepidation (did anyone else feel totally bummed by Peachtree Battle, btw?). I’m not sure what I took away from
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it; Wolfe’s Atlanta wasn’t the one I called home. Let’s hope this is better.
[4]This Slate third-person look into drone-assisted warfare rocks my world. It’s no [5]Flight Mission VI
on the phatty Nick Bronn (here for Thanksgiving!) tip, but it’ll do for the evening.
1.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0374281580/qid=1100223424/sr=8-1/ref=pd_ka_1/

104-6466317-1829500?v=glance&s=books&n=507846
2.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0374129983/qid=1100223476/sr=1-2/ref=sr_1_2/

104-6466317-1829500?v=glance&s=books
3.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0553381334/qid=1100223804/sr=1-8/ref=sr_1_8/

104-6466317-1829500?v=glance&s=books
4. http://slate.msn.com/id/2109447/entry/2109498/
5. http://rigor.suburbanjihad.net/images/fm6.wmv

solsistr3 (2004-11-11 19:23:52)
The only book of his that I have picked up so far is Electric Kool Ade Acid Test, which, I think, was required reading
for burnouts in high school. I am also interested in reading Hooking Up. He was just so freaking cute on the Daily
Show tonite when he talked about that one...it makes me want to read more!
dankamongmen (2004-11-11 20:39:23)
He was on the daily show tonight?!!?!?!?!!?!? goddamnit!!
solsistr3 (2004-11-12 04:26:47)
He was on the 7pm one. Actually, I thought that was what prompted your post! Im sure you can bittorrent it. :(
mathslut (2004-11-12 11:33:05)
He even wore his trademark white suit, so you could just imagine him at keg parties, talking to drunken sorority
girls in halter tops, leaning ever so aloofly and pristinely upon the grime of modern academe.
dankamongmen (2004-11-12 11:38:06)
Heh, most of the reviews I’ve come across paint a similar image. It’s an entertaining one, to be sure. Man, nobody
ever tells me anything. The Daily Show gets a decent guest and I’m off wanking in traffic shaping land.

1.9.13

your shitty 80’s pop does not amuse me at this moment (2004-11-11 23:41) - shocked
and awed - public

Music: NOT ”fiona”: folk implosion - natural one - kids OST

argh argh argh, it is truly a great frustration to think the new, glorious, long-awaited Fiona Apple album
([1]Extraordinary Machine) has emerged from the bowels of Epic, and realize you’ve bittorrented [2]this
horrible, horrible scourge. I can say with some confidence that this is the worst music I’ve heard since being
unintentionally exposed to [3]Grim Reaper’s See You in Hell, having blissfully forgotten our quick introduction on [4]Beavis & Butt-Head a decade or so ago (you may remember ”Oh God... Oh God, no... Oh God,
oh crap... not Grim Reaper. Oh Jesus no, not Grim Reaper!” or a shocked ”...is this Spinal Tap?”). Holy
christ, I jumped to the bonus disc from fucking Jimmy Eats World’s Futures just because it was next in the
recently downloaded queue. What a tremendously wretched homage to all that is without talent or even
clever marketing. Crikey!
MUSIC LIKE THIS IS GOD’S PUNISHMENT FOR HAVING TOO MUCH BANDWIDTH. ”And in that
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land, they built a tower to reach the heavens, but the LORD struck the workers with what sounded like
madness and babble in their ears, and all progress forward ceased.” bittorrent will redeem itself, however,
if this DVDR of Kids comes through complete. [5]Fidget is still one of my favorite meager characters of all
time.
1. http://fionaapple.org/
2.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/B0001XAQX2/qid=1100234722/sr=8-1/ref=pd_csp_1/

104-6466317-1829500?v=glance&s=music&n=507846
3.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/B00004XSLR/ref=m_art_li_5/104-6466317-1829500?v=glance&s=

music
4. http://ilx.p3r.net/thread.php?msgid=3463204
5. http://sfy.ru/sfy.html?script=kids

georgemcfly (2004-11-11 21:23:59)
i like the record label it’s on – ”Wounded Bird Records”. It’s such an obivous joke.
dankamongmen (2004-11-11 21:29:40)
Not so obvious, musicmeister: Ween’s own Bird-O-Pray all-cassette label released ”The Crucial Squeegie Lip”, ”Axis:
Bold as Boognish” and ”The Live Brain Wedgie/WAD LP” prior to their descent on Minneapolis’s Twin/Tone Records.
georgemcfly (2004-11-11 21:53:48)
i was talking about the ”she sounds like a wounded bird” or ”their name describes their aesthetic” jokes. (notes: 1)
har-har and 2) i have no idea what she actually sounds like)
neraka (2004-11-11 23:46:42)
this would make a great amazon.com review.
romanticdemise (2004-11-11 23:47:09)
or somethingawful.com:P
neraka (2004-11-11 23:49:49)
there aren’t enough hours in the day for somethingawful :(

1.9.14

your friendly friday update on GA high school football (2004-11-12 03:05) - playoffs
playoffs playoffs - public

Music: type o negative - i know you’re fucking someone else

My almae matres both look good for this second week of playoff action:
Marist War Eagles (10-1, 6AAAA (2)): Last year’s AAAA state champions are ranked 4th, winning
the last two weeks (a rivalry game against St. Pius and the first round of playoffs vs Cedar Shoals) by
a combined 79-17. The 41-10 trip behind the woodshed for St. Pius was a [1]satisfying payback for an
inexplicable loss last year, the Golden Lions’ first win in 23 consecutive tries against the wrathful War Eagle
(Marist holds a 27-13-3 record against the faux Catholics). Coach Alan Chadwick gets some basic props
[2]here (”Low-profile approach works fine for Marist”), [3]Andrew Dete finds love (look at that little white
boy go!), and AJC head prognosticator [4]Darryl Maxie knows what’s up: ”Down in Class AAAA, there’s
Marist vs. Washington. Marist never loses to Washington when it matters. It can’t matter more than this.
Marist wins again.” Tha Dankcall: Marist over Washington 20-10. War Damn Eagle!
Walton Raiders (10-1, 6AAAAA (1)): North Gwinnett marches into Raider Valley with their [5]massive
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spread offense that reportedly looks a lot like Boise State’s; take heed, ACC low-bowlers. The Gwinnett
reviewer [6]likes our chances, but I don’t see Coach Ed Dudley’s defense holding down the East Cobb fort.
The region champion and 7th-ranked rich kids had better reduce this one to inches and dust. I was as
surprised as anyone to see the recently-emergent Raiders go undefeated in regional play, and the honeymoon
seems over. Tha Dankcall:North Gwinnett over Walton 28-14.
This is so much better than shitty CS 4400 projects. You gotta love this: When Dete steps onto the
field Friday night against Washington in the second round of the Class AAAA playoffs, his 6-foot, 200-pound
frame likely won’t appear imposing to the Bulldogs. But Dete’s playmaking ability is certain to draw their
attention. ”Our defense as a whole is not very big,” Dete said. ”We rely on our quickness and playing harder
than other people to get it done. For us, that’s just what it takes. We don’t have the size, and we don’t have
the amazing bench press and squats. We rely on other intangibles like emotion to play well.” Say it again
WAR DAMN EAGLE!
1. http://www.ajc.com/highschool/content/sports/highschool/1004/30marist.html
2. http://www.ajc.com/highschool/content/sports/highschool/1104/12hsgame.html
3. http://www.ajc.com/highschool/content/sports/highschool/1104/11dekaspot.html
4. http://www.ajc.com/sports/content/sports/columns/maxie/index.html
5. http://www.ajc.com/highschool/content/sports/highschool/1104/11cobbgame2.html
6. http://www.ajc.com/sports/content/sports/columns/bernarde/index.html

1.9.15

[gcc] gives not a moment’s thought To all she costs him. She’s less a wife than
a neighbor. (2004-11-12 16:25) - annoyed - public

Music: sir mix-a-lot - chief boot knocka - sleepin’ wit my fonk

Ahh, thanks for grokking, Juvenal. Dear limpdick arbitrar of warning emission necessity on the gcc team: I
love your warnings suggesting wrapping assignments used as truth expressions with double parenthesis. It’s
an useful idiom, and worth its weight in gold for the mental peace brought about knowing you’ll catch most
inadvertent substitutions of the assignment operator for equality’s. That having been said, would it have
been to much to warn on a construction like, oh, I don’t know...
quxquxqux...sizeof(CONST ARRAY - 1)) // XXX <- Fuck me! This almost certainly is not what I want!
Would it have been too much to request that humble harbinger of syntactical sobriety, the swaddling cloths
of a double paren? Was emitting a quick, terse warning too much, no matter how many -W options I’ve
plied you with? I understand you wanna let me be me, gcc. One day, I may very well want to take the
size of ... an undefined reference, in a way that could only be useful at run-time, nevermind that sizeof() is
compiletime ... and then use a pneumatic drill to compress my head far enough inside my own asscavern
that I can determine my age by the bile rings while I scrape at my taint with hot pottery shards. Way to be.

1.9.16

Get the money, my father Allah walks with gods just like the dollar bill walks
with god we trust (2004-11-14 13:59) - confused - public

Music: ol’ dirty bastard, mya & pras - ghetto superstar

”He [the Ol’ Dirty Chinese Restaurant] was the complete opposite of what people made him
out to be. He was a teddy bear.”
-Jarred Weisfeld, ODB’s latest manager
”My son, Russell Jones, passed away. To the public, he was known as Ol’ Dirty Bastard, but
to me, he was known as Rusty, the kindest, most generous soul on earth.”
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-Cherry Jones, ODB’s mother
”Puffy and all the other artists are good artists, but I think Wu-Tang... hey, we’re number
one:
WU-TANG ARE FOR THE CHILDREN!”
-Russell Tyrone Jones

And I m paranoid at the things I say
Wonderin’ what s the penalty from day to day
I m hangin’ out, partying with girls that never die
See, I was pickin’ on the small fries, my campaign tellin’ lies
I was just spreadin’ my love, didn t know my love
Was the one holdin’ the gun and the glove
But it s all good as long as it s understood
Let s all get together now, in the hoooooooooooooood
”All the stars is beautiful tonight, look at ’em” ... Horrible recollections of 1997-08-02 and 199[47]-04-05
haunted my visage as I slipped into a thrashing sleep last night ... first heard it on NPR, Duckhead having
picked me up after I began walking back from the Rocky Mountain, and found it blisteringly cold ... numbed,
put in a perfunctory appearance at the Masquerade’s Cradle of Filth show, but returned to share Kaddish
with [ LJ User: iwillfearnoevil ] ... ”If you wanna die, you gotta drink my sperm, the other way to die is eat a
can of worms” - ”Cracker Jack”, Nigga Please ... ”I drop science like Cosby’s droppin’ babies...I keep planets
in orbit” - ”Brooklyn Zoo”, Return to the 36 Chambers ... ever since I first heard him in Fall 1994, riding into
Marist with Pistolin’ Pete Farrell, ODB’s held a fascination and ohh, the ”beats [were] slammin’ from the
rugged programminin’” (”Hippa to da Hoppa”, Return to the 36 Chambers). Only the Genius/GZA emerged
from the Wu-Tang’s horde with efforts nearly so original, so surprising, so cracked the fuck out as Big Baby
Jesus, and I defy you to find a more extreme personal life. He conquered Puffy Daddy, the F.B.I., the Video
Music Awards and, in doing so truly became ”the God who’s ahead of the Lords: Dirty Bastard from the
Wu-Tang squad.” (”Baby C’mon”, 36 Chambers). It was clear the news had spread when last night I returned
to my ghetto mansion; bedding down, the shouts and pouring-outs from the surrounding apartments were
readily heard. It’s a sad day. From your efforts with the Wu-Tang Clan and Killa Bees on da Swarm, to
solo efforts to begging the police ”do the right thing and get rid of all the drugs, I’ve gotta come clean” to
macking on Mariah Carey to righteously demanding a reexamination of whatever mistake recognized Puff
Daddy as anything but a tiny little turd from the mighty ass of Biggie, you’re appreciated, Ol’ Dirty.

1.9.17

quod erat motherfucking demonstrandum (2004-11-15 02:41) - chipper - public

Music: teenage fanclub - star sign

For those of you lucky enough to be keepin’ it real on qemfd.net (suburbanjihad.net, etc), I’ve enabled IPSec
using manual keying. Furthermore, since I accept your ssh connection with qemfd.net to be a secure channel, we can distribute keys along this mechanism (ie, you don’t need to get a new key CD from me). Join
the revolution of KAME-phattiness! I will likely phase out the current mechanism of keyed ssh access by
2005-01-01 to ring in a new golden era of layer 3 security. This is the dawning of the Age of Aquarius, folks.
An added bonus is that I will no longer expire inactive accounts nearly so rigorously as I currently do. Not
on qemfd.net? You know you want the love.
I’ll be expanding to 400GB fluid-bearing Hitachis around that time, in another RAID5 trio. Most likely,
the current 500/250 NFS mounts will go to 1200/500, and I’ll retain the 250 for personal use on my
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workstation. At that point, hoist will be entirely SATA, rather than a SATA + PATA == PIMA
atlantadetentioncenterv(”3-piece combo, boys!”) hybrid. After all, Paul knew best, and [1]Corinthians II
6:14-15 demands, ”Do not be yoked together with unbelievers...what harmony is there between Christ and
Belial?” It works as well for keeping the block layer streamlined as it does keeping blood lines pure. Speaking
of keeping it intemerate, does anyone know whether [2]Prussian Blue is bullshit or not? [ LJ User: sylvanrage
] tells me that they’re twin adolescent girls mixing classical guitar and violin, and singlehandedly reviving
Odinist hatecore. Fascinating, especially as one could get drunk and mix them up with [3]Out of the Blue,
a Yale a capella outfit known neither to cover Skrewdriver nor intone the [4]14 words.
On another topic, what a great weekend for sports! Aside from [5]Marist losing, [6]Walton advanced past
North Gwinnett and will play Valdosta (the worst shithole this side of Mogadishu) this Friday at home – I’m
there. Mighty [7]G to the Tizzech ”9” exacted revenge for UConn’s basketball victory of yesteryear, [8]UGA
took it right in the ass from Auburn, and [9]a school by the Charles improved to 9-0 and clinched a share of
the Ivy League.
1. http://bible.gospelcom.net/bible?language=english&passage=2COR+6&version=NIV
2. http://www.nationalvanguard.org/story.php?id=3652
3. http://www.yale.edu/ootb/
4. http://www.adl.org/hate_symbols/numbers_14words.asp
5. http://www.ajc.com/sports/content/sports/columns/bunn/index.html
6. http://www.ajc.com/highschool/content/sports/highschool/1104/13walton.html
7. http://www.gtsports.blogspot.com/
8. http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=pwned
9. http://gocrimson.collegesports.com/sports/m-footbl/recaps/111304aac.html

(2004-11-18 13:23:30) what tatu did for lesbians...
Well Louis Theroux has interviewed white supremists (and the *real* jews, who by the way are black). But I don’t
remember Prussian Blue being in the white supremist episode that aired on Bravo. Ultimately I’d say the mention of
Louis makes them more likely to exist, as that could be confirmed fairly easily (with Louis or the BBC at least). -Sidi

1.9.18

Anything outside of said designated sqaure counts as an autonomous unit for
mid-mall snacking (2004-11-15 05:51) - irritated - public

Music: souls of mischief - ’93 ’til infinity - disseshowedo

”Obviously, there are still an endless amount of permutations when it comes to projecting the BCS lineup.”
No, [1]Stewart Mandel, that’s totally incorrect, no matter what they taught you at Northwestern. If you
must wax intellectual on the subject, please understand the words you’re employing. Thanks, big guy!
Why are Kools still being manufactured and tolerated in our gas stations? If you’re smoking a Kool,
you’d better be Hunter S. Thompson or a recent immigrant who doesn’t know any better. I’m pleased to
find Chesterfield Kings mentioned in [2]this, to be sure. [3]This Slate article on Dr. James Dobson, ”the
Christian Right’s new kingmaker”, was much more disturbing: while [4]Focus on the Family no longer sells
it, I was forced to listen to his 12-tape ”Coping With Adolescence” series ... perhaps a half-dozen times
[shudder]. Grueling, that. thomaswolfev(”you can’t go home again”) blends into joycev(”i will not sleep here
tonight. home also i cannot go.”)
1. http://sportsillustrated.cnn.com/2004/writers/stewart_mandel/11/14/weekend.review/index.html
2. http://www.adeptscience.co.uk/maplearticles/f72.html
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3. http://slate.msn.com/id/2109621/
4. http://www.family.org/

kosherpickle (2004-11-15 09:09:14)
I noticed none of his projections had the other great team from the West, Boise State, in the mix. I know it’s a
longshot, possibly on the order of winning Powerball, but I’d be thrilled to see USC, California, Utah, and Boise State
finish 1-3-5-6 in the BCS rankings, thus enacting multiple clauses giving each of them a BCS slot. Then true chaos
would reign, as nine teams would each have a legit gripe about having an automatic BCS berth.
modularformsboy (2004-11-15 09:51:08)
It’s amazing how listening to a grown up tell you how depressed you are and how satanic and suicidal that D &D
stuff your friends do can screw with your nine year old mind.
kosherpickle (2004-11-15 15:22:22)
http://www.chick.com/reading/tracts/0046/0046 01.asp

1.9.19

can’t get enough of the swinging ebony death! (2004-11-15 17:22) - amused - public

Music: ween - the pod - the stallion, part 1

heh, bored and googling for old friends today, I threw in a few old marist folks...[1]alexandra pastern, well
done!
Specialities: Luv all women but interracial only for b/g, luv gb dp
Do NOT request: White guys - no exceptions!!!
glad to see tulane law was an eye-opener, hon.
1. http://www.glamourfinder.com/cgibin/results.cgi?db=female&keywords=women%20posing%20in%20underwear

phatjoe (2004-11-15 14:53:48)
brilliant!!! /joe

1.9.20

WTF?!?!!?!? Spurrier to GT rumors (2004-11-15 18:59) - shocked - public

Music: roni size - new forms - new forms

From [1]GT Sports blog

Ok, I have not posted anything here on this topic, but the rumors are starting to crop up on the discussion boards and even in some media reports.
What rumors you ask? There are rumors (along with all the other 116 Div I-A schools) that Chan Gailey
might be interested in the Miami Dolphin head coaching job and that Steve Spurrier is interested in the
Georgia Tech job should that come open. There are rumors that Spurrier was in Atlanta this weekend, you
name it. Of course most media reports have him now a virtual lock for the South Carolina job, replacing
Lou Holtz. So who knows.
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Here is a brief mention from Fox Sports:
It’s time to play Where’s Stevie? Ever since his alma mater, Florida, snubbed him, Steve Spurrier – you
might know him as college football’s most available coach – has been linked to numerous jobs. The fact is
this: Spurrier wants to coach in a warm-weather climate. The rumored front-runner: South Carolina. Even
though Gamecocks coach Lou Holtz is campaigning for Spurrier should Holtz retire, it’s not a lock. Spurrier
likely will wait to see how things shake out before making a decision.
The NFL will be a factor, but only because coaches such as LSU’s Nick Saban and Georgia Tech’s Chan
Gailey could be moving back into the league–and both of those jobs are more attractive than South Carolina’s. So is the Clemson job, which now looks like a possibility with the Tigers’ unthinkable loss to Duke.
One more intriguing possibility: Alabama. Don’t think the Tide wouldn’t jettison Mike Shula for Spurrier.

And here’s a blurb from a Brunswick GA editorial:
Where will Steve Spurrier land? Here’s a thought: Georgia Tech. The ol’ ball coach wants to return to
the South, wants to compete in a major conference, wants to take an established program and raise it to
elite status.
If not Tech, my alma mater could use him. Georgia State plays club football, but the Evil Genius could be
the one to take us to the big stage. G-State in the SEC? Dare to dream.

Personally I don’t see Coach Gailey leaving. He seems to be building something here and if the fan base is
patient enough, we might see it grow into something special. But of course every school has a portion of the
fan base that is not patient and is frustrated with today’s product. Can’t keep everyone happy for sure.
Anyhow, this seems to be an incredible longshot, and personally I hope it does NOT happen. But that’s
just me. I hope Coach Gailey stays around to finish what he has started.

1. http://gtsports.blogspot.com/2004/11/chan-gailey-rumors.html

vudiddy (2004-11-15 19:12:24)
I just don’t see Gailey going to the Dolphins. There are four bigger named candidates on the Dolphins’ list (Nick
Saban, Steve Spurrier, Charlie Weis, Brad Childress)... The Dolphins fans won’t give a guy like Gailey who just came
off coaching his college team to a somewhere between 6-6 to 9-3 record a chance. Gailey loves being at Tech and is
starting to turn the program around; Dave Braine is patient and extremely supportive. I just don’t see him wanting
to leave.
dankamongmen (2004-11-15 20:55:01)
Agreed, especially given the extreme efforts devoted towards recruiting.
happyfunnorm (2004-11-15 21:27:17)
I’m with you guys
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wow (2004-11-16 17:03) - delighted - public

Music: beach boys - good vibrations

I’m not sure there is any better way to wake up than [1]to a story about giant squid stuffed with cocaine. It
would seem I’ve found my calling. In other news, yay for sex!
1. http://story.news.yahoo.com/news?tmpl=story&cid=573&ncid=757&e=9&u=/nm/20041115/od_nm/peru_cocaine_dc

1.9.22

stalinv(”When the wood is chopped, splinters fly”) (2004-11-16 21:40) - all rabbleroused and shit - public

Music: got a chick rollin’ up half-black and -asian

Heh. While I’ll passionately argue that, pound for pound, the great Russian novels are the world’s finest, I
must nonetheless admit that I’ve often frowned in an attempt to enumerate many benefits of having trudged
through the 2500 pages of Solzhenitsyn’s [1]hamartiological chronicle (especially having now been graced
with [2]Applebaum’s comparatively breviloquent (and far more scholarly) work). Eris provides.

Duckhead: ”I got skewers, but they’re even wider now. We’ll need to shave them down.”
dankamongmen: ”We need a GULAG.”
Duckhead: ”I’ve got your fuckin’ gulag right here. What’s a gulag, a shaving tool?”
You just don’t hear that unless so tedious a task as shaving wooden skewers conjures up the image of decrepit zeka comrades on the Solovetsky islands or indeed, given the circumstances, around [3]Moscow State
University at the NKVD’s pleasure. For those of you reading your Boomber Bibles, the book of Russkies is
particularly amusing.
Save the [4]sperm whale? Exsqueeze me? Spermaceti oil? For one, they’re arguably the most numerous marine mammal, discounting the Bangladeshi beaches during monsoon season. Secondly, 30 mollusk
ecologists agree: their feeding habits are disastrous and unsustainable. From CETACEA:
In most areas, Sperm Whales feed on squid and octopi alone, often taking prey at considerable depths...giant squids are also prey to this huge animal. Floating debris is also ocassionally
ingested.
That’s right – its nocuous days are alternated between engaging in specicide and ”ocassionally” washing the
noble remains down with seaborne offal we’d refuse even if [5]Chris Kingo called it Dynamite [6]Ponce De
Leon Surprise Roll and charged $18. One ton of squid is required to satiate the gluttonous wonder, but the
next day it comes back for more...much more, many hundreds of our cephalopod friends. Now, admittedly,
their name is amusing and the world’s better for it – but it’s bullshit, a mere apocopation! Spermaceti is a
milky (delicious?) substance making up most of the beast’s misshapen head, mistaken by early whaler heros
and their [7]flenser groupies for Henry Miller’s [8]”thick gutter-flooding tide” (perhaps the world’s first and
only Ambroise Pare moment). Their intestines produce ambergris, a preservative of perfume and otherwise
wholly useless vocabulary word. Physeter macrocephalus, your time is at hand; fuck with me, and your time
will be now.
There’s been an annoying number of packages in unstable with brown bag postinstall errors as of late,
with today’s sed madness being particularly wearying (thankfully, I had a copy of sed 4.1.2-1 i386.deb on
my apt cache). vim-doc should never, ever break my update.
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I woke up at 1700. Realizing the wasted nature of the day, I’ve totally taken it off. My CS4400 group
is surely full of froth and I’ll need to start wailing on work code at midnight’s turn, but damn! it leaves me
truly beatific to take an unscheduled and rare full day away from the sharashka and its dohodyaga.
1. http://www.britannica.com/nobel/micro/733_51.html
2.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/1400034094/qid=1100658225/sr=8-1/ref=pd_csp_1/

102-2758286-3510528?v=glance&s=books&n=507846
3. http://www.nationmaster.com/encyclopedia/Moscow-State-University
4. http://www.savethewhales.org/sperm.html
5. http://www.mfsushibar.com/index.html
6. http://www.worldsexguide.org/atlanta_streets.txt.html
7.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0440407079/qid=1100661782/sr=8-1/ref=pd_csp_1/

102-2758286-3510528?v=glance&s=books&n=507846
8.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0802131786/ref=pd_sim_b_1/102-2758286-3510528?%5Fencoding=

UTF8&v=glance

quandry (2004-11-17 09:25:44)
Ambergris may have preservative properties for perfumes, but it is also (and I believe chiefly) used because of its
scent. http://www.profumo.it/perfume/aromatherapy/essential oils/ambergris 1.htm
eightbit (2004-11-17 15:00:13)
in case you want to fix up your sed manually: http://lists.debian.org/debian-amd64/2004/11/msg00250.html the
dpkg-buildpackage needs a -d option, too.

1.9.23

Rhymes they be kickin’ make me wanna kick they fuckin’ ass to the curb
(2004-11-17 06:55) - contemplative - public

Music: vida blue - the illustrated band - charmpit

An excellent (if meager) ODB retrospective graces [1]the grey lady:
”Somehow an entropic octet obsessed with obscure kung fu movies and even more obscure
neo-Gnostic theology became one of the decade’s most visible pop-culture brand names.”
I feel like crying. I told myself I wasn’t gonna cry!
1. http://www.nytimes.com/2004/11/17/arts/music/17dirt.html

iwillfearnoevil (2004-11-17 09:18:13)
Aw, me too! I loved that article. And hey, you use my name for the Lady. Very nice. ;-)

1.9.24

Medicine’ll get me revvin’ like a 747 jet engine, scratched my balls till I shredded
skin (2004-11-17 09:00) - scramjet in my soul - public

Music: new pornographers - electric version - all for spinning you
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NASA gets total props for the mach 10 scramjet [1]flight. By all measures – the [2]”holy shit woot” score, the
[3]terrify the ragheads intimidation metric, the ever-important ”[4]public money -> physics research” index
– it looks like NASA may win back some public love and [5]survive. However...
...what the fzzza-funk is up with the ”Hyper-X Program”? First, outkastv(”never, never never eva, never
eva”) remind me of Ayn Rand stretching out Atlas Shrugged with the plot abortion that was ”Project X”,
or better yet of Atlas Shrugged at all. Second, exists there a more vague name? Hyper-X could be the code
name for a hemmoroid pillow or some wretched outgrowth of !!!eXtreme!!! programming for all it denotes.
If NASA wants to [6]do it right, start with the little things like project ”10 to the Mizzach” and finding
out if [7]smoking tim leary’s ashes[0] in zero gravity gets you all fucked up. I like ”scramjet”, but it should
obviously have an interrobang to make it more mysterious: ”Soon our scramjets?! will safely carry us away
from Islamic fundamentalism, long lines at the grocery store and reality tv, and all our food will be sweet
GM.” ”Will people still give a shit about R. Kelly?” ”Even the scramjet?! cannot outspeed [8]mystery.”
[0] hahaha the last quote in this story made my day. science!
1. http://www.nasa.gov/missions/research/x43-main.html
2. http://www.rdwarf.com/~kioh/haxorec14.jpg
3. http://www.rdwarf.com/~kioh/haxorec8.jpg
4. http://www.rdwarf.com/~kioh/haxorec35.jpg
5. http://www.rdwarf.com/~kioh/haxorec22.jpg
6. http://www.snpp.com/episodes/1F13.html
7. http://www.cnn.com/TECH/9704/20/space.ashes/
8. http://www.canonical.org/~kragen/tao-of-programming.html#book5

1.9.25

”History,” Stephen said, ”is a nightmare from which i am trying to awake.”
(2004-11-17 23:55) - determined - public

Brazil decriminalizes: http://narcosphere.narconews.com/story/2004/11/15/94326/676. With the stroke of
a pen, Lula will reintroduce a freedom that I’ll likely never know to 1.8e8 Brazilians. Dos filhos deste solo
és mãe gentil, Pátria amada Brasil!
Sometimes it’s very, very difficult to accept the rule of law as anything more than gross absurdity.
Yes, there should be a candiru reference in all of this, but I’m feeling a bit cashed out on marine life.

1.9.26

a 40oz to freedom is the only chance I have to feel good even though I feel bad
(2004-11-19 07:47) - drained - public

Music: plastikman - consumed - contain

good news so here’s the lowdown: around 2 or 3 i’ll be joining the numerous folks taking today off. trust
that it’ll be love’s lukewarm lullabies in your left ear competin’ with set it off in the right: if you’re out and
about, call me and come join us. prior to warehouse party phatiness tonight we must make an observation of
Krunk. bad reasons i’ve been working since waking up tuesday night, first stabilizing (for values of stabilized) 4.3 [finally] then returning to delicate optimization of 4.2. i don’t mean ”working since tuesday” as in ”i
work for the DOT and have to be here every day”, or even ”long days at the office”, but ”awake since tuesday,
in my room because all this can’t get done if time’s spent riding to office annoyance, just [1]oprofile and me
and the bong must make three.” in the meantime, i’ve got two tests today, and have neither the books nor
much of a clue what’s been going on for either class – the orders for the morning may well involve two quick
hikes to GT, humiliation courtesy of da game, and doubling back to squeeze out what code remains before
mental collapse. let’s hope things are a bit more productive at school. wrt reflex deadlines, our fantastic new
utility infielder [ LJ User: neraka ] is letting me progress far more efficiently and sure-footedly than usual.
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we solved several mysteries yesterday but there’s just so rarely enough time...a current solution is so close,
but past the 50 hour mark my time’s increasingly spent convincing myself of check-ins’ and designs’ sanity.
i’ll have it done this afternoon because [2]success is my only motherfuckin’ option, failure’s not, but *damn*
even thanksgiving break sounds like 72 virgins and a gangsta paradise to my fatigued rigor gland.
in short you (you!) should be to’ up from the flo’ up by 1500 or so because binge drinking is always
there for us. heh i’m gonna be fucking useless today, paintin’ atlanta brown.
1. http://oprofile.sourceforge.net/news/
2. http://www.azlyrics.com/lyrics/eminem/loseyourself.html

1.9.27

make ’em say ”yaaaaaaaaaaaawwwwwwwn” (2004-11-20 10:35) - awake - public

Music: thirty seconds to mars - buddha for mary

Work without a vision is slavery, vision without work is a pipe dream, but vision with work is the hope of the
world.
I slept from 1600 or so yesterday to 0900 this morning. Rest and reprieve! Now it’s time to jog and
smoke 144,000 bowls, then back to the grind.
Speaking of grind, [1]this guy’s one cool motherfucker. Way to be. ”Take the 200 amp, 40 V power
supply. Says Koeth, ”I called around, and found one for $1000. So we made a list of all the surplus we had
and asked if we could trade.” In exchange for some frequency counters and plug in modules for oscilloscopes,
they got the power supply. On the way home, adds Koeth, ’my girlfriend started screaming that [the power
supply] was falling through the car.’ It turned out that the 400 pound box was safe, but it crushed the
jump seats in his mom’s car.” [Edit Sat Nov 20 10:47:30 EST 2004] And happy day, it would appear my
[2]Fermilab (home of the [3]Tevatron) shirt has arrived!
1. http://www.physicstoday.org/vol-57/iss-11/p30.html
2. http://www.fnal.gov/
3. http://www-bd.fnal.gov/notifyservlet/www?project=outside

spoonless (2004-11-20 21:05:43)
And happy day, it would appear my Fermilab (home of the Tevatron) shirt has arrived! Sounds like some mighty fine
attire! I recently acquired this t-shirt... http://www.scienceteecher.com/explodinguniverse large.jpg

1.9.28

I wanna get you in the Georgia Dome on the fifty yard line while the Dirty Birds
kick for t’ree (2004-11-20 12:55) - november football - public

Music: outkast - ATLIens - wheelz of steel

http://www.ajc.com/sports/content/sports/photos/highschool/2004/foot
ball/playoffs/week3/image13.html
[1]We’re moshin’ all the way to the Georgia Dome! bigboiv(”East Cobb, smoke some danks!”) Now, if
only the Engineers can take a page from Abbey’s book and toss a monkey wrench in the Cavaliers’ machine
today on the Flats...
1. http://www.cobbk12.org/~walton/
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one of god’s own prototypes ...

too weird to live, and too rare to die

(2004-11-22 00:16) - contemplative - public
Music: quasimoto - the unseen - boom music

Fark headline: ”Hunter goes berserk in WI, at least five dead.” I’m sure I wasn’t the only one thinking
[1]HST.
This weekend was relaxing, punctuated as it was by a nitrous holiday most oblivious. I’ve jumped aboard
the netflix bandwagon, and shall begin a new dimension of archival rigor once time is made to learn the
necessary tools. [2]Spun, [3]Coffee and Cigarettes and [4]Schizopolis rounded out my initial selections. I’ve
seen none.

So, I watch probably 3-4 movies per year, a dozen at most. Around 14 or so, I stopped looking forward to
most efforts following Jurassic Park, Independence Day, Speed and other such crap. With my reading schedule
and overall load, there’s precious little time for movies, especially given their 2-hour attention minimum and
a demand for the complete sensorium. I now find myself woefully cinema-illiterate. So! Recommend some
good movies. I hate hate hate emphasis on special effects, bad science and most popular actors/actresses (by
connection).
Favorite movies: Apocalypse Now, Pi, Natural Born Killers, A Clockwork Orange, SLC Punk!, Pulp Fiction,
Requiem for a Dream, Ben Hur, Trainspotting, Go, South Park, Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind,
Team America
Movies that piss me off the most: The Matrix, Good Will Hunting, A Beautiful Mind, Troy
so help a nigga please!
1. http://www.gonzo.org/
2. http://imdb.com/title/tt0283003/
3. http://imdb.com/title/tt0379217/
4. http://imdb.com/title/tt0117561/

billings (2004-11-21 22:22:06)
If you haven’t seen the pianist yet, do so. You may dislike it, but for me it was extremely intense, and I was shaken
for days after seeing it in the theater. So I’d say it’s worth watching just in case of the event that you’re the sort of
person that has that level of reaction to it.
schizobovine (2004-11-21 22:34:19)
Taken from a discussion on our lists toward the beginning of the year, here are some of my non-geeky recommendations
[-1]: [1]Se7en - Might be a little poppy for your tastes, but sufficiently gorey for mine, in addition to being a relatively
fresh take on a detective story. [2]Leon (aka The Professional) - Original (i.e., not the watered down American version)
featuring Natalie Portman [0] doing the Lolita thing while Jean Reno reprises his role as the only Frenchman in the
World Who Doesn’t Suck [1] (also, being an assassin). Again, a little more action focused than you might like, but it
isn’t the focal point of the movie. [3]Lola Rennt (aka Run Lola Run) - Watch the original German version. Twitch
also recommends: [4]Network - About the rise and fall of the Fox network. In 1976. [5]La Cit des Enfants Perdus (aka
The City of Lost Children) [6]Brazil [-1] I.e., I am leaving off shit like Ghostbusters, Mel Brooks’ .*, Monty Python,
etc. [0] Keep in mind this was one of her first acting jobs ever and thus before Lucas spewed his load all over her face
and the fan boys rushed to lick it up. [1] His parents are actually Spanish, who had fled Franco’s Spain to Morocco.
He’s lived in France since he was 17, however, and seems to have starred in many French files. [2] [2] This, of course,
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goes to show that all famous Frenchmen really aren’t. [3] [3] E.g., Napoleon. [4] [4] I don’t really hate the French as
much as it sounds. Promise. Also, LJ’s formatting system blows.
1. http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0114369/
2. http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0110413/
3. http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0130827/
4. http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0074958/
5. http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0112682/
6. http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0088846/

dankamongmen (2004-11-21 23:15:35)
> Se7en - Might be a little poppy for your tastes nope, a great movie! > Lola Rennt (aka Run Lola Run) saw the
german version, acceptable but totally overhyped > La Cit des Enfants Perdus (aka The City of Lost Children) I
like both this and Delicatessan, although this one more as montage art than film > Brazil Yes, it’s crazy that I’ve
never seen this. thanks!
litovka (2004-11-21 23:31:55)
I trust you’ve seen Fight Club? And The Cube? 12 monkeys is good if you like Terry Gilliam (although not as
impressive as Brazil, IMO). Donnie Darko is awesome. Coen brothers are worth giving a shot - Big Lebowski, Fargo,
The Hudsucker Proxy, O Brother, Where Art Thou. Fritz Lang - Metropolis and M.
litovka (2004-11-21 23:34:15)
Oh, if you like/don’t mind long, slow, pretentious foreign flicks, try Tarkovsky. Especially Andrei Rublev. It’s long
and it’s slow and it’s one of my favorite movies ever, perhaps the favorite movie.
eightbit (2004-11-21 23:57:03)
you haven’t been on aim lately. we should talk about two-signer/one-verifier digital signatures sometime soon. we will
change the way nerds think about secure email. now that the bilinear diffie-hellman assumption is widely accepted,
this seems entirely within our reach.
solsistr3 (2004-11-22 04:32:39)
Net Flix has lots of documentaries and TV series, too. I recommend the PBS series on String Theory (can’t remember
the name....Dave woudl know), From the Earth to the Moon and West Wing. Ooh, and all 3 that Wes Anderson has
done, if you haven’t devoured those already (Rushmore, Tenenbaums, Bottlerocket).
smellycoder (2004-11-22 04:58:56)
[1]American Psycho American Psycho 2 (Has nothing to do with the original, but still good) [2]Better Luck Tomorrow
- much darker than the trailer suggests Fight Club - yes, it has brad pitt. yes, it has special effects. but it was written
by chuck palanniuk so you can forgive those problems. [3]Garden State - it has natalie portman, but feels like an indie
flick Mean Girls - this one surprised me. Tampopo Run Lola Run [4]13 Conversations about one thing Thirteen [5]No
Man’s Land
1. http://movies.yahoo.com/shop?d=hv&cf=info&id=1800353972
2. http://www.betterlucktomorrow.com/
3. http://www.apple.com/trailers/fox_searchlight/garden_state
4. http://www.sonyclassics.com/13conversations/index-withflash.html
5. http://www.unitedartists.com/nomansland/

psyched out (2004-11-22 05:56:20)
i love jim jarmusch, but i hated coffee and cigarettes–your mileage may vary, but if it doesn’t just understand that
he’s done much better movies...the last movie he did before C &C was ghost dog & even though i only saw it one
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time, in the theater with [ LJ User: geebs ] almost 5 years ago, i thought it was really good and its probably the best
jarmusch candidate to join the list with the other movies you like...plus the rza did a pretty amazing soundtrack to
it, which may help seal the deal...
dj ricecake (2004-11-22 06:30:00)
Get Wet Hot American Summer. It’s got a bunch of people that used to be on The State.
mathslut (2004-11-22 08:59:14)
My favorite movies of the past year: Eternal Sunshine, I see you saw it, good job. Kill Bill, did you catch those two?
Some famous actors, but they are deservedly so. Perhaps there is a bit more style than substance in some regards, but
that doesn’t mean the substance isn’t worthwhile, just that the style is amazing. (Another movie with knock-you-out
style: The Incredibles. Kids’ movie, so maybe not entirely your thing, but it is hilarious, beautiful, clever, and fun.
Won’t be able to Netflix for a good many more months though.) Adaptation, from over a year ago, but I just saw
it this year. Blew me away. Hopefully not too irrationally surreal for your tastes, but definitely it is intelligent as
well. Oh, and I second the Mean Girls rec, because I think it is possible that if you were in the right mood you would
absolutely effing love it, in the same place in your heart that you love Clueless.
rusty42 (2004-11-22 09:09:12)
[1]Arise! The SubGenius [2]Soylent Green Ridley Scott: [ [3]Alien, [4]Blade Runner ] Trey Parker/Matt Stone: [
[5]Alferd Packer: The Musical, [6]Orgazmo ] Peter Jackson: [ [7]Bad Taste, [8]Meet the Feebles ] Russ Meyer: [
[9]Faster, Pussycat! Kill! Kill!, [10]Beyond the Valley of the Dolls ] however, my tastes are somewhat eccentric.
1. http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0134291/
2. http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0070723/
3. http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0078748/
4. http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0083658/
5. http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0115819/
6. http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0124819/
7. http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0092610/
8. http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0097858/
9. http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0059170/
10. http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0065466/

cbradfield (2004-11-22 11:33:37)
Suture The Conversation Chinatown Citizen Kane Adaptation Vertigo The Third Man A Streetcar Named Desire Last
Tango In Paris I’d also recommend anything Kubrick ever directed with the exception of Sparticus.

1.9.30

(2004-11-22 23:22) - peaceful - public

Music: modest mouse - workin’ on leavin’ the livin’

AUGH that GT-UIC game had me wrenching. Way to go Jackets in picking up the closely-contested away
win. Luke pulled down some nice rebounds, and no one gave up after a solid six minutes of late UIC domination. After this lackluster season of GT football (modulo Calvin ”Dhritirastra” Johnson’s emergence as a
fisher of highlights), wandering around home park’s muck and rot with good friends allied in Engineer Hope
seems somewhat iconic...prayers answered from a Gethsemane, despite the shadowy murk unbecoming her
still-early hour.
shamelessly pilfered from [ LJ User: mathslut ]: Jeopardy! now 20 % more [1]leet
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happy birthday, [ LJ User: sylvanrage ]! Mind the shiksahs.
only a few days until [2]nick bronn arrives!
phear (1997 vanderbilt invitational academic bowl tournament)
1. http://www.collisiondetection.net/mt/archives/001031.html#001031
2. http://rigor.qemfd.net/

girlvinyl (2004-11-22 21:57:01)
So cute Awwwwww.
dankamongmen (2004-11-22 22:20:41)
Surely I would sing the coming of Sherrod from the rooftops, if all the east coast wasn’t already abuzz making ready!
girlvinyl (2004-11-22 22:28:08)
Oh Pshaw! Nick Black... how I long to eat raw cookie dough with you.
solsistr3 (2004-11-23 04:49:49)
Ha! I also did Academic Games in high school! I was so cool and popular. We got to leave early on Wednesdays, hit
the Taco Bell, and then play nerdy cube and word games in some highschool cafeteria.

1.9.31

GODDAMNIT (2004-11-23 15:13) - devastated - friends

Music: deftones - adrenaline - 7 words

i need a fucking korn moment, goddamnit no matter how fucking hard i try lately i keep finishing ten seconds
too late, ten cycles too slowly! fuck!!!!
Hate, something, someway, each day, dealing with no forgiveness.
Why? This shit inside.
Now everyone will follow.
So give me nothing just feel.
And now this shit will follow.
God pains me, the more I see the life, who wants to see?
God told me, I’ve already got the life, oh I say...

dankamongmen (2004-11-23 12:50:20)
!!! but there may yet be a chance for redemption !!! Morituri te salutant!
cbradfield (2004-11-23 13:04:25)
10 cycles! I piss 10 cycles! A branch mispredict is 50-60, a cache miss is like 320!
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dankamongmen (2004-11-23 13:16:59)
Well, I sure learned my lesson about getting one’s conduplicatio on when Cap’n Bradfield of the All-the-World’s-aModern-RISC-Machine Purple Sash Society’s on the prowl. I am the enemy of MISPRED BRANCH RETIRED
and BSQ CACHE REFERENCE counters everywhere, or at least on Pentium 4’s. Besides, all the cool kids are
into superscaler urination these days, keeping both streams loose with some clever dispatching.
cbradfield (2004-11-23 13:46:47)
The enemy of my enemy is my friend.
cbradfield (2004-11-24 01:48:41)
Oh and how did I get labelled as a RISC head? Those cycle counts are from the P4 Xeon. I’s down wit the ghetto
x86, B. Though these days I find the Opterons are crazy impressive with i/o.
romanticdemise (2004-11-23 17:55:50)
today i picked up Jello. Cherry. [I’m biased]. I made it, and it was purple. PURPLE, i tell you! I mean, light pink,
dark pink, red..i can handle thoses. but PURPLE? ok..so i’m not funny, and i’m not cool. but i lubb you.

1.9.32

r00t, r00t r00t for the home team (2004-11-24 14:15) - high - public

Music: rainer maria - a better version of me - hell or high water

primusv(”hack on, hack on”). For all the hardcore among you, Juju’s celebrating her first day off in two
months or so with a irish car bomb drinkathon in the party-time lounge this evening at 2:30am. Come
one come all. Rumor has it that orange cicso will be similarly provided by [ LJ User: iwillfearnoevil ], the
justice of Murukan willing. Also, if you didn’t know, Duckhead is having a party here Friday for Joey and
their Lockheed brethren; myself and high school latin kings will throwing down our own 40’s. hehehe, I’m
reminded of three old quotes: ”I last slept three days ago, and just finished fourteen pages of optimized
yacc!” [0] ”I attempted to speculatively execute as I asked her directions, but my feet aren’t pipelined
enough.” ”I’m so fucking punk rock [thud].”

Hi,
What: The 2004 Capture the Flag Competition, a competitive hacking
contest between school teams. Br34k int0 c0mput3rz l3ga11y!
When: Competition: December 3, 2004, 1 p.m. EST
Organizational Meeting: Tues, Nov. 30, 2004, 6 p.m.
Where: Competition: likely in a lab in the ECE
Organizational Meeting: CCB 102
Who: Profs. Wenke Lee (CS-GTISC) and Henry Owen (ECE)
Details:
The 2004 UCSB Capture the Flag (CTF) competition is upon us. The
CTF will be held on December 3, 2004, at 1 p.m. EST. An
organizational meeting will be held Tuesday, November 30, 2004, in CCB
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102, 6 p.m.
The competition will pit teams from Georgia Tech, UCSB, and other
schools in a hacking contest. The goal is to break into the computers
of the other teams and score points, all while defending your own
computers from attack. If you participated in last year’s
competition, please note there are a few changes. In general, this
year’s CTF will be based on the DefCon capture the flag competition.
More information is available at:
http://www.cs.ucsb.edu/ vigna/CTF/faq.html
http://www.cs.ucsb.edu/ vigna/CTF/
A mailing list for the Georgia Tech team is available at:
https://mailman.cc.gatech.edu/mailman/listinfo/ttctf
Georgia Tech will have two squads: (a) people who are new, curious,
and want to learn, and (b) people who are a threat and need
surveillance. :) You can join either team, or just hang out during
the competition and r00t for the home team.
–
David Dagon /”\ ”When cryptography
dagon@cc.gatech.edu \ / ASCII RIBBON CAMPAIGN is outlawed, bayl
Ph.D. Student X AGAINST HTML MAIL bhgynjf jvyy unir
Georgia Inst. of Tech. / \ cevinpl.”

[0] whoa, we used to print things. how barbaric.
girlvinyl (2004-11-24 11:41:55)
Aghghhghghggh Damn it! fucking apple. I won’t have my new laptop by then. I would totally play. I played at SANS
[not terribly leet] and it was fun and I actually did pretty well at it. I’ll tell you funny gubment stuff if we hang out
next weekend. Also... ummmm... one sec.

1.9.33

is there a way to make it play itself ?

yes!

number of players, zero

(2004-11-24 15:00) - packet switched - friends
Music: phish - 2003-07-25 - limb by limb

New phone number: [1]stalker’s guide to the dankest. Please call the listed home number before my cell,
and bind it to my name to identify incoming calls. Our subterranean dwelling is most suboptimal for calls
of the cellular kind.
1. http://dank.qemfd.net/
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dj ricecake (2004-11-24 23:18:46)
Gentlemen, I wouldn’t trust this overgrown pile of microchips any further than I can throw it.
zbtron (2004-11-25 07:31:32)
totally.

1.9.34

plans for best thanksgiving ever: validated (2004-11-25 21:40) - beatific - public

a) get a sack of super northern lights, an ounce of regular dizzanks, and 1.75L of jaeger
b) get the home park crizzew over, along with shaggz, [ LJ User: gtscapegoat ] and [ LJ User: iwillfearnoevil
]
c) order up thanksgiving pizzas and smoke out the pizza guy cause it’s his holiday, too
d) drink irish car bombs like it was bloody sunday
e) have a very drunk [ LJ User: litovka ] along with [ LJ User: reznite ] and [ LJ User: quiescere ] over
f) let your balls drop once or two times
g) sleep from 9am to 9pm, avoiding crazy religous family who doesn’t want you there
i feel so stunningly great. holidays are solved. i’m thankful not to be hungover. happy birthday, babs
and jenna!
imnotsatan (2004-11-25 19:59:00)
Irish car bombs? ::is intrigued::
dankamongmen (2004-11-25 20:11:44)
http://www.cocktail.com/recipes/i/IrishCarBomb.htm
http://www.barmeister.com/cgi-bin/drink.view.pl?drink=797 http://www.webtender.com/db/drink/4194
dj ricecake (2004-11-27 08:47:25)
Those are most delicious. Glad it looks like your holiday plans went well!
kierah (2004-11-28 23:12:11) *oooh*
you got a sack of my *favorite*

1.9.35

i wish i was like you (easily amused) (2004-11-29 11:32) - ultimately convergent - public

Music: pantera - vulgar display of power - fucking hostile

And thus begins the remaining few-odd weeks of this Semester the Next-to-Last. I celebrated last night by
planning to clear up some home networking / work shit, and promptly watched 5 hours of South Park instead.
Noted: Team America’s ”Montage” song appears almost word-for-word in season 6 episode 03, ”Asspen.” I
hadn’t noticed the Colorado cannibalism before. Le sigh! In that vein, it was as delightfully slack a break
as I could have possibly hoped for – indeed, much more so. I’m truly disappointed with my abortive efforts
to produce in accordance with my abilities, save within the realms of makin’ ends. I did get hijacked by an
old friend’s girlfriend, and resisted! Trust not a man who’s rich in flax (his morals may be sadly lax).

But the invoking of Benway indicates all is not well behind that hygienic facade: Benway
is a manipulator and coordinator of symbol systems, an expert on all phases of interrogation,
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brainwashing and control. I have not seen Benway since his precipitate departure from Annexia,
where his assignment had been T.D.-Total Demoralization. Benway’s first act was to abolish
concentration camps, mass arrest and, except under certain limited and special circumstances,
the use of torture.
”I deplore brutality,” he said. ”It’s not efficient. On the other hand, prolonged mistreatment, short of physical violence, gives rise, when skillfully applied, to anxiety and a feeling of
special guilt. A few rules or rather guiding principles are to be borne in mind. The subject must
not realize that the mistreatment is a deliberate attack of an anti-buman enemy on his personal
identity. He must be made to feel that he deserves any treatment he receives because there is
something (never specified) horribly wrong with him. The naked need of the control addicts
must be decently covered by an arbitrary and intricate bureaucracy so that the subject cannot
contact his enemy direct.”
Of course the Annexia police processed suspected agents, saboteurs and political deviants
on an assembly basis. As regards the interrogation of suspects, Benway has this to say:
”While in general I avoid the use of torture– torture locates the opponent and mobilizes
resistance –the threat of torture is useful to induce in the subject the appropriate feeling of
helplessness and gratitude to the interrogator for withholding it. And torture can be employed
to advantage as a penalty when the subject is far enough along with the treatment to accept
punishment as deserved. To this end I devised several forms of disciplinary procedure. One
was known as The Switchboard. Electric drills that can be turned on at any time are clamped
against the subject’s teeth; and he is instructed to operate an arbitrary switchboard, to put
certain connections in certain sockets in response to bells and lights. Every time he makes
a mistake the drills are turned on for twenty seconds. The signals are gradually speeded up
beyond his reaction time. Half an hour on the switchboard and the subject breaks down like an
overloaded thinking machine.
”The study of thinking machines teaches us more about the brain than we can learn by
introspective methods. Western man is externalizing himself in the form of gadgets. Ever pop
coke in the mainline? It hits you right in the brain, activating connections of pure Pleasure.
The pleasure of morphine is in the viscera. You listen down into yourself after a shot. But C
is electricity through the brain, and the C yen is of the brain alone a need without body and
without feeling. The C-charged brain is a berserk pinball machine, flashing blue and pink lights
in electric orgasm. C pleasure could be felt by a thinking machine, the first stirrings of hideous
insect life. The craving for C lasts only a few hours, as long as the C channels are stimulated.
Of course the effect of C could be produced by an electric current activating the C channels....
”So after a bit the channels wear out like veins, and the addict has to find new ones. A
vein will come back in time, and by adroit vein rotation a junky can piece out the odds if he
don’t become an oil bumer. But brain cells don’t come back once they’re gone, and when the
addict runs out of brain cells he is in a terrible fucking position.
”Squatting on old bones and excrement and rusty iron, in a white blaze of heat, a panorama of
naked idiots stretches to the horizon. Complete silence-their speech centers are destroyed-except
for the crackle of sparks and the popping of singed flesh as they apply electrodes up and down
the spine. White smoke of burning flesh hangs in the motionless air. A group of children have
tied an idiot to a post with barbed wire and built a fire between his legs and stand watching
with bestial curiosity as the flames lick his thighs. His flesh jerks in the fire with insect agony.
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”I digress as usual. Pending more precise knowledge of brain electronics, drugs remain an
essential tool of the interrogator in his assault on the subject’s personal identity. The barbiturates are, of course, virtually useless. That is, anyone who can be broken down by such
means would succumb to the puerile methods used in an American precinct. Scopolamine is
often effective in dissolving resistance, but it impairs the memory: an agent might be prepared
to reveal his secrets but quite unable to remember them, or cover story and secret life info
might be inextricably garbled. Mescaline, harmaline, LSD6, bufotenine, muscarine successful in
many cases. Bulbocapnine induces a state approximating schizophrenic catatonia ... instances
of automatic obedience have been observed. Bulbocapnine is a backbrain depressant probably
putting out of action the centers of motion in the hypothalamus. Other drugs that have
produced experimental schizophrenia-mescaline, harrnahne, LSD6-are backbrain stimulants. In
schizophrenia the backbrain is alternately stimulated and depressed. Catatonia is often followed
by a period of excitement and motor activity during which the nut rushes through the wards
giving everyone a bad time. Deteriorated schizos sometimes refuse to move at all and spend
their lives in bed. A disturbance of the regulatory function of the hypothalamus is indicated as
the Cause’ (causal thinking never yields accurate description of metabolic process-limitations of
existing language) of schizophrenia. Alternate doses of LSD6 and bulbocapnine- the bulbocapnine potientiated with curare- give the highest yield of automatic obedience.
”There are other procedures. The subject can be reduced to deep depression by administering large doses of benzedrine for several days. Psychosis can be induced by continual
large doses of cocaine or demerol or by the abrupt withdrawal of barbiturates after prolonged
administration. He can be addicted by dihydro-oxy-heroin and subjected to withdrawal (this
compound should be five times as addicting as heroin, and the withdrawal proportionately
severe).
”There are various ’psychological methods,’ compulsory psychoanalysis, for example. The
subject is requested to free-associate for one hour every day (in cases where time is not of the
essence). ’Now, now. Let’s not be negative, boy. Poppa call nasty man. Take baby walkabout
switchboard.’
”The case of a female agent who forgot her real identity and merged with her cover story-she
is still a fricoteuse in Annexia-put me onto another gimmick. An agent is trained to deny his
agent identity by asserting his cover story. So why not use psychic jiu-jitsu and go along with
him? Suggest that his cover story is his identity and that he has no other. His agent identity
becomes unconscious, that is, out of his control; and you can dig it with drugs and hypnosis.
You can make a square heterosex citizen queer with this angle . . . that is, reinforce and second
his rejection of normally latent homosexual trends-at the same time depriving him of cunt and
subjecting him to homosex stimulation. Then drugs, hypnosis, and-” Benway flipped a limp
wrist.
”Many subjects are vulnerable to sexual humiliation. Nakedness, stimulation with aphrodisiacs, constant supervision to embarrass subject and prevent relief of masturbation (erections
during sleep automatically turn on an enormous vibrating electric buzzer that throws the subject
out of bed into cold water, thus reducing the incidence of wet dreams to a minimum). Kicks
to hypnotize a priest and tell him he is about to consummate a hypostatic union with the
Lamb-then steer a randy old sheep up his ass. After that the interrogator can gain complete
hypnotic control-tbe subject will come at his whistle, shit on the floor if he but say Open Sesame.
Needless to say, the sex humiliation angle is contraindicated for overt homosexuals. (I mean let’s
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keep our eye on the ball here and remember the old party line ... never know who’s listening in.)
I recall this one kid, I condition to shit at sight of me. Then I wash his ass and screw him. It
was real tasty. And he was a lovely fellah too. And some times a subject will burst into boyish
tears because he can’t keep from ejaculate when you screw him. Well, as you can plainly see,
the possibilities are endless like meandering paths in a great big beautiful garden. I was just
scratching that lovely surface when I am purged bv Party Poops. ... Well, ’son cosas de la vida.”’
Enough of that. Is the [1]new Nirvana box set any good? I’m thus far sticking with Sonic Youth’s Nurse for
best release of the year...oh, and [ LJ User: mathslut ]! I read [2]Hey, Nostradamus! yesterday, finally – it’s
indeed a return to form for Mr. Coupland, thanks muchly!
1. http://nytimes.com/2004/11/29/arts/music/29choi.html?8hpib
2.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/1582343586/qid=1101746487/sr=8-1/ref=sr_8_xs_ap_i1_xgl14/

103-8241320-2072637?v=glance&s=books&n=507846

solsistr3 (2004-11-29 08:54:44)
want. Nirvana. box set. I just dug out Incesticide the other day and have not been able to stop listening to it. There
is something about Nirvana....
mathslut (2004-11-29 09:57:42)
I actually just finished Hey Nostradamus! yesterday as well, as the beginning of Reg’s section had put me off, and I
took a little hiatus before coming back to the conclusion. I think I just liked the beginning so much because I have a
morbid infatuation with all the melodrama of high school massacres.
dankamongmen (2004-11-29 10:48:43) i know what you’re getting for christmas, then
www.tshirthell.com/store/product.php?productid=03
mathslut (2004-11-29 11:07:31) Re: i know what you’re getting for christmas, then
HA! So have school shootings stopped? Or did they just come up with the idea for the shirt in 2003, perhaps. That
shirt has the statistics of the sex and age of the shooters, and numbers of killed and wounded, but every single
shooter was male. What the fuck.
donicer (2004-11-29 13:42:40) Re: i know what you’re getting for christmas, then
Women couldn’t hit anything.
mathslut (2004-11-29 13:51:55) Re: i know what you’re getting for christmas, then
I’m glad you can be proud of your talent at hitting things, since you’re a goddamn idiot at everything else.
donicer (2004-11-29 13:57:49) Re: i know what you’re getting for christmas, then
I am. I really am. Hitting things and computer security research are my only talents. :)

1.9.36

waitin’ on a kilo, they eight i’m straight you dig what you need ten? ain’t no
fuckin order too big (2004-11-30 10:37) - energetic - public

Music: cee-lo - childz play (feat. ludacris)

No matter what happens today, I am wearing a shirt emblazoned with a thunderbolt-equipped squid holding
up a simple sign:
[1]
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and thus, like Goodie Mob said, ”Good old-fashioned soul food, all right, everythang is for free, as good as
it can be.” I am massively pleased with the culmination of recent weeks’ efforts at this izzoffice. We’ll be
heading into the new release and beloved cold times with a stabler, sleeker code base than I’d have dared
dream prior to the arrival of [ LJ User: neraka ] and his throwing a People’s Elbow of sweet nectarine
rigour into the signature-based analysis. After 1800 today, foul CS4400 will be naught but a memory. We’ve
apparently hired on a certain Lithuanian berserker, continuing our trend of collecting together most of the
git.* NNTP hierarchy in one glorious infosec tribe. Wrought of Hesphaestus’s fire, fallen from Valhalla, our
struggle is righteous and my aretalogy bound in code! gorbachevv(”Communism is running rampant. Life is
good. But first, some vodka!”)
1. http://secure.giantrobot.com/products.php?code=CHIMSQUID

(2004-12-01 11:14:35) Great current music
God I love that song. Mixed in with a little soul food with Dre, Big Boi, and Cee-Lo followed by PJ Harvey’s Is that
all there is and Gift of Gab’s 4th dimensional latest drop, you’ve got my latest mix cd. j. wallace

1.9.37

frustration (2004-11-30 12:26) - froth - public

I haven’t written fucking Java in seven years, but I *will* bust this out by 1800. It sure would help if java 1.5
hadn’t locked my machine hard three times now, raising an ire normally reserved for opponents of nuclear
power or Ed Whitfield and his [1]H.R. 3015. A plague on both their houses!
1. http://thomas.loc.gov/cgi-bin/bdquery/z?d108:h.r.03015:

obiefernandez (2004-11-30 10:43:17)
do you *have* to use 1.5? 1.4 is so much more stable.
zbtron (2004-11-30 14:36:39) 1.4 ruLz
totally more stable.
youhavebugs (2004-11-30 17:44:11)
fuck OO, you need to stick with the real langz, you’re falling victim...

1.10

December

1.10.1

How dull it is to pause, to make an end, To rust unburnish’d, not to shine in
use! (2004-12-02 01:31) - self-righteous and ornery - public

Music: spice girls - spice world - never give up on the good times

I wouldn’t paste in [1]slashdot [2]waste, but now Salon’s [3]referencing it. I have one thing to say, [ LJ User:
ea spouse ]:
Fuck off.
Remove your spouse and heartfelt duo of dripping vaginas out of my science and industry.
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Programmers live a blessed life not known since the late 1920’s swept in their heyday of swinging and
quantum physics. The world throws money at us to do something we love, a task not only enjoyable but
one demanding creativty and intellectual rigor both. Every day there’s new challenges, new improvements
to make and chapters to write, worlds to shape and sweetly deterministic natures to order. A night’s work
can have universal impact, all the while demanding no investment but one’s own time, a furrowed brow, and
Newports floating in a forgotten Orange Crush. Beyond the heady fiscal and intellectual rewards, there’s a
rich culture and humor to partake in, an unquestioned godlike status with one’s employers and paper-pushing
coblood of the working class, and a good chance your work can be done naked in the dark, celebrating cvs
commits with phatty bong tokes.
There’s plenty of jobs that’ll numb the mind, dull the spirit and wear down the body for well more hours
than you’re sacrificing, all the while paying ass for your toils. Tell your wageearner to stop reading so many
goddamn webcomics, stop crying and administer a good deep dicking. People like y’all are the type of assholes who wait until you’re rightfully removed from your larder of a job and then scream ”outsourcing and
freemasons rule the country” when an industrious desi takes the position with thanks and respect for living
in this generation of grandmotherly kindness. When programmer == auto mechanic on the laboring totem
pole, you’ll think differently.
Thank you and good night (if you’re not planning to work alongside me).

All of the scientists I’ve known have at least one quality in common: they do what they do
because they love it, and because they cannot imagine doing anything else. In a sense, this is
the real reason a scientist does science. Because the scientist must. Such a compulsion is both
blessing and burden. A blessing because the creative life, in any endeavor, is a gift filled with
beauty and not given to everyone, a burden because the call is unrelenting and can drown out
the rest of life. -Alan Lightman
JESUS CHRIST I am so sick of common-wipe cockbags who say to themselves, ”Physics and math are cool
but oh so very hard! I’m great at everquest, I’ll be a computer scientist!”
1. http://games.slashdot.org/article.pl?sid=04/11/11/0031259&tid=98&tid=10
2. http://yro.slashdot.org/article.pl?sid=04/11/12/0537234&tid=123&tid=156&tid=10
3. http://salon.com/tech/feature/2004/12/02/no_fun_and_games/index.html

litovka (2004-12-02 00:49:54)
Should I be worried that I’m agreeing with you? I’m rather disturbed by all the yes-[wo]men agreeing with the original
post. I notice she used a lot of ’we’s in her post, but failed completely to include her SO’s perspective. If he doesn’t
like it, or at least doesn’t like relationship difficulties it creates, he can kindly fuck off. As I understand it there will
be tons of fresh meat eager to take his place. If he likes it enough to persevere, he needs to tell her to shut the fuck up
and leave his professional life alone. The woman doesn’t even work there, for the love of god! ”Oh, I suck dick of/am
financially dependent on/have no life outside of one of your employees, therefore I get to dictate company policies” Oh,
and fuck you, physics and math are hard. Fun and prestigious jobs sound appealing, but I’m aware of my limitations,
thankyouverymuch. Why do you think I didn’t want to apply for developer position at reflex? :) I’d rather go for
something less challenging and fancy, than bite off more than I can chew. Not all of us want or can spend 100+ hours
a week in front of computer working our asses off.
mathslut (2004-12-02 08:13:30)
Maybe I was assuming too much about the extent of the complaints that had their roots in the actual employee, but
it seemed that things like no mentions of overtime in the interviews and then having it be mandatory? The spouse
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wouldn’t know about those things unless he was complaining about it. Or perhaps the dude does enjoy the working
and blames the co. to get off the hook with his wife. Re-reading the article does make me think the wife is a little
more upset about it all than the husband, and to that, I agree with you wholeheartedly that she needs to find her own
fulfillment in life aside from the regular doting of her husband. But. While I certainly love it when I have something
interesting and exciting that sucks me into staying at my desk until the late hours, there is no way I would marry
someone (with the implicit assumption, for me, that marriage also involves a joint decision to raise little hellbeasts)
who I knew would be so involved in his work, by choice or by lack of action, that he would never know his kids.
smellycoder (2004-12-02 05:26:54) one shot of vodka was fun, so 20 must be even better!
Turning your whole life into an obsession with work is bullshit. Not only is forcing work 9am to 10pm seven days a
week with no overtime/comptime a blantant abuse of your workers, but sitting at a desk coding for 13 hours a day/7
days a week is NOT HEALTHY. Sorry, balance is important. (And yes, I have worked one of those 7-day-a-weeknever-go-home-at-crunchtime jobs)
dankamongmen (2004-12-02 10:29:11) Re: one shot of vodka was fun, so 20 must be even better!
> Not only is forcing work 9am to 10pm seven days a week with no overtime/comptime a blantant abuse of your
workers Programming is not a mass manufacturing industry; it’s one of creativity and skill. These types of positions
can typically be optimized by market forces. Furthermore, EA is most certainly somewhat of a ”glam” position, much
as I consider my job architecting IPS. There’s other, less demanding jobs he could take – this isn’t the Triangle Shirt
Factory or the only game in town. And I consider myself plenty healthy, and code at least that much – it’s a matter
of getting out during the rest of the time :). Speaking of which, I’m walking to Rocky Mountain around 2. You
should break away from the CoC and join!
smellycoder (2004-12-02 11:52:33) Re: one shot of vodka was fun, so 20 must be even better!
well, i would have taken you up on that offer except that it’s now 2:45 and i just got home from the CoC. :-P perhaps
another time?
obiefernandez (2004-12-02 06:39:01)
I love your writing style, but you’re so wrong on this issue. If EA would just fix their project management, they
wouldn’t need to work their guys that hard. The turnover would decrease and everyone would win in the end. I am a
veteran of the MediaOcean crunch years, when development was forced to put in at least 50-70 hours for months at
a time. And it was bullshit! Total bullshit. Programmers make too many mistakes when they’re overworked, so you
end up with a negative total return.
dankamongmen (2004-12-02 10:30:44)
I’m a veteran of the IPS industry crunch years, and have put in 60-80 hours a week for three years now (closer to
100 in 2001). I think your statements are somewhat overborad, although I’ve certainly been guilty of that from time
to time myself :). My writing style more and more appears to be ”convoluted run-ons of shit”.
obiefernandez (2004-12-02 11:36:34)
overbroad indeed :) I guess everything depends on the mentality of those guys that are putting in the work. I
mean, I had my own (stimulant-assisted) period of 80-100 hour weeks which surpassed what was demanded of me
by management. However, when EVERYONE is FORCED to put in that amount of overtime against their will
I fail to see how it benefits the project or the company. Most software people say that you can only control two
of the following project variables at a time: scope, duration and quality. If that is true, then large deathmarch
projects such as the ones described at EA are most definitely sacrificing a lot of quality while burning out a large
percentage of their staff. You’d think it would make more sense for them to reset their delivery expectations, but at
this point it is part of their culture and nobody is going to change that any time soon, particularly since they are
publically-controlled and subject to the emphasis on short-term results versus long-term success strategies.
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schizobovine (2004-12-02 08:55:22)
If they would stop trying to reinvent the fucking wheel this wouldn’t even be an issue. So many of these programmers
waste their time building simple tools they should already have on hand – data structures, simple algorithms, concurrency code, whatever. How many of those games did they wind up rewriting the engine because it was improperly
designed? How many wound up writing custom engines? Ugh. You’re right, most of these monkeys don’t deserve their
jobs. Export the crappy ’business software analyst’ and ’application software engineer’ shit to India. I do empathize
with the story, though. My senior design project turned into yet another fucking database driven website. After
awhile, I just couldn’t work on it anymore – the whole project didn’t involve any creativity, just spewing out code to
do wrote things that had already been solved in thousands of other applications. I reeked of the Wrong Thing. Of
course, if you’re getting paid and don’t have other employment lined up, you can’t just walk away. It can grate on your
soul, especially coupled with stupid managers who don’t have a fucking clue about software (and don’t want to) but
have lots of ’people skills’. From your Reflex Security tales, though, seems like you have quite a good company: smart
managers and sufficiently interesting problems. I would just be less critical of others in less than optimal situations.
Or maybe not. =)
donicer (2004-12-02 09:22:44)
Programmers that work less than 60 hours a week? Like...webpage designers and stuff? I know I do at least 60 a week
every week.
romanticdemise (2004-12-02 09:59:41)
Fuck off. Remove your spouse and heartfelt duo of dripping vaginas out of my science and industry Note to self: do
not drink your coffee while reading lovely entries such as this one - the moniter is not for spitting out in laughter
upon. You made me laugh. I’m sure i’m supposed to comment with some *rawr, yeah, i agree, blah* comment - but
fuck that.
dankamongmen (2004-12-02 10:31:33)
Thank you darlin’ [kisses]!

1.10.2

good things (2004-12-02 02:46) - thankful - public

Music: deee-lite - groove is in the heart

National Review contributing editor comes out for the forces of Good regarding Raich:
http://www.nationalreview.com/adler/adler200412010837.asp
Multiple articles referenced by the ere-circumspect [1]GT Sports Blog describe the Thrillerdome as ”rocking”
for our cagers in the Michigan woodshed RUTSing doled out yesterday – it greatly pleases me. All too often,
GT is devoid of spirit and passion, and life without passion isn’t worth living.
1. http://www.gtsports.blogspot.com/

vudiddy (2004-12-02 06:14:12)
Yeah, it was insanely loud there Tuesday. It should be even more rocking on Sunday when we destroy UGA.
dankamongmen (2004-12-02 09:12:56)
Hell yeah! This is the payback a year in coming for upsetting our 11-0 or 12-0 last year. Fuck the cesspool of the
south!
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Advanced polymorphic worms (2004-12-02 12:24) - unfazed - public

Music: pink floyd - the wall (disc 2) - waiting for the worms

Courtesy of the GTISC/COC. They go crunch! http://www.cc.gatech.edu/ ok/w/ok pw.pdf
...but they’re probably not what pwned tokyo.cc and gaia.cc recently :).

1.10.4

To: dank@suburbanjihad.net Subject: You Need This Dank (2004-12-04 22:47) hopeful - public

Music: trillville - get some krunk in yo’ system

This is stupidly long; fuck LJ for not supporting recursive cuts. Sorry!
Everything is big pimpin’ ! My friends list seems full of gloom, plague and vexation (I fell upon
’botheration’ for the first time Wednesday – spell it ’proletarian’ in honor of its ignominious etymology.
Some words should quietly off themselves), but here in the dankcave it’s all cherries & crack. GT ([1]NYT
story! [2]CNN feature!) started the UMich game like butterflys borne of Etzion and followed through as
if ’twere wu-tang killer bees stinging Osirak on the swarm, and indeed our stingy (hononymic pun not
intended) defense is similarly suggestive of the Jews (pun wholly (homophonic pun not intended) intended).
I’ve completed my final (CoC-willing) computer science class as an undergraduate, and next semester will
by all indications be anointed a bachelor of hax0r science. The paralegal from Lilburn turns out to dig
1150 cockmight scenesterism, but the girl upstairs hangs out downstairs more and more often. My room
still smells unfortunately akin to dead mens’ piss, but the delightfully quixotic Jaeger+pineapples I’ve been
pouring on lately only look like it.
Upon today’s weary evaluation of the above appropriated subject, I realized its uniqueness across
eight years of dank@ internet-visible addresses and meticulous upkeep of .forward chains. I was flabbergasted. [3]bogofilter has trapped an average of 1287 messages per day (!!!) after folder diversions in
.procmailrc, and still I feed back in at least a buck fitty as bad ham. That this simple yet amusing salutation
had yet to be noted is a maddening anomaly; what quiddity gave rise to such a lack of giving rise?
And speaking of anomalies, oh my goodness it’s finals week and what do UGA girls and GT finals
have in common? They sure do both suck cock! Thankfully, I’ve but one final, my dare I say breathtaking
effort begun well past databases’ (cs4400) last minute having miraculously found favor in our TA’s sight.
At GT, you can know your TA’s first name is ”Ying”, go to sign up for a demo, and discover it’s common
nomenclature across 3 of the 5 graders – you can also score a two hour guerrilla hax0r session when told at
the demo time, ”leave me alone! I have work to do, you come back two hour.” These two hours totally saved
my ass, as celebrations of Twitch having ridden [0] the oxytocin wave (my that looks like oxycontin these
days) a quarter century ago had left the prepared project embarrassingly impotent. My [4]math 3225 final
will represent [5]a round 100 % of my grade, and is a kraken of an entirely different species.
Grading Policy: 30 % for homeworks, 20 % for each of the two midterms, and 30 % for the final
exam. I will also be using a maximal grading policy , and here is how it works: Suppose HW, MT1, MT2,
and FE are each of your homework, midterms, and final exam grades out of 100 points. Then, your final
grade in the course, out of 100 points, is computed using the formula Grade(F) = max(FE, 0.3(HW) +
0.2(MT1 + MT2) + 0.3(FE)). The letter grade assigned will be based on the usual 10 point scale: 90 100
is an A, 80 - 89 is a B, 70 - 79 is a C, 60 - 69 is a D, and anything below 60 is a failing grade.
I am confident, but hopefully not overly so. To ensure adequate preparation...well, there is no assurance. I’ve been to the class twice, and know no one in it. Thus, I’m spending twelve hours per day until then
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reading the entireties of [6]Grimmett & Stirzaker and [7]Shiryaev & Boas. Between these and some brushing
up on the [8]Lebesgue, I’ll hopefully be icecubev(”treating [[9]Big Ernie Croot’s final] like a prostitute”).
Otherwise, chillun’, I might not be graduating next semester, and wouldn’t that just shit in the pope’s
miter.
Noted today: DMX rips William Carlos Williams off like he be hurried, shivering, out into the deserted streets of Paterson’s ghettos. Behold my evidence, and give me another explanation:
The
The
The
The
The
The

friends, the foes, the Benz, the hoes (what?!)
studios, the shows, comes, and it goes (c’mon!)
jealousy, the envy, the phony, the friendly (uh-huh!)
one that gave ’em the slugs, the one that put ’em in me (whoo!)
snakes, the grass, too long, to see (uhh, uhh!)
lawnmower, sittin, right next, to the tree (c’mon!)

so much depends
upon
a red wheel
barrow
glazed with rain
water
beside the white
chickens.
An interesting few days have been had, full of meeting new e-people, the aforementioned mathematical salves, and unforgivably puerile regressions into candypop. Caught up with [ LJ User: girlvinyl ] in
the hizzart of home pizzark, was thoroughly disturbed by descriptions of the west coast infosec scene, and
saw [ LJ User: amyzon2313 ] drag [ LJ User: meemeedarling ] around Holly Street in recent times’ least
expected event (mmm...real events...bring unto me your Borel sigma sets, ugh math 3225 leave me be!). [
LJ User: mathslut ] came over to see Team America, bringing the long-heralded [ LJ User: girlsonfilm ] and
[ LJ User: infiniteapathy ] duo in common to unity – both grand people with a healthy stock of PBR. Most
happily, it was the first time since 2003’s closing darkness that I can remember a truly comfortable, fun
time with the M, which made for a nigh-euphoric weekend. America, fuck yeah!
[0] I had to verify this usage via a [10]Harry Potter discussion, of all things.
participles!

Hurrah for archaic

1. http://www.nytimes.com/2004/12/05/sports/ncaabasketball/05tech.html?oref=login&oref=login
2. http://sportsillustrated.cnn.com/2004/writers/mike_fish/12/03/paul.hewitt/index.html
3. http://bogofilter.sourceforge.net/
4. http://www.math.gatech.edu/~ecroot/prob.html
5. http://www.math.gatech.edu/~ecroot/syllabus.pdf
6.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0198572220/qid=1102246896/sr=8-1/ref=pd_csp_1/

103-8241320-2072637?v=glance&s=books&n=507846
7.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0387945490/qid=1102246989/sr=1-2/ref=sr_1_2/

103-8241320-2072637?v=glance&s=books
8. http://ocw.mit.edu/OcwWeb/Mathematics/18-125Fall2003/CourseHome/index.htm
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9. http://www.math.gatech.edu/~ecroot/
10. http://www.vocaboly.com/forums/ftopic406-0.html

mathslut (2004-12-05 12:11:43)
The paralegal from Lilburn turns out to dig 1150 cockmight scenesterism I think it is possible to enjoy the scenesterism
and not suck, as long as you have some appreciation for the fact that the scenesterism is a weeee bit silly. But still
kinda fun, for real though. So I would not say this is write-off worthy. But then I don’t know anything else about
the girl except the love of phish, so what the shit do I know? Most happily, it was the first time since 2003’s closing
darkness that I can remember a truly comfortable, fun time with the M Fuck yeah! I had this exact thought myself,
and was also highly pleased. I also raved about Team America to everyone who would listen last night.
mathslut (2004-12-05 12:12:12)
Also, fuck livejournal.
dankamongmen (2004-12-05 14:35:10)
fuck yeah. i’m glad to see the bush twins back, as you can probably imagine.
girlvinyl (2004-12-06 15:56:14)
<3
meemeedarling (2004-12-10 14:42:24)
Nick Black, you are super swell.

1.10.5

biological artifacts (2004-12-06 09:38) - impressed - public

Music: juliana hatfield - universal heart-beat

[1]the most brilliant, cunning thing i’ve heard in weeks
someone get that man a beer. ”science, pure science, and damned be he who first cries, ’hold, too fast!’”
excitement!
”Michael Gazzaniga, the council’s most liberal member, calls Hurlbut’s strategy a perversion of science.
Instead of tinkering with language to fit biology, he observes, Hurlbut is tinkering with biology to fit language.”
not only is [2]guerilla ontology way cooler than this cockbag, but biologists should just be happy at being
allowed to talk at all. it wasn’t long ago that all these people would be dispatched downstairs by cantankerous physicists smoking Merits. as they trundled into the galleys, Pauli would probably hollar something
like ”if you could smash atoms maybe you wouldn’t be up to your elbows in foetal pigs, now go binomially
nomenclature some delicious new species for people who know a tensor’s not a stylistic motif; something
endangered needs to encounter a singularity in my belly. don’t look at me bitch, i swear to god i’ll bathe
your ass in nuclear fire enough for triple helixes.” [0] and no, i’m also without a clue as to why there’s GG
lyrics on that russian page.
[0] no your pissant hyperthermophiles cannot hendel the nuclear pwnage
1. http://slate.msn.com/id/2110670/
2. http://imperium.lenin.ru/EOWN/eown4/chao-ele.html
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zbtron (2004-12-06 08:45:47) ” but biologists should just be happy at being allowed to talk at all”
and what prepends your scienctific arena? computer? i would not bring up scientific rank here, mr. dank. ::waits for
it....waits for it....::
dankamongmen (2004-12-06 09:20:06) Re: ” but biologists should just be happy at being allowed to talk at all”
BRIAN, if there were no COMPUTERS there’d be no LIGHT.

1.10.6

nwav(”woke up quick, at about noon, knew that I had to study prob/stats soon...
n”); (2004-12-07 13:37) - ponderous - friends

Music: ol’ dirty bastard - protect ya neck ii: the zoo

’Cause boys in honors math are always hard, come talkin’ that trash and we’ll pull ya card,
knowing nothin’ in life but to be legit, don’t quote this proof, my rigor’s shit...
So around this time last year, I began the 48 hours awake / 10 hours asleep schedule that served me so
well in classes like CS 6235 and CS 4251. As of late, this schedule seems to have broken down slightly,
decaying via alpha emission into a 72 hours awake / 24 hours asleep system. I don’t particularly care for
it, as those last 16 hours tend to be less productive than I’d like (mainly a lot of throwing back jaeger and
red-headed sluts to celebrate the great efforts concluded during the first 60). I didn’t arrange it this way
directly...it’s probably a result of cold-turkeying the white girl’s older sister back in October, then jumping
back on the crazy train once November began (howdy, good folks at [ LJ User: spun psychosis ]!) combined
with the extraordinary coder fuel streaming into the ATL atm. At least these days I feel in command of
what, let’s be honest, is an addiction raw and simple. Like any addiction, it can be broken down, analyzed,
and mastered; similarly likewise, you can die trying. What’s to lose?
I have 100 readers as of sometime during the last sleeping period. What brings ya’ll here? People have
said that they ”love my writing style”, and trust me that there’s nothing I’d love more than to successfully
write (words, not code) for a living, but I don’t get it. Looking over posts here, my ”writing style”’s a lot of
run-ons combined with what I’ll proudly claim to be one of Georgia’s most expansive vocabularies (hehehe!).
I’ll go ahead and request responses to this, though: why are you reading this entry? I ponder deleting this
thing in its entirety at least once a day.
I think I’m in love again. We’ll have to see after finals. Two great pieces of amusement:
from the onion courtesy [ LJ User: smellycoder ]: [1]Kids eating adderall
”Taking Ritalin to study is very dangerous. If you let your focus drift, you’ll spend the night scrubbing your
telephone.”
from [ LJ User: recompas ]: [2]Interpreting DoHR signs
1. http://theonion.com/wdyt/index.php?issue=4048
2. http://leech.dk/emergency/

obiefernandez (2004-12-07 11:25:09)
”pretty thorough grounding in CS, drugs, literature and current politics” Um, yeah that’s me for one. I got off the train
about a year ago, but I still enjoy the memories and miss the lifestyle – ritalin is my sub-optimal, day-to-day, coping
tactic.
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dankamongmen (2004-12-07 11:26:57)
what forced your hand?
obiefernandez (2004-12-07 11:57:50)
responding via email...
dj ricecake (2004-12-07 11:32:24)
Back when I was still in school I found that a good crunch-time schedule that worked for me was 36 up / 12 down,
which is also nice since it aligns your days with the standard 24 hours. Also, 36 hours awake is not too difficult to
muster and you don’t start going crazy towards the end as much.
zbtron (2004-12-07 11:39:36)
i find the largest obstacle when understanding your blog posts isnt that i dont know about computers, but rather i
dont listen to embarassingly bad hiphop.
desidjm (2004-12-07 11:50:44)
I read because I consider you a friend...because you amuse me.. and because.. runon sentences express certain human
qualities.. ”pretty thorough grounding in CS, drugs, literature and current politics” I don’t claim to know as much
about these subjects as you do but I can keep up.
dankamongmen (2004-12-07 11:54:05)
awww <3 you too, desi! and not just because your name serves as a fine springboard from which one can launch
jokes about subcontinentals. heh forgive my elitism; you know it gets the best of me sometimes =]. man, it’s been a
long, long time since smoking cigarettes outside CS2760.
desidjm (2004-12-07 17:55:22)
hahah lots of cigarettes..
copycatjsh (2004-12-07 13:27:20)
It’s the dank that brings me here. Just the dank. -jsh
turdburgler (2004-12-07 17:16:52)
I’ll go ahead and request responses to this, though: why are you reading this entry? Because your exploits (and opinions) are interesting and reading about them is too! And I consider you a friend (despite not having seen you in
something on the order of a few years even though you don’t live that far away). eep ˆˆ;
iwillfearnoevil (2004-12-07 18:02:50)
I read for the same reason that I stalk you; you interest me beyond all sense.
eightbit (2004-12-07 19:07:17)
i read because i don’t see enough of you in person.
msbeanhead (2004-12-08 09:04:17)
I collect strange people. Plus, I sometimes get the same sensation reading your journal that I do when indulging in
some hard-core schadenfreude, mostly of my own making. It’s a guilty pleasure.
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(2004-12-07 14:35) - aroused - public

Music: ol’ dirty bastard - snakes

omfg cutest thing ever! [1]I <3 octopus love!
1. http://www.cnn.com/2004/TECH/science/12/07/octopus.love.ap/index.html

1.10.8

Reinvented, refined, replenished well-rested, mission for medium to manifest
the thoughts collected (2004-12-08 11:57) - nerdy - public

Music: cee-lo green - living again

I AM ALL THAT IS PROB/STATS.
I am beginning to prepare uttelry ready for this final. I can’t recall when I’ve felt so completely in control of
a branch of math, manipulating it elegantly, letting it spin and shimmer as variation upon variation of likely
topics are proved this way and that.

I committed crimes of passion and my soul was suspected
But it was thrown out of court because of course the Creator and I connected
He told me, ”fear not for thou art protected. Your life is being requested
And you are being tested, so make every attempt you can to expect the unexpected.”
– Cee-lo

Ahh, you must be the professor of the class which is gonna get F’d in the A tomorrow!
youhavebugs (2004-12-08 09:16:45)
good luck
romanticdemise (2004-12-08 09:41:28)
you gonna rock this, boy.
eric9 (2004-12-09 13:08:53) Spelling?
first you should learn to spell. -eric
dankamongmen (2004-12-10 19:05:41) Re: Spelling?
That’s funny from someone who misspells ”Failed out of GT” as ”Going to SPSU!”. I’m putting a boa constrictor in
your room tonight.
eric9 (2004-12-13 06:23:35) Re: Spelling?
Yeah I guess I wasn’t as ”uttelry ready for this final” as you were. hahaha. -eric9

1.10.9

now you wanna run around talkin’ bout guns like I ain’t got none, what, you
think I sold em all? (2004-12-10 21:43) - coke stuffiness - friends

Music: lords of acid - lust - i sit on acid ’96
c 2008 dankamongmen. This book is strictly personal.
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sublimev(”what happened?”) Took the math 3225 final, and rocked it hard like I was Queen. Navigated
back through the downpours, grabbed a celebratory pitcher of newcastle at the Rock, ran into [ LJ User:
sylvanrage ] (congrats on graduating, Berkman!) and diggities became Jewish girls became a taco-eating
contest, where your hero put down 16 of the soft pollo beasties but still met only ignominious defeat at the
hands of better eaters. Back here, I don’t know what all went on. I’m a bit old for getting truly fucked
up, it seems sometimes (I certainly require a lot more sleep to recover these days), but hey, you only finish
your second-to-last semester once (we hope!). There’s definitely irish car bomb detritus spread about my
room, tall black Guinness cans strewn sideways, tributaries to crusty pools of warm, spilt floorstains like
rorschach tests for the crawling class, and empty bottles of Jameson, Grand Marnier, Bailey’s and sugarfree
red bull complete a scene of liquid decadence. I do remember line after line of the best white girl I’ve enjoyed
in some months, coming together with a fantastic [1]blue omega for visions of God and Bog in all their
gorgeousness and gorgeousity as my neurons did the peppermint twist...and octopus socks! Crashed around
0600 with full intentions to hit up work this morning, but alas, woke not until 1930 tonight (whoops), save
a few interrupting calls wondering if I knew where Juju was to be found (does anyone know yet? [ LJ User:
eric9 ] says she was here when he went to work, and [ LJ User: iwillfearnoevil ] apparently woke her upon
leaving this morning and offered a ride...?). Oh well, I intend to do enough crazy amounts of work over the
beloved break to continue justifying my commodious salary, especially with yearly review coming up this
March and a desire to continue a history of sizable raises, odbv(”I gotta keep it bling for y’all!”). The close
of the semester has left my beloved tako (IPS) and geso (A/V SMTP proxy) applications stranded in their
war against the Internet’s nefarious punks, and I must provide them with the heart and means to keep up
the good fight. plathascoderv(”Out of the ashes, I rise with time to spare, and my code will soon run smooth
as air.”)
1. http://www.ecstasydata.org/results.php?A=SearchAll&Start=0&S=omega&OldSort=DPD&NewSort=&SField=Name

1.10.10

grade me, evaluate me, tie me down and feed me imitation scallops
(2004-12-13 12:43) - cheerful - public

Music: le tigre - le tigre - the empty

Grades have been partially leaked. From git.talk.flame:
Oscar login -> Student Services -> Student Records -> CAPP Advisement -> Spring 2005 -> Generate
New Evaluation -> Spring 2005 -> Generate Request -> Detail Requirements -> Submit -> BOOM!
God bless the ere-hard workin’ engineer brotherhood. God bless 4.0’s from what I see thus far. MATH
3225 has either not yet been reported, or I failed it, but I’ll take the 3 A’s listed...just call me the soul
machine. Woot motherfuckin’ woot!

This semester has been brought to you by
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smellycoder (2004-12-13 10:15:23)
sadly that does not work for grad students :/
smellycoder (2004-12-13 10:17:25) god bless data leaks
ah, but a what-if analysis does show them. weee!
dankamongmen (2004-12-13 10:33:39) Re: god bless data leaks
I got the hook-up, holla if you hear me UNNNNNNNNGH. How’d you do?
smellycoder (2004-12-13 11:43:08) Re: god bless data leaks
4.0, baby!
dankamongmen (2004-12-14 04:11:31)
woot! there’s been celebration enough here to loan you some; it’s well-deserved!
meemeedarling (2004-12-13 10:51:58)
Congrats on the big brain. :-)
dj ricecake (2004-12-13 11:56:25)
Congrats on the grades! See you (like, in person) in a couple weeks!

1.10.11

fkmerhwgportjstbjiopaw9837tueo!!!! (2004-12-13 16:58) - ecstatic - friends

Music: sarai - ladies

who got a b on their alea jacta est honors prob stats final nick motherfuckin rock black did!!!!! i own the
motherfucker my name’s tizzal, y’all know who i am y’all niggaz can’t brook shit, but we got somethin old
and something nerw for y’all tonight, put your hands together for krunk and the motherfuckin’ outkast.
woooooooooooooooooooooo
CS 3901 Georgia Tech-Atlanta * US Research Project A 3.000
CS 4400 Georgia Tech-Atlanta * US Intr to Database Systems A 3.000
CS 8001 Georgia Tech-Atlanta * US Seminar S 1.000
MATH 3225 Georgia Tech-Atlanta * US Honors Prob & Statistics B 3.000
hippieatheart (2004-12-13 15:05:57)
2 A’s and a B here. Damn the lack of rigor in policy, else I might have had a 4.0.
modularformsboy (2004-12-13 17:19:54)
one degree down, one to go? or rigorizing the shizzit on the bronnian path?
dankamongmen (2004-12-13 22:06:18)
CS BS in 2005-05. This fall, I’ll either enter GT CoC Ph. D. for information security in Wenke Lee’s group, hit up
GSU’s law school, or play it cool and just bust Reflex code for a bit. I’m pretty totally unsure exactly which road
I’ll take. Being a mercenary may be interesting, setting up a third wave in Columbia allied against both the FARC’s
totalitarianism and the ruling party’s impotent populism.
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dj ricecake (2004-12-14 07:47:12)
Totally awesome. I didn’t know you were considering law school(?).
eccyntric (2004-12-14 08:09:09)
Isn’t everybody nowadays?
phatjoe (2004-12-13 19:46:43)
nigga, you’re the colonel of this muthafuckin tank. /joe
dankamongmen (2004-12-13 21:22:43)
Y’all after big thangs, we after big bank 3rd Ward hustlas, soldiers in combats Convicts and dealers, and killers with
TRU tats Never gave a fuck bout no hoes on our riches And niggaz come short, I’m diggin ditches M.P. pullin stripes,
commander-in-chief And fools run up wrong, nigga I’m knockin out some teeth I’m down here slangin, rollin with
these hustlers Tryin to get rid of all you haters and you bustas Steppin on cold, break a niggaz nose In the projects
niggaz anything goes Breakin fools off cause I’m a No Limit soldier At ease now salute, this pass me the doja
dankamongmen (2004-12-14 03:56:11)
This is really just one of the best songs ever. Fiend exercisin this right, of exorcism bustin out the expedition Bullets
choppin haters business to about the size of prisms our mission They heard we scary, No Limit mercenary No tellin
how bad it get, because the worst’ll vary I heard you make em worry, that this for the loot They intimidated by the
rounds that the tank shoot Tank Dogs salute! Every robbery in store, cause they know everything Fiend know, mean
mo’ money mo’ Little Fiend still want the greens, the cornbread and the cabbage In your hood, remindin you bitches
of who the baddest Definitely the maddest, so the crime gon’ stick em up My UNGGGGGGH went twice (ungh,
ungh) And ended with nine, get em P gon’ make ya say UNGGGGGGH, I’ma make you say OWWWWWWWW
I’m not Eric B but guaranteed to Move this motherfuckin Crowd I stay on like light switches, money, cause I like
riches Hittin nothin but tight bitches, call me, I might hit ya Nigga make em say nah-nah-nah, don’t trip After I
bust yo’ shit, then after that say na-nah-nah-nah I hang with niggaz, I do my thang with niggaz (unggggh) They
wanna know if I gangbang, cause I hang with a whole gang of niggaz So when, we connect bitch better respect this,
I step quick Cause I got a, vicious right hand but ya know what? My left is quick! Silkk, you the type of nigga that
promotes violence? You might be right cause I’ll step in the club and say somethin to get that motherfucker start
to, fightin!! (Bout it!!) Bad as vogues, I’m cold, extra see through ?P-G? never fuckin knockin niggaz cause I make
em all see 3-D And P-D’s the game that I spit, No Limit Soldiers got my back I run this motherfucker, TRU niggaz
And I, betcha y’all niggaz ya say, ”Bet!” We capitalize and monopolize on everything we see keep pistols drawed and
cocked, we got the industry locked, we can’t be stopped, too hot Check the spots that we got, on Billboard This
Tank can set up roadblocks, we fadin all you hoes Want some mo? Then let’s go, stretch you out like elastic Zip
that ass up in plastic, have ya folks pickin caskets We drastic, our tactics is homegrown in the ghetto So feel the
wrath of this sista, it’s like you fightin 10 niggaz Forget the baby boys, it’s the biggest mamma Mia The Unlady Like
diva, lyrical man eater, believe her Or see her, and get that ass embarrassed If you’re a decision maker, guaranteed
you’ll get carried away So stay in yo’ place, when ya hear mamma speakin Cannon spray, clear the way, when ya see
The Tank creepin I’m that nigga that rap and stick-up Joe when they won’t know how to do it You could be the
little bitty skinny motherfucker with the braids in his hair Usin limos and choppers too I done paid my dues, but
still played the blues Nigga play me like you was scared to lose I’m still a fool, you ain’t heard the news I was a No
Limit nigga, makin major moves I won’t stop now, bitch, I can’t stop You can’t stop me, so bitch don’t try we We
TRU soldiers, we don’t die We keep rollin, na-nah-nah-nah-nah All aboard, bitch it’s like a choir inside The group
goin hallelujah Niggaz goin to war, got to fightin and shootin inside rumors Bitches be sayin he there, we there,
BEWARE!!! C there, Silkk there Fiend there, Mamma there, P there Ain’t no salary cap, on top of my dollars I roll
with nothin, but them No Limit riders I gets down nigga, I hold my tank up high Watch how many bitches get wild,
na-nah na-nah heh i need to read http://www.somethingspace.com/columns/mas042102.shtml again
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dankamongmen (2004-12-14 04:00:50)
”Make Em Say Ugh” by Master P CHARACTERS Master P, The No Limit Soldiers, Man in Gorilla Suit, Golden
Tank SETTING Basketball court SYNOPSIS Master P and his associates perform before a basketball arena filled
with fans. Everyone present is wearing a No Limit jersey and presumably on the same team. P and friends, including
a man in a gorilla suit, hit countless slam dunks and three-pointers. Later, a huge gold-plated tank shoots and
destroys one of the courts baskets, causing many fans to rush the doors in terror. A gorilla in a basketball jersey
hits a dunk that destroys the other basket. There is rejoicing. THEMES PRESENTED Master P and the No Limit
Soldiers play basketball by their own rules, in which tanks made of precious metals are legal participants.
youhavebugs (2004-12-14 08:11:11)
im still peepin tha picture from when i first got with ya it took awhile to getcha but paid off when i hitcha see i sitcha
in my ride and glide like bonnie and clyde we get richa side by side but you far from my bride i cant deny that ima
playa... its in my family tree and if you see tha things i see you’ll be just like me im down with m.o.b., and you feel
like i feel stay all about ya dolla bills and keep it real like im real you still my lady in tha streets and my freak in tha
sheets from yo head to ya feet you just shaped so neat, make other freaks beat they feet cause they cant compete...
sex with you and a sweet is like a mission complete now leave all that baby momma drama cause you know i stay
clean i bust nuts on backs and bellies baby none inbetween, you know what i mean i try and keep my mind on my
cash but you’ll find it sometime you keep my mind on yo ass tha way you work your hips and perk your sexy lips,
make me wanna see you strip unzip and take a dip, plus you hip to tha fact that you in tha sheets with a freak so
when we freak we gonna freak until you make me weak, and its deep cause baby i can see us together, cause when it
comes to you, its whatever however... and i never have to worry about you actin a clown, cause if im broke with no
hope you gonna still stay down

1.10.12

i miss smart girls :( (2004-12-16 11:32) - bouncy - public

Music: outkast - the whole world

(11:28:53) dankamongmen: yay peano’s axioms
(11:30:37) marilyn: why are you thinking about peano’s axioms?
(11:31:02) marilyn: because you’re thinking of the non-zero amount of cookies you convinced miss elisie to
steal from me?
(11:31:10) marilyn: ;)
(the cookies, it could be added (pun intended), are uncountably infinitely delicious)
meemeedarling (2004-12-16 09:15:04)
I wish I was a math girl so you would date me. hahaha!
girlvinyl (2004-12-16 11:46:32)
Heh. NERDS.

1.10.13

remove the imaginary dirigible from stage, slovenly (2004-12-17 11:44) - public

Music: the death waltz
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meemeedarling (2004-12-17 09:38:22)
4 years of piano has not prepared me for this.
elcielo (2004-12-17 10:14:45)
When I worked at a musical instrument store a few years back, things like this would appear frequently, much to the
delight of geeky music teachers.
leftorium (2004-12-17 10:22:00)
One of my fondest childhood memories is listening to a street-corner gong duet.

1.10.14

not bothering with analysis just jotting down a thought (2004-12-17 20:59) - friends

i hit a whippet and wondered, ”programming languages are everything great about latin – orthogonality,
regularity, a highly logical core – and retards ’round the world can speak spanish with less mistakes per
minute than an average coder will generate despite a scientific rather than evolutionary heritage. why do we
suck?” is it increased expressiveness density, and if so, what does that say for compactness in representation?
will ponder later, as people are here, and likely easily answered. phatjoev(”WHEN DOING WHIPPETS,
LOUD EQUALS FUNNY.”) back to the hordes.
p. s. elise is supposedly getting some mighty fine cornrows, in case she backs out.

kierah (2004-12-17 22:18:39)
you have the most intelligent whippit thoughts i’ve ever heard. that aside, i think you can rest easy about the language
thing. generally, mistakes in any language are syntactical or logical. if the mistake count is confined to syntax for
coding and spanish, two people with comparable familiarity in either will make the same number of mistakes. confining
the count to logic, i’m pretty sure those retards are making way more than errors than your average coder. (i make
the assumption here that the overlap between average coders and retards is statistically small.)
phatjoe (2004-12-17 23:23:14)
LUKE. I AM YOUR FATHER. /joe
klimbingupwalls (2004-12-18 12:11:27)
ha ha, that is the most awkward icon i’ve ever seen. i don’t know you.
phatjoe (2004-12-19 00:09:23)
then you should look at my whole page of userpics. you’ll find something worse for sure. /joe
rheostat001 (2004-12-18 19:32:46) i don’t know you either...
but i was wondering... est-ce que vous dansez le mia?
phatjoe (2004-12-19 00:11:16) Re: i don’t know you either...
je danse le mia, pas de pacotille chemise ouverte, chaine en or qui brille /joe
dankamongmen (2004-12-20 13:04:45) Re: i don’t know you either...
what the fuck is all of this, why are so many pictures moving, what is this bullshit language that is not latin or
english, who let all this rabble in here?
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yonked (2004-12-20 12:43:33)
... qui est-ce? :)
dankamongmen (2004-12-20 13:07:54)
when messaged verse re: sines with periods half-pi i inquired of your ident, thinking interests perfectly aligned
yonked (2004-12-20 14:12:40)
tee hee

1.10.15

glance is always darting when I stroll the avenue, avoiding all the obstacles
that terrorize my view (2004-12-18 03:53) - calm - public

Music: phish - silent in the morning -> weekapaug groove 1996-10-29

peace and contentment. it’s an uncommon pairing of emotions for me, however fleeting.
i want to bottle this shit up, man.
reread proof today, and was overwhelmed. history is a nightmare from which yeah yeah.
bag it, tag it, sell it to the butcher in the store.
romanticdemise (2004-12-18 01:32:47)
the tires are the things that make contact with the road. it’s all you really need to remember.
dankamongmen (2004-12-20 13:01:57)
http://64.233.161.104/search?q=cache:3FJMNUde5OkJ:student.webdesignc ollective.com/marshalll/+ %22contact+with+the+soap %22+phish &hl=en I assume you’ve seen this before, from the onion :). But just in case.
God bless you, google cache!
mathslut (2004-12-18 01:38:50)
I truly hope that you did not play trivial pursuit without me, or I may have to go return your xmas present. Or did
you drug Elise into a stupor again?

1.10.16

i can’t stands no more (2004-12-19 22:09) - v. cold - public

Music: cake - comfort eagle - short skirt (long jacket)

I gave in and fixed the bedroom window. We’re not getting heat, of course, but this wind shit’s too much.
Ice spilt last night by [ LJ User: mathslut ], who threw a phat party and gave me the hilariously difficult but staggeringly badass [1]trivial pursuit book-lover’s edition because she’s my BFF, has not yet melted.
I’m going to leave it on the floor and see if fixing the window improves things at all. Still have yet to be sick
this season. Thanks to [ LJ User: hiddenwoman ], [ LJ User: eric9 ] and [ LJ User: iwillfearnoevil ] for also
getting in on the BL’sE bandwagon last night! Among our fairly well-read selves and two hours, a total of
three sixths were obtained. As I said, rating: fucking hard.
Ack, apparently my handiman skills are strong as ever; that crash suggests the window has its own opinion
about states of repair. Le sigh, and by that we’re reminded of the mighty Le Tigre, sharply noted by [ LJ
User: solsister3 ] as arriving February! Le cheer!
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1. http://www.trivialpursuit.com/trivialpursuit/boardgames_books.html

coleoptera (2004-12-19 20:54:04)
That Trivial Pursuit edition seems most awesome. Tamar and I bought it for the house months back and I think it’s
only been used once, and not even by me! I have GOT to play it soon.
dankamongmen (2004-12-20 10:38:37)
Don’t go into it planning to establish any self-worth as a result of your play; I’m not kidding when I say this is the
most difficult test of popular knowledge I’ve ever engaged in.
coleoptera (2004-12-20 11:55:43)
Self worth? Clearly you don’t know who you’re talking to. But I believe it...still, it should be fun.
solsistr3 (2004-12-20 04:33:16)
I owe you $8! We mustn’t forget!
dankamongmen (2004-12-20 10:40:39)
It is listed in [1]GnuCash under Assets -> Non-liquid -> Outgoing Frizzonts. Ahh, the crisp clean taste of doubleentry accounting, now open source!
1. http://www.gnucash.org/

solsistr3 (2004-12-20 10:47:09)
fantastic! Just remind me next time I am going to see you, bc I am a forgetter lately.

1.10.17

on the semantics of fedayeen (2004-12-20 00:26) - loved - public

Music: moby - play - bodyrock

[1]RedZone blogger Steven Vincent offers up an interesting piece on the linguosemantics of the Iraqi situation
for [2]NR. I find myself agreeing with most of it, although strong bias may derive from my absolute loathing
of the massive stretches of time wasted by semantic dissonance in everyday debate. Froth, froth. ”MarxistChomskyite-anti-capitalist-Hollywood template” is a wee bit fulminatory for my tastes, all else being equal.
Words matter.
Further fanning my latent anti-camel stance are articles like these: [3]McPaper reports on Saudi drug law.
I’ve stood around drunkenly claiming that prosecutors guilty of pursuing drug charges should be charged with
crimes against humanity proportional to the thousands of years sentenced, and economic damage reflecting
the epic waste these incarcerations have represented; the death penalty for trafficking makes me want to
raise high a Crusader-edition [4]Israeli Galil and go Ann Coulter on some bitches.
1. http://www.redzoneblog.com/
2. http://www.nationalreview.com/comment/vincent200412170843.asp
3. http://www.usatoday.com/news/world/iraq/2004-12-19-saudis-beheading_x.htm
4. http://world.guns.ru/assault/as23-e.htm
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THE HALF-BLOOD PRINCE RISETH (2004-12-20 17:38) - full of butterbeer public

Music: 50 cent - get rich or die trying - p.i.m.p.

Since no one else on my flist has posted it yet...courtesy of [ LJ User: mathslut ]: [1]Book 6 release date is
imminent.
tonight: gwar gwar gwar
1. http://www.the-leaky-cauldron.org/

happyfunnorm (2004-12-21 16:48:53)
Yay for book 6!
saluki (2004-12-21 17:44:14)
According to CNN.com, July of 2005. And someone is going to get killed off. Any bets? I’m going with Hagrid or a
member of Ron’s family, but not Ron or Hermione.
happyfunnorm (2004-12-21 19:43:14)
My bet would be on Dumbledore.

1.10.19

Scan for ultrasound North, South, East, West and all round and then to the
underground (2004-12-22 12:22) - awake - public

Music: oc remix - crystal rave theme

51-14 =]. Go Tech!
Here’s a little somethin for the players out there hustlin
Gettin down for theirs
From East Pointe, College Park, Decatur, Devry
You know, niggaz world wide down, for theirs..
If you didn’t know, there’s a throwdown here tomorrow night, christmas eve eve. All your childhood East
Cobb heros will be present! Directions, as always, at [1]http://dank.suburbanjihad.net. Be there or be
projected onto the projective plane – you know you can’t tie your shoes in Rˆ7.
all the players came from far and wide
wearing afros and braids in every gangstar ride
now i’m here to tell yah there’s a better way
when the player ball is happenin on christmas day
1. http://dank.suburbanjihad.net/

phatjoe (2004-12-22 10:42:38)
now if i come i’ll have to wear an afro /joe
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eccyntric (2004-12-22 11:21:40)
you know you can’t tie your shoes in Rˆ7 That phrase always makes me think of drinking with Liz on the front porch
of the crappy house we used to live in...ah, memories...
dankamongmen (2004-12-22 12:21:56)
Liz will be here the day after Christmas for 6 axial revolutions more!
dankamongmen (2004-12-22 12:22:43)
and btw, do hope to see you! if i don’t make it to the ’lander earlier, drive your charges hereforth.
eccyntric (2004-12-22 12:29:58)
I think I can do that! I just have to be able to go grocery shopping with daddy for xmas eve dinner at 3pm the next
day. Which is none too early. And Liz owes me a birthday drink, so I better see her at some point.

1.10.20

the night before christmas, and all through the projects not a handgun was
silent, not even a tec (2004-12-25 01:50) - restless - public

Music: tokyo sex destruction - le red soul communttee - first day

Previous post deleted because bitching is lame. Everyone who came to the Players’ Ball ruled, yay and
thanks for a great party! Punk Rock Bronn (proving his claim to Punk Rock Bitch after twice jumping up
to get beat down) and [ LJ User: dj ricecake ] will be in town through Tuesday. Big wassups to [ LJ User:
fsjones ], [ LJ User: olde ] and her bald binary star (and thanks for the game, it is the shizzle fo’ drizzle), [
LJ User: phatjoe ], big adam woz and [ LJ User: wasteink ], who I rarely see and didn’t expect. It was a
true old-skool throwdown of the finest kind (the three prerequisites of krunk trivial pursuit, 6 foot gravity
bong engineering and being the drunkest person at my own party all met), and I wish to thank each of you
for very few great memories this year. I look forward to another one, and many new groovalicious times I
won’t be able to remember. It’s good to see that the people I’ve known and loved since appearing out of
prophecy in Smith dorm (Eastside!) can get wealthier and older but still aren’t above booting three feet
from my front door. May we all keep our strength, distrust of social refinement and heroic intakes; twenty
years from now, we can be those crass fortysomethings hooting embarrassingly and not giving a damn three
sheets to the wind at El Azteca. They may look lame and probably overpay for sacks their kids eventually
pillage down to shake, but I think they still have a good time. I bet whippets feel even better when you’re
high off the blood of the working class.
I’ve only done one meme before, but in the spirit of christmas (and a shiny new kernel release!) I grant
you the revealing and urbane insight that only themed sets of questions can provide.
1. I am Jack’s synapses less-traveled.
2. If you could fight any historical figure, who would it be? Gottfried Leibniz. I’d dress up as Isaac Newton
and spice that chapter of mathematical history right the fuck up, as they say in Leipzig. Wearing CoE
trunks and demanding to be called ”Principia Pugnastica”, I’d call him a pretty-boy Hessian borschteater,
tell him his philosophy of monads would be influential only in eliciting schoolboy humor centuries later, and
pelt him with apples to rub in my marketing genius. He might start waxing rigorous about his notation for
the differential, at which point I’d point out Goethe had yet to be born. Suddenly deflated by the loss of
Germanic artistic pride, his black soul would wither and victory would be mine by sudden existence failure.
Runner-up: Blaise Pascal. Attack his infamous wager as pure vaginal apologetics, then beat him roundly
with his own roulette wheel and eponymous Borland manuals. If he caught a second wind, hire an organ
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grinder to strike at his secret weakness.
3. If you could fight any family member, who would it be? Uncle Bill. He was invited to try out for
the Philadelphia Eagles and is his school’s all-time sacks leader. After being cut, he went into business,
rising high in GE. I bet he’s not had his ass kicked since grade school, and his encyclopedic knowledge of
Mexican restaurants up and down the eastern seaboard implies acceptable post-scrap dining. Runner-up:
Dad. We’ve both kicked each other’s asses a dozen times, but it was always fairly even. Once you both know
it’d be a one-way bill, the rite of discipline/discipline resistence ceases being a rough instilling of manhood
and becomes shameful patriarch abuse. I’d dig the chance to bring down the King Stag in a controlled
environment, though.
4. If you could fight any teacher, who would it be? Professor Hodges. Fat fuck of a faux scientist failed me in
1050 (Understanding & Constructing Proofs) due to notation differences (which I, admittedly, didn’t know
to use as a result of my own poor attendance). That limp dick couldn’t prove 2’s root to be irrational without
two asian grad students walking him through the tough parts and a $4000 ergonomic keyboard to drool his
mocha choppa HCI latte on. Runner-up: Ms. Murray. I obviously loathed keyboarding class – if I’m typing
three times faster than anyone else with one fifth the fingers, isn’t that a good thing? Thinking beyond
selfishness, superannuated, tiny white-haired keyboarding instructors might think harder about retiring at a
sensible age if unexpected flattenings by 190 pounds of speed freak Samoan ex-students were more common.
5. If you could fight any animated character, who would it be? The Black Rabbit of Fu-Inle from Watership Down. You can’t fuck with my G the Rabbit Prince El-ahrairah, red-eyed bringing of the white
blindness nizza. Runner-up: Towelie from South Park. He could only fight back with warmth, fuzziness,
sagelike advice and phatty bong tokes. At the very worst it’d be like smoking dank in the dryer during
tumble cycle: a pointless exercise in which inertia becomes one’s cruelest enemy, but hey, you’re getting
fucked up.
6. If you could fight any animal, what would it be? Duh. My life’s swim hopefully involves mixing it
up with a giant pacific octopus somehow. I imagine it’d be reminiscent of Genesis 32 (gotta love how naive
god theory’s impact on capitalization resolves the dubious pronoun referencing below):

24 Then Jacob was left alone; and a Man wrestled with him until the breaking of day. 25
Now when He saw that He did not prevail against him, He touched the socket of his hip; and the
socket of Jacob’s hip was out of joint as He wrestled with him. 26 And He said, ”Let Me go, for
the day breaks.” But he said, ”I will not let You go unless You bless me!” 27 So He said to him,
”What is your name?” He said, ”Jacob.” 28 And He said, ”Your name shall no longer be called
Jacob, but Israel; for you have struggled with God and with men, and have prevailed.” 29 Then
Jacob asked, saying, ”Tell me Your name, I pray.” And He said, ”Why is it that you ask about
My name?” And He blessed him there.
Except the octopus would be inexplicably named Mr. Lunch, and change appearance to look like Nikki Cox
because we were wrestling amidst millions of Nikki Coxxes. There are no runner ups to the Fairest (kallisti!),
but certainly *not* a [1]titanus giganteus. Any insect which can get into the shit with a fucking bat and
come out with a minor exoskeletal wound is right out of my league. Besides, they’re probably out smoking
beetle PCP and taunting owls to impress mates, or eating feces. That page lists a natural enemy, the giant
weta, but I remain unconvinced that said creature is stable outside lab conditions. If cockroaches breed with
these rough beasts it’ll mean 1,000 years of pain and suffering for all living things. Go read Revelation 9,
you’ll see what’s up.
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7. If you could fight any movie monster, what would it be? Nixon from Oliver Stone’s Nixon. Try to
placate noble protesters with platitudes about Nebraska football, will you? Fiend! Runner-up: a tie between
The hypocrisy of Western imperialism, madness as a result of war, the emptiness of American values and
man’s loneliness in the world as explored as themes in Apocalypse Now and that weird brain on the stairs in
Pi.
8. If you could fight any movie actor, who would it be? All the fuckers in the truth.org ads. More than
anyone else, these people need cigarettes put out in their eyes. Not only would it be satisfying, they’d
make a commercial of eyepatched assholes blundering into each other and dropping megaphones, blaming
blindness on second-hand smoke. With 50 Cent blaring I’d leap into their house of lies, barbarically yawping
(as if there’s another way to yawp!) ”SECONDHAND PISSED OFF HELL OF AN ENGINEER, YOU
TRUTH.ORG SCROTALBERRY BITCHES! EVER TRY TO BUILD A BRIDGE WITH VIDCAMS AND
ANGST? YOU NEED DIFFEQ’S AND NEWPORTS MOTHERFUCKERS!”, curb them all, ash into their
empty heads, and calmly say into the camera ”filling the airwaves with self-righteous grandstanding and
pseudoscience supporting your fascist doctrines isn’t just Anti-American, it’s proven by 30 samoan computer
scientists who can’t smoke outside their upstairs bathrooms to be worth breaking yuppie scumteeth for.”
Fade to black. Runner-up: Morpheus from The Shittiest Movie Ever Made, the Matrix. If that red pill/blue
pull balberdash had been met with a cold jackboot, I’d have been spared 4,000 freshman dorks convinced
that a trenchcoat and mangled Platonic relativism meant they could handle E to the Mag as easily as E to
the Quest.
9. If you could fight any literary figure (writer or written), who would it be? Writer: Thomas Hardy.
I liked Jude the Obscure(mmm, Eustacia Vye, you and me both, Holden) and tolerated Return of the Native (has anyone outside Essex read The Mayor of Casterbridge?). Then there was the ere-unspellable Tess.
While I may not have been forced to read Tess of the d’Urbeururrbeawwfuckitvilles thrice on this failed poet’s
account, someone must pay, and why not the author? I’d kick his ass hard enough to make him miscarry an
organ, then force him to name it Sorrow. As classmate Paul Dinin of [2]Consumption Junction fame noted
in AP English, ”My primary reaction to this opus was that of my TESSticles slowly receding back into my
body.” Win one for the cremaster. Runner up: Chaucer. I might not remember names or faces despite a
dozen meetings, but could recite the damnable Prologue in Middle English hallucinating in a gutter. Backwards. Whan that Apryl withe its showres soutre / the draughts of Marche hathe perced to the roote augh
get thee behind me, Satan!
Written: Demian from Hesse’s novel of the same name. When you find a character at 15 and decide he’s
an ultimate target of emulation, it’s bound to be trouble down the line. Runner up: [3]Aarfy from Heller’s
Catch-22. Oh man, The Trial may sum up an ungiving and capriciously evil beaureaucracy; Yossarian’s
nemesis packs it all into one incompetent bundle of moon-faced ignorance crasse.
10. If you could fight anyone on your LJ friends list, who would it be? [ LJ User: amadeas ], as he’s
promised to bring an offering of salmon if we twain should ever meet.
And now for the extra-meme Lifetime Achievement Award in Pissing Nick Black Off All the Time and
Making Me Want to Garrot You (drum roll please)...[4]the winner! That’s right, Georgia DMVS, I invite
you (and hell, your families) to spend the day gargling my rectal backwash after I pistolwhip the lot of you
with my proud yule log. Please submit two forms of Type A identification and a utility bill with current
address if you want your moms’ names called out while I’m hitting it, but stand behind the white line and
wait patiently; I can’t tell you how long this will take and yes, you may have to come back tomorrow for
more.
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Merry Christmas from the dankcave, everyone. SANTAnet is being actively defended and all appears smooth,
serene and secure =].
1. http://ufbir.ifas.ufl.edu/chap30.htm#titanus
2. http://consumptionjunction.com/
3. http://www.cliffsnotes.com/WileyCDA/LitNote/id-176,pageNum-91.html
4. http://www.dmvs.ga.gov/drivers/

modularformsboy (2004-12-25 09:31:51)
yo dank. am hanging at psi u for the holidays; let me know if you want to grab food at some point: (404) 892-6398
also, one of my housemates did some [1]investigative reporting into the whack-ass discrepencies between PA law and
PA DMV policy. (The DMV is a state thing, crazy, huh?)
1. http://www.guanotronic.com/~serge/dmv.pdf

romanticdemise (2004-12-25 16:02:29)
merry christmas, yo.
neraka (2004-12-25 17:01:21)
defended by iss realsecure? lawlawlawl glad our party went well. fabulous times abound this holiday season!
schizobovine (2004-12-26 22:45:25)
Save some of that T. Hardy beatdown. I’ve got a classful of ex-AP Englishers who want a slice of his testicles for
lunch.

1.10.21

christmas (2004-12-26 14:00) - ecstatic - public

Music: nuclear rabbit - mutopia - let’s dig him up and shit on him

It all happened at the zero hour, but: I now have an Oxford English Dictionary. Be afraid, be very afraid. I
also seem to have acquired a girlfriend.
thanks for the party, [ LJ User: codymc ]! Now for Sunday afternoon margarita tradition.
ALL THE WORDS ARE MINE. shleisskophv(”Everybody march!”)
phatjoe (2004-12-26 11:21:48)
you found a girlfriend at that party?? /joe
dankamongmen (2004-12-27 01:18:08)
she found me d00d!
phatjoe (2004-12-27 02:37:00)
OMGWTFBBQ??? /joe
sid icarus (2005-07-03 04:13:53) OEMFD
I’ll never forget the peace and happiness and warmth, and the smell of it and the feel of it. I was in
heaven. -Former model Cheryl Tiegs about receiving the Oxford English Dictionary as a gift (according to
http://wordsmith.org/anagram/ )
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dankamongmen (2005-07-03 05:04:35) Re: OEMFD
OEMFD omfg! +4 fauxrigor points!

1.10.22

i spoke your name for many days, pronouncing it in several ways, and moving
letters all around (2004-12-27 15:10) - giddy - public

Mmm. Duly noted: There’s something about coming out of the shower into the dazzle of day-after-clearance
christmas lights with a magnificent character zero playing that makes doing anything but busting a move
quite impossible. Hurrah for dancing alone, working from home, and the upcoming gobs of science news
that’ll be the silver lining to the recent seismic cloud. We’re about to tip over into high focus on the bowl
picture, as well, generating the copy that’s so much more entertaining than watching actual games. Bonzaiii!
solsistr3 (2004-12-27 12:17:41)
And when you heard the end result, I told you it was not my fault, If you were here more of the day, It wouldn’t twist
around that way Damn. I don’t even have that song here! oooh...But maybe you do! *searches Strangelove*
pinkcitylights (2005-01-02 16:43:20)
Boys who love Phish are hot. A boy whose a geeky hippy & loves Phish? Goddamn... Cherry <3 [this is my public
pleasure for the lj-hating masses I know]

1.10.23

take me to the land, to sweet maryland, where we all eat crabs (2004-12-28 04:54)
- loved - friends

Music: outkast - aquemini - chonkyfire

[1]bronn told me tonight that he’d pull me through the red tape if i want a job at [2]JHU/APL Death
Lab after graduation. if reflex isn’t looking like it’ll be sold by then, this might be the ticket out of career
programmer drudgery that leaves life acceptably bling. i’d have to piss clean for the security clearance, but
maybe it’s worth it? hrmmph. ticket out of the shitty shitty south, up to balt/d.c. where i can start on
politics. i will toss and turn in a restless sleep indeed tonight. i’d need to decide before he starts grad school
in the fall. exciiiiiiiiitement. what a lucky life to have such opportunities along divergent paths!
it’s not so much the actual violence that’s craved here, but if there must be violence let it be quick and
preferably not involve anyone i know. should mathematics carry the day, that’s all the better. at some point,
it seems no more emotional than an academic bowl match or maybe a close GT game, and the blood starts
flowing....hrmmm i’ll need to become a republican at some point, or at least engage in a radical departure
from my current philosophy regarding the structure of power if i’m not to implode in a pool of ethical contradictions. sigh! explosions will help.
if i have to stop smoking for a month this fall i’d better start stocking up reserve thc in my lipids now.
regulators, man up.
1. http://rigor.suburbanjihad.net/
2. http://www.jhuapl.edu/
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eccyntric (2004-12-28 06:21:26)
Dude. We’re dragging everyone up there.
romanticdemise (2004-12-28 10:02:46)
phish and lipids. yum.
spoonless (2004-12-31 09:10:04)
i will toss and turn in a restless sleep indeed tonight. i’d need to decide before he starts grad school in the fall. ha,
knew he couldn’t stay away forever! hrmmm i’ll need to become a republican at some point, or at least engage in a
radical departure from my current philosophy regarding the structure of power if i’m not to implode in a pool of ethical
contradictions. sigh! explosions will help. If it were me, I’d say it’s worth it to get out of the south and have some
fun, but I’d want to eventually move on to something less destructive. Ride the death-wave for a while, but be sure
to hop off before you lose yourself to the empire’s engine!
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Chapter 2

2005
2.1
2.1.1

January
a one-way ticket to hell, smack dab in the middle of the ATL (2005-01-06 13:37) artistic - public

Music: amon tobin - live at coachella

I’ve been mulling over a thorough and literate entry for some days now, but cycles were primarily allotted
to:
• the robustification and auditing of Interceptor I’d planned for the break
• the reading I’d pushed back through last semester
• sundry duties as colonel of this motherfucking tank
• grokking fully DDC, I2C, and AGP / optimizing my FB + DRI + MGA setup
• making ACPI and modern interrupt handling my bitch
Beyond these staid efforts and struggling against cruel academia’s coming rapture with [ LJ User: iwillfearnoevil ], there’s been precious little time for self-loving wankery. I do miss it so! GT draws her engineers
back to their trudging and partial differentials in mere days, and trust there’ll be a return to the copious
spewage you’ve come to expect. I leave you with this:
When questioned about it he said something to the effect of ”Yes, that was a truly excessive thing to
do. As a part of network security, my actions grow more easily thwarted as they grow more predictable.
Prudence demands reacting overzealously on occasion.”
As Smokey the Bear says, ”Don’t shit in the woods; I LIVE HERE.” Oh, and Pissed-off-Customer? Use
your real IP’s, not ones constructed from your spawn’s birthdays or read in the sky above Assholeville.
Things will work better, and you won’t look like a fucking moron. I’m glad to see that certification’s doing
you well. Thanks for calling, toodles! luv nick.
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the sun beats down, it’s a brand-new day, the slums have gone all up in flashing
light (2005-01-10 10:12) - conquering - friends

Music: rainer maria - a better version of me - the seven sisters

First day of the new semester, my last as a CS/MATH undergraduate here at GT. I prepared for the reentry
with a heady dose indeed of shrooms Saturday night, followed by a sleep interrupted only by delightfully
spicy grouper curry at a fabulous semi-new place above the Highlander, Desi (what’s next, a pasta place
called Wop?), sex and reading over [ LJ User: recompas ]’s upcoming events. I feel well-rested and totally
on my game. Schedule for the new semester:
PHYS 2212, Physics II: Electromagnetics & Optics [0]: TBA, lab W 12-3
PHYS 2022, Physics of Stars & Galaxies: MWF 11-12
LCC 3401, Technical Writing: MW 3-4
MATH 4348, Partial Differential Equations II: TR 1:30-3
[0] Qualifying for self-paced physics means no homework, 10 quizzes to be taken at one’s leisure offering
two retakes apiece, and an automatic B provided passing all quizzes and labs. Thanks to [ LJ User: rusty42 ]
for pointing out this bizarre and appreciated gift from the normally callous [1]School of Physics! This almost
makes up for having whupped the AP Physics - EMag (Calculus-Based) Exam’s ass back in twelth grade
(1998, le sigh!) yet having to retake this crapsack of tedium.
After this, I’ve no intentions to remain an undergraduate. I’d really have enjoyed a math or chem degree, but I’m absolutely unwilling to spend any more time putting up with underclass bullshit. At least
having taken such an overabundance of math and chemistry will look good for grad schools (one hopes),
leave me better prepared to kick ass in industry and graduate work, and help my overall logic and rational
approach to the world. Now, it’s just law school and getting my Ph.D. Goals for this semester: 4.0 to exit GT
and bump me into the next level of honors, begin investigating with Bronn a term at JHU/APL alongside [
LJ User: dj ricecake ], don’t let school fuck up my work responsibilities again, meet and educate a last crop
of computer scientists in the art of enhancing terminal time with the meditative herb, and keep my spirits
up. Following graduation, I will have to quit the more hardcore stimulants I’ve helped myself to these past
years...distressing, but worth it.
Ever upwards, Excelsior! Audaces fortuna juvat!
1. http://www.physics.gatech.edu/

solsistr3 (2005-01-10 08:17:01)
Oooh I have been wanting to try that place! I’m glad to hear it was good! How were the prices?
dankamongmen (2005-01-10 14:12:38)
Not bad! Elise and I paid $48 for two entrees, two appetizers and a tea. Figure $10- $13 for each meal, and $5 per
appetizer. I was full when I left, so don’t worry about that. Overall, I won’t be eating there every day, but it’s better
than any Atlanta Indian/Bangladeshi I’ve had save Pandahar.
solsistr3 (2005-01-10 15:10:15)
Are you including all of the Decatur Indian places in that statement?
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meemeedarling (2005-01-10 08:55:57)
Your brain makes my loins quiver.
pinkcitylights (2005-01-10 09:50:53)
This was so geeky, it made me tingle.
smellycoder (2005-01-10 10:15:21)
so before the end of your last semester here, we should at the very least say hello in person :)
dankamongmen (2005-01-10 14:19:35)
Heh, I surely hope so! The Brian(?) ref recently took me aback, and I didn’t want to invite you to gatherings or
whatnot until I knew what was up and could possibly include him – looking like an uninformed douche just ain’t my
style. If you’re going to leave the sanctuary of H-92 today, meet [ LJ User: eightbit ] and I for cheap Mexican food
and exquisite margaritas at El Amigo; I can give you the time in an hour or so, but figure 1930 or 2000. Otherwise,
I’ll happily drop in on you sometime on campus, or meet you after your classes anywhere around – I live quite close
(see [1]the jihad). Good luck this semester, my odorous homie in the coding arts!
1. http://dank.suburbanjihad.net/

smellycoder (2005-01-10 14:33:30)
where is this el amigo you speak of? i might just be able to do that. drop me an email with more info. oh, and brian
would be my partner in crime (who came to atlanta, too) i doubt he would be up for anything tonight, because he
goes to work at the buttcrack of dawn. i, however, live a slacktastic life! there, you are no longer some uninformed
douche. :-)
dankamongmen (2005-01-10 14:59:48)
El Amigo is right next to the Howell Mill Kroger. From GT, Hemphill turns into Northside -> Left on Bellemeade
-> Right into Kroger shopping center. From 75S, right onto Howell Mill -> Left into Kroger shopping center. I
intend to be there at 1930. I’m 6’1/190 with big black emo glasses, and will be wearing a green t-shirt and possibly
a black sweater atop. I reek of good pot and Newports, should sight betrays you.
smellycoder (2005-01-10 15:18:30)
ok, keep your eyes out for the lost looking girl ;)
dankamongmen (2005-01-10 14:21:50)
Also! It’s not necessarily my last semester at GT: I’m applying to the CoC for a Ph.D. with specilization in InfoSec.
That GTISC masters can blow me, though. I already took 6550 and loved it; CS will remain my game.
smellycoder (2005-01-10 14:35:41)
good luck! do you have to wait to find out about admission until march like everyone else, or does being a GT
student give you earlier notice?
dankamongmen (2005-01-10 15:01:40)
You can fasttrack into MS, but not Ph.D. Regardless, my advisor (Wenke Lee) has promised to bring me in no
matter the case, but I’d much rather go to MIT, Purdue, CMU, UIUC or UCB. Fingers crossed!
tempest261 (2005-01-10 10:38:54)
Congrats on the PHYS 2212 choice. I did the opposite last semester and almost got my ass handed to me when they
failed something like half the class (I may be exaggerating a bit but trust me it was horrible). The self paced kids
were pretty much immune to this however. Believe it or not, I hear PHYS 2022 is murder- good luck with that.
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schizobovine (2005-01-10 14:16:22)
Sadly, you are correct – one of the sections DID flunk over half the students. Check out [1]Bennet’s section for Fall
2004. PHYS2022 is a cakewalk for anyone who knows a his ass from a black hole. Wish I had known about self-paced
Physics, though. I love the subject, but GT’s classes left me cold.
1.
http://sga.gatech.edu/critique/Search.php?Command=Search&Exclude=&txtCourse=PHYS2212&Prefix=PHYS&CourseNum=
2212&Name=Bennett%252C%2BM.&Sort=AvgGPA&Display=ALL&Time=2004&bolSurveyRequired=No&CurrentTerm=Spring

dankamongmen (2005-01-10 14:18:51)
I’ve only heard that 2022 is the easiest class one can take. Odd! I have no worries; I very much doubt it can compete
with Quantum or Class Mech. Same with EMag, just attending class is difficult for me with the work situation.
tempest261 (2005-01-10 14:23:37)
I dunno first hand- I heard it all from a friend. My guess is that he just didn’t take it seriously (could very well be).
I do however know that the physics of weather is looking really good so far :)
rusty42 (2005-01-10 15:39:01)
10 quizzes to be taken at one’s leisure offering two retakes apiece actually, you can only retake up to 3 quizzes. I didn’t
need any retakes, though, because the class is a great big joke.

2.1.3

first sentence of each month meme (2005-01-10 12:16) - public

Music: twista - kamikaze - slow jamz

January and February were recorded only in the suburbanjihad journal (long since deleted), so I grabbed an
extra entry from March and April:
From Alan Lightman, courtesy of [ LJ User: eightbit ]: All of the scientists I’ve known have at least
one quality in common: they do what they do because they love it, and because they cannot imagine doing
anything else. lunz: saferealm/lib? Wow, what an adventure. Reading the NYT’s story on Hales’s offering
regarding the packing problem, I stumbled across this delightful bit of history regarding it. the semester is
done. I’ve never done a meme, but in honor of returning to the atl dead tired, missing some hair, and having
blasted bronn out of a blowjob with his own fire extinguisher, I’ll obnoxiously parade my literacy alongside
[ LJ User: hiddenwoman ] rather than maintain my standard contrarian refusal. reminder: 2030 tonight,
after the most free of beers, fahrenheit 9/11 at the GG-spot. more fucked up than i’ve been in a long,
long time. THE move has caused some momentary downtime; mails to suburbanjihad.net should be fine via
gehennom.net serving as an MX backup, but mails to qemfd.net will likely bounce. erp, i’m not sure how it
came to be 0640, but it seems high time to learn relational algebras and their impact on databases. I have a
really hard time understanding why the Iraq war has everyone pumped up, when Nixon’s drug war continues
unabated and will likely only be enlarged by the two mainstream presidential candidates. I wouldn’t paste
in slashdot waste, but now Salon’s referencing it. I have one thing to say, [ LJ User: ea spouse ]:
very lame!

2.1.4

you could write tickets my nigga or get paid, learn this game of the streets or get
slayed (2005-01-11 17:45) - amused - public

Music: eminem - encore - yellow brick road
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Cc: ”Harper, Patrick” ,
focus-ids@securityfocus.com, Jason ,
Andrey Todorov
From: Martin Roesch
Subject: Re: newbie quetsions (on how much Snort sucks)
Date: Fri, 7 Jan 2005 11:49:44 -0500
To: Dave Aitel
Dave,
I’m interested to know if you think Snort’s stream reassmbler can’t
handle your 1-byte segment test *by design* or as the result of a
bug*? Now, clearly it appears that you don’t have anything
approaching respect for my abilities as a developer of IDS technology
or for the development effort that goes into Snort, but even assuming
that I’m the worst C coder to ever fire up vi, if you spend more than a
nanosecond to think about it you’d probably come to the conclusion that
this just might be unplanned behavior even if a complete fuckwit like
myself implemented it. That being the case, if you were in the ”open
source spirit” I would probably expect to see a bug report someplace
like snort-users or snort-devel or even in my inbox rather than blanket
statements like ”Snort’s stream reassembler is horrible because it
failed my test case” in forums like this one. You could even take an
extra step and actually help out (really getting into the open source
spirit now!) by making a simple pcap of the failed session so that we
could do the debugging for you and let you know what’s going on if you
didn’t want to take an hour and figure it out yourself. BTW, ’snort -l
. -b’ will generate a pcap in the local directory and Snort will take
BPF filters at the command line if you need to filter out other
traffic.
Now, just off the top of my head I suspect I know what the problem is,
but really, couldn’t you do anything more than just show up here and
talk about how badly we suck?
As for the fragmented DCERPC records, you’re right, you got us there.
Interestingly enough, we have made allowances for just this sort of
thing in Snort by building several APIs that allow you to extend
Snort’s functionality in case something like this comes along that we
didn’t think of when we first developed Snort. In this particular
case, I’d say we need to normalize the DCERPC calls which would
indicate to me that a Snort DCERPC normalization preprocessor would be
the appropriate route to solving this problem. If you were interested
in addressing the problem so that people everywhere could benefit, you
could even implement such a thing and contribute it to the project,
we’d be glad to evaluate it for inclusion as a part of Snort with full
props to you for your efforts. It sounds like you’re pretty well
versed in DCERPC (MSRPC) so you’d have a leg up on me personally on
getting it done relatively quickly, especially since I’m incapable of
even coding ”hello, world” without introducing buffer overflows.
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Barring that, perhaps the community will respond and develop one or
maybe even possibly one of the developers here at Sourcefire could do
it.
Open source is a community effort, we rely on constructive criticism,
bug reporting and community contribution/feedback to constantly improve
the technology. What you’ve been doing on this list is more like a
drive-by on an elementary school, not exactly what I would call ”in the
spirit community of the community”, but hey, who am I to criticize....
-Marty

girlvinyl (2005-01-11 14:58:16)
Fucking hot.
nerotica (2005-01-11 15:06:30)
”I laughed so hard, I cried.” – New York Times
donicer (2005-01-12 07:29:12)
All this becasue Marty refuses to admit he can’t write protocol parsers.

2.1.5

Saw him on break next to the ’No Smoking’ sign with a blunt and a ’Mall
(2005-01-12 08:15) - busy - public

Music: kanye west - college dropout - spaceship

So I’ve given Kanye West’s ”College Dropout” a few listens over the course of this long night, and remain
singularly underwhelmed. I can’t pick up anything Jay-Z hadn’t thoroughly popularized by The Black Album.
Numerous pundits dubbed this 2004’s finest drop, but I’m missing whatever made it special.
obiefernandez (2005-01-12 06:11:54)
Have you heard the bootleg ”Grey Album” by DJ Dangermouse?
dankamongmen (2005-01-12 06:12:47)
of course :).
obiefernandez (2005-01-12 06:18:53) ha
good, cause its fuckin great

2.1.6

love hater, hater of love (2005-01-12 19:55) - poorer - public

Music: outkast - love hater

I just got schooled by [ LJ User: eric9 ] on the pronunciation of ”sieve”, as in ”sieve of eratosthenes”. Even
though I lost $5, it’s worth it to 1) realize sieve gave rise to sift, 2) be corrected and be given the chance to
correct, and 3) been able to yell ”TO THE OED, DUCKHEAD!” Still, my entire world feels upside-down.
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romanticdemise (2005-01-12 17:17:05)
i’m dancing in my underwear.

2.1.7

yeeaaaaaaaaaargh (2005-01-14 06:39) - fucked by that bitch, fortuna! - public

Music: youngbloodz & outkast - I-85

Dear keycard manufacturers: it sure sucks to wake someone up at 0530 so they can drive you to the office,
only to find some knock-up off-brand janky piece of crack-addled optical equipment for bitches refusing me
entry. Thanks for nothing, dickleberries. That’s about the worst opening to a Friday I can imagine without
bringing lockup into the picture.
’Twas to be the first day of this hard-coding week I’d actually spend in the office. The fates are conspiring against me. Now is the time for 24-hour hunan chicken ordered Tiananmen-style, and to regroup.
Croquet party this weekend!
killerpoptart (2005-01-14 04:34:14)
ha! ’dickleberries’. hilarrrrrrious. i’m stealing that one.
casetheplace (2005-01-14 07:47:49)
This is the first entry of yours I could actually understand. But I am always entertained! If somewhat confused.
liesbyomission (2005-01-14 09:57:03)
Hi, I saw you added me. Do I know you...?
dankamongmen (2005-01-14 10:00:06)
No; I’ve been following the sage on grammar whores, though. I unsubbed from it due to the extreme amount of
traffic.
dj ricecake (2005-01-14 11:09:52)
”Croquet party this weekend!” Hanging out with Heather, Heather, Heather, and Veronica?
dankamongmen (2005-01-16 14:43:22)
Corn nuts!
dj ricecake (2005-01-16 16:40:44)
What’s the upchuck factor on that?
smellycoder (2005-01-14 11:26:50)
well that sucks big balls. is this a new keycard system or is someone playing a cruel, cruel trick on you?
dankamongmen (2005-01-14 12:40:25)
I’ve yet to determine the root cause of this effrontery, but I’ve got 4,000mˆ2 of aluminum foil and by god I will turn
this place into a Faraday cage if I must. The bombing begins in 5 minutes.
smellycoder (2005-01-14 13:03:54)
inquiring minds want to know why you are the owner of so much foil. a little too much [1]paranoia, perhaps?
1. http://zapatopi.net/afdb.html
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I had to do my thang when the shots rang that’s when it clicked in my brain all
this shit’s the same (2005-01-16 17:08) - listless - public

Music: asian dub foundation - enemy of the enemy - fortress europe

It would appear that even mildly credible lyrics for Calling All Zones are unattainable from my usual resources. Wise [1]OHHLA has simply refused to list an entry, sigh. I’ve cut through about 97 %, but two
lines still elude me. I’ll post here and submit to OHHLA once I’ve got them done. Is Youngbloodz still open
on Moreland? I’ve not been in years.
My classes appear to be a pleasing bit of slack, and I look forward to a semester of dominance. I’m unsure
as to whether it’s the age differential, or envy of a simpler life, or perhaps just my own malevolence, but
I find myself looking disdainfully upon the ceaseless waves of underclassmen. Every gaze pierces with the
message ”no, I am not interested in what dorms have hot water, real people move out of the fucking dorms,
argh I’m so old =[”. Regardless, I’m glad these hours will require nothing more than attending and avoiding
any great plague. If I could somehow set things up that I need not bother with the last two weeks or so, I
could perhaps climb aboard a seafaring vessel of rigor true, and hunt the giant squid like unto a dastardly
sperm whale. Ambergris ahoy!
Is there anything Michael Vick cannot pimp? Too bad his brother’s such an asshat. Meanwhile, basketball fans everywhere eagerly await the arrival of the vaunted GT defense.
Seen stretched across the back of an elephantine Atlanta street vendor today: ”Wise men know their limits.
Great men know they have none.”
1. http://ohhla.com/

pinkcitylights (2005-01-16 16:27:16)
asshat. hah. nice.
killerpoptart (2005-01-16 17:39:32)
bah, you are not old. if you are that means i’m....oldER.

2.1.9

At my arraignment, note for the plaintiff, your daughter’s tied up in a Brooklyn
basement (2005-01-17 07:14) - sublime - public

Music: ll cool j - mr. smith - doin’ it

From out of prophecy came a warrior clad in the mark of GWAR, his sagacious brown eyes hidden under the
wide brim of a sombrero aflame. Aboard the World Maggot he climbed, and delivered 40’s to all the good
children of planets not yet obliterated, and also to those thirsty souls on less lucky nebulae of vapor he did
joyously pour out a 40 or two. And the Schlitz, and the Olde E, and Colt and yea, even mighty Hurricanes
were received most gratefully, for there were those among the state vector whose lips, or gaping maws, or
otherwise wholly unrecognizable orifices had yet never tasted the Malt. Those with Hurricanes didst then
pour them out for dead homies, going to the fridge for something more pliable, thus records speak of the
first and last Tsunami borne of Hurricanes. These people did celebrate the Maggot and its rider, and from
the wetted backs of throats his name was demanded, so that he might be named Avatar of this first Malt
Liquor Knockdown day. The name in Hebrew is Abbaddon, but in Greek he has the name Apollyon; to all
who tasted his peccant miasma, he would be known as the Destroyer, and his chortles would haunt their last
agonizing days.
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Pour one out today. If we get anywhere near releasing this hellish revision, I’ll be passing out in a pile
of MD 20/20’s tonight. Too much code for the dankest.
Manyana.
imnotsatan (2005-01-17 19:50:55)
Face it, not guilty!
dankamongmen (2005-01-18 11:26:49)
I finally found my first disc of life after death the other day! So long as I’ve got Notorious Thugs and Juicy, I’ve got
my Biggie mainstays, but damn that track was hot.

2.1.10

assholes, assholes everywhere, and not a thought to think (2005-01-17 10:46) confused - public

Music: kanye west - college dropout - we don’t dare

It appears high time for a purge! Far, far too much cruft has accumulated. I imagine taking a pneumatic
washer to my social scene, blasting the more tenacious barnacles into some nether region of the memory
while the Cardigans play ”Losers”. Such sudden and broad misanthropy is an unexpected development, but
my gut feeling suggests going with it. I wonder how hard it would be to disappear from underneath Atlanta’s
nose for a week or so, and whether such a socially-dependent, self-disclosing hyperextrovert as myself could
deal with it. Back to work.
The second time I meant To last it out and not come back at all. I rocked shut As a seashell. They
had to call and call And pick the worms off me like sticky pearls.
romanticdemise (2005-01-17 08:02:51)
gives you stars & sex* e you’re in my thoughts today.
killerpoptart (2005-01-17 08:18:05)
i have an assload of introversion over here if you wanna borrow any....
smellycoder (2005-01-17 08:28:43)
um...you’re going to give back my glasses before you disappear, right? blindness is only cool for so long.

2.1.11

Left school, and started my own business, they say, ’Oh you graduated?’ No,
decided I was finished (2005-01-22 11:52) - groggy - public

Music: twista & the speedknot mobstas - mobstability - legit baller

”As one judge says to another, ’be just, and if you can’t be just, be arbitrary.” Pomes Penyeach, and it won’t
help you before the Unreal City’s harsh benches. Olethron Aionion awaits thee. You pays the man and you
takes your chances. Drug dealin’ just to get by, stack the paper ’til it grows sky-high (A penny for the Old
Guy?). Sorry for that braindump; I just woke.
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I kicked the shit out of my TV the other day, scuttling aboard hoping to perch. It’s been a large abomination
for too long, and embarassment quickly turned to a finely-feigned wrath. Always take a clipboard with you.
I’ve been trying to sell that sumbitch for months now, and it was only even in here due to experimentation
with dfgmga from the mplayer project. Well, and also to watch 64 inches of SLC Punk. Oh well, it ain’t
a thang, and now I’ve regained easy access to two obstructed bookshelves. I think we’ll pack the box with
empty Cisco bottles and leave it in Home Park, marked ”Home Park Beautification Project” as was planned
for the great Volvo of lore. The mighty screen, on the other hand, should easily provide an entertaining tool
for arson not yet contemplated. GA-DMVS, your time is short. Aside from that, it was a fine Malt Liquor
Knockdown Day celebration, and I really miss my homies.
The Sleazy Mart down our street (next to Girls-R-Fun) has deicded that, rather than perhaps selling gas,
they’d do best expanding into a head shop. Their bowl selection now rivals their extensive set of interracial
porn, various scales are available, and for some reason they’re also selling Arabic-style scimitars. Just what
your local D-boy needs! It would appear, however, that they didn’t look into pricing of glass too terribly
much, and I am the proud owner of a beautiful new bubbler which would have run $90 anywhere else in
Atlanta ( $120 at 92 Degrees). Price paid at the Sleaziest? $29 99. Wooooo. On the subject of consumer
goods, I’ve finally broken in my new waffle stompers from Amazon, and resolved to use them for all clothing
needs in the future.
We release on Friday! I left work ass-early yesterday and fell asleep until about 0200, missing the El Scorcho
concert I’d planned to attend with [ LJ User: mathslut ] :/. [ LJ User: iwillfearnoevil ] and I had been having
some issues and decided them best discussed in the immediacy. I’ll need to put my ginsbergv(”gay shoulder
to the wheel”) this weekend and next week. Classes look like a total joke this semester. PDE II’s has 5 brave
students in it: 4 desis and myself, led my a short, drawling Chinaman. It appears no one will understand
each other. Physics of Stars and Galaxies has a shitty attendance policy, and I’ve yet to purchase the $ 35
device that registers one as present. It may have to beaten out of one of the children in attendance, or just
manufactured ghetto-style after an afternoon at Acks. Either way, it looks like a good opportunity for the
hardware hackery I’ve missed for so long. Physics II is a real kick, and good for laughs and lashings of the
old ultraviolence. Technical Communication has been attended once of three meetings, so I really don’t have
anything to say about it.
Argh, I had so much more to say, but I’ve not been posting regularly as of late, and have forgotten the
most of it. Sorry for this waste of your time.

leftorium (2005-01-22 09:32:14)
At least you apologized.
pinkcitylights (2005-01-22 11:06:38)
i laughed so hard at the mental images of you vs your tv. :)
casetheplace (2005-01-22 11:55:45)
I love the idea of your kicked in tv with the sign ”Home Park Beautification Project.” Although I’m not sure selling
any type of sharp object at a head shop is a good idea, it is certainly a better idea than selling said sharp objects at
a liquor store.
dankamongmen (2005-01-22 14:47:10)
and still better than in divorce court!
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coleoptera (2005-01-22 14:16:46)
The PRS thing that looks like a phaser? My roommate had to buy one for another class and it didn’t work. That
thing is ass. If you’re going to have an attendance policy in college, just go the whole way and call the fucking roll.

2.1.12

...and if you forget one thing, I will have you shaved, sterilized, and destroyed!
(2005-01-25 16:20) - like a gathering storm - public

Music: ween - puerto rican power

auuuuuuuuugh release week! so many bugs, so much testing still to do! tomorrow’s classes must be attended
(including the pernicious lab), but after that it’s a homestretch for da man.
I came home to enjoy a 40 before tackling emag homework, whupped [ LJ User: eric9 ] at tecmo bowl
orlando-style, and was flattened by his pronouncement that he’d never seen an ATARI 2600. I first learned
to code on an ATARI 400, a more advanced but far more rare beast. The 2600 was fucking ubiquitous,
though. I remember the ”less than 50 dollars can’t you see? the 2600 from ATARI” jingle vividly from the
immediately anteNES years, and cartridges (regularly produced in volume greater than the planned number
of consoles sold) remained available until I was at least 9 or 10. Hrmm. I haven’t seriously played video
games aside from [1]nethack, the greatest game ever made, since Crystalis and Final Fantasy on the NES,
but old-skool ATARI certainly remains a heady piece of nostalgia.
I’ve been singing songs from Beauty and the Beast throughout the day. Perhaps I regressed a decade-fitty.
1. http://www.nethack.org/

lineleader (2005-01-25 13:43:42)
Under Fifty Bucks! UNDER FIFTY BUCKS?! ....Now isn’t that nice!
obiefernandez (2005-01-25 13:47:33)
check out the new atari console http://www.classicgaming.com/features/articles/reviews/holiday04/ata riflashback/
casetheplace (2005-01-25 17:49:38)
Oh man, once I’m no longer sick and my voice can function properly we’ll have to have a BEAUTY AND THE BEAST
sing-a-long! ”Little town, it’s a quiet village...everyday like the one before...”
iwillfearnoevil (2005-01-25 18:23:29)
You don’t have lab tomorrow, Nickbabe. You have it Thursday.
dankamongmen (2005-01-25 18:59:37)
whoa. it’s funny because it’s true.
itwontbepretty (2005-01-25 19:46:36)
Coincidentally, I thought it was Wednesday all day today. i even rushed home from the gym to watch Smallville. I
didn’t know what day it was until the fams told me to sit the fuck down and watch American Idol like I meant it.
zmode13 (2005-01-25 20:24:10)
Hopefully you remember more of the lyrics than the lady playing Mrs. Potts did when I saw it at the Fox earlier this
month.
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If it ain’t another ho that I gotta fuck with: gapped teeth in ya mouth so my
dick’s got’s to fit (2005-01-26 13:47) - craving a scrap - public

Music: tupac - all eyez on me - ambitionz as a ridah

It becomes more and more clear with each passing day that my role in this life may well be to collect the
various hip-hop lyrics of the 90’s, then reset them with correct grammar and spelling. I can’t stands no
more! Except, of course, for Biggie’s shitty asshair-rider Puff Daddy, who I will never listen to (beyond that
damnable guilty pleasure alongside Nelly, ”Shake Ya Tail Feathers”, quite possibly the most thoroughly key
dance track of last year – is that your ASS or ya momma have REINDEER? yay!), and the Genius/GZA,
who takes great pains to ensure lexico-semantic delivery of flow. It reminds me of discussing Ween’s attention
to detail in ”Don’t Laugh (I Love You)” and ”Bumblebee”, two of the most insane efforts from their opus
mirabilis ”GodWEENSatan: The Oneness” with [ LJ User: phatjoe ] back in freshmen year:

Ernest Hemingway would always be there for me,
but now Ernest Hemingway is dead
It stung me forty-seven thousand times.
Ohhhhhhhhhh God it hurts me so badly.
Now call it what you wants to; you fucked with me, now it’s a must that I fuck with you...off to technical
writing. Drudgery ahoy! Tonight, I convene [1]Reflex Hackfest 2-to-the-K5 down here in the dankcave. All
through the morning, I’ve audited a brilliant patch to optimize our probabilistic TCP reassembly in the face
of several annoyances, most devilish among them the scaled window option from [2]RFC 1323, a blight in
my life but a big win in yours. All the segments shall be p0wned soon enough, but for now I must isolate
the cause of a mysterious crash several hours into said patch’s use :(. It’s enough to drive an intrepid coder
to drugs. Speaking of which: I care not at all for the sudden removal of dopamine-reuptake arrestors from
my life. Fuck some drug war. remv(”Evvvvvvvvvvverybody huuuuuurts”), but I ITCH goddamnit. This is
wholly unacceptable.
From [ LJ User: iwillfearnoevil ], do the cut:
SNOOP Dogg won’t step onstage before smoking some premium pot. Before his concert Monday night at
Harry O’s in Park City, the reefer-loving rap superstar’s contract rider demanded high-grade marijuana in
addition to other backstage goodies: a Sony PlayStation, cases of Hennessy cognac and Moet champagne, a
case of Corona beer, donuts, cashews, peanut butter and jelly sandwiches, and Starburst and Skittles candies.
”There were large amounts of pot flown in for Snoop and his friends because they didn’t trust the quality of
bud in Utah,” says our source. But the wacky weed didn’t seem to mellow out Snoop’s security team. On
Sunday night, his bodyguards brawled with the production crew at the Premiere lounge. ”One of the goons
picked up a tiny, bald production guy, slammed him on the ground, then picked him up over his head, walked
him through the lounge and tossed him on the street,” reports a witness. Meanwhile, Ludacris was nearly a
no-show at his concert at Harry O’s Sunday night when he and his 20-person entourage were snowbound in
New York. But quick-thinking organizers called Executive Air Jets and finagled a deal. ”Someone from Dan
Klores p.r. arranged for the guys at Executive Air to have floor seats for the Nets and $8,000 cash if they
would fly Ludacris out. They did.”
1. http://reflexsecurity.com/
2. http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc1323.html
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errline (2005-01-26 13:18:50)
So whatchoo gonna do? I gotta pocket fulla rubbas and my homeboys do, too.
dankamongmen (2005-01-26 15:21:49)
that’s a different song, dood! but an excellent one.
meemeedarling (2005-01-26 14:13:37)
Don’t even respect your ass That’s why it’s time for the doctor, to check your ass, nigga Used to be my homey, used
to be my ace Now I wanna slap the taste out yo mouth Nigga bow down to the row Fuckin me, now I’m fuckin you,
little hoe
dankamongmen (2005-01-26 15:23:13)
ˆ
ˆ
meemeedarling (2005-01-26 16:06:35)
Nick Black, I hope that is a grin.
smellycoder (2005-01-26 16:43:58)
that’s one hell of a title.

2.1.14

Lock all your windows then block the corridors, I’m pullin’ off my belt ’cause a
whippin’s in order (2005-01-27 05:19) - transcendent - public

Music: green nuns of the revolution - rock bitch mafia - cor

supertroopersv(”I am all that is man!”) My buglist has been reduced to almost entirely one area of functionality, albeit a thoroughly complex one. This release appears to have some quality about it, and I’m pleased
with the plan to hard freeze Friday. Sure, it’s a month later than I thought we’d be moving this problem
child out the bunker’s doors, but that month saw lots of things get shoved in I’d rather have not gone on
longer without. But thats how it goes, when you stuck fuck outta luck and lost in the ghetto.
mmmmmmm batter my heart oh code, make me thy vessel. Apparently, Oppenheimer named Trinity site
inspired by that bit of Donne. What an overawing mantle of history it is to wear when one accepts the vestments of a scientist! The hackathon continues; I got to introduce [ LJ User: nerotica ], grep@*, to Outkast’s
”Players’ Ball” and its sharp command to ”take notes on how I grep,” all of which was very pleasing. As I
merrily told him, ”I’ve yet to come across any plausible interpretation beyond a bit of shit-talking regarding
these ATLiens’ mastery of venerable UNIX tools for creating and employing DFAs.” An interesting thing I
won’t have enough time to look into until next week: [1][Hashiguchi, Yamada 92]. I did find out this morning that I’ve independently designed and implemented ”spreading suffix tries”, a fairly obvious optimizing
extension to tries. chirp, chirp, chirp.
1. http://theory.lcs.mit.edu/~iandc/ic92.html

2.1.15

big big plans (2005-01-27 07:36) - gaze into the omphalos - public

Music: beethoven’s 9th, 2nd movement, furtwangler conduct.

Life goal #8128: Take over from within, or barring that convene and bring to power, an eschatocracy. BEST
POLITIK TO THE RIZZEAL EVER. Henceforth, consider this to supersede previously-stated desires to
throw in my lot with a pashalic, pantisocracy, diabolical duumvirate, or yea even a seneschalship. Noblesse
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de robe, or as Beavis said, ”bathe her, and bring her to me.”

Thu, 27 Jan 2005 06:47:08 trellis.flame Thread 95 of 95
Lines 22 a modest proposal No responses
pimpmaster general
Newsgroups: trellis.flame
Summary:
Keywords:
After marinating on it for a moment, I’d like to ask that none of you
ever go through my bug list and mark 7 related issues as P1/Critical
again. Trust me, I am very rarely indeed sitting around playing
”light the ballhair” or whatever folks may think, happy I’ve nothing more
important than boring P2’s. Logging into bugzilla only to have my
monitor catch on fire doesn’t speed up a damn thing, and all those red
wavelengths result in less frequent checking (an EMag joke, there).
Seriously, shit like a nigh-global elevation of my priorities doesn’t
reflect a change in needs, but a passive aggressiveness toward the
effectiveness of my efforts, labors and time. If anyone feels I’m not
pulling my share or getting things done quickly enough, I request that
you discuss it with me directly or bring it up with Hezi. Bugzilla is
not a debt collection service, nor an opinion poll.
Never fucking do that again. Tom Ridge don’t surf.
–
nick black ”np: the class of dashed hopes and idle dreams.”
free hearts, free foreheads – you and i are old; old age hath yet his honour
and his toil; death closes all: but something ere the end, some work of noble
note, may yet be done, not unbecoming men that strove with gods. (tennyson)

2.1.16

ramblin, gamblin’ hell of an engineer! (2005-01-27 22:55) - swarmy! - public

Music: pigface - new highs in low - nutopia

102 to 101, babe! THIS ONE’S FOR NORTH CAROLINA, COME ON AND RAISE UP. Wake Forest don’t
know science!
I’m stuck here for seven more hours of balls to the wall work, rather than rolling flaming logs Spartacus-style
down Hemphill into the great unwashed GSU masses. A tiny bit of celebration hardly seems out of the
question, though. Augh, the overtime destroys me, but my boy Bynum put up 30! Hopefully the times
tomorrow will reflect today’s missed excellence.
vudiddy (2005-01-27 20:59:48)
WOO HOO, HOW BOUT THEM JACKETS, BAY-BEE!!!!!!!!!
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angry user (2005-01-28 08:21:57)
that was one of the best games ever(TM). holy crap. one note though: Williams. 6’9”, 291lbs. holy shit, that is a big
motherfucker. try to work on those cramps for next time buddy.

2.1.17

no need for me to stay the last thing left i just threw it away (2005-01-28 06:19) embarassed, failurrific - friends

Music: deftones - adrenaline - 7 words

0600 came and went, and an element of my baby is totally unacceptable in my eyes to deliver into this world.
fuck fuck fuck, I’m observing the hard freeze declaration and it’s not as if my code will catch fire, but it’s so
peckish and meager compared to what I’d hoped. ugh! I don’t want to be associated with this, and have initiated 140 % fallback-to-all-avenues. I’m pressing hard for a partitioned freeze, locking in any interdependent
modules but leaving the weekend open for localized fixes and updating documentation. fuuuuuuuuuuuuuck,
if I would have worked harder and wasted less time, this would be a phatty day of running benchmarks and
drinking Abita on the loading docks. Instead, I failed to master my life, and now must appeal to politicos
and apparatchiks as to how best my - my! - code be dealt with. What a devastatingly crappy end to the
dev period...I’m reminded of Patton’s grimace as he took ”charge” of the Fifteenth, 1945-10, and British
beefcreature wondering whether they’ll be killed for streak or freedom from creepy prion diseases. For that
matter, anyone who doubts Joyce’s ability to build universal truth from eclectic gibberish should reacquaint
themselves with Stephen D.’s [1]forays into foot-and-mouth disease mmmm...
Foot and mouth disease. Known as Koch’s preparation. Serum and virus. Percentage of salted horses.
Rinderpest. Emperor’s horses at Mürzsteg, lower Austria. Veterinary surgeons. Mr Henry Blackwood Price.
Courteous offer a fair trial, Dictates of common sense. Allimportant question. In every sense of the word
take the bull by the horns. Thanking you for the hospitality of your columns.
– I want that to be printed and read, Mr Deasy said. You will see at the next outbreak they will put
an embargo on Irish cattle. And it can be cured. It is cured. My cousin, Blackwood Price, writes to me it
is regularly treated and cured in Austria by cattledoctors there. They offer to come over here. I am trying
to work up influence with the department. Now I’m going to try publicity. I am surrounded by difficulties,
by... intrigues, by... backstairs influence, by...
He raised his forefinger and beat the air oldly before his voice spoke.
– Mark my words, Mr Dedalus, he said. England is in the hands of the jews. In all the highest places:
her finance, her press. And they are the signs of a nation’s decay. Wherever they gather they eat up the
nation’s vital strength. I have seen it Coming these years. As sure as we are standing here the jew merchants
are already at their work of destruction. Old England is dying.
He stepped swiftly off, his eyes coming to blue life as they passed a broad sunbeam. He faced about
and back again.
– Dying, he said, if not dead by now.
The harlot’s cry from street to street
Shall weave old England’s winding sheet.
His eyes open wide in vision stared sternly across the sunbeam in which he halted.
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– A merchant, Stephen said, is one who buys cheap and sells dear, jew or gentile, is he not?
”But Max, as soon as you discard scientific rigor, you are no longer a mathematician. You become a
numerologist.” Urgh time for Tab, Newports and wallowing for a moment with Sartre. It’s like going back
into the womb, a big smoky French womb.
1. http://www.edunet.ie/books/ulysses/nestor.html

smellycoder (2005-01-28 05:06:23)
shitty code freezes suck. hope the rest of your day isn’t so craptastic :(
angry user (2005-01-28 06:55:40)
When you’re done, El Amigo and massive quantities of margaritas should factor into the recovery process.
dankamongmen (2005-01-28 07:12:44)
i plan to krunk it up around noon, and pass out optimally from 1500 to 2100 or so. you should come skin pop ketamine
with me, and eat mexican food! http://www.kobtv.com/index.cfm?viewer=storyviewer &id=16689 &cat=HOME do
snakes ever get tranquilized?
angry user (2005-01-28 07:32:20)
can’t make the mexican until 1730 or so. I’ll be more than happy to do it then, however. your linked story:
keanuv(”whoah”); people are stupid. people suing McDonalds for making them fat should be shot. as for tranqing
a snake... um, turn the heat down? I’m not sure. I mean, I’m sure it’s possible, but outside of surgery, I don’t see
why you would. Reptiles tend to die quickly when you start messing with them in that manner.

2.1.18

crystal meth: once you pop, you can’t stop! (2005-01-29 13:41) - proud - public

Music: my bloody valentine - loveless - when you sleep

http://www.cnn.com/2005/US/01/27/urban.meth.ap/index.html
The ATL gets second sentence notice in this CNN article, beaten out only by Chitown (C(10)H(15)i
towN(1)?). Go team! Everything is frozen over, of course, and Hartford Place’s fine defensive encampment has largely put a halt to wargamesv(”getting in or out”). Shaggz just dropped by with a CARE
package of Boone’s Farm, so it’ll at least be a delicious, relaxed day of coding. Oh, how I love the cold! ˆ
ˆ
For some reason this morning, I thought cyanide was the element Cn rather than anything aggregating
a C(triple covalent)N (or, in particular, the CN- ion, bleh). HCN, argh argh argh. We should totally make
[1]this video the new GT football game commerical, adding only a blackfade and ”GT: Not much to do here.”
1. http://dank.suburbanjihad.net/frozen_sac.wmv

2.1.19

some things might be sacred after all (2005-01-30 15:59) - hopeful - public

Music: missy elliott - the rain

I’m very rarely serious here, but...I broke right the fuck up seeing this picture. Sappy shit, but let it be hope
for years.
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Excelsior, Iraq. Ever higher.
I believe in popular elections. Up until a few years ago, I was very seriously convinced that a meritocratic apparatchik-based analytical governing system was very much the way to go. China still sends tingles
of lust for a Marxist hyperefficiency up my spine when I read The Economist on too little sleep. Experience
since has taught a different lesson: personal dignity based on forced models is an unacceptable ethical breech,
making popular self-actualization either an irrational process or tyranny’s trojan horse. Until I can accept
eugenics as a basic tool of governance, I must then slough on under this deeply flawed method (not that this
excuses our abortion of an election algorithm).
There ain’t no such thing as government interference!

quandry (2005-01-30 15:00:19)
I’ve never trusted idealists’ opinions on how societies should be run or their constant condemnations of everything
that isn’t perfect. These people aren’t engineers. An engineer will never tell you he’s got a perfect plan. He’ll tell
you he’s got a shitty plan that will more or less (sometimes a lot more or a lot less) get the job done. Maybe a year
later he’ll tell you he’s come up with a slightly less shitty plan. Condemn that if you want, but I know who’s getting
things done, and it’s not the idealist.
sid icarus (2005-01-30 21:49:34)
[1]11 % flock to the polls.
1. http://jameswolcott.com/archives/2005/01/radioactive_aft_1.php

dankamongmen (2005-01-30 22:05:34)
I never doubted that spin would go this way. My entire point in posting was the power of an emotionally gripping
image to overwhelm, perhaps only temporarily, reasoned attitudes. mood: hopeful. Hope, Mr. Sidi, is a word used
primarily when the situation is least likely to result in a favorable outcome. > 11 % flock to the polls A model of
representative government; 138 people voted in America’s first election, wu-tangv(”let’s take it back to 1789”). Most
almanacs print popular votes only beginning with 1872, by which time a majority of states had adopted a popular
pluralitic system. Population estimates for the time center around 3.5 million, give or take a Malthusian belt. Find
me a report of (NaN) % Iraqis flocking, and I’ll consider your rebuttal a more throughly considered one.
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dankamongmen (2005-01-30 22:12:39)
Heh, I hope that’s the first semi-obscure reference involving IEEE 754 floating point notation to be employed in the
hope of swaying a political discussion. Fuck James Carville and his trash can.
lorigami (2005-01-30 22:41:53)
I <3 you. Her expression speaks volumes.
opima (2005-01-31 01:52:06)
I’m just glad that i’m not the only one that had such a reaction to the images of Iraqis voting.. I may have gotten a
bit more living in a heavily middle-eastern population with a voting place nearby. I was a bit bothered by getting so
choked up about it... I still have strong feelings about Bush and the war, but I am pretty happy about the election..
uggh..
lineleader (2005-01-31 08:50:11)
Glad to know I wasn’t the only one who got choked up.

2.1.20

my heart feels like an alligator! (2005-01-31 04:40) - bitchy - public

Music: type o negative - bloody kisses - kill all the white people

And I bellow, ”Yahweh who is the I AM, please to make pattern matching faster and cheaper!” On that
note, Douglas Coupland is releasing a sequel to Microserfs entitled (gag me) J-Pod, and indeed it is already
complete! Thanks to [ LJ User: mathslut ] for the excellent news, although next time please to let me know
beforehand when he’s in Atlanta.
If you’d like, list your seven dream Jeopardy subjects in a comment. I will do so tonight in celebration.
KILL ALL THE WHITE PEOPLE!
Then we be free ... WE BE FREE!
nerotica (2005-01-31 03:22:44)
Doctrine and Covenants Fellatio Beat Self-deprecation Psycho ex-boyfriends and the laws that keep them at a safe
distance It happened in 1984 Ketamine
dankamongmen (2005-01-31 10:35:53) Ketamine
What’s best is that even without counting this, I’ve had four distinct conversations about k-etamine today. > Doctrine and Covenants This sounds interesting! I’ve given [ LJ User: rusty42 ] my right hand should I ever install an
eschatonacracy, but you can still win the left. Wow me! > Psycho ex-boyfriends and the laws that keep them at a
safe distance > Fellatio :O [1]I’ll leave that ass like Toni Braxton, ”Never breathing again” It’s scandalous, I never
liked your back stabbin ass, triiick Used to watch you money grabbin, who you baggin beeyitch? Ready to bust, in
the city you don’t know who to trust But bitches lookin scandalous
1. http://www.lyricsondemand.com/t/tupaclyrics/skandalouzlyrics.html

nerotica (2005-01-31 10:46:52) Re: Ketamine
a day without a conversation about ketamine is a day not worth living! i have a copy of the D &C if you would like
to read it. it’s about how even god changes his mind. and in case you didn’t know.. scandal is my middle name.
well.. actually.. smith is my middle name, but scandal sounds better.
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autodidactic (2005-01-31 06:10:12)
Robert Anton Wilson THC and its Effects Obscure Late 20th/Early 21st Century Publishing Companies Horrifying
Talk of Menstruation Radiohead Rules For My White Friends Stumbling Through Minneapolis at God O’Clock in the
Morning A.
dankamongmen (2005-01-31 10:24:21) Robert Anton Wilson
Heh, I’d actually pondered trying to weave in the Principia’s telegram into that first line, but couldn’t divine a
reference beyond pure plagiarism. For what it’s worth, I’ve been listed as ”Nick and Malaclypse Black” in the phone
book for a few years. > Rules For My White Friends Your talents are bite-sized, it’s no surprise you rhyme with
white guys! Hope the test goes well. Your journal’s been fascinating, man! Thanks for the good times.
autodidactic (2005-01-31 10:56:58) Re: Robert Anton Wilson
You are absolutely welcome, brah. A.
mathslut (2005-01-31 07:44:45)
I did let you know beforehand. It’s not my fault they publicized it so poorly that I did not find out about it until 2
days before it happened. And my guess is that it’ll be spelled jPod, if Apple resists a potential tizzy over their Unique
Spelling Concept. Doug read me an exerpt of it a section entitled 6 Love Letters to Ronald McDonald that introduced the six main characters. It filled me with glee. Almost as much glee as: Greek Mythology Internet Superstars
Fun with Mathematics! The Life and Writings of J.K. Rowling Impressionism English Grammar and ANSI C ...unless
I was up against YOU. But I think I could kill the average Jeopardy contestant in C trivia. Surely this aspect of the
post was inspired by a certain email invitation? I got one too!
dankamongmen (2005-01-31 10:31:10) certain email invitation?
This means there’s a possibility that we’d go up against each other.The Earth quakes and the heavens rattle; the
beasts of nature flock together and the nations of men flock apart; volcanoes usher up heat while elsewhere water
becomes ice and melts; and then on other days it just rains. Indeed do many things come to pass. > and ANSI
C You know I think you put the rad back in k-rad, but I have a hard time believing that this is 1 of the 7 things
you’d most trivially whup any population at. Like...Timber Shows 2004-2005. Or care and maintenance of [ LJ User:
dankamongmen ]s. Surely you’d roll the Crack Rock Extravaganza. And let’s not mention the allure of a ”breaking
and entering with grand theft” daily double! grrrrrrrrr. But I am wearing your shirt, hahahahaahahah!
dankamongmen (2005-01-31 16:46:54)
From B to Shining C - K &R &B’s baby’s evolution from the proudly Hellenic BCPL through INCITS/ISO/IEC
14882-2003 C++ and INCITS/ISO/IEC 9899-1999 C Who am I (What’s My Name?) (Not P. Diddy) - Rap
lyrics of the 90’s, modulo the obvious asshole Daniel in the Bottomless Den - Prophetic and apocalyptic books
of the Bible (NIV, if you please) I Told You Not to Put That There - All things x86 architecture, particularly
optimization What Rough Beast? - Poisonous pests, pestilent plagues, perilous pharmaceuticals The Cracked
Portrait of Dublin’s Servents - James Joyce’s life, works, and literary philosophy. Here Comes Everybody! NO
CARRIER - Networking protocols old and new. runners up included Greenz, Beanz and Amphetamines and
8 Arms to Hold Bits, an octopus/NES crossover category. My FJ, of course, would be Big Pimpin’, Spendin’ G’s.

2.2
2.2.1

February
what he left adds up to a ball of power, thoughts at 1,000 miles per hour, let
your brain breathe (2005-02-04 21:07) - accomplished - public

Music: onyx - backdafucup II - clap and rob ’em
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RELEASE IS DONE. 4.3.0 is tagged and ready for all punks who jump up to get beat down.
The Internet grows a bit more safe.
I’ve coded just over 100 hours since starting Sunday at 0200. It’s time to get the fuck up on and out
of this bitch, and get my krunk on.
autodidactic (2005-02-04 18:21:01)
[krunk.png] Have a nice weekend, danky! A.
chefataraxia (2005-02-04 18:43:20)
cheer* congrats to you and the rest of the trellis team!
solsistr3 (2005-02-04 18:44:09)
dude....Le Tigre is on the 25th! *bounce*
smellycoder (2005-02-04 20:11:20)
that’s a lot of coding.
girlsonfilm (2005-02-05 10:00:56) Invader Zim
Have you ever seen the Invader Zim episode called ”Gir Goes Crazy and Stuff?” It’s got a squid-man in it. Bon
dankamongmen (2005-02-08 14:41:27) Re: Invader Zim
Actually, I have sadly never seen Invader Zim whatsoever.
girlsonfilm (2005-02-09 05:55:05) Re: Invader Zim
I’ve got all of them on dvd. Let me know if you ever want me to bring them over. Bonnie

2.2.2

Beware,

it’s from the one that data compare logistic,

chicken biscuit

(2005-02-05 10:24) - chipper - public
Music: twista - kamikaze - higher (feat. ludacris)

Ahhhhh, how uniquely satisfying it is to find the exact word one needs! I’m writing a paper on pattern
matching, borrowing extensively and very liberally of the terms ”monad”, ”dyadic relative” etc from logical
theory and semiotics (up from P’s Dialogues and A’s Metaphysics, as resuscitated by Leibniz in his ultracreepy Monadology. If you ever want to derail a high school philosophy class, assign [1]Paul [2]Dinin a project
on Leibnitz. Be prepared for Quantum Ball Theory). I needed a term for a atomic pattern (µ¿½¬Â) whose
nonexistence is to be sought, and voila! From the collected works of Charles Peirce, we find the following in
’Graphs’ (Vol. 4 for those keeping score at home):
An assertion fulfilling the condition having been obtained, let a number of the proper designations of individual subjects be omitted, so that the assertion becomes a mere blank form for an
assertion which can be reconverted into an assertion by filling all the blanks with proper names.
I term such a blank form a rheme. If the number of blanks it contains is zero, it may nevertheless
be regarded as a rheme, and under this aspect, I term it a medad. A medad is, therefore, merely
an assertion regarded in a certain way, namely as subject to the inquiry, How many blanks has
it?
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I think we have a dance contest winner! Not only is it perfect, it’s also derivative of meden, and most literate
folk are of course familiar with µ·´µ½ ±³±½. That sweetest fifth grade...all there seemed to classicism was
the golden mean, the golden ratio, the test by which a golden crown + displacement of bathwater proves via
density that a man is naked, and lead in the aqueducts made Constantine see a Chi-Rhhhhhhhho (with the
usual results of a holy war)!
Oooh I like [3]this v. much:
”The task of classifying all the words of language, or what’s the same thing, all the ideas that seek expression,
is the most stupendous of logical tasks. Anybody but the most accomplished logician must break down in it
utterly; and even for the strongest man, it is the severest possible tax on the logical equipment and faculty.”
Charles Sanders Peirce, letter to editor B. E. Smith of The Century Dictionary
1. http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/6073228/site/newsweek/
2. http://www.businessweek.com/2000/00_22/b3683149.htm
3. http://www.jfsowa.com/ontology/

oh marvelous (2005-02-05 09:08:41)
peeeeeeeektures. *waits*
kesey (2005-02-05 11:12:59) is it me or ?
psssssssst!* whispers . o O ( am i the only one who hasn’t a clue what he’s talking about? ) [blank stare] disclaimer:
no offense intended, but you knew that.
dankamongmen (2005-02-06 09:24:50) Re: is it me or ?
bah, come back when you’ve written another sometimes a great notion
kesey (2005-02-06 09:50:27) Re: is it me or ?
alrighty then.
spoonless (2005-02-05 16:52:57)
”The task of classifying all the words of language, or what’s the same thing, all the ideas that seek expression, is the
most stupendous of logical tasks.” I’d would strongly disagree with the claim that classifying the words in a language is
equivalent to classifying all ideas that seek expression. Any fixed language can only describe a subset of measure zero
in the set of all ideas seeking expression. Even if you assume that classifying the words is equivalent to classifying all
combinations of those words, they still can’t scratch the surface of idea-space. The vast majority of ideas which have
yet to be expressed will require an extension of the language, and new layers of abstraction in order to think them or
access them at all.
dankamongmen (2005-02-06 09:23:59)
I agree, but I would also argue that the latter cannot be had without the former. Furthermore, the base definitions
can be hardest to pin down. It took 4000 years of math to reach Hilbert and the axiomatic putsch. Since then,
everything’s been broken down to AST.
firmament (2005-02-17 19:29:19)
Sounds like a cool project. I hope you’ll post more about it. Are you taking Norton’s class?
dankamongmen (2005-02-17 23:11:23)
No, this is for work. It’s coding :).
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dankamongmen (2005-02-17 23:11:32)
And howdy!

2.2.3

sunday morning brain dump (2005-02-06 12:45) - excited - public

Music: orbital - the middle of nowhere - way out

Eliot Spitzer is going to be governor of New York, POTUS, and probably replace Gyanendra as a Maoist
incarnation of Vishnu peace-bringer before his star dims. Watching him and Obama fight it out over the next
decade will be exciting, especially with the T. R. overtones I associate with Spitzer (damn you, [1]Edmund
Morris, you fill my mind still). Come out and join us at Sunday Margaritas; it’ll be a large crew today, with
possibilities of tennis or dodgeball later and definite nitrous-powered celebration of spring. Once [ LJ User:
weetanya ] does something, it seems we all ought, and the APA-style single space after a period is more wild
and untamed than going commando in the cold; I’m loving it. [ LJ User: chefataraxia ] pointed out this post
to me, and I have no recollection of making it:
Sat, 05 Feb 2005 07:28:03 git.talk.flame Thread 55 of 66
Lines 19 Re: Barack Obama on abortion RespNo 114 of 114
nick black at Georgia Institute of Technology
Newsgroups: git.talk.flame
Alexander Brunk wrote:
> Um, ’abortionist’ is the Doctor last I heard.
> http://dictionary.reference.com/search?q=abortionist
> abortionist: One who performs abortions.
That’s all well and good, but I want odbv(”to create a new chamber”). From
the east came four Warriors, each holding an ORB. For ninety upon
nine-hundred years they chased ”Uterus” Jack, Baron of the Abortionarium
Exchequer and his D &E ”Old Skool Roe” Soldiers scraping crew over
the tropics of cancer and capricorn both. There they did battle in the
cervix of the World Maggot, and lo, the Opal Methotrexate Cannon did
sound like unto 1812’s Overture, and great hydatidiform moles fell to
earth. These blighted ovum were then sown, and from their foul rot
sprung fully armored soldiers possessed of a bloodlust rH true. That
plain is known as the Sub-chorionic Respite, and its historians have an
iron motto: ”Abortion: ?bersinnliche, Allgemeinheit, Notwendigkeit!”
–
nick black ”np: the class of dashed hopes and idle dreams.”
1.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0812966007/qid=1107712018/sr=8-1/ref=pd_bbs_1/

102-0625786-9571363?v=glance&s=books&n=507846

dankamongmen (2005-02-06 10:00:53)
Damn the man, and character set encodings being a bunch of ass. Obviously, that end should be: bersinnliche,
Allgemeinheit, Notwendigkeit! Not that it makes things any less terrible.
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weetanya (2005-02-06 10:07:20)
i have not yet been able to make The Switch. i am, and always will be, a one-space-search-replace queen.

2.2.4

questions needing answers (2005-02-08 12:39) - cranky - public

Music: bad religion - stranger than fiction - incomplete

Who the hell smokes 100’s? Oh, and enjoy your mozilla viruses!
GET / HTTP/1.1” 200 400 ”-” ”Links (1.00pre12; Linux 2.6.10-ac10ac10.pv i686; 80x65) (Debian pkg
0.99+1.00pre12-1) spells w00t for dat ass.
oh marvelous (2005-02-08 09:42:49)
are you telling me that the viruses i’m getting the past few days are from that fucking thing?
kesey (2005-02-08 09:52:43) well, now you have my curiousity . . .
”that fucking thing” *blinks* is there something about Mozilla that you find less than pleasing?
oh marvelous (2005-02-08 10:01:34) Re: well, now you have my curiousity . . .
i can’t figure out why ive been getting viruses lately, and maybe that’s why. *shrug* just a slight pain in the ass,
nothing major.
dankamongmen (2005-02-08 14:29:57)
no, the viruses you’re getting are from fucking that thing. word ordering == critical difference.
oh marvelous (2005-02-08 15:03:22)
Imma kick yr ass for that.:P
kesey (2005-02-08 09:49:14)
Surely you are not suggesting we use something as lame as ExploiterTM instead? Can’t run that crap on my linux
box anyway :P
dankamongmen (2005-02-08 10:41:27)
! As if I allow Windows boxen on my home network, let alone broker IE through the squid cache of +5 elitism. I’m
just kicking it with [1]links, as true soldiers are wont to do.
1. http://artax.karlin.mff.cuni.cz/~mikulas/links/

eightbit (2005-02-08 10:51:06)
you actually use squid? we’re having to hack around with its cache replacement policies for 6210.
dankamongmen (2005-02-08 14:29:11)
Yep. I run adzapper through it, as well. Furthermore, I have iptables configured to deny outgoing web requests
(modulo covert channels) from anything but the squid process running on the firewall.
kesey (2005-02-08 11:11:35)
ahhh .. now we’re on the same page :)
c 2008 dankamongmen. This book is strictly personal.
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iwillfearnoevil (2005-02-08 10:02:42)
The 100’s were all that were to be had. :-/

2.2.5

girl you gotta leave, you can’t take that all at one time ya gotta breathe
(2005-02-08 19:59) - krunk - public

Music: the flaming lips - felt good to burn

IDA Pro Advanced is $875? Ack. A fair price, but guyfromslcpunkv(”you can buy a fucking car for that,
man.”)
Oh, it is nice to ride the bittorrents again. kanyewestv(”you know I got a Ph.D., that’s a Pretty huge
Dick”)
nerotica (2005-02-09 04:41:10)
bittornado?
dankamongmen (2005-02-09 06:09:42)
bittsunami if you’re going to be all delendologist and shit.
nerotica (2005-02-09 06:13:33)
delendologist? what the goddamn hell is that supposed to mean? I AM MERELY SURVEYING THE BITTORRENT CLIENTS USED BY OTHER LINUX USERS> CHRIST NICK YOU DONT HAVE TO GET SO UPPITY!
nerotica (2005-02-09 06:17:15)
and for the record: i really hate playing where’s waldo with smb trans vulnerabilities
donicer (2005-02-09 05:36:46)
You can buy a car with it but I think IDAPro is far more useful.

2.2.6

There are 87 days until Sat 07 May 2005 (2005-02-09 09:22) - mischievous - friends

Music: godspeed you black emperor! - raise yr skinny fists - storm

Missing that physics test Friday and a lab the week before have convinced me that I must attend classes
today. This seemed quite a dreary task, but the snap decision to devour in nomine patri et filii et spiriti
sanctum eight blotter squares of dynamogenic wonderland should spice things up a bit. Had only they have
been cubes, a [1]tesseract would be possible. Sigh, not today.
Important danknet update: I bought a laptop from [ LJ User: eric9 ]for $50. It’s a pIII with the hyperl33t ability to swap out the useless cdrom for a second battery. I’ve bestowed upon it the noble hostname
”longjmp”, and it’s time for this code to hit the fuckin’ road. Drivin’ dirty down 85!
I’m bewildered as to how ”rhypophagy” eluded me for so long. Sometimes you win one from the game.
1. http://www.hammondgallery.co.uk/view_pic.php3?aid=44&pid=578
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autodidactic (2005-02-09 06:47:26)
A friend of mine swears by El ’Cid for math and science tests. He says it makes it much easier, believe it or not. I
think you’ll do fine. A.
spoonless (2005-02-09 10:59:32)
I don’t know about that, I’ve gone to class before tripping and it’s hard enough to sit still for that long... let alone
take a test. Guess it depends on how much, though.
turdburgler (2005-02-09 06:48:15)
Missing that physics test Friday and a lab the week before Eeek, so that means you have no more freebie lab and if
you miss another lab then you fail the class??? :/
zbtron (2005-02-09 09:46:42)
Had only they have been cubes, a tesseract would be possible. Sigh, not today. brilliant. lets find cubed acid and fold
the space-time continuom!

2.2.7

quo bono: meditations and enlightenment (2005-02-14 13:34) - amused - public

Music: mr. bungle - disco volante - carry stress in the jaw

Walking back from an empty mailbox, epiphany hit big Araby style:
Almost without exception, my words and actions over the past lustrum can be traced to half-consciously
reducing the amount of my life spent driving, waiting in lines or wearing anything other than t-shirts [0]. It
was a staggering realization, and for a moment I felt infinitely without purpose. Gazing up into the darkness
I saw myself as a creature driven and derided by vanity; and my eyes burned with anguish and anger.. then
I realized, this isn’t really too terrible of a mantra. It certainly beats the living shit out of Juche or spending
one’s days protesting against immigrants, and their delicious cuisines.
Beyond that, I’ve done pretty well at it! We didn’t know what we were doing, old boy, but at least we’ve
won first prize.
[0] Buddhism is a great source for words concerning psychobabble new and old. Say it with me: n’evasaññá-n’ásaññáyatana!
zbtron (2005-02-14 12:34:18)
uhm how is that araby style? was the mailbox lined with velvet and draped in silk?
(2005-02-14 17:34:54)
I think it means that somewhere, right now, two englishmen are double-teaming an Irish chick.
zbtron (2005-02-15 08:19:39)
who’s this
dankamongmen (2005-02-15 09:43:51)
the short story. i hate you.
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zbtron (2005-02-15 14:15:53)
i know. i was thinking how it would be funnier if the mailbox was araby and not your epiphany. le sigh. this is why,
i hate you. i think the double-teaming idea was more thorough and apt mockery, though. well done mr. anonymous.
psyched out (2005-02-14 12:54:22)
We didn’t know what we were doing, old boy, but at least we’ve won first prize. i think this is the first phrase i’ve
parsed on your lj in which i recognize the source–i don’t know if i’m having a good day or if you had a momentary
slip...
dankamongmen (2005-02-15 09:44:32)
dammit! the exclusive purpose of this journal was to torment your referential pretension! now I’ve got to find something else to do all day.

2.2.8

hit it once, then hit her girlfriend, asked when can we all get together again
(2005-02-15 12:01) - energetic - public

Music: amon tobin - live coachella - squarepusher - tried by 12 rmx

I’d like to posit that none of you, whether you go a real college rather than Georgia’s Institute of Technology
and the Socially Handicapped or spend less than 20 hours per day buried under piles of code, threw down
harder than we did last night.
The motherfucker got torn UP. And now is the time for handling my session cache baby maam drama.
Thanks [ LJ User: killerpoptart ], [ LJ User: casetheplace ], [ LJ User: sylvanrage ], [ LJ User: uglor ],
[ LJ User: litovka ] and of course [ LJ User: iwillfearnoevil ] for the phattiness. Code on, code on. Ugh,
notoriousbigv(”I know what it’s like to wake up fucked up.”)

uglor (2005-02-15 09:13:39)
I’m at work and quite braindead from lack of sleep. I had a blast last night. Things like that need to happen on
weekends. When did everyone pass out? Assuming they ever did. :)
dankamongmen (2005-02-15 09:41:26)
I got to sleep around 0600 or so? Good times. Did you take any pictures?
uglor (2005-02-15 09:48:40)
Just the one of you. I’ll send it to you later. I do want to get some good shots of your friend John’s ink at some
point tho.
angry user (2005-02-15 09:19:04)
I need some details. I was busy fscking a drive and praying I hadn’t lost everything. suck.
iwillfearnoevil (2005-02-15 12:25:15)
If you’d come last night, you wouldn’t have cared. ;-)
killerpoptart (2005-02-15 09:46:36)
whooooooooo! best valentine’s day *ever*.
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casetheplace (2005-02-15 11:36:57)
EVER!
litovka (2005-02-15 10:21:12)
Good times. What was that about Siberia? that part is gone from my memory. Very confused. Oh, and Elise has
some very nice and patient coworkers. Yay.
tempest261 (2005-02-15 18:57:34)
Amon Tobin rocks.

2.2.9

don’t mistake lack of talent for genius (2005-02-16 21:35) - amused - public

Music: the roots - illadelph halflife - panic!!!!!!!

lo, this is a strange world resulting from long nights’ demiurgical musings!
dankamongmen
[1]10dimensions [2]amadeas [3]amyzon2313 [4]anaxareteia [5]angra
[6]angry_user [7]autodidactic [8]bilbo_bloggins [9]billings
[10]blcktyp4ablugrl
[11]casetheplace [12]cbradfield [13]chairman_mo [14]chefataraxia
[15]codymc [16]cola_fan [17]coleoptera [18]copycatjsh [19]covvie
[20]dankamongmen
[21]datavortex [22]desiato [23]desidjm [24]dewzi [25]dj_ricecake
[26]donicer [27]dresque [28]drug_war [29]ecb [30]eccyntric
[31]eightbit [32]elcielo [33]elpdragon [34]entscheidung [35]errline
[36]finegan [37]fmephisto [38]fsjones [39]fuzbal [40]geebs
[41]georgemcfly [42]girlsonfilm [43]girlvinyl [44]gmslegion
[45]gtscapegoat [46]hiddenwoman [47]hillarybliss [48]hippieatheart
[49]iambutawhisper [50]imnotsatan
[51]infernal_allure [52]infiniteapathy [53]itwontbepretty
[54]iwillfearnoevil [55]jen_rosero [56]jsw [57]kierah
[58]killerpoptart [59]kim_jong_il__ [60]klimbingupwalls
[61]kosherpickle [62]krebstar2000 [63]leftorium [64]lineleader
[65]litovka [66]lizerati [67]lorigami [68]lyricsboy [69]mac_finn
[70]majelix
[71]mathslut [72]meemeedarling [73]meropa [74]mike_b
[75]modularformsboy [76]msbeanhead [77]mumpish [78]neraka [79]nerotica
[80]neurochemistry
[81]nisroc [82]nuwanda [83]obiefernandez [84]opima [85]organicmatter01
[86]peter_jensen [87]phatjoe [88]pigmassacre [89]piq [90]popskeeter
[91]psyched_out [92]recompas [93]reznite [94]rheostat001 [95]rusty42
[96]saluki [97]schizobovine [98]sid_icarus [99]sk8grrlie
[100]smellycoder
[101]snarfus [102]solsistr3 [103]spoonless [104]sstrickl
[105]sylvanrage [106]tempest261 [107]thriftcake [108]tritium
[109]turdburgler [110]uglor
[111]vudiddy [112]wasteink [113]weetanya [114]wishmonster [115]yonked
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[116]youhavebugs [117]zarathustra94 [118]zbtron [119]zmode13
[120]zzzing

lj friends collage by [ LJ User: kunzite1 ]. make yours [121]here. updates & questions [122]here.
original by [ LJ User: pratibha75 ] and [ LJ User: teemus ] [123]here. updates & questions [124]here.
1. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=10dimensions&mode=full
2. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=amadeas&mode=full
3. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=amyzon2313&mode=full
4. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=anaxareteia&mode=full
5. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=angra&mode=full
6. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=angry_user&mode=full
7. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=autodidactic&mode=full
8. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=bilbo_bloggins&mode=full
9. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=billings&mode=full
10. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=blcktyp4ablugrl&mode=full
11. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=casetheplace&mode=full
12. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=cbradfield&mode=full
13. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=chairman_mo&mode=full
14. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=chefataraxia&mode=full
15. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=codymc&mode=full
16. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=cola_fan&mode=full
17. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=coleoptera&mode=full
18. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=copycatjsh&mode=full
19. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=covvie&mode=full
20. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=dankamongmen&mode=full
21. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=datavortex&mode=full
22. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=desiato&mode=full
23. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=desidjm&mode=full
24. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=dewzi&mode=full
25. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=dj_ricecake&mode=full
26. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=donicer&mode=full
27. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=dresque&mode=full
28. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=drug_war&mode=full
29. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=ecb&mode=full
30. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=eccyntric&mode=full
31. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=eightbit&mode=full
32. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=elcielo&mode=full
33. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=elpdragon&mode=full
34. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=entscheidung&mode=full
35. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=errline&mode=full
36. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=finegan&mode=full
37. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=fmephisto&mode=full
38. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=fsjones&mode=full
39. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=fuzbal&mode=full
40. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=geebs&mode=full
41. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=georgemcfly&mode=full
42. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=girlsonfilm&mode=full
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43. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=girlvinyl&mode=full
44. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=gmslegion&mode=full
45. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=gtscapegoat&mode=full
46. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=hiddenwoman&mode=full
47. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=hillarybliss&mode=full
48. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=hippieatheart&mode=full
49. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=iambutawhisper&mode=full
50. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=imnotsatan&mode=full
51. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=infernal_allure&mode=full
52. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=infiniteapathy&mode=full
53. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=itwontbepretty&mode=full
54. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=iwillfearnoevil&mode=full
55. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=jen_rosero&mode=full
56. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=jsw&mode=full
57. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=kierah&mode=full
58. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=killerpoptart&mode=full
59. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=kim_jong_il__&mode=full
60. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=klimbingupwalls&mode=full
61. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=kosherpickle&mode=full
62. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=krebstar2000&mode=full
63. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=leftorium&mode=full
64. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=lineleader&mode=full
65. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=litovka&mode=full
66. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=lizerati&mode=full
67. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=lorigami&mode=full
68. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=lyricsboy&mode=full
69. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=mac_finn&mode=full
70. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=majelix&mode=full
71. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=mathslut&mode=full
72. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=meemeedarling&mode=full
73. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=meropa&mode=full
74. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=mike_b&mode=full
75. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=modularformsboy&mode=full
76. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=msbeanhead&mode=full
77. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=mumpish&mode=full
78. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=neraka&mode=full
79. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=nerotica&mode=full
80. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=neurochemistry&mode=full
81. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=nisroc&mode=full
82. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=nuwanda&mode=full
83. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=obiefernandez&mode=full
84. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=opima&mode=full
85. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=organicmatter01&mode=full
86. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=peter_jensen&mode=full
87. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=phatjoe&mode=full
88. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=pigmassacre&mode=full
89. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=piq&mode=full
90. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=popskeeter&mode=full
91. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=psyched_out&mode=full
92. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=recompas&mode=full
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93. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=reznite&mode=full
94. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=rheostat001&mode=full
95. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=rusty42&mode=full
96. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=saluki&mode=full
97. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=schizobovine&mode=full
98. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=sid_icarus&mode=full
99. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=sk8grrlie&mode=full
100. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=smellycoder&mode=full
101. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=snarfus&mode=full
102. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=solsistr3&mode=full
103. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=spoonless&mode=full
104. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=sstrickl&mode=full
105. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=sylvanrage&mode=full
106. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=tempest261&mode=full
107. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=thriftcake&mode=full
108. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=tritium&mode=full
109. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=turdburgler&mode=full
110. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=uglor&mode=full
111. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=vudiddy&mode=full
112. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=wasteink&mode=full
113. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=weetanya&mode=full
114. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=wishmonster&mode=full
115. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=yonked&mode=full
116. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=youhavebugs&mode=full
117. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=zarathustra94&mode=full
118. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=zbtron&mode=full
119. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=zmode13&mode=full
120. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=zzzing&mode=full
121. http://mike.mm1swebcreations.com/lj/ljcollage/
122. http://www.livejournal.com/users/kunzite1/432324.html
123. http://sumeet.ahost4free.com/friendsCollage/
124. http://www.livejournal.com/users/teemus/134745.html

oh marvelous (2005-02-16 18:39:28)
i rule. & i miss you.
dankamongmen (2005-02-17 05:33:00)
i know none who despot more enlightenedly, babe! why haven’t you been on aim in so long? and, finally, a recent
picture (but i’m cutting the hair today): [tired.jpg]
oh marvelous (2005-02-17 05:37:35)
marrrry meeeeeeee
coleoptera (2005-02-16 18:49:56)
That’s adorable. Basketball Sunday? Y’all play at 1:30, my boys play at 6:30. We can get our drunk on. Or something
like that.
dankamongmen (2005-02-17 05:35:56)
indeed, something like that: we *must* get our drunk on. i have a freestyling competition at 2200 that night, though!
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angry user (2005-02-17 06:22:24)
basketball? freestyling? details? (closed or open event? mainly the bball)
leftorium (2005-02-17 07:32:52)
Inch for inch, you’re one of the worst basketball players ever, Wayne.
angry user (2005-02-17 09:11:10)
Hey, tall, skinny and broken a lot, when have you ever seen me play?
leftorium (2005-02-17 09:48:35)
I’m pretty sure we’ve shot around on Curran before, and occasionally at SAC. Regardless [of whatever the hell
nick’s talking about], we should ball up. Sunday if the weather’s still kickin’ it? Nick, you in? Can we find a
fourth? Why is Laura Bush such a [1]lame bitch? Lay off the commas.
1. http://www.cnn.com/2005/ALLPOLITICS/02/16/first.lady/

angry user (2005-02-17 10:01:39)
Hmm. Can’t remember. I’m down for Sunday though. And I believe that my sentence and all of its lovely
commas was grammatically correct.
sid icarus (2005-02-17 18:45:15) El Bushie
Laura Bush’s spokesman, Gordon Johndroe, would only say, ”This was a good opportunity for Walter to pursue
other opportunities.” And if my vehicle gets stolen, its a good opportunity to sightsee on foot.
nerotica (2005-02-16 21:13:59)
i’ve heard the subject of this post... four times in one month.
nerotica (2005-02-16 21:14:24)
this month.. even.. so really.. i have heard it four times in two weeks..
downtym (2005-02-16 21:21:23)
One should not underestimate the wisdom of a phrase found on the inset of a Type O Negative album.
nerotica (2005-02-16 21:26:46)
i suddenly understand something i was told weeks ago.
dankamongmen (2005-02-17 00:18:00)
If you’re going to be all cryptic and shit, take it to nerwankery. On that note: the little hand is on the two the
big hand is pointing at YOU! now, what time is that? sometimes I like to wind up my clock so the hands are
pointing different special ways i want to go to sunday school i... mean it!
nerotica (2005-02-17 04:04:40)
i like it! jason and i were in my car listening to [1]ego likeness and we ended up talking about type o negative
and bloody kisses in particular.. at some point he said ’don’t mistake lack of talent for genius’.. i can’t remember
the context. didn’t get it at the time, but now i do.
1. http://www.egolikeness.com/

zbtron (2005-02-17 07:34:21)
who’s the bladerunner pic?
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dankamongmen (2005-02-17 21:48:07)
an academic bowl all-star named hayley. she appears to speak about 5 indo-european languages and kick ass all
around.
dankamongmen (2005-02-19 20:13:55)
[ LJ User: imnotsatan ]

2.2.10

men will seek death, but will not find it; they’ll long to die, but death will elude
them (2005-02-17 20:00) - blingin’ ! - public

Music: lost highway soundtrack - nine inch nails - the perfect drug

Perhaps an overreaction to the acceptance that I absolutely cannot, in any way, under any circumstances,
blow my refund on [1]this. Or [2]this.
or [3]woooooooooooooooooooooo
But perhaps not. gangstasermonv(”let’s raise an offering”). Actually, if anyone’s feeling froggy and wanting
to jump up on it, hit me up on the Tontine tip.
1. http://tinyurl.com/44hgk
2.

http://www.christies.com/LotFinder/search/LotDetail.asp?sid=&intObjectID=4443554&SE=CMWCAT04+271137+

%2D1655111667+&QR=M+1+8+Aqc0000900+259263++Aqc0000900+&entry=theorem&T=Lot&SU=1&RQ=False&AN=9
3. http://christies.com/promos/feb05/1484/promo_gallery.asp?page=5

chefataraxia (2005-02-17 17:36:43)
Whatever ”this or this” was, they are now blank.
dankamongmen (2005-02-17 17:54:35)
Nature’s first green is gold, Her something hue to hold. Her early leaf’s a something; But only so an hour. Then foo
subsides to bar. So Eden sank to grief, So dawn something to day. Nothing gold can stay.
eightbit (2005-02-17 17:56:06)
knowing nick, one of them was certainly of a copy of bayes’s manuscript for which i have already called dibs.
dankamongmen (2005-02-17 18:38:02)
An Essay Toward Solving a Problem in the Doctrine of Chances implies 1-0 odds of said dibs bounding naught but
deeeeeeeeeeeeez. phattynattyv(”topology isn’t just about dicks and balls”)
kesey (2005-02-17 20:54:49)
can’t see the others, but the [1]wooooooooooooooooo item rocks :) maybe next paycheck. yeah, right.
1. http://christies.com/promos/feb05/1484/promo_gallery.asp?page=5

happyfunnorm (2005-02-17 21:41:14)
Speaking of topolgy and refunds, maybe you could get a [1]Klein Stein!
1. http://www.kleinbottle.com/drinking_mug_klein_bottle.htm
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dj ricecake (2005-02-17 21:53:58)
I’m sure nick has already seen this, but others may be interested. http://www.christies.com/LotFinder/search/Lotsummary.asp?sid=
&SN=1484
&intSaleID=19326
&SE=CMWCAT03+269394+
%2D1637259464+
&QR=M+1+0+Aqc0000900+257811++Aqc0000900+ &entry=4443475 &T=Lot &SU=1 &RQ=False &AN=1
dj ricecake (2005-02-17 21:54:57)
Ack, didn’t know link was so long. http://tinyurl.com/6ttk9
obiefernandez (2005-02-23 03:17:08) saw this on cnn
http://www.cnn.com/2005/TECH/02/21/computer.auction.reut/index.html
dankamongmen (2005-02-23 10:24:19) Re: saw this on cnn
Check out this, from our own beloved OIT: http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem &item=5167502396

2.2.11

call me an assassin, ’cause I m gonna dig a ditch, bitch, and throw your ass in
(2005-02-19 17:12) - frisky - public

Music: ice cube - the predator - when will they shoot?

Someone came into the house while I was showering, and was clearly wandering around my room. I didn’t
know who it was or what they were doing, so I bellowed ”Graph theory ain’t nothin’ but topology’s West
End, bitch, I’m comin’ for you!” and ran out sans towel. I’m still unsure of who or what was here, but
apparently they knew not to fuck with a mathematician and hoofed on out, leaving our door open on the
way.
BITCHES! I will defend my brothers and represent by whuppin’ your ass [1]word is bond.
I really do need to start keepin’ a 9mm where I’m sleepin’.
1. http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=word+is+bond&r=f

billings (2005-02-19 14:28:29)
Well played!
cbradfield (2005-02-19 14:31:33) Fuck da 9
http://www.mossberg.com/pcatalog/Specpurp.htm
dankamongmen (2005-02-19 20:46:18) Re: Fuck da 9
Sexy, stylish, serene! I love the $357 pricing. Ordered!
dankamongmen (2005-02-19 20:47:24) Re: Fuck da 9
”gallery of dealers?” wtf. goddamn laws; I was hoping this would be like Amazon.
cbradfield (2005-02-20 12:01:54) Re: Fuck da 9
http://www.gunbroker.com/ Like eBay, cept w/guns. Might have to ship to a local FFL dealer though. This may
or may not be advantageous for tax purposes.
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zbtron (2005-02-19 14:34:48) heh i have one guess who it was
uh why did you assume they are into graph theory? were they stealing things in a very efficient path around your
room? anyways you dont have to drag graph theory into it. ps you should lock your door please dont buy a gun. i’ll
tell obama.
dankamongmen (2005-02-19 17:09:02) Re: heh i have one guess who it was
I was just trying to summon up Joey.
olde (2005-02-19 20:17:50) Re: heh i have one guess who it was
next time he’ll be there with his kwan dao and copy of griffiths and harris.
mike b (2005-02-19 19:04:02) Re: heh i have one guess who it was
were they stealing things in a very efficient path around your room? hilarious.
solsistr3 (2005-02-19 20:37:39)
Eep!
dankamongmen (2005-02-19 20:44:33)
le tigre is soon! [ LJ User: killerpoptart ] wants to come if there’s still tickets.
solsistr3 (2005-02-19 20:50:15)
Awesome! I bet there are.....I forget if they were on Ticketmaster or through Le Tigre’s site. Next Friday! I am SO
EXCITED.
killerpoptart (2005-02-20 03:50:46)
am checking to see if there are still tickets now. whooooop!
litovka (2005-02-20 09:38:17)
I hope there are as I’ll probably want to go as well... must check bank account first tho, I seem to have acquired
some expensive hobbies lately. Argh.
mathslut (2005-02-22 13:08:40)
Brian and my gf Elena who’s visiting from Chicago are thinking that we should accompany as well. It is like a
caravan of Le Tigre.
solsistr3 (2005-02-22 13:46:25)
ooh you should you should!!!!!!
lyricsboy (2005-02-19 22:53:13)
dude, I totally know the definition of ”word is bond.” Word is bond.
killerpoptart (2005-02-20 03:50:22)
that is most bizarre.
cola fan (2005-02-20 05:21:49)
Glad it worked out.
itwontbepretty (2005-02-20 08:14:00) And you’re recommending this place to moi?
I am still waiting on my gun permit to arrive in the mail. Sounds like it would get put to good use after all.
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casetheplace (2005-02-20 09:46:39)
I want a gun, too. We should go gun shopping together! (realizes how this sounds and goes to sit in the corner as
penance.)
dankamongmen (2005-04-04 01:05:44) HUGE FUCKING GUNS
shit, sounds great. [haxorec38.jpg]

2.2.12

”He who makes a beast of himself gets rid of the pain of being a man.”
(2005-02-20 23:45) - crushed - public

Music: one toke over the line sweet jesus

RIP HST. That’s all I’ve got to say :/.
oh marvelous (2005-02-20 21:21:24)
i’m broken hearted.
lsdjesus (2005-02-20 21:48:11)
today, i have lost a hero
cbradfield (2005-02-20 23:15:18)
Wonder if he left a note.
eccyntric (2005-02-21 06:51:30)
He was 67. Really, it’s shocking he lived that long.

2.2.13

note to the guardian council: mud fucks a nuke right up, gotta have walls
(2005-02-22 05:25) - annoyed - public

Music: dead prez - hell yeah

All else being equal, it’s hard to worry about Iranian nuclear capacity when they’ve yet to deduce the direct
relationship between ”percentage of buildings constructed from mud and fish” and ”pwned”. This despite
demanding attention for their little shit of a tectonic plate, the Iranienne. Our insouciant frolicking in the
vans down by the Tigris seems unlikely to incite popular upheaval against the caliphs, but damn, sooner or
later these folks will realize energumen means never having to tell 72 virgins ”I died wallowing in the good
Ayatollah (peace be unto him!)’s glop as Allah’s merciful zalzala opened its maw to receive my filth.” The
Great Satan’s got a few more years of Tribulation in him, methinks: for want of building codes, the theocracy
was lost.
And speaking of craptastic despots, War Nerd’s [1]newest.
[2]This is the best article I’ve found thus far regarding HST (holy shit, it even uses ”eschatology”). I’ve
been all fucked up about it, and remain unsure how to respond. All energy flows according to the whim of
the Great Magnet, sigh.
1. http://www.exile.ru/2005-February-11/war_nerd.html
2. http://www.nytimes.com/1972/07/23/books/thompson-1972-vegar.html
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nerotica (2005-02-22 03:14:21)
highly educational and entertaining all at the same time!
(2005-02-22 11:43:50) word
Your ell-jay entries are like small beautiful windows of pure logic opening into foreign worlds otherwise filled with
muck that often makes little sense. Allah hu.
dankamongmen (2005-02-22 18:51:40) Re: word
Argh, after pondering this comment as God Himself sits and ponders the Torah, I’ve determined it calculatedly
ambiguous.
georgemcfly (2005-02-22 22:34:51) Re: word
why would god ponder the torah? being god, he wouldn’t have to ponder anything, right? being all-knowing and
all. OR MAYBE TBATS WHAT YOU MEANT! or you too are being calculatedly ambiguous!
dankamongmen (2005-02-23 07:09:48) Re: word
”God Himself sits and studies the Torah” (’Ab. Zarah 3b). It’s from Talmud, duh.
dankamongmen (2005-02-23 15:53:32)
Whoa, and here we have ”insoucious” in http://salon.com/books/feature/2005/02/21/hunter/index.html.

2.2.14

my ass rests with the best! (2005-02-24 20:28) - pleased - public

Music: add n to (x) - avant hard - metal fingers in my body

I bought some old dotcom bust-up’s Aeron, finally too frustrated with my $20 black vinyl piece of crap. It’s
like a koala bear crapped rainbows in my brain. Tonight I code in style!
Already I have picked up a new word, ”anthropometrically”, just from reading the instruction manual!

hippieatheart (2005-02-24 17:41:39)
Know if they have any more? I’ve wanted an Aeron for ages.
10dimensions (2005-02-24 18:02:10)
I have one, but I was about to ask the exact same question, because my husband insists he must have one too. ;)
subcultured (2005-02-24 20:32:05)
sign me up as well - i get two at work but i’d love to have one at home too.
subcultured (2005-02-24 20:34:28)
in reality i really want this one: [HMAlumManage.jpg] because i’m a girl and it matches my apt decor more if you
see this chair - let a girl know
billings (2005-02-24 18:49:09)
That visit was even more productive than I thought it was. It’s a nice chair.
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sometimes i park in handicapped spaces while handicapped people make handicapped faces (2005-02-24 22:06) - depressed - friends

why am i regularly such a GODDAMN ASSHOLE? not acerbity or aggressiveness or elitism – i delight in
these things all, and think it natural – but just cruelness and being plain mean? argh! i’ve worked hard to
control anger, but now i periodically emit unprovoked malice like a listless beta decay. argh i fucking hate
myself at times :/.

jujuyy (2005-02-24 20:15:31)
i dunno, you are usually pretty nice to me, but i think it might be a plot to use me for taking over the chinks.
dankamongmen (2005-02-24 20:36:03)
(23:34:54) nick chapman: juju scared the shit out of me earlier (23:35:01) nick chapman: I thougth she was saying
you had a kid (23:35:02) dankamongmen: how so? (23:35:07) dankamongmen: oh i did! (23:35:09) dankamongmen:
we traded it to her (23:35:25) nick chapman: when she was merely saying you should impregnate someone so that
she could consume the results
dankamongmen (2005-02-24 20:38:27)
(23:37:17) nick chapman: you’re mentioning this on your lj? (23:37:23) dankamongmen: well (23:37:26) dankamongmen: if by mention (23:37:32) dankamongmen: you mean quoted the entire conversation and posted it (23:37:36)
dankamongmen: yes (23:37:38) nick chapman: ahh (23:37:39) nick chapman: well then (23:37:48) nick chapman:
fuck you lj readers (23:37:50) dankamongmen: lol (23:37:53) nick chapman: go get a life (23:38:06) dankamongmen:
lj’d!
coleoptera (2005-02-24 20:34:43)
I dunno man, I’ve never ever seen it, though I guess probably others might know you better. Gotta agree with Juju.
You’re sounding as hard on yourself as I am on myself.
organicmatter01 (2005-02-25 00:34:24)
But sometimes its just not enough, to keep a man like you interested, no way, uh-uh. No, you’ve got to go out and
fun, at someone else’s expense. Oh yeah, yeah yeah.
angry user (2005-02-25 06:24:47)
embrace the inner asshole. it relieves stress. you should pass [1]this on to Mallard.
1. http://www.big-boys.com/articles/dodge88.html

pigmassacre (2005-02-25 08:10:34)
I think it’s interesting that you draw a distinction between acerbity/aggressiveness/elitism and cruelty. I see none.
Aggression is motivation toward cruelty (whether or not it’s justified), acerbity is verbal aggression, and elitism is all
of the above together with a set of arbitrary justifications. Usually irrational hatred of others is a symptom of hating
the self, and vice versa, although knowing that doesn’t usually help me.
mathslut (2005-02-25 12:18:12)
I think because you’ve so finely honed the skill of picking just the thing about a person that will hurt them the most
and stabbing them right there, you can’t not do it. You just love being really good at things too much to ever be able
to resist showing it off.
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(2005-02-26 17:08) - contemplative - public

Music: lords of acid - voodoo-u - young boys go to studio 54

I get paid on the 1st and 15th, and did not realize this meant direct deposit would hit today. Go February!
It is indeed nice to find $2k you didn’t expect in your checking account. gthaikuv(”Time to buy drugs now.”)
Augh, missed Le Tigre last night due to overwhelming sickness coupled with a fatigue most destructive.
After spending most of the morning booting vomitus and bile, I drug myself from bed around 1600. At least
I’m ready to kick ass all this weekend, sigh.
Recently I’ve been all up into astrophysics and the geriatric care and handling of supernovae. The combination of getting rigorous about binding energies and protons’ collapse toward ferrouslove type 56 combined
with the acceptance that heavier atoms are derived from that terrible last quarter second of the neutron
core’s bounce has left me in a state of euphoria. On s-type, on r-type, on fusion and neutron capture! On
neutrino, on gamma ray, more energy = faster! Our crappy brothers in ATL academics, GSU, have put
together a few nice [1]graphics for ye laymen.
The upshot of this is that I’ve finally completed my atheism. Long have I desired a creation and reincarnation myth; now I have them, and on firm scientific footing. Thank you, Einstein. We are all the dust
of hypercollapsed stars, and I can imagine nothing more beautiful. From this day forward, I must try to live
up to such a celestial heritage.
1. http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/nucene/nucbin.html#c2

spoonless (2005-02-26 15:40:06)
Ever heard Moby’s ”We Are All Made of Stars” song? I often wondered while that was popular whether most people
realize how literally true that is.
oh marvelous (2005-02-26 16:03:50)
I’ll be in North & South Carolina come April.
dankamongmen (2005-02-26 16:24:23)
I am legally restricted from entering North Carolina (until I pay a ticket, in person, there...ugh), but South Carolina
is where it’s at! You should come down into Georgia and the New Motel of the South, but I’ll make it up there
otherwise.
billings (2005-02-26 17:02:03)
Ahh, but even if there is no god, there’s still so much to learn from his followers, no? KILL YOUR IDOLS

2.2.17

uno, dos, tres it’s on; have you ever seen a pimp rock a microphone
(2005-02-26 20:38) - bouncy - public

Music: quasimodo - the unseen - real eyes

Requisite notification: PARTY AT CENTER STREET, only the third phatty home park party of the year.
Kegs of Boddingtons, multiple hunch punch coolers, everyone’s there. Free. See y’all there at 11! (Center &
& Calhoun, Twitch & & [ LJ User: jujuyy ]’s place).
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billings (2005-02-27 08:43:05)
Kickass gathering!

2.2.18

(2005-02-27 18:01) - contemplative - public

I’m quite surprised never to have heard this:
”If something is in me which can be called religious then it is the unbounded admiration for the structure of
the world so far as our science can reveal it.” – Einstein, March 24, 1954.

lorigami (2005-02-27 15:06:34)
that’s a great quote.
spoonless (2005-02-27 15:44:47)
I think the beginning of that quote is equally important... I love pulling it out when people start trying to paint him
as religious. ”It was, of course, a lie what you read about my religious convictions. A lie which is being systematically
repeated. I do not believe in a personal God and I have never denied this but have expressed it clearly. If something
is in me which can be called religious then it is the unbounded admiration for the structure of the world so far as
our science can reveal it.” - Albert Einstein, 1954 [Albert Einstein: The Human Side Helen Dukas, Banesh Hoffman
Princeton University Press]
billings (2005-02-27 19:50:50)
Well, Jeff, what the fuck are you looking for, then? The meaning of life? Ever hear the story of Icarus? What was
wrong with Icarus? Anything at all?
spoonless (2005-02-27 20:31:42)
Is this an out of the blue general question, or does it have something to do with the Einstein quote? What am I
looking for in life? Is that what you’re asking? Knowledge, freedom, happiness, love, understanding... lots of stuff,
I guess. How bout you? Where did this question arise from? I would never personally use the phrase ”the meaning
of life” since life means something different to each individual. Ever hear the story of Icarus? What was wrong with
Icarus? I think I wrote a whole essay in high school on how counter-productive such literature is for society, but
now I can barely remember how the story goes. I remember my anti-Faust essay a lot more because it was senior
year. Both of them had to do with asking too many questions, or being too smart for your own good right? I don’t
think my opinions on how evil that type of thinking is has changed much since high-school.
billings (2005-02-27 19:49:08)
My grandfather fought in world war 2. He was a field medic. He lived his life as a general practitioner. He’s currently
residing at the Tylertown hospital. Where everyone refers to him as ”Doctor Crawford”. He birthed many of the
people there. Seniors and staff. Every single book he ever gave me for christmas was by Carl Sagan. Einstein never
did find that hidden variable, did he?
organicmatter01 (2005-02-27 21:14:05) I always liked this quote by AE
”All religions, arts and sciences are branches of the same tree. All these aspirations are directed toward ennobling
man’s life, lifting it from the sphere of mere physical existence and leading the individual towards freedom.” – Albert
Einstein
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zbtron (2005-02-28 07:35:28)
i bet you came in your pants when you read that. its a petit four of atheism, science, and an abdication of faith.

2.3

March

2.3.1

the line i trace begins to weave a tangled web from wall to wall (2005-03-02 10:22)
- tanned, rested and ready - public

Music: phish - hoist - axilla, pt. 2

Another 2ˆ3 hours, and it’ll be a mere 2ˆ6 days until graduation. Full Metal Jacket comes to mind:

”Graduation is only a few days away and the recruits of platoon thirty-ninety-two are salty.
They are ready to eat their own guts and ask for seconds. The drill instructors are proud to see
that we are growing beyond their control. The Marine Corps does not want robots. The Marine
Corps wants killers. The Marine Corps wants to build indestructible men, men without fear.
Today you people are no longer maggots! Today you are marines. You’re part of a brotherhood!”
This actually describes the GT experience better than I’d expected. Hail to the Engineers!
http://www.timeanddate.com/counters/customcounter.html?day=7 &month=5 &year=2005 &hour=
&min=
Grad school apps have come back. 3 acceptances out of 10. I’m not displeased, but hardly enthused. I’ll
need to have decided whether I intend to be working in Atlanta, work + schooling in Atlanta or schooling in
Pasadena, CA by month’s end. These are mighty questions which try men’s souls, and I do not look forward
to their pondering. Wherever I end up, it’d best be bumpin’.
billings (2005-03-02 07:45:05)
I’d be in favor of sticking to atlanta, myself - you’ve built up a lot of energy here, and while common wisdom is that
you should go elsewhere for grad studies, common wisdom can be wrong sometimes.
dankamongmen (2005-03-02 08:05:23)
I’m in initial agreement, but perhaps for different reasons – what do you mean by energy? I told em all, All them
little gangstas – who you think helped mold ’em all? Now you wanna run around and talk about guns like I ain’t
got none What? You think I sold ’em all? Cause I stay well off? Now all I get is hate mail all day sayin Dre fell
off What cause I been in the lab wit a pen and a pad Tryna get this damn label off I ain’t havin that. This is the
millenium of Aftermath It ain’t gonna be nothin after that So give me one more platinum plaque and fuck rap You
can have it back
billings (2005-03-02 14:50:26)
Many retards would flip to work with you at georgia tech in any capacity at all.
eightbit (2005-03-02 08:04:23)
pasadena? caltech? occasionally, i deeply regret not going to ucla. hm. congrats on the acceptances!
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smellycoder (2005-03-02 08:23:33)
which three schools?
angry user (2005-03-02 08:28:35)
congrats, mang. any idea which locale is favored at the moment?
(2005-03-02 08:50:30) Graduation?
I assume this is graduation from grad school and not that you are a super undergrad. Either way I’d say try somewhere
new, leave Atlanta. Get your creds from somewhere else besides Tech. – Dare
dankamongmen (2005-03-02 09:24:13) Re: Graduation?
Holy shit, it’s Dare! Let’s get a clap for Mr. Obasanjo, everyone. And no, I’m an undergraduate for 64+change more
days. I dropped out in Spring 2000 when I went to the mental institution, then spent 4 years getting Reflex up off
the ground – those were 100+ working hr/week times, and I couldn’t do school simultaneously. I started back up in
Fall 2003, so while it’s been 7 years, it only took 3 to get the degree.
dankamongmen (2005-03-02 09:26:59) Re: Graduation?
of course, ’twas worth it for my little [1]side project/baby, and it’ll be a nice nest egg. but i want that ph to the d!!!
1. http://www.reflexsecurity.com/

(2005-03-02 10:40:42) Re: Graduation?
Congratulations on Reflex and graduating. 7 years in the same environment is a long time and I’d imagine that
you want new people, new environments and new stimuli to excite you. And everyone loves Killer Cali. I dunno
how that affects your working relationship with Reflex tho’. – Dare
billings (2005-03-02 14:52:53) Re: Graduation?
Dare! 1) How’s microsoft 2) I am doing fine if you feel like asking 3) Of course you’d say leave atlanta Dare that’s
totally not surprising Hope you’ve been doing well.
spoonless (2005-03-03 11:01:48)
3) Of course you’d say leave atlanta Dare that’s totally not surprising Hmmm... could that be cause he’s not a
typical lame parochial southerner who likes to stick his head in the sand and ignore the rest of the world?
billings (2005-03-13 12:16:47)
Umm, no - it’s because his life decisions demonstrate that he’s a rolling stone in a certain sense. A very capable,
ambitious one, too.
(2005-03-13 12:02:43) Re: Graduation?
1) Work’s great. I’ve left XML and now work on blogging so the dayjob is a lot more fun. 2) Great. U still at Tech?
3) Yup. Seattle is a lot more fun although it may just be that I have money and no homework now. :) – Dare
dankamongmen (2005-03-13 19:14:05) Re: Graduation?
work on blogging? describe – i only know what slate and salon spoonfeed me. out of tech [1]v. soon and cannot
wait. you need to just get a damn lj if you’re going to be doing this. might i advise [ LJ User: dare the oxg ]?
Dare: the Original XML Gangsta.
1. http://www.timeanddate.com/counters/customcounter.html?day=7&month=5&year=2005&hour=&min=
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spoonless (2005-03-02 09:11:14)
Pasadena all the way, baby! Listen to Billings on this one and you’ll regret it for the rest of your life. And congratulations, man.
billings (2005-03-02 14:55:32)
Whatever, dude. We all know jeff is a retard. Weigh your decision carefully, nick. Never trust a physicist!
chefataraxia (2005-03-02 14:23:39)
I vote for getting out of Atlanta. It is harder to conquor the world without seeing it first. And congrats!
jujuyy (2005-03-02 14:56:56) get the hell out!
why on earth would you stay in atlanta? i am personally not a big fan of pasadena, but i guess you aren’t going to
there to shop, so it might be neat. yaaaaaaaaaaay!
dankamongmen (2005-03-02 15:59:20) Re: get the hell out!
1) job + possible stock fortune are here 2) that other job i have is set up well here 3) california is shitty expensive,
even compared to atlanta 4) if i decide i don’t want to do my ph.d. right then, there’s plenty to fall back on 5) i
have the wheelbarrow of hos here, as opposed to competing against cali guys 6) tectonically guaranteed not to fall
into the ocean anytime soon 7) pasadena carries no guarantee that, if we were besieged, I could angle Mike Faff to
the sun and blind attackers with his bald spot
kierah (2005-03-03 11:41:34)
I havent been on livejournal in a while, so if this is a late reaction, I apologize. I must say, your lj icon is completely
ridiculous. For so many reasons. But I think the best one is that my first reaction to it was ”Is that real?... or is it a
puppet??” Having settled on puppet, I’m amused in a way that doesn’t seem to be at all temporary.
dankamongmen (2005-03-03 12:22:57)
You need never apologize to me, kierah! And the mighty emu of lore is most certainly real. I intend to go reply to
your addiction post sometime. BTW, I may be coming up to SeaTac sometime early summer to interview with F5.
Would you still be up there?
kierah (2005-03-03 12:31:16)
Yep, I’ll be here for a while, I think.

2.3.2

lingering slowly, melting away, tossed with the salad and baled with the hay
(2005-03-06 00:44) - bewildered - public

Music: aphrodite - urban jungle - underworld (ruffed up version)

master p is releasing an album this year entitled ”Ghetto Bill Gates”? ... lame!
man, lovin’ the good memories resulting from a listen through [1]big cypress (all 12 discs, heh). fantastic whiskey party / blunt roast tonight on hemphill!
1. http://www.phish.net/faq/bigcypress.html

lineleader (2005-03-05 23:42:23)
My personal favorites from Big Cypress are the Water in the Sky show opener (such energy!) the second day Tube
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and Melt, and Crosseyed and Roses from the overnight. Such a great weekend!

2.3.3

operatic by voice a fanatic by choice aromatic is the flower she must be moist
(2005-03-09 17:24) - amused - friends

Music: larry levon - live at the paradise garage - bourgie bourgie

submitted without comment...
(17:09:08) twitch: Doug was pretty pissed
(17:09:55) twitch: (Quite understandably – I was very explicit that if 1F ever decided it would be a good
idea to take my car keys, I would work actively towards making sure no one posted bond for him.
(17:09:57) twitch: )
(17:11:56) twitch: It’s amusing: Tuesday, 1F arrives in town; Sunday, 1F totals his car and has this to say
about it ”I’ve learned that driving after you blow 5 grams is a bad idea”; Tuesday morning, 1F is picked up
for a DUI, in Decatur (Doug’s place is over behind the UHaul Lofts) with no idea how or why he got there
(that he will admit to).
(17:12:46) twitch: After we told his mother that he had been successfully bailsed, we were given explicit
instructions to beat his ass, as she was in Florida and could not do so personally.
(17:13:41) twitch: at about 11:30 I recieved a call that they had retrieved the car, and were driving away
from the impound lot smoking out of the bowl and sack that had been sitting on the front seat through the
entire process....
(17:15:06) twitch: Also, if this information is ever useful – it is possible to convince the people at the City
Jail to let you talk to whoever’s bailing you out so that you can pass them a debit card and give them the
PIN.
obiefernandez (2005-03-10 02:30:41)
it’s larry levan, not levon. and where’d you get that set? i’d love to have a copy
dankamongmen (2005-03-13 21:10:41)
from my friend shaggz. next time you’re in atlanta, come grab a key from me.
obiefernandez (2005-03-14 03:27:37)
cool beans, will do

2.3.4

it was warm and pleasant and over in an instant (2005-03-09 19:27) - public

Music: bela fleck - live art - lochs of dread

[1]The wardrobe led to ... Chechnya?
Some people call it pedanticism, some know a rose is a rose is a rose and call you an insufferable asshole. Overall, though, I’m pleased that someone trying to claim ”normalcy” was first used by President
Warren G. Harding subsequently gets their nuts shut in the vice that is the Oxford English Dictionary,
Complete 2nd Edition. In my house, anyway – 1857 motherfucker, from a math textbook of much repute.
I think we can all agree: anyone who argues with the OED deserves their summary ejection. I’ve no time
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for that kind of nonsense, and what you wanted costs $100 this week – yeah, must have had a fifteen dollar
plane ticket, then. This following a passionate defense of an incorrect definition of genus (in the topological
sense). Asshole.
In the words of this week’s [2]Blotter, ”Shit on this! I ain’t drinking no more Hennessy! I ain’t going
out on Fridays no more!” It’s pleasingly suggestive of [3]Dock Ellis’s attempt to make baseball exciting,
1972-05-01: ”We gonna get down. We gonna do the do. I m going to hit these motherfuckers.”
As it turns out, [ LJ User: emuofdarkness ] was already using the friendly emu icon of this past month.
I’ve restored the Venerable Octobede to his position of glory. Thanks to [ LJ User: weev ] for pointing this
out. Times as of late are frenetically busy, but even more rewarding than sun-dried tomatos. The need to
kill subsides, even if it never entirely fades.
1. http://economist.com/agenda/displayStory.cfm?story_id=3738229
2. http://atlanta.creativeloafing.com/2005-03-03/blotter.html
3. http://www.snopes.com/sports/baseball/ellis.asp

smellycoder (2005-03-09 17:35:19)
why are sun dried tomatoes rewarding?
killerpoptart (2005-03-09 19:34:12)
buh-bye, emu =(
sid icarus (2005-03-10 07:00:33)
Somehow this entry was easier to read than most. You need to set a trap and hold who[m]ever sneaks around your
apartment captive. mmv(”Torture, motherfucker.”);
dankamongmen (2005-03-13 21:10:15)
I’ll fuckin lay your nuts on a fuckin dresser, Just your nuts layin on a fuckin dresser And bang them shits with a
spiked fuckin bat Whassup? BLAOWWW!!!
dankamongmen (2005-03-13 21:10:59)
and they’re all easy to read. wtf?
kierah (2005-03-12 20:51:28)
oh no..... :( and i was looking forward to the much needed amusement. you should seriously reconsider–or consider a
more closely matching substitute. the emu was *quite* appealing.
dankamongmen (2005-03-13 21:08:01)
so let it be written, so let it be done! that dork is friends-only commenting, so i couldn’t even apologize for getting
up on his nuts. if he asks, it’ll be handled.
kierah (2005-03-13 21:13:16) Woo!
Thats *great* news! I was going to offer to make you a new emu-based lj icon, but I couldn’t find any emu pictures
that came even close to being ridiculous enough.
dankamongmen (2005-03-14 02:24:35) Re: Woo!
We must research an emu having five asses. Surely there’s a paper somewhere in the HCI community devoted to
this noble topic?
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kierah (2005-03-14 02:30:11) Re: Woo!
Hee! Surely there is. Why didn’t I think of that? I’ll have to consult my former ’advisor.’

2.3.5

unc, thou art pwned! (2005-03-12 20:28) - ecstatic - public

Music: kmfdm - nihil - ultra

what a delicious bit of smackdown hath been administered tonight! duke bitcheeez, we’re coming for you,
killer bees on the swarm! wooooooooooootastic.

[1]the new workout desktop
1. http://dank.suburbanjihad.net/images/therealthing.png

tritium (2005-03-12 22:20:48)
Woo, put me under ”dogwood mourners.” I think I may have the last remaining case of Dogwood Pale Ale on earth...
PS I think I have that album. Somewhere.
phatjoe (2005-03-12 22:33:15)
i think there’s an old case of dogwood in my garage. that or an old case of beckham’s homebrew in dogwood bottles.
either way, it’s been there for about a year now. ew. /joe
dankamongmen (2005-03-13 09:17:12)
no no no, you’re a ”hella engineer” :) everyone is sorted by where i’m most likely to see them, as gaim is after all
a system of quickly finding rides for my immobile ass. my coworker jason lunz bought something like 612 pale ales
prior to the dissolution. which album? the kill motherfuckin’ depeche mode’s ”nihil”? how was your party last night?
i ended up with too much work to do and couldn’t get out there :/.
quandry (2005-03-13 08:09:19)
[ LJ User: popskeeter ] and I were pleased to see Tech beat our home team.
coleoptera (2005-03-13 10:01:38)
Fuck GT :) Your ass better at least be watching now, at least.
dankamongmen (2005-03-13 11:03:03)
most recent entry gets into it. i’m missing my second sunday margaritas gathering ever because el azteca insists on
shitty soccer. listening, though, as is my idiom.

2.3.6

”chrysostomos” - the word links the two worlds of the chapter and, for that
matter, the book itself (2005-03-13 12:47) - acc championship game crazy - public

Music: AM790 - Your Home for Yellow Jacket Basketball

Dazzled by the most glittering aspect of Ulysses – its display of literary techniques and its ingenuities of
symbolism – we find it easy to regard each chapter as a seperate item to be marveled at, the whole book as
a collection of tableaux, like an exhibition, and to forget that its fundamental concern is with the telling of a
story. A plain summary of this story is not very enlightening, but the theme on which the story is based is
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potent, suggestive, and compelling. It is the mystery of the relationship between non-begetting father and
unbegotten son.
What sounds like nonsense, or, at best, a paradox becomes clear only in the context of theology. At the end
of A Portrait we are puzzled by an identification which we did not expect. Stephen Daedalus has been seeing
himself as the fabulous inventor of human flight and creator of the Labyrinth. But in his last diary entry he
invokes Daedalus as a father. ’Brightness falls from the air’ and ’Non serviam’ are for Lucifer but also for
Icarus, the son of Daedalus whose wings failed him. Stephen is both Daedalus and Icarus, both father and
son. How can this mystery be resolved? Only in the mythical terms of Christian theology, in which Father
and Son are, through separate Persons, really aspects of each other.
- Anthony Burgess, [1]ReJoyce
Well there you go; why not just spell out the Inner Teachings right at the beginning of part 3? Burgess in one
smart motherfucker, and of course a brilliant linguosemanticist – we need look no further than A Clockwork
Orange or The Wanting Seed to know that. It took me four readings before I’d fully grokked the tripartite
persona of the Blooms and Stephen D. and the conceit regarding the Trinity. Sigh, I must become smarter.
I’ve finally had time to do some reading this week! I’ve gone back through Campbell’s [2]A Skeleton’s
Key to Finnegan’s Wake in preparation of my rereading that ballad of Everyman this summer after graduation. Incited by Trefil’s [3]From Atoms to Quarks (one of the best pieces of pop science ’ere I’ve encountered)
and my Astrophysics class, I ordered and began devouring Krane’s [4]Introduction to Nuclear Physics. Ahh,
to be a physicist, to peer into the structure of the cosmos and the united force! I find myself every day
wishing more and more that I’d majored in such. Then again, it hardly has the immediate pleasure feedback
to be found in completing code, nor from it can one sup the ecstasy of pure logic made flesh. I finally got
around to Bell’s playful [5]The Magic of Numbers, Umberto Eco’s sententious [6]The Name of the Rose, and a
reread of Stevens’s [7]Storming Heaven: LSD and the American Dream coming on the footsteps of Nicholls’s
[8]From Neuron to Brain, a delightful canvassing of current psychophysiology sweetly recommended by [ LJ
User: neurochemistry ]long ago (yes, I’m still taking care of your [9]Voet, thanks for the long loan, doll).
Overall, a most edifying week! Today I must mack some Emag, though, rather than entertain these cavalier
pursuits.
And there’s the lineup for your Yellow Jackets – gotta go, ACC Championship Game’s on motherfuckers!
GO JACKETS, STING ’EM!
1.
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0393004457/qid=1110736896/sr=2-1/ref=pd_bbs_b_2_1/002-8872216-4576842
2.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/1577314050/qid=1110736849/sr=1-1/ref=sr_1_1/

002-8872216-4576842?v=glance&s=books
3. http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0385473362/002-8872216-4576842?v=glance&ref=ed_oe_p&st=*
4.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/047180553X/qid=1110736695/sr=8-2/ref=sr_8_xs_ap_i2_xgl14/

002-8872216-4576842?v=glance&s=books&n=507846
5.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0486267881/qid=1110737003/sr=1-1/ref=sr_1_1/

002-8872216-4576842?v=glance&s=books
6.
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0156001314/qid=1110737091/sr=2-1/ref=pd_bbs_b_2_1/002-8872216-4576842
7.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0802135870/qid=1110737162/sr=1-2/ref=sr_1_2/

002-8872216-4576842?v=glance&s=books
8.
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0878934391/qid=1110737219/sr=2-2/ref=pd_bbs_b_2_2/002-8872216-4576842
9.
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/047158651X/qid=1110737314/sr=2-3/ref=pd_bbs_b_2_3/002-8872216-4576842
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Olympic torch flaming, burns so sweet, the thrill of victory, the agony of defeat
(2005-03-13 14:10) - fuck duke - public

Music: traci lords - 1,000 fires - control

(14:07:14)
(14:07:40)
(14:08:50)
(14:08:59)
(14:09:08)

rusty: what time is the game?
dankamongmen: it is halftime
rusty: ah, what time does the drinking start?
dankamongmen: i’ve been drinking since i woke up
dankamongmen: i should leave the house

so yeah, i’m walking up to [1]rocky mountain for the insanity. come join!
1. http://maps.google.com/maps?q=1005%20Hemphill%20Ave%20NW%2C%20Atlanta%2C%20GA%2030318&hl=en

coleoptera (2005-03-13 11:46:02)
fuck gatech too
dankamongmen (2005-03-13 13:02:23)
bah, fuck duke! goddamnit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
(2005-03-13 12:00:28) Current music: traci lords - 1,000 fires - control?
Traci Lords has an album? WTF. – Dare
rusty42 (2005-03-13 12:28:30) Re: Current music: traci lords - 1,000 fires - control?
yeah man, the day she turned 18 she gave the adult industry a big ”fuck you” and used the resulting publicity to
launch her ”mainstream” career.
coleoptera (2005-03-13 15:50:15)
smirks* But we can both be happy Maryland didn’t even get a bid for the tournament. Hos.
vudiddy (2005-03-13 16:24:22)
I was at Rocky Mountain out on the deck... Fucking refs.
tempest261 (2005-03-13 17:38:09)
Was it just me or did Redick pull a ”free foul card” out of his ass at the end of the game? What the fuck was up with
those refs.
angra (2005-03-14 05:06:34) you decide!
http://gtf.org/dan/bought.avi
youhavebugs (2005-03-14 03:17:06)
We crush slow, flamin deluxe slow

2.3.8

where I’m from doin’ dirt is a part of livin’, I got mouths to feed so I gotsa’ get
it (2005-03-14 10:21) - hustlin’ - public

Music: phish 2003-07-25 set 1 - chalkdust torture

your word of the day: [1]zipfian. whether describing income distribution or the boundary conditions governing the multiple hashing of arbitrary network traffic to detect zero-day polymorphic worms, it’s what’s for
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dinner!
also, did you know of the patricia trie formalization? i sure didn’t; i called it ”the trivial extension to
sparse tries”. it’s about as sublime as lifting out a common subexpression; i’m amazed it was given a name.
and most deliciously from [ LJ User: eightbit ]:

1. http://www.nist.gov/dads/HTML/zipfian.html

oh marvelous (2005-03-14 09:23:05)
e
coleoptera (2005-03-14 09:53:38)
rolls eyes* They only talk that kinda shit about you when you’re just too good. Unless you’re Luke Schenscher and
no one can understand how bad you still remain.
eightbit (2005-03-14 11:32:40)
unless you’re [ LJ User: coleoptera ] and no one can understand your grammar.
leftorium (2005-03-14 12:08:03)
Every time I read the replies to one of nick’s posts, it’s full of retards. [cry.gif]
dankamongmen (2005-03-14 13:18:02)
Actually, the bright red sea of shirts indicates more than just primary scattering in the 650-700nm range. These are
Maryland students, not Georgia Tech students (it’s where several of us, and indeed Mr. Schenscher attend). If you’re
colorblind, look for the smiles; GT doesn’t get that happy without an alarm going off in Howey. Are you only talking
that kinda shit about GT having launched down the half semester-and-out Ph.D. plan? Just too damn good.
NIGGA PLEAZE

2.3.9

You must wonder why I’m so relentless and all strung out – I’m consumed by
the chill of solitary (2005-03-15 14:35) - unrelenting - friends

Music: alanis morissette - so pure (hybrid remix)

I interviewed the author of [1]this paper yesterday, and melted his brain. Funding has been allocated to hire
up a protégé/understudy, whom I will train in the Dark Arts until such time as they can competently work
alongside me. Eventually, of course, they will replace me as I ride into the sunset of grad school. [ LJ User:
rusty42 ], I hope you’re listening =].
Ahhh, we’re moving out of the bugfix post-release period and into free-wheeling development...what a rosyfingered dawn.
1. http://www.arl.wustl.edu/~lockwood/publications/Worm_Detection-HotInterconnects_2004.pdf

zbtron (2005-03-15 13:12:59)
i...dont understand how you can be inspired by alanis morisette, and moreso quote her in public, and at the same
time melt brains. if i could gesticulate i’d do the thing where leland acts liek his hands are three dimensional gears
that dont quite fit.
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angry user (2005-03-15 13:46:03)
The shitty Alanis Morissette fascination has always baffled me as well.
phatjoe (2005-03-15 13:21:05)
do you mean ”melt his brain”, like, lindsay? or just plain old brain melting. /joe
dankamongmen (2005-03-15 14:12:36)
Sorry, just plain old Saul-on-the-road-to-Damascus brain melting.
rusty42 (2005-03-15 17:36:35)
i’m listening.
dankamongmen (2005-03-16 00:29:00)
Now tuned in to the muthafuckin’ greatest Turn the music up in the headphones Tim you can go on, brush your
shoulders off nigga, I got you If you feeling like a pimp nigga, go on, brush your shoulders off Ladies is pimps too, go
on, brush your shoulders off Niggas is crazy baby, don’t forget that boy told you, get that dirt off your shoulders I
probably owe it to y’all probably be locked by the force Tryin to hustle some things that go with the porsch Feeling
no remorse feeling like my hand was forced middle finger to the Law nigga, gripping my balls seven ladies they love
me, from the bleachers they screaming all the ballers is bouncing they like the way I be leanin’ all the rappers be
hatin’ off the track that I’m makin’ but all the hustlers, they love it just to see one of us make it came from the
bottom of bottom to the top of the pops nigga run through Japan and I’m straight up the block like a running back,
get it man I’m straight off the block I could run it back nigga cuz I’m straight with the ROC

2.3.10

flip him with the spatula, now you got kentucky fried cracka (2005-03-17 21:00) crimson - public

Music: clutch - pure rock fury - drink to the dead

I was pondering the recent spate of Harvard books / Larry Summers articles. One line in an [1]NYT article
today struck me:
”At Harvard and elsewhere, the cost of college is eroding the idea of a liberal arts education in favor of
a pre-professional one.”
I’m regularly vexed by the emissions of hyperelite schools’ liberal arts faculties and alumni (their scientists are absolutely first-rate (all my love, homies, keep ya headz up!), and to get biases out on the table, I
was recently and unceremoniously rejected from H-town for grad school). The five people accepted to Harvard from my graduating class were brilliant across the board, but only the scientists among them seemed
to enjoy or appreciate their classes (all dug the experience). I’ve developed what seems a juvenile impression: majors outside the grandmotherly umbrella of »Ì³¿Â are little more than dressed-up high school (if
that). I’ve known few humanities or social studies offered at the undergraduate level a motivated 9th grader
couldn’t handle. They’re a matter of reading and applying basic analytic skills, the necessities beyond these
seeming derivative of gnostic experience and a cosmopolitan exposure rooted more often in aristocracy than
meritocracy. The rigorous and structural nature of mathematics, a result of the twin pillars of axiomatic
approach and scientific method, demand an ordered process building on previous elements - you can suboptimally teach indigent literature by describing the mainstream of the era (presumably the goal of high school
classes), but the calculus of variations generally takes a bit more time in the oven.
This is likely a poor conclusion and certainly one steeped in evidence-based reasoning. I’d like your thoughts.
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I’ve sometimes wondered whether [ LJ User: iwillfearnoevil ] and I can work out, given her journalism
+ history degrees at [2]the cesspool of the south combined with my crass mathematicofetishism and tendencies to grow bored with people. The quote above made me realize she was just doing what was necessary for
law school, not letting her illustrious mind go to waste dicking around. Ho humm. It’s wonderful to wake
up next to somebody you wholeheartedly dig, and she’s the sole one of you fuckers who can party with me
until I cry ”Hold, too much!”.
and omfg 49 DAYS UNTIL GRADUATION. only 6 perfect squares remain. and congratulations [ LJ User:
kierah ] on graduating UW with the CS phattiness! onward amazon soldier!
1. http://nytimes.com/2005/03/17/books/books-harvard.html
2. http://uga.edu/

mumpish (2005-03-17 20:05:46)
Nothing wrong with evidence-based reasoning. There’s little enough of that. They’re simply not encouraging critical
and analytical thinking anymore, Nick. Some of my graduate-level classmates aren’t simply not ready for grad school,
they’re barely employable in any professional sense. They aren’t stupid, exactly; many of them are willing and have
great attitudes, hell, better than mine. But they can’t synthesize for shit; I’m convinced most educational environments no longer equip people with the ability to create a solution pieced together from disparate parts. We’re so lost
in this misguided drive for inclusiveness that we’re unwilling to judge people or hold them to standards, and I fear it’s
going to catch up to us, perhaps sooner than later.
lizerati (2005-03-17 20:12:08)
An observation from the teaching trenches that I have heard several times: when a child fails, the question isn’t
”What have you done, child?” it’s ”What have you done to my child?”. The goal is to get kids past each level of
schooling without making that a difficult process. Granted, I have one of those dressed up high school degrees but I
can still see that we’re raising a nation of whiny idiots.
iwillfearnoevil (2005-03-20 01:58:44)
What is your degree in, anyway, Liz dear? I think that what Nick speaks of is more....why on earth couldn’t I
have entered into the law as an undergrad, instead of being forced to spend 4 yrs (5, actually) putzing around.....?
Tho for me, ancedotally, the answer is simple - I wasn’t ready for the law, not just yet. I ran about delving into
other interests, exploring other things. Sure, the instruction did not REQUIRE the sort of rigor a degree in physics
or math would have, but nonetheless, I can’t imagine that I would have taxed myself less, or learned less.....less
of objective value, perhaps, but programmers have a tendency to under rate subjective experiences of the sort I
pursued. Rigor in these disciplines is not required, but the student can force herself to it - and (simpering teacher’s
pet that I am) I surely did. But it wasn’t required, as it would have been had I been a math major. I believe
the crux of his angst is - why isn’t it required? And I have no adequate answer, except that it seemed to me that
educational institutions I was exposed to shied strongly from trying to apply an objective measure to disciplines
requiring talent and imagination and creativity as primary elements. It *is* a disturbing paradox....the Broadcast
News program required a 740 verbal SAT and a 3.7 GPA to enter....but once in, I never saw any attempt to measure
actual talent or creativity, only effort. Sure, I learned a lot. I busted my ass. But, honestly, I didn’t HAVE to really
learn all that much. Why do degrees like that exist, degrees where you can coast like that? Personally, I am glad
they do - it gave me an environment where I was free to grow and work in any direction I chose, and my effort was
noted, encouraged, and I was given extra resources because I obviously wanted and would use them. And maybe
that’s the point - because talent and verve and energy are rare, and should have an environment in which to thrive
and you just can’t test for that sort of committment and talent. But it DOES have the fault of letting an awful lot
of the uninspired slipping by on no real effort or actual education. Still, UGA’s J-school is ranked 3rd in the nation,
based on a relatively objective standard of how the grads do on the outside world in one of the most competitive
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industries out there. So supposedly they know what they are doing, at least a bit.
iwillfearnoevil (2005-03-20 02:05:52)
It is also perhaps notable that the first professor I asked for a recomendation to law school turned me down. He
was livid at the idea I would not pursue the profession he had trained me for, and wrote a rather long vehement
email attempting to persude me otherwise - he really had done his best to create a good writer of me, and felt (even
after 5 yrs out) that anything other was a betrayal of a very specialized professional degree for which I had shown
aptitude. So he obviously took his work seriously. Perhaps I will ask him his thoughts on liberal arts degrees and
their utilitarian value in the context of determinism.
cbradfield (2005-03-18 15:16:54)
I’m not sure if I agree with the ”any more” part. I’m pretty sure 50 %+ people out there have no idea how to do
their job well and I don’t think this percentage is something new. When it comes to non-technological professions
(law, medicine, etc), it is pretty common knowledge that undergraduate and graduate programs do little to prepare
you for your job. The medical profession has gone so far as to include residency as a prerequisite to a job.
mumpish (2005-03-17 20:06:05)
Oh, and fucking awesome about the graduation! :)
kierah (2005-03-17 21:21:39)
mille grazie
mac finn (2005-03-17 22:00:21) hopefully this makes some sense.....
(... given I just woke up from a nap.) Having taken about 27 HTS courses at GT, I find the above statement re:
social courses outside of math courses to be somewhat contestable yet somewhat true (especially after having taken
some grad school courses in a totally different major as well as working at an archives, which requires at least an
undergrad lib arts degree (usually in history or archival management or library)). Yes, such classes are reading and
analyzation, but at the undergrad level that is about it. There are other things that the people in these majors need
to learn; at least with history, it’s usually differing view points of history (socialist, feminist, economic, social, etc.
etc.) and how to do research. At Tech, in particular, these seem to focus on socialist and feminist thought, and I
only know of one course that actually focused specifically on using archives for a term paper. And again, this is based
on courses at Tech, though students at GSU’s archives (undergrad and grad) seemed equally unprepared for doing
any sort of high level of research from primary sources! Further, resources used for these courses in undergrad can
be limited, especially if one a) doesn’t take the right courses (though this can often be faulted with the department
for not channeling it’s students to the right sorts of classes, or not providing the right prepatory ones altogether) or
b) the resourses needed for a particular major’s higher classes aren’t available at all (for HTS, I cite the lack of a
”normal” archives on campus (the Tech archives consists mostly of Tech archives and little else; people needing first
source (non-book resources, like archival papers) would have to journey to GSU or UGA or elsewhere). Also, it’s not
surprising that some Tech history classes have been formed as they are, considering the amount of bitching that the
engineering and CS students put up about actually having to read and write for the class. Frustration abounds with
students like that! > < I had a few profs that didn’t give in to such whininess, but in retrospect, some courses had
obviously been fixed to cater to this issue. I would also say most undergrad lib arts majors these days do have to be
merely a stepping stone for some other further degree or pre-professional. Most job places won’t even look at you if
you only have a B.S. or B.A. in a traditional lib arts once you graduate (maybe this is because of the tendency of the
slackness of these classes nowadays?), unless you were lucky enough to already have some sort of part time or intern
job there to begin with. Most places require a masters and preferably some amount of professional experience for a
position. Lots of people tend to view lib arts degrees as entirely useless anyhow, something to go along with the old
cliche’ed Under Water Basket Weaving course, in terms of usefulness. :/ However, I do contend liberal arts degrees,
once a person manages to muck their way through the lower classes, do have their purposes, but that’s an argument
for another time.
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dankamongmen (2005-03-17 22:26:36) (usually in history or archival management or library)
whoa what is up d? i’ll have a more intelligent response later, but fwiw reference librarian is about the sexiest job
one can ever claim. keep it rizzeal.
dankamongmen (2005-03-17 22:27:34) analyzation
analysis’s dirty scrabble sister!
mac finn (2005-03-17 22:37:20) Re: (usually in history or archival management or library)
laugh* with one’s hair pulled back in a bun and that ”come hither!” look over the dark rimmed glasses too, i suppose.
;)
firmament (2005-03-17 23:48:58)
After two quarters of grading freshman philosophy assignments, I can say with assurance that this shit is hard, that
0 % of them can hendel at a truly acceptable level, and that professor-enforced grade inflation totally sucks. Maybe
this is just a fond-memory situation, but it seems to me that freshman CS was way easier than freshman philosophy,
wrt the average student.
dankamongmen (2005-03-18 01:44:42)
Hrm. A few failures in our communication: 1) Freshman philosophy class is not indicative of the major in full, at
least for the general case. I bet this class’s main goals are developing a keen critical eye and providing a synthesis
among a wide collection of abstract ideas. Aristotle’s logic is emphasized, I imagine? In this way, it’s much like any
introductory proofs class: syllogisms, dialectic and refutations are a method of honing argument and seizing a topic’s
meat. I very much doubt the nous of the Posterior Analyticsis an open area of debate, at least in its genus if not
its differentia (a Metaphysics pun, if you’ll allow it). What, however, are these then turned on? Physics would say
the philosophy begins where physics ends – the realm at and beyond which we can’t verify. ”Waxing philosophical”
is an active cliche for a reason - in these realms, one can debate the number of angels on a pin. Scientists must
eventually put up or shut up, and thus their advanced classes grow more objectively verifiable than any other. Math
gets a free pass as the language of science, and thus extremely useful. 2) Anything can be difficult. A major in
Comparative Rectal Labotomy centered around lab credit would build a hell of a lot of character, but it’s hardly an
useful application of the mind. Philosophy, to a degree, seems the SETI@home of the intelligentsia. I’m not sure
how this relates to my original point, but the 40oz tells me it’s OK. Thanks for the reply.
ajju (2005-03-18 02:17:03)
Co-incidentally, I was reading ’Turing’ by Papadimitriou 2 hours ago. To quote and summarise it on the relationship
of philosophy and math ”But what is a mathematician if not a philosopher seeking a very special, very pure kind of
truth? And how can you be an effective truth-seeker if you are a strnager to the rigour and discipline of a mathematical argument? All of the major philosophers of antiquity were skillful and accomplished mathematicians....in
fact if I had to single out one accomplishment of ancient Greek philosophy for its importance and impact, it would
be maths...they invented proof and were the first to conceive of a completely unequivocal, impeccably rigorous kind
of argument for establishing the truth.” Sorry about the information overload, but I found it beautiful when I read
it and when I saw this comment, I had to quote it.
litovka (2005-03-18 10:10:01)
It helps that philosophy and science (math/physics, at least) overlapped for much of western history. My philosophy
classes required logical, rigorous thinking as we were pounded by seemingly incompatible theories and paradoxes
and were invited to try and refute or defend them. And yes, we’ve spent a lot of time on Aristotle’s Logic, Scientific
Method and empiricists, among other topics. Really, after being made to grapple with Leibniz’ and Berkeley’s ideas,
quantum physics doesn’t seem nearly as unintuitive and nonsensical. A cogent rundown of history and political
theories is quite nice, too. I am sort of ashamed of temporary obsession with existentialists, though. Gah.
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firmament (2005-03-19 09:10:00)
It’s true that many intro-level philosophy classes focus on skill-building (though sometimes we skip Aristotle and
go straight to Frege/Russell/Wittgenstein style logic). But I’ve just finished TA’ing an intro to metaphysics class,
which focused in large part on learning some content, and many students found that content very difficult. Ever since
Quine (ever since Peirce and Dewey, really, if we ignore the positivst hiccup), philosophy is growing more empircally
responsible. Given changes in philosophy and improvements in our understanding of science, I’m confident saying
that many parts of philosophy are closer to theoretical physics than theoretical physics is to experimental physics.
There are many philosophers of mind who are really doing cognitive science or conceptual/theoretical neuroscience,
philosophers of physics who are doing work nearly indistinguishable from what physicists produce, logicians who
have a foot in the math department, ethicists who are very close to political scientists, etc. High theory in physics
attempts to characterize a broad range of phenomena under one theoretical system. Philosophy does the very same,
with a broader range of phenomena; not being qua particles and fields, but being qua being, in the case of metaphysics. It is remarkable the influence that one’s metaphysics or epistemology can have on one’s scientific theories;
just look at the role these things played in debates over heliocentric astronomy, atomism, and quantum theory. One
can imagine a chain on concretization that goes: philosophy -> general theory -> phenomenological law -> specific
prediction -> experimental test In such a case, philosophy is not (much) less testable than any general theory. This
is one of the ways in which we can see philosophy is not only difficult, but useful. Now, granted, there is still a
lot of irresponsible, Scholastic philosophy that goes on, historically and today, adding epicycles to epicycles with no
friction from reality. But a look at both the empircally responsible philosophies of today, and the philosophies of the
ancients, which aim explicitly at the improvement of life, hopefully shows that philosophy at its best can be quite
relevant and useful. Anyhow, sorry for the long rant justifying myself to myself, but thanks for the opportunity to
do it. I liked the Aristotle pun. :)
dankamongmen (2005-03-19 08:16:01)
by the way, I dig your hat
firmament (2005-03-19 09:10:14)
Haha, thanks!
lorigami (2005-03-18 06:41:22)
Seems to me that 95 % of college is about how well you can/want to play the game, and isn’t that what employability
is about for 95 % of jobs?
dankamongmen (2005-03-18 12:15:06)
so i’m told, and the remaining 5 % is killin’ jews!

2.3.11

she said I could sleep on the couch; by 2am, I was diggin’ her out – fuck the
ghetto bird (2005-03-19 13:38) - curiously akin to devils’ play - public

Music: muse - random 1-8 - pink ego box

On Nootropics and all other things ½¿ÅÃ: has anyone partaken deeply of smart drugs? I’m particularly
interested in boosting my current phsychochemistry with piracetam and/or selegiline – these seem the most
generally effective and least risky of what I’ve come across performing research. Also, what’s up with the
gamma hydroxy butyrate (GHB) advocacy? I’ve seen the same in weightlifting magazines, but then again,
I’ve heard the opposite regarding the prevention of date rape. Not that I intend to be date raped or anything,
but I’ve seen folks all fucked up on G slobbering and crawling around, nothing that sounds too conducive to
studying all night.
c 2008 dankamongmen. This book is strictly personal.
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Any advice / info? If you’re medically trained, please chip in with some authoritativeness.
coleoptera (2005-03-19 11:28:29)
For standard commentary and such on drugs, check medline. (if you haven’t already). GHB isn’t going to be worth
your time, though.
lorigami (2005-03-19 11:41:21)
is it safe to assume you’ve already exhausted [1]the vaults of erowid?
1. http://www.erowid.org/

dankamongmen (2005-03-19 12:13:53)
Yes ma’am, they’re the portal of record for this kind of thing.
spoonless (2005-03-20 01:11:53)
Also, what’s up with the gamma hydroxy butyrate (GHB) advocacy? I’ve seen the same in weightlifting magazines,
but then again, I’ve heard the opposite regarding the prevention of date rape. Not that I intend to be date raped or
anything, but I’ve seen folks all fucked up on G slobbering and crawling around, nothing that sounds too conducive
to studying all night. I’ve heard GHB in small doses touted as a good sleep aid... supposedly helps you fall asleep
quicker and puts you in a deep satisfying sleep. But studying? I really doubt it!
kierah (2005-03-20 04:09:28)
The American public’s understanding of GHB is based largely on skewed information. Like most psychotropics, G has
a number of risks as well as benefits. If you decide to try G, keep a few things in mind, and you’re golden. (1) More
than any other common recreational drug, G is *VERY* sensitive to dosage. Keep it pure, dose it from a syringe, and
make the effort to calculate the correct dosage for your bodyweight. (2) They’re not fucking around when they warn
not to combine it with alcohol. The two major sources of infamy, date rape and a tendency to lead to comatose, can
be attributed mostly to greedy, dishonest sociopathy and ignorance (respectively). Date rape is really the first thing
the world seems to associate with G, but that association is somewhat misleading. Cases of date rape are usually
exacerbated by the sociopath’s lack of concern for proper dosage AND the fact that alcohol tends to be involved. As
for those kids crawing around and slobbering, again, just a matter of dosage. Typically, when dosed correctly, the
sensation lasts about an hour or two, and leaves you relaxed and feeling normal. It feels a bit like being drunk and a
bit like the onset of ketamine. The sensation is accompanied by muscle relaxation, loss of inhibition, amusement, and
interest in sex. Incorrect dosage becomes apparent within 20 minutes or so, and reactions include *really* heavy sleep
and puking. Regardless of how good your dose estimate was, the evening will end with deep sleep. Whats interesting
about GHB-aided sleep is how particularly regenerative it is. You know how–after a weekend or more of unrestrained
partying–you can see the gruesome effects of fatigue on a person? Well, once, one such weekend ended with G and 4
hours of sleep. At the end of the 4 hours, I looked better than before the weekend had started and felt like a million
bucks. If G has any effect that enhance brain function, it must be sleep quality. Considering the terrible damage
done by sleep deprivation, uber-regenerative sleep might produce significant positive results. One last thing: with
semi-regular use, your body builds tolerance to G really quickly. The tolerance can quickly lead to psychological and
physical dependency and is compounded by the possibility of developing a sleep disorder. A (naive) friend of mine
became physically dependent on it for over a year, and required nearly triple his original dose every night just to get
to sleep. So pay attention to trends in your own physical response.
obiefernandez (2005-03-20 06:17:34) nootropyl
Circa 1999 I bought three boxes (about 20 doses) of Nootropyl (Piracetam) while on vacation in Cancun, Mexico.
It was really easy to buy and relatively cheap. Ate ’em all over the course of several months back home. I think I
experienced some enhanced alertness and clarity, but I can’t quite remember anymore :)
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peepin’ every corner close, seein’ which one’ll clock the most – bust a U, clear
these niggas out (2005-03-21 15:07) - you don’t need the thorazine - public

Music: ministry - psalm 69 - just one fix

Woo!!!! Spring Break!!!...began with heading into the office at 2200 to investigate why my baby walked the
OOM-killer plank at a most unfortunate site. That unpleasant task completed and relevant leaks plugged
with extreme predjudice, it’s been the Monday Funday Electromagnetism y Jaegershots Hour for a few hours
now. How delightful it is to get a week off! Kill me, please.

Without the benevolent presence of GT basketball to spice my krunk, and being able to stomach only
so much Physics! for Scientists and Engineers, A Strategic Approach, Vol. 4 (Collect all 5!) per diem, I’ve
picked up a bit of contracting work through the embattled [ LJ User: wasteink ]. It’ll be interesting work, if
somewhat a refraction of my normal coding: an apache module capable of detecting various authentication
attacks, with countermeasures difficult to employ in an RDoS. I bid for 56 hours at $50/hr, almost making
filling out a craptastic Schedule C and its associated 1099-MISC ilk worthwhile. If I’ve enough time, I hope to
devote some Prolog to the problem – perhaps now’s a good time to bust out the [1]McNamara-Smaragdakis
g++-3.3-smashing, unflinching pale machine of death.
The real draw is the chance to finally live out a dream – ever since enjoying Pulp Fiction, I’ve craved a
niche coding position similar to that of Keitel’s Winston Wolf. Take the call, avoid a type 11 despite the 35
hops, boom! you love that shit, I’ll bill you later because it’s time to tag the fat-bottomed girl. fuckin’ l33t.
Thinking of the job as ”6600 whippets” instead of ”56 hours” makes it seem much more reasonable.

now off! for a haircut, then back to our home office in butt, montana. tone down the violence a little,
guys, and you’re on. here’s beavis!
[edited Mon Mar 21 15:47:23 EST 2005] jfuckin’c the [2]gcc bugzilla is some kinda ghetto
1. http://www.cc.gatech.edu/~yannis/lc++/
2. http://gcc.gnu.org/bugzilla/show_bug.cgi?id=11154

meemeedarling (2005-03-21 13:07:07)
Interesting comparison with The Wolf. I never would have guessed. That equals very sexy.
(2005-03-22 08:51:28)
you should be getting way more than $50/hr, that’s insanely low.
dankamongmen (2005-03-22 14:08:09)
really? i know precious little about this process, and just figured 100k roughly translates to $50/hr. I figured that
was fair. What do you advise, mysterious lurker?
(2005-03-22 17:40:23)
Well, you should get more for contracting than you would if salaried, and especially so for a short-term gig like that.
Plus if it would take you 56 hours, then it would probably take most people at least 4 times that long.
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(2005-03-22 00:13) - aggravated - public

Music: sir mix-a-lot - seminar - my hooptie

vicious like o’ henry: an interesting NYT on [1]hypomania. megadittoes!
1. http://www.nytimes.com/2005/03/22/health/psychology/22hypo.html?

coleoptera (2005-03-21 21:27:36)
weird, explains a lot about me
solsistr3 (2005-03-22 04:23:50)
Wow. It sounds like the thing that the rest of us strive for with chemicals.
coleoptera (2005-03-22 08:08:16)
”The view may be better, but it is easy to lose your balance.”
cola fan (2005-03-22 08:26:27)
Excellent article, thanks for posting.
spoonless (2005-03-22 13:30:54)
very interesting!

2.3.14

after everything i’ve done, i hate myself for what i’ve become (2005-03-23 13:33) recalcitrant - public

Music: flaming lips - yoshimi battles the pink robots - fight test

Ugh, came home from work pissed off yesterday and went on a rampaging el blotto adventure with shaggzadelic, hitting the well-pixelated point quickly and moving on through smashed, shitfaced, plowed, bombed,
tilted and finally blighted. A 750 of Patron Anejo, 1.75L of Bacardi O with Diet Orange Big-K mixing agent,
a 500 of Barenjaeger and a case of Miller Lite will do that for ya. My projection for the day: worthlessness.
Thank Bog my bugfixes yesterday capped off the release needs, for it’s hard to read.
Mmmmmmm yahoo go. I must, must, must regain my chess skillz and ante up the gofiend inside. Why the
fuck is it so bright today?
blindherviolet (2005-03-23 11:37:54)
bright is beautiful!!!!! (jesus christ thats alot of booze)
angry user (2005-03-23 11:41:54)
so, you don’t even remember the portion of the evening where I was a douche? cool. and sorry. =(
lorigami (2005-03-23 14:26:11)
I just wanna know if that was him stealing the bulldozer...
meemeedarling (2005-03-23 11:54:39)
Sounds like your projection for the day was :vomit
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killerpoptart (2005-03-23 18:07:33)
’recalcitrant’...i dig it.
dankamongmen (2005-03-23 18:32:33)
thanks =] I’m the enemy of flexiloquence everywhere, videlicet, valuing veracity versus verbosity. Rigor doesn’t stop
when you leave the lab!

2.3.15

I spit like a semi-automatic to the grill: elbow grease, elbow room, baby play
me, fall down go boom (2005-03-25 23:08) - livid - friends

Music: phish - junta - icculus

when i send you mail wednesday night entitled ”Don’t release – major flaw found in RC”,
and then I spend all night preparing a patch and regression testing,
and then spend a few more hours reducing it to a <20 line patch, to minimize code churn on the bugfix
branch,
and then you release anyway, saying it’s not important, because you are dumbasses,
DO NOT RUIN MY FUCKING FRIDAY NIGHT INFORMING ME OF THE PRESENCE OF SAID
FLAW, AND MY NEED TO COME TO THE OFFICE, FUCKING ASSHOLES, FOR THE LOVE OF
GOD I WILL STRETCH YOUR BALLS OUT ON MY MODEL-M AND PLAY ALSO SPRACH ZARASTRUSTA WITH A SPIKED FUCKING BAT, FUCK OFF AND DIE.
now i drink the bathroom cleaner

cbradfield (2005-03-25 23:55:22)
”I fuckin, I fuckin lay ya nuts on da fuckin dressa just ya nuts on da fuckin dressa and then hit dem shits with a spiked
bat BLAM!”
catboxxx (2005-03-26 01:29:53)
HOLY SHIT
dankamongmen (2005-03-26 01:34:20)
jfuckinc. it’s ridiculous. hope things are going well for you, rock star – it’s been enjoyable reading you the past few
weeks, and i drank a shot of barenjaeger the other day to your bitch’s foul memory. i got into the shit with mine
tonight, too. a bunch of people need to get off my fucking D right now!
coleoptera (2005-03-26 07:47:05)
That’s just ass, man. I’m sorry you have to deal with those people. You’re gonna be able to make the second party
tonight, right? You should let me know when I ought to swing up to midtown because I’ve arranged a bunch of rides
for everyone else earlier, but figured you’d want more time at your prior engagement and all that. I should still be
logged onto SOME terminal at this house. (You gotta come and help get rid of all the liquor here, it doesn’t actually
fit on the table anymore, man)
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can’t hit up widespread at the fox, 2005-03-2[456]?

the next best thing:

(2005-03-26 02:41) - bouncy - public
Music: two skinny j’s - supermercado - 718

[1]livewidespreadpanic.com is starting up an effort similar to the k-asskicking livephish.com. If, like me, you
didn’t get tickets to this weekend’s ATL shows, get them once available for free with registration. I pondered
heading over to the lot tonight and seeing if [ LJ User: chefataraxia ] and I could get tickets, but ehhhh...WP
fans, in my experience, are the worst examples of jamband dumbasses and nothing worth trying to do serious
business with. Let’s get down to brass tacks: how much for the ape? I’m planning on hitting up the free
music offer like Terri Schiavo hits up a fajita bar ... HAHA JUST KIDDING Terri Schiavo can’t hit up a
fajita bar no matter how delicious! Her muscular movements, you see, can’t be controlled, so she can at best
hope that the fajita fix’ns quantum tunnel in a spectacular fashion, reappearing in her content stomach after
undergoing some Pauli Mastication. Unfortunately for our Terri, the likelyhood of this event occuring before
the fiery collapse of the universe is negligble to first order, so she’ll just have to console herself with brain
death and knowing that her stupid face pisses me off on a daily basis. More accurately, her synapses won’t
fire in accordance with ”being consoled by” anything save the kaleidoscopic dance of neurons without form,
dendrites without colour (indeed, Eliot continues to fit: ”Paralysed force, gesture without motion” shudder).
Despite this, some will claim a ”miracle” could restore her health – my mother, heavily involved with Operation Rescue / Birthright, appeals to this seemingly noble exception to classic causality. Why stop there?
[2]John 11 tells of Jesus’s brio as experienced by Lazarus, despite being so dead poor Laz couldn’t even
muster a Terri-like ”I want to live!” (I personally think Terri said something like, ”Change this goddamn bedpan! That bitch nurse keeps ganking my meds for crack!”, but I’m a notoriously poor reader of lichenlips).
Given the profound reach of miracles, it seems we best leave Terri unburied after her ”real” death, in case a
”miracle” should restore her – who are we to play God, and decide which corpses will be buried and which
will be allowed to enjoy a saprophagic getaway waiting for their Creator to reinspire? The Culture of Life
demands we provide hospices to the dead, in hope that the LORD’s voice might one day ring from heaven,
[3]”Terri, come out.”. We can assume this city of the lumbering undead to be that mentioned in [4]Revelation
21:23, ”The city does not need the sun or the moon to shine on it, for the glory of God gives it light, and
the Lamb is its lamp.” Amen.
Hrmm, I’d actually like to ask one of my old teachers at [5]Marist how this fit in with the Seventh Catholic
Corporal Work of Mercy. Ol’ James would appreciate it. Interested readers will wish to pursue the current
difficulties of necrosemantics, especially in Veatch, R. M.: The definition of death: ethical, philosophical,
and policy confusion. In J. Korein (Ed.): Brain Death: Interrelated Medical and Social Issues. Ann. N. Y.
Acad. Sci. 315:307-317, 1977. Lovers of words will enjoy ”unhouseled”.
[ LJ User: angry user ], I’m looking forward to spilling another bunch of white powder all over your ([
LJ User: lorigami ]’s?) floor. Maybe we can get that damn backhoe this time, or at least do a bunch of
ketamine.
1. http://www.livewidespreadpanic.com/
2. http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=JOHN%2011
3. http://www.usccb.org/nab/bible/john/john11.htm#foot9
4. http://bible.gospelcom.net/passage/?search=Rev+++21:23
5. http://www.marist.com/

dj ricecake (2005-03-26 06:31:17)
I think one of the greater ironies of the Terri Schiavo case (which none of the major news agencies will make a big
deal of) is that the reason she’s braindead is from being bulimic: while purging herself one day, she had a heart attack
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which cut off the oxygen to her brain. Here’s the [1]Ultimate Warrior’s stance on the issue.
1. http://www.ultimatewarrior.com/03.22.05.htm

dankamongmen (2005-04-04 01:02:56)
having finally read this, i know why your mails don’t get autoexpired.
dj ricecake (2005-04-04 07:33:51)
Thanks. Ultimate Warrior fuckin’ represent.
lorigami (2005-03-26 09:11:31)
at least you guys could drive by the lifers on Spring St and toss water balloons their way. I bet they’re hot standing
out in this 80 degree weather.
pigmassacre (2005-03-27 18:07:50)
Amen, my brother. Let Zombie Jesus reign. (Shouldn’t that be ”saprophagous”?)

2.3.17

shorn! (2005-03-27 19:30) - chipper - public

Music: ludacris - back for the first time - southern hospitality

[1]Judges 16:
21 Then the Philistines seized him, gouged out his eyes and took him down to Gaza. Binding him with
bronze shackles, they set him to grinding in the prison. 22 But the hair on his head began to grow again
after it had been shaved.

there are such hot girls over here right now, woot for science!
1. http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?book_id=7&chapter=16&version=31

cbradfield (2005-03-27 16:50:55)
Great haircut. You should resize those pictures though. Those huge pictures are makin my penis soft!
nerotica (2005-03-27 17:04:35)
yeah, nick.. you sexy bastard. i feel like i’m on dialup over here.
dankamongmen (2005-03-27 17:49:45)
MAYBE YOU WOULD DO WELL SETTING THE ”SCALE TO WINDOW SIZE” PREFERENCE. I hate reading
the convert(1) man page. [grumble]
nerotica (2005-03-27 18:01:36)
it is checked. ass.
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dankamongmen (2005-03-27 17:55:27)
better? [nectar](0) $ convert IMG 0055.jpg -resize ”800x640” ”preshorn.jpg” [nectar](0) $ convert IMG 0060.jpg
-resize ”800x640” ”shorn.jpg” [nectar](0) $ !scp scp preshorn.jpg shorn.jpg hoist:public html/images/haircutlj/
preshorn.jpg 100 % 119KB 118.8KB/s shorn.jpg 100 % 119KB 118.6KB/s [nectar](0) $ woot!
nerotica (2005-03-27 18:02:23)
yes. thank you. :)
coleoptera (2005-03-27 20:02:29)
I think I might have liked the old hair, but if your head’s fuzzy now you’ll get lots of women to run their hands over
it.
billings (2005-03-27 21:05:51)
Excellent choice of haircut. And remember - short haircuts mean that you can ignore your hair for months on end.
It’s the true path of the lazy warrior inside you.
spoonless (2005-03-29 00:15:15)
for once, I completely agree with billings :p
msbeanhead (2005-03-27 22:46:32)
Whee! I’m getting my hair cut this coming weekend, although I’m shedding 10+ inches and donating them to kids
with cancer... Should I also post huuuuge pix so that all can ogle my ”shorn” state? (Given that I’ll still have at least
2 feet of hair...)
dankamongmen (2005-03-27 23:30:44)
I’m sorry, and will never post pictures again. I figured if there were two a year, 800x680 wasn’t so bad. Don’t you
people have 6Mpbs connections?
rusty42 (2005-03-28 05:08:13)
100 Mbps here. 08:02:01 (14.45 KB/s) - ‘shorn.jpg’ saved [121396/121396] have you prioritized 80/tcp?
saintb (2005-03-28 07:50:58)
ooh, short hair on guys is the best. ver nice.

2.3.18

and when i need to free my mind i can find satisfaction in a bag of weed
(2005-03-29 20:06) - high - public

Music: bone thugs-n-harmony - btnhresurrection - weed song

what a great day:

• I got to sleep 5 hours last night, and will probably get to sleep again tonight
• My baby counsel [ LJ User: iwillfearnoevil ] is glamorous yet at the same time parsimonious, and
whisked me out of a fiduciary jam
• The massive badness recently afoot in the ATL approached my door, but was turned away by the
lamb’s blood there
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• Furthermore, I shall likely not even be massively inconvenienced
• A stalwart but unnamed friend made one of those luckiest of decisions, one forged in misunderstanding
but in hindsight brilliant
• ”Established a dialogue” with the mighty German, Jason Lunz. We rarely get time to break away for a
long conversation these days, and I’m always reminded of the luck I enjoy working with my dev team
and, particularly, side by side with him. There’d been a lot of tension hanging in the air following this
release, each bug’s pile of shit contributing a few stale farts to a noxious and poisonous environment.
It can be put behind now between us at least, and as we go so goes the company.
• A splashy new 400G Hitachi SATA will replace my crusty 250G PATA video storage and 80G PATA
main disk, leaving my workstation 100 % SATA, hopefully not a few degrees colder, more reliable and
faster in every I/O case (the two PATA’s were on the same controller due to heavy burner use on my
secondary and only other PATA interface). If I deconstructed my RAID5, I’d cross the Tb barrier and
refer to my having ”dropped a T-bomb”.
• I have stayed true to boycotting the El Amigo and abstaining from beer in favor of hard liquor
• 1 day closer to graduation!
and if I ain’t there when ya smoke a blunt, nigga please think of me
tempest261 (2005-03-29 18:20:35)
> If I deconstructed my RAID5 What RAID controller do you use? The Promise on my ASUS MB is shit. It ate so
many resources that running RAID 0 with my two Seagate SATA’s was actually slower (and caused a ton of problems
with other devices, such as dropped frames when capturing video via firewire) compared to no RAID.
dankamongmen (2005-03-29 20:47:08)
I use software RAID via linux 2.6.11 and mdadm, because I’m a sensible person who doesn’t let his precious data
get locked into a proprietary format: [nectar](0) $ cat /proc/mdstat Personalities : [raid5] md0 : active raid5 sda1[0]
sdc1[2] sdb1[1] 488391808 blocks level 5, 64k chunk, algorithm 2 [3/3] [UUU] unused devices: [nectar](0) $ sudo
lspci -vv -s ‘lspci | grep SATA | cut -b 6-13‘ | grep -v > 0000:00:08.0 Unknown mass storage controller: Promise
Technology, Inc. PDC20318 (SATA150 TX4) (rev 02) Subsystem: Promise Technology, Inc.: Unknown device 6616
Control: I/O+ Mem+ BusMaster+ SpecCycle- MemWINV- VGASnoop- ParErr- Stepping- SERR- FastB2B- Latency: 32 (1000ns min, 4500ns max), Cache Line Size: 0x08 (32 bytes) Interrupt: pin A routed to IRQ 11 Region 0:
I/O ports at c400 [size=64] Region 1: I/O ports at c800 [size=16] Region 2: I/O ports at cc00 [size=128] Region 3:
Memory at ea061000 (32-bit, non-prefetchable) [size=4K] Region 4: Memory at ea040000 (32-bit, non-prefetchable)
[size=128K] Capabilities: [60] Power Management version 2 Flags: PMEClk- DSI+ D1+ D2- AuxCurrent=0mA
PME(D0-,D1-,D2-,D3hot-,D3cold-) Status: D0 PME-Enable- DSel=0 DScale=0 PME- [nectar](0) $
tempest261 (2005-03-29 20:52:04)
What kind of performance do you get with the software RAID? I tried software RAID5 in RedHat AS 7.0 (I think?
It was a while ago) and the performance wasn’t all that great.
dankamongmen (2005-03-29 22:14:56)
It’s for large media files, and can for all purposes be considered a WORM. Thus, I’ve never worried much about
performance. It hendels my own needs + NFS clients without a hiccup. [nectar](0) $ iostat Linux 2.6.11 (nectar)
03/30/2005 avg-cpu: %user %nice %sys %iowait %idle 5.06 0.02 1.73 1.20 91.99 Device: tps Blk read/s Blk wrtn/s
Blk read lk wrtn hda 4.17 107.08 126.71 17850682 1124530 hdb 0.09 5.19 29.49 865858 4915952 sda 0.20 5.18 1.05
864160 175088 sdb 0.20 5.18 1.05 862888 174800 sdc 0.20 5.19 1.03 865640 171712 md0 0.37 15.04 1.00 2506810
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166888 [nectar](0) $
dankamongmen (2005-03-29 22:17:00)
That iostat(1) output is, of course, not posted as a benchmark but rather an indicant of the low stressing I need
worry about. For the same reason, I prefer 5400rpm drives due to heat concerns.
mike b (2005-03-29 18:36:07)
I have stayed true to boycotting the El Amigo whoa, why?
lorigami (2005-03-29 19:05:01)
I second this query.
dankamongmen (2005-03-29 22:17:59)
sorry, lawsuits are still pending
autodidactic (2005-03-30 07:42:27)
I’ll probably be in Atlanta towards the end of the summer. Smoke a nigga up and show me the town? A.
dankamongmen (2005-04-04 01:01:05)
nick black and autodidactic gotta regulate

2.3.19

because i’m just that happy (2005-03-29 20:42) - delighted - public

Music: sublime - sublime - garden grove

coleoptera (2005-03-29 17:57:35)
Wow, now I want a synth remix of people from there, as well as a clip of it for DDR.
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nerotica (2005-03-29 22:39:23)
i can see myself dancing on a pad of six thousand arrows to colin powell and bill gates singing along to ”Dancing
Queen” by abba.

2.4
2.4.1

April
that’s me on the street with a violin under my chin, playing with a grin, singing
gibberish (2005-04-02 16:01) - getting psyched up - public

Music: loser soundtrack - wheatus - teenage dirtbag

omfg I’m reposting CNN. Oh well. It’s a rare juxtaposition of [1]inexplicable (but all too personally [2]understood) madness and [3]fantastic inspiration. Sorry if you already read them...
This month, I have a total of 13 physics tests to take, and a term paper is due Monday. Release 4.4 is
scheduled for mid-May, and I’m about to start that contracting gig. I must work harder.
This will all be over soon enough. danratherv(”Courage.”) It’s too bad Rather’d never read the end of
this [4]RAW.
1. http://www.cnn.com/2005/US/04/02/killed.for.kiss.ap/index.html
2. http://www.mentalhealth.com/drug/p30-l02.html
3. http://www.cnn.com/2005/HEALTH/04/02/seeing.no.limits.ap/index.html
4.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0440500702/qid=1112476137/sr=8-1/ref=sr_8_xs_ap_i1_xgl14/

104-6678165-4598361?v=glance&s=books&n=507846

spoonless (2005-04-02 19:40:27)
This month, I have a total of 13 physics tests to take, and a term paper is due Monday. Release 4.4 is scheduled for
mid-May, and I’m about to start that contracting gig. 13 tests in a month?! Do they give you multiple per week or
are you just taking a whole bunch of classes?
rusty42 (2005-04-02 23:00:00)
http://www.physics.gatech.edu/academics/Classes/SelfPaced/
slacktide (2005-04-03 12:48:53)
Whoa, Prof. Biritz kicks soo much ass. Had him for QM back in the day. Dan

2.4.2

keep it short and sweet (preferably by length contraction along the direction of
motion) (2005-04-08 08:24) - waffle-stompin’ shit-kickin’ - friends

Music: master p - ghetto d - make ’em say unnnnnngh!

This most excellent Friday will be celebrated first by the 7-day-late payment of rent plus a mighty fee indeed
(thus answering [ LJ User: eric9 ] and my question last month, ”do you think Hartford Place really even
knows if we pay rent?”), to be directly followed by yours truly kicking an astrohysics test and subsequent
electromagnetics quiz right in the piss flaps. Hopefully, an atonal Phillip Glass score will be involved.
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Most of you know, but some may be surprised to discover a tradition of mine dating back 7 years: once and
only once per academic semester, I go into Zone 6 down by Hosea Williams Drive (we’ll always know it as
the Boulevard Amoco, though) or Decatur, and buy up a bunch of pebbles from the first apparition of the
night appearing more entrepreneural than violent. Well, this is the last ugrad semester, and within 5 years
or so there’ll likely be little dankamongmen’s scurrying underfoot. Not being of the opinion that children
thrive in such environments (ODB’s 7 (claimed) children not to the contrary; they had the power of the Wu,
Muslim brothers and the Asiatic Black Man) this seems the last time I can shamelessly surf the Brillo. So
who’s with me?
I might make a t-shirt for the event. ”CrackJackets Annus Mirabilis – Graduation Night 2005 – C17H21NO4
+ HCl + NaHCO3 = BSCS (Bachelor of Science in Crack Science)” Or ” = FUN”, and on the front, there
could be an obscure joke about only crackheads thinking uranium hexafluoride reacts with nitrogen. I return
to studying!
chefataraxia (2005-04-08 19:17:17)
I thought you were done this this tradition?

2.4.3

what mighty contests arise from trivial things! (2005-04-14 15:38) - postlab - public

Music: 50 cent + eminem - get rich or die tryin - patiently waiting

I assume most of you’ve had a chance to read today’s Slate what with me stuck in da lab, but just in case
OMFG A [1]TRIVIAL PURSUIT ARTICLE:

With nothing less than cultural identity on the line, Trivial Pursuit matches became pitched
battles. ”This game can make you feel incredibly brilliant or incredibly stupid,” a player told the
New York Times in 1984. The social stigma of losing necessitated strategy, even chicanery. In a
1983 volume called How To Win at Trivial Pursuit, author Robert J. Heller suggests that a player
memorize all 6,000 answers before his opponents arrive and be prepared to contest the validity
of any question in which his answer is deemed to be wrong. He continues, ”If your opponents are
people with whom you may expect to play again, you will be better served by suggesting that the
correct answers not be read aloud.” If that fails, a player may attempt to ”throw his opponents
into a tizzy by providing extra bits of information or alternative correct answers they will have
to look up, only to grudgingly agree that he is right.” And, finally: ”The possibilities are limited
only by the deviousness of your mind and the viciousness of your competitive drive. Have fun!”
So, I crave a round of preferably the [2]Torus edition, but I’ll take whatever, following today’s enlightenment
from Gene Ray, Prophet of the [3]Timecube (whoever brought him [4]here, my glass is raised, sir).
1. http://slate.msn.com/id/2116689/
2. http://mathworld.wolfram.com/Torus.html
3. http://www.timecube.com/
4. http://timecube.shim.net/

lsdjesus (2005-04-14 20:25:30)
all hail timecube cubelessness is evil forget those academic bastards that teach stupid and DEMAND TIMECUBE!!!!!!
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mathslut (2005-04-14 22:43:40)
I might be up for some old-school Torus TP next week. You can prove to me that the recent drug use has only made
you smarter. I swear to god if you are reading cards right now, I will know and punch you.
dankamongmen (2005-04-14 22:59:15)
today’s schedule: 0000-0300 i was doing something 0300-1200 great sleep following 2.5 days up 1200-0300 emag
labtivity 1500-0300 do reflex shit necessary to make up for shit not done this week due to constant physics pressure
0300-0500 do physics homework required due before tomorrow’s quiz 0500-0900 reflex reflex reflex, workin’ for da
man 0900-1100 writeup astrophysics homework so i can LATEX it later 1100-1200 astrophysics 1200-1400 study for
emag quiz funtime hour 1400-1500 emag quiz so no memorizing trivial pursuit card space exists around now, except
for 0000-0300 this morning. but i hadn’t read the article then, and certainly don’t do this as a habit. miles wants to
play a good game of game this weekend. late from the bathroom and missed your round at the QM’s hands? you’ll
drink not once, not twice, but thrice! recent drug use?

2.4.4

Giraffe-Funk will raise beamin’ through your trunk (steam of Legion, to burn up
in your anal region) (2005-04-18 06:01) - thoughtful - public

Music: out hud - let us never speak of it again - named it thrice

Oh man, last night I wandered out of here around 2300 to hit up the u-haul loft party with troubadour [ LJ
User: recompas ] and madman bards, and instead managed to cause trouble all over the Park in a glorious
tribute to hallucinogen-fueled days of insanity past, to everything I celebrate about this Visuddhimagga, to
my city and my people and my state vector in all its collapsing fury. Limits of the hippocampus (diaphane?
it is a gate, if not a door. shut your eyes and see) you can’t form inviolable memories in Rˆ7?!?!. All is
scatter and Word Horde and mucus scraped from the brainpan but I definitely remember yelling at some
LSJUMB cardinal pretender:
captain dumbass: man this herb is so orange, and it tastes so citrusy...it must have been planted next to
an orange orchard
me coming in from cigarette: (with gusto!) you’re wearing a fucking Stanford shirt; do you really think
danks cross-pollinated with orange tree espontaneo genes and resulted in weedtint?
captain dumbass: well, it tastes really citrusy–
me: i see that you’re a goddamn moron is what you are
repartee of substance like this is what’s great about college, you see. double major in world languages and
theatre? you’re a natural grant-pulling weapon, the best of the best, top gun academic. [ LJ User: jujuyy ]
greeted me at center street’s Deck Tirith looking a lot like Ophelia, her drunken demands for Krystals leading
to early Sunday morning barter with shady fucks. For those of you unfamiliar with Georgia, state blue laws
ban alcohol sales all Sunday’s 24 hours (save restaurant/bar’s open drinks, thanks to intense efforts from the
towing industry and drunk driving advocates statewide) in memory of Ray Charles or the brown thrasher or
whoknowswhat. Kids are given the old Southern Cross (aka the ”fuck you jigaboo and your 15th amendment
too” Confederate Navy Jack) and march a parade gay indeed from the Big Chicken to the sea...lots of pomp,
you know how we do it. At midnight each Saturday, then, that 40 in your hand becomes 40oz of Olde English
Gold, and lo, I had lain in no stock. Clever dealing ended up with 4 Miller Lites purchased at $0.67/per,
then chugged in the seller’s lawn for effect. I sleuthed around my Deck, Deck Mogul (currently occupied by
GSU fratforces), and found the alligator! It’s behind some significant fencing, but I think our 04-20 plans
may be forming...
So the night rambled on in forms known to you and I (and the evening was spread against the sky (and we
came and went (even speaking of Michelangelo))). Entirely too many Jaeger shots chased with Goose white
russians led into hours of delicious Islay scotches (a Glenmorangie, Laphroaig and Lagavulin complemented
the Macallan I’d been swigging on through the day), and despite generous sampling of go juices all around, I
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managed to get pretty well fucked up – hurrah! Nick Ralabate stumbled upon us, cursing loudly and largely
incomprehensibly but with great passion regarding a fat girl, a prom dress and a horrible confession. I recall
bellowing ”IF JESUS LIVED HERE THEY’D HAVE THE FUCKING WATER WORKING” at him, and
turning quickly on a heel as cops amassed on Twitch’s 40 acres.
It turned out around this time that the aforementioned party had run out of beer, but kicked ass...oh well.
’Twas a night in the Park, and it is my home. I walked back positively bouncing from a dab of priming
speed, and determined I’d find a way to Deering without using Northside Drive. It took two hours, friends,
and oh I am covered in cuts and scrapes, but I have seen the paths and walked amongst the fucking! gigantic!
christ! empty Ikea factory they’re dropping into Atlantic Station. The view from the 17th street bridge on
foot is breathtaking, and makes me almost forgive the upcoming 14th street horror. Between Mill and State
around 15th as one breaks out of the WXGA station’s razor wire maze, the construction has moved closer,
much more so. Most lots are easily penetrated at multiple points, and the installation of Coro Realty’s 16th
street condos has cleared most of the green crap out from back there. Sleuthing will be most excellent over
the next year.
I am halfway done with the Emag in a month project, and it’s looking good.
[ LJ User: zmode13 ] turns 21 this wednesday, as all good people eventually do.
2005-04-20 will be observed this week; I shan’t be waylain by GT on this brownest of holidays.
Two weeks and a fistful of hours from now, I will have just completed my (hopefully, oh Mammon and
Moloch hopefully!) last. GT. class. ever. Only walking will follow, and then the lifelong path of the scientific
method, and conducting myself as a Scientist ought.
Hosanna, Hallelujah, Hooray! Two hours’ power nap, then studying.

oh marvelous (2005-04-18 08:53:51)
Hi.
subcultured (2005-04-18 16:52:00)
damnit - i was hoping for pictures... PICTURES DAMNIT
(2005-04-26 18:35:48) Quit haunting my dreams, nick
I should have been a pair of ragged claws Scuttling across the floors of silent seas. I just read about the accident.
Glad you don’t look like your car. -trouble

2.4.5

can’t achieve your goals if you don’t take that chance so go pry open that trunk
and get those amps (2005-04-19 20:32) - post-hibernatorial - public

Music: nin halo 17 - and all that could have been - the wretched

WAKE STUDY WORK STUDY QUIZ SLING WORK PARTY SLEEP WAKE STUDY WORK STUDY
QUIZ SLING WORK FUCK SLEEP WAKE STUDY WORK STUDY QUIZ SLING WORK PARTY SLEEP
WAKE STUDY WORK STUDY QUIZ SLING WORK FUCK SLEEP WAKE STUDY WORK STUDY
QUIZ SLING WORK PARTY SLEEP WAKE STUDY WORK STUDY QUIZ SLING WORK FUCK SLEEP
WAKE STUDY WORK STUDY QUIZ SLING WORK PARTY SLEEP WAKE STUDY WORK STUDY
QUIZ SLING WORK FUCK SLEEP wake up wake up wake up in flames
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smellycoder (2005-04-19 17:42:22)
ME TOO.
dankamongmen (2005-04-19 17:43:26)
[hugs]
smellycoder (2005-04-19 17:50:37)
there will be some serious debauchery when all of this work goes byebye.
dankamongmen (2005-04-19 17:42:48)
oooh is it ”fuck sleep” or ”fuck, sleep”? there seems not enough fucking with the former, and too much sleeping with
the latter. ”fuck it all” is an important mood that got left out. bleh.
jadesev (2005-04-19 21:26:18)
Nice.
killerpoptart (2005-04-19 23:35:06)
workworkwork. sleepsleep. workworkworkwork. eat. sleep. workworkworkworkworrrrrrk. eat? no sleep. workworkworkkkk. more no sleep. yeah. you know how it goes.
killerpoptart (2005-04-19 23:56:15)
and wait a goddamned minute.... if bobby socks outfits are stylish...cuffed pants are too.
pigmassacre (2005-04-20 06:21:39)
> wake up wake up wake up in flames I love that song. ”Smashed up my sanity, smashed up integrity, smashed up
what I believe in, smashed up what’s left of me; smashed up my everything, smashed up all that was true; I’m gonna
smash myself to pieces, I don’t know what else to do.” Ah, nails.

2.4.6

it’s the most wonderful time of the year (2005-04-19 23:10) - you know how I feel public

Music: crucial conflict - the final tic - hay

So, it’ll be 2005-04-20 in less than an hour. As you may know, this is a day of much extravagance and pomp
for myself and peaceful enjoyers of the herb all roundabout. I don’t want anyone to be without, so this is an
open invitation to ye olde friends list to come get delightfully stoned today. There’ll be bowls packed every
hour, on 0420 and 1620, and of course whenever else they’re called for or remembered. Hit me up on AIM
anytime today, and niggas if I ain’t there when ya smoke a blunt please think of me.
The once-a-year plea: I ask that you at some point today ponder the plight of America’s more than half
a million people incarcerated for non-violent marijuana offenses, and the lives this wrecks. I ask that you
ponder the more than 700,000 people arrested last year for simple marijuana possession, and the costs to
all involved. I ask that you ponder a donation to [1]NORML, and work in your life and politics to end this
horrible injustice. Thanks, you won’t hear this from me for another 365.25 days.
1. http://norml.org/
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isabelita (2005-04-19 20:49:33)
aw, i would love to smoke a bowl with you on the awesome day of 4/20. it’s a shame we live so far from each other.
HOWEVER – i am going to be in atlanta thursday-sunday. not wednesday, though. damn.
dankamongmen (2005-04-19 21:30:49)
whoa, what brings you to the new motel of the south?
isabelita (2005-04-19 21:35:14)
concert band festival thing. yeah, i don’t know. i’ll be at the cumberland[?] mall thursday evening, the underground
mall friday, six flags saturday.. as well as the hard rock? and a braves game sometime. i’m not really looking
forward to leaving my friends for four days just so i can go do a few things with my school.. but, hey! if you stop
by the mall and see me, it wouldn’t hurt to say hello.
litlaur (2005-04-19 21:09:43)
Happy day thingy, crap. I should be asleep. Fucking work.
jadesev (2005-04-19 23:40:59)
I had a bad experience with pot. Fuck that stuff.
lsdjesus (2005-04-20 09:24:31)
well sir may you and yours have an amazing 420. and may the 364 other days be great as well ”the more man smoke
herb, the more babylon falls”- robert nesta marley
rusty42 (2005-04-20 19:24:29)
even though it’s enabled by default, [1]
set weed=yes

1. http://www.mutt.org/doc/manual/manual-6.html#weed

2.4.7

Both the man of science and the man of action live always at the edge of mystery,
surrounded by it. (2005-04-21 01:38) - fatigued - public

Music: ol’ dirty bastard - nigga please - i can’t wait

[1]academic bowl article! it’s kinda bullshit, though – what team of fronting know-nothing upstand whatnots
doesn’t know who wrote The Sun Also Rises?!? that shit doesn’t fly at NAQT, and chip beale will not know
ye. also, NYT book review is normally on the up and up, but oh dear, they butchered this season’s most
anticipated [2]biography: Robert Oppenheimer, Ultimate Badass.

When you see something that is technically sweet, you go ahead and do it and you argue
about what to do about it only after you have had your technical success. That is the way it was
with the atomic bomb.
[3]Woot!
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From Booklist *Starred Review* Robert Oppenheimer’s work as director of the Manhattan
Project–bringing hundreds of iconoclastic nuclear physicists together in the New Mexico desert to
design and build the first atomic bomb–remains one of the most remarkable feats, both triumphant
and tragic, of the twentieth century, but as this definitive biography makes clear, it was only one
chapter in a profoundly fascinating, richly complex, and ineffably sad American life. Bird and
Sherwin set the stage beautifully, detailing Oppenheimer’s young life as a multidisciplinary child
prodigy at the progressive Ethical Culture School in Manhattan. The young Oppenheimer was a
tangled mix of precocity and insecurity–a far cry from the charismatic leader who would emerge
at Los Alamos. Funneling more than 25 years of research into a captivating narrative, the authors
bring needed perspective to Oppenheimer’s radical activities in the 1930s, and they reprise the
familiar story of the Manhattan Project thoroughly, though without attempting the scope and
scientific detail of Richard Rhodes’ The Making of the Atomic Bomb (1987). Where Bird and
Sherwin are without peer, however, is in capturing the humanity of the man behind the porkpie
hat, both at Los Alamos and in the tragic aftermath, when Oppenheimer’s tireless efforts to
promote arms control made him the target of politicians and bureaucrats, leading to the revoking
of his security clearance by the Atomic Energy Commission in 1954, during a hearing that the
authors portray convincingly as a kangaroo court. That Oppenheimer both helped father the
bomb and was crucified for lobbying against the arms race remains the fundamental irony in a
supremely ironic story. That irony as well as the ambiguity and tortured emotions behind it
are captured in all their intensity in this compelling life story. Bill Ott Copyright © American
Library Association. All rights reserved
Can we say drool boys and girls? drool.
1. http://nytimes.com/2005/04/20/nyregion/20quiz.html
2. http://nytimes.com/2005/04/21/books/21masl.html
3. http://www.rdwarf.com/users/kioh/haxorec10.jpg

2.4.8

(2005-04-21 18:49) - we can take it inside - public

Music: ween - godWEENsatan: the oneness - l.m.l.y.p.

(18:40:50)
(18:40:56)
(18:41:01)
(18:41:07)
(18:41:09)

zb: most excellent of you to be drinking newcastle midday on ferst
dankamongmen: thanks!
dankamongmen: i was celebrating my last physics lab ever
zb: congratulations!
dankamongmen: ˆ
ˆ

the next time I need a 10© resistor, I’ll pay $0.03 rather than sift through a box of broken fucking trash my
TA appeared to have acquired on the low-low from Bill Campbell’s preacher/electrician uncle, looking like
a goddamn state biologist playing hunt the e.coli bent over chicken faeces. thanks for the memories, physics
lab!
cbradfield (2005-04-21 16:13:45)
your plight reminded me of this: http://www.cs.wisc.edu/ kovar/hall.html
dankamongmen (2005-04-21 16:38:17)
ugh, i can’t believe i didn’t go reference this before posting; i’ve of course read this glorious hallmark of undergraduate
research. the ”sift” duplicity especially hurts. especially since i lost $20 to [ LJ User: eric9 ] a few months ago on a
bet over pronunciation of ”sieve”. damn you, OED! it’s going on the list! of course there’s always ”Going into physics
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was the biggest mistake of my life. I should’ve declared CS. I still wouldn’t have any women, but at least I’d be
rolling in cash.” [1]MAGIC JUAN says hells yes! [icantwait.jpg]
1. http://dank.qemfd.net/images/bling_bling.jpg

girlvinyl (2005-04-21 16:21:03)
HA HA CONGRATS! How weird, I know zb too.
dankamongmen (2005-04-21 16:24:24)
it’s hardly weird you’d know a security scene groupie, ms GIAC GCIH! and congrats yourself!
girlvinyl (2005-04-21 17:21:49)
HA HA thanks! omg, you called zb a groupie! I wish I were in ATL, I would kiss you! :D
zbtron (2005-04-21 23:08:09)
who are you?
angry user (2005-04-21 16:31:34)
congratulations sir!! Join Lori and I at Monterrey’s (or whatever the hell the new mexican is called) in about 30
minutes.
dj ricecake (2005-04-22 08:21:49)
El Amigo no mas?
angry user (2005-04-22 09:37:25)
Amigo’s still there. But the new place (on Northside next to swinging dicks) has a patio. That’s really all that
needs to be said. =)

2.4.9

start your day off right (2005-04-25 06:59) - undeleted - public

Music: eyedea & abilities - e&a - now

gaze into the omphalos and hear the phattest, tighest shit around: [1]e &a - now
1. http://dank.qemfd.net/now.ogg

coleoptera (2005-04-25 04:35:58)
Undeleted indeed, my friend!
killerpoptart (2005-04-25 06:52:26)
yay for not deleting teh livejournal!
oh marvelous (2005-04-25 06:58:45)
Anna Nalick - Breathe Listen.
dankamongmen (2005-04-25 17:05:46)
i assume i must find it myself? i shall do so, then, following translation to the local apothecary. good to see you
again, darlin’ !
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ignorethesm0ke (2005-04-25 13:19:44)
Hey there new friend :)

2.4.10

Shut down your operation closed for business leave a foul taste in your mouth
like Guinness (2005-04-26 04:54) - crushed - public

Music: deftones - around the fur - be quiet and drive (far away)

Outside of Bhopal’s howlghosts and the burnt carrion of Krakow, I doubt there is recognized a fouler olfactory foreshadowing than the sickening, pregnant waft of tobacco and carbon waste marinating in diet orange
soda. It’s a heavy odor, undetected until the can tips back, rolling teasingly ahead of its envenoming bane
like a balmy surface breeze drags spilled oil up! over! and through! waves undulating orthogonally. It hits
you in the gut, whence begins a reflex never fast enough to prevent the first dregs of Newport + Big K
surprise, yet quite capable of blowing said tincture across your desk.
As our hero collects himself, or at least disgustedly changes shirts and sponges rotting spawn of aspartame and fine Turkish tobaccos, he insists ”we will stop extinguishing cigarettes in spent cans of diet big k
orange nectar, lest this horrible fate befoul our proud Samoan people once more.” The final saggy slap of wet
paper towel against cheap plastic basket accompanies a pensive return to the problems at hand, but it’s the
barely-formed sigh that suggests this isn’t the last mouthful of ass.
a leit-motif, it suggests the road to the land of the dead. I am quite tired, and my but a depression ferocious indeed seems headed this way. I’m all well – gotta pay for the sweet mania sometime – but the
brainscape’s forecast is a joyless one. Hopefully, a mordant self-analysis will remind me of all the excuses I
lack to cry myself a river. fucking [1]apoptosis, I hate this shit, stupid brain. :/ must stop bitching
1. http://www.emedicine.com/med/topic229.htm

oh marvelous (2005-04-26 07:17:07)
I can’t believe I have two weeks left in the south, & I probably won’t meet you.
dj ricecake (2005-04-26 07:32:08)
You could make sure to rip off the can-opening tab as soon as you start using the can as an ashtray. Maybe old
cigarettes taste better when mixed with a box of old Varsity food. Guinness leaves no foul taste in my mouth.
dankamongmen (2005-04-26 12:28:09)
> You could make sure to rip off the can-opening tab as soon as you start using the can as an ashtray sweet JHVH-1
you’re a goddamn sublime genius, marcus! hey we’re having the party 05-06 for certain, be here chinky
dj ricecake (2005-04-26 12:38:41)
I do what I can :-) My flight comes in around 7PM that day (my parents want to pick me up from the airport) so I
will go home, probably eat dinner, then head up for the party. Are you going to walk? I have to go to gradumacation
to see my sisters (both of them!) get their MBAs so I must be there and meet with my family, and I’m thinking it
would be a lot easier if I could crash in ATL instead of Marietta.
dankamongmen (2005-04-26 14:46:15)
i am going to be walking, the next day. you’re obviously more than welcome to crash here (we even have furniture
in the living room now!) any chance the punk rock bitch will be in attendance?
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dj ricecake (2005-04-26 19:41:43)
No, he’s going to be in NY for a wedding. I will gladly crash on your couch though.
dankamongmen (2005-04-26 21:58:06)
oh i didn’t say anything about a couch. just furniture.
dj ricecake (2005-04-26 22:25:56)
Either way is fine with me.

2.4.11

your moment of zen (2005-04-27 22:25) - derelect in duty / physics luv - public

Music: wilco - yankee hotel foxtrot - ashes of american flags

Reductio ad absurdam, which Euclid loved so much, is one of a mathematician’s finest weapons.
It is a far finer gambit than any chess gambit: a chess player may offer the sacrifice of a pawn or
even a piece, but a mathematician offers the game.
- G. H. Hardy, [1]A Mathematician’s Apology, 1940
does this mean i’ve been ignoring school+work since arriving home this afternoon to find [2]beautiful beautiful safely delivered? it does mean that, alas!
[edit Wed Apr 27 22:39:21 EDT 2005]
if you possess any degree of mathematical sophistication, order this book (penrose’s, not hardy’s, duh) now.
it’s gearing up to easily be the most exciting adventure in thought i’ve had in years. be forewarned that it
is relatively dense, and don’t expect to be able to handle more than 50 pages or so an hour.
1.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0521427061/qid=1114655452/sr=1-2/ref=sr_1_2/

002-0262560-6304878?v=glance&s=books
2.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0679454438/qid=1114655342/sr=8-1/ref=pd_csp_1/

002-0262560-6304878?v=glance&s=books&n=507846

mike b (2005-04-27 20:12:01)
thanks for the book tip. it does look interesting.
schizobovine (2005-04-27 21:47:10)
Looks delectable and (important for those of us without jobs) on sale.
angry user (2005-04-28 06:22:28)
that looks pretty damn cool. I would like to thank you for the recommendation as well as the timing of your post.
You caught me mid-drunk when I was already putting an order through the Amazon money pit and that just made
it far too easy to add it to the list.
litovka (2005-04-28 08:57:04)
Heh, I kept putting it in my Shopping cart on amazon and then balking at the price and reconsidering. I don’t know
why, since I did splurge on [1]this, [2]this, [3]this and [4]this very recently. Maybe when/if it comes out in paperback...
damn you, amazon.
1. http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0691099839/102-5966437-5924933?%5Fencoding=UTF8&v=glance
2. http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0452285259/102-5966437-5924933?%5Fencoding=UTF8&v=glance
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3. http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0471453803/102-5966437-5924933?%5Fencoding=UTF8&v=glance
4. http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0385477058/102-5966437-5924933?%5Fencoding=UTF8&v=glance

spoonless (2005-04-28 19:45:22)
Excellent selection... I think you’ll love it. While I disagree with Penrose on many philosophical issues (particular,
his belief that the human mind is not Turing equivalent), I was very impressed when I flipped through that book in
the bookstore. I’m amazed that he covered that much and got it published. Most popular books on physics have to
water it down so much in order to sell a copy that they end up using these really loose analogies for everything that
don’t quite make sense and lead people to say ”those physicists are all crazy” rather than giving a real look at what
physics is like and how it makes sense and why the world is so beautiful. Enjoy!

2.4.12

little joey’s got a doo-rag on, rollin’ down the street blastin’ tupac songs
(2005-04-29 07:47) - confused - public

Music: pimp daddy welfare - three asian girls and a bottle of vodka

huh? did I really just sleep a little over 24 hours? it would appear so...well, hope nothing important happened...Thursday.
got real paid last night! it seems somewhat early, but i’m hardly complaining. there will be drugs tonight,
following this last emag quiz...and all that remains is an astrophysics final monday. let’s do this, war damn
eagle!

2.4.13

duly noted! (2005-04-29 09:58) - inspired - public

Music: morphine - cure for pain - buena

whoa! the nyt’s article on [1]alpha male nude swimming in ny has given me a fresher, more cheerful outlook
on life. i must find a casual gathering in which to partake sometime soon.
morning supplies from the sleazy mart: new snake pipe to replace broken bowl, $14.99. four diet red
bulls, $7.49. 2 pks newport cigarettes, $3.99. pastel insanity skittles, $0.69. 4 pks tylenol ultra-congested
daytime, $1.00. o brave new shopping world, with such consumables in it!
1. http://nytimes.com/2005/04/28/fashion/thursdaystyles/28nude.html

missjudithann (2005-04-29 07:35:10)
So, because you catalogued your list of necessities, I feel the need to add you as a friend. But the main reason is the
slightly odd emu face staring at me... This is necessary for survival.
dankamongmen (2005-04-29 08:12:06)
the emu is important but a mere avatar of SKYDONKEY. and k-rad. who are you, aside from a fellow joycephile?
and why didn’t i think to list febreeze as an interest?
missjudithann (2005-04-29 10:07:46)
Just a random person, that is all. My name is Judith. I go to LaGrange College, where I am a junior English Major.
That is all. It would be in your best ”interest” to change your interests list right now and list the following things:
1- febreeze 2- bananas 3- green cd cases 4- NIMh batteries
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sid icarus (2005-04-29 07:50:35)
that’s way too close to britney’s shopping list. you’re just missing the cheetos.
angry user (2005-04-29 07:55:10)
ha. I’m working up late night poolside indiscretion plans for your place as we speak.
mathslut (2005-04-29 09:50:47)
one: I should hardly consider $600 a year membership pools on Fifth Avenue to be very similar to skinnydipping in
the Hartford Place pool. ;) two: I think I’m seeing the discordian play tonight with some of Bonnie’s friends, at least
William Wallace being one that you know, and Bernie and Carrie being ones that you would greatly like, I think! If
you did not already have plans around 7ish, I might be persuaded to come pick you up for an evening of cheap pizza
and beer prior to it, or perhaps just before 8 for the play... I think if you do not have interest tonight, though, I’m on
my way to Athens for a Timber show, so let me know, homie.
phatjoe (2005-04-29 11:56:35)
discordian play?? /joe
phatjoe (2005-04-29 11:55:31)
whoa! the nyt’s article on alpha male nude swimming in ny has given me a fresher, more cheerful outlook on life. all
it gave me was a boner. /joe
cbradfield (2005-04-29 13:19:05)
UNSUBSCRIBE

2.5
2.5.1

May
the night brings a hearse, so make a move and plead the fifth ’cause you can’t
plead the first (2005-05-01 07:22) - studying, biotch - friends

Music: nailbomb - point blank - 24 hour bullshit

YES. Apparently the dankparents of lore have as little interest as the dankest himself in watching the graduation procession for hours on end, even if the participants are indeed helluvsome engineers. I was worried
that I’d have to threaten a nitrous-powered booting of the previous evening’s bodyweight worth of Jäger
midstage. I could intimate that not paying for college, then charging rent while I tried to start back after
leaving the mental institution, earns them the right not to demand symbolic gestures but to lick my balls.
Overall, though, that’s less classy than I like to kick it, and I’d like to retain what little influence I have on
the youngest sister’s education. people who literally interpret apocrypha should not home school,
grrrr.
sorry about that, a bit of stress and a dollop of bitterness combined badly. Liliata rutilantium. Turnia
circumdet. Iubilantium te virginum. The priest’s grey nimbus in a niche where he dressed discreetly. I will
not sleep here tonight. Home also I cannot go.
1 final exam remains. I must demonstrate physics skillz Monday, and am then free to smoke crack through
the evening. Tuesday, I return to a regular schedule at [1]work, and am scaled down to 2-3 days per week
working from home. It’s the end of an era...He nodded to himself as he drew off his trousers and stood up,
saying tritely: Redheaded women buck like goats. He broke off in alarm, feeling his side under his flapping
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shirt. My twelfth rib is gone, he cried. I’m the Übermensch. Toothless Kinch and I, the supermen. Usurper.
1. http://www.reflexsecurity.com/

spoonless (2005-05-01 10:03:33)
and I’d like to retain what little influence I have on the youngest sister’s education. people who literally interpret
apocrypha should not home school, grrrr. your younger sister is homeschooled? how old is she? I hope she’s not as
much of a tool as my younger sister. Do y’all get along?
coleoptera (2005-05-01 10:30:46)
Man, pull your sister outta there and I’ll fucking homeschool here. I got a good homeschooling (only a year or so).
Almost done! We’ll haul your ass down here and feed you good food and liquor.
schizobovine (2005-05-01 10:41:20)
Thankfully, the CS GRE saved me from that hemorrhoid inducing experience. You should send your sister subversive
postmodernist lit. A paragraph of Joyce a day keeps the fundies away!
zbtron (2005-05-01 13:22:10)
As you spring so shall you neap. ESKIMO
dankamongmen (2005-05-01 20:40:49)
[kiss!] I assume Prof. Leland covered that the Danish word ”tid” means ”time”? That pun drives like 10 pages of the
wash.
smellycoder (2005-05-01 13:30:36)
so we haven’t talked in a while. what’s your grand plan post graduation?

2.5.2

jiggawho? (2005-05-02 01:20) - aggravated - public

Music: probot - probot - red war

ummm, can someone more knowledgable than I explain how [1]wikipedia just replaces
with
in their
solution for the Planck time? that seems somewhat nutty, but I don’t at all have the confidence to feel
strongly either way.
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planck_time

piq (2005-05-02 00:28:55)
It’s been a while since I took modern physics, but I had the same question. The brief answer I got was that it depends
on whether you use Planck’s or Dirac’s constant for unit distance, uncertainties, etc in your work. Don’t ask me how
this is consistant though – I suppose since it takes Plank time to travel Plank length, the factor of 2 pi would just
drop out. Good luck on teh physics, btw.
doctorpam (2005-05-02 01:50:25)
Hey Nick, say hi to an old friend after you’re done with finals, k? doctorpam@gmail.com Good luck with Physics.
-Pam
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dankamongmen (2005-05-02 02:03:55)
whoa
doctorpam (2005-05-02 04:54:12)
A ”hi” would have been sufficient, but I guess a ”whoa” will do...
girlvinyl (2005-05-02 07:09:09)
It’s wikipedia, where 14 year olds decide reality.
rusty42 (2005-05-02 11:03:33)
wikipediav(”Thus, \hbar may be said to be the \”quantum of angular momentum\”.”); step 1: there are 2pi radians
in a revolution. step 2: ??? step 3: and that’s why there are two planck times.
zbtron (2005-05-02 15:19:49)
when i read that i rolled my eyes so to the extreme that i could not retrieve them later and now i’m having to read
this with my chin at my sternum. i’ll send you the bill. when i read phil’s comment and could not roll my eyes any
further i fell out of my chair. oh, the places i’ve been.
piq (2005-05-02 15:33:13)
::rolleyes:: SCIENTS LOL
spoonless (2005-05-04 21:06:36)
As far as I know, using h bar is more common. I don’t know of any fundamental equations in physics which involve h
without the bar, although it does show up in a few empirical formulas in introductory texts. Everything I’m studying
now all uses natural units where h bar = 1, so if you were going to write the other version of the Planck time (I’m
not sure who uses it, maybe astronomers?) then you’d need an extra 2pi in the formula. But either way, the Planck
time, length, and energy all refer to a scale, not an exact value. It’s referred to as the ”Planck scale” because we
know that the currently known laws of gravity (general relativity) must break down at or before that scale in order
for anything to make sense. The Planck scale is where the effects of quantum gravity will no longer be ignorable. Just
exactly what happens there depends on who you ask. Something else worth pointing out is... a lot of people confuse
the Planck energy/time/length/mass which all have to do with quantum gravity–something not well understood at
all yet–with Planck’s constant itself, which has to do with regular quantum mechanics which has been around for over
half a century and is very well understood. In natural units, Planck’s constant is dimensionless but the Planck length
(etc.) has dimensions. These two very different constants have to do with entirely different things in nature. One tells
us about the relationship between time and energy in the world and the other tells us something about gravity. My
only complaint about the Wikipedia article is that they don’t make this distinction clear enough.

2.5.3

lately it occurs to me – what a long, strange trip it’s been (2005-05-03 23:03) - Ite,
misse est! - public

Music: grateful dead - blues for allah - the music never stopped

[nectar](0) $ du -hs files/school/
21M files/school/
[nectar](0) $ rm -rf files/school/
[nectar](0) $
and then there were none. we TRU soldiers, we don’t die.
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i read [ LJ User: iwillfearnoevil ]’s copy of [1]When the Air Hits Your Brain: Tales of Neurosurgery tonight,
and despite picturing dr. vertosick not unlike the aneurysms he describes, bloating hyperemically as he
suppresses a swell of ¡exclamation marks!, it’s more fun than a barrel of Naloxone. This passage left me
delighted:

The next five years of your life, Frank, will be hard...but always remember this: if neurosurgery
wasn’t hard, everyone would do it. Look at those fleas [ internists, the ”last creatures to jump
on a dying dog” ] over there. Do you think they really want to write prescriptions for Inderal for
the next fifty years? Do you think they wake up at night screaming, ”Dialysis! I must dialyze
one more patient!” Maybe a few of them do, but most of them wanted to be surgeons but just
couldn’t hack the work it took to be one. If a genie popped out of their pizza right now and
said he could make them into any type of doctor they wanted to be, right here and now, which
of them do you think would say, ”Oh genie, please make me a gastroenterologist so that I can
look up someone’s ass all day and my office can be filled with spastic-colon patients waiting to
show me Poleroids of their latest bowel movement,” or ”Genie, I get an erection just thinking
about chronic lung patients coughing up horkbombs on me.” No way. They all want to be brain
surgeons.
”Yeah, this is a rough year for us, Gene...but it’s better than those worst three years of an
orthopedic surgeon’s life.” ”Oh yeah, what are those?” ”The second grade.”
don’t tell me this town ain’t got no heart, when i can hear it beat out loud thanks for all the
well-wishes! [2]gregory peck and i give you our love. pictures from a celebratory smokeout atop van leer,
underneath the massive dish’s crackly umbra will follow on the morrow, but aye, i am now replete [0] with
a computer science degree and all the rights, privileges and immunities that go with that rank.
note to world: pwned! we’ve got some hats now, motherfuckers!
[0] presumably, but it’s a pretty safe bet unless i forgot liv(”zee quantum entanglement”)
1.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0393038947/qid=1115176012/sr=8-1/ref=pd_csp_1/

002-0262560-6304878?v=glance&s=books&n=507846
2. http://dank.qemfd.net/pecksingswreck.wav

casetheplace (2005-05-03 21:15:35)
Ach! A degree!
samildanach (2005-05-03 23:00:11)
And just like that *snap*, it’s gone. Where do you go now? (Congratulations!)
turdburgler (2005-05-04 04:29:04)
woo hoo! congrats!! XD
doctorpam (2005-05-04 07:20:28)
Yay Nick!
desiato (2005-05-04 07:48:51) Congrats!
Congrats, man!
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spoonless (2005-05-04 21:17:44)
w00t! Wish I could be there to share the crackpipe. Always good to have a degree in this world, just in case someone
asks.
(2005-05-05 07:41:16) excellente
congrats. in the context of a degree, external validation is never required but always appreciated. well done.

2.5.4

oh lord i’m so tired, i’m so tired; my feet feel like I walked most of the road on
my own (2005-05-06 21:01) - gran patrowned & blueberried - public

Music: outkast - aquemini - liberation

thnaks so much to [ LJ User: datav0rtex ] and [ LJ User: coleoptera ] for a fantastic soiree last evening and
tonight we’re getting it on low-key at la case de dank. yay! there shall be pictures aplenty but i am up out
of this biooootch! we got [ LJ User: rusty42 ]for sure yesterday, and the bizzong just stepped in so talk at
y’all later keep it rizzeal. let this be evidence to all the world that it’s not a drug problem, but a retard
problem. word is bond!
coleoptera (2005-05-07 09:20:05)
Ah! I thought this was Saturday! Damn, well, I was there in spirit, rather then working, which I’m still doing now.
datavortex (2005-05-07 13:50:13)
huzzah

2.5.5

how can you say, ”you torture me”, when you’re already thinking of someone
else? (2005-05-09 12:54) - fucking hot - public

Music: sublime - 40 oz. to freedom - ball and chain

Sitting at home today, hoping the A/C people get here fairly soon. We need to get froggy and jump up
on the ocean heat release or albedo increase or just plain ol’ pollutant particulates before this shit gets any
hotter, yeeeeeargh. I’ve been in a weird, weird mood since talking to [ LJ User: mathslut ] graduation night
and everything seems all up in the air, except the oppressive roll of dense wet humidity. what the fuck is up
georgia?
salon runs an excellent [1]feature today from cecelie s. berry, providing useful insight into some questions
I’ve sat on for a minute or longer. advised.
1. http://salon.com/mwt/feature/2005/05/09/biss_berry/index.html

mac finn (2005-05-09 17:15:13)
what the fuck is up georgia? It’s (almost?) summer. :p
schizobovine (2005-05-10 20:33:04)
What are you talking about? Summer lasts from March ’til October. =P
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coleoptera (2005-05-09 20:48:48)
hug* come see me again.
obiefernandez (2005-05-09 20:53:47) atlanta is such a small world
i’m sitting at Loco’s in Dunwoody this evening, strike up a random friendly conversation with the guy sitting next to
me at the bar, and wouldntyaknowit – he’s your coworker Andy, Technical Ops at Reflex. He had a lot of good things
to say about you. :)
(2005-05-10 05:06:14) Re: atlanta is such a small world
Give it up for the moose.
(2005-05-10 19:39:29) sis
nick i hope you get AC have a good night...lin-z

2.5.6

nota bene (2005-05-11 04:15) - all the children are insane? - public

Music: the doors - the end

Let’s stop woolgathering around with the limp dick that is Kyoto, cast lots, and pull a Shirley Jackson at
the security council. A world willing to give up, say, Laos, can put the F.U. back in warm fusion. Most
everyone not happening to live in Laos (100 % of the folks I know) would likely think this an improvement
even before tallying up the megajoules – think hard and try to name major Laotian influences on your life.
Hell, the Cambodians next door beat them in the lasting legacy competition with the Khmer Rouge and
Angkor Wat: a genocidal political motif half-Maoism, half-Juche and the best architecture the 12th century
had to offer, which still isn’t translated into English 800 years later. The Bikini Atoll serves as precedent so
cool, it’s hot (with a little help from decay heat).
the los alamos technical reports make for some [1]fascinating reading. it is your duty as an american, a
well regulated Militia being after all necessary to the security of a free State, to get high and contemplate
atmospheric ignition (see: E. Konopinski, C. Marvin and E. Teller, Ignition of the Atmosphere with Nuclear
Bombs, Los Alamos Laboratory report LA-602. Conclusion? [2]highly dubious. Excellent.)
focus! oh, and if you’ve avoided the lottery thus far in life, [3]go read it while the readin’s good.
1. http://www.fas.org/sgp/othergov/doe/lanl/index1.html
2. http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0009204
3. http://mbhs.bergtraum.k12.ny.us/cybereng/shorts/lotry.html

lyricsboy (2005-05-11 07:26:57)
Well, there were the Laotian neighbors in King of the Hill. So there, that’s a major influence on my life. What?
dankamongmen (2005-05-11 08:07:42)
that’s an acceptable counterexample. the nave moral: bombasticisms are often associated with ignorance. don’t
mistake lack of talent for genius. a better moral, perhaps, is that one can never be too obscure. watch your back,
palau, and let’s get that new capital done soon now, chop chop.
lineleader (2005-05-11 09:00:05)
OMG JERRY WAS LAOTIAN AND SO WAS TREY
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jadesev (2005-05-11 16:49:58)
I read The Lottery, and saw the movie. I didn’t much care for either one, which confuses me, since I usually like to
read/watch fucked up shit.

2.5.7

now he drinks and snorts amphetamine just as often as he can, for he’s a shadow
of a man (2005-05-12 11:49) - precise - public

Music: oysterhead - the grand pecking order - army’s on ecstacy

Man, I’d forgotten while in school just how much fun work can be when you have the time for it. The
past few days have been a rocking good time, but more difficult labors still lie in the post. This weekend,
I must again step into the role of il miglior fabbro, with apologies to monsieurs Pound and Daniel. Ahhh,
accomplishment is so much more satisfying than anything else; what is life after all, asked Bridget, but a
series of short goals?
regulators...we regulate any malfeasance on this /24, we’re damn good, too. but you can’t be any geek
off the street - gotta be handy with a model-m if you know what i mean, earn your keep. mount up, and we
will show blitzy fools fear in a handful of dust.
coleoptera (2005-05-12 09:32:54)
Model M...you can bludgeon someone to death, stick it in the dishwasher and it’ll probably come out working better
for it.
aithne fae (2005-05-12 10:14:07)
thumbs up* ;)
piq (2005-05-12 10:42:09)
Model M’s are cool, I wouldn’t trade my Happy Hacker for anything though.
billings (2005-05-12 10:44:35)
Variety is the spice of life.
zbtron (2005-05-12 11:05:22)
ah, i’m surpised your clicky keyboard is still clicky after the gelatin of powdered substances and tab has settled into
the crevasses.
rusty42 (2005-05-12 17:46:41)
i think it will take a bit more than gelatin to stop catastrophically collapsing springs from collapsing catastrophically!
sid icarus (2005-05-12 21:26:29)
...Before I opened up nmap, I had respect for ya lady, But now I take it all back...

2.5.8

O Jamesy let me up out of this (2005-05-13 16:51) - cocky - public

Music: dj cor fijneman - mesmer1 - serial smokers - where am i?

You know nothing good’s going to come of combining ”U[sic]GA” and ”biochemist”; sure enough:
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During cross-examinations, Irigonegaray asked questions intended to bring out this connection,
making intermittent headway. For instance, when Russell Carlson, an intelligent design advocate
and biochemist from the University of Georgia, testified, Irigonegaray queried him about the
integral role a deity plays in the theory. ”In your view the intelligent designer is God, is it not?”
asked Irigonegaray. ”Well, yeah, I would agree with that,” Carlson replied.
Seven years of GT wore thin indeed at times, but there’s solace in knowing this kind of thing would have
you bitchslapped and rolled until an everpresent corps of bitchguards transfixed thee upon a rigor stick. I
have nothing against Christians, but if you’re going to belch intelligent design at least have the good decency
to call yourself a dirty biologist. Real biochemists are working day and night to bring you science, and the
phatty clone farms that’ll one fine day form our armies, replace debauch-sotted organs [0] and cook our
genetically-perfected (GP) food. ¡Andele, arriba, arriba! ¡Viva le Soylent Verde! Vague rumbles of
Portrait all through the day.
[0] Orgones? A Penny for the Old Guy Bull Lee.
oh marvelous (2005-05-13 14:19:47)
Hi.
weetanya (2005-05-13 15:16:52)
”U[sic]GA” ahem
chefataraxia (2005-05-14 15:52:55)
evangelist@gt: Have you seen Jesus lately? lumberjack: Yea I saw him run to that end of the skiles walkway flapping
his arms, then he jumped over the rail. I don’t think he made it.

2.5.9

urgggg (2005-05-14 22:10) - done cashed gcc - public

Music: behold the acrtopus - nano-nucleonic cyborg summoning

gcc lrumap.c -> lrumap.o
gcc macset.c -> macset.o
gcc objustring.c -> objustring.o
gcc opttrie.c -> opttrie.o
lib/c/objects/opttrie.c: In function ‘wipe trie’:
lib/c/objects/opttrie.c:143: internal compiler error: Segmentation fault
Please submit a full bug report,
with preprocessed source if appropriate.
See <URL:http://gcc.gnu.org/bugs.html> for instructions.
For Debian GNU/Linux specific bug reporting instructions, see
<URL:file:///usr/share/doc/gcc-3.3/README.Bugs>.
make: *** [.objs/lib/c/objects/opttrie.o] Error 1
[nectar](2) $
This seems a sign to put away work for a bit and throw down a sizzle. I posted about last night’s fantastic madness when I got home about 0530, but removed it was, for much was revealed of dankthings best
unspoken. For the record, I must learn to dance in styles beyond the hippie shuffle picked up from nights
at Phish concerts, some of the last times I can remember setting everything aside and experiencing the
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mind beatific....I crave Brewhouse and then tonight dancing with [ LJ User: sylvanrage ], not this barren,
dessicated viscera of [1]pcaps. Nothing beside remains.
1. http://www.ll.mit.edu/IST/ideval/data/1998/1998_data_index.html

coleoptera (2005-05-16 10:58:36)
Learn to dance and then teach me (please!)
nfatuationjunke (2005-05-19 15:31:14) i’m leery
i dunno man, you remember what happened to me last time i stayed in dancing w/ such folk as sylvanrage...

2.5.10

(2005-05-15 07:02) - public

Music: phish ... various phish

life swung wildly tonight, in one of those ways that probably happens just once or twice.
everything will be shaded a bit different hue, methinks. it’ll take time to digest events.
i am fine, but the world, it moves round and round.

2.5.11

standing... sitting... kneeling... a few block the door (2005-05-16 14:05) - bewildered
- friends

Music: therapy? & fatal - judgement night sdtrk - come and die

If anyone knows what happened this weekend, I’d love to be let in on it. My last memory is a state of total
confusion early sunday morning, let’s call it 36 hours ago. I just woke up, I’m in excruciating pain, things
are broken, about $1500 worth of various sundries are missing from my room, and my browser was on a page
describing Xanax overdose (despite common legend, there’s one subset of drugs I *don’t* play with, namely
prescription downers/tranqs – I’m an up Up UP! kind of G). That places things out of the realm of my friends
responding to an unknown incident, as they know I keep an up-to-date copy of Current Psychotherapeutic
Drugs and [1]Goldfrank’s Toxicologic Emergencies practically next to my bedside. drhibbertv(”I can’t solve
this mystery – CAN YOU?”) Please mail me if commentspace is not the proper location for an explanation,
should you have one. Until then, I’m changing the locks on my doors, and probably looking into acquiring
the one-and-only [2]H &K MP-5. And now, I had better do some of the fucking work intended for this shitty,
shitty lost weekend. [updated 14:56:34 EDT 2005]: make that $800; a semi-signifigant cash depository was
found moved but intact in my closet. Furthermore, an empty Rx bottle sans labeling was discovered behind
my subwoofer. Current hypothesis: while I was sleeping, a party crashed into my house ala Life, the Universe
and Everything, danced the night away on my solar plexus, availed themselves of my box of secrets, shot me
full of Vogon Xanax out of pity, and then ensured they hadn’t killed me via Google reference. This would
be a stellar (pun intended) theory, if it weren’t for that damnable Drake Equation. It does appear that
having been robbed is out of the plausible event space, so maybe that sweet HK can wait a minute. [updated
15:23:23 EDT 2005]:post-shower, three new data points: 1) I was at no point in any of the Fulton or DeKalb
jails, Atlanta City Detention Center, Grady Hospital Detention Center – all four perform a skin TB test upon
entry which leaves a telltale forearm puncture. 2) It’s highly dubious that at any point I was in Grady’s 13th
Psychiactric/Homeless-on-a-Friday-night floor, as I induced vomiting and noticed no presence of activated
charcoal. 3) I have a large irregular, oblong shoulder wound consistent with detrition. piv(”Hypothesis:”)
this is all my fault, an expunged psychosis possibly resulting from interactions with my preexistent bipolar
disorder. Conclusions: no blame.
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11:15, restate my assumptions: 1. Mathematics is the language of nature. 2. Everything around us can be
represented and understood through numbers. 3. If you graph these numbers, patterns emerge. Therefore:
There are patterns everywhere in nature.
1.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0071360018/ref=pd_sim_b_3/002-0262560-6304878?%5Fencoding=

UTF8&v=glance
2. http://remtek.com/arms/hk/mil/mp5/mp510/mp510.htm

phatjoe (2005-05-16 11:30:12)
please fill us all in on the results of your investigation with another post when appropriate because this is some interesting shit straight out of murder she wrote. /joe
dankamongmen (2005-05-16 11:48:07)
well, apparently i was awake 7:30, though i surely don’t remember it, as there’s a post to our company’s .general
newsgroup claiming i’m spending the day passing a kidney stone. 10. The Earth quakes and the heavens rattle; the
beasts of nature flock together and the nations of men flock apart; volcanoes usher up heat while elsewhere water
becomes ice and melts; and then on other days it just rains. 11. Indeed do many things come to pass. HBT; The
Book of Predictions, Chap. 19
angry user (2005-05-16 12:32:36)
as there’s a post to our company’s .general newsgroup claiming i’m spending the day passing a kidney stone. awesome. so, you have your version of the Excuse Calendar, but with ways to get out of work instead of hilarious
explanations for why stuff doesn’t work?
dankamongmen (2005-05-16 13:05:21)
wouldn’t have it any other way, my good man. i will want margaritas tonight, and hopefully so shall you.
angry user (2005-05-16 13:34:37)
sounds good. how’s 7:30ish?
dankamongmen (2005-05-16 13:52:04)
”But no one knows of that day and hour, not even the angels of heaven, but my Father only. As the days of
Noah were, so will be the coming of the Son of Man. For as in those days which were before the flood they were
eating and drinking, marrying and giving in marriage, until the day that Noah entered into the ark, and they
didn’t know until the flood came, and took them all away, so will be the coming of the Son of Man. Then two
men will be in the field: one will be taken and one will be left; two women grinding at the mill, one will be taken
and one will be left. Watch therefore, for you don’t know in what hour your Lord comes. But know this, that
if the master of the house had known in what watch of the night the thief was coming, he would have watched,
and would not have allowed his house to be broken into. Therefore also be ready, for in an hour that you don’t
expect, the Son of Man will come. Who then is the faithful and wise servant, whom his lord has set over his
household, to give them their food in due season? Blessed is that servant whom his lord finds doing so when he
comes. Most certainly I tell you that he will set him over all that he has. But if that evil servant should say in
his heart, ’My lord is delaying his coming,’ and begins to beat his fellow servants, and eat and drink with the
drunkards, the lord of that servant will come in a day when he doesn’t expect it, and in an hour when he doesn’t
know it, and will cut him in pieces, and appoint his portion with the hypocrites. There is where the weeping and
grinding of teeth will be.
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dankamongmen (2005-05-16 13:54:03)
sorry about that; thought you were matthew for a second. yeah, 1930 sounds like fucked up o’ clock to me.
dankamongmen (2005-05-16 20:10:15)
Found out! I got very depressed Sunday morning, drank most of a 1.75L of Bacardi listening to Skynyrd, and
ate 24mg of Xanax. I’ve only had it twice otherwise, thus this fell outside my normal heroic tolerance, hence the
coma/whatever (apparently my eyes were open most of the time, there were some convulsions etc). Before passing
out it would appear I stumbled around a bit, and hid things, as I’ve been finding cachets of money, cash, ho’s and
their ilk all the livelong day. Interesting. Indeed, I truly cannot be killed. kanyewestv(” Crack my head on the
steering wheel and I ain’t even dead If I could go through all that and still be breathing Bitch bend over, I’m here
for a reason”)
aithne fae (2005-05-16 12:06:36)
Yikes!
weev (2005-05-16 12:41:27) if you want an mp5..
get an HK-94. get the barrel shortened by a qualified professional. convert to fullauto. you have an mp5-sd with no
integrated silencer.
dankamongmen (2005-05-16 12:44:02) Re: if you want an mp5..
Thanks! You are, btw, quickly becoming one of the most useful and interesting people i’ve met in this Unreal City.
Hope life’s treating you better than me!
weev (2005-05-16 13:52:09) Re: if you want an mp5..
”Hope life’s treating you better than me!” Life treats everyone equally; there’s either dukkha or enlightenment on the
menu. Everything else is illusion.
dankamongmen (2005-05-16 14:02:23) Re: if you want an mp5..
It’s hardly my place to argue with satori. Well spoken; let me hope, then, that you’ve prepared yourself for life
better than I, and that both our insights blossom into samadhi. I bet I’m misusing this terminology in toto, but
that’s agnostic preciosity for you. My limits of understanding in this area are bound by Robert Anton Wilson’s
books, hardly the commentary of record.
mathslut (2005-05-16 15:13:18)
I know what happened to the $800 of various sundries, feel free to call at some point if you really don’t remember?
Don’t text message, homie. I’m about to invoice your ass for the single thoughts that have been conveyed over three
or four messages to my phone for assumed reasons of syntactic style.
dankamongmen (2005-05-16 18:08:07)
Sorry about that! Work pays for my celly, thought they might yours, too, and aren’t text messages like 200 per $1
anyway? Please do present said invoice for cheerful payment. I’ve been breaking things up into short messages in
the case your display doesn’t intelligently break lines – time to shift ye olde Nash equilibrium away from readability.
ohe Ie forgote, Nashe equilibriume (doesn’te ite looke smarte?)
dankamongmen (2005-05-16 18:10:00)
FUCK I learned ”prebend” the other day and totally could have practiced it here FUCK.
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All you fake ass niggas who think you gonna survive out here without your black
woman: you’re wrong (2005-05-16 17:48) - treasureless in heaven - public

Music: led zeppelin - presence - nobody’s fault but mine

The [1]weekend’s events’ sequelae: order gimcrackery (what a great word) via Amazon (you’re welcome,
[ LJ User: kierah ]! speaking of which, where the hell’s my favorite UW coderstoner grad? haven’t seen
a post from you in ages; the vendition got you down?) until through this fecund world’s peddlings and
prevender you forget to care. Were I a rat in a cage, I’d be compulsively mashing the 1-Click(Tf’nM) button
and forgetting to eat. What’s up with my [2]wish list growing ever longer, even when I’m actually buying
rather than browsing? Current vitals: 619 items, 53 of which are unavailable, 2 of those 53 not even having
prices. Average cost of remaining 617: $38.72 per (god bless [3]scriptable Amazon). Cost of purchasing all
617 priced items, assuming them all available and qualifying for Amazon Big Pimpin’ Prime’s free 2-day
shipping[0]: $23,890.24, almost 26 % of my pre-tax income. Let’s see, if I didn’t eat and lived in the College
of Computing for four months...heh that ellipsis (hofstadterv(”<– that one over there, 7 words back...not
anymore, but a new recursion begins...”)) represents 50 minutes in which [ LJ User: eric9 ] and I passionately
debated the physics of alcohol evaporation, how quickly drinks ”go sober” and whether other processes might
render open bottles of rum unsafe. We then drank deeply each from the week-old bottle by my sofa; good
times. I’m not yet ready to code, yea also I am unready for hanging out; perhaps I’ll read words at random
from my [4]COED2 and pretend I’m not ignoring my rather tremendous problems of the moment, focusing
instead on being the msuniversev(”biggest douche in the universe”) [1].
[0] [5]amazon big orlando style is easily the best deal on earth if you’re a fellow glutton for media. Now is
the summer of our commerce.
[1] is it just me, or is there no ”logout” link throughout the entirety of amazon? am i nuts?
1. http://www.livejournal.com/users/dankamongmen/141698.html
2. http://www.amazon.com/gp/registry/registry.html/002-0262560-6304878?type=wishlist
3.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/browse.html/002-0262560-6304878?_encoding=UTF8&node=3487571&no=3435361&me=

A36L942TSJ2AJA#ecs
4.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0198612583/qid=1116284002/sr=8-1/ref=pd_csp_1/

002-0262560-6304878?v=glance&s=books&n=507846
5. http://www.amazon.com/gp/subs/primeclub/signup/main.html/002-0262560-6304878

dj ricecake (2005-05-16 16:34:33)
”is it just me, or is there no ”logout” link throughout the entirety of amazon? am i nuts?” Well, when I click on the
thing that says ”If you’re not , click here.” then that seems to effectively log me out.
dj ricecake (2005-05-16 16:35:07)
Argh, that should be ”If you’re not <insert name>, click here.”
dankamongmen (2005-05-16 21:18:14)
that might be the first mistake I’ve ever seen you make. You know you can delete comments, right? Other than
that, once again the asian is the cleverest nigga in the room. Tiny, yellow, different.
dj ricecake (2005-05-17 04:11:28)
http://www.livejournal.com/users/uglor/237858.html?thread=1210914 #t1210914
dankamongmen (2005-05-17 04:29:58)
lol, such modesty. I assume you’ve grabbed [1]NWA’s All-Cursing Edition?
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1. http://a.parsons.edu/~roth/info_vis/nwa/index.html

dj ricecake (2005-05-17 04:35:35)
Hehehe, that’s the first time I’ve seen that. Fucking awesome!
tritium (2005-05-16 16:37:20)
The ”wish list” is the most insidious part of Amazon. Just build a list of all the crap you want, why not! Sure! You
don’t have to buy it, just, you know... imagine yourself owning it.
mike b (2005-05-16 17:25:17)
i keep it as a checklist of shit i want to buy but forget about til several months after christmas and my birthday.
dvds and cds mostly, with books’ being third.
chefataraxia (2005-05-16 20:40:04)
the USDA states that alcohol, at least when added to food products (and not cooked) evaporates at a rate around 30
% if left in a cooler overnight. Empirical evidence shows that the best hangover cure is that half drank jack and coke
on the nightstand, so you know there’s something left. A week though - I’d be skeptical if there’s much.

2.5.13

you must wonder why i’m relentless and all strung out (2005-05-17 22:39) - juvenile
- friends

Music: all i really want! is some patience!

hidden super secrets i locked the door to sing along with jagged little pill and do whippets. no, not a
dozen years ago, right now.
kosherpickle (2005-05-17 21:48:50)
There’s nary a bad song on that album. It’s spooky.
lsdjesus (2005-05-17 21:57:18)
i smoke resin and sing along to my dads mowrown cds, this is liberating
georgemcfly (2005-05-17 23:33:26)
Man, I really like that song. I’ve never listened to the whole album, but that’s my favorite of the 5 singles I remember.
oh marvelous (2005-05-18 05:36:54)
weird. i woke up with alanis in my head this morning.

2.5.14

But you won’t talk, won’t look, won’t think of me: I’m the epitome of Public
Enemy (2005-05-20 11:41) - riverrun riverrun riverrun - public

Music: fiona apple - extraordinary machine - extraordinary machine

yay! I met an English major currently attending GSU the other day, and conversation fell upon the old
Emperor James Augustine Aloysius Joyce himself. It turns out she also finds Ulysses to be the most perfect work ever authored, and also like me has rejected followup Finnegan’s Wake as a depressing bunch of
undecipherable garbage. I just happened to have my recently-acquired copy of [1]Epstein’s Skeleton Key on
me, and though much was taken, much abides. I haven’t excitedly read something with someone in a long,
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long time, probably since lying around with HPV (Half-Blood Prince: July 16th!). We decided to definitely
try one more slough through, bent double like beggars under sacks, so maybe I’ll soon grok what [ LJ User:
zbtron ]’s been trying to say ever since macking Leland’s Joyce class (the only class LCC deserves to run
in the Rigorium, heh gotta love Blake’s bio on the LCC page: ”Blake Leland Ph.D., Cornell - Associate
Professor: Science & modernism, psychoanalysis, creative writing”). This reading group appears as if it’ll
actually make it off the ground, too, and I’m looking right at [ LJ User: billings ], [ LJ User: leftorium ]
and [ LJ User: mathslut ] as I say that [glower!]...huzzah! Has anyone else found merit in the morass that is
Wake? Got some tips for someone who worships Joyce like unto a god, but just can’t make it through his
last?
[edit Fri May 20 12:08:20 EDT 2005] My window appears to be getting pegged by some nasty hail. I
don’t think I’ll be walkingabout to MARTA and the office today; time to start some work at the homeizzoffice. The goal of this first summer following undergrad is definitely reacquisition of my suspended driver’s
license, and purchase of an automobile. I wouldn’t mind another Miata, but the BMW Z[34] are also totally
sweet, and of course I’m always interested in a phatty Impala SuperSport if one can be found without stupid
gangstaline like DVD players and shit. Fear me, roads of Atlanta: À¿¸±½µ¹½ ¸-»É!
1.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/1577314050/ref=wl_it_dp/002-0262560-6304878?%5Fencoding=

UTF8&coliid=I25VZ6FDSCNNNJ&v=glance&colid=1NHIFQ49T4DRN

smellycoder (2005-05-20 09:52:32)
never had much luck with joyce over here. i always felt like i needed to first learn about irish history and then come
back to the books... in the end, i did neither :-(
dankamongmen (2005-05-20 09:59:38)
The inimitable [1]Benet’s Reader’s Encyclopedia notes: ”It has been said that in order to fully understand Ulysses
one must, at the very least, be familiar with the theology of the Roman Catholic Church, the history of heresy,
Irish legend, European history, mythology, astronomy, Hebrew, Latin, Gaelic, and Gypsy slang. Virginia Woolf,
Ezra Pound and William Butler Yeats admitted to their confusion upon a first reading. T. S. Eliot, immediately
recognizing its greatness, said the book would be a landmark because it destroys our civilization.” Is the new house
kicking ass?
1.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/006270110X/qid=1116608139/sr=8-1/ref=sr_8_xs_ap_i1_xgl14/

002-0262560-6304878?v=glance&s=books&n=507846

smellycoder (2005-05-20 10:39:36)
at least i’m in good company with my confusion ;) the new house is good. i’m loving living closer. alas, there is
lots of remodeling to be done, which is sometimes overwhelming but mostly it’s an opportunity to keep from being
bored! i think i need to buy stock in home depot.
obscurelemming (2005-05-20 11:16:46)
James Joyce is amazing. question, I know grok was first used in Stranger in a Strange Land, but has it been instituted
into the English language or did you read the book?
dankamongmen (2005-05-20 12:02:21)
I’ve read SiaSL (and largely detested it - Heinlein’s chauvinism and tendancy to proselytize in italics annoyed me
fiercely) and Starship Troopers, but had heard ”grok” before then – it’s certainly widely used within the computing/geek community and encoded within the [1]New Jargon File.
1. http://www.catb.org/~esr/jargon/html/G/grok.html
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dankamongmen (2005-05-20 12:04:18)
A guy I used to pick up from has the original edition’s cover as an impressive tattoo, with ”grok” clearly visible (this
was the edition I read, btw): [strangergrok.jpg]
billings (2005-05-20 11:21:38)
Robert Anton Wilson claims insight into Finnegan’s Wake. Make of that what you will; I’m pretty sure you have to
buy into Jung’s collective unconscious, though. Filtered through RAW. And everything in Quantum Psychology. I
think I’ll be able to do ulysses. We’ll need a better meeting place than the highlander. Too busy.
mathslut (2005-05-21 01:39:34)
There’s a bar here in Savannah that you must join me in bashing the windows in with molotov cocktails at some
point. It’s a crappy Irish pub, of the type generally filled with guys in polo shirts and college hats and girls with long
bleached blonde hair, and they named it Finnegan’s Wake. WTF? I did at least drunkenly rant at the air about how
none of those empty-headed twitfaces even know who James Joyce is.
dankamongmen (2005-05-21 05:53:48) i am known to fling a fine molotov cocktail!
we’ll preface it by demanding ”pennies for the old guy”, both a clear if esoteric reference to children begging for guy
fawkes day firecracker pennies, and YET ANOTHER cheap pickup on The Hollow Men! eliot is just falling out all
over the place lately. anyone worth sparing will connect that phrasing with your thousand-yard stare and join us
immediately. we need a disguise. how do we dress up like humidity? anyway you can pretty much leave it at ”There’s
a window that you must join me in bashing in with molotov cocktails” and know i’m down like it was [1]frazier homes,
out in the west side projects.
1. http://www.wjcl.com/Global/story.asp?S=3289641

wasteink (2005-05-25 00:15:46) Joyce was a chronic let down
He never seemed really have fun, dank. Some of Thomas Pyncheon’s books had massive amounts of fun. How can
you revere something that was written lagely to gain approval and not simply to tell a great story (which is told in
Ulysses) in the best way possible. As a man who values his work as a thing-in-itself I don’t see how you can justify
the great accolades. But then, maybe he told the story as best he could and it was just that great. I enjoyed Joyce.
I never felt again the compulsion to read his work. And, yes, at this point, Leland is the last shining light of the Old
Guard at the LCC. Previously, we had Sandra Corse teaching the Frankfurt School in her Ideology clases. We had
Anne Balsamo as the Graduate Coordinator and a highly approachable professor (I spent more than an hour with
her one day debating the nature computer programming: why we write tools). We had Terry Harpold teaching the
Beats (”Terry Harpold’s greatest fantasy is to be taken from behind by another man.” - Richard Grusin) and Richard
Grusin heading the department with guidence from Allen Rosche. With such a racuous and disturbing bunch, you
will make waves. But there were other professors of value, you simply had to be a LCC student to know them. For
instance, Jay Bolter was a pioneer in his field and well written... but a mouse on the stage. In the time that I worked
for the LCC, they were featured on the front page of the Journal of Higher Education. It was no small feat for a
struggling department of Lit, Comm, and Cult profs at a Technical Institute. The right place at the right time also
had nothing to do with their noteriety. I wrote my best work –a small ten page essay– one night for Dr. Corse on
Althusser and Marx in about 9 hours. It’s the only essay I value today and the only one I do not have. They were
worth note because they were capable of drawing the best from their students. Blake’s class on Ulysses is wonderful
and fun. That’s why he teaches it. But it is nothing compared to his dedication as a teacher in his other classes.
”Blake is a great professor. He loves his students. But I think he spends too much time agonizing over ther papers”
(Dr. Sandra Corse). I always knew that what I wrote in Leland’s classes was almost disturbingly prized as his and
poured over with a true love of teaching that is elsewhere nonexistent. And all of that, Dank, is why I just cannot
see Joyce as such a fundamental shaker of the earth as the other people in my life. I suppose it is simply a matter of
willingness or perspective. ”Any soul’s worth savin’. At least, to a priest... but not every soul is worth buyin’... so
you can take the offer as a compliment.” – William S. Burroughs Perhaps I simply did not view Joyce as worth the
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pot after having experienced so many good hands. –WASTE

2.5.15

If you can put your five fingers through it it is a gate, if not a door. Shut your
eyes and see. (2005-05-23 18:06) - delighted - public

Music: type o negatice - bloody kisses - christian woman

my bedroom door is finally fixed! nothing but perching around in Tab t-shirts on the aeron of ass-swaddling
doom, prescribes Dr. Benway, nothing but watching compiles scroll by and cursing as the doorbell rings,
nothing but shivering as the compressed air licks at your neck even as it perturbs your cigarette, ever, so,
slightly...

2.5.16

i cannot reveal the words of the golden eel (2005-05-29 07:06) - refracted - public

Music: deepsky - in silico - view from a stairway

I haven’t seen or spoken very much to anyone in days; work consumes all (save Thursday night; who says
Johnny Walker Blue Label and Albert Hoffman’s own award winner aren’t two great tastes that taste great
together?). My apologies, but after all if you don’t get the most from your manic periods you might as well
turn in your Lithium card and accept Prozac Nation citizenship, a dreary place and population I loosely
associate with Zamyatin’s We...Sterling reviews from yours truly for [1]Naked Lunch: Bigger, Longer and
Uncut...hrmmm I meant to reference south park, but in the scope of Lunch, ”bigger, longer and uncut” is
pretty much always going to be describing some feeeeeelthy Ethiopian avatar of sodomy and buboes, appypolly-loggies...not for nothing are we known as feeeelthy Ethiopians! In any case, the past few sundays have
been spent sleeping, and yea, the purveyors of margaritas did gnash their teeth and with broken pottery
render scourgings sulcate...probably. I shall call out [ LJ User: eric9 ] anon, coaxing him to bestir with cutthroat bastinado if it comes to that, and to the El it’ll be. Join us for face-shearing drinks not unsuggestive
of varnish; noon’s the watchword. [2]Bonzai!
1.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0802140181/qid=1117365054/sr=8-1/ref=pd_csp_1/

102-7156646-6840920?v=glance&s=books&n=507846
2. http://www.geocities.com/dr_benway_tangier/page41.html

tritium (2005-05-29 05:37:16)
”The restored text?” What, did they unshuffle the book?
foole (2005-05-29 13:55:41)
I’m jealous, it’s been far too long since I last enjoyed the fruits of Hoffman’s creation.

2.5.17

you heard the A-T-L-iens so back the hell up off me (softly, as if I played piano
in the dark...) (2005-05-30 04:40) - feelin’ froggy, jumpin’ on it - public

Music: cee-lo green - his perfect imperfections - closet freak

(04:37:34)
(04:38:00)
(04:38:02)
(04:38:19)

dankamongmen:
dankamongmen:
dankamongmen:
dankamongmen:

Le jour de gloire est arrivé!
hey big froggy buddy, way to write the EU constitution
then forget to ratify it in one of your 138 hours/week not working
congrats! brevet yourself and hire some bavarian gendarmes: Ils viennent jusque
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dans vos bras. Égorger vos fils, vos compagnes!
(04:38:26) dankamongmen: qui vive! slovakians, looking for cheesemaking jobs!
(04:38:30) dankamongmen: this is how they’ll bury you without firing a shot
(04:38:31) frenchman marc logged out
goodie mobv(”niggaz don’t dance no mo; all dey do is dis”). i still maintain À la recherche du temps
perdu was a gigantic fucking waste of my time and everyone else’s.
thirdkraytwin (2005-05-30 02:46:12)
You cooked his Occusi-Ambeno goose.
mac finn (2005-05-30 18:33:10)
giggle* :)

2.5.18

(2005-05-31 20:46) - unsettled - public

Music: system of a down - toxicity - forest

whoa, I just realized I’ve been thinking (and telling people) I was 25 for about a month or so (I won’t be
until 2005-10-05). Very strange.
I love love love work so much. GOD it’s wonderful to focus on *just one suite of tasks*; starting my
MS in the fall sounds like a more and more losing idea every day.
aithne fae (2005-06-01 10:33:14)
First, great song! Secondly, perhaps your brain is aging faster than the rest of you? ;)
neurochemistry (2005-06-01 11:01:22)
I’ve been doing the same thing. I guess there is just something about 25.
thirdkraytwin (2005-06-02 03:50:04)
I had threw my 27th birthday party when it was only my 26th. I honestly forgot. So I got to be 27 for two years.
Then I had SEVEN birthday parties because I was so happy about it. Such is life.

2.6
2.6.1

June
(2005-06-05 04:13) - vituperative - friends

Music: phish - 1996-08-17 plattsburgh AFB set 1 - fee

i had some very extraordinary mushrooms, and ate just a gram to put a fleeting edge on my coding chez
newcastle. all was far more eruptive than expected, but it’s been an angry trip, replete with almost foaming
fury. what wrath can not even phish soothe?
fists clenched fists clenched
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lineleader (2005-06-05 07:17:02)
I just got a new source of the Bearsville Sessions from 98 - three discs of SOTG outtakes. Let me know if you’re
interested... the quality is soundboard!
dankamongmen (2005-06-06 03:40:11)
Very much so! Most unfortunately, I got tracker errors using both of the two torrents you pointed me at :/. Fie! A
pox on this accursed internet.
turdburgler (2005-06-05 09:24:19)
Did you get my email about GT football season tix?
dankamongmen (2005-06-06 03:39:19)
sure did, thank ye kindly...I actually get about the same price, having been buying season tickets for about 5 years
now (had to pay when I wasn’t in school thar) and being an alumnus. Besides, I already got my tickets :D. Thanks
though! Sorry, I tend not to reply to people as often as I should.
turdburgler (2005-06-06 05:10:00)
No problem! I figured you probably already had yours, but just wanted to make sure before I tossed the form. :D
chefataraxia (2005-06-05 14:33:49)
>what wrath can not even phish soothe? Que Terrible!
phatjoe (2005-06-06 08:12:08)
what wrath can not even phish soothe? perhaps the wrath of KHAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAN!!!! /joe

2.6.2

c’mon baby take a walk with me, now tell me who do you love (2005-06-05 21:41) true belief (hofferian?) - public

Music: eyedea & abilities - e&a - exhausted love

I was nervous and drank more than I ate; my father carefully dispatched his steak. Then
he asked me what my plans were for the summer, and in the flush of some strong emotion or
other I said, more or less: It’s the beginning of the summer and I’m standing in the lobby of
a thousand, story grand hotel, where a bank of elevators a mile long and an endless red row of
monkey attendants in gold braid wait to carry me up, up, up through the suites of moguls, of
spies, and of starlets, to rush me straight to the zeppelin mooring at the art deco summit, where
they keep the huge dirigible of August tied up and bobbing in the high winds. On the way to
the shining needle at the top I will wear a lot of neckties, I will buy five or six works of genius on
45 rpm, and perhaps too many times I will find myself looking at the snapped spine of a lemon
wedge at the bottom of a drink. I said, I anticipate a coming season of dilated time and of women
all in disarray.”
Thank you, Mr. Chabon, for this glimpse into Void. Ahh, the VPN (btw [1]OpenVPN is the absolute
shit) established into work has eliminated the need for me to keep up an SSH tunnel between my home
(nectar.danknet) and work (desoxyn.reflex) workstations. Flipmode, I am constantly working with my bug
list and generally spending still more precious hours devoted to wageslaving. So let it be written, so let it
be done!
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1. http://openvpn.net/

nerotica (2005-06-05 20:06:24)
openvpn rocks my socks.

2.6.3

transcend the self remove the sight ending the fear escape the fault widen the
gap (2005-06-09 20:01) - very weedless :/ - friends

Music: sepultura - chaos a.d. - refuse / resist

Yes! Apparently [1]we kicked a bunch of ass up at [2]Gartner’s IT Security Summit. I’m absolutely without explanation as to why other IPS vendors have yet to successfully bundle in A/V, especially given
McAfee/Network Solutions’s purchase of IntruVert and thus IntruShield in 2003. Apparently, they’re only
releasing signature upgrades, and are without a clue as to how to integrate their various excellent pieces into
something more than a pile of garbage. ISS’s Proventia / Site Defender apparently crashes if you look at
it too hard or work in its presence on Sunday. TippingPoint/3Com isn’t doing too badly, but still...given
that I remain our sole IPS developer, I’m feeling pretty fucking good today – 5 years of body-wrenching,
soul-crushing 80-100 hour workweeks seem worth it. Those sweet sweet ownership %-points are going to be
something very special not too long from now.
I would love to celebrate this news with a big heaping bowl or twenty, but [3]Bonnaroo has led all of
my hookups to Manchester, TN like some Pied Piper of jam bands, spun from hippie lore. Running out of
weed last night was a deeply unsettling occasion, and I’m apparently quite an asshole at the office when I
don’t wake and bake. If something can’t get worked out here soon, I may have to manage my first day in
... at least a year and a half or so, maybe four years (ugh, bitter memories of the Drought of 2001-10) ...
without the beloved herb of life (ahhh! a delightful friend just stopped in and precluded that unfortunate
event, but I’m still without even personals). Hopefully the optimizations I’ve been struggling to complete
this week will prove useful results tonight (I simply cannot comprehend trying to code into the extended
evening without the bong loaded beside me), and I’ll eat a few rolls if nothing else has come through. A pox
on both your houses!
Is anything going on this weekend aside from the blingin’ party at Jen’s Saturday? I think 80 % of the
people I spend time with have marched forth upon Bonnaroo. The horror, the horror...back to code, back
to triumph!
1. http://www.reflexsecurity.com/
2. http://www.gartner.com/2_events/conferences/sec11.jsp
3. http://www.bonnaroo.com/

mac finn (2005-06-09 18:31:29)
Is anything going on this weekend aside from the blingin’ party at Jen’s Saturday? I’m mowing my lawn! WOO HOO!
:p
chefataraxia (2005-06-09 19:58:07)
I’m always pleased to hear of Reflex’s successes. Congratulations!
mike b (2005-06-09 20:00:07)
well done for reflex in 2005 - a year of reckoning!
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thirdkraytwin (2005-06-10 04:02:18)
doesn’t anyone grow it up trees there like proper hippys?
angry user (2005-06-10 07:14:19)
kick ass on your pwnership of the summit. I’ll hit you up this evening for some bowls if you’re still in need. My
weekend is still up in the air. Music midtown may or may not happen. But Interpol, the White Stripes, Slick Rick,
Devo and the Pixies are hard to pass up.
dankamongmen (2005-06-10 07:31:26)
wtf is up with requiring a 3-day pass now? when did that change? fuck that noise!
angry user (2005-06-10 08:06:35)
Tell me about it. Fortunately though, the bands I want to see are spread out over the 3 days. And I have a line on
a pass for $60. So, that helps. (it’s new for this year, btw)
eccyntric (2005-06-10 08:04:51)
Devo?!?! Damn. If they’re touring, I must see them!
litovka (2005-06-10 10:25:35)
I am absolutely stumped as to why McAfee’s IPS doesn’t include AV. I’ve thought of them as primarily desktop AV
company for years. Wouldn’t it be obvious to integrate the two? Huh.
donicer (2005-06-10 17:44:30)
Doing IPS is one thing, doing it at wire speed is something else. Their AV product isn’t designed to do detection/cleaning at wire speed and the nature of their IPS its not easy to add new features.
litovka (2005-06-11 00:22:19)
alright, that was poor choice of words. I meant that since they’re well-known as an av company, that would be
something that would weigh heavily on their minds in the design stage of IPS, so they’d consider developing that
capability within the ips as well. Not that they should use their existing desktop AV for that purpose. Right.
donicer (2005-06-11 06:42:39)
Sorry I wasn’t clear; I was referring to their gateway AV solution. Their gateway solution is fine for things like
email where lag is not noticeable but when it comes to this like http and such, using the gateway technology will
introduce huge amounts of lag. McAfee is more into purchasing companies than creating their own products. So
when Intrushield was bought it was just assumed the gateway AV could be combined with it to form THE BEST
SECURITY PRODUCT EVER(tm). Much like 3com found out after the Tippingpoint purchase, its not easy to
add features to hardware based IPS products. Right now there is a massive effort to try and get the AV solution
to run at wire speed by offloading the checking the Intrushield ASIC but I wouldnt hold me breath or anything.
coleoptera (2005-06-10 11:50:28)
Well hell, I’m just going up to NC... By the way, did you ever get your traffic problems in that state resolved?
dankamongmen (2005-06-10 12:27:34)
I wish I could say I’d established a dialogue with them, at least. I’m afraid of being shot on sight if I enter at this
point.
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coleoptera (2005-06-10 15:15:15)
I was about to disagree about you getting shot on sight, but then I remembered that’s only my part of the state.
Eh, we’re in a budget crunch, they wouldn’t probably waste the bullets.

2.6.4

...We had two bags of grass, eight fridge-friendly cases of Tab, a carton of Newports, grit... (2005-06-10 05:15) - myself again, complete. alive. - friends

Music: g. love and special sauce - baby’s got sauce

Just as darkness unfathomable set in, [ LJ User: jujuyy ] rocked it like GG Allin was last known to do.
Mentalibrium has been reattained (god bless a [1]chinky tendency toward parsimony), the etymology of
tuber completely if rather humiliatingly researched, and the mysterious [2]tubercle explored. I shall bask in
THC receptors’ joy and Bartleby’s outstanding online offering of [3]Gray’s Anatomy for scant few minutes
hence, when it’s all about curling around a new composition book and getting some math out. I’ve been
almost exclusively bumming code as of late; my rigor stick’s feeling blunted. Into the office at 0730 or so, out
by 1400, force an hour doing something healthy outside and powercrash for Friday night. The blood-dimmed
tide is loosed, and everywhere the ceremony of innocence is drowned, but I’m likely sitting on the trail end
of this mania...sigh.
1. http://economist.com/books/displayStory.cfm?story_id=4055052
2. http://www.bartleby.com/107/51.html
3. http://www.bartleby.com/107/

iamsounamused (2005-06-10 11:23:09)
At least you can take comfort in the fact that it’s almost over. But everyday living can be so incredibly nauseating.
coleoptera (2005-06-10 11:48:28)
So THAT’S why I wake up ready to vomit every day.
dankamongmen (2005-06-10 12:26:11)
Oh, I was sighing a lamentation for its fade. Mania is what I live for.
coleoptera (2005-06-10 15:14:06)
Gives life its vibrancy. Who wants to feel in shades of gray?

2.6.5

nothing says style like phatty bongs and tab t-shirts (2005-06-12 01:47) - full of passionate intensity - friends

Music: le tigre - le tigre - the empty

courtesy of [ LJ User: killerpoptart ] and [ LJ User: nfatuationjunke ]:
i miss [ LJ User: zbtron ], but [1]ZB vs. Europe makes all a bit easier. it’s tough to compete with [2]andy’s
travelogues as arranged by [ LJ User: weetanya ]. and i managed to make a belligerent ass out of myself
tonight, woo hoo! the night is still young, however, and much mischief lurks in the post.
1. http://www.zbvseurope.blogspot.com/
2. http://havoc.gtf.org/tanya/andy/adv.html
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killerpoptart (2005-06-11 23:02:06)
best picture *EVER*.
dankamongmen (2005-06-11 23:15:37)
I don’t know mang, that’s some foul water there. I guess everything looks kind of gross and undesirable when one’s
got Tab on the brain, though.
oh marvelous (2005-06-11 23:06:45)
hahah. stooooooooooner.
spoonless (2005-06-12 00:53:28)
nothin’ beats tab, man. [whoa-bro.jpg]
pimperzparadise (2005-06-12 05:05:50)
Your water looks like mine.
dankamongmen (2005-06-12 05:26:50)
By that, I assume you mean your water looks like distilled health, a revitalizing tonic one could bottle and sell. As
they say in this deep south, ”what fine temples our bodies do make for the LORD!” Hallelujah! mmm, it is too early
angry user (2005-06-12 08:54:51)
fantastic.

2.6.6

random and sudden musing (2005-06-12 18:22) - intrigued - public

Music: phish - 1994-11-12 - rift

We’ve all heard the aphorism, cliched but highly correlative with history, that scientists (particularly mathematicians and other primarily research-oriented scientists) do their best work before they’re 30. Might this
be correlated with Kohlberg’s hexamodal epistemology, and if so, what does that say about post-conventional
morality’s relevance to those who ”want to know God’s thoughts, the rest [being] details?” More to the point,
”legalistic” is commonly used in descriptions of Piaget’s ”heteronomous” phase. Does this help smash the
Durkheim model? I must ponder it.
[ LJ User: teachingtards ], [ LJ User: zmode13 ] and [ LJ User: weetanya ], I’d especially like to hear
from y’all on this.
weetanya (2005-06-12 15:52:20)
Bosh.
weetanya (2005-06-12 15:53:18)
At any rate, I have no idea whether or not this is quantifiable.
dankamongmen (2005-06-12 15:55:18)
not very much of psychology / developmental theory is, it would seem
dankamongmen (2005-06-12 15:54:44) bosh
bosh n : pretentious or silly talk or writing [syn: {baloney }, {boloney }, {bilgewater }, {drool }, {humbug },
{taradiddle }, {tarradiddle }, {tommyrot }, {tosh }, {twaddle }] excellent
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dankamongmen (2005-06-12 15:57:52) Re: bosh
I really, really want to start using taradiddle and tommyrot as often as possible. I think I already use bilgewater
pretty regularly. Anyway, hope not to have offended (think on this and all is mended argh that suggests itself pretty
much immediately).
turdburgler (2005-06-12 15:59:43) Re: bosh
I really, really want to start using taradiddle as often as possible :)
spoonless (2005-06-12 20:02:31)
We’ve all heard the aphorism, cliched but highly correlative with history, that scientists (particularly mathematicians
and other primarily research-oriented scientists) do their best work before they’re 30. I was recently reading an article–
although I can’t remember where–about how the average age at which most important scientific work is published has
steadily been climbing over the past century. I think the reason is in part because there’s just more and more stuff to
learn before a person can start contributing new stuff. Fortunately, the average life expectancy has also been climbing
fairly steadily so hopefully the total amount of important ideas will stay about the same. Of course, if there’s some
sort of innate biological incapacity to have new ideas after a certain age, then maybe we’re fucked. This is why we
need to design better smart drugs! In my own case, I’m hoping that the fact that I’ve taken a longer time than usual
to reach social and mental maturity then maybe I’ll take a longer time to run out of fresh ideas. Probably wishful
thinking on my part, but since it’s a good excuse to act like an adolescent for longer it can’t be all bad. :)
teachingtards (2005-06-14 18:36:05)
What does educational theory about how people develop have to do with idea that the best work is published before
30? Clarify ”best”. If you mean most radical, then yes I’d agree. However, many people publish their most radical/farfetched ideas when they’re younger and trying to make a name of themselves and the spend the rest of their career
trying to prove their hypothesis. Might this be correlated with Kohlberg’s hexamodal epistemology, and if so, what
does that say about post-conventional morality’s relevance to those who ”want to know God’s thoughts, the rest [being]
details?” More to the point, ”legalistic” is commonly used in descriptions of Piaget’s ”heteronomous” phase. Does this
help smash the Durkheim model? I must ponder it. This doesn’t even make sense. Our knowledge doesn’t stop being
developed as we age. People who continue to push themselves will continue to expand their knowledge. Perhaps this
quote from the same article where you slightly confuse Kohlberg and Piaget will better serve your purpose: As the
individual diversifies his life experiences and is involved in a more and more complex net of interpersonal relations, he
judges the relations of interdependence between the individuals and as a consequence the necessity of some rules and
standards accepted and respected by the entire community.Many of the belief of static age of development of Piaget
have been negated. The most influential person in this field has been Vygotsky. Vygotsky believe that people do not
add to their cognitive abilities at certain ages, but rather when that person’s brain was ready. Some people may take a
long time on a certain stage while other may take a significantly shorter time.
dankamongmen (2005-06-14 18:41:01)
thanks for a fabulous answer. i need to post less of this kind of crap, but it’s all worthwhile for the pointer to
Vygotsky – I was totally unknowing. ”Perhaps this quote from the same article where you slightly confuse Kohlberg
and Piaget will better serve your purpose” this, however, i do not understand.
blowgurt (2005-06-16 06:22:53) the zone
Vygotsky’s zone of proximal development. And that’s why teachers have to differentiate instruction so much for the
”inclusive” classroom. Tards and geniuses just have different zones, yo!
dankamongmen (2005-06-18 18:28:50) Re: the zone
this led to a rather satisfying line of research; many thanks!
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If this is the bomb, niggas gonna blow up like Atlanta at the Olympics
(2005-06-13 14:33) - tergiversated - public

Music: nofx - punk in drublix - linoleum

An acquaintance just shared something with me...the hint of something, an unspoken diaphane as much
gossip as it was gossamer. In a second brilliant white pinball machine rage lit up every last synapse, and
I went a little deeper...visitor fled, I threw myself halfway across the room and lo my head, it doth ache.
Apologizing on the phone a minute or two after (the shakes may fade later, one hopes), he described raw
terror and ”the most explosively he’d ever seen someone move”. A great burden, however, might have left
my shoulders, and no exchange for it could be too pyrrhic!
Update Mon Jun 13 15:18:35 EDT 2005: elegant. it’s like a combination of the trepanation scene in pi
and slowly spiraling to the bottom of a pool greying in a straining dawn as the acid works down through
you...without passion there is and can be nothing
quandry (2005-06-13 12:12:25)
Er, on a totally unrelated note, I’m sorry I missed you at the party Saturday. I saw you, went and grabbed a beer,
and then you were gone.
dankamongmen (2005-06-13 12:22:41)
ahh, alas, i flow far away and return on the wind of morning :/.

2.6.8

I got my feet on the ground and I don’t go to sleep to dream (2005-06-13 17:36) ’bout it ’bout it - public

Music: pantera - far beyond driven - becoming

Alright, shooting Demerol and listening to Rainer Maria’s Look Now, Look Again on repeat is not only far
less enjoyable than Infinite Jest would have one believe, it’s downright puerile. Twitch and I are bound for
strong drink and menthol cigarettes at the Highlander. I might just get krunk as krunk can and start a new
chamber; if nothing else, both the Deftones and yea the Pantera will be played. Come for the jaeger + red
bull, stay for the eschatology, and it’s a free carton of cigarettes for every pro-lifer that’s stomped into a
meatloaf. Excelsior!
liberated axiom (2005-06-13 14:55:48)
Pantera + Jagermeister = Jenna being a very happy girl.
dankamongmen (2005-06-13 14:58:07)
then i bet jaeger, pantera and sugarfree red bull make you a goddamn freak!
dankamongmen (2005-06-13 15:03:20)
if you have a funky bone in your body, [1]listen
1. http://dank.qemfd.net/cee-lo%20-%20closet%20freak.ogg

liberated axiom (2005-06-13 15:03:42)
There’s sugarfree Red Bull?! -falls over- I actually didn’t know that. ...and I just noticed the subject of your entry
is from a Fiona Apple song. :)
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thingsido (2005-06-14 20:33:29)
Uh, hi yah. Added you as a ”friend” hope that’s otchay...
dankamongmen (2005-06-15 04:00:43)
of course. I dig your icon – RISC architecture is going to change everything.
thingsido (2005-06-15 08:50:50)
Yay IBM!!
dankamongmen (2005-06-16 02:42:35)
where did you find my journal, btw? yours is a bit sparse, no offense meant.
thingsido (2005-06-16 08:16:20)
Mmmm, that is just a trip journal I started. I found your journal through some of the communities you belong
to. I thought it was fascinatingly intellectual. I enjoy having my brain stretched when I’m in an altered state of
consciousness. Soooo... here I am.
itwontbepretty (2005-06-15 16:19:23)
The days following my near death experience a week ago were inspiration for me listing to that Fiona Album on
repeat. I had it on loop when I lay myself down on my floor and cried like a baby because I suck at life.
dankamongmen (2005-06-15 16:25:53)
i was thinking of you the other day (i think as a result of seeing lisa log off AIM?) and wondering what was up, and
whether you still worked by perimeter, and how the new place is, and why you never post anymore. you suck at
life? isn’t a near-death experience contradictory to that idea by its very definition? all fiona albums should be heard
whenever possible, though i thought that it was love and it was just a paper bag. i hope everything’s going better
for you :/. a good cry is impressively cathartic. spinning around reading eliot and punching mirrors adds spice.

2.6.9

my hallucinogenic phonetics get frenetic when I said it my hyperbole is hyper,
my energy kinetic (2005-06-18 14:18) - chipper - public

Music: two skinnee j’s - supermercado - riot nrrrd

Haiku: Unlicensed in the ATL
Rocks in my Tivas
Black shirts still collect sweat stains
Walking the south side
Hyperhidrosis? Hyperhiblowme! Ahh, today is a fine one indeed for coding at the pool; nothing clears a
head focused on last-minute problem solving like adderall-fueled laps under Georgia’s blazing daystar. Come
to me, comrades of the [1]heat shield! Last night I walked back to the Duckpond from midtown along the
85/75 connector as opposed to my usual north avenue -> spring street -> 10th street -> northside drive
route. Highway creeping, I’ve said countless times, is fascinating; should you be lucky enough to likewise live
a buck-fifty yards from sixteen lanes of Eisenhower’s proud legacy, take up thy walking boots and merge.
On lone and level asphalt, boundless and bare, the roar of semis emancipates and the big pimpin’ ’burbans
and ’llacs provoke less envy than sympathy pocked with idle, fleeting contempt. Of course, if you swing like
I do, you’ll be walkin’ dirty down 85 with two ounces of peerless AK-47 in one leg’s pocket and another
owskie dualskie of Blueberry bagged up in leg the right; it’s easy to shake your head when you know what
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the wheeled class is missing, resting your mind at night in the intoxicating haze of how the other half lives.
If you’ll smoke a dime, I’ll smoke a dime.
Life is good. Work is hard. I’ve arrived at a point where there’s no more simple functionality to add,
or easy problems to solve with regards to my [2]baby; every task on my buglist represents a minimum of
several hours’ brain-wrenching analysis and experimentation before I can begin to ponder implementation.
I find that I’ve severely underestimated the time required by this release’s goals, and oh lordy the crunch it
is on. I suppose this is what I asked for, though, and what I’ll be doing the rest of my life whether in this
position or kicking academia P- to the h.D. style. At least the money’s swell, the coworkers inspiring and
worthy of respect, and every hour reaffirming of my sense of purpose and completeness – there’s not much
more one can request from a job. I’d like a bit more sleep, though, and certainly some more time to read,
to throw down with the mob, with the crew, following the funk from the skunk and the dank that is krunk
in the dungeon. I miss my homies (how many brothers fell victim to the streets? rest in peace young nigga,
there’s a heaven for a G), but then I find that as death closes all, and friends continue to dull unused, I
have less and less tolerance for excuses, for unwillingness to stride along Gods. How did so many brilliant,
fascinating people fall off the wagon? Am I placing too much trust in this harried world of code, math, words
of dead white men and noble work? What will I remember when I look back on this era? Does it matter?
Another day another bug another party another post another game another homiologia. I’m looking for
something more.
1. http://www.ghcc.msfc.nasa.gov/atlanta/
2. http://www.reflexsecurity.com/products/ipsmatrix.php

pimperzparadise (2005-06-18 13:49:43)
Walkin down 85 like that? Life IS good.
mpnolan (2005-06-18 21:55:47)
If hyperhidrosis really is a problem for you, consider using Certain Dri, which is applied before you sleep (which
might be a dillema for you) and actually closes your pores.
dankamongmen (2005-06-19 01:51:25)
most thankfully, it certainly is not :)
billings (2005-06-19 07:45:46)
Pretty sure you misspelled ”Teva” there. Unless you’ve got an off-brand I don’t know about, or are talking about
something completely different.
dankamongmen (2005-06-19 07:53:23)
Pretty sure you’re right. The other day, I arrogantly corrected Ms. Dowling regarding fiance; I claimed it was an
obsolete form, when she asked why I kept referring to her betrothed as a fiancee. It was about the most humiliating
thing I’ve done this year. Duly noted. Thanks!

2.6.10

All night, amphetamine, noise to the tape, comes like a shattered beast, your
mouth destroys me (2005-06-19 07:16) - delighted - public

Music: ...and you will know us by the trail of dead - baudelaire

[1]War Nerd does it again (that wu-tang again?! again and again!):
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Putin was probably worn out by Blair’s smile. Blair may be a brilliant politician but that grin of his gives
me the creeps. Looks too much like the Joker. He’s got that fox-snout with a big cartoon grin wider than
the face, like he swallowed a coat hanger...I wish I could see the footage of the seconds after the ”outburst,”
just to watch Blair’s face. There he is, Mister Smile, Mister Cool Britannia, now trying to be Mister Bob
Geldof Bleeding Heart, standing next to this crazy Russian who just called Africans cannibals. Blair must’ve
been tempted to do the old pulled-over-with-open-container routine: ”Hey, officer, I’m just hitching! I don’t
even KNOW this Russian dude!”
sunday morning margaritas at 1230! pwn lest ye be pwned.
1. http://www.exile.ru/2005-June-17/war_nerd.html

angry user (2005-06-19 17:43:28)
ugh, sorry. Due to a 6am wakey wakey to hit day 2 of the autoX divisionals in shitty Gwinnett, I had sunday afternoon
17:30 margaritas. About to be having a 21:30, post Family Guy bedtime too. So. tired.
thirdkraytwin (2005-06-20 04:41:59)
We decided tonight that Balir would make a good protagonist in the next batman movie. It’s the pixie ears. Putin,
on the other hand, has ENIGMA tattooed on his left armpit.
pigmassacre (2005-06-20 16:03:41)
Thanks Dank. That’s a nice, amusingly brutal read.
soundofsilence (2005-06-20 18:54:34) Glorious
I like this journal.
dankamongmen (2005-06-20 19:32:24) Re: Glorious
thanks! I went to your journal, but the tangerine-on-salmon motif made my eyes erupt like a trepanation gone awry.
After aquiring 3-d glasses ala those shipped with Rad Racer or the Sega Master System, I shall make examination
again =].
dankamongmen (2005-06-21 03:00:36) Re: Glorious
far better, you own! =]
soundofsilence (2005-06-21 12:09:35) Re: Glorious
I was probably editing it when you happened upon it. It used to be black & white and generic, which (I have
concluded) is an unfortunate way to be.

2.6.11

the dankest’s got a brand new bag (2005-06-19 16:25) - contemplative - friends

Music: nine inch nails - broken - gave up

http://www.google.com/jobs/eng/reli.html #sse yeah i think so, hrmm.
pimperzparadise (2005-06-19 15:23:57)
My vote is for Dublin or Zurich, depending on what you like better-beer and fine Irish women, or nugs and sweet
Swiss slopes.
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slacktide (2005-06-19 19:18:42)
I vote for Kirkland, WA. That way, uh, you’ll be in the hometown of Costco. Yeah. But hey, BC bud, and you’ll be
only a few mile from myself.
dankamongmen (2005-06-20 13:56:51)
I assure you, availability of low-cost Beasters will indeed play a major role in any decision-making. Then again,
ounces of BC base danks only run me $250 down in the ATL, so that might be hard to beat :). The presence of a
Dan, however, is hard to beat!
cbradfield (2005-06-19 19:53:50)
Kirkland, son, what!
coleoptera (2005-06-20 09:44:43)
rock

2.6.12

Old school players to new school fools...say ’I be got damnit they done changed
the rules’ (2005-06-24 22:04) - stressed - public

Music: project hate mcmxcix - hate, dominate, congregate, eliminate

quick update. tonight is going to be so large they’ll call it dinosaur over at the lofts; get there. we hired [
LJ User: justben ] today, and while i fear his anime tendencies, he’ll hopefully be a strong protégé. today
represented insanity most total, and i’ll be goddamned if i intend to do anything about it save revel in
drunken scenester fuck-slurry. tomorrow it’s all about [1]McNaughton-Yamada constructions but now i run
freeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee! fuck some stress fuck some always fucking working fuck never having time i’m out.
1. http://juggernaut.eti.pg.gda.pl/~jandac/fsm_algorithms/

chefataraxia (2005-06-25 02:11:06)
What was the coding challenge?
dankamongmen (2005-06-25 12:39:16)
you have 24 hours: parse a CFL we describe, then match all patterns within against a block of text (preferably using
Wu-Manber or something similarly l33t).
subcultured (2005-06-25 09:04:50)
which loft party were you at?
dankamongmen (2005-06-25 12:37:39)
u-haul

2.6.13

(2005-06-25 16:02) - quixotic - public

Music: eamon - want you back - fuck it (i don’t want you back)

I appear to be single [1]again. Find me in the old haunts after a bit of nine inch nails nostalgia this afternoon.
Shrooms are the order of the evening, obviously.
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Sigh. Oh well, ’tis likely better this way. Onwards and upwards! Johnny Walker Gold Label poured
the previous evening tastes surprisingly good at 1500 the next day.
1. http://www.livejournal.com/users/dankamongmen/2004/12/26/

crimsnphoenix (2005-06-25 13:41:22)
welecome to the world of being single....its not all that bad shrooms......i wish i had some....
coleoptera (2005-06-25 15:48:34)
Suck. So will you have more time to hang out? I’m getting back into town about 3 Monday.
tritium (2005-06-25 18:31:58)
I’m sorry to hear it, man.
opima (2005-06-25 19:19:26)
You and Trav both I hear. . Ya’ll should drink it off. I’ll be there on the 23rd for a week and a half or so. I’ll come
into the ATL to bug you round then. I’m still waiting for some of you fools to come visit in LA... Or even fucking
Australia, since I’ll be there for 2.5 months.
zbtron (2005-06-27 08:39:21)
I appear to be single again. that’s it?! i want to hear about the clash between the craziest must undateable most
fabulous (halfy) people in the world! a fight of wonderful proportions i would only hope! like gandolf the grey and
saruman white, but instead of wizardly force fields, ts eliot quotes and fierce gesticulations. hope you’re ok and shit.
god save the queen.

2.6.14

my soul lies in everyone and the releasing of anger can better any medicine
under the sun (2005-06-26 06:38) - indifferent - friends

Music: smash the superstition - it makes me sexy when you say that

A standout, knock-down night of hst’s hellish introspection, but my! ecphonesis! I think I’ve figured out
some puzzling aspects of mi vida dank. In any case, by 1230 I’ve got to get this damn bill out of my nose
and y’all’ve got to meet us for sunday morning margaritas – the legend lives on. Hit my IM for directions
once such decisions are made. Hootie hoo when we see cops [0].
[0] 105.7 or some similar upstart whatnot sack o’ raps station asked at two to the fizzive this evening,
”old skool trivia; identify the following and win a golden Yugo” or somesuch, proceeding to offer up [1]cool
breeze. I called in and gave as best and thorough a cursing as white men may driving 14th sunday morning.
Many Shuvs and Zools knew what it was to be roasted in the depths of the Slor that day, I can tell you!

Janine Melnitz: ”Do you have any hobbies?”
Egon Spengler: ”I collect spores, molds, and fungus.”
Janine Melnitz: ”That’s very fascinating. I like to read a lot myself.”
Egon Spengler: ”Print is dead.”
Doctor Peter Venkmann: ”Egon, this reminds me of that time you tried to drill a hole in your head.”
Doctor Egon Spengler: ”That would have worked if you hadn’t stopped me.”
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1. http://dank.qemfd.net/oldskoolsaywhat.mp3

pimperzparadise (2005-06-26 05:45:43)
Werd. I liked the MP3. Did you guess correctly and win the yugo?
dankamongmen (2005-06-26 06:42:24)
i raged at the dying of the light and won jack shit, but hey the hotttest of baltimorites commenting is worth plenty.
crabpeople, crabpeople.
pimperzparadise (2005-06-26 17:11:29)
You’re a beautiful, beautiful man.
schizobovine (2005-06-26 06:34:03) ”If someone asks if you’re a god, you say YES!”
Such an awesome movie. =)

2.6.15

when you’re up to your ass in alligators, it’s hard to remember you set out to
drain the swamp (2005-06-27 16:53) - picaresque - public

Music: Beethoven - Piano Sonata No.29, Op.106 ”Hammerklavier”

I leaped at noon’s chance to escape officeland alongside [ LJ User: billings ], riding dirty down Atlanta’s
radial highway the 400th. Any mundivagant worth their salted earth sees there an order of magnitude more
than the Hebrew’s post-Exodus [1]Arbaim Shanahor even the Atra-Hasis, and that is not dead which can
eternal lie, and with strange aeons even death may die! Tricked, my paths back to the office were few and
narrow. I pondered walking but this is a heat both peregrine and preternatural, with apologies to the goodly
Lord Bacon, and eventually I hit up the crackalicious neighbors. They gave me a ride marked with pomp
after showing off their outstanding NWA tribute wall, the best exchange therein proceeding thusly:
driver: those girls’ll say they’re pregnant, but they ain’t, they just wanna be lazy and eat
the dankest vlad tepis, the 15th century conquerer, was once told by his mistress that she was
with child. after the midwives judged and found her wanting, he ordered her slit from the ovarian
tunnel to the mamelons.
passenger motherfuckin’ rooter to the tooter!
that brightened my day, as did new sandals. I stink horribly, and apologize to [ LJ User: litovka ] for the
office topology. Back to work.
1. http://www.godrules.net/library/clarke/clarke2sam15.htm

pimperzparadise (2005-06-28 05:57:35)
You know these people? Nothing like covorting with the less advantaged to perk your life right up.

2.6.16

Every tenement s a penitent, every tried man is innocent, time served should
be the sentence spent (2005-06-29 18:06) - dedicated - public

Music: the coup - party music - 5 million ways to kill a CEO
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quotes of the day:
”The key to performance is elegance, not battalions of special cases.”
- Jon Bentley and Doug McIlroy
”An invincible determination can accomplish almost anything and in this lies the great distinction between
great men and little men.”
- Thomas Fullerpad
”Don’t worry about what anybody else is going to do. The best way to predict the future is to invent it.”
- Alan Kay, 2003 [1]ACM Turing Award winner
Paul Graham’s site is k-groovy. Everyone should read [2]”Taste”, and of course get your [3]”Hackers and
Painters” on. Back to the code mines, raise ’em high! After all,
Good design is hard. If you look at the people who’ve done great work, one thing they
all seem to have in common is that they worked very hard. If you’re not working hard, you’re
probably wasting your time. Hard problems call for great efforts. In math, difficult proofs require
ingenious solutions, and those tend to be interesting. Ditto in engineering ... When Bauhaus
designers adopted Sullivan’s ”form follows function,” what they meant was, form should follow
function. And if function is hard enough, form is forced to follow it, because there is no effort to
spare for error. Wild animals are beautiful because they have hard lives.
every broke motherfucker’s gonna form a gang, and when we come we takin’ everythang.
1. http://www.acm.org/awards/taward.html
2. http://paulgraham.com/taste.html
3. http://paulgraham.com/hp.html

justben (2005-06-30 07:58:15)
I noticed Hackers and Painters in the bookstore. Looked interesting on the shelves. Sounds like you’re enjoying/enjoyed it? English *so* needs some kind of indefinite tense.
sid icarus (2005-07-01 11:38:09) Practical Extraction and Report Language
Be sure to read the [1]Great Hackers essay.
The variation between programmers is so great that it becomes a difference in kind. ... If we want
to get the most out of them, we need to understand these especially productive people. What motivates
them? What do they need to do their jobs? How do you recognize them? How do you get them to come
and work for you? And then of course there’s the question, how do you become one? ... They may
have to use Java and Windows at work, but at home, where they can choose for themselves, you’re more
likely to find them using Perl and Linux. ...you find that open source operating systems already have a
dominant market share, and the number one language is probably Perl.
So there you have it. If you want to become a great programmer someday dank, pick up Perl. Start growing a ’stache
- I wanna see you at Wall-athon ’06!
1. http://paulgraham.com/gh.html

dankamongmen (2005-07-01 11:40:22) Re: Practical Extraction and Report Language
argh i knew this would come from someone or another; a pox on both your houses!
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sid icarus (2005-07-01 13:50:41) Re: Practical Extraction and Report Language
Glad I didn’t let you down, though I would have loved to have seen how Beckham would have pointed it out.

2.6.17

if it takes the death of me to make history, the whole world will remember this
misery (2005-06-30 18:35) - raped - public

Music: therapy? & fatal - judgement night - come and die

Our power bill, most cursed by JHVH-1, came in at $296.16 this fine Thursday. The next vapid asshat
ranting cretinously against nuclear power in my hearing will find a broken Jaeger bottle put through his or
her throat.
Maybe we should turn the AC up from an eminently reasonable 60...nah, this is why one wageslaves.
opima (2005-06-30 18:34:12)
I picked up a new specialization for my research recently. Hydrogen storage for hydrogen fueled power.. The thing
about hydrogen is it’s really only a means for energy storage.. All of the researchers I’ve come in contact with believe
the best way to provide this energy is nuclear power. Fuck Carter. A few people die in Pennsylvania and we all have
to suffer.
rusty42 (2005-07-01 06:42:04)
no one died at TMI. tellerv(”You might say that I was the only one whose health was affected by that reactor near
Harrisburg. No, that would be wrong. It was not the reactor. It was Jane Fonda. Reactors are not dangerous.”);
opima (2005-07-01 13:29:58)
rad.. I still pooh on Carter
thirdkraytwin (2005-07-01 00:08:12)
http://www.wired.com/wired/archive/12.09/china.html
slacktide (2005-07-01 08:36:45)
Mr. President, we must not allow a Mine Shaft Gap! Or even a fission-powered aircraft gap, for that matter.
http://www.brook.edu/FP/projects/nucwcost/anp.htm http://www.air-attack.com/page.php?pid=18 Dan
dankamongmen (2005-07-01 09:03:50)
The excellent new biography of Robert Oppenheimer, [1]American Prometheus, covers his role in leading the opposition to this boondoggle quite adroitly.
1.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0375412026/qid=1120233779/sr=8-1/ref=pd_bbs_ur_1/

103-0017436-0601422?v=glance&s=books&n=507846

2.6.18

i got the microwave, got the vcr, i got the deuce-deuce in the trunk of my car
(2005-06-30 22:05) - embarassed - public

Music: sublime - sublime - garden groove

”If, as you live your life, you find yourself mentally composing LJ entries about it, post this exact same
sentence in your Live Journal.”
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tagged by [ LJ User: pixiekatz ], damn the man!
thingsido (2005-07-01 18:28:23)
mmmm hmmm

2.7
2.7.1

July
they make a wilderness and call it peace (2005-07-02 13:57) - gallant - public

Music: dead kennedys - plastic surgery disasters - moon over marin

Alas, zorn, all dead – two great authors, one an [1]embodiment of ”the Old South: an erudite, liberal-minded
Rhett Butler with a Robert E. Lee beard and a courtly drawl” and a chronicler of our bloody past on the
order of Shirer or Gibbons, the other a ”[2]true model of the feminist dream” whose elegant pronouncements
will help mold our future for years to come, have declared themselves or by death been declared out of the
game. Foote’s magnum opus, the tripartite Homeric history [3]The Civil War: A Narrative is rivaled only
by Shirer’s [4]The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich for pure historical bliss (do check out Cato’s 3-volume
historical biography of LBJ as well as Morris’s 2-part effort on Theodore Roosevelt, if you’re into this kind
of thing). Sigh; I’ll be putting down a SoCo 100 for you today, Mr. Foote. Thanks for the good times.
”I subscribe to the Roman view that ... history was intended to publicize, if you will, the lives of great
men so that we would have something to emulate.” - Shelby Foote in the [5]Paris Review. Rock over Shiloh,
rock over Appomattox.
Ugh, I rarely find myself agreeing with the dreaded National Review (forced daily alimentations of political thought contradicting one’s own builds character, try it), but this is pretty [6]dead-on: ”It should also
be noted that in terms of fulfilling one of PBS s original mandates of informing the public about its own
government, C-Span eats public broadcasting s lunch every day
and it s as commercial free as it gets.”
Fuck PBS, C-Span-4-Life!
1. http://slate.msn.com/id/2121924/?nav=ais
2. http://slate.msn.com/id/2121931/
3.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0394749138/qid=1120327679/sr=8-3/ref=pd_bbs_ur_3/

103-0017436-0601422?v=glance&s=books
4.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0671728687/qid=1120327591/sr=8-1/ref=pd_bbs_ur_1/

103-0017436-0601422?v=glance&s=books
5. http://www.parisreview.com/viewinterview.php/prmMID/931
6. http://www.nationalreview.com/goldberg/goldberg200507011056.asp

2.7.2

Bend corners like I was a curve, struck a nerve, and now you ’bout to see this
Southern playa serve (2005-07-03 23:17) - craving a new plague - public

Music: faith no more - angel dust - midlife crisis

omfg I finally got this shit into subversion, and where the hell did my weekend go, answer me now! I’m
going to start walking toward midtown, and god help us all if no entertainment is found. Is anything going
on? I’ve paid less than zero attention for the past few days...do call and let me know; I crave enigmaticisms,
nightcraft and serendipity this eve, or at the very least meting out a curbing or two. smash the state,
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punk’s not dead and we’ll meet with chain or nozh or cuttthroat britva any time. I’m going to start chugging
Bacardi O in the parking lot [0]. You’d do well to do the same.
update: let me add that NOTHING PISSES ME OFF LIKE UNEXPECTED NEWPORT DROUGHT
and the quest is now one for nicotine above all else.
[0] double-fisted alongside a Chivas glass, in which Tanqueray 10 melts over the happiest ice in the world –
gotta do these things orlando style.
iamsounamused (2005-07-04 08:17:03)
Mmmm, my mouth began to water. Right about now any kind of alcohol would make my day. Oh, blessed heaven, I
didn’t say that. Newports are quite possibly the most disgusting cigarettes known to man, however if one happens to
be hooked on those in particular, I have noticed a certain ”fiendness” that comes with the cigarette. Maybe it’s the
wild headspins one drag gives me, does it give others the same experience? Heh.

2.7.3

She said, ”It’s all in your head.” I said ”so’s everything,” but she didn’t get it
(2005-07-04 13:57) - SCIENCE! - public

Music: fiona apple - when the pawn - paper bag

who’s got the motherfuckin’ fireworks? NASA and UMD have the fuckin’ fireworks! Goooooo team, hell of
a job! Check out the fine coverage, including STScI shots, here: [1]Deep Impact celebrates 2005-07-04 by
fucking with a comet. C’mon team, let’s go police the Universe – America, Fuck Yeah!
Man, our politics may piss me off a good bit of the time, but I would not trade a goddamn thing for
living in the country that brought us terrestrial nuclear fission and fusion, that conquered DNA, that took
up the challenge of Sputnik and laughed at escape velocity, that [2]photographed the giant squid, that fed
the world via the Green Revolution and whose genetic engineers will meet the challenges presented by 2100’s
anticipated 12G denizens, that spends more than the rest of the world combined on high-energy physics.
This year marks another 365.25 days of American scientific innovation, another revolution ’round Sol during
which we’ll pave the way off of this somnolent oasis and into the stars. How blessed I am to be part of such a
Gesellschaft! I’ve said it once, and I’ll say it again: science, pure science, and damned be he who first cries,
”hold! too fast!” Happy birthday, America, and by extension happy birthday DARPA!
Heehee, I’m reminded of: ”Some of the most awesome Real Programmers of all work at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in California. Many of them know the entire operating system of the Pioneer and Voyager
spacecraft by heart. With a combination of large ground-based Fortran programs and small spacecraft-based
assembly language programs, they are able to do incredible feats of navigation and improvisation– hitting
ten-kilometer wide windows at Saturn after six years in space, repairing or bypassing damaged sensor platforms, radios, and batteries. Allegedly, one Real Programmer managed to tuck a pattern matching program
into a few hundred bytes of unused memory in a Voyager spacecraft that searched for, located, and photographed a new moon of Jupiter.
The current plan for the Galileo spacecraft is to use a gravity assist trajectory past Mars on the way to
Jupiter. This trajectory passes within 80 +/- 3 kilometers of the surface of Mars. Nobody is going to trust
a Pascal program (or Pascal programmer) for navigation to these tolerances.”
1. http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/deepimpact/main/index.html?skipIntro=1
2. http://www.livescience.com/animalworld/ap_050302_squid_vid.html
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happyfunnorm (2005-07-04 13:00:40)
Amen! On all of it! Preach it, Brother Nick!
dankamongmen (2005-07-04 14:58:35)
hehehehe, this was actually keyed off your pronouncements on say. thanks!
spoonless (2005-07-04 17:57:09) thank you, good sir...
My dwindling patriotism has been restored in full by your inspiring rhetoric this fine independence day. Go America!
tempest261 (2005-07-04 18:32:06)
It said on the video page that the squid filmed was 6’ in length. That’s not really that ”giant” when you think about
it. I thought that ”the giant squid” was supposed to be as big as a yacht or something. Or am I full of shit?
pimperzparadise (2005-07-04 19:15:03)
I thought the giant squid was supposed to be bigger, too.
zbtron (2005-07-05 00:04:02)
nice fiona quote, fag.

2.7.4

After very careful consideration sir, I’ve come to the conclusion that your new
defense system sucks (2005-07-05 18:33) - number of players 0 - public

Music: ween - the mollusk - the golden eel

I’ve done not a damn thing but spew code from both ends since ... Thursday? Everyone say it with me now
releases can blizzow me! The dankbrain is reduced to mush, and my hustle degraded to shuffle. Tonight
I shall close all terminals at 1930, mix something from the fourteen-odd bottles of crap like blue curacao
and red pepper smegma melon treat infesting our freezer, rip a bong toke that children could get lost in and
watch [1]WarGames with all tractable glee. Big [2]James (Jilm?) Tolkan, delightful Cold War nostalgia, 8”
floppies loaded with CP/M, acoustic couplers, and always the inscrutable WOPR. People are coming over,
and with any luck we’ll be drunkenly rolling Spartacus logs-o-fire by the night’s end. He does fit the profile
perfectly. He’s intelligent, but an underachiever; alienated from his parents; has few friends. Classic case for
recruitment by the Soviets. Dah, this is so.
update!!! I just grabbed the (campy as all hell) [3]trailer, and he’s quite clearly drinking Tab with TAB
PRIDE (this is, of course, the only way to drink Tab).
1. http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0086567/
2. http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0866055/
3. http://www.movie-list.net/classics/wargames.mov

slacktide (2005-07-05 16:43:09)
I have always wanted a screensaver which loops over the retaliatory strategies that WOPR analyzed at the end of the
movie. Hell, this has always been my favoritest sig, even if it is a bandwidth stealing 5 lines:
X|X|O
----O|O|X
-----
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O|X|O

happyfunnorm (2005-07-05 16:57:29)
The only 8” flopies I ever owned had Altos Xenix and, of all things, some ancient version of Word Perfect, IIRC...
Much more interresting stuff than the crap in my PDP-11 punch tape library. They were, from what I could tell,
all diagnostics that tested things like wheather or not the lights were working. Have you ever actually tried to read
punch tape? Heh... of course you have...
iamsounamused (2005-07-05 17:39:57)
Rip a bong toke big that children could get lost in. Heh.
dankamongmen (2005-07-06 20:30:47)
nothing funnier than watching a child stumble through your exhaled smoke loaf. unless it’s a flipper baby, of course.
hope things start going better for you, mang :/. your journal’s rough as of late.

2.7.5

overall there is a smell of fried onions (2005-07-07 15:08) - satisfied - public

Music: phish - junta - the divided sky

Prince Wang’s programmer was coding software. His fingers danced upon the keyboard. The program compiled without an error message, and the program ran like a gentle wind.
”Excellent!” the Prince exclaimed, ”Your technique is faultless!”
”Technique?” said the programmer, turning from his terminal, ”What I follow is Tao - beyond all techniques! When I first began to program I would see before me the whole problem in one mass. After three
years I no longer saw this mass. Instead, I used subroutines. But now I see nothing. My whole being exists
in a formless void. My senses are idle. My spirit, free to work without plan, follows its own instinct. In short,
my program writes itself. True, sometimes there are difficult problems. I see them coming, I slow down, I
watch silently. Then I change a single line of code and the difficulties vanish like puffs of idle smoke. I then
compile the program. I sit still and let the joy of the work fill my being. I close my eyes for a moment and
then log off.”
Prince Wang said, ”Would that all of my programmers were as wise!”

2.7.6

compete at a level obsolete? instead I’ll warm my hands upon the flames of the
flag (2005-07-08 09:38) - awake - public

Music: pharoahe monch - internal affairs - behind closed doors

There’s nothing quite like stomping out of the shower and maxing out Ice Cube’s The Predator (1992). The
neighbors can hang, the stereo thumps (so long as there’s that tick-tick, spotiedotie), the hangover washes
off like the plica semilunaris’s nightly discharge of eye snot and another day is ready to be faced. It all starts
up with [1]”The First Day of School”, one of the great phatty rap cd intros of all time and invoker of lockup
memories most crystalline. Anyone who’s spent a few days in Atlanta Detention Center, home of the Red
Dog (familiar to anyone knowledgeable of Outkast’s ”Decatur Psalm”), Black Cat, and Robbin’ Crew, has
grokked the race-based disparity in southern socioeconomics through an eyepiece cleaner than that provided
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by myriad liberal arts hoohah classes. He who leaves is not the same as he who entered, and it’s a memory
that’s seared in tight... augh, anyway, Cube follows through with the inimitable [2]”When Will They Shoot?”,
cementing my opinion of him as the 90’s most underrated rapper. Listen to it loud.
but I never run, never will, deal with the devil with my motherfuckin’ steel
Just another day in the New Motel of the South.
1. http://dank.qemfd.net/ice_cube_-_the_predator_-_01_-_first_day_of_school.ogg
2. http://dank.qemfd.net/ice_cube_-_the_predator_-_02_-_when_will_they_shoot.ogg

2.7.7

you are but a slug screaming for attention as scientific progress crashes past you!
(2005-07-09 20:27) - cheerful - public

Music: the dandy warhols - bohemian like you

[1]Infected Mushroom at 1150 == the hotttness. Today was largely wasted staggering around blind, but
new glazzies are in the post and new contacts rest on my corneas. Tonight promises both the pimpin’ of hos
and the slammin’ of cadillac do’s, and one of the last great skylines in little five, a reprieve in preparation for
the morrow. Remember that the act of individual obedience is not only the cornerstone of an authoritarian
society, but also its weakness, and have grand evenings all of you.
1.

http://www.allmusic.com/cg/amg.dll?p=amg&token=

ADFEAEE47C1CDA47AB7F20C093314FE9A576FF0FDA0DF48B0A3C6158F1E30B6298296AB613ACC6CFB1FA70F871A5FC2FAE5E0AC3AA93&searchlink=
INFECTED|MUSHROOM&uid=MIW060507092031&samples=1&sql=11:rbjxlf3ekcqo~T0

angra (2005-07-09 18:01:23) huh
You’re the first other person I’ve ever seen mention IM. they’re pretty good.

2.7.8

There’s only so much time left in this crazy world – I’m just crumblin’ herb
(2005-07-11 07:30) - fucking hostile - public

Music: radiohead - the bends - street spirit (fade out)

holy shit that was live saturday night; thanks [ LJ User: reznite ], [ LJ User: lyricsboy ] and [ LJ User:
litovka ] for a (last?) grand fucking time. much better than
(07:22:10) duckhead: if memory servers, there should only be a magnet on the dishwasher when its clean, or
running
(07:22:28) dankamongmen: i unloaded it, cockbag. it is trivially clean!
(07:22:54) dankamongmen: the protocol needs fixing, not my implementation thereof
(07:22:59) duckhead: after you unload, you pull all stickers off
(07:23:04) duckhead: magnets i mean
(07:23:29) dankamongmen: right... but what if the magnet-designated unloader dies right after unloading
(07:23:35) dankamongmen: but before taking off the sticker
(07:23:38) dankamongmen: magnet
(07:24:03) dankamongmen: ahh, the magnet should be turned upside-down while the dishwasher’s *dirty*;
whoever starts it flips the magnet right-side-up and thus it indicates both who should unload and that unloading needn’t block on cycle completion
(07:24:15) dankamongmen: even if the unloader drops carrier post-unload
(07:24:18) dankamongmen: it’s no problem
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(07:24:25) duckhead: only if the full thing is unloaded, because we want a magnet on there when its clean
and useful
(07:24:57) dankamongmen: so you’re suggesting partial unloadings post-cleaning?
(07:25:02) duckhead: aye
(07:25:16) dankamongmen: doesn’t that fail immediately if there’s a dish used while the dishwasher’s running?
(07:25:25) duckhead: no, you hand wash that dish
(07:25:26) dankamongmen: then you unload
(07:25:29) dankamongmen: oh
(07:25:32) duckhead: no dishes in the sink
(07:25:39) dankamongmen: i thought we were aiming to minimize hand washing rather than washer runs
(07:25:49) dankamongmen: but that’s slack for you
(07:25:54) duckhead: we’re trying to keep the goddamn kitchen clean
(07:26:22) dankamongmen: then we should handwash everything
(07:26:27) dankamongmen: faulty objective
(07:26:38) duckhead: i prefer not to handwash, you?
(07:26:47) dankamongmen: obviously
(07:27:17) dankamongmen: you can ”minimize dirty dishes in the kitchen” but again that leads to hand
washing
(07:27:19) duckhead: the rule is no dishes in the sink.
(07:27:21) dankamongmen: unless we serve 20 people at once
(07:27:38) dankamongmen: creating a bottleneck at the handwash step
(07:28:00) dankamongmen: i’m just saying for the sake of dishwasher protocol design we need a protocl
objective that involves the fucking dishwasher
(07:28:04) dankamongmen: or else all is chaos
(07:28:06) dankamongmen: cockbag

coleoptera (2005-07-11 13:38:06)
Speaking of, do you still have all my tupperware?
dankamongmen (2005-07-11 16:33:42)
most certainly! come by soon
thirdkraytwin (2005-07-11 22:37:00)
(1) Dishwasher uses 15 gallons of water each time. Sink uses what, 2 tops? Maybe 5 if you are OCD. (2) According to
your evidence, dishwashers cause fights, boring conversations and inane magnet rituals. (3) Cockbag is a nice term. I
might borrow that, thanks.

2.7.9

(2005-07-11 13:26) - delighted - public

Music: deepsky - in silico - jareth’s church

All hail [1]icc. I hadn’t looked at it since 7.0, but the recent arrival of [2]this 5.5 pound monster got me
reintrigued and [ LJ User: rusty42 ]’s randy interning made me a believer. icc 9.0 owns your mom seven
ways before breakfast and is the finest product I’ve seen since [3]idaPro or the fully-functioning [4]mplayer
plugin. statev(”I wanna dip my balls in it.”)
1. http://www.intel.com/cd/software/products/asmo-na/eng/linux/219793.htm
2.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/032124656X/qid=1121102843/sr=8-1/ref=pd_bbs_ur_1/
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103-0017436-0601422?v=glance&s=books&n=507846
3. http://www.datarescue.com/idabase/
4. http://mplayerplug-in.sourceforge.net/

chefataraxia (2005-07-11 13:21:57)
mplayer-plugin (and mplayer in general) has been giving me hell since i upgraded to 2.6.12. Namely, the mga driver
is broke (this is after a new mplayer compile with the newest mga drivers) This is one of the biggest issues I have with
linux.
dankamongmen (2005-07-11 16:35:23)
I had to lay a quick patchsmackdown on drivers/mga vid.c for 2.6.11+ compiles to work. Recently, I’m just playing
to -vo x11; on my weakling 1.4 tbird there’s still no issues.

2.7.10

erp (2005-07-12 17:10) - solicitous - friends

Music: anti-flag - indie sux, hardline sux, emo sux, you suck

If any of you have heard from Matt Jaehn in the past week and a half, please let me know. I’ve grown quite
concerned about the boy, and will likely head over to his place with a crowbar intending to check the house
for a corpse if I haven’t heard anything. Thanks, and return to your wageslaving or whatever else you get
up to.
Argh, too many people fucking killing themselves lately :/.
jujuyy (2005-07-12 15:40:21)
?!?!?!
dj ricecake (2005-07-12 17:00:04)
What?!
dj ricecake (2005-07-14 05:07:01)
He’s OK, I just heard from him on AIM.

2.7.11

(2005-07-13 03:29) - brutally arrogant, rationally - public

Music: and you will know us by the trail of dead - monsoon

hah, personality tests and the like are lame, but this punt from [ LJ User: kesey ] was solid:
Smartass
You are 100 % Rational, 85 % Extroverted, 100 % Brutal, and 100 % Arrogant.
You are the Smartass! You are rational, extroverted, brutal, and arrogant. You probably consider people
who are emotional and gentle to be big pussies who are obviously in lesser stature than you. You have many
flaws, despite your seeming intelligence and cool-headedness. For instance, you aren’t very nice. In fact,
you’re probably an asshole. And you are conceited and self-centered. Not only that, but you are very loud
and vocal about all this, seeing as how you are extroverted. There is no better way to describe you than as
a ”smartass”, I’m afraid. Perhaps just ”ass” would do, too. But that’s a little less literary and descriptive.
At any rate, your main personality defect is the fact that you are self-centered, mean, uncaring, and brutally
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logical.
crescent fresh! Anyway, party at calhoun + center this weekend for lindsey motherfuckin’ nall’s going
away. Our own Kenny Loggins-lookalike is taking leave of Home Park for the great west, and with him the
last true soul of the old Lynch Street Hippie mob. It is a sad day. Psychedelic consumption will begin at
1620, low country boiling will go down, and a great blaze of furniture is promised. Be there. Back to work
with me!
zbtron (2005-07-13 02:23:45)
i think i’d agree with everything except the ”cool-headedness.” you are like constantly flustered about something usually irrelevant. but you know, kisses and such. xoxoxo
dankamongmen (2005-07-13 03:16:17)
.nodnod. I’d also posit that ”smartass” is no more literary than ”ass”, and that ”little less literary” is a grotesque
abuse of alliteration. I’ve been thinking of you muchly this week! Hope America’s Biggest Aircraft Carrier is treating
you well, darlin’.

2.7.12

a forest of feeling, beaten paths of peace trapped inside my silhouette I must
speak to release (2005-07-13 06:17) - i miss killin’ - public

Music: dr. octagon - dr. octagonecologist - earth people

Ahhh, happy day, I’ve ordered a shirt from the Economist! My pretension shall end at my mouth no longer,
but instead spread to cover the dankbody in full. Two problems: I assumed that the use of pounds was just
a quaint reminder, ”hey, we’re published in Britannia, Albion, Prydain, let’s kick it while we [1]huff some
coal gas[0] and listen to Blur”, and that the total would transfer into a real currency, say, American dollars.
Instead, I have no idea what I’ve paid, or how Mastercard will pimp me all over the world with the transfer
rate game. Secondly, while I’m no longer the fatty of yesteryear, I’m still a big ol’ guy with a frame befitting
a stegosaurus. The size-M listed on their page is to be scoffed at, but a bit of clever hax0ring found a variant
in large. I can comfortably big-pimp and spend g’s both in an L sized to our elephantine forms, but those
chaps across the pond are less phat like hambone and more tight like gnat booty. We’ll see soon whether
”British large” is large like Britain’s remaining influence in the world or large like the lines at the National
Health Service.
I think I’m getting the Fear!
TWENTY-FOUR HOURS UNTIL 4.4 CODE FREEZE! I leave you with a barbaric yawp.
[0] I reach Freeland, which is clean and dull] my God. Benway is directing the R.C., Reconditioning Center.
I drop around, and ”What happened to so and so’ ?” sets in like: ”Sidi Idriss ’The Nark’ Smithers crooned
to the Senders for a longevity serum. No fool like an old queen.” ”Lester Stroganoff Smuunn – ’El Hassein’
– turned himself into a Latah trying to perfect A.O.P., Automatic Obedience Processing. A martyr to the
industry...” ( Latah is a condition occurring in South East Asia. Otherwise sane, Latahs compulsively imitate every motion once their attention is attracted by snapping the fingers or calling sharply. A form of
compulsive involuntary hypnosis. They sometimes injure themselves trying to imitate the motions of several
people at once. )
”Stop me if you’ve heard this atomic secret....”
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Benway’s face retains its form in the flash bulb of urgency, subject at any moment to unspeakable cleavage
or metamorphosis. It flickers like a picture moving in and out of focus.
”Come on,” says Benway, ”and I’ll show you around the R.C.”
We are walking down a long white hall. Benway’s voice drifts into my consciousness from no particular
place... a disembodied voice that is sometimes loud and clear, sometimes barely audible like music down a
windy street.
”Isolated groups like natives of the Bismarck Archipelago. No overt homosexuality among them. God
damned matriarchy. All matriarchies anti-homosexual, conformist and prosaic. Find yourself in a matriarchy walk don’t run to the nearest frontier. If you run, some frustrate latent queer cop will likely shoot
you. So somebody wants to establish a beach head of homogeneity in a shambles of potentials like West
Europe and U.S.A.? Another fucking matriarchy, Margaret Mead notwithstanding... Spot of bother there.
Scalpel fight with a colleague in the operating room. And my baboon assistant leaped on the patient and
tore him to pieces. Baboons always attack the weakest party in an altercation. Quite right too. We must
never forget our glorious simian heritage. Doc Browbeck was party inna second part. A retired abortionist
and junk pusher (he was a veterinarian actually) recalled to service during the manpower shortage. Well,
Doc had been in the hospital kitchen all morning goosing the nurses and tanking up on coal gas and Klim –
and just before the operation he sneaked a double shot of nutmeg to nerve himself up.”
(In England and especially in Edinburgh the citizens bubble coal gas through Klim – a horrible form of
powdered milk tasting like rancid chalk – and pick up on the results. They hock everything to pay the gas
bill, and when the man comes around to shut it off for the eonpayment, you can hear their screams for miles.
When a citizen is sick from needing it he says ”I got the klinks” or ”That old stove climbing up my back.”)
1. http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&lr=&safe=off&q=%22i+got+the+klinks%22&btnG=Search

turdburgler (2005-07-13 04:51:44)
and that the total would transfer into a real currency, say, American dollars. Instead, I have no idea what I’ve paid
http://www.xe.com/ucc/
smellycoder (2005-07-13 06:28:52)
it’ll transfer over to us dollars when you get your cc statement. surcharges for currency conversion are minimal. :-)
happyfunnorm (2005-07-13 14:40:12)
Judging by the Welsh and Scotts I’ve met, their sizes should actually be larger than ours!
catboxxx (2005-07-13 16:23:38)
ERF PEOPLE, NEW YORK TO CALIFORNIA ERF PEOPLE, I WAS BORN IN JUPITER
dj ricecake (2005-07-13 21:32:09)
Oh shit, there’s a horse in the hospital.
dankamongmen (2005-07-13 22:13:26)
patient just died in room 105...sclerosis of the eye nurse! come here quickly! we need you! fuck it he’s dead! i’ve got
you for any kind of rectal rebuilding or chimpanzee acne, and oh of course moosebumps. i’m in your corner.
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dj ricecake (2005-07-13 22:23:34)
Cirrhosis(?) of the eye

2.7.13

yeeeeeeeeeeeeeeesss (2005-07-13 07:10) - tweakish - public

Music: elastica - connections

the plural of ”suffix” should totally be ”suffixus”! it’s almost an aptronym and could be shouted atop an engraved elbereth as an invocation: ”suffix my heart, three-personed god, for you as yet enparagoge; neologize!”
aye, this arises from me thinking suffix was a freak nominative form (that’d be -rix, a feminine ending
anyway, bleh) rather than hailing from suffigo, suffigere, -, suffixus, because I am a dumbass. ’twas a
pleasant if fleeting road to follow, though.
pimperzparadise (2005-07-13 06:31:13)
What’s the plural form of the word ”fetus?”
dankamongmen (2005-07-13 06:38:10)
dinner!
dankamongmen (2005-07-13 06:46:01)
so fetus in english is derived directly from the latin fetus, -us (2m) (foetus is a fucking nonsense term that no one
should use; the Greek word is ’brephos’. St. Isidore of Seville shat it upon us first in the Etymologiae). If it pluralized
directly from the latin, it’d remain fetus, but it becomes fetuses instead – because the OED says so. QEMFD.
pimperzparadise (2005-07-13 07:43:07)
Thanks, although ’feti’ sounds cooler, sort of like ’fungi’ and they are sort of the same thing-parasitic and rather
pesky to get rid of. :::waaaaaay too high this mornin:::
xxsistersoulxx (2005-07-13 08:37:40)
maybe I should re read this post when Im high man, cuz Damn you shoulda made like a buck fifty in big word usage...
Brandy
dankamongmen (2005-07-13 09:16:58)
shit, a buck-fitty’ll get you a black &mild and a steel reserve 16oz at the sleazy mart. thanks!
coleoptera (2005-07-13 13:18:35) on another note, you must have this
http://www.thinkgeek.com/gadgets/electronic/77e6/

2.7.14

fo’:

keep it low-key, but if you movin’ weight, treat yourself to an uzi

(2005-07-14 13:50) - befouled - public
Music: clutch - transnat speedway league - a shotgun named marcus

The awesome destructive force of powerful fans turned on near an ashtray, well-dirtied with the evidence of
a long night’s work, is not to be underestimated. An open mouth lustily crooning along with Ludacris suddenly becomes quite the liability. With any luck, I’ve at least made it through through the most disgusting
experience in store for me this year.
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awwwwwww Newports, I could never hate you, let’s never fight again
pimperzparadise (2005-07-14 12:57:26)
That is probably the most disgusting experience I’ve even heard about all year.
obiefernandez (2005-07-14 14:16:52)
Was it worse than taking a sip of an old can of orange soda that had been collecting butts for a few weeks? (too lazy
to dig back thru your journal to find the link, sorry)
dj ricecake (2005-07-14 19:54:14)
Or a box of Varsity ashes?
happyfunnorm (2005-07-14 15:43:45)
At least Harry Potter will be out in 2 days.
iamsounamused (2005-07-15 17:59:36)
Heh. I’ve done that once or twice. Onto the bed, no less. The boyfriend knows better than to smoke in bed. So I put
full responsibility on him.

2.7.15

(2005-07-15 20:49) - silly - public

Music: veruca salt - american thighs - celebration

64 bytes from 69.61.125.42: icmp seq=9 ttl=56 time=420.0 ms
happy friday, tee hee!
iamsounamused (2005-07-15 17:58:34)
Wait a minute–is that my IP address? Just kidding. I think I’m 64. something.
blindherviolet (2005-07-15 18:45:29)
that album KICKS ASS and i swear by it wholly. i’ve had the same one for 12 years. i shit you not. it’s the only thing
i’ve kept from the age of 12 (except the rotting liver and the distaste for organized religion). ”sleep where i want”?
yeah. good shit.
tempest261 (2005-07-15 20:57:24)
Wow what are you pinging through? A couple of cans and a string?
slacktide (2005-07-15 21:05:17)
I hear time often slows down around 420!
englishteacher (2005-07-19 14:34:35)
indeed you do know me– but perhaps by another name. i have added you to my journal, i assure you it was partially
fear and partially an oversight. i find myself continually attracted by your prose.
dankamongmen (2005-07-19 15:51:26)
!!! how extramundane, and by that I mean not at all mundane! in any case, thanks ever so much for the honeyed
praise – though whyever the fear? I gazed upon hell sans fury browsing through your memories file, but couldn’t
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place the face. then again, I spent most of the past few years dragging myself through the negro streets at dawn
looking for an angry fix as it were, so who knows!
dankamongmen (2005-07-19 15:52:06)
btw having to post things like that in your journal publically is solely the result of failure to put up an email address
=].

2.7.16

instead I warm my hands upon the flames of the flag (2005-07-20 15:33) - dark friends

Music: rage against the machine - evil empire - bulls on parade

I remember when we used to burn American flags as part of the H/P/A/V/C scene...seems pretty embarassing
now, especially given the role DARPA played in the founding of ye olde internet. Of course, this was long
before Tim Berners-Lee had formed the W3C or The INDEX of 404/770 fame was handing out real live
globally-routable RFC 2?82[12] addresses, long before AOHell had been released to thousands of grasping
fingers, before tripe like Craigslist had besotted our precious Network (I was introduced to Craigslist today,
and I must say, never have I lain eyes on such a motley collection of uppity trendy wastes of space). I read
HP VI yesterday, and beyond it being the best book in the series by far, I felt a long and strong connection
between the warriors of information security and those of JKR’s magical world...how much havoc could be
wrought by someone with the right [1]techniques matched with a sufficiently powerful [2]will to power? And
who might stop them?
We work in the dark,
we do what we can,
we give what we have.
Our doubt is our passion, and our passion is our task,
the rest is the madness of art (Henry James, The Middle Years)
Or, as Mr. Crowley directed, ”what the eye sees and the heart covets, let the hand boldly seize.” Dumbledore’s claim that love is stronger than any magic, and his wishy washy defense of it, are semantic dissonance
of the worst kind, and JKR does her readers a disservice with these bromidic platitudes. I often wonder
whether I’ll ever truly give over all of myself as I did back in the 2001-2003 happy days; I doubt it.
BTW, I hear there’s plenty of rumors from this weekend swirling around. I’ll wager that those talking
the most make up the most insipid and unknowing of the lot of you gossip queens, so pay careful attention
to the motives of those you listen to. As for my thoughts on the subject, you can all eat my D with the
quickness. That’s none of your business and you can get off my bizzalls. Thanks!
1. http://www.cs.berkeley.edu/~nweaver/warhol.html
2. http://www.bartleby.com/318/

chefataraxia (2005-07-20 22:18:39)
>BTW, I hear there’s plenty of rumors from this weekend swirling around. I heard you stuffed eric in a dog crate
with an anatomically correct male blow up doll.
thirdkraytwin (2005-07-20 22:52:09)
I hope it was a Margaret Thatcher blow up doll, she qualifies as an anatomical male.
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FREEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEDOM

(2005-07-23 00:22)

-

free! - friends
Music: snoop dogg - doggystyle - lodi dodi

lockup SUCKS! ahhh, wow, fulton county is so much fucking worse than atlanta city – is it good or bad to
know the difference? Knowing’s half the battle, but I’d rather simply have disengaged. $5k to bail out, but
hey, that’s why we have savings accounts. I am going to smoke four packs of newports, find a ho for the
evening and drink this 12 pack of Bass I picked up walking/running back from Highway Seventy-fucking-eight.
hurrah!
imnotsatan (2005-07-22 21:51:50)
...I’m gonna need more details here.
sassysmile (2005-07-22 22:18:42)
what happened?!?

2.7.18

white boy in the wrong place at the wrong time, when the car door opens then
he’s mine (2005-07-23 00:40) - still freeeeeee! - friends

Music: phish - 2003-07-25 - bathtub gin

five fun notes about this recent prison experience:
1) Training in the Dark Arts: I showed a guy how to charge phone calls to the game and received a line of
blow, dispensed on a nasty-ass prison toilet, in exchange for my efforts. Yes, I blew it to the dome. Don’t
knock coke + urine slurry until you’ve been there. I shared a cell with a character in for forgery involving
Western Union. Apparently, he tried the equivalent of the Nigerian 419 scam. He was asking me how to
”hack email passwords, because my bitch is mailing her boyfriend from Kinko’s”. Start small, chief.
2) After being called ”white boy” most intimidatingly for my first two hours in booking (I saw a total of
three white people these past two days, one of them being my attourney – btw, I love my job and manager,
even if the fuckups at FulCo told them the wrong time AND place for my bond hearing, leaving me with
indigent defense), I feared for ye olde bumhole. When homeboy tried taking my balogna + cheese in likely
preparation for the night’s festivities, I put him in sick bay and got myself stuck in ”the hole”. ”The hole”
is not only worse than you think, but worse than you can think. After six hours, I emerged to the nom de
guere ”Nicholas the White Boy” and enough respect to get me through without further problems. You do
what you’ve got to do, native son!
3) Three different women, all of them in excess of 200 pounds, had their hand up my ass in the past 24
hours. Charming!
4) I sang ”Lean on Me” with [1]Brian Nichols while we were manacled together in a 5-man-combo. It was
probably the most surreal experience of my life.
5) The other white boy there was a Woodward graduate; after asserting supremacy as a [2]real war eagle as
opposed to that Woodward nonsense, we fell into talking. Turns out he’d rejected some girl, and she called
in rape on his innocent ass. Something needs to be done about the goddamn laws.
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brian_Nichols
2. http://www.marist.com/
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quandry (2005-07-22 22:17:54)
Jesus. Glad you’re okay. WTF?
datavortex (2005-07-22 22:26:56)
Ditto. Glad you and your bum got out alright. Info?
weev (2005-07-22 23:54:44)
This is the best post to be on my friends list in ages.
soundofsilence (2005-07-23 01:59:30)
agreed.
sk8agrrl (2005-07-23 04:40:09)
is it rude to ask why you were in there?
dankamongmen (2005-07-23 08:31:21)
Nope! Basically, rather than fucking the game as opposed to letting the game fuck me, I was in turn fucked – to first
order. If only I had put more stock by Nelly’s lyrics, sigh!
modularformsboy (2005-07-23 05:33:34)
glad to hear you’re all right, dank. thankfully, none of the kernel hackers here in ottawa have been drunk+disorderly
enough to be hauled off to jail this year. we’ll see at the Black Thorn tonight.
iamsounamused (2005-07-23 07:41:18)
Fucking jail. I hate the inefficiency of the booking process. When you can do little more than pray they’ll take you
to the ward soon because it’s the best of what you’ll get. Shit. How fucking sad that you sit there longing for that
stupid green mattress and maybe some sort of chance to sleep. Because at least in the ward they don’t force you to
sit up. Heh. Well, at least you didn’t have to do heavy time. I didn’t either. I wouldn’t want to. I’d kill myself with
boredom.
dankamongmen (2005-07-23 08:21:41)
I have found that sleep is well-had during booking by sliding oneself wholly under the benches of +5 ass-cramping.
It’s also much cooler down there, and smells better (modulo puke or shit, but distribution’s fairly random on those
Turkish Delights).
casetheplace (2005-07-23 08:08:02)
Um, would now be a good time to return the book I borrowed from you?
casetheplace (2005-07-23 08:08:30)
Oh, and so now apparently only two degrees seperate me and Brian Nichols??
spoonless (2005-07-23 10:35:48)
Holy fuck! Nice job with the balogna sandwhich... few men will do what’s necessary when it comes time. What did
they arrest you for?
weev (2005-07-25 09:20:36)
http://weev.net/lol/mp3/06-astrix - on fire-numb.mp3
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Now the wind blows as I roll 85, be shiftin good, with a six pack of that colt 45
just like i should (2005-07-26 11:35) - depressed but rising - public

Music: streets - a grand don’t come for free - fit and you know it

yay! I found an automatic Miata for sale locally through that mighty repository of crap, git.ads. If I
get my license back in the next few weeks, I may be rollin’ MX-5 style again shortly. Happy day! and now,
off to the lawyer! smooove, b and [1]this is a great driving song. It’s been far too long!
1. http://www.lyricslyricsandlyrics.com/l/205858/

neurochemistry (2005-07-26 08:50:32)
Oh, the fear! Nick Black on the road again? We all better hide. :P
coleoptera (2005-07-26 09:27:38)
shakes head* I got a better idea. A minivan, or a station wagon, or a fucking olds or lincoln towncar. Love ya, Nick,
but that car is just going to get you into trouble, and jail (again).
zbtron (2005-07-26 09:49:06)
word. just get another girlfriend for transport. anyways, its not like you ever gallivant outside of home park.
dankamongmen (2005-07-26 12:21:58)
APPLICATION TO DATE NICK BLACK Hair: [ ] Red and long [ ] Brunette and long [ ] Blonde and long Mind:
[ ] IQ 125-149 [ ] IQ 150-199 [ ] IQ 200+ Dope: [ ] Bring my own [ ] Bring enough for both Ride: [ ] A/C [ ] CD [ ]
Big pimpin’ (check all that apply)
casetheplace (2005-07-26 13:50:32)
I’m not sure what I should think...apparently I’m qualified to date you. Thank god I’m already married!
killerpoptart (2005-07-26 17:34:46)
methinks you would benefit from a more rigorous application. perhaps a few essay questions? i’ve incorporated the
following into my own dating application: *please explain exactly why you want to date erin. *list any exceptional
boyfriendly qualifications you feel you have. why would erin appreciate these? *what activities will erin be exposed
to if she chooses to date you? (stop filling out this application NOW if you consider any of the following valid dating
activities: NASCAR, church events, car shows, video games)
litovka (2005-07-26 10:05:26)
Argh.
iamsounamused (2005-07-26 10:34:46)
Miata? Automatic? *shakes head* How much more craptacular can you get? 2-seaters are death traps. And what’s
a sports car if it’s not a 5-speed? Just my 2 cents. Heh.
casetheplace (2005-07-26 11:13:16)
Here here! Manual transmissions for all!
leftorium (2005-07-26 12:45:09)
2 seaters are only death traps when you’re a retard. That said, I shall not be gracing this particular Miata’s passenger
seat, and hopefully it won’t be gracing that elusive double digit rad/s.
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dankamongmen (2005-07-26 12:53:06)
mmmm, Becquerel cars
leftorium (2005-07-26 12:59:15)
Keith, eyes full of tears, pleaded with me to try and get in touch with you. So I left a message on your cellphone
because doing so is extremely useful.
dankamongmen (2005-07-26 13:21:19)
argh, i had to go over to the lawyer today. i just got home; can you send an email regarding whatever’s up? i can
get on work as soon as i’m out of the shower.
angry user (2005-07-27 08:19:32)
Will you at least take me up on my offer to teach you how to drive it, this time?

2.7.20

survival of the fittestst max, and we’ve goth the fucking gun (2005-07-27 00:38) friends

Music: orbital - in sides - the box

whi[ppet thought of the dat:
i wish this could spray vanilla with the nitrous; twould be both psychotropic and taste sensations. let’s
engineer it, yarrrrgh!
[typed on nitrous, appy-polly wollies][
slacktide (2005-07-26 21:45:06)
Think ya can just put a little in the cracker? whub whub whub whub whub
pimperzparadise (2005-07-27 04:59:40)
You should try to put vanilla extract on the lips of the cracker. Just scrolled down and saw that I am not the only
one with this marvelous idea!
eightbit (2005-07-27 08:21:50)
You should try to put vanilla extract on the lips of the cracker.i’d recommend taking a swig of the delicious madagascan extract to test the waters before implementing this advice. you’ll likely be very disappointed.
angry user (2005-07-27 08:34:12)
Find a liquid with the appropriate level of vanilla-goodness and then add a bit to the cracker. Then add the joy-gas.
Remember, I’m a professional. We used to finish off the nitrous in the canisters of shlagg at Intermezzo. Just pay
attention as you’re inhaling.
englishteacher (2005-07-27 10:13:03)
sounds absolutely delicious.
casetheplace (2005-07-27 13:04:18)
No, no, pure vanilla extract tastes like crap...you need an appropriate amount of vanilla extract WITH SUGAR.
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pimperzparadise (2005-07-27 16:31:57)
I must be crazy-I like it. It tastes like vanilla whiskey.
killerpoptart (2005-07-27 14:26:54)
you’re silly

2.7.21

THE YEAR OF THE DUCK (2005-07-27 18:53) - cheerful - public

Music: gwar - scumdogs of the universe - sexecutioner

it is [ LJ User: eric9 ]’s birthday, or just a few days after in any case, and thus to highlander we riiiiiiiiiide!
come throw down a carbomb.
zbtron (2005-07-28 00:11:36)
wouldnt it be the day of the duck? anyways, happy birthday duckhead. you smell.
thingsido (2005-07-28 18:56:59)
mmmm gwar

2.7.22

I found an island in your arms, a country in your eyes (2005-07-29 00:23) - delighted
- public

Music: nine inch nails - and all that could have been - sin

[1]fantastic, thanks [ LJ User: dj ricecake ]!
1. http://www.thinkgeek.com/tshirts/generic/5e8f/

nerotica (2005-07-28 21:31:33)
beautiful. i want a WOPR shirt.
dankamongmen (2005-07-28 21:35:27)
I really, really really want a box of blinkenlights that just makes the WOPR noise. I could turn it on whenever I was
working hard, then consult it for elapsed time on-terminal and percentage tables for destruction all shapes and sizes.
Inside, there’d be a Symbolics LISP machine. Happy day!
slacktide (2005-07-28 22:15:21)
Oh hot crap I have to have it. Dan
sid icarus (2005-07-29 03:21:50)
They have no BNF-related shirts. :-(
thirdkraytwin (2005-07-29 04:41:04)
i want a GALAGA SHIRT
dankamongmen (2005-07-29 11:53:48)
http://www.dysphunktion.com/galaga.html
http://www.tshirtbitch.com/categories/popculture1f.html
http://www.hottopic.com/store/nodePage.asp?LS=0 &RN=344
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thirdkraytwin (2005-07-29 22:06:59)
BLISSTICLES

2.7.23

limitations of self-diagnosis (2005-07-30 20:21) - manic, hypopsychotic, worried - friends

Music: silence

a few stark hours of analysis slowly explain the past five? six? weeks in an elegant model of acmatic mania.
fucking brain fucking brain fucking trickster diablerie cacodemomania broken brain
i think i might had better check back in with ye olde dankbrain doctor; ’tis an ill wind that blows no minds.
eskimo. epiphenomenalist. usurper.

dankamongmen (2005-07-30 18:10:03)
go go seroquel, tis the season!
chefataraxia (2005-07-30 20:09:46)
[1]ACHIEVING BALANCE BRINGS STRENGTH
1. http://www.seroquel.com/

pimperzparadise (2005-07-31 05:24:46)
I take Seroquel too. Did you know that was one of the medications Andrea Yates was on when she drowned all her
young’uns? Quin better watch the fuck out, Mama’s on Seroquel.
quandry (2005-07-31 00:10:15)
Do what it takes to fix your brain. Don’t let misguided sentimentality about some lifestyle habit or another prevent
you from having a functioning brain. Don’t dissemble, don’t make excuses. Get rid of all the fucking distractions.
What are you learning, what are you getting done? If your brain isn’t kicking the boundaries of science like it should
be, go see your mechanic. Add some oil, replace the plugs, upgrade to higher octane, do what you have to do, but get
that engine humming already. Do you want to write code? Rigor! You’re not going to get it if you don’t maintenance
your mind. You can’t go back. So go forward.
dankamongmen (2005-07-31 11:30:19)
I’m not sure I understand what all you’re saying, but I appreciate the benevolence. In any case, science, learning,
job etc are going just fine – the brokenness to which I referred is more along the lines of having been fucking (but
functionally) nuts the past few weeks. I no longer take lithium carbonate as prescribed due to its tendancy to undermine and enervate, generally confident in the ability to track my trajectories and self-medicate as necessary. I think
I missed this one just as I draw past (or, unnervingly, near) its apex. DSM / De Exorcismis et Supplicationibus
Quibusdam, never noticed that strange congruence. Thanks for always having been a good friend and listener, miss.
bevis!
zbtron (2005-07-31 04:32:20)
eskimo
dankamongmen (2005-07-31 09:04:59)
yeah that last unholy trinity was pretty clearly for your benefit, i’d think
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iamsounamused (2005-07-31 13:02:03)
I feel you on this.

2.8
2.8.1

August
sixty years of pax nuclei (2005-08-06 19:38) - prepotent - public

Music: anthrax - sound of white noise - hy pro glo

[1]TO THE JAPANESE PEOPLE:
America asks that you take immediate heed of what we say on this leaflet.
We are in possession of the most destructive explosive ever devised by man. A single one of our newly
developed atomic bombs is actually the equivalent in explosive power to what 2000 of our giant B-29s can
carry on a single mission. This awful fact is one for you to ponder and we solemnly assure you it is grimly
accurate.
We have just begun to use this weapon against your homeland. If you still have any doubt, make inquiry as
to what happened to Hiroshima when just one atomic bomb fell on that city.
Before using this bomb to destroy every resource of the military by which they are prolonging this useless
war, we ask that you now petition the Emperor to end the war. Our president has outlined for you the
thirteen consequences of an honorable surrender. We urge that you accept these consequences and begin
the work of building a new, better and peace-loving Japan. You should take steps now to cease military
resistance. Otherwise, we shall resolutely employ this bomb and all our other superior weapons to promptly
and forcefully end the war.
EVACUATE YOUR CITIES.
Attention Japanese people. EVACUATE YOUR CITIES.
Because your military leaders have rejected the thirteen part surrender declaration, two momentous events
have occurred in the last few days.
The Soviet Union, because of this rejection on the part of the military, has notified your Ambassador Sato
that it has declared war on your nation. Thus, all powerful countries of the world are now at war with you.
Also, because of your leaders’ refusal to accept the surrender declaration that would enable Japan to honorably end this useless war, we have employed our atomic bomb.
A single one of our newly developed atomic bombs is actually equivalent in explosive power to what two
thousand of our giant B-29s could have carried on a single mission. Radio Tokyo has told you that with the
first use of this weapon of total destruction, Hiroshima was virtually destroyed.
Before we use this bomb again and again to destroy every resource of the military by which they are prolonging this useless war, petition the emperor now to end the war. Our president has outlined for you the
thirteen consequences of an honorable surrender. We urge that you accept these consequences and begin the
work of building a new, better, and peace-loving Japan.
Act at once or we shall resolutely employ this bomb and all our other superior weapons to promptly and
forcefully end the war.
EVACUATE YOUR CITIES.
Nick Ralabate recently passed on a copy of [2]Genius: The Life and Science of Richard Feynman with
an admonition to read it immediately. Between it and the stunning [3]American Prometheus, the Manhattan Project looms large [4]like Mike as one of man’s magna opera, and perhaps one of the last great
triumphs of the nation-state. It’s pretty impressive what can be accomplished with some pencils, slide rules,
a supercritical supply of fissile material and some helluva engineers.
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1. http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/amex/presidents/33_truman/psources/ps_leaflets.html
2.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0679747044/qid=1123372003/sr=8-2/ref=pd_bbs_2/

103-9400003-3346237?v=glance&s=books&n=507846
3.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0375412026/qid=1123372116/sr=8-1/ref=pd_bbs_1/

103-9400003-3346237?v=glance&s=books&n=507846
4. http://www.zvis.com/nuclear/dimg.php3?ivymike5,ivymike

girlvinyl (2005-08-06 17:21:13) Feynman on a stamp
[stamp.gif]
dankamongmen (2005-08-07 02:08:45) Re: Feynman on a stamp
[barbaric yawp!]
blackoutdaddy (2005-08-06 17:33:48)
I am always amazed that they could start with E=MC2 and extrapolated to make the most powerful and horrifying
weaponry we have ever known. Also apparently they had no idea that radiation would be released and cause so much
havoc on the human body.
thirdkraytwin (2005-08-07 00:45:10)
Tell that to the Hanford Downwinders.
blackoutdaddy (2005-08-07 23:37:17)
I glanced over the website, but not enought to get to the meat of the case. Is the legal suit based on the government
knowingly making a dirty reactor?
thirdkraytwin (2005-08-08 03:26:49)
Dont know. It was all in the HREX Openness Database that got shut out after 9/11. I didn’t manage to read
THAT many of the 60,000 odd documents. The atmosphere was deliberately contaminated by quite substantial
releases at Hanford to ”see what would happen.” Also, radioactive shite was sprinkled on the paddocks to see if it
would get into cows milk, and other retarded practises. Kids recall watching that from the school bus. The answer
was obviously blowing in the wind.
blackoutdaddy (2005-08-08 13:37:24)
that was where I was confused, I didn’t know if it was deliberate wrong doing, or if it was accidental damages.
such horribly clean words for peoples lives being destroyed. But then again I am studying law. In an unrelated
note: I thought the airdrop of morale destroying pamplets was a new phenomena. Before we hit Fallujah this last
time in Novermber, they were raining them things down, some were demorilising, others were instructions on how
to surrender, or how not to get shot if you had nothing to do with the fighting.
neurochemistry (2005-08-06 18:23:06)
I really like James Gleick. Have you read anything else by him?
dankamongmen (2005-08-06 18:26:35)
I read chaos, which was most unfortunately a steaming pile of pop science hipster shit.
dj ricecake (2005-08-07 16:11:16)
I’m waiting on my copy of [1]The Road to Reality by Roger Penrose.
1.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0679454438/qid=1123456235/sr=8-1/ref=pd_bbs_sbs_1/
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002-6886025-9622413?v=glance&s=books&n=507846

dankamongmen (2005-09-12 21:39:10)
have you mastered it as you must master your life?
dj ricecake (2005-09-13 06:18:59)
I’m still working my way through it. I’m up to holomorphic forms and complex analysis. So far it’s been a pretty
nice review/summary of my math degree pretty much. I haven’t picked it up in a week or so because I’ve been
distracted with shit around the house.
organicmatter01 (2005-08-07 21:34:34)
Imagine being a japanese dude and catching one of those on August 7th 1945. Have you read Cryptonomicon? I
would certainly hope you have.
dankamongmen (2005-09-12 21:38:52)
I did, despite having disliked snow crash rather intensely. I thought he cleverly tied together a bunch of great plot
elements, but that’s all there was. It was a pleasant read and a worthy outlay of time, but I doubt I’ll make it
through the Baroque Cycle anytime soon. Is there to be sunday trivia?

2.8.2

up with the white and gold, down with the red and black (2005-08-07 13:00) deconvoluted and filtered both - public

Music: nirvana - incesticide - dive

Mighty [1]GT (damn, wikipedia has gotten freakin’ huge) [0] comes into this season looking to stretch out
further her streak of eight years bowling and improve on the .667 postseason winning percentage that leads
Division I-A programs with 20 bowl appearances or more. The McPaper/Coaches’ antebellum poll places
the Wreck at #29, with UNC’s Jim Bunting [2]remarking:
Q:Do you expect defenses to blitz more with a new quarterback (Matt Baker)?
JB:I expect Georgia Tech to be blitzing off the bus when they take us on.
wooooo-hoooooooooooooo, the sun beats down, it’s a brand new day, hurrah for another year of southeastern HS/college football! Ohhhhh, won’t someone get me drunk and spare me a tedious day of [3]discrete
wavelet transforms. Drink to the dead, those still alive; we shall join them in our time! I will do no more
than eight hours of this today, and then watch the deliciously downloaded Aristocrats – here’s hoping it’s as
kneeslaptastic as advertised.
europe people come back soon, but ukraine people have left for cold weeks. mmmm [4]sampling is all
really boring me to tears; eight hours may be optimistic.
[0] from the wikipedia entry: ”Consistently ranked among the top engineering schools in the world and
one of the top ten public universities in the United States...Georgia Tech has one of the most unbalanced
male-to-female ratios of any co-ed university with almost three times as many male students as females.”
goddamnit.
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Georgia_Institute_of_Technology
2. http://www.charlotte.com/mld/charlotte/sports/colleges/12298596.htm
3. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DWT
4. http://www.library.cornell.edu/nr/bookcpdf/c13-6.pdf
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copycatjsh (2005-08-07 10:26:05)
27 days man... 27 days. (25 if you care about the sept 1 games) Love the quote from John ”I still may be fired this
year” Bunting.
subcultured (2005-08-07 11:20:43) let’s not forget
”the odds are good - but the goods are odd”
dj ricecake (2005-08-07 16:14:44) Re: let’s not forget
”Good from far but far from good.”
dankamongmen (2005-08-07 16:56:07) Re: let’s not forget
http://gtf.org/beaker/rants/other/faset.advice.html
subcultured (2005-08-07 18:34:16) Re: let’s not forget
I would love to add my own to that list. results pending
dj ricecake (2005-08-07 20:29:14) Re: let’s not forget
”Stay destroyed and...” [boyd.gif]
subcultured (2005-08-08 03:21:41) Re: let’s not forget
it makes me sad that i get this
dj ricecake (2005-08-08 06:04:33) Re: let’s not forget
Did you ever hang out at TheDeck(tm)? Do I know who you are?
iamsounamused (2005-08-08 09:57:37)
College football is so much more exciting than the NFL. I have no idea why people disagree with me. I don’t follow
it much, but I probably should.

2.8.3

shoot it! not yet! i want to study its habits (2005-08-10 08:39) - busy - public

Music: nofx - so long and thanks for all the shoes - soul doubt

A long night was spent cooing and awwing over the delights at [1]TONMO, *the* resource (along with
[2]cephbase @ UTMB) for discerning cephalophiles everywhere. I’ve been mamba-crazy lately, and had
almost been convinced that joy might be found in [3]hot herps. I have made two important life choices:
1. I am simply not responsible enough to risk ownership of a major elapid
2. The time has come to step my game and acquire a [4]bimac
It’ll be tre groovy to have a smart little californian two-spot to share the world with and mind-meld from time
to time. In other news, I got a fight started in Mr. C’s the other day, my new favorite bar for insanity and
malarkey most unexpected, by playing Ween’s half-hour epic version of ”Poopship Destroyer” from Paintin’
the Town Brown: Live 1991-1998. Further tales abound, but work calls!
1. http://www.tonmo.com/
2. http://www.cephbase.utmb.edu/
3. http://www.venomousreptiles.org/
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http://www.octopets.com/Merchant2/merchant.mvc?Screen=PROD&Store_Code=OctoPets&Product_Code=

OctoPet&Category_Code=Octopet

girlsonfilm (2005-08-10 06:36:10)
That’s so awesome. Robert will enjoy that site very much!
killerpoptart (2005-08-10 09:55:39)
Q: mamba? A: fuck. no. =D
oh marvelous (2005-08-13 18:00:00)
I miss you.

2.8.4

a disturbance in the undercode (2005-08-16 05:54) - tricked - public

Music: liz phair - exile in guyville - flower

there was plenty to say and witticism galore in which to wrap it, but then i found [1]this (reproduced below)
on [2]KT. john hall or overcode, as he was known to the GT linux users’ group, is a brilliant, hard-working,
gentle man. back in 2001 or so, we used to drink patron resposado and jabber on about AI or exploiting
online casinos’ weak algorithmic infrastructures. good fucking guy with a fine brain and a ready smile.
[3]zorn, zorn, alas zorn! dig deep, folks.
[4]12. Linux Games Author John Hall Battles Cancer
23 Jun (1 post) Archive Link: ”Kernel Developers, donate money to help fight cancer!”
People: Patrick McFarland
Patrick McFarland said, ”John Hall, the author of Programming Linux Games, and someone who I consider a friend, was diagnosed with Stage IV Melanoma, which is very
life threatening. He’s asking the public to help donate to the American Cancer Society
(http://www.acsevents.org/faf/r.asp?t=4 &i=99915 &u=99915-86454580), he’s trying to raise
$1,000 for melanoma research. All money donated goes straight to the American Cancer Society.”
By KT publication time, John has raised $4,325.00. Maybe we can bump it to $5K.
Note: John Hall should not be confused with Jon ’Maddog’ Hall, author of various Linux ”For
Dummies” books.
1. http://www.kerneltraffic.org/kernel-traffic/kt20050814_317.html#12
2. http://www.kerneltraffic.org/kernel-traffic/latest.html
3. http://www.langmaker.com/lapine.htm
4. http://www.kerneltraffic.org/kernel-traffic/kt20050814_317.html#12

subcultured (2005-08-16 04:16:47)
Holy fucking shit.
subcultured (2005-08-16 15:32:09)
That was probably the most inappropriate response I’ve ever written, but it’s schocking to hear about someone so
young have to deal with a life threatening disease. I knew him from LUG and if you don’t mind sending my well
wishes that would be wonderful.
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crazyprogrammer (2005-08-16 04:40:53) Maddog lives in the town next to mine
We had him guest speak in our computer class once. On topic: I echo the person above.

2.8.5

kill the body, and the head will die (2005-08-17 12:08) - cheerful - public

Music: pantera - far beyond driven - i’m broken

So, my job is the best in the world and I’d trade not a goddamn one for it, but there’s one annoying aspect
of coding for a living: fifty hours straight pounding vitamins, speed, Newports and Tab, even in an Aeron,
does nothing wonderful for your body. I don’t have a scale around the house, so getting weighed in prison
last month marked my first step upon the bason in some time. At 6’1, I pulled up at 194 pounds (almost
a half-million dollars wholesale of dankweight). This is still far better than the corpulent, nasty dankself of
high school and freshman year, but I’ve still put on 12 pounds of crap since last I checked.
With that in mind, and knowing these grossroot pounds to be the foul aggregate of soft chicken tacos
and skittles, I’ve resurrected the exercise regimen that dropped me from 240 to 170 two years ago. A buckseventy leaves me too thin, possessing of a disturbing facial gaunt, but not doing meth 24/7 anymore should
certainly slow the disencumbrance. I’m trying to double the pushups at the expense of half the situps; my
bi/triceps and flexi carpi radialis ulnarisque have hulking mass enough, but none of the tone that renders up
pronounced venoconstriction and gigantic, sexy cephalic/basilic venations.
Thus, my arms are about to fall off. I managed 120 pushups yesterday by doing 15 every habitual ”svn
up; make mrproper ; make” sequence following a check-in. I need a goddamn dip bar and bench press to go
with my exercise bike.
msbeanhead (2005-08-17 10:05:05)
Yay for good scenery in the making. :)
slacktide (2005-08-17 10:24:29)
Rock on. I’ve gone from 207 to 177 in 8 weeks.. eating veg every other day, no red meat :( and staying light on the
carbs. Also, biking 15 miles a day at least 5 days a weeks. Dan
angry user (2005-08-17 11:18:31)
http://www.playitagainsports.com/franchise/franchise.asp?ID=1339 your post reminds me we need to head to amigo
to knock back a few pitchers soon. have any free time in the immediate future?
soundofsilence (2005-08-17 13:40:54)
well, pronounced venoconstriction gets me... oh wait.
litovka (2005-08-17 14:25:28)
IIRC elliptical trainers and treadmills burn significantly more energy than stationary bikes, in case you’re looking
to optimize cardio workout. Also, if a dip bar and bench press are not in your very near future, a pair of dumbells
will provide more varied routine than just push-ups. Lean proteins, whole grains and veggies are the bomb. Calorie
deprivation, OTOH, slows down your metabolism. I sure love this topic.
thirdkraytwin (2005-08-17 21:36:11)
What about walking up hills carrying sacks of concrete?
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litovka (2005-08-18 08:32:19)
The best of both worlds! I bet Sisyphus had a smashing bod.
dankamongmen (2005-08-18 08:40:06)
’Twas many a comely Anatolian lass who thought Pelops delicious!
zbtron (2005-08-17 14:38:23)
uh why did you go to jail? not that i’m particularly surprised but i’d still like to hear the story.
blackoutdaddy (2005-08-17 18:23:07)
I didn’t even reconise you off the bat when I saw you of last based on how much more slim you are since highschool.
I am exercising a bunch more, I am trying to put on about 20lbs however.
dankamongmen (2005-08-17 19:27:02)
whoa, wait, i know you? insanity! i thought you were [ LJ User: quandry ]’s marine friend andy.

2.8.6

your anagraphical-fu is weak (2005-08-20 04:21) - wankish - public

Music: dead kennedys - skateboard party - too drunk to fuck

surely there’s something better to do on a friday night, although i hit the party scene for a wee moment.
(03:43:24) lee hall: and her denials will be snickered at for ages...
(03:43:27) dankamongmen: indeed
(03:43:32) dankamongmen: she puked a good plenty
(03:43:39) dankamongmen: how do you organize?
(03:43:53) dankamongmen: i want to keep textbooks clear of everything else
(03:43:59) dankamongmen: even moreso than fic/non-fc
(03:44:05) dankamongmen: but how to draw that line is difficult
(03:44:10) dankamongmen: can’t use textbook binding
(03:44:16) dankamongmen: as a decider
(03:44:23) lee hall: Fiction(Author,PubDate[Series by first pubdate])/Non(LOC)
(03:44:37) dankamongmen: yours has much more emphasis on fiction
(03:44:41) dankamongmen: as befits your collection
(03:44:50) lee hall: Yes...
(03:45:20) lee hall: fiction’s at least 7/8 of the collection, if not a full .9
(03:45:39) dankamongmen: yeah, whereas mine’s definitely < .5
(03:45:41) dankamongmen: hrmmm, maybe not
(03:45:43) lee hall: Probably more at the former these days...
(03:45:48) dankamongmen: novels are < .5
(03:46:13) dankamongmen: poetry / drama / auto?bio represent probably .15 at most but could easily tip
(03:46:29) lee hall: Yeah... Collections and Shorts/Poets are definately < .05
(03:46:36) dankamongmen: and see
(03:46:38) dankamongmen: within collections
(03:46:48) dankamongmen: it’s very easy to have a textbook-like specimen
(03:46:54) dankamongmen: and you can’t at that point decide
(03:46:58) lee hall: I’m pretty generous about where I draw the NF line, myself...
(03:46:59) dankamongmen: commentary makes it a textbook
(03:47:11) dankamongmen: because of academic forwards, +commentary editions, etc
(03:47:20) lee hall: Thompson’s letters and Journalism go with the NF...
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(03:47:46) dankamongmen: i put his collections and political musings in NF
(03:48:07) dankamongmen: F &LLV, CoL, RD go in F
(03:49:20) lee hall: Ahh... whereas authorial integrity is highest on my list, thus there is occasional LOC
breakage when I stick som Fic content with large quantities of the same author that happens to have fallen
together in NF
(03:50:48) lee hall: Fear and loathing, Cannibal Queen (Stephen Coonts NF travelogue), and King’s Danse
Macrbe (history of American Horror) being the only exceptions I can bring to mind....
(03:51:43) dankamongmen: so what about Asimov?
(03:51:52) dankamongmen: Sagan? where does Contact go?
(03:51:59) dankamongmen: Voltaire’s Candide?
(03:52:07) dankamongmen: BF Skinner’s Walden II?
(03:52:18) lee hall: Questions that are poorly defined, because I’ve not had to deal with them...
(03:52:21) dankamongmen: More’s Utopia? Swift’s ... anything?
(03:52:31) dankamongmen: your system is shit; i spit at it
(03:52:36) lee hall: heh
(03:52:39) dankamongmen: heh
(03:52:42) lee hall: yes, it does break
(03:52:58) lee hall: Utopia and Swift are happy under journalism
(03:52:59) dankamongmen: YOURS IS A TAXONOMY OF LIES AND DECEPTION
(03:53:05) lee hall: or under fiction
(03:53:06) dankamongmen: Utopia == Journalism?!!?!?!
(03:53:11) lee hall: and fiction is where they would end up
(03:53:12) dankamongmen: latin journalism?
(03:53:48) lee hall: While I would throw it in the fiction stack, I’ll happily defend it as journalism
(03:53:49) dankamongmen: ”I put Utopia up next to my archived volumes of Rex Vatica”
(03:54:00) dankamongmen: you’ll happily defend Utopia as journalism?
(03:54:05) lee hall: yeah
(03:54:07) dankamongmen: that’s a sack of crap
(03:54:13) dankamongmen: how is it defined as journalism?
(03:54:13) lee hall: it’s pointed political commentary
(03:54:23) dankamongmen: thast only became jorunalism
(03:54:28) dankamongmen: when papers added editorial pages
(03:54:31) lee hall: yes
(03:54:34) dankamongmen: which was well after Utopia
(03:54:38) dankamongmen: as indeed all papers were
(03:54:39) lee hall: I included Swift as well
(03:54:42) lee hall: yes
(03:54:44) lee hall: quite so
(03:55:00) dankamongmen: so would Cato’s collected oratory be journalism?
(03:55:03) lee hall: it wasn’t journalism in its time because there was no such thing
(03:55:16) lee hall: but in retrospect, it filled much the same niche
(03:55:16) dankamongmen: it wasn’t particle physics in its time, there being no such thing
(03:55:21) dankamongmen: and obviously that breaks down too
(03:55:26) dankamongmen: aye, retrospect
(03:55:29) lee hall: I can’t speak for Cato, but i’d go for Dante
(03:55:35) dankamongmen: just wanted to say More wasn’t particle physics, really
(03:55:40) dankamongmen: Dante == journalism?
(03:55:44) dankamongmen: you’re oput of your fucking mind
(03:56:05) lee hall: Limbaugh’s books get classed by LOC with journalism
(03:56:22) dankamongmen: they get classed as political science, no?
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(03:56:31) dankamongmen: i would let Utopia go as political science
(03:56:33) lee hall: I’m not saying it’s correct, only that it’s no less arbitrary
(03:56:38) dankamongmen: but journalism? i’d fight it to the death
(03:56:42) lee hall: I thought they got thrown with journalism...
(03:56:50) dankamongmen: i think it’s the other way ’round, no?
(03:56:58) dankamongmen: LOC == dewey decimal, no?
(03:56:59) lee hall: I could be mistaken... or misremebering shitty dewey instead of LOC
(03:57:42) lee hall: LOC !!!= dewey
(03:58:46) lee hall: stop your wincing... it may be undefined by C89, but it still cancels to the proper truth
value
(03:59:05) dankamongmen: faceted classification is where it’s at
(03:59:19) dankamongmen: i have progressed past your gormless traditional schema
(03:59:46) lee hall: is that the ’if memory serves’ system of finding books?
(04:00:40) lee hall: While that mostly works for me, it fails to eliminate duplicates in my collection effectively,
which I’ve much more problem with than you....
(04:01:00) dankamongmen: faceted classification == keywords, essentially
(04:01:22) lee hall: OK
(04:01:37) lee hall: I can still glom that into ’if memory serves’
(04:01:50) lee hall: or use that as an excuse for it, as the case may be
(04:01:51) dankamongmen: why do you have duplicates?
(04:02:05) dankamongmen: i don’t use faceted categorization schema
(04:02:06) lee hall: poor memory and cheap UBS’s
(04:02:10) dankamongmen: for my home collection
(04:02:28) dankamongmen: but i would, if i used a schema other than ”expensive books stay behind me, so
people don’t want to borrow them”
(04:03:00) lee hall: Anyway... I can only shelve in 2d... which makes faceted something that would only
infuriate me
(04:03:04) dankamongmen: i give my UBS duplicates away on git.ads, asking for other books or $5 in return
for 3
(04:03:15) lee hall: Heeh
(04:03:18) dankamongmen: not a surprise; you can’t tie your shoes in rˆ4
(04:03:43) dankamongmen: where’s an LOC guide?
(04:04:06) lee hall: I stuff them on the floor and use them as preferential loaners
(04:04:10) lee hall: dunno
(04:04:27) lee hall: LOC should be on the copyright page for NF, though
(04:05:01) lee hall: thus an ease of use bonus to make up for the lost art of dewey
(04:06:10) dankamongmen: [1]http://www.tnrdlib.bc.ca/dewey.html #300 DDC puts journalism in 0, poli
sci \in social sciences (3)
(04:06:57) lee hall: irritating though it may be, its lack of precision makes Dewey an art
(04:07:03) lee hall: LOC is much cleaner
(04:07:11) dankamongmen: NF?
(04:07:21) lee hall: Non Fictionm
(04:07:25) dankamongmen: [2]http://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/lcco/lcco.html
(04:07:38) dankamongmen: augh PDF hell
(04:07:49) lee hall: Heh
(04:07:59) lee hall: My Mac cares not
(04:08:05) dankamongmen: oh my sexy linux box hendels with the quickness, have no fear; new windows
make my eyes bleed, though
(04:08:10) lee hall: though the ineffeciency is irritating
(04:10:41) dankamongmen: journalism according to LOC
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(04:10:56)
(04:10:56)
(04:10:58)
(04:11:00)
(04:11:09)
(04:11:13)
(04:11:21)
(04:11:24)
(04:11:27)
(04:12:41)
(04:12:55)
(04:13:20)
(04:13:34)
(04:13:38)
(04:13:44)
(04:13:45)
(04:13:49)
(04:13:54)
(04:14:07)
(04:14:07)
(04:14:16)
(04:14:18)
(04:14:24)
(04:14:40)
(04:15:14)
(04:15:19)
(04:15:21)
(04:15:23)
(04:15:27)
(04:15:28)
(04:15:32)
(04:15:40)
(04:16:07)
(04:16:14)
(04:16:21)
(04:16:24)
(04:16:30)
(04:16:32)
(04:16:35)
(04:16:40)
(04:16:41)
(04:17:01)
(04:17:15)
(04:17:31)
(04:17:33)
(04:17:50)
(04:17:59)
(04:18:00)
(04:18:04)

LJBook

lee hall: PoliSci and Language & &Lit are seperate
dankamongmen: subclass PN
lee hall: PN
lee hall: yeah
dankamongmen: eminently more sense
dankamongmen: so whichever one you were thinking of
dankamongmen: it was an invalid defense
dankamongmen: pwnage
dankamongmen: ˆ
ˆ
lee hall: :-p’
lee hall: I was attempting to defend Swift, Moore, and Dante as journalists...
lee hall: this seems more on the supporting my point than p0wning it
dankamongmen: you were trying to say that sharp political criticism
dankamongmen: is well-placed within journalism, if journalism as we know it
dankamongmen: did not exist at the time of the writing
lee hall: rigght
dankamongmen: let’s focus on processes and not instances
dankamongmen: i say
dankamongmen: they would be better placed in political science
lee hall: Gotcha
dankamongmen: which in both DDC and LOC
dankamongmen: is in a different kingdom
lee hall: and then I noted LoC was more sane than DDC
lee hall: yes...
lee hall: Look around journalism in the LOC listing
lee hall: You’ll see Letters, Diaries, Dramativ Representation, Oratory, etc...
dankamongmen: right
dankamongmen: fiction
lee hall: yes
dankamongmen: but you put it
dankamongmen: in your NF
lee hall: Yes
lee hall: with the LOC qualified stuff
dankamongmen: ok, my major issues were with calling Dante and More journalism
dankamongmen: how did this all tie in
lee hall: I don’t recall
dankamongmen: they should both be fiction
lee hall: I can read the fucking transcript and don’t recall...
lee hall: Hey!
dankamongmen: and you suggested that they could be journalism
lee hall: that bit I do recall
dankamongmen: in fact you said you could defend dante as journalism
lee hall: I said I would class them as fiction, personally, but I would defend them as hournalism
dankamongmen: so is catch-22 journalism?
lee hall: By my rubric, yes
dankamongmen: is Illuminatus! journalism?
lee hall: that, I’d say no...
dankamongmen: lack of pointed political commentary?
lee hall: I’m trying to put a finger on why
dankamongmen: lack of referencing real figures?
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(04:18:14) dankamongmen: indeed i’d say it’s the closest to Dante so far
(04:18:17) lee hall: probably both
(04:18:21) dankamongmen: but it has both
(04:18:25) dankamongmen: in spades
(04:18:39) dankamongmen: and takes no larger liberties with them than Dante does
(04:18:54) dankamongmen: Virgil showing him around the Infero is shoddy fucking journalism
(04:18:58) lee hall: Heh
(04:19:00) lee hall: quite
(04:19:04) lee hall: So is AJC
(04:19:12) dankamongmen: proof by appeal to shitty example
(04:19:14) dankamongmen: i’ll accept it
(04:19:23) lee hall: Sorry, it was terrible, but....
(04:19:26) dankamongmen: i hate this fucking city
(04:19:43) lee hall: I hate a good bit of it
(04:19:53) dankamongmen: well, that was lovely anagraphy! i’m going to enjoy an 0420 bowl and drink one
dozen newcastles
(04:20:09) lee hall: Quite amusing
(04:20:21) dankamongmen: your inability to drive due to drunkenness or car shittiness? juju + faffsmear
drive you to brian’s?
(04:20:32) lee hall: drunkjenness
1. http://www.tnrdlib.bc.ca/dewey.html#300
2. http://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/lcco/lcco.html

zbtron (2005-08-20 05:40:39)
yeah sorry we walked to leah’s house around 2am and then we realized it was some place off marietta or something.
and you should apologize to atlanta.
thingsido (2005-08-22 09:12:21)
i missed you dreadfully– come back to me

2.8.7

esemplastic (2005-08-22 11:50) - ecstatic - public

Music: saigon - warning shots - let a nigga know

holy shit, that’s the best new word in months. Its perfection both phonemic and semanticwise shakes me
to my Tevas; the vagaries of logophilic coruscation come together under its benevolent prosody, and grow
themselves esemplastic.
It shall be your cynosure to neologize by!
[1]esemplastic
STC, Biographia Literaria - “Esemplastic. The word is not in Johnson, nor have I met with it elsewhere.”
Neither have I. I constructed it myself from the Greek words, Greek: eis en plattein, to shape into one;
because, having to convey a new sense, I thought that a new term would both aid the recollection of my
meaning, and prevent its being confounded with the usual import of the word, imagination.
[2]esemplastic (es-em-PLAS-tik) adjective
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Having the capability of moulding diverse ideas or things into unity.
[From Greek es- (into) + en, neuter of eis (one) + plastic. Coined by poet Samuel Taylor Coleridge (17721834), apparently after German Ineinsbildung (forming into one)].
Here is how Coleridge used the term in his 1817 Biographia Literaria or Biographical Sketches of My Literary
Life and Opinions. Vol. I, Chapter 13:
On the imagination, or esemplastic power. O Adam! one Almighty is, from whom All things proceed,
and up to him return If not depraved from good: created all Such to perfection, one first nature all Indued
with various forms, various degrees.
”Admirers of (A.N.) Wilson, and I have been one of them, may console themselves by speculating that
he just got impatient, or tired. Or that a minor demon, in a snit over his prolific output and ambitious
subject matter, cast a temporary malediction on his esemplastic powers of fiction-making.” Gail Godwin,
Losing It All, The Washington Post, Jan 23, 1994.
1. http://etext.lib.virginia.edu/stc/Coleridge/resources/dictionary.html
2. http://www.wordsmith.org/words/esemplastic.html

lush ious (2005-08-22 18:32:33)
That is a good word.

2.8.8

RED WAR WILL FALL ON MY ENEMIES (2005-08-23 10:53) - vengeful - public

Music: probot - probot - red fucking war

Even if it’s on the shitty drudge report, it’s good to find RED WAR in 18pt typeface as you drag the
daybreak’s seine through second- and third- rate news sources. the best part of waking up (realizing you’ve
stayed up, whatever) is PROBOT. In celebration of all things right and just and loud in the world, a gift:
[1]ahhh, it sharpens one for a bit of the old ultraviolence.
1. http://dank.qemfd.net/tabpowerisredwar/probot%20-%20probot%20-%2002%20-%20red%20war.mp3

tritium (2005-08-23 09:23:07)
Ya know, I really need to program an alarm clock on my desktop (yeah I know, some program, a cronjob and xmms)
to play music like that when I want to wake up. It should shuffle a list of, like that and I dunno, Merzbow.
cbradfield (2005-08-23 09:28:23)
You need to get down with the Nile! Egyptian death metal my friend!

2.8.9

old fun from cs1501 (2005-08-24 10:00) - cheerful - public

Music: add n to (x) - avant hard - buckminster fuller

I hadn’t seen this in a minute!
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apparently, the code which practically fell out of my pineal gland wholly-formed yesterday morning kicked
ass, or at least I didn’t bother go to work and no emails are complaining about it. Hey hey, ho ho, 40 % of
discrete memory usage had to go!
also, [ LJ User: scudd ] from [ LJ User: fucked ] knows how to [1]throw down.
1. http://www.livejournal.com/community/_fucked/421943.html

scudd (2005-08-24 13:06:49)
I sure am glad I know how to have a good time.

2.8.10

get picked up, dogs and tazers might make you shout, still a better evening than
if you sold me out (2005-08-25 20:57) - digerati in transition - public

Music: dmx - who we be

My AIM usage will likely rapidly subside over this next week. I’ll now be available on the usual 48/10 or so
schedule on [1]talk.google.com as [2]dankamongmen@gmail.com (that URI *should* let directly send me an
XMPP subscription req if I’m grokking [3]yay correctly). I may throw a [4]jabberd up on [5]the jihad; we’ll
see.
The streets, the cops, the system, harrassment (uh-huh)
The options, get shot, go to jail, or getcha ass kicked
(aight) The lawyers, the part, they are, of the puzzle (uh-huh)
The release, the warning, ”Try not, to get in trouble” (damn!)
The snitches, the odds (uhh), probation, parole (what?!)
The new charge, the bail, the warrant, the hole (damn!)
The cell, the bus, the ride, up North (uh-huh)
The greens, the boots, the yard, these hearts (uhh!)
The fightin, the stabbin, the pullin, the grabbin (what?!)
The riot squad with the captain, nobody knows what happened
(what?!) The two years in a box, revenge, the plots (uhh!)
The twenty-three hours that’s locked, the one hour that’s not
(uhh!) The silence, the dark, the mind, so fragile (aight!)
The wish, that the streets, would have took you, when they had you
1. http://talk.google.com/
2. xmpp:dankamongmen@gmail.com?subscribe&type=subscribe
3. http://www.jabber.org/jeps/jep-0032.html
4. http://jabberd.jabberstudio.org/
5. http://suburbanjihad.net/

datavortex (2005-08-25 19:07:42)
It should be noted that the standard referenced has been retracted in favor of a new, more featureful, [1]internationalized spec
1. http://www.xmpp.org/drafts/draft-saintandre-xmpp-iri-00.html
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zarathustra94 (2005-08-26 04:04:50)
XMPP is a really cool protocol. I hope google adds the back end transports for AIM and Yahoo as well.

2.8.11

the end of laughter and soft lies, the end of nights we tried to die, this is the
end (2005-08-26 20:42) - uncomfortable - public

Music: offspring - smash - something to believe in

all of you who know mashonky justin of home park fame (ex entropy?), ie guy wearing snorkel at ween two
(one?) years back and a fine fucking instance of the human race, should come see him play the guitar of ten
thousand dead drunkards tonight. rocky mountain, 2200 (2300? 2100?).
zra (2005-08-26 18:45:09)
where?
dankamongmen (2005-08-26 20:41:57)
rocky mountain, tech’s lonely little college bar. but all is over, and we redouble to home park parties!
iamsounamused (2005-08-27 09:08:27)
Rocky Mountain? I’m highly doubting this has anything to do with Colorado, though.
pigmassacre (2005-08-28 00:48:11)
You know that guy? How funny. Phil (the drummer in my band) and I were there (why weren’t you?) and at some
point Justin turned to Phil – who he knows – and said, ”Get your drums and we’ll do an electrified 2nd set.” A cause
to which I happily loaned my car, and that’s exactly what happened. So in a way you missed a nutty improvised
Painful Reminder / Justin-guy collaboration. ’Course, I basically missed it too, since I left a few songs into it to go
to Psi U and mooch scotch off of Twitch. And of course later we ended up at your place.
dankamongmen (2005-08-28 20:04:43)
i was there, just outside on the porch. i see phil everyfuckingwhere.

2.8.12

looking over the shoulders of those writing dreams fiending for the taste of
menthol (2005-08-28 11:39) - amused - public

Music: sonz of acworth - cruisin’ down barrett (with loud bass)

hurricane raw data worth checking out:
[1]NOAA text of wind probabilities #23
this could be subtitled ”katrina cleans sodom & gomorrah”
[2]graphic of 50kt+ wind probabilities
1. http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/text/refresh/MIAPWSAT2+shtml/DDHHMM.shtml
2. http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/refresh/graphics_at2+shtml/151733.shtml?50wind120?large

mike b (2005-08-28 09:12:22)
w00t! other good reads are forecast discussions and the synoptic reports of past storms. i don’t even believe [1]camille[0]
was a 5 at landfall; it will be impressive if katrina manages not to go through an eyewall cycle and maintain its current
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strength. [0] scans of a typed report, and an old-school radar image
1. ftp://ftp.nhc.noaa.gov/pub/storm_archives/atlantic/prelimat/atl1969/camille/

coleoptera (2005-08-29 05:25:00)
Fran was only 3 at landfall and made it all the way to Canada.

2.8.13

Peppermint, miniskirts, chocolate candy, champion sax and a girl named sandy
(2005-08-28 19:29) - geeky - public

Music: liz phair - whip-smart - supernova

This is going to be a big ol’ geeky post, so if you ain’t down for the digerati in the United States, period
point blank, you’d best step off to the side, and let these brothers, and these Africans, step in and [1]put
some funk in dat ass. I met a kinda-idol Friday night, [2]Robert Graham ([3]abstract). He’s 37, and wrote
the majority of the ”first” commercial IPS, BlackICE Guard. When I first read [4]Ptacek & Newsham,
a metanoia-prompting experience and local zenith of my intellectual life, I developed the rich hackery it
suggested against a BlackICE box using IP’s from the [5]UNP testing setup. The security community is
notoriously and indeed annoyingly close (some would say inbred); the community of English-speaking IPS
([6]my bag, baby) developers and researchers worldwide surely number in only the low hundreds, and everyone knows what the others are working on. Robert Graham was the first one of us to break into industry and
get this shit out on the wires, humming along as the packets get shuffled and sometimes dropped like punk
bitches on the floor – regulated, as it were. He’s made his multiple millions, and kicks it freestyle all day
researching according to his whims. What I thought would be a casual encounter at [ LJ User: donicer ] and
[ LJ User: dewzi ]’s place erupted into interrogation regarding all manner and mode of detailed, hardcore
IPS. He’s been known to jump all over [7]Marty, but I’d hoped not to be recognized on a personal level nor,
failing that, to rise above a reticent obsequience. Those of you who know me personally won’t be surprised
at my abject failure. Before I left, we’d thrown down a thrilling if stressful repartee, shit-talking disguised
as Socratic dubiety, explorations of the creepy corners of IPS theory and implementation. I felt pretty good
afterward; he claimed no knowledge of Gluskov or Thompson’s automata, and blanked upon the broaching
of random decomposition. Overall, my highly biased and subjective assessment remains the same: ISS has
the best sig research, and the best analysis currently, but reliability problems kill them and their Proventia
development seems chaotic at best. TippingPoint’s hardware and benchmarking own you, and their current
position is strong, but their dev seems unscientific and poorly-suited for the more complex issues of deep
inspection. Enterasys is floathing death. Arbor terrifies me, but if they ever get ubiproxy working at the
implementation level, we’ll be annihilated before there’s time for pain. We got SecureWorks’s best developer afaik, while their head researcher fucks around with an MBA. Intruvert is an enigma to me. Our core
technology seems vastly superior to the lot where it’s fully developed, but our years of small size and low
revenue leave us behind where we ought. Given our current growth and continued excellence in hiring, we
should be golden a few years down. Then again, last week marked 5 YEARS OF REFLEX, which I guess
makes us one of the [8]phatty 10 % (of startups making it that long). I’m proud of what we’ve done in that
time, and especially proud of my own opera; no matter what happens, I can look back on this body of work
with pride, and I’ve honed and expanded my abilities to a point of well-seasoned confidence regarding any
job this industry offers.
Finally got the RAID5 swapped out, going from 250G Western Digitals to 320’s. Space! I did some research
into ext3 vs physical disk layout vs RAID5 needs, and pimpslapped the mysterious -E stripe=xx option to
mkfs.ext3. I am most pleased with the results:
[nectar](0) $ dumpe2fs -h /dev/md0
dumpe2fs 1.38 (30-Jun-2005)
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Filesystem volume name: Felonies, Ahoy
Last mounted on:
Filesystem UUID: 7b31990a-c018-432e-8a62-9dc4a0c4765d
Filesystem magic number: 0xEF53
Filesystem revision #: 1 (dynamic)
Filesystem features: has journal filetype needs recovery sparse super
Default mount options: (none)
Filesystem state: clean
Errors behavior: Continue
Filesystem OS type: Linux
Inode count: 610560
Block count: 156284288
Reserved block count: 0
Free blocks: 28661873
Free inodes: 533578
First block: 0
Block size: 4096
Fragment size: 4096
Blocks per group: 32768
Fragments per group: 32768
Inodes per group: 128
Inode blocks per group: 4
Filesystem created: Thu Aug 25 23:41:09 2005
Last mount time: Sat Aug 27 22:57:33 2005
Last write time: Sat Aug 27 22:57:33 2005
Mount count: 15
Maximum mount count: 20
Last checked: Thu Aug 25 23:41:09 2005
Check interval: 15552000 (6 months)
Next check after: Tue Feb 21 22:41:09 2006
Reserved blocks uid: 0 (user root)
Reserved blocks gid: 0 (group root)
First inode: 11
Inode size: 128
Journal inode: 8
Default directory hash: tea
Directory Hash Seed: 3120f9fb-d5b0-4007-be4f-0c5c758137e8
Journal backup: inode blocks
[nectar](0) $ df -m
Filesystem 1M-blocks Used Available Use % Mounted on
/dev/sdd1 4695 1299 3158 30 % /
/dev/sdd8 18778 6174 11651 35 % /home
/dev/sdd5 2819 65 2611 3 % /tmp
/dev/sdd6 6571 357 5881 6 % /var
/dev/sdd7 2819 150 2526 6 % /usr/local
/dev/sdd2 338009 316349 21661 94 % /mnt/video
/dev/md0 610371 500286 110086 82 % /mnt/raid5
[nectar](0) $ cat /proc/mdstat
Personalities : [raid5]
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md0 : active raid5 sdc1[0] sdb1[2] sda1[1]
625137152 blocks level 5, 128k chunk, algorithm 2 [3/3] [UUU]
unused devices:
[nectar](0) $
Because everyone needs a smooth terabyte on their workstation!
1. http://ohhla.com/anonymous/dr_dre/chronic/niggaz.dre.txt
2. http://www.ncasia.com/ViewArt.cfm?Artid=25640&catid=5&subcat=50
3. http://www.ncasia.com/ViewArt.cfm?Artid=25640&catid=5&subcat=50
4. http://www.trialbyfireclass.com:8080/tbf/resources/insertionevasion/
5.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0131411551/qid=1125272849/sr=8-1/ref=pd_bbs_1/

103-0773838-3995847?v=glance&s=books&n=507846
6. http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&lr=&safe=off&c2coff=1&q=focus-ids+nick+black&btnG=Search
7. http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/originalContent/0,289142,sid14_gci911035,00.html
8.

http:

//www.google.com/url?sa=t&ct=res&cd=1&url=http%3A//www.paulgraham.com/hiring.html&ei=FloSQ-_SG5vO4QHjzqC7Cg

donicer (2005-08-28 18:39:20)
Did you just drop the T-Bomb?
dankamongmen (2005-08-28 19:51:12) it depends!
[nectar](0) $ df -m | grep -v blocks | awk ’ { a += $2 } { print a / 1024 }’ 4.58496 22.9229 25.6758 32.0928 34.8457
364.933 960.998 [nectar](0) $ but! [nectar](0) $ df -B1 | grep -v blocks | awk ’ { a += $2 } { print a }’ 4.92227e+09
2.4612e+10 2.75671e+10 3.44568e+10 3.74119e+10 3.9184e+11 1.03186e+12 [nectar](0) $ so, I have a terabyte but
not a tibibyte (2ˆ40 == 1,099,511,627,776). which, of course, means i don’t have a true terabyte. then again, i would
never refer to dropping the Tibibomb, only the TERABomb or even better the TERRIBLE TERRAFORMING
TERABOMB, so ... yes! fear my T-Bomb!

2.8.14

fucking insane (2005-08-28 22:33) - inarticulate (spellbound?) - public

Music: pigface - new highs in low - nutopia

the greatest eliot meets ... harry potter. i can’t imagine myself not getting angry about this, yet i don’t.
that says something, unless it doesn’t. this one’s for my homey patrick chisholm, whom i still haven’t called
back.
[1]http://www.livejournal.com/users/ladysisyphus/294368.html
a penny for the Old Guy. holy shit.
1. http://www.livejournal.com/users/ladysisyphus/294368.html

mathslut (2005-08-28 21:23:04)
omg that rulz
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dankamongmen (2005-08-31 11:23:50) Bin gar keine Dark Wizard, stamm’ aus Gryffindor, echt Weasley.
each time i read that line, i cackle wildly
dankamongmen (2005-08-31 11:25:09)
Only There is a horcrux inside this dark cave, 25 (Come into the waters of this dark cave), And I will show you
something different from either Your battles fought previous where someone did help you Or your battles to come
which you must face alone; I will show you fear in a cupful of juice.
delight delight delight
catches sars (2005-08-29 13:22:06)
added back!

2.8.15

never forget, memorize the elements, sterilize the mic then terrorize with eloquence (2005-08-31 09:28) - cheerful - friends

Music: viktor vaughan - venomous villain - fall back

Today’s the first morning in a week or so (morning in the danksense, ie ”a transition to wakestate” and
not some heliolatric chicanery) I woke without having endured a restless night of nightmares protean. Coincidently, I’m an order of magnitude happier and more confident than I’ve been in a minute; it’s good to
be all there. My dreamscape is a frightening, turbulent place full of Eumenidic vengeance, truncheons and
countenances Machiavellian. I do not care to spend time therein. Last night was my first super-fun visit
to the anger management classes I’ve been ordered to as a result of this battery charge, and it is quaintly
tempting to credit these morphean developments to it. Meanwhile, my cacodemomaniacal element cackles
and prays for more offerings of water-borne megadeaths; they seem rejuvenating (riverrun past Eve and
Adam’s and all that smooth jazz). It was the year they immanetized the Eschaton.
Where is [1]Brave New World’s promised haberdashery? I want to chew Synthetic Dopamine Gum, remove
someone’s Malthusian Belt, and play a few rounds of Musical Bridge.
two delightful tracks for anyone who’s interested as a special bonus today:
[2]tabpower brings you saigon and viktor vaughan
Oh Ford! I’ve gone and woken the children! if you ain’t Alpha-pimpin’, you’re somebody’s bitch
1. http://www.online-literature.com/aldous_huxley/brave_new_world/
2. http://dank.qemfd.net/tabpower/

slacktide (2005-08-31 07:38:15)
I sure hope they don’t bring about the end of the world today. I’m going fishing after work. :(
sid icarus (2005-08-31 09:57:45)
Ah so you *have* heard MF Doom. ”rap snitches, tellin all their business sit in the court and be they own star witness
do you see the perpetrator, yeah I’m right here fuck around and get the whole label sent up for years”
sid icarus (2005-08-31 10:58:23)
Argh, those lyrics may be from Mister Fantastik rather than [1]MF Doom.
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Daniel_Dumile
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killerpoptart (2005-08-31 10:42:29)
can i get tree fiddy?

2.8.16

one way ticket to hell, but there ain’t a gas shortage in this ATL (2005-08-31 17:33)
- annoyed - public

http://www.wtoctv.com/Global/story.asp?S=3789903 &nav=0qq6dyvL
tritium (2005-08-31 14:47:07)
It’s irritating to see folks lined up at gas stations. Panic! Hoarding! Christ people, can’t you save this kind of mob
mentality for something real, where you can do some actual damage?
chefataraxia (2005-08-31 16:27:42)
there’s not even rumors of a shortage up here and we’ve got panic, lines, and hoarding. Everyone I’ve seen since
noon has given me the rundown on where to find the cheapest gas. I’m ready to explode. I don’t want to hear one
goddamned more thing about oil, gas, or hurricane katrina. rwatersv(”For fucks sake.”);
dankamongmen (2005-08-31 16:37:28)
Then let me tell you ’bout Texas Radio and the Big Beat – comes out of the Virginia swamps cool and slow, with
plenty of precision, with a back beat narrow and hard to master. Some call it heavenly in it’s brilliance. I love the
friends I have gathered together on this thin raft. We have constructed pyramids in honor of our escaping: this is
the land where the Pharaoh died. The Negroes in the forest, brightly feathered, they are saying, ”Forget the night.
Live with us in forests of azure. Out here on the perimeter there are no stars. Out here we is stoned...immaculate.”
Listen to this, and I’ll tell you ’bout the heartache; I’ll tell you ’bout the heartache and the loss of God. I’ll tell you
’bout the hopeless night, the meager food for souls forgotten, I’ll tell you ’bout the maiden with wrought iron soul.
I’ll tell you this: No eternal reward will forgive us now for wasting the dawn.

2.8.17

they went tear-assing around nam looking for the shit (2005-08-31 19:39) - public

Extreme sysopping, generator-style on a top floor with the guns that’ll make your jaws drop: [ LJ User:
interdictor ] does it like a TRU soldier from atop a building in NOLA: ”Personal: Securing a 27 floor high
rise with no elevator support is not fun. I am totally worn out. I am gonna chill for an hour, eat dinner,
then perform maintenance. But never fear, Outpost Crystal and Team SOTI have knuckled down and will
never quit. Never. We are prepared to go all the way to see this thing through.”
good video feed linked, as well.

2.9
2.9.1

September
don’t make me have to bling you or see you in the street and doubleteam you
with the emu (2005-09-01 21:39) - apprehensive - friends

Music: tupac - all eyez on me - life goes on

that’s one of the least-expected rhymes in rap, right thar. Publix has lox trimmings at a fantastic price, and
I desperately want to get some kind of meat grinder and reduce them to Big League Chew-style strands.
I’d stroll the dankcave, pensively winnowing my pouch of omega phatty acid delight; I’d chew ”plugs” and
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mediate on the noble fight upstream, and with a heady thunk incarnadine spittoons honored to serve (even
as mere receptacles) such soigne foison. Creeping nostalgia becomes gluttony becomes mendicancy, and I
share what is the Lord’s and Caesar’s alike, and then there’s only the utter shock of reaching into a purse of
smoked Nova. ”What the fuck was that?” ”Big League Lox, it’s goddamn delicious!” sigh.
I do not wish to go to court tomorrow. I very much hope I don’t spend this [1]weekend in jail. It seems
most unlikely, but this whole strange path of events already was. If I’ve not posted victoriously by 1500 or
so, pour one out for your boy. red war will fall on my enemies
1. http://www.nationalchamps.net/2005/tv_listings/index.htm

catches sars (2005-09-01 23:04:01)
I don’t understand a word you just said.
dankamongmen (2005-09-02 05:04:25)
mainly that I must go do battle with the courts of justice! right now! here’s hoping for freeeeeeeeeeeeeeeedom when
i’m done.
sid icarus (2005-09-02 06:27:53)
I had an easier time with this post than most. For most of dank’s entries I think ”English motherfucker - Do you
speak it?” when in actuality its clear he very much speaks it (and Latin), with far greater command than me.
englishteacher (2005-09-02 09:25:02)
i can’t stop laughing.

2.9.2

if it’s good enough’get broke off a proper chunk I’ll take a small piece of some of
that funky stuff (2005-09-02 12:06) - carefree - friends

Music: twista - kamikaze - higher (feat. ludacris)

Today’s looking to be a great day. I’m kicking it with [1]splint, [2]nast, I’m likely to have a solid reason
for fucking with [3]Altivec assembly (our new [4]Bivio-based 8-processor boxen of +5 pwnage use PPC) this
weekend, and by the 12th we’re out to the [5]Tolly Group for a ”quantize the ass-whupping” rodeo. I think
tonight shall serve as a perfect opportunity to go out, enjoy the first day in a minute without the immediate
fear of lockup, and speak with my pineal gland for two or three. Excelsior!
i think this big-pimpin’ friday deserves [6]phat track of the day
1. http://www.splint.org/manual/
2. http://nast.berlios.de/changelog.html
3. http://developer.apple.com/hardware/ve/
4. http://www.bivio.net/
5. http://www.tolly.com/
6. http://dank.qemfd.net/tabpower/twista%20-%20kamikaze%20-%2011%20-%20higher%20(feat.%20ludacris).ogg

dj ricecake (2005-09-02 10:53:36)
Freeeeedom!
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dankamongmen (2005-09-02 11:11:13)
geebs and zach de la rochav(”yeah, right!?”)
dj ricecake (2005-09-02 11:59:28)
zach de la rochav(”how long? not long!”);
dankamongmen (2005-09-02 12:20:53)
bertrand russellv(”we can all see the mistakenly reversed causal line in zach de la rochav(”’cause what you reap,
is what you sow”)”);

2.9.3

hahahahahaha (2005-09-02 16:53) - public

Somehow, this had always escaped me:
http://lxr.linux.no/source/include/linux/byteorder/swabb.h

happyfunnorm (2005-09-02 14:02:06)
Heh... ahh, yes. pdp-endian. I do remember reading that file at one point. I actualy had access to a PDP-11 at
the time, and thought about tring to get it to work (I assumed a PDP-11 used pdp-endian). I had never heard of
pdp-endian before I read that.

2.9.4

the famed trivial list! (2005-09-03 03:40) - vatican guard-style - public

Music: pantera - far beyond driven - i’m broken

[1]english words borrowed from ”romansh”
I hereby eschew Romansh, if it does indeed exist [0], in all its vile forms. It has borne naught but cold
cold tragedy, and mandates a purge, if not a full-scale pogrom [1].
[0] ciawfb claims [2]German (official) 63.7 %, French (official) 20.4 %, Italian (official) 6.5 %, Serbo-Croatian
1.5 %, Albanian 1.3 %, Portuguese 1.2 %, Spanish 1.1 %, English 1 %, other 3.3 % (2000 census) vs. [3]German (64 %), French (19 %), Italian (8 %), Romansh (less than 1 %) from wikitricks. i would check an
actual swiss site, but i’d be placing my ”facts deemed acceptable” set in the hands of crass crowbait with
jobs undeserving of [4]thirty-seven hours a weeks’ work [2]. that all being said, it doesn’t get much better
than yelling [5]Eidgenossenschaft! from time to time.
[1] oh, do let it be a pogrom!
[2] these people gave themselves over to calvin, for god’s sake [3]. and they killed jesus.
[3] i thought this was clever, but it’s maybe just gauche
1. http://www.krysstal.com/borrow_romansh.html
2. http://www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook/fields/2098.html
3. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Demographics_of_Switzerland#Languages
4. http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&ct=res&cd=9&url=http%3A//www.faa.unisg.ch/Publikationen/diskussionspapiere/
dp69.pdf&ei=ZlUZQ_WALae4YKTI9JQL
5. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eidgenossenschaft
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saturday update (2005-09-03 15:51) - whew! - public

Music: weezer - green album - don’t let go

[1]This extraordinary effort is easily the best book I’ve read in weeks. Get it now; 30 % off ain’t bad at all.
[2]Meanwhile, Forthright’s uxorious idyll touching upon a class of writing, that sans (by this, obviously, I
purport it as ”void of”) a glyph of much import, is stunning and will bound your sorrows (fuck, that is hard
– you’ll grok soon). ”My First Lipogram”, a short anecdote midway through, made me laugh and cry both.
1.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0471375683/ref=ase_forthrightsph-20/103-0773838-3995847?v=

glance&s=books
2. http://phrontistery.info/lipogram.html

dankamongmen (2005-09-03 14:22:45)
No magnum opus in any rubric (A jiffy, if you will, for discussion akin to a ratio of opposing angular quantity and
adjunct cusp, known not to trigaphobia’s stuporous victims. An Australian landmark, found within a polis now historic (owing to 2000’s Olympic ”Ludi” (thanks, old Swiss luminary, author of ”Narcissus and Goldmund”)), apportions
”opus”’s plural, according to and in full concord with Latin’s third grouping, junction if you must, of nouns), but
thusly I call in my LJ for all to visit your lipogrammatic paragon: ”Forthright’s uxorious idyll touching upon a class
of writing, that sans (by this, obviously, I purport it as ”void of”) a glyph of much import, is stunning and will bound
your sorrows (fuck, that is hard – you’ll grok soon).” Woot! From my lipogrammaticist’s soul to yours, this is all a
cast-iron bitch. ˆ
ˆ

2.9.6

BEST INFOGRAPHIC EVER (2005-09-03 21:21) - euphoric - public

Total Yards
Georgia Tech ... 107 swingingly engineered yards of sweetness
Auburn Cow College or whatever ... -3
Your 2005 Yellow Jackets are bringing it to the house, ladies and gentlemen! GO JACKETS, STING
’EM!
kosherpickle (2005-09-04 14:25:37)
I can’t see why anyone would think Auburn’s team would amount to a hill of beans this year after losing Jason
Campbell, Ronnie Brown, and Cadillac Williams. Calvin Johnson for the Heisman!
dankamongmen (2005-09-04 16:16:20)
How about their starting defensive ends, Quentin Groves and Stanley McClover? Those boys be studs.

2.9.7

first post?! (2005-09-04 00:56) - public

http://www.nytimes.com/2005/09/03/politics/wire-rehnquist.html
how the hell has this been absent from my friends list thus far? anyway, three cheers for evil, and time
of persecution which awaits! AND THREE CHEERS FOR THE YELLOW JACKETS.
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slacktide (2005-09-03 22:51:05)
The next quarter century is doomed. Dan
downtym (2005-09-04 17:47:00)
Unfortunately, I was at DragonCon and slept through 99 % of Sunday. Upon reading the news, I have begun drinking
myself into an early grave.

2.9.8

I bomb atomically; Socrates’ philosophies and hypotheses can’t define how I be
droppin’ these (2005-09-05 06:10) - solidarity! - public

Music: the chemical brothers - exit planet dust - chico’s groove

Do the math (which the Tennessee District Attorneys General Conference clearly didn’t), and
you will see that 13.4 percent of Americans die as a result of methamphetamine abuse within five
years of graduating from high school. According to the Census Bureau, there are more than 20
million 15-to-19-year-olds in the U.S., so we are talking about hundreds of thousands of deaths a
year, and that’s not even counting people who start using meth after high school.
[1]Reason magazine, a great punditrag that mixes free-stater laissez-faire nutjobs with civil libertarians and
a few drunkard professors, deconstructs the recent DEA rampup regarding everyone’s favorite devilshards.
I read it a few days back, but was reminded that I’d wanted to pimp this shit upon discovering [2]Meth
Mouth. I can’t recommend it too highly; beyond being one of the better tweaker solidarity sites I’ve seen,
it’s the only one that doesn’t assume its readers to be fagulous, rednecks or the dreaded intersection, the
fearsome meth-cookin’ gay redneck tweakers spoken of in [3]Daniel 11. It seems [4]Jack Shafer’s excellent
muckraking recently over at darling Slate might have inspired a few noble speed freaks to stand up and cry,
”Hold, too fast!”
Remember my friends, the world is our oyster, if only because we have so many more hours in which to
study, train and plan. The sleeping people cannot compete!
1. http://www.reason.com/sullum/090205.shtml
2. http://meth-mouth.blogspot.com/
3. http://www.ibs.org/niv/passagesearch.php?passage_request=%20Daniel%2011
4. http://slate.msn.com/default.aspx?id=2077581&qt=meth&x=0&y=0&qt10=&qt22=&qt66=&dfrom=&dto=

physicaljerx (2005-09-05 08:38:20)
i scoff at sleep.
blackoutdaddy (2005-09-05 11:53:48)
13.4 seems like a pretty high number. I don’t ”know” a single person that has died from meth abuse, however I do
see many walking corpse looking tweaks wandering at random all over SoCal. Also meth mouth apparently is bank
rupting the corrections system as they do dental work on inmates. This pisses me off because yet another aspect of
prison life is better than being in the millitary.
englishteacher (2005-09-05 14:13:38)
everyone has their own prescriptions
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kosherpickle (2005-09-06 12:12:42)
I am off-topic, but for good reason. GT is 17th in the AP, 21st in USA Today. Auburn got kicked out of the Top 25
in the AP, and is 25th in USA Today. (Oklahoma is 18th in the AP!!!) Let the clawing and scratching begin.

2.9.9

whoa! bill&tedv(”most excellent”) (2005-09-07 02:41) - hard-workin’ dank - public

Music: phish - 2000-06-28 pnc bank arts centre - piper

Are we having a September 11th party this year? If not, we should get up and get to [1]the FUCK KATRINA
benefit throwdown as referenced by [ LJ User: blindherviolet ]. Behold:
It’s time to get ready for the most gusto antics ever manifested. It’s time to forget about all
the redundant and depressing news you’ve been seeing on the news, the TV and the web. Forget
about what the government could have done and should have done. MJQ Concourse and a ragtag
band conspiring entities are asking ”What the hell are we going to do?”
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 2005. ”CAN’T STAND STILL!!!”...the most gusto hurricane relief effort of all time. PLEASE BELIEVE IT!!!!
FUCK KATRINA. In a matter of days, some of the Dirty South’s most prolific artists, bands,
dj’s and promoters have agreed to work it out for a night devoid of egos or attitudes. Even the
restaurant, retail and boutique sector is ready to make shit happen like Action Jackson.
First off the whole event will be hosted by Atlanta’s own Cee-Lo. Seriously. Then Locked,
Loaded and Performing All the Way Live: The Gates of Berlin, Collective Efforts, The Selmanaires, Scales from Nappy Roots, Psyche Origami, MF DOOM’s dj Kool Akiem with Hassan
Chop, and the rare, elusive, and exclusive Hiss Acoustic. (yes, HISS bitches).
If we are having a 2005-09-11 party, where is it? [ LJ User: phatjoe ], I’m looking at you. Also, [ LJ User:
mikeb ], when are you free this week? GeniusGZAv(”we have much to discuss”)
1. http://www.livejournal.com/users/blindherviolet/135173.html

phatjoe (2005-09-06 23:54:55)
i don’t think it’s happening. don’t know. if it does, i don’t think it will actually be on the 11th :/ /joe
oh marvelous (2005-09-07 01:53:06)
i miss you
dankamongmen (2005-09-07 03:03:26)
I was just thinking the saem after reading your most recent :/ aim won’t let me on right now, arghle barghle
zbtron (2005-09-07 06:41:22)
wouldnt that mean you’d have to go to mjq? the last time i saw you there it was like sodium thrown into water.
dankamongmen (2005-09-07 12:06:08)
I don’t see what the release of hydrogen and synthesis of sodium hydroxide has to do with anything. Does the
management department know something about exothermic reactions the rest of us don’t? btw rubidium or cesium
would have been both more obscure and an order of magnitude more apt.
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zbtron (2005-09-07 13:02:14)
i didnt know they made cs majors take real science. and using sodium was really the best way to ensure the similie’s
clarity to a clusterfuck of pretentious stoners.
dankamongmen (2005-09-07 14:44:13)
so you’re going to light my country music award on fire?
rusty42 (2005-09-07 18:51:58)
>i didnt know they made cs majors take real science. not if the [1]hedgehog has anything to say about it!
1. http://www.cc.gatech.edu/~mark.guzdial/

mike b (2005-09-08 11:41:48)
i got back in town last night and have been talking to beckham; it looks like i’m heading up there tomorrow afternoon.
dankamongmen (2005-09-08 11:43:41)
our tribe groweth!

2.9.10

behold the awesome power of SNOBOL (2005-09-07 19:29) - cheerful - public

Music: velvet underground - 1969 live - what goes on

before there was XSLT, or Icon (but not before RPG III, ugh), was the mighty SNOBOL. and now there’s
a t-shirt. this is a happy, happy day indeed: http://www.snobol4.com/tshirt.htm
Remember in Stephen King’s ”The Stand”, when Randall Flagg lined the roads to Las Vegas with his
enemies, broken and cruciate testimonies to his will to power? Then again, remember how he got the power
turned back on? History repeats itself through Mussolini and Vlad and the slaughter at Mykalessos, all the
way to the Guy Upstairs in that first great deluge; Louisiana, meanwhile, has been a traditional home for
rabblerousing strongmen populists, running the spectrum from David Duke to the Kingfish himself, big Huey
Long. Conclusions? None.
I misread ”amphiprotic” today as ”amphierotic” and drew an intake of breath sharp indeed pondering the
sublime noumenon of such a word’s existence. Is the thought of a unicorn a real thought?
tritium (2005-09-07 17:55:30)
I have a SNOBOL4 manual. Mmm-hmm.
happyfunnorm (2005-09-08 00:20:06)
Heh... [1]He’s a lot older than me and owns four Debian t-shirts
1. http://people.debian.org/~jaldhar/rup/

2.9.11

(2005-09-11 11:42) - still drowsy - public

Music: girl still sleeping, cyclone fan on high, bong bubbling

The NYT magazine has a solid review of what looks like a key ”new” (forgive those of us in the Dirty South
for being a year or two behind NY/SF) literary magazine in [1]n + 1. I hugely dig Marco Roth, but find
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David Sedaris junkie food for angst-ridden purposeless wannabes; we’ll see how this goes (I can’t make a
decision nor really even react to Eggers; one doesn’t seem so much to read him as be exposed, like a chunk
of palladium in the corner of the room that emits highbrow references from time to time). This paragraph
in particular excited me:
Such eclecticism is not an end in itself, and the experimental brio of the writing coexists with
a regard for aesthetic distinctions, intellectual standards and even cultural hierarchies that can
look downright conservative. ”I love it when we’re mistaken for a conservative journal of opinion,”
Mark Greif said - though the actual political views presented in n+1 tend to range from mildly
to ardently left-wing. Their youthful gusto is accompanied by a sense of weary impatience - with
the mindless celebration of popular culture, with the coyness of some of their literary peers and
rivals and with ignorance of history and tradition on the part of those who should know better.
William F. Buckley Jr., founder of National Review, perhaps the most influential magazine of
the past half-century, famously defined a conservative as someone who ”stands athwart history,
yelling Stop,” a description curiously echoed in the last words on the last page of the first issue
of n+1: ”We’ve begun by saying, No. Enough.”
I’ve been wrapped up in authors of the Sturm und Drang as of late; I’ve never drunk deeply of them before,
beyond the requisite high school Schiller used to introduce, or indeed to motivate, languid excursions into
Continental Romanticism that rearely went beyond Pushkin, Sand or Goethe. I took a brief departure to
devour Reich’s [2]”The Mass Psychology of Fascism” and Langewiesche’s [3]”The Outlaw Sea: A World of
Freedom, Chaos and Crime”. The former’s an incredible, eye-opening work that affected me more than any
sociologically-oriented manuscript since Hoffer’s [4]”The True Believer” (and dear Wilhelm has this to say,
bless him: ”Honest pioneer work in the field of science has always been, and will continue to be, life’s pilot.
On all sides, life is surrounded by hostility. This puts us under an obligation.”). The latter was, unfortunately, a trite piece of historically-shortsighted garbage not worth the $3.75 I paid for it. Also recently taken
in: Sullum’s [5]”Saying Yes: In Defense of Drug Use”, from which I’d hoped for much more. It saddens me
when a Reason-published author, and supporter of a cause I obviously hold quite dear, can engage in clear
and present logical fallacy five pages in. Zorn, zorn, alas, zorn, all dead.
ahh, eric hoffer quotes to start your day and make it better:
”Faith in a holy cause is to a considerable extent a substitute for the lost faith in ourselves.”
”The less justified a man is in claiming excellence for his own self, the more ready he is to claim all excellence
for his nation, his religion, his race or his holy cause.”
”The burning conviction that we have a holy duty toward others is often a way of attaching our drowning
selves to a passing raft. What looks like giving a hand is often a holding on for dear life. Take away our
holy duties and you leave our lives puny and meaningless. There is no doubt that in exchanging a
self-centered for a selfless life we gain enormously in self-esteem. The vanity of the selfless,
even those who practice utmost humility, is boundless.” (my highlighting)
1. http://www.nytimes.com/2005/09/11/magazine/11BELIEVERS.html?8hpib
2.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0374508844/qid=1126454838/sr=1-1/ref=sr_1_1/

103-5437158-0091031?v=glance&s=books
3.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0865477221/qid=1126454866/sr=2-2/ref=pd_bbs_b_2_2/

103-5437158-0091031?v=glance&s=books
4.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0060505915/qid=1126454901/sr=1-1/ref=sr_1_1/

103-5437158-0091031?v=glance&s=books
5.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/1585423181/qid=1126454569/sr=2-1/ref=pd_bbs_b_2_1/

103-5437158-0091031?v=glance&s=books
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angry user (2005-09-11 09:40:13)
unrelated, but can I get a hell yeah! for G.T. who, despite every effort to give the game away in the 4th with some of
the most retarded play calling everywhere, pulled out the win?! sorry about the tailgating miss. I didn’t get up until
1 and was too hungover to get off the couch until late afternoon... much less go running around outside.
angry user (2005-09-11 09:41:06)
s/everywhere/ever have another bong hit, wayne.
dankamongmen (2005-09-11 10:32:17)
Discussing the Yellow Fuckin’ Jackets is never off-topic here. And it ain’t a thing – we congregated at Rocky Mountain and had a fantastic time. Woot for going up 2-0 in the most improbable way possible!
chocolat delux (2005-09-11 11:24:07) The Vanity of the Selfless
That passage about holy duty (or, as I read it, social responsibility) really sums up the identity of a social activist.
It explains why many people find a cause and then become unbearably self-righteous. The need to find pride in one’s
clan, community, nation, religious sect is the need to prove oneself as somehow superior when every aspect of our
lives seem to suggest that we are terrifyingly similar. Plus, it makes us *want* to find more value in the esoteric and
idealistic as a kind of fantasy revenge against the community of people who have tangible things and value materialism
and wealth above all. Just like the whole ”the meek shall inherit the earth” or the Black church’s secret hope that God
will balance the power structure of the Modern world. It’s a way to get from one day to another in an environment
that doesn’t prize the intangible.
billings (2005-09-11 13:04:06)
The problem with holy causes is not that no cause is worthy of selflessness. It is that our understanding of which
causes are worthy, while flawed, is and must necessarily be our own. Whether we act to follow the lead of another or
to strike out alone for any purpose, that act emanates from whatever we may consider to be ourself and our flawed
understanding. I’ve already assumed that each person has a flawed understanding; so if we take another’s understanding as our own without question, it follows that our understanding must then be at least as flawed as the one whose
understanding we relied upon. If we further assume that each individual’s ability to understand is uniquely flawed,
then obviously we may only add onto another’s flaws by unquestioning loyalty to either our own understanding or
anyone else’s. Our understanding is worthless if we do not give it life and breath, but it is equally worthless if held as
immutable.
blowgurt (2005-09-11 14:07:46)
” ...harmonic cancellation?” ”That’s right, Peter!” There seems to be a further unstated assumption in your post. Is
it not possible that by chance giving unquestioning loyalty to another may cancel out each other’s flaws? I thought
that was the purpose of marriage and sports. Unique individuals giving unquestioning loyalty to an ideal in the hopes
of overcoming individual’s inherent limitations.
billings (2005-09-11 15:44:09)
Yes, and that actually follows from what I was attempting to argue. However, I think we can agree, given what we
can observe, that neither of those agreements result in elimination of all flaws; so maybe the model is flawed! In
its defense, however, the amount of resident imperfection of information seems to rise along with the development
of mechanisms to reduce its impact in a genetic context; prokaryotes hold fewer mutant alleles as a general rule
than simple eukaryotes, which hold fewer than vertebrates. It wouldn’t surprise me if the same applied in a social
context.
blackoutdaddy (2005-09-11 20:20:45)
How related to or not, since we are talking about mass trends and the what not. If you want a window into my mind
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read ”On Killing” by David Grossman Md. matter of fact I will mail you my copy if you so desire, its about operant
conditioning and it deals with how you change the normal person into a killer. or in my case, how you take the want
to be thug, and push him over the edge.
dankamongmen (2005-09-11 23:55:16)
I checked it out, and it looks absolutely fascinating. I have wishlisted it; thanks for the rec!

2.9.12

Yeah roll up the dank, and pour the drank, and watch your step (why?) cuz
Nick Black’s on the gank (2005-09-11 20:38) - introspective - public

Music: deftones - deftones - minerva

meme from [ LJ User: kesey ] (happy birthday, my good man!) about how one views their own livejournal.
I found it interesting enough to violate my generally strict no-meme/quiz guidelines.
1. Your LiveJournal user name and what it means:
[ LJ User: dankamongmen ] is a corruption of ”God among men”, a frequently-recurring phrase in certain
translations of the Bible (it derives from the Greek entos umwyn (½ÄÂ ¼½), and is best known from John
1:14 and Luke 17:21) referring alternately to the Tabernacle, Jesus, and the New Jerusalem of St. John’s
Revelation. Dank, aside from an adjective meaning ”dark and damp”, refers to stanky, lovely crystalline
weed of the highest quality. This ties together two of my favorite hobbies, classicism and getting well and
truly krunktastic, and also suggests the dichotomy that rages within me still arising from fundamentalist
upbringing followed by libertine self-education.
2. On a scale of 1-10 (10 being the highest) how well does your LiveJournal represent who you actually are?
9 – I talk and walk in flesh just as I suggest here, although I’ll deduct one point since some of the transient
facts may be lacking in truth from time to time. This really is just a big brain dump for me, an enjoyable
outlet with which to procrastinate.
3. How much about your life do you post to LJ?
Not too terribly much, especially now that I’m out of school. Most of my worklife is under strict NDA, while
my social life is generally more illegal than otherwise. Beyond that, I really just read, pace around with
eager anticipation for the next challenge and engage in primate sexual acrobatics.
4. Is there anything you refuse to post about?
I try not to ever bring up the drama that sometimes darkens my horizons, but it spills over every now and
again. Aside from that, I’m a maniacal self-discloser and ashamed of practically nothing. I blog as blog can.
5. On a scale of 1-10 how interesting do you think your own journal is to others?
3 – I don’t think most of the people on my friends list bother to read me at all, and generally it’s the
posts I find most inane and vapid which actually get responses. Most people I’ve met in real life confess to
generally skipping my entries, blaming it upon my admitted effusiveness, perhaps indeed logorrhea, when
pressed – bullshit, in this era of information, all answers are a few clicks away. I imagine that rants regarding
information security, rap of the last two decades and academic esoterica aren’t very interesting to many, and
that’s most of this waste.
6. Has anyone ever joined LJ because of you?
Yep, at least a dozen-odd people with [ LJ User: dj ricecake ], a very treasured friend for many years, likely
being the most prolific.
7. What proportion of your posts are friends only?
Less than a third or so (no statistics readily available), I’d imagine. I almost always only go friends-only
after waking up, browsing my friends list, and alighting on some horribly callous or stupid post from the
night before. I do not use friend groups whatsoever, and find them generally lame.
8. What are your top five favorite interests on LJ?
Of mine, or to find in other people? I’d say 90 % of my list (beyond ATL folks I know personally) was found
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through browsing:
programming communities
weed smoking communities
speed freak communities
smart girls’ pages
linguistics communities
9. How often do you post in communities, and did you ever start your own?
Never started one, regularly comment, rather rarely post.
10. How often do you respond to/comment on other people’s journals?
I probably post a good two dozen comments per day, all said and done.
11. Do you prefer to write in your journal or read other journals?
Read other journals. I solely post to mine for brain dumping or to notify people of what’s up in la vida dank,
and almost always feel stupid and childish regarding the droppings left in these pages. I delete perhaps 50
% of my posts within thirty seconds of making them.
12. Have you ever had something mean said to you or been stalked, harassed, or got into an argument on
LJ (or did it to someone else)?
I’m generally ruthless in my dealings and brutal in my altercations. I deliver facts and argue without worrying about people’s feelings, and don’t let my own get conflated with games of mental tennis. This being
said, I’m sure I’ve pissed off any number of people.
13. Have you ever banned someone from your journal?
I didn’t even think you could. Lame! No.
14. Who are your four favorite LJ friend(s) and why?
[ LJ User: eightbit ]: Dave and I enjoy a merry time being alpha males and mathletes in common, his updates
maintain a very high signal to noise ratio, and his lady ms. [ LJ User: ecb ] is one hell of an astronomer
(and a badass girl to boot).
[ LJ User: zmode13 ]: Far and away the most amusing of my regular posters.
[ LJ User: fmephisto ]: I’ve only met him once or twice, but his entries always inspire me to greater compassion, greater effort, and greater thanks for all that I’ve been blessed with. Fascinating motherfucker.
[ LJ User: zbtron ]: Ferociously apt, stunningly sexy, and the k-raddest MGMT major at GT.
15. Why are you most likely to add someone to your friends list?
I dig their style, a comment they made, their user icon, or the cut of their jib. Another friend equates to
about 10 seconds of effort reading / posting a day; I don’t ponder whether or not to add for very long.
16. Do you automatically add friends to your journal if they add you first?
Yep! Anyone interested in this lost soul is automatically interesting to me, if only because I watch my back.
17. What is the most likely reason you wouldn’t add someone to your friends list?
I’ve only refused to add accounts related to ”LJ performance art” or spamming. I would refuse to add anyone
I knew to be employed by or in cahoots with a police department or law enforcement agency.
18. Is your ”significant other” on LJ?
I’m not dating, but everyone I’ve fucked in the past three months has at least a minimal LJ presence.
19. Have you ever wanted to meet someone you know only from LJ?
Yep, and have.

iamsounamused (2005-09-11 21:16:17)
I considered doing this and then thought, nah. No one reads my journal. So who would care? But interesting
comments you’ve made here.
turdburgler (2005-09-12 04:30:18)
I delete perhaps 50 % of my posts within thirty seconds of making them. How notorious you are for this!
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pigmassacre (2005-09-12 13:58:51)
I imagine that rants regarding information security, rap of the last two decades and academic esoterica aren’t very
interesting to many, and that’s most of this waste. That, and your tendency to use (nay, even obsession with using)
words completely foreign to dictionary.com, and sometimes also my trusty antique dictionaries at home (not that I’m
usually reading LJ at home, as its explicitly intended purpose AFAIK is to waste time at work). But even beyond
that, sometimes it lapses into such a level of unedited free-association that it seems nearly impossible to parse it. I
often wonder if even you would have the patience to truly track down every reference made by someone who writes in
your style about interests that aren’t your favorites. That notwithstanding, it’s a credit to your wit and personality
that I will always at least attempt to understand it. Sometimes I consider trying to drill you with questions about
all the stuff that doesn’t make any sense to me, but just as often it’s hard to know where to even begin with the
questioning.
dankamongmen (2005-09-12 14:03:00)
thank you very, very much for such an honest and thoughtful response! GOD ALMIGHTY I LOVE DATA POINTS.
dankamongmen (2005-09-12 16:08:31) words completely foreign to dictionary.com
Oh, and just to clear things up: many of them are unabashed portmanteaux and other neologisms. In particular,
I believe Latin and Greek central enough to Educated American English that derived morphologies, particularly
back-formation, are fair game. Beyond that, though...well, I’m no Joyce but it never hurt anyone to aspire, and
onomasiological delights are a fine way to waste the long, stoned hours. Calques, self-reference at as many levels as
possible, and excursions all kinds into [1]Constrained Writing are what make life worth living, pynk-funk! You should
memorize [2]the best page on the Internet and have Painful Reminder write a lipogrammatic song wherein all words
are palindromes.
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Constrained_writing
2. http://www.questrel.com/records.html

fmephisto (2005-09-12 15:30:57)
I appreciate the kind words; makes me feel as though I should be more frequent in actually making posts. In any case
I take this as a high compliment from someone I have a great deal of respect for. It made my day when I read your
post this morning.
dankamongmen (2005-09-16 12:53:20)
heh, I’ve tried to come up with something that’d get across how delighted I was upon reading this, but I’ll just go
with thanks, mang :). Hope to see you some time.
cola fan (2005-09-13 18:08:24)
When I notice them, I like your references. When I can, I like to look them up. So maybe they are uplifting your
readers.
dankamongmen (2005-09-16 12:54:14)
Educating perhaps, but I generally alude to heretics, massacres and other such evils. I always liked the ”BANE” spell
of Final Fantasy I.

2.9.13

(2005-09-12 19:24) - devastatingly tethered - friends

Music: asian dub foundation - enemy of the enemy - fortress europe

sweet mother of god, if I don’t find some psychedelics soon, I’m going to chase robitussin with the bathroom
cleaner. help me, woodland friends!
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update Mon Sep 12 19:32:13 EDT 2005: also, I no longer think I can get any cleaner in my shower. at this
point, I’m just pushing the dirt around, like we once did brussel sprouts. By the Kabba, who the fuck first
thought to package and distribute those? I need not point out that they’re just like fleshy green testicles,
because it’s the first thought anyone has on looking into a steaming, unappetizing pile.
GENETICALLY MODIFIED FOOD MEANS NEVER ENDURING THIS SCOURGE AGAIN. THERE’LL
BE SPINACH ENOUGH FOR EVERYONE. if it was good enough for rasputin, by the czarina’s pissflaps
it’s good enough for you. I wish I knew more than the 10 or so Russian words I picked up from reading Tom
Clancy as a halcyon youth. Rodina! Nyet! Tetris! all excellent things to get drunk and yell, or bellow after
wrestling a bear. Akula in the water!
This still made my day, though, as I hope it does yours:

jadesev (2005-09-12 17:24:30)
I’m more of a killing everything I fuck type of girl.
zzzing (2005-09-12 17:28:21)
i love hardcore tattoo girls, full sleeve girls make me prematurely ejaculate.
eightbit (2005-09-12 18:39:57)
when i see this, i think $A \subset B \and B \subset A \iff A = B $ expressed in a delightful font.
rusty42 (2005-09-13 11:15:23)
mmm, computer modern.
iamsounamused (2005-09-12 18:53:35)
Heh! Lovely photo. I, too, miss psychedelics. We have yet to see anything other than mushrooms around these parts.
But, according to the boyfriend, acid and mescaline used to make frequent appearances! Who knows where the manufacturers of those drugs disappeared to. I suppose they all shifted their focus to methamphetamine? Heh. Wouldn’t
surprise me. Brussels sprouts are positively gag-inducing. Who honestly eats those things? I mean, honestly?
rusty42 (2005-09-12 19:54:54)
> Who knows where the manufacturers of those drugs disappeared to. [1]pickard and apperson :(
1. http://slate.msn.com/id/2114793/

dj ricecake (2005-09-13 19:07:15)
91 pounds? Anyone who knew anything about LSD should immediately consider that number as suspect and
bullshit.
The press release derived its 91-pound estimate on the data collected during an Oct. 31, 2000, ”sneak
and peek” search of a suspected LSD operation in a retired missile silo near Wamego, Kan. (In a ”sneak
and peek” search, a judge authorizes law enforcement to conduct their search without the knowledge of
the property owner.)
I really dislike the idea of a ”sneak and peek” search. The photo reminded me of these classic jokes: What do you
tell a woman with two black eyes? Nothing...if you have to tell her twice, the bitch’ll never learn! What’s strong
enough for a man, but made for a woman? The back of my hand! j/k, jayv(”I hate guys. I love women!”); // Clerks
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dankamongmen (2005-09-13 19:08:46)
Or, of course, anyone who reads Slate: http://slate.msn.com/id/2114793/
dj ricecake (2005-09-13 19:11:28)
Jesus Christ that was the fastest LJ response I’ve ever seen.
dankamongmen (2005-09-13 19:17:15)
the best part is that it turned out to be the same article robert led with...i thought he’d have gone with [1]this
later report.
1. http://slate.msn.com/id/2098109/

chefataraxia (2005-09-12 21:51:06)
Brussel sprouts when cooked correctly are delicious. As is any foodstuff. And by cooked correctly I mean not overcooked, and cooked in lots of bacon fat with little bacon bits all over them. Aye, been too long here too for the
psychedelics. I’m working on it.
zbtron (2005-09-12 21:51:22)
where did you find that
blindherviolet (2005-09-12 23:50:37)
holy crap thats hot.
pigmassacre (2005-09-13 10:15:12)
Why... yes, it does make my day.
(http://www.atlantarollergirls.com)

2.9.14

It also reminds me I need to go to the Rollergirls bout on Sunday.

a byproduct of the ghetto music we make from an extroverted point of view I
think it’s too late (2005-09-12 19:48) - judged - public

Music: canibus - poet laureate ii

if something is indescribable, is it worth experiencing? is it undeserved?
billings (2005-09-12 17:26:05)
It is what it is.
pigmassacre (2005-09-13 11:01:38)
The former: Probably. The latter: Why would it be?
racarate (2005-09-13 13:09:19) whateva dood
Yes, it is worth experiencing. You are experiencing the ’something’, not the ’indescribable’. I am not even sure if you
can experience an adjective in isolation. As for being undeserved, that implies a judge of merit, yourself or otherwise.
That is hard question to answer without knowing the ’something’, the merit, and the merit/something cost. There
are plenty of things we cannot define but are worth it, like love and art and 1 %0.

2.9.15

pwning the bizzoss (2005-09-12 21:05) - chipper - public

Music: phish - hoist - julius
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Regarding our discussion re: Mssrs. Knuth and Wolfram,
Volume 2, Third Edition, pp23-24, Section 3.2.1.3. Recurrence (2), taken
in conjunction with his comment below and precondition earlier regarding
radix of the machine, is equivalent to Mr. Wolfram’s periodic generator
if I recall your IM correctly.
and, of course, assuming I’m not a big dumb idiot.
I must thus regretfully continue to consider Mr. Wolfram a douche who
hasn’t done much anything of value since Mathematica. A New
Kind of Science for Sucking my Balls, maybe.
–
nick black ”np: the class of dashed hopes and idle dreams.”
ahh, it feels good to call upon the [1]Greatest of All Time. my soul is strengthened!
1.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0201485419/qid=1126574290/sr=8-1/ref=pd_bbs_1/

103-5437158-0091031?v=glance&s=books&n=507846

2.9.16

(2005-09-15 03:37) - weary - public

Music: beach boys - pet sounds - pet sounds

The Beach Boys lived in simpler times, when every song could be about cars, the best girl in town and vague
enemies (always assumed to be Jan & Dean – who were they kidding? Their signature track opens with
girls, cars and layered male harmony within two lines).
If you don’t read KT, you might have missed [1]the most illuminating article not written by Keith Packard
about Linux, X, fb, and what needs to be done. Highly, highly recommended – investigate each link at least
one level deep, and you’ll grok a fair amount of issues facing what the [2]UNIX Haters’ Handbook refers
to as ”The X-Windows Disaster, or How to Make a 50-MIPS Workstation Run Like a 4.77MHz IBM PC.”
As Marcus J. Ranum of DEC and many elsewheres is quoted, ”If the designers of X-Windows built cars,
there would be no fewer than five steering wheels hidden about the cockpit, none of which followed the same
principles – but you’d be able to shift gears with your car stereo. Useful feature, that.”
Everything in my life is great right now, except this HORRIBLE KAFKAESQUE DPT OF CORRECTIONS BULLSHIT KILL ME PLEASE :/.
1. http://www.freedesktop.org/~jonsmirl/graphics.html
2. http://research.microsoft.com/~daniel/unix-haters.html

thirdkraytwin (2005-09-15 04:51:23)
One of the Beach Boys spent six years in bed. Some days, I entirely get his drift.
psyched out (2005-09-15 05:57:42)
BEACH BOYS ALERT* *BEACH BOYS ALERT* uh-oh, gotta make a comment! is ”surf city” is the jan & dean
song you’re thinking of, brian wilson actually wrote it (or parts of it) and gave it to J &D to record - brian’s dad (the
BB manager at the time) was horribly offended at the time precisely because of the ”vague enemy” aspect of it - so
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the next time J &D saw the BB (with dad in tow), jan wore a pirate’s outfit just to drive the point home... i never
quite heard jan & dean’s songs the same way after hearing jan (or was it dean?) say of so many of their hit songs
”that one was written about this stripper who hung out at the whorehouse we went to”...
cola fan (2005-09-15 07:48:00)
Pet Sounds is strangely beautiful. Did you hear my mash-up? [1]Don’t Talk, You and I (Put Your Hand on my
Shoulder, We Can Conquer the World)
1. http://ravelite.org/music/mashup/beach_wonder.mp3

dj ricecake (2005-09-15 13:30:50)
Dennis Wilson used to get crunked up with Charles Manson.

2.9.17

holy fucking shit man walks on fucking moon (2005-09-16 17:13) - ecstatically groovy!
- public

Music: the gourds - dem’s good beeble - when wine was cheap

the incredible GOURDS are playing at smith’s olde bar tonight, and I had no idea!!!!!!!
niggaswithhatzv(”WE’VE GOT SOME PLANS NOW, MOTHERFUCKERS!”);
[1]this made me laugh, and think of better days
1. http://cgi.ebay.com/The-Ultimate-Hippie-Vacation_W0QQitemZ5614695213

zra (2005-09-16 16:08:12)
fuckin’ a man
zra (2005-09-16 16:08:39)
i was feeling extremely the big lebowski right back there.
blackoutdaddy (2005-09-16 19:52:26)
that hippie thing gives me an idea to solve my roomate issues.
zra (2005-09-16 20:06:44)
what roommate issues. i offer sage like advice on issues of goddamn bastard roommates.
blackoutdaddy (2005-09-17 15:38:55)
lack of goddamn bastard roommates is the current issue

2.9.18

hilarious quotes from arkansas razorbacks HC houston nutt (2005-09-19 13:42) gotta get to work - public

Music: sublime - 40 oz. to freedom - waiting for my ruca

After getting served up something fierce by USC-West, 70-17:
”That was a tough one, probably the toughest since I’ve been here. It’s
probably the best offensive team at every position, as far as offensive
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line, receivers, tight ends, split ends, half backs, fullbacks,
managers, trainers, assistant coaches, player’s mamas and daddies, and
of course the backs and then you have a Heisman trophy winner at
quarterback. And he knows how to ball room dance. Its the most offensive
performance by an SEC team, that’s for damned sure.
”It’s tough, because you can’t gang up on one position. If you gang up
on the running back, he’ll beat you with receivers. If you play two deep
or cover three, here comes Reggie Bush and he doesn’t need very much of
a crease. It just got out of hand early and that was the thing we were
trying to keep from happening and try to get to the fourth quarter. We
couldn’t manage to do it. We suck.”
chefataraxia (2005-09-19 18:20:45)
I wore my Razorbacks shirt yesterday, more in memoria than anything else. Quote from USC’s HC Pete Carroll:
(Regarding Arkansas 33 plays in the first quarter to USCs eight) We cant ask the offense to score slower.

2.9.19

he’s one hell of a meningitis-whuppin’ engineer (2005-09-19 23:41) - relieved - public

Music: slayer - seasons in the abyss - seasons in the abyss

Big Reggie Ball is [1]out of the hospital, having engineered a reversal of fortunes against his vile contagion.
He’ll hopefully be employing Big Big Science and putting together a win against the much-despised Hokies
of the Virginia Polytechnic Institute this Saturday, when the Yellow Jackets head to that barren and turkeyfilled land beyond the Most Baleful of Carolinas, Blacksburg. Wootable!
and while it’s no [2]letter to the japanese people, the wire that Coach Earl ”Red” Blaik received on Dec.
2, 1944, after the Black Knights of the Hudson had beaten Navy to complete a perfect season is k-key:
”THE GREATEST OF ALL ARMY TEAMS. WE HAVE STOPPED THE WAR TO CELEBRATE YOUR
MAGNIFICENT SUCCESS. MACARTHUR.”
1. http://sports.espn.go.com/ncf/news/story?id=2166408
2. http://www.livejournal.com/users/dankamongmen/155881.html

pimperzparadise (2005-09-20 05:15:09)
Blacksburg is off da chain, nigga. The Hokies just freak me out...Hokie. Lame.
happyfunnorm (2005-09-20 13:16:17)
Go Jackets!

2.9.20

a penny for the old guy (2005-09-20 08:46) - morose - public

Music: pennywise - bro hymn

John Reeves Hall, ”Overcode” to most of the many whose lives he helped light, [1]passed 2005-09-17.
and other days it just rains. You’ll be missed, good man.
1. http://overcode.yak.net/
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ford the river! (2005-09-21 02:47) - beatific - public

Music: ween - pod - can you help me scrape the mucus off my brain?

http://www.deadlyhippos.com/columns/ot int.htm
This interview with the design lead for oregon trail, holy shit the best game outside of fraction munchers
back in the primary school dizzay, has left me happier than about anything else in weeks. Hurrah!
8. Even today food at .20 a pound is pretty complicated to figure out. Sometimes in my fifth grade class
other kids would use calculators to figure out their purchases. I always believed this constituted cheating and
refused to use a calculator. Can you confirm that these other kids were, in fact, cheating?
I applaud your determination to use pencil and paper and/or mental math to compute your purchases.
You are certainly entitled to feel a little bit superior to your classmates that used calculators. But I have no
problem with those who use calculators as a tool to aid their decision making. I believe that the important
aspect is the decision making process, not how the computations are made.
lush ious (2005-09-21 03:48:23)
I would sell my soul for a copy of Oregon Trail. And I still refuse to hunt.
dankamongmen (2005-09-21 03:59:34)
Try this: http://www.virtualapple.com/oregontraildisk.html Supposedly it should run in a browser; firefox on linux
couldn’t hendel the dendels, though. Emulation is readily available [1]here, but emulation is a pretty fucking geeky
road on which to sojourn.
1. http://www.classicgaming.com/rotw/otrail.shtml

copycatjsh (2005-09-22 14:38:31)
it’s an activeX thing... so IE only. *shudder*
soundofsilence (2005-09-21 07:46:39) ’educational’
I used to waste entire mornings at school playing that game.
rusty42 (2005-09-21 09:22:24)
fraction munchers, eh? i believe i can trace my love of english pedantry to mecc’s word munchers.
msbeanhead (2005-09-21 09:46:02)
What? No love for Maniac Mansion? (although that may have been middle school...)
dankamongmen (2005-09-21 09:57:37)
ahhh, I’m talking Apple ][ days, when the ATARI was still fading as a competitor. Maniac Mansion required a 386
IIRC, a plateau of computing power I didn’t have access to until 1996 or so.
hillarybliss (2005-09-21 14:58:12)
This article was awesome! I remember there being a huge scandal when kids would name the travelers after teachers
and then purposely kill them off (I played this to death in 4th grade 1992). After that we weren’t allowed to use
names of anyone in the school when creating our games. I have a new version (from maybe 1999?), but somehow the
enhance graphics reduce the charm of the concept (seeing blood splatter out onto the camera when you shoot a bison
is just kind of disturbing for little kids). I also fondly remember number muchers, which I will now go and find to
play at work! THANKS!
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dankamongmen (2005-09-24 10:25:02)
NO PROBLEM, hillary! i’m delighted to provide what little I can to the girl who recovered my Revolutionary Worker
poster (still above my computer’s adytum), mailed me my Excalibur HP-48GX style, and briefly found employ in my
worldwide laundry concern?
dankamongmen (2005-09-24 10:25:52)
?!!?!?1?!!? INTERROBANG VICTORY WELFARE, INTERROBANG!
englishteacher (2005-09-21 16:40:25)
many a lunch hour– oregon trail...number munchers and summer and winter games.

2.9.22

the line i trace begins to weave a tangled web from wall to wall (2005-09-21 09:14)
- punk’s not fucking dead - public

Music: godspeed you black emperor! - lift yr. skinny fists - storm

Hell yeah, Vicki Rubin still kicks ass and takes names, on Jeopardy! these days though! My Whitmanworthy Captain from my junior year, who led us most mightily through the dork-ridden gauntlet of the 1997
Questions Unlimited national championships, two years before the [1]NAQT Nationals began (and actually
kept records, [2]pimp tight woot!), apparently mowed down a one-month champion and will be doing quite a
few more Jeopardy! rounds (in between publishing articles in The Atlantic, lordy girl you so smart!). Damn,
we missed her encyclopedic knowledge of fine arts my senior year – that’s where other power schools like
Dorman, Irmo and the baleful James Island had us by the short hairs (we opened the season winning the
Woodward tournament by beating Dorman; they closed ours out with a drubbing in the national semifinals
at Chicago, argh). She’s married to a guy who until recently had roughly my same job description at a big
rival of ours, SecureWorks here in the ATL – strange, strange, strange, that. Check out the big-pimpin’
geeklove from the 1997 Washington, D. C. nationals – I had my afro! (and elephantine structure, gah):
Ahh, the days of Lucky Strike nonfilters and one-hitters through the lazy afternoons. This Oct. 1st I go
read at Walton’s annual invitational, which is always a tremendously reaffirming and, to be honest, darling
pleasure. Being surrounded with a few hundred of the southeast’s brightest kids will do that for ya – cause
when you take that bus, you get there.
1. http://www.naqt.com/index.html
2. http://www.naqt.com/hsnct/1999/1999-hsct.html

justben (2005-09-21 08:03:54)
I missed her Jeopardy appearance? Shit. Incidentally, were you aware she had a [1]blog?
1. http://stijl.blogspot.com/

dankamongmen (2005-09-21 08:05:12)
no no, she won, so she keeps playing.
justben (2005-09-21 08:07:17)
Her debut, then.
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dankamongmen (2005-09-21 08:08:42)
yes, that we both missed. isohunt doesn’t have up to date jeopardy!; you should ask the German to check his
special sources.
gmslegion (2005-09-21 09:43:05)
Did you miss my entry Monday? I honestly think that her showing up on that game show was just about the
biggest surprise of my aged life. I cheered and smiled throughout, although my heart sank a bit when she got a
Daily Double about John Grisham, because while I’m sure she’s quite unlike the person she was six years ago, I
cannot imagine her ever wanting to know anything about John Grisham.
dankamongmen (2005-09-21 09:46:49)
I saw it, and immediately planned to post; if you’d like, consider this all an extended comment :D.
catches sars (2005-09-21 09:29:18)
you should pick up lift your skinny fists on vinyl and listen to it on double speed.
iamsounamused (2005-09-21 15:22:23)
Heh. My parents told me I should go on Jeopardy someday.

2.9.23

how can you say, ”you torture me”, when you’re already thinking of someone
else? (2005-09-23 04:07) - fiercely pissed off - public

Music: nofx - not good enough for other records - pimps & hookers

I’ve been wrestling with a bug for about two and a half days now, although I must admit to sleeping about
twenty-two hours last night through today. Still, any single implementation problem that sucks even 36 hours
of one’s time rates as a cast-iron bitch and starts to gnaw at self-actualization and confidence. Dutifully
recorded experimental results suddenly seem invalidated and must be rerun; men grasp at straws to explain
that which eludes them. I’ve been programming for twenty years now, 80 % of my life spent training to build
great spiraling mathematical structures atop a foundation of rocky logic. Two decades of experimentation,
induction, and finally chasing down and exterminating bugs. How do I still create them? Why do I still
allow errors into my (usually fairly trivial) proofs of algorithms, or the correspondingly nearly-mechanical
conversion of them into instance code? Why doesn’t this bullshit work? Fucking brain!
The worst part is that this comes off three days spent awake in a furor, reimplementing a major module according to the boss’s instruction. Requests to work upon this, for a point release this Friday (today?!?
now?!?), came at 0030 and 2300 Tuesday – ie, he fullwell knew that he was asking for me to put in a sixty
hour stretch of codeflexing. I have no problem with this; it’s what I love to do, and it’s why they pay me
the phat cash. Today I wake, roll over and fall immediately back to sleep for another ten hours. Apparently,
not dragging my frustrated self up and off to the izzoffice had him all screamin’ and shoutin’ and acting like
he’d walked in on me plundering his dear dad’s cornhole a dry Christmas morning. I do not demand any
kind of workweek restrictions nor bitch about the parodic delivery schedules; for this I expect and generally
receive a great deal of tolerance.
All hope is centered in fixing this bug of +5 shittiness, throwing back a cold handful of adderall and marching
officewise in my big black boots, preempting any lecture regarding yesterday’s unannounced absence with a
loud bitchfest regarding mutual respect and appreciation of superhuman efforts. It’s all keyed off resolving
this crap cracker; science talks and the proverbial bullshit walks. Time to put my queer shoulder back to the
wheel. Time to play Vulgar Display of Power, as well.
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is reggie ball going to be ready to play? apparently he was upgraded to probable from questionable. we’re
gameday, apparently:

iamsounamused (2005-09-23 12:18:43)
The downside of the habit. That’s all I will say. It’s much easier to take it in small doses. So it doesn’t catch up with
you and knock you on your ass later.
happyfunnorm (2005-09-23 16:24:57)
It does not happen too often, but every once in a while there are bugs in the compiler or in libraries. Maybe you’re
looking in the wrong place...
dankamongmen (2005-09-24 10:22:52)
no mang, just poor science on my part. this doesn’t even really use any library routines; it’s all combinatorics and
graphs.

2.9.24

spit strictly for the murderas, and the killas, and the thugstas (2005-09-23 10:26)
- sans souci - friends

Music: notorious b.i.g. - life after death - notorious thugs

victory! admiralperryv(”We have met the enemy and he is ours!”). If you want some, come get some, cuz
where I’m from we tote big guns, and everybody knows somebody that knows somebody that knows somethin’ ’bout it...and I want answers now who, what, where, when, why, and how, befo’ I mop up the flo wit
’em, and I kick in the door and let the fo-four get ’em, I got fools that’ll go get em, this for him, the crew
and the dudes that go run wit ’em!
Meeting with the boss went well. [ LJ User: angry user ], where my niggaz at tonight? I plan to lift
’em up off off of they toes (with the street sweeper), regulate some quarters and keys and o’s, but aside from
that I’m down. Ahhhhh, what a merry day!
dj ricecake (2005-09-23 07:55:48)
Man, fuck some street sweepers.
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dankamongmen (2005-09-23 09:00:38)
this git.talk.matlab shit is heeee-larious

2.9.25

when alpha hax0rs work and play (2005-09-23 13:53) - amused - public

Music: gg allin - doctrine of mayhem - i kill everything i fuck

tonight the CoC grad student drinking group travels to the Brewhouse, where hopefully Fibonacci Painkillers
(level 1, level 1, level 2, level 3) shall be done. and welcome to reflex, [ LJ User: nisroc ](and we’re getting
[ LJ User: mike b ] starting monday! our tribe groweth like the Yangtze’s waters behind its levee of dead
Chinese girls!)!

Newsgroups: reflex.development
From: nick black
Subject: Re: checking core <–> sensor conn
John Lindsey rigorously showed:
> Hmm, perhaps I need to turn up some sort of log level? Is there a
> particular log that would register a key mismatch problem?
>
really, if you can’t pick a SSL X509auth failure out of a
tcpdump -s 0 -X, you should probably just go sling ass on Ponce with the
rest of the manwhores.
–
nick black

smellycoder (2005-09-23 12:07:38)
are you a happy hour regular? i haven’t gone in quite a while.
dankamongmen (2005-09-23 12:08:49)
I am not, but I am a Brewhouse semi-regular, and a fan of meeting new intelligent people. I’ll be there if I can get a
ride out of work and then down again to L5P from Midtown; these are not at all assured preconditions.
smellycoder (2005-09-23 12:12:42)
understandably so :/
angry user (2005-09-23 13:12:07)
So, does this mean Amigo is off?
dankamongmen (2005-09-23 14:17:01)
happily not, and it’s not as if i couldn’t outdrink the CoC in its entirety and still enjoy a chickenbeast and pitcher
of texas margaritas with you, my good man!
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modularformsboy (2005-09-23 13:29:47)
BTW, [1]Frank Pfennig is getting rid of a ton of old Information and Computation journals. Any particular ones
you’re interested in?
1. http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~fp/

nisroc (2005-09-23 17:40:09)
”I got your x509 hangin’ Boy!!!”
blackoutdaddy (2005-09-23 18:59:27)
do they still do the thing with the boxing gloves there? lord knows that you can throw them things.

2.9.26

Watch your shit fall like Rome: I’m immune to all viruses, and blow cocaine to
cleans out my sinuses (2005-09-25 11:36) - recovering from an ass-whuppin - public

Music: young jeezy - thug motivation 101 - make ’em understand

51-7. Let us never again speak of yesterday’s round annihilation of my beloved Yellow Jackets at the hands of
the Virginia Tech Hokies – at least it wasn’t U [sic] GA up in the Cesspool of the South. The only redemption
that can be taken from this fierce shallacking is that VT’s commercial featured a ”renowned music program”,
suggesting to the world that precious little science is actually getting done. Those who’ve driven through
Virginia via the I-81/I-77 axis know the ”Virginia Technology Corridor” signs which dot a lone and level
landscape bereft of buildings, let alone phattek (second most ironic Virginian road sign: ”Blacks Run” on
I-81, testimony to their heritage of racial hatred through the magic of forgotten apostrophes). Then again,
VASCAR is on that ass (apologies to whomever I stole this from, [ LJ User: kesey ] methinks?)
No matter how dark a day this may prove for fans of the Yellowest of Jackets, though, I shall be happy; how
could it be otherwise, when the girlfriend wore one of those anarchy cheerleader uniforms from the Smells
Like Teen Spirit video for me? Hotttttttness. We stopped by [ LJ User: uglor ]’s party over by the Rape
Rental store on 11th and had a great time contemplating the stark escarpment outside [ LJ User: girlsonfilm ]
studio. Some ex-[1]ISS wanksta had the heaping bowlfuls, and afterward Twitch, One-f and Shaggz returned
back with [ LJ User: killerpoptart ] and I for bong hits and two great games of verbal tennis. It shapes up
to be a deliciously mellow weekend, marked by little more than weed, listening to new A-town phatraps and
lounging around reading. And 51-7, UGH.
1. http://www.iss.net/

kosherpickle (2005-09-25 13:43:03)
The best thing about that technology corridor? No cell phone service.
englishteacher (2005-09-25 14:23:30)
i’m in love with that photo
pimperzparadise (2005-09-25 16:27:24)
I am from VA and still don’t know about the Technoloy corridor. What the fuck is it and what does it mean? That
entire stretch of VA is nothing.
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kesey (2005-09-25 20:42:56)
nods .. that’s one I posted awhile back .. but it’s not my creation anyway - I just thought it was - shall we say interesting? perhaps even a ”sign of the times.” ;-) *peace*
pigmassacre (2005-09-26 06:58:55)
I have to ask – what are you referring to as the Rape Rental store?
killerpoptart (2005-09-26 09:39:48)
there was a ’drape rental’ store across the street. we didn’t see the ’d’.
blowgurt (2005-09-26 08:07:38)
Almost hate to say this boss because it reveals me as a pedantic little twerp[0] but is shallacking one of your famed
neologisms? Otherwise, I fondly remember your homophone as ”shellacking.” Much love. 0. Or I rightly identify with
your predilection for scv(”perfection!”); and know that you prefer pride somewhat less than rigor and correctness.
dankamongmen (2005-09-26 08:17:41)
I thought the same thing, but yesterday did a bit of research. The American Heritage Dictionary of Idioms claims
”shellacking” to be correct usage, and nothing short of possibly the OED (I had my copy stolen recently, argh!)
referenced shallacing. The gerundive formation is explained by the following spelling rule: ”Words that end in an
accented short or modified vowel sound must have the final consonant doubled to protect that sound when you add
a vowel suffix” together with ”The letters, k and ck are more than substitutes for c and cc. They are used to spell
/k/ at the end of a monosyllable. The digraph, ck, ALWAYS follows a short vowel.” Neither form shows up in Mrs.
Byrne’s Dictionary, the Highly Selective Dictionary for the Extraordinarily Literate, or the Word Lover’s Dictionary.
I move it be stricken from the record, replaced with a good old-fashioned use of ”pwning” and let us be done with it.
I remain unconvinced that I was in the wrong, but encourage you to detail your argument! [haxorec10.jpg]

2.9.27

we’re totally radical! and we eat broken glass! (2005-09-26 03:46) - hard workin’
dank - public

Music: plastikman - sheet one - consumed

Kroger now manufactures a generic cereal in the spherical idiom called FUSION! I was skeptical, the box’s
brief literature neither offering more than a most meagre list of citations nor addressing caloric performance
with regard to the Lawson criterion. Of course, I acquired a sample, but it wasn’t without some wearying
politiking with the Japanese and Soviets – because that’s what those self-stylized bear wrestlers from the
[1]INR are, unreformed Communist magnet fetishists who spend their nights jacking off over pictures of
tractor factories and feverishly trying to beat the [2]HAARP out to a weather control machine, don’t let
them trick you. FUSION! is pretty goddamned delicious, but I’d really like General Mills to up the ante
with INC - Improvised Nuclear Cereals or somesuch.
1. http://www.inr.ac.ru/
2. http://www.haarp.alaska.edu/

2.9.28

Kids slingin’ in my lobby, little Steve and Bobby, gettin’ paid but it’s a lifethreatanin’ hobby (2005-09-26 18:56) - home from work to work more - public

Music: napalm death - twist the knife (slowly)

Yeah, they still play hide and seek: the fiends seek for the crack,
then they hide and let the cops peep,
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Grown folks say they should be out on their own,
before the gangs come and blow up their mom’s home.
Then I realized the plan: I’m trapped in a deadly video game, with just one man,
so I don’t only watch my back, I watch my front,
cause it’s the niggas who front who be pullin’ stunts.
[1]
i don’t want to work again tonight, le sigh
1. http://www.zeppotron.com/unnovations/bakers_hat.html

smellycoder (2005-09-26 19:20:48)
but i like bread :(
mumpish (2005-09-27 03:44:19)
Well I, for one, am infuriated :)
dankamongmen (2005-10-05 16:06:13)
HOLY SHIT I *JUST* GOT THIS.
sid icarus (2005-09-27 08:59:52)
I just *knew* that had to be TVGoHome related (before hitting ”cunt” and the pound logo.)

2.9.29

twelve fifty-five press return (2005-09-27 13:47) - shaken - public

Music: outkast - atliens - decatur psalm

and some people say meth can’t save your life. fools! [1]always keep some around in case of home breakins.
I woke up this morning with a flare up of the intense, disabling trephining I was getting in my eyes last
year. I switched back from contacts to glasses, but I suppose they weren’t wholly to blame. It’s a totally
unacceptable experience – bursting up from prone sleep to suddenly screaming, tearing at one’s eyes and
flailing around the room, savagely trying to gouge behind the betrayer retina’s agonizing wall and collapse
the vitreous humor, now less a gel than an excruciating curlicue of misery. Collapse to the bed, weep, bind a
pillow to the face and match ictus with spasm, strong american male body contracting and flagellating, step
right up and pay those devoirs, pain your currency. 9:22, Personal Note: When I was a little kid, my mother
told me not to stare into the sun, so once, when I was 6, I did. At first, the brightness was overwhelming, but
I had seen that before. I kept looking, forcing myself not to blink, and then the brightness began to dissolve.
My pupils shrank to pinholes, and everything came into focus, and for a moment, I understood. bullshit, max
cohen. James Joyce wore an eyepatch, [2]of course; maybe he knew something I don’t. I must determine
and eliminate the cause of this recurring ordeal or else surely I’ll be driven from my fucking mind.
Happy (one day late) birthday, T. S. Eliot! HURRY UP PLEASE IT’S TIME. Also, everyone should
grab [3]this masterful video (30 MB) from the Genius/GZA’s ”Liquid Swords”, quite possibly the second
greatest rap album of all time after Outkast’s ATL-borne opus Aquemini. It reminds me of the good ol’ days,
makin’ ends and makin’ ends meet, nigga get the phone book look up in the yellow page – lemme tell you
how we gonna get paid. Off to work with me.
1. http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20050927/ap_on_re_us/courthouse_hostage_book;_ylt=AvPWbWOKh8s_D7PcfxGnRBms0NUE;
_ylu=X3oDMTA3MjBwMWtkBHNlYwM3MTg-
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2. http://joycean.org/media/eyepatch.gif
3. http://gehennom.net/~dank/tabpower/gotyaback.mpg

missjudithann (2005-09-27 11:34:31)
I bought a James Joyce finger puppet last year. It rocks.
catches sars (2005-09-27 12:06:08)
god i love you.
dankamongmen (2005-09-27 15:28:08)
yeah, well you’re pretty goddamn intriguing yourself, ms. lauren. now for seven times seven lashes for somehow
emitting ”we’ll” when i first wrote that.
zbtron (2005-09-27 14:26:36)
i knew it! that’s one classy broad. [vert.smith.jpg] meth bitches rule. you should go to a doctor. instead of reading
ts eliot and crying like nancy kerrigan.
dankamongmen (2005-09-27 15:18:56) crying like nancy kerrigan
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm i miss you.
lunchv(”shrieked like a wounded faggot!”)

i also naked-

girlsonfilm (2005-09-28 06:32:15) Giant Squid Photographed for First Time
http://www.ajc.com/hp/content/shared-gen/ap/Science/Japan Giant Squid.html

2.9.30

auuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuugh! (2005-09-28 13:02) - showered - friends

Music: de la soul - three feet high and rising - jenifa taught me

0649 enter sleepstate
1158 wake up to phonecall from someone asking, ”I’m at the MARTA, can I come over now?” assume they
know what they’re doing and say yes
1159 realize I slept through 1000 kenny loggins wakeup cronjob, curse
1201 find IM’s from the whole working world concerning sky entering fallingstate
1204 on terminal, third diet mountain dew, two vim(1)s open and one cscope(1), music on (add n to (x)),
bugzilla open
1205 one-f and guy I don’t know walk through front door, have one-hitter thrown at them and are told,
”don’t fuck with me i’m busy! can’t you see i am serious!” ”hey man i was wondering” ”YOU WILL LET ME
WORK *NOW*, SMOKE SOME GODDAMN WEED AND SIT DOWN”
1210 commit two fixes, pretty completely solving problem
1211 knock one-f’s friend(?) over while vaulting sofa to finally piss
folgersv(”the best part of waking up is finding out what’s fucked!”). that was one jarring morning.

zra (2005-09-28 12:27:17)
hahaha. holy shit, if this is how you treat guests i am going to make my way down there.
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dankamongmen (2005-09-28 12:35:36)
mistsofavalonv(”few who travel to that country remember how they reached it, and find they’ve spent many years
there, forgetting from whence they came”)
zra (2005-09-28 12:40:43)
that doesn’t make sense.
killerpoptart (2005-09-28 13:18:53)
listen to the big baby jesus song. you’ll feel better.
catches sars (2005-09-28 14:13:50) fsck fsck
your journal: [1] svn commit LB: sat here and wondered how long it’ll take before you make me come visit you crl s
crl x

2.9.31

oh yeah I wait tables too, no I havent heard your band cause you guys are pretty
new (2005-09-29 20:08) - excited / fascinated / busy! - public

Music: pantera - vulgar display of power - mouth for war

late late notice, but everyone should grab your lady, who gets in free by the way, and come down to the mark
for $8 drum and bass insanity all night. most of it will be shitty, sure, but motherfucking pendulum comes
on at midnight and will rock your socks off. i am pondering attendance yellow mitsubishi style and rolling
my face off, but either way it’ll be a good time. all work and no play makes nick a dull dankling. bring your
black love and your boone’s farm cause it ain’t nothin’ but king shit, all day, end day.
otherwise, enjoy [1]the recent obsession. sparked by, of all things, a conversation on [ LJ User: spun psychosis ], i’ve been spending every free hour of late striving to build a solid understanding of how exactly
amphetamines of all shapes, racemisms and chiralities might be affecting ye olde dankbrain. it’s tough; i’ve
forgotten a lot of my o-chem, and the overall alien nature of medical literature leaves me feeling semantically
unanchored. all of it, thankfully, is fascinating, and i look forward with twitchy anticipation to learning what
”axonal geometry” might involve. hurrah for this bold modern age of science! three quarks for muster mark!
1. http://dank.qemfd.net/tabpower/quinoprotein%20model%20(journal%20of%20neuroscience%201998-09-15).pdf

iamsounamused (2005-09-30 19:50:34)
I’d be interested in perusing your findings.

2.9.32

All ablaze fire flame lightin’ up the sky runnin’ under burnin’ sun, yellin’ ride,
nigga, ride! (2005-09-30 03:29) - community-minded - friends

Music: body count - body count - cop killer

new! [1]the dankvaults
I’ve [2]DocumentRooted a symbolic link into part of my internal NFS exports, sharing papers I’ve found
worth keeping for one reason or another. I guess it was about two years ago that I stopped printing out two
dozen papers at a time on rosalyn.cc or sister printers wormwood and moe, reading them as I paced around
the house, and never finding them again after I’d clean. Unfortunately, I haven’t put too terribly much effort
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into naming / organizing, but opening papers at random is half the fun. Enjoy the information; it wants to
be free! :D man, that reminds me of some dorky, dorky times long ago.
1. http://research.qemfd.net/
2. http://httpd.apache.org/docs/1.3/mod/core.html#documentroot

majelix (2005-09-30 09:54:14)
Forbidden You don’t have permission to access /abdalla00randomtree.pdf on this server. Apache/1.3.33 Server at
research.qemfd.net Port 80
dankamongmen (2005-09-30 09:59:56)
redressed
majelix (2005-09-30 10:04:55)
w00t

2.9.33

I know I should say no but it’s kind of hard when she’s ready to go
(2005-09-30 10:52) - mirthless - public

Music: bad religion - stranger than fiction - incomplete

This is easily the saddest thing I’ve read in weeks, especially since it doesn’t mean to be mocking or derisive:
[1]a damning assessment of the modern mathematician. Thanks for helping me realize life is worthless, [ LJ
User: eightbit ]!
1. http://www.cs.ru.nl/~freek/books/idealmathematician.sat

2.10
2.10.1

October
i’m gonna fight ’em all – a seven-nation army couldn’t hold me back
(2005-10-02 14:02) - very, very happy - public

Music: white stripes - elephant - there’s no home for you here

Well, this has been the most relaxing weekend in probably a year or so. I’m beginning to initiate (heh) the
process of decoupling my life somewhat from my work. Soon, I shall have enough underlings hacking on my
codebase with me that I shan’t be able to handcraft every change, build that tight code up from scratch,
get on the streets and hustle that snatch. It’ll be a strange feeling – until this fifth year of our company’s
existence, every line of C had been posited, carved from a vim screen of fresh tildes, loved, debugged, and
finally proved by me alone. It’s a necessity, though. Customers now numbering into the hundreds rather than
handfuls, with installs of tens rather than single boxes, demand features more rapidly than I alone can keep
up. I’ll recede ever more into the core code, the Difference Engines yielding up stochastic and combinatorial
analyses from which toplevel code siphons wisdom like an oracle. As I absolutely loathe writing code which
interacts with people and all their context-heavy mechanisms for representing information, this should be a
bit of stress off my back. I don’t trust many other people with my code (Lunz, [ LJ User: justben ] is getting
there, and that’s the end of it), so a major effort of mine in the coming weeks will be strong decoupling of
modules my hacklings will work with from my sweet core of hard, shimmering brilliance.
Yesterday, [ LJ User: killerpoptart ] and I went and read quiz bowl at Alma Mater #2 [1]Walton’s annual Academic Challenge. It was lovely fun for the whole dankfamily, and the kids were cute beyond all
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expectations – omfg, this one girl was wearing a shirt reading ”Schrodinger’s Cat Is Dead” on the front and
”Schrodinger’s Cat Is Alive” on the back and, had it not have promised many years down in Rice Street,
surely I’d have swept her up into the dankcave. I read through the finals, captured (as could be expected)
by yet another powerful incarnation of the [2]Dorman Cavaliers out of South Carolina, an academic bowl
concentration of power (SC also houses [3]Irmo and [4]James Island high schools, constant thorns in my side
as a Walton Raider superstar back in the dizzay, heh). Afterwards, I came home with Rogue Chocolate Ale
and 24 Abita Purple Haze wheat beers, enjoyed a few hours rolling around with the hotttttness while the
White Stripes played, and slept for nineteen hours. I woke up with a dire message to call the boss, but it
turns out all problems were OPC – Other People’s Code. Woot! I forgot to pay the rent amidst all the
phatness yesterday, but hey, $50 is just an hour’s work and what’s that in the face of good times? Goddamn,
but it’s great to be a White Anglo-Saxon Male Atheist with a tight computer science job in America, 2005.
Sorry for the rest of you!
Edit: and let me just add how fucking sweet it is for something you’ve dedicated 1/5 of your life to (I’ll turn
25 in three days hence; [5]Reflex Security turned 5 this August) not only get by but SUCCEED. It’s been
a gleaming sign in the back of my mind for years – SUCCESS – and hey, I think it’s here. Go go go 5 %
ownership. REDEMPTION.
1. http://www.cobbk12.org/~walton/
2. http://www.dormanhigh.org/
3. http://www.lex5.k12.sc.us/ihs/default.htm
4. http://www.jicharterhigh.org/
5. http://reflexsecurity.com/

eightbit (2005-10-02 11:40:18)
i saw an old man wearing a shirt that said ”if you’re not part of the solution, then you’re part of the precipitate” a
few weeks ago.
zra (2005-10-02 13:17:26)
i just encountered a user icon that said that same thing. it was probably the best thing i’ve seen all week.
zra (2005-10-02 13:16:53)
man, sounds like a lot of fun. i tell you, if i got swept up in programming, my head would probably explode. i truly
feel like i could do it with an acceptable level of competency, but i absolutely won’t. i think i’ll send you my resume
once i have everything in order. and once we, you know, actually meet.
sid icarus (2005-10-06 13:38:38)
omfg, this one girl was wearing a shirt reading ”Schrodinger’s Cat Is Dead” on the front and ”Schrodinger’s Cat Is
Alive” on the back and, had it not have promised many years down in Rice Street, surely I’d have swept her up into the
dankcave. [1]”Not Dead” perhaps? Would seeing a CoC shithead wearing one retro-actively diminish those swooping
desires?
1. http://www.thinkgeek.com/tshirts/science/6dff/

2.10.2

and i will show you something different...i will show you fear in a handful of
dust (2005-10-02 16:25) - pondering - public

Music: lords of acid - voodoo-u - taste my honey

Heh, I forgot a detail of yesterday’s academic bowl reading: Round of 32, last question begins ”Characters
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in this poem include Marie, who’s advised to hold on tight...” Of course, the question sought T.S. Eliot’s
[1]masterwork, this being the sixteenth line. I damn near broke down into tears, and it took all I could
provide to struggle through the question. T.S. Eliot just fucks me up, mang.
reproduced for your enjoyment:
Still an angel?
Ashley Smith was sainted by conservatives for reading ”The Purpose-Driven Life” to her captor. Now she
admits to also giving him crystal meth.
-----------By Mark Follman
ct. 1, 2005 | Last March, the media devoted days to the tale of a young Atlanta woman who’d negotiated her way out of captivity at the hands of a fugitive murderer. It was a gripping story that was
impossible to ignore. And with the moral-values hullabaloo of Election ’04 still echoing nationwide, religious
conservatives levitated the story to the realm of fable.
Ashley Smith, a 27-year-old widowed mother with a young daughter, had been taken hostage in her
own apartment by Brian Nichols, an African-American man who had fled from an Atlanta courthouse where
he’d just shot and killed four people, including a judge. Round-the-clock coverage focused on how, during
her ordeal, Smith pulled out Rick Warren’s mega-selling evangelical book, ”The Purpose-Driven Life,” and
read to Nichols from a chapter called ”Using What God Gave Me” to gain his empathy and trust. He
eventually let her go, and she alerted the authorities, who arrested Nichols without incident.
”I think God gave this young lady a supernatural empathy and compassion for someone that most
anybody else would have tried to kill,” the Rev. H.B. London, a vice president for ministry at Focus on the
Family, said back on March 16. ”Every Christian organization in the country will want to tell her story.”
”The power of family and faith was never more apparent in action than in [the] news story of Ashley Smith,” Larry Jacobs, vice president of the Howard Center for Family, Religion & Society in Colorado,
said in a press release then.
”The only thing that helped Ashley Smith get through an over-seven-hour ordeal where quadruplemurder suspect Brian Nichols held her hostage was her faith in God,” announced Fox News.
Her faith wasn’t the only thing, as it turns out. This week, with the release of her memoir, ”Unlikely Angel,” Smith admits that she earned Nichols’ confidence by offering him a dip into her stash of
crystal methamphetamine. Nichols, Smith says in the book, didn’t know what ”ice” was, or how to take it.
”You don’t have to smoke it,” she recalls telling him. ”You can hot rail it or snort it.” She cut it up for him
herself, using a plastic supermarket card and a $20 bill. Smith didn’t tell police investigators, or the media,
about the meth until months later.
Today, Smith says she kept the meth a secret from the cops not so much for fear of prosecution as
for fear of her family’s reaction – they didn’t know she was back on drugs at the time and had thought she
was doing much better.
In March, the media reported that Smith had struggled with addiction for years prior to the hostage
ordeal; according to her updated account, she refused to do drugs with Nichols that night. Offering meth to
Nichols, she writes, was a gut reaction. He’d asked her for marijuana but she didn’t have any. ”I was trying
to cooperate with him in every possible way and that just came out when he asked for a drug,” Smith said
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in an interview. ”I knew the way it had totally just made my mind go crazy, so yes, I was completely scared
that’s how he could react.”
She admits she’d had experiences of psychosis while high on meth herself, causing her to hear voices
and crash her car, leaving her body scarred. But in the fear of the moment with Nichols, she didn’t have
time to think about supplying crank to a deeply disturbed, heavily armed fugitive.
Smith says that after giving Nichols the meth, it ”just totally mellowed him out. He just kind of sat
there, like he was deep in thought.” That made sense to her. ”[Meth] made me do things at a fast pace, but
it still would get me thinking in deeper thought. Things kind of hit home a little more.” It was after Nichols
was high that she began reading to him from Warren’s book.
Georgia authorities have said they won’t go after Smith. There was no evidence of illegal drugs
other than her videotaped statement, said Gwinnett, Ga., District Attorney Danny Porter on Wednesday –
not enough for a prosecution. And Smith will still get $70,000 in reward money from authorities for helping
to capture Nichols.
Case closed, technically speaking. But what about for the chorus of conservatives who back in March
nominated Smith for sainthood? These are the same folks who tend to advocate locking up drug users
and throwing away the key. Not only did Smith still have an illegal stash back then, she lied about it by
omission.
Among opinion makers, no one was more vocal in the campaign to sanctify Smith than Wall Street
Journal commentator and former Ronald Reagan speechwriter Peggy Noonan. ”It is an amazing and
beautiful story. And for all its unlikeliness you know it happened as Smith said,” Noonan wrote in her
March 17 column. ”You know she told the truth. It’s funny how we all know this.”
For Noonan, the story went beyond an intuitive sense of Smith’s honesty. ”The more the news played the
testimony of Ashley Smith, the more each news show came to seem elevated, ennobled,” Noonan continued.
”The past few days the TV screen has been filled with some wonderful light ... Ashley Smith is a national
hero – a brave, resourceful single mother who has suffered in her life, and who at a series of pivotal moments
did the right thing and the kind thing and helped a killer end a killing spree. Country songs will be written
about her. She’s going to enter our folk lore.”
Noonan now says that the meth revelation doesn’t alter her admiration for Smith. ”If you could
talk a murderer out of mayhem by keeping your wits about you and reading to him from a religious tract,
I’d salute you too, no matter what the facts of your past or present life,” she says. Noonan also pointed
to what she says is the ”polar thinking” typical with a story like Smith’s. ”Life is complicated and so are
people.” And she says she thinks ”conservatives will be less shocked than liberals” by Smith’s revelations,
maintaining that there’s a wide spectrum of conservative opinion on dealing with drug addicts nowadays.
There are ”a heck of a lot of people who’ve been touched one way or another by the drug problem” in
America, Noonan says.
Still, London and Focus on the Family appear less eager to tell Smith’s story now; multiple calls
from Salon requesting comment were not returned. Jacobs, of the Howard Center for Family, Religion &
Society, also declined to comment.
For her part, Smith says she’s wary of being made a hero by conservatives. ”I’m not really much
into politics,” she says. ”They were quick to call me an angel, but from the beginning I was very uncomfortable with that. I’m not the perfect girl they saw, and it’s important that people know that. They can make
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their judgments on me now, and I know they will.”
Aside from unlikely sainthood, Smith has had to contend with some other exploitative impulses among
pundits and the press. After hearing about her remarkable bonding with Nichols back in March, some
red-staters questioned whether Smith hadn’t ”loved her enemy” in the biblical sense. It was an absurd
charge that set off another round of absurd voices to defend her.
”I think God was in that apartment with them,” said Rush Limbaugh during his March 14 radio
broadcast. ”I think God was in there and I think there’s no question, you cannot dispute there was a bond.
There was a bond between these two, but I think it’s a mistake to think that it’s the kind of bond that
leads to conjugal love or a relationship or dating or anything like that. It’s far above that. Far, far, far
above that, folks.”
But Smith’s publishers don’t seem to be giving her much help here, as the book, coauthored by a
writer named Stacy Mattingly, seems to play up the sexual angle, and even exploit the age-old taboo of
interracial sex. ”He unbuttoned the blazer and took it off, hanging it on the left-hand post at the foot of
my four-poster bed,” it reads. ”Glancing up at him without a shirt on, I thought, ’This guy is huge. I guess
they really do work out in jail.’ He looked like a linebacker. He didn’t have an ounce of fat that I could see;
he was cut everywhere. I looked away as he turned back to me.”
Next comes a scene in which Nichols says, ”I like your style,” while Smith is cutting up the lines of
meth for him on the bathroom counter. ”Have you ever dated a black guy?” he asks her. ”No,” she replies,
and then Smith spends a paragraph recalling that possibility from her high school days.
Smith says despite what others have said about her, and regardless of how she’s been packaged by
her publisher, ”I did what I had to do to get out of there alive, and honestly I believe that God gave me all
the tools I needed to get through it. And I honestly believe some of them were not so good,” she adds. ”He
used my past to help me.”
salon.com

recently found 1998 [2]Hi-Q Quarterfinals (pre-victory), [3]Hi-Q Semifinals and [4]Hi-Q Finals (postvictory) pictures, woot! academic bowl nostalgia-4-life. Aside from the suit, I look like a total badass in the
last one, hahaha.
1. http://eliotswasteland.tripod.com/
2. http://dank.qemfd.net/images/hq01.jpg
3. http://dank.qemfd.net/images/hq3.jpg
4. http://dank.qemfd.net/images/hqf14.jpg

billings (2005-10-02 21:21:28)
That’s one snappy looking NTFMB.
dankamongmen (2005-10-03 08:18:03)
thank you, kind sir!
dankamongmen (2005-10-08 16:34:03)
i like how everyone else on my team is looking at the cameras, while i’m clearly wearing a ”fuck you” face to the other
team. it’s pretty illuminating.
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dankamongmen (2005-10-08 16:36:11)
heh, i have this episode on my computer, and will now watch it, becaus ei’m a huge dorjk like that druyk!

2.10.3

No more games, I’m gonna change what you call rage, tear the mothafuckin’
roof off like 2 dogs caged (2005-10-03 08:03) - surprised - public

Music: eminem - the eminem show - without me

whoa: they picked a mathematician for SCOTUS. I pretty much approve already. All hail the [1]Rigor Court!
http://abcnews.go.com/Politics/SupremeCourt/story?id=1170572
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,171050,00.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2005/10/03/AR20 05100300252.html
http://online.wsj.com/article/0 SB112833654307858362,00.html?mod=ho me whats news us
”
I am currently scooping Slate, Salon, the LA Times, Roll Call, and the Economist. More as it appears
:).
oh and HAPPY DAY, a new [2]hax0r economist! it’s been forever!
1. http://www.nytimes.com/2005/10/03/politics/03cnd-scotus.html
2. http://www.rdwarf.com/users/kioh/haxorec65.jpg

angra (2005-10-03 05:55:03)
ooh, maybe newton’s ghost can drag leibniz’ ghost to court now!
angra (2005-10-03 05:56:02)
new h4x0r = old news :(. It’s been up at least a month or two. curse you getting my hopes up.
sid icarus (2005-10-03 08:50:11)
has there ever been a SCJ that hasn’t been a J before?
dankamongmen (2005-10-03 08:53:42)
dude, john fucking marshall was a CSCJ without Jhood.
ajju (2005-10-03 08:57:28)
So was Rehnquist apparently. ”You don’t have to go back far to find a justice who was never a judge - William
H. Rehnquist never served on the bench, for instance. The president also mentioned Byron White. According to
the White House, 10 of the 34 Justices appointed since 1933 came from within the president’s administration, not
from the judicial branch. Among the other justices for whom the high court bench was their first judgeship were:
Lewis Powell, Arthur Goldberg, Earl Warren, Tom Clark, Hugo Black, William Douglas, Felix Frankfurter and Louis
Brandeis.” Courtesy LexisNexis via library.gatech In other news it seems impossible to find court cases that involved
lawyer X using LexisNexis.
dankamongmen (2005-10-03 09:12:34)
HOLY FUCKING SHIT THE LIBRARY PROVIDES US LEXISNEXIS? you may be my new best friend, mysterious [ LJ User: ajju ]!
In other news it seems impossible to find court cases that involved lawyer X using LexisNexis.
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Try WestLaw. it appears John Marshall was a judge advocate in the armed forces. I’ve no clue what that qualifies
as off the top of my head, but I think JAGs are just lawyers. Verification is needed!
ajju (2005-10-03 11:18:40)
”you may be my new best friend, mysterious ajju!” That would be an honor in a lot of ways. Though I may
claim none of your rigor, a non trivial percentage of my Amazon wishlist comes from recommendations made on
dankblog.
dankamongmen (2005-10-03 08:54:16)
so yeah how about you just consider yourself pwned; he was only arguably the most important CSCJ and all.
dankamongmen (2005-10-03 09:14:19)
”Finishing second in the balloting, he was chosen city recorder, a position that enabled him to sit as a magistrate on
the Richmond Hustings Court which handled minor civil and criminal cases” hrmmm, perhaps it is I who is pwned
and you who have pwned via omission!
sid icarus (2005-10-04 12:38:24)
”CSCJ” is deprecated, y0. Though I guess the CSCJs is arguably a proper superset of CJUSs.
dankamongmen (2005-10-07 06:26:03)
ahh no i did have skillz according to csmonitor: [1]skillz
1. http://www.csmonitor.com/2005/1007/p01s03-usju.html

lyricsboy (2005-10-03 10:22:55)
OK um... I see where you said ”mathematician” but I am having some trouble verifying any mathematical connection
to Miers. Are you thinking of her stint as Texas Lotto commander? Or maybe what you meant was ”sycophant?” ;)
ajju (2005-10-03 10:40:26)
She got her B.S. in Math from Southern Methodist University.
tent/article/2005/06/20/AR20 05062001161 pf.html

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/con-

lyricsboy (2005-10-03 10:43:10)
Ah, clearly google news has failed me again. Maybe I should try harder.
dankamongmen (2005-10-03 10:45:41)
”Born and raised in Dallas, Miers, 60, earned an undergraduate degree in mathematics and a law degree from Southern Methodist University. In addition to her legal career, she served one term on the Dallas City Council.” cref the
ABCNews article.
angry user (2005-10-03 15:08:04)
A mathematician due to a B.S. in Math from Southern Methodist Univerity? Give me a fucking break. The following
alone (if true) is reason to completely discount her: According to a blog by David Frum... ”In the White House that
hero-worshipped the president, Miers was distinguished by the intensity of her zeal: She once told me that the president
was the most brilliant man she had ever met,” Frum’s blog said. The current president? The most brilliant person
she has ever met? So, either she’s a moron or she has never not been surrounded by morons.
angry user (2005-10-03 15:10:22)
s/Univerity/University gah. proofread, jackass.
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cufk tish sips (2005-10-04 00:10) - amused - public

Music: pendulum - hold your colour - prelude

I just stumbled upon this:
static int
build_acsupermatches(logctx *lc,void *vsub,void *vbm){
pattern_aux *sub = vsub;
build_marshal *bm = vbm;
unsigned z;
if( (sub->pd->num_suffixof = sub->suffixcount) ){
// i don’t have time for bullshit right now. save the
alloc XXX
if(sizeof(*sub->pd->suffixof) !=
sizeof(*sub->suffixes)){
bitch(lc,"I only work on real machines, fix me
XXX\n");
return -1;
}
sub->pd->suffixof = (typeof(sub->pd->suffixof))
sub->suffixes;
for(z = 0 ; z < sub->suffixcount ; ++z){
sub->pd->suffixof[z] = sub->suffixes[z]->pd;
}
sub->suffixes = NULL;
sub->suffixcount = 0;
}

and god bless the russians. enjoy it while you can: [1]Kaspersky’s Code Optimization: Effective Memory
Usage complete on the wizzeb. It’s a solid, solid book, although it does contain a few glaring errors (7
integers can be sorted in five comparisons? No sir; might I advise you to meet my friend [2]Knuth vol. 3,
5.3.1 pg 183 and 5.3.4 pg. 226. yakovsmirnovv(”In Soviet Russia, the sets permute you.”) Special bonus
trivia: genetic algorithms locked down several of the tightest sorting network constructions known today.)
1.

http://www.readol.net/books/computer/Development/A-LIST.Code.Optimization.Effective.Memory.Usage/

6554final/toc.html
2. http://www-cs-faculty.stanford.edu/~knuth/taocp.html

cola fan (2005-10-03 22:25:41)
Interesting. What are you computing?
dankamongmen (2005-10-03 23:24:51)
overlays for the [1]Aho-Corasick automaton describing substring matching, ie ”ACGT” must match both ”CG” and
”GT”.
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1. http://portal.acm.org/citation.cfm?doid=360825.360855

cbradfield (2005-10-03 22:47:30)
May your wrath be unwavering. Unless it is your code in which case I’d suggest you lay off the drugs.
dankamongmen (2005-10-03 23:16:13)
It is indeed mine. What makes you say so? Admittedly, it was produced under pressure. It works quite admirably,
however.
cbradfield (2005-10-04 01:04:59)
It’s probably just me. I didn’t get enough sleep last night. The implied comparison against NULL in the first branch
just looks like an outright error even though it isn’t (don’t know the data structure) The sizeof test also seems weird
to have in the middle of a function. Just something I’d have in a compile-time test or trait somewhere. And I was
a horrible ass for saying that. I didn’t mean to be mean :(.
dankamongmen (2005-10-04 01:23:11)
hah, no worries big chris bradfield! if my code is shit, i want to be the first to know. there is no room for sympathy in science. Thus, I shall shit ruthlessly on your commentary: ”implied comparison against NULL in the
first branch”? I assume you refer to if( (sub->pd->num suffixof = sub->suffixcount) ) { ”suffixcount” and ”num
suffixof” hardly sound like pointers vs. integers to me, and just in case, the unsigned z combined with for(z =
0 ; z < sub->suffixcount ; ++z) { makes that somewhat more obvious. The preprocessor doesn’t know about
types – sizeof() is not a cpp-time operator (think of padding and alignment issues especially, and the ANSI/ISO
mandate that the preprocessor and compiler function as decoupled units). Since #error is the only way I know of to
conditionally break compilation yet maintain a proper C program, I don’t see how you’d make this a compile-time
”test” (obviously the compiler can constant fold down to a 1 or 0, but you can’t get this result until runtime without
evil tricks, AFAIK).
cbradfield (2005-10-04 02:00:00)
Pointer/integer confusion came because my eyes blurred suffixof and num suffixof. I still stand by my point
that comparison implictly against zero makes it harder to read. I would have said: sub->pd->num suffixof =
sub->suffixcount; if (sub->suffixcount == 0) { ... } As for sizeof() being runtime, that just shows how long in the
tooth my C is :(. I’ve been mucking with C++ too much and had forgotten the C99 shit where sizeof() had to
become runtime until you just mentioned it. This, to my knowledge, has nothing to do with padding but due to
the crazy C99 varadic shit you can do. I’m not going to look it up, but I’m 99.999 % certain that C++’s sizeof()
is still compile-time which allows for neat template tricks. In any case since this is C99 I am completely wrong
in stating it should be compile time especially since it can change at the flip of a hat. You could move it out of
the first if statement to bring the assertion up to the beginning of the function. So I guess my revisions would be
(which are purely cosmetic):
static int
build_acsupermatches(logctx *lc, void *vsub, void *vbm) {
pattern_aux *sub;
build_marshal *bm;
unsigned z;
sub = (typeof(sub)) vsub;
bm = (typeof(vbm)) vbm;
sub->pd->num_suffixof = sub->suffixcount;
//i don’t have time for bullshit right now. save the alloc XXX
if(sizeof(*sub->pd->suffixof) != sizeof(*sub->suffixes)){
bitch(lc,"I only work on real machines, fix me
XXX\n");
return -1;
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// CB: if there were no more in the function after this I’d
inverse the test
// and just return.
if( (sub->suffixcount != 0) ) {
sub->pd->suffixof = (typeof(sub->pd->suffixof))
sub->suffixes;
for(z = 0 ; z < sub->suffixcount ; ++z) {
sub->pd->suffixof[z] = sub->suffixes[z]->pd;
}
sub->suffixes = NULL;
sub->suffixcount = 0;
}
But this is all petty bullshit. I’m tired and I tripped over your num suffixof suffixof nomenclature and my C89
brain saw no point to the assert where it was. This combined with my initial inference that you were posting this
because it didn’t work made me do mouth gets foot. I’ll go about my business now. Nothing to see here.
cbradfield (2005-10-04 02:37:35)
And the preprocessor has nothing to do with it; however as I wrote in IM, I think sizeof() is runtime in some
cases in C99. You can accomplish a compile-time assert many ways. Here’s one (although it’ll leave you with
unused vars if you enable that warning): #define COMPILE TIME ASSERT(expr) \ char
constraint[expr]
COMPILE TIME ASSERT(sizeof(int) == sizeof(unsigned int)); ... COMPILE TIME ASSERT(sizeof(int) !=
sizeof(unsigned int)); You can also use bitfield declarations, or use switch to accomplish similar results. They
aren’t as clean as the C++ though:
template < bool > struct CompileAssert;
template <>
struct CompileAssert< true >
{
};
EDIT: fsck you HTML for eating my template paramaters over and over again forcing me to repost this a bazillion
times.
sid icarus (2005-10-04 13:11:10) ready for more petty bullshit?
I’d swap 0 and sub->suffixcount around the != well maybe. I’ve found that making the concious effort to put
a/the lvalue on the right-hand side of a comparison at the same time I’m choosing the operator causes me to get
confused and use the wrong operator if a greater-than/less-than test is involved. (And I realized two days ago
that I’ve never bothered to do the swap in the test for for loops: for(i = 1 ; argc > i ; ++i) {... } God that just
looks wrong.)
dankamongmen (2005-10-04 13:35:52) Re: ready for more petty bullshit?
well maybe. I’ve found that making the concious effort to put a/the lvalue on the right-hand side of
a comparison at the same time I’m choosing the operator causes me to get confused and use the wrong
operator if a greater-than/less-than test is involved.
This style makes me scream like a wounded faggot. Any engineering value notwithstanding, it’s an aesthetic
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atrocity.
cbradfield (2005-10-04 20:58:16) Re: ready for more petty bullshit?
Yeah I’ve never liked it either. I see the ”advantages” but what it does to the readability makes me angry. I
also don’t brace single statement loops and ifs despite the ”better” style of doing so always.
dankamongmen (2005-10-04 02:19:07) although this ain’t bad
#include <limits.h>
#define COMPILE_TIME_ASSERT(pred) switch(0){case 0:case pred:;}
#define ASSERT_MIN_BITSIZE(type, size) \
COMPILE_TIME_ASSERT(sizeof(type) * CHAR_BIT >= size)
#define ASSERT_EXACT_BITSIZE(type, size) \
COMPILE_TIME_ASSERT(sizeof(type) * CHAR_BIT == size)
void compile_time_assertions(void){
ASSERT_MIN_BITSIZE(char, 8);
ASSERT_MIN_BITSIZE(int, 16);
ASSERT_EXACT_BITSIZE(long, 32);
}

cbradfield (2005-10-04 02:28:05) Re: although this ain’t bad
Hah, beat me to it, but that’s the type of assert I was thinking of, not a #error
desiato (2005-10-05 11:15:40) Re: although this ain’t bad
I typically use #define CompileAssert(exp) extern char CompileAssert # #exp[(exp)?1:-1] And also, Happy
Birthday to Nick, fellow 10/5’er! – Ryan
dankamongmen (2005-10-05 11:17:38) Re: although this ain’t bad
doesn’t that restrict exp to the lexical range of identifiers? and right back at you, big ryan chaves! i’d thought
you’d abandoned fair LJ.
desiato (2005-10-05 11:22:10) Re: although this ain’t bad
Well, you can use any valid C expression ... what more would you want to do? Admittedly I don’t think
I’ve seen the case statement method that you showed previously .. very interesting. Also, a small error in my
definition ... normally, you don’t make the macro name the same as the identifier name if you want things to
work! As far as LJ, I tend to simply lurk nowadays ... I’m not one for prose =)
dankamongmen (2005-10-05 11:28:45) Re: although this ain’t bad
Also, a small error in my definition ... normally, you don’t make the macro name the same as the
identifier name if you want things to work!
That would explain my original response :). Problems with your solution, against which mine are strong,
include: can’t be used twice from within a single scope (redefinition error) prone to generation of unused
variable warnings (mine creates a statement, yours a variable)
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desiato (2005-10-05 11:35:10) Re: although this ain’t bad
Hmm, I will have to disagree on the second point. We shall see just how rusty my brain is now =) Is it
common for the compiler to generate unused variable warnings for externs? I’ve seen neither my (admittedly
probably less-than-pedantic) microcontroller compiler nor PC-Lint ever complain about this particular compileassert method. No space is allocated by this method. The first point is certainly valid; unfortunately
macro pasting with #exp does not quite do what you want if exp is (y>z) or what-have-you.
dankamongmen (2005-10-05 13:27:52) Re: although this ain’t bad
”Hmm, I will have to disagree on the second point. We shall see just how rusty my brain is now =)” Ahh,
you’re correct, of course. If you’re using extern, it can only appear at file scope or the beginning of a block
(I hadn’t even noticed it). So, that breaks use of this macro within a function in general, no? Unless you
did: #define CompileAssert(exp) \ do { extern char CompileAssert[(exp)?1:-1]; }while(0) regardless, I still
prefer my statement-based solution.

leon03 (2005-10-07 23:29:53)
Forgive me for not having a copy of Knuth’s Vol 3 at hand, but isn’t it quite impossible to sort 7 numbers in less than
13 comparisons worst case, and 12.3 in the average case?
dankamongmen (2005-10-08 08:30:37)
that is very precisely correct, and what I was trying to get across (as noted, the author of the listed text said 5, which
is right out). hello there, stranger! a friend of knuth is a friend of mine.
leon03 (2005-10-08 12:22:53)
Well met. Very, very amusing blog. I have some whacky connections to Knuth. Actually, if you want to be fully
100 % correct in what I said, I really needed to round down to 12.299. But that’s not worth going after. :) I just
realized that the author meant to state that you can sort 5 integers in 7 comparisons, worst case.
dankamongmen (2005-10-08 14:19:34) I just realized that the author meant to state that you can sort 5 integers in
7 comparisons, worst
this is what I had assumed. The sorting graph for this solution is, of course, also to be found in vol. 3 :D.
dankamongmen (2005-10-08 14:20:45)
btw, I went ahead and friended you; you seem worth reading.

2.10.5

birthday woot (2005-10-05 02:09) - drizzunk! - public

Music: roni size - new forms - let’s get it on

a quarter century of admiral diggities!

thirdkraytwin (2005-10-04 23:28:49)
That looks like something i grew.
cryptic maniac (2005-10-04 23:34:59)
Todays word is ”sharing.” Yum.
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killerpoptart (2005-10-05 00:14:19)
awwww, you’re so very cute and drunk and passed out right now. happy bday, babe!
iamsounamused (2005-10-05 01:29:46)
drools* I haven’t smoked weed in damn near a month.
chefataraxia (2005-10-05 03:02:15)
Happy Birthday!
pimperzparadise (2005-10-05 03:16:09)
I’m in love....
kesey (2005-10-05 05:25:03)
Happy Birthday!
zra (2005-10-05 05:36:45)
happy birthday and holy crap.
cola fan (2005-10-05 05:51:32)
happy birthday!
dj ricecake (2005-10-05 05:52:45)
Happy birthday! Is it January already? :)
lorigami (2005-10-05 06:31:11)
Happy Birthday =D *raises glass*
alison says (2005-10-05 06:35:35)
Well, hello stranger ;)
zbtron (2005-10-05 06:53:12)
you should have come over and said hello. i would have given you the birthday present of the $5 i owe you.
angry user (2005-10-05 07:01:27)
well, happy fucking birthday!
georgemcfly (2005-10-05 07:20:40)
feliz cumpleaos!
wellfuckthishit (2005-10-05 08:03:40)
Heh, beautiful.
obscurelemming (2005-10-05 09:24:05)
drools* that’s beautiful... happy birthday!
coleoptera (2005-10-05 09:39:39)
damn :) happy birthday!
lsdjesus (2005-10-05 10:02:24)
mmmmmm happy b-day man
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msbeanhead (2005-10-05 10:33:20) Happy unconscious day
Whoa. You’re a youngun!
kaisersoze42 (2005-10-05 12:02:33)
nice
subcultured (2005-10-05 15:58:19)
Merry Birthday.
ignorethesm0ke (2005-10-05 19:19:19)
Wow. I am so fucking jealous.
ignorethesm0ke (2005-10-05 19:19:58)
P.S. Happy birthday ;)
itwontbepretty (2005-10-06 07:41:06)
Happy belated birthday.
my awkward kiss (2005-10-06 12:39:23)
chyeahhh. next time i’m in atlanta. we’re hanging out. you’re insane. & it’s awesome. [: happy belated birthday.
dankamongmen (2005-10-13 14:19:25)
but your journal is gone now, and without aim, i cannot reach you! alas
flava (2005-10-07 12:35:24)
happy fucking birthday to you!hah.
blowgurt (2005-10-13 14:11:04) bday love
happy belated bday. i was in the middle of 100+ hours of work last week and didn’t have any internet prescence.
dankamongmen (2005-10-13 14:18:57) Re: bday love
ahh thanks jwallace! and rigor should always take priority over some natalitial farce; i salue your efforts.

2.10.6

be a smooth operator, dominator in the state of Georgia, leave a mother fucker
open like a foyer (2005-10-07 09:31) - hard-workin’ dank - public

Music: dick d - waking up in a pool of vomit and dirty needles

ALL YOUR CELL PHONES ARE BELONG TO [1]PWNED. ahhh, chuckles and chucks like are soon to be
had.
hopefully, by the end of the day [ LJ User: sstrickl ] will be working for us. Stevie and I lived across
the hall from each other freshman year, Smith 201 and 202 respectively. It’ll be a most glorious rounding
of the circle; Kekule dreams dragon swallowing wyrm swallowing dragon and wakes with grokkage of the
benzene molecule, and indeed many things come to pass. riverrun riverrun riverrun. My depression of the
past two days has faded linearly with resubmersion in work, huzzah! punks jump up to get beat down.
1. http://www.smsanalysis.org/
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eightbit (2005-10-07 07:09:13)
i misread that as ”dagon swallowing etc.” and thought you’d managed to hire him, too.
dankamongmen (2005-10-07 07:39:16)
I’m 99 % sure dagon is independently wealthy to the point that he’ll work on nothing but the most intellectually and
ethically pleasurable job available to him. He certainly seems happy up in the GTISC.
rusty42 (2005-10-07 21:24:49)
dagonv(”capitalism isn’t called workism for a reason.”);
xtat (2005-10-07 08:09:43)
Tom La Porta! I know that guy :D (mentioned on the paper) that was a surprise. He probably knows me as the
pretentious asshole in the back of the class with a laptop.
coleoptera (2005-10-07 10:02:09)
That would be awesome.
englishteacher (2005-10-07 11:05:18)
we are all vulnerable
organicmatter01 (2005-10-07 14:29:40)
Smith 425 baby. Unfortunately my roomate was a fat redneck from Jacksonville that was really into wrestling and
turned me in for smoking the reefer. He really soured my dorm life experience.
oh marvelous (2005-10-08 22:32:44)
pst
del0379 (2005-10-27 00:15:31)
Need a 4-player chessboard?
del0379 (2005-10-27 00:17:55)
I can’t believe I still have that thing.

2.10.7

(2005-10-09 10:34) - blank - friends

Music: sublime - 40 oz. to freedom - what happened?

[1]very strange stuff in the national library of medicine. wacky.
huh? I’m not sure what happened last night – there were Irish car bombs at some point, and something
called a sexual alligator. I seem to recall blowing a line of something or another with an Indian girl off the
Rocky Mountain back porch while the Sonz of Acworth rocked on inside. There’s an unwrapped syringe on
my desk, but it looks unused. What was the intention of this smeared scribble of a phone number, bearing
the questionable legend ”cutie / $950”? Who were those two guys I was talking to in the bathroom? Why
am I without cash, and did I properly pay to leave the Highlander? Ugh; far worse than waking up knowing
one has been out making an ass of oneself is waking up knowing not a damn thing, but having some vague
guesses. Oh well, this is what comes of declaring at 1400, ”I’m getting a fucking drunk on today!” and chasing
that goal with thorough ambition and a will to power. I’m going to stay inside today, methinks, and let the
tales of stupidity roll in rather than going and finding them myself.
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THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE OF TECHNOLOGICAL PSYCHIATRY
Doctor ”Fingers” Schafer, the Lobotomy Kid, rises and turns on the Conferents the cold blue blast of his
gaze:
”Gentlemen, the human nervous system can be reduced to a compact and abbreviated spinal column. The
brain, front, middle and rear must follow the adenoid, the wisdom tooth, the appendix.... I give you my
Master Work: The Complete All American Deanxietixed Man....” Blast of trumpets: The Man is carried
in naked by two Negro Bearers who drop him on the platform with bestial, sneering brutality.... The Man
wriggles....His flesh turns to viscid, transparent jelly that drifts away in green mist, unveiling a monster black
centipede. Waves of unknown stench fill the room, searing the lungs, grabbing the stomach....
Schafer wrings his hands sobbing: ”Clarence! How can you do this to me?? Ingrates!! Every one of them
ingrates!’
The Conferents start back muttering in dismay:
”I’m afraid Schafer has gone a bit too far....”
”I sounded a word of warning....”
”Brilliant chap Schafer... but...”
”Man will do anything for publicity....”
”Gentlemen, this unspeakable and in every sense illegitimate child of Doctor Schafer’s perverted brain must
not see the light....Our duty to the human race is clear....”
”Man he done seen the light,” said one of the Negro Bearers.
”We must stomp out the Un-American crittah,’ says a fat, frog-faced Southern doctor who has been drinking
corn whiskey out of a mason jar. He advances drunkenly, then halts, appalled by the formidable size and
menacing aspect of the centipede....
”Fetch gasoline!” he bellows. ”We gotta burn the son of a bitch like an uppity Nigra!”
”I’m not sticking my neck out, me,” says a cool hip young doctor high on LSD25....”Why a smart D.A.
could...”
Fadeout. ”Order in The Court!”
D.A.:”Gentlemen of the jury, these ’learned gentlemen’ claim that the innocent human creature they have
so wantonly slain suddenly turned himself into a huge black centipede and it was ’their duty to the human
race’ to destroy this monster before it could, by any means at its disposal, perpetrate its kind....”Are we to
gulp down this tissue of horse shit! Are we to take these glib lies like a greased and nameless asshole? Where
is this wondrous centipede? ”’We have destroyed it,’ they say smugly.... And I would like to remind you,
Gentlemen and Hermaphrodites of the Jury, that this Great Beast” – he points to Doctor Schafer – ”has, on
several previous occasions, appeared in this court charged with the unspeakable crime of brain rape.... In
plain English” – he pounds the rail of the jury box, his voice rises to a scream – ”in plain English, Gentlemen,
forcible lobotomy....”
The Jury gasps..., One dies of a heart attack....Three fall to the floor writhing in orgasms of prurience....
The D.A. points dramatically: ”He it is.... He and no other who has reduced whole provinces of our fair land
to a state bordering on the far side of idiocy.... He it is who has filled great warehouses with row on row, tier
on tier of helpless creatures who must have their every want attended.... ’The Drones’ he calls them with a
cynical leer of pure educated evil....Gentlemen, I say to you that the wanton murder of Clarence Cowie must
not go unavenged: This foul crime shrieks like a wounded faggot for justice at least!”
The centipede is rushing about in agitation.
”Man, that mother fucker’s hungry,” screams one of the Bearers.
”I’m getting out of here, me.”
A wave of electric horror sweeps through the Conferents.... They storm the exits, screaming and clawing....

Panorama of the City of Interzone. Opening bars of East St. Louis Toodleoo... at times loud and clear then
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faint and intermittent like music down a windy street.... The room seems to shake and vibrate with motion.
The blood and substance of many races, Negro, Polynesian, Mountain Mongol, Desert Nomad, Polyglot
Near East, Indian – races as yet unconceived and unborn, combinations not yet realized pass through your
body. Migrations, incredible journeys through deserts and jungles and mountains (stasis and death in closed
mountain valleys where plants grow out of genitals, vast crustaceans hatch inside and break the shell of body)
across the Pacific in an outrigger canoe to Easter Island. The Composite City where all human potentials
are spread out in a vast silent market. Minarets, palms, mountains, jungle... A sluggish river jumping with
vicious fish, vast weed-grown parks where boys lie in the grass, play cryptic games, Not a locked door in
the City. Anyone comes into your room at any time. The Chief of Police is a Chinese who picks his teeth
and listens to denunciations presented by a lunatic. Every now and then the Chinese takes the toothpick
out of his mouth and looks at the end of it. Hipsters with smooth copper-colored faces lounge in doorways
twisting shrunk heads on gold chains, their faces blank with an insect’s unseeing calm. Behind them, through
open doors, tables and booths and bars, and kitchens and baths, copulating couples on rows of brass beds,
crisscross of a thousand ham- mocks, junkies tying up for a shot, opium smokers, hashish smokers, people
eating talking bathing back into a haze of smoke and steam. Gaming tables where the games are played for
in- credible stakes. From time to time a player leaps up with a despairing cry, having lost his youth to an old
man or become Latah to his opponent. But there are higher stakes than youth or Latah, games where only
two players in the world know what the stakes are. All houses in the City are joined. Houses of sod – high
mountain Mongols blink in smokey doorways – houses of bamboo and teak, houses of adobe, stone and red
brick, South Pacific and Maori houses, houses in trees and river boats, wood houses one hundred feet long
sheltering entire tribes, houses of boxes and corrugated iron where old men sit in rotten rags cooking down
canned heat, great rusty iron racks rising two hundred feet in the air from swamps and rubbish with perilous
partitions built on multi-levelled platforms, and ham- mocks swinging over the void. Expeditions leave for
unknown places with unknown purposes. Strangers arrive on rafts of old packing crates tied together with
rotten rope, they stagger in out of the jungle their eyes swollen shut from insect bites, they come down
the mountain trails on cracked bleeding feet through the dusty windy outskirts of the city, where people
defecate in rows along adobe walls and vultures fight over fish heads. They drop down into parks in patched
parachutes,... They are escorted by a drunken cop to register in a vast public lavatory. The data taken down
is put on pegs to be used as toilet paper. Cooking smells of all countries hang over the City, a haze of opium,
hashish, the resinous red smoke of Yage, smell of the jungle and salt water and the rotting river and dried
excrement and sweat and genitals. High mountain flutes, jazz and bebop, one-stringed Mongol instruments,
gypsy xylophones, African drums, Arab bagpipes... The City is visited by epidemics of violence, and the
untended dead are eaten by vultures in the streets. Albinos blink in the sun. Boys sit in trees, languidly
masturbate. People eaten by unknown diseases watch the passerby with evil, knowing eyes. In the City Market is the Meet Cafe. Followers of obsolete, unthinkable trades doodling in Etruscan, addicts of drugs not
yet synthesized, pushers of souped-up Har- maline, junk reduced to pure habit offering precarious vegetable
serenity, liquids to induce Latah, Tithonian longevity serums, black marketeers of World War III, excisors
of telepathic sensitivity, osteopaths of the spirit, investigators of infractions denounced by bland para- noid
chess players, servers of fragmentary warrants taken down in hebephrenic shorthand charging unspeakable
mutilations of the spirit, bureaucrats of spec- tral departments, officials of unconstituted police states, a Lesbian dwarf who has perfected operation Bang-utot, the lung erection that strangles a sleeping enemy, sellers
of orgone tanks and relaxing machines, brokers of exquisite dreams and memories tested on the sensitized
cells of junk sickness and bartered for raw materials of the will, doctors skilled in the treatment of diseases
dormant in the black dust of ruined cities, gathering virulence in the white blood of eyeless worms feeling
slowly to the surface and the human host, maladies of the ocean floor and the stratosphere, maladies of the
laboratory and atomic war.... A place where the unknown past and the emergent future meet in a vibrating
soundless hum... Larval entities waiting for a Live One...
”All medicine men use it in their practice to foretell the future, locate lost or stolen objects, to diagnose and
treat illness, to name the perpetrator of a crime.” Since the Indian (straitjacket for Herr Boas – trade joke
– nothing so maddens an anthropologist as Primitive Man) does not regard any death as accidental, and
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they are unacquainted with their own self-destructive trends referring to them contemptuously as ”our naked
cousins,” or perhaps feeling that these trends above all are subject to the manipulation of alien and hostile
wills, any death is murder. The medicine man takes Yage and the identity of the murderer is revealed to
him. As you may imagine, the deliberations of the medicine man during one of these jungle inquests give
rise to certain feelings of uneasiness among his constituents.
”Let’s hope Old Xiuptutol don’t wig and name one of the boys.”
”Take a curare and relax. We got the fix in...”
”But if he wig? Picking up on that Nateema all the time he don’t touch the ground in twenty years....I tell
you, Boss, nobody can hit the stuff like that.... It cooks the brains....”
”So we declare him incompetent....”
So Xiuptutol reels out of the jungle and says the boys in the Lower Tzpino territory done it, which surprises
no one.... Take it from an old Brujo, dearie, they don’t like surprises....
A funeral passes through the market. Black coffin – Arabic inscriptions in filigreed silver – carried by four
pallbearers. Procession of mourners singing the funeral song... Clem and Jody fall in beside them carrying
coffin, the corpse of a hog bursts out of it.... The hog is dressed in a jellaba, a keif pipe juts from its mouth,
one hoof holds a packet of feelthy pictures, a mezuzzoth hangs about its neck.... Inscribed on the coffin:
”This was the noblest Arab of them all.”

god i love old bill lee
1. http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?db=PubMed&cmd=Search&term=%22Kenny+MG%22%5BAuthor%5D

zra (2005-10-09 07:56:33)
haha. great scott.
killerpoptart (2005-10-09 10:30:53)
ahhh, i remember all and can fill you in if you would like to know.
killerpoptart (2005-10-09 10:33:11)
on 2nd thought...i do not know all. the phone-number-cutie/ $950 part is news to me and, honestly, i’d rather *not*
know.
dankamongmen (2005-10-09 11:18:00)
ahhh, but I’ve already solved it, my pretty: homophonic lingo. ”cutie” = ”QP”.
catches sars (2005-10-09 10:52:55)
i’m as confused as you are.
blackoutdaddy (2005-10-09 21:04:36)
maybe I am getting smarter because I understood about %40 of this post.
lsdjesus (2005-10-09 21:09:02)
fucking AWESOME fallout icon, marvelous!
blackoutdaddy (2005-10-09 23:18:51)
I value anyone who praises the fallout
dankamongmen (2005-10-09 23:31:54)
http://research.qemfd.net/detection %20of %20nuclear %20explosion %20dust %20in %20the %20atmosphere.pdf
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SHARE AND ENJOY
lsdjesus (2005-10-10 22:19:57)
one day we will share raider stories over ratgut
dankamongmen (2005-10-11 18:06:06)
I still have no idea who you are, methinks. We should meet up sometime. Fallout was the last truly exceptional
game I know of to be made.
lsdjesus (2005-10-11 18:58:02)
Meet? where ya from?
dankamongmen (2005-10-12 04:24:32)
nevermind; I thought you lived in Atlanta for some reason.

2.10.8

holy graphemes! critical updates for your orthographic pleasure (2005-10-09 13:02)
- jubilant?!!?!?!?! - public

Music: my bloody valentine - loveless - when you sleep

[interrobang.gif] See, the LORD is coming out of his dwelling to
punish the people of the earth for their sins. The earth will disclose
the blood shed upon her; she will conceal her slain no longer. In that
day, the LORD will punish with his sword, his fierce, great and
powerful sword, Leviathan the gliding serpent, Leviathan the coiling
serpent; he will slay the monster of the sea. In that day
"Sing
about a fruitful vineyard: I, the LORD, watch over it; I water it
continually. I guard it day and night so that no one may harm it."
(Isa 26:21-27:3) [logo.gif]
girl you like interrobangs and that’s alright

I’d thought that there might be nothing so wonderful in the world as a the proud interrobang, Unicode point
U+203 to the D. Oh, friends, how foolish I was – [1]BEHOLD (majuscule style4life!) the greatest page on
the Internet. We’re pointed in a lucky, lucky direction:
Por cierto: el anónimo autor de la entrada afirma que la apertura de interrobang para el
español (el decir, el signo girado 180 grados) se llamaría gnaborretni (!).
gnaborretni OF COURSE! Spanish, Gaelic and Asturian writers people need love, too The awe-inspiring
gnaborretni (”interrobang” backwards, of course) has been advanced by the ere-toiling [2]Michael Everson
for inclusion, but the Working Group sits still [3]on the application – a travesty if ever I’ve known one. ”I
believe the character’s French name would be POINT EXCLARROGATIF RENVERSE” – fucking beautiful.
Surely this is the ne plus ultra of punctuation. Ave Gnaborretni Ave!
Also, can someone explain to me why there’s an interrobang in the [4]Partnership for a Drug-Free America’s
logo
c 2008 dankamongmen. This book is strictly personal.
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1. http://jamillan.com/perdonimposible/bib_tx3.htm
2. http://www.evertype.com/
3. http://std.dkuug.dk/jtc1/sc2/wg2/docs/n2935.pdf
4. http://www.drugfree.org/Parent/Stories/The_Story_of_a_Teen_Girls_Huffing_Addiction

cola fan (2005-10-09 12:36:09)
Typographical beauty. Nice job.
dankamongmen (2005-10-09 12:51:06)
for Michael Everson il miglior fabbro
nerotica (2005-10-09 21:09:29)
only if you can explain that girl’s face.
dankamongmen (2005-10-09 21:14:49)
freon face – it’s like ”meth mouth” but involving inhalants. IT’S AN EPIDEMIC EATING AT THE HEARTLAND
OF AMERICA.
nerotica (2005-10-09 21:19:24)
freon face? that’s precious. speaking of precious.. i want a precious moments figurine with a freon face.
dankamongmen (2005-10-09 21:52:01)
I used to rob farms for their anhydrous ammonia and corn, but now we just jack up suburban air conditioners
and rub the freon on our gums mmmMMMMmmmm deLICIous CFC’s, mmm chlorofluorocarbons, sweetest of
the forbidden haloalkanes, when none are looking at us we shoots it in our ballsacs and it burnses us, now you’re
fucking with DuPont
billings (2005-10-09 23:14:45)
So I saw the loveless mentioned there and thought to myself, ”Hey, that’s my CD of the moment.” And I thought no
more. And then I read this story out of JAZZ ANECDOTES in the bathroom, about Louis Armstrong:
Louis came out after he had finished warming up. Here walks up six little guys all dressed alike. They
walked up to the bandstand and said, ”Louis Armstrong! Pops!” ”Yeah, man, what’s happenin’ there?”
”We want to present you with this.” And they held their arms out, and it was a great big joint rolled in
the form of a baseball bat. It must have been about a foot long. And they had taken a fountain pen
and punched holes in it to read, ”TO THE KING OF THE VIPERS from the Vipers Club of St. Louis,
Mo.” You know, back in those days, it was not illegal to smoke pot. I mean, we smoked pot all over the
bandstand. I asked Louis, ”What are we gonna do with this, man?” ”We’re gonna smoke a little bit of
it every day, and then we’re gonna have Mezz for dessert.” Mezz Mezzrow used to mail Louis marijuana,
everywhere we went. So we were all sitting up on the bandstand playing and all I could see was just
images. I couldn’t make out nobody’s face, I was so high. But I felt all right. A lady walked up and said,
”My, my, they all look so tired and sleepy, but the music is good.”
dankamongmen (2005-10-09 23:28:26)
I, of course, have ”Loveless” only thanks to you. Frank Zappa’s autobiography is one of the greatest rock-and-roll
books ever written. I advise it heartily.

2.10.9

(2005-10-10 00:22) - diligent - public

Music: new pornographers - electric version - swinging you around
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an [1]earlier post posited the enthusiastic question:
”Can someone explain to me why there’s an interrobang in the [2]Partnership for a Drug-Free America’s
logo”
I think I understand: their abortion of an interrobang looks like a ’P’ that Japanese factories would’ve
never let out of QA. ’P’ for ”Partnership.” That’s just about the lamest thing I’ve ever had to deduce, and
it reminds me of [ LJ User: ona-k ]’s link to this [3]fantastically beatific verse.
Ach du lieber Gott! I have toiled away in the code mines like an absolute madman today, but oh! crafting
and work of noble note do make my heart sing! Raise ’em hiiiiiiiiiiigh!
1. http://www.livejournal.com/users/dankamongmen/172676.html
2. http://www.drugfree.org/Parent/Stories/The_Story_of_a_Teen_Girls_Huffing_Addiction
3. http://www.livejournal.com/users/ona_k/118851.html#cutid1

blackoutdaddy (2005-10-10 01:11:45)
To better understand the interrobang thing I click on the link above and it was all about inhalents. and I was like
”fuck em, I hope they die” Arguments against household substances that can be abused are about as effective as
arguments for the prevention of murder/acts of terrorism that are motivated by psycotic episodes. I had this whole
huge argument drawn out about it, but it pretty much can be summed up with ”inhalents are fucking lame, get your
self some weed” but thats just me

2.10.10

HURRY UP PLEASE IT’S TIME (2005-10-11 23:51) - efficient - public

Music: green nuns of the revolution - rock bitch mafia - cor

Argh, working and sleeping take precedent over all at the moment. I don’t want you dumb fuckers thinking
I’m dead, though, so know I’m no longer using AIM. Nada, nihil, Ä¯À¿Äµ, ¼·´-½, not a bit. If you want to contact me immediately, call me, or for a much better chance of reaching me hit [1]dankamongmen@gmail.com
using google talk. WORK WORK WORK WORK WORK WORK WORK WORK WORK WORK WORK.
Everyone should hear dj zebra mixing ”closer” and ”come together” [2]here. It’s positively disturbing.
1. xmpp:dankamongmen@gmail.com
2.

http:

//dank.qemfd.net/tabpower/dj%20zebra%20-%20nine%20inch%20nails%20vs.%20the%20beatles%20-%20come%20closer.mp3

phatjoe (2005-10-12 07:19:00)
i likey it /joe

2.10.11

Borges’s full name was ..Borges... but, following Argentine custom, he never
used the entire name. (2005-10-12 17:57) - immersed - public

Music: eyedea & abilities - e&a - broken glass

Thanks to [ LJ User: nisroc ], I am ass-deep in some Borges. Holy shit, this is the most flavorful and
evocative prose I’ve read since...a big Rushdie kick I went on last year, probably. You’d think that with
such adroit genius in their heritage, Argentina could have managed to eek out an economy here or there.
c 2008 dankamongmen. This book is strictly personal.
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It’s all been Sierra del Plata and bending over for Exocet enemas from the good chaps of the RAF[0] since
Solís and his crew of white men landed. Then again, the Fucklands did give rise to Margaret Thatcher and
10,000 years of English dolor, so perhaps those crafty Patagonians knew something all along. Viva, Tierra
del Fuego! Viva, Villas Miseria! Andele!
[0] holy shit, I discovered the RAF’s iron motto a minute back: Per ardua ad astra, ”Through struggle to the stars!”. No wonder they won the war and conquered half the earth with Greek, Latin and plane
geometry. ”People acting as if in the Iliad. Have worked out all the angles. Send pecunia.” [1]
[1] all apologies to my coworkers, who read this drivel twice. yours is the kingdom of heaven!
tritium (2005-10-12 15:10:37)
Man, I love Borges. Be sure to seek out his Book of Imaginary Beings.
cola fan (2005-10-12 15:23:00)
Borges is a paragon of metafiction, and fun!
weetanya (2005-10-12 18:48:40)
love rushdie; have yet to delve into borges. i guess i have to now!
litovka (2005-10-12 22:29:47)
Have you picked up Shalimar the Clown yet? I have it on the way from [1]Zooba, and hope it’s in the same league
with Midnight Children and Satanic Verses. I miss diving into some quality fiction.
1. http://www.zooba.com/

leon03 (2005-10-12 19:47:15)
Wait a sec... wasn’t it the British who bent over for the Exocet, not the Argentinians?
dankamongmen (2005-10-12 20:05:47)
of course, the exocet being a french missile! my hat is off to you, good sir! thanks for keeping the rigor train on
track.
dankamongmen (2005-10-12 20:09:05)
All the more reason, I would posit, for their currency not to collapse with the regularity of Italian constitutional
conventions’ convenings!
coleoptera (2005-10-13 04:52:02)
I also suggest Jorge Amado, then.

2.10.12

happiness is (2005-10-14 06:49) - full of hustle - public

Music: pearl jam - no code - hail, hail

chasing down potential false positives only to stumble upon the weird and wonderful worlds of Persian open
proxies and Arab [1]adyta electronica. Admittedly, it’s all probably from proxy.org, but it’s nifty to see an
utterly foreign language and recognize a list of anonymizers.
They found their paradise, a ”pirate’s paradise,” on the jumbled border of a low-security
academic grid. At first glance it resembled the kind of graffiti student operators sometimes left
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at the junctions of grid lines, faint glyphs of colored light that shimmered against the confused
outlines of a dozen arts faculties.
”There,” said the Flatline, ”the blue one. Make it out? That’s an entry code for Bell Europa.
Fresh, too. Bell’ll get in here soon and read the whole damn board, change any codes they find
posted. Kids’ll steal the new ones tomorrow.”
Case tapped his way into Bell Europa and switched to a standard phone code. With the Flatline’s
help, he connected with the London data base that Molly claimed was Armitage’s.
”Here,” said the voice, ”I’ll do it for you.” The Flatline began to chant a series of digits, Case
keying them on his deck, trying to catch the pauses the construct used to indicate timing. It took
three tries.
”Big deal,” said the Flatline. ”No ice at all.”
[ LJ User: dankamongmen ]: saving the internet six times by breakfast since 2000. wootage!
1. http://majidpc.blogfa.com/8401.aspx

slapacrossface (2005-10-14 05:45:09)
an aside– ”hail,hail” is a glorious song ...likeminded on the run in a race that can’t be won...
dankamongmen (2005-10-18 00:45:02)
ahh, i’m listening to it again tonight, and you’re so very correct. that particular line is delivered marathon-style.

2.10.13

HOLY SHIT THE WHOLE DAMN WORLD’S GONNA CATCH FIRE
(2005-10-14 12:07) - pessimistic - public

Music: pantera - vulgar display of power - this love

between the monster [1]ms05-051 exploit probably hitting public (son of [2]zotob?) and [3]ms05-052 already
having [4]made the rounds, the internet is about fucked right thar this weekend.
expect the [5]internet storm center [6]INFOCON to be a lethal fucking red by the crest of all this garbage.
hunker down and grab your shit, boyos, it’s gonna make you say unngngngngngnggh.
1. http://www.cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CAN-2005-2119
2. http://www.viruslist.com/en/viruses/alerts?alertid=168838512
3. http://www.cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CAN-2005-2127
4. http://www.frsirt.com/english/advisories/2005/2049
5. http://isc.sans.org/diary.php?storyid=764
6. http://isc.sans.org/infocon.php

gmslegion (2005-10-14 10:49:47)
This sounds, um, horrible, whatever it is you’re saying. Are space aliens coming?
ajju (2005-10-14 12:31:57)
Yup. They’ll crawl in through your Ethernet port. Quick! Get offline.
donicer (2005-10-15 06:57:03)
to late.
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redheaded women buck like goats (2005-10-16 09:08) - equilibrious - public

Music: postal service - give up - national anthem

’All of humanity now has the option to ”make it” successfully and sustainably, by virtue of our having minds,
discovering principles and being able to employ these principles to do more with less. It is the integrity of
each individual human that is in final examination. On personal integrity hangs humanity’s fate. You can
deceive others, you can deceive your brain-self, but you can’t deceive your mind-self for mind deals only
in the discovery of truth and the interrelationship of all truths. The cosmic laws with which mind deals are
incorruptible. Cosmic evolution is omniscient God comprehensively articulate. Lack of knowledge concerning
all the factors and the failure to include them in our integral imposes false conclusions.
The nearest each of us can come to God is by loving the truth.’ -Buckminster Fuller, culled quotes
It is an absolutely lovely, lovely, lovely day in Atlanta. I shall stroll around glorying in it, rejoicing in
all the fascinating things yet to learn, anticipating actors met for better or worse in a powerful play going
on to which i might contribute a heptastich – this week, anno domini two-thousand and five, and smoking
Newports, the best fucking cigarette known to man or GWAR. I shall lift glasses full of the agave’s gift borne
in margarita with my fellow engineers, and we’ll toast with revelry to the twin pillars of Mathematical Rigor
and Scientific Method. The dankmind will come delicately untethered as ”9-tetrahydrocannabinol dances
its glib gambol along the basal ganglia’s CB1 catene, and for this the dankethos will be [1]deemed criminal
and cursed; indeed do many things come to pass. It is a strange spaceship, this earth, but I’m stuck here
for now and thus I must accept it as the dankhome, dankplanet, Pearl S. Buck’s ”The Dank Earth” and
Pulitzers all ’round.
[SHOUTING, see Kerouac’s [2]Go Go GO] [3]Father Malachi O’Flynn: Introibo ad altare diaboli. Among
you but not of you. Spiritus sancti.
[[4]Intoned, see His First [5]Kyrie] Papadank: Go, it is the dismissal. One for Pius V (and a penny for the
Old Guy), me [6]amatrix saevis oneret catenis, placewise addition makes fifteen and one-hundred times that
sees Placea codified. Ite missa est. Deo gratias. Among you. But not of you. And all are gone. Fugiunt
usque qua nocent, fugiunt, fugio.
[CANDLE: [7]Burns out and fades away]
1. http://corky.net/scripts/apocalypseNow.html
2. http://books.guardian.co.uk/news/articles/0,6109,1583468,00.html
3. http://www.doc.ic.ac.uk/~rac101/ulysses/ulysses.cgi?word=DIABOLI
4. http://www.doc.ic.ac.uk/~rac101/ulysses/ulysses.cgi?word=intoned
5. http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/08253a.htm
6. http://www.doc.ic.ac.uk/~rac101/ulysses/01.html#963
7. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kurt_cobain

zmode13 (2005-10-16 08:48:59)
Dear Nickblack, Check your cell phone messages. :( Love, emilyk
dankamongmen (2005-10-16 09:14:51)
epk: my cell phone hasn’t worked for like 3 months :( i don’t know why it keeps accepting messages. it’s like an
all-night confessional.

2.10.15

ahhhh, satisfying (2005-10-16 17:02) - impressed - public

Music: outkast - atliens - wheelz of steel
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Courtesy of Bram Cohen, crafter of Bittorrent, as stolen from [ LJ User: mpnolan ]:
You may have succeeded at life if...
If you do something no one ever accomplished before.
If you give more to the human race than you take away.
If you are ever a world champion.
If you spend more time happy than sad.
If you practice refined taste.
If you spend less time thinking about other people than they spend thinking about you.
If you have two or more surviving children.
If you have sex with more people than your partners.
If you die with more money than your parents.
If when the time comes you don’t fear death.
If someone remembers you 100 years after you’re gone.
If you make a difference in just one person’s life.
If you ever get someone to truly love you.
If you accomplish everything which was expected of you and more.
If you never purposefully harm anyone.
...But the truth is, there is no official score.
Bram Cohen September, 2000
that’s a fucking coder psalm right thar. took yo momma nine months to make it, only took that nigga
five second to take it.
and now is the time for an awesome green apple + old-skool northern lights (back for the first time in
a minute!) blunt. huzzah!

zra (2005-10-16 14:05:59)
back for the first time in a minute, aye?
catches sars (2005-10-16 14:23:15)
If you have sex with more people than your partners. i just laughed out loud, startling the little linguist worker bees
at their sun microsystem stations.
dankamongmen (2005-10-17 15:00:58)
aye, the combinatorial delicacies suggested by a generalization of the problem, combined with the sheer sangfroid of
this sudden departure from cliche, was what led me to post this. i’m glad you enjoyed it :). why do linguists have
sparcboxen?
zbtron (2005-10-16 22:31:01)
fag
killerpoptart (2005-10-17 06:06:27)
<3 eeeeeee!
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i’m all for spinning you around (2005-10-17 14:10) - wakey wakey - public

Music: ak1200 - fully automatic - drowning (remix)

Who all’s going to the New Pornographers tonight? I’m heading out with [ LJ User: racarate ] and friends
around 1945, methinks. Should be a hell of a show.
And holy shit! I’ve got to get to work!
weetanya (2005-10-17 11:17:33)
mmmmmm neko case
dankamongmen (2005-10-17 12:05:06)
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm so hot, the subject of a fierce argument at a party last night regarding most delectable
elements of the indie scene.
justben (2005-10-17 11:55:40)
New Pornographers are in town? Shit, where are they playing? Wish I’d been paying attention; it might be too short
notice for me to make it.
dankamongmen (2005-10-17 12:03:40)
Yep; I got a flyer in a used record store I walked to en route to cigarettes while y’all were riding go-karts :). It’s at
Variety Playhouse, a pretty good venue where I’ve seen Ween, Beta Band and Mogwai; it handled all their sounds,
so I give it props.
litovka (2005-10-17 12:44:13)
Bah, too late of a notice. I like Variety; I wish I’d seen Mogwai there, instead of at Hi Fi Buys during Cure-fest.
They sounded pretty shitty then, IMO.
justben (2005-10-17 12:56:40)
Variety’s not bad; I’m still partial to the smaller joints over in East Atlanta. I’m not sure if I’ll be able to make
it out tonight thanks to pre-existing plans tonight and another show scheduled later this week. If I don’t see you
there I’ll need a full report. Oh, and if they’ve got a copy of their new album Twin Cinema in the merch booth,
please do pick me up a copy. I haven’t heard it yet, though I’ve heard a few good things about it. I can reimburse
you cash for it next time I see you, of course. I ought to bring in some of their stuff so I can listen at work...
dankamongmen (2005-10-17 12:59:50)
”another show scheduled later this week” Heh, I’m guessing that I shan’t be seeing you at Atmosphere wednesday.
Oh, and if they’ve got a copy of their new album Twin Cinema
me up a copy.

in the merch booth, please do pick

I’ll be doing that for myself. It’s an incredible album (although not so good as Electric Version IMHO); I’ve got
a copy on the jihad if you’d like to take it for a test drive. I still fully support your purchase of these excellent
artists’ work, of course.
justben (2005-10-17 13:10:57)
Heh, I’m guessing that I shan’t be seeing you at Atmosphere wednesday. Not familiar with Atmosphere. Google
reveals... ooh! French! I’ll hafta check it out sometime. Wednesday, in any case, has [1]The Detroit Cobras at
[2]The EARL. Much drooling. My Wednesday is *quite* reserved. [ LJ User: radiantbaby ] turned me on to The
New Pornographers through Electric Version sometime in the past year or so as part of my indie education.
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Definitely good stuff.
1. http://www.motorcityrocks.com/cobras.htm
2. http://www.badearl.com/

dankamongmen (2005-10-17 13:37:02)
Umm, no. Minneapolis: [1]allmusic link, probably already dead. Try http://www.google.com/search?hl=en &lr=
&safe=off &c2coff=1 &q=atmosphere+hip+hop &btnG=Search. You forget that I’m ghetto4life and not some
pretentious Parisian :).
1.

http://www.allmusic.com/cg/amg.dll?p=amg&token=

ADFEAEE47C1CDA47AB7F20C093314FE9A576FF0FDA0DF48B0A3C6158F1E30B6298296AB00CBAD8CAAEF875B47CE3FB24A75E05D7C8FE3681
11:obkku3xkan7k

justben (2005-10-17 13:57:57)
Ya know, I *thought* jazz was a little out of character for you, but you are a man of eclectic tastes, so I couldn’t
say for sure. Incidentally, my handy Firefox quicksearch for allmusic (based on the form html in /index.html) looks
something like this: http://www.allmusic.com/cg/amg.dll?submit=Go &p=amg &sql= %s &opt1=1 Curiously, ”p”
appears to be short for ”program”. I haven’t tried playing with the ”sql” (==) variable yet. Vive l’escargot!
dankamongmen (2005-10-17 14:00:01)
”Incidentally, my handy Firefox quicksearch for allmusic (based on the form html in /index.html) looks something
like this: http://www.allmusic.com/cg/amg.dll?submit=Go &p=amg &sql= %s &opt1=1” I am in your debt, sir!
wellfuckthishit (2005-10-18 10:00:19)
They were great in D.C.
dankamongmen (2005-10-19 07:07:53)
was that at the Black Cat or what? I love that venue.
wellfuckthishit (2005-10-19 15:16:27)
9:30 club actually

2.10.17

better cognition through chemistry (2005-10-19 16:27) - apothecarian - public

Music: aphrodite - urban jungle - n.w.a. - dopeman (p.o.t. remix)

Ahh, I finally think I’ve the time and external stability necessary to renew passionate research of and personal
experimentation with nootropics (nothing pisses me off so much, every day, as the possibility that precious
neuromatter upstairs is undisciplined). I’ve planned a high-viscosity, low-maximum cyclical regimen with
minimal feedback (even single-blind objectivity seems unattainable in time-sensitive self-experimentation,
sadly), varying a single psychotropic agent at each period (supplements necessitated by a psychotropic agent,
such as choline, are considered part of the agent’s definition with regards to control unless their noooneutrality
(?) has been established. Thus, the first experiment tests ”piracetam + phosphocholine”). Difficulties include
assessing and adjusting for possible superpositioning (including delayed inhibition, a negative superpositioning or subpositioning if you will) of effect, the length of the agent testing period, lack of either a controlled
environment or a large, representative body of test subjects. Then there’s that old standby, the chance of
permanent brain damage. C’est la vie! Such is the plight of the determined self-experimentalist – it’s hard
to be a Man of Science in these United States, 2005. I launched my happy reimmersion into the quest for
[1]”thicker, bushier dendrites” this morning with 1g piracetam, administered via intramuscular reconstitute
injection with the purpose of ceremonial pomp, followed after one half-hour with 1600mg phosphocholine
c 2008 dankamongmen. This book is strictly personal.
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administered orally. HURRY UP PLEASE IT’S TIME. I look forward to the switch to aloraracetam (piracetam is a known quantity to me, and is first to bat in the hopes a more accurate neotic / behavioral baseline
might be drawn); its lower mg/kg ratio lessens my worries regarding the CNS-stim potentiating nature of
racetams (amphetamine’s Raid for my dopaminergic system quite enough already). I’d like very much to try
phentropyl as the first non-racetam in this scheme, but it seems nearly impossible to score. Unfortunate; I
enjoy the Russian brand of product engineering, one geared toward drunk bear wrestlers who cry at night
over their Tolstoy and black bread, wishing their alphabet hadn’t have been squashed with a tractor. I bet
Rasputin would’ve been great to tweak with. !G0ABLO 8 74>@>2LO!
Anyone in the wide world of friendslisting have suggestions or experiences to share? They’d be most appreciated. Mehums’, neophobes’ and bioluddites’ matronly fussing should be taken somewhere else; enjoy being
eclipsed on the evolutionary ladder, cockbags! Remember Tennyson: ”this gray spirit yearning in desire /
To follow knowledge like a sinking star / Beyond the utmost bound of human thought.” There is no bound
beyond the utmost, but there is [2]humanity beyond humans; therein we must search for a new utmost
bound.
1. http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0060987049?v=glance
2. http://www.extropy.org/faq.htm

wellfuckthishit (2005-10-19 16:49:55)
Cool, keep updated if you go ahead with it. I’ve never tried piracetam, but Cliff Anderson (the guy behind the ”The
Bad News Isn’t In” paper on Erowid) wrote this: ”Especially when combined with DMAE, fish oil, and vitamin B
complex megadoses (but even without the benefit of these additives), I find piracetam to offer most of the beneficial
effects of amphetamines without the ole’ thump-thump. I found 2400-4800 milligrams taken orally in divided doses to
be optimal; i.e., wake up, take 1200-2400 milligrams, and repeat 5-7 hours later. I found it to be optimal to combine
piracetam with DMAE (400-800 milligrams daily, in divided doses), fish oil, and a megadose of vitamin B complex.”
Sounds promising.
unya (2005-10-19 18:54:47)
[B0000530SI.01.LZZZZZZZ.jpg] for healthy dendrites!
unya (2005-10-19 18:55:22)
and this too: http://www.stanford.edu/group/luolab/Pdfs/Jefferis et al Science 2004.pdf
dankamongmen (2005-10-19 18:58:10)
with this first comment, you leap to the top of all responders’ signal-to-noise ratios!
obiefernandez (2005-10-19 19:49:31) yeah
After doing a term paper on nootropics and scoring in Mexico, I put myself on a daily regimen of Piracetam for
three months in late 1997. I don’t remember the dosages, but they were within recommended dosages in nootropic
discussions of the time. Sadly, I didn’t document results – I think I remember feeling like I *might* be remembering
things a bit better at the time, but no dramatic results. From a macro perspective there is no causal link, but the view
is a little more dramatic. 1998 is the year that I finally broke completely free of the JW cult, moved to Atlanta, and
embarked on the career and intellectual pursuits that define my life today. I wouldn’t mind dabbling in nootropics
again if you allow me to join you as a test subject.
mattpo (2006-08-24 07:16:56)
Ooh fellow nootropist, may I add you?
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dankamongmen (2006-08-24 08:37:28)
obviusly i had already friended you! well met.

2.10.18

Socrates’ philosophies and hypothesis can’t define how I be droppin’ these
mockeries (2005-10-19 17:57) - intrigued - public

Music: rage against the machine - battle of la - guerilla radio

[1]holy crap this is some of the more interesting writing I’ve read in a minute. I’m still offering a $10 bet
that within a year of the brain’s deterministic operation being put on a firm footing, America will plunge
into civil war (assuming necessary geopolitical and scientific predicates without which the question is moot).
It’ll be quite a sight to see 1,000 years of Anglo-American legal tradition exposed as a cruel farce; I don’t
think society will take it well.
1. http://yudkowsky.net/sing/principles.ext.html

samildanach (2005-10-19 15:35:48)
For more along these lines I can’t recommend Charlie Stross’s fiction highly enough, especially [1]Accelerando.
1. http://www.accelerando.org/book/

billings (2005-10-19 17:19:52)
I’ll take that bet.
billings (2005-10-19 17:24:22)
On top of that, I would like to wager an additional $10 that neither of us will win the bet within a given time frame.
However many years doesn’t really matter to me.
spoonless (2005-10-19 21:42:13)
I’m with you on this one... whether or not the brain’s functioning is deterministic, the legal precedants are sound.
And it’s never going to happen overnight, we will learn the functioning of the brain over a long slow drawn out
process... which will be opposed every step of the way by religious fundamentalists but accepted in the end by the
vast majority. I’ll add my $10 on billings side here!
billings (2005-10-19 23:20:11)
It is a fact of life that there will always be ignorant savages to kick the sand off of the eggs of progress. This is in
fact why so many bald people are saved from being smothered at the beach year after year.
englishteacher (2005-10-19 23:59:37)
predicting civil war– how uplifting. hahahaha *cough*
dankamongmen (2005-10-20 01:11:03)
it’s a bet. like on a sporting event. it’s not an issue of being uplifting or not; it’s an issue of making a wager on skills
of prediction. i’m not sure i grok you.
englishteacher (2005-10-20 09:20:07)
ooooh like betting on the horse races– how silly of me. of course gambling and wart– both wagers on skills of
prediction. i think you grok me just fine.
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billings (2005-10-20 10:13:45)
So you’re betting against civil war as well I take it?
englishteacher (2005-10-20 10:28:03)
um are you asking me? i’m canadian. as a canadian i would rather smoke pot than wage war. i’m curious though–
what would the two sides of another american civil war entail?
organicmatter01 (2005-10-20 16:12:16)
http://www.canada.com/national/story.html?id=02479c28-0097-402c-ada7 -e35623a8121a
dankamongmen (2005-10-20 16:56:02)
way to hold it down. that’s five dankpoints. Also, I think we’d get another story from the Danes, recently cowed
into a nonaggression pact by a land-hungry Canada with its eyes on Hans Island. The people of Copenhagan
have heard ghoulish tales of those who’ve died at Canadian hands, and the survivors who wish they had. It was
for good reason that James K. Polk, last of the great Jacksonians and the last strong executive this nation would
see in the antebellum, declared ”Fifty-four forty or fight!”
englishteacher (2005-10-21 07:47:34)
my pet you cannot be serious– hans island?
dankamongmen (2005-10-21 21:57:10)
http://www.rickbroadhead.com/hans.htm
englishteacher (2005-10-21 07:45:14)
oui oui Monsieur. By that can i take it too mean that you’d rather be smoking pot that waging war as well?

2.10.19

I don’t just throw out shredded documents; I spread the shredded bits into my
garden to use as mulch (2005-10-21 12:36) - amused - public

Music: trick daddy (feat. little jon & twista) - let’s go

Taken from [1]Schneier on Security, also available from lj-rss at [ LJ User: schneier ]: Mark Burnett’s [2]Security for the Paranoid. I certainly don’t find any of these practices out of the question, and engage in most.
Stolen from [ LJ User: weev ]:
all your points of presence are belong to us! That sucking sound was Level3 depeering; the splatters you
heard were [3]NANOG members hitting the pavement outside. Or maybe it was just collective intake of
breath from shareholders waking up to [4]this pleasant announcement. Either way, [5]AS 3356 will be in a
wacky way for a minute here. Jesus, that’s a whole mess of peers.
Nootropic research continues, as initiated [6]Wednesday. Each of today and yesterday has seen an additional .5g intramuscular injection of piracetam added to the regimen, offset by six hours from the previous
injection. I’ll be taking these dosages up to 1g per two and four days from now respectively, for a total of
3g per diem. Phosphocholine dosage will remain unchanged. At that point, I’ll be one week in, and due for
the second IQ test of my little experiment (the first was Tuesday, prior to introduction of the investigated
agents to my body). The first, baseline IQ test exhibited expected but minimal deviation from previous
[7]Stanford-Binet LMs ranging back to 1999 (I joined the [8]Triple Nine Society for a short time, ugh). The
goal is to consistently score two [9]Ã’s above my previous [10]¼ (there’s a great intro to standard deviations
[11]here for those without stochastic training) – if that is accomplished, I will consider the nootropic regimen
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worth most any possible side effects, and plan to continue with it through the danklife. Bigger, stronger,
faster, smarter, woot!
Oh and btw VERUCA SALT is at the Masquerade Saturday(?); I am totally going.
1. http://www.schneier.com/blog/archives/2005/10/computersecurit.html
2. http://www.theregister.co.uk/2005/04/27/security_for_the_paranoid/
3. http://www.nanog.org/
4. http://www.level3.com/press/6478.html
5. http://www.fixedorbit.com/AS/3/AS3356.htm
6. http://www.livejournal.com/users/dankamongmen/175625.html
7. http://www.gifteddevelopment.com/SBLM%20Media/Case%20for%20the%20Stanford-Binet.pdf
8. http://www.triplenine.org/default.asp
9. http://mathworld.wolfram.com/StandardDeviation.html
10. http://mathworld.wolfram.com/ArithmeticMean.html
11. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Standard_deviation

tritium (2005-10-21 11:02:09)
Yeah, I saw that. Hey, Veruca Salt, no way! Nobody really does tell me anything. Though I’ll probably by at Paste
Rock & Reel anyway.
jujuyy (2005-10-21 12:03:03)
are you considering other variables in this study? like amount of sleep, vitamin intake, and eating habits?
dankamongmen (2005-10-21 13:53:04)
considering but not controlling for very well :/. see the linked entry, which has much more detail.
baka (2005-10-21 12:38:46)
any veruca salt fan should be able to appreciate [1]this
1. http://www.ninagordon.com/audio/straightouttacompton.mp3

dankamongmen (2005-10-21 13:52:34)
ahh, of course I can – I think [ LJ User: mathslut ] sent it to me about a year ago, though. thanks anyway! and by
the way KICKASS FUCKING JOB on the fucking tolly! y’all saved our asses. enjoy the day off.
zzzing (2005-10-21 16:44:15)
Arimidex with equipoise does wonders for the body AND mind
englishteacher (2005-10-21 20:35:42)
veruca salt has been spicing my food since ’94. american thighs changeded my life.
dj ricecake (2005-10-24 16:43:40)
Oh and btw VERUCA SALT is at the Masquerade Saturday(?); I am totally going. Did you go? My roommate’s
friend’s band, [1]Army of Me, is playing with Veruca Salt here in Baltimore on Thursday.
1. http://www.armyofmeonline.com/

dankamongmen (2005-10-25 13:32:10)
alas, I did not, despite the [ LJ User: dewzi ]’s presence there.
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blowgurt (2005-10-24 20:04:29) Jesus H! (Re: std dev link)
If only I’d had this information 10 years ago! I curse my ignorance once again. And to all those fuckers who failed to
explain std dev appropriately when I asked, I’ve got a link to shove up your ass. And to all those fuckers who didn’t
determine said information on their own, well.. I guess I just have to live with myself, don’t I?

2.10.20

(2005-10-21 17:52) - got the Fear - public

Music: rainer maria - look now, look again - broken radio

In the 11th grade, I accidently stapled my hand before class started. When I attempted to extract the
unwelcome body, it instead slid entirely out of sight. I could move it over my [1]middle metacarpal from
atop the skin, kind of like flossing for the bones. It’s either moved off somehow or been dissolved over time.
I don’t trust it, no sir.
1. http://www.pncl.co.uk/~belcher/handbone.htm

smellycoder (2005-10-21 15:19:51)
I did something like that with the lead from a drawing pencil. There’s still a dot on my left index finger from it.
mathslut (2005-10-21 20:05:24)
I’ve got a little blue dot on the bottom of my left cheek and a bigger one on my left heel. Don’t ask how I got a
pencil stuck in my face.
smellycoder (2005-10-22 04:06:58)
Ok, I’m asking...how DO you get a pencil stuck in your face? ;-)
leon03 (2005-10-22 11:04:53)
Same here... though I don’t think much of the graphite actually broke off in my hand. I’m not sure though, I don’t
remember the particulars of what happened. There definitely still is a dot in my palm of my right hand from it
though.
cola fan (2005-10-22 19:19:01)
I’ve got dots in my right palm and left knee. This is a common experience among our generation, it seems.
unya (2005-10-21 15:58:47)
you don’t set off metal detectors eh?
iamsounamused (2005-10-21 18:15:14)
You mean to say it’s still in your body? Insane! Heh.
pimperzparadise (2005-10-22 04:51:17)
I have a staple floating around in my body too! It was in my knee about 4 years ago, but I haven’t seen it since.
zbtron (2005-10-22 08:33:10)
a rigorous diet of tab and whippets could dissolve the weak countenance of a staple i do not doubt
leon03 (2005-10-22 11:23:50)
Any particular reason you didn’t go to the doctor to have that removed? I think I would have, for that. And I’m
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from a family of stubborn Germans who don’t go to the doctor. :)

2.10.21

mama I like how you dance the way you fit in them pants enter the floor take
it low girl do it again (2005-10-23 12:16) - chiliastic, down for whateva - public

Music: guns n’ roses - use your illusion ii - you could be mine

Yay! What a great time last night! Ran into numerous people I haven’t seen in a *long minute* like [ LJ
User: saintb ], Paul Jones, Tweety Winterbottom and Paul the Goth (now in his last year at GSU law school,
wtf?) from freakin’ high school (the last time I saw Tweety, as he reminded me, he was punching me and
taking my keys away after I’d tackled ScoDo at [1]Paul Dinin’s dropping-out-of-school party our senior year.
That was a night of Jaeger, trying to smoke a twig I’d mistaken for a Lucky Strike nonfilter, the epic vodka
v. water drinking contest, puking over Karen Ku before trying to drive home in the Big Blue Corolla of
Love...then leaving for the Mercer Academic Bowl Invitational at 0500. I felt and smelled like a brewery).
Thanks a lot, [ LJ User: codymc ] (although I still demand an explanation for that ”most disturbing person
on earth” comment, heh)! Remember to look in the inside pocket of your ultrasuave jacket. Sunday Morning
Margaritas at the Peachtree Street Azteca are totally on, and we will build this city on a wall of taco –
figure 1300. I’m pretty sure I managed not to make much an ass of myself despite a few tense moments; big
hurrahs for the repression of drama! After ascending the mesa relleno, I’m walking down to Atlantic Station
for sweet megacommerce; we’ve got a Publix! and a Washington Mutual! and other fantastic enterprises!
within easy (<30min) walking distance from my dankcave’s westside outpost (Zone 5, right har). The sun
beats down; it’s a brand new day! and it still feels FANTASTIC here in Terminus, nestled in the ghetto of
outkastv(”[2]niggaville, usa”).
1. http://dank.qemfd.net/images/pauldinin2.jpg
2. http://www.gayot.com/travel/citytrips/atlanta.html

codymc (2005-10-23 11:16:11)
It was actually ”the most disturbing person I know” and I still stand firm by that :-P

2.10.22

oh yeah and (2005-10-23 15:54) - mole day! - public

Music: quasimodo - the unseen - bad character

HAPPY MOLE DAY! 1802 today, 2005/10/23
purgatoryreject (2005-10-23 13:08:26)
Heeeey, my chemistry teacher used to do that! Awesome! Also, he used to talk about beautiful women in terms of
”milli-Helens.” Helen was the woman with the face that sunk 1000 ships, so each milli-Helen sinks one ship. Hence a
woman who’s 850 milli-Helens is pretty smokin’ hot. Anyway.
dankamongmen (2005-10-23 14:09:39)
if the helen scale is logorithmic, hitting two of them at once would launch 1111 ships, no?
dankamongmen (2005-10-23 14:11:39)
actually i think it’d be 1010 ships, hrmmmmmmmmmm i’m not sure fuck
c 2008 dankamongmen. This book is strictly personal.
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purgatoryreject (2005-10-23 14:14:42)
”I don’t know what the fuck you just said, little kid, but you special. You reached out and touched a brother’s
heart.”
dankamongmen (2005-10-23 14:21:07)
No, you’re misunderstanding me, Prince Valiant. I mean, if you were another sheep would you fuck a sheep if you
were another sheep?
smellycoder (2005-10-23 13:53:24)
say what?
dankamongmen (2005-10-23 14:05:16)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Avogadro %27s number I deduct from you 4 geek points.
smellycoder (2005-10-23 14:12:19)
damn, i suck!
dankamongmen (2005-10-23 14:13:33)
bullshit! you’re the rock upon which the NSF will build its church! are you going to jump to industry ever? now
that i don’t use aim, i never talk to you :( :(.
smellycoder (2005-10-23 14:18:52)
the thought of nsf building a church is mildly disturbing, to say the least. i will probably refrain from deciding
about dropping out for at least another year or so. i was feeling shitty about the state of my life in general, but
now i am using psychotropic drugs to feel better and academia doesn’t seem so sucky anymore. so i guess we’ll see.
i don’t use aim much either these days, but mainly because it’s incredibly distracting. i’m actually in midtown
right now, so if you want to meet up for dinner or drinks or something this evening, i’d be happy to do so ;-)
dankamongmen (2005-10-23 14:30:24)
zorn zorn, all dead, alas, zorn! i just returned an hour or less ago from the el azteca. There we slew chickenbeast
and drank deeply of their mexicali margaritavino, administering a bit of the tolchocking and the nailing in with
my malenky sick malchicks where deemed necessary. It’s left me all a bit shagged and fagged and fashed and
bashed. but I have a fever, and the only cure is more erika (slush is not enough)! so let me know when you’ll
have free hours in fifth zone sometime soon, and we’ll paint the town brown. or at least spray ”NP != P” on the
freemason temple.
smellycoder (2005-10-23 14:36:56)
tomorrow i need to baby my car, which is leaking fuel out its backside. tuesday during the day is a possibility,
as is something early evening-ish later in the week. i’m flexible.
smellycoder (2005-10-23 14:38:03)
also, did i ever mention to you that i got in trouble for taking pictures of the nsf headquarters after hours? the
security guard thought i was a terrorist. teehee.
dankamongmen (2005-10-23 14:42:51)
ahhh, the same happened to me at the NSA, a few feet away from the road breakway to the [1]national cryptologic
museum. They don’t fuck around. I also almost got cited for punk in drublix wandering around baltimore, but
a friend from the [2]death lab held it down. ’twas a grand ol’ time!
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1. http://www.nsa.gov/museum/index.cfm
2. http://www.jhuapl.edu/

zmode13 (2005-10-23 14:26:42)
I’m glad that I have enough nerd-friends that I was wished a happy Mole Day twice today!

2.10.23

no police no summons no courts of law, no proper procedure, no rules of war
(2005-10-25 13:29) - amped up and pissed off - public

Music: sepultura - chaos a.d. - the hunt

no mitigating circumstance, no lawyer speak, no second chance!
we can spend our whole lives waiting for some thunderbolt to come,
we can spend our whole lives waiting for some justice to be done,
AT LAST WE MAKE OUR OWN.
god bless sepultura; [1]The Hunt is a fine fucking way to wake up on a Tuesday. In fact, it shall be the
[2]download of the day!
Ugh, I woke up at 1315 to find 24 (24!) misssed calls on the landline. I was all about to fly around
dancing the ”ohGODDAMNITwork’sallfuckedupandIsleptthroughcallsfromtheboss” jig-n-twist, but it turned
out to just be the nigs. Sounds like there must have been an exciting night in the ATL, perhaps celebrating
this K-rad weather. Assured that the office hadn’t self-destructed, I shall instead stay home and work until
Anger Management class, which tries my patience only 3.75 months more following this week’s class. BITE
MY COCKBAG, GA DPT OF CORRECTIONS.
Check it:
(stolen from [ LJ User: jadesev ]). And now is the time when danklings of the world enter the code mines
deep within cyberspace. God save [ LJ User: reznite ], who has to work on a bunch of shit this week; a
holla-out for you, misassigned brother in code!
1. http://www.sing365.com/music/lyric.nsf/The-Hunt-lyrics-Sepultura/681AC7A8EF312C06482569A00006CF1F
2. http://dank.qemfd.net/tabpower/sepultura%20-%20chaos%20a.d.%20-%2011%20-%20the%20hunt.ogg

killerpoptart (2005-10-25 10:56:15)
xoxo
reznite (2005-10-25 14:04:32)
work is a bitch, but we’lll get through it.

2.10.24

three or more, use a for (2005-10-26 19:51) - inspired - public

Music: liz phair - whip-smart - supernova

[1]blah it’s slashdot fodder blah but this essay was (following a slow startup) one of the more sparklingly
witty essays I’ve read in a few weeks, and the most insightful, percipient commentary on our good art I’ve
enjoyed since snagging [2]The Pragmatic Programmer: From Journeyman to Master from [ LJ User: nisroc
]’s desk last week. It even ends on a deeply resounding inspirational note! You want to put it in you.
c 2008 dankamongmen. This book is strictly personal.
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1. http://charlespetzold.com/etc/DoesVisualStudioRotTheMind.html
2. http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/020161622X/ref=pd_bbs_null_1/103-4989604-1061441?v=glance

desidjm (2005-10-26 22:18:21)
That book was a turning point for me.
thirdkraytwin (2005-10-28 04:46:55)
I enjoyed that article even though I am a recidivist hippy cow who only knows how to program a guitar amplifier,
your transmission kickdowns, or fourteen teenagers at once. I also laike this alot: http://artlung.com/smorgasborg/C
R Y P T O N O M I C O N.shtml But you probably already read it.

2.10.25

I fucks with my gat out, bounce and leave a hundred make em feel slutty even
if they don’t want it (2005-10-30 04:12) - listless - public

Music: arcadia - apollo 440 - dude descending (stanton fabric dub)

Life seems to be stuck on puase, shifting phase informationlessly around the sides as if my mind were stuck
on ”degauss” or, way less sexily, ’twere a VCR’s mechanical heads struggling in time with [1]tp’s ghostsong.
Work has centered on a rather boring bit of extended [2]SMOP dreariness recently, all blue collar hardware
integration bullshit and no algorithmics – an unhappy state of affairs for I the dankest. I’m hoping that our
newly expanded team will turn and rise up against this annoyance, making a swift end of it in a flash of rigor
and dazzling scientific proficiency, turn it over to a clamoring sales department for a bit of the cash money
([3]cream4life) and get back into making DRAM dance and x86’s wail. I was hoping for big booming parties
this weekend akin to last week’s, but the biggest thing going on was a bunch of drunk caterwaul north in
Chambodia. I did run into the heart-stoppingly badass [ LJ User: sk8grrlie ] over at [ LJ User: mathslut
]’s, as well as love’s [ LJ User: billings ] lost who was surely remonstrated for his blogectomy. I woke up
today at 1930 after falling asleep around 0800, having chalked up a big victory in court Friday morning. I
ended the evening proper getting in a fight with the girlfriend and hooking up game for tomorrow, with the
odious choice of either researching how to improve [4]gcc’s support for data prefetch, the relevance of [5]Intel
XScale, or working on this stupefyingly dull project. Raise ’em high!!
Tomorrow/today’s (2005/10/30 at 1300, fuck temporal ambiguity argh!) edition of Sunday Morning Margaritas has been pushed back to Peachtree Street. Afterward, the whippet train will be pulling into Zone 5,
rock it over Hartford Place and the SwAts. Following krunk’s waxing and waning, I will be stuck working all
night, unable to leave, so come holla. I want to go set a car on fire and dance at International Underground
and go make fun of rich tardtastic Emory liberal arts fucks and celebrate UGA getting their balls kicked in by
the beloved Dawg-slayers of Florida yet another year. I want to eat thirty hits of strong acid, wander around
listening to Godspeed You, Black Emperor! on headphones through home park then entice a homeless guy
into brawling with me during certain, chafing comedown. I have a powerful lust for chaos and destruction
that has been whetted and unsatisfied as of late; I hope it fades, but who knows? These are strange but not
unknown vexations, sigh.
I have lived so many lives all in my head
I want to know everything
I want to be everywhere
I want to fuck everyone in the world
I want to do something that matters
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This Public Enemy remix someone stuck on the jihad is about the phattest thing I’ve heard in recent days,
and arrived totally unexpectedly. I’ll toss it up on tabpower as soon as I’ve extracted it from CUE format.
[6]It’s the latency, stupid explains some issues I’ve been trying to get across elegantly. Ugh bored uninspired
bleh; [7]this outstanding track sums it up well.

Newsgroups: reflex.vacation
From: nick black
Subject: luke 4, real ultimate tab power and a chilling portent
Reply-To: dank@reflexsecurity.com
1Jesus, full of the Holy Spirit, returned from the Jordan and was led
by the Spirit in the desert, 2where for forty days he was tempted by
the
devil. He ate nothing during those days, and at the end of them he was
hungry.
3The devil said to him, "If you are the Son of God, tell this pile of
garbage to become working code, with a slick user interface."
4Jesus answered, "It is written: ’Man does not live on code alone.’"
and he certainly doesn’t live on UI, or we’d all have lupus. I
recently celebrated my first lustrum here ate Reflex with a fine feast
of tacos. "lustrum" gives rise to "lustration":
(does this mean genocide? g-cide, as in 1e9
*cides?!)---,
|
V
From The Collaborative International Dictionary of English v.0.48
[gcide]:
Lustration \Lus*tra"tion\, n. [L. lustratio: cf. F. lustration.]
1. The act of lustrating or purifying.
[1913 Webster]
And holy water for lustration bring.
[1913 Webster]

--Dryden.

2. (Antiq.) A sacrifice, or ceremony, by which cities, fields,
armies, or people, defiled by crimes, pestilence, or other cause of
uncleanness, were purified.
[1913 Webster]
"Defiled by crimes and pestilence." Aye, those same words were on my
lips this morning as I scraped pizza sauce off my model-M. I have in
my time here been engaged twice, entered lock-up twice, had my license
revoked twice, graduated from the helluvan engineeringest school any
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damn where, and lamely relied on Molnar for rides to work several
hundred times. A vacation, however, that has yet to really happen.
So, I’d like to take a week sometime either this year or *early* anno
domini 2006 to go to the desert [0]. I don’t want to fuck anything up,
and thus have no firm date in mind. However, once the TAB ENERGY DRINK
HOLY SHIT WOOT comes out, I’ll be very antsy to get a few cases of it
alone in my bedroom:
http://www.csnews.com/csn/cat_management/pack_bev/article_display.jsp?
vnu_contentent_id=1001181088
http://www.bevnet.com/news/2005/09-21-2005-Tab_coca-cola_energy%20drin
k_Coke.asp
http://www.drinks-business-review.com/article_news.asp?guid=BB9B3ECF-6
932-4ABB-AD1E-230861A10D7D
I guess the upshot is that I’d like Ben and Stevie especially to
redouble your efforts regarding grokkage of tako/, geso/, lib/c/ and
their uses on sensors, and very importantly the debugging and triage
of a sensor in the wild. Please keep me up to date on this goal, and
don’t hesitate to ask questions or request documentation. Everyone
else, if you’ve got a critical issue nagging you, please promote it up
my priority queue. Thanks, my nigs!
Y’all read all this shit! hahhahah! pwned.
[0] s/go to the desert/rut around in my own filth reciting War Games
lines along with david lightman, pouring tab on my chest to facilitate
the tanning process/
(if you’ve gotta be a dick about it)
-nick black
.net

1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plank_time
2. http://www.catb.org/~esr/jargon/html/S/SMOP.html
3. http://ohhla.com/anonymous/wu_tang/enter_wu/cream.wtg.txt
4. http://gcc.gnu.org/projects/prefetch.html
5. http://developer.intel.com/design/intelxscale/
6. http://rescomp.stanford.edu/~cheshire/rants/Latency.html
7. http://dank.qemfd.net/tabpower/eyedea%20and%20abilities%20-%20e&a%20-%2013%20-%20glass.flac

coleoptera (2005-10-30 07:00:05)
i support vacation. i want one too.
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bagofpeppers (2005-10-30 10:21:06) RE
SPECT. WALK. ARE YOU TALKING TO ME? Gwar. I certainly don’t play guitar, but that was to be expected.
I had a singularly amazing quote to bust out on that ass, but sadly it was lost in the shower. So this post has no
meaning whatsoever. Ain’t life a beeyotch.
iamsounamused (2005-10-31 09:29:22)
Set a car on fire? Hmm.

2.10.26

Intertwining combining realigning shining studies in the light now while we
wreak fuckin’ havoc! (2005-10-31 12:36) - fluctuant - public

Music: prodigy - jilted generation - the narcotic suite: skylined

This is not a toque (although at the previous party, someone did drink a ”sharkbite”, or Tanqueray layered
against rib baste runoff), but nor is it an AIDS-infected diaper. Thanks [ LJ User: solsistr3 ]for the coprowear
and [ LJ User: uglor ] for ensuring these precious dankmoments a warm berth online. I might be wearing a
shitbasin for a hat, but up in your bitch’s still where you might find me:

I worked my ass off from midnight to 0830 slinging the mad fly code for our new $100K+ [1]Bivio 2000-based
8-CPU packet processing thugrigs of blood, iron and network defense, documenting up that which needed
documentation, planning out team responsibilities and identifying opportunities to parallelize dev effort,
taking breaks to engineer more space optimizations in our pattern-matching, and drinking [2]Dogtoberfest
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until supply problems forced a switch to Bass. I rizzode to wizzork with the Shaggz (now a card-carrying
ljist, friend [ LJ User: bagofpeppers ] today for good times) and the Lithuanian Berzerker ([ LJ User: litovka
], of course), plopped down before my [3]Model-M of +5 hackery...
...and have promptly done not a damn thing. Oh sure, there’s been the browsing of [4]missile porn from that
beloved bastion of badassery, the [5]Missile Defense ”We Got Dat Ass” Agency, and much examination of
[6]GoogleGlobeTrotting’s missile selection, but that doesn’t make the stacks of phat cash for anyone. Who
the fuck gave [7]Brazil a submarine? Ahh, apparently [8]we did, fantastic. The rule should be: if you’re
submarining just to get away from the meninos de rua terrorizing your Cities of God, park that bitch back
in drydock and figure out your socioeconomic woes – no, President Lula, socialist agitprop with your asshole
buddy Chávez does not count. Oh, and get a real language; who the fuck are you trying to cuddle up with,
Prince Henry ”The Navigator” V?
I must work harder! Which I shall do, from home! I beat a white flight from these fetid code mines
and the stink of unwashed engineers.
1. http://www.bivio.net/products/bivio2000.htm
2. http://www.brewlabels.net/labels/labels.pl/3523/dogtoberfest_beer.html
3. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IBM_Model_M_Keyboard
4. http://www.mda.mil/mdalink/html/video.html
5. http://www.mda.mil/mdalink/html/mdalink.html
6. http://googleglobetrotting.com/show.php/t/cat/view/thumb/cat/80/s/25
7. http://googleglobetrotting.com/show.php/t/cat/cat/129
8. http://googleglobetrotting.com/info.php/mid/10415

zbtron (2005-10-31 20:40:06)
is that your costume?! i think last year you were a hippie for halloween wearing a tie-dyed tshirt and umbros. you
suck at halloween.
dankamongmen (2005-10-31 21:38:08)
i dressed up as that nigga. the rest was all life’s cruel stage.

2.10.27

justice alito (2005-10-31 15:39) - amused - public

Music: ol’ dirty bastard - nigga please - i can’t wait

a few opinions:

• There’s no way this guy isn’t getting approved. Arlen Specter isn’t going out on a limb here, and
neither is Lindsey Graham. Harry Reid is an anti-nuclear douchebag who’ll make himself look like a
right proper ass for a minute; hopefully we can get him out of there, too. Ideological differences aside,
Alito’s 1990 unanimous Appeals Court appointment cements this. [1]This Senate reference study shows
that these are not trifling votes – or so it seems to my eye, maybe not.
• Until men are allowed unilateral decisions to force abortion, women should absolutely have to live
under the same regimen of notification and partner’s consent. Sorry, gals, but this has been a ridiculous
double standard for too many years. His dissent in Planned Parenthood v. Casey was well-advised from
my ideological standpoint (and I am a fervent supporter of abortion rights); I do not claim to have
read the case (update Mon Oct 31 17:11:42 EST 2005: no longer true; [2]get you some PLANNED
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PARENTHOOD OF SOUTHEASTERN PENNSYLVANIA, ET AL., v. ROBERT P. CASEY, ET
AL.) nor to necessarily be capable of grokking the legal niceties were I to do so.
• Any time we can get an educated, suave, well-spoken elite out of this cretinous White House, it’s a
cause for celebration. Harriet Miers was akin to Nixon nominating Checkers.
• Everything worth doing is illegal anyway. Whether I’m worrying about bad shit racing across the
blood-brain barrier or you’re worrying about rusty coathanger tetanus happy hour, we’re a lot better
off than 80 % of the world regardless. Fuhgeddabouddit.
now argue, ljlings!
1. http://www.senate.gov/reference/resources/pdf/RL31635.pdf
2. http://www.abortionfacts.com/court_cases/casey/rehnquist_2.asp

purgatoryreject (2005-10-31 13:16:48)
adds to memories*
dankamongmen (2005-11-01 19:13:11)
thanks buddddddddddddy who I know not; I think I friend-raped you from [ LJ User: zneil ]?). glad to make your
day / you think.
purgatoryreject (2005-11-01 19:24:12)
Yeah [ LJ User: zneil ] is probably it. Yay for LJ friend-gankage.
pedantka (2005-10-31 13:27:31)
You’re looking at it backwards, babe. Until men can choose to live with the joys of an unplanned pregnancy for 9
months + life, and let the woman walk away scott free, the requirement of notification and partner’s consent is a
ridiculous double standard. But you knew I was going to say that, right?
dankamongmen (2005-10-31 14:51:22)
that our babies aren’t emerging fully-grown and clad with Aegis, or at least shaken from Hidden Valley Ranch packets, is the chief social inequality of our time. we have the technology.
pedantka (2005-10-31 14:53:14)
Amen, brother. At least then we could design ’em slightly better than your average ”too dumb to fuck with a
condom” spawn.
dankamongmen (2005-10-31 14:58:46)
whatever. condoms are for the birds. i keep my sperm meandering purposelessly the old-fashioned way: chronic
marijuana abuse.
pedantka (2005-10-31 15:04:00)
And I eat the egg-killing hormone pills religiously until I can convince my doctor to disarm my ovaries permanently. Actually, the total unavailability of sterilization procedures to women under the age of thirty is one of the
great injustices of our time. I would be a lot more sympathetic to the restriction of abortion rights (well, OK, not
really, but I might actually sit through a discussion without a knee-jerk berserker reaction) if there weren’t that
FIFTEEN YEAR (roughly) period of enforced fertility. Christ on a stick, if I wanted to play Russian roulette, I’d
buy a fucking handgun.
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blackoutdaddy (2005-10-31 15:07:45)
come out to were I live in Southern California and the public health department will do it at low cost or no cost.
englishteacher (2005-10-31 17:14:34)
afuckingmen!!
blackoutdaddy (2005-11-01 01:08:18)
It is in patient for females, out patient for males. And working with the demographic I work with ,I debate
getting that snip every day.
piq (2005-10-31 14:04:12) Implications of notice
One question that struck me immediately regarding the required notice is what the notice entails, and how such notice
is proven. If the husband refuses to accept registered mail (or otherwise refuses acknowledgment) wouldn’t this require
de facto consent?
dankamongmen (2005-10-31 14:09:02) Re: Implications of notice
little bit of research, long way: C Section 3209 of the Act contains the spousal notification provision. It requires
that, before a physician may perform an abortion on a married woman, the woman must sign a statement indicating
that she has notified her husband of her planned abortion. A woman is not required to notify her husband if (1)
her husband is not the father, (2) her husband, after diligent effort, cannot be located, (3) the pregnancy is the
result of a spousal sexual assault that has been reported to the authorities, or (4) the woman has reason to believe
that notifying her husband is likely to result in the infliction of bodily injury upon her by him or by another individual. In addition, a woman is exempted from the notification requirement in the case of a medical emergency.
18 Pa.Cons.Stat. 3209 (1990). See Appendix to opinion of O’Connor, Kennedy, and Souter, JJ., ante, at 908-909.
http://www.abortionfacts.com/court cases/casey/rehnquist 2.asp
piq (2005-10-31 14:15:40) Re: Implications of notice
So the indication of notice could be easily forged?
It seems like that law would likely be expanded
upon... We’ll see what happens now though. I know you’re just using the site as source for the law, but
http://www.abortionfacts.com/life or choice/unsure.asp is so Fair and Balanced (TM) it hurts.
dankamongmen (2005-10-31 14:19:31) Re: Implications of notice
”I know you’re just using the site as source for the law” Thanks for pointing this out. From now on, let’s pretend I
used: http://caselaw.lp.findlaw.com/scripts/getcase.pl?court=US &vol=505 &invol=833 Same text.
dankamongmen (2005-10-31 14:21:15) Re: Implications of notice
> It seems like that law would likely be expanded upon Then bring *that* law up for review. Political maneuvers
motivated by legislative foreboding are not actions I appreciate from SCOTUS justices.
lorigami (2005-10-31 14:08:11)
on this bit: ”Until men are allowed unilateral decisions to force abortion, women should absolutely have to live under
the same regimen of notification and partner’s consent. Sorry, gals, but this has been a ridiculous double standard for
too many years.” I sort of agree with you in theory, but in practice not so much. When the man can be held financially
and custodially liable via federal mandate, then I might be more inclined to think it’s ok to give a shit about his
consent, and that’s only if he agres to pay her a surrogate fee. But then I also think that people who don’t have the
balls to discuss what they’d do with an ”oops” before they fuck shouldn’t be fucking, so take that with a grain of salt.
;)
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dankamongmen (2005-10-31 14:10:39)
Section 3205 of the Act imposes certain requirements related to the informed consent of a woman seeking an abortion.
18 Pa.Cons.Stat. 3205 (1990). Section 3205(a)(1) requires that the referring or performing physician must
inform a woman contemplating an abortion of (i) the nature of the procedure and the risks and alternatives
that a reasonable patient would find material; (ii) the fetus’ probable gestational [505 U.S. 833, 967] age; and (iii) the
medical risks involved in carrying her pregnancy to term. Section 3205(a)(2) requires a physician or a nonphysician
counselor to inform the woman that (i) the state health department publishes free materials describing the fetus at
different stages and listing abortion alternatives; (ii) medical assistance benefits may be available for prenatal, childbirth, and neonatal care; and (iii) the child’s father is liable for child support. The Act also imposes a 24-hour
waiting period between the time that the woman receives the required information and the time that the physician is
allowed to perform the abortion. See Appendix to opinion of O’CONNOR, KENNEDY, and SOUTER, JJ., ante, at
902-904. my highlighting. same source as above: http://www.abortionfacts.com/court cases/casey/rehnquist 2.asp
lorigami (2005-10-31 14:16:48)
Child support is not the same though, even if it were actually enforced. The woman still has to raise the kid, which
entails much more than money. (however, I should note, that I have very mixed feelings about requiring a guy to
pay for a clump of cells he didn’t want, and was willing to pay to get rid of. This is why it pisses me the fuck off
that we can get a man on the moon but we can’t figure out how to make a birth control pill for guys)
quandry (2005-10-31 14:20:30)
In some places, the husband is liable for child support to his wife even if the baby isn’t his. How’s that for fair?!
dankamongmen (2005-10-31 14:26:56)
YEAH HOW DO YOU LIKE THAT TAG-TEAM DANK/DEENA ”ATTACK OF THE KILLER D’S” ACTION
LORIGAMI? ENTER THE 36 CHAMBERS. [ LJ User: quandry ], the warm feeling of ”deena was STAC and
reads the economist yet agrees with me; I must be somewhere near a valid point!” is one of life’s sweet sublime,
unexpected delights. let’s go smoke cigarettes and pillage!
quandry (2005-10-31 14:35:26)
Dank my love, I adore you and I promise to never have your baby. But we might have to invite her, since she’s
not really disagreeing with us.
dankamongmen (2005-10-31 14:41:59)
i merely wished to honor Anthrax with an [1]Attack of the Killer ”B”’s reference. [ LJ User: lorigami ] is always
invited along, not lease because otherwise [ LJ User: angry user ] wouldn’t listen to advice about sarongs and
he’d get us all killed by mortified Polynesians. We lost Magellan at Mactan; the white man’s burden can’t stand
to lose Wayne. He’s so damn tall! huh, I’d never heard of [2]Henry the Black. interesting!
1.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/B000001G11/qid=1130798229/sr=8-6/ref=sr_8_xs_ap_i4_

xgl15/103-4989604-1061441?v=glance&s=music&n=507846
2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henry_the_Black

dankamongmen (2005-10-31 14:48:39)
”He has been given the appellation of Panglima Awang in the novels of the Malaysian Harun Aminurashid.” The
appellation of Panglima Awang? Shit, I’d have called him Gomer Pile. This works much better if appellation
were a specific title, ala: ”And you shall be known as the Warrior Pope, and Erdrick, and Regulator of the
Vatican, and also He, She or It that Beheld the Prick of Christ, and yea, even Appellatavatar of that Land
Beyond Dreams, Panglima Awang, and yours shall be the power to sting men and torture them for 1,000 years,
and though they shall beg for death, death will flee from them. jele, gato gringo, ndele ndele!”
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lorigami (2005-10-31 17:09:03)
chuckles* why oh why can’t we put this much public outcry into research for birth control that doesn’t make
women fat and psycho, or that men can have control over, eh? I mean shit. How about we get rid of most of the
abortion problem before it starts? All this legislating just winds up making lawyers rich and fucks over half the
people it was intended to protect.
lorigami (2005-10-31 17:05:39)
you have to actually reply to me kind sir, otherwise if it weren’t for our lovely Lithuanian friend, I would not have
seen this. =p
litovka (2005-10-31 15:15:40)
Ah, I do find these cases unfair as well, for the record. Nobody should be forced into parenthood unwillingly.
Having said that, forcing abortion (like nick apparently suggests in his original post) would be as unacceptable as
blocking it, even by a husband/partner/sperm donor. *froth*.
litovka (2005-10-31 14:58:49)
wait, wait, let me rephrase that: ”Until men are the ones who get to carry and birth the fetus in question if they
disagree with abortion, they can kindly shut the fuck up and mind their own reproductive systems.” Fuck ”financial
and custodial liability”, you can only take over that liability after the child is born. Which is a few months too late
for my liking, and there isn’t a surrogate fee large enough to change that. I can see how you could argue for double
standard if the situation is reversed - man doesn’t want it, woman does. I would support the right of paternity
refusal, although I can see how implementation would be legally tricky. But the other way around does not work, as
long as biology stands as it does (or until artificial wombs are developed, whatever).
dankamongmen (2005-10-31 15:01:07)
> I can see how you could argue for double standard if the situation is > reversed - man doesn’t want it, woman
does. I would support the right of > paternity refusal, although I can see how implementation would be legally >
tricky this is exactly what I refer to. Obviously, the other way around is nonsense.
lorigami (2005-10-31 16:57:42)
Thats kind of where I was going with the second comment; it’s about more than monetary support, a woman’s
body and life are irrevocably changed with a pregnancy/birth. -and outside Nick’s argument, because this is purely
instinct, not logic or reason or legality- I’m trying really hard to see a guy’s point of view here, but honestly, I’ve
never known one single guy that really wanted the kid his partner wanted to get rid of, and I guess that colors my
judgement. I’m sure it happens, but deep down in my gut, the argument of double standard seems beyond ludicrous
because the two people involved will NEVER be equal players. Now, if the guy agrees to shove a football up his ass
and back out again while the girl is in labor, then we can go back to the legalities...
quandry (2005-10-31 14:18:01)
The notice issue is totally overblown. You entirely correct that men should have some kind of rights in the situation.
Also, the example I keep seeing is that of a wife having to notify an abusive husband is a straw man because the law
in question made an exception for that case, among other exceptions: (1) [The husband] is not the father of the child,
(2) he cannot be found after diligent effort, (3) the pregnancy is the result of a spousal sexual assault that has been
reported to the authorities, or (4) [the woman seeking an abortion] has reason to believe that notification is likely to
result in the infliction of bodily injury upon her. Not only that, but apparently the court doesn’t really check whether
she’s notified her husband or not. They take her word for it. That being said, the notice is one more PITA hoop that a
woman has to jump through, but if Alito manages sensible law in other areas like patents and copyright, the first and
second amendments, drug law, and terrorism-related civil liberties, I don’t give a flying fuck about the notification
issue. Big picture: all the political pyrotechnics have more to do with the various needs of both parties than they do
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about any actual harm or good this guy might do. And at least this nominee can write coherently.
dankamongmen (2005-10-31 14:34:49)
.nodnod, the more I read about these ”harsh Pennsylvania laws”, the more I suspect said commentators haven’t
read the code proper. Regardless, it doesn’t forgive any of you PA assholes for Santorum, the secret leader of the
Purple-Sash Shriveled Wang Pride Brigade, D.C. chapter (Byrd-WV, Founder) and enemy of all that is good. They’re
still second in line for thermonuclear reckoning after North Carolina. A cake of soap, A wedding ring, An Amish
barn-raising. Herr God, Herr Lucifer Beware Beware. Out of the ash I rise with my red hair And I eat men like air.
happyfunnorm (2005-10-31 15:23:22)
I get the idea that almost all the laws involved with abortion are late stage add-ons that no one really considered
before they decided to add them on and are all a crummy kind of ’best guess’ law... they sort of thing brough on by
lawmakers convinced that ’we have to do SOMETHING’ even though they have no idea what it is they need to do
and don’t consider the implications of the law they wind up making. Of course I get the same impression for most of
the ’New World’ type laws like the DCMA where the lawmakers either can’t be bothered or simply can’t understand
what it is they’re actually doing. And rights of the fetus are an entirely other can of worms. The main argument
against them seems to be ’boy would that suck’ and that seems like a bad reason to me.
blackoutdaddy (2005-10-31 15:31:27)
Don’t take me for a misogonyst, as I am biased against all forms of stupidity reguardless of gender: I am a bit jaded,
but I spend a good chunk of every day explaining to stupid bitches how birth control works and where you can get it
for free. Of course while in the Corps, I spend a good chunk of my time in explaining to stupid motherfuckers why
and how to wear a condom. In both cases I hear some ignorant shit. With State and Federal funding my county
provides 11 or so non perminant forms of birthcontrol at low cost or no cost. In the County of San Bernardino if you
donot want a child there is no reason to get pregnant. I don’t want to hear the ”a woman doesn’t have a choice if
she gets pregnant” If he wears a condom, and she uses birth control, you will not get pregnant. as most horomonal
methods are 97 % effective and most barrier methods are 80 % effective however the 20 % is mostly operator error. so
masters of math please tell me with those two failure rates what is the over all likely hood of pregnancy? And if your
not comfortable with those numbers, then how about combining a Male barrier method 80 % effective, a horomonal
method 97 % effective with another barrier method 80 % or better (I could walk to my car and get my public health
uber book and find out the exact percentage for each specific barrier). NOW TEAR THESE NUMBERS APART IN
THE NAME OF FEMINISM! what ever you do, donot let the technology available liberate you from your traditional
roles
englishteacher (2005-10-31 17:29:33)
hormonal birth control should not be used by women who smoke. one of my best friends in uni aged 23 had a vicious
stroke related to smoking and the birth control pill. some of us choose not to destroy our bodies... obviously relying
on barrier methods is fine if you never get drunk/stoned and horny and fuck up. man everyone fucks up sometimes.
even intelligent righteous people can fuck shit up man...
blackoutdaddy (2005-11-01 01:07:12)
don’t use the pill, Depo-shot works great, so does the patch, as does the mini pill which we use for our breast feeding
mothers, Not so sure about the implant sticks. Barrier methods are not limited to the condom, the IUD is a barrier
that works for up to 11 years, though you should swap them out every 3 or so. The cervical cap can be put in for
up to 48 hours. so when your drunk and horny, its out of your hands. note that these in no way protect you from
the HIV virus.
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blowgurt (2005-11-01 06:56:49) More info, yo!
How fortuitous! My wife and I were just inquiring into feasible, safe alternatives to the ugly rubber. From my
meager education on IUDs... who wants a fish hook shoved into their vaginal wall? No fish hooks? Okey dokey.
I’m interested in learning more if you have any reputable, fair and balanced information sources to recommend,
blackoutdaddy.
englishteacher (2005-11-01 17:41:27)
i’m confused– all of those methods use hormones... i was under the impression that women who smoke weren’t to
use hormone therapies... and is the iud a barrier method? it seems a bit more intense– just questions:)
blackoutdaddy (2005-11-01 21:43:05) Armed with Knowledge
I just checked a few resources www.webmd.com has a very comprehensive listing of indepth coverage. pretty much
the main thing with the IUD is that you need to be throughly screened before you get one, and don’t get the
cheapest one out there. The IUD is a barrier method that has to be put in by a doctor, they come in a varietty of
shapes and brands. The most modern ones on the market are a very small triangular piece of plastic which acts
as a sterile foreign body in the uterus, the woman’s body will not make conditions right for the fertilized egg to
attach to the uterine wall. The main thing we run into is that some people have moral objections because they
see it as having a constant abortion, as fertilized eggs will get flushed out of the system with the menstrual cycle.
keep in mind there is also a progestin IUD on the market that functions the same as the deposhot. as for fish
hooks in the wall, the older style IUD’s look like the ”chain and tee” on a gas tank. so the tips of the T are in the
far corners of the uterus and there is a rope that hangs down that adds the doctor in removal. At public health
we really don’t like this one as infections can follow the rope as a fast track past the cervix. However if your in a
monogamous relationship with an uninfected person you donot need to worry. I will let www.webmd.com do the
rest of the talking.
pedantka (2005-11-02 16:37:18)
Depo, patch, mini pill, and implant sticks (and the ring) are all hormonal, just with different delivery methods. If
the hormones are bad for a woman in one form, for whatever reason, they’re bad in all forms– and actually worse
in the shot, which takes longer to clear the system; not sure about the implants.
blackoutdaddy (2005-11-01 21:47:27) smoking may cause you to die, as it is related to this conversation
If you smoke more than 15 cigarettes and use a horomonal method, you do increase your chances of having a stroke.
However, the public health department strongly believes that no one should smoke as it is the most lethal product
on the current market, when used as it is intended.
englishteacher (2005-11-02 09:12:21) Re: smoking may cause you to die, as it is related to this conversation
rightly said
blackbox42 (2005-11-04 11:26:22)
It’s easist to look at this at the what is the chance of getting pregnant. If you have a 3 % chance with one and a 20
% chance with the other than the change of getting pregant with both methods in use is: .03 * .2 = .006 or .6 %
This of course assumes that I was paying attention in 10th grade...
missjudithann (2005-10-31 16:23:41)
Interesting chain of arguments. I don’t have an opinion, really....
dankamongmen (2005-10-31 21:35:18)
oh it wasn’t a chain, just your friendly neighborhood graph complement of Kn: the [1]empty graph on 4 nodes! It
should be called the quaternion graph, but hey, who am I to settle the important issues=============
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1. http://mathworld.wolfram.com/EmptyGraph.html

foole (2005-10-31 17:35:33) Miers
Harriet Miers was a red herring. I’m convinced that the only reason she was nominated was so that Bush could say
he nominated a woman and that it was everyone else’s fault that she didn’t get picked. Even though he took a big hit
from his own party, I think it’s mostly show. Plus, it’s not like the radical Christian Right that bitched about Miers
is really going to switch sides and vote Democrat. Well, we all knew the country was fucked once Bush pulled it out
in ’04. We knew this day would come.
happyfunnorm (2005-10-31 19:56:17) Re: Miers
So you think she’s the New Coke of Supreme Court nominees?
racarate (2005-10-31 20:23:33) Re: Miers
Are you saying the New Coke disaster was intentional? That is a bold statement. I always liked the argument by
Charlie Munger that the New Coke debacle demanded a reform in the American education system. Maybe I don’t
like it anymore!
dankamongmen (2005-10-31 21:25:47) Re: Miers
awwwwwwwwwww shit ralabate gone done it again
pimperzparadise (2005-10-31 17:37:18)
I am sort of rabidly pro choice so I apologize in advance if I come across as maniacal. Until the fetus is delivered, it
remains a part of MY body, meaning I can do whatever I so please with it. Sadly, in this arguement, the man’s say
in the matter ends when he chooses to have sex without a condom. It’s simple really. Don’t want a baby? Wear a
condom. Want a baby? Go buy one.
dankamongmen (2005-10-31 21:27:49)
i agree with you. totally. the issue i have is: the father should be able to either a) demand an abortion, or b) be
freed from paternity requirements. you say: ”Until the fetus is delivered, it remains a part of MY body, meaning I
can do whatever I so please with it” All good – but should it emerge, despite my wishes to the contrary, it remains
YOUR problem to deal with. That’s all I’m asking for.
piq (2005-10-31 23:56:26) compensation
What cost to you propose the man bear in exchange for the woman still having to carry / dispose of the fetus?
Should the cost of medication be split, or just the that of the abortion? What about counseling? How do you see
this as balanced, or how do you propose it should be?
pimperzparadise (2005-11-01 11:10:10)
I can agree with that, it’s only fair. Every woman should take all of these issues into consideration when making
the choice to have or not have a bebe. But if you get me knocked up, you better be prepared to cover half the cost
of abortion, medications and all the weed I want to smoke afterwards. If you demand that I have the baby, I will
call you a pro life fucktard and laugh in your face all the way to the clinic.
blackoutdaddy (2005-11-02 18:06:22)
so let me get this straight, From what you said, if I knock you up, then inorder to not have to go dutch on the
abortion and the afforementioned expenses, I only must simply demand that you have the child? excellent
pimperzparadise (2005-11-03 05:17:24)
Why would you NOT want to go dutch on the abortion? Most men are more than happy to pay for half. I’ll take
care of business, but will be knocking on your door later for what is rightfully owed to me. It’s not wise to go
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around, owing post-abortion, hormonal women money. We get pissy about it.
thirdkraytwin (2005-11-01 02:19:27)
There’s nothing like a nice row vs wade to see who’s crossin the Styx with dry boots this week.

2.11

November

2.11.1

end of an era (2005-11-01 22:23) - nostalgic - public

Music: nine inch nails - the downward spiral - reptile

Date: Tue, 1 Nov 2005 22:03:59 -0500 (EST)
From: notifications@password.gatech.edu
To: undisclosed-recipients: ; gtg160t@mail.gatech.edu
Subject: Services or aliases expiring within the next 14 days
Reply-To: support@oit.gatech.edu
Precedence: bulk

The following account has services scheduled to expire in the next 14 days:
gtg160t:
service SPECTRUM expires 2005-11-16 13:51 (14 days)
service PRISM expires 2005-11-16 13:51 (14 days)

Please copy any messages or files that you want to keep and move them
to another system or storage medium before your account loses access
to these services.

If you feel that these expirations are in error, please contact either
your department CSS/CSR or the OIT Support Center for assistance.
[sniff] one helluvan engineer [sniff]. At least I still have my [1]CoC account. [2]dank@cc lives! that diploma
is the most expensive thing in my possession by an order of magnitude (now that the [3]Miata’s gone 8D). I
am pleased to see we took 1st place in the recent [4]ACM Regionals; gotta keep up [5]the danktorch. update
Tue Nov 1 22:43:18 EST 2005: Holy shit, [ LJ User: sid icarus ] was on this team!!!! WAY TO GO OLDSKOOL HAMPTON STREET EMO ROOMIE! For those who don’t know, [ LJ User: sid icarus ]stopped
being a dick to everyone and became a dedicated engineer + all-around decent guy about two years ago. [
LJ User: cola fan ]v(”GET TO KNOW HIM”).
1. http://www.cc.gatech.edu/
2. mailto:dank@cc.gatech.edu
3. http://www.livejournal.com/users/dankamongmen/86733.html
4. http://www.cc.gatech.edu/news/acmregional.html
5. http://www.nique.net/issues/2001-01-19/campus%20life/1
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uglor (2005-11-01 19:35:16)
While your gt account is going away, they are working on ”Email for Life” where all alumni can have a @gatech.edu
email address.
del0379 (2005-11-02 02:51:44)
You would think gatech would have this already...
zmode13 (2005-11-01 20:16:49)
Mine’s about to expire too. :-/ At least I still have my SUPERIMPRESSIVE UGA EMAIL ACCOUNT YAY.
cryptic maniac (2005-11-01 21:05:45)
My old gatech email died eons ago. I never got to take my shit off the server either. I was kinda mad. One day I was
like I should snag all my old work I have on the prism server... NOPE IT WAS ALL GONE! Then I found 10 bucks.
turdburgler (2005-11-02 04:51:12)
My gt account is finally going away too, after having been gradumacated for two years and two.point.five months. My
StuLoan is coincidentally also paid off this month. *waves goodbye to her college student life*
jujuyy (2005-11-02 07:14:25)
”My StuLoan is coincidentally also paid off this month.” SCREW YOU.
litovka (2005-11-02 07:24:19)
What juju said. I’ve signed my life away for next decade or so. *weep*.
angry user (2005-11-02 11:15:34)
I’m with the others. seriously. I’ll be paying on mine for nearly forever.
jujuyy (2005-11-02 12:11:24)
d00d, my grandson’s dog will still be paying for my student loans.

2.11.2

fools come short? get rowdy! kick down doors, show motherfuckers that you
’bout it ’bout it (2005-11-02 11:22) - high! - public

Music: pharoahe monch - internal affairs - show no mercy

A whole new meaning for ”Mile-High City”: Denver legalized! Not that it means anything for those arrested,
charged and punished under Oregon law for enjoying the goodly herb, but it’s another start:
http://www.mpp.org/releases/nr20051101.html
http://www.rockymountainnews.com/drmn/election/article/0,1299,DRMN 36 4205588,00.html
http://seattlepi.nwsource.com/national/1135AP Denver Marijuana.html
This is happy enough news to bust out Phish Oxycodone guy!

Meanwhile, the Education Department pissed away $7.2m (because hey, we didn’t need that to, say, educate anyone) on [1]random drug testing for high schools. Thank god I graduated back in the dizzay. And
in other news, Christ! it’s 1131 EST; I have got to get into work! AND FUCK I FORGOT TO PAY RENT
*AGAIN* GODDAMNIT THAT’S $50 I MAY AS WELL HAVE SHOVED UP MY ASS.
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1. http://www.norml.org/index.cfm?Group_ID=6712

eccyntric (2005-11-02 09:05:40)
That pic just made my day.
iamsounamused (2005-11-02 09:17:10)
Wait a minute. Denver legalized marijuana? Hopefully Colorado Springs is right behind it. Wait a minute. *guffaws*
This radical right-wing conservative town? Never.
dankamongmen (2005-11-02 14:12:23)
http://hosted.ap.org/dynamic/stories/C/CO DIRTY BOMB DETECTORS
TION=HOME &TEMPLATE=DEFAULT &CTIME=2005-11-01-14-06-17

COOL-?SITE=COCOL &SEC-

zra (2005-11-02 09:22:45)
haha. man you need a calender reminder or something with that rent problem. and that picture is awesome
smellycoder (2005-11-02 11:17:11)
doesn’t your apartment complex let you set up an automatic rent payment off a checking account or credit card?
dankamongmen (2005-11-02 11:19:36)
nope!
smellycoder (2005-11-02 11:23:34)
mother fuckers! they probably make a lot of money out of not doing that. you could always set up your checking
account to do a monthly online bill pay to the apartment complex. man i hate being an adult and paying bills.
leon03 (2005-11-02 13:40:54)
My suggestion... make it your goal to pay several days in advance. Seriously... I feel like I was late this month
because I was barely on time. I accumulated entirely way too many credit card late fees in college. Now I usually
pay my CC bills the moment I get them.
cbradfield (2005-11-02 16:26:45)
online banking? WaMu has free online banking and allows you to set up recurring payments.
pimperzparadise (2005-11-02 11:28:14)
I always knew that Denver was where it’s at.
englishteacher (2005-11-04 20:27:54)
gueanor1 aim

2.11.3

I push the weed not the backseat girl, tryin to run G from the P to the A.M.
(2005-11-05 17:45) - irritated but hopeful - public

Music: eamon - want you back - fuck it (i don’t want you back)

augh! what an extraordinarily shitty, shitty week! but: [ LJ User: eric9 ] and I have managed to defend
our homestead against the Reagan-class Disneybots assembled at our gate. [ LJ User: doctorpam ]might
supposedly be stopping by, in a bold step toward insanity. I must absolutely get out of here tonight and
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throw it all down. [ LJ User: piq ], inform me viz: Home Park’s status. I slave for only a few hours more
today. Why is there nothing to drink here but Pabst and Irish cream, doubleplusfuckin’ugh.
quandry (2005-11-05 16:18:57)
you could go to this party: http://painful.wasteink.com/halloween/

2.11.4

these streets is a short stop; either you’re slingin crack rock or you got a wicked
jumpshot (2005-11-06 10:13) - aspirant - public

Music: maroons (aka lateef & the chief) - ambush - matter of time

[1]War Nerd returns! Exile.ru hadn’t featured new material from him in a month, and oh! it made me sad.
That’s because-damn, how many times do I have to repeat it?-guerrilla war has no technical
solution. Or even military solution. The only effective CI techniques are torture, reprisal and,
ultimately, genocide. My guess is that genocide will come back one day. If we don’t do it, the
Kurds may end up doing it the old-fashioned way they learned from the Turks: one bullet, one
village at a time. It’s been done before–seen any Armenians up there lately? Probably not, but
most of ”Kurdistan” used to be ”Armenia.” A few of the Armenians made it to Fresno, but the
rest are buried up there.
[2]This filler on sports figures whose personal losses give rise to sweet schadenfreude made me laugh out loud
(obligatory michael lewis pimping: read [3]moneyball yesterday):
Hi, I’m Tony La Russa, baseball genius. You could never understand all the things I’m seeing
on a baseball diamond because my mind is so advanced, so finely tuned to the circadian rhythms
of the game and your pea-brain is so small and easily duped by the allure of on-base percentage
and other unimportant nonsense. Please ignore my 5-12 World Series record and the fact that
I’ve won only one ring despite making 10 trips to the postseason.
The New York Times’s recent pimping of TimesEXTRA! has me more and more pissed off every day. Don’t
nickel and dime me – if you expect me to pay for infotainment, charge $120 like WSJ or the Economist and
make it worthwhile. Sunday Morning Margaritas are totally on! at the usual place.
thanks [ LJ User: bagofpeppers ] for the introduction to [4]the maroons; has [5]Quannum yet landed a
release on the chain? Everything coming out of this confederacy has blown me away.
1. http://www.exile.ru/2005-November-04/ieds_the_lazy_mans_insurgency.html
2. http://msn.foxsports.com/other/story/5021044?GT1=7409
3.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0393324818/qid=1131294135/sr=8-1/ref=pd_bbs_1/

103-4989604-1061441?v=glance&s=books&n=507846
4.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/B00031TXW2/qid=1131290996/sr=8-1/ref=pd_bbs_1/

103-4989604-1061441?v=glance&s=music&n=507846
5. http://www.quannum.com/noflash.html

bagofpeppers (2005-11-06 09:36:53)
spreading the love of Quannum is my way of giving back to the world that has been so gracious as to provide me
with such technological marvels as the Deep Fat Fryer and to a lesser degree Sidewalk Chalk. Also, the next Quannum acquisition shall have to be a disc by the Poets of Rhythm, who you might know from the Quannum Spectrum
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collaboration.

2.11.5

(2005-11-07 15:13) - hrmmmmmmmmmmm - public

Music: ween - shinola, vol. 1 - the rift

[1]Übersexual? interesting (from [ LJ User: zbtron ]). Today marks [ LJ User: killerpoptart ] reaching the
age of three cubed years, and this momentous occassion shall be celebrated at the Highlander. Ween’s newest
album, [2]Sinola, Vol. 1 is exquisite – thanks, [ LJ User: phatjoe ], for the reminder to go actually listen to
my latest slurppage from the sweet teat of BitTorrent. This morning saw mourning; the same [3]agonizing
ophthalmalgia of yesteryear struck a fell blow, and this renewal of what I’m pretty sure are migraines presents
a challenge to be overcome. [ LJ User: phutro ]’s latest entry claims him among the cosufferants. vale.
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ubersexual
2.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/B000ALMMJ6/qid=1131394520/sr=8-1/ref=pd_bbs_1/

103-4989604-1061441?v=glance&s=music&n=507846
3. http://www.livejournal.com/users/dankamongmen/168951.html

phatjoe (2005-11-07 13:39:03)
ween - shinola, vol. 1 - the rift that’s actually the track that made me think about emailing you this morning !! i love
that one, but i love ”transitions” even more. /joe
dankamongmen (2005-11-07 13:43:58)
My old fileserver was named ”rift.danknet”, although it was in honor of [1]this Phish album.
1.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/B000002HC5/qid=1131399781/sr=8-1/ref=pd_bbs_1/

103-4989604-1061441?v=glance&s=music&n=507846

phatjoe (2005-11-07 13:45:46)
a world of coincidences, or a collective unconscious? /joe

2.11.6

(2005-11-08 01:56) - through the looking-glass - public

Music: the cardigans - first band on the moon - losers

His face lights up like a pinball machine, with stupid, pink effect. Flashmemory regarding [ LJ User: killerpoptart ]’s 27th:

• no no no, stop fucking with me, you got that hat at long john silver’s with five chicken tenders”
• if peyton manning weren’t an asshole, he’d have taken some of that 13 million a year and changed his
name to ”i know people named peyton are smoldering assholes”
• ”my name’s deez.” ”UH-HUH YOUR FACE IS UP IN MY CROTCH BOY WHO’D CALL HIMSELF
DEEZ, STEP THE FUCK OFF.”
• [ LJ User: nisroc ] wandering down from the mushroom and wandering away to .... where?
• ”y’all’ve got some nine inch nails goin’ on in there?” ”aye, smoke weed? FOLLOW US FOLLOW US”
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Best was arguing, and nearly coming to blows, with [ LJ User: bagofpeppers ], [ LJ User: litovka ], Twitch and
Tamar on the way about whether [1]esemplastic gives rise to esemplasticine or [2]esemplastically (I properly
forwarded the latter, basing my argument on a later-justified assertion of [3]emplastic’s existence; proper argument would have been based on intimacy with [4]plasticine’s definition), and then fierce pentalogue regarding
[5]plasticity vs. [6]elasticity, whether [7]deformation mechanics indeed preceeded [8]collision mechanics, and
what role (if any) [9]viscoelasticity played in all this. We peacefully settled on silent seething hypotheses,
and lo! [ LJ User: physicaljerx ] had brought with her a civil engineer of much bridge-building mettle and
honor true. He settled all issues, further introducing [10]yield points and [11]tensile strength/fracture points,
and Red-headed sluts were ordered alongside straight Jaeger and even Alpha Decays, and also other shots
were ordered, and all grew fighting drunk. Then deez nuts boy from above emerged, and [ LJ User: angry
user ] and I regulated as necessary.
[ LJ User: eric9 ] smokes too much for his bitch ass these days, and is passed out all the time. He’ll
wake up beholding craters of the sac one of these days. ”Jesus! These ID’s got no class to them.” Benway
calls over the attendant who is sitting at one end of the ward reading a book of J. M. Barrie’s plays. ”Get
these fucking ID’s outa here. It’s a bring down already. Bad for the tourist business.” ”What should I do with
them?” ”How in the fuck should I know? I’m a scientist. A pure scientist. Just get them outa here. I don’t
hafta look at them is all. They constitute an albatross.” ”But what? Where?” ”Proper channels. Buzz the
District Coordinator or whatever he calls himself... new title every week. Doubt if he exists.” Doctor Benway
pauses at the door and looks back at the IND’s. ”Our failures,” he says. ”Well, it’s all in the day’s work.”
i’ve got to get quite a bit done by the 0700 arrival of my boss to the office, and i’m still piss-drunk. ugh.
i hate to bombard myself out of the drizzunk with speed Belushi-style, but a scientists’ gotta do what a
scientist’s gotta do. Achtung! Gotterdammerung! Motherfuckers! First, a few hours alone with [12]a gift
from GoatRavishr years ago, so I’ll never again be embarassed so.

1. http://home.mn.rr.com/wwftd/def.htm#esemplastic
2. http://www.thefreedictionary.com/esemplastically
3. http://www.wordwebonline.com/en/EMPLASTIC
4. http://www.thefreedictionary.com/plasticine
5. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plasticity_%28physics%29
6. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elastic
7. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deformation
8. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Collision
9. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Viscoelasticity
10. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elastic_limit
11. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tensile_strength
12.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0486660168/qid=1131436740/sr=8-1/ref=sr_8_xs_ap_i1_xgl14/

103-4989604-1061441?v=glance&s=books&n=507846

bagofpeppers (2005-11-08 05:26:35)
I’m not sure how our discussion of the NFL arrived at such a conclusion about Peyton. =( At least I have this fancy
hat. Many thanks go out.
djp2p (2005-11-08 05:44:08)
i see we share a common interest. expand your horizons. djp2p@yahoo.com aim:ocbreakcore
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i see my work here is done (2005-11-11 16:22) - entertained - public

Music: pi soundtrack - massive attack - angel

Newsgroups: reflex.flame
From: nick black
Subject: Re: from cisco...
Reply-To: dank@reflexsecurity.com
On 2005-11-11, Jon Beckham <[ LJ User: leftorium ]> wrote:
> What’s the opposite of oxymoron?
Think before wasting my valuable Tab-drinking time with these knuckleheaded
musings fit only for jobbernowls. From a logician’s standpoint, tautology.
From a linguist’s standpoint, pleonasm. From any standpoint, you remain an
undereducated clodpate, the best part of whom ran down your father’s leg.
Try reading a book kthxbye.
–
Nick Black
zra (2005-11-11 13:47:44)
applause*
purgatoryreject (2005-11-11 13:56:55)
From Kant’s standpoint, an analytic statement? Maybe.
purgatoryreject (2005-11-11 13:57:39)
P.S. You = my hero for saying ”pleonasm.”
dankamongmen (2005-11-12 10:50:11)
8) after looking at your interests, I realize I need to find room for both ”generative grammars” and ”Chomsky
hierarchy”. hrmm. I see you claimed henry james in [ LJ User: claim an author ]; the quote in my profile:
we work in the dark we do what we can we give what we have our doubt is our passion and our passion
is our task the rest is the madness of art
comes from Henry James’s ”The Middle Years” via way of [1]Phrack 6/47/5’s special edition of the [2]alt.2600 FAQ.
1. http://www.phrack.org/show.php?p=47&a=5
2. http://www.faqs.org/faqs/alt-2600/faq/

dankamongmen (2005-11-12 10:59:01)
Holy shit, when I read this a decade ago, I was 15, www wasn’t yet known to much of the world, and Linux
1.1 was the hot shit. Great excerpts: 04. Where can I find the password file if it’s shadowed? Unix Path Token —————————————-————————- AIX 3 /etc/security/passwd ! or /tcb/auth/files/<first letter of username>/<username> # A/UX 3.0s /tcb/files/auth/?/* BSD4.3-Reno /etc/master.passwd * ConvexOS
10 /etc/shadpw * ConvexOS 11 /etc/shadow * DG/UX /etc/tcb/aa/user/ * EP/IX /etc/shadow x HP-UX /.secure/etc/passwd * IRIX 5 /etc/shadow x Linux 1.1 /etc/shadow * OSF/1 /etc/passwd[.dir|.pag] * SCO Unix
#.2.x /tcb/auth/files/<first letter of username>/<username> * SunOS4.1+c2 /etc/security/passwd.adjunct #
#username SunOS 5.0 /etc/shadow <optional NIS+ private secure maps/tables/whatever> System V Release 4.0
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/etc/shadow x System V Release 4.2 /etc/security/* database Ultrix 4 /etc/auth[.dir|.pag] * UNICOS /etc/udb *
01. What are some ftp sites of interest to hackers? 02. What are some fsp sites of interest to hackers? 03. What
are some newsgroups of interest to hackers? 04. What are some telnet sites of interest to hackers? 05. What are
some gopher sites of interest to hackers? 06. What are some World wide Web (WWW) sites of interest to hackers?
purgatoryreject (2005-11-12 12:41:38)
What a weird world we live in when I got excited about Chomsky and James but took like 5 minutes to figure out
the 8) thing. ”This is #8? What happened to 1 through 7?” Then I got it.
coleoptera (2005-11-12 05:29:45)
I didn’t think that many other people knew what pleonasm was :) Unrelated: basketball preseason! espn2 next week.
killerpoptart (2005-11-12 09:28:24)
CLODDDDDDPAAAAATE!
doctorpam (2005-11-13 18:24:04) Sorry I missed ya
Just so you know, I think I called you about 50 times last weekend. You’re harder to track than... well I dunno, insert
something really witty. Catch ya next time, don’t be mad, k?

2.11.8

submitted without comment (2005-11-15 10:37) - WORK WORK WORK WORK
WORK WORK - public

Music: three six mafia - the most known unknowns - stay fly

http://www.nsa.gov/kids/ the CryptoKids! WTF?
http://www.abc.net.au/news/newsitems/200511/s1506720.htm Arthur Miller scandalized! WTF?
and in case you didn’t hear, Fishman and Mike joined Trey in Utica: [1]torrent goodness. HOLY SHIT
HOLY SHIT NEW LIVE 3/4 OF PHISH. If you feel the world’s a lot less happy and lacking in jiboo since
the breakup, you’ll probably tear up with the ”Divided Sky”. Sigh, I do miss them 8(.
Did anyone else see the NYT headline, ”Meeting of Muslim Nations Ends in Discord”, and wonder exactly which roodypooh on the International beat thought such a meeting would turn out differently?
i have had less than 0 free hours recently, but am saving up a boombatty post on many subjects. I shall
write it up tonight at anger management class, and bestow it upon this space like a glass pearl tossed up
into the air, shattering behind one’s spun heel.
1. http://bt.etree.org/download.php/19759/tab2005-11-11.torrent

2.11.9

Nigga you would too, if you knew, what this game would do to you, done this
shit since 92 (2005-11-16 10:41) - amazed - public

Music: notorious b.i.g. - life after death - notorious thugs

”Eavesdropping on Hell” - Historical Guide to Western Communications Intelligence and the Holocaust
Wow. Wow. Amazing. This is long, but read it: [1]The NSA’a report on deciphered Final Solution
communiques. Actually, all of the [2]NSA’s historical page is fascinating.
c 2008 dankamongmen. This book is strictly personal.
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The camps communicated periodic reports to SS and Police headquarters in Berlin by radio.
The SS had set up a radio network over which its general administrative communications were
transmitted. The SS had their own version of the Enigma cipher machine, which they used to
encrypt messages that reported the conditions and the population counts of the various camps.
The GC &CS, which broke this SS Enigma cipher in late 1940, gave the network, and the key
used to encrypt these communications, the cover name of Orange. This radio net carried most of
the early reports from the concentration camps sent in 1942. Each camp sent a daily report, or a
monthly report, listing for each day the tally of laborers from various ethnic and national groups.
An example of a typical report, sent on October 3, 1942, detailed the totals and subtotals of the
slave labor population from Auschwitz, which was identified by the single letter F (derived from
the last letter of the camp s radio callsign, in this case OMF ). There were eight columns of
numbers that broke down in this way: Total at the beginning of the day, Increase, Decrease,
Total at the end of the Day, Jews, Poles, Unknown, and Russians. These reports tallied
only the slave labor population and not those being executed upon arrival at the death camps. The
numbers from the available messages usually reported significant changes to a camp s population.
For example, a report from Auschwitz for September 1942 shows a loss at the end of the month of
about 32 percent of the total labor population. A report from Dachau for November 1942 shows
an increase in the labor force of about 2.5 percent.[3]19
1. http://www.nsa.gov/publications/publi00044.cfm
2. http://www.nsa.gov/history/histo00007.cfm
3. http://www.nsa.gov/publications/publi00044.cfm#C419

2.11.10

oscillating current engineering reflections, acoustic depth by analysis vulnerable
to legal talents (2005-11-17 00:59) - $1.62 * 10ˆ8 of garbage - public

Music: offspring - smash - smash

If you’ve never heard Dr. Octagon, check out the lyrics of [1]No Awareness..and for a short time, grab the
album [2]here.
”Government grants gravitate toward those endeavors that might eventually make money or
solve medical problems. (The federal government funds approximately $34 billion for science and
health research versus only $162 million for the humanities.)” - [3]Slate, ”Reforming College”
What the hell humanities research costs $162 million? That’s good atom-smashing money going to waste,
for what? So the NEH can give the ”National Humanities Medal” to [4]Mrs. Manners (second from the
bottom)?! Funding papers with titles like ”Myth and Method in Erotic Furby Comique Books” may keep that
smelly comparative lit Ph.d. out of the pizzeria and off your doorstep for a few more years, but it’s not going
to win a war – that takes [5]cold hard science, then sixty years of [6]pococurantes asking ”huh? where am
i? quick, someone quote Jean Baudrillard!” St. John’s College’s ”Great Books” program is all well and good
if your parents don’t mind paying a smooth thirty K per annum for a spruced-up summer reading list, but
Professor Eva Brann doesn’t deserve grant money that could be enticing Chinese physics graduate students
to continue building our death machines rather than wiping ass with the ragged [7]DTIC MCTL. James
Joyce didn’t need any government handouts, just a good potted meat joke and a new eyepatch from time
to time, and yet he [8]destroyed civilization. We shed single tears for the [9]Superconducting Supercollider
(peace be on thee), and meanwhile [10]Amiri Baraka sues the State of New Jersey for abolishing the poet
laureate post? In the honest patois of native New Jersey greaser Russ Pellegrini, ”Words, words, words.
Words, words, words. Where’s the equations? Niggaplease!”
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Eris bless we the few, the proud, the warriors of InfoSec: we’re keepin’ [11]MCTL (Revised) Sec. 17 real. And
Eris also bless the creators of the [12]Shoulder-Mounted Assault Weapon, a thermobaric bit of ass-kicking
just as sexy as it sounds. It’s in your corner! But in an era of precision bombs, where collateral damage is
expected to be kept to a minimum, such massively brutal weapons have become highly controversial. These
days, every civilian casualty means a few more hearts and minds are lost. Thermobaric weapons almost
invariably lead to civilian deaths. The Soviet Union was heavily criticized for using thermobaric weapons in
Afghanistan because they were held to constitute ”disproportionate force,” and similar criticisms were made
when thermobarics were used in the Chechen conflict. According to Human Rights Watch, thermobaric
weapons ”kill and injure in a particularly brutal manner over a wide area. In urban settings it is very difficult to limit the effect of this weapon to combatants, and the nature of FAE explosions makes it virtually
impossible for civilians to take shelter from their destructive effect.”
So it s understandable that the Marines have made so little noise about the use of the SMAW-NE in Fallujah.
But keeping quiet about controversial weapons is a lousy strategy, no matter how effective those arms are.
In the short term, it may save some bad press. In the long term, it s a recipe for a scandal. Military leaders
should debate human right advocates and the like first, and then publicly decide ”we do/do not to use X”.
Otherwise when the media find do find out as they always do – not only do you get a level of hysteria but
there is also the charge of covering up.
I’m undecided about thermobarics myself, but I think they should let the legal people sort out all these
issues and clear things up. Otherwise you get claims of chemical weapons and violating the Geneva Protocol. Which doesn’t really help anyone. The warfighter is left in doubt, and it hands propaganda to the
bad guys. Just look at what happened in last week s screaming over white phosphorous rounds.
1. http://www.ohhla.com/anonymous/dr_oct/octagon/no_aware.dro.txt
2. http://qemfd.net/~dank/tabpower/dr.%20octagonecologyst%20(1996)/
3. http://www.slate.com/id/2130327/
4. http://www.neh.gov/news/archive/20051108.html
5. http://www.atomicmuseum.com/tour/dd2.cfm
6. http://www.herseyhiroshima.com/
7. http://www.dtic.mil/mctl/MCTL.html
8. http://dontpanic.dyndns.org/Bennet/Joyce.html
9. http://www.lbl.gov/Science-Articles/Archive/ssc-and-future.html
10. http://www.amiribaraka.com/blew.html
11. http://www.dtic.mil/mctl/MCTL_Revised/Sec17MCTLrevPublic.pdf
12. http://www.defensetech.org/archives/001944.html

spoonless (2005-11-17 03:15:30)
As much as I agree that Mrs. Manners deserves a good fat anal pumping more than a prize... I’d have to disagree
on the bombs. At least writing about erotic Furbies aren’t killing people like the death machines we’re building do.
A cheaper alternative to winning a war is not starting so many. And also, $162 million is nothing compared to $34
billion... even if you took away funding entirely for humanities and added it all to science (which would make a lot of
people very unhappy)... then you’d still only have $34.2 billion, that’s not going to make any difference. The bigger
problem is that most of the science funding goes into very short-term practical applications (such as weapons designs)
rather than on more basic research that could make huge leaps in technology in the long run.
dankamongmen (2005-11-17 04:34:32) A cheaper alternative to winning a war is not starting so many.
Oh, absolutely – trust that I was opposed to this Inigo Montoya fooferah in the Holy Lands, especially the administration’s mind-boggling approach to justification and later coalition-building. Until all the world’s powerful ideologies
fall within some esemplastic range characterized by ”sane, liberal, modern, rights-respecting, representative, egalitarc 2008 dankamongmen. This book is strictly personal.
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ian humanism”, however, the cheapest alternative to starting a lot of wars is assuring all comers that the proverbial
block will be held down. But you can’t be any geek off the street – gotta be handy with the steel if you know what
I mean, and earn your keep. Regulators, mount up!
dankamongmen (2005-11-17 04:36:25)
”And also, $162 million is nothing compared to $34 billion... even if you took away funding entirely for humanities
and added it all to science (which would make a lot of people very unhappy)... then you’d still only have $34.2
billion, that’s not going to make any difference. The bigger problem is that most of the science funding goes into
very short-term practical applications (such as weapons designs) rather than on more basic research that could make
huge leaps in technology in the long run.” of course :D. If this were more reasonable bitching, it wouldn’t be trolling.
chocolat delux (2005-11-17 13:07:10) Dr. Oct
I just started listening to Dr. Octagon....the album Dr. Octagonelogist. How did I miss this?! It’s pretty cool!
dankamongmen (2005-11-18 14:22:28) Re: Dr. Oct
it’s badass indeed, and i’ve no idea. i’ll stick kool keith’s ”black elvis lost in space” in that same directory (they’re
the same guy). hit me up on aim/gtalk/mail if you need more info.
blackoutdaddy (2005-11-20 15:59:40) MK153 SMAW was my MOS weapon while I was in the Corps
As the title states that was my primary weapon while I was in the assault section of 3/7 Kilo Company, and it is
badass. I think optics need some work, but they made a ton of mods and the what not while I was in the Marines.
blackoutdaddy (2005-11-20 16:10:04) Re: MK153 SMAW was my MOS weapon while I was in the Corps
and to clarify, the NE round is a great piece of gear because it pretty much destroys a single building with one shot.
Or whipes out a few floors a particularly large building. We like it because when your taking sniper fire you don’t
have to be 100 % sure of where its coming from to hit and kill the enemy. Having seen a varietty of death and
carnage in my time, both as a Marine and as a civilian, I really don’t understand how TB based weapons are that
much more brutal than anything else out there. I think it was scary to know that you could be effected by it and
seem completely unharmed and then die in your sleep.
blackoutdaddy (2005-11-20 16:26:39) breaking down TB weapons and effects compared to normal explosions
The NE weapons exploit one aspect of an explosion, mainly the over pressure effect. At all times everything in our
atmosphere has 15lbs per square inch on it at all times, when weather effects or artificial disturbances increase that
amount it is called ”over pressure”. There is an amount of over pressure that is lethal and its really not that much,
I think its something like 4 lbs, some times of body armor allows you to take 5 I think, but none the less you can
survive alot of overpressure if it is only for a brief moment. Here is where the NE comes in. In a regular explosion
the blast actually only last about 5 milliseconds. With use of powdered aluminum, the NE rounds increases the
explosion to a 85ish millisecond pulse effect. (from experiance I will tell you that the human eye cannot tell the difference) The pulse means that a lowered amount of overpressure becomes lethal. Also its much harder on buildings,
so the effect is that it will cause buildings to cave in. Okay, enough with the science talk, let me tell you, when this
gun fires its fucking awesome. When you try to take out a sniper, you actually aim at the floor below him and it
puts that floor up through the roof of the buildings and then whats left caves in. Say ”hi” to disco for me, bitch.
dankamongmen (2005-11-20 17:01:45) Re: breaking down TB weapons and effects compared to normal explosions
”There is an amount of over pressure that is lethal and its really not that much” Total force of pressure is just the
flux of the pressure field over the (orientable) surface presented, no? In that case, we’re pretty badly-shaped for
compression. It’s been quite a long minute since particle dynamics for me, though.
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blackoutdaddy (2005-11-21 00:52:14) Re: breaking down TB weapons and effects compared to normal explosions
its really just an increase of airpressure in a small area, As it was explained to me, usually the weapons that cause
enough over pressure to kill you, its the massive heat or flying shrapnel that gets you and overpressure is just an
after thought. The reason the TB weapons are so great for urban combat is that you can’t dig yourself in and
hide from it the way you can with bullets or other things. Unless you had some kind of crazy airlock thing going
on. Really I don’t know the terms and what not, but I know basically what the gun does and how to pick up and
use the thing.
blackoutdaddy (2005-11-20 16:43:10) Last and final round of this burst
In my experiance in life, the people that are against the men and women who defend them having the weapons that
give them the advantages they need to survive, are the same people that cannot ever fathum any situation in which
they themselves would take a life. and I have never met a saint, so if you can honestly say that you can watch a friend
die and not do anything about it, out of morality and not fear, then maybe you are more enlightened that me.

2.11.11

famous linguistic blunders in fostering local economic development, part the
deux (2005-11-17 07:41) - hahahhaa, co.ck! - public

Music: princess superstar - last of the 20th century composers

Heh. From [1]Oyster, official registrar for the [2]Cook Islands (ayup, I was investigating http://nickbla.ck):
”.co.ck”: is used for business organisations. Companies must register their corporate name or trading name,
or some form of abbreviation. For example, Telecom Cook Islands Ltd. has registered ”telecom.co.ck” as
their domain name.
According to [3]http://www.ck, the Cook Islands represent ”the best kept secret in the Pacific Ocean!”
(http://www.co.ck/ does not resolve, nor does http://co.ck/), but I’m still more interested in finding the
Island of the Blue Dolphins. Cruel, cruel Scott O’Dell, you would taunt me with Karana and the scrubby
growth of Ghalas-at, then leave me to bolt up alone screaming, knowing only nightmares of beaver pelt and
Russian treachery. Either way, maybe they’d be less of a secret if their DNS grouping didn’t lead to 99 % of
the world’s spam filters shitting on every goddamn email address in the country. You done fucked yourselves,
co.ck islands! THIS IS WHY WE MUST RETAIN CONTROL OF DNS, PLAYERS.
1. http://www.oyster.net.ck/about/index.php?about=domain
2. http://www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook/geos/cw.html
3. http://www.ck/

2.11.12

hrmmm (2005-11-20 19:23) - irritated; work sets me free - public

Music: pixies - trompe de monde - u-mass

Apparently, I spent all Friday drinking heroic flagons of Absolut Peach + Tab. At midnight, I walked up to
Mr. C’s on Howell Mill in my MIT sweatshirt and umbros, drank about $60 in a little under an hour, started
a loud row about the periodic table and Boston’s ”T” mass transit system, got a ride home from some guy in
his 40’s neither myself nor [ LJ User: eric9 ] has ever seen, did drugs with him, walked into [ LJ User: eric9
]’s room and talked shit to everyone there, ... something ..., and finally sat around hollaring with Twitch
until 6am. We maxed out [1]Harper audio of ”The Wasteland” until Duckhead threatened naked, hungover
ass-whoopings all around. I don’t remember much of anything save telling a cop car pulled alongside me
that I felt fine, the chill being not unlike the sweet womblike feel of a server room (it was a bit below freezing
c 2008 dankamongmen. This book is strictly personal.
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[2]at the time). I’m a bit too old to be doing that kind of shady thing these days, I think. With twenty-five
years should come a desire to remember what I do on a given night, and to distance myself from unsavory
characters with likely designs upon Your Humble Narrator involving buggery and general moral turpitude.
Ride not, traveler of the night, my delicate subterrane, a vestibule mayhaps as [3]Miller might suggest to the
Rosy Crucifixion; I am no tunnel to the Land of Fuck in your [4]Cosmococcic Universe.
A nasty prolonged sequence of poor decision making. I should have gone to Blackalicious.
1. http://town.hall.org/Archives/radio/IMS/HarperAudio/011894_harp_ITH.html
2.

http://www.wunderground.com/history/airport/KFTY/2005/11/18/DailyHistory.html?req_city=NA&req_state=

NA&req_statename=NA
3. http://www.litencyc.com/php/speople.php?rec=true&UID=3118
4. http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0802151825/103-4989604-1061441?v=glance&n=283155&v=glance

catches sars (2005-11-20 17:37:02)
ahah. i wanna get wasted with you sooo bad.
angry user (2005-11-20 18:32:04)
At least our (sometimes) mighty Yellow Jackets laid waste to the scourge that is Miami. That counts for something,
right?
dankamongmen (2005-11-20 18:36:04)
obviously, it counts for a lot, wizzayne! CAN YOU HEAR ME YOU SLOPPY MIAMI FUCKS? Y’ALL AIN’T GOT
SHIT BUT OLD PEOPLE, LOSSES AT HOME AND BAD IMITATIONS OF THE 2-LIVE CREW! fuck martinez!
fuck, fuck martinez!
dankamongmen (2005-11-21 03:33:18)
”The heart of this team is immeasurable.”
- Chan Gailey, after a 14-10 victory over #3 Miami on the road
[1] [XMH10911200441.0.jpg] We’re [2]Team of the Week at SI. Go GT! Go Coach Chan! GO JACKETS, STING
’EM!
1. http://www.gtsports.blogspot.com/
2. http://sportsillustrated.cnn.com/2005/writers/stewart_mandel/11/20/weekend.rewind/1.html

chefataraxia (2005-11-20 19:52:57)
>With twenty-five years should come a desire to remember what I do on a given night Shady wording!
solecize (2005-11-23 02:11:49)
dude. i need to get up to the ATL sometime and hang out with your ass, coz you speak in words i understand and
reference Miller like a mofo. peace.

2.11.13

she glared back at me one last look of dismay, as if she were the last one she’d
thought i’d betray (2005-11-21 06:34) - ’bout it ’bout it + workin’ - public

Music: white zombie - astrocreep2000 - real solution #9

”The heart of this team is immeasurable.”
-Coach Chan Gailey, after a 14-10 victory over #3 Miami on the road
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After our brave Engineers went south into the Dade County lands of Vanilla Ice and palmetto bugs, and
yea, proved too dynamic and non-linear to be solved, requiring fierce normalizations the likes of which could
not be calculated by simian-like Miami Peoples, their rotty glial being fried by Florida’s hot Daystar and
their Wylls also blunted by the Aged Retirees residing in that State, we’re [1]Team of the Week at SI. While
Chan’s quote there is choice:
”Not one of you thought it would happen. Not one of you,” head coach Chan Gailey bristled
to reporters afterward. ”Those guys in there believed it’d happen. That’s why it happened.”
, the good folk at [2]GT Sports Blog sum it up best:
Reggie Ball represents everything that’s right about Georgia Tech sports. He represents the
struggle.... the battling of demons...... the suck-it-up mentality that every Georgia
Tech graduate had to get at some point to get that piece of paper. He is a microcosm
of the Georgia Tech experience. He’s not Matt Lienart, but he’s the guy I want taking the snaps
for Georgia Tech.
Woot! Go GT! Go Coach Chan! GO JACKETS, STING ’EM!
1. http://sportsillustrated.cnn.com/2005/writers/stewart_mandel/11/20/weekend.rewind/1.html
2. http://www.gtsports.blogspot.com/

killerpoptart (2005-11-21 07:10:10)
i *told* you! =P
[1]track one.
1.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/B0000C0FKK/qid=1132585336/sr=8-2/ref=pd_bbs_2/

102-7611148-3138511?v=glance&s=music&n=507846

pigmassacre (2005-11-21 08:38:35)
Where is that subject line from? (And you can’t give me any crap about Google this time – it doesn’t know either.)
dankamongmen (2005-11-21 08:52:16)
only the best goddamn band ever! here’s your OGG glory: [1]phish - rift - 01 - rift.ogg. Also:
[2]Web Results 1 - 10 of about 4,760 for ”the last one she thought i’d betray”. (0.86 seconds) Phish
Lyrics, Rift As if she were the last one she thought I’d betray So much better I said to myself And drawing
quite close to the top of the shelf ... [3]www.musicgods.com/phish/lyrics/Yrift.htm - 14k - Cached - Similar
pages....
1. http://dank.qemfd.net/tabpower/phish%20-%20rift%20-%2001%20-%20rift.ogg
2.

http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&hs=uZt&c2coff=1&safe=off&client=firefox&rls=org.mozilla:en-US:

unofficial&q=%22the+last+one+she+thought+i%27d+betray%22&spell=1
3. file://localhost/home/ljbookc/tmpbooks/dankamongmen/www.musicgods.com/phish/lyrics/Yrift.htm

pigmassacre (2005-11-21 09:26:57)
Ah! I knew it sounded familiar. I haven’t listened to that in way too long. I’ve got to get a working tape player at
home. Don’t know why google didn’t turn that up the first time I tried. Maybe the line breaks made it so I pasted
in something weird by accident. Who knows.
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2.11.14

all the pictures had all been washed in black (2005-11-21 14:43) - lacking, incomplete
- public

Music: big boi feat.killer mike - got purp - kryptonite (i’m on it)

O zorn, zorn, zorn, I went to check my spam folder for the first time in ... a month?, noticed dozens of mails
in there from all kinds of people I’d wanted to talk to, got all flustered and excited, and WIPED IT ALL
OUT.
I feel like a crucial part of my intended experience is gone, as if the life integral over my person has been
rebounded for the lesser. So many possibilities for adventures, gone! Arghghg!
Thankfully, recently-acquired pictures offset the sadness just a wee. Forever enshrined in the angst-ridden
tapestries of LiveJournal: my very last hit of crack ever, graduation night, May 2005:

wu-tang killer bees, we on the swarm!
pimperzparadise (2005-11-21 11:56:24)
Hot.
iamsounamused (2005-11-21 14:08:36)
Heh! I believe May 2005 was also the month of my last hit of crack.
blackoutdaddy (2005-11-21 18:52:02)
way not to do anymore crack

2.11.15

how can you say, ”you torture me”, when you’re already thinking of someone
else? (2005-11-24 20:55) - punk rock fever - friends

Music: nofx - so long and thanks for all the shoes - soul doubt

As I look back upon events of this year, I’m thankful above all else to be out of what had to be the most
fucked-up, insane, damaging relationship I could ever imagine being a part of.
That was some ridiculous shit. Fuck you.
Sometimes I feel my life is going ’round in circles
Beneath my eyes are bluish black
There’s nothing new, no one I wanna talk to
Nothing I wanna think about, I got soul doubt
I stick My head out of the window, when it’s closed
Instead of air, I get glass stuck in to my head
The city’s sounding, and I can’t seem to stop the pounding
Can’t keep my thoughts from flying ’round
Can’t keep my thoughts from flying ’round
Not sure what I am thinking about, I got soul doubt
A shameless display, wearing a smile full of pain
A frameless Erte, a painting without a signature
508
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She’s waiting for someone to save her
As I pass her by I see Cinderella
She dosen’t fit into the slipper
Like she fits in a bottle of liquor
There’s no one to take her away
Her eyes meet mine, she sees right through me
The question’s asked, ”Whatcha’ gonna do for me?”
I don’t want nothin’, just a connection
I gotta know what she’s all about
Cause I know she’s been there
Soul doubt
I stick my head out of the window once again
This time I see a thousand faces all too clear
They wear the same expression, I’ve seen in my face
So many times, I know exactly how they feel
I know exactly how they feel
I know just what they think about
They’ve got soul doubt

sylvanrage (2005-11-24 18:13:40)
Did you write that... thats terrible.... but I still feel for yah, and am relieved for you... now if you could get rid of the
other lady in your life...
thirdkraytwin (2005-11-24 20:36:52)
No, thats NOFX. Someone bought them a Thesaurus for their birthdays. I think that person was probably being
sarcastic. Maybe they should lend their Thesaurus to everlast. I think they write most of their songs with those wee
fridge word sets. Now there’s an idea..
dankamongmen (2005-11-25 08:32:39) Did you write that... thats terrible....
of course not :). it’s our good friends in nofx. it’s good to know i’d have people to call me out, were i to post such
drivel, though! :D
zra (2005-11-24 20:13:19)
Seconded.
iamsounamused (2005-11-25 05:28:20)
The title is from a Sublime song, yes? I forget the name of it. But it’s punk. ”I know someday I’ll be the only one...”
something or other. Anyhow, cheers to getting out of fucked up relationships. Wish we all had that luxury sometimes.
dankamongmen (2005-11-25 08:33:04)
aye, it sure is and well done. Sublime, 40 oz to Freedom, ”Hope”.
zbtron (2005-11-25 07:29:53)
i dont feel empathy for masochists.
girlsonfilm (2005-11-25 11:05:16) I hope this cheers you up...
[06182003.JPG]
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thirdkraytwin (2005-11-26 03:15:13) Re: I hope this cheers you up...
PRETTY!
mpnolan (2005-11-28 10:04:46) You might like these
[1]Videos for ”stickin’ in my eye” and ”leave it alone” BlankTV (I think) uploaded all kinds of punk videos to Google
Video.
1. http://video.google.com/videosearch?q=nofx&btnG=Search+Video

2.11.16

As a world turns I spread like germs; bless the globe with a pestilence, the
hard-headed never learn (2005-11-25 17:43) - impressed - public

Music: ol’ dirty bastard - nigga please - jesus i’m rollin’ wit you

”After the ethical scandal flared this week, dozens of women in Dr. Hwang’s Internet fan club have sent
e-mail messages volunteering their eggs.” - [1]NYT
whoa. No matter which way one feels about the Hwang scandal, you’ve gotta admit that’s gangsta right
thar. Jammin’ ! as Toejam and Earl might say (and indeed did). Atlanta’s [2]WRFG 89.3, better known
for its wacky Brazilian tunes and left-wing news coverage, apparently guns up a tremendous disco happy
hour on at least Wednesday mornings. [ LJ User: killerpoptart ] and I took a ride upon the groove boat a
minute ago and dropped many f-bombs, by which of course I mean funk bombs; ’twas golden. [ LJ User:
bagofpeppers ]and I were admiring the [3]Judgement Night soundtrack in his big boomin’ Civic the other
day, and we realized in awe just how progressive this release was. Death Row was just beginning to emerge,
[4]East Point’s fecund womb incubated OutKast (still attending [5]Tri-Cities High School), and most of the
world listened to unseemly garbage dominating the radio, garbage like Annie Lennox’s ”Walkin’ on Broken
Glass” and whatever tripe Drivin’ n’ Cryin’ was serving up that season. Meanwhile, from out of nowhere
came a bold fusion of post-hardcore and hip-hop, tracks like ”Another Body Murdered” and the eponymous
fourth epic cut (enjoy a few [6]here). Incredible stuff for the time.
1. http://www.nytimes.com/2005/11/25/international/asia/25clone.html?pagewanted=2
2. http://www.wrfg.org/home.asp
3.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/B00000297O/qid=1132959065/sr=8-1/ref=pd_bbs_1/

103-4989604-1061441?v=glance&s=music&n=507846
4. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/East_Point%2C_Georgia
5. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Outkast
6. http://dank.qemfd.net/tabpower

bagofpeppers (2005-11-25 20:09:08)
I don’t want to be picky, but I don’t drive a Civic.
dankamongmen (2005-11-26 10:14:53)
huh?
psyched out (2005-11-26 06:04:06)
speaking as one of the old-ass ”i remember when”ers, there really wasn’t much like ”judgment night” when it came
out (other than the anthrax/public enemy collaboration) - i remember driving to school every day playing the mudhoney/sir mixalot song and having people ask ”what th’ HELL are you listening to?”
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dankamongmen (2005-11-26 10:14:40)
ooooooooOOOOOOOOOOOOOOooooooooooooo i so feel the [ LJ User: psyched out ] love, and it goes on in my
mind!
phatjoe (2005-11-26 15:26:25)
oh man, how i hate dinosaur jr and yet love del. listening to this track is tearing my brain. /joe
englishteacher (2005-11-26 23:58:39)
he got to keep his research position at the university– last night as we read the news i was reminded of why i want to
move back to korea badly.
thirdkraytwin (2005-11-27 03:33:23)
I thought I was the only person in the universe who appreciated the Judgement Night soundtrack.

2.11.17

you walk across the floor with the flower in your hand, tryin’ to tell me no one
understands (2005-11-25 20:37) - hard workin’ dank - public

Music: ani difranco - little plastic castles - gravel

Stuck working this Friday night ala moi? Here’s two diversions:
[1]Cryptome, one of the most interesting reads on my daily path of procrastination, reprints this [2]rant
from the Party for Islamic Renewal, ”Death in a Whorehouse”:
Basically, Jordanian King Abdullah the Second, or rather Queen Elizabeth of England s Corgi
dog, turned Jordan into a brothel for servicing the needs of Crusaders carrying out murder, looting
and rape in Iraq. Nobody should be surprised that Crusader inns were targeted.
Secondly, I need to get out of the business of [3]intrusion prevention and into [4]pirate prevention – not for
the RIAA, but for Somalia, and for her heroes!
and now onward, coding soldier!
1. http://cryptome.org/
2. http://cryptome.org/death-whore.htm
3. http://www.infoworld.com/article/05/05/09/19FEipsids_1.html
4. http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/africa/4471536.stm

catches sars (2005-11-25 19:04:18)
hey i’m working tonight too! yay phonemes! grrrreeaaaat song too!

2.11.18

she looks like the real thing she tastes like the real thing my fake plastic love
(2005-11-26 03:59) - empty - public

Music: radiohead - kid a - the national anthem

...along with the cold front, normally a happy advent of more pleasant times and dark coats and girls in cute
winter hats, furtive eager halting barked conversations timed along cigarettes in doorways not far from central
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heating’s womblike osculations, a dark and musty despondence has filled the dankest’s antrums...mornings
marked with an anger whose causes remain unknown, or melancholia springing bifurcate from a feigned
apathy, decays over long and odious days into evenings clutched tightly against The Fear, a quivering sacrifice
of time and constitution, sinking into dreams of confusion and Kafka out of suicidal half-dreams, dipolarized
mass toppling end-over-end, launched from above the clouds’ wisps, falling angelic but terrapulverized most
unlike Gibreel Farishta tumbling from the heavens singing ”’To be born again’”...it’s one thing to know that
the olde mindchemistry will lay deep ditches along the road, quite another to unexpectedly lose a week to
an absolute lack of purpose, perspective or potency, just wanting to reach this last morose day’s nadir and
plunge headlong somewhere beyond existence, to know with certainty but transience that for some future
time t, man will beg for death but death will not come to him, and that the only way to keep from killing
oneself is to laugh off the sheer ridiculousness of the idea...bleh a pox on all your houses...
What are the roots that clutch, what branches grow
Out of this stony rubbish? Son of man,
You cannot say, or guess, for you know only
A heap of broken images, where the sun beats,
And the dead tree gives no shelter, the cricket no relief,
And the dry stone no sound of water. Only
There is shadow under this red rock,
(Come in under the shadow of this red rock),
And I will show you something different from either
Your shadow at morning striding behind you
Or your shadow at evening rising to meet you;
I will show you fear in a handful of dust.
oh james augustine aloysius, what road did you take in these dark times? The Mabbot Street Entrance to
[1]Nighttown, then? so let it be written, so let it be done. Pornosophical philotheology. Metaphysics in
Mecklenburgh street? Here, take up thy crutch and walk. So [2]it comes too to this. Shammadamma.
1. http://www.doc.ic.ac.uk/~rac101/concord/texts/ulysses/ulysses15.html
2. http://www.doc.ic.ac.uk/~rac101/concord/texts/ulysses/ulysses15.html#20082

lush ious (2005-11-26 15:46:37)
I like these words.
dankamongmen (2006-01-04 22:36:35)
thanks muchly. I was rereading this and came upon your comment, missed until now. You haven’t posted in a long
time; your last few extended missives were day-making events. I hope to read something of yours again soon.
sid icarus (2005-11-26 23:36:47)
Time-Warner’s Teen People almost publishes Prussian Blue interview: http://osm.org/site/story/20051126timeinc

2.11.19

now you wanna run around talkin’ ’bout guns like i ain’t got none; what, you
think i sold ’em all? (2005-11-27 23:09) - cynical - friends

Music: body count - body count - cop killer

The desire to take a break from science/mathematics and go get a law degree is strong, strong, strong as
of late. It’d be an enlightening and practical diversion from more noble tasks, and ours is not a society
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one can wander, it appears, without suitable legal counsel. I’m paying $135- $305/hr for representation and
have twice had to whip out OCGA [1]Title 19 during discussion with these sharks for hire, regulating from
a position of amateur affection for the Official Code of the Six Zones and Beyond the Great 285th Circle.
Enough! It should be trivial to get into [2]GSU Law, and it’s not like ”Georgia’s Slackest University” is
going to be anywhere near the burden while working that my planned [3]GT MS-NrE would have been. It’ll
have far more convenient hours than the commuter-unfriendly GT, as well, and I’ll be able to follow our
company’s eventual sale and ensure I’m not getting screwed.
My current position wrt the GA-DoC etc is a bunch of fucking bullshit. Three more months of anger
classes, and I need no longer sit cowered in unshaven rooms in underwear, burning my money in wastebaskets and listening to the Terror through the wall. With a law degree, I’d likely never have been in this
position. The world belongs to those who empower themselves. Blessed are the lawmakers, for they make
themselves above the law! judgedreddv(”I am the law!”) MUH WA HA HA HA HA you have no chance to
convict make your case; all your justice is belong to us.
1. http://www.legis.state.ga.us/cgi-bin/gl_codes_detail.pl?code=19-1-1
2. http://law.gsu.edu/
3. http://www.catalog.gatech.edu/colleges/coe/me/grad/msne.php

zra (2005-11-27 21:51:19)
I REMIND YOU, YOU’RE UNDER OATH
subcultured (2005-11-28 01:36:56)
Welcome to my world. Although my intentions are a little different, but it’s all law I suppose.
dj ricecake (2005-11-28 06:18:30)
afwwfmnrv(”In ’Judge Dred’, you are Judge Dred. From Acclaim.”); /* Announcer from WWF Monday Night Raw
*/
wellfuckthishit (2005-11-28 12:18:37)
Dude, people will be able to give you power of attorney, and you can say things to them like, ”As your attorney, I
advise you to...” Rock.
justben (2005-11-28 13:18:09)
Have you talked to many professional lawyers about the profession? I’ve talked to a handful of lawyers, ex-lawyers,
and would-be-lawyers, and most of them seem to feel that the profession isn’t at all what they imagined it would be
like before they started school. Some of them are fine with it; others not so much. If you haven’t already, I highly
recommend doing some research on what it’s like to be in the profession before dropping a load of time and money
getting there.
dankamongmen (2005-11-28 14:24:32)
I don’t want to be a dirty sniping lawyer by any means, but rather wish to understand the differences between settled
law (which I can freely read and grok as I do anything else I care to), and how law is put into place in These United
States.
sid icarus (2005-11-29 18:00:27)
While there’s a world of difference between counterstrike and computer science, I’ve always figured you gotta mess
with computers in life enough, might as well master them. I’ve figured the same for the law, though I’ll probably
never get to it. (And then when pink became a chef, I figured the same for food. Computers Law Food Money - what
else impacts your life like those?) — If you do follow justben’s advice, I believe T Double-D of the CoC has a law
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degree. T Double D not being Trick Daddy Dollars in this case but David D...[END OF TAPE]. If this is common
knowledge or misinformation, my apologies.
sid icarus (2005-11-29 18:01:31) Edit
I meant to say *The* David D...
blackbox42 (2006-01-02 08:31:07)
My dad went through law school and had the following to say about it (paraphrased): It’s absolute hell You realise
that both sides of any case are correct and the only thing that wins a case is the intelligence of the lawyers, not the law
itself While being a lawyer itself is a rather shitty job, having a law degree will save your ass on numerous occasions
It really all comes down to your will power to write 300 page papers on topics you couldn’t care less about. The work
itself isn’t hard it’s just plentiful. For a point of reference he attended Emory in the combined MBA and law school
program.

2.11.20

All ablaze fire flames, lightin’ up the sky runnin’ through the burnin’ sun,
yellin’ ride nigga ride (2005-11-28 10:51) - nostalgic - public

Music: blackalicious - blazing arrow - passion

[ LJ User: bagofpeppers ]’s post reminded me of happy days long ago:

[1]
this was my first computer, given to me as a christmas present in 1985 shortly after turning five years old. I
learned 6502 assembly language and BASIC on it; until I was 11 and started schooling at [2]Marist, the sweet
6502 architecture and ANTIC graphics coprocessor were all the computer I had experience with (I’d taught
myself C, FORTRAN, LISP, Pascal and several assembly languages (including CAL, the Cray Assembly
Language for PVP-based Cray machines such as the [3]XMP, a guide to which I purchased at the tender
age of 10 for $48 including shipping) out of library / garage-sale books by that time, but had nowhere to
practice with them or test the notebooks full of code I’d written). These were heady times. I remember my
first Intel machine, an 8088 with 10MB of hard drive space and 640K RAM, purchased for $375 when I was
13.....sigh, the good ’ol days.
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also, [ LJ User: defensetech rss ] has another article on [4]thermobaric weaponry for any and all interested
(I’m talking about you, [ LJ User: blackoutdaddy ]...). Their new book, [5]Weapons Grade, is sure to be
stellar!
1. http://oldcomputers.net/atari400.html
2. http://www.marist.com/
3. http://www.spikynorman.dsl.pipex.com/CrayWWWStuff/Cfaqp5.html#xmp
4. http://www.defensetech.org/archives/001969.html
5. http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0786715618/002-8008848-6779234

infiniteapathy (2005-11-28 08:47:43)
I’ve got that strange fascination with old CPUs as well, wasting hours looking up tech specs and what not. basically,
what I’m saying here is thanks for ruining my productive day.
leon03 (2005-11-28 11:19:23)
Fascinating... I started programming on the Commodore 64 at the age of two or three, though I was perhaps 7 before
I actually wrote a truly creative program, a simplified variant of Nim against a computer opponent with a perfect
strategy. I graduated to Turbo Pascal at 11, taught myself objects at 14, and then C++ at 16. Knowing both C++
and Pascal lead to a deep dissatisfaction with both languages, which sparked a 2-3 year language search that lead me
to functional programming. Now, I’m decidedly a FP bigot. And I’ve noticed I’m not nearly as excited to learn a new
language, I really have to have some kind of motivation to do so. :-/ I was hardly aware of what existed, computer
wise, outside of what I was working with.
angra (2005-11-28 14:31:16)
I’ll see your Atari and raise you a Bally Astrocade: [ballyarcade-01-13-04.jpg]
blackoutdaddy (2005-11-28 14:53:14) TB still rocks in my book
I read the article and he is accurate as far as the effects and usage of the weapons. I don’t think the author is very
experianced or knowledgable tactically. Also this is a weapon the Soviets had first and we adapted. I think the article
leads to to think this is something we developed and then let fall into the wrong hands. I like that video of the building
getting rocked. Which I could find a SMAW NE video.
thirdkraytwin (2005-11-28 22:27:50)
I just bought a Zilog Z80 manual at the Salvos for 10 cents. It had flowcharts.
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the eel offered his help – I can’t understand – speaking its truth from the bank:
now I can see! (2005-11-30 11:12) - enlightened - public

Music: ween - the mollusk - the golden eel

Wise words from the Tao, section [1]4.4:
Prince Wang’s programmer was coding software. His fingers danced upon the keyboard. The
program compiled without an error message, and the program ran like a gentle wind.
”Excellent!” the Prince exclaimed, ”Your technique is faultless!”
”Technique?” said the programmer turning from his terminal, ”What I follow is Tao - beyond
all techniques! When I first began to program I would see before me the whole problem in one
mass. After three years I no longer saw this mass. Instead, I used subroutines. But now I see
nothing. My whole being exists in a formless void. My senses are idle. My spirit, free to work
without plan, follows its own instinct. In short, my program writes itself. True, sometimes there
are difficult problems. I see them coming, I slow down, I watch silently. Then I change a single
line of code and the difficulties vanish like puffs of idle smoke. I then compile the program. I sit
still and let the joy of the work fill my being. I close my eyes for a moment and then log off.”
Prince Wang said, ”Would that all of my programmers were as wise!”
smooooove, b: [2]we’re finalists for SC Magazine’s ”Best Intrusion Detection” award
1. http://www.canonical.org/~kragen/tao-of-programming.html#book4
2. http://www.marketwire.com/mw/release_html_b1?release_id=102553

jujuyy (2005-11-30 09:16:17)
wow, congrats. how should we celebrate?
dankamongmen (2005-11-30 10:48:54)
swing dancing and carbombs, obviously!
jujuyy (2005-11-30 12:15:58)
FIAT!
blowgurt (2005-12-01 13:02:56) swing dancing??
where’s this at in the atl?
msbeanhead (2005-11-30 10:26:09)
One of our crew is headed over to work for you, so be sure to give him a hard time for me.
dankamongmen (2005-11-30 14:25:54)
who is this wayward soul? so let it be written, so let it be done! your wsotd list a minute ago was interesting. 8)
polymathism, eh?
smellycoder (2005-11-30 10:42:07)
you rock! congratulations :)
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dankamongmen (2005-11-30 14:26:17)
thank you, my purdue-borne dear 8).
angry user (2005-11-30 11:08:53)
well, I’ll add an official confuckinggratulations on here now. Remember those of us that you knew in The Beginning
when you’re big pimpin and spendin after the buyout. I do believe celebratory car bombs are in order. Tonight’s pool
league, so I’ll already be up at the Independent/Highlander. shout out if you want to show.
dankamongmen (2005-11-30 14:23:57)
thank you kind sir 8). and niggas be know that whatever’s in the bank, i’ll still be walking ’round home park slinging
quarters, because money don’t buy drivers licenses.
chefataraxia (2005-11-30 18:17:53)
Deja vu
blackbox42 (2005-12-01 06:45:22)
Congrads! It’s good to see your are getting recognition for working your ass off. No go forth and get crunked for the
grace of god.

2.12

December

2.12.1

hah fucking phiggity phat (2005-12-02 12:23) - GTM-style ’til Dover Day - public

Music: gg allin - bloodshed for all - i kill everything i fuck

these quiz things are tre homosexual, but this made me choke on my Tab-n-newports:

If I were a Springer-Verlag Graduate Text in Mathematics, I would be
Serge Lang’s Algebraic Number Theory.
I cover all of the basic material of classical algebraic number
theory, giving the student the background necessary for the study of
further topics in algebraic number theory, such as cyclotomic fields,
or modular forms. Part I introduces some of the basic ideas of the
theory: number fields, ideal classes, ideles and adeles, and zeta
functions. It also contains a version of a Riemann-Roch theorem in
number fields, proved by Lang in the very first version of the book in
the sixties. This version can now be seen as a precursor of Arakelov
theory. Part II covers class field theory, and Part III is devoted to
analytic methods, including an exposition of Tate’s thesis, the
Brauer-Siegel theorem, and Weil’s explicit formulas. This new edition
of me contains corrections, as well as several additions to the
previous edition, and the last chapter on explicit formulas has been
rewritten.
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Which Springer GTM would you be? [1]The Springer GTM Test

1. http://www.math.mcgill.ca/~dsavitt/GTM.html

coleoptera (2005-12-02 11:19:11)
I love you so much more just for posting that.
eightbit (2005-12-02 11:59:58)
serge lang died a few months month. :-( from [1]here: In perhaps his most controversial claim, Lang argued that
a causal link between HIV and AIDS has not been definitively established. Lang frequently handed out pamplets on
campus at talks dealing with AIDS. But Lang had more success in his campaign against Samuel Huntington, a Harvard political scientist nominated to the National Academy of Sciences. In an unorthodox campaign, Lang defeated
Huntington’s nomination on the grounds that he used spurious mathematical reasoning. Lang even went so far as to
administer a ”Huntington Test” to dozens of his students each year, said Avidit Acharya ’06, his friend and mentee.
Lang had the students comment on passages from Huntington’s work to determine, as he would put it, whether they
could ”tell a fact from a hole in the ground,” Acharya said.
1. http://www.yaledailynews.com/articlefunctions/Printerfriendly.asp?AID=29843

mathslut (2005-12-03 01:55:20)
I posted this quiz almost exactly a year [1]ago, probably primarily for your benefit, back before I learned that you
never read my internet ramblings anymore. Did Shaggz tell you of the crazy lunch last week where both of your
ex-fiancees were thrown together by chance and fate?
1. http://mmmarilyn.net/old/2004dec24/

dankamongmen (2005-12-03 08:37:42)
awww! is mmmmmmmmmmmmmarilyn RSS-equipped yet? if it is, it shall be added to the readpile. and i heard no
such thing, but yeah, it seems ex-fiancees live in a perpetual state of birthday paradox. =

2.12.2

come out motherfucker come on motherfucker come out motherfucker let’s throw
down (2005-12-02 17:53) - rowdy - public

Music: clutch - transnational speedway league - el jefe speaks

ahhh, tonight promises to be an Adventure Night, a sadly diminishing tradition in what’s becoming a somewhat quieter and less aimlessly perfervid danklife. ’twas only a few years ago that I’d consider it a quiet
night if I managed to pass out inside, preferably at my own house. These days, there’s a lot less absinthe to
set the mind adrift, a lot less cocaine to keep the reckless night young, and a whole hell of a lot less people
worth staying up with all night in Boanergean fervor, daring life to unveil the naked lunch at the end of
every fork, tearing ass up and down Hemphill Avenue looking for the shit.
but! it is my homeboy in polymathism Twitch ”Lee” Hall’s birthday (and tomorrow, [ LJ User: nfatuationjunke ]’s: where’ve you been stoner grrrrrl, don’t be a stranger!), marking him an elderly indeed
score-and-six. There is but one in this world who can match me bowl-for-bowl and shot-for-shot always
illuminating all the motionless world of Time between, and then still rage against the dying of the night as
dawn’s rosy fingers extend over Atlanta’s dawnline, Resurgens! this one goes out to you, Nigga Twitch, and
also your fine ass physics-major girlfriend who looks like Inari Vachs; I know you’re never going to read this
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panegyric hidden as it is on dirty dirty LJ, but that’s alright, because I’ll say it later when we’re drunk, and
you’ll know what panegyric means without having to hit up the dictionary, and furthermore you’ll have five
on it.
I am so fucking out of these code mines for the day! BE READY. As one child molester said to the other,
”may all your troubles be little ones!” DANK OUT, but not without your tremendous [1]Friday downloads!
I particularly advise tracks 1 and 3; get your shitkickers up.
1. http://dank.qemfd.net/tabpower/transnational%20speedway%20league/

zra (2005-12-02 16:16:33)
Funny story about meeting Inari Vachs a few years ago....
angry user (2005-12-02 17:06:03)
heh. oh do tell.
zra (2005-12-02 20:19:00)
well let me just say this: it was in new orleans, and it involved me, my exgirlfriend, my friend skippy, bourbon street
on fat tuesday, a lot of hurricanes, a video camera, me shouting ”WHO WANTS TO MAKE OUT WITH THIS
GIRL????,” me shouting that at a girl on the balcony of the Hustler club, the guy who was with the girl on that
balcony spotting us about 5 minutes before they started to clear off the streets like they do at midnight on every
fat Tuesday, that guy getting us in with his VIP guest list, and us finding out that it was Inari Vachs and porn
producer and her now husband Justin Gulley. at the time, she was married to some Nine Inch Nails dude who was
completely wasted. we couldn’t run the video camera in the club, but we hung out there for hours. after that trip,
i was content to go home and die immediately.
zra (2005-12-03 17:37:50)
i should also add that, while this is a tall story and seemingly unreal, i can proove everything that happened up
to us getting into the Hustler club on Bourbon St as i have a mini-DV tape somewhere of Inari up on her balcony
flashing her shit for beads (it was mardi gras after all) and the producer guy up there freaking out and running off
as well. her real name is nicole, although i have no way to verify that but i do remember her saying it through the
alcohol induced haze. i had to drink myself into submission that night just to contain myself. just today i wore the
same hoodie that i was wearing that eve. ahhhh, the drunken memories. it was 2002.
catches sars (2005-12-02 17:25:29) KONBANWA!
HI!!!!!!
mpnolan (2005-12-04 11:08:36)
Ah, Cluth is excellent. Thanks for sharing.

2.12.3

She can sleep in fiery bog, throwing troubles to the dying embers. She’s alone
in the new pollution. (2005-12-04 03:06) - sans souci - public

Music: sarai - the original - ladies

In the words of ... someone, some great man ... awfuckit some drunk guy at Scott Dorfman’s party [0] eight
years ago, let loose in torrential rodomontade from atop a dining room chair (an aside for that unknown
soldier, one of the noblest of all this motley cast, and deserving a finer role. His bombast was steady through
the shifting of his dinner chair perch, unflinching despite shuffled half-stumblings, moving-without-moving
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suggestive of vertigo, and still more suggestive of a good, fighting drunk. Memory’s chancy, the unreliable
last grey inches of thrice-rewritten Costco VHS; the slurring’s yet held at bay. Now’s the last chance to go
somewhere, to get out of this goddamn forest or at least from underneath Pozzo’s thinking hat, so put your
feet into motion a half-second before again remembering there’s nowhere to go. He drew upon the wall’s
support when necessary, drew breath, and further addressed suburban split-level soiree (ten thousand like
them forming a velvet sea’s high tide of adolescent serendipity; it breaks against Boston, against Baltimore,
against Savannah undetected as Friday’s dusk gives way to the glorious blackout hours. Atlanta too is
crested. Foamy albomarginata, venation like undulata woven in a [1]blanket [1]. Youthenergy and covering
darkness give good chase to the earth’s rotation, challenging time itself and putting a girdle ’round the
plate): ”god bless the hard-workin’ americans at the coors light corporation of flint, michigan; they piss red,
white and blue, and i’d piss coors if i could. i’ve had 17 of these tonight): ”shut the fuck up everyone!
i’ve got the floor!”
Lo, indeed I bring important news: the Hartford Place Purple-Sash James Traficant Memorial Player’s Ball
will be returning, December 18th anno domini 2005. russv(”Since we’ve been sleepin’ with your moms,
you may as well sleep with us, too.”) Directions to the Duck Pond can be found [2]here, and I’ll try to get a
flyer up here. No one has any good memories of last year’s Ball, and we invite you to come enjoy another
fine evening blasted totally beyond the hope of recollection. The Player’s Ball asks for one bottle of phatty
drinkables per tribe, which shall be shared in common with great gusto. Last year saw some tremendous
scotches, the requisite Patrons, and ... well, like I said, no one remembers much.
Also, the newest [3]War Nerd is probably the best of this year.
”There were three kinds of wars in the 1990s:
1. Gulf War One, a glorious, magnificent war;
2. A lot of small, crummy wars that hogged all the media attention;
3. Four big, serious wars that nobody noticed.
...Only one African war got the networks’ attention: the big chop in Rwanda in 1994. Rwanda had
everything going for it. It was fast (600,000 dead in three months) and ended clean. The country was
instantly safe for reporters, and actually it pretty much had been even when Hutu were running around
hacking Tutsis. See, Rwandans, like a lot of genocidal tribes, are real organized, obedient types.
When they got the word that it wasn’t actually a civic duty to kill Tutsis, they were shocked, and
stopped instantly. It was like somebody telling your Century 21 Real Estate team that volunteering to pick
up litter by the freeway on the weekend is a no-no. That’s what the Hutu thought they were doing: cleaning
up Rwanda, taking out the trash.
Another thing Rwanda had going for it, from a media perspective, was the simplicity of the sides:
two tribes, Hutu vs. Tutsi. They don’t like messy wars.
And the two huge wars in Africa during the 90s were as messy as the vomit marks at an Australian
wedding. They’re the kind of war that has no battles, no front, no beginning and no end. Besides, they were
both in seriously nasty places, where you can die from an infected shaving cut, a tick bite or a landmine left
over from a few wars back.
The biggest 90s war was in the Sudd of Southern Sudan, a gigantic malaria marsh that may be the
most unwholesome place on the planet. That-plus the hard fact that most people don’t care about black
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Africans-explains why you never heard much about it.”
Margaritas at 1230!
[0] heh, last time I referenced partying with Scott Dorfman on the internet, he thought it would
keep him out of Stanford. I wonder if anyone’s poured anything on Brian Udoff recently.
[1] look at this picture again, and then think really hard, even if it’s the first time ever: each of these
star-birthing ”fingers of creation” is about a light-year long. there’s structure at that scope. fucking unreal.
what does it mean? absorbing universal scale for the first time (a little under a year ago, meditating
(rigorously) on this picture [2]) really threw me off-balance for a week or so. i’m still unsure whether it’s
terrifying, inspiring, or obviously just both.
[2] for further info, google ”eagle nebula” and/or ”evaporating gaseous globules”
1. http://imgsrc.hubblesite.org/hu/db/1995/44/images/a/formats/full_jpg.jpg
2. http://dank.qemfd.net/
3. http://www.exile.ru/2005-December-02/the_90s.html

mike b (2005-12-04 09:50:49)
there’s structure at that scope. fucking unreal.
nodnod, it’s pretty daunting. i find the process of mapping the universe interesting and the results incredibly fascinating. you might be interested in the findings of [1]john huchra, [2]margaret geller, [3]marc davis, [4]sandra faber,
[5]alan dressler, and [6]vera rubin among others.
1. http://www.cfa.harvard.edu/~huchra/
2. http://cfa-www.harvard.edu/~mjg/
3. http://deep.berkeley.edu/~marc/
4. http://www.ucolick.org/~board/faculty/faber.html
5. http://www.ociw.edu/research/dressler.html
6. http://www.dtm.ciw.edu/rubin/

oldname (2005-12-06 20:48:12)
Ahhhhhhhahahahah DUDE YOU READ WAR NERD!!!! You are just so awesome in my book right now.

2.12.4

She’s a summer lover for spring, fall and winter. she can make happy any man
alive (2005-12-04 19:09) - disgusted - public

Music: the doors - waiting for the sun - five to one

Looking over my last entry, I realize it’s pretty goddamn incomprehensible to anyone but myself, and probably any mental state other than that implemented last night. The upshot: we’re painting the town
brown again this year: 2005-12-18 (yes, sunday night). you should come, as it’ll be the awesome. That having been said, I fucking hate semantic dissonance more than anything else in the world.
Our inability to effectively communicate, rooted in the dual travesties of co-RE (informal) natural languages
and utter lack of a starting place from which to begin simulating neurophysiology (or hell, even sample it
for effective [1]K-Smirnov testing or whatnot) will instill a misanthropy in me yet. Sigh, c’mon singularity.
One day we’ll step out of these sacks of flesh and piss and pus.
The gross quantization of art’s value suggests a three-dimensional Banach space, Euclidean norm (||x||
= ( |xi|ˆ2)ircum1/2) [0] x0 lessons’ potential applicability scaled by (currently achieved applicability)ˆ-1
x1 stylish presentation scaled by (obfuscation due to presentation (there is ALWAYS obfuscation, see the
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two-pronged fucking above))ˆ-1 x2 correctness of the lesson (metric left as an exercise) scaled by correctness
of vision If you agree with this rough thesis, is it possible to defend a life devoted to anything but science?
The only way we break out of this system is to eliminate x1’s obfuscation. Call your congressman and voice
support for the Chomsky Hierarchy – for the children. Remember that upshot: big fucking party over
here 2005-12-18 [0] in honor of [ LJ User: catches sars ], here’s a quick [2]norm/metric relation
1. http://www.itl.nist.gov/div898/handbook/eda/section3/eda35g.htm
2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metric_%28mathematics%29#Relation_of_norms_and_metrics

coleoptera (2005-12-04 17:17:45)
Crash space that night? Good thesis.
justben (2005-12-04 18:14:31) Your metrics are fucked.
All of them, really. x0: One doesn’t simply ”apply” some X: one applies X *toward* a goal. The existence of a
singlular x0 metric fundamentaly depends on the definition of a singular universal goal toward which all works should
strive to be applicable. Good luck with that one. x1: Perception of style is a function of the perceiver. This so-called
metric is *at best* a function mapping perceivers (whatever those are) to their perceptions of the style metric. This
function is quite likely neither injective nor surjective. In fact, its range is probably the power set of perception metric
values. x2: Similar to x0, this presupposes an ultimate metric of correctness. If we accept that each of these metrics
is a function of an individual perceiver then it becomes more correct and frankly pretty reasonable. Of course, that
gives rise to a whole host of other problems. Your final assertion is rooted in the implicit presupposition that some
hypothetical ”best” perceiver exists, and moreover that the best perceiver is one whose ideals and perceptions match
your own, which makes your assertion essentially tautological and ultimately irrelevant. Nyah.
dankamongmen (2005-12-04 18:23:12) Re: Your metrics are fucked.
Of course. These trivial objections and more were left as an exercise for the reader. good god i’m tired :/. i got
really upset at bugzilla stuff last night.
justben (2005-12-04 19:04:54) Re: Your metrics are fucked.
Bugzilla can be pretty upsetting.
dankamongmen (2005-12-04 19:03:42)
”The existence of a singlular x0 metric fundamentaly depends on the definition of a singular universal goal toward
which all works should strive to be applicable.” heh actually this reminds me of 27.13 from [1]penrose: the big bang’s
”absurdly low” entropy, with phase-state volume only one part in 10ˆ10ˆ101 of the current observed universe’s (based
off: cosmic background radiation matches planck’s black-body curve -> big bang was in a thermal state -> 10ˆ80
baryons * 10ˆ8 e/baryon : 10ˆ10ˆ88 :: gravitational effects dominate, yielding substantial black holes (hand wave for
either == or > 0 via time-reversible processes; things get hairy here) -> BH’s of 10ˆ6 solar masses -> 10ˆ21 e/baryon
-> 10ˆ10ˆ101). it’s what rives people to the anthropic principles - if the big bang hand’t have been so perverse, we’d
likely not even have a second law of thermodynamics 8(. did we lose a war? no second law of thermodynamics?!?!
that’s not america! that’s not even mexico! [shudder]
1.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0679454438/qid=1133749643/sr=8-1/ref=pd_bbs_1/103-4989604-1061441?n=

507846&s=books&v=glance

zra (2005-12-04 18:49:24)
goddamn, i’ll be in jacksonville!! thanks for the hospitality the other eve. shit, was that last night?
ex req431 (2005-12-04 20:10:44)
i’m just amazed at your special character knowledge xoxo
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leon03 (2005-12-05 20:16:44)
Funny, I was going to post my entry on Hilbert Spaces yesterday, but it didn’t happen. Talk about (near) synchronicity. I don’t see why you refer to the incomplete definition of the geometry you define as a Banach Space. That’s rather
like referring to the semigroup of symmetries of the square.
dankamongmen (2005-12-05 22:55:08)
excellent. and anything i could reply with would be but a thin veil over the truth: overreach.
dankamongmen (2005-12-05 22:57:42)
that having been said: - banach space is just a vector space with a complete normed metric, right? - the whole point
was: given a way of quantizing these three, the standard distance (a concept known to non-mathematicians) defines
a value function make more sense? if not, i’m likely just talking out my ass.
litovka (2005-12-13 12:50:40)
your roommate disagrees and thinks it’s actually 17th. You may want to come to an agreement.. or just have large
groups of drunk people over both nights. Which I guess wouldn’t be different from normal.

2.12.5

on the eastside...that’s where i met my ramona (2005-12-04 23:29) - gathering strength
- public

Music: RED WAR WILL FALL ON MY ENEMIES

well holy shit these next two weeks are going to be a bit of a death march. i haven’t had to pull a 100
hour workweek in a few months, but they’re in the post for sure. I’ve put in some furious debugging this
weekend, and while I’m not as far through my necessary goals as I wanted to be, I’m more pleased with fixes
thus far than I’d expected. There’s strong temptation to hack a bit longer tonight, but I think the path to
glory involves downing my VPN’d terms, listening to Fiona’s when the pawn and tonight’s rain and curl up
around a [1]lovely new book until the lovely girlfriend replaces it within the dankframe’s harbor. A few Bass
in bed will cushion the switch to sleepstate and convince the gulliver it’s not being taken for granted. We’ll
be needing the Old Boy, needing to viddy the codedance whether dreaming or awake if these labors are to
be accomplished. Sleep!
1.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0940262118/ref=wl_it_dp/103-4989604-1061441?%5Fencoding=UTF8&colid=

1NHIFQ49T4DRN&coliid=I3B9ZYK9ASA5PP&v=glance&n=283155

coleoptera (2005-12-04 21:30:44)
I need to borrow that when you’re done!
mathslut (2005-12-04 21:35:21)
on the eastside...that’s where i met my ramona I’m totally blaming you for my inability to listen to this song RIGHT
NOW. You know how kids in the 80s were all ”I NEED MY MTV”? That is exactly how I feel about the jihad.
dankamongmen (2005-12-05 11:01:39)
I thought you hated the Sublimelove!
englishteacher (2005-12-05 12:46:09)
i should learn to keep things to myself. i love reading your rattles but since i’m not familiar with your lexicon– and i
have a curious nature by design i usually look all that trash up. i can assure you none of it has been helpful thus far
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2.12.6

brett is in the bathtub making soup for ambassadors and I am in the hallway
singing to troubadours (2005-12-06 12:19) - pleased - public

Music: anti-flag - you die for government - my little go-go dancer

We had our company christmas party last night. Afterward, I brought two salesmen home and melted their
brains like this apartment hasn’t seen in a minute. Piles of rendered goo, good times good times. This
morning has started k-slowly but it’s jerkily picking up like it had a positive third derivative. I think I shall
sing the Fiddler on the Roof soundtrack as the work begins to set me free, and plunge sweetly into what’ll
almost certainly need to be a 35/40 hour session of computing. wootwoot! see everyone in a few days.
[1]this guy’s a goddamn badass. [2]this article isn’t bad for an NYT double-header.
1. http://www.nytimes.com/2005/12/06/science/06prof.html
2. http://www.nytimes.com/2005/12/06/health/06docs.html

missjudithann (2005-12-06 09:37:13)
I think you always have the most intriguing titles for your entries. You win the Cool Cat of the Year Award!
katherine keys (2005-12-06 16:20:02)
:(
dankamongmen (2005-12-06 18:02:48)
why the sorrow, unknown stranger?
katherine keys (2005-12-06 19:55:52)
it’s req
dankamongmen (2005-12-08 12:32:05)
but I see that the glory of req has returned. what went down?
oldname (2005-12-06 18:25:34)
Hahaha dude I’m glad you found me so that I could find you. You’re a fucking trip. :D
radiantbaby (2005-12-06 19:45:37)
Good to have met you last night.

2.12.7

wherein our hero is twice pleasantly surprised (2005-12-06 21:04) - lucky - public

Music: ween - the pod - strap on that jimmy pack

First, I scored [1]this great work used off amazon for $9.90, though I’d thought it would run $80 or so (the
subsequent [2]trial by fire is unlikely to come so cheaply). Delighted by this discovery, I picked up [3]lovely,
[4]more lovely and finally a pretty copy of [5]cherished to replace my gruesome edition. Then, far more
shockingly, I went to my weekly anger management class...and had a great time. There was a lot of really
heartfelt dialogue, rigorous calling outs, but everyone was joking around in the meantime and staving off the
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usual tedium. Generally, I don’t see too thoroughly diverse a slice of America’s socioeconomic and intellectual viscid stratification (I don’t kid myself as to whether I comprehend the truly abject poverty suffered
by much of the world). This anger management class forces a repeated, intimate but never overwhelming
interaction almost guaranteed to foster empathy. I’m certainly not getting much out of nonsense balderdash
like ”85 % of communication is body language” (85 %? you quantized personal communication?), but I don’t
doubt that I grow more as a person in that hour and a half each week than I do over hours of waxing esoteric
with y’all.
That said, it still costs me $100/week and about 4 hours of my time. 10 more weeks and my 6 months
come to a close. What an embarassing and dismal rigamorale. Oh well, back to the code mines for a long
night’s heavy haul, raise ’em high! [6]This is one of the worst web pages I’ve ever seen employed by a
respectable person, holy shit.
1. http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0691083940/103-4989604-1061441?%5Fencoding=UTF8&v=glance
2.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0444875085/qid=1133921284/sr=2-1/ref=pd_bbs_b_2_1/103-4989604-1061441?s=

books&v=glance&n=283155
3. http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0520071549/103-4989604-1061441?%5Fencoding=UTF8&v=glance
4. http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0521457300/103-4989604-1061441?%5Fencoding=UTF8&v=glance
5. http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0521427061/103-4989604-1061441?%5Fencoding=UTF8&v=glance&n=283155
6. http://www.math.uci.edu/~mfried/

zra (2005-12-06 19:22:55)
Why the anger management class, if I may inquire. Sounds interesting.
dankamongmen (2005-12-08 12:33:49)
court order. it would seem that as opposed to fucking the game, I was in turn fucked. If only I’d have listened to
[1]Nelly.
1. http://www.azlyrics.com/lyrics/nelly/greedhateenvy.html

thirdkraytwin (2005-12-07 02:05:47)
Cmon, the guy at least learned the html for ”insert tacky coloured bar everywhere”

2.12.8

(2005-12-07 04:12) - XOR!? i barely knowz0r! - public

Music: postal service - give up - the district sleeps tonight

I’ve spent the past seven hours reading about two things:
- nonlinear mixing vs universal hashing vs combinatorial mixing
- distribution of Ethernet MAC addresses
This has involved several hundred web pages, over a dozen papers, [1]CLR (edition 1, not the jabronie
e2 shown here), [2]Leon-Garcia, and most of goodly [3]Knuthv3’s pp510-549. I’m glad I learned about mixing networks, which are very cool and bring a smile to my face, because I sure as shit didn’t determine any
clearly optimal way to proceed. I’m almost certainly overthinking this issue, bleh, and should throw jenkins
hash at the biotch. I’d like to tear out the wasted diespace that is MMX and Frankenrig one of those old
Motorola [4]DSP96xxx 3x32bit accumulators into it, then make it commit shameful 2x48bit atrocities before
God as it begged ”killlllllllllll me”, and cackle, muttering ”it puts the lotion in the basket or else it gets turned
into an MISD machine...it puts the lotion in the fucking basket!” Perhaps I’ll simply go outside and yell as
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much into the cold night air. WHY ARE THERE ALWAYS SO MANY GODDAMN VARIABLES? Why
don’t people fully justify their choices of constants? dogs and cats, living together, chaos!
1.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0262032937/qid=1133946879/sr=8-1/ref=pd_bbs_1/

103-4989604-1061441?v=glance&s=books&n=507846
2.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/007246352X/qid=1133946734/sr=8-4/ref=sr_8_xs_ap_i4_xgl14/

103-4989604-1061441?v=glance&s=books&n=507846
3.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0201485419/qid=1133946919/sr=8-1/ref=pd_bbs_1/

103-4989604-1061441?v=glance&s=books&n=507846
4. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Motorola_96000

dreamistruth (2005-12-07 01:36:38)
hi, dank.
dankamongmen (2005-12-07 06:43:20)
hollabackout to the CU (Boulder) home office. I hope there’s many a Fat Tire and 1554 Bressels Style Black Ale in
your future; pour one down the gullet for your tired wretched New South hedonists yearning to be free.
dreamistruth (2005-12-07 19:47:11)
lol you’re hilarious! i love the way you write. yesss fat tire is pure goodness. i want some right now.
ex req431 (2005-12-07 15:28:22)
I see 2 allusions in there!
sid icarus (2005-12-08 15:41:07)
What you got against S?
dankamongmen (2005-12-08 16:16:58)
I’m.....not sure I understand.
sid icarus (2006-03-09 14:21:58)
Edition 1 of the Algorithms book is by CLR. Edition 2 is by CLRS - they added an author.

2.12.9

I told you from the start just how this would end: I get what I want, and I
never want it again (2005-12-12 03:09) - so fucking excited - friends

Music: hole - live through this - violets

Well, that was quite an exciting few days.
Thursday night, my buddy Adam Woz asked if I could meet up with the CTO of [1]CipherTrust regarding
a position there. I reaffirmed my lack of interest in switching from [2]Reflex Security, but was willing to
have my drinks bought on a semi-competitor’s tab and learn what I could about thier operations. We met
up at the Highlander at midnight, drinking and talking big information security ideas until it closed. At
the end of the night, he described a research position, and asked what I thought about it. I enumerated a
ridiculous compensation package, and said anything less wasn’t worth walking away from a very satisfying
and well-settled job with a company I’d helped found and slaved for these past five years.
Saturday, I spoke with their CEO, CTO, head architect and two new researchers. Apparently, they liked
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what I had to say – by 1600, we’d signed the offer letter representing an end to my journey started August,
2000. Wednesday, I’d have thought utterly ridiculous the idea that I’d be drafting my resignation letter this
cold nadir of the week’s end in Atlanta. Tomorrow at 0900, though, I’ll turn it into our VP of Engineering,
CEO, and CTO (poor, poor Hezi; he’s going to suffer an unexpected and shitty start to his week), and cross
whatever Rubicon’s embedded within this security industry. I’m unsure whether I’ll be escorted out of the
building or ordered not to leave for two weeks, spending the meantime engaged in a braindump directly into
[ LJ User: justben ] and [ LJ User: sstrickl ], my co-hax0rs hired this year to help along IPS development
and now the guardians of my first baby, all grown up and ready to face the world without me :/. Either way,
it’ll be heartwrenching and the hardest thing I’ve done in a long time; I’ll leave a good tearaway of my soul
with this company.
Sixty-three months spent there weaving code and its bastard son profit from the math and logic shimmering spritelike all around us taught lessons of sacrifice, loyalty, compromise, teamwork, rigor and sheer
human effort I’ll never forget, and gave a homeless, broken cocaine addict real purpose and drive for the first
time in his life. To my LJ-enabled coblood of the working class now past: [ LJ User: mrdoo42 ], [ LJ User:
nisroc ], [ LJ User: sstrickl ], [ LJ User: mike b ], [ LJ User: justben ], [ LJ User: rusty42 ], [ LJ User:
0x4765656b ], [ LJ User: baka ], [ LJ User: litovka ], [ LJ User: neraka ], and [ LJ User: leftorium ] (who
finally chose the strong oak), it’s been a fucking incredible time and I’d never trade it. Best of luck to all of
you and the company.

This is an incredible offer; I’m still kinda stunned:
-Research position. Some analysis and optimization work with the engineering team, but primarily I’ll spend
my day designing algorithms and doing math.
-Grad school is encouraged, and supported by fulltime pay. My team will be almost entirely MS/Ph.D.’s,
leaving me the least educated, ack!
-Base salary of 105k, targeted annual bonus of 20k atop that. Can we say bling bling? Huge for Atlanta.
-One-time signing bonus of 15k, which I shall demand tendered in a brown paper sack full of $10’s
-Stock options
-One day working from home per week, come in other days between 1000 and 1200
-I got to pick my own title, so I’m finally a ”Code Artist” :D :D :D. So, Monday 2005-12-26, I’ll head up
GA-400 to exit 10 (ugh!) for my first day at CipherTrust as Nick Black: Code Artist. That’s a fine fucking
way to introduce oneself, full of flair. What a sweet thing it is to win – now for still greater battles. Excelsior!
1. http://www.ciphertrust.com/
2. http://reflexsecurity.com/

modularformsboy (2005-12-12 03:02:29)
congratufuckinglations rock on, my brother of the code.
dankamongmen (2005-12-12 03:15:07)
thanks much, most modularly formed of all boys! i trust google is treating you well, or at least enough so that you
yearn not overly strongly for academia?
modularformsboy (2005-12-12 11:39:55)
It’s a wild blingful ride at the GOOG. Some of the codebase should be tighter, but hey, that’s what they hired me
for.
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kesey (2005-12-12 04:43:34) score!
congratulations. awesome news :)
foole (2005-12-12 04:45:06)
Congrats! And I’d be lying if I said that I wasn’t completely jealous!
desidjm (2005-12-12 05:07:23)
Kick Ass Nick!!! Congrats...
dankamongmen (2005-12-12 05:10:37)
thanks a ton, desi! you and your boy sure are kicking ass yourselves; it’s great to see the 2430/2760 staircase circle
getting all up on its shit. did you see [ LJ User: mikedoyle ] got an lj?
desidjm (2005-12-12 16:01:53)
No I did not know... I’ll add him right away!
pimperzparadise (2005-12-12 05:17:47)
Congratulations, dank. Now you’ll have tons of money to buy more dank and life will be great.
eightbit (2005-12-12 06:27:50)
amazing. best of luck! we must get together soon!
georgemcfly (2005-12-12 06:45:00)
holy crap, thas amazing!
phatjoe (2005-12-12 07:00:36)
indeed a long strange trip /joe
dankamongmen (2005-12-13 10:47:24)
Sittin and starin out of the hotel window. Got a tip theyre gonna kick the door in again Id like to get some sleep
before I travel, But if you got a warrant, I guess youre gonna come in. Busted, down on bourbon street, set up, like
a bowlin pin. Knocked down, it gets to wearin thin. they just wont let you be, oh no. Youre sick of hangin around
and youd like to travel; Get tired of travelin and you want to settle down. I guess they cant revoke your soul for
tryin, Get out of the door and light out and look all around. Sometimes the lights all shinin on me; Other times I
can barely see. Lately it occurs to me what a long, strange trip its been.
zmode13 (2005-12-12 07:12:16)
Man, congrats!
angry user (2005-12-12 07:40:22)
whoah. congratulations, mang. margaritas, amigo, celebration soon.
mathslut (2005-12-12 08:42:04)
Oh, I haven’t been to amigo in lo these many years. If one of you remembers, give me a call the next time you’re
headed over there. I’ll bring the one-hitter. Haha. (You’ve already gotten my congrats, mr. black. GOOD LUCK:
with the tearful goodbyes, and with the new place loving you as much as the last. I worry that those CipherTrust
assholes will not show up with a wad of hundreds when we need them.)
dankamongmen (2005-12-13 12:03:35)
[sniff] yeah. thanks muchly, beautiful darling.
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smellycoder (2005-12-12 07:46:12)
very, very cool. congratulations! ps-let’s meet up for drinks or lunch sometime, eh?
dankamongmen (2005-12-13 12:02:04)
No problem. I’m pretty slack these next two weeks, so hit me up with a time that’s good for you.
smellycoder (2005-12-13 12:04:34)
anytime after thursday. got a conference deadline riding my back right now.
phutro (2005-12-12 09:06:54)
congrats!
sk8grrlie (2005-12-12 09:27:05)
Congrats! That’s awesome :) Good Luck at the new job!
imnotsatan (2005-12-12 11:04:40)
That is most excellent. Rock on.
angra (2005-12-12 11:07:00)
good job, man, way to go. how the hell do you locate

research jobs in Atlanta?

dankamongmen (2005-12-13 10:42:43)
no clue! this one dropped in my lap. I’ve never actually looked fro a job, just been recruited.
angra (2005-12-13 12:36:43)
duh, I guess you said that in the post. I am not one for reading every detail before jumping off to respond. As
always, if you are in a position to take on sponsored research drop me the line and I will ”scour” my DARPA contacts
for $ and interesting projects...
dankamongmen (2005-12-13 13:04:10)
well, as I told my boss: ”more than anything else, I’d like to have a hand in designing nuclear weapons.” I’m usually
more than occupied with my job, though, and shall likely be so here. After all, if your brain isn’t bleeding, the
problem’s most likely trivial.
jsw (2005-12-12 12:07:42)
Congratulations! Except for the GA 400 commute (ugh), that looks like an amazing offer.
dankamongmen (2005-12-13 10:42:56)
FUCK GA 400
dewzi (2005-12-12 13:06:51)
wonderful! i’m thrilled to hear about happy times for you, sounds like the icing on what i hope will be a joyful holiday
season. Have you missed the Xmas party?
dankamongmen (2005-12-13 10:42:11)
which cristmas party? y’all are having one? yes, i have missed any notification.
dewzi (2005-12-13 16:41:35)
i mean the ciphertrust party. what better way to get to know the new peeps than with a demonstration of that skill
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of which one should be most proud, on someone else’s tab!
dankamongmen (2005-12-13 17:28:42) that skill of which one should be most proud
debate? notching hotties at UCSC? i’m so confused.
chefataraxia (2005-12-12 13:51:01)
I was driving home about an hour ago with the intention on emailing you and asking what your future work plans
were regarding Reflex... This is great news Nick! Congrats! Here’s to times of change.
dj ricecake (2005-12-12 15:39:56)
Nice, sounds like quite the deal. I’m sure you’ll be ripping it up in no time.
cola fan (2005-12-12 15:51:17)
Nice job. You’ve worked hard for it.
copycatjsh (2005-12-12 15:53:24)
damn that’s a package to work for! congratulations!
xtat (2005-12-12 15:53:27)
Congrats, dank. That’s a sweet deal.
dankamongmen (2005-12-13 11:59:38)
thank you good sir! ’twould seem this year served the both of us well :D.
blackoutdaddy (2005-12-12 16:27:28) You have come far since we have met
you are the man
mac finn (2005-12-12 18:21:01)
Wow! Go you. :D Enjoy the new job!
radiantbaby (2005-12-12 20:08:50)
That is great! I thought it was awesome when [ LJ User: justben ] shared the news over the weekend!
dankamongmen (2005-12-13 12:00:28)
that icon is one of the funniest things I’ve ever seen.
del0379 (2005-12-12 20:59:56)
Congratulations!
happyfunnorm (2005-12-12 21:36:39)
CipherTrust didn’t hire me because I wasn’t ”excited enough” or something at the interview, whatever that means, but
they do have a nifty product and seem like a cool company. Congrats! I almost suggested their solution to Lockheed,
but they tended to ignore everything I suggested, anyway, so I decided it wouldn’t have mattered :) I think Tech
should use their product instead of the cobbled together, in house mess they’ve been using. The GA-400 commute
against traffic is actually not too bad. Heading north in the morning and south in the evening is not as terrible as
you might think it is... but you’ll probably wind up buying a house in the burbs closer to work, anyway, so it’s not
much of an issue :)
dankamongmen (2005-12-13 10:40:13)
thanks sir! and btw, GT does now use our shit, from what I understand anyway.
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cbradfield (2005-12-12 21:53:03)
Congrats! Shame I couldn’t lure you out this way for an interview; we desperately need new people. Why’d you want
an annual bonus instead of just more salary (or was that thrown on top by them)?
dankamongmen (2005-12-13 10:39:47)
ahh, I asked for 125k salary, and they did the 105 + 20 deal. Interestingly, I pulled 125 out because: 1 job, 5 years,
25 years old, 125k = 5ˆ0, 5ˆ1, 5ˆ2, 5ˆ3 ˆ
ˆ
spoonless (2005-12-14 20:45:07)
Sweet!

2.12.10

a quick bit of macro hackery will handle this like david cache handles nasty
little bitches (2005-12-17 14:15) - amused - public

Music: mc paul barman - it’s very stimulating - i’m freakin awesome

[ LJ User: eightbit ] (david cash, dcache.o) came through with a surprise too good not to reprint:
Sat, 17 Dec 2005 01:49:15
3 of
4
Lines 15
25 of
43
david csh

git.talk.flame

Thread

Re: I have graduated

RespNo

at The Valley of the Fed

Newsgroups: git.talk.flame
shinenjk@yahoo.com said:
> Finished Tech in 3.5 years and it’s very sad to leave behind all the
5th+
> year people that I have seen here since my freshmen year HAHAHAH.
i did more in less time while wrangling indie sluts in homepark. and
countless others have got you covered on all fronts. my sophomore
year
roommate, for example, knocked out a bscs in four semesters while
raising hell in his frat, and then calmly left to do some real work at
cornell for a phd. it’s sad to so many self-important undergraduate
grease
spots think that filling out their wretched degree requirements
differentiates them from the 300 other people behind them in line at
commencement.
-david cash
Three cheers, good man! [ LJ User: rusty42 ] also had a nice bit the other day:
Wed, 14 Dec 2005 23:18:30
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61 of
65
Lines 26
39 of
45
rusty fagefactor

Re: Ubuntu

RespNo
at none

Newsgroups: git.unix.linux
Followup-To: git.talk.abortion
begin D. Hilley ham:
> Yeah, or color,
i quite enjoy the garish colors vim turns my terminal.
> or overlapping windows,
those are bullshit.
> or Unicode,
monkey characters.
> or garbage collection,
slow.
> or anything that has come into common use since 1970.
yeah, well, you know what else has come into common use since 1970?
crack cocaine and abortion.
follow-ups set.
-rusty

sexion8 (2005-12-24 17:00:10)
Hey, saw you on my friend’s review community (she’s one of the maintainers of [ LJ User: youcantwrite ] and I had
this crazy impulse to add you because...dude. You’re just so random. Hope this is cool?
dankamongmen (2005-12-24 19:22:07)
jah, jah, this is gut

2.12.11

It’s Christmas time in Hollis Queens, mom’s cooking chicken and collard greens
(2005-12-25 15:20) - throwin’ down mantissas - public

Music: dmx - the great depression - who we be
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Unexpected delights include a powerful Everclear-based eggnog I’ve dubbed EVERNOGG. merry christmas!
Listen: Billy Pilgrim has come unstuck in time. It is anno domini 2048 and we’re all giving robots to robots,
or at least simulating an approximation (under the next generation of IEEE floating point arithmetic standards for phatty word lengths w) as ROM constructs. Hurrah! I suppose the all of y’all would prefer a liberal
European wizards’ school.
whoa holy shit when did http://www.google.com/musicsearch? start up

coleoptera (2005-12-25 16:31:05)
if you can work your way down here we are making swedish meatballs. also i think the music search is something like
an intentional leak so that people can see what google is working on and maybe give feedback.
cola fan (2005-12-26 08:43:48)
Music search is very recent.
iamsounamused (2005-12-27 14:08:28)
Evernogg! I love it. Brilliant.

2.12.12

we’ll need three ships and a raphe to sail them by (2005-12-25 22:55) - confuzzled
- public

Music: weezer - eponymous verde - don’t let go

Let’s get down to brass tacks, people: what’s the evolutionary rationale of the scrotal seam, or as the French
say le [1]raphes scroti? Suggestions so far include only a rather far-fetched postulate regarding umbilical-like
dessication.
The newer bittorrent protocols are so poor in the details as to be scary. Though much is taken, much
abides, and still more is sublimely derived. More to come.
1.

http://www.mercksource.com/pp/us/cns/cns_hl_dorlands.

jspzQzpgzEzzSzppdocszSzuszSzcommonzSzdorlandszSzdorlandzSzdmd_r_03zPzhtm#12693004

blowgurt (2005-12-27 15:22:15) have we had this conversation before?
1. le raphes scroti is obviously the scarred remains of the knitting together of the labia as 2. Ontogeny recapitulates
phylogeny. 3. ergo men are superior to women. what a difficult road perfection has traveled, eh?
mikedoyle (2005-12-27 17:39:14)
It is the [1]site of perineal incision for placement of the bulbous urethral cuff. The intellevolutionary designer knew
we’d really want those bulbous cuffs placed just so, so we have a raphe for them to snuggle up against. or It is
the external manifestation of that little wall that separates your boys. Were they actually in the same compartment,
they’d bang around like those [2]Newton Balls, which is not something you want.
1. http://www.duj.com/Article/Elliott/ElliottFig3.html
2. http://www.mecmedia.com/
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break dat nigga I let em know If it s jail I get for stompin’ hatas to sleep, fuck
it I go (2005-12-29 21:11) - busy! - public

Music: sonic youth - sister - (i got a) catholic block

the new job envelopes like a chrysalis, and dropping similes that heavy-handed suggests my best mindplace
is indeed back with the work. whole epic projects are unfolding along the future world line, delights to craft
and birth, sure joys for my new Visioned Leaders to hurl into those dark wyrlds, Marketing and Sales. this,
however, had to be shared: I was nodding wholewise, debating posting it, and then the call to Latin came
in! rare for a computing culture paper, although not exceedingly so. [1]The Perils of Java Schools
If I may be so brash, it has been my humble experience that there are two things traditionally
taught in universities as a part of a computer science curriculum which many people just never
really fully comprehend: pointers and recursion.
You used to start out in college with a course in data structures, with linked lists and hash
tables and whatnot, with extensive use of pointers. Those courses were often used as weedout
courses: they were so hard that anyone that couldn’t handle the mental challenge of a CS degree
would give up, which was a good thing, because if you thought pointers are hard, wait until you
try to prove things about fixed point theory.
All the kids who did great in high school writing pong games in BASIC for their Apple II
would get to college, take CompSci 101, a data structures course, and when they hit the pointers
business their brains would just totally explode, and the next thing you knew, they were majoring
in Political Science because law school seemed like a better idea. I’ve seen all kinds of figures for
drop-out rates in CS and they’re usually between 40 % and 70 %. The universities tend to see
this as a waste; I think it’s just a necessary culling of the people who aren’t going to be happy
or successful in programming careers.
of course, I must alongside this post one of the few persuasive papers to ever entirely shift my thinking on a
subject of policy: [2]De Utilitate Latinarum from the peerless Phrontistery. back to toiling...fish on, fish on.
1. http://www.joelonsoftware.com/articles/ThePerilsofJavaSchools.html
2. http://phrontistery.info/disq3.html

justben (2005-12-29 18:38:32)
I could never understand how some people just don’t get pointers. It’s a memory address in a variable. What’s the
problem?
dankamongmen (2005-12-29 22:35:00)
ben, my mom can’t do long division.
mpnolan (2005-12-30 02:10:47) just so you know
I can’t either, though your point is clear anyway :P.
justben (2005-12-30 06:44:56)
You mean like long division of polynomials, right?
sexion8 (2005-12-29 18:53:59)
I understood...maybe...a fourth of what you just talked about, but I did adopt a favorite new phrase: fish on, fish on.
:)
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dankamongmen (2005-12-29 21:00:09)
http://primus-lyrics.wonderlyrics.com/Fish-On-(Fisherman’s-Chronic les,-Chapter-II).html
dankamongmen (2005-12-30 17:10:45) enjoy!
http://dank.qemfd.net/tabpower/primus
%20%20sailing %20the %20seas %20of %20cheese %20- %2012 %20- %20fish %20on %20(fisherman’s %20chronicles %20part
%202).ogg or just http://dank.qemfd.net/tabpower/primus.ogg
sexion8 (2005-12-30 19:20:09) Re: enjoy!
Thanks. :)
jujuyy (2005-12-29 22:57:16)
d00d, i remember them maing this week long lecture for pointers at cs 1301. slides upon slides of powerpoint on this
one thing in the freaking swan building. anywho, glad your new job is suiting you well.
blowgurt (2005-12-30 07:24:53) no more reflex?
where does the dank now abide?
dankamongmen (2005-12-30 16:18:08) Re: no more reflex?
http://www.livejournal.com/users/dankamongmen/187073.html, yo!
blowgurt (2005-12-31 14:53:53) Re: no more reflex?
hmpfh. missed that post. must have been during one of those blackhole work weeks. anyway. congrats! i burned
a couple of hits last night in your honor. and now am currently wallowing in some gybe - lift yr. skinny fists
like antennas to heaven / gathering storm which always recalls the fondest of 5-5-2002 at gg15, my first nitrous
experience.
leon03 (2005-12-31 12:56:57)
Joel’s rant was enjoyable, but coming from somebody that knows Scheme, Haskell, and C pointers, I really don’t buy
his bit about pointers. (Or his repeated assertions of the inapplicability of FP to the real world, but hey, I expect
that.) Java has pointers, it’s just that you can’t do pointer arithmetic, something that: (1) not good idea 99 % of the
time, and (2) not essential, IMO, to understanding pointers. You can’t implement malloc and free. So what? You
can still implement link lists and hash tables, and discuss ”object identity.”
dankamongmen (2005-12-31 13:11:22)
aye; the article was pleasing for its attitude and the implied conclusion that universities might best be served culling
the herd early rather than supporting lame game. aux apres and all that.
nisroc (2006-01-04 21:52:01)
Out of curiosity, has gatech stopped culling early? I recall arguing for *years* with Russ to switch to Scheme (which,
amusingly enough (wrt to Joel) was because I thought–even then–that life was too short to manage memory for
any problem that did not explicitly require it); alas, pascal won the day. And then later, it seems, java. The sad
thing (and also the thing that marks Joel as a C-child from the days when M $ thought that they had the best
programmers in the land), is that he associates OOD with diet-COBOL (java). He should read both the old stuff
(Meyer on Eiffel, the Smalltalk stuff, the origins of Self) and the new stuff (Beck on TDD, the PragProg and Rails
guys on Ruby, the legions of python guys getting stuff done every day without pointers) and understand that once
a program gets larger in scope than one or two guys can keep in their head at once, different techniques are needed.
But for all of this sort of BS, see Mel, of course.
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dankamongmen (2006-01-04 22:24:30)
”understand that once a program gets larger in scope than one or two guys can keep in their head at once, different
techniques are needed.” After long and hard analysis of my future as a programmer these past few weeks, the one
thing I’m sure of is that I don’t wish to work on such programs.
dankamongmen (2006-01-04 22:30:57)
”But Max, as soon as you discard scientific rigor, you are no longer a mathematician. You’re a numerologist.”
Programs don’t grow beyond one man’s comprehension because of their greatness, but because of their confounding aesthetics. Through the axioms of ZFC we build up all of modern math. Through quick derivations and an
intimacy with the complex numbers we avoid memorizing all those trigonometric identites, and still school our
Calc IV class. Through the hell of uninteresting programs, we find no order, only chaos, and drive the foul spot
from our flinching minds.
nisroc (2006-01-04 22:40:42)
No, they grow because of all the features they provide–in a timely matter. One of the big sea-changes in programming is moving from working only on things that are technically interesting to shipping software that works and
provides value to customers. Once you have seen enough problems (and companies, and programs, and teams
(and I make no claim to have seen enough), the cool part is not how rapidly you can make a solution that runs
quickly albeit buggily, but how efficiently (for all values of ”efficient” including social/team dynamics and lack
of any visible bugs) you can make software that delivers measurable business value in a timely manner while
working a moderate schedule. That, I have found, is harder than any Mel/CowboyCoder task in the world. And,
therefore, more interesting.
dankamongmen (2006-01-04 22:46:04)
a camel passing through the eye of a needle is harder than any task in the world, but it doesn’t mean i’m going
to waste my time with a bunch of crispy christers.
nisroc (2006-01-04 22:33:06)
’tis sad, then, because you miss out on the best part of programming: working with other programmers. :)
dankamongmen (2006-01-04 22:46:54)
i’d much rather just meet up with them after work, drink their hebrew vino, get it on with their wives, and duck
into the bathroom to code into a microcassette recorder.
leon03 (2005-12-31 12:58:09)
Oh, and before I forget, congrats on the new job. :)

2.12.14

I,AShCROFT,stoILE,BEER.I

LIK@

BOYs,DOUGLASS!ABBoTr

(2005-12-30 19:03) - disappointed - public
Music: modest mouse - building nothing from something - medication

In response to the horrendous NSA scandal a brewin’, I can only reply with this repost:
http://infosec.pro/presentations/blackhat2005/BH US 05 BARRALL.PDF
we will win. We’re smarter. It’s the only hope.
(That was due to our boys from [1]SPIDynamics at Blackhat 2005; their other fine presentation’s here:
http://www.blackhat.com/presentations/bh-usa-05/BH US 05-Barrall-Dewey.pdf)
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1. http://www.spidynamics.com/

justben (2005-12-30 16:15:43)
pdf is passworded. How annoying.
justben (2005-12-30 16:16:06)
The first pdf, that is.
dankamongmen (2005-12-30 16:20:02)
I’m just opening them via firefox -> xpdf, no password nonsense.... [nectar](0) $ xpdf -v xpdf version 3.01 Copyright
1996-2005 Glyph & Cog, LLC [nectar](99) $
justben (2005-12-30 16:27:04)
It was a 3.00 problem. Upgrading to 3.01 fixed.
dankamongmen (2005-12-30 16:28:32)
WHY WON’T PEOPLE JUST RUN DEBIAN?
justben (2005-12-30 16:34:46)
I had headaches with Debian in the past. At the time their documentation was insufficient to direct me through
them, and I didn’t have enough Debian-savvy cohorts to offer useful suggestions. Such was the case as I built my
box at Reflex. Now that the latter situation is resolved (I haven’t yet verified the former), I’ll likely be trying
Debian again next time I build a box.
rusty42 (2005-12-30 22:17:51)
documentation? why don’t you just run freebsd? after all, its 1100 page handbook has a stellar reputation.
[1]Peck the enter key. Wait....okay, peck enter again...wait...okay, now peck enter... documentation...
1. http://www.linuxjournal.com/node/172/print

justben (2005-12-31 10:27:00)
The problem I had with Debian wasn’t installation. Installation was trivial. It was upgrading from J Random
User to power user that I had trouble with – that point that you know you need to do something more complex
than ‘apt-get install foo‘ but can’t find what exactly is going to get it done for you because all of the docs
assume you either a) want to know how to do a trivial idiot install or b) already know all of the power user
stuff. As for BSD. I played with it once but had trouble. It was a while ago. I think the problem was hardware:
I had some weird hardware that I knew what drivers and options to pick for Linux but had no idea how to tell
BSD to make it work. It didn’t, and I got annoyed. I definitely intend to give it a proper try some time when
I find time.

2.12.15

and i’m so number one that it’s a shame that you let other numbers in the
game (2005-12-30 20:26) - eluctable modality - public

Music: mirah - advisory committee - cold cold water

ahhhh hell yeah! A buddy of mine is moving back to India and kicking it monastery style, although he
promises to continue crunching math ala the isolate Ramanujan. Upshot: he’s into the whole DJ thing, and
can neither ship his monolithic 2001-style speakerhorde back nor hoard such worldly goods upon establishing
a beachhead. The dankest has benefited from this migration, being still interested in this world’s temptations, and for a mere hundred acquired massive speakers to replace those fucked up during the recent party.
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Holy shit, if I must take one hajj to the Mecca of sound in my life, this is surely that pillar achieved; I feel
like I’m swimming in the eternal sands of a pixiesv(”planet of sound”). Ahhhhh, life is so much better when
you can drown it out!!!!
also, my [1]xfce problems of late have been remedied via a few patches to gnome-terminal(1), sent on
into the debian bug tracking system. it made me touch disgusting, life-draining perl, but backspace works
within screen(1) again. gnucash(1) in debian unstable is perpetually uninstallable, but the problems seem
to lie within guile(3)’s bullshit. man, fuck x, fuck x. I’d really like to sit down and get directfb working,
but that seems a crusade more than anything – after all, it has nothing to do with this problem...I think?
My understanding of all things related to visualization is restricted to theory and hacking on the mga dev
driver from mplayer (and, of course, entirely too much time in my youth spent in VGA [2]Mode 13h or,
in childhood [3]ATARI ANTIC’s player-missile modes...ahh, the joys of 320x200x256 were a sweet time.
”
Hurrah for demos!). Also, what happened to LinuxBIOS?
1. http://www.xfce.org/index.php
2. http://www.faqs.org/faqs/assembly-language/x86/general/part1/section-12.html
3. http://www.atariarchives.org/c1bag/page164.php

chefataraxia (2005-12-30 18:02:55)
debian has been irritating me as of late... I’ve still got about 150 packages held back packages due to the library
transition as I refuse to pull packages out of unstable.
dankamongmen (2005-12-30 18:07:29)
unstable’s the sweetness. I’ve only run it, save on embedded platforms with controlled envrionments, on any personal
machine for at least five years now. No problems whatsoever that couldn’t be resolved via holding back packages.
mpnolan (2005-12-30 18:03:04)
Is ”eluctable modality” used in some book? Some bell is ringing deep within my mind.
dankamongmen (2005-12-30 18:05:10) Ineluctable modality of the visible: at least that if no more
http://www.doc.ic.ac.uk/ rac101/concord/texts/ulysses/ulysses3.html as this referred to the audible, i dropped the
”in”
mpnolan (2005-12-30 18:13:05) Re: Ineluctable modality of the visible: at least that if no more
Ah, I thought so, but google returned no hi[n]ts. I failed in my recent attempt to read it as more than a pretty
non-sequitur, so I didn’t make many associations!
dankamongmen (2005-12-30 18:20:57) Re: Ineluctable modality of the visible: at least that if no more
perhaps you should turn this humiliation into motivation to read the world’s greatest novel.
catches sars (2005-12-30 18:55:48) this aint no fsckin mo-town! (from phonememeccawithlove)
The dankest has benefited from this migration, being still interested in this world’s temptations, and for a mere hundred
acquired massive speakers to replace those fucked up during the recent party. cool. my friend just flipped his lid and
is movin’ to washington state and i scored his 25 year old record player. i guess its the same?
rusty42 (2005-12-30 22:02:43)
i knew a debian developer who’d hacked up inittab to provide 36 virtual terminals. what components of a GUI do
you find necessary?
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dankamongmen (2005-12-30 22:18:56)
if aalib somehow could back gtk or whatnot, none. larrymcvoyatsunv(”it’s the apps, stupid.”):
coleoptera (2005-12-31 09:36:21)
get your ass over here at some point tonight you SOB
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Chapter 3

2006
3.1

January

3.1.1

No police, no summons, no courts of law; no lawyerspeak, no rule of war
(2006-01-01 12:27) - new and improved? - friends

Music: sublime - sublime - garden grove

Well, I slept through all the NYE activities because I’m a great big dork, and also because I forgot what
day it was when I decided to eat a big pile of mescaline....whoops! I think today will involve some chilling,
and also procurement of new bookshelves from the Ikea of doom. Until then, my song for the new year’s
borrowed from sublime, and it makes me happy...
First day of the new year,
Risin’ to the street,
light me up that sweet Newport as I lace boots up my feet
got to find a reason, reason things went wrong
got to find a reason why my girlfriend’s done gone,
but I’ve a great roommate in the ghetto
sure as shit I’m always high
and I can hack up C code like a motherfuckin’ riot!
Life’s too short, so love the one you got,
Atlanta drivers’ll run you over, if you don’t get shot
never had to battle with a bulletproof vest,
and I’m always talking shit but only ’cause i’m the best
take a small example, take a little tip from me
get thyself up into college make some money optimi-z-ing
love’s what I’ve got within my reach,
and if I ain’t got love, I’ve got the pleasures of tweak,
it comes back to you, you’re bound to get what you deserved,
keep 2006 pimp-tight, like an svn merge,
Love’s what I got, don’t start a riot, you’ll know it when the GA’s hot...
Holla at me – it’s your boy – and let me know if anything’s on today. Otherwise, I’ll remain curled up with
the new [1]pleasure [2]reading.
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http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0226109534/qid=1136138577/sr=8-3/ref=sr_8_xs_ap_i3_xgl14/

103-8881066-5039030?v=glance&s=books&n=507846
2. http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/sleator91parsing.html

wishmonster (2006-01-01 10:26:21)
Excellent song, Nick! Perhaps even better than the original.
catches sars (2006-01-01 13:15:34)
keep 2006 pimp-tight, like an svn merge swooooooooooooooooooon
dankamongmen (2006-01-01 15:17:20)
you’d likely enjoy that second link very much. reproduced for your comfort: [1]english: easier than expected
1. http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/sleator91parsing.html

dankamongmen (2006-01-01 15:18:46)
[1]this is a superb followup for the motivated student.
1. http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/grinberg95robust.html

catches sars (2006-01-01 15:24:17)
oh lawd yes, i didn’t even realize it was two seperate links. ri-now the phonemes need my loving but i will surely
get intimate with sleator and temperley when i juscan’takelisteningtothisperson anymore.
dankamongmen (2006-01-01 15:28:00)
I’ve spent the last week just following that paper’s links through citeseer. Thankfully, I’ll be getting paid this next
year to turn such ideas into security :D. THE INTERNET MUST BE MADE SAFE!
dankamongmen (2006-01-01 15:30:16)
s/MADE SAFE/DEFENDED/. I’m all for the foolish being upended like high school crewing teams, but by god
the infrastructure, anything I use, and drug dealers must be protected.
First they came for the Jews and I did not speak out because I was not a Jew. Then they came for
the Communists and I did not speak out because I was not a Communist. Then they came for the trade
unionists and I did not speak out because I was not a trade unionist. Then they came for me and there
was no one left to speak out for me. –Pastor Martin Niemller
evgnyg (2006-01-01 21:27:43)
i’m coding to New Model Army right now
ex req431 (2006-01-02 06:12:06)
excellent pleasure reading

3.1.2

I gotta tell dese niggaz n dese hoes I’m from Home Park where we move dat weed
and sling dat blow (2006-01-03 20:48) - damn good pleasure reading - public

Music: apocalpyse pow! - it makes me sexy when you say that

Chrome: her pretty childface smooth as steel, with eyes that would have been at home on the bottom of
some deep Atlantic trench, cold gray eyes that lived under terrible pressure. They said she cooked her own
cancers for people who crossed her, rococo custom variations that took years to kill you. They said a lot of
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things about Chrome, none of them at all reassuring. So I blotted her out with a picture of Rikki. Rikki
kneeling in a shaft of dusty sunlight that slanted into the loft through a grid of steel and glass: her faded
camouflage fatigues, her translucent rose sandals, the good line of her bare back as she rummaged through
a nylon gear bag...Rikki Wildside, Bobby called her, and for those first few weeks it must have seemed to
her that she had it all, the whole teeming show spread out for her, sharp and bright under the neon. She
was new to the scene, and she had all the miles of malls and plazas to prowl, all the shops and clubs, and
Bobby to explain the wild side, the tricky wiring on the dark underside of things, all the players and their
names and their games. He made her feel at home.
”What happened to your arm?” she asked me one night in the Gentleman Loser, the three of us
drinking at a small table in a corner.
”Hang-gliding,” I said, ”accident.”
”Hang-gliding over a wheatfield,” said Bobby, ”place called Kiev. Our Jack’s just hanging there in
the dark, under a Nightwing parafoil, with fifty kilos of radar jammed between his legs, and some Russian
asshole accidentally burns his arm off with a laser.”
I don’t remember how I changed the subject, but I did.
I was still telling myself that it wasn’t Rikki who getting to me, but what Bobby was doing with
her. I’d known him for a long time, since the end of the war, and I knew he used women as counters in a
game, Bobby Quine versus fortune, versus time and the night of cities. And Rikki had turned up just when
he needed something to get him going, something to aim for. So he’d set her up as a symbol for everything
he wanted and couldn’t have, everything he’d had and couldn’t keep.
I didn’t like having to listen to him tell me how much he loved her, and knowing he believed it only
made it worse. He was a past master at the hard fall and the rapid recovery, and I’d seen it happen a dozen
times before. He might as well have had next printed across his sunglasses in green Day-Glo capitals, ready
to flash out at the first interesting face that flowed past the tables in the Gentleman Loser.
I knew what he did to them. He turned them into emblems, sigils on the map of his hustler’ s life,
navigation beacons he could follow through a sea of bars and neon. What else did he have to steer by? He
didn’t love money, in and of itself , not enough to follow its lights. He wouldn’t work for power over other
people; he hated the responsibility it brings. He had some basic pride in his skill, but that was never enough
to keep him pushing.
So he made do with women.
When Rikki showed up, he needed one in the worst way. He was fading fast, and smart money was
already whispering that the edge was off his game. He needed that one big score, and soon, because he
didn’t know any other kind of life, and all his clocks were set for hustler’s time, calibrated in risk and
adrenaline and that supernal dawn calm that comes when every move’s proved right and a sweet lump of
someone else’s credit clicks into your own account.
It was time for him to make his bundle and get out; so. Rikki got set up higher and farther away
than any of the others ever had, even though–and I felt like screaming it at him–she was right there, alive,
totally real, human, hungry, resilient, bored, beautiful, excited.
- william gibson, [1]burning chrome
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1. http://web.bentley.edu/empl/c/rcrooks/courses/350s96/gibson.html

justben (2006-01-03 20:36:58)
Mmmm.... Gibson. Yummy. :-)
wellfuckthishit (2006-01-04 14:40:49)
yayay The description of Bobby reminds me of Sick Boy from my beloved Trainspotting, incidentally. (the book, not
the movie)
dankamongmen (2006-01-04 19:07:58)
what did sick boy have particular skill in? admittedly, my knowledge of the movie’s much more intimate; dialect
pisses me off like pretty much nothing else, and I found the book somewhat of a struggle. It saddens me that the
movie didn’t reference smegma, a toothsome dyad I stumbled across first in Welsh’s collection of patois and anglophobic bilge.

3.1.3

since a teen I’ve chased the greens, a crack scene king (2006-01-06 00:42) - a very
happy dank - public

Music: sonic youth - goo - dirty boots

[1]Hey, crackhead
uh-oh, sudden impulse to go find all the music from square-1 television, or better yet the videos themselves. 8 % of my love!
I am having a truly excellent day. Each hour at job the new brings fantastic new experience, challenge,
and opportunity. Lawd, lawd, I do love jockeying for rank. I’m going to be able to settle back into a bit
more focused efforts in a minute here, and w00t it’ll be grand ol’ times.

Young said he would discuss his choice with his family and his coaches. Brown said Young
had until Jan. 15 to decide. ”He could be around the first or second pick in the draft and make
millions of dollars the next day,” Brown said.
After the game, and on Thursday morning, Young spoke repeatedly of his family, his
coaches, his teammates and God. He said bluntly that he was fortunate to escape what he called
a ghetto life in Houston.
Young said he almost cried on the field after the final touchdown, and he finally shed
tears several hours after the game while standing on the balcony outside his hotel room. He was
contemplating his past and his current circumstances.
Except he was not exactly by himself. Young said he had what he called ”my little words with
the man upstairs.” He added: ”I know that my future is really blessed right now. I haven’t made
my decision yet.”
It is not as if Young was a secret until now.
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national football consciousness as the most valuable player in a victory over Michigan. This
season, he finished second to Bush in Heisman balloting.
But Young was remarkable Wednesday night for his grace and poise under pressure. He
exuded calm confidence and respect for the moment. When he scored the winning touchdown,
he seemed to slow down as he crossed the goal line and eschewed the celebratory histrionics so
prevalent among others in similar circumstances.
The Trojans, who failed to defend their national title and saw their winning streak end
at 34 games, offered uncommon praise for Young.
Leinart called Young ”a freakish athlete.”
”He’s so big and strong, and yet he’s fast,” Leinart said.
but he’s shifty.”

”And it’s not that he’s so fast,

U.S.C. Coach Pete Carroll said Young probably made the Trojans miss a dozen tackles.
”We slipped right off the guy,” Carroll said.
In a news conference after the game, Young sat at a raised table wearing a cap and Tshirt recognizing the championship. A small silver football helmet hung on a silver chain around
his neck.
Above the table, his facial expression remained fixed and serious; his torso rarely moved.
But beneath the table, where his white football pants showed stains of grass and blood, his right
leg bounced in a way that caused the stand below him to vibrate.
Young’s hands were clenched in fists he would push together, knuckles to knuckles, beneath the table, out of camera view. Then he would open them and entwine the fingers of both
hands into a large, tight ball. He said he did not know the origins of the drops of blood. ”It’s a
war field out there,” Young said.
1. http://www.craigslist.org/about/best/sfo/27499971.html

melleecat (2006-01-06 14:05:55)
Just wanted to say that I was also brought up in a fundamentalist evangelical religion and I have just finally dumped
it! I am finally learning to have fun, not feel guilty and have an identity!! I found your bio through the Airborne
community. I am a friend of [ LJ User: zra ].
dankamongmen (2006-01-06 16:25:17)
nice to meet you. I hope you find something that works well for you!

3.1.4

i want to fuck everyone in the world; i want to do something that matters
(2006-01-07 19:01) - pleased - public

Music: stereolab - refried ectoplasm (switched on 2) - french disko

Whoa! I realized that the idiom ”rigor stick” as used in my [1]profile might need explanation outside [2]mine
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and [3]Nick Brönn’s circle of friends. Behold, google’s [4]search results: [5]GT doesn’t seem like such a bad
place to have done a BS sometimes. [ LJ User: catches sars ] , you’ll dig, methinks.
1. http://www.livejournal.com/userinfo.bml?user=dankamongmen
2. http://dank.qemfd.net/images/crackgrad.jpeg
3. http://rigor.qemfd.net/
4. http://www.google.com/search?q=%22rigor+stick%22&start=0&ie=utf-8&oe=utf-8&client=firefox&rls=org.mozilla:
en-US:unofficial
5. http://clockwatching.net/~cometa/eigenvaluefairy.html

dj ricecake (2006-01-08 06:04:26)
Don’t forget about Joey’s Staff of Rigor.
neurochemistry (2006-01-08 14:34:40)
Who knew I dated the eigenvalue fairy for an entire year?
msbeanhead (2006-01-08 21:33:53) Carry on with the dorking
Sadly, I am familiar with all of this. *sigh*

3.1.5

join the liberation biology revolution (2006-01-13 09:06) - contemplative - friends

Music: fiona apple - extraordinary machine - extraordinary machine

[1]This book, due to arrive Tuesday (jesuchristo, Amazon Prime + 1-click is destructive), has me more excited
than much else I’ve seen recently. The [2]writeup in Reason (btw, be sure to check out [3]this commentary
on the annual MLA conference in TCSDaily) got me all hot and bothered and while I expect no truly new
arguments for [4]biohacking (w00t, what a sweet word!), there’ll surely be some delightful soundbites. I
sit in a [5]vim session spawned by [6]mutt, MUA of choice...have I really changed my computing habits so
little since 1998, fateful year of [7]Slackware and, eventually, fair [8]Debian Sid?...the familiar column o’
[9]tildes (why are my xwd screenshots so tre terrible?) creeping along, and compose this week’s research
summary. Monday’ll mark one month in mighty [10]CipherTrust’s employ. What have I to show for it?
Not enough, I think...certainly even these past two weeks, drastically more consummate than my first two,
pale in comparison to my fully efficacious [11]queer shoulder. oooooooooooooooooooh I need a fucking solid
project, not this tiddlywinks new day, new problem, two hours’ worth of maceration fit only for jabbernowls.
By Monday, though, all should come to a head and [ LJ User: ajju ] the Spoliator and I shall begin building
a [12]a new heaven and a new earth. Through this rock all shall be proxied, and the [13]NLP, yea, it shall
be applied, and [14]Markovian discrimination shall be discharged from [15]trumpets of the [16]Fifth Order!
and then all the spam will fear, even [17]spitters (spim == spam over instant messaging; spit == spam
over internet telephony. motherfuckers.) Don’t be caught with your mRNA down – adopt [18]transhumanist
philosophy today! [19]We’re the future, and it is a bold one! I have to go to court at 9am blargh.
1.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/1591022274/qid=1137145438/sr=8-1/ref=pd_bbs_1/

103-2839090-7411013?v=glance&s=books&n=507846
2. http://www.reason.com/0601/fe.ng.whos.shtml
3. http://www.tcsdaily.com/article.aspx?id=122705A
4. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biohacker
5. http://www.vim.org/
6. http://www.mutt.org/
7. http://www.slackware.com/
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8. http://www.debian.org/releases/unstable/
9. http://dank.qemfd.net/images/screenshot.png
10. http://www.ciphertrust.com/company/index.php
11. http://plagiarist.com/poetry/3735/
12. http://www.bbintl.org/bible/niv/nivRev21.html
13. http://www.cse.unsw.edu.au/~billw/nlpdict.html
14. http://crm114.sourceforge.net/Plateau_Paper.pdf
15. http://www.bbintl.org/bible/niv/nivRev9.html
16. http://www.ast.sun.ac.za/publications/01562.pdf
17.

http://www.google.com/search?q=spit+spam&start=0&ie=utf-8&oe=utf-8&client=firefox&rls=org.mozilla:en-US:

unofficial
18. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transhumanism
19. http://transhumanism.org/index.php/WTA/faq/

chefataraxia (2006-01-13 07:28:06)
I need this book.

3.1.6

so many lives I’ve touched, so much anger aimed, in no particular direction, just
sprayed and sprays (2006-01-14 09:44) - awake - friends

Music: clueless OST - jill sobule - i want to be a supermodel

I woke up to 27 phone calls and the following message from some Emory harpy:
(02:25:47)
(02:25:58)
(02:26:44)
(02:27:48)
(02:28:55)
(02:29:03)

***:
***:
***:
***:
***:
***:

i am drunk npw and reeeeeeeal y want to meet up with you again tonight
hoppe you are up!
come on, i know you arent in bedd by now!
my girls NEED you, in the worst kind of way :)
i knwo you have a girlfriend bur sexual favors Are being offered :)
CALL ME!

Emory, if you’re not aware of it, is a private college here in Atlanta. Its graduate programs in law, medicine
and business are said to be quite rigorous, but its undergraduate dumping grounds are pretty much reserved
for kids who couldn’t get into the Ivy League, but whose parents don’t mind paying $30k to simulate the
experience. Thus, it ends up full of jabronie conspicuous consumer know-nothings with too much money and
too little grammar. Here’s where your money goes, East Cobb; well done! Not only have your daughters
failed to max out the SAT, they can’t even keep track of their drugs without offering ass corn.
I spent most of yesterday embedding [1]SMTP and [2]OSCAR into [3]ICAP, a task of much tedium which
bullshit [4]WebWasher claims to have already done. I have determined that they are full of nonsense and
false claims, and this is why they’ll fail. Onward, CipherTrust soldier! [ LJ User: eric9 ] then came home
with a hundred whippets, and I did them until I fell asleep the end kthbye.
1. http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc2821.html
2. http://www.oilcan.org/oscar/
3. http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc3507.html
4. http://www.webwasher.com/
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litlaur (2006-01-14 07:05:53)
That is a fantastic description.
missjudithann (2006-01-14 07:14:59)
Have you recently been reading in the AJC about the disputes of the Emory name in surrounding businesses in the
area. The college is practically closing down every private business with their supposed ”namesake” in the title because
they feel it is distracting from the college’s quest for acknowledgment in higher fields of education. Ass corn... oh
man...
stnuke (2006-01-14 08:18:16)
I guess there are worse problems to have. But she’s probably doing ok. I mean, you could be that stupid, as well as
ugly, poor, and sick. If things work as they typically do, she’ll hook up with one of the doctors, lawyers, or businessmen
who’ll give her pretty much what she wants in exchange for ”ass corn”. They’ll marry her because being in school for
that long makes you do dumb things, and then they’ll divorce her some years later and give her pretty much what she
wants to make her go away, leaving her a chunk of money that’ll take her a couple of years to burn through. But I’m
cynical like that.
catches sars (2006-01-14 08:23:13)
i bet they wouldn’t last a day with [1]Japanese, The Spoken Language This textbook pwns n00bs all over the US and
I’m a little bit obsessed with it.
1.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0300038348/sr=1-1/qid=1137255527/ref=pd_bbs_1/103-0008921-1283860?

%5Fencoding=UTF8

dankamongmen (2006-01-14 09:30:08)
there is nothing so wonderful in this world as a truly great textbook. hurrah for autodidacticism, and pwned be he
who first cries, ”hold, too rigorous!” should you have any cs friends needing the inner teachings, [1]my amazon list
whups that ass ’til it’s colored like a red-black tree (MHO, of course).
1. http://www.amazon.com/gp/richpub/listmania/fullview/2S7HTZPLOO08B/103-2839090-7411013?%5Fencoding=UTF8

catches sars (2006-01-14 09:31:44)
<3 Introduction to Algorithms
zbtron (2006-01-14 08:40:27)
spot on, nick. though i dont think you’re the one to call out drugged out trollops from east cobb. kisses!
dankamongmen (2006-01-16 19:18:48)
ahhh, indeed you are a national treasure. it was good seeing you the other day! sorry for being caught off-guard; i
thought you and metal boy were through.
physicaljerx (2006-01-14 09:11:43)
...sigh... i went to emory.
dankamongmen (2006-01-14 09:24:21)
I would hardly call you a conspicuous consumer. Your commitment to freeganism is impressive, and rather separates
you from most I’ve known there. What’d you major in?
krebstar2000 (2006-01-16 11:16:44)
yep, i went to emory as well... how are you, nick?
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dankamongmen (2006-01-16 11:37:58)
supremely well, thanks :D. I’m about to respond to a mail from dear monsieur chisholm, who (as I imagine you
know) is doing the law game at wake forest. i’d apologize, but: 1) duh you’re super smart 2) you’re in grad school,
so what the hell does it matter? 3) i didn’t, after all, use absolute qualifiers 4) no matter what, it’s still better than
mercer
krebstar2000 (2006-01-16 11:58:32)
no need to apologize! my comment came out of shame rather than defense. you know, i recently met up with mr.
chisholm for the first time in 7 years. it was wonderful. i had sincerely missed our old friend. i was very pleased
to find out that he is doing very well.
dankamongmen (2006-01-16 12:35:59)
Patrick seems well on his way to Winning the Game, and I can hardly think of many more deserving. He’s really
one of the bright, cheering lights when I think back over a sea of folk both fine and fuckheaded. He found my
journal and reads the public entries; I’d imagine likewise perusal of your rare missives.
solecize (2006-01-17 21:58:29)
lol... i guess as a soon to be mercer grad i’m screwed. more likely than not, i would agree with your opinions
about mercer.
dankamongmen (2006-01-17 22:08:29)
ahh, it seems there may still be a few people out there not yet offended by this post. with that said: -fuck you
oglethorpe people for being in the ass-end of nowhere -fuck you armstrong people for smelling like the ocean, that
is to say ass -fuck you life collegeˆHˆHˆHsciicircumH just life now, we lost accreddidation! -fuck you berry for
being full of bearded, smelly theology student dopers -fuck you historic atlanta black universities for ... need i
say more? -fuck you georgia southern for being in a backwards-ass dry country -fuck you art institute of atlanta
for giving tomorrow’s cannon fodder false hope in lost aesthetics -fuck you savannah college of art and design for
opening a branch in atlanta; we should burn that motherfucker down and call it ”sherman’s college of art and
deez nuts” -fuck you valdosta state for hosting GHP, Geogia’s Horniest People, a six-week gropefest of shit, and
for hosting trick-ass corrupt cops -fuck you georgia state university for being east cobb retards’ last hope -fuck
you georgia perimeter college for taking on those even GSU elutes -fuck you university of georgia for being the
worst place on earth, full of horrible people who move back to atlanta and yell ”GO DAWGS” and wear that
goddamn big red G everywhere and fuck their own sisters GO GT!!!!!!!!
iamsounamused (2006-01-14 12:41:51)
snicker* That’s my ho. I told her not to go there but she did anyway.

3.1.7

I’ll beat your ass until it’s colored like a red-black tree, ’cause there’s so much
drama in the PhD (2006-01-14 18:38) - yellowjacketlarvaemamadrama - public

Music: postal service - give up - the district sleeps tonight

five things. a jug of wine, a quintet of HTML <li> items, and Thou:
• [ LJ User: groklaw ] just advertised [1]this potentially excellent text: ”[2]Math You Can’t Use: Patents,
Copyrights and Software”. [ LJ User: subcultured ] or you other law+CS folk, any reviews? I’ve been
reveling in an orgy of biblioacquisition as of late and need to slow down.
• We’re gonna go watch GT kick the shit out of [3]NCSU, hopefully. [ LJ User: coleoptera ], too late for
you? GO GT!!!
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• [ LJ User: zmode13 ], by god I’ll try my hardest to be there tonight
• I need a goddamn [4]fluke if I’m going to be rigging my own power cables
• the internet is not safe! I’ve got to watch what I say here more closely
go and grab [5]this (thanks, [ LJ User: neurochemistry ]!). browsermania’s best avoided via:
wget http://graphics.stanford.edu/ monzy/DramainthePhD.mp3
1.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0815749422/qid=1137263860/sr=8-1/ref=pd_bbs_1/103-2839090-7411013?n=

507846&s=books&v=glance
2. http://www.brookings.edu/press/books/mathyoucantuse.htm
3. http://ramblinwreck.collegesports.com/sports/m-baskbl/spec-rel/011306aaa.html
4.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00012YZ26/qid=1137264953/sr=8-2/ref=pd_bbs_2/103-2839090-7411013?n=

507846&s=hi&v=glance
5. http://www.monzy.com/intro/drama_lyrics.html

neurochemistry (2006-01-14 10:59:02)
I knew you would love it. Enjoy the book!
zmode13 (2006-01-14 11:11:40)
I hope you’re not talking about Suzanne’s thing, as that isn’t until the 21st. However, if you are speaking of NickH’s
party, then yay!
coleoptera (2006-01-14 13:36:16)
Dammit, yeah. I just quit my job yesterday, even if you had called me I wouldn’t have been able to drive. Call next
time!
sid icarus (2006-01-15 13:58:20)
[ LJ User: spoonless ] and I discussed whether you’d like that in [1]May.
1. http://www.livejournal.com/users/sid_icarus/7149.html

psyched out (2006-01-16 05:28:14)
when someone like yourself, who writes in a style that’s incomprehensible to 97.5 % of the population (being generous
- i only chose that number in homage to the old radio station), worries about leaving too much out in the open, can
any of us be truly safe?
dankamongmen (2006-01-16 08:07:54)
well, I’d be fine, except the postulated 2.5 % that understand are the same 2.5 % that can F me in YOldeA.
subcultured (2006-01-16 22:07:38)
I haven’t ready it and just read the short paraphrasing of the book - but to me it seems as it may be another iteration
of items already said from many other authors. New title - same content. IMHO - but if you haven’t read tons of
those sort of books then it looks to be a good intro - and if well written might even be a pleasurable read. /.02

3.1.8

Hear my name, take a good look this could be the day hold my hand, lie beside
me I just need to say (2006-01-16 14:50) - documentation robostate - public

Music: ministry - psalm 69 - just one fix
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NOW IS THE TIME WHEN WE LISTEN TO VERY LOUD [1]MINISTRY AND DOCUMENT MY LITTLE HEART OUT. Major personal failing: logorrhea is acceptable and perhaps even pleasantly quaint on
livejizzournal, but my technical and business communications could stand a 50 % reduction viz pleonastic nimieties of verbiage. augh my wordfag tendancies are deeply ingrained indeed, but they bear a price
tripartite:
• my docs are imposing, frightening off readers
• cutesy idiomatic and externally-referential diffuseness [0] further limits audience
• i can’t bang them out as quickly as i can code, frustrating myself + bosses
The third could be rejoined with appeals to restricted languages in the business environment; hrmmm, I’d
definitely work at a company that enforced [2]Chomsky Type-0 communications as strict policy. Christ on
a stingray – you’d pwn six markets before breakfast. Regardless, I think I’ll hack [3]vim up to flash ”SHUT
THE FUCK UP AND SOLVE THE PROBLEM” whenever descriptor/described ratios creep above a certain
threshold when I’m editing in [4].tex mode.... so this is life at a quarter-century, ho hum.

[5]Why’s Poignant Guide to Ruby surely violates these principles in the extreme, but it’s also some of the
most rollicking good fun I’ve had since your mom. love!
[0] Usage: {Prolix }, {Diffuse }. A prolix writer delights in circumlocution, extended detail, and trifling
particulars. A diffuse writer is fond of amplifying, and abounds in epithets, figures, and illustrations. Diffuseness often arises from an exuberance of imagination; prolixity is generally connected with a want of it.
[1913 Webster] What a superb entry (in Webster’s, not this tripe. Why are you still here?).
1. http://www.google.com/musicl?lid=GkVOUyuvcNP&aid=efNKThX9DIO
2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Recursively_enumerable_language
3. http://www.vim.org/
4. http://www.latex-project.org/
5. http://poignantguide.net/ruby/

obiefernandez (2006-01-16 13:55:56) why ? is fuckin awesome
You should see his Ruby videos. i desperately want a hardcover version of the poignant guide.
dankamongmen (2006-01-16 14:28:29) Re: why ? is fuckin awesome
heh, it resulted in me learning ruby today, which I’d refused to do on the basis that python was enough non-compiled
GP-language wankery for me. maybe i’ll forget python.
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obiefernandez (2006-01-16 17:25:15) Re: why ? is fuckin awesome
yeah, i’m quoted as saying ”python sucks big donkey balls” somewhere online... :-)
dankamongmen (2006-01-16 17:33:43) Re: why ? is fuckin awesome
http://www.google.com/search?hs=x8e &hl=en &lr= &safe=off &c2coff=1 &client=firefox &rls=org.mozilla
%3Aen-US %3Aunofficial &q= %22undergrad+legend %22 &btnG=Search
leon03 (2006-01-19 21:32:36)
Funny... I had the exact same impression of Ruby, that there wasn’t enough advantage over python to justify
switching.

3.1.9

strength is in number, soul in everyone, but releasing of anger betters any
medicine under the sun (2006-01-18 22:03) - eulerian - public

Music: george michael - listen without predjudice, v1 - freedom ’90

The new office sits tilted at the edge of the struggle between good and evil, neophobe and neophile, North
Georgia exurbanite with a [1]fistful of Intelligent Design and ATLiens [2]holding it down with our incredible
new [3]eukaryote brothers of the sea (*do* go see the aquarium).
Quick geography lesson: Exit 10’s a long way up [4]GA 400, the great devourer of souls,
the Alpharetta Autobahn carrying more SUVs and soccer balls per highway kilometer than ever
thought possible in this Union, blazing a trail of combustion, commutedrone and construction up
and out from the sublime demultiplexing of [5]Herr Konnektor!, our thriving Appian Way in this
New Rome of the South, which rolls like the tigris and euphrates deep in the quick-beating heart
of the [6]Great Circle, a Fertile Crescent to be sure.
This is the first time in many years I’ve had extensive contact with concentrated outlanders, and it’s got me
terribly off my game. A claim to forty acres and a mule off of exit 13 seems as far as Bangor, Maine to me,
a mighty trek involving naked families hunking down like some Grant Wood nightmare, stealing power via
inducting coils slung over wires near sub-transmission transformers, glinting like great barbed Elie Wiesel
terrors in a night unshrouded by the sky glow known to we cursed by Rayleigh and his damned scattering.
It’s like that last stop up the river in Apocalypse Now:
CHIEF: ”Did you find a CO, captain ?”
WILLARD: ”There’s no fucking CO here. Let’s just get going.”
CHIEF: ”Which way, captain ?”
WILLARD: ”You know which way, Chief.”
CHIEF: ”You’re on your own, captain. You wanna go on? Like this bridge: We build it every
night. Charlie blows it right back up again. Just so the generals can say the road’s open. Think
about it. Who cares ?”
WILLARD: ”Just get us up the river !”
So,, I’ve decided to cut off GA-400 in my mind at Exit 10. Any exit suggested beyond that is meaningless
as a real exit, but that introduces the complex exits. There is no ”exit 12”, just as there is no real square
root of -1, but it’s useful to conceive of a tuple <10, 2i>. My formulation of the Algebra Alpharetta is by
no means complete, but I look eagerly forward to involving the Great Identity eˆ(ipi) + 1 = 0 in directions
and esoteric formulations of routes optimized for taco stand count and pleasant odor. I’ve got your corner!
wank wank wank
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1. http://www.cnn.com/2005/LAW/01/13/evolution.textbooks.ruling/
2. http://www.psr.org/home.cfm?id=dealerting8
3. http://www.georgiaaquarium.org/
4. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Georgia_State_Route_400
5. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Downtown_Connector
6. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interstate_285

casetheplace (2006-01-18 20:30:36)
Hahahahaha...and again, HA!
msbeanhead (2006-01-18 21:18:32) Am I just easily amused?
Good reading as usual. If [ LJ User: neurochemistry ] has to torment me about random boys, why can’t she choose
someone more interesting? At least I have LJ to distract me from her taunting. :) Oh, and isn’t she looking svelte
these days?
zra (2006-01-18 21:24:17)
this is an epic post.

3.1.10

I mean to prove, mean to move in my own way and say I’ve been getting along
for long before you came (2006-01-20 12:28) - annoyed - public

Music: fiona apple - when the pawn - paper bag

So, due to a terrific contest between [ LJ User: eric9 ] and I regarding DSL, I’m currently without my mail
server at qemfd.net. Thanks to the glory of SMTP, your mails are queuing for redelivery around the world
(or, hopefully, at my backup MX at [1]gehennom.net), but I’ve no way to score for them at the moment.
Furthermore, without DSL there is no VoIP, and thus my phone doesn’t work. So, look for me on gtalk or
just stop on by the dankcave should you need to find me, or mail me at [2]work. Where the fuck is my ride?
North Carolina’s mail officially clearing my driving record arrived, and I shall be getting my license early
next week! [dance]

I certainly haven’t been shopping for any new shoes
And I certainly haven’t been spreading myself around
I still only travel by foot and by foot it’s a slow climb
But I’m good at being uncomfortable so I can’t stop changing all the time
I noticed that my opponent is always on the go
And won’t go slow so as not to focus and I notice
He’ll hitch a ride with any guide as long as they go fast from whence he came
But he’s no good at being uncomfortable so he can’t stop staying exactly the same
If there was a better way to go then it would find me
I can’t help it the road just rolls out behind me
Be kind to me or treat me mean
I make the most of it I’m an extraordinary machine
I seem to you to seek a new disaster every day
You deem me due to clean my view and be at peace and lay
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I mean to prove I mean to move in my own way
And say I’ve been getting along for long before you came into the play
I am the baby of the family
It happens so everybody cares
And wears the sheeps clothes while they chaperone
Furious you’re looking down your nose at me while you appease
Courteous to try and help but let me set your mind at ease
If there was a better way to go then it would find me
I can’t help it the road just rolls out behind me
Be kind to me or treat me mean
I make the most of it I’m an extraordinary machine
Do I so worry you?
You need to hurry to my side? Its very kind
But it’s to no avail
I don’t want the veil or flowers
No everything will be just fine
If there was a better way to go then it would find me
I can’t help it the road just rolls out behind me
Be kind to me or treat me mean
I make the most of it I’m an extraordinary machine
Reminds you of Sylvia, no?
From [ LJ User: potfest ]: [3]Loompanics is closing! 50 % off on all book stock until it’s gone. Man, I
ordered a ton of the Loompanics catalog during my teenage Rand-meets-O’ Rourke-meets-Vlad Tepis days
of anarcho-libertarianism. I wanted to blow some shit up, but gave up most of those games after starting
a fire via potassium dichloroisocyanurate or K-chlorate, I forget which, that incinerated my dad’s 30’ steel
ladder and got my ass whipped like Tyson-vs-Spinks. Those were fine days, oxidizing iron to yield hematite,
mixing that down with aluminum shavings (rendering the t to the h to the e to the r to the mite: [4]thermite
for that ass, suitable for burning through a car’s hood and engine block), and lighting the summabitch with
a magnesium ignitor. We were just being 14 and having fun; we’d likely be called terrorists now.
1. http://gehennom.net/
2. mailto:nblack@ciphertrust.net
3. http://www.loompanics.com/cgi-local/SoftCart.exe/online-store/scstore/shophome.html?E+scstore
4. http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Chemical_synthesis:Thermite_synthesis

zarathustra94 (2006-01-20 09:46:49)
How does VoIP over DSL work out? I thought Bellsouth required your POTS line to be activated to have DSL... is
that not the case? Or do you have the equivalent of 2 phone lines to your domicile?
dankamongmen (2006-01-20 09:52:31)
just the magic of speakeasy onelink: http://www.speakeasy.net/home/onelink/
sid icarus (2006-01-22 13:10:40)
Just coincidence that this termite video is getting popular on the net? [1]A clear victory for thermite More importantly, have you seen [2]Octopus-vs-Shark?
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1. http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=4390785184858573794
2. http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-7004909622962894202

dankamongmen (2006-01-22 14:32:30)
I had seen neither. This clear victory (well said) strengthens my soul!

3.1.11

and his heart was going like mad and yes I said yes I will Yes (2006-01-22 18:42) spinning my shirt like copters - public

Music: petey pablo - raise up

Inspired by my newly-wifi-capable laptop’s hostname, I was extending the Wikipedia page for [1]omphalos.
Wandering over to the ulysses page, I found a new chapter precis; the Oxen of the Sun synopsis was suggestive
of just why this was the greatest novel ever, and so consistently rewarding:
Oxen of the Sun
Bloom visits the maternity hospital where Mina Purefoy is giving birth, and finally meets Stephen, who
is drinking with Buck Mulligan and his medical student friends. They continue on to a pub to continue
drinking, following the successful birth of the baby. This chapter is remarkable for Joyce’s wordplay, which
seems to recapitulate the entire history of the English [2]language to describe a scene in an [3]obstetrics
hospital, from the [4]Carmen Arvale:
Deshil Holles Eamus. Deshil Holles Eamus. Deshil Holles Eamus.
to something resembling alliterative [5]Anglo-Saxon poetry:
In ward wary the watcher hearing come that man mildhearted eft rising with swire ywimpled
to him her gate wide undid. Lo, levin leaping lightens in eyeblink Ireland’s westward welkin. Full
she dread that God the Wreaker all mankind would fordo with water for his evil sins. Christ’s
rood made she on breastbone and him drew that he would rathe infare under her thatch. That
man her will wotting worthful went in Horne’s house.
and on through skilful parodies of [6]Malory, the [7]King James Bible, [8]Bunyan, [9]Pepys, [10]Defoe, [11]Addison and [12]Steele, [13]Sterne, [14]Goldsmith, [15]Junius, [16]Gibbon, [17]Lamb, [18]De Quincey, [19]Landor, [20]Dickens, [21]Newman, [22]Ruskin and [23]Carlyle, among others, before concluding in a haze of
nearly incomprehensible slang. Indeed, Joyce organized this chapter as three sections divided into nine total subsections, representing the trimesters and months of gestation. This extremely complicated chapter,
structurally, can be further broken down. It consists of 60 paragraphs. The first 10 paragraphs are parodies
of [24]Latin and [25]Anglo-Saxon language, the two major predecessors to the English language. These 10
paragraphs can be seen as intercourse and conception. The next 40 paragraphs - representing the 40 weeks
of gestation in human embryonic development - begin with [26]Middle English satires, the earliest form of
English; they move chronologically forward through the various styles mentioned above. At the end of the
50th paragraph, the baby in the maternity hospital is born, and the final 10 paragaphs are the child, combining all the different forms of slang and street English that was spoken in Dublin in the early part of the
century.
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Omphalos_%28theology%29
2. http://en.wikipedia.com/wiki/Language
3. http://en.wikipedia.com/wiki/Obstetrics
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4. http://en.wikipedia.com/wiki/Carmen_Arvale
5. http://en.wikipedia.com/wiki/Anglo-Saxon
6. http://en.wikipedia.com/wiki/Thomas_Malory
7. http://en.wikipedia.com/wiki/King_James_Bible
8. http://en.wikipedia.com/wiki/John_Bunyan
9. http://en.wikipedia.com/wiki/Samuel_Pepys
10. http://en.wikipedia.com/wiki/Daniel_Defoe
11. http://en.wikipedia.com/wiki/Joseph_Addison
12. http://en.wikipedia.com/wiki/Richard_Steele
13. http://en.wikipedia.com/wiki/Laurence_Sterne
14. http://en.wikipedia.com/wiki/Oliver_Goldsmith
15. http://en.wikipedia.com/wiki/Junius
16. http://en.wikipedia.com/wiki/Edward_Gibbon
17. http://en.wikipedia.com/wiki/Charles_Lamb
18. http://en.wikipedia.com/wiki/Thomas_de_Quincey
19. http://en.wikipedia.com/wiki/Walter_Savage_Landor
20. http://en.wikipedia.com/wiki/Charles_Dickens
21. http://en.wikipedia.com/wiki/John_Henry_Newman
22. http://en.wikipedia.com/wiki/John_Ruskin
23. http://en.wikipedia.com/wiki/Thomas_Carlyle
24. http://en.wikipedia.com/wiki/Latin
25. http://en.wikipedia.com/wiki/Anglo-Saxon
26. http://en.wikipedia.com/wiki/Middle_English

purgatoryreject (2006-01-22 15:50:36)
That chapter makes me CRAZY.
dankamongmen (2006-01-22 16:44:25)
crazy as in crescent fresh delicious crazy, or frustrated tourette’s crazy? if the latter, are you some kind of nyekulturny traitor to rome and the tongue of vergil? if the former, aye, it’s one of the finest things ’ere put to page. this
site’s most excellent: http://www.robotwisdom.com/jaj/ulysses/oxen2c.html I assume you’ve read ReJoyce by Mr.
Burgess?
purgatoryreject (2006-01-22 16:51:02)
you assume incorrectly. it’s on my amazon wish list, though. that’s almost the same as reading it.
dankamongmen (2006-01-22 16:56:15) on my amazon wish list, though. that’s almost the same as reading it
Heh, that reminds me of this: http://www.sccs.swarthmore.edu/users/00/ pwillen1/lit/winter.htm So, then, you
noticed in a newspaper that If on a winter’s night a traveler had appeared, the new book by Italo Calvino, who
hadn’t published for several years. You went to the bookshop and bought the volume. Good for you. In the shop
window you have promptly identified the cover with the title you were looking for. Following this visual trail, you
have forced your way through the shop pas the thick barricade of Books You Haven’t Read, which were frowning
at you from the tables and shelves, trying to cow you. But you know you must never allow yourself to be awed,
that among them there extend for acres and acres the Books You Needn’t Read, the Books Made For Purposes
Other Than Reading, Books Read Even Before You Open Them Since They Belong To The Category Of Books
Read Before Being Written. And thus you pass the outer girdle of ramparts, but then you are attacked by the
infantry of the Books That If You Had More Than One Life You Would Certainly Also Read But Unfortunately
Your Days Are Numbered. With a rapid maneuver you bypass them and move into the phalanxes of the Books
You Mean To Read But There Are Others You Must Read First, the Books Too Expensive Now And You’ll Wait
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Till They’re Remaindered, the Books ditto When They Come Out In Paperback, Books You Can Borrow From
Somebody, Books That Everybody’s Read So It’s As If You Had Read Them, Too. Eluding these assaults, you
come up beneath the towers of the fortress, where other troops are holding out.
dankamongmen (2006-01-22 17:01:41) sweet christ
did i really just type and post ’vergil’ ? forgive me, publius maro!
purgatoryreject (2006-01-22 17:10:16) Re: sweet christ
My Latin teacher in college always made us write ’Vergil.’
zbtron (2006-01-22 20:29:47)
this is where i think joyce gets too showy for my taste. he’s just like ”hey, this is how brilliant i am” and that’s the
point of the chapter.
thirdkraytwin (2006-01-23 00:01:17)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yes Sir I Will
chocolat delux (2006-01-23 07:15:14)
I think Joyce had a talent for making all of his prose individually meaningful. That’s why it’s so difficult to discern
as a summer beach novel. It’s meant to drag out our own series of ”yes”. Between that section and the section on
Dedalus’ theory on Hamlet–woof! I felt like there was a whole, new world of writing I had not yet seen. It was an
iceberg...more beneath the surface than above.

3.1.12

happy birthday mr. hilbert! I tip my glass to toast to you (long; deal! :D)
(2006-01-23 15:45) - inspired - public

Music: the streets - a grand don’t come for free

”This conviction... is a powerful incentive. We hear within us the perpetual
call: There is the problem. Seek its solution. You can find it by pure reason, for
in mathematics there is no ”we shall not know.” No one shall expel us from the
[1]paradise that [2]Cantor has created for us”
[3]
”In mathematics, as in any scientific research, we find two tendencies present. On the one hand,
the tendency toward abstraction seeks to crystallize the logical relations inherent in the maze of
material that is being studied, and to correlate the material in a systematic and orderly manner.
On the other hand the tendency toward intuitive understanding fosters a more immediate group
of the subjects one studies, a live rapport with them, so to speak, which stresses the concrete
meaning of their relations. The art of doing mathematics consists in finding that special case
which contains all the germs of generality...No other question has ever moved so profoundly the
spirit of man; no other idea has so fruitfully stimulated his intellect; yet no other concept stands
in greater need of clarification than that of the infinite. The infinite! No other question has ever
moved so profoundly the spirit of man...We must know. We will know.”
Sure, maybe Gödel’s results invalidated his dream of a [4]Formalist utopia, but the Most [5]Rigorous of Them
All would have been more delighted than anyone to have been QE’d to the MFD...after all:
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One can measure the importance of a scientific work by the number of earlier publications rendered superfluous by it...The further a mathematical theory is developed, the more harmoniously
and uniformly does its construction proceed, and unsuspected relations are disclosed between
hitherto separated branches of the science. How thoroughly it is ingrained in mathematical science that every real advance goes hand in hand with the invention of sharper tools and simpler
methods which, at the same time, assist in understanding earlier theories and in casting aside
some more complicated developments.
His [6]23 Problems shaped the direction of axiomatics irreversibly, as Euler’s work with complex numbers
had ushered in dazzlingly beautiful new algebra (culminating with Gauss’s proof of the [7]FToAlg, itself in
name an homage to Euclid’s [8]FToArith). Today, the Clay Mathematics Institute offers [9]a smooth $1x10ˆ6
for a proof of the wondrous [10]Riemann Hypothesis, of which Hilbert said, ”If I were to awaken after having
slept for a thousand years, my first question would be: Has the Riemann hypothesis been proven?” He was a
true champion, the enemy of [11]ignorabimus everywhere, and his glory remains proudly [12]INVARIANT!
Thanks for all the Spaces (der abstrakte Hilbertsche Raum), and oh yes quantum mechanics.
”If one were to bring ten of the wisest men in the world together and ask them what was the
most stupid thing in existence, they would not be able to discover anything so stupid as astrology.”
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Continuum_hypothesis
2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Georg_Cantor
3. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Hilbert
4. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philosophy_of_mathematics#Formalism
5. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mathematical_rigor
6.

http://www.mathacademy.com/pr/prime/articles/hilbert_prob/index.asp?PRE=hilber&TAL=Y&TAN=Y&TBI=Y&TCA=

Y&TCS=Y&TEC=Y&TFO=Y&TGE=Y&TNT=Y&TPH=Y&TST=Y&TTO=Y&TTR=Y&TAD=
7. http://mathworld.wolfram.com/FundamentalTheoremofAlgebra.html
8. http://mathworld.wolfram.com/FundamentalTheoremofArithmetic.html
9. http://www.claymath.org/millennium/
10. http://mathworld.wolfram.com/RiemannHypothesis.html
11. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ignorabimus
12. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Invariant_theory

leftorium (2006-01-23 15:04:30)
”(long; deal! :D)” Illiterates should apologize to you for their useless complaints. You only justify their shit by apologizing for this ”long” post. It’s not like you wrote 10,000 words about your shitty fucking poker game... no need to
apologize.
dankamongmen (2006-01-23 15:28:57)
i didn’t apologize; i smiled broadly and pronounced ”deal!” but because it feels good, FUCK THE ILLITERATE!
Sing it from rooftop to rooftop, because they sure won’t read it here!
eightbit (2006-01-23 18:13:18)
i recently read up on hilbert’s seventh after seeing the following false theorem on the blackboard of CCB101 one
afternoon: sqrt(2)ˆsqrt(2) is rational i wasted a solid half hour of my life meditating on how you might prove this
(it smelled like an [1]arml/[2]MA˜ problem) before i gave up and found gelfond’s theorem. the statement above was
actually part of a proof that there exist irrationals a,b s.t. aˆb is rational.
1. http://www.arml.com/
2. http://www.mualphatheta.org/
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blowgurt (2006-01-27 19:31:09) Unrelated...
Crazy crabs, Nick! I just found this link and knew you would enjoy. ”Once again the infected ants, driven by the newfound energy of sudden acrophilia, leave the relative safety of the earth, climb atop the grass, clamp their mandibles
onto the tips of the green shoots, and hang there. The fungus then consumes the ants’ brains and sprouts through
the emptied skulls.” http://www.cdc.gov/ncidod/EID/vol8no9/02 -0204.htm
dankamongmen (2006-01-28 16:16:01) Re: Unrelated...
holy freakin’ crap! did you read [1]Leiningen vs. the Ants” as a child? it was good shit.
1. http://www.bygosh.com/Features/012003/leiningenvsants.htm

blowgurt (2006-02-09 16:52:16) Re: Unrelated...
Aye. Loved it but had forgotten the author and title. Thanks for the reminder.
dankamongmen (2006-01-28 16:31:13) Re: Unrelated...
wow, this article is absolutely stone-cold fascinating, and superbly written to boot. thanks a lot!

3.1.13

if i could start again a million miles away i would keep myself i would find a way
(2006-01-28 19:35) - marinating on that fo a minute - friends

Music: sir mix-a-lot - chief boot knocka - ride

”There is a particular kind of pain, elation, loneliness and terror involved in this kind of
madness.... It will never end, for madness carves its own reality.”
wow, wow, wow. [ LJ User: blowgurt ] dropped this off in the comments section, and having read it, I sit
still save my shivering, silent, and my head’s everywhere:
Dr. Gerald Callahan, ”[1]Madness”, for the Another Dimension feature of the CDC journal
Emerging Infectious Diseases
The severity, or perhaps control, of my [2]type 1 bipolar disorder seems on the wane in recent years despite
continued refusal of foul [3]Lithium Carbonate (I do, for better or worse, extensively self-medicate and always
keep [4]seroquel around for episodic treatment). I don’t know how much of that is due to having a much
better life in general going on (I imagine the two comutually reinforce), being away from my family, and
having made some core changes in my behaviors regarding honesty, accepting the love of others and outlook
on the world, but it sure is better than regularly craving death (or a stint in [5]the mental hospital, always
a Dark Time). Reading the work of co-sufferants, like Dr. Kay Jameson’s monumental [6]An Unquiet Mind
or [7]Touched With Fire and the community [ LJ User: unquiet ], has helped a lot, as has getting back into
the autodidactic groove regarding neurology. There’s definitely days, though, when I suddenly step out of
the system and realize, ”Nick, you’re fucking nuts, and right now you’re letting your insanity take over, and
we’ve been there before.” It’s a very real demon inside and, personally, I think an acute [8]cacodemomania
is responsible for me still being alive today. Happy thoughts!
Go read the goddamn article; it’s as fascinating and moving as anything you or I’ve come across in months.
1. http://www.cdc.gov/ncidod/EID/vol8no9/02-0204.htm
2. http://www.mentalhealth.com/dis/p20-md02.html
3. http://www.mentalhealth.com/drug/p30-l02.html
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4. http://www.seroquel.com/
5. http://www.ridgeviewinstitute.com/
6. http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0679763309/002-4532623-4094412?v=glance&n=283155
7. http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/068483183X/ref=pd_lpo_k2a_1_txt/002-4532623-4094412?%5Fencoding=UTF8
8. http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/cacodemonomania

lush ious (2006-01-28 18:18:00)
sometimes i wonder if everyone has those moments...you know...in front of the mirror...naked and feeling nuts. i find
myself afraid to see a psychiatrist...to be honest because then i might become officially crazy. i’ll name the paper
Stone and blame it for everything. and i just can’t have that. it’s time for some happy music. or Crocodile Rock.
coleoptera (2006-01-28 21:09:54)
I think these days everyone is afraid that even a little bit of clearly irrational behavior means that it will never end,
they are really crazy, they are out of control, and admitting it...well, it can’t be fathomed. Some people don’t want
to know that they have cancer either. Does it help? Cancer is at least binary, you have it or not.
lizbtropez (2006-01-29 02:43:04)
I, too enjoyed Kay’s books, I read them before and after diagnosed. I went off my meds due to pregnancy and have
never looked back. I found my mental state depended heavily on my physical state and as long as my chronic ailments
are under control, and I don’t have pain I’m usually ok. Self medicating is a rough road, you usually have to educate
people against propaganda and that’s tiring. If they judge you, that’s their problem. Anyways thanks for the link.
I’m bookmarking it.
wishmonster (2006-01-29 15:11:48)
That article was very interesting, thanks for posting it. A good friend of mine recently recommended the book ”Exuberance: The Passion for Life”, which is also by Kay Jamison. It was just published last September. Though I have
yet to read it (Amazon.com claims it will be here shortly), it sounds extremely interesting, and I bet you would enjoy
reading it.
chefataraxia (2006-01-29 15:54:00)
I don’t know how much of that is due to having a much better life in general going on (I imagine the two comutually
reinforce), being away from my family, and having made some core changes in my behaviors regarding honesty, accepting the love of others and outlook on the world... I think you are correct... a model I have adopted is that of psychic
or mental entropy. The better one handles the external factors on the mind (family, stress, health, living clean (inside
and outside the body), bills, etc.) the better control one has over the entropy. The more control you have, the more
you are capable of creativity, happiness, love, passion – all the good things in life. I dunno if that makes any sense,
but the past year and a half of my life have been an exercise in controlling the aforementioned external factors, and
I’m in the best place mentally I’ve been since I was 12.

3.1.14

Sho ’nuff I was born in Atlanta, raised in Decatur where we pushin’ Le Sabres
and blow like inhalers (2006-01-30 02:26) - flabbergasted - friends

Music: mystikal - mind of mystikal - here i go

How in god’s good grace did I miss [1]Da Back Wudz? I heard the last verse of [2]”You Gonna Love Me” today
on 107.9 and lost all kinds of my shit. Have I really fallen so out of touch with rap that mainstream megahits
like this are passing me by? grrrrrr. It’s depressing to ponder the vast majority of great music, literature
and indeed pootwah available ’round the world, surely some of it just waiting to redirect my thoughts and
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life, that I’ll never experience. I remember my first copy of that 1997 magnum opus and Master P’s finest
work[0], [3]Ghetto D. I spun and sang and would step from the shower cheerfully barking ”Steppin’ on toes,
break a nigga’s nose, in these projects, nigga, anything goes!” as I prepared for a day of AP White People
Studies at our leet charter school in the ’burbs. We drank Golden Grain in those days, 190-proof escape
funneled carefully into 750mL Naya water bottles as morning crept over the parking lot. Careful rationing
could keep a high school senior pretty comfortably buzzed through the day, and I don’t think I’ve drunk so
consistently or singlemindedly since. Anyway, I had no idea the eponymous first track existed; a friend had
copied me up a tre lame 70m disc, and cut that masterful selection with the logic, ”well man, I hadn’t heard
it yet but I figured, ’what does every phatty rap cd have as the first track?....a phatty rap cd spoken word
intro, fuck that!’” Sound reasoning, Daniel my friend, but oh you fucked me with your incomplete grokking.
Mang oh mang, a MS in bioinformatics would be the sexiest goddamn thing I could do right now, but it’d be
[4]plain HARD to do along with 70-80 hours working per week. Argh, that might be more than I’m willing
to take on...ugh limitations argh k-suck!
[0] i am aware of the hyped-up controversy, what with some clodpates who attended not pimpin’ schools but,
yea, prep schools, frontin’ hard and shit with claims of [5]Ice Cream Man’s superiority. to them i say:
Ain’t no salary cap on top of my dollars, I roll with nothin’ but them No Limit riders
I gets down nigga, I hold my tank up high. watch how many bitches get wild, n-nah-n-nah!
nigga i’m the colonel of this motherfuckin’ tank!
1. http://www.dabackwudz.com/
2. http://www.soundclick.com/bands/songInfo.cfm?bandID=231989&songID=1605789
3.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/B000003AG8/ref=m_art_li_1/002-4532623-4094412?v=glance&s=

music
4. http://www.biology.gatech.edu/bioinformatics/admission_and_cur.html
5.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/B000003B5B/ref=m_art_li_3/002-4532623-4094412?v=glance&s=

music

killerpoptart (2006-01-30 08:16:44)
heh. ’clodpate’.

3.1.15

all your winamp is belong to us (2006-01-30 08:11) - hunker down! boom! - friends

Music: probot - red war

In case there’s anyone out there in flist land running ghetto microsoft/apple products, you may not want to
load up winamp just yet:
Winamp PLS File Handling Remote Buffer Overflow Vulnerability (0day) Critical Risk - 2006.01.29
A vulnerability has been identified in Winamp, which could be exploited by remote attackers to take complete
control of an affected system. [1]FrSIRT Security Advisory
[2]packetstorm was right on it with the .c -> mainstream RSS hopalong sled. Looks like this one’ll be
fast and furious. How about you assholes use operating systems where you don’t need full permissions just
to play your goddamn Bonnie Raitt? You’re ruining the internet for everyone. [froth] I bet a solid dozen
may meet mr. [3]ATmaCA’s problem child by the end of the day...nicely done, milw0rm; I’ll be adding your
[4]RSS to my daily suckling.
c 2008 dankamongmen. This book is strictly personal.
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1. http://www.frsirt.com/english/advisories/2006/0361
2. http://packetstormsecurity.org/0601-exploits/winamp0day.c
3. http://www.milw0rm.com/auth.php?id=967
4. http://www.milw0rm.com/rss.php

weev (2006-01-30 05:28:57)
god damnit i cannot believe someone distro’d this i’ve been handing out mp3s all over efnet for weeks
weev (2006-01-30 05:29:33)
OH WAIT ITS THE PLS VULN LOL
dankamongmen (2006-01-30 05:56:07)
[illegal cast-pre.jpg] damn it I can’t find your the internet: serious business picture.
weev (2006-01-30 06:01:52)
http://www.encyclopediadramatica.com/index.php/The Internet Is Serious Business
pimperzparadise (2006-01-30 06:26:08)
Good lookin’ out, shorty.
sid icarus (2006-01-31 15:07:22)
I believe only one of those OSs would encourage you to play it with root privs.

3.2
3.2.1

February
sweet christ i’m retarded (2006-02-01 00:53) - secure in this wireless aether - friends

Music: kanye west - college dropout - school spirit

I thought ”sublime” met pretty much the exact opposite of what it meant, more like ”subtle”. I don’t think
I’ve employed it outside of idiomatic use (”sublime joy”) or reference to the band, however, so the grammar
probably always worked out even if my meaning was miscommunicated. It’s like a dirty little secret only I
know...or knew, anyway.
Anchoring a 27dBm TX/20dB RX omnidirectional antenna onto the top of a fulldepth rackbox and elevating it to my window has [1]kismet intoning ESSID’s aplenty and [2]KARMA singing siren songs. I didn’t
get into this wireless shit until the great DSL shakeup of two weeks ago, but it ain’t so bad. It’ll be fun when
I can root cars on GA400, anyway, clearing me the path deserved by the righteous mang. I should add that
killing the DSL led to last weekend being totally lost to sexfest 2006, which was a grand ol’ time and well
worth the befouling of this dankcave.
”Wardriving”? When I’m done outfitting this mobile InfoSec war cannon, it’s gonna be ”fly-by pwning”
for dat ass. RED WAR WILL FALL ON MY ENEMIES.
1. http://www.kismetwireless.net/
2. http://www.theta44.org/karma/index.html
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sexion8 (2006-02-01 00:30:48)
I thought ”sublime” met pretty much the exact opposite of what it meant, more like ”subtle”. When I was little, the first
big word I learned was ”irridescent” and of course I used it at every opportunity. ”Let’s go rollerskating. My mommy
bought me new pom poms!” ”Ok! Sounds irridescent!” ”I don’t like banana fudgsicles. I’m getting a Big Stick.” ”Oh
don’t be so irridescent, Bobby.” God, I was an uppity little shithead.
zbtron (2006-02-01 07:36:30)
so i guess i’m not as good in bed as i thought. ;) ”my, you’re a subtle lover”

3.2.2

came down from jersey but recently deceased, restin’ in peace for snitching to
decatur police (2006-02-02 01:52) - self-loathing - friends

Music: po’ girl - po’ girl - backstairs down

this po’ girl cd is really good, but it kind of makes me feel like a child molester :/. getting older. anyway,
two undefended propositions:
• perhaps no trait can be more broadly associated with great men than mystique
• a reservoir of mystique is one of the modern professional’s most effective tools for dealing with annoyances
does the cumulative elimination of small tediums and distractions afford superlinear gains in accomplishment? must smoke more and ponder.
I went after a problem all wrong, fucked myself on a deadline, and am full of wretched shame and failuregnash. Had I pottery to break, verily I’d smite it, and administer a good scraping. yeeeeeaghjaahag!!!!!
I’m too furious at myself to sleep. Experience suggests angry code to be bad code. If someone wants to
come box or get your greco-roman grappling on, I’m down, but it’d have to be within the hour....[ LJ User:
eightbit ]? and god bless the [1]EFF.
1. http://www.eff.org/legal/cases/att/

lizerati (2006-02-01 23:43:40)
What if I want to wrestle and you’re not online?

3.2.3

”A man of genius makes no mistakes; his errors are volitional and are the portals
of discovery.” (2006-02-02 11:44) - full of the joycelove - friends

Music: beck - odelay - the new pollution

James Joyce would have been 124 today. I reread [1]Dubliners this morning, save ”[2]The Dead” which shall
be lapped up on the ride into work – gotta give the best example of short storycraft its due.
”Looking back, there was something uncanny in his certainty, which he had more than any
other writer I have ever known, that he would one day be famous. It was more than mere wishful
thinking. It governed all his attitudes to his compatriots and accounts for what many referred
to as his arrogance. He was never really arrogant, but seemed to have a curious sense of his own
powers and wouldn’t tolerate anyone who didn’t really appreciate his work. - Oliver St. John
Gogarty
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”One by one they were all becoming shades. Better pass boldly into that other world, in the full glory of
some passion, than fade and wither dismally with age...Welcome, O life! I go to encounter for the millionth
time the reality of experience and to forge in the smithy of my soul the uncreated conscience of my race.”
And indeed, I go to the office.
”All I ask from a reader is that he devote his life to reading my books.”
1. http://www.bibliomania.com/0/0/29/63/frameset.html
2. http://www.bibliomania.com/0/0/29/63/frameset.html

chocolat delux (2006-02-02 13:18:13)
My advisor and Irish Literature professor is actually in Ireland today. Her father (who was a Joyce scholar) died a few
days ago. I wonder what her feelings are today–she told me that they sung him away with Irish ballads and read to
him from Joyce as he passed. So now this season will have two powerful attachments for her. I believe her memories
are probably both beautiful and quite sad–much like Joyce himself.
solecize (2006-02-02 20:22:42)
i lost the game
dankamongmen (2006-02-02 21:56:57)
eh?
solecize (2006-02-03 00:31:21)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The Game

3.2.4

%28game %29

I kill everything I fuck (2006-02-03 10:45) - annoyed, skilled - friends

Music: 311 - music - do you right bonus track

Nyxem.E (BlackWorm) - GET TO KNOW HIM:

[1]
Of course, infection density is likely far lower than media less savvy than [2]LURHQ or the SANS [3]Internet
Storm Center assume. Then again, Gadi Evron over at [4]ESET feels differently about our good friend
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[5]CME-24, as does [6]Costin, my comrade at [7]Kaspersky (do read his amusingly Russian ”The Dreaded 32
Bytes of Nyxem.E!”). We’ll see!
Some incredible dickless wonder saw fit to send in [8]this joke of a ”vulnerability discovery” yesterday on
[9]FullDisclosure. Oh, wait, Mark! I also found a unique SYN-handling issue in IronMail! Wait, no, by
”issue” I meant ”my dick” and by IronMail I meant ”your mouth”. I can’t say much about this, but suffice to
say I’ve worked since 1500 yesterday, [10]holdin’ it down in the [11]lands of packets, brute force, and misuse
of trust. Big baby Jesus, I can’t wait, niggas fuck that I can’t wait! Hopefully I can find [ LJ User: kierah ]
tonight and also maybe [ LJ User: bagofpeppers ]?
1. http://www.f-secure.com/weblog/archives/archive-022006.html#00000799
2. http://www.lurhq.com/blackworm-stats.html
3. http://isc.sans.org/diary.php?storyid=1067
4. http://209.59.135.198/threat-center/eset_threat_blog.php
5. http://cme.mitre.org/data/list.html#24
6. http://www.viruslist.com/en/weblog?chapter=153345573
7. http://www.viruslist.com/en/weblog?weblogid=178955189
8. http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/16465
9. http://seclists.org/lists/fulldisclosure/2006/Feb/0004.html
10. http://media.ebaumsworld.com/wmv/holdinitdown.wmv
11. http://www.phenoelit.de/

bagofpeppers (2006-02-03 10:54:32)
hold on, be strong. i’m a comin’ your way tonight/
imnotsatan (2006-02-03 12:26:40)
Oi, love, an LJ cut needs to come on with the quickness.
dankamongmen (2006-02-03 14:09:28)
heh, i was wondering how long that’d be allowed to go on without comment :D. so let it be written, so let it be done!
blackoutdaddy (2006-02-03 12:27:52)
aint that about a bitch, the one guy in Sierre leone that has a computer and it has a virus
dankamongmen (2006-02-03 14:13:09)
LOL, that was an excellent observation, Andy! Fuck Sierra Leone!
sexion8 (2006-02-03 17:11:27)
Your post is filled with non-sensical goodness as per usual, but you know what? YOU SO TOTALLY WIN AT LJ
ENTRY TITLES. I’m wracked with laughery.
dankamongmen (2006-02-04 11:41:30)
[blush] thanks darling! enjoy the inspiration: [1]gg allin - i kill everything i fuck
1. http://www.gehennom.net/~dank/gg%20allin%20-%20i%20kill%20everything%20i%20fuck.mp3

sid icarus (2006-02-17 08:43:10)
He once found a great Halloween (I assume) picture where one hottie was wearing a shirt that said ”I kill everything
I fuck” and her girlfriend’s shirt said ”I fuck everything I kill.”
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bag it, tag it, sell it to the butcher in the store, execute it, compute it, pipe it
on through more (2006-02-03 23:24) - snide! - friends

Music: mf doom - the doomilation - the mic sounds nice

From washingtonpost.com, Brian Krebs writes a mildly [1]scathing
column regarding Nyxem.E, including this absolutely priceless gem:
Now, granted, "CME 24" isn’t nearly as memorable as the other names
this threat earned, such as "MyWife" or "Kama Sutra," but again
we’re talking more about ways to help the security community
rapidly identify these threats. Most anti-virus customers don’t
care what a threat is called. They simply expect it to be flagged
and summarily executed.
NO TIME TO INSPECT THIS CODE, JUST FLAG IT, ROLL IT, RUN IT (that’s
gangsta)! Rusty razor blades? I wanna stick my balls in it! Hrmm, 2324
EST...will our hero and his punk rock girl escape into the night?
slack slack slack, who knows? [goodnews.jpg]

1. http://blogs.washingtonpost.com/securityfix/2006/02/virus_naming_st.html

zra (2006-02-03 23:28:57)
AWESOME SUBJECT LINE EVEN MORE AWESOME GRAPHIC
dankamongmen (2008-06-12 05:09:30)
man i haven’t talked to you in forever. i miss you and the girl!
thirdkraytwin (2006-02-04 05:52:35)
God. These thick n fast modern manifestations with the dots in the names are just so effing boring. It’s a bit like
reading the attrition mirror after 1997.

3.2.6

the nsa: not above a bit of the nmappage (2006-02-04 18:44) - lolz on you, nsa! - friends

Music: green day - insomniac - brain stew

From the [1]nmap-devel mailing list, [2]Fyodor (the Great) highlights
a recent [3]press release showing Bush touring the NSA. Check out the
"recent tools" and "recent IDS signatures" sign hanging up behind him:
nmap, ethereal, kismet, cain&abel, metasploit, nessus, snort....it’s
good to know a little bit of [4]my code is running on NSA machines :D.
Click for a larger image. [5][bushnsa_nmapcrop_287x130.jpg]
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recent, great, short read: [6]”unix as literature”
1. http://seclists.org/lists/nmap-dev/2006/Jan-Mar/index.html
2. http://www.insecure.org/myworld.html
3. http://seclists.org/lists/nmap-dev/2006/Jan-Mar/0150.html
4. http://www.ethereal.com/lists/ethereal-users/200402/msg00153.html
5. http://www.insecure.org/nmap/images/bushnsa
6. http://www.rap.ucar.edu/staff/tres/elements.html

catches sars (2006-02-04 17:18:38)
i made muddy buddies tonight, if you are familiar with that snack.
phatjoe (2006-02-04 20:14:35)
I uncharitably imagined a variation on the old Charles Atlas ads: ”Those senior engineers will never kick sand in my
face again.” i lol’d /joe

3.2.7

a found an island in your arms, a country in your eyes (2006-02-05 19:36) - on the
move - friends

Music: gong - you - you never blow yr trip forever

critical updates regarding the danklife: it appears likely ( 75 %) that I’ll be moving in with [ LJ User: zra
] sometime in March, over on [1]Myrtle & 3rd within easy walking distance from the mighty Highlander. I
should be getting my license Tuesday, and also attending the 22nd of my 26 anger management classes –
the first week of March, I’ll have my last court date and can put all this nonsense behind me. [2]1016 Lofts
would be a possibility if Plan Z fell through, with the chance to import a [ LJ User: killerpoptart ]. My
[3]fluke has been delivered, and soon I shall engage in dark acts of electriciteering. Huzzah!
1. http://atlanta.craigslist.org/roo/131449713.html
2. http://www.archstoneapartments.com/Apartments/Georgia/Atlanta/1016+Lofts/?cid=ALT
3. http://cableorganizer.com/fluke-networks/fluke-multimeter.htm

nerotica (2006-02-05 19:40:35)
word up to the ex #atlrave-ers
zra (2006-02-05 20:18:05)
HELL YES
nerotica (2006-02-05 21:00:35)
i befriend you!
zra (2006-02-06 00:27:29)
YA!
zra (2006-02-05 20:18:14)
was nick an atlraver?
nerotica (2006-02-05 21:01:07)
no. i just thought it was funny that you were going to be roommates with him since you were.. and i was..
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zra (2006-02-06 00:27:11)
i figured that was it, but asked nonetheless
nerotica (2006-02-06 07:05:01)
nods* that is certainly something worth knowing! heh. now my question is: had i said yes, would that immediately
and forever negatively impact your opinion of him? ;p
zra (2006-02-06 08:08:50)
ha, no of course not. i am still tight with a lot of the ex atlrave crew.
nerotica (2006-02-06 08:11:21)
excellent. it would be pretty funny if he were though.
zra (2006-02-06 08:26:26)
ha, no doubt
killerpoptart (2006-02-06 08:41:32)
your smaller doggie is teh cuteness! nick showed me pics after you left last night. we will be friends now, yes?
zra (2006-02-06 11:31:50)
he is very cute and when he gets excited, he spins around! yes, let’s be friends.
zra (2006-02-05 20:17:38)
ha. i put the odds at 90 % after our most recent aim conversation following the meeting.
hillarybliss (2006-02-05 20:20:17)
are the 1016 lofts the same place that Bryan Kennedy and Gash lived that used to be called Alta West (across the
street from the Humane Society?) Those were pretty bitchin’.
dankamongmen (2006-02-05 20:29:19)
yes and they have the greatest treasure of all, TREMENDOUS BANDWIDTH
blackbox42 (2006-02-08 15:07:24)
How much bandwidth and do you have to pay for it?

3.2.8

agile development meets thermonuclear weapon design (2006-02-10 05:52) - working
so very much lately - friends

Music: n. w. h. - fear of a black hat - wear yo hat (buried & bald)

The [1]Oakland Tribune of all places brings us a heartwarming tale of weapons designers realizing they’re
no longer little girls; they’re little women. If you look with the right eyes, you’ll grok that this is mere
application of [2]agile development to [3]holocaust engineering – all the goodness is there: [4]”Complexity is
Bugs”, [5]YAGNI, [6]optimize later, etc. It reminded me of [ LJ User: nisroc ]. Ahhh, I do miss zeee Reflex,
but only in my very rare spare time.
I’ve been on a mad accumulation spree regarding RSS feeds and authoritative online references (two very
different spaces). This weekend, I hope very much to sit down, adapt fetchmail to RSS/Atom (or better yet,
find a tool that already does such a thing), use some web crawling/tokenizing API not yet known to me to
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construct an auto-serializer for other important sites, and then start feeding all of this web bullshit plus my
email into a local NNTP feed. Ahh, there’s beatific delight to be had in using modern technology to strip
the nasty web down into an early 90’s-style usenet feed, read with [7]slrn(1) like [8]Cerf meant it to be.
awwww, shit. from that [9]optimize later reference:

Code written in assembler or C is almost impossible to maintain. Code written in scripting
languages is dog-slow. But you can combine the two, and you can profile the dog-slow scripts to
find out where the bottlenecks are.

egads, what a gormless asswit! ”Code written in assembler or C?” what’s up with that (aside from pedantic
issues regarding assembly vs assembler)? ”...I was either asleep, or smashing my own testicles with a spiked
hammer...good times no matter whichwise!” I’d make the standard unqualified assertions regarding any
language’s variance in readability/writability as a function of programmer, but instead let me suggest all
professional systems programmers read [10]Hanson 96, and experience afresh the numbingly raw power felt
upon first grokking our [11]Old Grey Mare – KnFnR4life!

1. http://www.insidebayarea.com/oaklandtribune/localnews/ci_3480733
2. http://www.cenqua.com/pairon/
3. http://nuclearweaponarchive.org/Nwfaq/Nfaq4.html
4. http://c2.com/cgi/wiki?ComplexityIsBugs
5. http://xp.c2.com/YouArentGonnaNeedIt.html
6. http://c2.com/cgi/wiki?OptimizeLater
7. http://www.slrn.org/
8. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vint_Cerf
9. http://c2.com/cgi/wiki?OptimizeLater
10.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0201498413/sr=8-1/qid=1139571420/ref=pd_bbs_1/002-4532623-4094412?

_encoding=UTF8r
11. http://cm.bell-labs.com/cm/cs/cbook/

samildanach (2006-02-10 11:05:44)
and then start feeding all of this web bullshit plus my email into a local NNTP feed That would be brilliant. I’ve been
meaning to make time to write such a thing for two years now.
sid icarus (2006-02-10 16:00:11)
You gonna reduce everything to plain-text? You gonna read your friends list via NNTP?
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May you go marching in three measure time, dressed up as asses, drunk to the
nines (2006-02-11 03:54) - alas, zorn! poor squidfolk - friends

[1]
1. http://www.sfgate.com/n/pictures/2006/02/09/squid8.jpg

thirdkraytwin (2006-02-11 04:51:18)
source?
rare books (2006-02-11 08:01:44)
Poor squidies. I always feel unnecessarily bad for washed-up sea life.
subcultured (2006-02-11 09:26:30)
wow
sexion8 (2006-02-11 12:46:44)
It’s a Cthulhu sacrifice! He is RISEN!
oldname (2006-02-11 23:32:58)
I! I! Cthulhu fhtaghn!

3.2.10

mutilated lips give a kiss on the wrist of the wormlike tips of tentacles expanding
in my mind (2006-02-11 21:21) - scenesterish - friends

Music: white zombie - airheads soundtrack - feed the gods

ahh, I think after quickly proving a few aspects about event space coverage of a testing tool I recently put
together at work, we’ll be submitting it to [1]CEAS 2006. It’s looking as if, not counting things like this that
may or may not happen, I’ll be headed to California five times this year to kick the asses of our West Coast
researchers...it’ll be fun to go crash around with [ LJ User: spoonless ] and [ LJ User: chefataraxia ] (one of
you had better have a prescription by the time I arrive), maybe meet the elusive [ LJ User: jadesev ], and
perhaps even head north to catch up with [ LJ User: evgnyg ], [ LJ User: cbradfield ], [ LJ User: jsw ], [ LJ
User: yuna ], meet [ LJ User: kierah ] (who I missed in Atlanta, fuck!), and generally cause trouble on the
other side of this Destiny, Manifested...
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super-secret-ATL-security-scene rumors! there’s, to my knowledge and in my opinion, one fellow in Georgia
who slings infosec code at a level higher than Your Humble Narrator ([2]Robert Graham, after all, by all accounts has given up on coding to pursue RC car racing and other such affections of middle-aged whitehatters
who got out of the game). a little birdie says he may be considering alternative employ with another Atlanta
security game powerhouse....very interesting!!! it’d be a fascinating partnership were we to work together,
mmmmmmmmmmmmm.
blackhat fun: some asshole jumped onto the particular wireless network I’ve an affection for using (until
the movein with [ LJ User: zra ], with whom I signed the lease today, w00t!), and dropped in his bittorrents
like the Wehrmacht crashing across Leopold III’s treacherous Belgium on the way down across the Albert
Canal and, in a fury, over and through the Ardennes like advancing anthorde...but this isn’t May 10th, his
machine wasn’t named Fall Gelb and Reynaud can blow me. 3 seconds and a cloud of ARP later, I began
lessons in courtesy among thieves. I don’t think he’ll attach to that ESSID again ˆ
ˆ. Don’t shit in the woods, I LIVE HERE!
1. http://www.ceas.cc/
2. http://www.ticm.com/kb/faq/idsfaq.html#0

cbradfield (2006-02-11 19:46:45)
Nothing like informing someone’s machine that their gateway’s ethernet address is now DE:AD:BE:EF:42:42:42:42
T’would be cool to chill up in the land of no sun! I keep missing you every time I am in ATL.
rusty42 (2006-02-11 20:15:32)
i think that MAC address has a few too many bits in it.
cbradfield (2006-02-12 01:45:05)
hangs head in shame* that was supposed to be six.
dankamongmen (2006-02-11 21:03:03)
bah, if I’m sufficiently irritated to smite chum, he’s learning the value of integrity assurance via strong crypto. proxy
ARP to establish man-in-the-middling is merely the gate to the Road of NFQUEUE and nfnetlink queue.ko, where
userspace takes over operation: mindfuck.
cbradfield (2006-02-12 02:02:33)
I don’t think I get that irritated. I’m just too lazy.
dankamongmen (2006-02-12 13:25:37)
but
that’s
how
it
goes...when
you
stuck fuck outta luck, and lost in the ghetto. http://www.sing365.com/music/lyric.nsf/Calling-All-Zones-lyricsYing -Yang-Twins/81A7F70157966CC948256DB10014254F
chefataraxia (2006-02-11 20:27:03)
I’m at Cornell University. Which is in Ithaca, New York. The goddamndest best Food Science program this side
of Valhalla. I have the business card of someone who can help you out though... he runs a shop on geary in San
Francisco. Tentative arrangements are being made to fly to Atlanta for Spring Break. I do miss you guys!
angry user (2006-02-12 07:02:11)
congrats on the new lease and all. Can’t wait to see what the place looks like (and to meet ). Lori and I spent
yesterday as we shall spend today: Driving around looking at houses to buy, likely only to get home and find that,
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once again, all of our favorites are already under contract. But, with a bit of luck, we’ll finally find something available
and move sometime in March.
spoonless (2006-02-12 16:49:49)
it’ll be fun to go crash around with [info]spoonless and [info]chefataraxia (one of you had better have a prescription
by the time I arrive) Where in Cali are you headed? (And when?) I’d be happy to hook you up with the essentials
(food, shelter, and dank?) if you come by Santa Cruz. It’s a bit out of the way from most of the stuff in the SF Bay
and silicon valley area, but quite beautiful and the people are righteous.

3.2.11

Nothing is too heavy to be knocked on its ass, and everything is cool, baby.
(2006-02-14 01:15) - serendipitous - friends

Music: muse - absolution - stockholm syndrome

After death, [James Joyce] met Yeats on the fifth plane and said, ”Sir, I am now willing to learn from you,
since you appear to have been right about Death after all.” Yeats replied, ”Not at all. You’re dreaming this.”
The remark so vexed Joyce that he immediately sought reincarnation (the fifth plane was full of mystics like
Yeats and George Russell and Madame Blavatski, and Joyce knew his rational Aristotelian sensibility would
be constantly abused by further conversation with them), entered the womb of Elizabeth Mullins of Vernon,
New Jersey, October 11, 1942, and was aborted December 10, 1942. Entered the womb of Rachel Stein
of Ingolstadt, January 18, 1943, and was gassed with her, one month before birth was due, at Auschwitz,
September 1, 1943. Thereafter, he retired to a monastery on the sixth plane and wrote his funniest, most
bitter book. Parts of it, which he has been transmitting ever since, have been picked up by mediums on the
six continents, all of whom assumed they were flipping out and refused to transcribe it. - [1]appendix nun
i haven’t partied in almost a month. this friday, i’m getting tore the fuck up. who’s with me?
1. http://kamita.com/misc/illuminatus/illuminatus.html#_RWTOC-34

bagofpeppers (2006-02-14 06:26:55)
I could probably be convinced to get my drink on, and so forth.
zbtron (2006-02-14 12:11:13)
if i dont go spelunking

3.2.12

I AM ALL THAT IS MAN (2006-02-15 09:34) - delighted - friends

Music: outkast - aquemini - the return of tha ’g’

Let me take a break from the typical talk about bitches & switches & hoes & clothes & weed, let’s talk about
time travelin’ rhyme javelin somethin’ mind unravelin’ get DOWN, return of the gangsta thanks ta’ them
niggas who got them kids, who got enough to buy an ounce, but not enough to bounce them kids to the zoo
or to the park so they grow up in the dark never seein’ light so they end up being like yo’ sorry ass, robbin’
niggas in broad ass daylight get DOWN, for a geeky moment of triple-w00t pride:
auto bcm
iface bcm inet manual
wireless-mode managed
pre-up /usr/local/sbin/add_sta bcm sta0 && \
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/sbin/ip l s wlan0.11 up && /sbin/ip l s sta0 up && \
/usr/local/sbin/wpa_supplicant -B -dd -c \
/usr/local/etc/wpa_supplicant.conf -D dscape -i sta0

&& \
/sbin/dhclient3 sta0
HELLS YEAH, that’s me finally driving the Krautastic [1]berlios.de bcm43xx driver + [2]devicescape
ieee802.11 softstack (using 4k kernel stacks, to boot – fuck ndiswrapper!).
bcm43xx d80211: Chip ID 0x4318, rev 0x2
bcm43xx d80211: Number of cores: 4
bcm43xx d80211: Core 0: ID 0x800, rev 0xd, vendor 0x4243, enabled
bcm43xx d80211: Core 1: ID 0x812, rev 0x9, vendor 0x4243, disabled
bcm43xx d80211: Core 2: ID 0x804, rev 0xc, vendor 0x4243, enabled
bcm43xx d80211: Core 3: ID 0x80d, rev 0x7, vendor 0x4243, enabled
bcm43xx d80211: PHY connected
bcm43xx d80211: Detected PHY: Version: 3, Type 2, Revision 7
bcm43xx d80211: Detected Radio: ID: 8205017f (Manuf: 17f Ver: 2050 Rev: 8)
bcm43xx d80211: Radio turned off
bcm43xx d80211: Radio turned off
sta0: using STA entry 0
sta0: MAC address 00:14:a4:11:b2:d5
bcm43xx d80211: PHY connected
bcm43xx d80211: Radio turned on
bcm43xx d80211: Chip initialized
bcm43xx d80211:
ASSERTION FAILED (0) at:
drivers/net/wireless/bcm43xx-d80211/bcm43xx
main.c:2841:bcm43xx gen bssid()
bcm43xx d80211: DMA initialized
bcm43xx d80211: 80211 cores initialized
bcm43xx d80211: Keys cleared
wlan0.11: Does not support passive scan, disabled
bcm43xx d80211: TODO: Incomplete code in bcm43xx set iwmode() at drivers/net/wireless/bcm43xxd80211/bcm43xx main.c:2387
sta0: Initial auth alg=0
sta0: starting scan
sta0: scan completed
sta0: Initial auth alg=0
sta0: authenticate with AP 00:13:10:23:2d:36
sta0: RX authentication from 00:13:10:23:2d:36 (alg=0 transaction=2 status=0)
sta0: authenticated
sta0: associate with AP 00:13:10:23:2d:36
sta0: RX AssocResp from 00:13:10:23:2d:36 (capab=0x5 status=0 aid=6)
sta0: associated
save the firmware, it’s an all-open implementation of the k-krappy [3]air force one bcm4318. FUCK BROADCOM, first for their godawfully-shitty tigon3 gige-until-you-hit-800Mb/s-jankware and most recently this.
huzzah, open source!
1. http://bcm43xx.berlios.de/
2. http://www.devicescape.com/docs/swc/doxygen/html/driver_wrapper.html
3. http://linux-bcom4301.sourceforge.net/go/progress
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catches sars (2006-02-15 13:56:51)
huzzah open source. huzzah indeed.
foole (2006-02-15 19:14:04)
Feel free to send any complaints to 4375 River Green Parkway, Duluth, GA 30096. If not mistaken, they have a WAP
at that location...

3.2.13

first i assassinate him, then i cremate him, then i take all of his fuckin’ ashes
and evaporate ’em (2006-02-17 00:36) - hard-workin’ dankling - public

Music: sunny day real estate - duary - seven

To the good folk of deluxe-checks.com:
I applaud your commitment to America’s second-to-none state university systems and also to a pleasant,
intuitive user experience. I note that you’ve recently added the University [sic] of Georgia to your selection
of ”Collegiate Checks”, perhaps at the expense of the (unfeatured) Georgia Institute of Technology.
I must admit your selection process confounds me. While the unsoaped, herpes-riddled femcows of Athens
are hordelike in number, their purchasing power falls off even before considering their ratty, unkempt broods’
drain on disposable income: one survey places the average GT grad’s salary at a muscular $144,318 compared to UGA’s $75,000 [0]. Besides, if you were going by number of raw students, why would you include
barren Oklahoma State or shitty shitty Notre Dame, American vanguard of the blasphemous Catholic Pope?
Athletic followings tell no tale – despite being a gang of SEC damncheaters, UGA’s wrung only 2 recognized
national championships out of their motley crew of hoodlums, gangbangers and animal husbandrists. Georgia Tech’s proud engineers hold a recognized 4, and several more partial championships [1]. Musical heritage
and cultural impact of the surrounding area? Atlanta, the ”New Motel of the South” or ”New Motown”,
has brought you the 1996 Olympics, the 1996 Olympic Pipe Bombing, Gone With the Wind, TLC, CNN,
Goodie Mob, Gladys Knight, Lil’ Jon, Whitney Houston, and the motherfuckin’ Outkast – not to mention
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. While I’ll credit Athens for the B-52’s and Sound Tribe Sector 9, REM makes
me want to kill people on GA-400 and Michael Stipe is an asshole. Let’s be honest about Widespread Panic,
please – they’ve never at their highest hit the low plateau Phish settled on at the end.
Do you know what Sherman the Destroyer did after burning Atlanta, the heart of the southern rebellion, on
his March to the Sea? He took a long look at Athens, the Cesspool of the South, and to quote Wikipedia,
”largely ignored it”, instead electing to visit Savannah for the St. Patrick’s Day parade. The man burned
Tara to the fucking ground and he couldn’t get up enough of a hard-on for Athens to piss at it.
These people elected Hitler, and they killed Jesus! And finally, YOU’RE AN ONLINE CHECK COMPANY. UGA’s finest are lucky if they can read past the end of the beer menu; they’re not exactly ”computer
literate” in the large.
I’m afraid I’ll be ordering no cheques today, as you’re also lacking any Wu-Tang Killer Bees swag.
Your friend in rigor, Nick Black
[0] http://www.studentsreview.com/GA
[1] http://www.cfbdatawarehouse.com/data/national championships/nchamps team.php
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[2] http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Athens, Georgia
mac finn (2006-02-16 22:32:33)
RIGOR!
wishmonster (2006-02-16 22:36:15)
I hope you actually sent this. It’s hilarious. I particularly enjoyed your mention of the 1996 Olympic Pipe Bombing.
zra (2006-02-16 22:43:04)
IAWTC
dankamongmen (2006-02-16 22:52:08)
Olympics in Atlanta without a pipe bombing? That’d be like a day without sunshine, or like an abortionarium in
Alabama without a pipe bombing!
dj ricecake (2006-02-17 06:41:57)
joeyv(”That’s like school on a Saturday... no class.”);
zra (2006-02-16 22:42:43)
very well said, excellent documentation
ex candodgeb32 (2006-02-17 02:16:09)
Funniest thing I have read in ages. Well played, sir! Well played.
dankamongmen (2006-02-17 15:50:02)
thank you very much! you’re overly kind. you disabled comments to it, but your post of a fortnight or so back
regarding cervix uteri most cursed was tremendously fascinating.
ex candodgeb32 (2006-02-17 17:38:31)
Hahahaa... not too emo? I worry.
sexion8 (2006-02-17 05:25:18)
Michael Stipe is an asshole. Wish someone would pipe bomb one of his concerts.
rare books (2006-02-17 06:39:10)
Nicely put.

3.2.14

talk shit I’ll lift em up off they toes (with a streetsweeper) regulatin quarters,
and keys, and o’s (2006-02-19 06:55) - i am the day after yesterday! - friends

Music: do or die & twista - po’ pimp

The dinner guests this evening, for instance, included an inscrutable Japanese monk, a very
scrutable German novelist, a famous Swedish film director, three French philosophers, a Swiss
theologian, two English neurologists, an Austrian psychiatrist, Francois Loup-Garou himself, and
four goats. The goats had been brought to the party by Loup-Garou, who was working hard
at promoting Neo-Surrealisme by establishing himself as a newsworthy eccentric. ”The goats go
everywhere with me,” he said firmly at the door. ”They are a reminder of our earthy roots.” It
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wasn’t nearly as good as de Nerval walking a lobster on the boulevard, but it did get into a few
newspapers the next day; and, after the effect had been established, Loup-Garou genially agreed
to having the goats housed in the pantry during dinner.
As the guests settled themselves at the table, one of the English neurologists, Dr. Axon-a jovial,
red-cheeked man who probably hunted as a hobby-asked Dr. Carter, ”Does your theory actually
propose that there are real tangible universes on all sides of us in hyperspace?” ”In superspace,”
Carter corrected genially. ”Yay-us,” he added blandly. ”There are millions of such universes. Or
to be more precise, there are about 10ˆ100 of them. Ah only refer to possible universes,” he
explained quickly, lest anybody think his theory was extravagant.
”Some more wine heah,” Carter’s brother said loudly. ”Ah think you’ve had enough, Bill-uh,”
Carter muttered in an undertone. ”Some MORE WINE heah,” Carter’s brother repeated. ”Then
there are universes in which I was never born.” Dr. Axon pursued his own line of thought.
”It’s like the Buddhist concept of karma,” the Swedish film director said. ”We all get to play every
role, somewhere in hyperspace.” ”Superspace,” Carter corrected again.
”Then there’s a universe where Kennedy is a physicist,” the other neurologist remarked, ”and
you’re President of Unistat.” ”Well”, Carter said with his genial smile, ”ah hope ah could get
along with the people who run the country. What do they call themselves-the Triangular Connection?”
”... the Second Oswald ... in Hong Kong ...” somebody was muttering at the other end of the
table.
”In some universe maybe Schiller didn’t write Faust at all...I don’t care whether this theory is true
or not,” the German novelist pronounced. ”As a metaphor, it is perfect. We all live in parallel
universes. I am Faust in my universe, and the rest of you are all extras or walk-ons. But each of
you is Faust in his universe, and I am an extra-maybe just a spear carrier.”
”I have written a poem commemorating your great discovery,” Francois Loup-Garou told Dr.
Carter, hacking his way into a pause in the conversation.
”A poem about me? In French?” Carter was enthused. ”Ah love French poetry, especially RAMBOW.”
”No,” Loup-Garou said, ”in your honor, I have written it in English.” Actually, he had written it
in English to get even with T. S. Eliot, who had written a few rondels in French...Nobody understood this except Dr. Carter himself, but he was so moved that his eyes watered a bit. ”Ahm
honored,” he kept saying, shaking his head. ”To have a poem written about me by a French artist
in English....”
But at this point the chef exploded into the room, haggard and wild-eyed. ”The goats!” he
cried. ”They march!”
And indeed it was true; the goats had gotten out of the pantry. It took ten minutes, and a great
deal of exertion for both the house staff and the guests, before the animals were rounded up and
herded back to captivity.
Everybody was breathing a bit heavily by then, and the Austrian psychiatrist muttered something about ”artistic temperament,” which Loup-Garou unfortunately overheard.
”There is nothing esoteric about the artistic temperament,” he replied, flatly and dogmatically.
”The real mystery-and the tragedy of humanity-is that so many lack esthetic sensibility. I sometimes believe the legend that there are robots among us, passing themselves off as human beings.”
”That’s absurd,” Dr. Axon said. ”If I were to claim that everybody should be a neurologist, you
would all quite properly regard that as an eccentricity. Yet when an artist says we should all
be artists, we are apt to agree, a bit sheepishly. And if a religious person says we should all be
religious, we not only agree, but feel a bit guilty about our shortcomings in that department.
Well, I’ve never had an artistic or religious impulse in my life, and I’m not ashamed of the fact.”
”Research is your art and your religion,” said the Japanese monk, speaking for the first time.
”What a person truly is, in any universe, is the Buddha Nature,” he added blandly. He knew
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that he existed in this continuum only to make that one Dharma revelation, so he immediately
resumed his impassive silence.
”What do you think, Dr. Axon,” Loup-Garou asked rhetorically, ”if only a few people had sex in
their lives, and the majority were, not merely ascetics, but simply unaware of sex-deaf, dumb,
and blind to the erotic side of life? Would you not think that was at least a little bit odd, a
symptom, perhaps, of some pathology? ArrrrrrrrrghH!”
And the chef arrived from the kitchen, exasperated as only a French chef can be exasperated.
”The goats!” he cried. ”Once again it is that they march!”
But Loup-Garou was still going ”arrrgh,” like a man with the death rattle. ”It’s nothing-nothing,”
Loup-Garou gasped. ”Just a touch of heartburn.” He was still in shock, thinking it might be a
hallucination. But if you were naive enough to talk about hallucinations, the results might be
rubber sheets, electroshock, windows with bars on them.
”The goats,” the chef repeated, with emphasis. ”They will not be governed. They march
again, I tell you!”
Billy began to sing, off key:
Four goats and ME,
They came to TEA,
They came to STAY,
They stayed all DAY,
Oh, my! Oh, me!
Four goats and ME!
At this point he fell face down in his Lobster Newburg.
”Bill-uh isn’t accustomed to fine French wines,” Dr. Carter said, his genial smile beginning to
look just a bit forced.
Moving out in less than two weeks means that when one’s absentminded pacings of the night result in a bong
being upended, there’s only a smile...and you peel another navel orange. What a shithole I’ll be leaving. I’m
nervous about the reduction in roomspace – I’ll be going from 15x20 to about 15x12, iirc. I’ll have to put
some books in the living room or they’ll dominate my adytum quite uncomfortably. Ugh, moving 2500+
books from my subterranean spodcave up, across the [1]KONNEKTOR (make the sign of the T here), and
down into the new place: [2]googlemap 7off [3]googlemap 4off [4]google 1off – we’re immediately to the right
of the pointer in that last one.
Actually, Roosevelt kept before him, every time he spoke on radio, a large sign with a wise saying attributed to the man who won the Bad Ass Hog Calling Contest in 1923. The sign said:
YOU’VE GOT TO HAVE APPEAL AS WELL AS POWER IN YOUR VOICE. YOU MUST
CONVINCE THE SWINE THAT YOU HAVE SOMETHING FOR THEM.
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Downtown_Connector
2.

http://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&hl=en&q=Myrtle+St+NE+%26+3rd+St+NE,+Atlanta,+GA+30308&t=h&ll=33.771728,

-84.324875&spn=0.146405,0.342636&t=h
3.

http://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&hl=en&q=Myrtle+St+NE+%26+3rd+St+NE,+Atlanta,+GA+30308&t=h&ll=33.773154,

-84.37324&spn=0.0183,0.04283&t=h
4.

http://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&hl=en&q=Myrtle+St+NE+%26+3rd+St+NE,+Atlanta,+GA+30308&t=h&ll=33.773342,

-84.379308&spn=0.002288,0.005354&t=h
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zra (2006-02-19 08:06:17)
btw, if you need to utilize my truck for some loads of books, i can be of assistance if your schedule is flexible.
angry user (2006-02-19 16:34:23)
I hope this isn’t a bit presumptuous, but I’m going to go ahead and add you (I’m with you on about every post you
make to various communities, so why not). Hit my journal up (or make a post) if you need some help moving. Nick’ll
get the same ”need help?” request, but will forget. I’ll get him back when I move next month.
zra (2006-02-19 18:58:12) added
righteous, thanks!
coleoptera (2006-02-19 09:18:59)
You want a hand moving? I have a lot of time on my hands right now. BLock of Wednesday night! Duke/Tech game!

3.2.15

holy mother of god, best spelling bee blog ever (2006-02-19 08:41) - esemplastic
spelltastic - friends

READ TOGETHER WITH ME TODAY: I found this 5 minutes ago looking for usages of ”esemplastic”; it
promises to be full of delight, or at least free robot sex. [1]”Beginning today, and continuing for the
next two months, I hope, I will post daily columns as I prepare for the National Senior Spelling
Bee on June 18, 2005 in Cheyenne, WY....” It’s better so far than Spellbound, and Spellbound was
phenomenal.

1. http://www.willamette.edu/~blong/SpellersDiary/GettingStarted.html

angra (2006-02-19 07:27:04)
Interestingly enough, you missed the Atlanta Orthagrapher’s Open Meet just last night.
dankamongmen (2006-02-19 18:10:12)
I had no idea such a thing existed :(.
angra (2006-02-19 20:40:02)
3rd saturday in February, 7pm, Manuel’s Tavern. Take a waysgoose this fall to prepare.
zra (2006-02-19 08:03:52)
hahaha
sexion8 (2006-02-19 09:31:48)
And of course now I am determined to work ”anonymuncule” into a conversation at the earliest opportunity.

3.2.16

i don’t cry when my dog runs away, i don’t get angry at the bills i have to pay
(2006-02-20 18:17) - tomorrow is another day! - friends

Music: jay-z - the black album - my first song

Ahhh, how pleasant. It would appear that between losing my wallet two weeks ago and last week’s admission
of defeat and cancellation of cards, $2k was sucked out of my bank account. How irritating it is to go to
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the bank with intentions of withdrawing $480, for admittedly nefarious purposes, and instead discover one
has $-835! Aside from the pure financial loss, it meant turning around and walking the twenty-five minutes
back home in a perplexed discomfiture, and of course looking like an asshole when I did return and business
came due. Sigh...it’ll be rather frustrating to be cashless for eight days, and I’ll have to withdraw from my
MMA to cover the negative balance. Then again, whoever found my wallet and had nothing better to do
with their time than front with my debit card probably needs that money much more than I do.
What a blessing it is to be able to cover such an incident with one’s MMA, as opposed to raising one’s
arms heavenward and pleading for this cup to pass! What a wonderful life it is to have friends, lovers and
colleagues who are in a position to open their hearts and pursestrings! How soothing it is to be surrounded
by books unread, books calling for a deeper read, books forgotten after they absorbed and blocked out their
own spill of shittiness years ago, books that meld and swirl and combine to weave so much of my mind’s
eye’s own tangled tapestry! How empowering it is to stand tall, square one’s shoulders, take inventory of
an explosively penetrating brain bound by youth to a still-armipotent body, gaze out the window over a
freshly-misted Atlanta and belt out, ”I got 99 problems but this life ain’t one.”
It’s my life - it’s my pain and my struggle the song that I sing to you it’s my ev-ery-thing
Treat my first like my last, and my last like my first and my thirst is the same as when I came
It’s my joy and my tears and the laughter it brings to me it’s my ev-ery-thing
Treat my first like my last, and my last like my first and my thirst is the same as when I came
If you ever hear me whining, do bitchslap me. Never has so much been given to one who’s done so little.
btw, all c++ fanatics in the room: [1]Lambda the Ultimate recently posted two must-read links: Dos
Reis & Stroustrup’s [2]”Specifying C++ Concepts” from [3]POPL 2006 (also check out [4]this, [5]this and of
course [6]this – lots of fine papers from POPL06!), and Bjarne’s own [7]”A Brief Look at C++ 0x”. Exciting
times!
1. http://lambda-the-ultimate.org/
2. http://www.research.att.com/~bs/popl06.pdf
3. http://www.cs.princeton.edu/~dpw/popl/06/
4. http://www.comp.nus.edu.sg/~sulzmann/popl06-eadt.pdf
5. http://www.st.informatik.tu-darmstadt.de/database/publications/data/popl06-virtualclasses.pdf?id=139
6. http://www.soe.ucsc.edu/~cormac/papers/popl06-hybrid.ps
7. http://www.artima.com/cppsource/cpp0x.html

catches sars (2006-02-20 16:32:53)
If you ever hear me whining, do bitchslap me. Never has so much been given to one who’s done so little. i hear ya.
chocolat delux (2006-02-20 18:17:30)
Great outlook man. Approaching drama like that makes it go by SO much faster.
ajju (2006-02-20 18:58:02) Wow
If I didn’t know you, I would’ve bet you’re Buddhist. What is MMA by the way? The only thing related to monetary
affairs that brings up on Wikipedia is the Maldives Monetary Authority - Offshore accounts in Maldives! :)
dankamongmen (2006-02-20 20:57:05) Re: Wow
Money Market Account or MMDA (money market demand account) – it’s a higher-interest savings account with a
few more restrictions on # of withdraws per month, etc. It differs from MMF (Money Market Funds) in that it enjoys
FDIC insurance against bank insolvency. MMF’s can also technically lose money, while an MMA can’t; both are
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based in money market securities (short-term high-class debts). Let me do you a favor and pass along the same book
[ LJ User: angra ]thankfully advised I pick up some 5(?) years ago: http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0684872617/sr=8-1/qid=1140497276/re f=pd bbs 1/002-4532623-4094412? %5Fencoding=UTF8 I’ve loaned it to over a
dozen friends, and they’ve all loved it, too. It’s about a 45-minute read, but it’s probably resulted in a + $20K delta
over decisions I’d otherwise have made. Not a bad ROI. and thanks!
cbradfield (2006-02-21 00:41:06)
Thanks for the concepts paper. At last we may get away from TypeTraits type of hackery to, with limited effectiveness,
specify policy in a template world. I’ve always found this lack of specification very anoying. I’m glad Bjarne did too.
zbtron (2006-02-21 03:10:25)
you’re right. infosec kids are way overpaid.
rusty42 (2006-02-21 18:19:12)
i beg to differ. petroleum engineers are overpaid.

3.2.17

bumblebee stung me stung my brain it stung me 24,000 times it hurts so badly
(2006-02-22 20:56) - scaturient scatomancy - friends

Music: ween - pure guava - the stallion, pt. 3

I finally went and took a look at myspace. I had three words for it: fuck y’all motherfuckers. Insanity.
I’ve put on a disturbing ring of crapulence this winter. It is high time to step out of the wonder that
is Aeron and get back into regular long-distance walking. I took the route home from the Highlander last
Friday via Ponce and then Spring to Williams and up 75 an exit; it was the first time I’d walked multiple
miles in weeks (at a minimum; let’s be honest, it’s probably months) and it felt wondrously salubrious.
Three or more, use a for( ; ; ). When in doubt, cast and shout; I stumbled upon this ruthless timesaver
today while modifying my SMTP rolling death machine:
tpx->stack = tn.pushdown;
if(ret < 0){
free_smtp_expectpair(lc,&epair);
}else{
smtp_expectpair **prev = // zounds!
&((smtp_conversation
*)tpx->stack->container)->expectpairs;
while(*prev){
prev = &(*prev)->next;
}
*prev = epair;
}
return ret;
trust not a man who’s rich in flax; his morals may be sadly lax. ahh, what grand assaults on readability
arise from such trivial time-saving hackery (with a nod to [1]Mr. Pope)! at least i had the decency to save
a warning for later (aye, the // zounds! is honest reproduction of source) that these were grounds unfit
treadings nonchalant. and heh, i’ve picked up bad habits from [ LJ User: nisroc ]:
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// XXX code smell
if(hop->cliop_type == CLIENTOP_DEMUXE_MFROM_DEF ||
hop->cliop_type == CLIENTOP_DEMUXE_RCPTTO_DEF){
hop->opdata.corpspec = dop->opdata.corpspec;

someone at work today tried to front that I’d swapped the meanings of tornado warnings and tornado
watches, and it absolutely infuriated me. This is the guy who called me out on west coast late 80’s hip-hop
my first day, so I’ve been wary of him. I spun and demanded, ”no, that’s lies balderdash and pernicious
halberdashery and I, good man, am fully fucking aware of the National Weather Service’s taxonomies and
codes as they apply to major meteorological phenomena!” By this time I’d hit up noaa.gov on my laptop
and found [2]sweet authority. Presenting it, I summed up with ”your hippin to the hoppin with Q100’s
synth-rap-jabronie-white-man’s-mexican-restaurant-brittney-spears-du b is all well and good but I’d advise
you get your science from somewhere else.” Wrong has been set to right, and we can merrily engineer our
days away on an equal footing. Damn it feels good to be a scientist.
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alexander_Pope
2. http://www.srh.noaa.gov/ffc/html/swaw06_main.shtml

coleoptera (2006-02-22 18:37:05)
way to represent the atmosphere.
sid icarus (2006-02-22 18:48:12)
I finally went and took a look at myspace. I had three words for it: fuck y’all motherfuckers. Insanity. You’re saying
this on livejournal? That’s like someone from Dalton talking shit about Mississippi.
dankamongmen (2006-02-22 19:07:42)
not only that, but i said the same thing about livejournal three years ago, i’m sure. ahh, so few knew the short-lived
but absolutely nutty http://dank.suburbanjihad.net/blog
angry user (2006-02-22 20:55:27)
please. myspace is like livejournal’s retarded 3 yo stepbrother.
dreamistruth (2006-02-22 18:50:13)
”I finally went and took a look at myspace. I had three words for it: fuck y’all motherfuckers. Insanity.” AMEN!!!
chefataraxia (2006-02-22 18:51:51)
I’ve been looking for a good meteorological primer on the net - do you know of any? I don’t want something that
explains frontal boundaries and tells me the difference between cirrus and cumulus clouds, I’m looking for some hard
core source material on how to interpret the satellite images from GOES and other sources. Nothing would make me
happier than to take the weather interpreters out of the loop and go straight to the source.
coleoptera (2006-02-22 19:12:26)
search for remote sensing.
dankamongmen (2006-02-23 11:14:38)
fantastic; i was hoping you’d have an answer (as I sure as shit didn’t). how go preparations for oregon? your boys
sure kicked the shit out of us last eve :/.
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sexion8 (2006-02-22 19:04:03)
I wouldn’t cyber with anyone on MySpace with my DOG’S keyboard.
modularformsboy (2006-02-22 20:03:44)
That honestly is the best way to smash something onto the end of a linked list, iteratively, in C. Otherwise you have
lots of odd special-casing.
zbtron (2006-02-23 08:56:07)
just like livejournal, there are some really great pages: http://www.myspace.com/zb and some really lame pages:
http://www.myspace.com/starsfellonme and with myspace you can make friends based on how pretty they are. no
one wants ugly friends.
dankamongmen (2006-02-23 11:13:16)
lordy lordy, ain’t that the truth.

3.2.18

what became of the girl I used to hold and held in such high regard where is
the girl who had it all (2006-02-24 12:06) - optimistic - friends

Music: morphine - cure for pain - buena

so much great music recently – NoFX tonight (and it may be possible to see Chick Corea at the Ferst Center
prior to waffle stomping and kicking in of shins at the Masquerade), meat beat manifesto putting on one hell
of a show (from all reports) last night, r garcia tomorrow, and infected mushroom on april 8th! ahhhhhhh!
and beyond that, bonnaroo might just have to happen, if only to see the almighty Oysterhead live (and, god
willing, no other Trey side projects). tickets are more expensive than Manitee au Vin with a side ramekin’s
worth of crème brûlée ex ovM aquilae leucocephalae or baldéaglekream!!! as the Germans know it.
i’m packing my worldly possessions today between compiles, to hopefully move in a blitzkrieg effort tomorrow. this would shatter my most recent moving time, a rock-solid 19 days during which I paid for neither
of two apartments occupied. then, jenn & max’s russian/emory party! i may fly solo this evening, as the [
LJ User: killerpoptart ]came in from partying at around 0830, hallucinating and drunkenly demanding to
be rubbed down with chik-fil-a. where’re my nigs?
sapfu: Surpassing All Previous Fuck-Ups

angry user (2006-02-24 10:06:53)
holy shit. how did I not know NOFX was playing?? I’m there. Do you have tickets already? Now, off to the home
inspection!
chefataraxia (2006-02-24 11:05:26)
Radiohead is also playing at Bonnaroo, which I’m sure you already know. The lineup looks pretty excellent although
I doubt I’ll make it. Big Chief will be there with crew.
datavortex (2006-02-28 14:52:25)
r garcia is playing? Where? Does his schedule tell a lie of omission? http://www.nophi.net/rg/schedule.htm
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i’m in a mood to move my feet to the left goddamnit; i’m in a mood to whip
yo’ body with a tire iron (2006-02-25 15:06) - hard workin’ dank - friends

Music: ween - godWEENsatan: the oneness - you fucked up

finished! you chose AY - your Enneagram type is EIGHT.
”I must be strong”
Asserters are direct, self-reliant, self-confident, and protective.

How to Get Along with Me
Stand up for yourself... and me.
Be confident, strong, and direct.
Don’t gossip about me or betray my trust.
Be vulnerable and share your feelings. See and acknowledge my tender, vulnerable side.
Give me space to be alone.
Acknowledge the contributions I make, but don’t flatter me.
I often speak in an assertive way. Don’t automatically assume it’s a personal attack.
When I scream, curse, and stomp around, try to remember that’s just the way I am.
What I Like About Being a Eight
being independent and self-reliant
being able to take charge and meet challenges head on
being courageous, straightforward, and honest
getting all the enjoyment I can out of life
supporting, empowering, and protecting those close to me
upholding just causes
What’s Hard About Being a Eight
overwhelming people with my bluntness; scaring them away when I don’t intend to
being restless and impatient with others’ incompetence
sticking my neck out for people and receiving no appreciation for it
never forgetting injuries or injustices
putting too much pressure on myself
getting high blood pressure when people don’t obey the rules or when things don’t go right
Eights as Children Often
are independent; have an inner strength and a fighting spirit
are sometimes loners
seize control so they won’t be controlled
fugure out others’ weaknesses
attack verbally or physically when provoked
take charge in the family because they perceive themselves as the strongest, or grow up in difficult or abusive
surroundings
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Eights as Parents
are often loyal, caring, involved, and devoted
are sometimes overprotective
can be demanding, controlling, and rigid
Renee Baron & Elizabeth Wagele
The Enneagram Made Easy
Discover the 9 Types of People
HarperSanFrancisco, 1994, 161 pages
...wow that’s wackily accurate. Then again, it’s no more precise than astrology. Ho humm! Back to readying
for the move. Everything’s packed up. My worldly goods consist of:
• one (1) compaq proliant 4U server
• one (1) full-height ATX workstation
• one (1) HP Laserjet 4050 printer + duplexer
• one (1) stereo receiver and two (2) full-height 150W speakers
• one (1) laundry basket full of t-shirts and black pants
• three (3) pairs of shoes (sandals, sneakers, steel-toed boots)
• one (1) box of kitchenware
• one (1) large box of sundry electronics
• two (2) 400-count books of cds and dvds
• one (1) large box of drug paraphernalia containing eight (8) pipes, two (2) one-hitters + dugouts, six
(6) hypodermic syringes, one (1) 50g max scale accurate to .01g, one (1) large bubbler, one (1) large
bong, one (1) large 4-way hookah
• four (4) unframed posters
• one (1) framed new yorker advertisement
• one (1) stephen colbert 6’ cardboard cutout holding a bucket of weed
• one (1) Bud Light mural featuring a 2003 NCAA bracket filled in up to the GT-UCONN national
championship game
• one (1) mattress, four (4) pillows, two (2) sheets, two (2) blankets
• one (1) 19-inch LCD
• one (1) black trash bag containing toiletries, office supplies and one (1) GT honors diploma in Computer
Science
• one (1) black wallet
• one (1) laptop bag with two (2) laptops
• nine (9) boxes of trivial pursuit games across eight (8) editions
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• one (1) go board + pieces, one (1) chess table + set
• three (3) boxes of raisin bran, four (4) cans of mandarin oranges, one (1) bag of navel oranges
• four (4) Tabs, three (3) packs of Newports, five (5) cans of Guinness
• one (1) Aeron chair
• fifty-nine (59) boxes of books, totalling two-thousand, seven-hundred and ninety-two (2792) tomes
Now, now I’m ready.
justben (2006-02-25 12:28:00)
At an average of 47 books per box that’s gonna be some heavy-ass shit. I need to quantify the size of my library
sometime. I’ve never actually done it. I wonder what the number would be...
dankamongmen (2006-02-25 12:46:28)
You Americans, always remembering the mean but forgetting the variance! I aimed for an average of 20-25 hardbacks/large paperbacks per box. 100 mass market paperbacks can easily be stuffed into a large box and carried by
any man, however. Mmmmmm, now you have a delicious equation to work regarding ratio of heavy books to light
books in my collection!
justben (2006-02-25 14:20:22)
Delicious? Hardly. Elementary, really. h + m = 2792 m = 2792 - h h/25 + m/100 = 59 h/25 + (2792 - h)/100 =
59 3h + 2792 = 5900 h = 1036 m = 2792 - 1036 m = 1756 *yawn*
dankamongmen (2006-02-25 14:22:25)
duh, I didn’t mean it was difficult, I just meant it was sweetly nostalgic viz: middle-school algebra. there’s no need
to flex your nuts regarding linear equations here :D.
justben (2006-02-25 14:31:44)
No, no *need*. But I *was* curious about the number :-)
dankamongmen (2006-02-25 14:39:35)
alas, the fact that it overstates by more than 100 % the number of mass market paperbacks, despite being correctly worked, suggests these boxes shall be indeed heavier than i’d intended! thankfully, i am an extraordinary
machine, strengthened in the Marist gym during Body Conditioning classes!
justben (2006-02-26 12:39:23)
”I must be strong”
dankamongmen (2006-02-25 14:06:06)
I now have 0 cans of Guinness :(.
killerpoptart (2006-03-01 22:44:50) The Observer (the Five)
Observers have a need for knowledge and are introverted, curious, analytical, and insightful. How to Get Along with
Me *Be independent, not clingy. *Speak in a straightforward and brief manner. *I need time alone to process my
feelings and thoughts. *Remember that if I seem aloof, distant, or arrogant, it may be that I am feeling uncomfortable.
*Make me feel welcome, but not too intensely, or I might doubt your sincerity. *If I become irritated when I have
to repeat things, it may be because it was such an effort to get my thoughts out in the first place. *Don’t come on
like a bulldozer. *Help me to avoid my pet peeves: big parties, other people’s loud music, overdone emotions, and
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intrusions on my privacy. What I Like About Being a Five *Standing back and viewing life objectively *Coming
to a thorough understanding; perceiving causes and effects *My sense of integrity: doing what I think is right and
not being influenced by social pressure *Not being caught up in material possessions and status *Being calm in a
crisis What’s Hard About Being a Five *Being slow to put my knowledge and insights out in the world *Feeling bad
when I act defensive or like a know-it-all *Being pressured to be with people when I don’t want to be *Watching
others with better social skills, but less intelligence or technical skill, do better professionally Fives as Children Often
*Spend a lot of time alone reading, making collections, and so on *Have a few special friends rather than many *Are
very bright and curious and do well in school *Have independent minds and often question their parents and teachers
*Watch events from a detached point of view, gathering information *Assume a poker face in order not to look afraid
*Are sensitive; avoid interpersonal conflict *Feel intruded upon and controlled and/or ignored and neglected Fives as
Parents *Are often kind, perceptive, and devoted *Are sometimes authoritarian and demanding *May expect more
intellectual achievement than is developmentally appropriate *May be intolerant of their children expressing strong
emotions

3.2.20

I was born to brew up storms stir up shit kick up dust grew up too quick been
through too much shit (2006-02-28 16:19) - scholarly - friends

Music: rainer maria - look now, look again - planetary

Stephen Biddle, author of the excellent [1]Military Power: Explaining Victory and Defeat in Modern Battle
at the Council on Foreign Affairs has a fascinating opinion piece on the training of Iraq’s security services
here: [2]Seeing Baghdad, Thinking Saigon.
Summary: Most discussions of U.S. policy in Iraq assume that it should be informed by the
lessons of Vietnam. But the conflict in Iraq today is a communal civil war, not a Maoist ”people’s
war,” and so those lessons are not valid. ”Iraqization,” in particular, is likely to make matters
worse, not better.
I’d never heard of the [3]ultraviolet catastrophe until a conversation yesterday night at the Highlander, nor
[4]gravastars until some reading this morning. Fascinating! I’m working from home today, prepping for my
second-to-last anger management class, and have irresponsibly spent most of the morning helping a buddy of
mine edit his upcoming book on optimizing data representation and lookup on modern processors/memory
subsystems; it’s going to be quite a tour de force methinks, on the scale of Kaspersky’s [5]Code Optimization:
Effective Memory Usage but without the glaring errors (Kaspersky at one point claims an algorithm for
sorting seven integers in five comparisons; he’s either a tremendous liar or misspoke regarding the sortability
of five integers given seven comparisons). The treatment of cache access modeling and optimal software
prefetching in multiprocessor contexts are, in my professional opinion, without peer and an extraordinary
distilling of the (vast and largely unconnected) literature – think H & & P’s unparalleled [6]Computer
Architecture: A Quantitative Approach and Culler/Gupta’s [7]Parallel Computer Architecture, but with a
focus on modern core software implementation.
And I’ma only sucker punch or swing without warnin
And swing to knock somebody’s fuckin head off
Cuz I know, when they get up, I won’t get a chance to let off
Another punch, I’m punk-rock, no one’s punk
Don’t give a fuck, white pop, so much spunk
When I was little I knew I would blow up
And sell a mil or grow up to be a tiller. go nuts and be a killer
And I’m somethin of a phenom, one puff of the chron’
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I’m unstoppable, I’m alive, I’m on top again
There’s no obstacle that I can’t conquer
So come along with us, come on
Speaking of books, I really, really want [8]this after spending a few hours this weekend studying up on
bioelectrogenesis, but at $151 for 196 pages, that’s a little more than $0.75 per page (a bit cheaper at amazon.co.uk, £82.00). Fuck that noise. For that matter, at $325, [9]this happy little tome is the most expensive
(non-collectible) single volume I’ve ever seen. Apparently, the one I really want is 1961’s ”BIOELECTROGENESIS, A Comparative Survey of its Mechanisms with Particular Emphasis on Electric Fishes”, which
seems unavailable except from [10]here, for a mere $17!!!! w00t!
bioelectrogenesis as a defense mechanism is about as badass as it comes. How did this evolve – does anyone
know? I couldn’t find an answer, but only put about 5 minutes’ work into researching (and don’t have
access to any biology research repositories, at least so far as I know). I’ve been reading up on cytokines and
antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity as of late; man, there’s some cool shit going on in biology,
even if it is all just glorified organic chemistry. Finally, for anyone looking to get into bioinformatics, [11]this
2004 release from MIT press is the bee’s knees. Heavily advised from yours truly. kanyev(”I drink a boost for
breakfast, and ensure for dizzert, somebody ordered pancakes I just sip the sizzurp, that right there could
drive a sane man bizzerk, not to worry y’all now I go back to wizzork”).
1.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0691116458/sr=8-1/qid=1141161762/ref=pd_bbs_1/102-0293430-3852933?

%5Fencoding=UTF8
2. http://www.foreignaffairs.org/20060301faessay85201/stephen-biddle/seeing-baghdad-thinking-saigon.html
3. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ultraviolet_catastrophe
4. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gravastar
5.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/1931769249/qid=1141162534/sr=1-2/ref=sr_1_2/

102-0293430-3852933?v=glance&s=books
6. http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1558605967/ref=pd_bxgy_text_b/102-0293430-3852933?%5Fencoding=UTF8
7.

http:

//www.amazon.com/gp/product/1558603433/ref=pd_sim_b_3/102-0293430-3852933?%5Fencoding=UTF8&v=glance&n=283155
8.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0792309758/ref=wl_it_dp/102-0293430-3852933?%5Fencoding=UTF8&colid=

1NHIFQ49T4DRN&coliid=IW3O49DLM17K2&v=glance&n=283155
9.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0444812318/qid=1141163206/sr=1-2/ref=sr_1_2/102-0293430-3852933?s=

books&v=glance&n=283155
10. http://www.outdoorbooks.com/fish14.htm
11. http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0262101068/102-0293430-3852933?v=glance&n=283155

purgatoryreject (2006-02-28 14:39:18)
Iraqization My heart just skipped several beats. This would be a *terrible* idea–especially if it involved the same
super-violent carpet-bombing as Vietnamization. Oy.
purgatoryreject (2006-02-28 14:41:49)
Just to clarify (second thoughts as usual...), giving Iraq back to the Iraqis is of course the ultimate goal, I was just
agreeing that doing it the same way we did in Vietnam would be a disaster. I should learn to make these edits
BEFORE posting.
spoonless (2006-02-28 15:18:59)
I’d never heard of the ultraviolet catastrophe until a conversation yesterday night at the Highlander, nor gravastars
until some reading this morning. Never heard of the UV catastrophe? Aggg! What are they teaching kids these
days in middle school? Here is a good blog entry Lobos Motl wrote last year on why gravistars are mostly crap:
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http://motls.blogspot.com/2005/03/chapline-black-holes-dont-exist.ht ml It’s a near certainty that Chapline is smoking the crack.
dankamongmen (2006-03-01 03:36:24) What are they teaching kids these days in middle school?
I did indeed feel ignorant after grokking its importance :/. BTW, that is a fan-fucking-tastic RSS feed thar. It took
me to http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/ distler/blog/, which is even better. Thanks a lot!
spoonless (2006-03-01 23:09:14) Re: What are they teaching kids these days in middle school?
If you like those, you should also check out http://www.cosmicvariance.com/, another group blog run by theoretical
physicists. And also [1]The String Coffee Table, although this is the furthest over my head, so I often don’t have a
clue what they’re talking about.
1. http://golem.ph.utexas.edu/string/index.shtml

dankamongmen (2006-03-02 10:46:15) Re: What are they teaching kids these days in middle school?
duh, that second one is the one I mentioned having found via links from the first :D. thanks for cosmiscvariance!
spoonless (2006-03-02 12:17:14) Re: Distler versus string coffee table
? You linked to Jacques Distler’s blog above, not the String Coffee Table. Distler’s blog is great, so it made sense
to me you would be pleased with it. It’s usually more abstract and mathematically focused than Lubos Motl’s
blog, which centers more on what I’d call ”actual physics” but not to the extent of the String Coffee table which
is often so obscure as to be useless to me; the coffee table has traditionally been more about the mathematical
underpinnings of string theory than on more ”practical matters” in string theory. I read all three, and cosmic
variance, and a few others such as Peter Woit’s. On the whole I’ve probably derived the least benefit out of the
Coffee Table, but perhaps in a few years once I’ve had more algebraic topology and algebraic geometry, as well as
a lot of other stuff, it will start to make more sense.
chefataraxia (2006-02-28 16:02:18)
Cornell has done some interesting work on bioelectrogenesis...
http://www.nbb.cornell.edu/neurobio/Hopkins/Reprints/jeb2437.pdf If you ever need access to journal articles, just give me the source info and most likely
I can get a .pdf back to you. Not everything is available online, but most everything, especially if it was published in
the past 15 years.
chefataraxia (2006-02-28 16:05:07)
that is, if gehennom ever gets back online. I’m moving all my email to ataraxis.org by the end of March.
dankamongmen (2006-02-28 18:19:51)
you’re welcome to host tthat shit with me. I’ve got qemfd.net up in gnax now, although we’re moving to telix in
[1]56 Atlanta Street (home of the Atlanta-fucking-IX)!
1. http://www.atlantaix.com/

dankamongmen (2006-02-28 18:09:34)
FROM INDEPENDENT U.S. AND CANADIAN SELLERS The item(s) displayed below are available from independent U.S. and Canadian sellers and should be delivered by Mar 14, 2006. These items should ship individually, in
separate packages. 14989944-1 Bioelectrogenesis a Comparative Survey of Its Mechanisms With Particular Emphasis
on Electric Fishes Ships from Alexander Gallery 21.95 14989944-2 An Introduction to Formal Languages and Automata Ships from Aurelius Books 12.45 14989944-3 Formal Development of Programs and Proofs Ships from John
T Zubal Inc 11.19 Subtotal 45.59 Tax 0.00 Shipping & Handling* 10.47 Total 56.06 Total reflects charge to credit
card at time of purchase. Refunds for any cancelled items will be issued to the same card. w00t! thanks a freaking
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ton. that site kicks ass.
stnuke (2006-03-02 09:09:55)
So odd. I just found this book, which looks like something I should spend time with: [1]Yeast Sugar Metabolism:
Biochemistry, Genetics, Biotechnology, and Applications. Price? $328.95! At amazon, it’s [2] $329.95. Argh.
1. http://www.vonl.com/chips/yeastsug.htm
2.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1566764661/sr=8-1/qid=1141319254/ref=sr_1_1/104-0474462-0147125?

%5Fencoding=UTF8

unsane1 (2006-03-04 02:04:22)
bioelectrogenesis Cliff notes pls thx. Wikipedia is ignorant of it.
dankamongmen (2006-03-05 23:39:01)
bio == regarding life electro == regarding electromagnetic phenomena genesis == regarding creation the creation of
electricity from life. electric eels, electric skates, electric catfish, etc. http://cetus.ucsd.edu/people/Ana/elfish.html
sorry for the delay; I just moved and lack connectivity in the general case :/
unsane1 (2006-03-11 19:56:11)
http://www.eurekalert.org/pub releases/2006-03/uota-ceo030306.php

3.3

March

3.3.1

[stare] (2006-03-01 18:38) - suck my balls wordnet - friends

Music: eminem - the emenem show - hailey’s song

[omphalos](0) $ dict scurfy
From The Collaborative International Dictionary of English v.0.48 [gcide]:
Scurfy \Scurf”y\, a. [Compar. {Scurfier }; superl. {Scurfiest }.]
Having or producing scurf; covered with scurf; resembling
scurf.
[1913 Webster]
From WordNet (r) 2.0 [wn]:
scurfy
adj 1: having or producing or covered with scurf
that’s a pretty goddamn useless definition, right thar. One day I still hope to have scaly, scurfy Stegosauruslike children that feed on the unnatural third doors of those wretched Catamite saturns. They are a fever,
the bearer of nine-hundred and ninety-nine evils!
xxsistersoulxx (2006-03-01 20:37:23)
word.
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dj ricecake (2006-03-02 06:12:03)
Butthead: Shut up, buttmunch. Stuart: What’s a buttmunch? Butthead: You’re a buttmunch, buttmunch. Stuart:
You can’t use a word to define itself!
iamsounamused (2006-03-02 12:58:19)
That made me feel rather scurfy.

3.3.2

years wasted’s nothing to tears i’ve tasted here’s what i’m facin’: 3 felonies and
6 years probation (2006-03-02 18:24) - i live to reprint »tU - friends

Music: phish - atlanta 1995-11-09

from everyone’s favorite feed on the internet, [1]»-the-Ultimate:
[2]A Tail-Recursive Machine with Stack Inspection. John Clements and Matthias Felleisen, TOPLAS 2004.
Security folklore holds that a security mechanism based on stack inspection is incompatible
with a global tail call optimization policy... In this article, we prove this widely held belief wrong.
... Our machine is surprisingly simple and suggests that tail calls are as easy to implement in a
security setting as they are in a conventional one.
i devoured ika and tako and iidako all three today at lunch, and oh! it was savory. i’m listening to the first
[3]phish show ’ere i attended right now, and oh! it is sonorous. happy day!
1. http://lambda-the-ultimate.org/node/1333
2. http://www.csc.calpoly.edu/~clements/papers/cf-toplas04.pdf
3. http://www.phantasytour.com/phish/shows.cgi?dateID=1995-11-09

tritium (2006-03-02 18:40:46)
»tU has a LiveJournal feed, which is what I read.
dankamongmen (2006-03-02 18:42:53)
I actually read the same, but your reply was still most useful thanks to the introduction to &lambda;!

3.3.3

the eel would offer its help; i can’t understand...speaking its truth from the bank;
now i can see (2006-03-03 04:16) - spinal meningitis got me down! - friends

Music: ween - white pepper - pandy fackler

Not long ago,
I [1]remarked on insane amounts of good music
in Atlanta’s near future.
HOLY SHIT AND HOLY BOOGNISH,
[2]godWEENsatan’s COMING:
Ween The Tabernacle, Atlanta GA Mon, 04/10/06 On Sale: Fri,
03/03/06
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ljers who are definitely required to attend with me: [ LJ User:
phatjoe ], [ LJ User: zra ], [ LJ User: mike_b ], ummmmmm... who else
has respect for the STALLION?

1. http://dankamongmen.livejournal.com/199532.html
2. http://www.ween.com/

cbradfield (2006-03-03 02:03:16)
I love the comment in your terminal’s title bar.
phatjoe (2006-03-03 07:27:12)
terminal motherfucker!! /joe
dankamongmen (2006-03-06 00:10:45)
where did I get that from? it sounds like ”torture motherfucker!” from enter the 36 chambers...I just remember
thinking, ”wtf is this option for terminal title? who needs help knowing it’s a terminal?” I grok the purpose now, but
I enjoy the title and leave it there. It’s great during presentations.
threv (2006-03-08 12:29:38)
i’ll fucken i’ll fucken sew your asshole shut and keep feeding you and feeding you
mike b (2006-03-03 07:35:51)
any objections to my 17-year-old brother joining up?
dankamongmen (2006-03-03 07:37:59)
only if he’s sworn to uphold the law!
fuzbal (2006-03-03 08:17:54)
The Julie and I are interested. Ticket prices and such will need to be examined.
mike b (2006-03-03 08:47:28)
looks like it’s $25 according to http://cc.com/cc-common/events/buy ticket cce.html?eventID=217588
dankamongmen (2006-03-06 00:11:07)
so you coming, tubby bitch? I’ve not seen you in a long minute.
fuzbal (2006-03-06 10:52:35)
Yeah, I’m thinking we are in, I gotta talk to Julie tonight. Is someone buying all the tickets or should i grab two on
my own?
threv (2006-03-08 12:30:08)
fucking WEEN motherfuckers FUCKING WEEN
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I feel a conquering will down inside me, the strength of many to crush those
who’d stop me (2006-03-06 03:07) - so, so sick of legal drama - friends

Music: pantera - vulgar display of power - mouth for war

Revenge, I’m screaming revenge again; wronged, I’ve been wrong for far too long
Been constantly so frustrated, I’ve moved mountains with less
But when I channel my hate to production, I don’t find it hard to impress
My strength is in number, and my soul lies in every one
The releasing of anger can better any medicine under the sun
Bones in traction: Hands break to hone my raw energy
Bold and disastrous: My ears can’t hear what you say to me!
Hold your mouth for the war, use it for what it’s for, speak the truth about me: Determined
So begins workweek 2 of my project codenamed ”Feral Octopus” (feral here being a pun on ferric, and I’m
not at liberty to discuss anything deeper than that). I’ve scheduled a project spec that does indeed bring it
to completion by the target date of 2006-04-01, although said spec does budget 450 working hours. As I’m
the only coder delegated to the project – do the divide – this implies 112.5 hours worked per week. So yeah,
my time breakdown for these 31 days begins with:
31 days / march * 24 hours / day == 744 hours / march
744 hours / march - 450 hours == 294 hours / march
So, for every hour spent down in the trenches coding, I’ll have forty minutes for sleeping, chilling, jerking off
to Khmer Rouge porn and everything else. Thankfully, I got all my shit moved into the new place, and am
kicking it big Myrtle-style with the [ LJ User: zra ]. This week will see my last anger management class, and
on Friday I’ll go to court for the elimination of the demeaning, laughably unjust, and grossly inappropriate
[1]TPO I’ve been burdened with for six months. Direct costs to date: $11,892. My lawyers say it should be
trivial to get my record scrubbed, and even my GBI file destroyed (first offender status, etc). Sounds like a
good month...time to [2]put my queer shoulder to the wheel!
1. http://www.atlantalegalaid.org/tpo.htm
2. http://plagiarist.com/poetry/3735/

jujuyy (2006-03-06 06:14:58)
i went to the chinky store and bought octopus. i will cook it and bring it to you sometime. perhaps on tuesday in
celebration of your final anger management class?
iamsounamused (2006-03-06 09:01:02)
You’re honestly going to let them force you through 112 hours of work in a week? I honor your tenacity, my good
man.
sid icarus (2006-03-06 11:45:32)
$11,892 - how much can one charge to the Game?

3.3.5

that orotund wide world of words (2006-03-07 14:23) - full of lovely new words - public

Music: the voluptuous whore of karen black - alaska

Words collected from the past eight books I’ve read, or collected in the process of looking
those up:
demitint – shading in a composition, that part of a painting not in full light
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cicatrix – the pellicle which turns white and becomes a scar
anabasis – first period of a disease, journey up the coast
meretricious – pertaining to harlots, seeming plausible but based in deception
bedizened – dressed up garishly or tastelessly
enclitic – affixed at the end so as to lose its independent accent
etude – a composition designed for study enroute to technical mastery
morceau – a bit, a morsel, a short literary or musical composition
desuetude – the cessation of use, a state of inactivity
kismet – destiny, fate, the will of Allah
dies funestis – a proscribed day of death
moira – the diety who assigns men their fates
perorate – to conclude a speech with formal recapitulation, to harangue
toxophilite – a lover of archery
epiphytotic – epidemic among a single type of plant over a large area
larrup – to beat, thrash or flog soundly, especially with a whip
peccant – sinning, guilty of transgression, morbid, corrupt
sphacelate – to die, to decay, to become gangrenous
sportula – a luxurious feeding; largess in gift-giving
lagniappe – a trifiling present, a serendipitous tip, gratuity
suborn – to procure privately, to incite secretly, to cause false oath/purjury
pourboire – a relatively small amount of money for services rendered
emolument – profit arising from holding office
guerdon – a compensation or reward
wergild – the price paid for murder or another peccant crime
exequatur – official recognition or permission
nyctipelagic – regarding organisms that migrate into surface waters at night
onychophagy – biting nails, chronically bitten-down deformed nails
poliorcetics – the art of siege warfare and fortification
altricial – born naked and blind and dependent on parents for food; hatchlings
farraginous – Formed of various materials; mixed
insessorial – Pertaining to, or having the character of, perching birds
trichotillomania – tearing out one’s own hair
farrago – a mishmash of things
obstreperous – Attended by, or making, a loud and tumultuous noise; vociferous
Laodicean – lukewarm in religion
exiguous – lean, meagre, lacking, dessicated
velleity – lowest wish, hope with no accompanying effort
esprit d’ escalier – thinking of a witty rejoinder after the fact
I’ve been crashing at [ LJ User: killerpoptart ]’s place, waiting for DSL to be installed into the Mothership.
It’s alright – thanks a lot, doll! My new place kicks ass. I’ve got an immense window looking out over
Midtown (the Bellsouth tower, as [ LJ User: zra ] noted, is enchanting at night) in which I can easily perch,
smoke bowls and read while watching all of Atlanta go about its business. I love it!

blindherviolet (2006-03-07 12:13:35) thanks dood
good words. i think almost all of those i was not familiar with prior to your post. ’the spirit of the stairwell’ is nice
though. :)
justben (2006-03-07 12:46:02) More context
”Anabasis”, though derived from a general term in Greek, tends to suggest specific reference the work by Xenophon
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of the same name. That work is a common text for teaching classical Greek. ”Enclitic” canonically applies specifically
to words and spoken accent. ”Etude” is from French ”tude” (”study”). It’s not uncommon in musical study. I haven’t
seen the term used in English outside of that context. ”Moira” caught me up for a second: I thought it might derive
from some obscure Gaelic reference (”Moira” is an Irish variant of ”Mary”, for instance) until I realized the term
was almost certainly a reference to the Greek , or Fates. Given that, ”deity” in your brief definition is a bit of an
oversimplification. ”Toxophilite” looks like it ought to be etymologically related to ”toxin”, and in fact it probably is,
though the particular derivation might be surprising. I don’t have my [1]Liddell & Scott handy, and I haven’t yet
found a great Greek reference online, so I can’t post the specifics. As I recall it, though, ”toxon” (or something similar
thereto) was Greek for either ”bow” or ”arrow”, and our word ”toxin” actually derives from the poison that was put
onto arrows to make them more deadly. ”Pourboire” is virtually identical to ”tip” in modern American English. It
comes directly from French ”for drink”, suggesting a tip in thanks for service of a drink. ”Wergild” in your list has
a variety of spellings. /Were?g[ei]ld/ are all common. The [2]Wikipedia article has more etymology for usage cues,
but in brief it derives specifically from a sum of money paid by a murderer to the victim’s family (”were” == ”man”;
”gilt” == ”money”). Where I’ve seen it in the past, it is used as the complete repayment for a crime, not merely part
of the payment. ”Poliorcetics” probably derives its first half from Greek ””. Possibly obvious, but I thought it worth
pointing it out as quite distinct from the much more common ”poly-” (”” == ”many”) root. Many other etymological
bits too mundane to warrant mention....
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A_Greek-English_Lexicon
2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Weregild

dankamongmen (2006-03-07 12:55:33) Re: More context
excellent addenda. My /files/wordjoy store is restricted for my sanity to 80-character lines, one line per word, and
thus these fine details are not reproduced there. God, what did I ever do before the mainstream release of dict(1)?
justben (2006-03-07 13:10:10) Re: More context
Sadly enough, I wasn’t aware of it. I’ve been relying mostly on browser shortcuts to m-w.com, wikipedia, and
wordreference.com atop my general linguistic knowledge. I’ll have to investigate.
samildanach (2006-03-07 13:23:44)
Excellent. May your glossophilia increase.
kosherpickle (2006-03-07 15:19:02)
moira – the diety who assigns men their fates Are you kidding me? Nickelodeon’s GUTS now has that much more
meaning for me.
dankamongmen (2006-03-07 18:01:24)
ROFLMAO. Kosherpickle, I have underestimated you!
cola fan (2006-03-09 23:57:42)
excellent words. peccant makes me think of peccadillo I love the way I imagine lagniappe must sound.

3.3.6

y’all get ya White Owls, get ya meth, get ya skins don’t forget your forty and we
gonna go like this (2006-03-07 16:21) - ENTP-4-life motherfucker - public

Music: wu-tang clan - enter the 36 chambers - method man

I wanted to update my [1]profile with some annotations about being a clear-cut [2]Myers-Briggs ENTP, as
I’ve always maxed out each of E, N T and P on an MBTI and find that it describes me exceedingly well
(see [3]here, [4]here and [5]here, or [6]this fascinating case study). It strikes me: most of my friends are also,
to the best of my knowledge, ENTP or the very different INFJ. Survey question: what are y’all? If you’ve
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somehow never managed to take an MBTI16, try [7]this.
Some excerpts I find particularly spot-on...”In terms of their relationships with others, ENTPs are capable of bonding very closely and, initially, suddenly, with their loved ones. Some appear to be deceptively
offhand with their nearest and dearest; others are so demonstrative that they succeed in shocking co-workers
who’ve only seen their professional side. ENTPs are also good at acquiring friends who are as clever and
entertaining as they are. Aside from those two areas, ENTPs tend to be oblivious of the rest of humanity,
except as an audience – good, bad, or potential.”
”For the ENTP, falling in love occurs when they feel that there is a good fit with the other person. Often within the first meeting, ENTPs will know whether the relationship has any real potential. ENTPs may
find it difficult to commit to anyone until the right person comes along. During this period, ENTPs explore
the closeness until they can be certain that they have looked at all of the possibilities. Because of this, they
are not likely to settle down early. When they do become involved in a relationship, they generally want
to maintain as much independence and freedom as their loved one can tolerate. Their mates may need to
have high self-esteem and to be independent themselves in order to accept the ENTP need for freedom and
novelty.
For ENTPs, falling out of love, which may not always occur, results when their vision of the relationship does
not square with reality. Sometimes they will select someone who offers stability and comfort and ENTPs
later will become bored with the stability. When scorned, ENTPs use their powerful and broadreaching
analysis to explain the reasons why the relationship was not good in the first place; additionally, they may
become competitive with their former partner and work hard to win. ENTPs do not like to lose at anything
they undertake.”
”Additionally, I’ve noticed that ENTPs have the need to have areas of expertise/excellence/uniqueness in
which one is second to none. I’ve never beaten an ENTP at his/her own game–not in the final analysis.”
Well, really, the whole description is just spot-on, so do the links above and reply with your MB type if
you don’t mind.
”The classic temperament of an ENTP is Promethean, or Phlegmatic, for whom a basic driving force is
the search for competence and excellence.”
1. http://dankamongmen.livejournal.com/profile
2. http://www.knowyourtype.com/entp.html
3. http://www.typelogic.com/entp.html
4. http://www.geocities.com/lifexplore/entp.htm
5. http://www.teamtechnology.co.uk/mb-types/entp.htm
6. http://www.stuffintheair.com/cartoon-scientist.html
7. http://www.humanmetrics.com/cgi-win/JTypes2.asp

pedantka (2006-03-07 13:35:17)
INTP, which should be no surprise to anyone.
justben (2006-03-07 13:57:15)
I tend to come up pretty reliably as ENFP nowadays. I suspect that’s pretty accurate, though I wonder occasionally
how much of it is me skewing the results toward what some part of me wants to see as the result. The only one
I’m absolutely certain of is the N, because I simply cannot grok what it would be like to be an S. Because of the
strength of this I strongly suspect N primary, and other self-observation leads me to self-identify this specifically as
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Ne primary. That narrows it down to ENFP or ENTP. In self-identification I waffle between the two, and I can justify
either. That’s about where system starts looking like astrology to me. Incidentally, if you’re not familiar with the
Ne notation, spend some time googling the Jungian personality functions that provide a basis for Myers and Briggs’
instrument. Learning about the Jungian theory and precisely how the MBTI maps onto that adds a good deal of
clarity to the application of the latter.
chocolat delux (2006-03-07 14:32:14)
Exactly. Myers and Briggs (a mother daughter team) actually built their indicator off the three aspects of Jung. The
mother (I think Myers) was working on a research project that assessed type when her daughter (Briggs) basically
said, ”Didn’t Jung do that?” So they added the fourth aspect, Judger/Perceiver, and constructed a more formulaic
way to determine type–a.k.a. the ”indicator” part. ;)
smellycoder (2006-03-07 13:59:06)
INFJ, baby!
sid icarus (2006-03-07 14:03:59)
So how many ENTPs are there at CipherTrust? (Or were at Reflex?)
sid icarus (2006-03-07 14:05:13)
Oh and if you didn’t hear through other channels: This year’s Sting Break Concert presents two bands, Big Boi of
OutKast and Cake, in the Alexander Memorial Coliseum, Thursday, April 6, 8 p.m. Student tickets go on sale TOMORROW (Wednesday, March 8) in the Student Center Box Office. Students may bring up to two guests. Student
tickets $7, guests $15 each.
dankamongmen (2006-03-07 14:10:18)
holy shit I AM DOWN.
chocolat delux (2006-03-07 14:27:59)
I’m an ENFP, soo-prize, soo-prize! ENFPs are warm, enthusiastic people, typically very bright and full of potential.
They live in the world of possibilities, and can become very passionate and excited about things. Their enthusiasm
lends them the ability to inspire and motivate others, more so than we see in other types. They can talk their way
in or out of anything. They love life, seeing it as a special gift, and strive to make the most out of it. ENFPs have
an unusually broad range of skills and talents. They are good at most things which interest them. Project-oriented,
they may go through several different careers during their lifetime. To onlookers, the ENFP may seem directionless
and without purpose, but ENFPs are actually quite consistent, in that they have a strong sense of values which they
live with throughout their lives. Everything that they do must be in line with their values. An ENFP needs to feel
that they are living their lives as their true Self, walking in step with what they believe is right. They see meaning in
everything, and are on a continuous quest to adapt their lives and values to achieve inner peace. They’re constantly
aware and somewhat fearful of losing touch with themselves. Since emotional excitement is usually an important part
of the ENFP’s life, and because they are focused on keeping ”centered”, the ENFP is usually an intense individual, with
highly evolved values. P.S. I love MBTI! I haven’t yet found someone (who knows themselves) who isn’t accurately
described by it. It’s a joy to realize other people’s type, so that you can relate to them better.
phatjoe (2006-03-07 19:35:41)
also an ENFP here, and i have been every time i’ve ever taken the test. i was thinking this time that i might come
out as something different, but nope. however, i am really close to balanced on the I vs. E part, slightly on the E
side because of my attention whoring. ENFPs have an unusually broad range of skills and talents. They are good at
most things which interest them. Project-oriented, they may go through several different careers during their lifetime.
this part in particular amuses me because i was thinking just this evening about how i’d love to go through several
different careers, as a result of all the insane job search activity i’ve been having this week. /joe
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chocolat delux (2006-03-08 06:23:50)
Another ENFP! *three cheers* Right. If I whipped out my resume, people would think that I have worked just
about everywhere, doing everything from sales at Godiva to interning at Georgia Child Fatality Review. So, what
kind of job are *you* looking for?
phatjoe (2006-03-08 08:02:52)
I just looked at your LJ profile and figured out who you are. Fancy meeting you here! Technically I’m looking for
any job that will pay me enough money and will hire me, I suppose. I am open to most anything at the right price.
Practically though, I have been applying to software development jobs and system administration jobs. Recruiters
have been on me like vultures this week, for some reason. I hope something good comes of all this. /joe
fuzbal (2006-03-08 07:35:19)
I didnt take it this time, but I too am almost always ENFP. I tend to be closer to the middle on most areas though,
rather than towards the extremes if i recall correctly.
phatjoe (2006-03-08 08:03:48)
i bet online gaming has turned you into INFP ;) /joe
fuzbal (2006-03-08 08:29:25)
You know whats funny... Though I’ve been in a crappy mood all this week, I took it this morning for fun and
came out INTP. I can possibly understand the flip from F->T as when im feeling more grim i tend to go more
cold and avoid feelings etc, but the move to I is a little strange. I can’t blame online gaming, I’ve done that since
highschool! I mean, i do usually tend to be hovering around the middle, but I really wouldn’t have expected this
flip. I’ll take it again later when i am feeling less crappy. We should do a giant steak party thursday night!
phatjoe (2006-03-08 08:58:13)
Thursday tomorrow? Can’t do it... Maybe on the weekend? /joe
fuzbal (2006-03-08 09:26:17)
Sure. beckham was wanting some too, last weekend got fuckered by fish faggotry and my general lack of knowledge about whats going on socially ITP.
zmode13 (2006-03-07 14:31:17)
ISFJ. Don’t hate me!
samildanach (2006-03-07 15:01:13)
INTP, though intuition and introversion were less strongly expressed than in previous tests I’ve taken. That could
indicate a personality change, or could reflect test differences.
georgemcfly (2006-03-07 15:03:25)
INFJ. woo!
georgemcfly (2006-03-07 15:08:36)
although im not sure these descriptions of INFJ are im reading are very accurate. the I is the only one i’m particularly
strong at. according to that test, for INFJ im at 78, 25, 12, and 39 percent, respectively.
datavortex (2006-03-07 15:19:37)
ISTJ
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phatjoe (2006-03-08 08:04:22)
opposites attract :* /joe
errline (2006-03-07 15:21:32)
eNfP I am only slightly feeling. I used to consider myself very extraverted, but I find that dE/dt is slightly negative
as I get older. I doubt I will ever become an introvert, though. I am off the charts on perception and very strongly
intuitive.
dankamongmen (2006-03-07 18:15:23)
Your use of Leibniz notation is met with approval!
leftorium (2006-03-07 15:26:25)
ENTP, but that much is obvious.
dankamongmen (2006-03-07 18:16:00)
of course; the only ones I felt sure of were you on ENTP and Lunz on INTP.
phatjoe (2006-03-07 19:36:58)
i’m like the faggy version of you guys. /joe
dankamongmen (2006-03-07 19:45:24)
i’m happy to see you posting so much! and commenting and hosting parties and things! i’ve missed you. are you
coming to ween with us? please do say yes.
phatjoe (2006-03-07 20:23:47)
i believe mikeb and i will both be there if at all possible. /joe
dankamongmen (2006-03-09 13:30:37) ”Troubled” sorts, the INTP is ALMOST a way cool ENTP,
This guy agrees: http://www.geocities.com/verafides/mbti hehehehe this is great, thanks again to [ LJ User: mpnolan ]
phatjoe (2006-03-09 13:35:45) Re: ”Troubled” sorts, the INTP is ALMOST a way cool ENTP,
hey i’m an ENFP not an INTP though! Us NTPs, however, usually like NFs - so long as they don’t dally in
argumentative behaviour. At that point, we hand them gladly over to the NTJs. seems apt for all the ENTPs I
know /joe
dankamongmen (2006-03-09 13:44:43) hey i’m an ENFP not an INTP though!
ahh, if i weren’t retarded, i’d get more done
errline (2006-03-07 15:32:03)
I’m not, like, expert on this stuff, and stuff, but I kind of understand that INFJ’s should be the complementary
type to ENTP’s. You want the same type in S versus N, but opposite in everything esle. So that might explain the
predominance of that type and your own type among your friendships. As a very strong NP I personally find that
it’s difficult for me to form close bonds with strong S’s, and especially SJ’s. We just see the world and communicate
far too differently. It becomes frustrating. I also get the sense that a lot more N’s are into MBTI than S’s are. NP’s
particularly like the MBTI thing, and moreover, the extraverted among those types are much more fond of talking
about it (for obvious reasons). Thus the results in such discussions are ususally skewed towards ENFP’s and ENTP’s.
There are at least three ENFP’s in only a dozen responses here, despite the fact that it’s a rare type – only about 3
% of the population.
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dankamongmen (2006-03-07 18:29:18)
Excellent analysis; you touch on several of the reasons why I posted this question. In addition, it’s important to
remember that each type has the following odds of given distances from a type selected at random (if I haven’t
become retarded recently): 0 (equal): .5 * .5 * .5 * .5 == (1/2)ˆ4 == 1/16 1: 4 * 1/16 == 1/4 2: 3! * 1/16 ==
6/16 == 3/8 3: 4 * 1/16 == 1/4 4 (inverse type): 1/16
dankamongmen (2006-03-07 18:35:34)
I wonder how many Americans would properly solve this simple issue of prob/stats (again, assuming I’m not an
asshole[0]). I bet 7/10 people say ”Everything has a 1/4 probability” (not realizing there’s 5 distances), 1/5 people
say ”Everything has 1/5”, and the remaining 1 out of 10 either hendel their dendels or come back with insane
sci.math talk involving imaginary roots and assuming .9999.... is not equal to 1. [0] ugh, I did state the problem
hella unrigorously, I forget how to speak properly about distributions and odds and all that, and I’m sitting on a
Home Park couch surrounded by beer but no math books :/.
phatjoe (2006-03-07 19:39:49)
30 % say 40 %, 40 % say 1/3, and the other 40 % abstain. /joe
quandry (2006-03-07 21:58:20)
Heh, I’m another ENFP. [ LJ User: popskeeter ] is an INTP (and a pretty extreme I at that) which bears out the
conventional wisdom that fellow N’s tend to pair up while other attributes tend to differ. Though I wish to hell one
of us was a J - two P’s living together has led to a messy house and nonexistent scheduling. :-)
potatowocky (2006-03-07 15:52:53)
INTP, very strongly I and N, weakly T and P
ajju (2006-03-07 16:45:35) INTP
The mailing list over at intp.org is an excellent avenue of online discussion about everything under the sun. Just
looked at entp.org and it seems promising too.
dankamongmen (2006-03-07 18:20:44) Re: INTP
ahh, I was fairly certain of this. Sometimes at work I feel badly for almost assuredly overwhelming you, but other
times I’m almost cruelly amused that you’re subjected to me :D. Either way, it’s good to have a mover of mountains
on the team.
jsw (2006-03-07 16:57:51)
I’m still INTJ, as I have been since I first took this test as a college freshman. I was a little surprised at some
of the numbers in the result. I consider myself more introverted than 56 %, and I’m shocked to see that I’m now
so touchy-feely I’m only 12 % thinking (?!). As personality tests go, the Myers-Briggs tests really are surprisingly
consistent and accurate, especially when you consider how brief the questionaires are.
rusty42 (2006-03-07 17:03:43)
INTJ.
phatjoe (2006-03-07 19:40:47)
rusty has the dobbsicon. is rusty a doktor? rusty could be my acolyte at the vodka ceremony? /joe
rusty42 (2006-03-08 06:43:32)
depends. would it piss off beckham? eyiyiyiyiyiyiyi
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phatjoe (2006-03-08 07:55:32)
everything pisses off beckham /joe
radiantbaby (2006-03-07 17:23:55)
INFP here.
wellfuckthishit (2006-03-07 17:41:16)
mbti usually gives me INFP or INTP.
coleoptera (2006-03-07 19:06:54)
I’ve actually never done this...so guess what you think it’ll be and I’ll reply with what it comes out as.
potatowocky (2006-03-07 20:07:10)
ISFP?
coleoptera (2006-03-08 03:24:59)
INFJ, which really does say it all.
obiefernandez (2006-03-07 19:46:04) strong ENFP here...
the descriptions are pretty spot on too
eightbit (2006-03-07 19:59:33)
INTJ. i haven’t read enough about the other types to really know what this means.
rusty42 (2006-03-08 07:50:30)
it means everyone who’s not an INTJ is an asshole.
mike b (2006-03-07 21:19:37)
INTP
chefataraxia (2006-03-07 23:14:13)
I’m INTP... taken in 1996 or 97 and again in 03.
spoonless (2006-03-08 00:30:23)
INTJ. I usually come out 100 % N, and fairly close to the middle on the rest. As far as I know, the only personality
type I don’t get along with at all is S’s. Fortunately, I’ve met close to none of them, so I don’t have to worry about it.
I’ve been taking it since 1996, and have maintained relatively constant over the years, aside from a brief INFJ phase
during the height of my MDMA use. My two most recent Meyers-Briggs scores: [1]Oct 2005 [2]Jan 2005
1. http://spoonless.livejournal.com/69094.html
2. http://spoonless.livejournal.com/47764.html

nerotica (2006-03-08 04:42:10)
INFJ. go figure.
thirdkraytwin (2006-03-08 05:50:35)
Entirely Not Fucking Pigeonholed
dankamongmen (2006-03-08 07:41:27)
lol! well done. :D
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stnuke (2006-03-08 06:01:37)
ENFP. Something that is really amusing to me, since I used to test as an INTJ in days of yore.
krebstar2000 (2006-03-08 14:14:20) the test says:
INFJ - I don’t think that’s what I’ve always been though.
mpnolan (2006-03-09 11:17:38)
I think you’d enjoy this ”professor”’s analysis: [1]ENTP’s are the best
1. http://www.geocities.com/verafides/mbti

dankamongmen (2006-03-09 13:28:12)
this is easily the best thing I’ve read all week. outstanding!

3.3.7

Well, I hope Neil Young will remember; a Southern man don’t need him around
anyhow (2006-03-09 20:53) - serenely happy - friends

Music: led zeppelin - in through the out door - fool in the rain

my new place is beautiful and wonderful and i couldn’t be happier. i’m thinking of buying it.
blackalicious extends the two weeks of all your favorite bands coming to atlanta with a 2006-04-14 show. if
i kick this project curbstyle by 2006-04-01 as targeted, i’m likely gonna take a week off in there and just go
to shows, hurrah.
tomorrow is court: endgame. no, i will not be posting any juicy drama now that my tpo’s expired. i’d
prefer completely to put that person behind me. i have one thousand questions, but it’s not as if asking
would get real information anyway. i’ll never know, and given the unspeakably vile set of plausible explanations, that may well be best.
dark times. dark thoughts.
i shall dance like Gene Kelly tomorrow as i leave FulCoMagistrate and board MARTA headed north, free as
a bird now.
and that bird you cannot chaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaange, whoa oh oh oh, fly fly freebird yeah!
nerotica (2006-03-09 19:03:02)
preliminary congratulations to you.
blackoutdaddy (2006-03-09 19:16:36)
be strongly advised. I am coming home for the week.
chefataraxia (2006-03-09 19:24:10)
hey congrats! and good luck with project octosomething.
zbtron (2006-03-09 22:51:37)
whoa. you moved out of nasty apartmentsthatidontrememberthenameof? fabulous. convince dave too. gross.
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alison says (2006-03-10 04:38:18)
Hey, congrats on the digs :) And is Blackalicious himself playing or just bringing others on board? I’d really like to
see him and haven’t even though he’s here all the time.
bagofpeppers (2006-03-10 06:42:03)
...Blackalicious isn’t a person.
lizerati (2006-04-15 15:46:39)
...that was awesome.

3.3.8

sometimes I sit back and contemplate, fresh off the dank, now I’m tellin’ my story
(2006-03-10 18:21) - elated and so so relieved - friends

Music: dead kennedys(plastic surgery disasters)well-paid scientist

Drinkin beer in the hot sun: I fought the law and I won
I needed sex and I got mine: I fought the law and I won
The law don t mean shit if you ve got the right friends
That s how the country s run
I fought the law and I won
Gonna write my book and make a million: I fought the law and I won
I fought the law and I won - dead kennedys
ahhh, a shitty [1]world-line terminates, and like the [2]mutual annihilation of e- and e+ (positrons and electrons, brothers from another mother bonded by additive inverse quantum numbers), much light is brought
into my life (tuppence for two photons? ninjas killed my family!)
patron, vippets, and sticky stank bowls of dank at my place tonight around 2200 or so! from [3]home
park: left on 10th heading toward GT, right on myrtle, on your left at 3rd. from [4]l5p / shitty highlands:
north ave or ponce toward 75/85, right on myrtle, on your right at 3rd. It’s a green house, the last one
before ponce, next to a fortuitously-located parking lot. We’re upstairs; you’ll hear rap if you’re outside the
right house.
deadkennedysv(”why don’t you take your social regulations, SHOVE ’EM UP YOUR ASS?”) ahhhh it’s
been naught but loud, loud punk rock all day, huzzah!
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_line#World_lines_as_a_tool_to_describe_events
2. http://www.nentjes.info/figuur-3.htm
3. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Home_Park_(Atlanta)
4. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Little_Five_Points

coleoptera (2006-03-10 17:27:03)
Basketball, tomorrow, 1:30...call.
thirdkraytwin (2006-03-10 18:00:32) honeymoon in libya
Why I notice this sort of crap or even remember it eludes me: the Dead Kennedys book was labelled on the spine
under the dewey system as sociology.
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litovka (2006-03-10 22:06:22)
Um, so did you ever make it to court??
dankamongmen (2006-03-13 04:32:40)
absolutely, woot! [smile]
slapacrossface (2006-03-13 05:11:04)
i was going to ask with version of ”i fought the law” but i saw it at the bottom of the entry. carry on then... i will
take some of that green though

3.3.9

sigh, one day I will get to build my own (2006-03-13 14:55) - inspired - friends

Music: operation ivy - energy - jaded

We knew the world could not be the same. A few people laughed, a few
people cried. Most people were silent. I remembered the line from the
Hindu scripture, the Bhagavad Gita: "I am became Death, the destroyers
of worlds." I suppose we all thought that, one way or another. - JRO
"I have felt it myself. The glitter of nuclear weapons. It is
irresistible if you come to them as a scientist. To feel it’s there in
your hands, to release this energy that fuels the stars, to let it do
your bidding. To perform these miracles, to lift a million tons of
rock into the sky. It is something that gives people an illusion of
illimitable power, and it is, in some ways, responsible for all our
troubles - this, what you might call technical arrogance, that
overcomes people when they see what they can do with their minds." Freeman Dyson [dysonf.gif]
When you see something that is technically sweet, you go ahead and do
it and you argue about what to do about it only after you have had
your technical success. That is the way it was with the atomic bomb
(JRO again).

ajju (2006-03-13 17:18:06)
Tangential to your point, but the I found the language and wording of the quote from the Gita a bit strange. A little
investigation revealed this - http://www.faktoider.nu/oppenheimer eng.html
dankamongmen (2006-03-13 18:10:45)
Here’s the verse with a little context, from a translation by Ramanand Prasad. Prince Arjuna hesitates to attack the
enemy with his army; Vishnu, in the incarnation of Krishna, encourages him, and motivates him by explaining how
the world works, with reincarnations, Brahman, Maya etc. Arjuna asks to see Vishnu in his ”cosmic”, i.e. real, form,
a wish that is granted. The overwhelmed Arjuna asks: Tell me who are You in such a fierce form? My salutations
to You, O best of gods, be merciful! I wish to understand You, the primal Being, because I do not know Your
mission. The Supreme Lord said: I am death, the mighty destroyer of the world, out to destroy. Even without
your participation all the warriors standing arrayed in the opposing armies shall cease to exist. Therefore, get up
and attain glory. Conquer your enemies and enjoy a prosperous kingdom. All these (warriors) have already been
destroyed by Me. You are only an instrument, O Arjuna. Bhagavad Gita, chapter 11, verses 31-33 whoa. I read the
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Ganguly Mahabharata some eleven years ago, but it was more a plowing effort toward claiming philosophical breadth
in the aftermath of Christianity’s renunciation than any meaningful study. I’ve meant to remedy that for years; I
really ought. this topic’s addressed, but not so completely, in [1]american prometheus which is absolutely fantastic.
1.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0375412026/sr=8-1/qid=1142302169/ref=pd_bbs_1/102-0293430-3852933?

%5Fencoding=UTF8

cola fan (2006-03-13 22:14:05)
Your post reminded me of the Android Sisters [1]The Bomb.
1. http://ravelite.org/music/others/thebomb.mp3

vomikronnoxis (2006-03-14 09:44:50)
I’ve always loved that Oppenheimer quote. rl

3.3.10

i’ve been wading in the crimson sea (2006-03-15 07:03) - silly in the mornings - friends

Music: tesco vee’s hate police - gang rape lullaby

the lovely and multitalented [ LJ User: killerpoptart ] bore me to the office in her chariot, and it was a
carefree trip up ga-400 indeed. on the way, we discussed tampons. i’m convinced there’s millions of dollars
to be made in the tampon industry for a clever young scientist dapper and debonnaire both.
i may have to start bootlegging chik-fil-a sandwiches and fine cisco malt liquor on Sundays in atlanta,
flaunting both city and christer code and making phat ends besides.
how would society be different if couples were allowed only |[1]replenishment rate| children total, and one
at any given time, but displeasing attempts up to N years of age were allowed ordered with haste into the
Great Flues, incinerators at the heart of the cities serviced by nimble helicopters? Up to three at a time, but
no more than one allowed to reach N? Harijan step on up, step off and with a thermobaric pulse, [2]100W
bulbs burst in [3]sixth degree, licked by flame and annihilated as surely as [4]Vespa velutina caught in an
Apis cerana heat ball. It’d be a goddamn New Sparta for the ages: la Ville Lumière! ! fuego!
good stuff: [5]ebullism at 1xe7 ft [6]flesh at 1000V
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fertility_rate
2. http://matus1976.com/science/living_in_space.htm
3. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Burn_%28injury%29
4. http://www.sciencenews.org/articles/20050924/fob5.asp
5. http://www.sff.net/people/Geoffrey.Landis/ebullism.html
6. http://www.pulpny.org/BiksonMSafeVoltageReview.pdf

englishteacher (2006-03-15 09:25:54)
in canada we aren’t even hitting our replenishment rate. our country would be shrinking if not for immigration.

3.3.11

bein’ a hustler, servin’ the loyal customers, rent was due on the 1st of the month
so I’m hustlin’ (2006-03-15 15:34) - lol! dumbass - friends

Music: outkast - the whole world
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Ahhhhh, I laughed and laughed and laughed out loud. From [ LJ User: mocktheignorant ]:
Guy #1: I’m thinking of doing biomedical engineering.
Guy #2: Isn’t that where people create animals–
Guy #1: No, you dumbass film major.
back to a very, very, very, very busy workday. oh, and if you’ve missed the ”Victoria” social engineering
attack on the shitty USC basketball team (Go Cal! The Golden Bear is Always Watching!), holy shit
[1]READ THIS NOW. Hillllllllarious.
1. http://www.schneier.com/blog/archives/2006/03/basketball_pran.html

purgatoryreject (2006-03-15 13:01:08)
Damn, what a great community idea.
tritium (2006-03-15 13:14:34)
I saw that on [1]Overheard in New York.
1. http://www.overheardinnewyork.com/

tritium (2006-03-15 13:44:59)
That’s AWESOME! Go Bears!
eightbit (2006-03-15 14:21:54)
[1]this is also great social engineering.
1. http://www.harvardsucks.org/

3.3.12

unrigorous shower science musing of the day (2006-03-17 15:50) - OMFG WORK
WORK WORK WORK WORK - friends

Music: ice cube - lethal injection - when will they shoot?

a civilization calls an [1]accretion disk its home for a seeming eternity before gravity conquers all in the
[2]chewy center. all information is lost; their Carthages and subsequent saltings of the ground thereunder
know a new meaning of desolation, remembered only as hairless fluctuations in [3]mass, charge, and angular
momentum. Jung’s [4]psychobabble isn’t predicated on any testable universe, and mythology of the Long
Long Ago remembers those fools who thought the spherical inescapable universe was a flat firmament. Tales
told, the blackholers bed down on a soup of particles and forces primeval, snug deep within in the ceaseless
void of their singularity.
in other news i will not generally be online or really reachable through this weekend, as i’ve got to read
through some eighteen-thousand lines of Other People’s Code, grok it in fullness, and transmogrify it into a
usable API if I’m to bring this hoss in. I have stayed home today despite really needing to get my meeting
on with folk around the office, for which I may well be gang-fucked in the short term. mmmm, to disappear,
to peel off the napkin, o my enemy; do I terrify? The second time I meant to last it out and not come back
at all. I rocked shut.
Salesman (he is something between an aggressive [5]Latah and a timid [6]Sender): ”Recollect when I am
travelling with K. E., hottest idea man in the gadget industry.
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”’Think of it!’ he snaps. ’A cream separator in your own kitchen!’
”’K. E., my brain reels at the thought.’
”’It’s five, maybe ten, yes, maybe twenty years away.... But it’s coming.’
”I ll wait, K. E. No matter how long it is I’ll wait. When the priority numbers are called up yonder I’ll
be there.’
”It was K. E. put out the Octopus Kit for Massage Parlors, Barber Shops and Turkish Baths, with which
you can administer a high colonic, an unethical massage, a shampoo, whilst cutting the client’s toenails and
removing his blackheads. And the M.D.’s Can Do Kit for busy practitioners will take out your appendix,
tuck in a hernia, pull a wisdom tooth, ectomize your piles and circumcise you. Well, K. E. is such an atomic
salesman if he runs out of Octopus Kits he is subject, by sheer charge, to sell an M.D. Can Do to a barber
shop and some dozen wakes up with his piles cut out....
”’Jesus, Homer, what kinda creep joint you running here? I been gang fucked.’
”’Well, landsake. Si, I was just aiming to administer our complimentary high colonic free and gratis on
Thanksgiving Day. K. E. musta sold me the wrong kit again....’”
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Accretion_disk
2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_hole
3. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No_hair_theorem"
4. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Collective_unconscious
5. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Latah
6. http://www.fb10.uni-bremen.de/anglistik/kerkhoff/beatgeneration/BurroughsNaked.htm

3.3.13

a code artist’s apology (2006-03-22 19:24) - flighty - friends

Music: squarepusher - feed me weird things - tundra

ugh, i want sleep so badly...soon, a few more hours away at most. An hour or so ago, I received the following
from a fellow I’d interviewed for a research position up at the [1]lab of k-rad with me:
I just received the outcome of the interview process and it was not favorable. While I am
certainly disappointed with the outcome as Ciphertrust is one of my top choices, I thoroughly
enjoyed the interview process. I would greatly appreciate if you can give me some pointers on the
areas I need to work on (since you interviewed me for the maximum duration of time). I greatly
appreciate your time and effort in this regard.
This all just kind of flowed on out of me, the slunky afterbirth trailing three steady days spent awake, creating
and refining. I wonder what he’ll think of it:
I will answer with some personal comments and reflections. This
DOES NOT* in any way speak for CipherTrust or my capacity there.
Thanks for your kind words and the time you put into interviewing with
us.
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To me you seemed a strong candidate for purely academic work or
academic work including open-ended development for lab environments.
Even ”research” positions at CipherTrust, however, can involve quite a
lot of high-pressure code, design, and specification, best served by
individual experience developed ”in the trenches”. I had no doubt of
your ability to work problems, given time, but feared that your
progression from 100-line C programs to tens of thousands of lines of
times’ collected cluttercode might be a painful evolution.
The only pointers I can give are to continue developing your academic
record and network, and should you really desire a code-intensive
position (do you? did you come into the interview expecting this to be
one?), plow your free time into hacking unceasingly.
Professional programming demands the confidence to observe, model, and
implement dozens of relationships and processes each day, knowing that a
small error in any one can nullify the endeavor as a whole. These are
swept aside to tackle the greater problems, but in the coder’s mind
they remain potentials for interaction and disruption, tens of thousands
of ticking timebombs bound in a protean lattice, each indicative of a
personal failing that could bring down an app, a network, a jumbo jet.
This can be an absolutely paralyzing position to find oneself in,
especially when the phones are ringing and coworkers nervously
await Your Word As Developer that mistakes are rectified, that all’s
groovy...to the best of your knowledge. A coder’s self-knowledge is
developed as he spins his algorithms, refined during the bitter
debugging of their implementations, and validated awash the ecstacies
known to those who’ve confirmed their dreams immortalized in logic,
ready to be spawned from circadian cycles measured not per hour but
in GHz. When he is not coding, he is learning doubt. From the Tao:
”After three days without programming, life becomes meaningless.”
I have no idea if this helps you; I hope it does. It was interesting to
write, and thus I appreciate your question and, again, your interest in
CipherTrust. Best of luck to you!
i’ve got the code for you! all the fuckin’ code in the world!
1. http://ciphertrust.com/

zra (2006-03-22 17:17:40)
i’m not remotely familiar enough with the whole thing to say whether or not he’ll gain the pointers he sought from
reading your response, however he will no doubt be inspired. speaking of the Tao in this context is laudable.
happyfunnorm (2006-03-22 18:48:34)
I was on a Pastoral Search Committee for my church and the similarities seems striking. Both the concept of ”Minister” and ”Research Scientist” are grossly simplified. Applicants can be great, but completely unsuited to the position.
When I read a PIF (Personal Information File, the Presbyterian Minister version of a resume) it’s obvious to me
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whether the person really wants to be a Youth specialist or a SR Pastor at a large church or even a Rural Minister
serving several small churches. I could tell even if they said something different (PIFs include essays written by the
person that tend to be personal and long enough to get a real feel for the person). It’s just a good thing that you can
determine that he was a good researcher for academic type situations but poor for the heavy coding type situation
you’re in before he wound up in a position he was neither suited for nor something, I suspect, he wanted or would
have been happy doing. I’m sure you’ll both be better off in the long run.
iamsounamused (2006-03-22 19:38:20)
Was he expecting some sort of second look or reconsideration based on his cute little ”rejection rebuttal”? Heh. I
think the naivety displayed by that action alone is enough to certainly cause trepidation in trusting him with such a
demanding task. Some people are entirely laugh-worthy.
dankamongmen (2006-03-22 19:56:50)
I very much doubt he thought that. My interviews tend to be rollicking good times designed to guarantee a certain base set of capability, let me analyze the candidate’s reasoning process (especially under stress), and determine
whether they’ll bullshit and front authority on a subject to cover up holes in their knowledge (immediate candidate
killer). Beyond that, it’s the candidate’s job to sell himself – it’s a rapid-pace venture with plenty of asides and
opportunities to display brilliance. That’s the modern free-form researcher interview, though. At the last place, I
was strictly looking for a regulator, and administered [1]Interview 1911. btw, your life and head are nuts lately!
1. http://dank.qemfd.net/iview1911.pdf

cola fan (2006-03-22 19:55:13)
He probably appreciated your feedback.
eightbit (2006-03-22 20:01:48)
you finally read hardy’s memoir!
dankamongmen (2006-03-22 20:09:51)
you’ve posted that the past two times i’ve referenced dear mr. hardy :D. i actually enjoyed the binding and format
on canto’s editions of apology and what is life? that i’ll likely shell out the $600 to snarf up the [1]complete series
one of these weekends.
1. http://www.cambridge.org/series/sSeries.asp?code=CNTN

burninonedown (2006-03-23 09:34:29)
I personally thought the email was nice (I say this in response to the comment that bagged on him for it). I think he
genuinly wanted to know what he could do to improve. So many people in this world blame others for their failures
and missed opportunities, I see his response to the rejection as positive and I personally think he will do very well
elsewhere in a position more suited to him. But then again what the hell do I know, I’m just a crazy hippie who
doesn’t even appreciate her own intelligence. I liked your response as well, the Tao never fails eh, love it.... BTW, I
love your writing style.....
dankamongmen (2006-03-26 10:09:58)
thanks very much, darlin’ ! I also thought his was a pleasant, appreciative mail.
leon03 (2006-03-25 10:06:32)
I certainly would have appreciated this response. Though I do take issue with your characterization that a common
programming mistake could bring down a jumbo jet... such safety-critical areas are exactly when the common industrial coding environments give way much more careful design, code review, formal methods, and layering abstraction
in such ways as to guarantee that errors from certain kinds of code cannot creep into say, software that moves control
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surfaces. Also, I remember reading about the software that runs the space shuttle. At one point in the testing process, they froze the software, and any additional bugs found afterwards were merely documented, and the bugs were
incorporated into astronaut training. They didn’t want to risk introducing new, unknown bugs in the attempts to fix
the known bugs they found.
dankamongmen (2006-03-26 10:09:26)
agreed that I went a bit overboard, but then again I tend to :D. We discussed the same re: space shuttle in the
mandatory computing ethics class at GT. A fascinating book on similar topics is ”Fatal Defect” by Ivars Peterson.

3.3.14

why don’t you get a life and grow up? why can’t you realize that you’ve fucked
up? (2006-03-28 00:02) - everything’s gonna be alright - friends

Music: sublime - 40 ounces to freedom - waiting for my ruca

Today I was given a foil wrapper full of delicious, so-very-rare (as of late anyway) ketamine in exchange for
walking some puppies. I found a 19V AC->DC / 3.5A converter to replace the one currently somewhere in
APD impound, underneath a pile of garbage in 1f’s car. As this was almost precisely my needs to power
the $2k appliance I’ve got to be hendeling by Friday, I now consider my 15 years’ or so worth of habitually
holding onto AC adapters as wholly justified. There’s a beautiful girl reading Ken Kesey in my bed having
just worked through Hesse for the first time, DSL and the dryer have both been installed, and our house
now even has different rooms on different circuit breakers.
Things are indeed looking up for the dankest! Now for four days of Sublime, speed, sleep dep and skill
to properly finalize this accursed project. I mop up the flo’ wit em, and I kick in the door and let the .44
get ’em, I got fools that’ll go get ’em, this is for you, your crew and the fools that run wit ’em!

wellfuckthishit (2006-03-27 22:15:24) Hey, I wrote you some Java poetry.
Void()()deuce looking me in the ;;y;; what happy heart? has had (this;that;effect) on me[ ] when ; was happy was
staring her eyes in; mine. I...think it’s sort of fucked-up though. I look up to you a good deal, sir.
dankamongmen (2006-03-28 10:43:18) Re: Hey, I wrote you some Java poetry.
well thank you very much friend in WORD; you’ve been held in high regard since I friended you (resulting from your
posts regarding dopaminergenic oxidative stress on some community). i have had an awful lot provided as axioms of
life, though, and i can’t claim to be doing at all better than i ought.
solecize (2006-03-27 23:04:51)
”There’s a beautiful girl reading Ken Kesey in my bed having just worked through Hesse for the first time, DSL and
the dryer have both been installed, and our house now even has different rooms on different circuit breakers.” I’m
sincerely happy for you.
iamsounamused (2006-03-28 00:31:20)
nods* Sublime, speed, and a girl reading a book in your bed. What more could anyone ask for?
dankamongmen (2006-03-28 08:15:19)
The hextacle requires imitation crab meat, Tab and Newports to be complete. Man cannot live by amphetamine
alone!
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killerpoptart (2006-03-28 02:53:07)
xoxo
zbtron (2006-03-28 05:48:17)
Today I was given a foil wrapper full of delicious, so-very-rare (as of late anyway) ketamine in exchange for walking
some puppies. c’mon. puppy drugs for walking puppies? and nick black walking puppies? HILARIOUS. there is no
way you walked puppies. and, ketamine is gross. not that you have high standards for what goes into your body.
xoxox
englishteacher (2006-03-28 09:30:19)
i don’t think i’ve even seen special k since the late 90’s. oooh there’s some memories i could live without lol.

3.3.15

the capital of this rugged slang is wu-tang: witty unpredictable talent and natural game (2006-03-28 12:05) - hard-workin’ dank - friends

Music: genius/gza - liquid swords - labels

I love how the Genius/GZA works those acronymal raps in: cream of course reminds us that cash rules everything around me, and check ”what is the meaning of crime? is it criminals robbing innocent motherfuckers
every time?” very subtle, very very smooth, always sprayed atop the RZA’s minimalistic beats. Classic!
Apparently our company now runs [1]PhishRegistry.org, which is pretty humorous; I listened to the 199511-09 Fox show in honor. The press release is [2]here, disclosing our recent phisherprinting work...good stuff!
Meanwhile, I’m workin’ hard:
Date: Tue, 28 Mar 2006 11:52:07 -0500
From: Nick Black <*******@ciphertrust.com>
To: CipherTrust Research <******@ciphertrust.com>
Subject: working from home today
I’ll be deep back in the lime pits of my spodcave today, spooling out
********* code and gazing into standing water for inspiration. If an
emergency arises, some madman demanding an explanation of [3]longjmp(3)
lest he raze the building etc, do hit me via AIM/Gtalk.
–
nick black ”np: the class of dashed hopes and idle dreams.”
1. http://phishregistry.org/
2. http://www.ciphertrust.com/company/press_and_events/article.php?id=0000798
3. http://www.opengroup.org/onlinepubs/007908799/xsh/longjmp.html

mpnolan (2006-03-28 09:42:08)
That will be my official counterexample to anyone poisoned by the radio/MTV presentation and lead falsely to believe
there is never complexity in rap.
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dankamongmen (2006-03-28 09:46:54)
we ere here to bring the people and the music and the movement all together now we see through repetitive etiquette
and the highly unoriginal were here to bring the people and the music and the movement all together now they will
lose check it out now, check it out now this is a necessary change from the grim simple and plain gonna exercise that
brain to break the chain pain is a part of gain no need to explain we innovate to generate an intricately interwoven
tapestry of musical and ethical epiphanies the interest is minimal im on an awsome mission with an angel that can
take it all the way to where the sun is just like a runner loving running tryina turn it into a simple symphony simple
sentiment adrenaline is coming back im in the innercity, where i gotta be a superstar id rather be a galaxy but how
you see is so dependent on the medicine the rhetoric and how at any second you think you could sit on the brink of
this world is all asleep and i have no apologies i breathe keep my sight on what we ride on let bygones be bygones
the migraines dont sidetrack my final destination nothing rivals predetermination to exterminate the germination of
a nation that accepts anything thats thrown in its fat face cause when theres nothing left theres no more point to
the rat race we dont waste a minute of the day dont be offended what im saying trying to send it all way to another
stage a creative alternator rated and greater the crazy maniac mellodies end up all up in your face wait success aint
only based on self esteem it takes a sense to differentiate between whats yours and someone elses dreams i felt the
screams climbing up my cold spine saying nows the time to put in all the energy to get rid of the enemy... i said it so..
were here to bring the people and the music and the movement all together now we see through repetitive etiquette
and the highly unoriginal were here to bring the people and the music and the movement all together now they will
lose sick of the same old thing free us and touch what we cant see twist that knife and watch him bleed lost inside
its way too deep someone choke me help me breathe run from mistakes right in my face feels like im running in place
cbradfield (2006-03-28 12:59:51)
Clan in da front!
dankamongmen (2006-03-28 15:57:17)
LET YOUR FEET STOMP

3.3.16

tell me what they fantasy like up on the roof (roof !) tell yo boyfriend not to be
mad at me (2006-03-28 21:11) - chillin’ at the holiday inn - friends

Music: faith no more - angel dust - midlife crisis

Crazy cross-connections recently: first the UI ideas of two posts ago, and tonight a new (to me) insight into
filesystems and relational algebra. I just spent two UNGODLY TEDIOUS hours doing close-in work with
debugfs(8), grep(1) and dd(1): don’t ever let someone tell you that filesystem recovery is strictly for the
experts, or that ext3 does anything that makes your files unrecoverable using standard inode analysis [0] –
next time, however, I’m absolutely picking up some Mexicans from outside the Home Depot and handing
out some model-m’s. It’s a lot of work, but when you need the wget output of yesteryear, you need it. and
now that grisly task is done.
while i fucked around with inode tables, i thought about journaling filesystems ala VMS’s ODS-2, the
modern best practices concerning [1]subversion control of /etc/ and $HOME, and how much more lovely
[2]sshfs is than any other networked file system. It then struck me (and surely this is a known idea, for better
or worse – I don’t have any knowledge of the literature beyond Ioannidis’s query optimization paper and
the four hours reading Navathe’s book necessary to procure an A in his [3]CS 4400 joke of a class): almost
all FS deployments are hierarchical +links (links kill a filename-file bijection unimportant to us). From a
kernel perspective [1], the only problem in mapping a hierarchical filesystem to a relational(?)/tagged one via
transformation of directory names to tags and removing direction from the graph (subdirectory specification
becomes query union) are collisions resulting from this one-time flattening of the namespace: /var/tmp and
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/tmp/var, etc, can no longer be differentiated. Resolution of this via power set tags (queries for var +
tmp hit both, var/tmp hits only the former) leaves you where you started in the worst case with O(2ˆn)
baggage. We don’t want to introduce any new file-related syscalls; that’s tre lame to the max...readdir(2)
and getdents(2) use fd’s but such must be aquired via open(2) with O DIRECTORY as implemented by
opendir(3), all fd generation points associated with a real filesystem [2] can be traced back to a hierarchical
specification (induct on dup(2), dup2(2)), so all you need is a concept of / and cwd...which suggests the
corrollary of the power set tagging: you can embed a tagged namespace within a hierarchical namespace,
but it requires O(2ˆn). This might be quite plausible for the purposes of emulating allmusic.com for one’s
collection within the filesystem.
but why would you do that? the very leafy namespace instances that could benefit from anything are
they very ones which blow up unnaceptably with exponential growth. the snake eats its tail once more.
surely known to anyone who’s thought about it, but interesting to me. back to work!
[0] and the patience to immediately umount the filesystem on which you fucked up, then not use it until you have the time to read up on block devices.
[1] from userspace, you’ve got to handle wildcards, but that seems doable via handwaving
[2] as opposed to, for instance, PF UNIX sockets in the abstract namespace (.sun path[0] == ’\0’)
1. http://subversion.tigris.org/
2. http://fuse.sourceforge.net/sshfs.html
3. http://www-static.cc.gatech.edu/classes/AY2004/cs4400_fall/

leon03 (2006-03-28 19:44:07)
Ick... I did a doozy on my home directory sometime in July or August of ’04. As I was running out of space, I copied
it to another drive, thought ”my, that went awful quick...” CDed to my home directory, did an ls, then seeing my shit
listed, I rm -rf’ed my home directory. Then I was a bit confused as to all my files were then gone. Damn symbolic
links. I immediately unmounted my file system and did some reading. I was running on ReiserFS, ran some command
I don’t remember, and then pieced back together some but not all of my files from what it dumped into lost+found. I
never fully recovered, and there is random corruption at the end of some of my files. Sounds like perhaps you handled
your fuckup a bit better than I.
threv (2006-03-29 07:38:23) ye gads
damn son. at least you’re listening to the right music.
sid icarus (2006-03-30 14:34:21)
So is the goal to take a blank ext2 partition and create any dirs/files to support a tag fs? Or to add tag navigation
to an arbitrarily populated partition? I get why you’re bringing the power set and O(2ˆn), but I keep wondering if it
has to be that way. (Probably out of optimism and ignorance.) Are you saying that if the user says ”cd ThomYorke
& &Unkle & &SlowPaced” that there has to be a single real dir that holds all that files tagged with at least those
tags, but possibly more? If so, could open(2) be modified to create and recycle these directories on the fly* so that
the max number of dirs is the maximum number of open fds? *consulting either a table stored in a single file, or a
dir structure like: /files /Rabbit in Your Headlights.flac link /tags ThomYorke Unkle ...
sid icarus (2006-03-30 14:36:46)
/files
/Rabbit_in_Your_Headlights.flac
link
/tags
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ThomYorke
Unkle
...

rather

3.3.17

play up play on; I can’t hate you, hommmmmmmmmie (2006-03-30 22:40) - i really
miss my homies - friends

Music: master p - ghetto d - burbans and llacs

Dearest [ LJ User: bagofpeppers ]:
Where have you been? Are you alive and well? Why must I listen to Tupac and Master P
without my shaggiest soldier? Let a nigga know.

sexion8 (2006-03-31 02:28:23)
I miss his sidekick ”Picka”. :(
bagofpeppers (2006-03-31 05:53:27)
Heaven ain’t hard to reach, nigga. Let us convene this weekend.

3.3.18

cynthia

mckinney

rocks

rough

and

tough

(though

sans

afro

puffs)

(2006-03-31 17:41) - amused - friends
Music: liz phair - exile in guyville - flower

phat friday jam: [1]download [2]lyrics
Man, it’s been pretty fantastic living in the state responsible for Cynthia McKinney (D-ATL), one of the
most uproariously hilariously reportable politicians this side of James ”Not Guilty” Traficant (D-OH) or
Alfonse ”Pasta, Power and Politics” D’Amato (R-NY):
WASHINGTON (AP) - A lawyer for Georgia congresswoman Cynthia McKinney says the
lawmaker was ”just a victim of being in Congress while black” after an altercation with a Capitol
Police officer. Attorney James Myart says that McKinney was a ”victim of excessive use of force”
because ”of how she looks and the color of her skin.” According to one account, McKinney is said
to have struck the officer after she walked past a security check point in a House office building
after apparently not being recognized. Officials have said McKinney didn’t stop and hit the officer
after he placed a hand on her.
Neal Boortz, the radioman who taught his asshole to talk, had these choice bits to [3]add
McKinney’s new hair-do makes her look ”like a ghetto slut,” like ”an explosion at a Brillo pad
factory,” like ”Tina Turner peeing on an electric fence,” and like ”a shih tzu.”...Today’s Atlanta
Journal-Constitution is reporting that the Capitol Hill police have notified the federal prosecutor’s
office in Washington that they are going to seek an arrest warrant for McKinney next week. OK,
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Now I’ve seen Cynthia McKinney’s new hairstyle. There is just no other way to say this. It’s just
hideous. She looks like ghetto trash. Get a braider over there ... quick! Nobody with a modicum
of self-respect would go around looking like that. And don’t give me any stuff for saying this.
I’ve endured years of ”bald” remarks. I’m entitled.
What a jackass. ”Don’t give me any stuff?” ahh, I’m sweetly reminded of [4]Ann going nuts:
Plus, it’s no fun riding around in those dinky little hybrid cars. My pretty-girl allies stick
out like a sore thumb amongst the corn-fed, no make-up, natural fiber, no-bra needing, sandalwearing, hirsute, somewhat fragrant hippie-chick pie wagons they call ”women” at the Democratic
National Convention.
Apparently, the nuts at the Democratic National Convention are going to be put in cages outside
the convention hall. Sadly, they won’t be fighting to the death as is done in W.W.F. caged
matches.
holy mother of god i’ve been working so hard this past week, let it end.
1. http://dank.qemfd.net/tabpower/da%20back%20wudz%20-%20you%20gonna%20love%20me.mp3
2. http://www.fatlyrics.com/lyrics/1156/Da_Back_Wudz/You’re_Gonna_Luv_Me
3. http://mediamatters.org/items/200603310005
4. http://www.worldnetdaily.com/news/article.asp?ARTICLE_ID=39644

datavortex (2006-03-31 15:58:12)
[1]Cynthia is a fucking total lunatic who is on record several times saying that all white people are to blame for 9/11
(not that she wasn’t certifiably fucking whacked in 2000...). She even gives socialists a bad name.
1. http://goodbyecynthia.com/

leon03 (2006-03-31 19:36:38)
Can’t say I know a thing about Rep McKinney, but yes, Neal and Ann deserve each other. Hope work goes well, and
take care, my friend.
quandry (2006-03-31 20:11:14)
Eh, female politicians get derided for their looks (e.g. Condoleezza Rice, Katherine Harris, Madeliene Albright, Janet
Reno), that’s just the way the world works. If you’re female and a famous politician, people are going to harp on
and on about how horrendously ugly you are. Your party affiliation doesn’t matter, you centrism or degree of sanity
doesn’t matter, your competence doesn’t matter. It might be more sensible and productive to talk about those other
things, but that’s not what people care about. This is the world as it is. *shrug*

3.4
3.4.1

April
i will show you fear in a handful of dust (2006-04-01 12:13) - phish!!!!! - friends

Music: phish - 2003-07-25 - chalkdust torture

by the way, we got slashdotted yesterday: [1]for whatever that might be worth.
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phish phish phish! marilyn, mike and i went to this concert; it would be one of the last times Marilyn
and I had a good time. Those who were living are now dying...with a little patience. Afterwards, I did ether
out of a sock with some 15 year old girl who later stole Mike’s brother’s wallet.
1. http://it.slashdot.org/article.pl?sid=06/03/31/2111249

blindherviolet (2006-04-02 16:45:40)
I love Eliot, but I’ve never been able to agree with this exerpt. Perhaps because I am ever the hedonist, ever the
over-indulger, ever the easily seduced soul if but for a nice box of chocolates.

3.4.2

I pass them hos like collection plates and keep broads on my squad who’re from
Section 8 (2006-04-03 11:23) - transcendental - friends

Music: nine inch nails - broken - wish

what exists finer than rising to the Daystar spilling through one’s blinds, looking back over a weekend spent
gathering strength in sleep, retraining the rigorous lobe by going back through one’s [1]favorite [2]texts (oooh,
I hadn’t known that Bartle went into a third edition, hrmm!) on that great Trial By Fire [3]Real Analysis,
and bringing a project almost up to the point of completion? huzzah.
well, I’d have liked to have made it into work, especially as Monday’s the one day I really need to be
there (we have our general research team meeting at 1030). The demise of one-f’s car means I may actually
have to bite the bullet here and get a driver’s license. the horror, the horror!
I soaked up some excellent, deliciously clean coder fuel this morning...
I was traveling with Irene Kelly and her was a sporting woman. In Butte, state of Montana,
she gets the coke horrors and run through the hotel screaming Chinese coppers chase her with
meat cleavers. I knew this cop in Chicago sniff coke used to come in form of crystals, blue crystals.
So he go nuts and start screaming the Federals is after him and run down this alley and stick his
head in the garbage can. And I said, ’What you think you are doing?’ and he say, ’Get away or
I shoot you. I got myself hid good.’”
We are getting some C on RX at this time. Shoot it in the mainline, son. You can smell it
going in, clean and cold in your nose and throat then a rush of pure pleasure right through the
brain lighting up those C connections. Your head shatters in white explosions. Ten minutes later
you want another shot... you will walk across town for another shot. But if you can’t score for C
you eat, sleep and forget about it.
This is a yen of the brain alone, a need without feeling and without body, earthbound ghost
need, rancid ectoplasm swept out by an old junky coughing and spitting in the sick morning.
One morning you wake up and take a speed ball, and feel bugs under your skin. 1890 cops
with black mustaches block the doors and lean in through the windows snarling their lips back
from blue and bold embossed badges. Junkies march through the room singing the Moslem Funeral Song, bear the body of Bill Gains, stigmata of his needle wounds glow with a soft blue
flame. Purposeful schizophrenic detectives sniff at your chamber pot.
It’s the coke horrors.... Sit back and play it cool and shoot in plenty of that GI M.
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back to work!
1.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0486612260/sr=8-2/qid=1144078007/ref=pd_bbs_2/102-0293430-3852933?

%5Fencoding=UTF8
2.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0471321486/sr=8-1/qid=1144078061/ref=pd_bbs_1/102-0293430-3852933?

%5Fencoding=UTF8
3. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Real_analysis

leon03 (2006-04-03 11:02:18)
Yeah... I actually had both the second and third editions once upon a time. Then I dumped the third edition for cash
on Amazon... Real Analysis is quite possibly my single weakest area of mathematics, with one exception: Complex
Analysis. I excelled in Calc I and II, I can still apply calculus, I just don’t get the proofs. At least that’s better than
Complex Analysis, where I’m pretty good at the geometry but understand none of the calculus.
dankamongmen (2006-04-03 11:34:48)
Complex Analysis is one of those techniques, like reducing parti-di problems to energy conservation equalities, recasting combinatorial problems as topological ones or unit testing, that you can get far without – only to realize
that you’ve been wading in a sea of tedium. I somehow never really learned trigonometry, and still couldn’t rattle
off more than a half-dozen independent trigonometric identities without needing to pause and derive. Thanks to
an intuitive (if I may say so myself) grasp of complex analysis, I’ve never really needed to :D. That comes more
from the geometric side than the calculus side, though (as if the two can really be separated). One of my happiest
memories remains sitting in Latin II a little over a decade ago, having had Euler’s great [1]Identity revealed to me
the previous evening. Unable to believe the beauty, I set to proving it immediately. It took me some six-odd hours
(I’d never worked with a Taylor series before), but completion left me in the first ecstacy I’d felt since rejecting
Christianity. Later: [2]binary adders with carry-outs, diagonalization proofs, ZFC, coroutines, nucleosynthesis via
supernova, Lebesque integration, the global heat engine / thermohaline system, the Church-Turing thesis, citric acid
cycle, ML’s type system, the seemingly unending applications of manifolds...but it all started with appreciating the
deep mystery in [febc816eae16801e478d67d37f1a7982.png] . if you haven’t read penrose’s ”the road to reality”, get it,
and read the chapter on complex analysis (6, iirc). it’ll set you aflame.
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Euler’s_identity
2. http://www.allaboutcircuits.com/vol_4/chpt_16/1.html

dankamongmen (2006-04-03 11:38:50)
hah, I’d never heard this:
Gauss is reported to have commented that if this formula were not immediately obvious to him, the
reader would never be a first-class mathematician.
alas! zorn!

3.4.3

never underestimate a chinese girl who avoided being drowned at birth
(2006-04-04 07:39) - merry - public

Music: helmet - meantime - unsung

(19:50:36)
(19:50:36)
(19:50:44)
(19:51:06)
(19:51:12)
(19:51:31)
616

Julien Li: it’s annoying
Julien Li: because we are testing 52 solenoids
Julien Li: and taking data with one pressure transducer and oscope
Julien Li: so it’s just this hideous daily task of manually taking data for 2-3 hours a day
dankest: that’s badass! i didn’t know you were doing real honest-to-god science
dankest: oscilloscopes! solenoids! cross products everywhere! woot!
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(19:51:33) Julien Li: you thought i was doing fake science?
(19:51:39) dankest: i thought you consumed in k-krappy intern science
(19:51:48) Julien Li: like i am testing the polarity of bacon or something?
we do love our [ LJ User: jujuyy ]
threv (2006-04-04 07:15:41)
i don’t think testing the polarity of bacon is fake at all! get the scientists on it. fyi keep your april 15 open
jujuyy (2006-04-04 09:16:21)
what’s 4/15? cause i am already busy.
threv (2006-04-04 09:17:46)
my 1 year anniversary of the secret life party at the loft with the future funk collective tell a friend
angra (2006-04-04 07:26:28)
mmmmmmm bacon auuugghghhhhhhhh
jujuyy (2006-04-04 09:15:45)
and don’t forget that i only barely avoided getting aborted as well. the cosmos came together so that i could one day
sit in a room and monitor air travel through a valve.
slacktide (2006-04-04 09:18:21)
[1]Labview, yo.
Also,
[2] [bacon.png]
1. http://www.ni.com/labview/
2. http://bacondryer.ytmnd.com/

jujuyy (2006-04-04 10:32:23)
we do use labview. the problem here isn’t the system not being automated, the problem is that there’s only one
transducer. and it needs to be manually moved from one solenoid to the next for each reading.
dankamongmen (2006-04-04 11:38:56)
when my browser suddenly plays music, it makes my die inside
slacktide (2006-04-04 12:54:16)
[1]You’re the man now, dog!
1. http://www.yourethemannowdog.com/

3.4.4

dave chapelle ain’t got shit on me (2006-04-04 18:13) - silly - public

go ahead and break ’em off with a preview of the collapsed wavefunction...the superposition
this is an alpha emission
a type of nuclear fission
slinging 2-3-8 yellow cake
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get your geiger counts tickin’
you like my thorium?
the He-2-plus I run?
wishin’ shorty’d be enrichin’
U-F-6 helps spell FUN
now it’s just like Bohr once spoke,
then Einstein sat down and wrote,
it’s what Fermi knew in Chi-Town
when his heart filled up his throat
neutrons on the scene mackin’
yukawa potentials pimpslapped n’
best believe i’m splitting [1]U
once we’re passin’ critical mass n’
i worked up from pitchblade
to slingin’ weapon-grade
i creep up on that cusp
then my free energy erupts
i’ve got a breeder edition
for the Greens who’d be bitchin’
jabronies fronted at Yucca
now your skin’s got green glistenin’
when set up for air burst
the firestorm’s the worst
blessed are those who’re [2]now shadows
for being taken first
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranium
2. http://www.csi.ad.jp/ABOMB/children.html

datavortex (2006-04-04 17:23:57) where is the ogg?
I fucking love monzy, frontalot, mc hawking, mc chris.... You totally need to bust out an audio file for us.
dankamongmen (2006-04-05 20:32:04) Re: where is the ogg?
heh, so my Dirty South geekcore act is actually coming along; remember where you first read about TypeKast, for
when your moms start talking about me! [ LJ User: threv ] claims he’ll get involved, which should lead to actual
performing if I put the requisite energy into things, and two fruityloops geeks up at the office are working out beats
on the phatty [1]MDC’s. there is a very real chance of dropping opus aleph late this year. i answer all your arp
requests with the address of deez nuts!
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MIDI_Production_Center

blowgurt (2006-04-06 13:14:22) more props.
that’s some funny shit
cryptic maniac (2006-04-05 15:28:50)
That just made my day.
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dankamongmen (2006-04-05 20:32:16)
thanks :D

3.4.5

It drops as deep as it does in my breath; I never sleep, cause sleep is the cousin
of death (2006-04-07 19:27) - happy for others - public

Music: viktor vaughn - venemous villian - doom on vik

from [ LJ User: googleblog ]:
It’s that time of year when we happily announce the winners of the 2006 Google Anita Borg Memorial
Scholarship. We’re awarding 19 $10,000 scholarships to these outstanding young women – graduate and
undergraduate students who are completing degrees in computer science and related fields – with our congratulations:
Brianna Bethel, University of Colorado - Boulder
G. Ayorkor Mills - Tettey, Carnegie Mellon University
* Gillian Rachael Hayes, Georgia Institute of Technology
Himabindu Pucha, Purdue University
Karen Fullam, University of Texas at Austin
Kristen Walcott, University of Virginia
Kristina Chodorow, New York University
* Laura Rouse, Georgia Institute of Technology
Marta Magdalena Luczynska, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Megan Olsen, University of Massachusetts Amherst
Michele Banko, University of Washington
Neven Abou Gazala, University of Pittsburgh
Parisa Michelle Tabriz, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
Rebecca Nancy Nesson, Harvard University
Shana Kay Watters, University of Minnesota
Sharmishtaa Seshamani, Johns Hopkins University
Soumi Sinha, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
* Tracy Westeyn, Georgia Institute of Technology
Vinithra Varadharajan, Carnegie Mellon University

GO TRACY!
and i don’t know gillian or laura, but GO GILLIAN! GO LAURA!
hehehehe, I TA’d GT’s CS 2760, ”Assembly Language Programming and Instruction Set Architecture”,
with Tracy when she was a senior and I a freshman. She was a goddamn hottie, too, especially for being a
Ph.D. in Artificial Intelligence with a systems programming bent.
so hey my nigs, given that Vodka Communion V is next Friday and not tonight as I’d thought, what
the hell is up?
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spoonless (2006-04-07 16:53:14)
She was a goddamn hottie, too, especially for being a Ph.D. in Artificial Intelligence with a systems programming bent.
Wow, sounds like she would make a fine substitute for a bottle of viagra!
mac finn (2006-04-07 17:55:45)
I think Tracy lived on my hall when I was on east campus. Go her. :)
turdburgler (2006-04-08 02:19:21)
Tracy was my CS 2340ˆHˆHˆHicircumH2330ˆHˆHˆ HˆH2130 TA. :D
smellycoder (2006-04-08 04:33:52)
laura’s an undergrad into crypto & gillian is a phd student in the ubicomp lab w/ gregory abowd. both excellent
choices for the award, imho!

3.4.6

(2006-04-07 20:15) - confuzzled - public

Music: nas - illmatic - new york state of mind

We present a monotonic expression for the Ricci flow, valid in all dimensions and without
curvature assumptions. It is interpreted as an entropy for a certain canonical ensemble. Several
geometric applications are given. In particular, (1) Ricci flow, considered on the space of riemannian metrics modulo diffeomorphism and scaling, has no nontrivial periodic orbits (that is, other
than fixed points); (2) In a region, where singularity is forming in finite time, the injectivity
radius is controlled by the curvature; (3) Ricci flow can not quickly turn an almost euclidean
region into a very curved one, no matter what happens far away. We also verify several assertions
related to Richard Hamilton’s program for the proof of Thurston geometrization conjecture for
closed three-manifolds, and give a sketch of an eclectic proof of this conjecture, making use of
earlier results on collapsing with local lower curvature bound.
I need to know much more [1]differential geometry and especially [2]geodesics. I do not know when I’ll learn
it :/. I really just need to be about 100 IQ points smarter. I’ve not been this lacking upon approach of a
paper in some time....argh stupid stupid stupid brain.
Fuck this, I’m going out.
1. http://mathworld.wolfram.com/DifferentialGeometry.html
2. http://mathworld.wolfram.com/Geodesic.html

dankamongmen (2006-04-07 17:46:42)
someone with suitable access, please pirate: http://links.jstor.org/sici?sici=0002-9947(198804)306 %3A2 %3C499
%3ATEOFOH %3E2.0.CO %3B2-O
coleoptera (2006-04-07 19:28:42)
Emailed to your gmail.
dankamongmen (2006-04-09 23:03:06)
truly, you are a dear!
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seldomawake (2006-04-07 17:59:08)
If you’d like to see geodesics from a practical, applied viewpoint, I’d like to recommend: Datums and Map Projections by J. C. Iliffe. It’s a small, 150 page book that tells you all you need to know about making map projections
(ie. ”flattening the earth”), a science that’s strongly based in geodesics. For differential geometry from an applied
perspective, I recommend Div, Grad, Curl and All That by H. M. Schey. It’s heavily Electrical Engineering-biased,
but it’s a very good, practical approach to vector calculus and tangentially brushes by differential geometry without
ever mentioning the word ”manifold.” However, after seeing physical phenomena described mathematically, I found
the concept of a Riemann manifold much easier to grok. ...just my $0.02.
seldomawake (2006-04-07 18:00:55)
Oh, and yeah... ”I really just need to be about 100 IQ points smarter.” Story of my life. I’m going to quote you.
dankamongmen (2006-04-07 18:05:37)
i think we have a new winner in the signal to noise category. thanks an awful lot, recent reader personally unknown
to me!
dankamongmen (2006-04-07 18:09:36)
although I must add: ”datums”? what the fuck? that makes me angry on a few different levels.
dankamongmen (2006-04-07 18:10:09)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Datum I would to be a fool!
seldomawake (2006-04-07 18:39:57)
Yeah, it annoyed me too, the first time I came across it :) To clarify: I’m a PsiU and we’ve met several times in
passing, although only briefly. Mostly around homepark, from what I recall.
spoonless (2006-04-09 20:02:54)
Mostly makes sense to me, although I’m baffled as to how Ricci flow can be interpretted as entropy... that sounds very
strange. Whose paper is this, anyway? I’ve not been this lacking upon approach of a paper in some time Heh... I run
across papers that make my head hurt all the time. Fortunately, every year a few more of them start to make sense.
Reading stuff like this, however, still really throws the old noggin’ for a loop: [1]N=1 Supersymmetry, Deconstruction,
and Bosonic Gauge Theories particularly the last sentence... gauge theories are already complicated enough, without
having to picture them living on branes wrapped around 3-cycles inside a 6-dimensional Kahler manifold (such as a
Calabi-Yau 3-fold)
1. http://www.arxiv.org/abs/hep-th/0302011

dankamongmen (2006-04-09 23:04:21)
”Whose paper is this, anyway?” [omphalos](0) $ mv 0.pdf ”Benardete - Topological Equivalence of Flows on Homogeneous Spaces, and Divergence of One-Parameter Subgroups of Lie Groups.pdf” [omphalos](0) $
dankamongmen (2006-04-09 23:10:25)
this is, of course, in an effort to build up to Perelman’s papers. Here’s the best single starting point:
http://www.math.lsa.umich.edu/research/ricciflow/perelman.html I’m sure you recognize the signifigance of the
Thurston conjecture?
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cut to the denouement; you wanna fuck me, i wanna fuck you, so it’s on
(2006-04-10 10:13) - goddamn frogs, learn to work - public

Music: ween - the pod - strap on that jimmy pac

after over a month of reading about the frogs and [1]Julie Coudry protesting the contrat première embauche
(the [2]CPE amendment to Loi pour l’egalite des chances, the ”statute on equality of opportunity”), I’m
ready to say fuck ’em.
know your role

meeting! WEEN tonight! happy, happy, happy nicklet!
1. http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Julie_Coudry
2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contrat_premi%C3%A8re_embauche

justben (2006-04-10 08:15:37)
It appears to be over now. Big surprise: [1]The French government has surrendered.
1. http://www.lemonde.fr/web/article/0,1-0@2-734511,36-759910@51-725561,0.html

rusty42 (2006-04-10 13:02:16)
whoa, there are funny graphics on top the vowels. ascii, motherfucker.
justben (2006-04-10 13:19:37)
The American Standard Code for Information Interchange doesn’t do international scripts. Get a browser made
this decade, motherfucker.
thirdkraytwin (2006-04-11 03:12:35)
THOSE FRENCH GOVT WANKERS CAME TO MY HOUSE AND BLEW UP OUR PEACEY BOAT.
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dankamongmen (2006-04-11 07:53:49)
I assume you refer to the Auckland bombing of the Rainbow Warrior? I’m with you on a good number of your
left-leaning posts, but I can’t honestly comprehend an intelligent, informed person being against nuclear power –
especially one who cares about the environment. That having been said, the French bombing was a vicious act
of state-sponsored terrorism. I understand the RW bombing had to do with protests of nuclear weapons tests at
Moruroa Atoll, not peaceful nuclear power, but I’m unsure where you stand and would appreciate any insight you
could give.
wishmonster (2006-04-10 09:33:08)
I agree with you 100 %.
seldomawake (2006-04-10 13:48:38)
I must admit, I was confused when I heard about this – I was shocked that something that would not allow employees
to be fired could even exist. Maybe I’m too free-market-friendly. However, when I started looking into the issue, I
noticed something horrifying: France mandates a 35-hour work week, and a truly ridiculous amount of holiday time!
I’m no economist, but aren’t controls that strong bad? ...So I asked a French grad student about working conditions
in France. His response to the CPE was, to quote to the best of my memory: ”Personally, it doesn’t affect me... but
that’s because I have degrees from institutions that are worth a shit.” Hm.

3.4.8

for our struggle is not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against
powers, (2006-04-10 17:16) - fear and loathing - public

Music: beethoven’s 9th, 4th movement (von Karajan conducting)

against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places
(Ephesians 6:12)
my blood can no longer easily be brought to a boil, but this [1]Agitator post (via [ LJ User: dpalliance
]) has left me physically ill:

Drug cops in Falmouth, Mass. sent a hot, young female cop to pose as a student at the local
high school. She befriended several adolescent boys with low self esteem by pretending she was
interested in them, then she asked them to get her marijuana. If you’ve ever been a high school
boy, it won’t surprise you to learn that they came through, even though most of them had no
history of drug use at all, much less of drug peddling. Of course, they were promptly arrested,
booked, and touted out as the latest Drug War trophies.
What a sick spectacle. Is this really what it’s come to? Manipulating emotionally fragile teenagers
into committing crimes they otherwise wouldn’t have committed with fake romantic advances?
This isn’t fighting crime. It’s creating crime. Any Drug Warrior want to proudly stand up for
this one?
The article hints that this is an isolated incident. Not so. It’s happened before (note that
U.S. Drug Czar John Walters ”applauds” such efforts). And not just in high schools. In the book
Smoke and Mirrors, Dan Baum talks about how drug agents have also befriended lonely widows
and widowers via personal ads, persuaded the poor saps to get hold controlled substance for them
with promises of romance, then put the clamp down when the sad, lonely old fools came through.
Some with no previous criminal record served years in prison.
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sourced largely through [2]MAP etc, the citations are admittedly somewhat short in the facts department.
It’s hard to think, and running down the verification here matters so little – ala quantum physics, what Can
happen in the drug war Will happen.
the world’s a very dark place sometimes

1. http://www.theagitator.com/archives/026458.php#026458
2. http://mapinc.org/

oiscotthey (2006-04-10 14:55:53)
That’s the sort of thing that leaves a mark on a kid forever. And chances are: that kid will never trust a cop again,
and will actively hate authority agencies for their conniving methods, thereby making him more prone to commit
more crimes in the future. Cops teaching kids to be suspicious of and hate cops. Maybe not so bad in the long run ...
datavortex (2006-04-10 14:56:52)
Every time I read something like this, I give a small donation to the MPP. I remain (slightly less) pissed off.
samildanach (2006-04-10 15:18:33)
How is this not entrapment?
fuzbal (2006-04-11 06:34:01)
That’s what I was wondering. Next week, cops start sleeping with married women to cause their husbands to commit
assualt on an officer.
chefataraxia (2006-04-10 15:39:40)
totally off topic, but I got an email about this and naturally thought of you. [1]National Collegiate Book-Collecting
Championship
1. http://www.finebooksmagazine.com/contest/rules.phtml

mumpish (2006-04-10 16:05:03)
Sigh. Beaker is still fuming over Jimmy Carter’s latest nut-up, and pleads outrage fatigue.
mpnolan (2006-04-12 12:52:37)
I heard this through people, so be wary, but apparently there are companies that hire people to develop complex
friendships in online communities and then subtly market products.
leon03 (2006-04-12 17:13:02)
I heard that on a news program on a major tv network, I forget which. They even had video of a young ”couple”
paid to waltz around the streets of New York asking people to take pictures of them with a Sony camera, and then
talking about how cool the camera was.
leon03 (2006-04-12 17:15:00)
Yes, this is sick. It’s totally entrapment, as the hope of companionship is strong motivation to do things you wouldn’t
otherwise do.
dj ricecake (2006-04-12 19:15:27)
That is extremely horrible.
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I’m an addict for tweakers, twenties of buddah and bitches with beepers
(2006-04-11 12:14) - excited...about organs - friends

Music: rage against the machine - evil empire - wind below

From [ LJ User: chefataraxia ], the [1]National Collegiate Book-Collecting Championship. As noted [2]here,
I’m sitting on right around 2800 individual books right now. I certainly never came across anyone at Tech
with a similarly-sized library (it’s not very much of a readin’ Institute of Technology), and imagine I could
possibly clean this up. Most recent additions:
• David Gries, [3]The Science of Programming,
• Spinoza, [4]Ethics,
• Janisse Ray, [5]Ecology of a Cracker Childhood,
• Li Zhensheng, [6]Red-Color News Soldier,
• Simona Ronchi Della Rocca, [7]The Parametric Lambda Calculus (A Metamodel for Computation),
• Carlos Chagas, [8]Bioelectrogenesis: A Comparative Survey of its Mechanisms,
• Michael Polanyi, [9]Personal Knowledge: Towards a Post-Critical Philosophy,
• Stefan Goedecker, [10]Performance Optimization of Numerically-Intensive Codes,
Good stuff, good times. I came across the following line in an essay of Ronald Bailey’s the other day (not a
direct quote; I don’t have it in front of me):
...some, of course, will take issue with Holcroft’s method being no different in substance from
stimulation of anencephaly via abrogation of folic acid or zinc in hosted foetal growths for the
purposes of harvesting organs
The noise you heard last night was me popping a massive boner for the future. I’m gonna go smoke a pack
of Newports and drink a four-pack of Tab energy drink, huzzah!
1. http://www.finebooksmagazine.com/contest/rules.phtml
2. http://dankamongmen.livejournal.com/199911.html
3.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0387964800/ref=pd_qpt_gw_1/102-0293430-3852933?%5Fencoding=UTF8&v=

glance&n=283155
4.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0198752148/ref=wl_it_dp/102-0293430-3852933?%5Fencoding=UTF8&colid=

1NHIFQ49T4DRN&coliid=I30CHTUB0F9TVK&v=glance&n=283155
5.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1571312471/ref=wl_it_dp/102-0293430-3852933?%5Fencoding=UTF8&colid=

1NHIFQ49T4DRN&coliid=I15122W9UNJHOH&v=glance&n=283155
6. http://www.amazon.com/gp/registry/wishlist/ref=yourlists_pop_1/102-0293430-3852933
7.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/3540200320/ref=wl_it_dp/102-0293430-3852933?%5Fencoding=UTF8&colid=

1NHIFQ49T4DRN&coliid=I1R06O3S8NZ4T1&v=glance&n=283155
8.

http://www.alibris.com/search/search.cfm?qwork=703503&wtit=bioelectrogenesis&ptit=Bioelectrogenesis%3B%

20a%20comparative%20survey%20of%20its%20mechanisms%20with%20particular%20emphasis%20on%20electric%20fishes%
3B%20proceedings%2E&pauth=Chagas%2C%20Carlos%2C%20and%20Carvalho%2C%20Ant%F4nio%20Paes%20de&pisbn=&pqty=
2&pqtynew=0&pbest=14%2E95&matches=2&qsort=r&cm_re=works*listing*title
9.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0226672883/ref=wl_it_dp/102-0293430-3852933?%5Fencoding=UTF8&colid=

1NHIFQ49T4DRN&coliid=I106DQW4XQXJC1&v=glance&n=283155
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http://www.amazon.com/gp/registry/wishlist/1NHIFQ49T4DRN/ref=cm_wl_sortbar_o_page_3/102-0293430-3852933?

%5Fencoding=UTF8&page=3

msbeanhead (2006-04-12 07:41:51) Must be some kick!
Tab energy drink? I never even liked Tab! Could the addition of taurine and whatever else keeps you going possibly
redeem that flavor? Plus, when I was in a focus group developing the marketing for that thing, they were trying to
aim it at working women and club chicks. I guess they missed... unless there’s something you’re not telling us...
mpnolan (2006-04-13 14:15:17) only somewhat related
The Amazon Wishlist link in your profile takes me to the Top Sellers list. Yuck.
dankamongmen (2006-04-26 19:29:17) Re: only somewhat related
I believe I’ve fixed the link. Thanks for letting me know! Damn Aamazon and their crafty ways.

3.4.10

I bomb atomically, Socrates’ philosophies and hypotheses can’t define how I be
droppin’ these (2006-04-13 05:56) - the sun rises over midtown - friends

Music: wu-tang - wu-tang forever - triumph

eleven hours until the sum efforts of a month and a half are judged by a single demo. I sure hope everything
works (and at this level, ”works” means ”is better than anything else anyone else has done”, hehe)!
i had to take a brief moment away from testing testing testing profiling cursing coding testing to spend
some time doing the White Boy Shuffle, crank my stereo up and bust rhymes as hard as i possibly can,
because i’m always ready for the wu-tang’s [1]motherfuckin’ triumph, your Thursday Download. Play it
wherever you’re sitting or getting ready for the day, take a deep hit from your wake-n-bake bowls, and let
loose with the lyrics; experience a morning as I do! Here’s your cheat sheet:
[Ol Dirty Bastard] What y’all thought y’all wasn’t gon’ see me? I’m
the Osiris of this shit! Wu-Tang is here forever, motherfucker! It’s
like this, ninety-seven? Aight my niggaz and my niggarettes, let’s do
it like this: I’ma rub your ass in the moonshine -- Let’s take it back
to seventy-nine!
[Inspectah Deck] I bomb atomically, Socrates’ philosophies and
hypotheses can’t define how I be droppin these mockeries, lyrically
perform armed robbery Flee with the lottery, possibly they spotted me
Battle-scarred shogun, explosion when my pen hits tremendous,
ultra-violet shine blind forensics I inspect you, through the future
see millenium Killa B’s sold fifty gold sixty platinum Shacklin the
masses with drastic rap tactics Graphic displays melt the steel like
blacksmiths Black Wu jackets queen B’s ease the guns in Rumble with
patrolmen, tear gas laced the function Heads by the score take flight
incite a war Chicks hit the floor, diehard fans demand more Behold the
bold soldier, control the globe slowly Proceeds to blow swingin swords
like Shinobi Stomp grounds and pound footprints in solid rock Wu got
it locked, performin live on your hottest block [Method Man] As the
world turns, I spread like germs Bless the globe with the pestilence,
the hard-headed never learn It’s my testament to those burned Play my
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position in the game of life, standin firm on foreign land, jump the
gun out the fryin pan, into the fire Transform into the Ghostrider, a
six-pack and A Streetcar Named Desire, who got my back? In the line of
fire holdin back, what? My peoples if you with me where the fuck you
at? Niggaz is strapped, and they tryin to twist my beer cap It’s court
adjourned, for the bad seed from bad sperm Herb got my wig fried like
a bad perm, what the blood clot, we smoke pot, and blow spots You
wanna think twice, I think not The Iron Lung ain’t got ta tell you
where it’s coming from Guns of Navarone, tearing up your battle zone
Rip through your slums [Cappadonna] I twist darts from the heart,
tried and true Loop my voice on the LP, martini on the slang rocks
Certified chatterbox, vocabulary ’Donna talkin Tell your story walkin
Take cover kid, what? Run for your brother, kid Run for your team, and
your six camp rhyme groupies So I can squeeze with the advantage, and
get wasted My deadly notes reigns supreme Your fort is basic compared
to mine Domino effect, arts and crafts Paragraphs contain cyanide Take
a free ride on my dart, I got the fashion catalogues for all y’all to
all praise to the Gods [Ol Dirty Bastard] The saga continues:
WU-TANG!! WU-TANG!! [U-God] Olympic torch flaming, we burn so sweet
The thrill of victory, the agony, defeat We crush slow, flamin deluxe
slow For, judgment day cometh, conquer, it’s war Allow us to escape,
hell glow spinning bomb Pocket full of shells out the sky, Golden Arms
Tune spit the shitty Mortal Kombat sound The fateful step make, the
blood stain the ground A jungle junkie, vigilante tantrum A death
kiss, catwalk, squeeze another anthem Hold it for ransom, tranquilized
with anesthetics My orchestra, graceful, music ballerinas My music
Sicily, rich California smell An axekiller adventure, paint a picture
well I sing a song from Sing-Sing, sippin on ginseng Righteous wax
chaperone, rotating ring king [RZA] Watch for the wooden soldiers,
C-Cypher-Punks couldn’t hold us A thousand men rushing in, not one
nigga was sober Perpendicular to the square, we stand bold like Flare
Escape from your Dragon’s Lair, in particular My beats travel like a
vortex, through your spine to the top of your cerebrum cortex Make you
feel like you bust a nut from raw sex Enter through your right
ventricle clog up your bloodstream I’m terminal, like Grand Central
Station Program phat baselines, on Novation Getting drunk like a fuck,
I’m duckin five-year probation [GZA] War of the masses, the outcome,
disastrous Many of the victim family save they ashes A million names
on walls engraved in plaques Those who went back, received penalties
for the axe Another heart is torn as close ones mourn Those who stray,
niggaz get slayed on the song [Masta Killa] The track renders helpless
and suffers from multiple stab wounds and leaks sounds that’s heard
ninety-three million miles away from came one to represent the Nation,
this is a gathering of the masses that come to pay respects to the
Wu-Tang Clan As we engage in battle, the crowd now screams in rage The
high chief Jamel-I-Reef take the stage Light is provided through
sparks of energy from the mind that travels in rhyme form Givin sight
to the blind The dumb are mostly intrigued by the drum Death only one
can save self from This relentless attack of the track spares none
[Ghostface Killah] Yo! Yo! Yo, fuck that, look at all these crab
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niggaz laid back Lampin like them gray and black Puma’s on my man’s
rack Codeine was forced in your drink You had a Navy Green salamander
fiend, bitches never heard you scream You two-faces, scum of the slum,
I got your whole body numb Blowin like Shalamar in eighty-one Sound
convincin, thousand dollar court by convention Hands, like Sonny
Liston, get fly permission Hold the fuck up, I’ll unfasten your wig,
bad luck I humiliate, separate the English from the Dutch it’s me,
black nobled you Ali Came in threes we like the Genovese, is that so?
Caesar needs the greens, it’s Earth Ninety-three million miles from
the first Rough turbulence, the waveburst, split the megahertz
[Raekwon] Aiyyo that’s amazing, gun in your mouth talk, verbal foul
hawk Connect thoughts to make my manchild walk Swift notarizer,
Wu-Tang, all up in the high-riser New York Yank’ visor world
tranquilizer Just a dosage, delegate my Clan with explosives While, my
pen blow lines ferocious Mediterranean, see y’all, the number one
draft pick Tear down the beat God, then delegate the God to see God
The swift chancellor, flex, the white-gold tarantula Track truck
diesel, play the weed God, substantiala Max mostly, undivided, then
slide in, sickenin Guaranteed, made em jump like Rod Strickland

hells yeah
1. http://dank.qemfd.net/tabpower/wu-tang%20clan%20-%20wu-tang%20forever%20(disc%202)%20-%2002%20-%20triumph.
ogg

catches sars (2006-04-13 18:46:09)
i am so happy you posted that.
dankamongmen (2006-04-13 19:07:04)
yay! :D you were the only person i was really trying to reach :) [hugs]
spoonless (2006-04-14 12:12:33)
Thank you, I’ve been wanting to hear some good wu-tang lately.

3.4.11

instead of a war on poverty, they’ve got a war on drugs so the police can bother
me (2006-04-13 08:13) - raped for dirty war monies - friends

Music: sir mix-a-lot - chief boot knocka - take my stash

UGH! I filed my tizzaxes this morning, hoping to at least break even re: amount due. Thanks to $0 medical
expenses (I’ve been to a doctor no more than five times since 2000, not including optometrists), $0 mortgage
income and not having been such a dumbass as to invest in floodplain property (why the fuck are we giving
tax breaks to people for placing their finances in something insurance companies charge a massive premium
on? Why doesn’t the Hurricane Katrina/Rita amnesty require filling out Form ASSHAT-1070? Thanks, Gdub!), I didn’t win out against the standard deduction (even the maximum contribution to a traditional IRA
was offset by 401(k) participation at the previous job), acceptance of which is like getting drunk, watching
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your attempted game blow up and then consenting to fuck a fat girl until you mercifully pass out. The Feds
ended up touching me for about 2.5e4, and the Empire State of the South soaked up another 5e3 as if ’twere
the [1]Oconee soaking up torrents of Fulton County’s shit. Atop that, I failed to reach my personal goal of
[2]tithing to support my almae matres and [3]worthy [4]causes ([5]one more).
This next year already promises to be a bit better planned due to my first use of a [6]FSA, with an eye
(no pun intended) toward LASIK this October. Regardless, it’s reached the point where an inability to
deduct mortgage interest is fucking me, compared to the ”average” taxpayer in my bracket, to the tune of
thousands of dollars each year. Optimal strategy would of course involve minimizing withholdings and saving
up for a massive yearly tax bill, but that’s a bit scary for someone having my oft-irresponsible nature. Even
if I purchased a house in the suburbs, rented it out, and lived here in Midtown, I’d likely do better than
getting fucking assraped for thirty grand (I state this unrigorously, but shall run the calculations once work’s
done today, and verify). It’s high time to approach the ’rents again, I think, about picking up [7]their place
for 250k. Just...Cobb County! Ugh! egads. you can’t go home again....?
oh well, there’s plenty of worse things one could have to deal with. too many taxable paper stacks is a
lot better than [8]dracunculiasis or [9]icthyosis or [10]looking like you crave brainflesh.
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oconee_River
2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tithe
3. http://www.norml.org/
4. http://www.eff.org/
5. http://www.aclu.org/
6. https://www.fsafeds.com/fsafeds/index.asp
7. http://www.pad4sale.com/detail%20pages/Sewell%20Mill%20Road%20detail.htm
8. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guinea_worm_disease
9. http://www.ichthyosis.com/
10. http://www-cs-faculty.stanford.edu/~knuth/

zra (2006-04-13 07:55:41)
[April15FT.jpg] I know you love our current tax system, but for those who don’t: The FairTax proposal is a comprehensive plan to replace federal income and payroll taxes, including personal, gift, estate, capital gains, alternative
minimum, Social Security/Medicare, self-employment, and corporate taxes. The FairTax proposal integrates such
features as a progressive national retail sales tax, dollar-for-dollar revenue replacement, and a rebate to ensure that
no American pays such federal taxes up to the poverty level. Included in the FairTax plan is the repeal of the 16th
Amendment to the Constitution. The FairTax allows Americans to keep 100 percent of their paychecks (minus any
state income taxes), ends corporate taxes and compliance costs hidden in the retail cost of goods and services, and
fully funds the federal government while fulfilling the promise of Social Security and Medicare. No federal sales tax
up to the poverty level means progressivity like today’s tax system. To ensure no American pays tax on
necessities, the FairTax plan provides a prepaid, monthly rebate (prebate) for every registered household to cover the
consumption tax spent on necessities up to the federal poverty level. This, along with several other features, is how
the FairTax completely untaxes the poor, lowers the tax burden on most, while making the overall rate progressive.
However, the FairTax is progressive based on lifestyle/spending choices, rather than simply punishing those taxpayers
who are successful. Do you see how much freer life is with the FairTax instead of the income tax? No tax on
used goods. The amount you pay to fund the government is totally visible. With the FairTax you are
only taxed once on any good or service; the sales tax is charged just as state sales taxes are today. If you choose
to buy used goods - used car, used home, used appliances - you do not pay the FairTax. If, as a business owner or
farmer, you buy something for strictly business purposes (not for personal consumption), you pay no consumption
tax. When you decide what to buy and how much to spend, you see exactly how much you are contributing to the
government with each purchase. Retail prices no longer hide corporate taxes or their compliance costs,
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which drive up costs for those who can least afford to pay. Did you know that hidden income taxes and the
cost of complying with them currently make up 20 percent or more percent of all retail prices? It’s true. According
to Dr. Dale Jorgenson of Harvard University, hidden income taxes are passed on to the consumer in the form of
higher prices for everything you buy. If competition does not allow prices to rise, corporations lower labor costs, again
hurting those who can least afford to lose their jobs. Finally, if prices are as high as competition allows and labor
costs are as low as practical, profits/dividends to shareholders are driven down, thereby hurting retirement savings
for moms-and-pops and pension funds invested in Corporate America. With the FairTax, the sham of corporate
taxation ends, competition drives prices down, more people in America have jobs, and retirement/pension funds see
improved performance. The income tax exports our jobs, rather than our products. The FairTax brings
jobs home. Most importantly, the FairTax does not burden U.S. exports the way the current income tax system
does. The FairTax removes the cost of corporate taxes and compliance costs from the cost of U.S. exports, putting
U.S. exports on a level playing field with foreign competitors. Lower prices sharply increase demand for U.S. exports,
thereby increasing job creation in U.S. manufacturing sectors. At home, imports are subject to the same FairTax rate
as domestically produced goods. Not only does the FairTax put U.S. products sold here on the same tax footing as
foreign imports, but the dramatic lowering of compliance costs in comparison to other countries’ value-added taxes
also gives U.S. products a definitive pricing advantage which foreign tax systems cannot match.
justben (2006-04-13 08:42:49)
Incidentally, be careful with the idea of trying to play with your deductions to pay no tax through the year, saving
instead to pay the whole sum in April. When I considered it a year or three ago I was told by a handful of financialtypes that the government takes a rather dim view of the practice and places some mines in the field to blow up the
unsuspecting.
jwatson (2006-04-13 13:11:49)
Yes, if your final tax payment is above a certain percentage of your total tax, then they hit you with an additional penalty. Quarterly Estimated Tax Payments help avoid this. ”taxes are due as income is earned”
http://cfo.dc.gov/otr/cwp/view,A,1330,Q,630157.asp
msbeanhead (2006-04-13 13:08:42)
Not that I have tax worries of the same order, but I managed to be slightly disciplined in my [1]tithing and had a
chance to change my FSA to accomodate unexpected expenses thanks to the oft-mentioned hitching. I feel ya about
buying your parents’ house as I’m sure you know.
1. http://www.christtheking-atl.org/

jwatson (2006-04-13 13:13:53)
Get married, buy a big house, have a couple of kids. My effective Federal tax rate is about 6 %. Then again, my
income supports 4 people...
coleoptera (2006-04-13 13:30:20)
If for some reason you felt like property in the DC area, I can let you have some of that for a lot less than we could
normally get. (My grandmother is selling.) I like your glasses, but then, I like mine more.

3.4.12

happy reefer day and SUCCESS (2006-04-19 17:30) - fast - friends

Music: porno for pyros - kimberly austin

Happy 04-20, everyone! I’m taking the day off, of course, to celebrate the closest thing I have to a religious
holiday...huzzah! I’ll also be spending some time at the DMV, ugh, but oh lordy lordy I’ll be a very stoned
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danklet all the livelong day.
Our demo was a smashing success, and my product grows rapidly into something sellable. I’ll post the
GA when it goes live; suffice to say, it’s going to do some fantastic things for our company’s position (and
make phat cash in the meantime).
Friday night at VodkaCommunionV was outstanding. It was a delight to see so many folk from a long
and rich past at GT. It still being Poetry Appreciation Month, here’s the Eliot snippet immediately suggested by typing the above:

Unreal City,
Under the brown fog of a winter dawn,
A crowd flowed over London Bridge, so many,
I had not thought death had undone so many.
Sighs, short and infrequent, were exhaled,
And each man fixed his eyes before his feet.
Flowed up the hill and down King William Street,
To where Saint Mary Woolnoth kept the hours
With a dead sound on the final stroke of nine.
. Here’s a funny [1]picture; god bless the Network Time Protocol (you can see the SkyDonkey of [ LJ User:
glueandglitter ] and [ LJ User: lyricsboy ] in the background).
1. http://dank.qemfd.net/taxes_pwned.png

wellfuckthishit (2006-04-19 15:07:08)
Today’s [1]Bicycle Day too, but we’ll have to count on our current chemistry majors to revive the required cottage
industry in force... Sigh!
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bicycle_day

dankamongmen (2006-04-19 15:09:24) cottage industry
that’s a great AP European History reference; thanks for using it!
sid icarus (2006-04-19 15:11:04)
Did you come up with the product idea, or ”just” make it a reality?
dankamongmen (2006-04-19 15:12:04)
the latter, plus of course necessary design/architecture work. but no no, the big ideas come down from the CTO; I
am merely his code-writing avatar.
dreamistruth (2006-04-19 15:27:46)
happy 4/20 dank! [1] Image hosting by Photobucket
1. http://photobucket.com/

dankamongmen (2006-04-21 22:05:54)
superb; he rolled four, i hope, and called them his flunts
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georgemcfly (2006-04-19 17:05:37)
don’t forget that it’s epk’s birthday too!

3.4.13

talk shit you can’t handle the doja, gettin sleepy n shit, quittin’ early, bitch you
ain’t no smoker (2006-04-20 17:48) - pleased with my state vector - friends

Music: phish - rift - rift

[ LJ User: killerpoptart ] and I were sitting here at the [1]highlander with laptops, looking like toolbags,
high like Outkast said in [2]elevators:
Back in the day when I was younger, hunger
Lookin to fill me belly with that Rally’s, bullshit, pull shit
off like it was supposed to be pulled
Full as a tick I was, stoned like white boys
Smokin them white golds before them blunts got krunk, chunky asses
passes gettin thrown like Hail Mary’s and they lookin like Halle Berry
So so fine, intertwined, but we ain’t sippin wine
We’s just chillin, I’m the rabid villain, and I’m so high
She sent me a text message, and described it above our LCDs simultaneously, and boom! multipath layers
4+! I’ve spoken often of the universal proxy model of intrustion detection – what about the universally
covert model of file sharing? IPS’s could lock in on IP’s, but breaking that hook would break the whole
system and provide for discovery of bandwidth-intensive transports in the face of traffic shaping based on
deep inspection. service providers be damned; information wants to be free and, let’s face it, violation of
copyright makes ya feel good inside.
I LOVE WEED, IT MAKES EVERYTHING TOLERABLE, HAPPY 4-20 EVERYONE!
happy birthday [ LJ User: zmode13 ]!
1. http://www.thehighlanderatlanta.com/
2. http://www.ohhla.com/anonymous/outkast/atliens/elevator.otk.txt

burninonedown (2006-04-20 15:29:39)
”I LOVE WEED, IT MAKES EVERYTHING TOLERABLE” I couldn’t have said it better myself. Blaze it, have a
great night!
dankamongmen (2006-04-20 15:53:44)
you too, darlin’; we here in EDT envy your two more hours of the hap, happiest day of the year!
happyfunnorm (2006-04-20 15:55:08)
Print your own TP [1]http://www.printedtp.com/
1. http://www.printedtp.com/

dankamongmen (2006-04-20 16:02:56)
context for those without it:
[omphalos](0) $ ssh havoc say -l 1000 | grep -A1000 "dank ENTERS" |
grep -B1000 "dank LEAVES" | tr \< \[ | tr \> \]
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[SAY 18:26] dank ENTERS
[allen 23:27 BST] Hey Nick, what’s up man?
[dank 18:27] happy 04-20 allen!
[allen 23:27 BST] Hehe, so it is! Happy 04-20 indeed.
[dank 18:27] not much; at highlander taking a break from smoking to
drink, but
taking no break from the hackery
--] 18:28 dank thinks outside the turing tape
[dank 18:28] your return to atlanta is a pleasing portent!
[dank 18:28] you should arrive holding an ORB ala final fantasy
[norm 18:29] Give your tape a half twist and make it a Mobius Turing
Tape
--] 23:29 BST allen is bringin’ the orb.
--] 18:29 dank joins two mobius turing tapes, rigorously, and derives
a
turingbottle
[norm 18:29] That way you’ve just make your 2 sided tape one sided
and twice
as long :)
--] 18:29 lawrence picked up a GT Rugby pint glass this afternoon and
anticipates filling it with Aventinus this evening
--] 18:30 dank met a toilet paper salesman a few months ago, no joke,
and
drunkenly tried to convince him to generate both Mobius
KrappenStrips and
TCPDump Paper
[norm 18:31] TCPdump paer could be cool... it’s printed with random
tcp
traffic
[dank 18:31] but that’s an old joke
[norm 18:31] instead of flowers
[dank 18:31] precisely, norm!
[dank 18:31] hex on one side, tethereal-style output on the other, so
you
could practice sight-reading hex dumps of network traffic
[norm 18:32] Or you could separate the plys and read them
side-by-side
--] 18:32 diana chugs bawls in lieu of smokin’ bowls
--] 18:32 dank knows to look for hex 45 to demarcate IPv4 packets,
assuming no
hookerish IP options
--] 18:32 lawrence offers some bawls for diana to chug
--] 18:32 dank bombars lawrence with 40 bytes of source routing
--] 23:32 BST allen laughs
[allen 23:33 BST] On that note, ’tis time for bed.
[dank 18:33] crazy timezone witch:
[allen 23:33 BST] Aye!:
[SAY 23:33 BST] allen LEAVES
--] 18:33 dank walks home
[SAY 18:33] dank LEAVES
[omphalos](0) $
lsdjesus (2006-04-20 21:06:39)
ahmen brother!
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zmode13 (2006-04-21 06:21:11)
Thankee!

3.4.14

odwalla thoughts (2006-04-22 03:24) - reflective - public

Music: phish - story of the ghost - limb by limb

I found odwalla five days ago, and for five days I’ve puked. anything obviously healthy that makes me this
sick must be drunk until I can pass it like water or Tab. Until then, it’s 89 % fruit puree from every oriface.
Cheers!
Jason Lunz, best coworker I’ve ever had, was so fluid and expert because he constantly sought out information that made life easier. I constantly seek out information that makes life harder. I’ll never write
much code on AIX, but I’ve spent hours memorizing its incompatibilities with POSIX, and when I sit down
to hack a simple q-banger these days by god sometimes I lust for the getprocs() extension I’ve never had
opportunity to use. Everything one learns about politics and economics makes consideration of their spheres
much more difficult. Reading The Economist leaves you warm and happy until you’re jarred back into reality
by the 99.9 % of voters who don’t read The Economist – I mean, [1]what the fuck is going on here?
Regarding the price of gasoline: If everyone would boycott Exxon, then Exxon would have to
lower its prices, and others would follow. The old price wars would start. If not, keep boycotting
Exxon. Give it a try.
Michael Harrison, Mesquite, Texas
What the hell are you thinking, smegma-face? bleahggerhg [froth]! someone’s mixing stupid into the breakfast cereals.
coding remains a [2]macho pursuit in many quarters, and those males especially who knew code’s call through
adolescence seem to select their gut language by how they flex their nuts. Knowing areas of portability concern shouldn’t hurt me. It certainly makes it easier to write portable programs, but portable C programs are
large, unnatural beasts. Dijkstra would shy away from them; [3]Schrödinger would perhaps wonder at this
”aperiodic crystal”. I ought to be using a more lightweight language for such things. Python comes to mind.
I enjoy Python; I’m not at all expert in it, but have now dissected many thousands of lines of it, and
written my few thousand. I couldn’t imagine working in it for longer than a week, though, or ever being
proud of some large Python codebase. I’d feel like a summer intern could come shit in my Makefile and
knock it all over. It’s kind of like how the only known life extending regime is slowing metabolism / cellular
respiration via caloric deprivation, but who wants to be gaunt and cold? Besides, your average interpreter
commando needn’t write maintainable code, when he’s going to rewrite it in Ruby or lua or Tk or whatever else the macintoshes-n-armani crowd is into this week (until objective-c finally catches on, anyway...
whatthefuckever, lolz at you applefags).
people who write in functional languages, and by that i mean professional academics and kids at white
power cotillion braintrust programs like Duke TIP, flex their nuts with wu-wei. they act so as not to act.
before you can say, ”I’m on to you, Paul Graham”, they’re like, ”boom! map reduce all of this bitch, it evals
to google, mmm a couple billion how you like that!”. then there’s a puff of smoke, and you nod your head
thinking ”that was right deep, paul graham” and he’s off in the lambdachopper with Page and Brin laughing.
”Those poor, stupid kids; wait until they don’t start Google and take a dev job writing point-of-sales apps
for Wet Seal or whatever Perimeter Mall harlot-hut is marrying American youth off to Babylon this week.
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Har de har har. And they want to hack in Erlang. Har de har har.” Page stares through fifty centuries of
thorazine dystopia, the only way he can stop obsessing about extending map reduce to monetary theory...to
social theory...map reduce and euthanasia, sergey! sergey, that’s it! He shakes his brooding fellow Cardinal
awake.
”euthanasia means nothing to the sergey. brin can never die. brin knows no reduction.”
he slowly spills over the horrified graham and page, consuming them in a fetid schlurp! All feeling was gone
from Graham’s body; he felt the foul tentacles closing around his mind and the murmuring, horrible laughter
grew to a soundless roar, and the syrupy voice spoke to his mind: ”Welcome to the place prepared for
you from everlasting to everlasting. Now truly you will never die.” And the mind of Paul Graham,
imprisoned like a living fly in amber, knowing that it must remain so for billions upon billions of years,
screamed and screamed and screamed, and yea though the screaming was tail recursive, ’twas not optimized
away.
you’ve got to apply the space shuttle test: ML is phat like hambone while haskell’s tight like gnat booty, but
neither one, to the best of my knowledge, runs on the space shuttle. i appeal to another epic:
Some of the most awesome Real Programmers of all work at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in
California. Many of them know the entire operating system of the Pioneer and Voyager spacecraft
by heart. With a combination of large ground-based Fortran programs and small spacecraft-based
assembly language programs, they are able to do incredible feats of navigation and improvisation–
hitting ten-kilometer wide windows at Saturn after six years in space, repairing or bypassing damaged sensor platforms, radios, and batteries. Allegedly, one Real Programmer managed to tuck
a pattern matching program into a few hundred bytes of unused memory in a Voyager spacecraft
that searched for, located, and photographed a new moon of Jupiter.
The current plan for the Galileo spacecraft is to use a gravity assist trajectory past Mars on
the way to Jupiter. This trajectory passes within 80 +/- 3 kilometers of the surface of Mars.
Nobody is going to trust a Pascal program (or Pascal programmer) for navigation to these tolerances.
if you don’t get compilation breaks, there’s no time for a 2-pack a day habit in this non-smoking workaday
world. where would you get that testosterone burst that comes from a staccato bangout of a K-line that
compiles from the first get-go, how would you justify a
svn commit -m "I AM ALL THAT IS MAN w00t"
? it’s still a C world for me, thanks, and (for now) that’s just how I roll.
1. http://www.cnn.com/2006/US/04/21/feedback.gasprices/index.html
2. http://www.jargon.net/jargonfile/t/TheStoryofMel.html
3. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/What_is_Life%3F_(Schr%C3%B6dinger)

quandry (2006-04-22 01:51:30)
I got an e-mail with a similar meme about oil prices and companies the other day... from a college professor. Granted,
a language professor. I can’t tell you how tired it makes me that I have to hold the hand of someone of a doctor of
philosphy and explain the nature of commodities.
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dankamongmen (2006-04-22 02:22:34)
much more importantly, did you get my email today?
quandry (2006-04-22 10:22:21)
Yes :-) We’ll miss having you there!
sassysmile (2006-04-22 04:22:42)
Are you sure that it’s not just because you got a bad batch of Odwalla? Aren’t they the flash-pasteurizers?
rare books (2006-04-22 08:48:40)
I run the other way whenever it’s time for a ”readers/viewers respond” moment.
oiscotthey (2006-04-22 16:28:50)
This is coming from the same news agency who asks for watcher feedback on, ”What are the best ways for consumers
to aid the war on terror?” I shit you not (if only I could find a link). Functional is for those who were never born with
the skill to mutate.
leon03 (2006-04-23 11:24:00)
Ahh, but most functional programmers can mutate far better than imperative programmers can declare. Thus your
claim is wrong by reduction.
oiscotthey (2006-04-23 15:40:02)
Oh, it’s all unfounded assumptions. (:
angra (2006-04-22 20:20:08)
”white power cotillion braintrust programs like Duke TIP” LOL :).
dankamongmen (2006-04-23 13:45:31)
:D :D :D i am always happy to please the dannest (he being one of the respectable ones in this world)!
phatjoe (2006-04-24 07:29:47)
people who write in functional languages, and by that i mean professional academics and kids at white power cotillion
braintrust programs like Duke TIP, flex their nuts with wu-wei. they act so as not to act. before you can say, ”I’m
on to you, Paul Graham”, they’re like, ”boom! map reduce all of this bitch, it evals to google, mmm a couple billion
how you like that!”. then there’s a puff of smoke, and you nod your head thinking ”that was right deep, paul graham”
and he’s off in the lambdachopper with Page and Brin laughing. ”Those poor, stupid kids; wait until they don’t start
Google and take a dev job writing point-of-sales apps for Wet Seal or whatever Perimeter Mall harlot-hut is marrying
American youth off to Babylon this week. Har de har har. And they want to hack in Erlang. Har de har har.” Page
stares through fifty centuries of thorazine dystopia, the only way he can stop obsessing about extending map reduce to
monetary theory...to social theory...map reduce and euthanasia, sergey! sergey, that’s it! He shakes his brooding fellow
Cardinal awake. ok, have you yet considered writing a fiction novel regarding programmers? because this is gold. i
think all you’d need is a few days, some uppers, tab, cheese, and a good editor. also, today i read slashdot and learned
that online piracy funds terrorism. /joe
dankamongmen (2006-04-24 19:50:09)
(21:34:16) Chris Sidi: ”....he’s off in the lambdachopper with Page and Brin....” (21:34:25) Chris Sidi: holy fucking
shit awesome (21:41:06) dankamongmen: heh, i’m glad someone enjoyed it (21:41:12) dankamongmen: i assume most
things of that sort just get skipped over (21:41:37) dankamongmen: i like the idea of a team america-like collection of
hardware, emblazoned with the LambdaTeam logo from SICP’s cover (21:42:05) dankamongmen: speaking of, if you
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know anyone with access to lights necessary for me to flash a danksign every minute or two up above midtown, i’m
buying (21:43:30) Chris Sidi: ala the batsign and whatever they use to let people know that T.I. is at Club Vision
tonight? (21:44:37) dankamongmen: jah jah the same; i want to beam a big green pot leaf with a bang growing
out of it, p on one side and np on the other (21:45:40) Chris Sidi: I need to read your entry more carefully, but
it looks like you’re referring to google’s mapReduce white paper (and I think I know all the paul graham basics)
(21:45:53) dankamongmen: it’s actually a joel paper i think (21:45:57) dankamongmen: not a paul graham essay
(21:46:06) dankamongmen: the ”learn lisp it’s funky be like google” one (21:46:08) dankamongmen: but aye (21:46:11)
dankamongmen: it’s all like (21:46:29) dankamongmen: ”if you know map reduce, you know distributed information
indexing! learn lisp! lambdachopper away!” (21:46:36) Chris Sidi: oh yeah (21:47:00) Chris Sidi: the one where joel’s
like ”recursion and functional languages are like latin” (21:47:14) Chris Sidi: and ”MapReduce puts Google years
ahead of MS” (21:47:17) dankamongmen: i think that’s the same one where he flexes his nuts in the fixed point theory 7-layer dip (21:47:22) dankamongmen: yes that one (21:47:28) dankamongmen: it’s a bunch of self-aggrandizing
crap (21:47:57) dankamongmen: i think he mentions UPenn and yale thrice each in that essay (21:48:02) Chris Sidi:
haha (21:48:04) dankamongmen: it’s like map reduce skull and fucking bones joel gombiz
leon03 (2006-04-25 13:31:00)
Aye, that part was brilliant. I enjoyed it muchly... actually, I think I’m going to print it out and show some friends
in my department. I assumed you were referring to Paul Graham’s ”Beating the Averages” essay.
dankamongmen (2006-04-25 13:36:13)
ahh, some combination of them both. I generally hit both Paul and Joel’s moms in the morning while waiting for
g++ to figure out how RTL is supposed to work this phase of the moon, so it’s easy to get things confused. it’s a
tough life :/.
dankamongmen (2006-04-24 19:53:12)
(21:49:38) dankamongmen: anyway i’ve got to get my dick stuck in something but glad you enjoyed; leave a note
as such, and maybe one day i will be moved to record and serialize my LambdaTeam adventures (21:49:42) dankamongmen: lawrence taylor is in some of them (21:49:57) dankamongmen: he’s always like, ”did someone call for LT?”
then he does coke and eats burgers thanks for not busting me out, btw, for plagiarizing three lines directly from
illuminatus up there.
phatjoe (2006-04-24 20:36:27)
good artists borrow, great artists steal /joe
dankamongmen (2006-04-25 02:05:02)
actually, fuckin’ a, robert anton wilson stole that from h.p. lovecraft! son of a bitch. it was pretty weird to read
”storming heaven” a few years back and see RAW pop up in there.
sid icarus (2006-04-25 01:42:34)
Douglas Coupland’s new book http://www.jpod.info/ (not the quality of this post merits it, but hopefully livejournal
will send this to both joe and dank)
dankamongmen (2006-04-25 02:06:33)
this is about like... being a marilyn-coder. everyone i picture from looking at the excerpt seems way too pretty, and
probably had their boyfriend write their 4210 projects.
dankamongmen (2006-04-25 02:18:55) some uppers, tab, cheese, and a good editor
tab and cheese actually both might be uppers; i’m not sure. i like how cheese before a bunch of speed, but not too
much cheese, bottles up the normal m60-style ”vulcan cannon” shit slurry so instead you get a sudden cramp and
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within fifteen seconds let loose from the turdcutter with a MOAS-style rupture of yoo-hoo slowgin emulsion. that’s
the kind of truckerkrappen that makes you feel like a man, that makes you feel like you could take off a vietnamese
kid’s arm (ala apocalypse now) with nothing but torque and your own colon, acting as a kind of [1]BLEVE.
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BLEVE

sid icarus (2006-05-01 07:59:08) But there are record profits, no?
What did you read in The Economist? Something about the years involved in opening a new oil refinery and the
increasing costs in surfacing a gallon of oil? How well managed Exxon was? Crap. I was going to say with the oil
companies apparently making record (net?) profits there’s a small layer of fat a boycott could trim. But I realized
that if you somehow got everyone to drive by Exxon and its cousins to find a BP, that would just increase the demand
for oil.

3.4.15

the district sleeps alone tonight after the bars turn out their lights
(2006-04-23 16:59) - very happy - public

Music: phish - 2003-07-25 - set ii - drown

twice now people have privately asked for exposition regarding my most recent [1]post:
q-banger: program taking 15 minutes to design, 15 minutes to write, 15 minutes to debug,
and 15 minutes thereafter is mercifully purged from one’s hard drive. Usually a SMOP written
to perform some calculation or quick simulation that could have been done on paper, but writing
the code was good practice.
k-liner: a program having [2]cyclomatic complexity approaching one thousand, [3]hrair, the
biblical [4]forty, etc. proof-of-concept code which should take an expert developer no more than
about half a day to SMOP up; usable for mockups but nothing to distribute. (excellent example:
typical solutions to [5]ACM programming competition programs)
happy hacking! –nick
1. http://dankamongmen.livejournal.com/211683.html
2. http://www.sei.cmu.edu/str/descriptions/cyclomatic_body.html
3. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hrair_limit
4. http://www.revelation13.net/Hebrew.html
5. http://www.nique.net/issues/2001-01-19/campus%20life/1

3.4.16

posted, then deleted, now reposted, woooooo-hooooo i suck (2006-04-26 18:02) calm (sweatpants!) - public

Music: modest mouse - other people’s lives

le sigh.
Well, the lovely [ LJ User: killerpoptart ] stopped by to share a drink, pick up her stuff, and give me
back my copy of [1]A Confederacy of Dunces. She wasn’t done with it, though, so the traditional exchange
of shit two people’ve left at each others’ crashpads was one-sided. it’s good to dissolve a relationship on a
good note for once. I hesitate to even use ”break up”, as it was more just ”pursue other activities” – I work
too hard these days to provide real substantial input to a long-term relationship, and after a quarter-century
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of doing nothing but partying and dancing the Serialized Monogamy Twist, that’s probably the best plan.
I certainly get into a lot less trouble these days, hurt my friends a lot less, and accomplish a lot more...for
other people, anyway.
but all is still pretty sad.
why are all my close friends girls?
time to code, and drink vodka.
[addendum: have not written code. have drunk a lot of vodka. still know past participles!]
1. http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0802130208/102-0293430-3852933?v=glance&n=283155

chefataraxia (2006-04-26 19:46:22)
”Listen to him closely, listen discriminatingly. [...]” ”Attention,” the articulate oboe was calling. ”Attention.” ”Attention to what?” he asked. ”To attention,” said Dr. MacPhail.
dankamongmen (2006-04-26 19:50:34)
i’ve got to admit a total lack of grokkage here.
burninonedown (2006-04-27 11:00:55)
Because girls rock! And we are funny....at least I am...okay maybe not....But you are funny...in a funny sort of way.
zbtron (2006-04-27 16:30:23)
because you listen to fiona apple.

3.4.17

(2006-04-29 21:56) - yet uninspired - public

Music: deepsky - in silico - until the end of the world

”All the best people in life seem to like Linux.”
[1]steve wozniak, co-founder of shitty apple
lots of parties this weekend – ukranian emory girl party and [ LJ User: cola fan ]’s gathering, both of
which i k-crappily missed belain by sinus headaches (too much tree fucking, argh!), and tonight [ LJ User:
jujuyy ]’s birthday party and then nate’s celebration of krunk....which makes me miss [ LJ User: sylvanrage
]! hello, michael! [wave]
out out out! for fun, out out out for some twenty-to-one!
my new icon is freakin’ awesome.
1. http://www.woz.org/letters/general/01.html

englishteacher (2006-04-29 20:58:46)
is it a giant vaporizer?
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3.5.1

the only people for me are the mad ones, the ones who are mad to live, mad to
talk, mad to be saved (2006-05-02 10:16) - as tho’ to breathe were life! - public

Music: tool - 10,000 days - vicariously

I reread On the Road last night before going to bed, it being my first time joining Sal Paradise and Dean
Moriarity on their cross-continent adventures since I was 16, almost a decade ago. I’ve said it here before,
but one more time: the most penetrating and sublime experiences of my life of late have all come from
revisiting novels cherished, but shockingly misunderstood, in my adolescence. It doesn’t take much sense, of
course, to extrapolate a decade on down the Via Dankvida and realize this to be a wonderful cycle, that as
my own life deepens and broadens, there’ll be still more marrow to suck from all these words with which I
surround myself. Furthermore, it ought provide an oracle for the question, ”am I still growing? am I still
learning?” and with that, Vigilent Reader, I must indulge in a smattering of sweet Tennyson (that’s Alfred
Lord to you!):
Much have I seen and known; cities of men
And manners, climates, councils, governments,
Myself not least, but honour’d of them all;
And drunk delight of battle with my peers;
Far on the ringing plains of windy Troy.
I am part of all that I have met;
Yet all experience is an arch wherethro’
Gleams that untravell’d world, whose margin fades
For ever and for ever when I move.
How dull it is to pause, to make an end,
To rust unburnish’d, not to shine in use!
As tho’ to breath were life. Life piled on life
Were all to little, and of one to me
Little remains: but every hour is saved
From that eternal silence, something more,
A bringer of new things; and vile it were
For some three suns to store and hoard myself,
And this gray spirit yearning in desire
To follow knowledge like a sinking star,
Beyond the utmost bound of human thought.
two funny conversations as of late. at work:
girl: I don’t mean to insinuate or suggest, but you look like that actor...that one that keeps getting in trouble
for drugs?
dank: Boy George?
adam woz: She just said you look like Boy George!
girl: No, of course you don’t look like Boy George–
dank: Ma’am, I suspect you’ve mistaken me for Boy George, and this aggression will not stand.
girl: No, it’s the one–
dank: George Michael? He sang in wham; he wasn’t an actor.
adam woz: George Michael was fabulous!
dank: If I looked like George Michael, ma’am, I’d be getting rather more ass than I am at present.
girl: I don’t mean George Michael!
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dank + adam woz, jitterbugging: Wake me up, before you go-go!
girl: I mean the actor, from the movies! Robert Downey Jr!
dank: I don’t know him. I assume he wasn’t the other guy in Wham!?
girl: No, he was in movies...let me think of one you’d have seen.
dank: Was he in Apocalypse Now or Pi?
girl: No, I don’t think so...
dank: Because I’ve seen those two.
girl: [blink]
dank: The rest were mainly crap and they blend together. Clockwork Orange was good.
girl: I’ll send you a picture of him.
dank: Ooooh, I also liked War Games. Was he in War Games?
later:
Date: Mon, 1 May 2006 15:42:39 -0400
From: ***** <*****@ciphertrust.com>
To: ***** <*****@CipherTrust.com>
Cc: ***** <*****@CipherTrust.com>
Subject: Re: Emailing: robert downey jr
**** rigorously showed:
> Here ya go......now tell me you don’t look a little bit like him.
I think you’ve just gravely insulted my proud Samoan heritage with this
pale-faced caricature. For shame.
–
nick black ”i see, i see the evil hand of the big-endian mafia.”
then this morning at the chevron, I saw a guy pulling off a [1]Coca-cola BlaK. I’m the world’s biggest
sucker for new diet beverages (Dr. Pepper Diet Berries and Cream tastes like a muscle salve, while Vanilla
Cherry is quite acceptable for no more than six cans per day), and against my better judgement picked up
one of these a week or so ago. It tasted like goddamn turd juice, and I turned west toward the Coca-Cola
Museum and bellowed in rage. I do not endorse this product and or event.
dank: whoa, someone drinks those things?
guy: uhh no, I was just trying it...[grimaces]
dank: it tastes like the puree of ten thousand papillons, soaked through the firmament’s black earth!
guy: [blink] I like to try new drinks.
dank: [arm around guy] I know how you feel. I stood in this same store, full of intrigue...but then I knew
only betrayal. I was shocked that someone would put that baneful swill into His Holy Temple for the Lord
– that’s your body, sir – but I should have known you were One Of Us.
guy: I don’t think I want another one.
dank: no, no you won’t. that one’s going to taste worse as you drink it, too. [arm off guy, who clearly dug
me as some fag rustler; I needed Connection now] but it’s imperative that you do, because otherwise you
might again be tempted. The spirit is willing, but the flesh is weak, doyouknowaddimean?
guy: yes...
dank: If your hand causes you to sin, chop it off! ’Tis better to type slowly than burn eternally in Gemorrah.
guy: [blink]
dank: If your eye causes you to sin, gouge it out! You have a good day, Eternal Traveler. [turning] Two
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boxes of Newports, please.
I think today will be a strong one.
1. http://www.coca-colablak.com/us/index.jsp

iamsounamused (2006-05-02 07:44:42)
I’m quite sure that you’ll have a very strong day. Heh. If I were to comment on everything I desired to remark about
I’d be here for days. I’ll just sum this up with a generic, ”great entry”. And yes, re-reading a favorite from past days
certainly does shed new light upon it. I need to resurrect my teenage collection. Heh.
smellycoder (2006-05-02 08:09:25)
you know what? i can see the resemblence to robert downey jr a bit, too. (and thanks for the warning on coke blak.
it’s taunted me everytime i’ve visited kroger lately.)
solecize (2006-05-02 08:32:59)
omg. your encounters with people are hilarious.
burninonedown (2006-05-02 08:43:46)
Let’s be best friends....and you can look like boy george if you want....although I’ve always had a crush on Robert
Downey Jr......If I could just run into someone like you at Chevron my entire day would be better....really. To follow
knowledge like a sinking star, Beyond the utmost bound of human thought. I love that....
dankamongmen (2006-05-21 21:52:39)
heh, come out to atlanta!
phutro (2006-05-02 09:34:58)
i wish they would stop re-inventing spelling.
weev (2006-05-02 14:16:32)
Hello there sir! Do you have a means which we could chat in an encrypted medium? I’m on a private silc server @
kishin.ath.cx, silcnet, and ssl-irc at irc.bantown.com:6697 All under the nick weev
dankamongmen (2006-05-06 08:10:41)
I can dig up my old silc checkout, but if you’d stoop to a bit of banality, I’m fully GPG- and OTR-equipped. My
GPG public key’s available from my user info page; OTR will of course offer it. Given that I have no store of public
keys from any of your listed methods, communication along these two media should be just as strongly trusted (or
weakly, as the case may be)...
chefataraxia (2006-05-02 16:31:01)
The best is when you find 10 year old margin notes!
purgatoryreject (2006-05-02 17:21:56) one equal temper of heroic hearts
this post was ”memories”-worthy. Huzzah!
dankamongmen (2006-05-06 08:12:05) Re: Made weak by time and fate, but strong in will to strive, to seek, to find,
and not to yield.
why thank you, kind sir! :D
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mac finn (2006-05-02 21:29:55)
applauds* :) That brought a smile to my face, after a very poor evening.
doctorpam (2006-05-03 11:56:18)
yummy. you don’t look like rdj, btw.
sid icarus (2006-05-04 18:48:46)
Will you be trying new womyn’s Tab? From what I remember of my last sighting, I think I can see the rdj, at least
in fitness and sharpness.
dankamongmen (2006-05-21 21:57:16)
if you mean tab energy drink, i sip the hell out of tha‘t shit. it’s incredibly delish with tanqueray 10.

3.5.2

pimps be on a mission for them greens, lean mean money-makin’ machines servin’
fiends (2006-05-05 09:41) - fantastic - friends

Music: blink 182 - dude ranch - dammit

1. I woke up to Tupac’s ”California Love” (original version) and bombassed all the way to the shower
2. I’ve slept during the night, for a sensible duration of five hours, twice this week – I might yet make it
four!
3. I feel happy, healthy, and it is beautiful outside today
4. Official handoff of mighty ironnet to QA is today
5. It is the fifth of fifth today, and I will get tore up on margaritas starting around noon
6. Yesterday, I restricted myself entirely to coding and hanging out with pretty girls
7. Switching to the LinuxThreads compat layer from /usr/ports/devel fixed my threading issues on
FreeBSD 4.1 magically (which means, of course, that nothing is ”fixed”, but I’ll take it for right now)
8. check this shit out – a friend of mine’s wife is making me a big stained-glass fucking window that reads
[1]Apothecary!!! hells yeah, that is going to be some cool shit.
9. it is fantastic to be alive!
He thought about it all day. Boston– the accent was Boston. They had witches up there once. French
Canadian bean soup. Christ, Harvard is just outside Boston and Hoover is recruiting Feds from the Harvard
Law School. Were there lawyers who were witches, too? Cowboy the son of a bitch, I told them, and they
found him in the men’s crapper. That damned Dutchman. A bullet in his gut and he lives long enough to
blab everything about the Segreto. The goddam tedeschi...
Robert Putney Drake dined on lobster Newburg that evening with a young lady from one of the lesserknown branches of the House of Morgan. Afterward, he took her to see Tobacco Road and, in the cab back
to his hotel, they talked seriously about the sufferings of the poor and the power of Henry Hull’s performance
as Jeeter. Then he took her up to his room and fucked her from hell to breakfast. At ten in the morning,
after she had left, he came out of the shower, stark naked, thirty-three years old, rich, handsome, feeling like
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a healthy and happy predatory mammal. He looked down at his penis, thought of snakes in mescaline visions
back in Zurich and donned a bathrobe which cost enough to feed one of the starving families in the nearby
slums for about six months. He lit a fat Cuban cigar and sat down by the phone, a male mammal, predatory,
happy. He began to dial, listening to the clicks, the dot and the dot and the dot-dot, remembering the
perfume his mother had worn leaning over his crib one night thirty-two years ago, the smell of her breasts,
and the time he experimentally tried homosexuality in Boston Common with the pale faggot kneeling before
him in the toilet stall and the smell of urine and Lysol disinfectant, the scrawl on the door saying ELEANOR
ROOSEVELT SUCKS and his instant fantasy that it wasn’t a faggot genuflecting in church before his hot
hard prick but the President’s wife . . . ”Yes?” said the taut, angry voice of Banana Nose Maldonado.
”When I reached the can, the boy came at me,” Drake drawled, his mild erection becoming warm and
rubbery. ”What happened to the other sixteen?” He hung up quickly. (”The analysis is brilliant,” Professor
Tochus at Harvard had said of his paper on the last words of Dutch Schultz. ”I particularly like the way
you’ve combined both Freud and Adler in finding sexuality and power drives expressed in the same image at
certain places. That is quite original.” Drake laughed and said: ”The Marquis de Sade anticipated me by a
century and a half, I fear. Power– and possession– are sexual, to some males.”)
Drake’s brilliance had also been noted by Jung’s circle in Zurich. Once– when Drake was off taking mescaline
with Paul Klee and friends on what they called their Journey to the East– Drake had been a topic of long and
puzzled conversation in Jung’s study. ”We haven’t seen his like since Joyce was here,” one woman psychiatrist
commented. ”He is brilliant, yes,” Jung said sadly, ”but evil. So evil that I despair of comprehending him.
I even wonder what old Freud would think. This man doesn’t want to murder his father and possess his
mother; he wants to murder God and possess the cosmos.” w00t!
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apothecary

oiscotthey (2006-05-05 08:43:20)
Happy Fifth of the Fifth. Also, marking one month & a day from that backward Christian religion’s apocalypse
holiday.
dreamistruth (2006-05-05 09:45:05) unrelated to your post
OoOhlala. . .I just saw your pic in your profile for the first time. can i say, you are handsome! have a great day,
dank. cutie with great entries. . .
dankamongmen (2006-05-05 12:26:05) Re: unrelated to your post
wow, thanks! i expected not nearly so appreciative of comments from such a fine, fine CU hottie :D :D :D.
phatjoe (2006-05-06 00:29:00)
you want to be robert putney drake?? it’s funny, earlier this evening we were comparing you to mozart (and chris
holmes to salieri). have i told you already to check out ”coming@choo” by leech axss? i think i have but i can’t
remember. if i have already, then let me instead suggest ”internet goin nuts” by paul wall. /joe
dankamongmen (2006-05-06 08:48:43)
hell no, i’d want to be hagbard celine. robert putney drake destroys himself by relying on others. ta la ka li!

3.5.3

idle (and contestable) thought (2006-05-05 19:00) - egads - public

Music: cypress hill + pearl jam - judgement night - real thing
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I may hit my millionth line of code in the next few years:
[omphalos](0) $ nickle -e ’5 * 10 * 365.25 + 9 * 100 * 365.25 + 6 * 150 * 365.25’
675712.5
[omphalos](0) $ nickle -e ’5 * 10 * 365.25 + 9 * 200 * 365.25 + 6 * 150 * 365.25’
1004437.5
[boggle] it’s tough to assign a general average to the high school + college years. there were weeks of
tens of thousands of lines and weeks of none.
damn. i sure hope this shit is worth something to somebody.
datavortex (2006-05-05 16:10:19)
The roof over your head and the green in your bowl should be ample evidence of value.
dankamongmen (2006-05-06 07:44:17)
what a wise, wise sentiment to wake up to!

3.5.4

she knew that what she made would be the finest in the nation (2006-05-06 14:40)
- full of info and fake crab! - public

Music: smashing pumpkins - infinite sadness - galapagos

holy crap holy crap holy crap holy crap stop reading my waste immediately and go read Matthew Belmonte’s
[1]opus. WOW. Even the [2]introduction is amazing – indeed, one of the better essays I’ve read since ”[3]Madness”. This should be required reading for computer scientists, even if it did emerge from [4]JHU-CTY, a
[5]white-power braintrust yadda yadda worse than any at Duke, where at least these days you get a side
course in sodomizing strippers with broomhandles and [6]skinning them in your lacrosse singlet.
The recently-discovered [ LJ User: gustavolacerda ] (hello there!) offers [7]KillTheMeeting, a blog on ”alternative work arrangements, telecommuting, groupware, and other ways to fight the soul-sucking productivity
vortex that is the modern IT workplace.” Speaking of which, I need to cut that foul third day at the office
each week out of my schedule somehow. Less inspirationally, the [8]Extropy Institute, long a bastion of
[9]transhumanist thought, has [10]shut its doors; no longer will it intone the mantra BEST DO IT SO, the
extropian principles of ”Boundless Expansion, Self-Transformation, Dynamic Optimism, Intelligent Technology and Spontaneous Order”. Georgia Tech son [ LJ User: spoonless ], now a denizen of California wedded
to the hope of escaping banal tectonic fidelities when it finally slides into the ocean, [11]keeps hope alive.
The ever-eloquent [ LJ User: banazir ] brought [12]this to my door:
I was a much better programmer using imperative programming languages such as C++ by
this time, though I was still mediocre with functional programming. In other words, I could
produce code as quickly as I’ve ever been able to, but I still wasn’t really a good programmer yet
in the sense of being able to ”code smarter, not harder”. Consequently, I was accustomed to use
CC or g++ to ”see how many bugs there were”, etc.
A few things happened in 1993-1995 that really opened my eyes to this mode of behavior. The
first was that Uday Reddy, my supervisor at the time, said to me that: It shows a lack of understanding, and is a poor programming habit, to let the compiler do your work for you. The
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compiler is not a debugger, nor is it a style checker in the way of lint. Type error messages are
not ”feedback”; they are how the compiler breaks....A third thing that happened in 1995 was that
while we were preparing for qualifying exams, [ LJ User: zurich31 ] showed me a tape of a lecture
by Edsger Dijkstra. In it, he reminded the programmer that ”when your program fails, you made
an error” and that they shouldn’t call such errors ”bugs” because it anthropomorphizes their own
mistakes and externalizes responsibility. I think grades have a similar numbing effect: that is,
it’s easy to think that grades are assigned rather than earned.
Indeed! Don’t make your compiler cry – [13]cons it up correctly the first time, every time. It’s off to wander
the streets, ciao!
1. http://www.mattababy.org/~belmonte/Publications/Books/CSaW/preface.html
2. http://www.mattababy.org/~belmonte/Publications/Books/CSaW/0_introduction.html
3. http://www.cdc.gov/ncidod/EID/vol8no9/02-0204.htm
4. http://www.jhu.edu/cty/
5. http://dankamongmen.livejournal.com/211683.html
6. http://www.thesmokinggun.com/archive/0405061duke5.html
7. http://killthemeeting.com/
8. http://www.extropy.org/
9. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transhumanism
10. http://syndicated.livejournal.com/michaelanissimv/8622.html
11. http://spoonless.livejournal.com/85663.html
12. http://banazir.livejournal.com/309123.html
13. http://gehennom.net/~tool/files/propaganda/fix_every_warn.jpg

seldomawake (2006-05-07 09:37:03)
Mr. Dank, I have a question for you: I have been coding for many, many years now. However, this coming week
will be my first venture into writing production-level code. I have read up on my code-shop’s development standards,
naming conventions, etc. I have the engineering background required to do my job. However, I’d like to do my job
well. From a code-poet (regardless of how you feel about that term) prespective, what advice would you give me?
Specifically, what reading list would you give me that would make me a better coder than an engineer who’s just
throwing out software that does what it’s supposed to, and no more?
dankamongmen (2006-05-07 15:50:03)
Thankfully, I have a ready-baked answer! [1]A fine bit of pretension - ”The Programmer’s Canon” at Amazon.
1. http://www.amazon.com/gp/richpub/listmania/fullview/2S7HTZPLOO08B/002-3539513-1880839

seldomawake (2006-05-08 03:43:41)
That’s an impressive list. My first pass will acquire: The Pragmatic Programmer: From Journeyman to Master
John von Neumann and the Origins of Modern Computing The Art of Computer Programming, Volumes 1-3 Boxed
Set Programming Pearls (2nd Edition) The Science of Programming (Monographs in Computer Science) ...to be
read in that order. Over the coming year, I’ll go through the lot. Thanks for the recommendation!
spoonless (2006-05-08 17:30:55)
Thanks for the plug. It should be noted that, while the Extropy Institute is closing its doors, the [1]WTA is still alive
and kicking. Max More is going to be at the Stanford Singularity Summit this Saturday, so I’ll hopefully get to hear
more about why he decided to shut ExI down.
1. http://www.transhumanism.org/index.php/WTA/index/
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oh my goodness, you little whelp bitch (2006-05-09 14:35) - and that is why you fail! friends

Music: kids soundtrack - folk implosion - natural one

Ma’am, you do not I repeat DO NOT come in to interview with nick ’the fucking manual’ black and then
argue with me about basic quantitative problems from number theory. A word to the wise: if the following conversation should ever transpire during an interview of yours, you’re most likely not getting the job,
especially if you claim to be an elite CS/Discrete Math double major:
crashinggirl: is the answer 1,000 (after some five minutes’ percolation on this easy problem)?
dank: no, but you’re likely on the right track. clear your mind of all distraction and summon up the power
of the fundamental theorem of arithmetic!
burninggirl: [after a long pause] ummm, are you sure?
dank ummmm, sure about what? that 1,000 is incorrect? of this i am sure in the extreme.
befukktgirl: [after a long pause] I think my solution is correct.
dank: I think you should learn how multiplication works, little one.
We have no jobs for you, we have no jobs today.
kosherpickle (2006-05-09 12:22:14)
Ooh, can I attempt to not score the job either by getting the problem wrong? If you show it to me, I can make a
good faith effort before I crash and burn as well.
dankamongmen (2006-05-09 12:33:01)
to what power is 7 raised in the prime factorization of 7000 factorial?
kosherpickle (2006-05-09 12:40:51)
Okay, so the answer of 1000 is the answer of a lazy mind. 1035? I’m taking Number Theory this semester, so I
should be able to do this no sweat. But I forget things.
kosherpickle (2006-05-09 12:42:19)
Oops, I counted wrong. 1024, I think.
dankamongmen
solecize (2006-05-09 22:29:32)
could you check that? i get 1164 ( floor(7000/7) + floor(1000/7) + floor(142/7) + floor(20/7) = 1000 + 142 +
20 + 2 = 1164). and really, this interviewee has to be really unintelligent to insist on 1000 as the answer.
dankamongmen (2006-05-10 19:53:36)
1164 is absolutely correct! i done fucked up in my comment above.
eightbit (2006-05-09 12:53:26)
number theory at GT? if so, baker is teaching algebraic number theory as a topics class in the fall. mm mm galois!
kosherpickle (2006-05-09 12:56:57)
Frayed knot. My number theory class is at GMU. I’ve even conned them into giving me a B.S. in Math in a few
days.
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leon03 (2006-05-10 20:34:14)
ahh, but these problems are so much more fun when you pick a composite number instead. :)
dankamongmen (2006-05-10 20:43:31)
that just requires the addition of the sum over a binary tree, no?
leon03 (2006-05-10 21:03:34)
not quite
leon03 (2006-05-10 21:29:33)
Think about how many powers of 10 are there in 7000!
solecize (2006-05-11 08:06:27)
is it really all that bad? just do the above method with replacing 7 with 2 and then 5 (since the prime factorization of 10 is 2*5). then knowing how many 2s and 5s you need will let you know the number of 10s needed
(min { # of 2s, # of 5s). In fact (silly me), you are guaranteed to have fewer 5s around, and so you don’t really
need to find the # of 2s. But for the sake of completeness: # of 2s = lfloor(7000/2) + lfloor(3500/2) + ... =
6993 # of 5s = lfloor(7000/5) + lfloor(1400/5) + ... = 1749 thus, I claim there to be 1749 powers of 10. go
write yourself a program to check this. :)
leon03 (2006-05-11 18:43:08)
You are correct. And there wasn’t much of a program to write, it’s just a one-liner. :)
leon03 (2006-05-11 18:51:39)
I take that back. You have absolutely the correct idea, but you’ve made a little mistake.
solecize (2006-05-11 19:03:56)
what’s the mistake?
leon03 (2006-05-11 21:32:49)
You are off by one
solecize (2006-05-12 00:04:13)
i beg to differ. i just wrote a program that gives me the same result 1749. Check out this Java program:
http://www.thealvas.org/samson/fac.java The input can be from keyboard in the format ”n d” (these input
are used to find the number of times ’d’ is in the factorization of the factorial of ’n’). Your input (no pun
intended) is welcome.
leon03 (2006-05-13 08:27:13)
I stand corrected.
Prelude> (sum . takeWhile (> 0) . tail . iterate (‘div‘ 5)) 7000
1749
(0.01 secs, 0 bytes)
Prelude> (length . takeWhile ((== 0) . (‘mod‘ 10)) . tail . iterate
(‘div‘ 10)) (product [1..7000])
1748
(1.86 secs, 92118756 bytes)

And of course, silly me, I simply assumed that the more direct means of calculation was correct. (Which is
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leon03 (2006-05-10 20:54:25)
Oh, here’s a fun problem: Say you have a hash table without open chaining. One element goes in each bucket, and
you use quadratic collision resolution... where you move one bucket down, then two more buckets, then three, etc.
until you find an empty bucket. Assuming the table is completely full, how many buckets actually get visited when
your table is of size: 2 * 3 * 5 * 7 * 11 * 13 * 17 * 19 * ... * 997
leon03 (2006-05-10 21:11:22)
oh, and writing a program to solve this problem is totally legit. I tried to chose a large enough problem instance
that it can’t be computed in reasonable time with a straightforward simulation.
nerotica (2006-05-09 13:29:06)
whenever interviewees get an answer wrong, you should start to threaten them with squadrons of heavily armed ninjas.
dank: think hard, because on other other side of that door is a team of elite ninjas read to lob your head off like so
much butter. when you say that, you should point to a door drawn in chalk on an otherwise doorless wall.
burninonedown (2006-05-09 15:37:54)
I wanted to comment.....but I have to stop because I’m laughing so hard I can’t type all that well....bwahahahaha If
someone ever did that to me it would make my whole life better.
nerotica (2006-05-09 16:02:57)
nevermind my typo-riddenness.. i’m glad someone else thought it was funny.
burninonedown (2006-05-09 16:53:55)
Eh, typos are the new black...:) It really was so funny. So um, can I friend you? Well I mean i did friend you so
you can friend me back if you want. Either way....
nerotica (2006-05-09 16:55:39)
we made a new friend!
burninonedown (2006-05-09 15:36:35)
I once knew what 5 x 5 was....I still do actually, if I used my fingers to count. Your lj is like oxygen.....or something.
wishmonster (2006-05-10 19:48:07)
Wow. Even I know it isn’t 1000 and I flunked out of my CS minor.
thirdkraytwin (2006-05-10 20:48:48)
Dude, I had no idea educational standards for cleaners were so high in the US.
spoonless (2006-05-10 21:19:55)
I still think you guys should have given me credit for ”Number Theory” that night we were playing trivial pursuit and
the dumb card said ”Arithmetic” was the ”branch of mathematics dealing with the properties of numbers.” :)

3.5.6

ALL DANK PEOPLE OF CALIFORNIA, PLEASE READ THIS PLEA
(2006-05-11 02:34) - i need weed to live :/ - friends

Music: beck - midnite vultures - debra
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Sometime this month or next, I will be forced to spend a week in your state. I’m pretty certain I’ll be
destined [1]here, or rather a hotel near it. That is:
Network Appliance HQ
495 East Java Drive
Sunnyvale, CA 94089
(East Java Drive? Fucking lame!) It is pretty much necessary for my general well-being that I not go longer
than eight hours or so without Vitamin Q, also known as a small piece of that funky stuff, also known as
the ”9-tetrahydrocannabinol-rich trichomes and flowers of the cannabis plant. If any of you might be able
to help me out, and are near the Sunnyvale area, it’d be much appreciated. Keep the dank the dankest!
You may now return to your regularly-scheduled livejournaling.
1. http://www.netapp.com/company/hq.html

mac finn (2006-05-10 23:53:36)
Why does this post bring to mind that bit from ”Jay and Silent Bob” about the drug dealer’s union? :)
cbradfield (2006-05-10 23:57:52)
GlobalCenter HQ used to be right off Mathilda; I know that area semi-well. I can’t help you with the Q; my one
friend that lived there and smoked has since moved to TX. IIRC, all the close good food is over near El Camino which
is south (take Fair Oaks). If you were to take a detour up here, I’m sure I could scare up some funky stuff from the
ole’ British Columbia somewhere.
dankamongmen (2006-05-11 00:03:40)
Well, remember that I have no license, only GA state ID, and it’s kinda doubtful anyone would rent me a car in any
case. I could always take a low-flyin’ plane...
Well, I was workin’ on my farm ’bout 1982, Pullin’ up some corn and a little carrot, too When two
low-flying aeroplanes, ’bout a hundred feet high Dropped a bunch o’ bales o’ somethin’, some hit me in
the eye... So I cut a bale open, an’ man was I surprised Bunch o’ large sized baggies, with big white rocks
inside So I took a little sample to my crazy brother Joe He sniffed it up and kicked his heels, said, ”Horton,
that’s some blow!” Bales of cocaine, fallin’ from low-flyin’ plane I don’t know who done dropped ’em, but
I thank ’em just the same Bales of cocaine, fallin’ like a foriegn rain My life changed completely by the
low-flyin’ planes So I loaded up them bales in my pick-em-up truck, Headed west for Dallas, where I would
try my luck I didn’t have a notion if I could sell ’em there, But, thirty minutes later, I was a millionaire...
Bales of cocaine, fallin’ from low-flyin’ plane I don’t know who done dropped ’em, but I thank ’em just
the same Bales of cocaine, fallin’ like a foriegn rain My life changed completely by the low-flyin’ planes
And now I am a rich man, but I’m still a farmer, too But I sold my farm in Texas, bought a farm down
in Peru And when get so homesick, I think I’m goin’ insane, I travel back to Texas in a low-flyin’ plane...
Bales of cocaine, fallin’ from low-flyin’ plane I don’t know who done dropped ’em, but I thank ’em just
the same Bales of cocaine, fallin’ like a foriegn rain My life changed completely by the low-flyin’ planes
cbradfield (2006-05-11 00:13:20)
With no car, you are fucked in the Valley. Stay at a hotel with a good restaurant and take a taxi to NetApp? This
shit really takes me back to ’01. I used to have to fly there all the time when I worked for Global Crossing. *sheds
a tear* You, of course, are welcome to make a detour up here if you’d like. Just gimme a heads up.
datavortex (2006-05-11 00:12:40)
I should be able to hook you up with a friend.
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pimperzparadise (2006-05-11 06:12:04)
Mail a big bag of the dank to yourself at your hotel so it will be waiting for you when you arrive. Then call the hotel
and tell them you are expecting a very important package and it must not, under any circumstances, be disturbed and
you would like it at check-in. It totally works, I do it all the time, especially when traveling to Nevada, that wretched
cop-infested desert. Or you can give my mind an orgasm by writing me sweet poetry and I’ll have no choice but to
Express mail a nice little bag for you to enjoy...express to Sunnyvale (how lame!).
coleoptera (2006-05-11 08:53:55)
We can bake you something for the plane, too.
phatjoe (2006-05-11 09:09:11)
hmm you won’t be too far from Mo in SF /joe
iamsounamused (2006-05-11 11:15:09)
I cannot function longer than 1 hour without the cannibis savior. I stay perpetually stoned, all day, every day. I’ll
toke anywhere I damn well need to. Heh. So I understand your plight. And yeah. Java Drive. Californians are bored
and stupid. If you stop through Colorado I’ll get you some nug.

3.5.7

absolutely amazing (2006-05-11 16:22) - blissful - public

Music: rhcp - bloodsugarsexmajik - breaking the girl

Steve Yegge’s a new discovery. I’ve been reading his [1]blog for a minute, but only today stumbled upon
his archived [2]Drunken Blog Rants. This beautiful [3]attack on perl has left me breathless; it summarizes
everything I find vulgar, crass, inconcinnous, and contemptible about that most hated of languages. You
should really do the link, but if you refuse, at least check out this final section:
A Farewell to Perl
In the fifteen years since Perl was first introduced, language designers have figured out that
(a) Perl had some good ideas worth copying, (b) Perl had many other bad ideas worth nothing
whatsoever, and (c) marketing is all-important. Most programmers only ever master one language, and the difficulty of the feat (particularly if the language is insane, in the way that Perl
and C++ are insane) makes the programmers never want to learn another language. You need
marketing to get adoption. Larry Wall is a formidable marketeer, better at it than most Harvard
business school graduates.
I wrote a complete essay about this that I was ready to publish, but I decided it’s perhaps a
bit too controversial. The gist of it is that languages really are religions, and they maintain
their grip on their laity by fear of Death. After programmers spend years memorizing the proper
incantations, telling them that their hard-won language is going away is like pointing a gun at
their family. They feel that learning another language would take years, during which time they
lose their value and could easily become unemployed. It’s not just a simple matter of starving
– they could lose their medical insurance, get hit by a car, die on the hospital steps, and their
family would starve. When I say languages are religions, it’s a pretty serious business. Insecure
programmers feel their very lives are on the line. It’s no wonder that so much spittle flies when
we get into language wars. Thoreau says the mass of men lead lives of quiet desperation. Not
programmers, though. They lead lives of really loud desperation.
c 2008 dankamongmen. This book is strictly personal.
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Desperate or not, those people aren’t going to work for me. I demand excellence from my
co-workers. The disease, nay, the virus of programming-language religion has a simple cure: you
just write a compiler. Or an interpreter. One for any language other than the one you know
best. It’s as easy as that. After you write a compiler (which, to be sure, is a nontrivial task,
but if there’s some valid program out there that you couldn’t ever write, then you’re not justified
in calling yourself a programmer [ my italics – dank ]), the disease simply vanishes. In fact, for
weeks afterwards, you can’t look at your code without seeing right through it, with exactly the
same sensation you get when you stare long enough at a random-dot stereogram: you see your
code unfold into a beautiful parse tree, with scopes winding like vines through its branches, the
leaves flowering into assembly language or bytecode.
When you write a compiler, you lose your innocence. It’s fun to be a shaman, knowing that
typing the right conjuration will invoke the gods of the machine and produce what you hope
is the right computation. Writing a compiler slays the deities, after which you can no longer
work true magic. But what you lose in excitement, you gain in power: power over languages and
over language-related tools. You’ll be able to master new languages rapidly and fearlessly. You
may lose your blind faith, but you gain insight into the hauntingly beautiful machinery of your
programs. For many, it deepens their real faith. Regardless, it lets them sit at the table with
their peers as equals.
But I don’t care. I’m tired of fighting ignorance. I’m off to find smart people and do great
things. Well, it’s late, so I think I’ll just go read a [4]book.
he also relates growing up hacking assembly to growing up catholic, two things which stir me deeply. stunning.
hurrah!
1. http://steve-yegge.blogspot.com/
2. http://opal.cabochon.com/~stevey/blog-rants/
3. http://opal.cabochon.com/~stevey/blog-rants/blog-ancient-perl.html
4. http://www.amazon.com/o/asin/0521658225

coleoptera (2006-05-11 14:43:12)
There is an International Journal of Bifurcation and Chaos.
angra (2006-05-11 14:43:59)
the attack on language religion is at least as important as the points about perl specifically. he’s right on about
marketting, too.
mike b (2006-05-11 20:58:57)

I read recently that they’ve decided to change it after all; you’ll have to set some godawful global
variable, possibly dollar-unicode-chinese-horse-symbol, to turn on auto-list flattening.
lol! good read; thanks.
dankamongmen (2006-05-12 05:55:46)
But Larry outclassed them all. Not only did he make a mistake which, in the grand scheme of things, is to language
design what Chernobyl is to backyard barbecue accidents, he won’t actually admit it was a mistake. Instead he
markets it as your educational problem. The mistake is that very early on, Larry decided to flatten lists by default.
Hence, if you write this: @x = (1, 2, 3, (4, 5)); It automagically turns into (1, 2, 3, 4, 5). Convenient, eh? Sure it
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is. If you want to be your own father’s sister, it’s extremely convenient. If you want every file in your filesystem to
be in the root directory, it’s darnright useful. It’s especially advantageous if you want to collapse the entire universe
into a single electron, since that’s about all you can do with it.
solecize (2006-05-12 09:16:30)
bwahahaha

3.5.8

come back when you’re pretty! (2006-05-12 08:18) - HILARIOUS - public

Music: whale - hobo humpin’ slobo babe

I’m running out the door, it being a day of some substance, but this month’s McSweeney’s features
[1]the funniest thing I think I’ve ever read, a short satirical piece by Teddy Wayne (unknown to me).
Hahahahahah, although [2]my favorite favorite favorite did indeed write criticism while a modern languages
study at University College, Dublin, he had little time for it later, and only scorn for lit majors (while I do
love me my Eliot, defining the ”objective correlative” and bleeding it into the greatest novel of all time are
unequal feats). I think he’d have been delighted with this piece:
Great opening hook, but do you need 96-point Garamond for the S? Kind of feels like you’re padding the
page count.
---Truly felt I got to know Leopold (Poldy?).
think?

Nitpicky, logistical question: Is this really how people

---”Snotgreen” = hyphenated.
---Show us how these characters process memory, language, abstractions, and the urban landscape through
stream of consciousness, don’t just tell us.
---More commas, please.
---Stephen comes off a little unsympathetic. I remember you used him in a previous story maybe you
could integrate some of that material here?
---Unclear where and when this is set.
---Caught some allusions to The Odyssey. Nice.
c 2008 dankamongmen. This book is strictly personal.
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---Proper punctuation for dialogue is double quotes, not em dashes.
---Balked a bit at some of Molly’s ”sexier” thoughts, which read like male fantasy.
than this, Jim.

You can do better

---Think you accidentally stapled in something from your playwriting workshop for Ch. 15.
---The voice reminds me of the story ”Which Is More Than I Can Say About Some People” from Lorrie Moore’s Birds of America. Read it?
---”History is a nightmare from which I am trying to awake.” So true.
---Everything Buck said had me LOL–hilarious character! Where do you come up with this stuff?
---Kick-ass work, JJ, but way too long. Have you considered turning this into a short-short?
---Noticed schematic chapter variations in literary technique, bodily organ, artistic subject, color, and
symbol really complex stuff. It’s obvious you spent a while on this one.
---I normally appreciate your extravagant wordsmithing, but got the sense here that you wore out the
Shift+F7 keys (i.e., thesaurus). ”Honorificabilitudinitatibus”? What, are you trying to impress that girl
Nora?
---I think you can push the experimentation even further in your next piece. Remember last week after workshop, when we got trashed on Guinness and came up with the ludicrous idea of a 700-page novel
that puns every few words on the name of a river? Maybe there’s something to that.
---Typo: last word capitalized.
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1. http://www.mcsweeneys.net/2006/5/9wayne.html
2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Joyce

3.5.9

and then there was One (2006-05-17 20:23) - silent awe of the Master - public

Music: fifteen - petroleum distillation

ahh, a wonderful new article on [1]Him:
Knuth was one of the first people to pronounce computer programming an
art, believing that even the programs that crunch your taxes and
produce your bank statements should be elegant. Like artists, he says,
programmers have individual style and are propelled by intuitive
leaps Knuth knows he s not really ready to solve a problem until he
can think of it without using pencil and paper; his best ideas rise up
from his subconscious while he swims. And like artists, he says,
computer scientists are driven to produce. Like a poet has to write
poetry, I wake up in the morning and I have to write a computer
program, he says. Scott Kim, 77, PhD 88, one of Knuth s doctoral
students at Stanford who is now the brain behind Discover magazine s
Boggler puzzle, remembers how much Knuth emphasized enjoyment. When
it came to my dissertation defense, he said This is a celebration,
invite lots of your friends. Knuth is famous for his playful
touches: the clever epigrams at the head of his chapters, the practice
of paying a hexadecimal dollar (that s 100 in base 16, or $2.56 for us
decimal-system folks) to people who spot mistakes in his work. The
last time Knuth consulted his bankbook, he d written out more than
$20,000 in checks for errata, although people rarely cash them the
checks are collectors items. He likes to hide jokes in the index, as
in Volume 3, where royalties, use of leads you to a page with an
illustration of an organ-pipe array, a little wink to the 16-rank
organ that dominates his home. He plays four-hands music with Jill,
who swears that the neighbors tend to complain that the music
emanating from their house is in fact not loud enough. For a guy who s
devoted to exploring, this is fitting. The journey is more important
than the destination that s part of life, he says. If you only live
for getting to the end, you re almost always disappointed. Perhaps,
he adds, what seems like a liability is really a stroke of luck. If I
had been good at making estimates of how long something was going to
take, I never would have started. His hair is whiter than when he
began his journey, and his sideburns more brushy, but he is still the
curious soul who has devoted his life to explaining humans and
machines to one another. As the rest of the neighborhood sleeps, Knuth
gets up from his magically comfortable seat and takes the first volume
of The Art of Computer Programming from the shelf. He reads the
dedication aloud: This series of books is affectionately dedicated to
the Type 650 computer once installed at Case Institute of Technology
in remembrance of many pleasant evenings. He closes the book, looking
a bit misty. It brings tears to the eye, he says softly.
[knuth_organ.jpg]
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The article quotes Papadimitriou, whose Combinatorial Optimization book, at $16.95 through Dover, is the
best buy on the market. BTW, this probably looks like shit in less than 1600x1200, but blow me, my new
lcd’s the hottness.
1. http://www.stanfordalumni.org/news/magazine/2006/mayjun/features/knuth.html

angra (2006-05-17 18:21:21)
looks great in 1920x1200 :) great passage, thanks for posting.
ajju (2006-05-17 18:31:03)
Papadimitriou’s [1]lesser known work - Not the best fiction you’ll ever read but was a good introduction to theory for
my non cs savvy dad.
1. http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0262162180/002-5457891-3722455?v=glance&n=283155

solecize (2006-05-17 21:12:35)
what an amazing man...
sid icarus (2006-05-17 22:55:16)
I liked this from [1]All Questions Answered:
My lifes work is with computers not because Im interested so much in computation, but because I
happen to be good at this kind of computing. Fortunately for me, I found that the thing I could do well
was interesting to other people. I didnt develop an ability to think about algorithms because I wanted to
help people solve problems. Somehow, by the time I was a teenager, I had a peculiar way of thinking that
made me good at programming. But I might not be good at quantum programming. It seems to be a
different world from my own.
And yet tommorrow before the cock crows I will have denounced the man. (Not rigourously in the least.)
1. http://www.ams.org/notices/200203/fea-knuth.pdf

killerpoptart (2006-05-18 07:31:00)
teehee, i’ll totally play four-hands organ w/you.
potatowocky (2006-05-18 09:04:42)
Combinatorial Optimization by Papadimitriou and Steiglitz is a great book for seeing how linear programming duality
implies strong algorithms for certain problems, like those that occur in networks, but is a bit lacking for in-depth
complexity analysis. In particular, avoid Papa’s Computational Complexity book, which is a nice overview but very
sparse on details.
eightbit (2006-05-18 09:42:16)
i think sanjeev arora’s (now arora & & barak’s) forthcoming [1]book is very solid, and most of the profs and students
here (me included - i have read most of it) feel like it will be the new standard come next year.
1. http://www.cs.princeton.edu/~arora/book/book.html
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sid icarus (2006-06-29 01:32:02)
BTW, this probably looks like shit in less than 1600x1200 and on friends’ lists styled unlike your own. What’s next, a
phone post?
dankamongmen (2006-06-29 03:08:36)
friends lists styled unlike your own....hrm, i think i am underinformed as to the stylistic capabilities of flists. i thought
it was myspace that let you css up insane crap; that’s why i don’t read it.
sid icarus (2006-06-29 07:47:57)
Well in my travels people on livejournal often spring for the bedliner and floor mats from the dealer. Its myspace
where they add spoilers, ground effects and apply dark cellophane to their windows, all aftermarket. And then
there’s [1]this guy. I dunno if you actually selected a livejournal template or just rolled with the default, but I
was hinting that friends lists (and their associated journals) can have a fixed narrow width, like slate articles. See
http://phatjoe.livejournal.com/friends for example.
1. http://www.mikeindustries.com/blog/archive/2006/04/hacking-myspace-layouts

3.5.10

I got to formulate a plot or end up in jail or shot success is my only fuckin’
option, failure’s not (2006-05-20 16:32) - fascinated by the WHO site - public

Music: cee-lo - cee-lo green is the soul machine - art of noise

So when you really really need you some soul,
I mean dead serious damn near ’bout to die without some,
Don’t be too proud to turn your radio way up loud, close your eyes and have fun
I used to feel like God was gonna call me too soon, the reason why I had to have my son
And every time I’ve ever opened my mouth and said something ’bout living was to earn my ones
Have mercy if I seem to be heavy, I don’t mean to be heavy. wait I’m almost done
And God can truly work a miracle Look at me, isn’t it obvious that I’m one?
And I sing because I’m happy, and I sing because I’m free.
And this my own little thing, yes I agree,
But don’t you want your kids to grow up to be just like me?
I had this fantastic dream last night where the balloon had gone on up, fifteen years or so down the road,
and America’s whitehatted infosec industry and children of the blackhat alike had been drafted into der
Informationskrieg. We were tearassing around the world’s backbones and shunt lines, routing packets through
submarine- and commando-dropped tap-ins, generally looking for the shit. I’d by this time picked up my
planned [1]MS-NRE, and was specializing in tampering with nuclear pile coolant systems, modifying enemy
reactor containment logic to trigger overpressures, praying for prompt criticals, and giggling as subs went
China. I imagined slagpiles ejaculated amidst the bluelights of Cherenkov radiation, broached hulls deepthroating the water column to the tune of p = Ágh (thanks, Mssrs. Pascal and Bernoulli), and the final silences
as titanium sank from steam explosions to the all-consuming seabed. We fucked up pharmo production, heavy
industry formulae, research data and troop deployment schedules; it was one hell of a time and the most fun
I can remember dreaming up. One of my boys, a blind kid from out of Rolle, was deftly sledding instructions
for PrPSc cocktails into research labs’ protein sequencers, grimly smiling as the radio cracked and hissed
reports referencing sections of [2]ICD-10 best left forgotten; halfway around the world in the Paki-Pacific
Theatre, Indonesian armies truly ”bared their brains to Heaven under the El and saw Mohammedan angels
staggering on tenement roofs illuminated”, death rushing across dendrites as the myelin sloughed off in white
sheets of surrender, hot fevers dancing raw like flickers of an unholy fire atop freshly-exposed axons. We were
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winning the war, reducing the non-virtualized army to mop-up einsatzgruppen-style tasks – our infantry had
no chance against the Sura- and methedrine-driven Islamists, and air superiority meant nothing in the age
of horizon ignitors, Compton bombs and other thermoionizing weapons. Very Gibson-esque, very cool stuff.
O brave new world, with such things in it!
1. http://www.grad.gatech.edu/admissions/programs/coe/me/nuclear_radiological.html
2. http://www3.who.int/icd/currentversion/ga80.htm

threv (2006-05-21 05:39:39)
i think i broke my toe.

3.5.11

she’s my little go-go dancer, she’s my little go-go dancer, she’s my little go go
go go go (2006-05-23 17:40) - egestic - public

Music: offspring - smash - smash

I’ve been vomiting pretty continuously since about 3am. It feels cathartic and cleansing – no idea as to the
emetic’s identity, though. I took the day off (as in a serious day off – not working from home, but rather
simply not working. I haven’t gone a full day (in which I was awake) without working since December), and
it feels disgustingly slack and corpulent. I did at least get FreeBSD ls output colorization working the way I
have it on Linux:
no=00:fi=00:di=01;34:ln=01;36:pi=40;33:so=01;35:do=01;35:bd=40;33;01
:cd=40;33;01:or=40;31;01:su=37;41:sg=30;43:tw=30;42:ow=34;42:st=37
;44:ex=01;32:*.tar=01;31:*.tgz=01;31:*.arj=01;31:*.taz=01;31:*.lzh=0
1;31:*.zip=01;31:*.z=01;31:*.Z=01;31:*.gz=01;31:*.bz2=01;31:*.deb=
01;31:*.rpm=01;31:*.jar=01;31:*.jpg=01;35:*.jpeg=01;35:*.gif=01;35
:*.bmp=01;35:*.pbm=01;35:*.pgm=01;35:*.ppm=01;35:*.tga=01;35:*.xbm=0
1;35:*.xpm=01;35:*.tif=01;35:*.tiff=01;35:*.png=01;35:*.mov=01;35:
*.mpg=01;35:*.mpeg=01;35:*.avi=01;35:*.fli=01;35:*.gl=01;35:*.dl=0
1;35:*.xcf=01;35:*.xwd=01;35:*.flac=01;35:*.mp3=01;35:*.mpc=01;35:*. ogg=01;35:*.wav=01;35:
Thus I need no longer squint, full of hate, at ’ea’-colored directories on my work machines. I read a good
chunk of the FreeBSD 4.10 libc source, which has greatly enhanced my understanding of certain peculiarities
of that platform, and finally finished up Jon Lee Anderson’s [1]Che: A Revolutionary Life – I started it four
years ago, reading the first three-hundred pages on Christmas morning, then put it aside until today. For the
past few hours, though, I’ve been entirely engrossed in translating Ovid from the wonderful, wonderfullyannotated Hugo Magnus edition at the Tufts [2]Perseus Project – I think I might [3]sponsor this amazing
resource. Why the sudden inspiration to bone up on verba Latina? Recent discovery of the [4]Neo-Latin
section of the stalwart [5]Latin Library, an effort focused on presenting public domain editions of classic
Latin texts (as opposed to the morphologically-oriented Perseus)! I’m going to go through Bacon’s [6]Novum
Organum and Gauss’s ”[7]Demonstratio Nova Theorematis Omnem Functionem Algebraicam Rationalem Integram Unius Variabilis In Factores Reales Primi Vel Secundi Gradus Resolvi Posse”, probably better known
to you (if you haven’t picked it up yet from the title) as ”A New Proof of [the Fundamental Theorem of
Algebra]”. Good times! I should take the day off more often.
Finally, for your amusement:
1. http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0802135587/002-1419465-8268861?v=glance&n=283155
2. http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/ptext?lookup=Ov.+Met.+1.1
3. http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/support.html
4. http://www.thelatinlibrary.com/neo.html
5. http://www.thelatinlibrary.com/
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6. http://www.thelatinlibrary.com/bacon.html
7. http://www.thelatinlibrary.com/gauss.html

tritium (2006-05-23 22:24:38)
Well, one thing’s for sure, he never learned to do math.
dankamongmen (2006-05-23 22:33:54)
who needs math when you’ve got demerol and tennis? how’re you doing, my homey in the field of programming
language design? you should stop by sometime and see the new place. today’s no good. heh, your girl defriended me
:/. yytwinsv(”but that’s how it goes, when you’re stuck fuck out of luck and lost in the ghetto.”)
solecize (2006-05-24 03:25:37)
nick, sometimes your intelligence and enthusiasm makes me sick.
dankamongmen (2006-05-24 03:36:52)
bah! latin’s just fun because it’s mechanical and soothing, but then you get the bonus of this elegant result. it’s
kind of like taking derivatives or doing symbolic integrations in that regard. and it’s so deliciously concise! besides,
weren’t you the one who corrected my calculation a few posts back? :D
solecize (2006-05-24 04:02:13)
touch! one of my goals for the summer is to learn basic latin and greek, so if i need some help, i’m going to bother
you with silly questions. btw, how is it that you can read 300 pages in one morning? if only i could read faster...
blowgurt (2006-05-24 13:06:10) 300?
at a page a minute, you only need to start around 7am to finish around noon. of course, it depends upon your
familiarity with the concepts at hand. every word isn’t important, group words and sentences in chunks and digest
them that way, and sometimes even whole chunks and paragraphs are unimportant and unworthy of your time.
this usually indicates you are reading shite. give me some trashy, flashy fantasy crap that makes me feel dirty and
low and i’ll blow through all 500 in 5-6. give me jean m. auel and i can do that in 4. all approx. 700 pages. ugh. i
can’t believe i just admitted to reading jean m. auel.
dankamongmen (2006-05-24 13:45:12) Re: 300?
i’m likewise disgusted! i distinctly recall tom clancy’s first paperback (mass-market, $6.99) edition of red storm
rising being 725 pages, and several times completed across the car ride to and from Marist, along with a study hall
period. I’m sure some of the transatlantic voyages of Morris ex Pharris and O’Malley aboard the reuben james
were skimmed over, they being about as exciting as a circling the globe in a rowboat.
iknowiona (2006-05-24 12:56:59)
I’m sorry you feel bad! I hope you enjoy your day off as much as you can.
sid icarus (2006-05-24 16:27:33) Speaking of Weekend(er)s...
I haven’t gone a full day (in which I was awake) without working since December), and it feels disgustingly slack and
corpulent. Does that include the weekend? And that Weekender is good, but its no this: [shitting blood.jpg]
dankamongmen (2006-05-25 06:13:07) Re: Speaking of Weekend(er)s...
silly sidi, the weekends are when shit gets done.
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sid icarus (2006-05-25 08:26:09) Re: Speaking of Weekend(er)s...
Hello fellow creature of the night!

3.5.12

who’s that girl, that pretty young thing? after i fuck her, she’ll get up and sing!
(2006-05-25 17:15) - diffident - friends

Music: grateful dead - the closing of winterland - scarlet fire

I saw a bumper scroller today for the ”Milwaukee Institute of Technology”, and couldn’t read it in any way
but ”Mill-i-wauk-ee...The Good Land Institute of Technology.”
I offered a $100 bet to my bosses that mine would be the first product to pass a battery of tests consed up
by the Measurement Factory, [1]Co-Advisor the ”very first time” and collect the bounty of free testing. We’ll
see if they take me up on it. This is my first baby to have known the steel rod of unit testing ”before the
womb” to quote Jeremiah 1, and ’tis a mighty change. BTW, if I haven’t recently mentioned how much basic
software patents disgust me, they’re a bunch of bullshit. Fuck all of that noise, and let he with the best code
win.
hrmmmmmm nothing much really to say here. i torrefied my nose a few minutes ago and in my ebullition let loose a mighty squawk, almost wholly unlike an emu. there are so many stupidly hot girls at the
office. it’s totally nutty. what extraordinary effects arise from having a real sales force! it is ridiculously
humid and shitty in atlanta, and likely will remain so for some time. must move, must move, must start
grad school and move! poo-tee-weet!
1. http://coad.measurement-factory.com/

meropa (2006-05-26 00:23:41)
Mil-i-wau-kee, which is Ilgonquin for, ”The good land”. Ha ha ha ha ha ha. I love that movie.
meropa (2006-05-26 00:27:03)
Make that Algonquin. That word is pretty hilarious if you keep repeating it. Algonquin. Algonquin. Algonquin.
chefataraxia (2006-05-26 14:16:11)
>must move, must move, must start grad school and move! poo-tee-weet! If you wait a coupla’ years, Cornell’s
260,000sq. ft. interdisciplinary computing and biotech center will be open. Assuming informatics still interests you!
Its mid 60s in Ithaca all week.
burninonedown (2006-05-26 14:35:21)
Yeah, I have such a hard time working in my office. There is this one girl...she is ridiculously hot...oh, wait, I’m the
only girl, I was just looking in the mirror....bwahahaha I know, I’m fucking hilarious, try to contain yourself...
qortex (2006-05-28 23:49:27) Plastic Pretties
Algonquin is also one of the hairiest peaks in the Adirondack Mountains....a fine climb that will clear your head of the
desire to learn latin. And yes, the ATL pretties are many, but unfortunately they expect you to talk to them first.
zra (2006-05-29 20:12:35)
http://syndicated.livejournal.com/lifehackfeed/207306.html
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June
very harried entry (2006-06-04 23:05) - stressed - public

Music: pearl jam - no code - lukin

Objective: To obtain a position in the information security industry making use of big dicks, AK’s and 187
skillz. References are available from either the junior or senior senator from Deez Nuts.
tremendously busy. However, I must break away to quickly pimp [1]googlepedia, the greatest shit ever
(and it works perfectly alongside my pre-tricked-out [2]customizegoogle, most excellent). [3]surfraw just fell
behind in the ”best google wrapper” race, oh my!
also, if you have *nix/db admin skills, and/or can hack tons of nasty java bullshit, we need to employ you
yesterday. hit me up. atlanta / sunnyvale only, sorry.
1. https://addons.mozilla.org/firefox/2517/
2. https://addons.mozilla.org/firefox/743/
3. http://surfraw.sourceforge.net/

dankamongmen (2006-06-05 03:27:54)
heh, i just killed that fucking ”Go! ->” button, as well. wtf was this bullshit replacement for enter eating up precious
pixels?
piq (2006-06-05 04:54:01)
I’m currently working on a Java-based interface between 5 databases and 100+ networked test harnesses. My other
project involved writing and interfacing C++ driver code via the JNI. I’m satisfied with my current job but still want
to hear about the position, hollah.
subcultured (2006-06-05 22:36:30)
Java junkie looking for backup in case my one of three options blow up in my face, again.
zra (2006-06-06 20:42:56)
googlepedia changed my life

3.6.2

”when he isn’t perching at his keyboard, he’s sleeping.” (2006-06-18 04:40) - awake public

Music: rihanna - s.o.s. (rescue me)

that’s not a bad way to end a bio.
I’ve installed an incredibly massive, obscenely ugly desk, an homage to fathers’ garage workbenches and
dark, AC-swept hosting centers alike. It warms my sould down to the cockles.
Heh, I sprung to edit this post and correct ”sould” to ”soul”, but I’ll leave it as stands. It was sublime
joy to think of a venerable UNIX daemon down within me, providing soul services and standing only a
SIGHUP away from total reconfiguration (perhaps at the expense of dropping all current connections). My
personality is modular and kept fresh via refactorings! Godspeed ye little soul daemon, PID 8814 where
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other people have their human parts.
holy crap the [1]wikipedia sighup page sucks athwart the balls of leaping gazelles. I must edit it!
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SIGHUP

mpnolan (2006-06-18 09:10:07)
You can’t delete this post now - it’s mentioned in my latest entry! I was reading through git.talk.flame to get excited
about the culture and came across posts by both you and [ LJ User: spoonless ] (in the same thread even). quite
funny :D.
dankamongmen (2006-06-18 10:10:32)
perching gets italics? pooh-tee-weet!
mpnolan (2006-06-18 10:19:04)
The intention was to emphasize the absurdity of ”perching” over a machine - of how uncomfortable a position it is.
I wonder if the entire entry makes no sense to people not me.

3.6.3

NBC will not be able predict the winner at 8:32 nor report from 29 districts.
(2006-06-19 23:48) - listless - public

Music: fiona apple - when the pawn - on the bound

I have assembled a truly awe-inspiring plottingdesk from rendered server racks. Its visage is majestic, its
countenance stern. There is a stain which is either puke or rust, but either way not capable of being removed
by human hands.
Long tradition of referring to work as ”toiling in the codemines” gives sufficient precedence and leave to
term cubicle planes ”brattice”, which extends the metaphor from English coal miners to the baneful fields of
Ypres. There’s blood on your hands, Jessie Pope!
The transfer of sundry bric-a-brac to the desk of doom from my mantle has led to erection of a Wall of
Rigor. It might well be the [1]MiCS-densest few cubic meters this side of Springer-Verlag (I’ve got 13 of the
series’s 40, heh). There’s also a small altar to the too-soon-departed [2]William Richard Stevens.
after three and a half months, it no longer looks like I moved in last weekend. hurrah!
1.

http://www.springer.com/west/home/default?SGWID=4-40356-69-173621570-detailsPage=bookSeries|

titles&DISPLAY_TYPE=DISPLAY_TYPE_TITLES
2. http://www.kohala.com/start/

threv (2006-06-20 14:01:06)
woop woop
burninonedown (2006-06-20 14:59:48)
Three and a half months isn’t bad at all! It usually takes me longer.....like a year!
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fun with coworkers (2006-06-26 17:19) - hard-workin’ dank - public

Music: jerry garcia - reflections - they love each other

I serendipitously discovered while talking smack to my coworker ”Stephen J”eremy Gould that acronymizing
”bustin’ your balls” as ”byb” is a kind of calligram (not quite the word I’m looking for, a ”visual onamatopoeia
– synesthesia is wrong, as is phenomimes or any other term related to phonesthesia (which is, apparently,
adjectified into ”phoneaesthesic)): the y is like a cattle prod lifting, separating, and finally driving apart the
testicular b’s. ByB is like a gauntlet of scrota [0], and not so appealing. Save the Twain!
I also opened a reply with, ”Almost everything in your mail is, unfortunately, incorrect.” no rigor for you.
the day continues.
[0] scrotum -> nominative singular neuter 2nd declension, pluralizes via scrot [1]
[1] rules of allophony are all-right! tee hee

zbtron (2006-06-26 21:46:07)
shania or mark?
lizerati (2006-06-26 22:01:18)
That’s a pretty fantastic opener.
sexion8 (2006-06-27 00:18:59)
Save the Twain! No! Save the Twuck first!

3.6.5

how shockingly fortuitous (2006-06-27 12:01) - dynamic *and* bifurcated! - public

Music: sarai - ladies

Heh, I was working on some visualization ideas (well, devouring a semester’s worth of [1]fractal geometry
and another of the [2]wavelet domain to begin working on them, anyway). This is for a suddenly-inspired
personal project, not a work project, although when are the two really that different? In any case, the most
relevant recent literature set off a few new ideas, and I set to mail the authors some questions regarding
[3]dimension analysis. Imagine my pleasure when I realized [4]said paper’s primary author works 6 feet from
me (Hi Dr. Sven [wave]!)! Ahhh, tis a good life, the network security racket.
tis a good life overall. let me give a hearty woot!
uuh-oh here we go, time to shake that ass on the dance floor!
jiggle that thing like jello, all my rich chicks, and the girls in the ghetto!
BOOTY RAP WEDNESDAY IS IN EFFECT, and ladies we don’t care about your Hausdorff-Besicovitch
dimension here!
1. http://classes.yale.edu/fractals/
2. http://www.mi.imati.cnr.it/conferences/brani_05.html
3. http://mathworld.wolfram.com/CapacityDimension.html
4. http://www.ece.gatech.edu/research/labs/nsa/papers/2005_krasser_iaw.pdf
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Ya bastard, check the wicked flows that I crafted, open up a deadly venom style
to be mastered (2006-06-27 13:47) - public

Music: method man - tical - bring the pain

oh btw: in conjunction with [ LJ User: zra ], PARTY 2006-07-08, that
is one and a half weeks away, the Saturday following 2006-07-04. there
will be a keg of something delicious, mixed drinks, and a robust punch
that’ll cure what ails ye. keg will be tapped whenever we get it,
probably that afternoon. we figure to start seeing people around 10pm,
but whatever. planned events include trivial pursuit (to the death),
the ere-popular Chloroform Jamboree followed by a tour of the
Abortionarium, special guests, guzzling of steroid shakes whilst
mesmerized by Henry Rollins exercise videos, and perhaps a hooker
roundup extravaganza on Ponce. one lucky guest will win a carton of
menthol cigarettes. ayn rand don’t like black people

Who said the Wu-Tang Clan? Was it you or your man? You wanna point the finger,
bring ya 36 chambers, be out, you’re in danger pull ya brain outcha ass with a hanger

angry user (2006-06-27 18:46:12)
word.
catches sars (2006-06-27 19:23:29)
haha, where did you find that image? my pal russ made it.
dankamongmen (2006-06-29 03:04:06)
either on your or his lj. i read his via rss, since he won’t friend people back :).
russxl (2006-06-29 03:19:55)
fwhoops!
iknowiona (2006-06-27 19:57:02)
oh man! we’re out of town. next time for sure.
dankamongmen (2006-06-29 03:01:11)
DAMN THE MAN
coleoptera (2006-06-27 22:02:56)
You want that people should bring stuff?
dankamongmen (2006-06-27 22:45:39)
nah; we’ve got plenty. just bring thyselves and the good people.
chefataraxia (2006-06-27 23:18:55)
That sounds fantastic. I wish I could be there! Smoke a bowl for Ithaca!
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sk8grrlie (2006-06-28 17:22:12)
where is there so i might attempt to participate?
dankamongmen (2006-06-29 03:00:59)
oh, shit! [1]http://dank.qemfd.net has directions to the hizzle for schizzle. it’d be great to see you! hey, who is it
that you are/were hanging out with sometimes up at CT, if you don’t mind my asking? :)
1. http://dank.qemfd.net/

sk8grrlie (2006-06-29 12:31:40)
Ed Sherrouse and I used to date and I also used to hang out with Chris/now Carrie. Still friends with both of
them, just haven’t seen much of them lately. Been busy studying for the CPA exam and doing some renovation to
a bathroom in my house. These are the exciting things that I do on the weekends :)

3.6.7

jwz is a pretty funny guy (2006-06-29 00:55) - amused - public

Music: phish - 2004-04-17 - weekapaug groove.flac

heh, i thought i’d read most everything both public and amusing from the inimitable [ LJ User: jwz ]...i
wanted to hack up a quick script to do some automated lj statgathering for me, and checked to see if mighty
[1]sid had provided me with some lj-related libs...
[omphalos](0) $ apt-cache search [Ll]ive[Jj]ournal
drivel - LiveJournal client for the GNOME desktop
gnome-blog - GNOME applet to post to weblog entries
libcache-memcached-perl - Cache::Memcached - client library for
memcached
liblivejournal-perl - Perl implementation of the LiveJournal protocol
libmemcache-dev - development headers for libmemcache C client API
libmemcache0 - C client API for memcached memory object caching system
logjam - Client for LiveJournal-based sites
memcached - A high-performance memory object caching system
sim - Simple Instant Messenger (KDE)
Well, I don’t jam glass rods up my D and [2]don’t use perl, either, so lib*perl was right out (yes, using an
automated perl-to-!perl adapter is unacceptable; this script isn’t going to solve world hunger, it’s something
for my own use. i don’t like running perl any more than writing it). let’s see what lurks within more
reasonably-implemented utils...
[omphalos](0) $ apt-cache show drivel gnome-blog | grep ^Depends
Depends: libart-2.0-2 (>= 2.3.16), libaspell15 (>= 0.60), libatk1.0-0
(>= 1.9.0)...
Depends: gconf2 (>= 2.10.1-2), python (>= 2.3), python (<< 2.4),
python-gnome2, python-gnome2-extras
[omphalos](0) $
curses! swine merchants! not a thing save the usual fifty tons of gnome rubbish. perhaps some hungarian
kid or russian, maybe even the mysterious [ LJ User: kuzm1ch ], had implemented something and named it
in a fashion useless to me...
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[omphalos](0) $ man -k livejournal
ljlatest (6x)
- prints the most recent public posts on
livejournal.com.
[omphalos](0) $
tally-ho, what’s this?
[omphalos](0) $ man ljlatest
XScreenSaver(6x)
XScreenSaver(6x)
NAME
ljlatest - prints the most recent public posts on
livejournal.com.
...
BUGS
This program makes it seem like morons have invaded your screen
saver.

hehehehehehehehehehehe. other fine jwz: [3]java sucks, many others.
my laptop omphalos, of course, is named after the usage of said term in the [4]”Telemachus” chapter of
[5]Ulysses, and indeed upon booting, [6]gdm greets me with the banner [7]”but ours is the omphalos” and
[8]this logo. I was rather delighted to find [9]this in wikipedia.
HOLY SHIT: [10]terrifying!.
1. http://www.debian.org/releases/unstable/
2. http://www.cabochon.com/~stevey/blog-rants/blog-ancient-perl.html
3. http://www.jwz.org/doc/java.html
4. http://www.ulysses-art.demon.co.uk/scheme.html
5. http://www.online-literature.com/james_joyce/ulysses/
6. http://www.5z.com/jirka/gdm.html
7. http://www.doc.ic.ac.uk/~rac101/concord/texts/ulysses/ulysses1.html#820
8. http://dank.qemfd.net/images/elitism.jpg
9. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Omphalos
10. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mJiHDqE7cbo

leon03 (2006-06-29 07:00:40)
You remind me that I really should give up on my unhappy experiences with Gentoo and Ubuntu and switch back to
Debian. My only complaint with Debian is that the correctness of any given dpkg depends on all the other dpkgs in
your /etc/sources... something I disliked, but managed to learn to avoid. Programming Perl is as enjoyable as riding
a camel to work in Atlanta’s rush hour would be. If I may ask, what’s the LJ stats you want to collect?
rusty42 (2006-06-29 20:52:53) ’any given dpkg’ ?
there is only one dpkg, unless those ubuntu swine (first african in space lolz) have started tarnishing our good name
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by patching it. and i challenge you to defend your libel of sources.list(5).
leon03 (2006-06-29 23:10:01)
lol, since it has been a while since I’ve used debian, and I wasn’t posting from a debian box, I muddled terminology
a bit. By dpkg, I mean deb packages. Apt really wants to break shit. Look away for a second and it’ll install
that which is unwanted, delete that which is important, and upgrade that which should not be upgraded. The
problem stems from dependencies and conflicts; not so much apt itself, but the way they are specified in a deb
file. A package that behaves well in one list wrecks havoc in another, because dependencies are specified by naming
other packages, which change often and is brittle. It’s similar the problems that dynamic scoping in programming
languages create. A friend tells me that Redhat does dependency analysis by files in the filesystem. Instead of a
deb saying ”I need apt”, an RPM says ”I need /etc/something/sources.list” This is a much more robust way of doing
dependency/conflict analysis, akin to static lexical scope. Plus, I’m told that Redhat now has something for RPM
similar to apt. I used Ubuntu all of 10 minutes, just long enough to tell that it doesn’t play well with standard
package lists... and Gentoo, honestly, is better suited to those who manage a large number of workstations. So I’m
definitely going back to Debian, though maybe I’ll give Fedora Core an audition.
rusty42 (2006-06-30 00:39:36)
Apt really wants to break shit. Look away for a second and it’ll install that which is unwanted, delete that which
is important, and upgrade that which should not be upgraded. The problem stems from dependencies and conflicts;
not so much apt itself, but the way they are specified in a deb file. you are probably using some ridiculous set of
conflicting sources because that is the exact opposite of what apt actually does. show your sources.list and apt.conf
because the plural of ’anecdote’ surely isn’t ’data’. A package that behaves well in one list wrecks havoc in another,
because dependencies are specified by naming other packages, which change often and is brittle. It’s similar the
problems that dynamic scoping in programming languages create. [1]dean v(”that is false”); if you had bothered to
educate yourself, you would have noticed that most debian packages have quite well specified and versioned (if necessary) dependencies, e.g.: Package: dpkg Architecture: i386 Version: 1.13.22 Replaces: dpkg-doc-ja, dpkg-static,
manpages-de (<= 0.4-3), manpages-pl (<= 20051117-1) Pre-Depends: libc6 (>= 2.3.6-6), coreutils (>= 5.93-1)
Suggests: apt Conflicts: sysvinit ( 2.82-1), dpkg-iasearch ( 0.11), dpkg-static, dpkg-dev ( 1.10) A friend tells me
that Redhat does dependency analysis by files in the filesystem. Instead of a deb saying ”I need apt”, an RPM says
”I need /etc/something/sources.list” This is a much more robust way of doing dependency/conflict analysis, akin
to static lexical scope. if by ’robust’ you mean ’a house of cards built upon a pack of lies’, then i certainly agree
with you. i think you will find the [2]provides/conflicts/replaces system to be far superior. consider the idiom for
ensuring that only one MTA can be installed at a time: Provides: mail-transport-agent Conflicts: mail-transportagent Replaces: mail-transport-agent Plus, I’m told that Redhat now has something for RPM similar to apt. no,
what they have is broken and slow, like [3]everything else they put out. I used Ubuntu all of 10 minutes, just long
enough to tell that it doesn’t play well with standard package lists you keep mentioning these ’standard’ package
lists. i do not think the word ’standard’ means what you think it does.
1. http://www.debian.org/doc/debian-policy/ch-relationships.html
2. http://www.debian.org/doc/debian-policy/ch-relationships.html#s-virtual
3. https://bugzilla.redhat.com/bugzilla/show_bug.cgi?id=119185

mpnolan (2006-06-29 07:13:40)
D? is that another ”visual onomatopoeia”? Blah, this entry is stretching my /friends.
dankamongmen (2006-06-29 07:24:31)
this should be better....?
mpnolan (2006-06-29 07:27:29)
Okay for me. Thanks.
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phatjoe (2006-06-29 13:58:47)
wow, you mean unlike the linux posers (beckham, et al) you can actually view youtube videos? when i try to show
those guys things they go ”flash? uh uh” /joe
dankamongmen (2006-06-29 14:23:35)
heh, they must be pretty big retards. i certainly have no problems with any multimedia includes or java.
coleoptera (2006-06-29 16:44:14)
I had to tweak all that shit manually but even with my weak skills I had java and flash running fine after I realized
I should do that. now youtube emails can waste my time....great.
coleoptera (2006-06-29 16:44:34)
Oh, and that’s with Fedora 4.
schizobovine (2006-06-29 19:22:40)
The jzw article on Java was some fine, fine bitching. His comments on the separation of language, library, and VM
make so much goddamn sense. It would make serious programming in Java palatable rather than the current state of
pouring hot coals into my pants. He also reminds me of some of my rants on Squeak.
rusty42 (2006-06-29 20:58:06) ???
not a thing save the usual [1]fifty tons of gnome rubbish. [...] and indeed upon booting, [2]gdm greets me [...]
1. http://www.debian.org/security/2006/dsa-1040
2. http://xforce.iss.net/xforce/xfdb/13447

3.7
3.7.1

July
an irregular day, all things considered, in the life of the dankest (2006-07-01 23:42)
- no weed!!! :( :( :( wtf - friends

Music: tori amos - under the pink - pretty good year

after a week colored by a kind of staggering back into general alcoholism and too much time, really, spent
bedecked and bedazzled by some rather extraordinary mescaline’s delicate tendrils, i threw the shit down
around thursday and ran after the sun with my new [1]IBM Model-M M13 ”Industrial Grey” CLACK CLACK
CLACKY keyboard of death through this morning, a satisfying and thunderous 40 hour run...when I fucking
ran out of weed. shame, zorn, alas, zorn, all dead! oh, the sadness and anxiety began to spread, and my
droogies i was indeed a bit bashed and fashed and fagged by this period of clarity unexpected and unpleasant
both. i got drunk with my dad up at the parents’ place in marietta, got on the roof and ungracefully verified
that gravity still works. the price of science is but a sprained ankle, and what’s that in the face of progress?
our ceo called me out as a badass today, because i’m easily great :D. btw, [2]arbor networks? i’ve dropped
the project [3]alluded to here, and am on your ass, just as i’ve planned to be for a few years now...but now
i’ve the time! the objective is simple: a worldwide westside.
incredible read: [4]The Octopus: A Model for a Comparative Analysis of the Evolution of Learning and
Memory Mechanisms
incredible video: [5]this week’s octomania
incredibly scary: [6]crashing the wiretappers’ ball
incredibly funny: [7]wizard schools, steve yegge’s latest.
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someone should show this to [ LJ User: mathslut ]; if she misses the disclaimer (as I did...or did he just now
add it? damn drugs!), all her neurons might fire at once:
mean I’d heard about the Wizard Academies, sure. But it was this subculture, this thing interns and high school kids were buzzing about, should they go to college or wiz school, blah blah
blah. I wasn’t really paying attention. Then suddenly it was this mega-phenomenon, growing
faster any educational institution in history.
It’s not just that we didn’t think of it. Face it: we would have scoffed if someone had suggested the idea. C’mon... ”Wizards”? It sounded like someone was just jealous of J.K. Rowling.
Especially the more you hear about the campuses.
Some people have been mailing me lately, random people asking me if their kids should go.
It’s expensive. Way expensive. Tough choice to make, even now, with Wizard Academy grads
making anywhere from a quarter million to a million a year, while the rest of us plod away in
5-figure territory. I’m not exactly going to make that decision for them, but I threw together
some notes
most of it old hat for anyone who hasn’t been living under a rock
to help them
make their decision.
I’m dumping my notes here until I think of a better place to put them. For now, I can just
forward this stuff to anyone else who asks.
None of it should be new to you.
Why Not College?
It’s still an honorable thing to get a Ph.D. I think that’ll hold true for another twenty years,
at least, because people like to hold on to their traditions. And even an undergrad degree in CS
can still get you a job. If you can’t afford the Wizard Academy, or you can’t pass the entrance
tests, or you just got on the waiting list too late, then a CS degree from a good university is still
probably the best way to prep for a job in the tech industry. It’s not as if the Wiz Schools have
killed CS at universities. Not yet, anyway.
Besides, CS degrees are changing now. A lot of the more progressive universities have been
overhauling their CS curricula as fast as they can, in response to the Wiz Schools. I mean, my
God. The Wizards are coming in with significantly higher computer science scores than the CS
grads, and theory isn’t really what the Wizards are known for.
Heck, the wiz schools themselves are the newest fad in research departments (sociology and
education departments, mostly) across the country
all over the world, even. Everyone has
different hypotheses as to why Wizards are so damn good. Nobody seems to know for sure. But
they are good, that much at least is indisputable. And they’re in unbelievable demand now.
and: [8]the syntax of soup teaches a useful lesson
bah! odious, mephitic day!
oh hurrah, the most faff of the faffpeople is destined to the dankcave, bringing with him fine wares. i
retire to hopefully innumerable heaping bowls, and perhaps even a sense of normalcy. hrmmmm need to
work on greek vocab tonight, and maybe get my dick stuck in something. we shall see.
1. http://www.clickykeyboards.com/index.cfm/fa/categories.main/parentcat/9244
2. http://www.arbornetworks.com/
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3. http://dankamongmen.livejournal.com/218721.html
4. http://www.biolbull.org/cgi/content/full/210/3/308
5. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OQWxIrSRDQQ
6. http://www.wired.com/news/technology/0,71022-0.html?tw=wn_story_page_prev2
7. http://steve-yegge.blogspot.com/2006/07/wizard-school.html
8. http://itre.cis.upenn.edu/~myl/languagelog/archives/003300.html

coleoptera (2006-07-02 05:36:54)
I miss my model M! It was stolen by an ex.
dankamongmen (2006-07-02 20:42:40)
what an asshole! although he surely has taste. you can usualy get standard model-m’s off ebay for $20.
dreamistruth (2006-07-02 06:29:42)
you’re awesome
dankamongmen (2006-07-02 20:42:13)
thank you very kindly, doll! :D your floridian adventure went very well, i trust?
dreamistruth (2006-07-03 04:35:12)
n/p. i just love the way you write. it’s really vibrant and interesting and smart and funny. :D and yes, my floridian
adventure went very well, thank you.
mac finn (2006-07-02 20:00:16)
I am thoroughly baffled by the MP5 (which I’m fairly sure looks like a well used Tokyo Marui airsoft gun) posted with
the keyboard. For scale comparison, I suppose?
dankamongmen (2006-07-02 20:43:24)
i think to enhance the metaphor of keyboard as weapon? note that the page is headed with ”they can take my weapon
when they pry it from my cold, dead fingers...”

3.7.2

subversion hooks sure are a whole bunch of shitty annoyance, holy christ
(2006-07-03 04:48) - foul - public

Music: jurassic 5 - power in numbers - what’s golden

it took about four hours to get this. i’ve got to have a gigantic slut of a lock from pre-commit to postcommit, since there’s no other way (i think – documentation on this in the [1]svn book is less than complete)
to commit text dependent on the ingoing revision number (without direct editing of the respository’s db/,
anyway, which is right out. I don’t believe in subverting subversion). also, my shell scripting is pretty trashy.
bleh:
[knuth](0) $ for i in common pre-commit post-commit write-dump ; do
echo $i: ; cat $i ; echo ; done
common:
LOCK=/tmp/hookerlock
pre-commit:
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#!/bin/bash
REPOS="$1"
TXN="$2"
source "$REPOS"/hooks/common || exit 1
# you must use log messages you aloof little bitches
svnlook log -t "$TXN" "$REPOS" | grep "[a-zA-Z0-9]" > /dev/null ||
exit 1
# Times out after a little over 1min
dotlockfile -l "$LOCK" || { echo "Couldn’t get $LOCK" ; exit 1 ; }
exit 0
post-commit:
#!/bin/bash
export REPOS="$1"
export REV="‘printf %07d $(($2 + 1))‘" || exit 1
export REVISIONFILE=*******************
source "$REPOS"/hooks/common || exit 1
svnlook cat "$REPOS" "$REVISIONFILE" | sed -e "s/Build .*/Build
\"$REV\"/" > /tmp/$REV && \
"$REPOS"/hooks/write-dump /tmp/$REV | svnadmin load "$REPOS"
rm /tmp/"$REV"
dotlockfile -u "$LOCK"
write-dump:
#!/bin/bash
[ -n "$MD5" ] || MD5=‘(which md5sum || which md5)‘ || { echo "Please
set \$MD5." ; exit 1 ; }
[ -n "$REV" ] || { echo "Please set \$REV." ; exit 1 ; }
[ -n "$REPOS" ] || { echo "Please set \$REPOS." ; exit 1 ; }
[ -n "$REVISIONFILE" ] || { echo "Please set \$REVISIONFILE." ; exit 1
; }
[ $# -eq 1 -a -n "$1" ] || { echo "Usage: $0 <new $REVISIONFILE>" ;
exit 1 ; }
TMP=‘mktemp‘ || exit 1
{ svnadmin dump "$REPOS" --incremental -rHEAD:HEAD > $TMP ;
head -n$((‘grep -m1 -n ^Node-path: $TMP | cut -d: -f1‘ - 1)) $TMP ;
LEN=‘wc -c $1 | cut -d\ -f1‘ ;
echo -e "Node-path: $REVISIONFILE\nNode-kind: file\nNode-action:
change\nText-content-length: $LEN\nText-content-md5: ‘$MD5 $1 | cut
-d\ -f1‘\nContent-length: $LEN\n" ;
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cat $1 ;
echo -e \\n ;
} || { rm $TMP ; exit 1 ; }
rm $TMP || exit 1
[knuth](0) $
what a mind-bogglingly ridiculous waste of time. i’m going to go kill a man in the street!
1. http://svnbook.red-bean.com/

tritium (2006-07-03 14:08:14)
Hey, would you mind putting this under a cut-tag? It’s messing up my page formatting, even at 1280 columns.
dankamongmen (2006-07-03 14:34:49)
doing so now. thanks for the heads up. i would imagine lj could make flists more resistant to things like this :/.
tritium (2006-07-03 14:57:13)
Danke!
coleoptera (2006-07-03 15:03:17)
You can set an automatic width, especially to eliminated the assholes who post giant images that destroy consistent
width by forcing them to that width and cutting them to a link if they fail to conform, and I bet it would work for
this....but lj doesn’t make it an obvious change.
catches sars (2006-07-03 20:58:42) not related to lj cutting
i’m so glad you always post these rants. ultrascripty blog posts keep the world honest.
leftorium (2006-07-03 23:25:26)
But think of how dark a day it would be if you had opted to put your grubby little hands up subversion’s skirt... or
was that the first couple of hours?
datavortex (2006-07-07 03:25:12)
http://perforce.com/perforce/products/p4.html
dankamongmen (2006-07-07 04:31:34)
i am not sure i understand.
datavortex (2006-07-07 04:35:15)
With perforce this problem wouldn’t have been very difficult, and I find its command line to be simple and thorough.
I prefer it to subversion.

3.7.3

information efficiency (2006-07-04 22:38) - contemplative - public

Music: goodie mob - still standing - ghettoology

I’m writing a tool to generate, on an arbitrary system on which my last project can be built, a chroot within
the source tree containing the minimal file system necessary to build said project, constrained such that
no new regular file content can be generated – everything in the chroot must be a special file, directory, or
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regular file equivalent to one already existing on the source system before the build (the limits of what can
be automatically derived, especially in a POSIX portable fashion (parameterizing on uname is not ”portable”
for this discussion), are left as an exercise for the reader – determining this is largely why the project’s
interesting to me). The usefulness of such, especially as combined with virtualization, should be obvious to
all. Today, I was momentarily confounded by ”linux-gate.so.1”, ubiquitous in ldd(1)’s output but nowhere to
be found(1), dpkg(1)ed or apt-file(1)d.
I fired off ”sr google -l linux-gate.so.1 &”, and subsequently tossed off a ”grep -rC5 linux-gate /media/src/binutils /media/src/glibc”, figuring this latter would be the command to get me useful, workable
information. Lo, by the time I’d beaten that large grep into my prompt, firefox had already rendered up an
[1]EXCELLENT information store answering most of my questions, whereas the grep (still trudging along)
had produced two false positives (TODO lists) and no useful info! Indeed, it was not until I cocked my head,
had the light go off inside, and busted out a ”find /media/src/linux-2.6.17 -name Makefile -exec grep -C5
linux-gate { } \;” that source-code browsing yielded useful results. Fascinating that a one-keyword google
network search could be so much more efficient than fully automated local search via grep/find over a small
corpus...reasonable, of course, just unexpected.
Five years ago: Such a useful page would have been far less likely to exist. Broadband was far less widespread,
so one side or another’d likely have been on dialup. I’d be unlikely to so liberally waste hard drive space
on local source archives. Downloading such source archives took a painfully long time (when you could get
them). Reading + grep(1)ping that much data would have taken a much longer time (less data, though). I
had just broken up with [ LJ User: jen rosero ], started dating [ LJ User: mathslut ], and moved from KK-6
into GG-15 (en route to KK-7 in 2004). Reflex was seven people large and about 10 months old. I’d been
homeless the previous summer, done time in a mental institution, and dropped out of college. Things were
looking up after Dark Times.
Ten years ago: Tim Bierners-Lee was inventing HTTP at CERN. Google didn’t exist; we still went to
libraries and had things ”routed from the central library”, some ethereal, faceless book-belching beast in
Canton, probably not much unlike Amazon’s warehouses today. Nevermind that – it probably had less than
1 % of the titles, let alone volume, of such a warehouse. DSL had yet to be rolled out. ISDN was being
championed (Remember ISDN? No? You’re not missing a goddamn thing). For $16.95/mo, I dialed into a
[2]Random Access SysV box for hot [3]Slirp action; BBS’s were still huge (RA was bought by nBank, which
ceased selling shell accounts; nBank has since been purchased by ACT, and probably wouldn’t know what
a shell account was). slirp(1)’s now developed on [4]Sourceforge, over fiber that wasn’t lain, protocols that
didn’t exist and hardware that couldn’t have been imagined when I was cheerfully turning cheap terminal
time into pricey PPP minutes. I’d discovered the previous year that math and coding seemed greatly enhanced by devil weed, and just that summer discovered Phish. I was a few months away from turning 16,
getting a license, and being kicked out of [5]Marist. Times of Confusion, I’d call them.
my, things do change. but tho much is taken, much abides: [6]cleverness still gets you far in life, [7]medical
freakishness is still fascinating++, and [8]even the ghetto is stil God’s property....Nothing is too heavy
to be knocked on its ass and everything is cool, baby. today was a great day.
1. http://www.trilithium.com/johan/2005/08/linux-gate/
2. http://www.celestin.com/pocia/cgi/search.pl?what=state&searchstring=GA
3. http://slirp.sourceforge.net/
4. http://sourceforge.net/
5. http://www.marist.com/
6. http://lkml.org/lkml/2002/12/18/218
7. http://www.katewerk.com/chimera.html
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8. http://ohhla.com/anonymous/goodie/standing/ghetto.gmb.txt

zra (2006-07-05 04:45:46)
ah the good ol’ days of Random Access. now we have things like googlepedia. glory be.
amadeas (2006-07-05 12:53:42)
That’s funny - I was kevin@randomc.com for a long time. (in internet time of course) good times.
leon03 (2006-07-06 19:07:11)
Indeed, that bit of medical freakishness is fascinating += 2.
spoonless (2006-07-07 05:09:50)
Didn’t Tim Berners-Lee invent HTTP at least 15 years ago? I remember surfing the web at a friend’s house around
’94 or so, which is already 12 years. Not that it matters, I’m just trying to remember. I’d guess around 1990 or so.
dankamongmen (2006-07-07 05:13:38)
i think it’s 1986, actually, and i was totally out of it when i wrote that. wikipedia says 1989. and i spelled his name
incorrectly, too. what a post full of shit.
solecize (2006-07-07 13:57:45)
fantastic article on chimerism. thanks.

3.7.4

i was left with nothin’, but i took it upon myself to crush it up and distribute
the dust (2006-07-09 20:28) - ughghghghghghhhhhhhhhhhhhh - public

Music: sage francis - a healthy distrust - agony in her body

holy shit that was one hell of a party and we threw the shit down. you missed out if you didn’t come,
but many thanks to those who helped come kill our keg and especially fellow CipherTrust Research soldier
Jeremy Gould for rushing with me to Green’s for another 92 beers upon the keg’s floating but before the
midnight deadline, and [ LJ User: hermitude ] for being willing to do so before I deputized my boy.
ye gods, i’m hungover. i also appear to have lost a few readers in the past few days, hrmm.
many people complimented the first portion of last evening’s music, a lazily-assembled hiphop playlist made
up almost entirely of mainstream raps (with a bit of a Dirty South focus, of course) – the most esoteric tunes
I included were from Sage Francis and such...in case anyone’s interested, I grabbed the tracklist off [1]cplay’s
playlist editor this mornming and saved it. Once this ran out, we switched over to pretty generic trance /
drum+bass to run out the evening (igniting the switch, however, with [2]the white rabbit, w00t); I kicked
everyone out at 0420 and declared it my most successful party since Liquorfest at KK-7, 2003-12-21. Enjoy:
the coup - party music - 01 - everythang.ogg
outkast - speakerboxxx - 02 - ghettomusick.flac
ying yang twins - me and my brother - 08 - calling all zones (feat. hitman sammy sam).mp3
mr. pookie - tha rippla - 20 - the rippla.mp3
princess superstar - last of the great 20th century composers - 02 - do it like a robot (jon spencer remix).ogg
viktor vaughan - venomous villain - 03 - fall back (titty fat).flac
wu-tang clan - the w - 12 - gravel pit.mp3
talib kweli - quality - 02 - rush.ogg
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cee-lo - cee-lo green... is the soul machine - 03 - the art of noise (feat. pharrell).flac
move ya - arcadia mix july 2005 - public enemy - bring tha noise (stellar remix).mp3
goodie mob - still standing - 08 - ghettoology.ogg
outkast - aquemini - 15 - liberation.flac
raekwon - only built 4 cuban linx ... - 02 - knuckleheadz (feat. ghostface killah & golden arms).ogg
outkast - atliens - 03 - atliens.flac
tech n9ne - absolute power - 06 - keep on keepin’ on (feat. big krizz kaliko).mp3
warren g - regulate g funk era - 04 - recognize.ogg
outkast - aquemini - 12 - spottieottiedopaliscious.flac
bone thugs-n-harmony - the art of war (disc 1) - 03 - look into my eyes.mp3
blackstreet - another level - 03 - no diggity.mp3
genius-gza - liquid swords - 02 - duel of the iron mic.mp3
outkast - aquemini - 07 - slump.flac
dr dre - the chronic - 05 - nuthin’ but a ’g’ thang.ogg
the 2 live crew - banned in the usa - 11 - face down, ass up.flac
the roots - phrenology - 08 - the seed (2.0) (feat. cody chesnutt).ogg
big boi presents... got purp?, vol. 2 - 04 - big boi (feat. killer mike) - kryptonite (i’m on it).mp3
rihanna - a girl like me - 01 - s.o.s. (rescue me).mp3
mystikal - mind of mystikal - 11 - here i go.ogg
maroons (aka lateef & the chief) - ambush - 01 - ambush.flac
kilo ali - organized bass - 03 - lost y’all mind.mp3
ludacris - word of mouf - 02 - rollout (my business).ogg
sarai - the original - 04 - ladies.mp3
goodie mob - soul food - 13 - soul food.ogg
master p - ghetto d - 01 - ghetto d (feat. c-murder & the shocker).ogg
notorious b.i.g. - life after death (disc 2) - 01 - notorious thugs.ogg
method man - tical - 03 - bring the pain.mp3
the notorious b.i.g. - ready to die - 10 - juicy.flac
westside connection - bow down - 02 - bow down.flac
kanye west - the college dropout - 02 - we don’t care.flac
ice cube - the predator - 02 - when will they shoot?.flac
trick daddy (feat. lil’ jon & twista) - let’s go.mp3
jay-z - the black album - 09 - 99 problems.mp3
ludacris - 04 - what‘s your fantasy (feat. shawna).mp3
chingy - jackpot - 12 - holiday inn (feat. ludacris and snoop dogg).ogg
malone - hustler3 - 04 - u wit dat? (feat. twista).mp3
outkast - aquemini - 09 - da art of storytellin’, pt. 1.flac
sage francis - a healthy distrust - 02 - sea lion.flac
sir mix-a-lot - chief boot knocka - 03 - ride.flac
wu-tang clan - enter the wu-tang: 36 chambers - 09 - method man.ogg
nas - illmatic (2004 platinum edition) (disc 1) - 02 - n.y. state of mind.mp3
jurassic 5 - power in numbers - 08 - what’s golden.ogg
cool breeze, outkast & goodie mob - watch for the hook.mp3
t.i. - trap muzik - 08 - rubber band man.mp3
twista - kamikaze - 11 - higher (feat. ludacris).ogg
da backwudz - wood work - 02 - you gonna luv me.mp3
outkast - aquemini - 04 - skew it on the bar-b.flac
outkast - bombs over baghdad (rage against the machine remix).mp3
de la soul - three feet high and rising - 06 - jenifa taught me (derwin’s revenge).mp3
dead prez - rbg: revolutionary but gangta - 05 - hell yeah (pimp the system).ogg
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viktor vaughan - vaudeville villain - 10 - saliva.flac
bad boys 2 soundtrack - nelly - shake your tailfeather (feat. p diddy and murphy lee).mp3
big boi and dre present... outkast - 06 - the whole world.mp3
dr. dre - 2001 - 10 - forgot about dre (feat. eminem).flac
notorious b.i.g. - life after death (disc 1) - 03 - hypnotize.ogg
outkast - southernplayalisticadillacmuzik - 02 - myintrotoletuknow.ogg
three six mafia - the most known unknowns - 02 - stay fly (feat. young buck, eightball and mjg).mp3
twista and the speed knot mobstas - mobstability - 06 - legit ballers.flac
saigon - warning shots: street classics and freestlyes - 03 - let a nigga know.mp3
the streets - original pirate material - 03 - let’s push things forward.ogg
solesides greatest bumps (disc 1) - 07 - blackalicious - deep in the jungle.ogg
project pat - mista don’t play: everythang’s workin’ - 01 - chickenhead.mp3
eyedea and abilities - e &a - 02 - now.flac
youngbloodz - against da grain - 04 - 85.mp3
crucial conflict - the final tic - 06 - hay.mp3
ciara - goodies - 05 - oh (feat. ludacris).mp3
quasimoto - the unseen - 03 - microphone mathematics.ogg
fifty cent - get rich or die tryin’ - 05 - in da club.ogg
blackalicious - blazing arrow - 04 - first in flight (feat. gil scott heron).ogg
i need to absorb fluids, multivitamins, and strength, and about twenty-thousand cigarettes. then i need
to get some hella work on. a w00t, though, for good times.
1. http://mask.tf.hut.fi/~flu/hacks/cplay/
2. http://dank.qemfd.net/tabpower/ilivefordrugs.ogg

slack scholar (2006-07-10 00:59:37)
props on the selection of 2 live crew
blowgurt (2006-07-10 21:08:23) !!!!
shit, i completely forgot. sorry i missed it.
livingvodou (2006-07-16 06:27:35)
Ha! Props have been located and received. Is that the Jones soda ostrich?

3.7.5

we were sheddin’ a lot...we lived in a shed (2006-07-10 18:16) - tired - public

Music: medeski, martin & wood - uninvisibles - 03 - snake anthony

[1]A Nerd in a Cave
in a few succinct images, Rands summed up so very much of what’s involved in the care and feeding of
a Nicholas! Well done sir. i want to go to my cave :/
Back in 19 and 92, we were good men. We were traveling all over Finland, England.... We went over
to London, too. We were up and down the Hudson River. We were sheddin’ a lot; we lived in a shed. We’d
go to church where the blinking light was, harked by the Olympic sized swimming pool. Snake Anthony
knew Mr. William, and he could help you move your fine Chinese if you needed to move. He also helped
us find start to wind. What he really helped us find was to discover that we were the best. When Snake
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Anthony came out on the road, we went to the west of highway 61, we didn’t go to the east. You can go to
the west-south. You can go to the east-north. No one ever does, they just want to go to Phoenix to find the
start of wind. If you go west of 61, you goin’ to have to have the tone, you goin’ to have to have the time,
and you going to have to have space. And oooohh, ha. Snake Anthony was not a small Japanese woman.
When Snake came out on the road with us, we knew we were the best. The very best... when Snake Anthony
came out on the road with us..
1. http://www.randsinrepose.com/archives/2006/07/10/a_nerd_in_a_cave.html

eightbit (2006-07-11 00:06:51)
that link reminded me of this [1]this. i think my hidey hole is currently the 6th floor of the gt library. sorry for missing
the party, btw. i just crashed early at home without thinking.
1.

http://www.nytimes.com/2006/05/18/garden/18men.html?ex=1305604800&en=7cc2a14746cb3d21&ei=5088&partner=

rssnyt&emc=rss

dankamongmen (2006-07-11 00:10:17)
heh, retreat from everyday life? i’ve wanted that pretty much all the time i’ve known. to just stretch out and hack
and read and tend a little patch of Lophophora Williamsii, maybe with some birds flicking me pieces of imitation
crab meat, mmmm that’d be fine. and hey no problem man, but let’s chill soon. great article btw, thanks.

3.7.6

we’re all gonna be securely computing (2006-07-12 00:12) - excited - public

Music: eminem - encore - crazy in love

NEW YORK, July 11 (Reuters) - Secure Computing Corp.
(SCUR.O: Quote, Profile, Research) said on Tuesday it
agreed to acquire privately held messaging security firm
CipherTrust, Inc. for a total of $273.6 million.
Secure Computing said the transaction comprises $185 million in
cash, 10 million Secure Computing shares, and a $10 million note
that is subject to performance obligations.
As a result of the transaction, CipherTrust shareholders will own
about 14 percent of Secure Computing.
Secure Computing expects CipherTrust to add $15 million to $20
million in revenue in 2006, and $80 million in revenue in 2007.
© Reuters 2006. All Rights Reserved.
[1]w00t!
I’m pretty sure this is very good for me. We shall determine soon enough.
onwards, secure computing soldier!
1.

http://today.reuters.com/investing/financeArticle.aspx?type=mergersNews&storyID=2006-07-11T203834Z_01_

WEN0901_RTRIDST_0_TECH-CIPHERTRUST-SECURECOMPUTING-URGENT.XML
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threv (2006-07-12 14:28:48)
congratulations
subcultured (2006-07-12 17:06:37)
I wish the good graces of god and whomever runs the stock market would endow me with such great riches as I have
a feeling this will provide you. Congrats. Sorry I didn’t make it out to the party - had started drinking too early and
was left to the will of others driving.

3.7.7

realizations of folly (2006-07-14 01:37) - disconcerted - public

Music: pearl jam - ten - porch

i just discovered that source, the bash(1)ism of the venerable [1]POSIX-special builtin dot, doesn’t act on
arguments beyond its first (well, neither does dot, but anyway). furthermore, it silently ignores them.
that’s the worst thing i’ve heard in months. in a split-second, something like 1-2 % of the UNIX shell
scripts i’ve written have been invalidated. well, more correctly, they’ve been doing who knows what ever
since i first ran them. furthermore, how did i never notice this?
everything in the world is broken. i’m gonna laugh laugh laugh and be glad i was walking when you
saps all get hit by the first [2]OBDII worm and GA-400 runs red with your blood.
[3]listen to this, it’s the groovy remix of public enemy i’ve wanked on about. props to [4]mp3splt for being
incredibly easy to use and working perfectly. Radio stations I question their blackness; they call themselves
black, but we’ll see if they’ll play this!
it is totally weird talking to the people who want to wiretap the internet. i sing clutch’s ”escape from
the prison planet” in my head whenever it goes on.
1. http://www.opengroup.org/onlinepubs/009695399/idx/sbi.html
2. http://www.obdii.com/
3. http://dank.qemfd.net/tabpower/Move%20Ya%20-%20Arcadia%20Mix%20-%20July%202005_11.19_15.59%20(bring%20tha%
20noise).mp3
4. http://mp3splt.sourceforge.net/mp3splt_page/home.php

majelix (2006-07-14 11:45:44)
Is this corporate get-back-to-work-and-don’t-get-us-in-trouble wiretapping, or is this ISP-for-the-children wiretapping?
I’d like to think that your usage of internet vs intranet gives that away, but the word intranet makes me want to slice
open my wrists open with a ca. 1998 edition of BusinessWeek.
mpnolan (2006-07-16 01:44:52)
love the remix. it’s stimulating and relaxing at once.

3.7.8

i’m starin’ at the ceiling fan all wide-eyed amazed by the ways the blades break
the silence (2006-07-16 10:19) - emergent victorious - public

Music: ak1200 - lock & roll - ufo! enemy infiltration
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i just spent close to the last 9 hours getting to the root of a build issue related to order of both PATH
and PYTHONPATH’s construction, the innards of [1]python freezes, and the reach of declare sans -x with
regard thereto.
an unpleasant time by any account.

Life goes on homie
gone on, cause they passed away
Niggas doin’ life, niggas doin’ 50 and 60 years and shit
I feel ya nigga, trust me I feel ya
You know what I mean...last year we poured out liquor for ya
this year nigga, life goes on
we’re gonna clock now, get money, evade bitches, evade tricks,
give players plenty space
and basicaly just represent for you baby
next time you see your niggas, you’re gonna be on top nigga,
they’re gonna be like, ’Goddamn, them niggas came up’
that’s right baby life goes on....
and we up out this bitch

this song, on the end of ak1200’s finest work, creeps me out a good bit.
i want mexican food! where are you, [ LJ User: bagofpeppers ] and [ LJ User: eightbit ]? let’s kick it
big orlando style.
1. http://wiki.python.org/moin/Freeze

seldomawake (2006-07-16 15:51:10)
gurk* I spent a good bit of time trying to refactor out PYTHONPATH... I hear ya, man.
sexion8 (2006-07-16 23:11:30)
You know, I’ve never heard that song, but just reading the lyrics creeped me out. I’m haunted with thoughts of what
would happen if my life went terribly wrong or what it would feel like to die altogether. Brruh! Stop posting that!
I’m about to get Mongolian Beef myself. L8s.
dankamongmen (2006-07-16 23:22:59)
THIS IS ME CONFORMING TO YOUR DOCTRINE OF UBIQUITOUS COUNTERCOMMENT your wrathful
post was, by the way, delicious.
sexion8 (2006-07-17 00:12:17)
Yes, your netiquette is admirable. Thank you. I must say not giving a fuck is a great stress-reliever. I recommend
enemies!
eightbit (2006-07-17 04:03:31)
hit me up for the friend any evening this week!
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How dull it is to pause, to make an end, to rust unburnish’d, not to shine in use!
(2006-07-16 13:15) - qemfd - public

Music: scott henry - sm;)le mix vol. 1 - fade - all i got

a fellow hard-workin’ helluvan engineer of mine posted this recently, and I found it an absolutely exquisite
and graceful panegyric for those who have struggled, for those in the struggle, and for the struggle itself. I
shall reproduce it in its entirety for those not lucky enough to be his ljfriend, and damn the lj-cuts full text
ahead:
I am currently sitting at Barnes and Nobles, sipping a four-dollar latte. I have just finished
writing a (small) program that tests specialized licensing conditions.
Ten o’ clock on a Friday evening, and I have just stopped working. About an hour ago,
I turned down an invitation to go spend some time with friends. Why? Why work this late,
when I am already ahead of schedule? What motivates me?
I was asked these questions earlier. Indeed, I myself asked these questions this evening,
when after a long day at the office, I stepped into the shower to wake myself up and prepare for
the second stint of coding. It was only after I finished taking my (quite long) shower that the
answer came to me.
The answer involves this man I met.

As many of you know, I wasn’t quite privileged enough to grow up in a well-off manner.
I can recall some hard times, and it was only through the incredible determination of my father
that I sit where I am today.
I share the dubious honor of an unprivileged childhood with my mother. Another dubious honor I share with her is having a father whose rags-to-riches story is the stuff of legend.
I will not discuss the story of my father here; the story is currently not mine to tell. I will,
instead, talk about my mother’s father. What follows, then, is the story of my relationship with
my maternal grandfather.
To begin, I should mention that I do not even know the name of my maternal grandfather. I never knew him: he succumbed to cancer well before my mother graduated from college,
years before I was born. My relationship with him is entirely unilateral; I only knew him through
the stories my mother would tell me. I will now attempt to reiterate his story, second-hand, to
the best of my ability.
My grandfather grew up in a small agrarian village in rural Pakistan, bereft of electricity
and running water. He lost his father early, and his mother would provide for him and his
siblings by sweeping floors.
(Though I never met this lady, my great-grandmother, she is somewhat of a legend in my
family: she was known as a hard lady, one who could break the toughest horses. I can only
imagine the proud countenance of someone who has raised an entire family alone, working
several jobs, starving so her children could eat, sitting majestically atop a horse. I suspect that
this idyllic vision is somewhat idealized, and that the truth is dirtier, and probably considerably
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muddier.)
My grandfather, among the eldest in his family, was prematurely elevated to the status
of head-of-household. He helped his mother raise the family, while attending school in his small
village.
He would have one teacher, as was common in the environment he grew up in. He would
write with hardened chalk on top of slate: notebooks were a luxury he treasured to the end of
his life. Class would be held in an open space close to the village center.
Once my grandfather had acquired a modicum of education from this rural school, and
had reached his early teens, he went to the nearest ”city” to look for work to help support the
family. He found work as a low-level clerk at a textile factory owned by a local industrialist.
There, he worked in the terrible conditions commonplace during the early 1900s.
Among the first stories I was told as a child begins at this point.
The industrialist my grandfather worked for, having just signed a large contract, came to
the factory late one evening on a holiday. He had with him a relatively large sum of money,
which he planned on sharing with anyone who would be working at the late hour, to celebrate
the signing of the contract.
When he walked into his factory, he found the entire factory deserted. One light was on:
the lamp above the desk my grandfather shared. At the desk, my grandfather was sitting alone
in the factory, working well into the night.
The industrialist, touched, walked to my grandfather. He had intended on sharing his
money with everyone who was working at the late hour. One employee working in the entire
factory meant that the math would be simple: the money would only be split one way.
Picture the scene. It is late at night, and we find ourselves in a dark warehouse, wherein
a country-bumpkin, clearly uncomfortable in ill-fitting yet clean clothes, is hunched over stacks
of paper. A lone lamp burns over his desk. He is smoking a cigarette, and a nearby ashtray
is overflowing with cigarettes that have been smoked in an effort to stay awake. He is clearly
exhausted, and occasionally nods off, only to jerk awake, shake his head, take a deep drag, and
get right back to work.
Imagine his surprise as the owner of the factory comes up to him. We are not privileged
to hear the conversation that takes place; we only see the two men shake hands and speak for a
while. The clerk is seen explaining to the better-dressed man what he is doing. While doing so,
he lights up yet another cigarette, mere seconds after stubbing the previous one out amid the
growing jungle in the ashtray.
Quietly, we see the owner reach into his expensive jacket and hand the clerk an envelope.
Imagine the drowsy look of momentary confusion, and then the slow dawning of a smile as joy
floods the clerk’s face. He looks inside the envelope, and ruffles the bills therein, unbelievably
handling more money than he would make in years.
What, do you suppose, did my grandfather do with this newfound fortune?
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Given this incredible stroke of luck, my grandfather displayed a degree of wisdom incomprehensible to me. He used the money to secure a few years’ schooling in England.
To this day, I have no idea how he managed it. I can not begin to comprehend how a
man to whom English was as foreign as could be went unaided to England. How did he enroll
in college, and how did he do well enough to secure further funds? How did he graduate with
highest honors, and how did he ensure a senior engineering position with his previous employer
upon his return?
I’m afraid we shall never know. His story, sadly, is lost to time – he was an intensely
private man, speaking only briefly even to his own family.
As a senior engineer, he traveled the world. My mother once took me to the storage
area of our house, and pulled out a dusty set of crumbling documents – passports! From decades
ago! We saw immigration stamps from China, Singapore, the United States, Great Britain, all
of Europe...
This country bumpkin, who learned how to read sitting under a tree, on a slate, had
traveled the world in the mid-1900s. He had filled up his passports. He had seen the world, by
plane and by ship, in a time when leaving the village was considered dangerous.
How did he do it? What was his story? I’m afraid we shall never know.
We do know, however, that his lifestyle finally caught up with him. His smoking, along
with his utter neglect of little necessities such as sleep, resulted in his falling prey to cancer.
Near the end, after a battle measured in decades, he was confined to his bed, unable to
move. His own bones would no longer support him, and brushing his arm would lead to
agonizing bone damage. He could no long turn in bed, and the resulting bed-sores, alongside
miscellaneous opportunistic pathogens that had found him, had ensured that the family’s silent
vigil was little more than a death-watch.
My mother tells me that he awoke one day, as sharp as always, and looked at his wife.
”Wife,” he said, ”where are the children?”
She told him. It was early afternoon, and none were home.
”That’s understandable,” he said.
me.”

”Well, it is time for me to go.

They’ve come to get

”I see,” she replied. ”God keep you, then.”
”God keep you,” he said, and passed on.
This story is among the earliest I remember being told. To this day, I wish that I could
know more about him, especially regarding his travels. How did he make it in England? How
did he travel? How did he manage to learn so much in so little time? How? HOW?
For twenty-three years, it bothered me to no end. Less than a year ago, when things
were looking somewhat bleak, I remember going to bed in a state of despair.
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This night, however, was

I remember dreaming of a large, comfortable, well-ventilated room, decorated in the style
of late colonial India. A charpai, which is a glorified hammock stitched into a frame, sat in the
center of the floor.
I was led to the room, and told me to be very, very respectful. I knew, in the way of
dreams, that I was going to meet my grandfather. I also knew that he was a traditionalist in a
manner that is all but lost in today’s age, and that any sign of disrespect would not be tolerated.
As I entered the room, I saw him sitting up in the charpai. He saw me, smiled, and
pointed to the edge. Nodding, I sat, too nervous to speak. Finally, after too short a time, I
spoke, doing my best to show the utmost respect. I could only manage to get out the most
primitive of questions:
”Please, tell me...
”...HOW?”
He looked at me, and I at him, carefully avoiding eye-contact.
to speak, and...

He smiled, looked ready

...I woke up.
I awoke with a twinge of disappointment, which was quickly overwhelmed by a sense of
utter peace, a rare feeling at the time. I remember going straight to my computer and emailing
my mother about this wondrous dream. I remember that feeling of peace lasting over a week,
allowing me to navigate some tricky situations quite gracefully.
I suppose I shall never know the story of my grandfather’s life. I have since made peace
with the fact. However, with the realization comes a strong, undeniable obligation.
Every time I feel overwhelmed, I think of him. Every Saturday morning, when sleep
weighs heavy and professional obligation does not hold sway, I think of him working late one
night at his desk. I think of him, alone in a strange country, amid a strange culture, with a little
money and a dream.
I picture the small light bulb, the bristling ashtray, and the sweat and the tears that
were shed so that I could be where I am today. With that picture in mind, it is surprisingly easy
to get out of bed, and, still bleary, make my way to the office.
Two days ago, I went into work despite feeling quite ill. A co-worker who was aware of
my condition chided me on coming in, saying, ”So, Hammad, are you in because you feel better,
or could you just not stand being away from work?” I grimaced and didn’t respond.
Later that day, I was caught muttering the following to myself: ”If you’re not coming
apart at the seams, you’re not working hard enough.” A great laugh was had by all.
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Why do I work as I work? Who am I trying to impress?
It’s not about working twelve hours a day, six days a week. It’s about fulfilling an obligation. And, in some strange way, it’s about saying thank you. When we stand upon the
shoulders of giants, it is our solemn duty to see as far as we possibly can, to see on behalf of
those who have helped us get where we are.
Where do I get my motivation from? I get my motivation from two generations of men
who have worked themselves into oblivion so that I may sit in this coffee shop and pay four
dollars for my latte.
Besides: currently, my seams are holding strong, more or less.

[exhale] ahhh, back into the codemines I trudge, with a Pickax of [1]Currying and a big slop bucket of
[2]mathematical proof, proud to be living the dream.
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Currying
2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mathematical_proof

subcultured (2006-07-16 17:52:34)
Thanks for sharing.
sk8grrlie (2006-07-16 19:19:53)
Coming from an immigrant family (on both sides) with grandfathers that also gave everything to their families, I
completely understand. Many of my friends don’t get why I work so much or why I feel compelled to do a good day’s
work. It’s comforting to see that there are others out there. Thank you
zra (2006-07-16 21:30:39)
word.
livingvodou (2006-07-17 02:05:37)
Great stuff. I’m to understand that his journal is private (kept to friends)?
ajju (2006-07-17 10:33:42) Touching
I am going to save this and read it every time I ask myself why.
blowgurt (2006-07-17 15:37:07) similar vein, different note
i too have felt the pressure of the work ethic of my family from previous generations. however, my motivation these
days stems from inverted generational pressure. what kind of standard am i setting for my child? for those that look
to me as a role model? these questions impel me to seek excellence in every facet of life, not just work.
sid icarus (2006-07-19 06:12:12)
I was worried recently I was using a language that wouldn’t support currying, nor nested functions, and that I’d have
to throw my early args in global variables. (Or define an interface, IDoShit, and have constructors of the implementing classes take the early args.) Thankfully anonymous functions doing the closure thing were an option. I can live
without SML a while longer.
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!!! (2006-07-17 22:04) - hopeful - public

Music: the meatmen - toilet slave - tooling for anus

The world is all that is the case...I took a nap through most of this hot afternoon, curled up around my copy
of [1]Wittgenstein II (I highly advise this lovely Blackwell edition, by the way, not least due to inclusion of
the original German but also because Blackwell’s a great publishing house), and woke up with my firmest
understanding yet of later-era Wittgenstein’s rejection of the logical atomism of Descartes’ first certainty [0].
I’m not sure whether I buy his assertion of Private Language to be self-contradictory/incoherent, however,
even within his (as perceived by me, and thus heh describable only via my PL (in my axiomatic framework,
anyway)) axiomatic frmaework, and upon that of course all else rests. It’s been most pleasant – I haven’t
whiled away the day philosowanking since a few similarly torpid, roric hours under the Daystar in the summer
of 2002, when I stumbled upon marilyn’s brother’s copy of Singer’s [2]Practical Ethics, a squirmingly incisive
assault on any number of my beliefs (I’ve since picked up my own copy, and you may well do yourself a service by following my lead). I can’t imagine Savannah right now, when stepping out into the mighty [3]heat
island of Atlanta feels like crossing into das Lager der Vernichtung, punching you in the lungs like a seed
popping in a hastily-packed bowl. I live and die by the oscillation of my fan. I need to read what little’s been
published under the name of Kripke, and I’ve decided my next pet shall be named Carnap. Anyway, despite
my primarily skeptical reaction to Philosophical Investigations (not unlike how I feel regarding Tractatus, an
excellent hyperlinked version of which can be found [4]here), I can totally grok now the cult of personality
and samizdat that surrounded him during the [5]Trinity years...much like how I swallowed Robert Anton
Wilson whole when I was seven years or so younger and more foolish, there’s an intense desire to program
it as a life script and see how things turn out. Well, there would be, anyway, if I was an asshole. Goddamn,
Josef Johann, must you be so dogmatic all the time?...Whereof one cannot speak, thereof one must be silent.
[0] cogito ergo sum or more correctly je pense, donc je suis ([6]Discourse on Method), later ego sum, ego
existo(”I am; I exist”) ([7]Meditation 2)
1. http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0631231277/103-4181475-1913415?v=glance&n=283155
2.

http:

//www.amazon.com/gp/product/052143971X/sr=1-4/qid=1153187679/ref=sr_1_4/103-4181475-1913415?ie=UTF8&s=books
3. http://www.ghcc.msfc.nasa.gov/atlanta/
4. http://www.kfs.org/~jonathan/witt/tlph.html
5. http://www.iep.utm.edu/w/wittgens.htm#H1
6. http://www.literature.org/authors/descartes-rene/reason-discourse/
7. http://oregonstate.edu/instruct/phl302/texts/descartes/meditations/Meditation2.html

3.7.11

been such a long time since I knew right from wrong all the means to ends now
I keep it movin’ along (2006-07-27 18:13) - stressed - public

Music: guns n’ fuckin’ roses - gnr lies - one in a million

what the lolz is this shit, nytimes?
it takes more than stained fingers to win pulitzers. come back when she’s pretty!
absolutely buried under work. i’m drinking heavily to brace myself, and thus remember precious few of
the witticisms i’d tucked away to reproduce for you, my ljlings. appy-polly-wollies all around. it’s hard being
the [1]free electron, especially without lunz around to fill in that 1s2 shell and make things altogether a bit
more inert. i bet [ LJ User: sstrickl ]’s kicking ass, too (hey stevie [wave]!) big changes are in the works, in
more ways than one. stay tuned for our next hit atomic secret.
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1. http://www.randsinrepose.com/archives/2005/03/20/free_electron.html

dreamistruth (2006-07-27 22:31:20)
yay, dank is back. you haven’t updated in awhile, friend.
dankamongmen (2006-07-27 22:41:59)
if you can picture an 88-kilogram mediterranean bird of prey endlessly perched before a great desk of steel and
amperage, stabbing out messages no one will ever read for fifty hours on end amidst the hazy obnubilation of stale
newports and the desiccated just-barely-danks of summer in the south, sometimes pausing to rehydrate with 10-12
abita purple haze or sleep through the daystar’s baleful paramountcy, that’s what’s gone on for like five weeks. holy
shit i need a blast of ketamine directly to the backbrain.
zmode13 (2006-07-27 23:35:23)
http://dankamongmen.livejournal.com/2005/01/30/ There’s a hottie for you!
dankamongmen (2006-07-28 00:19:14)
whoa, you’re totally right. wtf was i thinking?
zarathustra94 (2006-07-28 00:17:01)
I love your new icon!
dankamongmen (2006-07-28 00:23:14)
thank you, my hellenic friend in engineering!
dankamongmen (2006-07-28 00:24:57)
wait, i’m on crack and mixing you up with george (zorba@cc) because you both have z’s in your usernames. thank
you, my germanic cohort in warfaring!
threv (2006-07-28 14:22:56)
YOU ARE THE MOST EFFECTIVE ENGINEER IN YOUR PLACE OF WORK you are a unique and beautiful
snowflake good luck n’shit at work!

3.7.12

Word is bond: I’m your eyes that’s in back of you, kid (2006-07-28 16:55) - holdin’
on being strong - friends

Music: the crucifucks - our will be done - democracy == bad taste

An interesting read on [1]the making of raekwon the chef’s epic ”only built 4 cuban linx”, an album I’ve
been getting back into as of late thanks to a buddy at work. Best rap album of the 90’s? Hardly, I’d say –
Outkast’s [2]Aquemini and co-Wu-collaborator Genius/GZA’s [3]Liquid Swords, as I’m sure I’ve noted here
before, eclipse it both lyric and breakwise (the signature minimalist production of the RZA is immediately
apparent on both Cuban Linx Niggaz and Swords, of course). Despite my disagreement with the article’s
thesis, it’s a fascinating read and solid insight into the trenchant rhymenature of the Wu-Tang en masse.
i’m trip-trip-trippin’ tonight, for the first time in a few months nonetheless [dance]. i simply cannot accept another friday with a head full of work. i think i may well be done for the day here.
in honor of all three aforementioned triumphs, and there having been a noticable paucity of friday afternoon
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downloads recently, I’m placing their combined might up at [4]tabpower; hold up for a sec while my pitiful
adsl sends the packets on up...
I met a gypsy and she hipped me to some life game
To stimulate then activate the left and right brain
Said baby boy you only funky as your last cut
You focus on the past your ass’ll be a has-what
Thats one to live by or either that one to die to
I try to just throw it at you determine your own adventure
Andre, got to her station here’s my destination
She got off the bus, the conversation lingered in my head for hours
Took a shower kinda sour cause my favorite group ain’t comin’ with it
But I’m witcha you cause you probably goin’ through it anyway
But anyhow when in doubt went on out and bought it
Cause I thought it would be jammin’ but examine all the flawsky-wawsky
Awfully, it’s sad and it’s costly, but that’s all she wrote
And I hope I never have to float in that boat
Up shit creek it’s weak is the last quote
That I want to hear when I’m goin down when all’s said and done
And we got a new joe in town
When the record player get to skippin’ and slowin’ down
All y’all can say is ”dem niggas earned they crowns” – but until then!
1. http://ilx.wh3rd.net/thread.php?msgid=5625546
2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aquemini
3. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liquid_Swords
4. http://dank.qemfd.net/tabpower

threv (2006-07-30 01:34:58)
fucking a those are fine fucking representations of the best of 90s hip hop
solecize (2006-07-31 16:29:17)
leeched the liquid swords, kthnx.
dankamongmen (2006-08-02 04:48:36)
and what have been your thoughts?
dankamongmen (2006-08-02 04:51:15)
ahh, i’m listening to it right now, inspired by the question. wow, this sure is a k-krappy rip+encoding! i thought i
had this in flac via cdparanoia. i shall have to find the album and rip it for myself.

3.7.13

it’s gettin’ hot in here, so move that computation up the OSI 7-layer bean dip
(2006-07-28 20:17) - pleased - public

Music: chamillionaire - tryin’ to catch me ridin’ dirty

if you only read one article about linux netdev this month, make it [1]this one off David Miller’s (dmiller
of sparc64/netdev fame) fine blog. The referenced LWN article is subscriber’s only, but property is theft so
here you kids go:
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Quote of the week
Linux has a problem, which is that with success it is attracting people with more skill than
what it started with, and it is not doing a very good job of handling that. In fact, it downright
stinks at it, behaving in the worst way it could choose for handling that. We have lost quite a
number of FS developers who just don’t want to deal with people who know less than they do
but are obnoxious and disrespectful to submissions because they enjoy powertripping.
– Hans Reiser
Reconsidering network channels
When Van Jacobson presented his network channels idea at linux.conf.au last January, he set a bit of a
fire in the Linux networking community. By making some significant changes to the processing path for
incoming packets, and by pushing most of the work as close as possible to the destination application, Van
was able to achieve significant performance improvements - eliminating as much as 80 % of the processing
overhead on multiprocessor systems. With numbers like that, it seemed like the question of whether Linux
would incorporate channels need not even be asked.
Since then, however, reality has begun to make itself felt - something which reality is wont to do,
sooner or later. Which is why David Miller’s latest pronouncement on network channels reads like this:
Don’t get too excited about VJ netchannels, more and more roadblocks to their practicality are being found every day.... All the original costs of route, netfilter, TCP socket lookup all reappear as we make
VJ netchannels fit all the rules of real practical systems, eliminating their gains entirely.
The issue at hand had to do with the integration of channels and netfilter. The hope had been that
packets could be identified and sorted into their respective channels before the netfilter (firewall) processing
was done. Then said processing could be performed close to the application, on the same processor. It turns
out, however, that netfilter can change the real destination of the packet. So packets must be filtered before
entering a channel, and much of the performance benefit of using a channel is lost.
Alexey Kuznetsov has posted a detailed criticism of channels, asserting that most of the claimed
benefits are illusory. Says Alexey:
It is an amazing toy. But I see nothing, which could promote its status to practical. Exokernels
used to do this thing for ages, and all the performance gains are compensated by overcomplicated
classification engine, which has to remain in kernel and essentially to do the same work which routing/firewalling/socket hash tables do.
Finally, it seems that many of the benefits of channels can be had by carefully taking advantage of
the capabilities of modern hardware. In particular, an increasing number of devices can perform simple
packet classification and (via targeted interrupts) direct packets to the CPU where the destination application is running. That technique will get rid of the cache misses caused by performing interrupt processing
on one processor and protocol processing on another.
In the end, it appears that yet another seemingly bright scheme may not make the transition into
real-world deployments. Some of its core concepts, such as using cache-friendly data structures and trying
(even harder) to improve cache locality, will likely influence the future direction of the network stack,
however. So, while there may not be a revolutionary new mechanism in the network stack’s future, some
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of the promised performance improvements should eventually be realized anyway. And, as David says, ”At
least, there is less code to write.”
revoke() and frevoke()
A system call found in some Unix variants is revoke():
int revoke(const char *path);
This call exists to disconnect processes from files; when called with a given path, it will shut down
all open file descriptors which refer to the file found at the end of that path. Its initial purpose was to defeat
people writing programs that would sit on a serial port and pretend to be login. As soon as revoke() was
called with the device file corresponding to the serial port, any login spoofer would find itself disconnected
from the port and unable to fool anybody. Other potential uses exist as well; consider, for example,
disconnecting a process from a file which is preventing the unmounting of a filesystem.
Linux has never had this system call, but this situation could change before too long; Pekka Enberg
has posted an implementation of revoke() for review. Pekka has also added a second version:
int frevoke(int fd);
This version, of course, takes an open file descriptor as its argument. In either case, the calling process must either own the file, or it must be able to override file permissions. So revoke() gives a process the
ability to yank an open file out from underneath processes owned by other users, as long as that process
owns the file in question.
Getting this operation right can be a little tricky, with the result that the current implementation
makes some compromises which may not sit well with other developers. The process, simplified, is this:
The code loops through every process on the system; for each process, it iterates through the open file table
looking for file descriptors corresponding to the file being revoked. Every time it finds one, it zeroes out
the file descriptor entry (making that descriptor unavailable to its erstwhile owner). The file is not actually
closed, however; instead, a list of files to be closed is created for later action.
All of this will be rather slow, but that should not be a huge problem: revoke() is not a performance-critical
operation. The memory allocation (to add an entry to the list of files to close) is a bit more problematic;
if it fails, revoke() will abort partway through, having done an unknown amount of damage without having
accomplished its goal.
Once all open file descriptors have been shut down, the files themselves can be closed. So revoke() steps
through the list it created, closing each open file.
There is one sticky little problem remaining: some processes may have used mmap() to map the file into
their address spaces. The revoke() call clearly has to do something about those memory areas, or it will
not have completed the job. So a pass through all of the virtual memory areas associated with the file is
required; for each one, the nopage() method is set to a special version which returns an error status.
That change will keep a process from faulting in new pages from the revoked file, but does nothing
about the pages which are already part of the process’s address space. To fix those, it is necessary to wander
through the page tables of each process having mapped the file, clearing out any page table entries referring
to pages from that file.
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An alternative approach can be seen in the forced unmount patch by Tigran Aivazian, which has
been touched by a number of other developers over its fairly long history (its comments include a credit
for the port to the 2.6 kernel). This patch has a different final goal - being able to unmount a filesystem
regardless of any current activity - but it must solve the same problem of revoking access to all files on the
target filesystem. Rather than clearing out file descriptors, this patch replaces the underlying file structure
with a new one from the ”badfs” filesystem. After this change, any attempted operations on the file will
return EIO. Memory mappings are cleared with a direct call to munmap().
The final form of the patch may well be a combination of the two, providing both forced unmount
and revoke() functionality. In the process, some of the remaining issues (such as how to perform safe locking
without slowing down the highly-optimized read() and write() paths) will need to be worked out. But there
is clearly demand for these features, so this work will probably proceed to eventual inclusion in the mainline.
OLS: A proposal for a new networking API
Ulrich Drepper has been the maintainer of the core glibc library since 1995; he also represents the community
to the POSIX standardization effort. So, when Ulrich proposes a new user-space API, more than the usual
number of people are likely to listen. Ulrich has been putting his mind to the problems of high-performance
network I/O; the results were presented at his Ottawa Linux Symposium talk.
The current POSIX APIs are, increasingly, not up to the task. The socket abstraction has served us
for a long time, but it is a synchronous interface which is not well suited to zero-copy I/O. POSIX does
provide an asynchronous I/O interface, but it was never intended for use with networking, and does not
provide the requisite functionality. So it has been clear for a while that something better is needed; the
developers working on network channels have also been talking about the need for a new networking API.
There are three components to a new networking API, all of which will lead to a more complex but much more efficient - interface for high-performance situations. The first of those is to address the need
for zero-copy I/O. As the data bandwidth through the system increases, the cost of copying data (in CPU
utilization and cache pressure) increase. Much of this cost can be avoided by transferring data directly
between the network interface and buffers in user space. Direct user-space I/O requires cooperation from
both the kernel and the application, however.
Ulrich proposes the creation of an interface for the explicit management of user-space DMA areas.
Such an area would be created with a call that looks something like:
int dma alloc(dma mem t *handle, size t size, int flags);
If all goes well, the result would be a memory area of the given size, suitable for DMA purposes.
Note that user space gets an opaque handle type in return - there is, at this point, no virtual address which
is directly accessible to the application.
To use a DMA area for network I/O, the application must associate it with a socket.
this operation would look like:

The call for

int dma assoc(int socket, dma mem t handle, size t size, int flags);
There is still the issue of actually managing memory within this DMA area. An application which is
generating data to send over the net would request a buffer from the kernel with a call like:
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int sio reserve(dma mem t handle, void **buffer, size t size);
If all goes well, the result will be a pointer (stored in *buffer) to an area where the outgoing data
can be constructed. For incoming data, the application will receive a pointer to the buffer from the kernel
(just how is something we’ll get to shortly); the application will own the given buffer until it returns it to
the kernel with:
int sio release(dma mem t handle, size t size);
Before an application can start to use asynchronous network I/O, however, it must have a way to
learn about the results of its operations. To that end, Ulrich proposes the addition of an event reporting
API to the kernel. This mechanism, which he calls ”event channels,” would have an interface like:
ec
ec
ec
ec

t ec create(int flags); /* Create a channel */
next event(); /* Get the next event */
to fd(); /* Send events to a file descriptor */
delay(); /* Wait for an event directly */

The exact form of this interface (like all of those discussed here) is subject to change. But the core
idea is that it is a quick way for the kernel to return notifications of events (such as I/O completions) to
user space. Most applications would be likely to use the file descriptor interface, which would allow events
to enter an application’s main loop via poll() or epoll wait().
The final step is to make some extensions to the existing POSIX asynchronous I/O interface. The
aiocb structure would be extended to include an event channel descriptor; that channel would be used to
report the results of asynchronous operations back to user space. Then, an application could initiate data
transmission with a call like:
int aio send(int socket, void *buffer, size t size, int flags);
(One presumes there would be an aiocb argument as well, but Ulrich’s slides did not show one).
This call would start the process of transmitting data from the given buffer, with completion likely
happening sometime after the call returns. For data reception, the call would look like:
int aio recv(int socket, void **buffer, size t size, int flags);
The relevant point here being that buffer is a double pointer; the kernel would pick the actual destination for the data and tell the calling application where to look.
The result of all these changes would be a complete programming interface for high-performance,
asynchronous network I/O. As an added bonus, the use of an event channel interface would simplify the
work of porting applications from other operating systems.
All of these interfaces, says Ulrich, are simply a proposal and subject to massive change. The core
purpose is to allow applications to get their work done while giving the kernel the greatest possible latitude
to optimize the data transfers. This proposal is not the only one out there; Evgeniy Polyakov’s kevent
proposal is similar in many ways, though it does not have the explicit management of DMA areas. It may
be some time before something is actually adopted - a new API will stay around for many years and should
not be added in haste - but the discussion is getting started in earnest.
it’s always a happy day when the weekly LWN roundup features my all-time favorite coder, the enigmatic
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alexy kuznetsov (netdev), and also the mighty but austere [ LJ User: udrepper ] (glibc + all manner of
things, often in collaboration with [2]roland mcgrath (whose homepage manages ”Netscape is a piece of
hopeless shit” by the second stanza)). let’s see, rounding out that list, we’d have to include:
• al viro (vfs), the punkest motherfucker at redhat or purdue,
• donald e knuth obviously for being the greatest of all time
• [ LJ User: jgarzik ] (sata, ethdev) for teaching me the calculus of phatty bong toke/code/time interactions and making my drives work,
• andre hedrick (pata, ide, insanity) for outrageous ata dev and being a living lesson regarding amphetamine abuse,
• dawson engler (coverity via magic/xgcc/stanford checker) for being a huge badass and once looking
[3]this (ladies, this guy is one of the hottest people on earth: [4]mmm hotcoderz),
• jason lunz (reflex) because we were in goddamn trenches together,
• solar developer (infosec) for representing the highest standard of literate programming and great hacks
for years to boot,
• nimrood the necromancer [pain] for showing me the ropes back in the day,
• dan kegel for being the other white dank and writing great code + docs...
the list of course riverruns past adam’s and eve’s but one thing’s for certain: ours is an industry of rich
personalities, with all apologies to mssr. fat tony.
1. http://vger.kernel.org/~davem/cgi-bin/blog.cgi/2006/07/27#kevent_and_netchannels
2. http://www.frob.com/~roland/
3. http://pdos.csail.mit.edu/~engler/jr-calif.html
4. http://www.stanford.edu/~engler/

3.7.14

two great tastes that taste great together (2006-07-31 23:51) - fantastic - friends

Music: add n to (x) - avant harde - machine is bored with love

let’s have a cheer for METHAMPHETAKETAMINE, and for the offering of children up to moloch!
[27656]
[27657]
[27658]
[27659]
[27660]
[27661]
[27662]
[27663]
[27664]

Of what did the duumvirate deliberate during their itinerary?
Music, literature, Ireland, Dublin, Paris, friendship, woman,
prostitution, diet, the influence of gaslight or the light of arc and
glowlamps on the growth of adjoining paraheliotropic trees, exposed
corporation emergency dustbuckets, the Roman catholic church,
ecclesiastical celibacy, the Irish nation, jesuit education, careers, the
study of medicine, the past day, the maleficent influence of the
presabbath, Stephen’s collapse. (thanks muchly, [1]best webpage ever!)

player, we would have also accepted methamketaphetamine (it’s all about ratios, but either way it’s
a gay ol’ time. this isn’t rocket science; it’s brain reprogramming).
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What sphinx of cement and aluminum bashed open their skulls and ate up their brains and imagination?
Moloch! Solitude! Filth! Ugliness! Ashcans and unobtainable dollars! Children screaming under the stairways! Boys sobbing in armies! Old men weeping in the parks!
Moloch! Moloch! Nightmare of Moloch! Moloch the loveless! Mental Moloch! Moloch the heavy judger of
men!
Moloch the incomprehensible prison! Moloch the crossbone soulless jailhouse and Congress of sorrows!
Moloch whose buildings are judgment! Moloch the vast stone of war! Moloch the stunned governments!
Moloch mixin’ methamphetanephrinedrenodextroethylamide-delta256 chlorate! Moloch rusting the triple
beam on contact! Moloch a rising smoke ferruginous!
we were immediately high.
i think that’s the first time ’ere i’ve found excuse to use ”ferruginous”, which i distinctly recall learning
in some 8th grade vocab lesson in C-301. there you go, i suppose. it’s probably time to go back to the emu.
1. http://www.doc.ic.ac.uk/~rac101/concord/texts/ulysses/

3.8
3.8.1

August
but you speak sparsely, and i mustn’t miss a word (2006-08-01 18:13) - latin latin latin
- public

Music: any difranco - living in clip - gravel

there is no accepted adverbial form, so far as I can tell, of daedal, nor do any of the canonical morphemes
adverbialize sonorously, and I absolutely need one :/.
i think adverbs were the part of latin that really, really hooked me. they’re undeclined, and the transformations between absolutes, comparatives and superlatives are trivial. i think our Latin I magistra covered
them in half a class or so. you don’t hit any irregular forms (discounting, of course, irregular adjectives)
until you get into poetics, which we saw introduction to at the end of Latin III but didn’t require intimacy
with until AP Latin. Even then, Virgil and Ovid each had only a few favored forms. Cicero, of course,
was so banal as to make me wonder whether he knew of their existence. Livy took baths with adverbs, and
constantly fucked with me due to his employ of them in the stead of relative pronouns, of which he must
have suffered perverse fear. Sallust, of course, threw everything out the window, but that is Sallust and that
is why, to this day, I’m unsure whether I’ve correctly translated anything the man ever said.
mmmm, latin. hurrah! on that note, new words I’ve learned since last time i posted them (there was
positive response to this last time, so let’s try these, players):
griffonage - illegible handwriting
barbouillage - cramped, dirty writing
vaticinate - foretell as through prophecy
graveolent – having a rank smell
bien pensant - mild pejorative describing the acceptance of a fashionable idea without critical thought
rechauffe - something made up from old material; a rehash, rewarmed food
tergiversating - to use evasions, to change sides, apostacy, equivocation
glochidate - having barbs and bristles
funicular - dependent on the tension of a cord
flocculent - covered with small flakes; flakey
barbellate - being covered with stiff hairs or quils
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pilose - covered with soft, downy hairs
moiety – that which is left behind after settlement, half
phatry – people descended from a common ancestor
pyx – box in which coins waiting assay or consecrated eucharist is stored
postprandial - coming after a meal
barbican – defensive hole in a castle through which forward attacks were made
hyperborean - frigidly cold (from the ancient greek people of the far north)
comme il faut – behaving according to custom
consuetudinary – manual describing customs and practices of a sect
sacerdotal – pertaining to preists and their divinely-inspired task
hieratic – consecrated for holy purposes, especially performed by preists
insufflate - to bring a powder into the nose
how i got this far in life without that last one is totally beyond me. it seems like a word i’ve had made
the point of researching and using many times. also, i’ve known hyperborean since grade school but fucking
blanked on it the other day, so i wrote it within my words file replete with opprobrium.
heh, spell-checking such a post is an exercise in futility. here’s a somewhat amusing [1]screenshot.
1. http://dank.qemfd.net/images/ljspelling.png

rusty42 (2006-08-02 03:09:17) ljcantspell?
it managed to spell ’priest’, though.
dankamongmen (2006-08-02 04:13:29) Re: ljcantspell?
hrmmmm, can i do a cat | aspell foooptions /files/words ? manning now...never bothered to learn aspell beyond -c
dankamongmen (2006-08-02 04:16:42) Re: ljcantspell?
wow, i assumed it was a typo, but the duality implies a temporary thinko of the crassest nature [cringe] hold me,
rusty shackleford!

3.8.2

ughhghghgghghghgh (2006-08-02 04:53) - fucking disgusted! - public

Music: marilyn manson - antichrist superstar - the beautiful people

[ LJ User: zra ]’s dog (the big black pretty one, not the white small wretched loud one) is afflicted with some
foul contagion and all our house has become unto a temple for the Fecal Lord. it’s like someone upended a
bucket of shit all through the hallway, i suppose because something did draw open the Veil and unleash its
bowels like hydra-headed shit firehoses into that same hallway. three gallons of turds aren’t gonna smell like
roses. i sat here coding a wee bit of crescent fresh c, lulled into utter concentration by the blissful hymns of
phish’s [1]a picture of nectar. no ego, only the code, the peripheral haze of green christmas lights, awareness
of a light, jocose high, and my constant low-grade fear of insects sneaking up on me as i work. suddenly, from
bare equilibrioception came proprioception then a horrible olfaction then across synesthesial bridges stormed
”gustatory modality of the terrible” as [2]stephen daedalus might have said or, as [3]old bull lee might more
plainly have put it, ”a bubbly, thick, stagnant smell, a smell you could taste”, exploding brown in turn not
unlike the impact scenes from war games. pretty gross all told, Constant Reader. unable to imagine such a
fetor pervading from so far across the house, reaching out to me through so many walls and so much old lead
paint, i assumed i’d either shat myself, had it flung upon me unawares or that some mutinous splashback
had gone unnoticed until now. i threw open the door, disgusted with something and hoping it wouldn’t end
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up myself. an appetite for narcotica and toxins, you see, diversified and keen as my own means two things:
(1) you mustn’t ever, ever own a gun and (2) if something’s shockingly wrong, like say your car’s traded
forward momentum for fire, or you wake up on a couch with $30 and a torn-up asshole despite distinctly
remembering going out with no cash, or there’s a gaggle of strippers shooting brown heroin in your living
room and you’re going out with one, but you don’t know which it is, and furthermore you’ve never been to
a strip club, best assume it’s your own forgotten damn fool doings and realize energy directed at Addressing
the Problem is better utilized than that which Questions the Cause. so who knows, maybe in the thrill of
drinking diet sunkist i’d indeed evacuated the dankest of dankest without remorse nor humility before the
LORD.
thankfully, however, the nerves connecting asshole to brain and back again (that last sounds like something
mary poppins might say!) seem not yet to have succummbed to oxidative stress. the synaptosomes regulate
still, and they’ll regulate any stealing off this property – they’re damn good, too. all the dog’s fault, as zach
explained upon my emergence and loud demand of ”WHAT IS THE CAUSE OF THIS SOUL-CRUSHING
RANK REEK, SMELLING LIKE SHIT FLUNG FROM A WEE DOGGIE’S SHIT-FLINGER?” ”he’s sick
with something,” zach answered hopefully, as if i was supposed to be happier now that i knew this noisome
cloud of stink to be an actual portent of plague and death as opposed to perhaps mere gastric panache in
the hopes of livening up a boring doggie evening. excellent, nothing gets me hottt like the idea of inhaling
septicemic filth directly toward my blood-brain barrier! toxoplasmosis might be too high to aim but canine
coccidiosis is only a parasite away! rabies means never having to say you’re sorry! maybe i can just shit
from my brain!
i don’t understand pets, aside from emus which you can ride and put to work in your fields tending Banisteriopsis Caapi Vine, or octopodes which either escape or die by the time you’re bored with them. this post
was written without using backspace or stopping to think as an experiment, sorry for everything. especially
”succummbed”.
1. http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/B000002HA9?v=glance
2. http://www.doc.ic.ac.uk/~rac101/concord/texts/ulysses/ulysses.cgi?word=modality
3. http://www.spress.de/beatland/reader/wsb/prose4.htm

thirdkraytwin (2006-08-02 11:05:24)
my dog does that; because he just ate half a goat thats nature. thats why dogs are supposed to live outside, so they
can fart in peace.
dankamongmen (2006-08-02 11:18:24)
i fully support both dogs living outside and their dominance of goats. your dog is a-ok by me.
zbtron (2006-08-02 15:13:56)
i think its hilarious and great that you are living with dogs. you might acquire some humanity, dealing with adorable
puppies that you cant communicate with. i thought it was cute, anyways.
angry user (2006-08-02 15:46:56)
I dunno. Dealing with loud little yap dogs has never resulted in me acquiring many of the commendable aspects of
humanity. Not sure Nick’s too different there.
phatjoe (2006-08-02 15:20:26)
yet another incredible post that makes me want to edit your words into a novel. /joe
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recompas (2006-08-02 21:16:03)
i was thinking the same thing. seriously, a bunch of these would make for good reading. i’d buy it.
dankamongmen (2006-08-03 05:29:41)
i very much appreciate these kind words. thanks.
coleoptera (2006-08-02 15:59:35)
The cats here exist to entertain me. Dogs I think are not ever going to be bred down enough to be indoor pets.
doctorpam (2006-08-02 19:44:49)
your brains never cease to turn me on. mmmm... brains
dankamongmen (2006-08-03 19:10:25)
thank you darlin’
chefataraxia (2006-08-03 15:44:59)
fantastic!
dankamongmen (2006-08-03 19:10:13)
thanks buddy :) you’re here soon, no?
chefataraxia (2006-08-04 13:31:55)
come in tonight, hanging out with my sister sat, Sunday is free, and Mon/Tue are up in the air.
opima (2006-08-05 05:50:24)
that was awesome.. hilarious and disgusting.. just what I needed in a break.. Thanks!
dewzi (2006-08-10 10:31:17)
hahah! this post is my favorite; i laughed for like 10 minutes. poor nick!

3.8.3

TO THE JAPANESE PEOPLE: AMERICA ASKS THAT YOU TAKE IMMEDIATE HEED... (2006-08-06 19:55) - improving - public

Music: ween - godWEENsatan - let me lick your pussy

happy [1]sixty-first hiroshima day, everyone! around this time last year, i was reading ralabate’s copy of
[2]genius and matt’s copy of [3]american prometheus as part of a ”i’ve graduated, now what?” two month
exploration of the lives of the great scientists. those were good times intellectually, pretty poor times otherwise.
this has been on the whole an unpleasant and regrettable weekend. hopefully this long day’s journey into
night draws close and yields quarter. i look forward to a new workweek, full of problems to be described and
resolved, full of rational causes and effects. hurrah for science!
1. http://dankamongmen.livejournal.com/2005/08/06/
2. http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0679747044?v=glance
3. http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0375412026?v=glance
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prevailing thoughts of the day (2006-08-07 22:27) - wiki-what wiki-who - public

Music: nofx - the decline - the decline

1) the world would be well-served by bogus but authoritative wikipedia
entries on [1]whalesnakes, and [2]speech glands and especially
[3]anticancers that immanentize the eschaton on contact with
posicancers (also known as simple cancer and colloquially "those ol’
canks climbing up my back") 2a) the whalesnakes entry should feature a
jingle/mnemonic to differentiate texan from non-texan whalesnakes. the
jingle should be attached as a creative commons media artifact. 2b) a
1800’s style woodcut must also be manufactured; it is quickly
dismissed and, full of his own urbane sophistication, the ³-pedian is
lured into a sweetly suggestible false state of confidence. whacha
gonna do with all that cancer
Cancer accelerated to light speed approaches infinite mass (neglecting
friction). Watch out, Johnny PhD!

2c) anticancer research should be attributed to feynman, and link to his famous soundbite upon first locking
a patient into the collider, set reverberating around the cold miles of the accelerator: ”the bombing begins
in five minutes.” (research: Dirac-sea of negative cancer state!)
3) no matter what (almost surely zippy little) car i get once i’m again licensed, i think i’ll get the vanity
plate ”POLLUTE” in the hopes of confusion. i wouldn’t mind seeing more ”TACOVAN”s, ”PIWAGON”s (in
honor of [4]nasty anne’s neologism of note), or ”EDEMA”s, and surely some european plur-talking dipshit is
banking mad roll money and blinging around raver hovels with ”GOT2718”.
donald e knuth
Portuguese men-of-war like this one colonized Brazil in the late
1500’s, until driven back by [5]Ronaldinho and [6]Ronaldo’s
[7]Exocets. ¡Embora! 4) i could write a few chapters on false cancer
facts like metasticitastic tumor battles raging within the bodies of
the ravaged or the tumor rights movement, a fringe element of the
radical pro-life sonderkommandos. Just last year in california vs.
siphonophorous the 9th circuit ruled one man’s death by stabbing
thirty-eight distinct homicides, noting that like the portuguese
man-of-war, he’d "gone [8]colonial" or made like a banker and
diversified. it seems witty for a moment but it’s all really just
toilet humor mixed with two decades’ morbid fascination with
epidemiology, and more crass than anything. Oh, but I *do* still gotta
chuckle thinking of some junior in coweta county turning in a research
paper outlining a modest proposal rooted in the unchecked spread of
tumors and nutritional information gleaned from wikipedia.

oh yes, and if joe ”the biggest douche the dems could run” lieberman is the best the dems have to offer,
they deserve to have delay come back to finish his final gerrymandering solution. please america, it’s been a
pretty embarassing eight years here. we need either a new woodrow wilson to get the world happy with us
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again, or a new alexander the great to ride roughshod over the heathens and their delicious oil. exporting
seinfeld reruns and ”food gifts from the american people” only beats back the junk bond blues for so long,
and we honestly seem lucky not to have lost a major city under the current administration. oh....wait, heh,
NOLA we hardly knew ye. let’s be honest with ourselves. see you on GA400!
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?action=edit&preload=&editintro=&title=whalesnakes&create=Create+page
2. http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?action=edit&preload=&editintro=&title=speech+glands&create=Create+page
3. http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?action=edit&preload=&editintro=&title=anticancer&create=Create+page
4. http://www.slangcity.com/ask_ac_archive/pie_wagon.htm
5. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ronaldo
6. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ronaldo_Guiaro
7. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exocet
8. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Colony_%28biology%29

thirdkraytwin (2006-08-08 04:26:55)
Damn, I love those wee blue jellyfish. They come in sometimes on sloppy summer tides, strung out in tens of thousands
along the break line. Then it’s time to put on your sneakers, wait for a few hours of sun then go running pop pop
pop pop pop all the way down.
phatjoe (2006-08-08 14:21:23)
ah man, you should be a capo in my wiki pollution league. /joe
dankamongmen (2006-08-11 22:41:24)
sorry sir; it is too valuable and now in any case i’ve found something to really dedicate myself to:
The primary language of giraffes is binary, but some giraffes have
been known to be fluent in English, French, Street, Mime, and of
course, the language of love: Welsh. The most famous giraffe of all
time is the Man Utd player Alan Smith who was the first giraffe to
gain legal citizenship to a predominantly white country. Alan Smith is
also famous for his invention of the colour green. The largest natural
cause of deaths in giraffes is lightning. Their large height makes
them vulnerable in lightning storms, but also means they can pick up
radio transmission from distances of up to 700 miles away.
Giraffismatron is the study of giraffes and giraffe-shaped objects,
and is Hull University’s most applied for degree course.
[Giraffewalk.jpg]
Alan Smith, warming up before another dreadful performance

zbtron (2006-08-08 16:50:01)
i think one of the villians in captain planet had a similar vanity plate. so, that’d be cool.
dankamongmen (2006-08-11 22:31:47)
Giraffe From Uncyclopedia, the content-free encyclopedia. Oh my, It’s so long!
West doesn’t care about giraffes” George W. Bush on Giraffe

Oscar Wilde on Giraffe ”Kanye

zbtron (2006-08-08 16:55:24)
and, cant you contribute to wikipedia? i mean without it being erased a few minutes later? i’ll write the whalesnakes
articles if you can promised it will be published.
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dankamongmen (2006-08-11 22:29:02)
I have instead found uncyclopedia, and my life has changed. http://uncyclopedia.org/wiki/Black people
http://uncyclopedia.org/wiki/Kitten
huffing
http://uncyclopedia.org/wiki/Ayn
Rand
http://uncyclopedia.org/wiki/Ayn Rand %28robot %29 Image:Ayn-rand.jpg Dr. Yaron Brook from the Ayn
Rand Institute; I believe this qualifies as fair use (http://uncyclopedia.org/wiki/Image:Ayn-rand.jpg - 0.1k - 13 Mar
2005)
dankamongmen (2006-08-11 22:35:07)
Connections with the RAND corporation An alledged program of android assembly in the late 1940s has
never been proven. But the name is highly suspicious. Ayn Rand in the Olympics Ayn Rand decided to try out
her fiercely anti-regulation, pro-competition philosophy in the 1948 Olympics. She decided she was going to enter
a track and field race, and capitalist militants helped her sieze the event, decreeing all rules off. Before the blow
of the whistle, she began to jog off-field for a short-cut, but the Soviet athlete Ahmed Zidane burst in front and
head-butted her into temporary paralysis, thus proving her life’s work a failure.
litovka (2006-08-08 18:01:40)
In case this bit of news has escaped your attention, [1]ketamine can treat depression. well, maybe.
1. http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2006/08/07/AR2006080701089.html

litovka (2006-08-08 18:03:03)
It is almost like rebooting a computer. It is a chemical reboot, and the striking thing is the effect lasts for about a
week. Neat.
dankamongmen (2006-08-11 22:29:17)
that icon is goddamn fantastic

3.8.5

I LOVE MAD RUSSIANS (2006-08-15 19:06) - impressed - public

Music: copland - fanfare for the common man

In a series of postdoctoral fellowships in the United States in the early 1990 s, Dr. Perelman
impressed his colleagues as a kind of unworldly person, in the words of Dr. Greene of U.C.L.A.
friendly, but shy and not interested in material wealth. He looked like Rasputin, with long
hair and fingernails, Dr. Greene said. Asked about Dr. Perelman s pleasures, Dr. Anderson
said that he talked a lot about hiking in the woods near St. Petersburg looking for mushrooms.
[1]Elusive Proof, Elusive Prover from today’s NYT. I’ve placed the two main papers up on [2]tabpower for
your enjoyment; beware, they are of mind-boggling density and far beyond my humble capabilities, as I noted
back on [3]2006-04-07.
A *perfect* score at the IMO? That’s fuckin’ unbelievable.
I feel like Willard in Apocalypse Now...”Never get out of the boat. Absolutely goddamn right. Unless
you were going all the way. Kurtz got off the boat. He split from the whole fucking program. How did that
happen? What did he see here that first tour? 38 fucking years old. If he joined the Green Berets, there was
no way you’d ever get above Colonel. Kurtz knew what he was giving up. The more I read and began to
understand, the more I admired him. His family and friends couldn’t understand it, and they couldn’t talk
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him out of it. He had to apply three times and he had to put up with a ton of shit, but when he threatened
to resign, they gave it to him. The next youngest guy in his class was half his age. They must have thought
he was some far-out old man humping it over that course. I did it when I was 19 and it damn near wasted
me. A tough motherfucker. He finished. He could have gone for General, but he went for himself instead.
October 1967 on special assignment, Con Tum province. Kurtz staged operation Archangel with combined
local forces. Raided a major success. He received no official clearance. He just thought it up and did it.
What balls. They were gonna nail his ass to the floorboards for that but after the press got hold of it they
promoted him to full colonel instead. Late summer-autumn 1968: Kurtz’s patrols in the highlands coming
under frequent ambush. The camp started falling apart...November: Kurtz orders the assassination of three
Vietnamese men and one woman. Two of the men were Colonels in the South Vietnamese army. Enemy
activity in his old sector dropped off to nothing. Guess he must have hit the right four people. The army
tried one last time to bring him back into the fold. And if he pulled over, it all would have been forgotten.
But he kept going, and he kept winning it his way, and they called me in. They lost him. He was gone.
Nothing but rumors and rambling intelligence, mostly from captured VC. The VC knew his name by now,
and they were scared of him. He and his men were playing hit and run all the way into Cambodia. Dear
son, I’m afraid that both you and your mother would have been worried for not hearing from me these past
weeks. But my situation here has become a difficult one. I’ve been officially accused of murder by the army.
The alleged victims were four Vietnamese double agents. We spent months uncovering and accumulating
evidence. When absolute proof was completed, we acted. We acted like soldiers. The charges are unjustified.
They are in fact, under the circumstances of this conflict, quite completely insane. In a war there are many
moments for compassion and tender action. There are many moments for ruthless action, for what is often
called ruthless. But many and many circumstances, the only clarity; seeing clearly what there is to be done
and doing it directly, quickly, awake... looking at it. I would trust you to tell your mother what you choose
about this letter. As for the charges, I’m unconcerned. I’m beyond their lying morality. And so I’´m beyond
caring. You have all my faith. Your loving father.”
1.

http://www.nytimes.com/2006/08/15/science/15math.html?_r=1&adxnnl=0&adxnnlx=1155682932-ekLA/

r0LtkYgsAdOLFyoPQ&pagewanted=all
2. http://dank.qemfd.net/tabpower/
3. http://dankamongmen.livejournal.com/209254.html

eightbit (2006-08-16 01:40:59)
i had that link and that very paragraph highlighted and ready to send to you, but i stopped when i realized that you
had certainly already seen it!
dankamongmen (2006-08-16 01:44:01)
dr. sven krasser at the office, while otherwise on point, has the annoying habit of IM’ing me day-old slashdot articles I read six days beforehand off more relevant RSS feeds. twitch, [ LJ User: bagofpeppers ] and i are off to the
highlander. right now! i am walking out my door and down 3rd in one minute; you could probably catch me walking
past your place. you and [ LJ User: ecb ] otherwise known as CASH MONEY should join!
thirdkraytwin (2006-08-16 11:19:43)
I went to one rugby match in my life; Russia vs West Coast. To understand why that is wierd you have to appreciate
there are only 30,000 people in some 300 miles of this particular West Coast. But I digress. I learned some Russian
for this special occasion. So there I was thinking I am yelling HAVE THAT MAN WASHED, AND BOUGHT TO
MY TENT. Turns out what I was actually saying was MAY I TAKE YOUR MONKEY TO A MONSTER TRUCK
RALLY?
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weev (2006-08-22 12:52:23)
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/science/nature/5274040.stm
dankamongmen (2006-08-22 14:09:48) aye tis a great day
thanks
for
the
great
picture!
http://intheory.blogspot.com/2006/08/co ngratulations-jon.html #links http://weblog.fortnow.com/2006/08/nevanlinnaand-fields-medals.html http://www.math.columbia.edu/ woit/wordpress/?p=448
[ 42000540 perel icm 203.jpg] [ 42000540 perel icm 203.jpg] [ 42000540 perel icm 203.jpg] this is indeed
a very disturbing universe
dankamongmen (2006-08-22 15:47:41)
great link: http://motls.blogspot.com/2006/08/dennis-overbye-answers-questions-a bout.html
angry user (2006-08-22 18:16:41)
as a followup: [1]http://www.ajc.com/hp/content/shared-gen/ap/Europe/Spain Math Genius.html now with pictures!
1. http://www.ajc.com/hp/content/shared-gen/ap/Europe/Spain_Math_Genius.html

3.8.6

this is dedicated to all the pretty girls in the world, and all the ugly girls too
(2006-08-18 08:07) - suburbanjihad! - public

Music: ol’ dirty bastard - nigga please - i can’t wait

[1]ACLU v. NSA is the best legal reading I’ve found since Judge Jones ripped the Dover Area School District
/ Greater Co-Ignorance Sphere from tip to arse, created in His image all, back in [2]Kitzmiller. Start your
morning with it, or if you roll like I do take a break from the long evening. It might just put a smile on your
face despite the overall trends of late.
1. http://dank.qemfd.net/tabpower/aclunsa81706opn.pdf
2. http://dank.qemfd.net/tabpower/kitzmiller.pdf

pedantka (2006-08-18 14:35:33)
Thank you. That just made my morning/timebeforeIcrawlintobed.
meropa (2006-08-18 15:36:52)
You can call me Dirty and then lift up your skirt.
catches sars (2006-08-20 00:51:25)
god made dirt &dirt bust yo’ ass.
dankamongmen (2006-08-25 22:58:35)
i did not have you pegged as a fan of the dirtiest!
meropa (2006-08-26 01:00:58)
I’m full of surprises.
dankamongmen (2006-08-28 00:31:43)
what’s your im/email/whatever?
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meropa (2006-08-28 04:00:57) AIM
It’s the best Van Halen song about educators ever plus the last 2 digits of the year I was born.
dankamongmen (2006-08-28 04:06:10) Re: AIM
i think it would be less ambiguous, and less publically revealing, for you to just im me.

3.8.7

price of entry: your mind (2006-08-20 05:34) - excited! - friends

Music: the neptunes - blaze of glory (clipse, pharrell, ab-liva)

[ LJ User: killerpoptart ] dropped me off ye olde friends list, which I suppose makes this breakup ”official”
for values of official ranging from currently to the duration, as it were. Actions are louder than words and
surely actions within a relationship are not so loud as those outside; it’s the reversion to a singly-signed
checking account and the moving of web sites that indicate serious trouble, and of course nothing’s really
ever final until you’re fucking other people. Is it then? Personal history would suggest otherwise. Rather
than saying one’s with foo, which is meaningless, or simply that one’s at this moment fucking quux, which
suffers a paucity of information beyond the salacious and prurient, I think it’d be best to describe the
’ere-shifting system of equations defining your personal [1]ladder space using some kind of [2]equivalence
relations ala [3]asymptotic notations or perhaps [4]cumulants. [5]Linear regression ain’t got shit but the
[6]global maxima fits along y = f(x,¸) + µ might actually work well. anyway!
I enjoyed a fine evening with coworker ”stephen” j. gould, taking in the fine sights at both the
brewhouse and highlander – happy birthday, [ LJ User: amyzon2313 ]! At the highlander, following some
tense scenes, I crossed through the looking class into a solid drunk not yet abated.
erp can’t sleep i shall walk midtown, methinks. hrm. no, i think it is that time of the year again,
and i shall go to [7]piedmont park and read aloud from [8]Naked Lunch, a book that’s perhaps affected
me more than any other save [9]Illuminatus! or [10]steppenwolf/demian[0] or [11]the Boomer Bible or even
good ol’ [12]Catcher in the Rye. He died about two weeks ago, back in 1997. I miss you, Old Bull Lee :/.
i am pretty happy all told. WE SHALL SEE. anyone who parks themsleves next to you and introduces themselves as a corporate whore can’t be too bad.
[0] too great not to rip off:
Der Vogel kämpft sich aus dem Ei. Das Ei ist die Welt. Wer geboren werden will, muss eine Welt zerstören.
Der Vogel fliegt zu Gott. Der Gott heisst Abraxas.
(The bird struggles out of the egg. The egg is the world. Whoever wants to be born, must first destroy a
world. The bird flies to God. That God’s name is [13]Abraxas. - demian) all of the intro to steppenwolf is
exceptional, but man, do i ever crave this:
Steppenwolf, the experimental novel which Thomas Mann later termed no less daring than James Joyce’s
Ulysses or Andre Gide’s Counterfeiters, appeared that same year. It was greeted with a curious mixture of
awe, bewilderment, antagonism, and disgust. Harry Haller’s story, Hesse’s own uninhibited self-exposure
accompanied by a searing appraisal of Western civilization, troubled even the staunchest of the author’s
supporters. In the concluding remarks of Krisis (1928), the poetic counterpart of Steppenwolf, Hesse had
to remind his friends that his new literary ventures were not an irresponsible deviation but a necessary
culmination in the self-quest which began with Demian. Repressions had to be exposed, even at the price
of unpleasant notoriety. In his correspondence (Briefe, 1951), readers had to be cautioned repeatedly that
the magic theater and the eternals, Mozart and Goethe, representatives of values which make life possible
and worth living, and not jazz, eroticism, and cynicism, constituted the real substance of Steppenwolf. And
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in the postscript appended to the 1942 edition of Steppenwolf, Hesse insisted that his novel was actually an
article of faith and not a document of despair. Like Harry Haller, Hesse wallowed in despair but lived in
faith, a faith in the ultimate meaningfulness of life. For him, life never became the perplexing absurdity it
was for Franz Kafka or the Sisyphean monotonous senselessness it was to become for Albert Camus.
Nor was the indictment of our age in Steppenwolf something new. Like Hesse’s self-exposure, this
rejection of twentieth-century civilization was again only a culmination, a sharper statement of attitudes
already present in Peter Camenzind. Spiritually and culturally, the twentieth century had always appeared
most bleak to Hesse. Our era was for him one of moral depravity and intellectual mediocrity, of surface
glitter, smug comfort, sham conventionality, and foolish optimism. It is a materialistic age where science has
become a religion and the final criterion of value is function. Man has lost his soul in this world of money,
machines, and distrust. He has exchanged his spiritual peace for physical comfort. With his imagination
stunted and his feelings stifled, he no longer appreciates beauty, nor is he capable of real artistic creation.
All vital rapport with God and nature has been lost, reason has supplanted faith, and society has forgotten
the individual.
The middle-class core of our civilization never ceased to be the butt of Hesse’s ire. The bourgeois
represents all that is negative. A stalwart and stodgy nonentity, he is governed in all his ideals and pursuits
solely by the impulse of self-preservation. He fears individuation and deliberately sacrifices the precarious
but precious intensities of life for comfort and security. He is the characterless Philistine who epitomizes
mediocrity, cowardice, compromise, irresponsibility, and servility. He is the strapping, insensitive physical
specimen who enjoys health and wealth but lacks all culture. He has a sound appetite but no taste, a good
deal of confidence but no ideals. He possesses a surfeit of zeal and diligence but has no lofty aspirations or
worthy goals. It is to him that the world belongs, while the sensitive worshipers of beauty and the earnest
seekers after truth and the meaning of life are misfits and outcasts. Hesse and all of his heroes belong to
these outsiders. Testy Harry Haller brooding at the edges of the bourgeois world and scoffing at its idols is
no exception....
There was always a very close relationship between the circumstances of Hesse’s life and his art. His
life and his art fall into three distinct and coincident periods. Each represents a different stage in the
author’s struggle with himself and with life at large, and each reflects a correspondingly different phase in
both the substance and the form of his art. As such, Hesse provides an excellent field of investigation for
the psychology of art.
The first of these three periods, the two decades preceding Demian (finished in 1917), was one of
uncertainty and vague presentiment. These were the early years of a sensitive outsider who could not cope
directly with his particular problem of existence. He resorted instead to fantasy and withdrew into the
realm of beauty, there to indulge in the extremes of late nineteenth-century estheticism. The first prose of
these years (Eine Stunde hinter Mitternacht, 1899; Hermann Lauscher, 1901) is enveloped in a perfumed
melancholy. It is characterized by exclamatory remarks and rhetorical questions, by sensuous adjectives and
adverbs in languid cadence. The form is loose, a random succession of vignettes and dramatic monologues
held together primarily by their common spirit of decadent romanticism. Eine Stunde hinter Mitternacht is
notable for its affected heroic pose, its pathos, profuse colors, and its muted sounds. Hermann Lauscher, a
Hoffmannesque fusion of fantasy and reality, is both cynical and morbidly intimate. This was the work of a
talented beginner whose world of experience was still too limited, and whose imagination was entranced by
the facile flow of beautiful language. In the absence of discipline and restraint, the whole was sacrificed to
the part, and what was meant to be art failed to become more than picturesque patter.
Beginning with Hesse’s determination to escape the isolation of the introverted esthete, and with his
consequent efforts in marriage to find a place for himself in the bourgeois world, this initial, emotionally
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intense romanticism yielded abruptly to a hardier, more entertaining realism. Peter Camenzind (1904),
Gertrud (1910), and to a lesser degree, Rosshalde (1914) continued the tradition of Gottfried Keller’s Der
Grune Heinrich (1880). The many Gerbersau short stories (Diesseits, 1907; Nachbarn, 1909; Umwege,
1912), with their humorous and pleasantly ironic treatment of small-town life, and even the more tragic
school-novel, Unterm Rad (1906), are closely akin to Keller’s Seldwyla tales. The dream world of Hesse’s
earliest prose was here succeeded by a more vigorous rustic reality. Hesse’s characters became more human
and less shadowy; inertia and desperation yielded to movement and humor. His prose now achieved a more
narrative style, and his language became clearer, crisper and more forceful.
It was in this vein of nineteenth-century poetic realism that Hesse continued until his crisis of 191617. The decade to follow, the second of the three periods, marked the most dramatic and most critical
years of his life. The war and the tragic events in his family had brought with them an over whelming
accumulation of tensions. Hesse was now compelled to realize that in his desire to make existence less
painful he had been avoiding a close look at the true nature of his inner discord, and had blinded himself
to the morally and spiritually impoverished world around him. Like Veraguth, the hero of Rosshalde, Hesse
left the comfortable fold of the bourgeois world, which had never afforded him the security he had hoped it
might, and accepted the more difficult existence of an outsider. In a desperate and determined effort to find
himself, he began systematically to diagnose his inner conflicts, to go his long-shunned inward path (Weg
nach lnnen). Only now did he finally come to grips with the intrinsic problems of human existence.
In Montagnola escape became quest, and in quest Hesse’s inner problems resolved themselves into
the basic malaise humain, into the tension between the spiritual and the physical (Geist und Natur). For
years he was to oscillate between these poles, acclaiming first one, then the other, then neither. He never
ceased hoping for a harmonious accord, though well aware that for him this was impossible. In Demian
(1919), he acclaimed spirit, stressing self-knowledge and self-realization with a Nietzschean emphasis upon
the superior being. But spirit as a guiding principle of life could only mean greater individuation and more
painful isolation. Hesse still lacked the firm conviction and the inner fortitude necessary to endure these
consequences. The immediate reaction was as extreme as the initial impulse. The assertive Nietzschean
activism of Demian yielded suddenly to a Schopenhauer-like passivity, a restless quest to a quietistic
acceptance, and self-realization to a yearning for self-obliteration. The world of the senses is as demanding
and as impossible for the hero of Klein und Wagner (1920) as is the realm of the spirit, and respite can be
found only in the nirvana of a will-less ”letting go of oneself” (Sichfallenlassen).
Hesse; however, was as unprepared to accept Klein’s resolution as he had been to follow the path of
Demian. Envisaging more possibilities and giving precedence neither to the spiritual nor to the physical, he
proceeded with Klingsor, the hero of Klingsors letzter Sommer (1920), to revel in the intoxication of both.
In Siddhartha (1922), Hesse continued to acknowledge the reality, the goodness and the necessity of both
realms of experience. However, whereas Klingsor fails to emerge from his revelry, Siddhartha exhausts and
transcends both his mental and his physical self and rises to an impersonal plane which knows only unity,
affirmation, and humble service. Kurgast (1924), however, was a reminder that resolutions ate more easily
visualized than experienced. In a sober tone of acceptance, Hesse realized that despite all efforts to the
contrary, his existence would probably continue as a restless tension., a constant oscillation between life’s
opposing poles. It was the most acute stage of this continued tension that was recorded in Steppenwolf
(1927). In his own words, Hesse had reached another of those stages in life when spirit becomes tired of
itself, dethrones itself, and retreats before nature, before chaos, before the animal in man (Krisis, p. 81).
With his recuperation from this embittered and desperate state of mental exhaustion, this trying period of
quest and indecision ended. A tired and wiser man, fully aware of the value and the necessity of humor,
Hesse was at last prepared to accept spirit, that part of human nature repeatedly deemed the very bane of
existence during the difficult years immediately following Demian, as his guiding principle.
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The new, more vigorous approach to life of this second period brought with it a new, more vigorous
stage in Hesse’s creative activity. The years from Demian to Steppenwolf were recklessly prolific. An abrupt
change in both the substance and the style of his prose extended Hesse’s literary horizons far beyond
their previous conventional range. The course of this new, more dramatic phase of his writing was very
unpredictable. It was characterized by spasmodic transition rather than by gradual progression.
With Demian, the once rather innocent entertainer suddenly became a disconcerting, problematic
seeker whose complex expressionistic art all but defies satisfactory interpretation. The concrete world, the
simplicity of language and clarity of thought which had become characteristic of Hesse’s writings now gave
way to the inner world, to abstractions, an enigmatic Freudian symbolism. But for their artistry, Demian
and Klein und Wagner could be termed clinical reports. On the other hand, though obviously still under
the influence of Demian and its symbolism, Klingsors letzter Sommer returns to a decadent romanticism
similar to that of Eine Stunde hinter Mitternacht. The atmosphere is again scented, the scene removed and
feverish. And although more vibrant and cohesive, the whole once more becomes a maze of melodramatic
vignettes.
The unpredictable course of Hesse’s art during this period is even more evident in the sudden transition from Klingsors letzter Sommer to Siddhartha. Intoxication and random spontaneity change to
contemplation and severe artistry. Siddhartha is classical in the symmetry of its form, in the stylized pattern
of its expression, and in the lofty simplicity of its language. This is followed by an equally abrupt transition
to the diarylike intimacy, the capricious, comic realism, and the acrid leitmotiv technique of Kurgast. The
extremes of Steppenwolf are even more startling. Here Hesse’s path to himself reached its climax in a
fascinating confusion of symbol and irony, fantasy and realism.
The excruciating catharsis of Steppenwolf and Krisis brought to an end Hesse’s period of distress
and quest. He had come to terms with himself. He was now to come to terms with life at large. Quitting
his hermitage, he remarried, and, in a more philosophical spirit, allowed the third and last phase of his life
to take its more even course. In quiet retirement and ever closer communion with nature, struggle with
himself and the circumstances of life gradually subsided. Emotions became subdued, and thought yielded
to contemplation. The schizophrenic Steppenwolf, with his somber seriousness and his desperate gospel of
humor, became a serene Magister Ludi (Glasperlenspiel) who knew the value of playful observation, and for
whom acceptance of the human predicament was that of faith and love. It was only now that Hesse at last
found the peace of sincere self-affirmation and life-affirmation...
While Hesse’s prose passes through the three phases just outlined, the center about which his creative activity revolves remains constant. This center is the individual, opposed to society, its mores, and its
institutions. And the individual is Hesse himself. He recalls, nostalgically, the simpler years of childhood.
He re-experiences youth with its excruciating years of awakening. He portrays modern man, the intellectual
and the artist in particular, within the framework of a declining culture. For his subject he provides an
ever-changing setting. The Occident yields to the Orient, commonplace reality to the magic realm of the
fantasy, and the Middle Ages and the distant future are as immediate and vital as the present. This fluid,
diversified, and yet continuous whole represents the Odyssey of Hesse’s changing self. It is in this, its
intimately egocentric nature, that his art bears the stamp of its age, an age of cultural decline, of spiritual
and moral distress, and of extreme loneliness.
It is perhaps only in Siddhartha, Narziss und Goldmund, and in Glasperlenspiel, that Hesse managed to extricate himself sufficiently from this engrossment with his own immediate personal problems to
enable him to mold his art with that care necessary to insure it beyond any doubt against the wear of time,
and to give it some of the more universal implications inherent in all truly great art. Steppenwolf, however,
will remain Hesse’s most gripping and most fascinating ”document of the times, for Haller’s sickness of the
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soul . . . is not the eccentricity of a single individual, but the sickness of the times themselves, the neurosis
of that generation to which Haller belongs, a sickness, it seems, that by no means attacks the weak and
worthless only but, rather, precisely those who are strongest in spirit and richest in gifts.”
[ dank: oh man, this book is so freakin’ good. ]
I have already given some account of the Steppenwolf’s outward appearance. He gave at the very
first glance the impression of a significant, an uncommon, and unusually gifted man. His face was
intellectual, and the abnormally delicate and mobile play of his features reflected a soul of extremely
emotional and unusually delicate sensibility. When one spoke to him and he, as was not always the case,
dropped conventionalities and said personal and individual things that came out of his own alien world,
then a man like myself came under his spell on the spot. He had thought more than other men, and in
matters of the intellect he had that calm objectivity, that certainty of thought and knowledge, such as only
really intellectual men have, who have no axe to grind, who never wish to shame, or to talk others down, or
to appear always in the right.
I remember an instance of this in the last days he was here, if I can call a mere fleeting glance he
gave me an example of what I mean. It was when a celebrated historian, philosopher, and critic, a man
of European fame, had announced a lecture in the school auditorium. I had succeeded in persuading the
Steppenwolf to attend it, though at first he had little desire to do so. We went together and sat next to
each other in the lecture hall. When the lecturer ascended the platform and began his address, many of
his hearers, who had expected a sort of prophet, were disappointed by his rather dapper appearance and
conceited air. And when he proceeded, by way of introduction, to say a few flattering things to the audience,
thanking them for their attendance in such numbers, the Steppenwolf threw me a quick look, a look which
criticized both the words and the speaker of them–an unforgettable and frightful look which spoke volumes!
It was a look that did not simply criticize the lecturer, annihilating the famous man with its delicate but
crushing irony. That was the least of it. It was more sad than ironical; it was indeed utterly and hopelessly
sad; it conveyed a quiet despair, born partly of conviction, partly of a mode of thought which had become
habitual with him. This despair of his not only unmasked the conceited lecturer and dismissed with its
irony the matter at hand, the expectant attitude of the public, the somewhat presumptuous title under
which the lecture was announced–no, the Steppenwolf’s look pierced our whole epoch, its whole overwrought
activity, the whole surge and strife, the whole vanity, the whole superficial play of a shallow, opinionated
intellectuality. And alas! the look went still deeper, went far below the faults, defects and hopelessness of
our time, our intellect, our culture alone. It went right to the heart of all humanity, it bespoke eloquently
in a single second the whole despair of a thinker, of one who knew the full worth and meaning of man’s
life. It said: ”See what monkeys we are! Look, such is man!” and at once all renown, all intelligence, all the
attainments of the spirit, all progress towards the sublime, the great and the enduring in man fell away and
became a monkey’s trick!

At the very first sight of him, when he came into my aunt’s home, craning his head like a
bird and praising the smell of the house, I was at once astonished by something curious about
him; and my first natural reaction was repugnance. I suspected (and my aunt, who unlike me is
the very reverse of an intellectual person, suspected very much the same thing)–I suspected that
the man was ailing, ailing in the spirit in some way, or in his temperament or character, and I
shrank from him with the instinct of the healthy. This shrinking was in course of time replaced
by a sympathy inspired by pity for one who had suffered so long and deeply, and whose loneliness
and inward death I witnessed. In course of time I was more and more conscious, too, that this
affliction was not due to any defects of nature, but rather to a profusion of gifts and powers which
had not attained to harmony. I saw that Haller was a genius of suffering and that in the mean706
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ing of many sayings of Nietzsche he had created within himself with positive genius a boundless
and frightful capacity for pain. I saw at the same time that the root of his pessimism was not
world-contempt but self-contempt; for however mercilessly he might annihilate institutions and
persons in his talk he never spared himself. It was always at himself first and foremost that he
aimed the shaft, himself first and foremost whom he hated and despised.
And here I cannot refrain from a psychological observation. Although I know very little of
the Steppenwolf’s life, I have all the same good reason to suppose that he was brought up by
devoted but severe and very pious parents and teachers in accordance with that doctrine that
makes the breaking of the will the cornerstone of education and upbringing. But in this case
the attempt to destroy the personality and to break the will did not succeed. He was much too
strong and hardy, too proud and spirited. Instead of destroying his personality they succeeded
only in teaching him to hate himself. It was against himself that, innocent and noble as he was,
he directed during his whole life the whole wealth of his fancy, the whole of his thought; and in so
far as he let loose upon himself every barbed criticism, every anger and hate he could command,
he was, in spite of all, a real Christian and a real martyr. As for others and the world around
him he never ceased in his heroic and earnest endeavor to love them, to be just to them, to do
them no harm, for the love of his neighbor was as deeply in him as the hatred of himself, and so
his whole life was an example that love of one’s neighbor is not possible without love of oneself,
and that self-hate is really the same thing as sheer egoism, and in the long run breeds the same
cruel isolation and despair.
argrrrgrhrgrhrh
1. http://www.intellectualwhores.com/masterladder.html
2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Equivalence_relation
3. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asymptotic_notation
4. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cumulant
5. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linear_regression
6. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Global_maximum
7. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Piedmont_Park
8. http://www.smoc.net/mymindseye/theimage/nakedlunch.html
9. http://kamita.com/misc/illuminatus/illuminatus.html
10. http://www.american-buddha.com/steppenwolf.htm
11.

http://www.boomerbible.com/CourtesyReview.php3?chp=chapters.inc&ChT=The%20Boomer%20Bible%20-%20Table%

20of%20Contents
12. http://www.freeweb.hu/tchl/salinger/catcher1.html
13. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abraxas

zbtron (2006-08-20 16:59:10)
heh i’d like to see you hit on girls that dont know (of) you. it must be a terribly confusing situation for them, asking
themselves things like ”is he hitting on me?” and ”who is boethius?” and people define their relationships so that they
can get mad at someone if they fuck someone else. i mean, you should know more than anyone. it doesnt mean both
parties will follow the agreement, but it does mean infractions against it are actionable.
dankamongmen (2006-08-20 17:28:45) i almost deleted this post twice but knew i’d miss a zb delight; way to be
It is remarkable, all that men can swallow. For a good ten minutes I read a newspaper. I allowed the spirit of an
irresponsible man who chews and munches another’s words in his mouth, and gives them out again undigested, to
enter into me through my eyes. I absorbed a whole column of it. And then I devoured a large piece cut from the liver
of a slaughtered calf. Odd indeed! The best was the Elsasser. I am not fond, for everyday at least, of racy, heady
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wines that diffuse a potent charm and have their own particular flavor. What I like the best is a clean, light, modest
country vintage of no special name. One can carry plenty of it and it has the good and homely flavor of the land,
and of earth and sky and woods. A pint of Elsasser and a piece of good bread is the best of all meals. By this time,
however, I had already eaten my portion of liver, an unusual indulgence for me, as I seldom eat meat, and the second
pint had been set before me. And this too was odd: that somewhere in a green valley vines were tended by good,
strong fellows and the wine pressed so that here and there in the world, far away, a few disappointed, quietly drinking
townsfolk and dispirited Steppenwolves could sip a little heart and courage from their glasses. I didn’t really care
whether all this was odd or not. It was good, it helped, it raised my spirits. As I thought again of that newspaper
article and its jumble of words, a refreshing laughter rose in me, and suddenly the forgotten melody of those notes
of the piano came back to me again. It soared aloft like a soap bubble, reflecting the whole world in miniature on
its rainbow surface, and then softly burst. Could I be altogether lost when that heavenly little melody had been
secretly rooted within me and now put forth its lovely bloom with all its tender hues? I might be a beast astray,
with no sense of its environment, yet there was some meaning in my foolish life, something in me gave an answer and
was the receiver of those distant calls from worlds far above. In my brain were stored a thousand pictures: Giotto’s
flock of angels from the blue vaulting of a little church in Padua, and near them walked Hamlet and the garlanded
Ophelia, fair similitudes of all sadness and misunderstanding in the world, and there stood Gianozzo, the aeronaut,
in his burning balloon and blew a blast on his horn, Attila carrying his new headgear in his hand, and the Borobudur
reared its soaring sculpture in the air. And though all these figures lived in a thousand other hearts as well, there
were ten thousand more unknown pictures and tunes there which had no dwelling place but in me, no eyes to see,
no ears to hear them but mine. The old hospital wall with its grey- green weathering, its cracks and stains in which
a thousand frescoes could be fancied, who responded to it, who looked into its soul, who loved it, who found the
charm of its colors very delicately dying away? The old books of the monks, softly illumined with their miniatures,
and the books of the German poets of two hundred and a hundred years ago whom their own folk have forgotten,
all the thumbed and damp-stained volumes, and the works in print and manuscripts of the old composers, the stout
and yellowing music sheets dreaming their music through a winter sleep–who heard their spirited, their roguish and
yearning tones, who carried through a world estranged from them a heart full of their spirit and their charm? Who
still remembered that slender cypress on a hill over Gubbio, that though split and riven by a fall of stone yet held
fast to life and put forth with its last resources a new sparse tuft at top? Who read by night above the Rhine the
cloudscript of the drifting mists? It was the Steppenwolf. And who over the ruins of his life pursued its fleeting,
fluttering significance, while he suffered its seeming meaninglessness and lived its seeming madness, and who hoped
in secret at the last turn of the labyrinth of Chaos for revelation and God’s presence?
dankamongmen (2006-08-20 17:29:12)
I held my hand over my glass when the landlady wanted to fill it once more, and got up. I needed no more wine.
The golden trail was blazed and I was reminded of the eternal, and of Mozart, and the stars. For an hour I could
breathe once more and live and face existence, without the need to suffer torment, fear, or shame. A cold wind was
sifting the fine rain as I went out into the deserted street. It drove the drops with a patter against the streetlamps
where they glimmered with a glassy sparkle. And now, whither? If I had had a magic wand at this moment I should
have conjured up a small and charming Louis Seize music room where a few musicians would have played me two or
three pieces of Handel and Mozart. I was in the very mood for it, and would have sipped the cool and noble music
as gods sip nectar. Oh, if I had had a friend at this moment, a friend in an attic room, dreaming by candlelight and
with a violin lying ready at his hand! How I should have slipped up to him in his quiet hour, noiselessly climbing the
winding stair to take him by surprise, and then with talk and music we should have held heavenly festival throughout
the night! Once, in years gone by, I had often known such happiness, but this too time had taken away. Withered
years lay between those days and now. you are missed!
zbtron (2006-08-21 05:23:30)
faggotry.
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dankamongmen (2006-08-21 12:51:55)
totally
dankamongmen (2006-08-20 17:35:05)
as a final comment, the boethius reference was outstanding. truly the student has become a master.
blowgurt (2006-08-20 18:26:44) haha, the joker
Are you fucking kidding me? Waste not, want not, Master Nick. I’ve now found ABOL and through that a free
copy of Steppenwolf which I’ve been meaning to read this many years (1.5 decades even).. and even more. Your deft
handling of words, ideas and thought is a single silk strand strung out in sulfurous squalls through which I navigate
life down here in Coweta county’s gem, Newnan, nowdays. Of course, as every artist should (though I would never
claim that in more than a purely postmodern extant ephemeral sense), I now realize that one may destroy that which
does not meet minimal requirements of thought existence as it is merely the flotsom and jetsam of a process that
which may obscure the light at the end of the tunnel for those less attuned to the pattern delightfully derived from
the chaos. In other words, destination or journey? I enjoy both but as any upstanding young yuppie seeking to infect
Newnan, the more I can get, the more I want so don’t dither with deleting your posts. I attempt to appreciate every
one to the fullest that I am able. Gah! I almost deleted this comment on review. Full circle! Post complete.
opima (2006-08-20 23:20:39)
hmm yet another relationship bites the dust... You’re the sixth I’ve known of including my own. After I finish my
science marathon I’m hoping to visit Atlanta for a little while and Athens. I hope I can hang out with you again!
threv (2006-08-21 14:01:20)
www.zeroplate.com/laptop laptop battle finals on friday at lenny’s bar don’t be a tool by staying at home.
fmephisto (2006-08-21 15:39:54)
I cannot tell you my story without reaching a long way back. If it were possible, I would reach back farther still - back
into the very first years of my childhood, and even beyond them into distant ancestral past... Novelists when they write
novels tend to take an almost godlike attitude toward their subject; pretending to maintain a total comprehension of
the story - that of a man’s life - which they can therefore recount as God himself might. As if there were nothing to
stand between the narrator and the naked truth the entire story; meaningful in every detail. I am as little able to do
this as the novelist is, even though my story is more important to me then any novelist’s is to him - for this is my
story; it is the story of a man, not of an invented or possible, or idealized, or otherwise absent figure, but a unique
being of flesh and blood. Yet, what a real living human being is made of seems to be less understood today then at
any time before, and men - each one of whom represents and valuable experiment on the part of nature - are therefore
shot wholesale nowdays. If we were not something more then unique human beings; if each one of us could really be
done away with for once and for all by a single bullet, storytelling would lose all purpose. But every man is more then
just himself; he also represents the unique; the very special and always significant and remarkable point at which the
world’s phenomenon intersect - only once in this way - and never again like this. That is why every man’s story is
important, eternal, and sacred. That is why every man, as long as he lives and fufills the will of nature, is wonderous
and worthy of every consideration. In each individual the spirit has become flesh; in each man the creation suffers;
within each one is a redeemer nailed to the cross. Few people nowdays know what man is. Many sense this ignorance
and die more easily because of it; Much in the same way that I will die more easily once I have completed this story....
I do not consider myself less ignorant then most people. I have been, and still am, a seeker. But I have ceased to
question stars and books; I have now begun to listen to the teachings my blood whispers to me... My story is not a
pleasant one; it is neither sweet nor harmonious, as invented stories are; it has the taste of nonsense and chaos, and
of madness and dreams – like the lives of all men who stop decieving themselves. Each man’s life represents a road
toward himself; an attempt at such a road - the intimation of the path. No man has ever been entirely and completely
himself. And yet each one strives to become that - one in an awkward, the other in a more intelligent way, each as
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best as he can. Each man carries the vestiges of his birth - the slime and eggshells of his primeval past - with him, to
the end of his days. Some never become human, remaining frog, lizard, or ant. Some are human above the waist and
fish below. Each represents a gamble on the part of nature in creation of the human. We all share the same origin,
our mothers; all of us came in at the same door. But each of us - experiments of the depths - strives towards his own
destiny. We can understand one another, but each of us is able to interpret himself, to himself alone.
dankamongmen (2006-08-21 15:43:18)
whenever i read that, i’m momentarily breathless. thanks for the post (methinks i’ve seen it in your profile as well)!
hesse was among the most elegant of all writers. gabriel marcia marquez is right up there.
pigmassacre (2006-08-23 14:56:01)
A kiss is just a way to say, ”I fuck you.” Thanks for the Hesse. I like it too.

3.8.8

I got 10s got 20s got 50 blocks, I got smoke to buy, coke for sale, sold much coke,
got coke in jail (2006-08-23 18:53) - waking up - public

Music: roni size - new forms - new forms

posting this again because I know at least 40 capable unix admins in the atlanta area read this freakin’ blog.
c’mon, folks!
[1]ciphertrust, the world’s leader in messaging security, needs a unix admin/sysdev for their alpharetta
office. you’ll work entirely within [2]ciphertrust research, helping power systems like [3]TrustedSource and
[4]CipherTrust RADAR. As the buyout by [5]Secure Computing finalizes, you’ll begin working on products
like the [6]Sidewinder G2. Work schedule is highly flexible, coworkers are broadly elite, and problems challenging. Applicants should be comfortable with all major Unices and a broad set of Linux distributions,
virtualization, database technology, high-performance I/O, and regular scripting/requests for code as it is
necessary to best solve problems. You will be well-insulated from bullshit Windows, nonsense policy and
other crap that’s associated with most jobs. Hit me up, and I’ll pass you on to the people you need talk to.
Also, we’re always looking for a few good coders, but isn’t everyone?
this is [7]interesting data.
1. http://www.ciphertrust.com/
2. http://research.ciphertrust.com/
3. http://www.ciphertrust.com/products/trustedsource/
4. http://www.ciphertrust.com/products/radar/
5. http://www.securecomputing.com/
6. http://www.securecomputing.com/index.cfm?skey=232
7. http://www.my-proxy.com/content/Proxy%20Knowledge/The%20FBI%20IPs/IP-Ranges.html

smellycoder (2006-08-23 23:27:50)
how far up in alpharetta is ciphertrust?
dankamongmen (2006-08-23 23:29:48)
godawful far (exit 9, right behind northpoint mall). i use this as a reasoning point for staying home or not generally
coming in before noon.
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smellycoder (2006-08-23 23:34:24)
so they truly are flexible with hours then, eh? the boy’s been looking at getting back into infosec (plus his company
just sold off 40 % of their assets, so no telling how much longer he’ll have a job), so i’ll pass this along to him... :-)
dankamongmen (2006-08-23 23:59:48)
excellent (well, that you’re passing it on, not that he might get cut)!
cryptic maniac (2006-08-24 00:47:47)
I wish I didn’t suck at coding or unix... I guess there is always room for improvement.
dankamongmen (2006-08-24 01:05:48)
you’re a mathematician / physicist, no? do you somehow expect to be as skillful as you could be in those capacities
without an agile and confident attitude regarding unix, the operating system of the scientific community and programming, one of the most powerful tools of abstraction and realization ever invented?
desidjm (2006-08-24 02:14:47) I think
Dave is looking for a gig.. I’ll let him know about ciphertrust.
dankamongmen (2006-08-24 02:18:34) Re: I think
oooh, i’d be most pleased to have dave and his considerable skillz around! i do have a tradition of inviting him to
interview, only to see him mysteriously rejected, though....
mike b (2006-08-24 05:21:01)
this is interesting data ”israelis isp’s!! dont try those ranges!! ” lol
dankamongmen (2006-08-24 06:14:56)
i’m wondering what interland is doing on there

3.8.9

strange thought recently (2006-08-23 20:25) - contemplative - public

Music: deepsky - in silico - the mansion world

do i want to become a doctor? specifically, a neurologist?
from seven years old on i wanted to be a neurosurgeon, until i accepted early on as a teen that my shaky
hands wouldn’t permit it. if I couldn’t be a surgeon, the one actually implementing things and cutting that
bitch open, I figured I’d do computers instead. war games and my [1]exploration of the ATARI and then x86
had painted a life bound by the Turing tape as nothing to sneer at, after all. My motivation, however, now
seems clearly to have been founded in ignorance. Surely the powders of the apothecary, the modeling of the
bioinformatacists, and all the application of modern mathematics currently leading a revolution in medicine
(check out [2]this badass paper I stumbled upon recently or indeed Blair Dowling’s very cool undergrad
research project at GT: [3]Probabilistic Modeling of the Spread of HIV in the Human Body) are just as
powerful and honed as the surgeon’s knife, a ridiculously dangerous and blunt instrument in my twitchy
grasp....
how am i to self-actualize? what would james joyce do?
1. http://dankamongmen.livejournal.com/184126.html
2. http://marlin.life.utsa.edu/papers/Tong_Feb2002/page.html
3. http://ftp.math.gatech.edu/~lacey/talks/GT_reu.pdf#search=%22%22blair%20dowling%22%20hiv%22
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coleoptera (2006-08-24 01:20:27)
That’s why my father never became a surgeon. Instead, he specializes in ECT. Research neurology? Clinical psychology has many specialties.
quandry (2006-08-24 05:36:37)
I’ll bet you the future of serious neurosurgery is waldos.
seldomawake (2006-08-24 11:48:03)
GT has a great biostatistics program, under its bioengineering department. It’s very CS/EE friendly. James Joyce
would consider dropping back in school for a while?
englishteacher (2006-08-24 16:59:11)
I also wanted to be a neurosurgeon until about the age of 9 when my father’s boss told me I was too dumb for the
job. Nothing like having your dreams squelched before puberty.
chocolat delux (2006-08-25 21:03:37)
He’d probably have Stephen lecture more on the genealogy of Hamlet. Or drink lots of absinthe. hmm...not the
answer I hoped to give... Mathematics and medicine is an intriguing combination.
catches sars (2006-08-25 21:54:09)
we gotta have talks about this soon.
neurochemistry (2006-08-26 01:40:06)
neuroscience is a most excellent field, and there is always room for more people doing to computational aspects. I
was just at a talk to today that brought up several problems that someone with your skill set could address. Also, I
thought you might like http://i-seldom-do.livejournal.com/ ’s octogirls picture.

3.8.10

ugh (2006-08-25 22:20) - fiercely depressed - public

Music: sonic youth - sister - schizophrenia

we misses our erins.
i think i shall sit here tonight, and get sloppy drunk.

3.8.11

I’m starin’ at the ceiling fan all wide-eyed amazed by the ways the blades break
the silence (2006-08-25 23:16) - bleh - friends

Music: raekwon - only bult 4 cuban links - knowledge god

my certainty that it is well past time to join the google family approaches 100 %
[1]atlanta software engineer, here we come. i think. i’m almost certain. we shall see. soon.
i can’t leave my ciphertrust peeps until certain projects are complete, as it would be dick. and i want
to see what secure computing has to offer – they have something like 60 % of the military market, and who
wouldn’t want to play with that? – but google has 99 % of 99 %.
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all your information is belong to me. i think. we shall see. soon.
i haven’t ”applied” to a job in the traditional sense since 1996 at Media Play #8107.

Nick Black dob: 1980.10.05
689 Myrtle Street, Unit A pots: 678.608.2830
Atlanta, GA 30308 xmpp: dankamongmen@gmail.com
”We work in the dark. We give what we have. We do what we can. Our doubt is our
passion, and our passion is our task. The rest is the madness of art.”
-Henry James, ”The Middle Years”
§±»µÀ Ä º±»¬ (Beauty is difficult) - Plato
Per ardua ad astra! (Through struggles, to the stars!) - Motto of the RAF
,
|Objectives|
‘———-’
To continue researching, architecting, implementing, deploying and maintaining
innovative solutions for keeping the bits flowing and the cachelines humming.
To snatch order from a teeming chaos in the least code possible. To see the
fruits of my labors entrusted with the packetized dreams of millions. To feel
I owe the world each day’s improvements to my source tree. To gaze back upon
sixty-hour debugging sessions, seeing past the gnashed teeth, the utter
fatigue, the too-long compiles, and to *know* that the problem was solved.
To work among the rising stars of my generation. To take lessons from the
venerable Old Masters of computing legend. To mentor a new generation of eager
and able young computer scientists. To take my next logical step.
To while away the hours crafting automata, yet think outside the Turing tape.
... on into professional / academic history ...
,
|Skills|
‘——’
Expert level: Algorithmic thinking. ANSI/ISO C. Development in the UNIX
environment. Design and analysis of algorithms. Network programming. Use of
GNU libc2 (including NPTL and Linuxthreads), GCC 2.9-4.x, and OpenSSL.
Robust system design. Network security. Intrusion prevention. Covert channel
detection. String algorithms. Applications of automata theory. Multithreaded
design. Principles and design of programming languages. Analysis of binaries.
Most major network protocols and their primary open source implementations.
Effective use of cryptography. Tools of network enumeration and domination.
Amateur level: x86 assembly language. flex, bison, and antlr. Processor and
cache design. Device support in the 2.4+ Linux kernel. Prolog. Python, SWIG
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and Pyrex. Java through version 1.1. Haskell. ML. Typed Lambda calculi.
Dijkstran development. Compiler design. Numeric computing. ANSI/ISO C++
and the STL. Cryptography and evaluation of cryptographic implementations.
Bayesian methods. Combinatorics, stochastics, topology, analysis, ad nauseum.
Yeah yeah I’m tired of doing this shit aight word, aight I’ma set it (tell me how you feel man)
yo son, check the fly shit son (’sup cousin how you doin’ ?) yo baby check it man I got a new
connect son, for real man fuck all this twenty-four brick shit man (no doubt) my man got out of
state for fifteen (yeah) youknowhatimsayin? (yo know my man’s gonna represent PA, politickin’ to
death so) right right (it’s all good, what’s up? what you wanna do?) we gotta move god, we gotta
move god, we gotta migrate get the fur, get the fuck outta new york, yaknowhatimsayin? bounce
man, start fuckin’ with bigger and better shit (so you tellin’ me no more big eights strictly breaks)
no more no more no more man (then I’m with you, I’ve been waiting) no more god (whassup?)
it’s the pot of gold right here man this is it, man this is glory youknowhatimsayin? (so yo, the
first thing we gotta do man is just know what we gonna do with this cream when we get it man)
right (’cause I’m not trying to just be, sitting on motherfucking two-hundred thou and acting like
I’ma just be a) nah (a drug dealer all my life) nah (son I got bigger and better plans son) no
doubt, we gonna move on man (and you know I be fuckin’ with anybody man) son, long as the
love and the trust is there son we gonna grow god you know we gonna grow like a plant son (yo
you coming at me like that son?) for real son, come on you know me man (you know my style
son) you know how my heart feels though god (no doubt) but yo god, for real, this is my last time
god I’m hangin’ this shit up man if this shit don’t work right here god youknowhatimsayin? (word
up, I feel the same way I feel the same way kid) yo god, yaknowhatimsayin? I got shot at man,
my mom’s windows got shot the fuck up man (yeah) yo god, my baby’s in here god, see I gotta
take time man and raise my family man (yeah yeah yeah) yaknowhatimsayin? sit around man,
my grandkids man (but yo son, its like this man we all livin’ man, we here now man) word man
youknowhatimsayin? (let’s not think like we gon’ be stagnating man let’s keep movin’ ahead man,
keep our head up man take care of our families man) god, word is bond I’m your eyes that’s
in back of you kid (let’s do it then)
oh my it’s going to be one of those evenings
1. http://www.google.com/support/jobs/bin/topic.py?loc_id=1119&dep_id=1056

opima (2006-08-26 06:50:21) I want to work for google : (
Not that you should need it my dear Nick, but I may be able to provide some assistance. Actually, now that I think
of it you must know other people that work at google, but my brother has worked there now for nearly a year I think..
At least long enough to be allowed to go on the shmoozle or snoogle or whatever it is called. I don’t know if you met
him, but I’m sure he knows OF you as any tech geek in Atlanta does. If you like I can ask him to give a good word
for you. Good day to you sir!
seldomawake (2006-08-26 13:58:19)
A number of PsiUs also work at google. I do wonder, though, if you don’t mind me asking - why do you feel that it’s
time to leave? Is google really all that?
datavortex (2006-08-26 14:58:40)
http://www.pixelbeat.org/docs/google stars.html
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datavortex (2006-08-26 14:56:09)
Greg may get the referral cred, but I want to give you the tour. That will be delightful.
justben (2006-08-26 20:03:32)

pp
Ran into this quote a year or so ago when I found I had a mutual friend with [ LJ User: chalepa ta kala ]. Small
world. Incidentally, for your linguistic edification, [1]Liddell and Scott have a bit to say about p :
, u, y, beautiful, beauteous, fair, Lat. pulcher, of outward form, Hom., etc.; y s beautiful of form, Od.;
so, 6 q? Xen.; x x Id.; c. inf., . 0ÿq¸ Hom. 2. x x, like q, beauty, Eur., etc.: p q the decencies, proprieties,
elegancies of life, Hdt., etc. II. in reference to use, beautiful, fair, good, . u Od.; x 4 9 Xen.; y 9 Plat.;
c. inf., q? õ Xen.; – esp. in the foll. phrases, [y] in a good place, Thuc.; ? y, y Xen.; . (sub. y), in
good time, in season, Eur.: – so, y 9, c. inf., Soph. 2. of sacrifices, good, auspicious, Aesch., etc. III. in
moral sense, beautiful, noble, y [9] c. inf., Hom., etc..; p 1 noble deeds, Pind., etc. 2. x x moral beauty,
virtue, opp. to x 0y (Cicero’s honestum and turpe), Xen., Plat. IV. in Att. not seldom ironically, like Lat.
praeclarus, admirable, specious, fair, . p Qy w?, e5 |qñ Soph.; ’ q} Thuc.
The entry continues into meanings in comparison, adverbial usage, and quanitity, but I’m fucking tired of hunting
down Unicode characters, so you’ll have to grab it yourself if you want to see them. Suffice it to say that it’s a damned
big word. Thought you’d appreciate. Oh, and incidentally, might want to fix nauseam at the end of your ”amateur
level” section. You accidentally typed nauseum.
1. http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0199102066

3.8.12

[sharp intake of breath] (2006-08-26 03:07) - drunk drunk drunk - public

Music: rainer maria - a better version of me - hell or high water

We arranged to meet at ten the following morning on Nevsky Prospekt. From there, Perelman, dressed in a
sports coat and loafers, took us on a four-hour walking tour of the city, commenting on every building and
vista. After that, we all went to a vocal competition at the St. Petersburg Conservatory, which lasted for
five hours. Perelman repeatedly said that he had retired from the mathematics community and no longer
considered himself a professional mathematician. He mentioned a dispute that he had had years earlier with
a collaborator over how to credit the author of a particular proof, and said that he was dismayed by the
discipline s lax ethics. It is not people who break ethical standards who are regarded as aliens, he said.
It is people like me who are isolated. We asked him whether he had read Cao and Zhu s paper. It is not
clear to me what new contribution did they make, he said. Apparently, Zhu did not quite understand the
argument and reworked it. As for Yau, Perelman said, I can t say I m outraged. Other people do worse. Of
course, there are many mathematicians who are more or less honest. But almost all of them are conformists.
They are more or less honest, but they tolerate those who are not honest.
The prospect of being awarded a Fields Medal had forced him to make a complete break with his profession.
As long as I was not conspicuous, I had a choice, Perelman explained. Either to make some ugly thing a
fuss about the math community s lack of integrity or, if I didn t do this kind of thing, to be treated as a
pet. Now, when I become a very conspicuous person, I cannot stay a pet and say nothing. That is why I had
to quit. We asked Perelman whether, by refusing the Fields and withdrawing from his profession, he was
eliminating any possibility of influencing the discipline. I am not a politician! he replied, angrily. Perelman
would not say whether his objection to awards extended to the Clay Institute s million-dollar prize. I m not
going to decide whether to accept the prize until it is offered, he said.
Mikhail Gromov, the Russian geometer, said that he understood Perelman s logic: To do great work, you
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have to have a pure mind. You can think only about the mathematics. Everything else is human weakness.
Accepting prizes is showing weakness. Others might view Perelman s refusal to accept a Fields as arrogant,
Gromov said, but his principles are admirable. The ideal scientist does science and cares about
nothing else, he said. He wants to live this ideal. Now, I don t think he really lives on this
ideal plane. But he wants to.
i love him. [1]this article is the best thing to happen all this shitty week.
1. http://www.newyorker.com/fact/content/articles/060828fa_fact2

jcreed (2006-08-26 13:11:19)
I find it confusing how being so persnickety about the ethics of assigning credit is compatible with this notion of being
such a pure mathematician. I can understand being upset that another valuable human brain is at work proving things
that have already been proved, since it’s a waste of effort, but being concerned about the brain named ”Perelman”
being given due credit for its work seems a lot like accepting a minor sort of prize for doing it.
seldomawake (2006-08-26 19:33:01)
Perhaps we should consider the temporal dimension here... It was his feelings regarding ethics that pushed him into
being a pariah, which then sharpened his desire to live on the scientifically idealized (”Platonic”?) plane?
jcreed (2006-08-26 19:36:07)
Well, then, he’s arrived at a set of beliefs that are still kind of silly all taken together.
eightbit (2006-08-26 20:03:09)
this comment doesn’t make sense. are you talking about the highlighted quote at the end of article? perelman didn’t
say that.
jcreed (2006-08-26 20:07:27)
I assumed the person quoted is correct in assessing perelman’s motives. If they’re not, then they’re not, and my
comment is moot. But I think some justification (or at least explanation) is owed if indeed someone refuses a
Fields medal and yet cares about priority squabbles. They’re both forms of peer acknowledgment for contributing
to mathematical knowledge.

3.8.13

such incredible fuckin’ writing (2006-08-27 18:05) - pretty shittastic - public

Music: nofx - punk in drublix - linoleum

”Who has sent this new serpent into our ruinous garden, already too fouled, too crowded to
qualify as any locus of innocence – unless innocence be our age’s neutral, our silent passing into
the machineries of indifference – something that Kekulé’s Serpent had come to – not to destroy,
but to define to us the loss of . . . we had been given certain molecules, certain combinations
and not others . . . we used what we found in Nature, unquestioning, shamefully perhaps – but
the Serpent whispered, ’They can be changed, and new molecules assembled from the debris of
the given. . . . ’ Can anyone tell me what else he whispered to us? Come – who knows?”
I’ve gotta get out of here for a few hours, ugh. I think I shall walk down to Borders to pick up a fresh copy of
[1]gravity’s rainbow, then mosey over to the Highlander. I might or might not bring [omphalos](0) $...who
am I kidding, I don’t think I’ve been more than 100 yards from this laptop since I got it. There I shall grow
steadily drunk, I think.
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The plot is complex, involving the V-2 rocket and Operation Paperclip, IG Farben, Standard Oil, parapsychology, behaviorism, psychology theory (Ivan Pavlov’s experiments concerning
conditioning especially), and conspiracy theories, such as the Phoebus cartel and the Illuminati.
Gravity’s Rainbow also draws heavily on themes that Pynchon had probably encountered at his
work as a technical writer for Boeing, where he edited a support newsletter for the Bomarc Missile
Program support unit. The Boeing archives are known to house a vast library of historical V-2
rocket documents, which were probably accessible to Pynchon.
As if to showcase both the erudite and the naughty, the narrative contains numerous descriptions
of illicit sexual encounters and drug use by the main characters and supporting cast, sandwiched
between very dense dialogues or reveries on historic, artistic, scientific, or philosophical subjects,
interspersed with whimsical nonsense-poems and allusions to obscure facets of 1940s pop culture.
can’t think of anyone that reminds me of!
btw I read [2]aaronson’s thesis this weekend...it is incredibly witty and broad, and should be required reading
for computer scientists.
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gravity’s_Rainbow
2. http://www.scottaaronson.com/thesis.html

solecize (2006-08-28 07:38:49)
i just ordered the book based on your recommendation. i look forward to the grokking. oh, as is apparant by my
word choice, i just finished Stranger in a Strange Land, and my eyes are opening.
slacktide (2006-08-28 22:57:49)
Ah, one of my favorites. Any book that can devote an entire chapter to the biography of Hitler’s lightbulb is OK in
my book. A screaming comes across the sky, indeed. Incidentally, I have been spending a pretty good amount of time
in the [1]BOMARC Building, where we do R &D for new projects. I’m pretty sure it’s not the same place Pynchon
worked, as it wasn’t built until the mid-90s.
Additionally, a guy on the [ LJ User: aerospaceengnr ] group has an awesome usericon. I need to find one of these for
my car.
[science.gif]
1.

http://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&hl=en&sll=47.919896,-122.301906&sspn=0.176245,0.333023&q=BOMARC&ie=

UTF8&cid=47919896,-122301906,1518138268142532166&li=lmd&z=14&t=m

dankamongmen (2006-08-29 03:59:09)
w00t word is bond

3.8.14

we’ve got that funky reggae party, five dollars at the door (2006-08-28 23:48) taking on a brighter hue - public

Music: dave matthews band - remember two things - one sweet world

I’ve posted this before, but I thought of it while walking around in the rechauffe smoxins of atlanta this
evening, coming to terms with all that has gone on recently. I’m in an incredibly better mood, finally –
there’s closure and such. w00t! now it is time to crack down and get some shit accomplished, and limit time
spent chasing pootwah around. That doesn’t mean, however, that I’m above a ceremonial forty ounce or two
in the [1]Base of the Shaft tomorrow eve. [ LJ User: angry user ], you’re usually in for pointless and juvenile
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activities like this! hurrah, it’ll be like old times. i haven’t poured hurricane malt liquor on my chest in the
motherly shadow of the SHAFT (to facilitate the tanning process, of course) in many moons. excelsior!
anyway. from bram cohen: you may have succeeded at life if...
If you do something no one ever accomplished before.
If you give more to the human race than you take away.
If you are ever a world champion.
If you spend more time happy than sad.
If you practice refined taste.
If you spend less time thinking about other people than they spend thinking about you.
If you have two or more surviving children.
If you have sex with more people than your partners.
If you die with more money than your parents.
If when the time comes you don’t fear death.
If someone remembers you 100 years after you’re gone.
If you make a difference in just one person’s life.
If you ever get someone to truly love you.
If you accomplish everything which was expected of you and more.
If you never purposefully harm anyone.
...But the truth is, there is no official score.
kind of pithy but it’s good to keep one’s eyes on the prize...TOTAL INFORMATION AWARENESS.
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kessler_Campanile

coleoptera (2006-08-29 04:41:49)
But why is it that even if you do such things and above and beyond, you still feel as if you have accomplished nothing?

3.8.15

new project (2006-08-29 00:10) - excited! - public

Music: sublime - sublime - april 29, 1992

atlanta must be modeled, rendered, and converted into some object that can be manipulated.
i’ve walked tremendous amounts of this city and know the passerby’s views. combined with overhead google
maps, some default textures, etc...i don’t know what i would use this for, but it’d be very cool. maybe i can
apply it to optimizing the drug trade and get some fucking dank into this dustbowl. is this pearl s. buck’s
the good earth? did we lose a war? recently? blargh.
anyway, must finish up work stuff for now, but i see research into this idea being a major timesuck over
the next few weeks. maybe i can lawnmower man-ize some homeless people and turn them into the ultimate
urban scavenging/panhandling army, then get them to sell my bootleg chik-fil-a and malt liquor on sundays.
coleoptera (2006-08-29 04:39:59)
it doesn’t have to be a RECENT war....city structures are like the tax code, but more physically immutable not just
in perception but from physical necessity. don’t even get me started on modern ’urban planning’ !
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blackoutdaddy (2006-08-29 14:43:30)
glad to know that someone is planning cartoonish super villany in my absence.
happyfunnorm (2006-08-29 21:00:33)
Something like this? http://sketchup.google.com/ I think a 3D model of Atlanta would be useful :)
threv (2006-08-30 15:18:11)
let’s do it we’ll make it a game related to tha d0p357 music in the united states of chonkyfire

3.8.16

hehehehe (2006-08-29 18:17) - happy, productive - public

Music: add n to (x) - avant harde - metal fingers in my body

[1]
hehe i think i can rape his image acceptably, having bought the [2]t-shirt (top one, obviously). smile!
drinking 40’s in the shaft is wholly on tonight. i know there’s at least one new GT freshman reading
this blog, who should most certainly join! gt has a fine binge drinking tradition you should embrace lest ye
be embraced.
update: [ LJ User: hermitude ], you should also come out!
1. http://xkcd.com/comics/sandwich.png
2. http://xkcd.com/store/

tritium (2006-08-29 22:25:47) wish I thought of this when I saw it the first time
you: not a sudoer
mpnolan (2006-08-29 23:34:34)
hmm.
dankamongmen (2006-08-30 00:27:54)
we shall arrive a merry band at 2100, bringing with us a bounty of the black man’s wares. do feel free to join! i think
[ LJ User: angry user ] and i should be immediately distinguishable from anyone else there.
mpnolan (2006-08-30 03:24:20)
Well, that was quite unlike my projection!
dankamongmen (2006-08-30 04:25:51)
elaborate, of course
mpnolan (2006-08-30 20:08:27) sloppy analysis
the southern (?) accent seemed the most incongruent to the lj text flow. the logorrhea as you describe it caused
me to expect a more breathless progression, whereas your actual style seemed more laid back and polite, although
still free associative between the gaps. my imagining of the situation was that you would be in the center of a
cluster of drunk people being rather domineering, loud. this all might be more reasonable when you consider that
I took ”pouring hurricane malt liquor on the chest” pretty literally! You had been built as a character in my mind
using this and the boredatheist journal as input sources. It’s not unusual for my projections to be off.
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mpnolan (2006-08-30 20:13:45) Corrections:
This was not really an analysis. dominating, not domineering.
rusty42 (2006-08-31 03:42:37) Re: sloppy analysis
interesting. of the many people i met online first, the dankest is the only who closely matched my ’projection’.
mpnolan (2006-09-01 18:31:39) Re: sloppy analysis
Yeah, I should clarify though: The image difference is not unbelievable, like if he had been George Bush - they
make sense, but they didn’t match my imagination.
coleoptera (2006-08-30 00:16:16)
most excellent.
potatowocky (2006-08-30 02:52:08)
Klaatu barata nikto
dankamongmen (2006-08-30 03:03:52)
http://dank.qemfd.net/tabpower/klatu.wav
subcultured (2006-08-30 03:57:54)
I’m not sure if I feel deprived or releived for not having taken part in Tech traditions... I should ponder this more...
msbeanhead (2006-08-31 03:37:12)
Strange to tell, I did my best binge-drinking after graduation but before settling down. Farewell [ LJ User: 754antonest
], I loved you well!

3.8.17

just solving for x, darlin’ (2006-08-29 23:08) - kinda drunk - public

Music: lisa loeb - stay. heh.

i marinated on the situation for a moment today. being an utterly mad, deeply bipolar, not too unintelligent
mega-extrovert makes dating interesting. objectives for coming weeks:
+ don’t get wrapped up in post-relationship madness where i’m investing 80 % of my free time running
around atlanta in hypersexual mode
- hopefully maturity (last non-relationship period was...2004 summer of fucking strippers and doing as much
speed as possible)? should handle this
- no longer still fucked up by ancient marilyn relationship, finally heh (as of maybe two years ago)?
- no longer feel my ability to keep myself from going into manic self-destructive mode is predicated on stable
(for values of stable) relationship
- remember that nothing is worth fucking up at work, which is the new anchor and metric by which i evaluate
my sanity
- self-confidence etc is 1000x where it was five years ago when the Modern Dating Era started
+ maintain sexual integrity to avoid pre-depressive manic trawling periods
- must, until entering relationship state, actively hook up so long as it doesn’t require too much time
- this should defend against standards droppage or desperation activities
- will have to learn how to have sex with people i don’t respect / like, but fit into the rest of my value system,
erp!
+ find worthwhile, feasible relationship and implement it
720
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- ummmm where do people hang out nowadays? thankfully never met people through traditional routes;
utilize the manna method
- myspace would be too easy, and i’d feel terrible about myself. fish in a barrel. also, massive timesuck
- no other flesh-peddler hookup merchant sites. if she’s fucking me off myspace, she’d fuck other people off
myspace. etc.
+ not anyone i currently know from main atlscenes
- extended tribes have devolved into incestuous [1]Kn-style hookup graphs
- deeply tired of everyone i know fucking my exes. follow someone else around, folks!
- have dated pretty much everyone i would date who’s not married / near-married
- resolved: insane coders who eat heroic doses of hallucinogenics are more / less appreciated as people get
older (determine this, ponder)
+ there have got to be brilliant hotties all over in the exact same situation.
+ but their friends immediately do hook them up with people, and everyone does crave brilliant hotties
+ possible weakness in the system – become friends with attached girls from good schools
+ prone to latency, non-renewable. a doomed road.
+ hrmm kids should probably start in <5 years if they’re going to start at all
- wtf i can’t have kids; they’d be stegosaurus babies that ate the third doors off of saturns
- can’t leave all the breeding to the stupids
+ intersection of unexplicit, but realized nigh-requirements is too exclusive:
- entertained by hours of nonsensical babble and technojargondrone, BUT
- willing to seamlessly shift into or back from sex state
- down for running around midtown atlanta some evenings with a head full of strong acid, AND
- willing to embrace a haze of newport smoke pretty much constantly, BUT
- not one of those girls who gets really stupid and loud when drunk, and drunk regularly
- able to entertain oneself when i’m like, ”ahh, the next 70 hours will be spent eating taiwanese desoxyn
tablets and debugging this shit i’ve never seen, or else the plane hits the fucking mountain, sorry something
else was planned – the internet must be defended!”
- i don’t see more than a movie or two a year and watch no tv; i can be eclipsed in conversations pretty
quickly
- full familiarity with classic literature and mid-late 90’s rap
- prone to wearing glasses and shit that makes her look good
- and let’s be honest – more attractive than most people
- and let’s continue being honest – licensed driver; i’ve got a pretty bad track record here
+ ere-present fallback: enroll in a graduate liberal arts program, get by on essays until meeting tori amos-like
girl
+ flee, laughing, and go do lots of science with the guys
my main worry is this: of the class of people who date the people i date, i’m probably one of the most
undatable and certainly one of the most volatile. thus, on average, these relationships are likely succeeding
and removing people from the pool. it’s a recipe for dropping standards or algonquin round table-style
friend-fucking. the latter, i suppose, is probably not too bad at all, except for the utter insanity that’s likely
affiliated with any group but a very balanced one.
hrmmmmmmmmm. anyway, all should be good.
probability of this post being deleted within 24 hours: roughly 90 % (update: gone friends-only. likelyhood of deletion upgraded to 95 %+)
1. http://mathworld.wolfram.com/CompleteGraph.html
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radiantbaby (2006-08-30 05:27:45)
Hang in there. I am sure you will find someone, you are hot. :)
dankamongmen (2006-08-30 05:58:49)
thanks darlin’ ! earlier this week i lifted a few prayers to eris, and thought of y’all. [191] He swept the mirror a
half circle in the air to flash the tidings abroad [192] in sunlight now radiant on the sea. His curling shaven lips
laughed and [193] the edges of his white glittering teeth. Laughter seized all his strong [194] wellknit trunk. [195]
[196] –Look at yourself, he said, you dreadful bard! [197] [198] Stephen bent forward and peered at the mirror held
out to him, cleft by a [199] crooked crack. Hair on end. As he and others see me. Who chose this face [200] for me?
This dogsbody to rid of vermin. It asks me too. [201] [202] –I pinched it out of the skivvy’s room, Buck Mulligan
said. It does her [203] all right. The aunt always keeps plainlooking servants for Malachi. Lead [204] him not into
temptation. And her name is Ursula. [205] [206] Laughing again, he brought the mirror away from Stephen’s peering
eyes. [207] [208] –The rage of Caliban at not seeing his face in a mirror, he said. If [209] Wilde were only alive to
see you! [210] [211] Drawing back and pointing, Stephen said with bitterness: [212] [213] –It is a symbol of Irish art.
The cracked looking-glass of a servant. [214] [215] Buck Mulligan suddenly linked his arm in Stephen’s and walked
with him [216] round the tower, his razor and mirror clacking in the pocket where he had [217] thrust them. [218]
[219] –It’s not fair to tease you like that, Kinch, is it? he said kindly. God [220] knows you have more spirit than any
of them. [221] [222] Parried again. He fears the lancet of my art as I fear that of his. The [223] cold steelpen. [224]
[225] –Cracked lookingglass of a servant! Tell that to the oxy chap downstairs [226] and touch him for a guinea. He’s
stinking with money and thinks you’re [227] not a gentleman. His old fellow made his tin by selling jalap to Zulus or
[228] some bloody swindle or other. God, Kinch, if you and I could only work [229] together we might do something
for the island. Hellenise it.
radiantbaby (2006-08-30 07:39:17)
thanks darlin’ ! Don’t mention it. Oh, and Ulysses – nice touch.
dankamongmen (2006-08-30 07:40:23)
well all i wanted was the ”hellenise it” part but such was meaningless without context
wellfuckthishit (2006-08-30 05:32:54)
hope you’re taking lots & lots of antioxidants with the neurotoxic uppers, dankster. Think I’d hate to see that beautiful spirit dull. You never struck me as the web-acquaintance who ”needed” that kind of drug anyway. Acid, and
strippers, though: both A+.
dankamongmen (2006-08-30 05:54:26)
strippers are fuckin’ crazy, mang. ex-strippers might be where it’s at, though. re antioxidants, perhaps not so many
as i ought, but i’m experimenting with ion normalization via meditation and intense magnets. suffice to say it isn’t
working yet, but i need only collect more orgones. thanks always for the kind words; the other day, i saw you on [
LJ User: mattpo ]’s friends list and wondered how you were doing up there in the Crab State. i wonder if you live
at all close to [ LJ User: dj ricecake ]; you two would dig each other. how’s life?
seldomawake (2006-08-30 10:37:40)
Wow, you have the most amazing dating requirements document I have ever seen. Good luck with that one. ”can’t
leave all the breeding to the stupids” I humbly disagree. If all that breed are the stupids, then only the stupids and
their offspring would be around to regret it. That said, even if non-stupids do breed, there’s no way they’re going to
out-breed the stupids...
dankamongmen (2006-08-30 18:51:08)
> Wow, you have the most amazing dating requirements document I have ever seen. Good luck with that one. well,
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otherwise you just end up fucking other people, and why bother? i want to eventually get married to someone and
stay with them; if that person isn’t around, i’m happy just messing around, but there’s really no point in telling
some girl you’re down for being with her when you know she’s going to just piss you off eventually. and, of course,
i’m arrogant to an amazing degree :D. so it goes. things have worked out ridiculously well for the past six years or
so, so why not keep it rizzeal? regarding your latter, sorry sir, but i’m too alive with hope.
solecize (2006-08-30 11:28:49)
”- will have to learn how to have sex with people i don’t respect / like, but fit into the rest of my value system, erp!”
Hahaha! I never did succeed!
hippieatheart (2006-08-30 12:55:12)
I haven’t seen anything more quinessentially you in some time. Brilliant.
dankamongmen (2006-08-30 18:51:29)
thanks muchly, good man! hope things are going well for you.
hippieatheart (2006-08-30 19:03:27)
They are going well. Perhaps I could elaborate over a drink when I return from the land of rugby and hobbits.
threv (2006-08-30 15:08:05) it’s like a marchin’ band
hang in there you make a nigga wanna put a dawg on it
msbeanhead (2006-08-30 17:04:04)
Back to the posting style I love! ”extended tribes have devolved into incestuous Kn-style hookup graphs” Yeah, that
drove me crazy about the high-school years, so I diversified the friends in college. ”+ hrmm kids should probably start
in <5 years if they’re going to start at all - wtf i can’t have kids; they’d be stegosaurus babies that ate the third doors
off of saturns” I have often wondered what will happen when I and people I know start propagating. It’s strange that
one gal pal and I have the same start time in mind when another is way ahead of us. But hey, higher ed pushes these
things farther into the future. ”- and let’s be honest – more attractive than most people” Thank you! What’s the
point if you lie about this sort of thing? It’s not kind; it’s just setting people up for failure!
dankamongmen (2006-08-30 18:47:20) But hey, higher ed pushes these things farther into the future.
I don’t think that’s necessarily true. I’m very blessed in that I should be able to comfortably live off savings while in
grad school, even in the familied case – I’ve been planning for as much, after all. Do I have different posting styles?
It’s all just logorrhea and something to do between compiles.
msbeanhead (2006-08-31 03:30:45) Re: But hey, higher ed pushes these things farther into the future.
I used to work for a guy who co-oped, got married, and started his family while at Ma Tech. ’Course it took him 7
years to get out, but he will be spry enough to play with his grankids. Plus, from what I could tell, he was a hell of
a husband and father. Quite inspiring.
smellycoder (2006-08-30 17:25:49) the solution is to be a homewrecker
start screwing married chicks.
dankamongmen (2006-08-30 18:38:01) Re: the solution is to be a homewrecker
well that would be cool, except it doesn’t help solve the problem of then eventually marrying one
zbtron (2007-05-16 11:48:00) Re: the solution is to be a homewrecker
heh.
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dankamongmen (2007-06-03 00:46:41) Re: the solution is to be a homewrecker
heh
catches sars (2006-08-31 02:38:31)
ahahah, i damn near fell out of my chair onto the sun microsystem (drunk whilst solaris’ing) with laughter. - resolved:
insane coders who eat heroic doses of hallucinogenics are more / less appreciated as people get older (determine this,
ponder) it’s not a matter of more or less, i think... down for running around midtown atlanta some evenings with a
head full of strong acid, sign me up and - wtf i can’t have kids; they’d be stegosaurus babies that ate the third doors off
of saturns is a really good mental image.
organicmatter01 (2006-08-31 03:25:16)
This might sound odd, but I am glad to know that you are motivated to continue your particular line of deoxyribonucleic acid. Intelligent and motivated individuals are exactly the kind of people that should attempt to spread their
seed, but often choose not to. Furthering the odd comment: Perhaps you should meet my sister? She is many of the
things from the above list. Certified in all forms of drugs use, smart, outside of known circles (I think), ex-stripper,
urbane, marriage motivated, and equally comfortable on the dance floor as the swimming pool. I’m not trying to
pimp my sister out or anything, just suggesting that you meet the final 1/3rd of the Woelper triumvirate if you have
not already.
dankamongmen (2006-08-31 04:32:31)
dear lord she sounds 100 % fantastic. please introduce. and thanks for the very kind words, sir. you and your brother
are some of the most worthwhile voices i know.
opima (2006-08-31 06:47:11)
Ahh I miss hanging out with you! I still don’t hang out with a terrible lot of girls. Though I know many a smart
cuties at UCLA, none that are worthy of you and not already taken. Good luck on the hunt. Meanwhile beware the
clap etc. If you want to check out Athens in October let me know. I love Atlanta, but I bet there are higher densities
of females with [some of] your requirements in Athens.
dankamongmen (2006-08-31 08:03:02)
your new icon is fantastique!
opima (2006-09-01 02:04:45)
I <3 million dollar electron microscopes
leon03 (2006-08-31 17:50:43)
Umm... unless most of the people you know are actively bi, wouldn’t that be closer to a complete bipartite graph? :-)
dankamongmen (2006-08-31 17:56:52)
i was wondering who would ask this and force me to reply with exactly your assumption. i wouldn’t say they’re
activley bi, but they’ve all gone for it with each other once or twice, it seems. who knows?

3.8.18

librivox.org, i have underestimated you! (2006-08-30 13:36) - remember what ol’ dirty
said! - friends

Music: quasimodo - the unseen - microphone mathematics

my good man and the better half of the Smith 202 Narcotic Tornado, patrick chisholm, introduced me to
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this girl a few months back who sent a link to this awesome, awesome project: [1]LibriVox reading of ulysses.
9He who has ears, let him hear...this [2]amazing ”Penelope” rendering, a multi-layered masterpiece. I
shall devote some time, I think, to volunteer editing for this cause. huzzah! mmmm, workin’ from home,
workin’ from home, good times. friday sees a deployment to 20k customers, good times all. w00t w00t!
1. http://librivox.org/forum/viewtopic.php?t=3068&sid=245b9c25ba6bcdfecf657be22ddd3228
2. http://librivox.gesine.org/upload/ulysses-complete/ulysses_18_joyce.mp3

catches sars (2006-08-30 18:31:08)
oh man, i think i want to edit for the librivox ulysses project too. there’s a chance i’ll be in GA within the next month
or so. just so you know. have you dug into gravity’s rainbow yet?
dankamongmen (2006-08-30 19:31:59)
what causes you to roll GA-style? no matter the reason, hurrah!
catches sars (2006-08-30 19:35:06)
my brother lives about 10 minutes from the florida border and since his stubborn ass never makes it back to ohio
but once every 3 years, i decided i need to go down and have some piss-drunk family fun. if i stroll through ATL
we should combine powers, if only for an hour or so.

3.8.19

mother of god (2006-08-31 03:44) - bemused - friends

Music: anti-flag - die for your government - she’s my go-go dancer

the next sales engineer who finds it necessary to incorrectly ”explain” hashing algorithms to me on this
mailing list will find all 206 bones stomped individually.
angra (2006-08-31 14:17:10)
man, that is a lot of stomping!

3.8.20

everything you say is so obnoxious, funny, rude and mean i want to be your
blowjob queen (2006-08-31 12:17) - delighted - friends

Music: liz phair - exile in guyville - flower

Just twelve more hours, and I’ll have broken this unfortunate two-year streak of going to prison in August!
Hurrah for the end of this damnable, foul, shitty hot month! Nothing ever tends to go well for me during
this part of the year. I work best when cold winds whip around the body and sharpen the mind, when
in the darkness huddled winterfolk shuffle from one doorstop to another, breath frosting behind them and
intermingling with burnt cigarettes’ demitint. The muggy Atlanta summers, on the other hand, just leave
me confused and slow-witted. Away with ye, heat!
I think I’m in love with HL Mencken. Everything the man wrote is freakin’ genius – I stayed up until
0700 cuddled up with my stuffed beluga whale buddy and new copies of [1]The American Language and then
[2]Treatise on the Gods. You don’t find characters like this one too often – whattaguy.
i’m planning to head on up to the office at 1415, which kinda feels silly – why go in at all? i didn’t
show up yesterday, though, and am hoping to stay home tomorrow so it seems a few hours of dankpresence
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bestowed upon the alpha-towne might be wise. what is everybody doing for saturday’s mighty slaying of the
hated notre dame fighting pederasts by our beloved GT? as i posted to the CT-SE mailing list a week ago:
Kate Wrigley rigorously showed in the thread ”NYY wins 2-1 over BoSox”:
> You’ll notice I didn’t defend the last weekend (I missed the entire series...
> see THAT is why they lost...) ...I am just pointing out while we reference
> history, let’s REALLY reference some landmark games here boys (and girls).
eh it’s a silly game and I hope they both lose. Now, we can all start getting
excited soon about the intense RUTSing Georgia Tech intends to administer upon
the despised potato eating folkpeople of South Bend. It shall be a whupping
the likes of which has not been seen since Cromwell and his roundheads ran
roughshod over the bloodied plains of Drogedah or Wexford. As the greenclad
see their inflated and overhyped dreams expertly dissected, just as Auburn’s
were in 2003 and so too were Miami’s on that Hallowed Day, 2005-11-19, surely
their caws of ”Hail to the Victors” shall be replaced with soft recognitions
that these were indeed Helluva bunch of Engineers.
–GO FIGHT WINningly, nick
–
Nick Black Code Artist, CipherTrust
”NP - the class of dashed hopes and idle dreams”
oh man my fellow Yellow Jackets, proud and strong, my fellow Engineers! [3]rereading this post from last
year gets my heart poundin’ and stompin’ and feelin’ like an alligator.
holy shit go watch [4]this right now.
YEEEESSSSSSSSSSSSSSS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1.

I AM SO READY FOR GT FOOTBALL 2006!!!!!

http://www.amazon.com/American-Language-H-L-Mencken/dp/0394400755/ref=pd_sim_b_5/002-3469325-7866449?ie=

UTF8
2.

http://www.amazon.com/Treatise-Gods-Maryland-Paperback-Bookshelf/dp/080185654X/ref=pd_sim_b_2/

002-3469325-7866449?ie=UTF8
3. http://dankamongmen.livejournal.com/182272.html
4. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E5lzRsDlhF4

kosherpickle (2006-08-31 17:39:15)
I have set aside a three-and-a-half hour block of time on Saturday night devoted to GT-ND. Nothing will prevent me
from watching GT make a rambling wreck out of ND’s title hopes.
angra (2006-08-31 18:09:20)
[eat a kitten-small.jpg]
livingvodou (2006-09-01 01:01:45)
If you’re at the Tech stadium this weekend just pretend you don’t see me working there. Or otherwise come on over
if you want your face shaved and painted by hot chicks.
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datavortex (2006-09-01 14:21:06)
dragon con

3.9

September

3.9.1

and with that, the sec silent period ends, and ciphertrust is acquired
(2006-09-01 12:27) - euphoric - friends

Music: trick daddy, lil’ jon & twista - let’s go

as of today, we are officially part of the secure computing megalith. it’s a strange feeling to make a few
hundred thousand dollars in a moment, spread out over a few days by the minutiae of international banking
and simple time zones.
well, hurrah. one of my three major goals set up back during high school is accomplished, missing the
planned deadline of 25 years old by 10 months – just about 8 % schedule slippage. now it’s time to take
this pile and plow it into some gradschoolery, hopefully managing a Ph-to-the-Dizzle by 2010-10-05 and thus
thirty years of danktitude. lifegoal the third shall continue being kept to me, myself and i.
september begins, ringing in tides of GT football (get all the [1]GT promo videos on tabpower) [0], less
fierce weather, black sweaters, cold nights around kegs of Sweetwater’s finest, and a deeply refreshing sense
of freedom to one nicholas black. the rest of this year’s going to be fucking fantastic. I can feel it already,
like the rising tide of an acid frenzy. happy days are here again!
w000000000000000t!
[0] the [2]”every day I’m hustlin’” preseason Iron Jacket video is fuckin’ outstanding. GO JACKETS, STING
’EM!
1. http://dank.qemfd.net/tabpower/
2. http://dank.qemfd.net/tabpower/GeorgiaTechPreseason.avi

3.9.2

Is you sick from the dick, or is it the flu? It ain’t about you or your bitch ass
crew! (2006-09-01 15:01) - fuckin’ fantastic - public

Music: the hum of many servers

phatty shell tool of the day: [1]youtube-dl. man, i do love it when you google for ”shell download youtube”
and hit something that works immediately.
[omphalos](1) $ ./youtube-dl http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E5lzRsDlhF4
Retrieving video webpage... done.
Extracting video URL parameters... done.
Video data found at http://lax-v68.lax.youtube.com/get video?video id=E5lzRsDlhF4
Retrieving video data... 10855k of 10855k done.
Video data saved to E5lzRsDlhF4.flv
[omphalos](0) $ file E5lzRsDlhF4.flv
E5lzRsDlhF4.flv: Macromedia Flash Video
[omphalos](0) $ mplayer -identify -frames 0 E5lzRsDlhF4.flv
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MPlayer dev-SVN-r19599-4.1.2 (C) 2000-2006 MPlayer Team
CPU: Intel(R) Pentium(R) M processor 1.60GHz (Family: 6, Model: 13, Stepping: 8)CPUflags:
MMX: 1 MMX2: 1 3DNow: 0 3DNow2: 0 SSE: 1 SSE2: 1
Compiled for x86 CPU with extensions: MMX MMX2 SSE SSE2
Playing E5lzRsDlhF4.flv.
libavformat file format detected.
ID AUDIO ID=0
ID VIDEO ID=1
VIDEO: [FLV1] 320x240 0bpp 29.970 fps 0.0 kbps ( 0.0 kbyte/s)
ID FILENAME=E5lzRsDlhF4.flv
ID DEMUXER=lavf
ID VIDEO FORMAT=FLV1
ID VIDEO BITRATE=0
ID VIDEO WIDTH=320
ID VIDEO HEIGHT=240
ID VIDEO FPS=29.970
ID VIDEO ASPECT=0.0000
ID AUDIO FORMAT=85
ID AUDIO BITRATE=0
ID AUDIO RATE=22050
ID AUDIO NCH=1
ID LENGTH=219.35
================================================================= =========
Opening video decoder: [ffmpeg] FFmpeg’s libavcodec codec family
Selected video codec: [ffflv] vfm: ffmpeg (FFmpeg Flash video)
================================================================= =========
ID VIDEO CODEC=ffflv
================================================================= =========
Opening audio decoder: [mp3lib] MPEG layer-2, layer-3
AUDIO: 22050 Hz, 2 ch, s16le, 8.0 kbit/1.13 % (ratio: 1000->88200)
ID AUDIO BITRATE=1000
ID AUDIO RATE=22050
ID AUDIO NCH=2
Selected audio codec: [mp3] afm: mp3lib (mp3lib MPEG layer-2, layer-3)
================================================================= =========
alsa-init: using device default
alsa-lib: pcm hw.c:1246:(snd pcm hw open) open /dev/snd/pcmC0D0p failed: Device or resource busy
alsa-lib: pcm dmix.c:862:(snd pcm dmix open) unable to open slave
alsa-init: playback open error: Device or resource busy
Opening /dev/dvb/adapter0/audio0
DVB AUDIO DEVICE: No such file or directory
AO: [null] 22050Hz 2ch s16le (2 bytes per sample)
ID AUDIO CODEC=mp3
Starting playback...
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Exiting... (End of file)
[omphalos](0) $
very smooth. together with mplayer -dumpstream, i think i’m once again far more vidrip-capable than a
windows install can ever hope to be. w00t!
1. http://www.arrakis.es/~rggi3/youtube-dl/

purgatoryreject (2006-09-01 22:12:55)
I don’t understand what the hell you just said, but I love that the word ”omphalos” is involved.
dankamongmen (2006-09-01 22:44:41)
better yet, it is involved due to the precise reason you’d hope.
http://dankamongmen.livejournal.com/219244.html

an explanation is available here:

samildanach (2006-09-01 22:13:31)
Oh, very nice. Thank you, good sir!
dankamongmen (2006-09-01 22:45:31)
no problem m’good man!
rusty42 (2006-09-02 19:58:33)
http://bugs.debian.org/cgi-bin/bugreport.cgi?bug=385748
dankamongmen (2006-09-02 21:47:28)
w00t! it’s good to have a friend in the packaging business.

3.9.3

sing along with me one time here (2006-09-02 10:36) - public

[gocalvin.jpg]
I’m a Ramblin’ Wreck from Georgia Tech, and a hell of an Engineer! A
Helluva, Helluva, Helluva, Helluva, Helluva Engineer! Like all the
jolly good fellows, I drink my whiskey clear; I’m a Ramblin’ Wreck
from Georgia Tech and a hell of an Engineer! Oh, if I had a daughter,
sir, I’d dress her in white and gold, And put her on the campus To
boost the ratio! But if I had a son, sir, I’ll tell you what he’d do-He’d yell: ’TO HELL WITH GEORGIA!’ Like his daddy used to do. Oh, I
wish I had a barrel of rum, and sugar three thousand pounds A college
bell to put it in, And a clapper to stir it round. I’d drink to all
the good fellows, who come from far and near. I’m a Ramblin’,
Gamblin’, HELL OF AN ENGINEER!
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coleoptera (2006-09-02 14:56:19)
An undergrad tells me this isn’t the official fight song?
mike b (2006-09-02 15:11:52)
http://www.cyberbuzz.gatech.edu/tbook/traditions/cheers.html i don’t know about what’s official, but the white
and gold is played a good bit during games.
coleoptera (2006-09-02 22:35:12)
I know that white and gold are in fact the official colors, though you see the black and gold more often it seems....
I don’t think I know my alma mater or fight song at all, names or lines.
turdburgler (2006-09-02 15:18:52)
Up with the White and Gold is the official fight song I believe. Up with the White and Gold, down with the red and
black Georgia Tech is out for a victory We’ll drop the battleaxe on Georgia’s head when we meet her, our team is sure
to beat her Down on the farm there will be no sound till those bow-wows rip through the air When the battle is over
Georgia’s team will be found with the Yellow Jackets swarming ’round! Then there’s also GT Band edited version of
Ramblin Wreck called Ramblin Fuckin’ Wreck. I can’t remember the lyrics exactly, but it goes something like this:
I’m a ramblin fucking wreck, I go to georgia fucking tech I drink my fucking share of beer and never hit the deck And
if I saw a bulldog, I’d break it’s fucking neck I’m a ramblin fucking wreck, I go to georgia fucking tech Oh and if I
had son sir, I’d send him fucking here He’d fuck his share of Georgia girls and drink his share of beer And if I had a
daughter, I’d tell you what she’d do she’d fuck the Yellow Jackets like her mama used to do We are fucking engineers,
the fucking finest in the land we drink more fucking beer than any other fucking band We all know your sister, she
gives us all a hand We are fucking engineers, the fucking finest in the land
turdburgler (2006-09-02 15:43:02)
Yay, more gameday songs! GAMEDAY!!! Sung to the tune of Glory to Old Georgia, UGA’s fight song. ”Don’t send
my boy to M.I.T.” the dying mother said ”Don’t send my boy to Emory, I’d rather see him dead” ”But send my boy
to Georgia Tech, ’Tis better than Cornell” ”But as for University of Georgia, I’d RATHER SEE HIM IN HELL!”
To hell, to hell to hell with Georgia To hell, to hell to hell with Georgia To hell, to hell to hell with Georgia The
Cesspool of the South Oh mine eyes have seen the glory of the stomping of the dawgs We’ll teach those poor darn
farmboys they should stick to slopping hogs When the Jackets are triumphant we will raise a mighty cheer ”We’ll do
the same next year!” To hell to hell to hell with Georgia To hell to hell to hell with Georgia To hell to hell to hell
with Georgia The Cesspool of the South On the field between the hedges there arose a mighty stench In the dawg’s
machine the engineers will throw a monkey wrench When the Jackets are triumphant we will raise a mighty yell
”Those dawgs can GO TO HELL!” To hell to hell to hell with Georgia To hell to hell to hell with Georgia To hell to
hell to hell with Georgia The Cesspool of the South Oh mine eyes have seen the glory of the N-C-Double-A They’re
investigating Georgia players to see how much their paid After counting all the cars and all the loans Alumni made
They outpaid F-S-U [sucks!] [1] To hell to hell to hell with Georgia To hell to hell to hell with Georgia To hell to
hell to hell with Georgia The Cesspool of the South [1] Not sure what this used to be as it doesn’t rhyme and the
rest of the song does, but...
dankamongmen (2006-09-02 16:56:05)
w00t! thank you, tara!
dankamongmen (2006-09-02 16:57:44)
this latter song brings a goddamn tear to my eye!!
rusty42 (2006-09-02 19:26:09)
i’m pretty sure the official version doesn’t mention the ratio.
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happyfunnorm (2006-09-06 02:01:59)
Is there any other school whose fight song has a verse that is nothing more than a recipe for an alcoholic beverage?
God I love Tech...

3.9.4

Throw it up if you get high and get blown and get drunk c’mon let’s ride, smoke
dro, beat the trunk (2006-09-02 13:05) - flyin’ high - public

Music: 311 - music - fuck the bullshit (it’s time to throw down)

a great article from GCN ([1]government computer news) entitled ”red storm rising” covers the IW threat.
I CANNOT WAIT for information warfare, and to eagerly play a part in the fighting! pax
americana, ahoy! Heute die welt, morgen das Sonnensystem!
DOD s efforts to stave off nation-state cyberattacks begin with China
A growing band of civilian units inside China is writing malicous code and training to launch
cyberstrikes into enemy systems. For many of these units, the first enemy is the U.S. Defense
Department. Pentagon officials say there are more than three million daily scans of the Global
Information Grid, the Defense Department s main network artery, and that the United States
and China are the top two originating countries.
People s Liberation Army writings in recent years have called for the use of all means necessary,
including or particularly information warfare, to support or advance their nation s interests.
To China s PLA, attacks against DOD systems would be the first salvo in a long-term strategy
to cripple the U.S. military s ability to communicate and deliver precision weapons. A big part
of the strategy is the PLA s civilian units IT engineers drawn from universities, institutes and
corporations. The PLA views these militias as its trump card and a way of asserting virtual
dominance to paralyze the United States and other potential adversaries. The U.S. military is familiar with China s approach. In fact, its own strategy in cyberspace is similar to the PLA s the
countries doctrines and strategies almost mirror one another.
It is unclear how aggressive a posture the United States is taking when it comes to defending against cyberattacks. But DOD certainly is paying attention to China s offensive aggression,
and even considering offensive actions of its own, Lord said. But the rules of engagement have
to change before we re fully engaged in cyberspace.
...
The new principles of war are no longer using armed force to compel the enemy to submit to
one s will, but rather are using all means, including armed force or nonarmed force, military and
nonmilitary, and lethal and nonlethal means to compel the enemy to accept one s interests, the
colonels wrote...the spread of IT and access to the Internet has removed traditional boundaries
and expanded the arena beyond traditional warfighters.
[T]his kind of war means that all means will be in readiness, that information will be omnipresent, and the battlefield will be everywhere, the colonels wrote. It also means that many
of the current principles of combat will be modified, and even that the rules of war may need to
be rewritten.
The DIA spokesman said a Chinese major general recently described information warfare as
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containing six elements in its application: operational security, military deception, psychological
warfare, electronic warfare, computer network warfare and physical destruction.
in my opinion, of course, it is of critical importance that american develop and retain total information
warfare superiority. The Ethernet Centurions ride, and they bear an iron motto: ”Leave no port open.”
1. http://www.gcn.com/cgi-bin/udt/im.display.printable?client.id=gcn&story.id=41716

girlvinyl (2006-09-03 00:06:37)
I can’t talk about a lot of the shit I did at my govt job. But like... goddamn china... WHAT THE FUCK? They are
a serious threat and make no efforts to hide what they’re doing because we really can’t touch them. They’re talented
too. Communism + Chinese dillegence == SCARY SHIT. Although I don’t know why they are referring to ”civillian”
shit unless they just don’t want ot make the statement that the chines readily, purposefully and deliberately use state
sponsored hacking as a means of fucking with the US.
angra (2006-09-03 14:13:05)
well it’s been a while since we ran in the same ”circles” so I can’t tell if this is serious or sarcastic.
dankamongmen (2006-09-03 21:57:02)
eh, a little bit of both.
msbeanhead (2006-09-04 04:06:08)
Wait, so you’re basically going to save the world? :D

3.9.5

Wake up in the morning, clock says half past one; I have no sunglasses as I step
into the sun (2006-09-03 18:43) - vaultzero + beer != rehydrated - friends

Music: top gun - kenny loggins - highway to the danger zone

we absolutely were robbed of Calvin Johnson’s 3rd down, 4th quarter completion. oh well, a trend is
continued: major breakups are inevitably followed by terrible GT defeats. observe:
1. 2003-09-11: break up with marilyn. two days later, GT leads FSU 13-0 late in the third. Suddenly,
fuckup extraordinare Chris Rix comes alive into all his potential, bombs two massive TD’s downfield,
and GT never again musters a first down. GT loses 14-13.
2. 2004-03-31: break up with elise the first time. [1]Advance five days to UConn routing us sans mercy
for the NCAA national championship
3. 2006-09-02: GT opens the season against #2 Notre Dame, leads 10-0 late into the second, then is
brutally fucked to a 14-10 loss.
Other than the crushing loss, last night was the greatest time I’ve had in many weeks, a tribute to madness
and fury and irresponsibility all, a drug-fueled extravaganza replete with yawps barbaric and times climacteric.
(18:39:09) Private conversation with lee.hall@gmail.com/Gaim0CAC0FFF started.
(18:39:09) dankamongmen-gtalk: last night: insane
(18:39:15) Lee Hall (twitch): Heh
(18:39:28) Lee Hall (twitch): we were robbed of that completion
(18:39:40) dankamongmen-gtalk: suffice to say that at one point i was running from police helicopters
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(18:39:43) dankamongmen-gtalk: it was a grand ol’ time
(18:39:45) dankamongmen-gtalk: lots of acid. perhaps too much acid?
(18:39:49) Lee Hall (twitch): heh
(18:40:06) Lee Hall (twitch): I’m assuming they weren’t actually after you?
(18:40:28) dankamongmen-gtalk: who knows. i definitely had it in my head that they were after ian and i
ditched his car after evading a roadblock
(18:40:31) dankamongmen-gtalk: but i doubt it
(18:40:53) Lee Hall (twitch): you get the car back?
(18:41:02) dankamongmen-gtalk: yep, much later
(18:41:05) Lee Hall (twitch): cool
(18:41:11) dankamongmen-gtalk: along with all the beer and weed
(18:41:15) Lee Hall (twitch): did they pursue when you evaded?
(18:41:17) Lee Hall (twitch): fantastic
(18:41:17) dankamongmen-gtalk: you’re welcome to come enjoy some
(18:41:32) dankamongmen-gtalk: there is much. after the game there was a madcap dash to northside
(18:41:38) dankamongmen-gtalk: where i bought about $100 of beer
(18:41:41) dankamongmen-gtalk: i’m not sure why
(18:41:49) dankamongmen-gtalk: but so it goes, and now there is sunday beer
(18:41:53) Lee Hall (twitch): Cool
(18:42:25) Lee Hall (twitch): I may come by if I can wrangle a ride
(18:42:36) Lee Hall (twitch): everyone seems to have had a lunatic night last night
(18:42:52) Lee Hall (twitch): Nick refuses to speak, so I assume he fucked some fatties
(18:43:00) dankamongmen-gtalk: heh at dragoncon? this is indeed a disturbing universe!
(18:43:07) Lee Hall (twitch): 1F was ejected from his residence and showed up on my porch this morning
(18:44:03) Lee Hall (twitch): Duckhead offended the hell out of a friend of mine by shitting on emo, who
then went and sulked (in a very emo manner) until I took him down to the gas station to grab cigarettes
(18:44:25) Lee Hall (twitch): where we met another mutual fridn who proceeded to bleed all over everything
(18:44:38) Lee Hall (twitch): and demand highfives about every 5 minutes
(18:45:05) Lee Hall (twitch): Oh, and despite the irritation of the game, we did at least beat the spread
(18:45:49) Lee Hall (twitch): the shittalking UGA fan will be going to the Notre Dame game next year
wearing Tech colours, and is also 50 $ poorer
(18:46:35) Lee Hall (twitch): (gave us 12.5 on the clothing and 10.5 on the cash)
(18:49:44) Lee Hall (twitch): where’d you leave the car?
(18:55:31) dankamongmen-gtalk: we were actually looking for your house
(18:55:43) Lee Hall (twitch): heh
(18:55:45) dankamongmen-gtalk: but couldn’t find it, and roadblocks on 14th were most deterring
(18:55:54) dankamongmen-gtalk: so one or two roads down from francis methinks
(18:56:00) Lee Hall (twitch): Damn
(18:56:07) Lee Hall (twitch): you should have called
(18:56:11) Lee Hall (twitch): we’d have found you
(18:56:27) Lee Hall (twitch): though I understand that that was probably infeasible
(18:56:41) Lee Hall (twitch): when was this... around midnight?
(18:57:38) dankamongmen-gtalk: hrmmmm, no, because we already had beer
(18:57:53) dankamongmen-gtalk: which was procured at 2357 according to receipt of purchase
(18:58:00) Lee Hall (twitch): damn
(18:58:02) dankamongmen-gtalk: i would imagine closer to 0130
(18:58:03) Lee Hall (twitch): that was a close one
(18:58:07) Lee Hall (twitch): ahh
(18:58:27) dankamongmen-gtalk: we hung out with some skater punk kids for some time. lots of foreign
freshmen girls; they’ll be gone in a semester but remain the hotttness for now
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(18:58:36) Lee Hall (twitch): heh
(18:58:47) Lee Hall (twitch): I should have hung with you guys
(18:58:54) dankamongmen-gtalk: that’s almost always true
Every part of me aches, I’m viciously dehydrated, my legs are covered with insect bites and cuts, and I
wouldn’t have it any other way. It’ll be sad indeed when I’m too old for this kind of nonsense.
ehhehehe lj spell check wants to replace all instances of ”gtalk” with ”gulag”. that’s pretty goddamn amusing.
1. http://dankamongmen.livejournal.com/2004/04/06/

msbeanhead (2006-09-04 03:53:48)
I think ideas like that one leave me satisfied to miss DC most years... I don’t want to be near that sort of thing. :)
coleoptera (2006-09-04 05:36:38)
Good to know all the people we love are still themselves :)

3.9.6

but momentum makes my head ponderous and heavy. planetary rotation – is
time winding down? (2006-09-04 13:00) - enlightened - public

Music: rainer maria - look now, look again - breakfast of champions

heh, first: wanna see some scary shit? enjoy [1]Lagrangian of the Standard Model (imaginary time), and
[2]a trnaslation into real time. intimidating!
I CANNOT BELIEVE that I’ve never read this very short piece by Edsgar Dijkstra (btw, I just the
other day found another person with ’i’, ’j’, and ’k’ in that order in their name – [3]Freek Wiedijk, a mathematician out of Amsterdam who’s heavy into automated theorem proving (delicious!)). I’ve often heard
the excerpted quote ”The use of COBOL cripples the mind; its teaching should, therefore, be regarded as a
criminal offense.”, but the whole thing is great. Reproduced below:
How do we tell truths that might hurt?
Edsger W.Dijkstra, 18 June 1975
from [4]http://www.cbi.umn.edu/inv/burros/ewd498.htm
Sometimes we discover unpleasant truths. Whenever we do so, we are in difficulties: suppressing them
is scientifically dishonest, so we must tell them, but telling them, however, will fire back on us. If the truths
are sufficiently impalatable, our audience is psychically incapable of accepting them and we will be written
off as totally unrealistic, hopelessly idealistic, dangerously revolutionary, foolishly gullible or what have you.
(Besides that, telling such truths is a sure way of making oneself unpopular in many circles, and, as such, it
is an act that, in general, is not without personal risks. Vide Galileo Galilei.....)
Computing Science seems to suffer severely from this conflict. On the whole, it remains silent and tries
to escape this conflict by shifting its attention. (For instance: with respect to COBOL you can really do only
one of two things: fight the disease or pretend that it does not exist. Most Computer Science Departments
have opted for the latter easy way out.) But, Brethern, I ask you: is this honest? Is not our prolonged
silence fretting away Computing Science’s intellectual integrity? Are we decent by remaining silent? If not,
how do we speak up?
To give you some idea of the scope of the problem I have listed a number of such truths. (Nearly all
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computing scientists I know well will agree without hesitation to nearly all of them. Yet we allow the world
to behave as if we did not know them....)

• Programming is one of the most difficult branches of applied mathematics; the poorer mathematicians
had better remain pure mathematicians.
• The easiest machine applications are the technical/scientific computations.
• The tools we use have a profound (and devious!) influence on our thinking habits, and, therefore, on
our thinking abilities.
• FORTRAN –”the infantile disorder”–, by now nearly 20 years old, is hopelessly inadequate for whatever
computer application you have in mind today: it is now too clumsy, too risky, and too expensive to
use.
• PL/I –”the fatal disease”– belongs more to the problem set than to the solution set.
• It is practically impossible to teach good programming to students that have had a prior exposure to
BASIC: as potential programmers they are mentally mutilated beyond hope of regeneration.
• The use of COBOL cripples the mind; its teaching should, therefore, be regarded as a criminal offense.
• APL is a mistake, carried through to perfection. It is the language of the future for the programming
techniques of the past: it creates a new generation of coding bums.
• The problems of business administration in general and data base management in particular are much
too difficult for people that think in IBMerese, compounded with sloppy English.
• About the use of language: it is impossible to sharpen a pencil with a blunt axe. It is equally vain to
try to do it with ten blunt axes instead.
• Besides a mathematical inclination, an exceptionally good mastery of one’s native tongue is the most
vital asset of a competent programmer.
• Many companies that have made themselves dependent on IBM-equipment (and in doing so have sold
their soul to the devil) will collapse under the sheer weight of the unmastered complexity of their data
processing systems.
• Simplicity is a prerequisite for reliability.
• We can found no scientific discipline, nor a hearty profession on the technical mistakes of the Department of Defense and, mainly, one computer manufacturer.
• The use of anthropomorphic terminology when dealing with computing systems is a symptom of professional immaturity.
• By claiming that they can contribute to software engineering, the soft scientists make themselves even
more ridiculous. (Not less dangerous, alas!) In spite of its name, software engineering requires (cruelly)
hard science for its support.
• In the good old days physicists repeated each other’s experiments, just to be sure. Today they stick to
FORTRAN, so that they can share each other’s programs, bugs included.
• Projects promoting programming in ”natural language” are intrinsically doomed to fail.
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Isn’t this list enough to make us uncomfortable? What are we going to do? Return to the order of the day,
presumably.......
18th June 1975 prof.dr.Edsger W.Dijkstra
Plataanstraat 5 Burroughs Research Fellow
NUENEN - 4565
The Netherlands
PS. If the conjecture ”You would rather that I had not disturbed you by sending you this.” is correct,
you may add it to the list of uncomfortable truths.
bad fuckin’ ass. BTW, if you’ve never read [5]A Discipline of Programming by Mr. Dijkstra, you’re
not yet a programmer. It is transcendental.
What the hell is going on today, save finishing up some work and hitting MJQ tonight? Where be the
people?

1. http://www.cs.ru.nl/~freek/sm/sm4.html
2. http://www.cs.ru.nl/~freek/sm/sm0.html
3. http://www.cs.ru.nl/~freek/
4. http://www.cbi.umn.edu/inv/burros/ewd498.htm
5. http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/013215871X?v=glance

angry user (2006-09-04 19:44:38)
Today is a day of construction. A working kitchen sink in a new counter and shelves for snake cages shall hopefully
be the end result. Hell if I know what tonight holds.
gustavolacerda (2006-09-04 23:47:00)
I know Freek. ”ij” is a common vowel in Dutch. You heard that right: it is one vowel.
smellycoder (2006-09-05 00:34:48)
ever read dijkstra’s ”on the cruelty of really teaching computer science”?
dankamongmen (2006-09-05 06:06:50)
nope! i’m about to spend several quality hours with [1]the dijkstra archive, though, and expect to learn much.
whattaguy!
1. http://www.cs.utexas.edu/users/EWD/

dankamongmen (2006-09-05 06:12:38)
http://ewd.cs.utexas.edu.master.com/texis/master/redir/?u=http %3A//www.cs.utexas.edu/users/EWD/transcriptions/EWD10xx/EWD1036.htm l that’d be the aforementioned EWD, should anyone else be interested. thanks
for pointing me at it!
happyfunnorm (2006-09-06 01:46:13)
> Simplicity is a prerequisite for reliability. What wisdom. Nothing else on that list is as universally applicable as
this is. It should be posted everywhere.
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the waiting drove me mad – you’re finally here and i’m a mess (2006-09-05 02:27) beatific - public

Music: pearl jam - vitalogy - corduroy

am i the hap, happiest boy in all of the a-town tonight? hell yes i am!!!!
hurrah

3.9.8

we’re the brews, sportin’ anti-swastika tattoos (oi oi!) (2006-09-06 06:58) - pretty
wonderful - public

Music: weezer - green album - don’t let go

three notes: [1]SAVE THE ZOROASTRIANS! I remember talking about them in advanced philosophy back
in the high school dizzays, and the consensus was simple: we likely won’t have too many of these zany
characters around for too long :/. I wouldn’t mind offering up a bowl of yak’s blood or a whole flock of
hateful [2]brown skuas, the catharacta antarctica which feasts upon my poor penguin friends.
I refused some weed due to its seedy nature, and the guy cursed disgustedly, ”hermaphrodites!” At first,
I didn’t realize he was talking about the failure to [3]cull male plants (concept420.com? fantastic) (or, as
george washington wrote in his diary, ”separate rams from ewes”), and thought he just used ”hermaphrodite!”
or its obvious extensions as a general-purpose pejorative, ala ”homo” on the third-grade playground. It’s
unfortunate that he wasn’t; I’m totally going to start using the term to highlight minor petulances and
dismay in my day-to-day life, and also to rebuke people at work who ask me questions they should look up
themselves. ”Read the damn man page, ya scrotumtightening hermaphrodite! Do you see a sign in my cube
that says ’Gonadal Dysgenesis Reading Room’ ? Go from this place, and never again darken my desk with
your ghoulish supernumeraries!”
finally, digital rights management sans hardware is a pretty tremendous joke, right? it’s gotta be, by the
powers of greyskull and the turing machine (word up [4]monzy!). [ LJ User: sid icarus ] brought it up to
me, and i find things unimpressive thus far: (00:58:20) [ LJ User: sid icarus ]: you heard Master P
(00:58:26) [ LJ User: sid icarus ]: ’s Remix Classics?
(00:58:51) Nick Black: not at all
(00:59:10) Nick Black: i have not followed music very closely in any regard recently, save collecting flac’s of
soundboard phish recordings as they are released(00:59:33) [ LJ User: sid icarus ]: I think remix classics
may be 2004 or 2005
(00:59:47) [ LJ User: sid icarus ]: anyway, P took I Miss My Homies
(01:00:17) [ LJ User: sid icarus ]: and updated it by tacking on a message about Martin Luther King
(01:00:37) [ LJ User: sid icarus ]: I didn’t notice if the song is no longer about Kevin Miller
(01:02:01) Nick Black: have you these phat tracks?
(01:03:15) [ LJ User: sid icarus ]: I’ve sullied myself with DRM, but I’ll free that track for you sometime.
(01:03:41) [ LJ User: sid icarus ]: assuming you don’t get the whole album somewhere else in the meantime.
(01:03:50) Nick Black: music has drm in it now?
(01:03:56) Nick Black: i thought sony just had those cds that installed malware
(01:04:26) [ LJ User: sid icarus ]: yeah the canonical example would be Apple’s FairPlay/iTunes
(01:04:44) Nick Black: really!
(01:04:52) Nick Black: i thought it just gave you .mp4’s instead of mp3’s
(01:04:57) Nick Black: or ac4’sexcuse me
(01:05:11) Nick Black: i’ve never used it, though
(01:06:13) [ LJ User: sid icarus ]: the codec is indeed mpeg 4 / AAC. If you rip a CD you insert, you get
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.m4a (unprotected mpeg4/AAC). If you buy from the iTunes store, you get .m4p (protected mpeg4/aac)
(01:11:36) [ LJ User: sid icarus ]: It’s probably true what either Luke Olbrish or RMS (hmm, never had a
collision on them before!) said - it’s more Digital Rights Annoyance than Protection as it can obviously be
circumvented by recording the music while playing.
(01:11:59) Nick Black: right, or tapping a register + op in a good debuger
(01:12:04) Nick Black: whatever
(01:12:20) Nick Black: fuck it just ripping the file can surely be done unless it requires network access while
running (unsane)
(01:12:52) [ LJ User: sid icarus ]: with the subscription services you need access once a month
(01:12:58) [ LJ User: sid icarus ]: hmm
(01:13:19) Nick Black: well that wouldn’t suffice
(01:13:27) Nick Black: i’m thinking an oracle scheme
(01:13:40) Nick Black: if you only connected once, you’re locally cachign the key
(01:13:47) Nick Black: and if not on the network at all
(01:13:51) Nick Black: you can extract the key from the binary
(01:13:56) Nick Black: unless it’s true DRM hardware
(01:13:59) Nick Black: do you have that?
(01:14:32) [ LJ User: sid icarus ]: nope
(01:14:39) Nick Black: so can you not extract these files?
(01:14:57) Nick Black: surely there is a command line tool to do this
(01:15:11) [ LJ User: sid icarus ]: you mean in general or right now?
(01:15:19) [ LJ User: sid icarus ]: re: extraction
(01:15:20) Nick Black: i mean before you listen to them
(01:15:25) Nick Black: in a more sensibly-coded player
(01:15:32) Nick Black: in their unmanaged form
(01:15:47) Nick Black: i find that drm fucks up the crispness of the snares
(01:16:20) Nick Black: yes it was of course a joke
(01:16:26) [ LJ User: sid icarus ]: in addition to cornholing the consumer?
(01:16:32) Nick Black: fuck the consumer
(01:16:34) Nick Black: if you paid for it
(01:16:37) Nick Black: you deserve whatever you get
(01:16:42) [ LJ User: sid icarus ]: w00t !
ˆ
(01:16:46) Nick Black: ˆ
(01:16:51) Nick Black: i’m a procurer
(01:16:53) Nick Black: not a consumer i ended up trying to bet him $500 this problem could be coded by
sunday evening, but alas, no love.
codin’ codin’ codin’, keep that brain juice flowin’, competitors get pwned n’... denied!
1.

http://www.nytimes.com/2006/09/06/us/06faith.html?hp&ex=1157601600&en=368e55f502bfb4ef&ei=5094&partner=

homepage
2. http://www.greglasley.net/brskua.html
3. DRMhttp://www.concept420.com/marijuana_difference_between_male_and_female.htm
4. http://www.monzy.com/intro/drama_lyrics.html

justben (2006-09-06 13:27:14)
Extracting keys? Damn, you’re assuming this shit’s cryptographically sealed. It may be, but the naive implementation
would be ”You programmers, don’t write programs that will read/copy/play our protected files for people without
right, or we’ll DMCA your ass.” I don’t assume any more than the naive implementation in this case. In fact, wasn’t
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there some hubbub going around a few years ago about how DRM will make /bin/cp illegal or some such insanity? I
don’t have any real information on DRM; I’m just flapping my fingers. I’m glad to not have to bother with it.
datavortex (2006-09-06 21:59:56)
Coincidentally, the most recent iTunes DRM was just cracked this week, making m4p -> mp3 translations trivial.
angra (2006-09-07 03:47:07)
I always had a soft spot in my heart for the zoroastrians. I wonder why.
dankamongmen (2006-09-07 07:26:30)
triple word score, for one thing

3.9.9

i was in baghdad before these little youngsters were in they daddys’ bags
(2006-09-06 21:01) - alert to possibilities - public

Music: warren g - regulate....g funk era - recognize

hurrah! (from fellow nootropicist [ LJ User: mattpo ], a valuable recent addition to ye olde flist).
code and sleep and code and sleep and then this morning dawn spent in my bed reading [1]neuromancer (in
the lovely [2]20th anniversary edition, of course). man, it may be pulp and gibson might never have again
written a decent page, but some of this book is soaringly majestic, and just beautiful, beautiful prose that
lit my mind afire when i came across it first in 1994 or so:

The sky above the port was the color of television, tuned to a dead channel.
‘It’s not like I’m using,’ Case heard someone say, as he shouldered his way through the crowd around the
door of the Chat. ‘It’s like my body’s developed this massive drug deficiency.’ It was a Sprawl voice and
a Sprawl joke. The Chatsubo was a bar for professional expatriates; you could drink there for a week and
never hear two words in Japanese.
Ratz was tending bar, his prosthetic arm jerking monotonously as he filled a tray of glasses with draft Kirin.
He saw Case and smiled, his teeth a webwork of East European steel and brown decay. Case found a place
at the bar, between the unlikely tan on one of Lonny Zone’s whores and the crisp naval uniform of a tall
African whose cheekbones were ridged with precise rows of tribal scars. ‘Wage was in here early, with two
joeboys,’ Ratz said, shoving a draft across the bar with his good hand. ‘Maybe some business with you,
Case?’
Case shrugged. The girl to his right giggled and nudged him.
The bartender’s smile widened. His ugliness was the stuff of legend. In an age of affordable beauty, there
was something heraldic about his lack of it. The antique arm whined as he reached for another mug. It
was a Russian military prosthesis, a seven-function force-feedback manipulator, cased in grubby pink plastic.
‘You are too much the artiste, Herr Case.’ Ratz grunted; the sound served him as laughter. He scratched
his overhang of white-shirted belly with the pink claw. ‘You are the artiste of the slightly funny deal.’
‘Sure,’ Case said, and sipped his beer. ‘Somebody’s gotta be funny around here. Sure the fuck isn’t you.’
The whore’s giggle went up an octave.
‘Isn’t you either, sister. So you vanish, okay? Zone, he’s a close personal friend of mine.’
She looked Case in the eye and made the softest possible spitting sound, her lips barely moving. But she
left.
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‘Jesus,’ Case said, ‘what kinda creepjoint you running here? Man can’t have a drink.’
‘Ha,’ Ratz said, swabbing the scarred wood with a rag, ‘Zone shows a percentage. You I let work here for
entertainment value.’
As Case was picking up his beer, one of those strange instants of silence descended, as though a hundred
unrelated conversations had simultaneously arrived at the same pause. Then the whore’s giggle rang out,
tinged with a certain hysteria.
Ratz grunted. ‘An angel passed.’
‘The Chinese,’ bellowed a drunken Australian, ‘Chinese bloody invented nerve-splicing. Give me the mainland for a nerve job any day. Fix you right, mate...’
‘Now that,’ Case said to his glass, all his bitterness suddenly rising in him like bile, ‘that is so much bullshit.’
The Japanese had already forgotten more neurosurgery than the Chinese had ever known. The black clinics
of Chiba were the cutting edge, whole bodies of technique supplanted monthly, and still they couldn’t repair
the damage he’d suffered in that Memphis hotel. A year here and he still dreamed of cyberspace, hope fading
nightly. All the
speed he took, all the turns he’d taken and the corners he’d cut in Night City, and still he’d see the matrix
in his sleep, bright lattices of logic unfolding across that colorless void... The Sprawl was a long strange way
home over the Pacific now, and he was no console man, no cyberspace cowboy. Just another hustler, trying
to make it through. But the dreams came on in the Japanese night like livewire voodoo, and he’d cry for it,
cry in his sleep, and wake alone in the dark, curled in his capsule in some coffin hotel, his hands clawed into
the bedslab, temperfoam bunched between his fingers, trying to reach the console that wasn’t there.
‘I saw your girl last night,’ Ratz said, passing Case his second Kirin.
‘I don’t have one,’ he said, and drank.
‘Miss Linda Lee.’
Case shook his head.
‘No girl? Nothing? Only biz, friend artiste? Dedication to commerce?’ The bartender’s small brown eyes
were nested deep in wrinkled flesh. ‘I think I liked you better, with her. You laughed more. Now, some
night, you get maybe too artistic; you wind up in the clinic tanks, spare parts.’
‘You’re breaking my heart, Ratz.’ He finished his beer, paid and left, high narrow shoulders hunched beneath
the rain-stained khaki nylon of his windbreaker. Threading his way through the Ninsei crowds, he could
smell his own stale sweat.
Case was twenty-four. At twenty-two, he’d been a cowboy, a rustler, one of the best in the Sprawl. He’d been
trained by the best, by McCoy Pauley and Bobby Quine, legends in the biz. He’d operated on an almost
permanent adrenaline high, a byproduct of youth and proficiency, jacked into a custom cyberspace deck that
projected his disembodied consciousness into the consensual hallucination that was the matrix. A thief, he’d
worked for other, wealthier thieves, employers who provided the exotic software required to penetrate the
bright walls of corporate systems, opening windows into rich fields of data.
He’d made the classic mistake, the one he’d sworn he’d never make. He stole from his employers. He kept
something for himself and tried to move it through a fence in Amsterdam. He still wasn’t sure how he’d
been discovered, not that it mattered now. He’d expected to die, then, but they only smiled. Of course he
was welcome, they told him, welcome to the money. And he was going to need it. Because – still smiling –
they were going to make sure he never worked again.
They damaged his nervous system with a wartime Russian mycotoxin.
Strapped to a bed in a Memphis hotel, his talent burning out micron by micron, he hallucinated for thirty
hours.
The damage was minute, subtle, and utterly effective.
For Case, who’d lived for the bodiless exultation of cyberspace, it was the Fall. In the bars he’d frequented
as a cowboy hotshot, the elite stance involved a certain relaxed contempt for the flesh. The body was meat.
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Case fell into the prison of his own flesh.
His total assets were quickly converted to New Yen, a fat sheaf of the old paper currency that circulated
endlessly through the closed circuit of the world’s black markets like the seashells of the Trobriand islanders.
It was difficult to transact legitimate business with cash in the Sprawl; in Japan, it was already illegal.
In Japan, he’d known with a clenched and absolute certainty, he’d find his cure. In Chiba. Either in a
registered clinic or in the shadowland of black medicine. Synonymous with implants, nerve-splicing, and
microbionics, Chiba was a magnet for the Sprawl’s techno-criminal subcultures.
In Chiba, he’d watched his New Yen vanish in a two-month round of examinations and consultations. The
men in the black clinics, his last hope, had admired the expertise with which he’d been maimed, and then
slowly shaken their heads.
Now he slept in the cheapest coffins, the ones nearest the port, beneath the quartz-halogen floods that lit
the docks all night like vast stages; where you couldn’t see the lights of Tokyo for the glare of the television
sky, not even the towering hologram logo of the Fuji Electric Company, and Tokyo Bay was a black expanse
where gulls wheeled above drifting shoals of white styrofoam. Behind the port lay the city, factory domes
dominated by the vast cubes of corporate arcologies. Port and city were divided by a narrow borderland of
older streets, an area with no official name. Night City, with Ninsei its heart. By day, the bars down Ninsei
were shuttered and featureless, the neon dead, the holograms inert, waiting, under the poisoned silver sky.
Two blocks west of the Chat, in a teashop called the Jarre de Th, Case washed down the night’s first
pill with a double espresso. It was a flat pink octagon, a potent species of Brazilian dex he bought from one
of Zone’s girls.
The Jarre was walled with mirrors, each panel framed in red neon.
At first, finding himself alone in Chiba, with little money and less hope of finding a cure, he’d gone into a
kind of terminal overdrive, hustling fresh capital with a cold intensity that had seemed to belong to someone
else. In the first month, he’d killed two men and a woman over sums that a year before would have seemed
ludicrous. Ninsei wore him down until the street itself came to seem the externalization of some death wish,
some secret poison he hadn’t known he carried.
Night City was like a deranged experiment in social Darwinism, designed by a bored researcher who kept
one thumb permanently on the fast-forward button. Stop hustling and you sank without a trace, but move a
little too swiftly and you’d break the fragile surface tension of the black market; either way, you were gone,
with nothing left of you but some vague memory in the mind of a fixture like Ratz, though heart or lungs or
kidneys might survive in the service of some stranger with New Yen for the clinic tanks.
Biz here was a constant subliminal hum, and death the accepted punishment for laziness, carelessness, lack
of grace, the failure to heed the demands of an intricate protocol.
Alone at a table in the Jarre de Th, with the octagon coming on, pinheads of sweat starting from his palms,
suddenly aware of each tingling hair on his arms and chest, Case knew that at some point he’d started to
play a game with himself, a very ancient one that has no name, a final solitaire. He no longer carried a
weapon, no longer took the basic precautions. He ran the fastest, loosest deals on the street, and he had a
reputation for being able to get whatever you wanted. A part of him knew that the arc of his self-destruction
was glaringly obvious to his customers, who grew steadily fewer, but that same part of him basked in the
knowledge that it was only a matter of time. And that was the part of him, smug in its expectation of death,
that most hated the thought of Linda Lee.
He’d found her, one rainy night, in an arcade.
Under bright ghosts burning through a blue haze of cigarette smoke, holograms of Wizard’s Castle, Tank
War Europa, the New York skyline... And now he remembered her that way, her face bathed in restless
laser light, features reduced to a code: her cheekbones flaring scarlet as Wizard’s Castle burned, forehead
drenched with azure when Munich fell to the Tank War, mouth touched with hot gold as a gliding cursor
struck sparks from the wall of a skyscraper canyon. He was riding high that night, with a brick of Wage’s
ketamine on its way to Yokohama and the money already in his pocket. He’d come in out of the warm rain
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that sizzled across the Ninsei pavement and somehow she’d been singled out for him, one face out of the
dozens who stood at the consoles, lost in the game she played. The expression on her face, then, had been
the one he’d seen, hours later, on her sleeping face in a portside coffin, her upper lip like the line children
draw to represent a bird in flight.
Crossing the arcade to stand beside her, high on the deal he’d made, he saw her glance up. Gray eyes rimmed
with smudged black paintstick. Eyes of some animal pinned in the headlights of an oncoming vehicle.
Their night together stretching into a morning, into tickets at the hoverport and his first trip across the
Bay. The rain kept up, falling along Harajuku, beading on her plastic jacket, the children of Tokyo trooping
past the famous boutiques in white loafers and clingwrap capes, until she’d stood with him in the midnight
clatter of a pachinko parlor and held his hand like a child.
It took a month for the gestalt of drugs and tension he moved through to turn those perpetually startled
eyes into wells of reflexive need. He’d watched her personality fragment, calving like an iceberg, splinters
drifting away, and finally he’d seen the raw need, the hungry armature of addiction. He’d watched her track
the next hit with a concentration that reminded him of the mantises they sold in stalls along Shiga, beside
tanks of blue mutant carp and crickets caged in bamboo.
He stared at the black ring of grounds in his empty cup. It was vibrating with the speed he’d taken. The
brown laminate of the tabletop was dull with a patina of tiny scratches. With the dex mounting through his
spine he saw the countless random impacts required to create a surface like that. The Jarre was decorated in
a dated, nameless style from the previous century, an uneasy blend of Japanese traditional and pale Milanese
plastics, but everything seemed to wear a subtle film, as though the bad nerves of a million customers had
somehow attacked the mirrors and the once glossy plastics, leaving each surface fogged with something that
could never be wiped away.
‘Hey. Case, good buddy...’
He looked up, met gray eyes ringed with paintstick. She was wearing faded French orbital fatigues and new
white sneakers.
‘I been lookin’ for you, man.’ She took a seat opposite him, her elbows on the table. The sleeves of the
blue zipsuit had been ripped out at the shoulders; he automatically checked her arms for signs of derms
or the needle. ‘Want a cigarette?’ She dug a crumpled pack of Yeheyuan filters from an ankle pocket and
offered him one. He took it, let her light it with a red plastic tube. ‘You sleepin’ okay, Case? You look
tired.’ Her accent put her south along the Sprawl, toward Atlanta. The skin below her eyes was pale and
unhealthy-looking, but the flesh was still smooth and firm. She was twenty. New lines of pain were starting
to etch themselves permanently at the corners of her mouth. Her dark hair was drawn back, held by a band
of printed silk. The pattern might have represented microcircuits, or a city map.
‘Not if I remember to take my pills,’ he said, as a tangible wave of longing hit him, lust and loneliness riding
in on the wavelength of amphetamine. He remembered the smell of her skin in the overheated darkness of a
coffin near the port, her fingers locked across the small of his back.
All the meat, he thought, and all it wants.
‘Wage,’ she said, narrowing her eyes. ‘He wants to see you with a hole in your face.’ She lit her own cigarette.
‘Who says? Ratz? You been talking to Ratz?’
‘No. Mona. Her new squeeze is one of Wage’s boys.’
‘I don’t owe him enough. He does me, he’s out the money anyway.’ He shrugged.
‘Too many people owe him now, Case. Maybe you get to be the example. You seriously better watch it.’
‘Sure. How about you, Linda? You got anywhere to sleep?’
‘Sleep.’ She shook her head. ‘Sure, Case.’ She shivered, hunched forward over the table. Her face was filmed
with sweat.
‘Here,’ he said, and dug in the pocket of his windbreaker, coming up with a crumpled fifty. He smoothed it
automatically, under the table, folded it in quarters, and passed it to her.
‘You need that, honey. You better give it to Wage.’ There was something in the gray eyes now that he
couldn’t read, something he’d never seen there before.
‘I owe Wage a lot more than that. Take it. I got more coming,’ he lied, as he watched his New Yen vanish
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into a zippered pocket.
‘You get your money, Case, you find Wage quick.’
‘I’ll see you, Linda,’ he said, getting up.
‘Sure.’ A millimeter of white showed beneath each of her pupils. Sanpaku. ‘You watch your back, man.’
He nodded, anxious to be gone.
He looked back as the plastic door swung shut behind him, saw her eyes reflected in a cage of red neon.
And, of course, there’s that classic paragraph so often quoted by STAC/LLC majors, which honestly might
have as much to do with my continued presence in the ATL than anything else:
Home.
Home was BAMA, the Sprawl, the Boston-Atlanta Metropolitan Axis.
Program a map to display frequency of data exchange, every thousand megabytes a single pixel
on a very large screen. Manhattan and Atlanta burn solid white. Then they start to
pulse, the rate of traffic threatening to overload your simulation. Your map is about to go nova.
Cool it down. Up your scale. Each pixel a million megabytes. At a hundred million megabytes per
second, you begin to make out certain blocks in midtown Manhattan, outlines of hundred-year-old
industrial parks ringing the old core of Atlanta...
it’s time to get busy in this motherfucker...like we always do about this time!
1. http://project.cyberpunk.ru/lib/neuromancer/
2. http://www.amazon.com/Neuromancer-Jack-Womack/dp/0441012035/ref=ed_oe_h/002-3469325-7866449?ie=UTF8

schizobovine (2006-09-07 05:01:06)
Neuromancer may be pulp, but it’s some of the more lyrical SF I’ve read yet. Good shit, esp. when you’re a demented,
caffeine-drown undergrad that just finished a marathon coding spree and needed something to reward your still hyped
up brain.
samildanach (2006-09-11 05:41:19)
Hideo lowered his cupped hands. Frozen on the white tile, Case saw wisps of steam drift from the ruined eyes. Riviera
smiled. Hideo swung into his dance, retracing his steps. When he stood above the bow, the arrow, and the Remington,
Riviera’s smile had faded. He bent bowing, it seemed to Case and found the bow and arrow. ”You’re blind,”
Riviera said, taking a step backward. ”Peter,” 3Jane said, ”don’t you know he does it in the dark? Zen. It’s the way
he practices.” The ninja notched his arrow. ”Will you distract me with your holograms now?”
dankamongmen (2006-09-11 07:32:22)
thank you, jack
together with the spaceport + payphones + wintermute scene, i think we’ve got the three finest passages of the book.

3.9.10

i have been absolutely fucked, and everything is lost (2006-09-08 05:00) - wounded
- friends

Music: rainer maria - a better version of me - atropine

so last night, I found out that all activities to try to save erin and i’s relationship at the end were doomed to
failure, due to an incredible misinterpretation of a mail i sent days prior. and, of course, my misinterpretation
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of the silence following as a pondering as opposed to fear. oh, my god. everything could have maybe been
fixed had I have known what was going on, had communication have remained open.
of course, had i not have fucked up so much earlier, communication probably would have remained open.
oh, man. since talking to [ LJ User: lizerati ] last night at some-odd past midnight, i’ve been sitting, stunned,
unable to accept that after everything that went on, everything that was said to each other, everything that’d
been felt for a year, everything that we could have been, it all fell apart due to a misunderstanding. holy
shit, holy shit. oh, i feel so very brutally fucked by Fortuna right now.
we might never speak again. i loved her with everything i had in me. and it all ended two weeks ago,
and i had no idea. oh my god, i’ve been gurgling up little rivulets of vomit all day, sitting sick in a room full
of shame and hurt and failure and overwhelming loss, loss for nothing, no reason. i can’t remember a time
i’ve been more upset, or felt more betrayed by my own sense of literary reference and breadth, or felt that
my life had less meaning. this is hell.
life will go on, and i will be with others and love them. but who will take care of my erin? who will
treat her right? who will love her the way she deserves to be loved?
how will she ever know what happened?
will it ever mean anything to anyone?
what’s the fucking point?
tonight we will both grow further apart, and it’ll hurt a little bit less, and what could have been becomes a
bit less likely, and love is further dimmed on this earth.
auuuuuuugh.

coleoptera (2006-09-08 13:27:01)
As trite as it may seem, you have all of my sympathy.
xxsistersoulxx (2006-09-08 23:02:02)
Oh man *hugs* Not that it matters but my relationship ended about 3 weeks ago, not to a misunderstanding...well
to a misunderstanding that had been hidden through out the relationship. I totally can relate to what you are feeling
though, the gurgling...my heart goes out to you. I hope you can find peace in the fact that things will work out and
have worked out for the best. Hopefully you can find the lessons and grow from this. again sorry man, it sux fat
monkey balls. *BIG HUGS* brandy
dankamongmen (2006-09-09 14:34:23)
[HUGS] back at you, girl. thanks a lot.
leon03 (2006-09-09 00:38:01)

so last night, I found out that all activities to try to save erin and i’s relationship at the end were
doomed to failure, due to an incredible misinterpretation of a mail i sent days prior. and, of course, my
misinterpretation of the silence following as a pondering as opposed to fear. oh, my god. everything could
have maybe been fixed had I have known what was going on, had communication have remained open. of
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course, had i not have fucked up so much earlier, communication probably would have remained open.
Dude... I know exactly what you mean. Exactly. Well. Almost. Except in my case it wasn’t a long relationship
(didn’t even really get off the ground), and I sensed how badly my letter was interpreted right away. Sadly, I probably
could have got her back, but my temporary mental state at the time prevented that. But yeah. It sucks.
dreamistruth (2006-09-09 02:36:58)
hugs* I just went through a really rough break up too so I empathize with you.
dankamongmen (2006-09-09 14:32:30)
why thank you darlin’. how’s life after school treating you thus far?
desidjm (2006-09-09 05:36:56) hugs
How will she ever know what happened? Only if you tell her. Nick you are truly an amazing person and I hate that
you are going through this and I hope everything works out okay for both of you.
gustavolacerda (2006-09-09 16:37:32)
”I found out that all activities to try to save erin and i’s relationship at the end were doomed to failure, due to an
incredible misinterpretation of a mail i sent days prior. and, of course, my misinterpretation of the silence following
as a pondering as opposed to fear. oh, my god. everything could have maybe been fixed had I have known what was
going on, had communication have remained open.” Sorry for the intrusion, but if you two didn’t communicate so well,
it probably wasn’t meant to last. My ex-girlfriend was often afraid of telling me how she felt. I thought (probably
correctly) this was because she was insecure, and that I’d eventually open her up (definitely wishful thinking). I fuckin
hate misunderstandings, and in fact I consider this one of the world’s biggest problems. A lot of good women find it
hard to communicate honestly and directly. That’s life.
dankamongmen (2006-09-09 17:27:04)
fair enough! good advice from my main man in medico-computer geekery.
Chapter 36
But then it happened that the very next caller asked Harry about the tenth time, 02 The time when you didn’t get
away with everything, 03 and what were you supposed to do then? 04 Whereupon Harry was like lightning in his
reply, saying, 05 Then you will perhaps experience a Setback, 06 Which doesn’t really matter, 07 At
all, 08 because then you can enjoy the almost unequaled pleasure of blaming your Setback on others,
09 Which you can do repeatedly, 10 And mercilessly, 11 Regardless of what really happened, 12 Until
everyone is sick of hearing about it, 13 And give you what you want, 14 So that you’ll be quiet, 15
And stop blaming them, 16 Which is all they’ll want by then, 17 Because nobody will remember or
care about what really happened in the past, 18 For the past is history, 19 And about as important
as a snowflake. 20 Besides, if you do a good enough job of blaming others for your Setback, 21 You
may become a kind of martyr, 22 And a celebrity, 23 Which can lead to book contracts and personal
appearances, 24 And a whole new career, 25 Because when the whole world is following my Way, 26
There won’t be any Setback so awful or humiliating or disgraceful that it can’t be overcome, 27 And
turned into an advantage.

3.9.11

methamphetamine is a memory of the future. overall there is the smell of fried
onions. (2006-09-09 10:38) - unfallen - public

Music: paul oakenfold - tranceport - purple sasha vs the light
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ladies, if you don’t want to hear the answer, ”why yes, in fact several times this past fortnight,” don’t ask
the question ”have you ever slept with two different people in the same day?” what a stupid fucking question
anyway. attn: such inquiries are (generally, at least) invitations to be lied to.
I enjoyed a winsome evening last night. The fury of several days’ coding and design (including – get this
– a tangential proof of a project’s feasibility making use of RFCs [1]1518 and [2]1519, [3]1700, [4]1918 and
discrete manifolds. It was surely overkill, but when does a humble computer scientist like me get to use
many topological results [0] (save perhaps Jordan Curve Theorem derivatives from algebraic topology, used
to prove the [5]Euler-Poincaré Formula for simple polyhedra (ouch, Wikipedia has a fairly glaring error on
this page) (check out [6]van Lint and Wilson’s delightful induction) and all manner of other things. I have
honestly never made use of several day’s struggle through the proof of [7]Kuratowski’s Marvelous Theorem
long ago (beware K5 and K3,3, my son! the pentagram which deplanarizes, the utility graphs that goad! beware growth exponential and combinatorics which explode! – with apologies to mr. carroll). That having
been said, the Heawood Conjecture:
is one of the most incredibly beautiful things I know. Man, I
remember sitting in Fundamentals of Processor Design learning about carry-adders and barrel-shifters the
same glorious afternoon as a freshman. I was rock-fucking-hard and in a fervid intellectual bliss. I went back
to my dorm, did some blow and smoked some dirt weed, and jacked off for like an hour. As Mr. Lightman
says, ”this must have been the ’sweet hell’ that Walt Whitman referred to when he realized at a young age
that he was destined to be a poet. ’Never more,’ he wrote, ’shall I escape.’”
”Either therefore the reality which underlies space must form a discrete manifold, or we must
seek the ground of metric relations outside it”. - Riemann)
Anyway, that’s quite enough nostalgia. So yeah, [ LJ User: angry user ] and [ LJ User: blcktyp4ablugrl
] stopped by to sip an ale and watch the sun set over midtown – you two are totally some of my favorite
people in the world, and I love you both. Following, a tired and weary nicholas bedded down with [8]Mr.
Bharucha-Reid’s excellent but mind-wrecking Markov chains text, getting up only to entertain a few visitors
of the night, engage in epic battle with a flagitious roachbeast (suffice to say I lived to fight again – · Ä±½
· µÀ¹ Ä±Â! (and yes, [ LJ User: justben ], I’m fully aware of the linguistic difficulties of accurately making
use of this Spartanism :D)), and drink something like one score Abita Purple Hazes. Good times followed
by good sleep, free from dreaming.
speaking of graph theory (topology’s West End), [9]König’s lemma continues to astound me with the number
of places it shows up.
it has cooled down some and is beautiful beyond bound outside. i think it’s a day for laptopping it in
the front yard, replete with newports and gifts of beer to homeless passerby. hurrah for the good life!
[0] of course, this recent [10]»-the-f’n-ultimate thread answers the question most wonderfully. highly advised reading!
1. http://www.rfc-archive.org/getrfc.php?rfc=1518
2. http://www.rfc-archive.org/getrfc.php?rfc=1519
3. http://www.rfc-archive.org/getrfc.php?rfc=1700
4. http://www.rfc-archive.org/getrfc.php?rfc=1918
5. http://www.ics.uci.edu/~eppstein/junkyard/euler/
6. http://www.ics.uci.edu/~eppstein/junkyard/euler/iedge.html
7. http://mathworld.wolfram.com/KuratowskiReductionTheorem.html
8. http://www.amazon.com/Elements-Theory-Markov-Processes-Applications/dp/0486695395
9. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/K%C3%B6nig’s_lemma
10. http://lambda-the-ultimate.org/node/1711
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Rid yourself of all worthless crap in which you wallow here’s an iron fist I got
for you to swallow (2006-09-09 15:21) - scrappish!! - friends

Music: GWAR - this toilet earth - jack the world

i’m most impressed with the services of [1]gphoto2. i raided [ LJ User: zra ]’s camera, documented la vida
myrtle, and grabbing the images was all a matter of:
[omphalos](0) $ sudo modprobe usb-storage
Initializing USB Mass Storage driver...
usbcore: registered new driver usb-storage
USB Mass Storage support registered.
[omphalos](0) $ gphoto2 -?
Usage: gphoto2 [-?] [-?|–help] [–usage] [–debug] [–quiet]
[–force-overwrite] [-v|–version] [–list-cameras] [–list-ports]
[–stdout] [–stdout-size] [–auto-detect] [–port=path]
[–speed=speed] [–camera=model] [–filename=filename]
[–usbid=usbid] [-a|–abilities] [-f|–folder folder] [-R|–recurse]
[–no-recurse] [–new] [-l|–list-folders] [-L|–list-files]
[-m|–mkdir STRING] [-r|–rmdir STRING] [-n|–num-files]
[-p|–get-file STRING] [-P|–get-all-files] [-t|–get-thumbnail STRING]
[-T|–get-all-thumbnails] [–get-metadata=STRING]
[–get-all-metadata=STRING] [–upload-metadata=STRING]
[–get-raw-data=STRING] [–get-all-raw-data]
[–get-audio-data=STRING] [–get-all-audio-data]
[-d|–delete-file STRING] [-D|–delete-all-files]
[-u|–upload-file STRING] [–config] [–list-config]
[–get-config=STRING] [–set-config=STRING] [–wait-event]
[–capture-preview] [-F|–frames count] [-I|–interval seconds]
[–capture-image] [–capture-movie] [–capture-sound]
[–show-exif=STRING] [–show-info=STRING] [–summary] [–manual]
[–about] [–shell]
[omphalos](0) $ gphoto2 -P
...magic....
[omphalos](0) $
and then short work with convert(1) to get myself some shrunk PNG’s. man, the files are still fuckin’ redonkulsously huge. oh well!

dankworld. this is where i spend 90 % of my time at home.
[2]
the southern wall of books
[3]
the northern crag of books
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[4]
the heralded shelf of rigor
[5]
welcome to atlanta
[6]

1. http://www.gphoto.org/
2. http://dank.qemfd.net/images/lavidamyrtle/dankworld.png
3. http://dank.qemfd.net/images/lavidamyrtle/southernbooks.png
4. http://dank.qemfd.net/images/lavidamyrtle/northernbooks.png
5. http://dank.qemfd.net/images/lavidamyrtle/rigorwall.png
6. http://dank.qemfd.net/images/lavidamyrtle/atlview.png

mattpo (2006-09-09 23:26:47)
books = sexy
dankamongmen (2006-09-10 15:52:17)
hehehehe, check out the ”red hot library smut” link below (courtesy of the lovely [ LJ User: krhettn ]
chefataraxia (2006-09-10 00:01:18)
you want gphotofs instead, because FUSE is where its at. http://packages.debian.org/unstable/utils/gphotofs
coleoptera (2006-09-10 04:07:34)
Seeing your books again is the most erotic thing, I can’t even begin to describe. But perhaps we can build you some
shelves, mmm?
dankamongmen (2006-09-10 15:51:44)
i give a [cheer] to both your and [ LJ User: mattpo ]’s claims regarding the eroticism of large collections of books! i
thus nominate the following finet set of book porn: [1]red hot and filthy library smut
1. http://thenonist.com/index.php/thenonist/permalink/hot_library_smut

dankamongmen (2006-09-10 15:50:11)
hell of a find, my main man!
msbeanhead (2006-09-10 05:44:42)
wow. actual view of the outside world... but only the rigor books get a shelf?!? where’s the love?
dankamongmen (2006-09-10 15:49:54)
duh, shelving eats valuable book space! i move roughly once every 1.5 years. do you know how difficult it is to get
shelving for several thousand books every 1.5 years? when i buy a house, i will take a room or preferably floor and
install permanent shelving in all walls.
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xtat (2006-09-10 06:07:53)
I’ve always liked these work-area picture posts... seems like there should be a community for this. I enjoy the ’shelf
of rigor’ :)
seldomawake (2006-09-10 15:01:37)
I note the diagram on top of the shelf o’ books - is that a the revision graph of some file/module/project as it evolves
over different codelines?
dankamongmen (2006-09-10 15:20:22)
it’s actually a (four-colored :D) family tree of programming languages an ex, [ LJ User: mathslut ], put together for
me on my birthday many years ago. perl is uncolored :).
nisroc (2006-09-10 21:30:31)
wow, your desk faces a window and actual sunlight... next you will speak of Agility and code’s ability to communicate.
:D
dankamongmen (2006-09-10 21:44:38) i almost used ”agility” rather than ”stability” in this recent mail:
Date: Fri, 8 Sep 2006 10:37:53 -0400 From: Nick Black To: Lamar Willis Cc: Nick Black , ”Gould, Jeremy” Subject:
Re: emergency knuth service restart [– PGP output follows (current time: Sun 10 Sep 2006 05:43:49 PM EDT) –]
gpg: Signature made Fri 08 Sep 2006 10:37:53 AM EDT using DSA key ID 9A25286B gpg: Good signature from
”nick black (Home server) ” gpg: aka ”nick black (ACM account) ” gpg: aka ”Nick Black (Ciphertrust account alias)
” gpg: aka ”Nick Black (Ciphertrust account) ” [– End of PGP output –] [– The following data is signed –] Lamar
Willis rigorously showed: > Nick, > My point was that stable should not necessarily sacrifice security. > Perhaps
the MT fix entailed a ripple effect through code, I would think > for this purpose including it is warranted. Perhaps
in this case the > change was too great for consideration - I can accept that. But I still > hold that this doesn’t have
to hold true in every case. Unfortunately, that’s not necessarily true. The stable branch gets its stability not through
name, but through mandated process and its effects: - only the Security Team and Legal Team may upload to the
stable distribution, so there’s less people, - patches must be minimal and whjolly security-related, - automatic builds
must go through on all support debian architectures. some builds have unequal resources, so they take longer to get
runs queued, - automatic lib / dep checks must go through throughout the ”main” pool, which can reuslt in failures.
You can’t have crap code, security and stability all three. Pick two, or more accurately (crap code) or (security,
stability or both). –rigorously, nick – nick black feed the hungry, shelter the homeless, free the mallocs

3.9.13

gotta plug my asshole up with cork so jobs don’t keep spilling out
(2006-09-10 13:40) - bouncy - friends

Music: youngbloodz - 85

after reading [1]joel’s (of [ LJ User: joelonsoftware ]) friday post, [2]”Sorting Resumes”, I thought ”what the
hell” and sent mine on in. After all, the [3]”Field Guide to Developers” post a few days prior (from the same
series) had certainly painted [4]Fog Creek as an attractive place to work, even if it’s in crufty NYC, the most
pretentious place on earth. He responded the same day with, ”this wins you an interview with me!” So I
might head up the coast flyin’ dirty to check them out, even though I’m wholly committed in my head to a
Googlemove if there’s to be any.
in any case, it is good to have possibilities.
1. http://www.joelonsoftware.com/AboutMe.html
2. http://www.joelonsoftware.com/articles/SortingResumes.html
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3. http://www.joelonsoftware.com/articles/FieldGuidetoDevelopers.html
4. http://www.fogcreek.com/

nisroc (2006-09-10 21:16:03)
Hehe, so what was so different about your rez that attracted him? The thing that I’ve always found weird about
joel/fog creek is that although he seems like a smart guy, and the company he created sounds like a great place to
work, their three products – a simple web-based content management system, a web-based bug tracking system, and
a web-based remote desktop system – are hardly inspiring; why would a programmer with the brain-power joel is
always advocating choose fog creek over a google or an apple or any startup writing a truly innovative app.
dankamongmen (2006-09-10 21:48:53)
i sent my resume to nisroc@gtf.org; you make the call, john!
blowgurt (2006-09-12 03:27:19) tres funny
i’ve been getting my fill of joel at work lately, reading over old posts of his and commiserating on my entry into the
world of entrepreneurial web application development. though i’ve never met joel, the idea of you two meeting makes
me smile. joel presents an image on his blog of sophisticated organization with most thoughts well compartmentalized.
i’d be interested in hearing how he interacts with a free electron like yourself. what’s the half life of a nick and joel?
ha!

3.9.14

whoa (2006-09-10 21:10) - serendipitous in the extreme - public

Music: faith no more - angel dust - a small victory

I’ve been missing a Thinkpad for ... about three months now? I’d long since written it off as stolen. A few
minutes ago, I stood up on my sink, reached above the shower into a storage area, and pulled down the corrugated Dell box labeled in thick black strokes straight out of Memento: ”YOU HAVE LOOKED HERE
SEVERAL TIMES FOR THE LAPTOP. IT IS NOT IN THIS BOX.”. Inevitably, I withdrew it
with a barbaric yawp.
The series of self-deceptions which led to this recovery is quite too much to bear pondering, and thus I
shan’t. As they said in Dazed and Confused: ”Best not to think on these things too much.” tricky dell box,
you are cursed in my sight!
add to this: I entered work the other day passing a group of suits and semi-suits, including my project
manager and reporting manager (CTO [1]Paul Judge, a real american hero). project manager Alex praises
my increasingly unmanageable pile of pilosity, and notes he’s also growing it out. ”but you need to wear
glasses to develop the wings, alex! red bull is for the birds and you dirty cubans!” a moment of silence
follows. ”nick, i do wear glasses.” i squint into the sun and at this guy i’ve worked with for nine months.
”you sure as shit do, aleeeeeeejernanhadro! i’m some kind of dumbass!” walking into the building, i hear ”he’s
unobservant, but he’s fantastic with the code.” w000t heh.
1. http://www.ciphertrust.com/company/bios/pjudge.php

3.9.15

she lived on a curve in the road, an old tar-paper shack, on the south side of
the town (2006-09-11 17:38) - thankful - public

Music: pearl jam - sweet relief - crazy mary
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on the wrong side of the tracks...
sometimes hope that word with feathers springs eternal from the most unexpected sources. you’re very
much appreciated, [ LJ User: modularformsboy ].

(17:36:04) dankamongmen-gtalk: OMFG
(17:36:08) dankamongmen-gtalk: that was the kindest thing ever david
(17:36:12) dankamongmen-gtalk: thank you so much
(17:36:21) dankamongmen-gtalk: you just brought a massive smile to my face and made my
cigarette fall out of my mouth
(17:36:24) dankamongmen-gtalk: :D

3.9.16

jeanette winterson is the fuckin’ woman (2006-09-13 02:56) - cataleptic - public

Music: mobb deep - hell on earth - drop a gem on ’em

What a strange world it is where you can have as much sex as you like but love is taboo. I’m talking about
the real thing, the grand passion, which may not allow affection or convenience or happiness. The truth is
that love smashes into your life like an ice floe, and even if your heart is built like the Titanic you go down.
That’s the size of it, the immensity of it. It’s not proper, it’s not clean, it’s not containable.
There is no greater grief than to find no happiness but happiness in what is past.
I was silent. I have no superior wisdom and I want to avoid the self-righteousness that hides ignorance
and fear. I’ve made so many mistakes myself that I’m not in a position to say, ’This is how it should be
done.’ Anyway, life is not a formula and love is not a recipe. The same ingredients cook up differently every
time. ’I’d say that love slices lengthways.’ She was silent. We were both exposed. The truth is that you can
divide your heart in all sorts of interesting ways a little here, a little there, most banked at home, some of
it coined out for a flutter. But love cleaves through the mind’s mathematics. Love’s lengthways splits the
heart in two the heart where you are, the heart where you want to be. How will you heal your heart when
love has split it in two?
-[1]the powerbook, which has got to be the most offensively fagotronic title i’ve heard in a long time, but
there’s some good shit in here. [ LJ User: lush ious ] is a perplexing customer.
1. http://www.amazon.com/PowerBook-Jeanette-Winterson/dp/0375725059

oldschooljohn (2006-09-13 11:22:48) Live the life that of diamonds and guns and now gems.
”Current Music: mobb deep - hell on earth - drop a gem on ’em” Niiice choice. Easily a top contender for the best
Mobb Deep track. Did you know that Drop a Gem on ’em was a response to Tupac’s [1]Hit ‘Em Up? ’Pac really only
took a couple little shots at Mobb Deep toward the end of Hit ‘Em Up so, hey, kudos to Mobb Deep for overreacting
and recording one of the classic bangers of all time! I would say that they destroyed ‘Pac as hard if not harder than
‘Pac destroyed, well, a dickload of folks on Hit ‘Em Up. They take some pretty personal shots at him on ‘Gem for sure
though. Of course the dˆHpissing contest to take a battle to the most personal level possible was won by Nas when
he recorded [2]Ether which, of course, we ALL agree, is far and above <fact> the single greatest diss record the world
shall ever know </fact>! By the way I just popped my LJ comment cherry by posting this off-topic Hip-Hop-nerd
opinionfest. I do realize it has zilch to do with the content of the actual post to which it is attached but you simply
cannot (even unintentionally) refer to to any great Hip-Hop battle without me having to chime in. If you don’t like
it, well... 60 G’s worth of gun clapping may change your mind ;-) Well I suppose tonight I’ll get off my lazy ass and
start actually posting to myLJ cause [I] ain’t tryin’ to hop in and hop out right quick knawha’umsayin’ ?
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1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hit_%CA%BCEm_Up
2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ether_%28song%29

dankamongmen (2006-09-14 06:48:59) Re: Live the life that of diamonds and guns and now gems.
HELL YES this album owns me
meemeedarling (2006-09-13 18:03:18) hot
He has a heart and a brain.
dankamongmen (2006-09-14 06:54:42) Re: hot
awwwww thanks kid
lush ious (2006-09-14 02:25:56)
i heard my name.
dankamongmen (2006-09-14 06:48:32)
you should log into aim sometime. i’m going to answer your mail soon; it’s goddamn intimidating.
pigmassacre (2006-09-15 16:36:42)
Reminds me of a song which, IMO, says the same thing in fewer words – ”What Happens When the Heart Just Stops”
by The Frames. Don’t have a copy at hand, but maybe you can dredge it up using your mighty searching powers. Let
me know if you can’t find it and I will hook it up.

3.9.17

i never thought you’d be a junkie because heroin is so passe (2006-09-13 03:58) cataleptic - public

Music: dandy warhols - bohemian like you

stolen from [ LJ User: imnotsatan ]....
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Choose five ten thirty-two of your all time favorite books / short stories (*not* poems).
Take the first sentence of the first chapter and make a list in your journal.
Don’t reveal the author or the title of the book.
Now everyone try and guess. Do it now!
List them from memory, or you’re a douche! (my addition)

In honor of 1F leaving Atlanta today, we shall number hexwise 00 to 0x1F. have fun! i’ll answer them
all at midnight. anyone using google will be stomped into meatloaf. I am pleased with this selection; it
mixes well the trivial and esoteric. I will happily marry woman or man who knocks out 30 of 32.
00) I shall begin my story with an experience I had when I was ten and attended our small town’s Latin
school.
01) She sat at the window watching the evening invade the avenue. Her head was leaned against the window
curtains, and in her nostrils was the odour of dusty cretonne. She was tired.
02) It was love at first sight: The first time Yossarian saw the chaplain he fell madly in love with him.
03) Horizontally wakeful amid universal widths, practicing laughter and mirth, satire, the end of all, of Rome
and yes of Babylon, clenched teeth, remembrance, much warmth volcanic, the streets of Paris, the plains
of Jerico, much gliding as of reptile in abstraction, a gallery of watercolors, the sea and the fish with eyes,
symphony, a table in the corner of the Eiffel Tower, jazz at the opera house, alarm clock and the tap-dancing
of doom, conversation with a tree, the river Nile, Cadillac coupe to Kansas, the roar of Dostoyevsky, and the
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dark sun.
04) If you really want to hear about it, the first thing you’ll probably want to know is where I was born, and
what my lousy childhood was like, and how my parents were occupied and all before they had me, and all
that David Copperfield kind of crap, but I don’t feel like going into it, if you want to know the truth.
05) It was the year when they finally immanentized the Eschaton.
06) Before my life started properly, I was doing the usual mewling and sucking, which in my case occurred
on a pair of huge, soft black breasts.
06) The morning of June 27th was clear and sunny, with the fresh warmth of a full-summer day; the flowers
were blossoming profusely and the grass was richly green.
07) Someone must have been telling lies about Joseph K., for without have done anything wrong he was
arrested one fine morning.
08) I can feel the heat closing in, feel them out there making their moves, setting up their devil doll stool
pigeons, crooning over my spoon and dropper I throw away at Washington Square Station, vault a turnstile
and two flights down the iron stairs, catch an uptown A train...
09) Once upon a time and a very good time it was there was a moocow coming down along the road and
this moocow that was coming down along the road met a nicens little boy named baby tuckoo
0A) This is a tale of a meeting of two lonesome, skinny, fairly old white men on a planet which was dying
fast.
0B) A squat building of only thirty-four stories.
0C) The day had gone by just as days go by. I had killed it in accordance with my primitive and retiring
way of life.
0D) It was a bright cold day in April, and the clocks were striking thirteen.
0E) Mother died today.
0F) Many years later, facing the firing squad, Colonel Aureliano Buendia would remember that remote afternoon when his father took him to discover ice.
10) Stately, plump Buck Mulligan came from the stairhead, bearing a bowl of lather on which a mirror and
a razor lay crossed.
11) To begin with I wish to disclaim the possession of those high gifts of imagination and expression which
would have enabled my pen to create for the reader the personality of the man who called himself, after the
Russian custom, Cyril son of Isidor Kirylo Sidorovitch Razumov.
12) ”What’s it going to be then, eh?”
13) Either foreswear fucking others or the affair is over.
14) I am an American, Chicago born–Chicago, that somber city–and go at things as I have taught myself,
free-style, and will make the record in my own way: first to knock, first admitted; sometimes an innocent
knock, sometimes a not so innocent.
15) A green hunting cap squeezed the top of the fleshy balloon of a head.
16) The sky above the port was the color of television, tuned to a dead channel.
17) ”The only advice I can offer, should you wake up vertiginously in a strange flat, with a thoroughly
installed hangover, without any of your clothing, without any recollection of how you got there, with the
police sledgehammering down the door to the accompaniment of excited dogs, while you are surrounded by
bales of lavishly-produced magazines featuring children in adult acts, the only advice I can offer is to try be
good-humoured and polite.”
18) This morning, just after 11:00, Michael locked himself in his office and he won’t come out.
19) A screaming comes across the sky.
1A) The story of Hans Castorp that we intend to tell here - not for his sake (for the reader will come to know
him as a perfectly ordinary, if engaging young man), but for the sake of the story itself, which seems to us to
be very much worth telling (although in Hans Castorp s favor it should be noted that it is *his* story, and
that not every story happens to everybody) - is a story that took place long ago, and is, so to speak, covered
with the patina of history and must necesarily be told with verbs whose tense is that of the deepest past.
1B) I first met Dean not long after my wife and I had split up.
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1C) You are about to begin reading Italo Calvino’s new novel, If on a winter’s night a traveler.
1D) Call me Jonah.
1E) We slept in what had once been the gymnasium.
1F) Something has happened to me, I can’t doubt it anymore.
and a super bonus i couldn’t help but come back and add:
’To be born again,’ sang Gibreel Farishta tumbling from the heavens, ’first you have to die.
Ho ji! Ho ji! To land upon the bosomy earth, first one needs to fly. Tat-taa! Taka-thun! How
to ever smile again, if first you won’t cry? How to win the darlin’s love, mister, without a sigh?
Baba, if you want to get born again...’
hurrah!
rare books (2006-09-13 09:44:28)
My sad attempt: 04 sounds a lot like Holden Caufield. 07 is The Trial 08 is definitely Naked Lunch. 0D - 1984? 0E
is possibly The Stranger. 0F - 100 Years of Solitude, fo’ sho. 16 - Sounds really familiar. Oh well. 1E - Handmaid’s
Tale? 1B - On The Road Super bonus: The Satanic Verses. Of which I own a very fine, signed, first printing.
dankamongmen (2006-09-14 06:04:24)
very, very nicely done, ma’am!
smellycoder (2006-09-13 12:06:22)
02 - catch 22 04 - catcher in the rye 09 - this one was bugging me, but only google reminded me that it was james
joyce portrait of an artist as a young man OA - breakfast of champions 1d - more vonnegut... 1e - handmaid’s tale
OH MY GOD I DONT READ ENOUGH :(
dankamongmen (2006-09-14 06:19:07)
not bad at all!
justben (2006-09-13 12:18:14)
Yeah, the obvious ones: 05: Illuminatus! 16: Neuromancer
tritium (2006-09-13 12:43:29)
Some of these are just guesses, because I suck at this game. 02 Catch-22 (I guess) 05 Illuminatus 07 The Trial (my
favorite book of all time) 0B Gravity’s Rainbow (I believe) 0F Cat’s Cradle (wild guess) 18 Microserfs 1A Magic
Mountain Also, you seem to have two 06s.
tritium (2006-09-13 12:45:04)
Or maybe 19 is Gravity’s Rainbow? It’s a big book, I don’t remember the first line.
tritium (2006-09-13 12:49:13)
06a sure sounds like Bukowski, in which case it would have to be Ham On Rye, and I don’t think it is.
dankamongmen (2006-09-14 06:12:27)
a strong effort! indeed i do have two 06’s, neither of which anyone got. your first gravity’s rainbow try was brave
new world; your second was dead on.
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hippieatheart (2006-09-13 12:54:10)
02 - Catch 22 0E - As I Lay Dying (?) 19 - Gravity’s Rainbow 1B - On the Road 1F - The Metamorphosis (?)
dankamongmen (2006-09-14 06:12:59)
no no no, metamorphosis is: ”Gregor Samsa woke up one morning to find he’d been turned into a giant insect.”
dankamongmen (2006-09-14 06:20:31)
as i lay dying, btw, was what i was assuming people would answer :) that one was a trick. as i lay dying actually
begins with: ”Jewel and I come up from the field, following the path in single file.”
eightbit (2006-09-13 13:41:07)
0E) the stranger 15) a confederacy of dunces 1C) if on a winter’s night a traveler the rest that i knew have already
been listed.
dankamongmen (2006-09-14 06:14:07)
i’m confused as to how it took so long to get 1C.
dewzi (2006-09-13 18:42:34)
what’s 13? :)
dankamongmen (2006-09-14 06:31:39)
phillip roth’s ”sabbath’s theater”. it won the pulitzer prize in 1998.
slacktide (2006-09-14 00:17:23)
#12 and 0B are the only original answers I’m adding here, but: but the ones I recognize: 02 Catch 22 04 Catcher in
the Rye 0B Brave New World 0E The Stranger 12 A Clockwork Orange 19 Gravity’s Rainbow
dankamongmen (2006-09-14 06:13:49)
had no one have gotten 12 and 0B, i would have been sad. good deal!
spoonless (2006-09-14 05:44:47)
Nice, but you left out one of the best openings ever... 20 We were somewhere around Barstow on the edge of the
desert when the drugs began to take hold. !
dankamongmen (2006-09-14 05:50:34)
00) Hesse, Demian 01) Joyce, ”Eveline” from Dubliners 02) Heller, Catch-22 [ LJ User: smellycoder ] 03) Saroyan, ”The
Daring Young Man on Flying Trapeze” from The Daring Young Man on Flying Trapeze 04) Salinger, The Catcher in
the Rye [ LJ User: rare books ] 05) Anton Wilson, The Illuminatus! Trilogy [ LJ User: justben ] 06a) Courtenay,
The Power of One 06b) Jackson, ”The Lottery” from The Lottery 07) Kafka, The Trial [ LJ User: rare books ]
08) Burroughs, Naked Lunch [ LJ User: rare books ] 09) Joyce, Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man [ LJ User:
smellycoder ] + google 0A) Vonnegut, Breakfast of Champions [ LJ User: smellycoder ] 0B) Huxley, Brave New World
[ LJ User: slacktide ] 0C) Hesse, Steppenwolf 0D) Orwell, 1984 [ LJ User: rare books ] 0E) Camus, The Stranger [
LJ User: rare books ] 0F) Garcia-Marquez, The One-Hundred Years of Solitude [ LJ User: rare books ] 10) Joyce,
Ulysses 11) Conrad, Under Western Eyes 12) Burgess, A Clockwork Orange [ LJ User: slacktide ] 13) Roth, Sabbath’s
Theater 14) Bellow, The Adventures of Augie March 15) O’Toole, A Confederacy of Dunces [ LJ User: eightbit ]
16) Gibson, Neuromancer [ LJ User: justben ] 17) Fischer, The Thought Gang 18) Coupland, Microserfs [ LJ User:
tritium ] 19) Pynchon, Gravity’s Rainbow [ LJ User: tritium ] 1A) Mann, The Magic Mountain [ LJ User: tritium ]
1B) Kerouac, On the Road [ LJ User: rare books ]1C) Calvino, If on a Winter’s Night a Traveler [ LJ User: eightbit
] 1D) Vonnegut, Cat’s Cradle [ LJ User: smellycoder ] 1E) Atwood, The Handmaid’s Tale [ LJ User: rare books ]
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1F) Sartre, Nausea Bonus question: Rushdie, The Satanic Verses [ LJ User: rare books ]
samildanach (2006-09-14 08:06:44)
Without reading the responses: 02) It was love at first sight: The first time Yossarian saw the chaplain he fell madly
in love with him. Catch-22 04) If you really want to hear about it, the first thing you’ll probably want to know is
where I was born, and what my lousy childhood was like, and how my parents were occupied and all before they had
me, and all that David Copperfield kind of crap, but I don’t feel like going into it, if you want to know the truth.
The Catcher in the Rye 05) It was the year when they finally immanentized the Eschaton. Illuminatus! 06) Before
my life started properly, I was doing the usual mewling and sucking, which in my case occurred on a pair of huge,
soft black breasts. The Power of One 06) The morning of June 27th was clear and sunny, with the fresh warmth of a
full-summer day; the flowers were blossoming profusely and the grass was richly green. Watership Down? Not sure.
07) Someone must have been telling lies about Joseph K., for without have done anything wrong he was arrested one
fine morning. The Trial 0B) A squat building of only thirty-four stories. Brave New World? Not sure. 0D) It was a
bright cold day in April, and the clocks were striking thirteen. Nineteen Eighty-Four 12) ”What’s it going to be then,
eh?” A Clockwork Orange? Not sure. 15) A green hunting cap squeezed the top of the fleshy balloon of a head. A
Confederacy of Dunces 16) The sky above the port was the color of television, tuned to a dead channel. Neuromancer
18) This morning, just after 11:00, Michael locked himself in his office and he won’t come out. Microserfs 1E) We
slept in what had once been the gymnasium. A Handmaid’s Tale? Not sure. Damn. Must read more.
dankamongmen (2006-09-14 08:57:00) The Power of One
hrmmm, people who went to high school with me, and thus largely shared the same required reading, have a bit of
an unfair advantage....:D regardless, VERY NICELY DONE SIR
dankamongmen (2006-09-14 08:59:37) Watership Down?
for the life of me, I cannot remember the first line of this. let me grab my copy... fuck I can’t! i might have loaned
it to [ LJ User: lizerati ]...balrgh! [1]”The primroses were over.” a bit of lapine would have obviously given away all.
1. http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/0380002930/ref=sib_dp_pt/002-3469325-7866449#reader-link

3.9.18

hrmmm, you all are not too badly educated! i am pleased. (2006-09-14 01:55) amused - public

Music: amon tobin live at coachella 1999-10-09

the great [ LJ User: dankamongmen ] first lines roundup, posted [1]here, is complete, with [ LJ User: rare
books ] the runaway winner (although no one managed the 30/32 required for the megaprize of my hand in
marriage). here’s your answers, along with the first person to get it. obviously, i’m disappointed by the 1/3
on Joyce, but what can one do? for those who’d like to play without answers, i’ve placed the answers....[2]in
a comment on the original post.
i hope you all enjoyed my little game! i had fun writing it up. now is the time to begin the workday,
ahhh, 0158 – the hour when human reactions are at their lowest ebb, and hackers jump up to get knocked
down....muh wa hahahha. and that old incantation fills my head:
we work in the dark.
we do what we can.
we give what we have.
our doubt is our passion,
and our passion is our task.
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the rest is the madness of art.
- Henry James, ”The Middle Years”

1. http://dankamongmen.livejournal.com/235630.html?view=823406
2. http://dankamongmen.livejournal.com/235630.html?thread=823406#t823406

sexion8 (2006-09-14 06:05:40)
Goddamn it, I missed the whole thing!
dankamongmen (2006-09-14 06:24:55)
no way mang! go back and answer! or not, i guess it would be lame. alas! sorry :(
rare books (2006-09-14 07:59:50)
I had fun playing! Though I can’t help but feel that it was an unfair win, considering the time difference.
msbeanhead (2006-09-14 17:07:45)
you made me smile today. thanks.
dankamongmen (2006-09-14 17:40:39)
yay! what was it that made you smile?
msbeanhead (2006-09-14 18:06:26)
that certain special something that only you can provide (okay I can’t remember exactly what it was but it was
unique to you!) hey, come party with us saturday. i gives you directions if you needs ’em.

3.9.19

I don’t want to dissect everything today I don’t mean to pick you apart you see
but I can’t help it (2006-09-14 16:28) - choosing life - public

Music: alanis morissette - jagged little pill - not the doctor

there is nothing quite like dancing around, singing alanis at the top of one’s lungs following a shower and a
big heaping bowl.
strictly for the very geeky....from [ LJ User: michiexile ] in [ LJ User: mathsex ]:
[1]
motherfuckin’ snake lemma on a plane

i laughed out loud, anyway (don’t get it? here’s an [2]intro to the snake lemma). this of course reminded
me of the other great plane joke:
A bunch of Polish mathematicians decided to flee their repressive government by hijacking an
airliner and forcing the pilot to fly them to a western country. They drove to the airport, forced
their way on board a large passenger jet, and found there was no pilot on board. Terrified, they
listened as the sirens got louder. Finally, one of the mathematician suggested that since he was
an experimentalist, he would try to fly the aircraft.
He sat down at the controls and tried to figure them out. The sirens got louder and louder.
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Armed men surrounded the jet. The would be pilot’s friends cried out, ”Please, please take off
now!!! Hurry!!!”
The experimentalist calmly replied, ”Have patience. I’m just a simple pole in a complex plane.”
and of course Abelian categories suggest Abelian group jokes!:
Q: What’s purple and commutes? A: An Abelian grape.
Q: What is lavender and commutes? A: An Abelian semigrape.
Q: What’s purple, commutes, and is worshipped by a limited number of people? A: A finitelyvenerated Abelian grape.
Q: What’s nutritious and commutes? A: An Abelian soup.
HAR DE HAR HAR! ...which of course reminds us of: ”So y = r cubed over 3. And if you determine the rate
of change in this curve correctly, I think you’ll be pleasantly surprised....Don’t you get it, Bart? Derivative
dy = 3 r squared dr over 3, or r squared dr, or r dr r! har de har har!” ENOUGH OF THIS MALARKEY.
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Snake_lemma
2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Snake_lemma

tritium (2006-09-14 23:20:10)
After the flood, Noah releases the animals, saying, ”be fruitful, and multiply.” So they all scatter, except for a couple
of snakes, who stick around, and once everyone else has gone, ask Noah, somewhat embarrassed, ”uh, excuse me, Mr.
Noah? Could you do us a favor?” ”What is it, young snakes?” ”Could you chop us down some wood?” Somewhat
confused, Noah does so, and satisfied, the snakes slither off. Later, when Noah is strolling through the world, seeing
how everyone is doing, he spots the snakes again. They are happy, and have a small family. Noah takes them aside,
and asks them the obvious question: ”why did you need me to chop down those trees?” ”Oh, we’re adders. We need
logs to multiply.”
justben (2006-09-15 04:25:50) Burn the books. They’ve got too many names and psychoses.
The integral z squared dz From one to the square root of three Times the cosine Of three pi over nine Is the log of
the cube root of e.

3.9.20

evening plans (2006-09-14 18:57) - krunk krunk krunk krunk krunk - public

Music: modest mouse - whenever you breathe out i’m breathing in

[1]walking to rocky, meeting [ LJ User: zbtron ] and [ LJ User: eric9 ], plus assorted crew (5+), then [2]walking to highlander for faff’s 29th and related festivities, then [3]walking back home: only 5.4 miles, but should
be a good workout combined with the 2.3 done at lunchtime.
must lose 15 pounds or so, along with adding arm tone + upper body mass via bench / dips / pushups! woo-hah!
anyway, come out and meet us.
1.

http://maps.google.com/maps?f=d&hl=en&saddr=689+myrtle+street+30308&daddr=1005+Hemphill+Ave+nw+30318&ie=

UTF8&z=16&om=1
2.
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+Atlanta,+30308&ie=UTF8&z=15&om=1
3.

http://maps.google.com/maps?f=d&hl=en&saddr=931+Monroe+Dr+NE+%23+101,+Atlanta,+30308&daddr=689+Myrtle+St+

NE,+Atlanta,+GA+30308&ie=UTF8&z=17&om=1

mpnolan (2006-09-14 23:18:36)
Oh, that’s the Highlander? I meant to go there recently to experience [1]This Binary Universe, but there was no hope
for tickets.
1. http://www.thisbinaryuniverse.com/

coleoptera (2006-09-15 00:49:34)
damn, wish i’d known. we’re going hiking this weekend if you wanna come too.
zzzing (2006-09-15 01:39:03)
8 weeks of equipoise with arimidex and maybe some clomid if you can afford it.
turdburgler (2006-09-15 14:54:36)
faff? Wow, haven’t heard that name in a long time....

3.9.21

a cannonball functioning on pheromones rational thought lost to instinctual
(2006-09-15 04:35) - VICTORIOUS - friends

Music: fiona apple - extraordinary machine - not about love

The Fight: What does it mean and where does it come from? An Essay: Homosapien. A man. He is alone in the universe. A punker!!! ...still a man. He is alone in the
universe, but he connects. How? They hit each other. No clearer way to evaluate whether or
not you’re alive. Now! Complications! A reason to fight! Somebody different! Difference creates
dispute. Dispute is a reason to fight. Now, to fight is a reason to feel pain. Life is pain. So to
fight with reason is to be alive with reason. Final analysis: To fight, a reason to live! - SLC Punk
what a fantastic fuckin’ evening. hung out with the boundlessly lovely [ LJ User: zbtron ] et al at rocky
and then indeed the lander; ’twas the first time in a minute i’d seen [ LJ User: eric9 ], the last hartford
place roommate. [ LJ User: reznite ], a goddamn decent human being, strolled in later; I looked up to see
a girl falling outside, and I’m like...”erin? argh,” and sure enough entered [ LJ User: uglor ] and [ LJ User:
killerpoptart ]. the drama could then have begun, my droogies, but i think everyone managed to keep their
shit together all around (save me reminding [ LJ User: iknowiona ] ”i want my goddamn [1]naked lunch: the
restored text back!”, but that was orthogonal to the issues at hand) and there was cross-mingling between
parties where appropriate. hurrah!
i ended up leaving zbspace and heading to faff, twitch and nick chapman’s house on francis street in home
park. arriving around 0100, we celebrated faff’s birthday (or that nadir of evening directly following, at
least) in grand old fashioned style: standing out on the front porch chain-smoking newports... double-fisting
water with [2]glenlivet and [3]laphroaig and [4]stupidly old macallan (alright, so in our advanced ages we’ve
classed the drinks up a bit)... roasting bowl after bowl of the goodly dank infused with gooey, perdurable
blackest of the black opium... listening to Outkast’s magnificent [5]Aquemini... screaming T. S. Eliot quotes
into the starless Atlanta nightline... cutting out fat rails of whatever quickening farragoes had accumulated
on the Mirror of Oblivion...
c 2008 dankamongmen. This book is strictly personal.
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[a] lost battalion of platonic conversationalists jumping down the stoops off fire escapes off
windowsills off Empire State out of the moon, yacketayakking screaming vomiting whispering
facts and memories and anecdotes and eyeball kicks and shocks of hospitals and jails and wars,
whole intellects disgorged in total recall for seven days and nights with brilliant eyes, meat for the
Synagogue cast on the pavement, who vanished into nowhere Zen New Jersey leaving a trail of
ambiguous picture postcards of Atlantic City Hall, suffering Eastern sweats and Tangerian bonegrind-ings and migraines of China under junk withdrawal in Newark’s bleak furnished room, who
wandered around and around at midnight in the railroad yard wondering where to go, and went,
leaving no broken hearts.
the conversation turned to a friendly but vexing consensus: all four of us sought the fight, the sick connection
felt as an open palm (you want to apply stress, causing strain and finally rupture/cracking as deformation
energy bounds defined by the human body’s [6]stress-strain curve are met and yea exceeded; this is all done
via solving for the deceleration force necessary to halt the impact and dividing by surface area! strike your
enemy properly!) splits the maxillaes’ symphyses or septal cartilage splinteringly gives way to caved, bloody
tempest. of course, the only classy way to fight is among friends, agreeing beforehand what’s to be done
– Fight Club was pretty much 100 % on the ball. without words, it was determined that there was to be
scrapping this eve, upon the first suitable goad.
it came to myself and nick chapman, and was over in less than fifteen seconds. damn, is there anything
more invigorating than taking a man to the point of utter destruction, forcing his call for mercy, letting up
and shaking trembling hands as both combatants struggle for air? there is nothing that takes more out of
you than fighting, and no fighting more intensive than fighting to win but not disfigure (go for the throat, as
opposed to the eyes and [7]danger triangle – normally, you want to blind your enemy, and have them choking
on the blood of their own broken face – real fighting is about self-preservation and nothing else). *no one*
expects me to be as fast as I am, and I grin when the challenge is offered: 195lbs of furious Samoan tweaker
driving into and lifting your center of mass, then scrambling up your own body toward the throat’s crook,
toppling you with a cry of ”I’ll fucking tear your face off motherfucker! I’ll fucking break your face
against this floor, give me a reason! SUBMIT OR I WILL FUCKING END YOU, I’LL DO
IT BITCH!” all in the span of an eyeblink is a pretty terrifying onslaught, especially when one’s expecting
”drunk computer scientist”. good times for all, or at least myself.
three hours later, i’m leaving, and he informs me he wants another go – ”i can’t just take an ass-whupping
like that in my own house.” ahahahahaha, a foolish, foolish thing to say, sir. doffing my glasses, i offered
him first lunge, but warned i’d be punching this time as opposed to merely grappling. he’s 6’4 and maybe a
buck-eighty; his naive drive into my stomach was contained via an [8]open duckunder, leading to a two-armed
gutwrencher giving way to a foolish cross-based escape, opening up the path for [9]arm chop technique and
the [10]knee-pick for a takedown (such a combo would have been impossible against a well-trained opponent!)
pissed off at this point (20s in?), i unleashed a most vicious [11]crossface cradle, raining hammer strikes on his
pinna and nape whenever he’d shift weight. at this point i began encouraging forfeiture: ”i’m not kidding
at all dude; i will fucking hurt you really badly if you don’t give up, don’t be stupid.” I got
my shin up in his throat and began applying ye olde choker, the drop-it-in that stifles the airway even as it
opens the eyes wide: SUBMISSION! i stood, panting, 2-0 on the evening, and turned to begin a long night’s
walk back to myrtle and third.
what a glorious evening. i miss wrestling from high school, grappling with [ LJ User: eightbit ] in his
front yard on ethel as [ LJ User: opima ] cheered, and especially boxing at [12]Atlanta Art of Boxing – that
was some of the most fun (and pain) i’ve ever experienced. hurrah, adrenaline!
1.

http://www.amazon.com/Naked-Lunch-Restored-William-Burroughs/dp/0802140181/sr=1-2/qid=1158309837/ref=pd_

bbs_2/002-3469325-7866449?ie=UTF8&s=books
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2. http://www.theglenlivet.com/
3. http://www.laphroaig.com/
4. http://www.themacallan.com/guide/press.html
5. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aquemini
6. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stress-strain_curve
7. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Danger_triangle_of_the_face
8. http://www.themat.com/CoachesCorner/technique/Openduckunder/default.php
9. http://www.themat.com/CoachesCorner/technique/ArmChop/default.php
10. http://www.themat.com/CoachesCorner/technique/KneePick/default.php
11. http://www.geocities.com/WestHollywood/Stonewall/7886/clinching.html
12. http://atlanta.creativeloafing.com/gyrobase/Content?oid=oid%3A15734

sexion8 (2006-09-15 10:38:45)
God, I love a man who can fight.
dankamongmen (2006-09-18 00:39:29)
do you actually date? you seem such an oberserver in all situations.
dankamongmen (2006-09-18 00:39:41)
that’s a fine goddamn icon, btw
sexion8 (2006-09-18 00:43:37)
do you actually date? Nope. My husband won’t let me. :( Thank you! I got the graphic off of Martha Stewart
Living’s website. They’re supposed to be Halloween petit fours, but I sense underlying segregation here, don’t you?
angry user (2006-09-15 14:27:14)
Son of a bitch. I now wish, very badly, that I made it out last night. Instead, I was a raging vagina and passed out
around 11:30. While that means I have a better chance of making it through the marathon that will be tomorrow, I
would gladly trade for those festivities. Also, what glory can be found in taking Mr. Chapman down? really. I do so
hope I am around to play next time. heh
dankamongmen (2006-09-15 14:30:27)
did we ever box at kyle’s house on atlantic next to the original math compound? if i didn’t box you, i boxed goatravisher. whoever it was was damn tall. hrmmm, i have relatively no doubt you’d be able to whup my ass; anything
that might make it sporting would be negated by your non-smoker status. curses!
dankamongmen (2006-09-15 14:32:33)
that having been said, i sure wouldn’t suggest we fight again three hours after you administered the presumed
wafflestomping, not being a goddamn retard. fuck other nicks! except nick hood and nick ralabate, who are k-rad.
angry user (2006-09-15 14:50:31)
we did not. what we did was the incredibly ghey sword fight crap at woz’s. As I recall, you were the person I
had the most trouble beating due to your insane bullrush technique. and a wrestling match between us would be
entertaining as it would be the blind fighting the blind. I seem to recall your eyes are about as fubared as mine.
dankamongmen (2006-09-15 15:11:27)
heh, he’s [ LJ User: grandargh ] now! and wow, i’d forgotten about that. let us never speak of it again. i know i
boxed goatravisher in that case. [ LJ User: dj ricecake ] will back me up on this.
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coleoptera (2006-09-15 16:36:27)
Even I have been known to take mr chapman down. his belly pudge defeats him.
dankamongmen (2006-09-15 16:44:41)
ok people, this was a CELEBRATION OF FIGHTING, that is all. if we want to put together brackets, we can
spend weeks doing so and then have [ LJ User: phatjoe ] ruin it for everyone like drunkathon.
msbeanhead (2006-09-15 17:56:20)
I take it back. Partying with you is too violent. Keep away! :)
zbtron (2006-09-15 19:45:02)
infosec drama is great. ”fuck you man, AND i’m not giving back your dreamtheater dvd”

3.9.22

if there’s one thing I admire baby it’s that you stay with me maybe because
you’re crazy as i am (2006-09-16 11:57) - mellifluous - friends

Music: ani difranco - little plastic castles - gravel

(11:54:15) ***: I wrote this drunk at 6 AM today:
(11:54:21) ***: But, seriously. I’m extremely attractive, despite serious aesthetic mediocrity and a (to me)
frustrating tendency to wanton disarray of dress. My love has a fairy-tale quality. I’ve got the best dye job
in town. Neutral is inapplicable in any sense. I’m the best read person I know. Controversial may fit my
speech, but never my clothes. I’m a professional-quality listener. A luxury of companionship; well worth
every tiny drop tendered, but easily done without and orthoganal to utilitarian values. I have a chip on my
shoulder and something to prove. I’ve never doubted that a tiny percentage of comitted people can change
the world - it’s the only thing that ever has. My primary self-indulgence is a deep faith in my own inate gift
for bending the universe a little bit closer to what it ought to be.
(11:55:05) Nick Black: what a superb summation! i approve whole-heartedly
(11:55:13) ***: I thought it worked well
(11:55:18) ***: *blush* thank you
(11:55:27) Nick Black: especially of your aggressively misspelled instance
(11:55:29) Nick Black: of ”orthogonal”
(11:55:40) Nick Black: it is edgy evidence of your willingess to flout convention
(11:55:43) ***: I WAS DRUNK AND HIGH AT SIX IN THE MORNING
(11:55:47) Nick Black: LOL I WIN, HOBAG!
(11:55:55) Nick Black: furthermore, bending of the universe is predicated on mass, not ”inate” gifts
(11:55:56) Nick Black: you need an innate gift of learning how to fuckin’ spell
(11:56:00) Nick Black: in any case ”bending the universe” is super-secret science code for ”i’m a fatty”
(11:56:04) Nick Black: unless you’re a neutron star. are you a neutron star? do they teach that in law
school?
zbtron (2006-09-16 17:16:31)
heh a couple of things are debatable. anyway who writes summaries of their good qualities when they are high at
6am? add - 1) self-absorbed and 2) overcompensating
dankamongmen (2006-09-16 17:20:00)
just to ensure clarity, I’m ”Nick Black” and not ”***” in that exchange
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dewzi (2006-09-17 15:34:06)
haha!
meropa (2006-09-16 18:30:02)
Can’t you see what you do to me, baby? You make me crazy; you make me act like a maniac. Oh, Marshall.
dankamongmen (2006-09-16 18:31:23)
hmmm, we’ll award a dankpoint for that one methinks
sk8grrlie (2006-09-16 19:02:16)
where does one find this level of character? I need to know so I can avoid at all costs.
dankamongmen (2006-09-16 19:44:56)
LOL, you just made my day [ LJ User: sk8grrlie ]
coleoptera (2006-09-16 19:54:01)
I suppose I’m just glad to be that crazy and yet still be able to keep my mouth shut!
neurochemistry (2006-09-17 02:59:21)
....wow. This certainly gave me a reason to laugh today.
cola fan (2006-09-22 23:31:17)
Missed this the first time. But funny.
dankamongmen (2006-09-22 23:37:47)
wow, gkc, that’s the most negative thing ’ere i’ve seen you approve by a few orders of magnitude.

3.9.23

TRESPASSERS WILL BE EXPOSED TO K-RADs (2006-09-17 15:43) - craving
strong psychedelics! - public

Music: beck - midnite vultures - debra

oh man oh man [1]does this piss me off. I’ve ordered several fine, difficult-to-otherwise-obtain products from
[2]United Nuclear, including their groin-grabbingly strong [3]neodymium magnets. they’re an excellent outfit
who’ve treated me with nothing short of the finest customer service and skill:
The first startling thing Joy White saw out of her bedroom window was a man running toward her door with an M16. White s husband, a physicist named Bob Lazar, was already outside,
awakened by their barking dogs. Suddenly police officers and men in camouflage swarmed up the
path, hoisting a battering ram. Come out with your hands up immediately, Miss White! one
of them yelled through a megaphone, while another handcuffed the physicist in his underwear.
Recalling that June morning in 2003, Lazar says, If they were expecting to find Osama bin
Laden, they brought along enough guys.
The target of this operation, which involved more than two dozen police officers and federal
agents, was not an international terrorist ring but the couple s home business, United Nuclear
Scientific Supplies, a mail-order outfit that serves amateur scientists, students, teachers, and law
enforcement professionals. From the outside, company headquarters at the end of a dirt road
high in the Sandia Mountains east of Albuquerque looks like any other ranch house in New
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Mexico, with three dogs, a barbecue, and an SUV in the driveway. But not every suburban
household boasts its own particle accelerator. A stroll through the backyard reveals what looks
like a giant Van de Graaff generator with a pipe spiraling out of it, marked with CAUTION: RADIATION signs. A sticker on the SUV reads POWERED BY HYDROGEN, while another sign
by the front gate warns, TRESPASSERS WILL BE USED FOR SCIENCE EXPERIMENTS...
The CPSC s war on illegal fireworks is one of several forces producing a chilling effect on amateur research in chemistry. National security issues and laws aimed at thwarting the production
of crystal meth are threatening to put an end to home laboratories. In schools, rising liability
concerns are making teachers wary of allowing students to perform their own experiments. Some
educators even speculate that a lack of chem lab experience is contributing to the declining interest in science careers among young people. The lure of do-it-yourself chemistry has always been
the most potent recruiting tool science has to offer. Many kids attracted by the promise of filling
the garage with clouds of ammonium sulfide the proverbial stink bomb went on to brilliant
careers in mathematics, biology, programming, and medicine.
Intel cofounder Gordon Moore set off his first boom in Silicon Valley two decades before pioneering the design of the integrated circuit. One afternoon in 1940, near the spot where Interstate
280 intersects Sand Hill Road today, the future father of the semiconductor industry knelt beside
a cache of homemade dynamite and lit the fuse. He was 11 years old.
i’ve certainly blown up plenty of shit in my day, as i imagine many of
you have. I gave up most of my recreational combustive projects after
accidently incinerating a thirty-foot steel work ladder -- that
amusing misadventure with anhydrous potassium dichloroisocyanurate
K[2]-C[3]HCl[2]N[3]O[3] saw two fire trucks called out to our house
and earned me one of the worst ass-kickings from the pops i can
remember, a solid thirty minutes or so of thrashing. good times. i
should really learn how to make [4]dmt, and just start shooting it by
the gram or something. really start stirring up some shit up yonder in
ye olde pineal glande image of the dmt molecule

1. http://www.wired.com/wired/archive/14.06/chemistry.html
2. http://unitednuclear.com/
3. http://unitednuclear.com/magnets.htm
4. http://deoxy.org/dmt-tihkal.htm

mattpo (2006-09-17 20:27:24)
I know someone that orders legal plants online and extracts it, I’ll get a guide from him and send it over to you
dankamongmen (2006-09-17 20:31:12)
can he just get me a good human pineal gland to chew on?
coleoptera (2006-09-17 20:58:20)
You don’t want to take your own synthesized drugs without a lot of benchtop experience, man. Trust me.
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fmephisto (2006-09-18 00:47:19)
Smoking DMT the one time was probably the single most intense experience of my entire life. As noted above, it is
quite easy to extract, and even easier to make ayahuasca. ”Insert universe into cannon. Aim at brain. Fire.”
opima (2006-09-18 03:21:16)
I’ve had hopes of starting an at home chemistry lab for a while. I don’t really have space to do it, but it’s stupid how
scientific exploration at home is getting so much more difficult.. Luckily being a chemist means chemical access is less
problematic. The thought of kids not being able to make explosives to blow up ladders any more brings a tear to my
eye. Oh, I’d agree with coleoptera on not synthesizing drugs for your own consumption... that is without a chemist
friend at least double checking the purity for you ;)
dankamongmen (2006-09-18 21:12:58)
i wasn’t planning on it. for that matter, i wouldn’t plan to ever do a gram of dmt at a time, either.
coleoptera (2006-09-18 22:45:41)
This makes me think of another thing....much like books, this is probably a thing to collect now for potential offspring.
Some of the chemicals aren’t going to last, but some things can be purchased now.... ....while you still can.
georgemcfly (2006-09-18 03:41:47)
have you seen [1]this guy? I ran across United Nuclear browsing his periodic table page. It’s incredibly interesting
and he co-founded Wolfram!
1. http://theodoregray.com/PeriodicTable/

dankamongmen (2006-09-18 21:17:19)
HOT DAMN THAT MIGHT BE THE COOLEST THING I’VE EVER SEEN
slacktide (2006-09-18 16:02:38)
If I did not have the opportunity to ”creatively re-engineer” Estes models when I was 10, I wouldn’t be half the rocket
scientist I am today. However, I WOULD have twice the number of fingers, and I’d probably still have eyebrows.
But seriously, I went to Toys R Us a few months ago with a hankering to build one of those models for ol’ times
sakes. They still sell the models... but no engines for them. WTF? We used to be able to buy those everywhere. The
five-and-dime on our streetcorner used to sell them. We used them for everything... ever see what a RC car can do
when you tape a 7 D-engine serial-ignition compound JATO pack on top?

3.9.24

don’t mistake lack of talent for genius (2006-09-19 19:23) - delusions of grandeur public

Music: pearl jam - yield - brain of jfk

One-hundred and one years ago, a twenty-six year old german physicist (don’t let all that Horatio Alger
patent clerksmanship claptrap fool you; he’d achieved his doctorate by the Annus Mirabilis’s end, and published numerous papers in Annalen der Physik prior to it) birthed three theories that would not only reshape
the universe, but reaxiomize the geometries permitting shape as we know it. His approaches were unorthodox
to be sure (including an aversion to citing prior work, and an abject disdain for experimentation), but he
wasn’t absolutely unique in his work – [1]Poincaré can be said to have beaten him to the Special Theory,
and without [2]Papa Lorentz there might have been no transformations at all (a bit of a physics pun, there).
His breadth and impact, however, as represented in those [3]three [4]great [5]papers in one miraculous year
and [6]something far more wondrous a decade later, remain unparalleled in the annals of modern physics.
c 2008 dankamongmen. This book is strictly personal.
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you can’t solve that many Great Problems in one year anymore, I don’t think. but why not one? i will
be twenty-six in fifteen days. why not take a year off from a world of the crass and venal, embrace a life of
ascetic monasticism ala [7]Wiles’s eight years away in a princeton attic, spend all my time reading the papers
of my science, baptizing myself, immersion, beholding the fiery faces of the knights of the lambda calculi,
and make an honest attempt at [8]the problem that’s vexed and fascinated me since childhood? it’s hugely
unlikely that even with a year’s devoted study i could make any kind of slight progress, but it surely couldn’t
hurt me, and who knows what rough beasts, their hours come ’round at last, slouch toward Terminus to be
born? if nothing else, the rest of my life I could at least say, ”well, we gave a [9]year and a day of ourselves
to that damnable inequality, and we’ve no more years to waste on that rot.”
or, perhaps, ”it’s nice to know that’s settled.” we could answer [10]those poor dinosaurs.
idle and fleeting dreamreverie, so dubious as to be misread as extreme arrogance. but, someone’s gotta
do it.
In fact married life was a rather restricted affair for Wiles who said: ”... my wife has only
known me while I have been working on Fermat. I told her a few days after I got married. I
decided that I really only had time for my problem and my family and while I was concentrating
very hard then I found with young children that it was the best possible way to relax. When you’re
talking to young children they’re simply not interested in Fermat...” By 19 September 1994, having
almost given up, he decided to have one last try: ”... suddenly, totally unexpectedly, I had this
incredible revelation. It was the most important moment of my working life. Nothing I ever do
again ... it was so indescribably beautiful, it was so simple and so elegant, and I just stared in
disbelief for twenty minutes, then during the day I walked round the department. I’d keep coming
back to my desk to see it was still there - it was still there. ... there’s no other problem that will
mean the same to me. I had this very rare privilege of being able to pursue in my adult life what
had been my childhood dream. I know it’s a rare privilege but I know if one can do this, it’s more
rewarding than anything one can imagine.”
that’s really quite appealing right there!
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henri_Poincar%C3%A9
2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hendrik_Antoon_Lorentz
3. http://www.physik.uni-augsburg.de/annalen/history/papers/1905_17_549-560.pdf
4. http://www.physik.uni-augsburg.de/annalen/history/papers/1905_17_132-148.pdf
5. http://www.physik.uni-augsburg.de/annalen/history/papers/1905_17_891-921.pdf
6. http://www.alberteinstein.info/gallery/gtext3.html
7. http://www-history.mcs.st-andrews.ac.uk/Biographies/Wiles.html
8. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Complexity_classes_P_and_NP
9. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sir_Gawain_and_the_Green_Knight
10. http://www.qwantz.com/comics/comic2-42.png

mattpo (2006-09-20 02:23:35)
It kind of vaguley makes me think of the thelemic HGA ritual where one takes six months out of society
dankamongmen (2006-09-20 06:27:24)
GONNA RIDE TO THE ABBEY OF THELEMA TO THE ABBEY OF THELEMA BLOOD IS PAVEMENT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! i’ve never really gotten into the whole golden dawn / thelema occult stuff any further than
reading illuminatus! and plenty of wikipedia / online crowley. nothing really captivated me, although there’s some
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wonderfully pithy aphorisms.
seldomawake (2006-09-20 10:26:03)
What problems are you thinking of tackling?
dankamongmen (2006-09-20 11:40:11)
mang, i went to the trouble of inserting an anchor tag, click it your own goddamn self
dankamongmen (2006-09-20 11:43:54)
Sirs: [1]http://www.claymath.org/millennium/P vs NP/Official Problem Description.pdf this would be your official problem statement. and thinking of tackling is a liberal phrasing; i mean, in all likelyhood this would be some
horrible safari-like misadventure where a white man shoots some graceful theorem (but not the hippo he came to
beat to death with his fists) that should have gone to feed a starving brown graduate student.
1. http://www.claymath.org/millennium/P_vs_NP/Official_Problem_Description.pdf

dankamongmen (2006-09-20 11:49:49)
nonetheless, it’s pretty goddamn poseur to have a tattoo of the halting problem formalization and not spend some
time doing something other than building shit to sniff other people’s traffic, blargh ...the less said about the Alonzo
Church Purple-Sash Rigour Society and their vandalizing ways, the better. watch out, atlanta bridges!
seldomawake (2006-09-20 11:56:54)
Sorry about the anchor. The link didn’t show up in my reader; my bad. ... Wow, you sure aren’t dicking around
with the smaller problems, are you? That’s quite the mother-of-problems. Wish I could say something helpful at
this point, but my contributions towards this class of problem would be about as useful as a chocolate hammer. I’d
love to read about the (mis?)adventure, though.
seldomawake (2006-09-20 11:57:22)
I did in fact mean to end that with, ”Good luck!” So: Good luck!
dankamongmen (2006-09-20 13:00:21)
i wouldn’t spend a year in my bedroom to write some systems paper that does better timing of multimedia proxies
or whatever gets you a cheap doctorate in systems these days. and besides, what kind of problems really exist that
would require a man of pride more than a year of devoted study and a little bit of inspiration? 365.25 * 24 is a
whole mess of autodidactic hours. nine months of reading everything possible, marinating on it until you black
out, then three months of putting one’s queer shoulder to the grindstone. that’s an awful lot of time, and a good
portion of one’s life. in any case this is all irrelevant because i will spoonter all over penrose and go back to writing
grubby c and wondering whether to walk to publix or just drink newcastle all night.
seldomawake (2006-09-20 13:35:49)
”because i will spoonter all over penrose” Heh... I have no idea what ”spoonter” is, but I suspect you’re talking
about Penrose’s treatment of complexity theory in The Emperors’ New Mind. All preaching aside, I liked the book.
Actually, I’d be curious to see what your interpretation of complexity theory would be when preceived through
Wolfram’s cellular automata. This is just shooting in the dark, and I definitely haven’t had a chance to read his
New Kind of Science in its entireity, but that’s how I’d attack the problem of trying to place a bound a bitchy
problem... I’m babbling. I’ll shut up. I need to read more before my babbling becomes less stupid. Mind you, it’d
be just plain hard to not get distracted if I tried to read more. I’m still in my little world trying to understand
vacuum energy. This shit’s hard, yo. ”...go back to writing grubby c and wondering whether to walk to publix or
just drink newcastle all night...” There’s something to be said about writing grubby C. I wish more people would
do it. Hell, I wish I did it more. It would, for example, help people get past the co-op interview process at my
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company. Sample questions: 1. What’s a memory leak? 2. What’s the difference between a struct and a union?
Why would you use one instead of the other? 3. If I use ”new” in my cpp file to instantiate an object and then
”free” to release the object, what risk do I run? After interviewing four graduate students, from GT, not one of
them has been able to answer even the first two correctly. Which brings me to my real point with all this – if
you’re worried about motivation, perhaps graduate school may be in order? Hey, it worked for me, and if you
don’t like it, nothing’s keeping you there... Just my $0.02. Feel free to disregard.
dankamongmen (2006-09-20 13:38:27) no no no, the emperor’s new mind was a pile
penrose sans amendment is always, for me at least, [1]The Good Book ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
1. http://www.amazon.com/Road-Reality-Complete-Guide-Universe/dp/0679454438

seldomawake (2006-09-20 13:51:45) Re: no no no, the emperor’s new mind was a pile
Ahahahahahaha! Have I ever mentioned [1]How I Discovered The Good Book? I went and located Emperor’s
New Mind after reading it... and didn’t find it repulsive (as I was told to expect).
1. http://seldomawake.livejournal.com/80462.html

dankamongmen (2006-09-20 14:30:23) Re: no no no, the emperor’s new mind was a pile
oh yes, dr. penrose’s big blue book of wonders has been a consolation on many a cold night. i’ve never actually
read emperor’s new mind; i was just shitting on it to create a foil in case you hadn’t read tRtR. i’m a total
penrose pimp!
dankamongmen (2006-09-20 13:45:06)
a doctorate is certainly in the cards down the long strange road, but 1) it’ll take 2-4x as long, and 2) not at all be
likely to cover so broad a spectrum of material. [ LJ User: eightbit ] told me about [1]tricky dick lipton’s years of
making good on a declaration to read ”all of computer science up to the point at which he began” or something.
[2]dick lipton’s not a bad guy.
1. http://sigact.acm.org/cgi-bin/genealogy.cgi?file=database-L.html&from=Lipton,Dick&to=endhere
2. http://www-static.cc.gatech.edu/computing/Theory/

seldomawake (2006-09-20 13:57:51)
Actually, I just did my Masters’. You pick the classes you take, and like it or not, you cover a wide berth of
material – atleast in EE anyway, which is my personal background. It’s not after you’ve taken 35 - 40 hours
of classes (ie. one or two years, depending on how insane you are) that I even thought about drilling down into
specifics... This is my one day off in forever-and-a-day... time to do some more work.
zzzing (2006-09-20 12:40:18)
equal or not equal, what do you think?
zzzing (2006-09-20 12:53:00)
also, be careful, if you get close to the answer, the government will kill you. they figured it out years ago with OPERATION OTHELLO, and have since been reading all of the worlds encrypted emails. YOU HAVE BEEN WARNED
dankamongmen (2006-09-20 13:02:32)
searching for a fitting answer, i stumbled upon [1]this, which though wholly inapplicable is more wonderful than
anything i might have hoped for.
1. http://www.toastyfrog.com/toastywiki/index.php/Site/BionicCommandoGuide
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dankamongmen (2006-09-20 13:04:21) holy shit, countless hours of bionic commando are rewarded
Slowly, inexhorably, Captain Ladd worked his way to the upper interior section of the complex and ducked into a
small, unobtrusive door frame. Luckily, the building had been constructed in only two dimensions, so he wasn’t
too worried about becoming lost in twisty passages or anything. In fact, the door he had found was the only open
door in the entire building, so he was pretty certain it was his goal. As he stepped inside, he was halted by a
gruff voice. ”Do you think you can destroy the main system?” it barked. ”You have no chance!” Suddenly and on
cue, several enemy soldiers jumped into the fray. Luckily, they were unable to overwhelm the Captain with sheer
numbers because of the NES’ limited sprite-pushing capabilities. As it was, only four could appear at once, and they
flickered something awful whenever they fired their weapons. The Badd’s Area 1 commander stood before a large
exposed cylinder, madly waving his baton. Ladd stood right in front of him and shot him point-blank - a simple task,
as the the commander simply stood in one place, not having been programmed with any kind of self-preservation
instinct. However, the absence of a commander had no effect on the attacking waves of soldiers. They continued
to appear from nowhere, and Ladd mowed them down whenever they did. Every once in a while, one would try to
leap on his head, but that was no problem; Ladd easily avoided them because they broadcast their movements by
twitching spasmodically before leaping. Ladd fired rapidly into the cylinder, hoping he wasn’t spraying lead into a
nuclear reactor or anything. His quick bursts of gunfire were rewarded when the machine suddenly burst into flames,
causing all the soldiers in the room to vanish like the N64’s market share. The devastated computer core chugged
and wheezed to a smoky halt and a small hatch opened. It dispensed 10 bullets and a packet of Energy Recovery
Pills and snapped shut again. Ladd stooped to retrieve the hard-won items and radioed his base. ”Super Joe isn’t
here,” he said. ”But I got some pills!” ”Excellent work!” said his commander. ”A winner is you!” And suddenly Ladd
was back on the map select screen, ready to continue his mission.
dankamongmen (2006-09-20 13:21:42)
totally unequal! ojv(”man, it’s obvious!”) maybe? i think? i’m totally not well-enough versed in serious results on
the problem to even meaningfully conjecture. it’d be wind from my arse, my friend! there’s so many wonderful,
promising ideas about the problem, each of which will be shot down with a day’s research, tumbling into something
new. what a fun way to spend a year it might be.
dankamongmen (2006-09-20 13:28:17)
and if nothing else, total failure could still yield some anchor in a book of essays or whatnot. i just don’t see any
possible downsides except for the obvious massive hit to any idea of being a socially meaningful entity. guy walks
into a bar. ”what do you do?” ”i’m performing a year-long breadth-first search of computer science [0], in the idiom
of the midevil epic quest, in the hopes of establishing a firmer relation between two complexity classes.” your listener
has tuned out as intractable before you can establish the footnote [0] ”i mean, obviously you don’t have to search
like HCI or cogsci or those other harry potter majors, just, you know, everything with a strong tendency toward
formalization. can i buy you a drink?”
msbeanhead (2006-09-20 17:09:42)
and here I thought you’d only go for the true evil :)

3.9.25

what a fantastic name! (2006-09-21 13:07) - craving diet sunkist - public

Music: ween - the pod - the stallion, part 1

I might name my first child ”[1]Gappy Bigram”. They’ll be indexed, of course, so names will be of limited
use anyway.
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bigram
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coleoptera (2006-09-21 15:03:43)
The rest of us need something to scream at your kids.
msbeanhead (2006-09-21 17:29:03)
Yeah, something other than ”Here come the stegosaurus babies that ate the third door off of that Saturn!” I feel
better about my name selections now. Thanks!
xxsistersoulxx (2006-09-21 19:37:51)
you are too funny
dankamongmen (2006-09-21 19:45:19)
why thank you ma’am :D
boredatheist (2006-09-22 03:05:43)
http://www.laputan.org/mud/

3.9.26

scary (2006-09-21 15:11) - on the surface calm and ready - friends

Music: eminem - 8 mile - lose yourself

i am going to be interviewed by [1]this guy today. i am officially nervous.
wow, i haven’t felt any way but forthrightly, even stridently confident in my intellectual abilities for a
minute. all it takes is ”while he was a phd student at mit” to freak one out a bit. they’ve rejected me twice
:/. fuckers!
ok i’ve got this. you ain’t shit to me, all you niggas lovin’ me. i’m easily great.
You, asshole, you’re lucky to be here. Let’s not bullshit. Your family name ain’t the best in
the Navy. You need to be doing it better and cleaner than the other guy. ”Just want to serve
my country, sir!” Don’t screw around with me. You’re a hell of a pilot. Maybe too good. I’d like
to bust your butt, but I have another problem here. I have to send somebody to Miramar. I’ve
got to do something. I can’t believe it. I have to give you your dream shot. I have to send you
up against the best. You characters are going to Top Gun. For five weeks, you’re going to fly
against the best. You were number two. Cougar was number one. He turned in his wings. Now
you guys are number one. But you remember one thing: You screw up, you’ll be flying a cargo
plane full of rubber dog shit all the way from Hong Kong. ”Yes, sir!” That is all. Tell me about
the MiG some other time. Gentlemen? Good luck, gentlemen. ”Thank you, sir.”
big baby jesus, i can’t wait!
1. http://www.templeofpoi.com/about/waldemar.php

justben (2006-09-21 15:28:08)
Nifty. What position? I assume it’s not photography at Temple of Poi, but then you’ve been known to surprise
me. I have some damned-effing-nifty job-related news of my own, but it’s got to wait a few days before any official
announcement. IM me at xmpp:ben@lateralfricative.net if you want the inside scoop.
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dankamongmen (2006-09-21 16:04:13)
for the love of god, can we not just use OTR like civilized people on one of the three accounts i already have under
your gaim contact?
justben (2006-09-21 16:23:24)
Unfortunately, no. At work I’m stuck on shitty 2-year-old software that OTR actually won’t run on. Incidentally,
the sciallamud.org addy is dead if you’ve still got that one. Not sure what other one you might have for me besides
AIM, for which see the above work-shittiness-stopping-OTR problem.
thirdkraytwin (2006-09-21 15:39:04)
if he bums you out, tell him from a new zealander that he’s a goddamn culture vulture.
dankamongmen (2006-09-21 16:04:39)
ROFLMAO; this is why we keep you around!
thirdkraytwin (2006-09-22 06:15:20)
my middle name is Reality Check
phatjoe (2006-09-21 20:52:29)
i am going to be interviewed by this guy today. billings??? /joe
solecize (2006-09-22 05:54:31)
pwn the mofo
dankamongmen (2006-09-22 05:56:39)
i’m pretty sure i did :D
w00t
dankamongmen (2006-09-22 21:35:43)
and my suspicions have been confirmed.
doubleplusw00t

3.9.27

fuck retro anything. fuck your tattoos. fuck all you junkies and fuck your short
memories (2006-09-22 15:18) - uncertain - public

Music: weezer - blue album - only in dreams

That night there was a big memorial service in Sproul Plaza. When I arrived, a woman offered me a candle, which I took, and a man standing next to her offered me a flyer, which I also
took. The flyer, which turned out to be from a socialist organization, sought to place the events
of that morning in ”context,” describing the World Trade Center victims as ”mostly white-collar
executives and those who tried to save them.”
After a few songs and eulogies, a woman got up to explain that, on this terrible day, what
was really important was that we try to understand the root causes of violence – namely poverty
and despair – and not use this tragedy as a pretext to start another war. The crowd thunderously
applauded.
While the speeches continued, I got up and wandered off by myself in the direction of Bancroft Way. Much as I did the year before, when the area around Telegraph was festooned with
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Nader for President posters, I felt palpably that I wasn’t living in an outcomes-based region of
reality. The People’s Republic of Berkeley was proving to be a staunch ally of the Oilmen’s
Oligarchy of Crawford, undermining the only sorts of opposition to it that had any possibility of
succeeding.
I decided to forget about politics for a while and concentrate exclusively on research. I can’t
say I succeeded at this. But I did pass my prelim exam three days later (on September 14), and
a few weeks afterward proved the quantum lower bound for the collision problem.

[1]this is by far the best thing i’ve read about 2001-09-11, from that man among men, [2]Scott Aaronson
over at Shtetl-Optimized. in a few poignant paragraphs he illustrates all the reasons why i can no longer
seriously affiliate myself with either left- or right-wings.
btw GO JACKETS, UVA knows what it is like to be engineered! 24-7 w00t w00t! also, some great recent releases on the american mathematical society’s free online books program: [3]mathematics into the
twenty-first century and [4]a three-volume history of mathematics (thanks, arsmathematica!) and of course
[5]ross anderson’s security engineering is now freetext.

1. http://www.scottaaronson.com/blog/2006/09/obligatory-retrospective.html
2. http://www.scottaaronson.com/blog/
3. http://www.ams.org/online_bks//hmbrowder/
4. http://www.ams.org/online_bks/online_subject.html#GE
5. http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/~rja14/book.html

3.9.28

HOLY SHIT YES (2006-09-22 17:03) - HEEEEEELARIOUS - public

Music: rehab - followed you to work
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[1]
[2]
heh, yes, [3]Luboa Motl Reference Frame just made my week.
1. http://www.xkcd.com/c113.html
2. http://www.xkcd.com/c114.html
3. http://motls.blogspot.com/

downtym (2006-09-22 20:41:23)
Besides Qwantz, that ”webcomic” is easily the best of them all on the internet. I put airquotes around webcomic
because, honestly, the word fails to appropriately describe the work.
dankamongmen (2006-09-22 20:52:02)
i’m mailing copies of that top one to everyone i can recall sleeping with.
thirdkraytwin (2006-09-23 06:23:54)
i’m buying shares in US Mail
obscurelemming (2006-09-23 22:57:28)
I just checked out that site and it kicks ass. Binary soduku anyone? also now on my xmas list: a WWED (what
would escher do) wristband.
dankamongmen (2006-09-23 23:45:08)
ambiguous! which one, xkcd or mr. motl?
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discovery, 2006-09-22 1628 EDT (2006-09-22 20:28) - patron + whippets essentially public

Music: offspring - smash - self-esteem

whippet-powered patron anejo shots are the Real Thing". it’s like having your lunch in shot form, except
it’s blown down your gullet at two-hundred miles per hour.
we have ninety-six whippets left and 3/4 of a 750 of patron, so show on up if you’d like to get down.
of course, some people will remain pedestrians no matter what they ride, horse, car or airplane.
cryptic maniac (2006-09-22 22:22:24)
oh damn i <3 some nitrous.
dankamongmen (2006-09-22 22:32:29)
what man doesn’t?

3.9.30

soon, the google-dank meld may well be a reality (2006-09-22 22:45) - euphoric friends

Music: outkast - aquemini - slump

word has come back from the [1]the mountain, and the word, my droogies, is good.
face-to-face interviewing begins asap, perhaps this weekend. they want me, i know they want me and
they know i know they want me. life is beautiful.
Viper: Good morning, gentlemen, the temperature is 110 degrees.
Wolfman: Holy shit, it’s Viper!
Goose: Viper’s up here, great... oh shit...
Maverick: Great, he’s probably saying, ”Holy shit, it’s Maverick and Goose.”
Goose: Yeah, I’m sure he’s saying that.
i absolutely kicked the shit out of that last interview. fucking curbed it. i broke all the teeth out of its
jabronie mouth as The Rock, my [2]samoan brother might have and left it wallowing like edgar allan poe in
some hellish baltimore gutter clutching a bottle of absinthe. i’m so incredibly fucking psyched right now.
things are rapidly coming to a head...
Viper: In case some of you are wondering who the best is they are up here on this plaque.
[turns to Maverick] Do you think your name will be on that plaque?
Maverick: Yes sir.
Viper: That’s pretty arrogant, considering the company you’re in.
Maverick: Yes sir.
Viper: I like that in a pilot.
1. http://www.google.com/corporate/address.html
2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Samoa#Wrestling
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resistance is, apparently, futile, and i assimilate. (2006-09-24 04:29) - polluted friends

Music: maroons - ambush - if

after a completely non-computer-oriented girl looked askance at me upon inability to produce a dankspace
on shitty shitty myspace, i have surrendered. to a degree. [1]http://myspace.com/dankamongmen is up,
along with all the recent pictures i could find of myself. and i am a shithead.
all of you should go friend me or whatnot and make me feel loved.
and because it is such a great picture:
[2]
yeaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaah motherfuckers
1. http://myspace.com/dankamongmen
2. http://myspace.com/dankamongmen

datavortex (2006-09-24 09:07:13)
I’m still a holdout.
dankamongmen (2006-09-24 09:09:49)
and thus a better man than i
datavortex (2006-09-24 09:12:30)
[1]hardly.
1. http://www.orkut.com/Profile.aspx?uid=16779857680753157839

dankamongmen (2006-09-24 09:17:21)
i thought that made you a brazilian street urchin fit for a group shot in city of god
coleoptera (2006-09-25 05:50:03)
I claim that I have a perfect right to such Orkut uses, as I have actual friends I’ve met in real life that are from
and currently residing in Brazil. Fuck myspace, though. I didn’t mind having a facebook account and now I hear
it’s going public. Fuck that, too. You better have gotten laid at least out of making this page.
slacktide (2006-09-24 09:42:11)
Fuck Myspace. I’m still jonesin for USENET.
angra (2006-09-24 12:37:21)
no girl is worth myspace.
purgatoryreject (2006-09-24 13:31:44)
nice pic. I’m friending you, like it or not.
dankamongmen (2006-09-24 13:37:40)
More friends! More allies! More, I say. Hang those who talk of less. There’s a few inches over here, ho! [one more
kid squeezes in, causing the pool to burst] My precious pool and its lifestyle accoutrements...no!
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dankamongmen (2006-09-24 13:56:41)
btw, the araby quote on your page is k-classy. well met.
zbtron (2006-09-24 14:34:02)
i am shocked and appalled. i wont make fun of your pictures if you wont make fun of mine.
dankamongmen (2006-09-24 14:45:14)
wtf my pictures are great. strapping all-american boy, yeaahhhhhhhhhhhh
blackoutdaddy (2006-09-24 15:22:45) to quote some of the opening lines of GTA: San Andreas
”the east coast got you thinned out, nigga” looking good and skinny. Keep pimpin
slack scholar (2006-09-24 17:14:07)
man, i love big bongs. they really do the trick. nice trainspotting poster, have the same one.
dankamongmen (2006-09-24 17:18:39)
i couldn’t agree more! i’ve been using an amazingly reliable and trusty thirteen-inch bubbler for some time now, but
have been thinking it’s time to get back into phatty BT’s.
dreamistruth (2006-09-24 19:01:37)
geez, that bong is huge. :)
dreamistruth (2006-09-24 19:02:53)
ps i added you on myspace. i’m lara. you sell out. jk jk
dankamongmen (2006-09-25 02:52:43)
i give epic cheers for hottttie hot literate colorado girls!
jsw (2006-09-24 19:48:24)
Ugh, myspace. You should add this photo: [224254322 adea813173.jpg?v=0]
dankamongmen (2006-09-24 19:51:08)
i know neither who that kid is, nor where this place is. he looks like a cardboard cutout.
jsw (2006-09-24 23:21:02)
The place is the Georgia Tech student center (by the bowling alley). I also have no idea who that kid is, but you’re
right - he does look like a cardboard cutout. A terrified cardboard cutout.
phatjoe (2006-09-25 02:48:38)
it’s from egg sauce morning !!! /joe
unya (2006-09-25 06:40:03)
explain please.
phatjoe (2006-09-25 14:00:15)
several of us got really drunk and stayed up all night at the ULC, then we went to woodruff for some sloppy
unidentifiable breakfast, and finally we ended up at the student rec center to terrorize the freshman running the
counter with ninja pool cue action. /joe
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dankamongmen (2006-09-25 18:29:40)
hah, i was a freshman at the time as well
phatjoe (2006-09-25 18:41:25)
you were a far more menacing freshman than that one. /joe
dankamongmen (2006-09-25 18:28:52)
i didn’t have my contacts in, and after a long night of drinking we emerged to woodruff dining hall, where i
mistook oatmeal for white gravy and lathered up my biscuits and sausage with it. that was one of the most
unexepcted tastes i’ve ever had and boy was it foul.
phatjoe (2006-09-25 02:48:17)
classic !!!!! /joe
zbtron (2006-09-25 14:34:10)
oh man. the odds are good but the goods are odd.
phatjoe (2006-09-25 18:42:23)
is this from an entire set? did we scan these photos at some point? where are my pants? what’s going on here? /joe
jsw (2006-09-27 02:07:11)
Everything that I have from that set is [1]here. I vaguely recall scanning these in 2000. I think I borrowed and
scanned a stack of random photos from you.
1. http://flickr.com/photos/jswenger/sets/72157594250576247/

dankamongmen (2006-09-27 18:08:31)
holy CRAP. 1998 -> 2006 sees some changes. is that cameron perkins or john molnar in the main picture? am i
chugging a pot of coffee? man, thank god i found meth.
mattpo (2006-09-24 22:06:27)
My myspace looks pretty cool in firefox I can show you what I did if you like [http://www.myspace.com/mattpo]
mpnolan (2006-09-24 23:04:51)
There are at least five drug-things in a meter-cubed of space in that picture. Don’t forget to get a Facebook!
dankamongmen (2006-09-25 21:46:25)
...for certain values of five? i’m not sure i see.
mpnolan (2006-09-25 22:18:13)
for certain values of ”drug-things”, I guess: t@b, computer, cigarettes, beer, bong.
radiantbaby (2006-09-25 02:36:22)
Yeah, I broke down a got one recently as well. I am still not sure what possessed me, but I am curious about it as a
social experiment (especially since a lot of people I knew in my past seem to be on there and are crazy-fucked-up and
that is so entertaining). Anyway, I added you. I doubt I will use it much, but count me among your allies...
radiantbaby (2006-09-25 02:38:08)
P.S. Your picture is really quite excellent!
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spoonless (2006-09-27 06:41:19)
heh... I gave in very reluctantly about a month ago, after seeing Clerks 2. Verdict is still out whether anything good
will come of this.
dankamongmen (2006-09-27 18:06:34)
there’s a clerks 2?!?! i friended you back
spoonless (2006-09-27 19:12:42)
Indeed... I found it well worth the watch, although I can’t honestly say it measures up to the original.
http://www.myspace.com/clerksII They listed their entire myspace friends list in alphabetical order in the credits... which filled up the entire screen with text and scrolled for about 10 minutes straight. (I think a lot of people
added them because they announced they were going to do this ahead of time, hence thousands and thousands of
usernames) I stayed for the whole thing, just for the hell of it. Made me realize how much a part of popular culture
myspace has become.

3.9.32

borges: what a guy (2006-09-25 15:37) - exhilarated - public

Music: panacea - the hardest tour on planet earth - red alert

i just stumbled upon this:
”To fall in love is to create a religion with a fallible god.”
- Jorge Luis Borges, The Meeting in a Dream, the eighth of Nine Dantesque Essays 1945-1951, taken from
Selected Non-Fictions, p. 300
pretty goddamn accurate, that.
everyone should download and hear these two incredible tracks from lateef the chief, aka maroons (FLAC):
[1]ambush
[2]don’t stop
these are two of the finest songs i’ve heard in some time, word is bond.
1.

http://dank.qemfd.net/tabpower/maroons%20(aka%20lateef%20&%20the%20chief)/ambush%20(2004)/maroons%20(aka%

20lateef%20&%20the%20chief)%20-%20ambush%20-%2001%20-%20ambush.flac
2.

http://dank.qemfd.net/tabpower/maroons%20(aka%20lateef%20&%20the%20chief)/ambush%20(2004)/maroons%20(aka%

20lateef%20&%20the%20chief)%20-%20ambush%20-%2004%20-%20don’t%20stop.flac

mattpo (2006-09-25 21:10:28)
I like that quote, it makes me think of ”namaste!” - I bow to the divine within you (or something to that effect) and
lovers to experience maximum quality can regard one another as manifestations of deity, when they worship eachother
the love energy gets so crazy! I was thinking also... love is a fairy tale, but as long as two people are dillusional in its
belief it is real for them
dankamongmen (2006-09-25 21:16:08)
what a wondrous ejaculation! i shall begin using it. in exchange for letting you know it’s ”delusional”, might you
provide pronunciation?
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mattpo (2006-09-25 21:48:57)
Ah, I was caught up it it and forgot to spell check!! Thank you ˆˆ
coleoptera (2006-09-26 00:35:16)
It’s ”nah-mah-’STAY”. Too much effort to write it with the correct characters, but you can see how it sounds from
that.
ajju (2006-09-26 20:57:49)
I may have agreed with this a few years ago, before I realized that no one is infallible. IMO/IME(xperience), to
fall in love is not like creating a religion, it is like developing a scientific theory. You can never be sure that it is
absolutely perfect (though there are many moments when you will be sure it is) and yet you enjoy it, not just it’s
existence (unlike in religion where the presence of an infallible god is the source of everything ”good”) but also the
process, getting there (where ’there’ tends to infinity but ends at death ;). If you must compare love to religion, to
fall in love is to create a religion where you know your god(ess) is fallible and love him/her anyway. However, love
is certainly different things to different people at different times anyway :)
ajju (2006-09-26 21:02:23)
Sorry meant to put all the stuff in my previous comment as a reply to dank’s entry. The contemporary pronunciation of namaste in India is na-ma-stay but the ”st” part is a much softer sound than in ”stay”, one that isn’t used
in English. Literally namaste is a ’sandhi’ or combination of two words namaha + te in Sanskrit (namaha = i bow
down, te = to you).
neophobic (2006-09-25 22:37:04)
I definitely agree with the quote. Means more to me now than it ever would’ve before. Hello, by the way. :)

3.9.33

my new team? (2006-09-26 01:30) - eyes on the prize - friends

Music: mars volta - deloused in the comatorium - drunkship

wednesday sees me talking to the google lead tech ([1]this guy) in atlanta for placement....will [2]this blog
post describe my team-to-be? we should know in a few days...but it’s looking 99 % like that’ll be the case.
Until I get pulled out to Mountain View, that is...that’ll be a topic of discussion for Wednesday.
so get ready california: the dankest is likely headed your way soon. not, however, until i rock atlanta
hard harder hardest, and for that matter until i ace the last part of this interview. i am well past fear,
though. and oh yeah, a-towners? come on motherfuckers let’s throw down, c’mon motherfuckers lets go – i
look forward to interviewing you (assuming all goes as planned) as you begin applying to google atlanta :D.
CALLING ALL ZONES.
”Welcome to Atlanta: It’s Google Shawdy!”???? i’ll apparently be giving lessons in how to properly speak as
well as code :D :D :D.

i gotta say there’s a hottie or two sprinkled in there [update: hrmmmm.....no, just one :/. so it goes.
]. mountain view has got to be surrounded by the most dense core of programmer groupiesluts on earth,
really. man i am kinda fretful about falling into the ocean during an earthquake, but the triumvirate of
mostly-legalized weed, left-wing politics and a superabundancy of Asian grrrls is a strong, strong danksign
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to raise. w000000000t!
1. http://conferences.oreillynet.com/cs/os2006/view/e_spkr/2896
2. http://googleblog.blogspot.com/2006/08/google-in-atl.html

opima (2006-09-26 10:16:29)
Hurray Asian girls!!! I got a few to toss your way!!.. I’m guessing you’d head to the North though..? bah. If so there’s
Asian tang that will toss itself your way without aid. Anyway you’d be close enough to visit and I’m looking to move
out there in a year or so. If it’s the South it would be awesome to throw down with you more regularly again. Anyway
keep status updated.. And Happy Birthday in case I forget in a few days when it actually rolls around.
dankamongmen (2006-09-26 13:41:34)
google asians google asians google asians google asians DANK WEED google asians....it has been a mantra of late
dankamongmen (2006-09-27 20:20:56)
”hurray asian girls!!!” surely this could be made a responsorial psalm for the 21st century.
angra (2006-09-26 13:19:40)
sounds like a sweet gig, man. I knew one other guy that disappeared into the google void and is probably saving the
world now :).
dankamongmen (2006-09-26 13:22:32)
thanks buddy! i sincerely appreciate the well-wishes, especially from such a personally-respected colleague in SCIENCE. i’m here to save the revolution...one if by code, two if by deez
datavortex (2006-09-26 13:33:01)
Let me know the second you sign the offer.
dankamongmen (2006-09-26 13:39:56)
you and i, sir, shall go enjoy a ten-hour smokeout the likes of which have not been seen since Dresden, February 1945,
and make many a plotting. others should join. we’re gonna tear the roof off the sucka.
ghettohaxor (2006-09-26 15:24:14)
im in.
phatjoe (2006-09-26 15:18:47)
I couldn’t even get a sysadmin job with them here. I guess it doesn’t help that I blew two phone interviews. /joe
dankamongmen (2006-09-26 15:19:54)
too bad you didn’t go to harvard; i bet that would have been an excellent blowjob. ahh, mr. show. where would we
be without thee.
dankamongmen (2006-09-26 15:21:13)
btw do you realize that’s scott blum on the far right? we took compilers together when i was a soph and he a senior.
then, new year’s eve, his girlfriend (wife?) and i drunkenly fired roman candles at each other. [ LJ User: jen rosero
] was blonde that evening. strange times at [ LJ User: grandargh ]’s house.
dankamongmen (2006-09-26 15:24:06)
and we were engaged ([ LJ User: jen rosero ] and i, that is). egg sauce and now this!
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phatjoe (2006-09-26 17:42:57)
even sinth works there?? this is salt in the wound. /joe
chefataraxia (2006-09-26 16:29:34)
holy shit good luck! Exciting times.
pimperzparadise (2006-09-26 17:42:24)
google asians google asians google asians DANK ASS NUGGETS google asians google asians DANK ASS NUGGETS...
is there really any question here? Of course, you’re going to go. And I’d be more inclined to visit if you lived there.
dankamongmen (2006-09-26 17:44:39)
you live in maryland / virginia, no? how is it more likely to visit california than the empire state of the south? i
think too much time in that white woman’s pool has poisoned your mind against the lessons of dr. king!
pimperzparadise (2006-09-27 02:08:20)
Ahh, I’m a southern girl by birth. It’s just that the cops in GA scare me. Like literally terrify me. I went to jail for
having a roach in my ashtray and I had to stay there all weekend. At my arraignment, I vowed never to return. But
if you stay in ATL and can promise me a hideaway from those tobacco-spitting, cowboy hat-wearing degenerates, I
might reconsider. Dank ass nuggets will pull me anywhere.
billings (2006-09-26 23:53:59)
That is the longest, most didactic LJ userpic I have ever seen.
pimperzparadise (2006-09-27 02:05:34)
Noooo shit. I am surprised people take the time to read the entire thing. I would change it, but I like how annoyed
it makes everyone that takes the time to sit there and wait for the entire message to pop up. Plus, I’m pretty
long-winded. =)
billings (2006-09-27 02:24:37)
Well if you made it yourself I guess that’s alright by me.
pimperzparadise (2006-09-27 02:30:06)
Sadly, I did not make it msyelf. There’s supposed to be some grammatical errors and I promised to keep it up
until I could point them out. I can’t find them. Can you?
happyfunnorm (2006-09-26 21:51:39)
Yay Nick! That rules! There are a few cute girls in that photo, BTW. As near as I can tell rom a small picture.
subcultured (2006-09-26 22:31:44)
I saw some postings for jobs with them - definitely tempting - you’ll have to keep us posted on how things work out.
GOOD LUCK.
billings (2006-09-26 23:58:41)
The guy in the lower left hand corner has an amazing mane. The rest of the picture almost look like it emerged from
the mane as some kind of high-dollar fragrance.
dankamongmen (2006-09-27 15:10:51)
that was pretty goddamn hilarious, bill. it’s good to have you back.
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seldomawake (2006-09-28 14:43:54)
I do look forward to your more technical rants – there’s lots to be learned there, on my part – and gDank may not
post quite as much in that regard, since google is of the IP-nazi school... Possible?
dankamongmen (2006-09-28 14:53:40)
most companies don’t like their employees talking about meth-driven development or the joy of evading police roadblocks, either. i manage.
seldomawake (2006-09-29 14:14:28)
I do have to agree... heh. Off-the-wall question: [1]Mr. Mullis? This question would make more sense if you had
ever gone and seen him speak (have you?). [mental wandering] I am, in some small way in my own world, trying to
understand why [2]Drugs are associated with mental damage, when so many of the most brilliant of people seem to
prove otherwise. For context, this line of thinking got started after watching PKD’s latest silver-screen contribution,
A Scanner Darkly. [/wandering]
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kary_Mullis
2. http://scholar.google.com/scholar?hl=en&lr=&q=drug+abuse+adverse+mental+effects&btnG=Search

seldomawake (2006-09-29 14:17:08)
Um. That previous question was meant to read, ”What do you think of Dr. Mullis, with regard to his [1]somewhat
controversial lifestyle?
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kary_Mullis

dankamongmen (2006-09-29 16:00:45)
a question i have studied for some time. my hypothesis: assumptions ———– a) the majority of people are stupid
b) drug use is not signifigantly correlative to intelligence by any function (major, risky assumption here) c) drugs
tend to intensify in thought and action what was already there, perhaps latently (other major, risky assumption)
d) stupid people act stupidly. e) drugs are not generally acceptable social patter among the cognosceti f) promotion
of a fear of drugs is useful to the government and by proxy media derivations ———– stupid people on drugs
act intensely stupidly intelligent people on drugs act intensely intelligent these intensely intelligent acts are not
strongly associated with drugs by their promoters intensely stupid acts are strongly associated with drugs by the
media results ——- i’ve gotta pay upwards of $150 a day for my psychoactive delights

3.9.34

you can do anything you set your mind to, man (2006-09-27 11:25) - utterly confident
- friends

Music: big boi - got purp? - kyrptonite

i’m about to leave for what i *think* is the final google interview – not a technical one, but just placement.
google security, here i come, i hope...?
Look, if you had one shot, or one opportunity
To seize everything you ever wanted
One moment
Would you capture it or just let it slip?
Yo, His palms are sweaty, knees weak, arms are heavy There’s vomit on
his sweater already, mom’s spaghetti He’s nervous, but on the surface
he looks calm and ready To drop bombs, but he keeps on forgetting What
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he wrote down, the whole crowd goes so loud He opens his mouth, but
the words won’t come out He’s chokin’, how everybody’s jokin’ now The
clock’s run out, time’s up over, blow! Snap back to reality, Oh there
goes gravity Oh, there goes Rabbit, he choked He’s so mad, but he
won’t give up that easy No, he won’t have it, he knows his own back’s
to these ropes It don’t matter, he’s dope He knows that, but he’s
broke He’s so stacked that he knows When he goes back to his mobile
home, that’s when it’s Back to the lab again yo This whole code shit
He better go capture this moment and hope it don’t pass him No more
games, I’ma change what you call rage Tear this mothafuckin’ roof off
like 2 dogs caged I was playin in the beginning, the mood all changed
I been chewed up and spit out and booed off stage But I kept rhymin’
and kept writin’ the next cypher Best believe somebody’s payin’ the
pied piper All the pain inside amplified by the fact That I can’t get
by with my 9 to 5 And I can’t provide the right type of life for my
family Cause man, these goddam food stamps don’t buy diapers And it’s
no movie, there’s no Makai Pfeiffer, this is my life And these times
are so hard and it’s getting even harder Tryin’ to feed and water my
seed, plus Teeter-totter caught up between trying to be a father and a
prima donna Baby mama drama’s screamin’ on and Too much for me to
wanna Stay in one spot, another day of monotony Has gotten me to the
point, I’m like a snail I’ve got to formulate a plot or I end up in
jail or shot Success is my only mothafuckin option, failure’s not!
Mom, I love you, but this trailer’s got to go I cannot grow old in
Salem’s lot So here I go it’s my shot, Feet fail me not this may be
the only opportunity that I got

you can do anything you set your mind to, man

angra (2006-09-27 16:14:25)
I did not realize google was doing security stuff. I guess it makes sense. I figured you were striking out in a new area.
Neat. I am interested to see what you end up doing and what you think of the company.
dankamongmen (2006-09-27 19:35:36)
well, the other three places i’m looking at seriously are arbor, coverity and mathworks. it’d be [1]this job at Arbor
Networks ([2]ptacek works there!), senior software engineer at coverity or compiler engineer at mathworks. i may end
up taking up joel’s offer and checking out fog creek, but i doubt i’d want to diddle with their skittles.
1. http://asert.arbornetworks.com/2006/09/looking-for-a-few-good-men-or-women/
2. http://www.icir.org/vern/Ptacek-Newsham-Evasion-98.ps

dankamongmen (2006-09-27 19:36:38)
http://blog.vodun.org/articles/2006/05/13/friends-dont-let-friends-d rink-cheap-beer that’s a really interesting post.
angra (2006-09-27 19:40:24)
hey I know a guy at Mathworks, too. They do neat stuff. Suburban Boston is cold and new englandy though.
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angra (2006-09-27 19:45:03)
I think coverity wins on overall coolness factor, but arbor has the nice ”security-related” thing going on which could
be a plus or a minus depending on where you head is.
dankamongmen (2006-09-27 19:54:50)
you think coverity beats google?? the other places i’d like to look for coolness factor would be APL, NSA, LNL,
and sandia...anywhere they make nuclear bombs or do crypto, basically (does oak ridge still use computers? or
exist?) cray would also be badass if the world’s supply of ex-cray engineers weren’t all trying to work there, too, or
if a job had opened there in the past decade of acquisitions. speaking of which why the fuck can’t i get a symbolics
lisp machine off ebay?
angra (2006-09-28 13:44:37)
probably not, I was forgetting google when I said that :). But, the coolness factor of coverity can not be so
easily dismissed. I know a cray guy, too, but he is busy on a DARPA assignment at the moment. Is Cray in the
running for the HPCS award still? If so, there could be a lot of $ flowing their way, might be lots of jobs opening
up. There is a havoc-y person working at Argonne National Lab, but I don’t know what they do there. I would
think NSA would be very enjoyable work for you, but maybe not the overall environment or purpose that you’re
looking for...
dankamongmen (2006-09-28 14:26:23)
yeah i’m pretty actively dismissing jobs requiring a security clearance, for obvious reasons.
dankamongmen (2006-09-27 19:45:56)
YAY
things nick loves, in rough order: a) dank weed (semi-legal in nearby canada) b) the idea of a phd from harvard or
mit (w00t) c) smart girls in sweaters and glasses (w00t) d) cold (w00t) e) bookstores (w00t) f) not having to own
a car / walking everywhere (w00t) g) cigarettes (ok, this is admittedly shitty in boston) 5.5/7 sure whoops atlanta
angra (2006-09-27 19:46:54)
I think you’d need a car to work at Mathworks or Arbor, though. Unless you want to spend a ton of time on
buses. Is MIT/Harvard part-time friendly? GT is decidedly anti-part-time Ph.D., which blows. I am ready to be
hard core again, but not ready to default on my mortgage.
dankamongmen (2006-09-27 19:56:07)
buses are fine so long as they’re reasonable buses, that run on near-schedule. MARTA does not qualify. if i got
into mit or harvard i would go into whatever debt was necessary to drop everything and start it up. i’ve saved a
pretty signifigant chunk of change in the hopes of this happening, or giving up and going to CalTech. either way,
i’m not working while i do my phd.
nisroc (2006-09-28 06:44:47)
wuss :p ”Consider Renting If you can rent anything decent, try to avoid buying property. Think about the most
interesting people you know. Chances are, most of them are renters. People who rent talk about the books
that they’ve read, the trips that they’ve taken, the skills that they are learning, the friends whose company
they are enjoying. Property owners complain about the local politicians, the high rate of property tax, the
difficulty of finding competent tradespeople, the high value of their own (very likely crummy) house or condo,
and what kinds of furniture and kitchen appliances they are contemplating buying. Property owners are boring. The most boring parts of a property owner’s personality is that which relates to his or her ownership
of real estate.” http://64.233.161.104/search?q=cache:f6FozTUIxEYJ:philip.greenspun.c om/materialism/early-
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retirement/where-to-live+greenspun+renters &hl=enw=us &ct=clnk &cd=2 &client=safari
angra (2006-09-28 11:55:48)
I read that entire journal or whatever months ago and decided that that guy has a few good points here and
there but is definitely not worth taking advice from regarding being a good or bad person (OK, interesting or
boring).
solecize (2006-09-28 02:29:01)
if you come to boston, i will be a happy man.
pimperzparadise (2006-09-27 17:01:38)
As cool as it is to work for google, I kinda liked the idea of you becoming a neurologist. It’s always good to have a
doctor in the fam...you know, for those ’scripts and all.
dankamongmen (2006-09-27 19:41:03)
what if i became head neurologist at google? my ex-buddy jeremy and i were going to start up our masters at GT
in bioinformatics, and the same day mail everyone@ announcing ourselves to be ”The Biosecurity Division of Secure
Computing”, and demand all biosecurity issues be routed through us. instead, he became a fucker. so it goes.
cola fan (2006-09-27 17:38:10)
You’ll find the place that’s right. Good luck.
dankamongmen (2006-09-27 19:28:47)
i must say, it’s a pretty goddamn cool place. and, thanks!

3.9.35

steppin’ on toes, break a nigga’s nose, in the projects nigga anything goes
(2006-09-27 17:04) - too many wasps - public

Music: blackalicious - rhymes for the deaf, dumb and blind

gah! i just beat three (!) simultaneously-spotted wasps to death with my copy of Kerievsky’s [1]Refactoring
to Patterns (yet another great recommendation from [ LJ User: nisroc ] – he’s three for three. listen to his
advice). i think we’ll be returning to air conditioning until i’ve purchased and installed some screens. waking
up to scrotal stinging is second only to cockroaches laying eggs in my stomach in terms of unreasonable but
very real fears of mine, although admittedly i’d always assumed it would be scorpions.
1. http://www.industriallogic.com/xp/refactoring/

nisroc (2006-09-28 06:15:05)
OMG scorpions! Heh, glad you liked the read... I’m not ashamed to admit that I didn’t truly get Patterns until
Kerievsky sliced them up in his refactorings (though I was drunk and in an extended-stay motel in ALABAMA at the
time, so who knows, maybe his ideas about Patterns are for-crap). You HAVE read ”The Timeless Way of Building”
right?
dankamongmen (2006-09-28 06:19:58)
i had your mom read it to me while i fucked your dad, but same difference
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nisroc (2006-09-28 06:27:21)
I’ll take that as a NO. You’ll never compete in the Googolplex without the knowledge in that book. So I guess you
lose. Like Tech.
dankamongmen (2006-09-28 07:47:37)
i assume you are talking about alexander’s book? no, but i’ve read dick gabriel’s ”patterns of software” which is
basically TTWoB + onanism. where have you been competing these days, save taking your jew-killing-mobile and
fagapple into stomping parties?
jadesev (2006-09-28 07:02:18)
I’d prefer scorpions, honestly.
eightbit (2006-09-28 13:41:36)
i woke up with a cockroach on my eyelid one morning in august. it was one of only two or three roaches that i’ve seen
in my apartment in the 1.5 years i’ve lived here.
dankamongmen (2006-09-28 14:25:12)
auuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuugh noooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo myrtle street cockroaches are fuckin’ huge, too. i bet it shat all over your cornea and over the course of the evening your eyelids
daubed macules of terrible disease-ridden roachshit on your retina.
angra (2006-09-28 14:32:05)
sounds like you are due for a viewing of [1]Joe’s Apartment
1. http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0116707/

thirdkraytwin (2006-09-28 14:13:09) admit it....
you have crabs
evgnyg (2006-09-29 15:57:51)
This is totally random, but yesterday on campus, they were giving away free samples of ”Tab Energy Drink” (0 calories), and it reminded me of you.
dankamongmen (2006-09-29 16:27:22)
what, because it is the most incredibly wonderful beverage on earth?

3.9.36

me and my girlfriend don’t wear no shoes her nose is painted pepper sunlight...
(2006-09-29 14:07) - giddy - public

Music: jane’s addiction - nothing’s shocking - summertime rolls

hurrah! off to piedmont park and highlander with [ LJ User: dewzi ], to enjoy this, one of those rare atlanta
days in which the sky hangs like a portrait, the temperature suggests idyllic memories unplaceable, a life
integral summing over one’s blisspath, and the last gentle summer breezes constantly refresh. last day of
vacation, erp! there are also plans to hit up dj shadow 2006-10-04 which should surely provide good times
all ’round.
i had all these bon mots and boutades saved up to unleash upon an unsuspecting public in this post,
but i’m really irreducibly happy at the moment, and it’s just based in life being a wonderful thing and people
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making me happy and the feedback generated, a dirac sea of positive energy.
all the troubles of weeks ago have fluttered away like a [1]paper bag, and everyone’s finally getting on
with things, and the sky is electric with promise.
sorry for such a silly, babbling post, but i don’t live emotionally very often – it’s all an n-dimensional
matrix of social interactions described by lagrangians strange indeed, with personality places worked out to
ten decimal places, and when i can get up above that headspace for a day or two i want to share it the end
1. http://www.lyricscafe.com/a/apple_fiona/paperbag.html

hippieatheart (2006-09-29 18:32:17)
Any plans for tonight? I don’t feel like being a homebody, and it’s been a while since I interacted with you via some
means other than LJ.
spoonless (2006-09-29 18:35:22)
a dirac sea of positive energy unfortunately, dirac sea consists of all negative energy states. but no matter, with a bit
of imagination you can reinterpret bubbles in the sea as positive energy antiparticles, and have a happy-fun bubble
bath which is much less depressing!
pimperzparadise (2006-09-29 19:44:10)
Are you high?
dankamongmen (2006-09-29 21:18:55)
...i am always high. it’s the first thing i do when i wake up, and generally the last before i go to sleep.
solecize (2006-09-29 21:34:04)
i envy your concentration and memory. your enthusiasm for the day is infectious.
dankamongmen (2006-09-29 22:34:33)
heh what? my memory sucks asshole
solecize (2006-09-30 01:08:03)
but you remember what you read and do when high (since you are always high). maybe i just need to get over
my stupid leftover christian hangups, and make the leap onto the next plane.
meemeedarling (2006-09-29 21:20:46)
Tell the gang at the Ho I said Hi!

3.9.37

success (2006-09-29 17:57) - FUCK Y’ALL MOTHERFUCKERS W00T - public

Music: ice cube - the predator - when will they shoot?

Hi Nick,
My name is... the Google.com engineering group. The Google.com (Site Reliability) team is
the most dynamic, challenging and fun group, which is responsible for our Google website from
start to finish. (It’s distinct from the Operations group.)
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Please send me an email so we can schedule a time for me to call you to speak with you to
discuss more details regarding [1]the position.
Thanks and hope to hear from you soon.
Best Wishes,
***
Site Reliability Engineering
she said i could sleep on the couch – by two am, i was diggin’ her out. i’m getting drunk tonight.
my rhymes are so phat,
I’m PSPACE-complete but I’ll reduce you to 3-SAT.
My crew is so hard that we roll in NP,
And bitches dereference my pointer for free.
DWORD to your moms, I came to drop bombs;
I’ve got more rhymes than San Jose’s got dotcoms.
I rep the Farm like 50 reps Queens,
With more power than multitape Turing Machines.
Blowin’ up the rap scene faster than factorial functions,
I’m dope like PNP transistors and I’ll saturate your junctions.
By the time you’ve rhymed one line, I’ve already busted ten;
You rap in exponential time and I’m big-O of log(n).
I run gmake and gcc,
And I ain’t never called malloc without calling free.
I’ll beat your ass until it’s colored like a red-black tree
’Cause there’s so much drama in the [sre]!
1. http://www.google.com/support/jobs/bin/answer.py?answer=23591

datavortex (2006-09-29 22:42:32)
SRE is where you belong. Most excellent.
dankamongmen (2006-09-29 22:43:48)
thanks so much for your help, mang :D
datavortex (2006-09-29 23:16:19)
Monzy works for us too, now.
dankamongmen (2006-09-29 23:20:10)
are you fuckin’ serious? well, at least i feel better about ripping his ass off up there. jesus christ, the swarming
effect is huge. i would have been perfectly happy here two years ago (heh, i was, come to think of it). like i told
them, though, ”in twenty years it seems people will ask you...’you weren\’t at google twenty years ago? why not?’
and then stare at you over their horn-rimmed glasses.”
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dankamongmen (2006-09-29 23:21:30)
and the following exchange was priceless: nick it’s like a modern-day xerox parc bruce except we make money
oiscotthey (2006-09-29 23:54:39)
Congratulations. Have fun @ the National Security Agency’s most popular and succesful front. (:
desidjm (2006-09-30 00:10:12) Congrats Nick!
I am very happy for you. There are actually a couple of ex-thoughtworkers over there... I might stop by the highlander
tonight to see if you are around so I can give you a hug and tell you congratulations in person.
cola fan (2006-09-30 00:51:24)
nice job
solecize (2006-09-30 01:06:24)
congratulations mon ami. your rhymin’ was tight.
hippieatheart (2006-09-30 01:47:15)
Congrats, man! Well deserved!
angra (2006-09-30 01:52:05)
are you Going back to Cali, stylin, profilin Growlin, and smilin, while in the sun The top is down, on the black
Corvette And it’s fly, cause it’s sittin on Dayton’s Laurents steering wheel, plushed out, gold-leaf phantom top and
three girls waiting VRRRROOM engine’s blowin, the chrome, is shining Passing all the cars on the way Movement of
the wind, back wheels spin Pop in a cassette and push play ?
seldomawake (2006-09-30 16:18:07)
Congrats! Buy a ’vette!
cryptic maniac (2006-09-30 19:35:04)
Google is really a cult. The whole webpage, is nothing but a front.
threv (2006-09-30 22:05:26)
goddammit you need to work for google.
dj ricecake (2006-10-01 06:02:56)
Congrats mang!

3.10

October

3.10.1

An elegant woman is a woman who despises you and who has no hair under her
arms. (2006-10-01 03:24) - spin geometries = difficult :/ - public

Music: justin timberlake - sexy back (augh, i know)

i win! after years of refusing a cell phone, a study posits [1]cell phones hurt productivity more than twice as
much as smoking marijuana. totally rigorous, of course, and statistically signifigant. either way, hah!
The trick here is that when you manage programmers, specifically, task switches take a really,
really, really long time. That’s because programming is the kind of task where you have to keep a
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lot of things in your head at once. The more things you remember at once, the more productive
you are at programming. A programmer coding at full throttle is keeping zillions of things in
their head at once: everything from names of variables, data structures, important APIs, the
names of utility functions that they wrote and call a lot, even the name of the subdirectory where
they store their source code. If you send that programmer to Crete for a three week vacation,
they will forget it all. The human brain seems to move it out of short-term RAM and swaps it
out onto a backup tape where it takes forever to retrieve. –joel
we can thank mr. salvador dali for the quote lending title to this remembrance of things past. [2]spinors
[3]consume [4]me as of late, along with the intimately related [5]clifford algebras (with which [6]one of my
very favorite GT profs won himself a cozy place in the timeless annals of physics (his research [7]still focuses
on algebraic methods)). they’re kinda fucking my brainbox – i’ve not had to work with anything this complex
and damnably difficult to wrap my head around in some time. i shall understand them in the end, though.
The scalar meson in Minkowski space-time has been general-quantized for practice. General
relativity too has functional Lie algebras whose products obeys the laws of Lie algebra when
they are defined, but which are infinite dimensional because their elements depend on arbitrary
functions. General quantization must replace them by Lie algebras of high dimension. The resulting space-time is composed of a finite number of elementary dynamical processes, ”chronons,”
typically represented by units of a Clifford algebra. This implies a finite time-quantum: chronons
are only finitely local, coupling nearest neighbors. Einstein’s infinitesimal locality only appears in
the singular continuum limit, not in a regular theory. A maximal description of the dynamics is a
spinor of this Clifford algebra. Space-time structure and the particle spectrum are to be computed
from it. [my italics]
i kicked the girl out of here and am settling down with red dawn in the background to read [8]axel’s castle,
edmund wilson’s groundbreaking treatise on french symbolism and modernism. it’s quite the delight – i’ve
never found criticism i enjoyed so much, save of course my main man [9]HL Mencken or possibly burgess’s
[10]Re Joyce. i’ll be done with it tonight and intend to tear through the remaining wilsonite catalogue
soonwise.
ReJoyce does not attempt to explicate or annotate the entire Joycean canon, nor is it exactly
a biography. Rather, it is a very personal ”reading” of Joyce; a delightful ”companion” and a brilliant illumination of his narrative technique. According to Burgess, ”My book does not pretend
to scholarship, only a desire to help the average reader who wants to know Joyce’s work but has
been scared off by the professors.” Reassuring, but a bit disingenuous – Burgess’s work, though
clear and easy to read, never panders to the ”simple,” and he stocks its pages with enough insight
and revelation to impress even the most demanding professor. His primary focus is Joyce’s use of
language, and he takes great delight in exploring the structure, intentions, and psychology that
underpin Joyce’s revolutionary technique. But what differentiates – and elevates – ReJoyce from
most other works of similar Joyce criticism is the clarity and liveliness of Burgess’s own unique
style. Burgess writes with a lucidity and wit which is rare in academic scholarship, and he never
once comes across as being dry, obscure, or condescending. Not a book written by a professional
critic, this is a book written by one very talented author about another: and the fact that Joyce
was not only a fellow writer but something of a personal hero makes it a very enjoyable reading
experience! His sense of admiration of Joyce’s genius is liberally mixed in with a playful sense
of irreverence, and this mix of guileless enthusiasm and intellectual appreciation enlivens every
page.
In structure, the book is elegantly simple but highly effective. Burgess follows Joyce as a writer,
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tracing his development from his days as a nine-year-old Parnellite to his last years working on
Finnegans Wake. Joyce’s life is seen as a humanist journey; self-cast into the role of Daedalus, he
was on a quest to ”rival the primal Creator” as he fashioned increasingly more complex worlds, all
aiming for the ”ennoblement of the common man.” Burgess relates Joyce’s life through the framework of his writing, placing each work in a historical context which illuminates Joyce’s family, his
society, and his own changing ideas about his role as a writer. Against this background, Burgess
highlights the many factors which played a hand in shaping Joyce’s style, and shows how Joyce
himself responded to these forces. Burgess sees a synergistic relationship between Joyce’s technique and the image of ”reality” it was trying to reflect, a tension which engendered a constant,
almost dialectical pressure, forcing his prose to continually evolve in order to meet new demands.
He points out that each of Joyce’s works contains the seeds of the next, and that from every set
of resolutions sprang a more difficult set of problems – issues that could, in turn, be resolved only
through another quantum leap of language and style. This is not to say that Burgess sees Joyce
as merely automatically reacting to forces beyond his control; but he does envision Joyce’s work
as moving towards a single destination. (Destinyation?) In discussing Portrait, Burgess remarks:
”The roots of Ulysses are here – to every phase of the soul its own special language; Finnegans
Wake must seem, not a wilful aberration from sense, but a logical conclusion to that premise.”
True to this vision, all of ReJoyce unfolds below the shadow of Finnegans Wake, the ”man-made
mountain” and inevitable ”terminus” for Joyce’s remarkable journey. All roads lead to riverrun.
. . .
one week into a myspace account, i’ve got 102 inch-by-half-inch windows into your souls up there. i’ll give
it this – i’ve found a few dozen folk from YEARS past who i never thought i’d really talk to again. i’m not
sure anything’s changed, though – now i just see a blurry photo of them five times per day. nonetheless,
it is always positive to reach out to one’s past in the hopes of better shaping one’s future, and now i have
something to talk to the uberhot french girl who moved in downstairs about besides Andre Gide’s effects on
the french zeitgeist or why their major sporting event is continuously won by an American using only one
testicle or what gormless french motherfucker was responsible for Dur dur d’etre un bebe and the shortlived
[11]Jordy craze of 1994. that having been said, each day brings some new spectacular instance of breakage.
what a bunch of garbage.
anyone who willingly chooses to write code in java should be spat upon, have their garments distributed
by casting of lots, and be made to ride naked atop a carpet of stingrays from one’s development facility.
what a joke this pile of broken abstractions is. java is what we’d all be speaking if hitler had won the war.
anyway back to red dawn and [12]projective spaces, and hrmmmm, yes, i think a bit of rolling as well
– why not? early afternoon will see [13]twitch and i, and anyone else who is interested, join up for one
of the last outdoor Sunday Morning Margarita sessions of the season. come one come all; details will be
available in my away message. oh yeah and one last thing: GO GT, GO! FIGHT! WIN! WAY TO
TAKE [14]THOSE HOKIE FUCKS TO THE WOODSHED! GT of course advances to 4-1 (4-0
ACC) and the sole leadership of the ACC Coastal division. GO JACKETS, STING ’EM! w00000t. here’s a
good [15]gamelog at GT Sports Blog (Making the World a Better Place Through GT Sports).
The most prominent newspaperman, book reviewer, and political commentator of his day,
Henry Louis Mencken was a libertarian before the word came into usage. His prose is as clear
as an azure sky, and his rhetoric as deadly as a rifle shot. Frequent targets of his lance were
Franklin Roosevelt and New Deal politics, Comstocks, hygenists, ”uplifters”, social reformers of
any stripe, boobs & quacks, and the insatiable American appetite for nonsense and gaudy sham.
But his life was not defined by negativity. He was positively enthusiastic about to the writings
of Twain and Conrad, the music of Brahms, Beethoven and Bach, and the victuals offered up by
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Chesapeake Bay.
Mencken’s writing is endearing because of its wit, its crisp style, and the obvious delight he
takes in it. The Introduction to The Impossible H.L. Mencken: A Collection of His Best Newspaper Stories, edited by Marion Elizabeth Rodgers which relates Mencken’s manner while reporting
on the presidential conventions: ”No other entertainment gave him greater pleasure than reporting from the conventions; nor did anyone appreciate his efforts more than Mencken himself. One
reporter, peering through Mencken’s window late at night after one rally, recalled watching him
at work alone in his hotel room, pounding out copy on a typewriter propped on a desk. He would
type a few sentences, read them, slap his thigh, toss his head back, and roar with laughter. Then
he would type some more lines, guffaw, and so on until the end of the article.” A cigar jammed
in the side of Mencken’s mouth completes the image. Rare is the picture of him without one in a
hand, his mouth, or a nearby ashtray. (His father was the owner of Baltimore’s Mencken Cigar
Company, which provided Mencken his first gainful employment, which he ditched not long after
his father’s death to become a cub reporter.) Here’s Mencken’s assessment of life in the United
States:
We live in a land of abounding quackeries, and if we do not learn how to laugh we succumb
to the melancholy disease which afflicts the race of viewers-with-alarm... In no other country
known to me is life as safe and agreeable, taking one day with another, as it is in These States.
Even in a great Depression few if any starve, and even in a great war the number who suffer by
it is vastly surpassed by the number who fatten on it and enjoy it. Thus my view of my country
is predominantly tolerant and amiable. I do not believe in democracy, but I am perfectly willing
to admit that it provides the only really amusing form of government ever endured by mankind. I
believe that religion, generally speaking, has been a curse to mankind - that its modest and greatly
overestimated services on the ethical side have been more than overcome by the damage it has
done to clear and honest thinking. I believe that no discovery of fact, however trivial, can be
wholly useless to the race, and that no trumpeting of falsehood, however virtuous in intent, can
be anything but vicious. I believe that all government is evil, in that all government must necessarily make war upon liberty... I believe that the evidence for immortality is no better than the
evidence of witches, and deserves no more respect. I believe in the complete freedom of thought
and speech... I believe in the capacity of man to conquer his world, and to find out
what it is made of, and how it is run. I believe in the reality of progress. I - But
the whole thing, after all, may be put very simply. I believe that it is better to tell
the truth than to lie. I believe that it is better to be free than to be a slave. And I
believe that it is better to know than be ignorant.
and nothing makes you feel ignorant quite like the mind-boggling, wholly flummoxing work of supergeniuses
like [16]tegmark or [17]Schmidhuber the Great. behold and be made to feel all warm and happy inside:

ahhhhh, richly satisfying
We discuss some physical consequences of what might be called “the ultimate ensemble theory”,
where not only worlds corresponding to say different sets of initial data or different physical
constants are considered equally real, but also worlds ruled by altogether different equations. The
only postulate in this theory is that all structures that exist mathematically exist also physically,
by which we mean that in those complex enough to contain self-aware substructures (SASs),
these SASs will subjectively perceive themselves as existing in a physically “real” world. We
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find that it is far from clear that this simple theory, which has no free parameters whatsoever, is
observationally ruled out. The predictions of the theory take the form of probability distributions
for the outcome of experiments, which makes it testable. In addition, it may be possible to rule
it out by comparing its a priori predictions for the observable attributes of nature (the particle
masses, the dimensionality of spacetime, etc) with what is observed.
You are invited to join a mailing list for discussion of the idea that all possible universes exist. Some possible
topics of discussion might include:
• What is the set of all possible universes?
• What is a reasonable prior/posterior distribution for the universe that I am in?
• Why do we believe that both the past and the future are non-random, but the future is more random
than the past?
• Before observing anything about the universe, should we expect it to have (infinitely?) many observers?
• How can we/should we predict the future and postdict the past?
good times, good times.
1. http://www.codinghorror.com/blog/archives/000691.html
2. http://www.hep.uiuc.edu/home/rgleigh/class/spin/
3. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spin_group
4. http://www.euclideanspace.com/maths/algebra/groups/spinor/index.htm
5. http://mathworld.wolfram.com/CliffordAlgebra.html
6. http://www.physics.gatech.edu/people/faculty/dfinkelstein.html
7. http://www.physics.gatech.edu/people/faculty/dfinkelstein.html#research
8. http://www.amazon.com/Axel-Castle-Imaginative-Literature-1870-1930/dp/067960233X
9. http://www.io.com/~gibbonsb/mencken.html
10. http://www.amazon.com/Re-Joyce-Anthony-Burgess/dp/0393004457
11. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jordy
12. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Projective_space
13. http://profile.myspace.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=user.viewprofile&friendid=113196747
14. http://cfn.scout.com/2/557850.html
15. http://gtsports.blogspot.com/2006/09/game-log.html
16. http://space.mit.edu/home/tegmark/toe_frames.html
17. http://www.idsia.ch/~juergen/computeruniverse.html

seldomawake (2006-10-01 16:47:45)
I should be preparing for my trip to the DC office. But your damn post just sucked up an hour of my time. Damnit.
Please keep ’em coming. Meanwhile, from the the MIT webpage linked in your post:
Is “the theory of everything” merely the ultimate ensemble theory? Author: Max Tegmark Abstract:
We discuss some physical consequences of what might be called “the ultimate ensemble theory”, where not
only worlds corresponding to say different sets of initial data or different physical constants are considered
equally real, but also worlds ruled by altogether different equations. The only postulate in this theory is
that all structures that exist mathematically exist also physically, by which we mean that in those complex
enough to contain self-aware substructures (SASs), these SASs will subjectively perceive themselves as
existing in a physically “real” world. We find that it is far from clear that this simple theory, which has
no free parameters whatsoever, is observationally ruled out. The predictions of the theory take the form
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of probability distributions for the outcome of experiments, which makes it testable. In addition, it may
be possible to rule it out by comparing its a priori predictions for the observable attributes of nature (the
particle masses, the dimensionality of spacetime, etc) with what is observed.
First response: ”Is the theory of everything just the ultimate ensemble theory?” Ugh. [1]Foundations of Image Science
has some excellent apendicies that summarize statistical basics, and having read its blurb on the Ensemble view of
statistics recently, this question was a reiteration of the following: ”Is the ultimate system that models everything the
theory of everything?” The answer seemed to be an obvious yes, from the first-impression point of view. Reading the
abstract, however, drove me away from this first impression, but some elements lingered. Self-aware substructures are
a cool idea, which makes it kinda like group-existentialism (ie. reality is the sum-total result of observations made
by self-aware entities, a viewpoint that has been expounded on over many a late-night pizza). I do wonder, however,
what makes the theory testable. I’d be curious to see the workings of this widget. Also, what makes it better than
the theory of everything that spin-foam gravity proponents argue for? What about the version put forth by ”classical”
string theory (testable or otherwise)? Right. First, finish work. Damnit.
1. http://www.amazon.com/Foundations-Image-Science-Harrison-Barrett/dp/0471153001

dankamongmen (2006-10-01 21:16:38) Please keep ’em coming.
could i do otherwise? :D i sure am glad someone else enjoys this stuff. i really, really enjoy writing about it.
seldomawake (2006-10-02 13:25:48) Re: Please keep ’em coming.
And I do love reading about it. Unfortunately, there’s only 24 hours in a ()* #@ # day...
dankamongmen (2006-10-02 01:13:53)
image science as a field is largely unknown to me (outside of very basic pattern matching in n dimensions). thanks
for the next major technical volume i’ll be reading!
seldomawake (2006-10-02 13:32:49)
I think you’ll be annoyed by how heuristic most implementations end up being. It’s like holding up a thumb and
seeing how things scale up. There’s a -lot- of really neat stuff, though. Foundations is one hell of a way to start –
it’s the most comprehensive book on the subject I have found. I can recommend better readings, especially those
oriented towards the computation aspect (Foundations is mostly theoretical, to the point where even the discrete
case is considered a special case). It’s really neat stuff, and I do love it (hell, I live it every day), but I do recommend
something lighter first. Mind you, you’d probably be bored by something lighter. And since you’ll be working
for google, (and I note the absence of a good user-facing SIFT algorithm with google), you may as well jump in
head-first. If you end up writing the google ”find this image” algorithm, that would be -aweseome-. (I’ve given some
thought to this algorithm. More to follow after work today.)
seldomawake (2006-10-02 18:23:40)
Here’s a [1]decent introduction to SIFT. From the prespective of someone who works with practically-implemented
imaging algorithms (in a geospatial environment) on a daily basis, this would be coinsidered quite difficult. See?
Toldja you’d find it boring. It’s heuristic, and very, very practical (as far as math goes, anyway...)
1. http://www.cs.ubc.ca/spider/lowe/papers/iccv99.pdf

dankamongmen (2006-10-02 01:18:12)
btw,
the
following
two
schmidhuber
papers
are
better
than
anything
i’ve
read
of
tegmark’s: ftp://ftp.idsia.ch/pub/juergen/toesv2.pdf ftp://ftp.idsia.ch/pub/juergen/coltspeed.pdf that second one
took me about three weeks to read and understand, btw (including time required to go find + digest prerequisite
material in media res), longer than any other paper so far this year. ahhhh, that was a good March.
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dankamongmen (2006-10-02 01:19:46) HTML versions of schmidhuber’s two incredible papers
algorithmic
theories
of
everything:
http://www.idsia.ch/
juergen/toesv2
the speed prior: http://www.idsia.ch/ juergen/coltspeed/coltspeed.html schmidhuber: read him. love him. fear
him. compute him. i may print that up on a t-shirt.
zbtron (2006-10-01 17:01:55)
i’m immediatley suspicious of any study that says something about marijuana. and, regarding your concerns about
the universe, time, and observation: http://youtube.com/watch?v=UlkzgI jNUg do it watch it.
dankamongmen (2006-10-01 19:49:43)
man, i bet you stopped reading after the first paragraph
zbtron (2006-10-01 21:26:45)
yes.
zbtron (2006-10-01 21:28:03)
you should consider AP style, where they put the most exciting and important details first, so that if the reader
wants to move onto another article they have all of the information they need. and then if one is more interested in
said topic they keep reading. you shouldnt need annotations for LJ baby.
dankamongmen (2006-10-02 01:15:37) ou should consider AP style, where they put the most exciting and important
details firs
i will admit achievement of lolz here
potatowocky (2006-10-01 22:50:21)
I don’t think there is such a thing as a noncommutative field.
dankamongmen (2006-10-01 23:13:57)
division ring / skew field. you are correct, but it’s semantics. In abstract algebra, a division ring, also called a skew
field, is a ring with 0 ‘ 1 and such that every non-zero element a has a multiplicative inverse (i.e. an element x with
ax = xa = 1). If rings are viewed as categorical constructions, then this is equivalent to requiring that all nonzero
morphisms are isomorphisms. Division rings are very similar to fields - they differ only in that their multiplication
is not required to be commutative. The condition 0 ‘ 1 is only there to exclude the trivial ring with a single element
0 = 1. Stated differently, a ring is a division ring iff the group of units is the set of all non-zero elements. All fields
are division rings; more interesting examples are the non-commutative division rings. The best known example is the
ring of quaternions H. If we allow only rational instead of real coefficients in the constructions of the quaternions, we
obtain another division ring. In general, if R is a ring and S is a simple module over R, then the endomorphism ring
of S is a division ring; every division ring arises in this fashion from some simple module.
dankamongmen (2006-10-02 01:12:30)
but yeah, obviously the field axioms demand commutative + and * operators. i agree that he’s made an odd distinction up there. triple fields are also an oddity to me.
solecize (2006-10-02 04:23:49)
that chart gives me a hard-on
solecize (2006-10-02 04:35:16)
omg. the more i read the more i am elevated.
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spoonless (2006-10-04 08:07:13)
Yay on Tegmark... definitely a cool guy, and his ultimate ensemble suggestion (I don’t want to call it a theory, since
it clearly isn’t yet) has influenced my thinking within the past few years greatly. He’s even published an article in
Nature with [1]Nick Bostrom, who is truly one of my top personal heros. Tegmark is bold enough to say what I
think most people in cosmology and high energy physics suspect deep down anyway, but are afraid to say. He’s also
done a pretty good job of defending the Many Worlds Interpretation of quantum mechanics, which is by far the most
sensible interpretation, from the people who either don’t understand it and/or aren’t willing to fully commit to it yet.
(Although I think David Deutsch has done an even more spectacular job at this.) He also co-founded [2]FQXi with
my GR professor from Spring quarter, which subsequently awarded a friend of mine $80,000 of ”dirty money” (tainted
by the Templeton institute) to work on some speculative new ideas. I need to make a post about some of the thoughts
I’ve been having lately about the philosophy of math, because they relate a lot to Tegmark’s ultimate ensemble.
1. http://www.nickbostrom.com/
2. http://www.fqxi.org/who.html

3.10.2

it would appear (2006-10-01 15:58) - fortuna’s wheel spins - public

Music: dead kennedys - plastic surgery disasters - moon over marin

that Elise is getting divorced, and we’re going to start hanging out again.
GOD FORGIVE US BOTH.
No blame.
zbtron (2006-10-01 21:40:04)
a helmet might be advisable for both of you this time around. did i go to far?
dankamongmen (2006-10-01 21:54:17)
too. retard.
zbtron (2006-10-03 01:46:53)
err, its a pun. a very deep pun that references latin and the napoleanic wars.
dankamongmen (2006-10-01 22:56:38)
but yes, your advice is wise
thirdkraytwin (2006-10-02 00:08:20)
it’s a perfect day, a perfect day.
coleoptera (2006-10-02 00:51:57)
I seem to have missed that she got married in the first place. That all happened quite quickly. I second the above
advice....sometimes things don’t work out for a reason, man.
phatjoe (2006-10-02 02:36:31)
always wear a digital recorder /joe
billings (2006-10-02 03:18:31)
That sounds fine, as long as you both realize that you’re stupid crazy.
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angry user (2006-10-02 12:04:24)
wow. I second the wear helmets, you’re fucking nuts, and set up cameras for the later court battle sentiments expressed
here.
eccyntric (2006-10-02 14:32:22)
Ya know, the marriage actually lasted longer than I thought it would...try not to get arrested this time.
seldomawake (2006-10-02 17:09:00)
Judging by the comments, I misunderstood the significance of this post. That said, I should mention that I also
misunderstood what you meant by ”Elise” – I’m a sick, sick man, and I instantly thought you meant the Lotus Elise.
However, since I -am- reading your journal, I was thinking of [1]Wil Shipley’s Elise (see page 9 of the presentation).
Hey, atleast there’s software engineering connotations there. What’s your take on Mr. Shipley? Have you come across
him before? For context: I am still new to this world of professional software development, and I would like to know
how to do well. Best way: find out who’s doing well, and emulate them. How do I do that? Get opinions. Specifically,
yours. Regarding Wil Shipley. Because I think he’s got a lot of good points, but I lack the experience to make that
call. And hey, he’s funny.
1. http://wilshipley.com/blog/WWDC_Student_Talk.pdf

litovka (2006-10-02 18:29:48)
Just remember that Hezi’s not going to be around to find you a lawyer on short notice.
solecize (2006-10-02 22:44:12)
Oh Elise it doesn’t matter what you say I just can’t stay here every yesterday Like keep on acting out the same The
way we act out Every way to smile Forget And make-believe we never needed Any more than this Any more than
this Oh Elise it doesn’t matter what you do I know I’ll never really get inside of you To make your eyes catch fire
The way they should The way the blue could pull me in If they only would If they only would At least I’d lose this
sense of sensing something else That hides away From me and you There’re worlds to part With aching looks and
breaking hearts And all the prayers your hands can make Oh I just take as much as you can throw And then throw
it all away Oh I throw it all away Like throwing faces at the sky Like throwing arms round Yesterday I stood and
stared Wide-eyed in front of you And the face I saw looked back The way I wanted to But I just can’t hold my tears
away The way you do Elise believe I never wanted this I thought this time I’d keep all of my promises I thought you
were the girl I always dreamed about But I let the dream go And the promises broke And the make-believe ran out...
So Elise It doesn’t matter what you say I just can’t stay here every yesterday Like keep on acting out the same The
way we act out Every way to smile Forget And make-believe we never needed Any more than this Any more than this
And every time I try to pick it up Like falling sand As fast as I pick it up It runs away through my clutching hands
But there’s nothing else I can really do There’s nothing else I can really do There’s nothing else I can really do At
all... [1]Listen!
1. http://www.thealvas.org/samson/music/The%20Cure%20-%2009%20A%20Letter%20To%20Elise.mp3

3.10.3

i’m immune to all viruses;

i do the cocaine, it clears up my sinuses

(2006-10-02 00:21) - entertained - public
Music: cee-lo - is the soul machine - the art of noise

[1]my bookmarks, slightly bowdlerized, as of Sun Oct 1 20:21:29 EDT 2006. First reaction: that is some truly
disorganized shit. Second reaction: I only have two entries under history. Third reaction: James Traficant
is in like five different sections. AS WELL HE OUGHT BE.
enjoy. maybe you’ll find something interesting and new.
1. http://gehennom.net/~dank/bookmarks.html
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solecize (2006-10-02 02:57:02)
lol @ the title
dankamongmen (2006-10-02 03:05:18) nigga pleeeeeez!
[ODB] I ain’t no nigga My words can’t be held against me I’m not caught up in your law All music must obey me All
pain must obey me I cripple my enemies Got that careful vocabulary I can talk my way up out of anything Nobody’s
words can go against me I’m stingy, I want all that energy Osirus, the best nigga in the place to be I two hundred
hot degree Burning ya til you faint y’all Y’all niggas shooting blanks y’all I’m fucking my vest, drive an armored
tank y’all I dead niggas like a dog buries a bone You could never set me up I raise the pain volume Nominate me, as
presidential MC My career so intelligent unique physique A nigga please! [ODB and RZA] [Chorus] You could never
fuck with the dog, A nigga please! Nigga I will bury ya bone A nigga please! I’m the one who burned ya home A
nigga please! Watch your shit fall like Rome I’m immune to all viruses I get the cocaine it cleans out my sinuses Just
for slinging *nuh* I get a quarter a mil I’ll have it raining ice drops the size of automobiles Kill all the government
microchips in my body I’m the paranoid nigga at your party I kill all my enemies at birth! Shut the fuck up! Bitch
and let my slide my hands up your skirt Nigga please! [Chorus] Nigga please! (You could never fuck with the dog)
[x5] [RZA] Straight up! ODB type shit Y’all watch out for the Abbott and Crazy Monk Coming soon Splashed y’all
with the organic hip-hop spazola type Naw mean Straight up! For born in on
mattpo (2006-10-02 04:29:59)
My bookmarks http://del.icio.us/chemixst/Nootropic

3.10.4

when they see you grab it with both hands, it’s a black thing! they won’t
understand! (2006-10-02 22:48) - still a dangerous wingman - public

Music: the doors - the doors - the end (from window)

compiling gcc4.2 and jdk1.5 concurrently kicks the shit out of a machine for rizzeal. six million jews died for
this?!?!?!
/usr/ports/lang/gcc42/work/build/./prev-gcc/xgcc
-B/usr/ports/lang/gcc42/work/build/./prev-gcc/ -B/usr/local/i386-portbld-freebsd6.2/bin/ -I.././..//gcc-4.2-20060923/libcpp -I. -I.././..//gcc-4.220060923/libcpp/../include -I.././..//gcc-4.2-20060923/libcpp/include -I/usr/local/include -O2 -g -fomitframe-pointer -W -Wall -Wwrite-strings -Wstrict-prototypes -Wmissing-prototypes -Wold-style-definition
-Wmissing-format-attribute -pedantic -Wno-long-long -Werror -I.././..//gcc-4.2-20060923/libcpp -I. I.././..//gcc-4.2-20060923/libcpp/../include -I.././..//gcc-4.2-20060923/libcpp/include -I/usr/local/include c -o line-map.o -MT line-map.o -MMD -MP -MF .deps/line-map.Po .././..//gcc-4.2-20060923/libcpp/line-map.c/usr/ports/lang/gcc42/wor k/build/./prev-gcc/xgcc -B/usr/ports/lang/gcc42/work/build/./prev-gcc/ B/usr/local/i386-portbld-freebsd6.2/bin/
-I.././..//gcc-4.220060923/libcpp -I. -I.././..//gcc-4.2-20060923/libcpp/../include -I.././..//gcc-4.2-20060923/libcpp/include
-I/usr/local/include -O2 -g -fomit-frame-pointer -W -Wall -Wwrite-strings -Wstrict-prototypes -Wmissingprototypes -Wold-style-definition -Wmissing-format-attribute -pedantic -Wno-long-long -Werror -Wordis-bond -I.././..//gcc-4.2-20060923/libcpp -I. -I.././..//gcc-4.2-20060923/libcpp/../include -I.././..//gcc-4.220060923/libcpp/include -I/usr/local/include -c -o macro.o -MT macro.o -MMD -MP -MF .deps/macro.Po
.././..//gcc-4.2-20060923/libcpp/macro.c
?!? great wordblogs found today: [1]wordlustitude, [2]language log. go right now and read [3]”The Imminent Lexicographic Singularity”, as you will be glad you did. chase those deep links down as well, Vigilant
Readers; don’t make me give a quiz. Varghese’s [4]Network Algorithmics is one of the finest advanced pro798
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gramming texts I’ve finished in some time, although I found two errors during my first half-hour with it,
spent bent double over margaritas like beggars in sacks. Today during a phone interview I was asked for an
asymptotic classification of quicksort, and I came pretty close to shouting, Full Metal Jacket responsorialstyle, ”WORST CASE BIG-THETA N SQUARED AVERAGE CASE BIG-THETA N LOG N WITH A
RELATIVELY LOW CONSTANT!” It was the closest thing to academic bowl I’ve had the chance to enjoy
in years.
1. http://wordlust.blogspot.com/
2. http://itre.cis.upenn.edu/~myl/languagelog/
3. http://itre.cis.upenn.edu/~myl/languagelog/archives/003627.html#more
4. http://www.amazon.com/Network-Algorithmics-Interdisciplinary-Designing-Networking/dp/0120884771

cbradfield (2006-10-03 00:01:04)
Is your computer powered by jew juice!
dankamongmen (2006-10-03 05:02:01)
5 % by vol. my nizza

3.10.5

notes (2006-10-09 07:04) - happy happy dankling - public

Music: tupac - greatest hits - california love (original)

holllllllllly crap: [1]Knuth Is My Homeboy t-shirts.
i am wholly unconvinced that the DPRK pulled anything supercritical off at P unggye-yok – it just doesn’t
make a goddamn bit of sense (that they’d use one of their surely few fission devices in this fashion). i put 50
% money (and falling) on a conventional explanation (this was my call immediately upon hearing the claim,
btw, not after reading analysis – i’ll be psyched if i called it correctly). get all the analysis you can eat at
[2]ArmsControlWonk, [3]OPFOR, [4]AtomicArchive etc. that being said, it’d be pretty goddamn funny if
we woke up tomorrow to the news: ”Seoul is no more! The Miracle of the Han River has sunk back beneath
the waves forever.” Nothing beside remains. Round the decay Of that colossal wreck, boundless and bare
The lone and level sands stretch far away.
[5]
i’m so....ronery....
i had to explain to someone yesterday why making 3x as much somewhere with a 3x cost of living is still
a net win, all other variables held constant (local cost of living remains the same percentage of income, of
course, and what’s left over can be invested on the global market at no penalty for greater rewards). how
are such things just not immediately obvious to everyone? [headshake]
your moment of zen:
> [6]http://google.com/codesearch?hl=en &lr= &q=motherfuckin &btnG=Search
mov al,[si]; copy that motherfucking byte
go4: mov es:[di],al;
inc di;
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YEAH, MOTHERFUCKER!
also, [7]everybody loves eric raymond is some funny shit. thanks [ LJ User: weev ]!

[8]
this would also be the home of the [9]bruce schneier facts database, which you should go see if you haven’t.
1. http://geekz.co.uk/shop/
2. http://www.armscontrolwonk.com/1229/unsc-prst-on-dprk
3. http://op-for.com/2006/10/destablization_v20.html
4. http://www.atomicarchive.com/weblog/2006/10/official-statement-from-north-korea-on.shtml
5. http://www.armscontrolwonk.com/1167/nork-nuke-test-site
6. http://google.com/codesearch?hl=en&lr=&q=motherfuckin&btnG=Search
7. http://geekz.co.uk/lovesraymond/archive/so-i-married-a-kernel-programmer
8. http://geekz.co.uk/lovesraymond/wp-content/ep055.jpg
9. http://geekz.co.uk/lovesraymond/wp-content/ep054.jpg
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angra (2006-10-09 12:04:57)
it’s not obvious because way too many people spend as much or more than they consume. for them, it’s not a win. I
think.
dankamongmen (2006-10-09 12:15:59)
well, yeah, if they’re precommitting to consumably spending as much as they earn, it doesn’t seem they’re worrying
about future benefit. i’d say address that issue before filly-ficking around with your income.
weev (2006-10-09 14:48:55)
i spend every free dollar i have ever had on drugs and a decade of this has done me quite well
thirdkraytwin (2006-10-10 05:32:34)
[00003kdx]

3.10.6

this is not an aids-infected needle (2006-10-10 04:06) - gt gt gt gt gt hurrah - public

Music: ciccone youth - the whitey album - into the groovey

[1]EDSBS (Every Day Should Be Saturday) is quite extraordinary college football journalism. Some great
GT press recently:
Science is about shifting paradigms, and we may be on the verge of shift as the principle
of Chan Gailey Equilibrium is in danger of being disproved. Georgia Tech, three quarters into
the scheduled collapse to a mediocre Maryland team at home following a big loss, unshackled
themselves and clawed their way back into a win thanks to defensive hustle, solid running by
Tashard Choice, and competent, level-headed play by Reggie Ball, winning 27-24 in regulation.
They didn t even need overtime! Or divine intervention!
Reggie Ball s fumble total may be the most serious threat to Chan Gailey Equilibrium: zero.
None. The man who used to be a human Juggs machine under center hasn t unleashed a single
fumble this season (or at least not on the books, at least we just checked.) We ll watch the data
to see if the theory holds true, if not this season, then at least for Gailey s career; it stands to
reason that if Tech goes 10-2 this year, a 4-8 season would follow, at least according to script.
They do not, however, deserve to be ranked [2]behind Georgia at this point, as the fucktarded
USAToday poll has them. The paper written at a fifth grade level for a reason&
fuck the volunteers, but hurrah for anyone who wafflestomps the hated UGA pisswits:
Tennessee spotted UGA a 17-point lead just for funsies, perhaps because they could not
believe the sight of Joe Tereshinski throwing the ball effectively in the first half. How cute that
was! Until Tennessee, down 24-7 at one point, constructed a hellacious comeback that morphed
rapidly into a nearly record-setting assburn of the Dawgs. Willie Martinez s Georgia defense,
hilariously inflated in the rankings prior to the game as the number one D in the nation, has that
problem no more, as they sat comfortably in a cover 2 waiting for Tennessee receivers to catch the
ball before courteously allowing their guests to gain yards after the catch before gently stopping
the play. ...As ugly as a 20-3 halftime lead could be, the second half could be worse. Hamstrung
by a feeble offense, Georgia fans should already begin dreading the inevitable bamboo cane act
that Richt will be forced to do with his quarterbacks, pulling them in and out as each fails to
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move the ball and help Georgia climb back into the game. Tennessee will load up on the run and
wait for the pressure and hits to mount up and cause disaster in the second half. A good Georgia
defense will simply run out of probable saves, and Tennessee will sit their fat front-butts directly
on Georgia s barstools and order whatever they like.
In some senses, it ll be like watching that sex scene in Sideways between the mechanic and the
waitress: it ll be horrible, disturbing, and yet you won t be able to look away for a few minutes.
ahhh back to my mighty engineers:
Ditto for Virginia Tech. Calvin Johnson is immune to Jenkins powers, as well as several
major laws of physics. He also works on clean water projects in Bolivia in the offseason. Oh, and
your girlfriend was totally willing to play naked pogo with him, but Calvin instead sat her down
and talked with her, teaching her a valuable lesson about honesty, fidelity, and how lucky she is
to have a good guy like you in her life. He s that good.
Given that, this is probably as high as you ll see Tech this year. Don t blame us; blame [3]SCIENCE!
...from the previous week...
Blue-chip, slam-dunk, stodgy but-oh-so-profitable blue-chip Buys: Georgia Tech.
Calvin Johnson. Calvin Johnson. Calvin Johnson, Calvin Johnson. Calvin Johnson; Calvin
Johnson.
Calvin? Johnson. Calvin fucking Johnson. Genus: Calvin, species, Johnson.
There. Since adjectives won t properly cover how good he was against Virginia Tech, an onslaught of variation will have to do. Va. Tech will take a hammering in our Blogpoll this week
for violating our trust in the vaunted Hokie system (Jenkins! How could you!), but a certain
gazelle-mutant deserves much of the credit for the victory in Blacksburg. (A major special teams
breakdown is to blame, too, but more on that in the predicable Sells .)
Reggie Ball, the target of Chris Leak-scale contempt, has quietly earned his NCAA quarterbacking MBA this year. He s always going to hover around the fifty percent mark in completions,
but consider what you ve done with your life: have you hit better than fifty percent at anything?
If you have, take your Tony Robbins tapes and pat yourself on the back. We ll go ahead and
congratulate Ball for being good for two tds a game and not totally screwing up Tech s chances of
winning in most of his games thus far this season. Even if his passes look like they re coming out
of his hands at a 45 degree angle away from his intended passer, it s working. Hails and huzzahs
to the best 50 percent passing turbo-midget in the game.
also, don’t miss this fine [4]washington post piece about GT under defensive coordinator john ”the fuckin’
man” tenuta.
The WaPo, the official paper of Hollywood for Ugly People, puts in a nice piece about Jon
Tenuta s wicked Georgia Tech defense. In it, the writer refers to Tech s d-lineman as sleek, a
word usually saved for describing racing hounds or new cell phones.
finally, [5]this entire post just had me crying. holyshitlol.
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1. http://www.everydayshouldbesaturday.com/
2. http://www.usatoday.com/sports/college/football/usatpoll.htm
3. http://airbornecombatengineer.typepad.com/wreck_ramblin/2006/08/chan_gailey_equ.html
4.

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2006/10/05/AR2006100501829.html?nav=rss_sports/

colleges/football
5. http://www.everydayshouldbesaturday.com/?p=2645

hippieatheart (2006-10-10 13:04:27)
It’s indeed a good year for Tech football. Not since Joe Hamilton’s ill-fated attempt at the Heisman have I had such
grand hopes for our team. On top of this, my beloved Chicago Bears seem poised to give the 1985 edition a run for
their money in the annals of football history. 16-0? It’s certainly possible.
angry user (2006-10-10 19:12:27)
holy shit, I’ve now wasted most of the day catching up at http://www.everydayshouldbesaturday.com. During the
hilarity, I ran across [1]this, which doth verily bring a tear to my eye, especially as I worked my way down into the
comments. Remember people, the southeast holds no monopoly on dumb white trash.
1. http://burntorangenation.com/story/2006/10/8/121225/404

angra (2006-10-10 23:24:18)
incidentally, there are a few similarities between this year and 1990 for GT football rankings. It is a preposterous
thing to hope for, but a MNC is not entirely out of the question. it was pretty preposterous this time in ’90, too. we
didn’t crack the top 10 until the first week of November, which is obtainable again with a few improbably upsets...

3.10.7

douglas coupland is a prince of lies and his life is forfeit (2006-10-10 08:05) - big
baby jesus i can’t wait - public

Music: hybrid - morning sci-fi - true to form

microserfs has that theory about the importance of cities during the predominantly pulse-dialing era: important cities like new york and washington d.c. got the lowest area codes in the hope of optimizing dialing
time, given that loop disconnect dialing for a digit N is an N-disconnect pulse train. this makes sense...

202 Washington, D.C.
212 New York City, New York
213 S California: Los Angeles

until you realize two things: A) never take math advice from a physics-turned-art major and B) 0 maps to
10, the pessimal case, ya fucking asshole canadian! nigga please.
[1]this site has many treasures buried just below its nutty exterior religious hogwash. but don’t take my
word for it.
1. http://www.carnatic.com/karmasaya/
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solecize (2006-10-11 03:00:12)
boston is 617...
samildanach (2006-10-12 18:09:16)
At the time the first area codes were assigned, zero was disallowed as the central digit: all area codes were of the form
n1n for n > 1.
samildanach (2006-10-12 18:14:37)
goddammit I fail The form n1m for n and m > 1
dankamongmen (2006-10-12 18:16:47)
so you suggest 202 and 404 weren’t original area codes? i find that hard to believe, as it would mean atlanta and
DC weren’t given codes initially, no? or did 404 and 202 break out of others? i call you full of shit:Area code 404
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia Jump to: navigation, search Area code 404 covers Atlanta and its immediate
neighbors, roughly within Interstate 285. Originally, it covered all of Georgia when the area code system was first
created in the 1940s. Area code 912 was later assigned to southern and much of central Georgia. That long-standing
relationship came to an end around 1992 when northern Georgia beyond metro Atlanta was pushed into area code
706. Residents of exurban areas complained about no longer being identified with 404, and BellSouth brought them
back in, also adding them to what was already (and still is) the world’s largest toll-free calling zone. This, however,
hastened the addition of another area code to metro Atlanta, forcing all of its suburbs and exurbs into area code
770 in 1995, but leaving all cellphones in 404. In 1998, area code 678 was overlaid onto all of both 404 and 770, and
the FCC then forced 10-digit dialing for every call. Because the FCC would not allow an area code to apply only to
cellphones, this also threw open the doors to new mobile numbers also having 678 or 770 instead of just 404. The
confusing mix of split and then double-area overlay was the fault of the Georgia Public Service Commission. The
next area code to overlay the area is planned to be 470.
dankamongmen (2006-10-12 18:21:51)
we were all wrong: [1]North American Numbering Plan
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/North_American_Numbering_Plan

3.10.8

a difficult mail to write, but an honest one (2006-10-10 18:18) - Ä½ µÀ ÄÂ - friends

Music: helmet & house of pain - just another victim

Paul and Alex,
As I’ve let both of you know, I was contacted by Google about a month
ago regarding an opening in their SRE (Site Reliability Engineer)
team:
http://www.google.com/support/jobs/bin/answer.py?answer=23591
As opposed to the general Software Engineering role I’d considered
last year, SRE is, incredibly appealing to me and a much more
prestigious
job. As you both likely suspect, I am interested in the position. As
you both might or might not expect, I have been frankly dominant in
interviews thus far, and expect to be offered at or close to my
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requested salary of [0] per annum. As you both can surely guess, I
would
accept such an offer, although I have been firm throughout that I am
unwilling to leave CT/SCUR prior to 2007-01-01 -- I need at least that
much time to bring my projects (primarily chakra and mahatma, in both
of which I have significant emotional investment) and their new
handlers
to a state where I’m ready to pass the torch.
I write this mail for three reasons:
a) y’all have been wonderful bosses and good friends, and I wish to
give you absolutely maximal time of notice (for you to direct
as
you see fit -- trust that I’ll continue working hard
regardless)
b) to reassure you that i have remained resolute regarding my plans
to
stay at CT/SCUR through end-of-year 2006, and *will not* reneg
c) Google will likely be contacting one or both of you for a
reference.
If either of you feel that you can or will not give me a good
reference,
I ask as your friend to let me know. No blame.
If I intend to leave CT/SCUR, I assure you that I’ll let you both know
as soon as I do. I greatly appreciate all you two and CT have done for
me.
I hope you both feel as warmly about the experience as I do. It is
time,
however, for me to take my next logical step; I believe this to be it.
--stout hearts, nick
-nick black
mallocs

feed the hungry, shelter the homeless, free the

[0] redacted for livejournal; suffice to say it’s a six-digit number that just barely rounds up to seven :D. yeah
i’m hoping to take ’em to the cleaners, but hey, california is shitty expensive. they should let me stay in
phatlanta :/.
coleoptera (2006-10-10 22:56:12)
Very well written. Honesty in a timely manner is always best here.
dankamongmen (2006-10-10 22:59:01)
thank you! i’m never sure how i come across in such matters. i have a definite tendency toward ”shock-and-awe”-based
aggression with the aim of immediately establishing control, which seemed a poor methodology here (given that these
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guys still control my paycheck and, partially, my chances at google (via recs)). appreciate the feedback.
coleoptera (2006-10-11 03:35:23)
You would have known by now, I think, if these were the kind of guys that would try and undercut you to a potential
employer like that, and I don’t really see you continuing to work for such individuals for as long as you have.
justben (2006-10-10 23:13:37)
Seven? Jesus. Good fortune to you, not that you need the well-wishing. I look forward to hearing how it pans out.
dankamongmen (2006-10-10 23:59:28)
how is iss thus far? i bet you’re going to kick a bunch of ass there. do you hate sparta? that’s the second time i’ve
been unable to draw you out with that particular Atticism, despite deliberately doing it for your benefit :D.
angra (2006-10-10 23:19:06)
rounds to seven, holy crap! way to mercilessly extract your due worth from those who wish to exploit your mad skillz!
CA is indeed shitty expensive. IMO that is an outstandingly well thought out and written request.
dankamongmen (2006-10-10 23:20:31)
well, i figure i could put together and maintain 10 sites of youtube’s size and complexity a year, so they’re lucky i’m
not asking for 16 billion. yeah it’s a joke
angra (2006-10-10 23:25:12)
only 10? I had you figured for 14 at least.
dankamongmen (2006-10-10 23:27:49)
the multiplication is easier this way and my point remains made
dankamongmen (2006-10-10 23:27:13)
btw i’ll happily take 80 % of that (or 50 % in the case of Kirkland, WA). i just couldn’t have these california cats
thinking i’m some icecubev(”kentucky fried cracker”) georgia boy. i meet the people’s republic with the people’s elbow
of fellow samoan the rock!
cbradfield (2006-10-11 00:21:58)
Kirkland! Dope!
angra (2006-10-10 23:34:40)
incidentally, the job requirements sound eerily descriptive of the guy I used to work with that disappeared into google.
If you run into Jeffrey Oldham, tell him I say hello :)
dankamongmen (2006-10-10 23:42:51)
i liked being able to answer ”Strong understanding of IP networking, including the ability to analyze network behavior, performance and application issues using standard tools like tcpdump” with ”well, i fixed [1]ethereal’s broken ass
up”. tee hee hee for utter pedanticism!
1. http://www.ethereal.com/lists/ethereal-users/200402/msg00153.html

girlvinyl (2006-10-10 23:35:44)
Very well put. Good lucky honey bunny.
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foole (2006-10-11 01:00:47) Difficult?
Dear [fill in blank]: I’m rich, bitch(es)! Sincerely, Nick tfm Black What is so difficult about that? Good luck in Cali!!!
seldomawake (2006-10-11 02:26:03)
Congratulations! One of these days, I’ll figure out how you did it :) I gotta say, [ LJ User: foole ] sums it up...
dankamongmen (2006-10-11 16:06:03)
so you’ll be more excited than most about this: over the past few weeks of off-and-on interviewing, i’ve gone
back through about a BS + MS in CS, just writing up notes and tables. it starts with combinatorial logic
and transistors, and finds leaf nodes in fundamental complexity results, soft update-based filesystems, Gibb’s
hashed timing wheels algorithm as used in FreeBSD, A* search, breakdown of sorts by suitability for realworld problem classes (by far the most useful comparison i’ve ever seen), to why there’s no nested functions
in ANSI C (http://groups.google.com/group/comp.lan g.c/browse thread/thread/4e5f754d19371227/1f6d2fb063c612de %231f6d2fb063c612de?sa=X &oi=groupsr &start=0 #=3) to floating-point implementations. it’s all a jumble of utf-8 text, latex, and scrawled jibberish, but i’ll sort it out in a minute here and post it.
seldomawake (2006-10-12 10:17:52)
nuurrkkk... Awaiting post! ”Interviewing off-and-on” – I didn’t realize you were interviewing. Did you make notes
while interviewing?
seldomawake (2006-10-12 10:20:07)
Ur. It’s early, and there’s been no coffee today yet. What I meant to say was, ”Did you make notes to help you
interview?” Because I’m really curious as to how one would study for an interview. What strategy would one use?
dankamongmen (2006-10-12 16:40:58)
oh! well, exactly what I did, I presume: study everything :D
seldomawake (2006-10-12 16:55:40)
I would -love- to see your notes. At the very least, it’ll help me get a list of what ”everything” is.
dankamongmen (2006-10-12 16:39:51)
yes, but their interviewing process is under NDA.
samildanach (2006-10-12 22:20:04)
I’d be interested to read this.
leon03 (2006-10-13 16:06:43)
I’m a little suprised you don’t know why C doesn’t have nested functions. The discussion you linked to, frankly, is
terrible. If your language supports closures, then the ”problems” pointed out in the discussion are actually rather
useful tricks. For example, this is perfectly legitimate JavaScript:
function makeCounter() {
count = -1;
function bump() {
heap_var += 1;
return closed_value;
}
return bump;
}
foo = makeCounter();
bar = makeCounter();
a = foo(); // a is now 0
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foo();
bar();
foo();
bar();

//
//
//
//

a
a
a
a

is
is
is
is

now
now
now
now

1
0
2
1

Closures allow nested functions and function pointers to cooperate quite profitably! The trick is that certain variables must then be allocated on the heap, instead of the stack, as some variables will have indefinite extent. The
problem is though, is freeing the memory that a closure allocates. As a practical matter, you need garbage collection,
otherwise you’d need to explicitly free memory that was implicitly malloc’d. The lack of garbage collection is the
real reason why C doesn’t have nested functions. (Hmm... perhaps you could make this work acceptably. You’d
just have to ”free” your functions when you were done with them.) Now, JavaScript is usually implemented rather
poorly. Many (most?) JS interpreters actually just use a linked list of allocation records for the ”stack.” However, a
decent ML or Scheme compiler will endeavor to allocate what variables it can on an honest-to-god stack.
leon03 (2006-10-13 16:08:58)
erg... Except for the fact that I used three different names for the same value, (count, heap var, closed value) and
mucked up the variable name at the bottom, that Javascript code is fine.
dankamongmen (2006-10-13 16:09:47)
i disagree with your conclusions, although your supporting evidence is excellent. why c, if redesigned today, wouldn’t
have nested functions is very different from the inheriting-the-past decisions made by K &R.
leon03 (2006-10-15 20:01:51)
I don’t know what Dennis Richie did and did not know at the time. I doubt he understood the issues to the
depth I described. Ergo, I doubt this was his reasoning. However, this is one of the ”big stories” of programming
languages, and if you know the whole story, then it’s obvious why it’s quite impossible for C to have successfully
integrated both features. It’s not entirely unlike the fact that the lack of a positional number system prevented
the ancient Greeks from discovering long division, which in turn severely limited their insight into say, number
theory.
dankamongmen (2006-10-15 20:18:07)
on a more trhoughtful reread, i completely agree with just about everything you’ve said. thanks so much for
taking the time out to post such thorough, didactic commentary! you’re the best dawg
spoonless (2006-10-12 06:55:33)
nicely done... and 7 inchˆHˆHˆHicircumHdigits, not bad at all! As my net worth is now negative, I am just a tad
envious. :)
opima (2006-10-12 08:24:36)
For whatever reason none of this surprises me. But I think anyone that saw you survive your prior undergraduate
career and make stupid bank to solve the resulting problems shouldn’t be surprised. Your letter is well said. Spooky
how professional you can be, but I wouldn’t expect you to be any less courteous. I could imagine the situation being
uncomfortable, but if they’re decent humans I’m sure they’ll wish you the best... Not that it matters, but were you
incapable of moving up where you were? Maybe it would work out beneficial for your superiors that you wouldn’t
be promoted into replacing or above them. Housing up north is similar to LA area I think, but I believe there’s not
as much worry about pending realestate collapses. Anyway, that area will suit you quite well I’m sure. I loved it. I
got offered drugs by three different friendly hippies in Golden Gate Park a month ago and thought of the days I was
introduced to the wonderful world of drugs in homepark. Miss you Black!
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gustavolacerda (2006-10-14 06:12:29)
rounds up to 7?? i.e. it’s >500K??
dankamongmen (2006-10-14 06:52:26)
correct, but note this is only what i asked for and would pretty much require to move to CA, not an offer.i hope
that’s clear.
dankamongmen (2006-10-14 06:55:45)
basically, i’d want (via some combination of compensations) about 3x what i’m doing now in georgia to do san fran,
and 2x to do kirkland, washington. otherwise, it’s simply not worth it, given how much i dig atlanta and jobs here.

3.10.9

move to atlanta georgia get a wife and daughter start a new life and all that
wrong you do you right (2006-10-12 16:57) - contemplative - public

Music: outkast - idlewild - life is like a musical

i woke up happy, ready to start working, and spun up the motherfuckin’ Outkast’s [1]newest, Idlewild...I’ve
only recently started really digging it, but now that I’m all the way in, I’m tentatively considering it their
second greatest album, after the inimitable [2]Aquemini. Happily I read and worked a bit, verily until their
masterful collaboration with [3]Sleepy Brown and [4]Scar off of Purple Ribbon Records, at which point
I reached for the loop, sat silently for a moment, and then just broke out with bawling...I’m gonna miss
the A-town so goddamn much. dabackwudzv(”I was born in Atlanta, raised in Decatur, where we pushin’
LeSabres and blow like inhalers”)...
All aboard (Or are all y’all bored?)
It’s good to have y’all back now
Ladies and gents, y’all already know what it is
God don’t make no mistakes
Little do they know when I was brought up in this game
Point ain’t always in a vibe for spitting I made a change
Like the diaper on the bottom of my baby daughter
I wasn’t ready to be no father, maybe, kind of, sorta
’Cause when I saw her I swear it made a tear fall
Not tears of sorrow but of joy so listen here y’all
I grabbed the mic and moved the crowd then disappeared dog
Back in ’94 that was the motherfucking year homeboy
Then that southernplayalistic went platinum
Stacks on deck they ain’t tellin’ us to pay our taxes
Walking around the table in the kitchen just for practicing
Reciting rhymes to sharpern minds now let’s deliver to the masses
Been a good long road now it’s time for me to go; I say goodbye, goodbye, goodbye
Time to spread my wings, so high up in the sky; I can fly, I fly, I fly, so high
Welcome to my life I think it’s time I take it back
I got to give you all the facts so you can see what type of cat
That you dealing with; now on ATLiens we was killing it
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And then my auntie pass she was like my mother I was feeling it
The first person close to me to die I needed healing
But I see her as an angel when I look up at the ceiling
Like my daddy and grandaddy on both shoulders steady chilling
So you got to keep on living like each day is the beginning
It’s yo birthday even on your worst day
Live it like the first day I’m Antwan Andre
Or General Patton if you know bout Purple Ribbon or Got Purp
I be on that kryptonite; that means I can’t be hurt.
Gotta leave this place it’s been cool but I got to go
Been a good long road now its time for me to go; I say goodbye, goodbye, goodbye
Time to spread my wings, so high up in the sky; I can fly, I fly, I fly, so high
Even on the train, should’ve asked to remain, I’ll be back again
(Know we been though a lot; I ain’t perfect but I swear to you I’m a changed man)
Even on the train, should’ve asked to remain, I’ll be back again
(From the caboose)
And now it’s time to say goodbye they should’ve turned me loose
I was all about my team but now I call upon my crew
I’m a family type of person but I’m deadly dolo too
And I can achieve anything that I put my heart into
See the second hand will never stop and neither will the clock
The nigga big still hit the stage by hisself and still rock
When your faith is in the right place see he ain’t gon let you flop
You can say whatever you want (but you can’t do it like me) boistop!!
Before you can say you can’t let go
There’s no excuse this time don’t be afraid to fly
You never know what day the doors will close
It’s time to say goodbye
Time to pack up and ride
Got to leave this place it’s been cool but I gotta go
I can take it from here, ladies – Gotta leave this place it’s been cool but I got to go
Been a good long road now its time for me to go; I say goodbye, goodbye, goodbye
Time to spread my wings, so high up in the sky; I can fly, I fly, I fly, so high
here’s the [5]track (MP3, sorry m’dawgs) if you’re not into torrenting the whole thing; give it a listen.
just a fading, fucking reminder of who i used to be.
update Thu Oct 12 15:42:29 EDT 2006: [6]Big Boi for Mayor of Atlanta? that’s a fantastic idea!
OutKast are barely into their thirties. What else would they like to achieve?
Andre 3000: ”Nobel Peace Prize.”
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Big Boi: ”Mmm, yeah, Nobel Peace Prize. That’s gangsta.”
Then Big Boi thinks. ”I might wanna be mayor of Atlanta one day. Really.” He reckons the
incumbent, Shirley Franklin, with whom he has done benefit events, ”is pretty good. I’m cool
with her.”
”She got some pretty daughters,” muses Andre 3000.
”Yeah,” says Big Boi approvingly, ”her daughters are fine.”

hah this article is really, really good in places. read it.
1. http://btjunkie.org/torrent?do=stat&id=40148f4b391916c230dc44309121e454bf0b8269e8b3
2. http://btjunkie.org/torrent?do=stat&id=4032ede412b5b2fbd0c8f19fdda665a870ee1f156af2
3. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sleepy_Brown
4. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scar_%28singer%29
5.

http://dank.qemfd.net/tabpower/outkast%20-%20idlewild%20(2006)%20-%2009%20-%20the%20train%20(feat.

%20sleepy%20brown%20&%20scar).mp3
6. http://enjoyment.independent.co.uk/music/features/article1219206.ece

threv (2006-10-12 19:16:55)
you will be missed as well. idlewild is fucking amazing as shit. as an album. please for the love of everything fresh
and clean do not watch the atrocity exhibition that is idlewild the movie.
dankamongmen (2006-10-12 19:23:38)
so crescent fresh, so clean
blowgurt (2006-10-13 12:04:03) don’t listen to threv’s lies!!!
First off, thanks thanks thanks for posting the audio. I don’t have the cd at work so it is nice to get a sweet sweet
hit of that Morris Brown genius. Hot damn, that song is sweet. Secondly, the movie, high as a kite, is a great fucking
romp of everything Outkast (hell yes!). They don’t apologize so don’t look for apologetics. Kristina said it best, ”At
times, I almost stood up and started dancing; I felt like I was at a concert!” You want to see Outkast, the meme, the
platonic ideal, visualized in the 4th dimension, this is a great way to see it. Just like the Idlewild cd, just like the
movie brain candy, just like so many other pieces of pop culture that I highbrowedly disavowed at first, I find myself
relishing the memory of said product, maybe even glorifying it, on further consideration. You don’t watch no Outkast
movie for the acting or the plot or to think deep thoughts about relationships or introspect on what should or would
happen after the camera stops rolling (*cough* Broken Flowers *cough*). You watch it for Outkast, by Outkast ’cause
dammit ’the westside ain’t takin’ no shorts on the dime!’
dankamongmen (2006-10-13 12:06:05) Re: don’t listen to threv’s lies!!!
BEST OUTKAST-RELATED LJ POST EVER, w00t. do read that article if you haven’t btw.
blowgurt (2006-10-16 16:15:09) Re: don’t listen to threv’s lies!!!
completely done and totally enjoyed at the time of the o.p. to this thread. much thanks!
dankamongmen (2006-10-16 23:45:01) Re: don’t listen to threv’s lies!!!
thanks to you, elise and i are gonna go see the movie! i look forward to it!
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work annoyances (2006-10-12 19:14) - frustrated by stupidity - friends

Music: notorious big - ready to die - juicy

(07:09:13
(07:09:22
(07:09:24
(07:10:27
(07:10:47
(07:10:51
(07:11:01
(07:11:09
(07:11:14
(07:11:19
(07:11:22
(07:11:25
(07:11:27
(07:11:29

PM)
PM)
PM)
PM)
PM)
PM)
PM)
PM)
PM)
PM)
PM)
PM)
PM)
PM)

Nick Black: btw if you do not get me a straight answer on my repo question
Nick Black: by the end of the day, i will raze and burn your cube
Nick Black: i will gut you and spill your entrails across the floor
***** (Researcher): repo question?
Nick Black: repository
Nick Black: code hut
Nick Black: eastern palace of abstractions
Nick Black: mathhole
***** (Researcher): oh.. the onlt thing is our code is way diff from the public src
Nick Black: right
Nick Black: where is OUR code
Nick Black: which tree goddamnit nm
Nick Black: reply to my mail when you’re off the road you unsafe asshole
Nick Black: get out of the cockpit, you bastard. i’m going to fucking kill you

cbradfield (2006-10-12 23:31:19)
TERMINAL MOTHERFUCKER THIS IS A TERMINAL!
dankamongmen (2006-10-12 23:40:46)
heh that’s been in my gnome properties for several years now, and it still makes me happy every time i remember
it’s there.
jadesev (2006-10-13 02:49:52)
Hahahaha, ow ow, that made my kidneys hurt.

3.10.11

Cause we get crunk, stay crunk, at the club; should have bought an ounce, but
you copped a dub (2006-10-19 12:40) - plotting plotting plotting - friends

Music: outkast - idlewild - morris brown

off to california through saturday, when i’ll come back at 0430, hop in the car with [ LJ User: angry user ],
and drive up to cow country to watch our Jackets kick the shit out of the Clemson Tigers...i’ll be staying at
the [1]Hotel Avante in mountain view, so if some of you Cali kids wanna come get high, i know i will...mail
me and give me a number to call you at. PLEASE! heh. here’s my [2]itenerary; oooooh, i get to fly an
Airbus A320 on the way out! neat neat. i’ve gots to be representing for the a-town now, representing for
nick motherfuckin’ black (aka daddy phat hacks heh).
i went out to the lava lounge with some coworkers last night. i knew things couldn’t go well when they
doorman had to call inside and ask, ”what’s dress code tonight? can someone get in wearing shorts and
sandals?” drinks were like $10 per and yet weak. fuck all of that noise; i’ve got two [3]mighty MD 20/20’s
packed away, one for the flight (blue raspberry mmmm) and one for the airport (kiwi lime yay!). I wonder
if they sell [4]Cisco, the drink of kings, in california?
Known as ”liquid crack,” for its reputation for wreaking more mental havoc than the cheapest tequila. Something in this syrupy hooch seems to have a synapse-blasting effect not unlike
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low-grade cocaine. The label insists that the ingredients are merely ”citrus wine & grape wine
with artificial flavor & artificial color,” but anyone who has tried it knows better. Tales of Ciscoinduced semi-psychotic fits are common. Often, people on a Cisco binge end up curled into a
fetal ball, shuddering and muttering paranoid rants. Nudity and violence may well be involved
too. Everyone who drinks this feels great at first, and claims, ”It’s not bad at all, I like it.” But,
you really do not want to mess around with this one, because they all sing a different tune a few
minutes later. And by tune, I mean the psychotic ramblings of a raging naked bum.
In 1991, Cisco’s tendency to cause a temporary form of inebriated insanity led the Federal Trade
Commission to require its bottlers to print a warning on the label (above right). The FTC also
forced them to drop their marketing slogan, ”Takes You by Surprise,” even though it was entirely
accurate. Read the FTC’s full investigation on their own web page at [5]this link. Since those
days, Cisco is harder to find outside the slums, although the FTC’s demonizing of the drink
only bolstered its reputation for getting people trashed. Anyone who overlooks the warning and
confuses this with a casual wine cooler is going to get more than they bargained for. Cisco will
make a new man out of you. And he wants some too.
I read the San Francisco and California DEA pages yesterday, and they claim PCP to still be a major issue
there....PCP is, of course, the one major drug i’ve never had the chance to do, and I would love nothing more
than to find some and get really phencyclidined up before heading in. I bet google’s never had a 200 pound
Samoan trizzashed on strong disassociative rocket fuel wandering through the googleplex...heheheheheh.
onwards and upwards!
1.

https://www.virtuallythere.com/new/showMap.html?address=&city=&state=&zip=&country=&htlcd=12946&arprtcd=

SJC&Title1=HOTEL+AVANTE+MOUNTAIN+VIEW&Title2=860+EAST+EL+CAMINO&Title3=MOUNTAIN+VIEW+CA+94040&level=7&lat=
373808&lng=-1220847&POIlat=373809&POIlng=-1220847&POIname=HOTEL%2BAVANTE%2BMOUNTAIN%2BVIEW&POIiconid=
32&host=1W&pcc=&pnr=MTJYNA&name=BLACK&style=0&clocktype=12&language=0%E2%86%A6.x=205%E2%86%A6.y=111&mouse_
action=2
2. http://dank.qemfd.net/images/googlefly.jpeg
3. http://www.bumwine.com/md2020.html
4. http://www.bumwine.com/cisco.html
5. http://www.ftc.gov/opa/predawn/F93/cisco.txt

pimperzparadise (2006-10-19 17:21:12)
Have a safe flight. Those fucking Airbuses never seem to run on time and the air conditioning is always fucked up, so
don’t get too crunked off MD 20/20.
threv (2006-10-19 18:25:54)
are you samoan?
dankamongmen (2006-10-19 18:50:55)
most of the time
coleoptera (2006-10-19 21:25:50)
The only bad thing I found about Avante is that there’s no AC except in your room and I was having wireless
problems–bring your cable. However, the breakfast was delicious and the coffee acceptable, which is high praise for
me. One of the floors has a very nice media room (primarily audio) that was a good spot to chill in. Easy drive to
campus, or a walk for that matter.
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solecize (2006-10-20 01:32:42)
not samoa time?! sorry. that was lame.
thirdkraytwin (2006-10-20 05:54:01) testimonial
PCP is interesting because a small proportion of the time it simply kills the person that took it. This is fickle and
can occur on a lower dose than preceding occasions. Fun! If you get shitty weed that somehow makes you see green
goats, want to kill everyone in a 25 mile radius, and have a terrible craving to run off and purchase much more of the
aforesaid shitty weed it is probably laced with that or the lowdown derivative known here as ”horse tranq”. Another
dead giveaway is that this weed will leave a taste very literally of dirt upon smoking. Avoid: bad psychosis inducing
combo. Having been literally nearly beaten to death by some random stalker on PCP when I was 16 I would also
suggest not standing anywhere near me because I will hit you in the head with a iron railway carriage pin.
thirdkraytwin (2006-10-20 06:00:23) and also
I would call it White Man’s Datura but that would be insulting datura
oiscotthey (2006-10-26 06:34:53)
Ah, I am sorry I missed the fact that you were in close proximity to my neighborhood until now. Not that I was there
at the time, but I could have provided you contact with Arthur (my buddy, that you met), who could have met you
with a fat sack. My apologies. I aspire to be more diligent in the future.
dankamongmen (2006-10-26 14:31:36)
haha no worries. everything i needed fit snugly within my asshole.

3.10.12

but don’t forget what i told ya: don’t come around; i got my own hell to raise
(2006-10-22 21:04) - confused - friends

Music: bloodhound gang - lift yer head up high & blow yer brain out

well, what seemed like a dream suffered a rude interruption this weekend, and i’m not talking about getting
stuck overnight in Phoenix, the great pimple-rocked asshole of the American Southwest. it appears google
and i feel distinctly differently about the need for coders to be in the office regularly. combine my intensely
lackluster driving record with likely commutes of an hour or more each way and a tendancy to be fucked up
100 % of my waking hours, and things were sounding worse all the time. what the hell good is money if you’re
miserable, scurrying to and fro work in a company shuttle each day at preset times, alive to the universe
but dead to the world? yes, please, interrupt this sweetly crescent fresh code groove i’ve got going on with
a walk to Google Concourse ”Umschlagplatz” for the hour’s ride in with a handful of coworkers selected via
roadwise proximity? aughghghghghgh! how did this company get to be so huge? we’ll see what happens,
but it’s looking like i’ll remain in the a-town for a minute at least.
[– PGP output follows (current time: Sun 22 Oct 2006 09:00:06 PM EDT) –]
gpg: Signature made Sun 22 Oct 2006 08:59:55 PM EDT using DSA key ID 9A25286B
gpg: Good signature from ”nick black (Home server) ”
gpg: aka ”nick black (ACM account) ”
gpg: aka ”Nick Black (Ciphertrust account alias) ”
gpg: aka ”Nick Black (Ciphertrust account) ”
[– End of PGP output –]
[– The following data is signed –]
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Date: Sun, 22 Oct 2006 20:59:55 -0400
From: Nick Black
To: Paul ’Call the Doctor!’ **** <****@ciphertrust.com>,
Hernicious Knid <****@ciphertrust.com>
Cc: Lamar ’The L-Train’ **** <****@CipherTrust.com>,
Jeremy ’stephenj’ Gould <****@ciphertrust.com>,
Jonathan **** <****@ciphertrust.com>,
Maribell **** <****@CipherTrust.com>,
Dmitri **** <****@ciphertrust.com>, Weilai **** <****@CipherTrust.com>,
Sven **** <****@ciphertrust.com>
Subject: what rough beast, his hour come ’round at last,
...slouches back toward alpharetta to continue spamming research@? [0]
The rumours of my departure turn out to be greatly exaggerated. G****
said i’d have to come in every day, and seemed quite serious about it.
Putting my chrome to the side of their San Jose Sharks hats, I rejoined
that those checking attendance ought best check themselves, ’cause when
you diss dank you diss yourself (motherfuckers) [1] yeaaaaah. So,
fronters lock up your repositories; mothers, lock up your daughters;
y’all aren’t rid of me yet! hugs and kisses to all.
-swimmingly, nick
[0] with apologies to mssr. yeats
[1] with apologies to dttr. dre
–
nick black feed the hungry, shelter the homeless, free the mallocs
[– End of signed data –]

thirdkraytwin (2006-10-23 01:58:43)
oh, the painful irony.
dankamongmen (2006-10-23 02:04:50)
explain explain explain. btw, your last comment was freakin’ hilarious.
thirdkraytwin (2006-10-23 02:30:44)
hilarious maybe, but you want to try battling it out with a 6ft 2 duster in the dark in a confined space armed only
with a railway carriage pin. Score: dust head psycho nil; me 1 + a lifetime quarterly insurance payout that i’d rather
not have. and google? it’s all ”we want you to be innovative! and funky! and think outside the dodecafuckinghedron!
that’s the kind of people we laike! BUT YOUR LUNCHBOX MUST BE RED AND CONTAIN THREE 4”x 4”
SANDWICHES AND YOUR PANTS MUST BE BROWN.”
maidenlibrarian (2006-10-23 08:18:12)
Hey, what’s wrong with Phoenix? Wait, nevermind. I live in Phoenix. I already know the answer to that question.
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soundofsilence (2006-10-24 03:08:48) a humble plea
nevermind that at this point theres only one option; that option was the best option anyway. g***** is too large.
much too large. needs to be brought down. for the good of mankind, and for the sake of the freedom of the internet,
you must tear them down.
doctorpam (2006-10-24 05:59:16)
It figures. You’ve always been my John Galt. Too bad Google doesn’t know who John Galt is. :) Soo... does that
make me Rearden? Cause that would be awkward.
dj ricecake (2006-10-24 19:07:12)
WHO IS JOHN GALT?
seldomawake (2006-10-24 11:54:46)
HAH! You quoted from the Second Coming... hurray for giggling when drinking coffee. I start today with coffee in
my nose.
seldomawake (2006-10-24 11:56:26)
Quoth Yeats, ”The best lack all conviction, while the worst are full of passionate intensity.” I always loved those lines.
And Poe’s line, ”Darkness there, and nothing more.” Damnit. Now I’m going to have to try to get these lines out of
my head. Right, off to the stereo-with-wheels-what-also-gets-me-to-work.

3.10.13

I sing a song from Sing-Sing, sippin on ginseng, righteous wax chaperone,
rotating ring king (2006-10-27 03:23) - annoyed - public

Music: from exile - crushing reality - onset

i had a pretty good, if disconnected, post all planned up and then a bizarre saga of debugging shittiness
left me only with shattered glass pearls, unfit even to throw before swine. instead, I shall rip off this semitranscendent piece from [1]protein wisdom, delivered to me via my spiffy new ”crystal meth” comprehensive
[2]google alert. you’ll be glad i did:
Famous Myths and Folk Tales from Around the World, abridged (from the protein wisdom Otherness series)
The Lazy Man of Laos [originally appeared in Myths and Folk Tales Around the World, Robert
R Potter, Ed. D and H. Alan Robinson, eds, Globe, NY: 1963, 1971; abridgment by protein wisdom, moments again, high on coconut rum]
In Laos, there once lived a very Lazy Man who lived by himself in a one-room shack. Rain
dripped from holes in his roof. Wind gusted in from gaping holes in his walls.
”Work is for fools, he reminded himself and he avoided it like Bill Clinton avoids taking responsibility, or Bill Maher avoids chicks over 17. And though the Lazy Man called himself a farmer,
all this really meant was that he had a few sparse crops surviving in untended fields, and a few
skinny pigs living in his filthy basement.
In order to eat, once in a while the Lazy Man had to get a job, which lasted a short time, and
for which he was paid in food. This saved him a trip to the market.
One fall, the Lazy Man worked for a whole week in the neighbor s rice fields. He was a bit
ashamed for having worked so hard, but in the end, he received a large jar of rice.
”I will hoard the rice until late this winter, the Lazy Man told himself. Then, when its value
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increases, I ll sell it and use the money to buy ten little pigs.
”When the pigs grow large and fat, I ll sell them and use the money to buy a hundred little pigs!
”And when those are grown, I ll sell them, too, and voila! a thousand pigs!
The Lazy Man was now very excited. Starting with a single jar of rice, he could eventually
become the richest man in all of Laos!
”When my thousand pigs are fat enough, the Lazy Man went on, I will sell them, and buy more
pigs than my neighbors ever dreamed possible. Then I ll get hitched to a gold digging hottie and
have a son, who ll honor me by waiting on me hand and foot.
”As for the bimbo well, she ll be off looking after the pigs. And if she balks, I ll cancel her charge
cards and kick her right in her fat ass, just like this –
So saying, the Lazy Man raised his foot and inadvertently hit the jar of rice with his heel, knocking it off the bed where it smashed onto the floor.
The jar now lay in a hundred pieces. The rice fell through the wide cracks in the boards and was
eaten by the hungry pigs. And Lazy Man didn t even bother to get up to save a small handful
for his supper.
”Oh well. Fuck it, he said and went on to invent both instant rice and Tupperware, all while
sitting on his Lazy ass. Then the Lazy Man lived happily ever after with an entire harem of
Asian party girls who liked to lick crystal meth off of his Lazy thighs and junk.
exxxxcellent.
1. http://www.proteinwisdom.com/index.php/weblog/entry/21435
2. http://www.google.com/alerts

3.11

November

3.11.1

i love the smell of bash in the morning (2006-11-01 09:05) - one happy danklet - public

Music: the doors - waiting for the sun - five to one

for i in ‘grep ’ #!/bin/bash’ * | cut -d: -f1‘ ; do (echo ’ #!/usr/bin/env bash’ & & tac < $i | head -n-1 - |
tac ) | tee $i.rev & & mv $i.rev $i ; done
bitch
there was probably a way easier/safer way to do that, but i’ve got svn diff on my side and just needed
something quick, and thought i could use the rev(1) binary which turned out to be almost À/2 rad away
from what i needed, and thus i found happy tac(1).
[1]this Wirth paper recently featured on »tU and, oh yeah, IEEE Computer is decent reading if you don’t
mind the ghastly spelling. it addresses the nested-procedures issue regarding which [ LJ User: leon03 ]
recently smacked me with a rigor stick, for one.
i’ve been doing nothing but coding and holing up with [ LJ User: jmol ] for quite a few minutes here.
it is pretty spectacular.
the nyt has a front page headline, ”CVS in Talks to Buy Drug Middleman”. at first glance, i eagerly hoped for a sordid tale of drug smugglers using semi-modern content management and benefiting from
all the inherent advantages therein. Alas, what followed was merely another sob story about grampapa bob
”rustler” smoggins having paid $5 for his CVS Club Card when he really needed that half-sawski for the
c 2008 dankamongmen. This book is strictly personal.
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Viagra/Lipitor combo craze VIAGRITOR that’s sweeping the nation. well, actually, i didn’t read the
story at all; no blame.
1. http://www.cs.inf.ethz.ch/~wirth/Articles/GoodIdeas_origFig.pdf

leon03
dankamongmen (2006-11-10 05:45:27)
once a month or so i am privileged to enjoy these concerts for one where you come along and give an insightful,
thoughtful bitch-slapping to something i threw down in a second. it pains me that so few will ever see them; they’ve
always didactic and quite literate. so it goes! i guess these are the benefits of having invested in scouring lj for fellow
freaks for years. go me.
justben (2006-11-01 15:59:34)
Dude. sed -i ’1s,ˆ #!/bin/bash, #!/usr/bin/env bash,’ *. And what’s with this tac | head | tac shit? tail +2, dude.
Damn. I misread the cvs thing, too. My response? ”Jesus, does your pot branch? Then upgrade to svn already.”
phatjoe (2006-11-01 16:09:37)
Props on the sed, which didn’t even occur to me for some reason. But I did mean to point out the tail +2 in my
comment as well. /joe
dankamongmen (2006-11-01 17:06:13)
tail +2 is so un-LISPy though!
leon03 (2006-11-10 05:44:56)
Actually... tac | head -n-1 | tac is very un-lispy. Data structures in (pure) Lisp are immutable, and when you want
to modify a data structure it means you copy those parts that change, and share those parts that don’t change
between the ”new” and ”old” versions. Removing the first two elements off the front of a linked list is very efficient;
it’s just two pointer dereferences and no allocation. However, removing he last two elements of a list requires
copying everything except the last two elements. So, if Lisp models of performance applied to shell, (which they
don’t) you are in effect copying something three times when you don’t need to do any copying at all. But, yes,
reversing a list, doing something to it, and reversing it again is a commonly used Lisp-ism, and is often the most
efficent way of doing a task on many implementations. The two simplifications using tail and grep were obvious to
me, but whatever. My shell philosophy is get the job done, once. If you want to get the job done more than once,
don’t use shell. And, thanks for pointing out tac... I know I was looking for that once.
dankamongmen (2006-11-01 17:09:16)
sed is #2 on the list of Top Three Things Nick Needs to Become Much More Proficient With: #1) debuggers #2)
sed #3) some arbitrary window manager
phatjoe (2006-11-01 16:07:27)
I probably use cut more unnecessarily than anyone on earth. It’s just about my favorite unix tool. Still, I think
almost any time you find yourself doing something to the output of grep, grep probably has a flag to do it itself. Case
in point: -l, –files-with-matches Suppress normal output; instead print the name of each input file from which output
would normally have been printed. The scanning will stop on the first match. I thought your pi/2 rad comment was
just color, until I actually looked at the man page for rev. ”LOL” ! /joe
justben (2006-11-01 16:21:37)
Thanks for the grep -l mention. I forgot about that one in sed and tail. Yeah, I had to man rev, too. I fucking love
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Unix filters.
rusty42 (2006-11-02 13:43:25)
ah, heh. been scripting on non-GNU platforms lately?
dankamongmen (2006-11-02 16:28:49)
indeed :(
jmol (2006-11-02 20:51:18)
Spectacular is a good way to describe it, I would say. Thanks.
dankamongmen (2006-11-02 23:38:21)
thank you, darling darling [nuzzle] we are disgusting muh wa aahhahahahah! yay!

3.11.2

this is indeed a very disturbing universe (2006-11-02 23:08) - amused - public

Music: godspeed you, black emperor! - dead flag blues

heh i just found my sister on myspace: [1]the older of the two younger sisters.
”I love the study of Pedatric Onclogy”? erp!
those were a strange fifteen years. in other news:
the car’s on fire and there’s no driver at the wheel, and the sewers are all muddied with
a thousand lonely suicides, and a dark wind blows; we’re trapped in the belly of this horrible
machine, and the machine is bleeding to death. the sun has fallen down, and the billboards are
all leering, and the flags are all dead at the top of their poles. it went like this: the buildings
tumbled in on themselves. mothers clutching babies picked through the rubble and pulled out
their hair. the skyline was beautiful on fire, all twisted metal stretching upwards, everything
washed in a thin orange haze. i said: ”kiss me, you’re beautiful – these are truly the last days.”
you grabbed my hand and we fell into it, like a daydream, or a fever. we woke up one morning
and fell a little further down – for sure it’s the valley of death. i opened up my wallet, and it was
full of blood.
1. http://profile.myspace.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=user.viewprofile&friendID=23047437

smellycoder (2006-11-03 04:14:33)
is that from something written by jg ballard?
dankamongmen (2006-11-03 05:23:38)
no’mm, http://www.brainwashed.com/godspeed/
coleoptera (2006-11-03 15:57:02)
the only band i have seen twice. (i live in a bubble)
dankamongmen (2006-11-03 19:29:53)
that’s pretty goddamn hardcore right there, ms. king!
c 2008 dankamongmen. This book is strictly personal.
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coleoptera (2006-11-03 20:40:52)
Not only that, but I stood the entire time for both concerts, something I do not know if I can still do. I’m going
to have to start bringing my own damned chairs.
smellycoder (2006-11-03 04:16:41)
and - oh my god i can’t believe your sister is related to you.
spoonless (2006-11-03 04:40:43)
What do you mean? This sounds exactly like tfm: ”Okay this is for all you men out there. I would like to meet a
man whose whole bases for living to serve the Lord. I am a lady who wants to be treated like one. I want a emotional
man.” ... ”I want a man who loves to be intamite.” ... ”I belive that the man is the bread winner of family, and I
belive in every vow. I want my husband to be romanticaly inclinded...I think it is very important that the husband
and wife are able to have time alone to share their love with one another.” Nick, are you sure you weren’t adopted?
What sort of weird crystals did you dig up out of the ground when you were little that magically turned you into the
superdank??
slacktide (2006-11-04 00:04:26)
”Smoke / Drink: No / No”
ROFL:ROFL:ROFL:LMAO:ROFL:ROFL:ROFL
___________/\________
L
/
___\
LOL=======
|
\
L
ROFL!!!1
|_____\__
\
|
\_________________________|
I
I
/------------------------/

downtym (2006-11-04 00:06:17)
Oh, holy shit. The spelling errors are fucking my mind.
billings (2006-11-03 04:29:00)
Suburban Atlanta is absolutely fucking crazy. Growing up in Jackson, I don’t think I ever saw anything as remotely
ridiculous as the things I see regularly emerge from the northern Atlanta suburbs.
coleoptera (2006-11-03 19:28:53)
Absolutely. I will never, ever have kids here.
leftorium (2006-11-03 04:43:50)
What a goddamned coincidence, I’ve always wanted to work at Kirk Cameron’s summer camp too. Nothing makes
you feel better about life than knowing that you’ll outlive everyone around you.
dreamistruth (2006-11-03 05:41:24)
godspeed is love.
dankamongmen (2006-11-04 03:30:41) swoon
dreamistruth is love1
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lately it occurs to me: what a long, strange trip it’s been (2006-11-06 02:38) procrastinating - friends

Music: velvet underground - peel slowly and see - venus in furs

the aftermath: i don’t really remember anything between thursday afternoon and this evening. i’m not
sure why this is the case, but [1]as i’ve pointed out before, one can only usefully approach such Mysteries
from a results-oriented perspective. both pairs of my glasses are broken, but my hands don’t seem bloody
enough to have gotten into any fight. a great many ashtrays seem to have been upset throughout my room.
i remember a pile of blow flying through the air at one point, the circumstances around which seemed of
utmost importance to commit memorywise. there’s an empty bottle of [2]glenlivet 21 year archive, a jaeger
750, an absolut peach 1.75L....what has happened here?
i went looking at houses tonight. there are some lovely ones on myrtle and st. charles place. i really,
really, really want to buy the one across the street and one over from me, but it’s one-fucking-two-point-fivemillion-godamned-dollars. i flirted briefly with the idea of doing it with a 30 year 700k mortgage if i could
talk them down to a solid megaducket, but that would be wholly foolish across almost all probable futures.
hell, i doubt i could even qualify for that kind of a loan, given that the down payment would be wiping
out just about everything i have outside of long-term assets. bleh. i saw two possibilities on st. charles’,
though, either of which would be doable. [ LJ User: reznite ] and [ LJ User: iknowiona ]too were seen, they
at the ’lander while I met up with [ LJ User: eightbit ] and [ LJ User: ecb ] (during the course of which it
was explained that exploding a fellow FulCo inmate’s testicles with an uppercut ”sounds just like a balloon
popping, man, ungh!” but does get you out of having to fuck with anyone else through the remainder of your
stay. so it goes. poo tee weet?)
things at work are going to get very, very interesting these next two months.
[3]this is the finest thing to come out of atlanta since mandy lauderdale.
i have so very much got to get my glasses fixed tomorrow. this electrical/duct tape solution is neither
effective nor sanitary. zounds!
1. http://dankamongmen.livejournal.com/2006/08/02/
2. http://www.royalmilewhiskies.com/product.asp?pf_id=0010000009316
3. http://www.mercurynews.com/mld/mercurynews/news/breaking_news/15937597.htm

cbradfield (2006-11-06 10:04:09)
I’m sure you know what you’re doing with the house, but let me give you a piece of advice about buying one: have
lots of extra money left after your purchase. You never know (a) what work the house will need or what more you
will need to buy for it and (b) if an economic downturn will cause you to have problems finding a job. I usually
recommend to my friends to have 6 mos of living expenses (including the mortgage) saved up after buying the house.
Since I’ve moved into my new house I’ve had to:
• Replace the washer/dryer as the dryer broke
• Replace the roof
• Replace the siding
I knew about the roof and the siding, but I didn’t know there were 4(!) layers of siding underneath the shot exterior.
I also decided to blow insulation in while I was down to the ship-lap. Anyway, my point is you may have to fix stuff
when you move in and those things may turn out to be more expensive than what your inspector tells you. Good
luck!
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dankamongmen (2006-11-06 10:20:39)
i doubt very much that i know anything at all about home purchasing.
EVERYONE PLEASE PLEASE GIVE ADVICE
angry user (2006-11-06 14:39:11)
I can help you look at some houses and give advice on their condition, etc. When you get to the point when you’re
serious about a particular house, I have a really good guy to recommend for the home inspection. For a basic tip,
get a handle on your credit score first and get it as high as possible so you don’t get assraped on your rate.
threv (2006-11-06 15:32:45)
i’ll reiterate what the above poster said in having extra $ $ after the purchase. uh, go through a good realtor (mine
really treated me right; if you’re interested i’ll pass on his info) make sure you get a THOROUGH home inspection
by a REALLY GOOD home inspector. we had an ”ok” one & got marginally fucked b/c of it. it’s like $300 per
inspection but trust me it comes out better on the other end. land rules. if you can get a house w/land, do so. will
think of more. but fuck re-commenting, just hit me up.
solecize (2006-11-06 13:38:05)
with the state of the housing market, the longer you wait before you buy, the better (read cheaper) the deal.
coleoptera (2006-11-06 20:32:26)
Jeebus, talk to [ LJ User: datavortex ], 4 years into the home purchase thing, Just in the last year we’ve replaced
a large chunk of carpet, replaced some more of that with stone, did a major roof fix (and you can do that if you’re
careful enough to not let the roof get to the point of needing a new one), replaced the gutters, lots of interior painting.
New AC unit. Countless other things that really added up and add up even more the less time you spend being very
aware of everything in your home that needs upkeep–and that does involved checking out the exterior or paying people
to maintain it. [ LJ User: solecize ] is right, the bubble is popping for the housing market, so you should definitely,
definitely wait, and don’t decide on a house until you’ve had that inspection either. Don’t emotionally unpack. You’re
not the one to do it, but it does make sense to forecast the city area growth rate and buy somewhere that you can
sell for a fuckton of profit in 10 years. Most of all though talk to a gazillion experts and realtors–good realtors can
point out a lot of faults you won’t see in houses you visit.
doctorpam (2006-11-07 12:25:13)
On mortgages: Figure out how much you can afford before asking for quotes. Ignore the upper limit they say they’ll
loan you, use your own. Good rule of thumb is about 30 % of your take home for mortgage + interest + insurance
payment. Research what PMI is and avoid PMI at all costs - use a second loan (HELOCs are good) if you have to
because interest minus tax deduction is gonna be cheaper. Make sure there’s no prepayment penalties. Get quotes
and good faith estimates from many lenders. Use a lender with a local office instead of a purely online gig, it’s much
harder to ignore a loud Nick in the lobby than phone calls and emails. Get your credit score as high as possible before
loan shopping. Print out your own credit report with FICO score from all three bureaus and bring them with you
while shopping but make sure to mark out your SSN. Do NOT let too many places run your credit -two or less is good
- too many hits could lower your FICO score (even if it’s not supposed to). You’ll need about 6 % of house price for
closing costs in addition to the house downpayment (this covers things like mortgage fees, taxes, and escrow.) This
has to be paid in cash at closing. You can negotiate for sellers to cover some closing costs for an increase in house
price, but not all of them - some are illegal for sellers to cover. On real estate agents and contracts: You don’t HAVE
to use one, if you’re smart, diligent, and willing to do a little research. (I have never used one.) Get a standard FSBO
contract and edit to your liking. Make sure there’s an inspection contingency and a walkthough (on the day before
or of closing - not before)contingency. Bargain with the seller’s agent - they get 3 % if you have an agent, usually
6 % if you don’t. Try to get a 2 % reduction in price of the house if you guarantee you won’t get an agent and let
the seller’s agent get 4 % (instead of the usual 3 %) or some other variation. It doesn’t always work, but sometimes
it does. Be prepared to offer a goodwill deposit at signing of the contract (ie when you make the offer) - $500 to
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$3K depending on price of house - if it’s a big one give it to a third party to hold until closing (lawyer can get this
done for you.) On inspections: Spend money on a good inspector. Or two. (Usually around $300+) They should be
certified and give comprehensive reports with pictures and prioritized lists of problems. Schedule the inspection as
soon as possible after contract signing (before if you don’t have an inspection contingency in the contract), the good
inspectors usually have a long lead time. Be present for the inspection, follow the inspector and ask questions. After
the inspection, re-negotiate for any repairs - get sellers to lower price or make repairs by closing. If repairs aren’t
made to your satisfaction by closing, insist that the sellers put money equal to the cost of the repairs (based on quotes
YOU get yourself) into an account to be released back to sellers once repairs are made, or to you if repairs aren’t
made by a certain date. If it’s a new house, get a warrenty of at least 1 year from the builder. Get a land survey or
aquire a copy of one on file if you plan to do anything with the land like build a fence. Get a termite bond or at least
a termite inspection - even if not required. Ask the seller for the last several months worth of their utility bills and
the last few years of property tax - know how much you’ll have to pay.
doctorpam (2006-11-07 12:25:43)
On location: Resale value is important. Pay attention to school districts, surrounding neighborhoods, immediate
neighborhood, and distance from ammenities, such as public transportation. On insurance - make sure to consider
insurance payments when figuring out how much you can afford. Insurance and taxes go into escrow - research how
escrow works and be prepared. Get the insurance process started as soon as possible and keep bugging them to make
sure the paperwork is in order. They have a propensity for forgetting things and holding up closing. On lawyers spend money on a good lawyer ( $300 - $600 around here) for closing. Make sure he specializes in real estate law.
Schedule the lawyer as soon as you pick a closing date, again, good ones = long lead time. On negotiation - the most
important point in negotiation is ALWAYS communicate that you are prepared to walk away from the deal if you’re
not satisfied. Do not betray any intimate attachment to the house or willingness to settle. You must be ready to
walk away at any time, including at the closing table. You’re chaining yourself to the bank for the next 30 years it’s a rational decision, not an emotional one. Feel free to ask me any other questions. I’ve been through this process
a few times.
doctorpam (2006-11-07 12:39:04)
Process order: 1) Decide how much you want to spend. 2) Find a lender 3) Find a house 4) Bring quote, good faith
estimate, goodwill deposit, and contract to sellers and make offer. 5) Negotiate until contract is signed or GOTO 3.
6) Schedule inspections and closing lawyer and start insurance process. 7) After inspections, re-negotiate if necessary.
8) Bug the crap out of everybody until closing. 9) Do walkthough right before closing. 8) At closing, pays yo money,
get yo keys, and while cleaning and repairing your new place, enjoy the thought of all the equity you’re building.
Then go buy yourself a lawn mower and meet the neighbors.
sayeth (2006-11-07 14:42:36)
You can already get accurate traffic reports for free on your cellphone by dialing *DOT. The Georgia Navigator
operator answers and you ask them all the questions you want about Atlanta highway travel times.
solecize (2006-11-08 15:26:23)
http://www.rgemonitor.com/blog/roubini/155898 about the housing market

3.11.4

[pause] (2006-11-08 05:05) - it’s coming right for us! - public

Music: idlewild - one thousand windows - you held the world
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somewhere in Hollywood, Sean Penn is giggling like a bisexual Wesleyan freshman inhaling his
first whippet
[1]read this! and [2]this and then [3]this, everybody.
1. http://www.scottaaronson.com/blog/2006/11/logicians-on-safari.html
2. http://www.scottaaronson.com/blog/2006/11/my-daily-dose-of-depression.html
3. http://cosmicvariance.com/2006/11/05/humankinds-basic-picture-of-the-universe/

chefataraxia (2006-11-08 13:23:13)
I seem to recall a television campaign about this in the late 80s.
dankamongmen (2006-11-08 13:59:13)
i remember having to pay attention to rick santorum!
hurrah

3.11.5

all atlanta heads, come rock it with from exile and flunts (2006-11-09 12:52) harassed - public

Music: phish - 2003-07-25 - set 2 - 02 - kung

attention all heads!

coleoptera (2006-11-09 17:56:23)
actual marshmallows? chocolate and graham crackers not provided?
schizobovine (2006-11-09 18:04:50)
OH GODS THE HSCROLL
dankamongmen (2006-11-09 19:05:20)
lol sorry lj-text cut= does not an lj-cut text= make :D
threv (2006-11-09 20:24:59)
i love how this is hanging in WREK’s studios. right next to the nophest poster NICK YOU BETTER FUCKING GO
TO NOPHEST www.nophest.com
cryptic maniac (2006-11-10 05:19:49)
Nophest is gonna be the shit. 10 bucks for free beer... i dunno why you wouldn’t go.
solecize (2006-11-10 14:16:18)
”10 bucks for free beer” :)
opima (2006-11-11 01:57:52)
Uggh!! sadness. Those were totally awesome
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i may not have a label, yet i rhyme like a star; i’m an unsigned long int to your
eight-bit char (2006-11-13 08:48) - so much drama in the phd - public

Music: dj shadow - the private press bonus disc - pushin’ buttons

the floor is now declared OPEN for discussion of plans to head down to alltel stadium 2006-12-02 (holy crap
soon! i was thinking bowl game schedule) to watch our Jackets in the [1]ACC Championship Game following
that awesome [2]ummm....7-0 wafflestomping of the hated north carolinians of the tarheeled people.
we shall rule the day, grow drunk on the blood of the infidels and yea, surely, lay only waste and pillage behind. get your [3]sunshine state on and let us riiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiide!
resolved: dj shadow is the best sex music on earth.
1. http://www.theacc.com/sports/m-footbl/accfbchamp.html
2. http://cfn.scout.com/2/557850.html
3. http://www.everydayshouldbesaturday.com/?p=2628

northwesten (2006-11-13 14:56:19)
:P have fun!
donicer (2006-11-14 01:08:31)
I am going.
solecize (2006-11-15 05:02:38)
sweet title.
dankamongmen (2006-11-15 05:04:52)
surely you have heard it? http://www.monzy.com/intro/drama lyrics.html a fucking anthem is what it is.
turdburgler (2006-11-21 02:31:41)
[ LJ User: zarathustra94 ] and I will be in section 241/T for the game.

3.11.7

I’ve fought my wars and now they’re won, and I didn’t need nobody’s gun; I
bent their minds (2006-11-15 05:35) - fucking great - public

Music: grateful dead - mindbender (confusion’s prince)

two thoughts while my compiles scrolled by:
1) wherever smoking is banned, there too cellphones ought be. if i can’t smoke around you, you’ve no
license to lash me with your cellular [1]bastinado
2) fuck all these ragtag and bobtail’s foofaraw about the flag, and fuck the carolinas while we’re at it.
we proud men and women of Georgia should stand as one, led of course by the fierce foursome of daddy phat
sacks, andre 3000, ludacris and [2]bob ”b-1” dornan, and select as our flag now and forevermore the image
of a boot stomping on south carolina for one thousand years. let clemson be our larder, and greenville our
boutique! excelsior!
we could raze shitty athens and the UGA cesspool within on the way, but i’m not sure we have enough
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salt to keep down that leavened, yeasty pimple on the great hairy arse of my ambitions for the empire state
of the south.
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bastinado
2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bob_Dornan

thirdkraytwin (2006-11-15 13:02:48)
cellphones turn me into a foaming luddite
coleoptera (2006-11-15 14:41:51)
fuck south carolina. I have to agree with [ LJ User: datavortex ] on public cell use as well in regards to the coming
permit for use on airplanes: everyone with a cell phone or a child has to travel on one plane, the rest of us can have
the peaceful flight.
schizobovine (2006-11-15 15:32:27)
So, sorta like a reverse Sherman run, destination Charleston, with a layover in Athens for some good rioting? I’m
down with that shit.

3.11.8

so that’s what that odor was (2006-11-18 20:57) - settling in for evework - public

Music: pearl jam - vs - rearviewmirror

From ”The blotter” in Creative Loafing:
EARLY ONE SUNDAY MORNING, a woman on Myrtle Street thought she heard a
noise. So she got out of bed and looked around. A French door on her
balcony was open, she said, but she didn’t think anything of it. Later,
she noticed that someone had defecated on her balcony, and her DVD player
was missing.
[1]http://atlanta.creativeloafing.com/gyrobase/Content?oid=oid %3A155303
THE PHANTOM SHITTER STRIKETH!
it looks to be a slow saturday night, full of work, visitors in and out and sipping on glenlivet.
1. http://atlanta.creativeloafing.com/gyrobase/Content?oid=oid%3A155303

3.11.9

put his glock to my chest as I paused, went to jail in my muthafuckin’ drawers
(2006-11-20 02:44) - hard-workin’ dank - public

Music: postal service - there’s never enough time

That’s the first time I’ve ever referred to someone’s stumbled-upon code as a [1]faecaloma, but by god if any
code deserved that foul moniker this did. Reading that morass made my balls chill and retract ala six flags’s
superman ”for values of superman approaching horrible blast-freezing of the Spunk Capacitors fuck you very
much” ride. ”A fecaloma (meaning a tumor made of feces, also called fecalith and coprolith, i.e., stones made
of feces) is a hardening of feces into stones of varying size inside the colon, which may appear whenever
chronic obstruction of transit occurs, such as in megacolon and chronic constipation. Some diseases, such as
Chagas disease, Hirschsprung’s disease and others provoke the destruction of the autonomic nervous system
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inside the colon’s mucosa (Auerbach’s plexus) and may cause extremely large (giant) fecalomas, which must
be surgically removed (disimpaction). Normally, however, fecalomas can be manually disimpacted or by
passing colonic tubes (catheters which carry a flow of disimpaction fluid (solvent). Fecal impaction may
have severe and even lethal effects, such as the rupture of the colon’s walls by acute angles of the fecalomas
(stercoral perforation), followed by septicemia.” Delicious, I wanna rub it on my gums! attention friends:
this is not a compliment that is being paid to your code. speaking of disimpaction, this post just
about kicked the lj spell-checker’s ass heh.
and holy shit megacolon? does anyone else think of dr. octagon’s ”no awareness” sample of ”MEGATRON,
REJUVENATE?” i might have to cut that out with flac –skip –until here.
here we go: [2]this excellent sample of a sample is brought to you by flac -d –skip=2:25 –until=2:30 dr.\
octagon\ -\ dr.\ octagonecologyst\ -\ 05\ -\ no\ awareness.flac -fo megatron.wav and the power of open
codecs + source + intellectual property violations w000t. sir menelik opens it up on you afterwards, too:
Edge, dislocation specifically, opporunity to form
and ultimately fail, under stress depends, on science immobile
epoxy, or stock composites
New conductors maximum amp use much finer, filaments
Eighteen percent, of volume, minus . three six nine degrees
Celsius, a record for resistive, electromagnets
A hybrid design, seven-hundred thirty-thousand gauss
for all types of DC residents, absorbed in
flowin through fifteen=thousand one-hundred watt, lightbulbs
Tremendous heat is generated, driven by direct
but not oscillating, current
Extremely, powerful, fascinating
Engineering reflections, acoustic depth by analysis
Vulnerable, to legal talents
High exposure, requires, mental protection, replica
Artificial dynamic Microsoft tech
Heavy black cables Nova robot, demanding, battery power
Acids found, in Drosophila, the master gene
word is bond
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Faecalith
2. http://dank.qemfd.net/images/megatron.wav

nerotica (2006-11-20 13:04:41)
megacolon is my word of the day.
phatjoe (2006-11-20 15:38:55)
MEGACOLON, REJUVENATE /joe
chefataraxia (2006-11-20 23:37:49)
I’ve got another fun colon-word for you. Main Entry: tenesmus Function: noun : a distressing but ineffectual urge to
evacuate the rectum or urinary bladder a crossword puzzle I did referred to it as the ”rectal analogue of dry heaving.”
Generally, it is debilitating and painful. Fear the tenesmus.
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dankamongmen (2006-11-20 23:59:51)
fear the tenesmus! ahh, i knew you would have useful feedback. food chemistry has apparently come a long way this
year. following the subject from an absolute layman’s perspective has been fascinating. your thanksgiving post filled
me with cheer. have a good holiday mang!
blackoutdaddy (2006-11-21 03:08:48) FYI
GLOCK is a trademark and always appears in all caps.
thirdkraytwin (2006-11-21 09:35:07) Re: FYI
anal retentive

3.11.10

screams climbing up my cold spine saying now’s the time; put in all your energy
get rid of the enemy (2006-11-23 17:30) - excited! - friends

Music: eyedea & ability - e&a - glass

this has gotta be kept on the d-low for one hot minute, but exciting news: in a few months, atlanta’s about
to get its newest infosec startup, founded by a cat I’ve known for about a decade now, since the closing days
of the 77o/4o4 board scene, and I’m likely going to go head up development. even more exciting? we’ll likely
be using [1]ML for most everything but our I/O cores. even more exciting? we’re gonna do this thang right,
motherfuckers, and we’ve got one hell of a sales team already lined up. most exciting of all? i’ll know within
a month what opparams the dev team will work under – i want to keep it tight and close, five coders at
an absolute maximum – and i’m getting hiring/firing authority if i’m gonna do this at all, so i’ll be looking
to my homies in the field of Real Programming to jump on board. if you’re unemployed, underemployed
or just failing to self-actualize at your current job, one hell of a coder+designer, and have a head full of
domain-specific knowledge regarding any of networking, compiler design, visualization, infosec, embedded
systems, stochastic modeling or PLD, we want you. get those resumes ready. devstaff jobs for senior software
engineers will likely begin around 90k/year and enjoy significant working-from-home allowances.
Slackers need not apply. ...now, if everything can just fall the right way... more info in a few weeks!
why are you so goddamn tired, cant tell if you’re done, or just uninspired
and I won’t give you that ”you can be somebody” speech
that ain’t my place, let you be
You’re an example of a candle-lit life
with electric relaxation, brain trampled by devotion
to remote control channel changin’
something provoked the whole globe to lower expectations
damn, what’s wrong with our generation?
We was the cream of the crop but it seems we’ve been robbed
that’s what happens when you trade in all your dreams for a job
and every day it gets less and less exciting
You would make a difference but you’re too busy faking this instead of trying
change my shift from now to never and you’ll pretend you’re fine
why are you stuck at the shitty end of the assembly line?
I guess I’m built to be intoxicated with hope
sometimes it’s a journey, most the time it’s just a bad joke
and in your life there’s a junk drawer you can’t organize
the first to come in, last to leave, you’ll never be immortalized
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that sort of life is completely overrated, you’re sick of being the
only one you know that’s trying to take it
so right now you’re heading home, got sounds of nature for you born in
your headphones and half a bottle of percadone
that’s the reaction to an overdose of passion
brainless, stagnant...ain’t it magic?
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ML_programming_language

catches sars (2006-11-24 01:30:19)
tell me when y’all need a hot secretary.
zbtron (2006-11-24 02:56:56)
you need andy.
girlvinyl (2006-11-24 06:57:00)
I know this will be successful. I am done working, but I definitely want to discuss experiences.
seldomawake (2006-11-24 13:40:38)
”since the closing days of the 77o/4o4 board scene” Y’know, I had no idea you had been playing in the infosec world
for so long. Lots of good luck to ya. So, why ML? Wikipedia tells me:
ML’s strengths are mostly applied in language design and manipulation (compilers, analyzers, theorem
provers)
Details, perhaps?
dankamongmen (2006-11-27 06:26:25) Details, perhaps?
only
if
you
want
to
invest
and/or apply :D some hints: http://www.paulgraham.com/avg.html http://weblog.raganwald.com/2006/04/why-do-we-resist-idea-that-progr
amming.html
http://www.cs.virginia.edu/
evans/cs655/readings/ewd498.html
http://www.paulgraham.com/gh.html http://steve.yegge.googlepages.com/being-the-averagest and finally, [1]duh!
1. http://portal.nifty.com/2006/11/23/c/2.htm

dankamongmen (2006-11-27 06:27:58) Re: Details, perhaps?
http://steve-yegge.blogspot.com/2006/04/lisp-is-not-acceptable-lisp. html ties in with the paul graham ones, of
course, and http://steve.yegge.googlepages.com/ancient-languages-perl answers ESR’s claim that one should learn
perl for systems administration (as referenced by graham).
dankamongmen (2006-11-27 06:59:31) Re: Details, perhaps?
ooooh
oooh
oooh
http://weblog.raganwald.com/2005/01/what-ive-learned-from-failure.ht ml http://headrush.typepad.com/creating
passionate users/2006/03/how to be an ex.html http://weblog.raganwald.com/2006/05/how-to-makeprogramming-hard-for .html http://weblog.raganwald.com/2006/09/business-programming-simply-isnt -that.html
http://weblog.raganwald.com/2006/01/finding-signal-to-noise-ratio-in -never.html
When I interview someone, I usually let them use the language of their choice with between C, C++,
C # and Java... It’s not that I have something against Ruby or other fourth generation languages, but I
found that these languages work at a level of abstraction that is a little too high to give me a meaningful
insight on the candidate for a forty-five minute interview. There are plenty of very interesting problems
that are hard to solve even in Ruby or Python (and actually, it’s quite likely this is the kind of problem
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solution would take several hours.

– http://beust.com/weblog/archives/000352.html
dankamongmen (2006-11-27 07:01:30) Re: Details, perhaps?
MUST POST ONE MORE http://www.paulgraham.com/pypar.html
seldomawake (2006-11-27 14:02:10) Re: Details, perhaps?
Holy Crap. The Paul Graham articles were -really- well written. Never even thought of it that way. I wonder if
Mr. Graham ever wrote a compiler. However, while that answers one facet of the question, there’s another: what
about infosec programs (a world I know very little of) makes ML the language of choice? Or is that the wrong way
of approaching this problem entirely, and the language choice is based entirely on the relative power of languages
(as described above)?
seldomawake (2006-11-27 14:03:15) Re: Details, perhaps?
Oh, man. I just noticed the other replies. There goes my day :) Thanks! Keep ’em coming. Frankly, it’s rare to
find an experienced coder willing to share.
dankamongmen (2006-11-28 19:39:11) Re: Details, perhaps?
glad you’re enjoying them!
seldomawake (2006-11-27 14:41:01) Re: Details, perhaps?
Waittasec. I just caught your invest/apply comment. Man, I would -love- to invest in that company, had I the
means. From what little I know, you have a pretty good track record (MX5s notwithstanding). Unfortunately, I
don’t quite have the means. As for applying – there are a number of issues there, te most pertinent of which is: I’m
a journeyman at best, with no knowledge of ML and shoddy lisp at best (yeah, I get the concept, but then again, I
consider lambda-calculus beautiful.) I’d be ripped to -shreds- at an interview. Now, I’m going to read articles you
just posted until I’m blue in the face.
leon03 (2006-11-27 05:38:02)
Sweet! I would most certainly love a chance to use ML professionally... Keep updating and I’ll send you a resume by
the new year.
dankamongmen (2006-11-27 06:20:25)
FAN-FUCKING-TASTIC i’ll take things offline from there. could you check the web of trust and see if you have
any possible pathways to me, lock one down, and send me a signed test mail? thanks. [1]key fit for import or gpg
–keyserver pgp.mit.edu –recv-keys 9a25286b via phatty HKP.
1. http://www.livejournal.com/pubkey.bml?user=dankamongmen

3.11.11

(2006-11-25 09:27) - confident - public

Music: le tigre - le tigre - the empty

on this greatest of days in the southern football calendar, remember my friends: every time
you tag a UGA ho, all of GT wins (i’ll be doing my part, w00t!)
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to whet your appetite for today’s game:
[EMBED] [EMBED] [EMBED]

[EMBED]

work on [1]THE PLAN continues swimmingly.

1. http://dankamongmen.livejournal.com/250324.html
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3.11.12

THE
GREATEST MINUTE OF RADIO EVER BROADCAST (2006-11-25 13:32) BEAT THEM DAWGS - public

Music: clutch - transnational speedway league: shotgun named marcus

ahh, [1]Wreck Ramblin’ posted this GLORIOUS tidbit from a sweet living dream years ago. I remember
as if ’twere yesterday... driving up to Real Winner’s on Chamblee-Tucker to do as much blow as could be
driven through our nasal membranes, the big blue Crown Victoria rocket of love tearing a glittering path
across the Atlanta highway from Marietta to LaVista, ejecting my Ministry Psalm 69 dub made back in 1994
to suck up the delight on AM750...
[EMBED] TECH’S OFFENSE IS BRILLIANT TO WATCH... JUST MARCHING THIS
THING DOWN THE FIELD LIKE WE WERE WAKE FOREST... ABSOLUTELY DISSECTING OUR DEFENSE... WE CANNOT STOP THEM... THEY’RE BREAKING TACKLES NOW, BECAUSE THEY’RE TOO STRONG AND TOO BIG FOR US... THEY ARE
EATING OUR LUNCH... THEY ARE JUST MANHANDLING US... TECH IS JUST TOO
STRONG
AND
THE
DAWG DEFENSE CANNOT STOP THEM. ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh enjoy it again. george godsey ran the slowest
25 yard quarterback draw i have ever seen for a touchdown in that great game. [ LJ User: angry user ] and
i are soon off to twitch’s for hdtv asskickery and weednjaeger-of-plenty. [ LJ User: bagofpeppers ], where are
j00; come meet us! w0000000000000t!
1. http://airbornecombatengineer.typepad.com/wreck_ramblin/2006/11/tune_your_radio.html

girlvinyl (2006-11-25 18:35:37)
You’re so cute. In another life I am pretty sure we were lovers.

3.11.13

beauty is that to which the human mind responds at its deepest and most
profound level (2006-11-25 21:58) - siberian jew doublebluffed - public

Music: phish - 1997-07-30 - bouncing ’round the room

”In my entire scientific life, extending over forty-five years, the most shattering experience has
been the realization that an exact solution of Einstein’s equations of general relativity, discovered
by the New Zeeland mathematician, Roy Kerr, provides the absolutely exact representation of
untold numbers of massive black holes that populate the universe. This ”shuddering before
the beautiful,” this incredible fact that a discovery motivated by a search after the beautiful in
mathematics should find its exact replica in Nature, persuades me to say that beauty is that to
which the human mind responds at its deepest and most profound.” S. Chandrasekhar, 1975.
a good quote. what a wretched, wretched, unholy abomination of a game.
”On being asked what he meant by the beauty of a mathematical theory of physics, Dirac
replied that if the questioner was a mathematician then he did not need to be told, but were he
not a mathematician then nothing would be able to convince him of it.” Freeman Dyson
i shall recline and read sartre’s nausea for the forty-seven thousandth time, and later clutch my elise tightly,
and that shall be all. fuck some UGA. augh.
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”If you wish to make an apple pie truly from scratch, you must first invent the universe.” Carl
Sagan

threv (2006-11-27 15:44:56)
if i hear ”how bout them dawgs??” one more time i’m going to punch a fucking hobo
dankamongmen (2006-11-27 23:31:09)
i jsut put a ballista through two hookers and bellowed, ”THAT ONE WAS FOR [ LJ User: threv ]; WE GOT SOME
HATS NOW MOTHERFUCKERS!”
thirdkraytwin (2006-11-28 05:54:35)
Our Roy is a bit of a party animal.

3.11.14

asshole of the day award (2006-11-28 20:25) - irritated - public

Music: jygawatt - falling up

"Of the more than 180 countries that issue paper currency, only the
United States prints bills that are identical in size and color in
all their denominations," Robertson wrote. "More than 100 of the
other issuers vary their bills in size according to denomination,
and every other issuer includes at least some features that help
the visually impaired."
mssr, unless the blinds’ tactile senses are so honed that
differentiations might be made among visible light (< .1mm), how the
fuck does color help them? i hope being able to use that particular
rhetorical flourish was worth lying via absurdity. you are the asshole
of the day, sir. in response, i shall not use an ALT attribute in the
<IMG> tag to the right. FUCK YOU, BLIND PEOPLE, LEARN THE
ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM SOMEWHERE ELSE. your eyes are no good
here...wait, anywhere LOL at you blind people. [spectrum.gif]

update: i am, of course, the asshole here (as [ LJ User: billings ]points out within); visually impaired !=
blind, a fact i’m surprised my legally blind self forgot. i shall remark, however, that if you can’t afford a pair
of glasses at america’s best, you’re probably not carrying too much cash at any one time.
slacktide (2006-11-29 01:32:30)
I suppose that one could then have an electronic gizmo that used a CCD to determine the RGB value of the ink... of
course, one could currenly build a similar electronic gizmo to image the corner of the bill and do a simple patternmatch to known image captures of the various US bill denominations for each series. With an adequate ammount of
evil hackery, you could easily do it with a camera-equipped pocketpc. After all, my coke machine can tell a single
from a 20...
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billings (2006-11-29 02:27:05)
Legally blind
georgemcfly (2006-11-29 02:37:30)
as bill said, visually impaired doesn’t mean ”can’t see anything”. it may just mean that things are very, very out of
focus. Color differentiation may still be possible.
dankamongmen (2006-11-29 04:17:00)
it would seem i am the asshole!
quandry (2006-11-29 05:00:18)
Sizing denominations differently makes for a very untidy wallet. I’ve always considered our bills’ uniformity a good
thing.
msbeanhead (2006-11-29 06:11:37)
what you visually impaired folks ought to get is the sweet booty-vision a la my favorite albino physics PhD!
slacktide (2006-11-29 07:32:30)
For the win: [canada.png]
schizobovine (2006-11-30 07:01:05)
Agreed. I want my money to look like it came from a conspiracy for world domination, not ”Monopoly”.

3.11.15

Improvement makes strait roads, but the crooked roads without Improvement,
are roads of Genius. (2006-11-29 01:43) - workin’ hard - public

Music: still more jygawatt holy shit this is great

[1]cheat sheet for theoretical computer science
there’s a lot of things i would change on this (courtesy of »tU), beginning with the duplication of the
inside cover from James Stewart’s Calculus 5th edition, but nonetheless it’s a good start. i miss carrying
around a periodic table.
btw, thursday 2006-11-30 is [2]national methamphetamine awareness day. as you might expect, i advise
you to be fully aware of as much methamphetamine as possible.
1. http://dank.qemfd.net/cheat.pdf
2. http://www.star-gazette.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20061128/NEWS01/61128014

happyfunnorm (2006-11-29 18:17:23)
http://improb.com/ lists a particularly cool Periodic Table: http://improbable.com/2006/11/26/flattened-elements/
[Poster27x53.JPG]
eightbit (2006-11-29 22:12:50)
this really should be called a ”cheat sheet for basic math that comes in handy when working on computer science
problems.” it certainly needs a summary of the complexity zoo, universal hashes, the poly-time hierarchy, the PCP
theorem, circuit lower bounds, basic number theory, etc etc etc. the most shameful part is that probability section; it
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doesn’t even mention chernoff!
dankamongmen (2006-11-29 23:22:08)
so make it happen!

3.12

December

3.12.1

I don’t need a chemical blow to pull a ho all I need is Chemical Bank to pay the
mo (2006-12-01 06:02) - hating this shitty heat wave - public

Music: tool - undertow - prison sex

happy birthday, [1]twitch! the usual miscreants will be gathering at highlander tonight, friday 2006-12-01,
to celebrate this auspicious occasion (and also possibly coworker [2]”stephen” jgould turning fucking 33(!).
it bothered me a bit to realize i hang out/work with 33 year olds, but then again he’s only turning 19 in
base 24! he might still be going out with the recent dreaded ex, though, and that’d surely be drama so i’m
unsure whether he’s coming along). i am hoping very much that the illustrious real winner adam will also be
joining us, so anyone who’s been without their dank- or rwa-quotient as of late should come along for irish
carbombs and clutch on the phatty jukebox.
i’m getting pretty goddamn sick of working with incompetent fuckups, people who’re scared to learn new
things and unmotivated by the prospect of achieving excellence. it’s a tremendous downer. i didn’t have to
deal with that for five years at reflex and got horribly spoiled. hopefully, rapidly upcoming events will shake
things up a bit. until then, i’ve cut my hours in the office back to about 10 per week, while ramping up
overall hours to around 95.
i remembered today learning about binary numbering and thus the concept of radixes other than 10 from a
Highlights for Children or some shit like that when I was seven, in the doctor’s office (I’d get my tonsils and
adenoids removed a few weeks later, allowing me to place the age with such precision), wondering whether a
base-1 system could be constructed, and realizing immediately that the familiar counting-on-the-blackboardwith-vertical-slashes system was precisely that (minus the horizontal slashes to delimit quintets (quintrain,
btw, is not a word and quintain means ”something to tilt at”, which i somehow do not recall ever seeing in
don quixote...weird. the obviously unacceptable ”quintette” and the crushingly insensate ”fivesome” are your
only generic choices (we shan’t stoop to pentuple), although ”lustrum” is always nice for a five-year period),
which were never anything more than an implementation detail). knuth, of course, won a high school talent
search with his investigations into number systems having imaginary base (see the semi-recent fundamental
results of kaganovsky [3]here – it’s well worth reading), culminating in the [4]quarter-imaginary system. Said
system’s radix is 2i, allowing every complex number to be written using only the digits 0, 1, 2 and 3 without
a sign. i should start saying that ”when i was seven, i worked out a number system using base -eÀi... although
not without a little help from [5]euler’s identity!” heh. i’m somewhat aroused by [6]mixed radix systems,
but can’t think of much they’d win you CS-wise at anything but possibly the hardware level – everything
else is abstract enough already. there’s the idea of encoding arbitrary integers using an enumerated type but
any enum is, of course, an integer of some size or another at heart + half-hearted type checking so no wins
there. i bet there’s interesting combinatorial logics that could make use of their properties, though...worth
spending a shower thinking about sometime, anyway....la di da back to hacks
1. http://profile.myspace.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=user.viewprofile&friendid=113196747
2. http://profile.myspace.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=user.viewprofile&friendid=51004637
3. http://www.cs.kent.ac.uk/pubs/1999/902/
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4. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quater-imaginary_base
5. http://mathworld.wolfram.com/EulerFormula.html
6. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mixed_radix

sexion8 (2006-12-01 13:22:20)
I still only understand about 1/8th of your post, but the working with incompetent fuckups? I understand that. AND
WISH I DIDN’T.
downtym (2006-12-01 16:08:34)
I hate to admit it, but I love decrypting nick’s posts. They make me feel smarter than I actually am. Paragraph
1: Happy birthday twitch! Let’s get hammered at the Highlander! Paragraph 2: Fuck incompetent people. They’re
holding us all back. Paragraph 3: When I was young, I figured out base 1 was vertical slashes minus the horizontal
slashes used to represent groups of 5. [1]Knuth rocked the house in high school by showing that you can create a
system of counting that allows you to count every complex number. Its base is 2i, which is hot for its own reasons,
and it only possess the digits 0, 1, 2, and 3, which is hot for others. The euler’s identity part is a bit of a geek humor:
eˆ((pi)i) + 1 = 0. Paragraph 4: I have no idea, my translator broke about here. Mixed radix systems > me. I’m sure
there’s an obvious reason why a mixed radix system would be useful at the hardware level of a computer - I have
a few suspicions that it streamlining higher order multiplication and space saving techniques - but the conclusion is
usually where nick walks away talking and I’m left staring at my own hands in fury and wonder.
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knuth

sexion8 (2006-12-01 16:13:37)
boggle* Mind if we share friendination? A reply that intelligent must NOT be allowed to get away.
downtym (2006-12-01 19:08:35)
I’ve never been one to pretend to tell others that they may or may not friend me. Be warned, about 80 % of what
I post is links to stupid shit, stupid yet humorous shit, or just whatever brain fart popped in my head in the last
45 minutes. It’s not high art like the master here. I’m also really bad about posting n > 1 times a day rather than
just editing my post.
sexion8 (2006-12-01 20:27:50)
I’m actually glad you don’t post once a day because I don’t comment once a day. I mean, I’d love to, but I have
serious time constraints. (Not to mention don’t-know-what-to-say syndrome.) Friend me back!
dankamongmen (2006-12-01 16:31:18) that allows you to count every complex number
represent every complex number – they’re a canonical example of an uncountable set! what else does that mean?
we could represent every (continuous!) function mapping the reals to the reals with only 0, 1, 2 and 3! IT’S UNCANNY. this ain’t no disco, ain’t no country club either...this is \beth 1 you can’t tie your shoes in rp!
downtym (2006-12-01 19:05:28) ”Count” is my way of saying everything you said - just in a dumber way
Your pedanticism is beyond fascinating. And that’s why I love you - in a manly way.
seldomawake (2006-12-02 02:37:00) Re: that allows you to count every complex number
You. Made. My. Day. Thankyou.
eightbit (2006-12-04 00:57:37) Re: that allows you to count every complex number
is that supposed to be an aleph?
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dankamongmen (2006-12-04 06:47:27) Re: that allows you to count every complex number
i was wondering about that myself. i think the wikipedia entry on the continuum hypothesis is all fucked up,
unexpectedly.
dankamongmen (2006-12-01 16:32:33)
you need the full ounce!
sexion8 (2006-12-01 20:24:04)
Nah, I’m a lightweight.
coleoptera (2006-12-01 16:51:28)
wtf, I have Twitch’s birthday being Monday. Which is right? What time are you people heading to the Highlander?
I’m working late but I want to stop by on the way home.
happyfunnorm (2006-12-01 18:00:48)
The only problem with a base 1 system is that there’s no 0, only a representation of 0 with 1-1, unless you’re including
null as a number but I’m guessing that would lead to other problems.
justben (2006-12-01 19:10:05)
0 is the lack of a scratch. The empty set. Negative, on the other hand, is a bit tougher.
happyfunnorm (2006-12-01 19:31:53)
Negative is easy -1 in base 1 is -1 in base 10 -111 in base 1 is -3 in base 10, but what you’re suggesting about the
lack of a scratch being 0 seems insane, since if we were using base 1 how could you tell the difference between a
blank piece of paper and one covered in 0s? You couldn’t, since everywhere there’s not a scratch (which would be a
lot of places) it could be a 0.
justben (2006-12-01 19:37:13)
Negative. Oh yeah. Duh. Zero: I fill pieces of paper with zeros all the time every day. I could save a lot of ink by
writing in base 1.
happyfunnorm (2006-12-01 20:01:40)
True, but without a 0, this Klein Bottle Calibration wouldn’t be nearly as funny, it would just be unlabled hash
marke :) http://www.kleinbottle.com/calibrated klein bottles.htm
justben (2006-12-01 20:13:33)
Clearly, Klein bottles are better labeled in base 2i.
justben (2006-12-01 19:24:56) Mixing Radices
Computationally, mixed-radix numbers are likely useful only at the hardware level. As you said, everything else is
abstract enough already. From a representational perspective inside of a language, though, I could see it being useful.
Imagining writing a timestamp literal inside of source code (e.g., 14.13.42.0.8.6 for 2:13:42.086pm) and having the
compiler not only understand that the number is in mixed-radix 24.60.60.10.10.10 but also bounds/type check it for
you. And then being able to apply that same compiler-level logic for arbitrary other mixed-radix types? Defining a
type that varies along four different axes, each represented by an enum? That’s another mixed-radix number at its
core. Yeah, I can see that. If you actually implement this system, though, you have to call it daikon radices. As a
possible variant, you can spell ”daikon” as ”daixon” to match the ”x” in ”radix” if it floats your boat.
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justben (2006-12-01 19:28:54)
”11111. Let’s see now, that’s one in the ones place, one in the ones place, one in the ones place, one in the... shit,
what digit are we on? four? one to the (four minus one is) three, that’s... one, right? ok, so one in the ones place,
and one in the (one times our base is one, making this the) ones place. That’s... shit, six?”
happyfunnorm (2006-12-01 19:36:20)
That’s the right logic, I guess... 1 * 1ˆ0 = 1 1 * 1ˆ1 = 1 1 * 1ˆ2 = 1 1 * 1ˆ3 = 1 1 * 1ˆ4 = 1 Add up the products,
1+1+1+1+1=5
justben (2006-12-01 19:47:13)
Right. Humor, remembering similar calculations in (single-radix) systems. Guess the quote marks and stream of
consciousness style writing didn’t make that obvious enough. My bad. More humor (note the quotes and stream of
consciousness as markers): ”1111 + 111. Let’s see. One plus one in the ones place is one, carry the one. One plus
one in the ones place plus a carried one is one, carry one-one. One plus one in the ones place plus a carried one-one
is one, carry one-one-one. One plus nothing in the ones place plus a carried one-one-one is one, carry one-one-one.
Nothing plus nothing in the ones place plus carried one-one-one is one, carry one-one. Nothing plus nothing in the
ones place plus carried one-one is one, carry one. Nothing plus Nothing in the ones place plus carried one is one.
That gives us 1111111. Check.” Anyone want to follow up with multiplication? Long division?
happyfunnorm (2006-12-01 19:59:47)
Actually, I thought it was pretty funny that you called them all ’the ones place’ which must be wrong, but I’m at
a loss as to why.
justben (2006-12-01 20:08:17)
Initially I was going to call them ”the first ones place”, et cetera, but I figured that declining to differentiate
them more confusing and thus more amusing, and without suffering from a loss of correctness. Glad it didn’t go
unappreciated :-)
seldomawake (2006-12-02 02:42:24)
Buncha people asked why mixed radicies are useful. Enter the EE! (That would, to clarify, be me). Ages ago, I sat
down for some coffee with a professor, talking about how annoying routing a simple ALU (Arith. Logic Unit) was.
He mentioned the magic words, ”mixed radix.” I left with a headache, but that may have been lack of coffee. In a
nutshell: It’s expensive, or complicated, or both, to carry in an addition operation. Mixed radixes reduce carries, and
(from what I remember), if you’re smart about it, you can remove the need for carries almost completely. Result?
Really fast add, really fast multiply, but really hard divide. I should google this. However, my efforts are currently
directed elsewhere.
seldomawake (2006-12-02 02:42:58)
And, to thank you once again, Mr. Dank: ”i’m getting pretty goddamn sick of working with incompetent fuckups,
people who’re scared to learn new things and unmotivated by the prospect of achieving excellence.” Took the words
right out of my mouth.

3.12.2

i’ll hold on for a moment, ma’am; could you reboot your plane? (2006-12-06 05:24)
- full of links - public

Music: twista - kamikaze - art & life (chi-roc)

from the RISKS digest: [1]rebooting one’s plane:
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The first trip where this happened, as we were scheduled to leave the gate, there was a delay, and then the pilot said over the intercom: ”We’re having trouble with some of the cockpit
instruments, so I’m going to force a hard reboot by switching off all the power for a bit.” The
lights and all other power on the plane then went off, and after a fifteen second pause, on again.
A minute later, the pilot said: ”That seems to have fixed the problem,” and we were off.
I wasn’t impressed. As far as I am concerned, this is clear evidence of a
genuine design error somewhere in the system.
indeed. determine if your cell phone is a remote bug (maybe?) with [2]ms. weinstein’s technique. joel writes
about ”[3]lego language” and quotes no silver bullet; i myself had to threaten mass purchase and distribution
of [4]brooks’s finest in a mail last friday. from [ LJ User: jcreed ], CUP has released [5]Higher Dimensional
Categories: A Guidebook freely. from [ LJ User: unusual words ]: quaquaversal means ”to point in every
direction” and will be used as often as possible. AcceleratingFuture’s great new voice brings us [6]this review
of [7]Military Nanotechnology from Cass Military Studies (at a muscular $105, nonetheless), and it looks
fantastic. check [8]this one out as well, echoing a futurist theme i’ve been very big on since childhood:
Fred C. Ikle, one of America s foremost strategic thinkers, in his latest book Annihilation
from Within (Columbia University Press), sees the ever-faster advances in brain science and
computers merging to build superhuman intelligence systems. Brain-computer-interface (BCI)
research projects are proliferating among universities in the G-8 major industrial countries and
China. And when this quest succeeds, Mr. Ikle says it will trump the latest supercomputers
(already up to 73 trillion operations per second) and the best human experts.
In a nanosecond of history, the evolution that took millions of years from primates to Homo
sapiens will jump into the unknown. Homo connectus will relegate the obsolete nation-state and
its dysfunctional institutions to artifacts of history, quaint but useless. This gigantic leap of
history will obliterate all previous notions about military power, pose a fundamental challenge
to all religions, and eventually upend human civilization.
Religious resurgence, Mr. Ikle notes, has spread through Africa, lit fires throughout the Muslim
world, and can be observed in the United States. And for mankind he foresees that its cultural
split will become wider, unless the calamity of annihilation from within forces societies to close
the chasm between the two modes of human activity. Short of such an upheaval, the societal and
religious modes of human activity cannot catch up with the ceaseless momentum of science. By
clinging to government structures designed for 4 million in the age of nanotechnology with 300
million people, institutions are as useless as Model-T Fords in a NASCAR race.
Mr. Ikle notes the growth of computer capabilities during the last 50 years has been greater
than the growth of the brain s intellectual capability during hundred thousands of years. The
quest is now on for superhuman intelligence. Its attainment, says Mr. Ikle, will revolutionize
all prior considerations about national security. The door would then be open to a fundamental
transformation of the human condition. We can no more imagine the political order of this
new world, he writes, than a group of chimpanzees in the forest can comprehend what goes on
among humans in a nearby village.
w0000t!
see you in the revolution!
1. http://catless.ncl.ac.uk/Risks/24.48.html#subj4.1
2. http://lauren.vortex.com/archive/000202.html
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3. http://www.joelonsoftware.com/items/2006/12/05.html
4. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Mythical_Man-Month
5. http://www.dpmms.cam.ac.uk/~elgc2/guidebook/
6. http://www.acceleratingfuture.com/michael/blog/?p=273
7. http://www.amazon.com/o/ASIN/0415371023/ref=pd_rvi_gw_1/104-1493252-8168750
8. http://www.acceleratingfuture.com/michael/blog/?p=275

seldomawake (2006-12-06 20:38:34)
As soon as they have an implat system set up, I’m going to be first in line. ” w0000t! see you in the revolution! ” I
couldn’t have said it better myself.

3.12.3

(2006-12-08 20:15) - proud - public

Music: scott henry - sm;)le mix vol. 1 - dj trance - melanie’s song

ahhh w00t, my copy of [1]unicode 5 ( #290, bitches) arrived today. it’s by far the most beautifully-printed
book i’ve ever seen, and that includes [2]a new kind of jabronie science.
what the fuck is going on tonight? elise elise lovely elise and i are headed to [3]mf sushi at 2130 to celebrate her annihilation of the [4]LAW 7193 final and pending supreme dominance over [5]LAW 6010, and
beyond that her award for LAW 7020 - ADMIRALTY student of the year!!!!! so so so sos sosososo smart.
but after that, we must find entertainment. call us.
1. http://www.unicode.org/book/aboutbook.html
2. http://www.wolframscience.com/nksonline/toc.html
3. http://www.mfsushibar.com/
4. http://law.gsu.edu/registrar/bulletin/coursedescriptions.php
5. http://law.gsu.edu/registrar/bulletin/coursedescriptions.php

sexion8 (2006-12-09 02:12:26)
1.) Congrats to your smart friend. 2.) MF Sushi is about the most awesome name for a restaurant I’ve ever seen.
jmol (2006-12-11 10:04:05)
The MF stands for ”Magic Fingers” - I think that makes it cooler. ;-)

3.12.4

für elise (2006-12-14 13:27) - stressed - public

Music: queens of the stone age - r - quick and to the pointless
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and holy crap i have been here and have the subversion logs from /bin to prove it:

[1]
hahah, people who can’t get hired at google are [2]lame. j/k
i am reading infinite jest for what should be the second time but is really the first because, having racked
my brains for memories of it, i’ve concluded i entirely convinced myself i ever read it before. holy crap it
rocks my face, even if his math talk is a bit janktastic. back to SO MUCH WORK OMFG.
1. http://xkcd.com/c196.html
2. http://xkcd.com/c192.html
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threv (2006-12-14 18:41:55)
come make music
tritium (2006-12-14 18:43:07)
I love DFW, and particularly that book. But, oy, his math... Do NOT read Everything and More, which pissed me
off to the point where I could not finish it. Mostly because it’s clear that he has no idea how much he misunderstands
math.
dankamongmen (2006-12-14 18:48:43)
thank you very much for posting – i was really worried it was just me and this nonsense about cantor and that n2
system shouldn’t have sounded like rubbish. i can get fully back to enjoying his language now :). i mean, he did win
a MacArthur grant. if nothing else, this convinces me i should go try and get one and write a novel full of talk about
catholic football, complexity theory and how it all relates to the breakdown of the Dirty Souf.
potatowocky (2006-12-14 19:15:47)
[HeartCurves 951.gif]
jujuyy (2006-12-14 20:56:12)
omg, that’s way cute.
cryptic maniac (2006-12-15 06:52:35)
WOW. you are my hero.
leftorium (2006-12-14 20:24:10)
Me too. :( beckham@papa:0: $ cat bin/holdscreen.sh #!/bin/bash echo while [ $? = 0 ] do xscreensaver-command
-deactivate sleep 240 ps afux | grep mplayer | grep -v grep done &
dankamongmen (2006-12-14 20:27:56)
[diaconicon](0) $ cat /bin/mp #!/usr/bin/env bash # xv works well and is the default, but requires lots of memory
and supports # only one instance per ”port”. # gl and gl2 both require DRI to work well. gl suggests -dr for a
speedup, if # it works with our hardware. -glfinish gives possibly more correct output at # a possible speed cost.
# x11 can’t fullscreen, but almost always works # fbdev locks the machine or does other horrible things # xvidix
doesn’t have intel915b support #VIDEO=”-vo gl,glfinish -dr” VIDEO=”-vo xv” # mplayer defaults to alsa, which
has buggy drivers that misreport buffering # info: http://freshmeat.net/articles/view/747/. ensure alsa is used. #
alsa seems to make things very slow and add hiss AUDIO=”-ao alsa” #AUDIO=”-ao oss” #screenshot # Allows
acquiring screenshots of the movie using the screenshot command # (bound to the s key by default). Files named
shotNNNN.png will be saved # in the working directory, using the first available number - no files will be # overwritten. The filter has no overhead when not used and accepts an # arbitrary colorspace, so it is safe to add it to
the configuration file. OPTIONS=”-vf screenshot -quiet -alang en” setterm -blank 0 setterm -cursor off case ”‘basename $0‘” in mp) ;; mpfs) OPTIONS=” $OPTIONS -fs” ;; mpfsna) AUDIO=-nosound OPTIONS=” $OPTIONS -fs”
;; mpna) AUDIO=-nosound ;; mpdvd) OPTIONS=” $OPTIONS -aspect 16:9 -fs” echo mplayer $VIDEO $AUDIO
$OPTIONS dvd:// $1 mplayer $VIDEO $AUDIO $OPTIONS dvd:// $1 shift ;; *) echo ”Unknown calling method:
$0...sleeping for 10s” sleep 10 ;; esac for i in ” $@” ; do echo mplayer $VIDEO $AUDIO $OPTIONS ” $i” mplayer
$VIDEO $AUDIO $OPTIONS ” $i” done setterm -cursor on setterm -blank 15 [diaconicon](0) $
happyfunnorm (2006-12-15 00:56:18)
I couldn’t get Google to hire me to go to data centers and set up servers. That sounded like fun, but they weren’t
interested. I guess once you wind up with Altos and Tricord on your resume no one wants you anymore :)
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jadesev (2006-12-15 06:26:05)
It makes me feel a little better that I can sometimes understand the math-related shit you post. Failing calculus 2
twice doesn’t make me completely pathetic...

3.12.5

getting one day elected might be a bit of an uphil battle (2006-12-14 17:43) - stressed
but happy - friends

Music: pearl jam - yield - brain of jfk

Date: Thu, 14 Dec 2006 17:29:29 -0500
From: nick black
To: security through obSCURity
Subject: jury duty?!?!? lol
[– PGP output follows (current time: Thu 14 Dec 2006 05:31:38 PM EST) –]
gpg: Signature made Thu 14 Dec 2006 05:29:29 PM EST using DSA key ID 9A25286B
gpg: Good signature from ”nick black (Home server) ”
gpg: aka ”nick black (ACM account) ”
[– End of PGP output –]
[– The following data is signed –]
i imagine they’ll quickly learn the error of their ways, but just in
case my stance as a anarchotechnofuturist transhumanist with
policy inclinations centered around RAMspace colonization, per-ethos
sub-universes of consciousness and mass global suicide doesn’t get
me out of this bullshit, i’ll be out of the office on 2007-01-18. and
maybe even once or twice before then! see y’all on the morrow, though.
–rigorously, nick
–
nick black feed the hungry, shelter the homeless, free the mallocs
[– End of signed data –]
spoonless (2006-12-15 01:33:45)
Well, with a policy like that sir, you can count on my vote :)

3.12.6

props to wizzayne for the find (2006-12-15 06:43) - tired - public

Music: the constant rendering of documentation via troff

for those who missed it on my [1]myspace:
[2]WHAT NOW, BITCHES, indeed.
c 2008 dankamongmen. This book is strictly personal.
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i must see the outside world tonight; it has been naught but work it seems for all of an eternity. find
me.
1. http://myspace.com/dankamongmen
2. http://dank.qemfd.net/images/verizon.jpg

angry user (2006-12-15 14:07:04)
amusing backstory: ”In response to George Vaccaro’s [1]horrifying encounters with the Verizon billing department
over the difference between dollars and cents (and other basic math):”
1. http://verizonmath.blogspot.com/

coleoptera (2006-12-15 15:43:16) damn
That turns me on. Post that shit over to mathsex.
foole (2006-12-16 03:34:58)
Now that is the way to write a motherfucking check! Even squinty eyed Euler would agree!

3.12.7

Throw it up if you get high and get blown and get drunk, if you make money,
fuck bitches, get krunk! (2006-12-17 07:46) - thankful - friends

Music: twista - kamikaze - higher (with ludacris)

wasn’t supposed to make it past 25, joke’s on you we still alive
so throw your hands up in the sky and shout ”we don’t care what people say”
in the space of these three short months (has it been that long already? i guess we started going out
about two weeks after breaking up with erin, which was the beginning of august...yeah, about three months,
wow), I’ve already got totally spoiled on waking up next to elise, and feel confused and sans part of myself
if she’s not there. We have pretty busy schedules, of course, and probably both work an average of around
sixteen hours a day – ’taint easy pairing the most badass pure programmer in the Dirty Souf with a bitch
working hard toward the same title in the world of Dirty Souf medical malpractice legislation :D (say it with
me, kids: ”power couple” :D), and we spend a lot of time up here in my floor atop Atlanta, one or the other
working and watching the other peacefully sleep. I’ve quite simply in twenty-six years never seen or heard of
any two people so well-fit for each other, and I’ve got to give shouts out above to whatever let this happen.
So many things conspired against letting this work, letting us be so happy with each other, and we said kill
’em all and just kept rolling with it. Third time’s a charm, babe; let’s do this one for the A-town. Who else
sends me sleepytime missives with postscripts like
”how can you prep for a man you haven’t met? You must be versatile....and I let myself roam
in all directions, learning to interpret contextual clues on a level I often find impossible to explain
to you adequately. You were speaking of utilitarianism [Friday] morning, and I wondered if you
were familiar with Virtue (or Neo-Aristotelian) ethics...”
NOT A DAMN OTHER PERSON, SMART SMART LOVE.
I am almost finished with [1]Infinite Jest and while it was an extraordinary, kaleidoscopic panoply of usus
loquendi [0], almost a nimiety, my god David Foster Wallace likes to write about two things very close to
my heart (math and drugs) without ANY understanding of either. Is this all it takes to win a [2]MacArthur
Fellowship these days? Shit, I want to get nominated[1] and pick one up and go write about things I fail to
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grok and stick a hott picture of myself in sweatbands on the posterior cover of the $18.00 paperback. Then
again, had I not have finally churned through this one, I’d never have known the word ”[3]quincunx”, a new
favorite which I’m frankly shocked and dismayed at having missed for this long. It’s, like, a classic Nick
Black word!
I go through all this before you wake up so I can feel happier, to be safe up here with you...
[ LJ User: jujuyy ], [ LJ User: zmode13 ] and [ LJ User: recompas ], sorry for missing your respective
parties. I’ve been asleep for almost 28 hours after having worked almost 200 with only about 18 hours’
sleep total thrown into the mix. Uhghghghghghg, too much work! Now things are done, however, and many
old friends are coming down to Atlanta from places far off (Patrick! [ LJ User: dj ricecake ]! [ LJ User:
sylvanrage ]! Nick Bronn, you punk-rock bitch! I shall see you all shortly, my beloveds (Old English:
bilufien)), hurrah!
mmmmmmmm: skittles, C10H15 N and diet cherry coke are truly a breakfast of champions. [4]Mrkgnao!!!!
now we gonna make that ass roll like a twenty-fo’ [0] i’m not sure i used this correctly :( [1] hrmmm
actually, looking over the list of recipients, computer scientists have a pretty meagre representation. this
should be rectified!
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Infinite_Jest
2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MacArthur_Fellowship
3. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quincunx
4. http://www.doc.ic.ac.uk/~rac101/concord/texts/ulysses/ulysses.cgi?word=Mrkgnao

billings (2006-12-17 21:25:19)
I’m not that far into the book yet, but are you sure all the writing about drugs is supposed to be completely factual?
I guess keep on rolling with that pedantry, in any case.
dankamongmen (2006-12-18 04:35:35)
some of it obviously no. the little asides and such, though, are terrible. like i think he calls meth ”methedrine
hydrochloride” once which is a clear confusion with freebase cocaine.

3.12.8

i shall draw up an autoonomasticon (2006-12-17 10:01) - fucking fabulous - friends

Music: japancakes - down the elements - a.w. sonic

shake to my flow let it go when you shake that coco I got game so whatcha know get it up then I hit her with
the Rambo hoochie coochie still lookin’ for the superbooty rump chaser, rump snatcha mmmmm! get ’em on
camera call me a jockey ’cause I’m ridin’ them skirts and I talk real cocky ol’ mackin-ass Mix is back I’m
slangin that game on 28 tracks yep yep, pack ’em in a Benz take ’em to my house, straight let ’em all in call
Mix-a-Lot a slut? I might get banned, but I still like BUTTS mmmmm! lay ’em on the table Dr. Richard’s
willin’ and able not sexist, just sexy do I like sistas? well, let’s see she’s thick, walkin’ with a switch carryin’ a
beeper, ya betta not call her no bitch when it comes to a snack-pack I can’t lie....I wanna RIDE! Shake ’em up
like you’re playin’ them craps two snake eyes puttin’ fellas on tap – what I’m sayin’ ain’t popular nowadays,
but it ain’t good without the mayonnaise!!!! I, cannot dance but I’m good when ya hit that stance wham, bam,
met a girl named Pam I told her thank you ma’am ain’t no drag in my bag gotta do me ’cause I don’t play
tag six-double-o hoop, costs loot hit the gas she’ll scoot when ya DANCE, I’m on ya when ya WALK, I’m on
ya when ya MOAN, I’m on ya I’m that nasty dog and I tried to warn ya to the ’tel, to the ’tel we go don’t
need a bed ’cause I’m good on the floor when a chocolate masterpiece walks by, I wanna RIDE! Fellas in the
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house, you can’t deny! ALL y’all wants to RIDE! w00000t
i noticed the wiki page for meth recently got a lot of updating. three items of note:

1. Many cases of narcolepsy are treated with methamphetamine for years without escalating doses or any
apparent loss of effect. WITHOUT A CITATION, SUCH A STATEMENT IS MEANINGLESS, YOU. DUMB. MOTHERFUCKER. auhuuuuuughghughgh
2. Very little research has focused on anal insertion as a method, and anecdotal evidence of its effects is
infrequently discussed, possibly due to social taboos in many cultures regarding the anus. This is often
known within communities that use meth for sexual stimulation as a ”booty bump” or ”Keistering,” and
is anecdotally reported to increase sexual pleasure while the effects of the drug last.[[1]26] The rectum
is where the majority of the drug would likely be taken up, through the mucous membranes lining its
walls. ???? btw that citation was hand-corrected; it’d become desynced [sigh].
3. One of the earliest uses of amphetamine occurred during World War II when the German military
dispensed the stimulant under the trade name Pervitin to troops. The drug was widely distributed
across rank and division, from elite forces to tank crews and aircraft personnel. Chocolates dosed
with methamphetamine were known as Fliegerschokolade (”flyer’s chocolate”) when given to pilots, or
Panzerschokolade (”tanker’s chocolate”) when distributed to tank crews. there was a citation...with
a bad link. removed. in any case, a great endocentrism with obvious modifier transition
to koderschokolade!
what lessons can we take from this? assholes are more complicated than we thought, languages with [2]agglutinative neologistics are more fun when they’re left-branching[0], and wikipedia ought be destroyed with
well-coordinated tactical nuclear strikes across the globe. good times.
[0]
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

Kontaktlinsenverträglichkeitstest! [1]
Rheindampfschifffahrtsgesellschaftskapitänsstellvertreter! [2]
[3]worth reading, more so than [4]this despite all the rabble the latter roused[3]
[5]Ewige Blumenkraft und ewige Schlangenkraft! [4]
[6]enjoy!

1. http://www.citypages.com/databank/24/1171/article11254.asp
2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agglutinative_language
3. http://itre.cis.upenn.edu/~myl/languagelog/archives/003338.html
4. http://www.joelonsoftware.com/items/2006/11/24.html
5. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ewige_Blumenkraft
6. http://kamita.com/misc/illuminatus/illuminatus.html

zbtron (2006-12-17 18:07:48)
do you honestly and truly think that meth isnt that bad? and that all of the bad press it gets and all of the condemning
studies are some sort of conspiracy to keep us from having fun?
leftorium (2006-12-17 18:43:11)
Pervitin is a damn fine name for a drug best taken via the anus that stimulates the desire to get it on with 8 year
olds. Mmm, mmm! And for shame: I got your IM from Friday evening today, several days late to attend a Milesian
ruckus. :( Margaritas and food poisoning this lovely lovely afternoon?
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dankamongmen (2006-12-17 20:56:27)
holy crap; that sounds like a great idea. where?

3.12.9

steve’s going to teach himself who’s boss (2006-12-26 19:40) - hard-workin’ dank public

Music: squarepusher - big loada - come on my selector

linux gps support is totally and effortlessly sweet. behold:
[diaconicon](0) $ dmesg | grep -i gps
drivers/usb/serial/usb-serial.c: USB Serial support registered for Garmin GPS usb/tty
usbcore: registered new interface driver garmin gps
drivers/usb/serial/garmin gps.c: garmin gps driver v0.28
[diaconicon](0) $ echo oqf | socat - tcp:localhost:2947
GPSD,O=RMC 1167180253.00 0.005 33.773458 -84.379993 ? ? ? 174.0000 0.000 ? ? ? ? ?,Q=8 2.50 1.40
2.10 0.00 0.00,F=/dev/ttyUSB0
[diaconicon](0) $
but the screenshot of gpsdrive with free maps off Expedia US and TopoZone, alongside kismet for the
warwalking mapstravaganza:
yay!
kuzm1ch (2006-12-28 20:05:17)
Nice screenshot...:) Now I know where do you living...Have a good holiday season !
dankamongmen (2006-12-28 21:11:15)
thanks muchly, and the same right back at you!!! :D #

3.12.10

since a teen i’ve chased the green, the crack scene king (2006-12-27 14:43) - secure!
- public

Music: not a damn thing! how’d that happen?

[1]an article to think about the next time i want to fire somebody....[2]something i already knew well but
won’t be bad to keep in mind over the coming months. google code search keeps on [3]turning up delightful
tidbits:

Most people smell bad. But that’s no excuse to not let them change their default remote
command.-[4]remote.c
Locks are analogous to green traffic lights: If you have a green light, that does not prevent
the idiot coming the other way from plowing into you sideways; it merely guarantees to you that
the idiot does not also have a green light at the same time.-[5]File.pm
c 2008 dankamongmen. This book is strictly personal.
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words to live by! anyone who’s known me for any serious amount of time knows i get wet in the wang
region over [6]prolog, and this [7]»tU reference delighted me deeply – Borel Ã-algebras hark back to the
days of [8]MATH 3225, ”Honors Prob/Stat” with big bad [9]ernie croot – i tore the fuck up out of that
class my second trip down that ol’ GT river, which turns out to have been quite useful as it’ll help me get
my [10]Bioinformatics MS in a single semester this fall. holy crap that [11]midas number jerkoff has never
heard of complex arithmetic and all press should be firebombed for giving this asshat any fucking mic time.
[12]image spam remains an annoyance for those people so crass as to use anything but a [13]text mail clients.
[14]23C3 was absolutely amazing this year: look to [15]”Unusual Bugs”, [16]”You Can’t Make This Stuff Up
and of course SEXIEST WOMAN ON EARTH [17]Melanie Rieback’s latest RFID brilliance – Melanie, dear,
if you’re reading this, I want you here. Now. oh, and [18]the other white dank (no, not [19]that one)’s article
in cacm is [20]hella good. DanK’s article about [21]beer bellies reminds me of this [22]Olin Golden Oldie,
hehehehe.

I remember standing there before my defense started. I was having cold sweats, couldn’t
balance well, and was unsuccessfully trying to get both of my eyes to focus in the same plane.
While the rest of my committee sat there looking on and snickering like a bunch of jackals, Newell
stepped up with a big, solicitous smile and said, ”Say, Olin, you look like you could use a nice tall
glass of cold pork gravy.” My complexion instantaneously shifted from dead white to pale green,
my mouth flooded with saliva, my stomach tried to turn itself into a Kline [sic] bottle, and it
took all my control to just stand there and mutter, ”Damn, Allen, did you really punch out that
hooker in the bar last night?”
After that, the rest of the actual presentation was a piece of cake. (And, actually, turned out it
was Peter Lee that had started the bar fight, as you probably expected.)
Professional academia is not pretty. I just wanted to get you clear on that.
bellies full of fish
penguins sleep under the moon
dream of wings that fly
cigarette now
still WAY too busy all the time.
1. http://www.craigslist.org/about/best/slc/115380611.html
2. http://www.joelonsoftware.com/articles/DevelopmentAbstraction.html
3. http://odetocode.com/Blogs/scott/archive/2006/12/08/9386.aspx
4.

http://www.google.com/codesearch?hl=en&q=+%22no+excuse%22+show:Ry783OO3mS0:PCykpYJN4oU:

nepoiWxb4TQ&sa=N&cd=32&ct=rc&cs_p=http://www.idi.ntnu.no/%7Ebilde/download/khoros/K2_1p1_22Aug1996.tgz&cs_f=
bootstrap/objects/library/kutils/src/Remote.c#a0
5.

http://www.google.com/codesearch?hl=en&q=+idiot+show:LRTHNX6IRG0:kkKVkiFeBEE:GaknSvlB5XA&sa=N&cd=14&ct=

rc&cs_p=http://search.cpan.org/CPAN/authors/id/J/JH/JHI/perl-5.8.1.tar.gz&cs_f=perl-5.8.1/lib/Tie/File.pm#a0
6. http://arxiv.org/abs/cs.PL/0508091
7. http://lambda-the-ultimate.org/node/1923
8. http://www.math.gatech.edu/academic/courses/index.html?class=3225
9. http://www.math.gatech.edu/~ecroot/
10. http://www.biology.gatech.edu/graduate-programs/bioinformatics/new/admission_and_cur.php
11. http://www.bbc.co.uk/berkshire/content/articles/2006/12/06/divide_zero_feature.shtml
12. http://www.jgc.org/blog/2006/12/two-weeks-of-image-spam-innovation.html
13. http://dank.qemfd.net/images/mutt4life.png
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14. http://events.ccc.de/congress/2006/Home
15. http://events.ccc.de/congress/2006/Fahrplan/events/1456.en.html
16. http://events.ccc.de/congress/2006/Fahrplan/events/1428.en.html
17. http://events.ccc.de/congress/2006/Fahrplan/events/1597.en.html
18. http://www.doxpara.com/
19. http://www.alumni.caltech.edu/~dank
20. http://www.doxpara.com/cacm_kaminsky.pdf
21. http://alumnus.caltech.edu/~dank/random/beer.txt
22. http://www-static.cc.gatech.edu/~shivers/grad-advice.html

coleoptera (2006-12-27 22:02:31)
I bookmarked that article the first time I read it on craigslist–I didn’t think anyone else remembered it.

3.12.11

chicken soup for the coder’s soul (2006-12-28 16:57) - rejuvenated - public

Music: mobb deep - hell on earth - god, pt iii

From [1]First Do No Harm: Reflections Upon Becoming a Neurosurgeon:
”How do you find time for all the work?” I asked.
”I’ve followed a schedule for two years that works well. I make charity rounds at four-thirty
AM, before the staff neurosurgeons get to the hospital and begin calling me. I make private
practice rounds for the staff surgeons from five-thirty to seven AM before going into the OR at
seven-thirty. Usually I get out of the OR around three pm and do a few histories and physicals
before the five o’ clock afternoon conference. I eat supper from five-thirty to six and then go
into the ER to see patients that have been waiting during the day. At eight I finish the ten to
fifteen histories and physicals I have left, and about ten PM I make evening rounds and check all
the post-op patients. From midnight to one-AM I write orders on patients going into surgery or
having myelograms and arteriograms the next day. I go back to the ER, check for patients, then
try to sleep from two to four AM before starting the next day’s work.”
”That’s a full day.”
”Some days are busier than others. Basically, I just come to the hospital and stay until I finish
my work.”
”Do you go home much?”
”Once or twice a week.”
”Are you married?” I asked Pete.
”Eight years, four children. How about you?”
”Ten days,” I answered. ”Julie and I married the day after I finished my internship. We skipped
the honeymoon and drove straight to Memphis so we’d have time to settle into the new home.”
”Did you have a good week?”
”Sure did. We went out to eat and saw two movies and drank daiquiris every night when we cam
home.”
”Good. It’s the last free time you’ll have for a while.”
......
Pete persisted, but when he looked up at the clock and saw it was 10pm, nine hours after we’d
started, he murmured, ”this is taking forever.”
Two more hours passed by, but still Pete had a tumor the size of a silver dollar pinned between
the cerebellum and brain stem. Each tug on the tumor pulled on the brain stem and caused it
c 2008 dankamongmen. This book is strictly personal.
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to malfunction, measurements beeping as heartbeats became abnormal, blood pressure fell, and
respiration was lost.
Around midnight Dr. David Wright, a forty-five year old senior staff neurosurgeon, came by the
operating system to see how the case was going. He was a ghostlike figure, known to show up at
odd hours to help residents or staff surgeons on difficult operations. He would disappear when
the surgery was over, avoiding thanks for his help. Pete stepped back from the operating table
to drink a Coke, while Dr. Wright inspected the remaining tumor and poked and stroked at it
with a long, slender hooked instrument.
”You’ve done a nice job removing this tumor, Pete,” he said ten minutes later as Pete returned
to the OR.
”Thanks,” mumbled Pete, but Dr. Wright had already left the room.
Pete resumed, and a few moments later lifted the remaining tumor out of the brain, handing it
to the nurse. ”All out,” he said.
The nurses congratulated Pete on the total tumor removal. By 1AM, Leola’s head was closed.
We plopped down in the surgeon’s lounge to eat. ”How did you get the rest of the tumor out so
easily?” I asked.
”I didn’t. Dr. Wright stripped it off the brain stem while I was drinking a Coke. When I looked
back in the brain, the tumor was sitting in a little ball next to the brain stem. I just picked it
up and gave it away to the nurses.”
”Why didn’t he stay and talk to us?”
”He probably has a date. He works hard and plays hard. He races Porsches and spends a lot of
nights partying. But goddamn, the man can sure operate.”
w000000000000000000000000000000000000000000t!
1. http://www.amazon.com/First-Do-Harm-Reflections-Neurosurgeon/dp/0394556690/sr=1-4/qid=1167341473/ref=sr_1_
4/002-3469325-7866449?ie=UTF8&s=books

3.12.12

the eel would offer its help; i can’t understand...speaking its truth from the
bank; now i can see! (2006-12-29 21:59) - better living through physics - public

Music: grateful dead - closing of winterland - scarlet fuckin’ fire

i walked into buckhead lasikPLUS this morning expecting an exam and nothing more...three hours and a
few thousand dollars later (god bless [1]Publication 969 FSAs and the tax advantages thereof), I can see
without corrective lenses for the first time I can remember, and perhaps ever. I’ve been legally blind since
I was 6 and wore the thickest fucking glasses I’ve ever seen on a four-year-old before that; learning to read
at 2 was a bizarre function not of rhetorical complexity but distance. I should still see some improvement
by tomorrow, but already I can see better in toto than I ever did with glasses. I’m literally seeing detail I’ve
never in my life picked up. Amazing. This mail might entertain some of you:
Date: Thu, 28 Dec 2006 21:45:00 -0500
From: nick black
To: security through obSCURity
Subject: RANT (was: Re: getting my izzeyes frizzied tomizzorrow)
[– PGP output follows (current time: Fri 29 Dec 2006 09:24:20 PM EST) –]
gpg: Signature made Thu 28 Dec 2006 09:45:00 PM EST using DSA key ID 9A25286B
gpg: Good signature from ”nick black (Home server) ”
gpg: aka ”nick black (ACM account) ”
gpg: aka ”Nick Black (Secure Computing) ”
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gpg: aka ”Nick Black (Secure Computing) ”
[– End of PGP output –]
[– The following data is signed –]
nick black rigorously showed:
> howdy all. i am out today and tomorrow due to a LASIK appointment in the
> morn. i will be working, but primarily only on concentration-light
on a serious note, what an incredible freakin’ age we live in. the best part is – it’s just gonna keep getting better. some offhand predictions of mine (T is anywhere from 0 years to the millions of years necessary
for SAS’s of homo sapien-level complexity to reevolve following special cataclysm):

• T + 5 years: we’ve mastered dna analysis and mrna programming. cancer ceases to become a disease
and becomes a turing-complete hook into the body’s cellular reproduction. microprocessors per
capita: 1-2
• T + 8 years: brainpower rockets ahead as the first third-generation nootropics become available (and
are quickly declared illegal). a thriving black market results in a new class hierarchy, orthogonal to
current hierarchies, a hierarchy of brilliance. suicides also skyrocket. the rate of technological advance
likely begins to move forward a full O() class. the first neophyte backlashes begin in earnest, escalating
rapidly to juryless executions / cleansings throughout western europe and north america.
• T + 10 years: nanotech advances to the point where molecular programming complete with full aspect
semantics in terms of binding sites and activation potentials becomes a logical extension of CS/CmpE.
metabolic processes are mastered and likely tuned via microprocessors + nanofeedback. lifespans
shoot up to 500 years and are essentially unbounded for those born around this time, never to suffer
irreversible metabolic damage.microprocessors per capita: 2-5
• T + 11 years: most major population centers in asia and eastern europe are vaporized in nuclear
exchanges over water rights. the first wide-scale pogroms begin against neophytes across the globe.
the first generation of AMMNF (Adaptive MultiMode Negative Feedback) virus-based treatments are
tested, show great promise, but are shortly yanked as those treated suffer horrible maladies ranging
from Reverse AIDS (wherein all cells of the body turn into a gooey mass of helper-T CD4+) (the ”Big
Schlurrrrrrrrrp!”, as in ”I’ve got a bad case of the Schlurrrrrrrp, Doc”) to Polish Historical Fatigue
Syndrome (wherein the body spontaneously partitions into three parts, much to said partitoned’s
short-lived dismay) (the ”Big Breakup”), to Eric Rudolph Disorder aka the Pipebomb Gut Blues aka
Three Decades’ Murdered Foeti’ Revenge (but only in the Deep South) (wherein intestinal tumors take
on some sick consciousness, breed large crystalline, budding structures which lay dormant for years,
then suddenly burst forth as full-grown manclones inevitably giving rise to much slippery mess and
discomfort, and unpopularity with all sexes, ages and conditions of homo sapiens) (the ”Big Bang”).
Treatment is symptomatic, which is to say there is none.
• T + 12 years: eugenics and hyperevolution programs are at explicit work in numerous contries and
countless societies of varying scale. class hierarchies begin collapsing into a single hierarchy of neural/metabolic haves and have-nots. amsterdam declares itself a neophyte haven, repealing the UN Convention on Nootropics and Turing-Complete Biology. riots break out across the globe and judeochristomuslim militias reduce the Low Countries in toto to glowing Pyrex. microprocessors per capita:
10-20
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• T + 15 years: biocomputers more powerful than the brain are developed. neuroprogramming, led by
the Russians, puts the last nail into the coffin of free will philosophy; psychology assumes its proper
place as a branch of applied physics. in London, the leaders of the Cambridge Beureau of Biostandards
and Archonormalization are found not guilty of the systematic murder of over 15,000 neophytes with
prion swarming agents on account of no murders having been committed, those having reprogrammed
their DNA having ceased a capite ad calcem to be human and thus more fitting subject of an Animal
Courte.
• T + 16 years: Unistat’s Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals orders all convictions of the past to be turned
over on account of the lack of right or wrong without the presence of free choice. North America is
plunged into civil war from which it does not soon emerge. microprocessors per capita: 0-1000+
i’m not sure what happens next, but i’m totally gonna go get a computational bioinformatics degree this
fall, i think, and perhaps some automatic weapons – it ain’t easy being a chevalier d’industrie. Honi soit qui
mal y pense; laissez les bons temps rouler! w000t
–
nick black feed the hungry, shelter the homeless, free the mallocs
[– End of signed data –]
ok i’m supposed to keep these fuckers closed, so back to bed. until then, the words of mssrs. garcia
and weir sum it up best:
Sunshine daydream
Walking in the tall trees
Going where the wind goes
Blooming like a red rose
Breathing more freely
Ride out singing, I’ll walk you in the morning sunshine
Sunshine daydream, sunshine daydream, walking in the sunshine...
i woke up this morning again with a bad hangover, and my corneas were missing again. This happens all
the time; they’re detachable.
1. http://www.irs.gov/publications/p969/ar02.html#d0e1635

angry user (2006-12-30 18:05:27)
fascinating read. oh, congrats on being able to see again. I eagerly await my own lasik appointment.
spoonless (2006-12-30 20:35:54)
T + 15 years: biocomputers more powerful than the brain are developed. neuroprogramming, led by the Russians, puts
the last nail into the coffin of free will philosophy; psychology assumes its proper place as a branch of applied physics.
It’s not going to put any nail in the coffin for free will. Most intelligent philosophers today admit that free will is
fully compatible with determinism, unlike some of the silly notions people had of free will in the past. Also, I think it
would make more sense to say that psychology is applied biology. Biology applied chemistry, and chemistry applied
physics. Leaping all the way from physics to psychology is too far a stretch for humans to contemplate because the
calculations would become completely intractible. For posthumans with vastly expanded intelligence, this may be
feasible although 15 years is probably far too soon to expect something like that to happen. T + 16 years: Unistat’s
Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals orders all convictions of the past to be turned over on account of the lack of right or
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wrong without the presence of free choice While shared notions of right and wrong are not completely unconnected
with laws, they’re not the same thing and they are not required for the judicial system to work. I think morality does
have far too great an influence on the judicial system, and it should be disconnected from it more. However, there
are plenty of times people get locked up for good reasons... namely, for being a danger to others... not because they
did something ”wrong” according to someone. I tend to be strongly in support of the death penalty when it comes to
the criminally insane. Whereas I’m only slightly in favor of it, or perhaps sometimes against, when it comes to people
who can show they know the difference between right and wrong. Why? Because I don’t see it as a punishment, I see
it as a precaution. Same kind of precaution one would take against a tornado or a wild gorilla... if it starts attacking
people, ya gotta put it down. No need for right and wrong to get involved.
dankamongmen (2006-12-30 22:16:44)

Also, I think it would make more sense to say that psychology is applied biology. Biology applied
chemistry, and chemistry applied physics. Leaping all the way from physics to psychology is too far a
stretch for humans to contemplate because the calculations would become completely intractible. For
posthumans with vastly expanded intelligence, this may be feasible although 15 years is probably far too
soon to expect something like that to happen.
i whole-heartedly agree (a GT physics PhD by way of CT argued your same stance with me a few years back in a
bar, and convinced me using arguments from thermodynamics i’d later see used in Schrodinger’s What Is Life?; I
won’t be fooled again. that having been said, i deliberately misspoke to provoke. i hate psychologists.
coleoptera (2006-12-31 00:16:58)
They can’t fix my eyes. I am insanely jealous of you. Go invent a way to fix my eyes, also.
slacktide (2006-12-31 09:31:11)
I would assume that neural interfaces and bionic eye replacement would become viable somewhere around the T+5
timeframe.
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Chapter 4

2007
4.1
4.1.1

January
first waking thought of 2007 (2007-01-01 17:33) - whippet-filled - public

Music: ol’ dirty bastard - return to the 36 - shimmy shimmy ya!

Intravenous sex practices seem few and far between for what’re most likely good reasons. Thirty Helens
agree!
happy new year, everyone. let’s hope for an ass-kicking 2007; it is, after all, the first year Y since anno
domini 33 such that 2Y+Y2 is prime!
tritium (2007-01-01 22:56:14)
I once read on a doctor’s forum about a case of genital herpes discovered at the site of a colostomy stoma. Whenever
the wife or I wax nostalgic, the other concurs ”yes, I agree, Hawaii was better before.”
dankamongmen (2007-01-01 23:01:01)
you are a treasure to me, [ LJ User: tritium ]. don’t ever change.
cbradfield (2007-01-02 02:15:20)
Once you’ve had stoma, you never go back.

4.1.2

belugas everywhere mourn :( (2007-01-03 15:49) - sad - public

Music: pennywise - bro hymn (tribute)

elise and i dressed our beluga whale Norton with a black veil today to mourn the [1]passing of gasper
1. http://www.oxfordpress.com/business/content/shared/news/stories/2007/BELUGA_WHALE_0103_COX.html

litlaur (2007-01-03 21:18:57)
Goodbye, Gasper :( Belugas are such beautiful animals to watch...
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doctorpam (2007-01-05 09:49:10) Completely off topic and slightly drunk so take with many grains of salt and a
spoonful of sugar
Grats to Elise. It was the drugs. It wasn’t you, it wasn’t him, it wasn’t me. It was just... the drugs. Not the drugs
in you, but the drugs in me. Because I, I did not have what it takes. If I were to stay, there would have been drugs,
and I, I would have gone down the hole, and never recovered, and would have been another sad story for you to tell
to Elise. Just so you know. If not for the drugs, the subway would always have had happy memories for me. Just
so you know. And I know you’ve been there and back again, and so have I, but on lonely nights lost in a hotel with
chardonnay in a cube, there is memories, and there is reasons, and there is the longing to share. You probably don’t
want it, you probably don’t even remember (haha you with the memory of a extremely well memoried elephant), but
there it is. Just so you know. I did love you too. Just not the drugs. And I’m still sorry.
dankamongmen (2007-01-08 20:46:27) Re: Completely off topic and slightly drunk so take with many grains of salt
and a spoonful of sugar
where is this from? is it about me? and you? i do not understand, but i dig it
doctorpam (2007-01-09 14:37:54) Re: Completely off topic and slightly drunk so take with many grains of salt and
a spoonful of sugar
Yeah, sorry, I was drunk, sometimes that stuff just comes out. I had been remembering that time 8 years ago when
I was going to break up with my boyfriend to be with you instead, and then I didn’t do it, and I told you in a
subway station, and I think you were upset for all of 15 seconds or so but whatever. I think it upset me more than
it did you. But anyways. Carry on.
weev (2007-01-05 23:59:31)
http://lists.debian.org/debian-sparc/2002/02/msg00183.html
dankamongmen (2007-01-08 15:51:33)
hahahahahaha what a dumbass. he should use the x86 UltraSPARC III emulator I had my CS 2760 students write.

4.1.3

”may all your problems be little ones” as one child molester says to the other
(2007-01-09 03:41) - curses! - public

Music: WHAT THE HELL IS A GIGAWATT

augh fuck it’s not that you grow less resilient to pain, or that one’s body wears down, as one moves
through/enters the mid-twenties (i still have a hard time accepting myself to be in my mid-twenties, argh),
it’s just that you smashed yourself up well as a kid and were used to it. cataclysmic falls? massive blunt
trauma? daily interaction with hundreds of disease-racked, sore-ridden redneck [1]cherokee county malspawn?
this defined childhood; my bookish self managed to insert a knee into a running lawnmower (fuck the inclined
plane!) and tear off most of my left leg, leaving the skin on fifty yards of long asphalt in a carbuncular gleam
– everyone has similar stories. anyway, forgetting for a moment that [ LJ User: jmol ] is rarely less than
half an hour late, a cardoor slammed outside prompted mad dash toward the foyer. i’m a godawful quick
two bills’ worth of drines and diet sunkist (and like [2]private carr i’ll wring the neck of any fucker...awwww
fuhgeddaboudit. holy shit the opening lines of circe[0] are perhaps the finest in all of literature, comparable
only to those of proteus[1]), and by reaching the hairpin turn allowing southern passage, 689’s very own
[3]cape horn (note: cape hope is not, as many mistakenly think, the southernmost point of africa; that honor
belongs to [4]agulhas or the ”cape of needles”, in which the Elise sank) i’d built up no small EK [2] in white
socks on freshly-mopped hardwood. oh my droogs, the flight was spectacular and the crash most massive,
and for a second i thought my right arm surely broken, unfit for coding, jerking it or even the bloodletting
of infidels. in one plummeting misadventure, i traveled the length of the hall, verily passing that door i’d
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sought to open in doing so. ahhh, but now i feel fine, good deal. hrmmm, it seemed more spectacular at
the time. i’m sorry. a long, long night of work remains ahead. [19956] [19957] [19958] THE MABBOT
STREET ENTRANCE OF NIGHTTOWN, BEFORE WHICH STRETCHES AN [19959] UNCOBBLED
TRAMSIDING SET WITH SKELETON TRACKS, RED AND GREEN WILL-O’-THE- [19960] WISPS
AND DANGER SIGNALS. ROWS OF GRIMY HOUSES WITH GAPING DOORS. RARE [19961] LAMPS
WITH FAINT RAINBOW FINS. ROUND RABAIOTTI’S HALTED ICE GONDOLA [19962] STUNTED
MEN AND WOMEN SQUABBLE. THEY GRAB WAFERS BETWEEN WHICH ARE WEDGED [19963]
LUMPS OF CORAL AND COPPER SNOW. SUCKING, THEY SCATTER SLOWLY. CHILDREN. [19964]
THE SWANCOMB OF THE GONDOLA, HIGHREARED, FORGES ON THROUGH THE MURK, [19965]
WHITE AND BLUE UNDER A LIGHTHOUSE. WHISTLES CALL AND ANSWER. [19966] [19967] THE
CALLS: Wait, my love, and I’ll be with you. [19968] [19969] THE ANSWERS: Round behind the stable.
[19970] [19971] (A DEAFMUTE IDIOT WITH GOGGLE EYES, HIS SHAPELESS MOUTH DRIBBLING,
JERKS [19972] PAST, SHAKEN IN SAINT VITUS’ DANCE. A CHAIN OF CHILDREN ’S HANDS [19973]
IMPRISONS HIM.) [19974] [19975] THE CHILDREN: Kithogue! Salute! [19976] [19977] THE IDIOT:
(LIFTS A PALSIED LEFT ARM AND GURGLES) Grhahute! [19978] [19979] THE CHILDREN: Where’s
the great light? [19980] [19981] THE IDIOT: (GOBBING) Ghaghahest. [19982] [19983] (THEY RELEASE
HIM. HE JERKS ON. A PIGMY WOMAN SWINGS ON A ROPE SLUNG [19984] BETWEEN TWO
RAILINGS, COUNTING. A FORM SPRAWLED AGAINST A DUSTBIN AND [19985] MUFFLED BY
ITS ARM AND HAT SNORES, GROANS, GRINDING GROWLING TEETH, AND [19986] SNORES
AGAIN. ON A STEP A GNOME TOTTING AMONG A RUBBISHTIP CROUCHES TO [19987] SHOULDER A SACK OF RAGS AND BONES. A CRONE STANDING BY WITH A SMOKY [19988] OILLAMP
RAMS HER LAST BOTTLE IN THE MAW OF HIS SACK. HE HEAVES HIS BOOTY, [19989] TUGS
ASKEW HIS PEAKED CAP AND HOBBLES OFF MUTELY. THE CRONE MAKES BACK [19990] FOR
HER LAIR, SWAYING HER LAMP. A BANDY CHILD, ASQUAT ON THE DOORSTEP [19991] WITH
A PAPER SHUTTLECOCK, CRAWLS SIDLING AFTER HER IN SPURTS, CLUTCHES [19992] HER
SKIRT, SCRAMBLES UP. A DRUNKEN NAVVY GRIPS WITH BOTH HANDS THE [19993] RAILINGS
OF AN AREA, LURCHING HEAVILY. AT A COMER TWO NIGHT WATCH IN [19994] SHOULDERCAPES, THEIR HANDS UPON THEIR STAFFHOLSTERS, LOOM TALL. A PLATE [19995] CRASHES:
A WOMAN SCREAMS: A CHILD WAILS. OATHS OF A MAN ROAR, MUTTER, [19996] CEASE. FIGURES WANDER, LURK, PEER FROM WARRENS. IN A ROOM LIT BY A CANDLE [19997] STUCK IN
A BOTTLENECK A SLUT COMBS OUT THE TATTS FROM THE HAIR OF A [19998] SCROFULOUS
CHILD. CISSY CAFFREY’S VOICE, STILL YOUNG, SINGS SHRILL FROM A [19999] LANE.) [20000]
[20001] CISSY CAFFREY: [20002] [20003] [20004] I GAVE IT TO MOLLY [20005] BECAUSE SHE WAS
JOLLY, [20006] THE LEG OF THE DUCK, [20007] THE LEG OF THE DUCK. [20008] [20009] [20010] (PRIVATE CARR AND PRIVATE COMPTON, SWAGGERSTICKS TIGHT IN THEIR OXTERS, [20011] AS
THEY MARCH UNSTEADILY RIGHTABOUTFACE AND BURST TOGETHER FROM THEIR [20012]
MOUTHS A VOLLEYED FART. LAUGHTER OF MEN FROM THE LANE. A HOARSE VIRAGO [20013]
RETORTS.) [20014] [20015] THE VIRAGO: Signs on you, hairy arse. More power the Cavan girl. [20016]
[20017] CISSY CAFFREY: More luck to me. Cavan, Cootehill and Belturbet. (SHE [20018] SINGS)
[20019] [20020] [20021] I GAVE IT TO NELLY [20022] TO STICK IN HER BELLY, [20023] THE LEG
OF THE DUCK, [20024] THE LEG OF THE DUCK. [20025] [20026] [20027] (PRIVATE CARR AND PRIVATE COMPTON TURN AND COUNTERRETORT, THEIR TUNICS [20028] BLOODBRIGHT IN A
LAMPGLOW, BLACK SOCKETS OF CAPS ON THEIR BLOND CROPPED [20029] POLLS. STEPHEN
DEDALUS AND LYNCH PASS THROUGH THE CROWD CLOSE TO THE [20030] REDCOATS.) [1810]
[1811] [1812] Ineluctable modality of the visible: at least that if no more, thought [1813] through my eyes.
Signatures of all things I am here to read, seaspawn and [1814] seawrack, the nearing tide, that rusty boot.
Snotgreen, bluesilver, rust: [1815] coloured signs. Limits of the diaphane. But he adds: in bodies. Then
he [1816] was aware of them bodies before of them coloured. How? By knocking his [1817] sconce against
them, sure. Go easy. Bald he was and a millionaire, MAESTRO [1818] DI COLOR CHE SANNO. Limit
of the diaphane in. Why in? Diaphane, [1819] adiaphane. If you can put your five fingers through it it is a
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gate, if [1820] not a door. Shut your eyes and see. [1821] [1822] Stephen closed his eyes to hear his boots
crush crackling wrack and [1823] shells. You are walking through it howsomever. I am, a stride at a time.
A [1824] very short space of time through very short times of space. Five, six: the [1825] NACHEINANDER. Exactly: and that is the ineluctable modality of the [1826] audible. Open your eyes. No. Jesus! If
I fell over a cliff that beetles [1827] o’er his base, fell through the NEBENEINANDER ineluctably! I am
getting on [1828] nicely in the dark. My ash sword hangs at my side. Tap with it: they do. [1829] My two
feet in his boots are at the ends of his legs, NEBENEINANDER. [1830] Sounds solid: made by the mallet
of LOS DEMIURGOS. Am I walking into [1831] eternity along Sandymount strand? Crush, crack, crick,
crick. Wild sea [1832] money. Dominie Deasy kens them a’. [1833] [1834] [1835] WON’T YOU COME TO
SANDYMOUNT, [1836] MADELINE THE MARE? [1837] [1838] [1839] Rhythm begins, you see. I hear.
Acatalectic tetrameter of iambs [1840] marching. No, agallop: DELINE THE MARE. [1841] [1842] Open
your eyes now. I will. One moment. Has all vanished since? If I [1843] open and am for ever in the black
adiaphane. BASTA! I will see if I can [1844] see. [1845] [1846] See now. There all the time without you:
and ever shall be, world [1847] without end. [1848] [1849] They came down the steps from Leahy’s terrace
prudently, [1850] FRAUENZIMMER: and down the shelving shore flabbily, their splayed feet [1851] sinking
in the silted sand. Like me, like Algy, coming down to our mighty [1852] mother. Number one swung lourdily
her midwife’s bag, the other’s gamp [1853] poked in the beach. From the liberties, out for the day. Mrs
Florence [1854] MacCabe, relict of the late Patk MacCabe, deeply lamented, of Bride [1855] Street. One of
her sisterhood lugged me squealing into life. Creation from [1856] nothing. What has she in the bag? A
misbirth with a trailing navelcord, [1857] hushed in ruddy wool. The cords of all link back, strandentwining
cable of [1858] all flesh. That is why mystic monks. Will you be as gods? Gaze in your [1859] OMPHALOS.
Hello! Kinch here. Put me on to Edenville. Aleph, alpha: nought, [1860] nought, one. [1861] [1862] Spouse
and helpmate of Adam Kadmon: Heva, naked Eve. She had [1863] no navel. Gaze. Belly without blemish,
bulging big, a buckler of taut [1864] vellum, no, whiteheaped corn, orient and immortal, standing from [1865]
everlasting to everlasting. Womb of sin. [1866] [1867] Wombed in sin darkness I was too, made not begotten.
By them, the [1868] man with my voice and my eyes and a ghostwoman with ashes on her [1869] breath.
They clasped and sundered, did the coupler’s will. From before the [1870] ages He willed me and now may
not will me away or ever. A LEX ETERNA [1871] stays about Him. Is that then the divine substance
wherein Father and Son [1872] are consubstantial? Where is poor dear Arius to try conclusions? Warring
[1873] his life long upon the contransmagnificandjewbangtantiality. Illstarred [1874] heresiarch’ In a Greek
watercloset he breathed his last: euthanasia. With [1875] beaded mitre and with crozier, stalled upon his
throne, widower of a [1876] widowed see, with upstiffed omophorion, with clotted hinderparts. [1877] [1878]
Airs romped round him, nipping and eager airs. They are coming, [1879] waves. The whitemaned seahorses,
champing, brightwindbridled, the steeds [1880] of Mananaan. [1881] [1882] I mustn’t forget his letter for the
press. And after? The Ship, half [1883] twelve. By the way go easy with that money like a good young
imbecile. [1884] [1885] Yes, I must. [1886] [1887] His pace slackened. Here. Am I going to aunt Sara’s or
not? My [1888] consubstantial father’s voice. Did you see anything of your artist brother [1889] Stephen
lately? No? Sure he’s not down in Strasburg terrace with his aunt [1890] [1891] Sally? Couldn’t he fly a
bit higher than that, eh? And and and and tell [1892] us, Stephen, how is uncle Si? O, weeping God, the
things I married into! [1893] De boys up in de hayloft. The drunken little costdrawer and his brother, [1894]
the cornet player. Highly respectable gondoliers! And skeweyed Walter [1895] sirring his father, no less!
Sir. Yes, sir. No, sir. Jesus wept: and no [1896] wonder, by Christ! [1897] [1898] I pull the wheezy bell of
their shuttered cottage: and wait. They take [1899] me for a dun, peer out from a coign of vantage. [2] [5]

1. http://www.cherokee.k12.ga.us/littleriver-es/
2. http://www.doc.ic.ac.uk/~rac101/concord/texts/ulysses/ulysses15.html#24985
3. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cape_Horn
4. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cape_Agulhas
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5. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kinetic_energy

jmol (2007-01-11 00:28:11)
My darling needs to learn to differentiate between when I say I will be there and when he says I need to be there. If
you just say ”by X:00” I am rarely more than 5 minutes late.

4.1.4

So, when you see me on the real, formin’ like Voltron, remember I got deep like
a Navy Seal! (2007-01-10 22:50) - quite content - public

Music: nas - hip-hop is dead (feat. will.i.am)

whoa! [1]this canonical guide, authored by the venerable [ LJ User: udrepper ] (and, I’m fairly certain, read
previously...a disturbing lack of comprehension on my part!) explained a mystifying performance problem I
observed in testing with [2]sonny rao in 2001 up at the first Alpharetta research lab (Trellis). a pox on RTLD
GLOBAL! I notice the man pages have not been updated, and ARGH that debian ninnies have moved the
info pages into something called glibc-doc-reference available only in non-free’s dessicated viscera...urrrrgh
musn’t self-pollute! fuckit...and, there is no info page on dlopen(3) and friends, augh. anyway. i’m glad to
know what was up and have everything explained.
1. http://people.redhat.com/drepper/dsohowto.pdf
2. http://www.linuxsymposium.org/2005/view_bio.php?id=922

blowgurt (2007-01-12 04:55:09) nice
thanks for the link. good stuff.

4.1.5

(2007-01-11 21:30) - perfectly still - public

Music: orbital - way out - middle of nowhere

i want an immune system that isn’t content with whupping up on invaders, but is bent on plunder and
conquering territory all around me, launching raiding parties and suchlike. aquired immunosurfiet syndrome
would have the benefit of being pronounced like ”ace”.
i miss [ LJ User: dj ricecake ] when i listen to orbital.
maidenlibrarian (2007-01-12 03:07:29)
I <3 Orbital
coleoptera (2007-01-12 03:07:39)
When you find such an immune system, I will pay in any currency you can think of. My immune system is currently
more of a country that’s been occupied and enslaved for several generations now...stories of freedom are only told by
those who have heard, not experienced, health.
phutro (2007-01-12 04:31:29)
middle of nowhere, best album in my opinion
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dj ricecake (2007-01-13 06:02:21)
Aww, I miss you when my jokes go over people’s heads, when I know you would understand WTF I’m talking about
:)

4.1.6

oh, WOW (2007-01-13 16:25) - w00000t fucking w00t - public

Music: ted nugent - stranglehold

the unboundedly lovely [ LJ User: krhettn ] pointed out [1]this somewhat extraordinary well-fitting research
program as a possible destination following this [2]fall’s MS. i hadn’t really been pondering continuing in
biological sciences, figuring i’d return to my second great loves of computation theory and information security, but my jaw fucking dropped when i hit [3]hst.mit.edu on her recommendation. AMAZING.
my cheery copy of [4]Biological Sequence Analysis: Probabilistic Models of Proteins and Nucleic Acids,
one of the most canonical texts of my newly chosen field, has arrived and delights me beyond estimation.
oh it’s going to be a wonderful, wonderful, fall – i grow more excited every day. side note: [5]GT folk wrote
[6]Problems and Solutions in BSA, the companion volume. man, it’s so rockin’ to have almost by chance
come up in one of the true foci/locus points of this new science. the reviews on amazon are quite accurate,
if you’re interested in picking it up for yourself. i hate to be arrogant, but i think my math/cs background
is *way* beyond much of this field, and i’m really going to rip some shit up once i get going. gotta rip shit
up somewhere, after all!
The striking advances in biomedical science and technology–genome data, protein structure,
high resolution images at molecular and organ system scale, and population databases, to name
a few–are attributable in large part to the new information technologies that enable scientists
to organize and analyze massive volumes of data. With their major NIH training grants and
research programs, HST faculty are pioneering the emerging fields of biomedical informatics and
integrative biology.
Our research emphasizes combining data and knowledge resources from a variety of biomedical science domains and making connections across a range of biological scales: from genes and
molecules (in genomics and proteomics), to tissues and organ systems (in molecular and macrolevel imaging), to the living individual (in healthcare practice), and to whole populations (in
epidemiology, health services research, public health, and population genetics).
Informatics Program at Children’s Hospital
The research at HST Informatics Program at Children’s Hospital spans a wide range of problems in bioinformatics and clinical informatics. Its goal is to make significant contributions to
biomedical research and patient care by understanding and utilizing various types of genomic and
proteomic data and by developing innovative hardware and software technologies.
Bioinformatics
Research interests in this area include the development of statistical and computational techniques for analyzing gene expression data from microarrays under various experimental settings
and for analyzing SNP (Single Nucleotide Polymorphism) data performing large-scale association
studies. Researchers also develop tools to integrate various databases effectively, and we combine
information from various genomics and proteomic data to gain insights into biological pathways.
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Clinical Informatics
In this area, researchers study new methods for acquiring, representing, processing, and managing knowledge and data in health care and the biomedical sciences. The PING system, for
example is distributed, web-based, personally controlled electronic medical record system that is
ubiquitously accessible to the nomadic user, built to public standards, and written in open source
code. The goal is to advance health care through information technology, by developing medical
record systems and decision support systems.
Biosurveillance
Researchers study the application of medical informatics, computer science, epidemiology, and
biostatistics to biosurveillance and biopreparedness. Theye are developing the AEGIS (Automated Epidemiology Geotemporal Integrated Surveillance) system to enable real-time surveillance for bioterrorism as well as naturally occurring outbreaks. This group is developing a state
wide syndromic surveillance system for the commonwealth of Massachusetts, mathematical models of disease spread, decision support systems to support frontline clinicians in the event of a
biological attack, as well as robust electronic health information systems to provide clinical care
under disaster conditions.
Under this plan, I’d perhaps end up pursuing a Harvard M.D. as opposed to a p-dizzle., but as I don’t really
see myself doctoring I’d much rather go for the MIT/Harvard p-dizzle in [7]Medical Engineering and Medical
Physics through BIG (Bioinformatics and Integrative Genomics). Then again, it’d be kind of cool to be a
doctor doctor as opposed to a doctor. Either is acceptable.
There is now an acute shortage of researchers in functional genomics with the necessary quantitative skills to manage the vast amounts of data generated by the Human Genome Project
(HGP). At the same time, many engineers, computer scientists, statisticians, and material scientists are not fully are of the goals, biological/medical relevance, technical challenges, and prior
research in bioinformatics and functional genomics. The possible result of this skills mismatch
has been a retarded
exploitation of the results of the HGP and also leads to some questionable interpretations of the
data.
The Harvard-MIT Division of Health Sciences and Technology (HST) seeks to address this critical issue by creating a new doctoral training track: the Bioinformatics and Integrative Genomics
(BIG) program. It is administered through HST’s Medical Engineering and Medical Physics
(MEMP) program, a highly successful graduate program that trains students in engineering and
physical sciences to solve problems in science, biology, and medicine. In BIG, bioinformatics is
viewed in a broader sense to comprise the overall activity of extracting the functional dependencies of biological systems from the data generated by sequence, microarray, proteomics, and
metabolism-probing technologies.
1. http://big.chip.org/
2. http://www.biology.gatech.edu/graduate-programs/bioinformatics/
3. http://hst.mit.edu/
4. http://www.amazon.com/Biological-Sequence-Analysis-Probabilistic-Proteins/dp/0521629713
5. http://www.gatech.edu/news-room/release.php?id=1221
6.

http://www.amazon.com/Problems-Solutions-Biological-Sequence-Analysis/dp/0521612306/ref=pd_lpo_k2_dp_k2a_
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1_txt/002-3469325-7866449
7. http://hst.mit.edu/servlet/ControllerServlet?handler=PublicHandler&action=browse&pageid=125

eightbit (2007-01-14 16:02:39)
this post got me excited about bioinf! your background will be huge advantage when you start looking at research
problems. my experience with bioinf has been through interactions with bioinf students in classes and through talks
that are given to the theory-cs seminars. the students i’ve met were all from biology and suffered through whatever
math class we had together. the talks i’ve seen involved hard solutions that were interesting to theory people, but it
seems there is a lot of low hanging fruit (that gets published but not presented to theory people) to be grabbed by
the knuth style algorithmically knowledgeable types...
happyfunnorm (2007-01-16 18:32:21)
While Fletch claimed it was all ball bearings these days, it’s really all protein folding... it is the entirety of biology.
Master that and the world is your molecular-origami oyster, so to speak.

4.1.7

one great quote, one questionable quote and one outright unfortunate passage
(2007-01-14 06:23) - kinda hungover actually :/ - public

Music: red hot chili peppers - rollercoaster (of love!)

Hewitt (1969) recognized the possibility of merging the control structure of a programming
language with the operations of a logic-manipulation system, leading to the work in automatic
search mentioned in section [1]4.3.1 (footnote [2]47). At the same time that this was being done,
Colmerauer, in Marseille, was developing rule-based systems for manipulating natural language
(see Colmerauer et al. 1973). He invented a programming language called Prolog for representing
those rules. Kowalski (1973; 1979), in Edinburgh, recognized that execution of a Prolog program
could be interpreted as proving theorems (using a proof technique called linear Horn-clause resolution). The merging of the last two strands led to the logic-programming movement. Thus,
in assigning credit for the development of logic programming, the French can point to Prolog’s
genesis at the University of Marseille, while the British can highlight the work at the University
of Edinburgh. According to people at MIT, logic programming was developed by these groups in
an attempt to figure out what Hewitt was talking about in his brilliant but impenetrable Ph.D.
thesis.
-[3]Structure and Interpretation of Computer Programs, Footnote #58 (Section 4.4, ”Logic Programming”)

”all of these stars... these vast worlds that remain out of reach. If I could, I would annex
other planets”
-[4]Cecil Rhodes (S. Gertrude Millin, Rhodes, London, 1933, p.138) (thanks [ LJ User: rusty42 ]!)

So I still had much to imagine as I entered the classroom and stepped carefully between the
remains. These dead and their killers had been neighbors, schoolmates, colleagues, sometimes
friends, even in-laws. The dead had seen their killers training as militias in the weeks before the
end, and it was well known that they were training to kill Tutsis; it was announced on the radio,
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it was in the newspapers, people spoke of it openly. The week before the massacre at Nyarubuye,
the killing began in Rwanda’s capital, Kigali. Hutus who opposed the Hutu Power ideology were
publicly denounced as ”accomplices” of the Tutsis and were among the first to be killed as the
extermination got under way. In Nyarubuye, when Tutsis asked the Hutu Power mayor how they
might be spared, he suggested that they seek sanctuary at the church. They did, and a few
days later the mayor came to kill them. He came at the head of a pack of soldiers, policemen,
militiamen, and villagers; he gave out arms and orders to complete the job well. No more was
required of the mayor, but he also was said to have killed a few Tutsis himself.
The killers killed all day at Nyarubuye. At night they cut the Achilles tendons of survivors
and went off to feast behind the church, roasting cattle looted from their victims in big fires,
and drinking beer. (Bottled beer, banana beer–Rwandans may not drink more beer than other
Africans, but they drink prodigious quantities of it around the clock.) And, in the morning,
still drunk after whatever sleep they could find beneath the cries of their prey, the killers at
Nyarubuye went back and killed again. Day after day, minute to minute, Tutsi by Tutsi: all
across Rwanda, they worked like that. ”It was a process,” Sergeant Francis said. I can see that it
happened, I can be told how, and after nearly three years of looking around Rwanda and listening
to Rwandans, I can tell you how, and I will. But the horror of it–the idiocy, the waste, the sheer
wrongness–remains uncircumscribable.
- [5]We Wish to Inform You That Tomorrow We Will be Killed with our Families
1. http://mitpress.mit.edu/sicp/full-text/book-Z-H-28.html#%_sec_4.3.1
2. http://mitpress.mit.edu/sicp/full-text/book-Z-H-28.html#footnote_Temp_603
3. http://mitpress.mit.edu/sicp/full-text/book/book-Z-H-29.html#footnote_Temp_645
4. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Imperialism
5. http://www.amazon.com/Wish-Inform-Tomorrow-Killed-Families/dp/0312243359

4.1.8

that sir was the sound of your career slamming into three light years of lead like
a neutrino (2007-01-14 23:33) - mildly irritated - friends

Music: beck - odelay (european cut) - discobox (bonus track)

Date: Sun, 14 Jan 2007 23:25:53 -0500
From: nick black
To: ********
Subject: i’ve found better code analyzing my own feces for fiber content
what the hell is this comedy of errors? responsible parties will be fed
to sharks with bees in their mouths. not only is every single line of
code indicative of one or more independent misunderstandings of....unix 101,
really, but the logging turdlet is a syntactic abortion and the first
inline comment is either editor residue or a question regarding
preconditions (i can’t tell). for chrissakes you didn’t even bother to
use a constant so that if, say, i needed every new user to be some
other non-unique UID, maybe 1007, yeah, i can do it with a single edit.
that’s like school on a saturday, no class, etc etc ad nauseam.
did you really think all new users should be UID 1005? how did you
convince yourself of that? in what universe is this code designed to run?
c 2008 dankamongmen. This book is strictly personal.
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holy crap i didn’t even realize fileContents was a wretched global! why
are you writing fortran in java? i can’t imagine a more incorrect way to
do this save lighting the machine on fire and pissing on a graven image
of alan turing while watching disney movies. good grief. have some pride.
NAK NAK NAK reverted in revision *******
–rigorously, nick
jadesev (2007-01-15 08:25:16)
You’re quite skilled at dealing Thee Shit to people who are in dire need of it.
seldomawake (2007-01-15 12:38:40)
Hi-larious.

4.1.9

Is you sick from the dick, or is it the flu? It ain’t about you or your bitch ass
crew!!!!! (2007-01-17 04:06) - hard-workin’ dank - public

Music: nelly - country grammar - greed, hate, envy

I finally invested the two hours of compiling latency to catch up on all you crazy guys, whew. good times;
thanks for all the stuff to read. [ LJ User: cryptic maniac ] provided this gem:

k-w00t! i think that might end up replacing [1]my current ultra-badas background. also, i put up new
music on my very annoying [2]myspace page, of the add N to (x) variety. it is wonderful.
i got to help out [ LJ User: fmephisto ] the other day, by total accident! thanks muchly, [ LJ User: threv ]!
i’m in my first solid, true coding blitz of the new year and man, it feels so fucking fantastic. i missed
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this ever so much.
in other news, the [3]sindbis virus looks like some kind of [4]lattice [5]asshole.
1. http://dank.qemfd.net/images/dissolution.jpg
2. http://myspace.com/dankamongmen
3. http://www.cgl.ucsf.edu/chimera/ImageGallery/entries/large_images/sindbis-large.png
4. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crystal_structure
5. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asshole

cryptic maniac (2007-01-17 20:06:07)
If you like that you should check out [1]Post Secret. It’s where I got that image from. There are some amazing works
there. Just as a side note [2]this is my current desktop. God I love that photo.
1. http://postsecret.blogspot.com/
2. http://www.kunsthausgraz.steiermark.at/cms/dokumente/10241944_7775299/bd4f243a/Dali%20Atomicus_gr.jpg

thirdkraytwin (2007-01-19 10:26:45)
i like to stay up late on the computer and find new ways to stiff the Church of Scientology

4.1.10

Beware of whores who say they don’t want money (what they mean is they want
more, much more) (2007-01-17 09:23) - dreaming in code - public

Music: biohazard - state of the world addr - tales of the hard side

good advice thar from old mr. bull lee. a pairwise piece (element the [1]first, element the [2]second) emerged
on slashdot this morning (to me, anyway; i didn’t read VentureBeat (and won’t be; their rss seems busted)
asking the doozy of a question:
Why aren’t there more self-taught female software engineers?
The second part is kind of insipid so let’s put that aside for now. This question stimulated quite a bit of
thought, along some lines I’d not expected – and in the end, I think, the far more important issue is wholly
orthogonal:
Why are so many men and women tolerated as software engineers?
I’m spinning a quick essay on the topic in my head to hopefully jot down along the ride up GA-400, and my
first thought is:
Because consumers at all levels accept closed-source solutions.
I need to think about this at least a few minutes more before committing myself to such a thesis (there’s
also, of course, difficulty of identifying talent, difficulty of evaluating and comparing work performed, dynamic nature of the job, bleh bleh fart), but it certainly seems an intriguing (and provocative) suggestion –
grumpy ol’ [3]yourdon the foreman[0] certainly never said anything of that sort in decline and fall or rise and
resurrection. Ahh, I see he’s also recently had his copy of [4]dreaming in code delivered! indeed the opening
Knuth homage is telling:
c 2008 dankamongmen. This book is strictly personal.
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Donald Knuth, the renowned computer scientist and mathematician, commented in a recent
interview [D. E. Knuth, ”All questions answered,” Notices of the American Mathematical Society,
29 (2002), pp. 318–324] that ”...my main conclusion after spending ten years of my life
on the TeX project is that software is hard. It’s harder than anything else I’ve ever
had to do.”[3]
(taken from [5]acm portal). An old junk pusher told me - Watch whose money you pick up. [0] [6]yourdon’s
feed, of course, works just fine. ”The Yourdon Report” comes at you with hard-hitting news regarding the
rank and wank of the american programmer [1], [2]. [1] [7]decline and fall [2] [8]riverrun rise and resurrect
whoa for $0.01, that’s not too bad [3] i came back to edit the extraneous < /b > , but it seemed somehow
correct where it was.4 [4] mmmm, relying on undefined behavior makes the world go ’round now with Knuth’s
words in red!
1. http://www.venturebeat.com/contributors/2007/01/02/the-hidden-engineering-gender-gap/
2. http://www.venturebeat.com/contributors/2007/01/04/a-modest-proposal/
3. http://www.yourdon.com/aboutme/index.html
4. http://yourdon.com/personal/blog/2007/01/15/dreaming-in-code-has-arrived/
5. http://portal.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=1055334.1055406
6. http://www.yourdon.com/personal/blog/
7. http://www.amazon.com/Decline-American-Programmer-Edward-Yourdon/dp/013191958X
8.

http://www.amazon.com/Resurrection-American-Programmer-Yourdon-Computing/dp/0139561609/ref=pd_sim_b_1/

002-3469325-7866449

coleoptera (2007-01-17 14:54:47)
I read this post and every response to it on the sadly and rarely useful /. truly made me nauseated–juvenile and
poorly thought, ignoring any of the relevant issues. People are all bent on cheating themselves, it seems. I must go
back to doing the same.
piq (2007-01-17 15:14:07)
The syntactic and even architectural aspects of programming can be learned (or self-taught) but those two things just
leave you with pretty code that’s well organized and full of oversights. ”Casting” your brain onto the code, foreseeing
potential race conditions, circular references and resource conflicts is what divides the wheat from the chaff for me.
Since I majored in CmpE, I never had the benefit of high-level CS classes. Is this kind of thinking actively developed
in the CS program, or is it something learned by experience even by CS students?
rusty42 (2007-01-17 15:39:29) sturgeon’s law: 90% of everything is crap!
in my experience, it is now neither taught nor learned by the vast majority of CS students, if it ever was. of course,
i’m a bitter old man.
mpnolan (2007-01-17 20:35:23)
heh, you were in my dream last night. It started out at some suburban family’s house, whose daughter had just been
killed. I said ”I’m sorry” to them, but my mother just said ”It’s alright” and went inside like they were going to talk
about their days over dinner. Then I turned around and found ”my” house. Instead of a single screen door, it was
split in half, but one side was missing. So I IM’d you asking for the other half, and got it. The wireframe screen
part had ”GZA/Genius” printed on it, neon, like a t-shirt from the early ’90s. Then you IM’d me about a LJ post
I’d made. Apparently I was selling some kind of rare Sylvia Plath manuscript, and you wanted it, and made a really
energetic LJ post about all the ”auctions” happening on your street, and told me to be there early tomorrow because
you might forget. Not too long ago I had a dream where [ LJ User: spoonless ]was a serial killer on campus...
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phatjoe (2007-01-18 05:15:16)
I used to think that women were just bad at programming, in general. In only the past 6 months have I come to think
that all people are just bad at programming, in general. It’s just that I was quick to give the benefit of the doubt to
those whose code I hadn’t seen, and that I met more male programmers than female programmers. /joe

4.1.11

”the hardest thing is to go to sleep at night, when there are so many urgent
things needing be done” (2007-01-18 12:31) - wake up stupid brain - public

Music: twista - kamikaze - kill us all

the quote is of course due knuth, along with ”There’s ways to amuse yourself while doing things, and that’s
how I look at efficiency.” I’m tracking all the books and major essays I read this year, and am rather disturbingly shocked at how little new I read – at least through 2007-01-18, I’ve read 16 books, only 4 of them
new. Likewise, I’ve read 39 journal papers / theses, 22 of them new to me. staaaaaaaaaaagnaaaaaaatiiiiiioooooon sucks.
i am slightly obsessed with that pussycat dolls song, by which i mean i’ve played it a dozen or more times
this morning.
i must sojourn to walgreen’s and acquire: new christmas lights, deodorant, a mouse (the right pad on
my trusty home [1]IBM Model-M M-13 Industrial Grey (part #06H4173, TYPE HARD OR GO HOME)
has gone wonky), compressed air. i also must go to wamu and point out that their recent mail made absolutely no sense, as it clearly states a balance of $3,102.97 was insufficient to pay a $250 check, and makes
no mention of employing the imaginary base or other form of non-standard positional numbering that could
dissolve the contradiction, forcing me to assume they just don’t fucking know which of two numbers is the
larger. i would have rather hoped that this was the minimum necessary training for bankers and other
captains of finance, sigh. exterminate the brutes; kill them all.
1. http://www.clickykeyboards.com/index.cfm/fa/categories.main/parentcat/9244

threv (2007-01-18 18:48:56)
ever considered electronic music? come by & we’ll slam some pads
dankamongmen (2007-01-18 19:03:29)
hey do our two homies in the field of mixtaping science have a legal defense fund or anything? i wanna get involved
in that shit.
threv (2007-01-18 21:00:41)
Not sure yet. I”ve been looking a bit but haven’t located anything. at the very least i’m gonna be talking about it
on the radio show for the foreseeable future. i’ll keep my eyes peeled
coleoptera (2007-01-19 15:50:36)
yeah man, wtf? i understand moronic media misrepresentation but this shit is bogus. I haven’t used bogus in a
sentence in decades.
solecize (2007-01-19 05:13:44)
”at least through 2007-01-18, I’ve read 16 books, only 4 of them new. Likewise, I’ve read 39 journal papers / theses,
22 of them new to me. staaaaaaaaaaagnaaaaaaatiiiiiioooooon sucks.” if that’s stagnation, the rest of us are extinct!
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curses, double curses and curses thricewise (2007-01-20 18:51) - annoyed - friends

Music: dj shadow - endtroducing - best foot forward

Date: Sat, 20 Jan 2007 07:10:10 -0500
From: ****
To: dankamongmen
Subject: gayness
Hey,
I am about to bail ******* out of Jail, he ditched your shit near ****
*********** and i cannot find it anywhere. I know i should have called, but
didn’t find out what was really going on myself until yesterday, I actually
thought he had skipped town. I’ll make it up to you as always :(
-******
what the hell is going on tonight?
on a much more pleasurable note, my copy of Ellman’s [1]much-heralded biography of Joyce arrived today, and I shall immerse myself in it tomorrow with great glee – today is all about [2]functional analysis and
Kreyszig’s classic [3]introduction0 to that treacherous topic, so necessary for an understanding of [4]operator
algebras and especially those [5]C* algebras so necessary for algebraic quantum field theory. RIEMANN
INCOMPATIBILITY IS FUTILE; YOU WILL BE INTEGRATED.
[0] the wiley classics library is fucking awesome. i picked kreyszig entirely based on his inclusion in this
series after having gone through [6]Courant’s two-volume calculus text (a bargain even with the $171 price
tag) and [7]Segel’s Enzyme Kinetics. Next on the list, I think, will be [8]Zellner’s Bayesian Inference in
Econometrics, which I’d never heard of until last December but have been advised to read by no less than 3
different people since.
your word of the day is petrosomatoglyph. also, how freakin’ cool is [9]this?
1. http://www.amazon.com/James-Joyce-Oxford-Richard-Ellmann/dp/0195033817
2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Functional_analysis
3.

http://www.amazon.com/Introductory-Functional-Analysis-Applications-Kreyszig/dp/0471504599/sr=1-4/qid=

1169341737/ref=sr_1_4/002-3469325-7866449?ie=UTF8&s=books
4. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operator_algebra
5. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/C*-algebra
6.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0471588814/ref=wl_it_dp/002-3469325-7866449?ie=UTF8&coliid=

I9PJ7ZH3P0XQ7&colid=1NHIFQ49T4DRN
7.

http://www.amazon.com/Enzyme-Kinetics-Behavior-Equilibrium-Steady-State/dp/0471303097/sr=1-4/qid=

1169342619/ref=sr_1_4/002-3469325-7866449?ie=UTF8&s=books
8.

http://www.amazon.com/Introduction-Bayesian-Inference-Econometrics-Classics/dp/0471169374/sr=1-12/qid=

1169342619/ref=sr_1_12/002-3469325-7866449?ie=UTF8&s=books
9. http://www.finnegansweb.com/wiki/index.php/TOC

coleoptera (2007-01-21 15:46:33)
When you’re done I’ll trade you the Japanese contemporary history we discussed for the Ellman which I now desire
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immensely. Trade as in loan of course.
spoonless (2007-01-22 07:35:22)
3 cheers for C*-algebras!

4.1.13

love myself better than you – i know it’s wrong but what should i do?
(2007-01-21 14:06) - delighted! - public

Music: nirvana - outcesticide, vol. 1 - return of the rat

you can have my weapon....
...when you pry it from my cold, dead fingers.
YES YES YES doubleplusw00t: catching up with [1]Beagle head dev [2]joe shaw (he’s also a buddy from
the focus-IDS days; we were both on [3]this thread which must have heard from every freakin’ [4]IPS stud
in the world (there’s about 20 of us, from what I can tell)) has revealed a wonderful, wonderful fact:
I am obsessed with the IBM Type M keyboard, and have been for years, much to the chagrin
of my officemates I’m sure. When I was in college, I would often go to university surplus sales to
pick up as many as I could get my hands on. Knowing that they were no longer manufactured
(at that time), I had to stock up on them because I needed enough to last me the rest of my life.
A while back IBM or Lexmark sold the patents to a company called Unicomp, and since then
I’ve picked up a few more keyboards.
Over time I’ve developed a couple favorites among the bunch. My absolute favorite is a filthy
one that until recently had an ancient WordPerfect template on it. A few years back I spilled an
entire glass of water into it, and many of the keys stopped working. I was pretty upset of course
I only had a few more keyboards to last a lifetime
and a few days later before I threw it
out I decided to plug it in and give it another try. Thankfully, it worked just fine and is back as
my first string keyboard.
I’ve had an iMac at home for a while. Most Apple hardware is just great from a design standpoint, but the keyboard and mice for their desktop systems are just awful. The keyboard is so
mushy it’s impossible to type quickly, and the lack of tactile feedback on my fingers makes it
painful after a while. It’s so poor that I’ve never really used it for anything typing-intensive:
hacking, blogging, writing long-winded emails. And while I actually have no problem with a
one-button mouse, the Apple mouse feels so awkward in my hand that it too hurts after a short
time. I replaced the mouse right away with a Logitech MX500 mouse which works perfectly,
including the mouse wheel and right button, but I’ve struggled with the keyboard. All of my old
IBM/Unicomp keyboards are 101-key and PS/2. I got a PS/2-to-USB dongle which itself worked
great, but lacking a Windows/Command/Meta key it just wasn’t functional enough.
So much to my surprise earlier this year Unicomp started manufacturing USB 104-key keyboards.
I ordered one a couple of days ago and it arrived today. I’m using this post largely as a test for
it. It’s working great.
I think I’m gonna buy about $1,000 worth of these fuckers. A few quick observations:
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• [5]on-the-ball 104/105: WTF were they thinking?!?!?! a trackball? above the LEDs? that’s no less
disruptive than an actual mouse, hand-wise. also, native ps/2 only. other than that, a beauty, but i’m
not paying $109 for anything with a trackball on it – give me that sweet IBM Corp-ARC [6]trackpoint,
please (and we needn’t speak about the atrocity that is a touchpad).
• [7]on-the-ball plus adds a trackpoint...and costs $149, fuck that
• [8]the linux ’board is a classic 101-key Model-M imitation that someone decided to make ugly as hell,
sigh. ps/2 only.
• [9]the customizer 102/104/105 might be the most beautiful keyboard i’ve seen outside of true ”Raven
Black” M-13 Trackpoint II’s, and i’m always pleased to have a sub-104 (ie, no ”windows” key wtf)
choice. very, very nice, and possibly the new standard in affordable-yet-3l33t keyboards. but oh, i
can’t live without a trackpoint anymore!
• [10]the EnduraPro 104-USB trackpoint-equipped programmable might just be the finest keyboard being
produced today, and at a mere $99 new I’ll accept its rather fagtastic reduced size. the [11]on-the-stick
would give it a run for its money, but the lack of color choices combined with ps/2 only kills it. I’ll
take any color keyboard you’ve got – so long as it’s black.
.so, anyone wanna go in on a purchase? i think i’m going to grab 10 black endurapro 104 usb’s, so we should
be able to get decent shipping – maybe the same unnamed [12]atlanta collector who bought 100 model-m’s
from [13]clickykeyboards in 2004 is reading this, who knows!
1. http://beagle-project.org/Main_Page
2. http://joeshaw.org/2006/12/18/440
3. http://www.derkeiler.com/Mailing-Lists/securityfocus/focus-ids/2005-06/0006.html
4. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intrusion-prevention_system
5. http://pckeyboards.stores.yahoo.net/on10.html
6. http://www.almaden.ibm.com/cs/user/tp/tp.html
7. http://pckeyboards.stores.yahoo.net/ontheballplus.html
8. http://pckeyboards.stores.yahoo.net/linux101.html
9. http://pckeyboards.stores.yahoo.net/customizer.html
10. http://pckeyboards.stores.yahoo.net/en104wh.html
11. http://pckeyboards.stores.yahoo.net/onthestick.html
12. http://www.clickykeyboards.com/index.cfm/fa/pages.main/pageID/2
13. http://www.clickykeyboards.com/

weev (2007-01-21 19:29:05)
I had an ex-girlfriend that threw out my model M and replaced it with a ”quiet” keyboard as a ”suprise”. This didn’t
work out so well for her, for in lack of that satisfying click beneath my fingers I would type very violently, beating
the life out of the keyboard like some crackheaded phantom maniacally pouring his soul into some Internet opera.
Needless to say that stupid bitch didn’t stay my girlfriend much longer. Future girlfriends have been instructed to get
between me and my input devices at their own peril.
mpnolan (2007-01-21 22:35:08)
But they’re always welcome between you and your output devices. I avoid clicky keyboards because spies can pick
up the patterns and infer what you typed.
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happyfunnorm (2007-01-22 19:52:46)
A windows key?!? I hate that darn key.

4.1.14

My breath resembles the smell of flowers yanked from life and placed in a vase
(2007-01-23 18:23) - betrayed - friends

Music: oasis - what’s the story morning glory - champagne supernova

wow, that hurt a lot more than expected.
no blame.
some you win, some you lose. gotta keep workin’ hard and keeping my eyes on the prize.

A nigga been hustlin’ so long, God knows I’ve done so much wrong
I was 16 grown and holdin’ chrome, servin’ blows, we in zones
My mom didn’t understand me boy, you gon’ die just like your daddy
From two to the head, dumped in the riverbed
I didn’t mean to hurt you so badly, I was young and dumb
Fast life sprung of the money and hoes that it brung
Had a clip full of hollows to bring your momma sorrow
But now regret what I’ve done
Drama’s all in the game whether gang bang or slang
I had to do my thang
When the shots rang, that’s when it clicks in my brain
All the shit’s the same
My nigga need a change, I had to get off out these streets
To get you out your seat
Flip a trax beat, hit the crib and puff on a sweet
And let ’em feel something deep
Deep so the realest can feel
How I felt right before I bust that steel
Rappin’ bout a life of skrill
And the everyday struggles of a nigga in the chill
not much to say beyond that. listen with me a minute: [1]flac or [2]mp2 , take your mobsta pick.
where were you when we were getting high?
1.

http://dank.qemfd.net/tabpower/twista%20and%20the%20speed%20knot%20mobstas%20-%20mobstability%20-%2006%

20-%20legit%20ballers.flac
2.

http://dank.qemfd.net/tabpower/twista%20and%20the%20speed%20knot%20mobstas%20-%20mobstability%20-%2006%

20-%20legit%20ballers.mp2

4.1.15

(2007-01-25 01:06) - roombaful - public

Music: veruca salt - american thighs - celebrate you

why i must eventually get a ph.d:
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Posted 1/18/2007
[1]CTC - Principal Algorithm Developer
Position would be located at the client site outside of Ft. Meade, MD.
The Algorithm Developer will work with massive amounts of inter-related data and develop
and implement algorithms to search, sort and find patterns and hidden relationships in the data.
The preferred candidate would be required to be able to work closely with Analysts to develop
Rapid Operational Prototypes. The candidate would have the availability of existing algorithms
as a model to begin. Implementation of the algorithms in either C++ or Java is required.
The qualified candidate must possess a PhD in Mathematics or similar and 10 plus years experience in Algorithm development. Knowledge of data communications and Social Networking
Analysis is a plus. A Top Secret/SCI clearance with Poly is required and the individual would
be working on-site at Ft. Meade, MD.
mmm, head nsa pattern matcher sounds fly . anyway, elise and i have brought new life into the world in
the form of a [2]roomba, immediately anthropomorphized into General Patton I. Roomba (the I stands for
¡in your face!; he’s already demanding I crush adderall on the floor and bring him a hooker now and then).
It is true, we’ve found, that life changes with robot vacuum children. it has a [3]software interface which
has a [4]wiki and by god I will have this sumbitch mixing and serving me drinks if I can figure out a way
to tie the research into national security, maybe building a biometric security apparatus into the fucker and
arming it with a taser if I can’t get some [5]ADS through Purchasing. Perhaps the roomba’s latent powers
emerge once a human brain is placed onboard. A few weeks ago, I realized years without seeing a dentist
mated with two packs a day and having replaced much of my blood with diet kroger-brand soda has left my
teeth fucking nasty. I hope this whitestrip shit works :/ bleh. and holy shit how did i only find out now
that [6]robert anton wilson died? augh, i really only have one hero left :(. wait, james traficant makes two.
dazedandconfusedv(”allll right all right alll right”)
1. http://www.ctc.com/learnaboutctc/
2. http://www.irobot.com/sp.cfm?pageid=122
3. http://www.irobot.com/sp.cfm?pageid=248
4. http://roomba.pbwiki.com/
5. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Active_Denial_System
6. http://hostgator.rawilson.com/main.shtml

spoonless (2007-01-25 09:38:31)
A Top Secret/SCI clearance with Poly is required I hate to dash your hopes, but the kind of background check you
need in order to get a Top Secret clearance is going to be a lot tougher a requirement than getting the PhD. They
will ask your friends, your roommates, your family, and find as many profiles and posts by you on the web as they
can, all to make sure you are not involved in any way with drug culture and have never smoked marijuana in your
life. So basically, there’s a bigger chance of hairy vampire bats flying out of your ass than getting that clearance. (I
only mention this because I came to a similar sad realization upon receiving a job opportunity email from the DoD a
few days ago.) find out now that robert anton wilson yep... but his legacy lives on. I consider myself blessed to have
met him only 4 months before his passing (although at the time I predicted he would only last another 2... he was
properly defiant and indignant ’til the end).
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dankamongmen (2007-01-27 01:31:45)
jesus christ duh
spoonless (2007-01-27 19:08:21)
speaking of which, if you’re serious about getting this clearance you should learn not to use the lord’s name in vein.
A proper non-blasphemous and non-treasonous reference to the creator would take the form ”God bless America,
and God bless George Bush.”
dankamongmen (2007-01-28 01:11:37)
jeff listen to me i am 100 % not serious
spoonless (2007-01-30 19:10:25)
when in doubt, I tend to play along as if someone is serious... worst case, it still makes for a humorous thread. I
realize that most of what you write contains heavy doses of sarcasm... it’s just hard to seperate out sometimes.
crazyprogrammer (2007-01-25 13:33:38)
I agree that such a job would be ridiculously awesome, and is part of the reason that I’m attempting to get a PhD in
Math...
dankamongmen (2007-01-27 01:31:32)
after more than a year of your silence despite many comments of mine, [ LJ User: crazyprogrammer ] speaks! i guess
the old icon was silencing you.
crazyprogrammer (2007-01-27 01:54:33)
Is that really the case? Wow, I never realized. I read them. Whoops, wasn’t intentional.
coleoptera (2007-01-25 19:42:24)
It would amuse me to make it tase my cats. Then maybe they’d leave me the fuck alone at 5AM. No means no!
0x7048 (2007-01-25 23:58:49)
Did you see this one? [1]iRobot Create
1. http://www.irobot.com/sp.cfm?pageid=305

zbtron (2007-01-26 14:50:54)
heh i’d like to see you get a top secret security clearance. i’d also like to read the transcripts of the conversations they
have with your friends.
angra (2007-01-27 05:34:37)
I came here to make a smart assed comment about getting a TS/SCI along with that Ph.D., but I see that all of your
other correspondents have beaten me to the punch.

4.1.16

and then i came upon line 1969 (2007-01-29 18:34) - befuddled - public

Music: probot - probot - RED WAR

initid = initid; //unused
well done, chief! when you take that bus...you get there.
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uniheliodem (2007-01-29 23:55:11)
Heh. Now, that’s one way to eliminate a warning. *shudder*
downtym (2007-01-29 23:56:32)
It’s good to know that even in the hallowed halls of True Coding (tm) - as opposed to the bullshit I am forced to
write/rewrite/re-rewrite 8 hours a day and shuffle home after only to crawl into a bottle while I beg for the sun never
to rise again, only to be rudely brought back to life by the universe’s most hateful ember (This elliptical was brought
forth by hate and I do not apologize) - one can still find medal worthy examples of Special Olympics Coding (Where
everyone gets the Gold Medal, just for trying!). Christ, I need something bottled that aims low and kicks hard.
dankamongmen (2007-01-29 23:59:15)
i advise scott aaronson’s [1]ph.d. thesis alongside my classic alpha decays (1 part jgermeister, 1 part midori)!
1. http://www.scottaaronson.com/thesis.html

seldomawake (2007-01-30 11:27:40)
Fair disclosure: I have never written code like this. Here’s a question: MyClass a; a.foo(); /* foo() does stuff. Pops a
window, whatever. It’s all we need it to do. After this, we move on with our lives. *Apparently,* no harm, no foul.
*/ So... the compiler yells at me. It warns me about an unused variable a. How do I get rid of the warning? MyClass
a; a.foo(); a = a; //unused. Now my code compiles without a warning. So... what other way is there to avoid this?
piq (2007-01-30 16:45:19)
I’m not sure what language you’re using, but if you’re calling a static function ”foo” in class MyClass you probably
want to do MyClass.foo(); What you’re doing above is creating an uninitialized reference of type ”MyClass” and
calling a member method, essentially asking the compiler to refer to the (undefined) object instance. a=a; //unused
is just the ”Well I really don’t know what the fuck I’m doing here” icing on the cake.
seldomawake (2007-01-30 16:52:47)
Fair ’nuff. I was thinking in C++. I actually don’t know if doing the above will cause the warning to appear, but I
do see your point.
piq (2007-01-31 04:01:47)
Where the fuck did you get that intern from anyway? I’m about to talk to some of my old professors for talent, maybe
you could work that angle and get someone half capable that route.

4.2

February

4.2.1

i am finally seeing why i was the one worth leaving (2007-02-04 20:09) - disgusted with
self - friends

Music: re com pas - highways - blind sincerity

i’m sure someone has said it better, but i’m not familiar with where they did so (I’m sure [1]Code Complete
has plenty to say on the subject, as does [2]fowler, but i can’t quote from either of them freely :/):
Everything which must be changed in more than one place will, at some point, fail to be
changed in one of them. Schema of project structure and representation syntaxes alike are
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sufficiently evaluated with a simple rubric: is duplication fostered, or foiled? In repetition of
source code or data, the programmer ignores the basic technique of his craft: parameterization
and the functional abstraction. He ceases to be an engineer, and becomes a typist.

ugly ugly ugly code everywhere. things are about to start looking up, though; i led a meeting friday across
dev and research, and lay down the laws of the new way (alexv(”what’s all this about a new way? there’s
been some very large talk behind my sleeping back.”)). the old reign of terror is over! now prepare for my
reign of terr.......iffic management! i’m going to have to pull off a fuckin’ uneven bars dance to make the
changes i want without fucking up a lot of process, though....daring times!
so i finally actually heard some rgarcia last night over at twitch’s, and holy crap that was very very impressive. sucked in by [3]nophi’s ultra low-low prices, i picked up all the rgarcia there but unfortunately,
none of them carried this (apparently early, ie <2002) track...[ LJ User: threv ], do you have any idea?
apparently faff got the track from [ LJ User: pixivixen ] when he was fixing her computer? anyway, i gotta
admit to [ LJ User: recompas ], [ LJ User: cola fan ], etc: i never really took any of this seriously, but i was
clearly the fool; surely y’all have found an amazing new groove to dig and be dug and i am lovin’ it....when’s
the next big round of shows? why is edmplanet so terrible? why aren’t the downloads flac and what’s up
with [4]computer everywhere being one big mp3 without a [5]cue file and why doesn’t the sample link work
off the aforementioned album? i guess one can’t bitch too much about $2.99.
holy fucking shit i just discovered that my internal definition of ”alacrity” has been WAY off the mark
for...forever. :/ stupid brain
1. http://www.amazon.com/Code-Complete-Second-Steve-McConnell/dp/0735619670
2. http://www.amazon.com/Refactoring-Improving-Design-Existing-Code/dp/0201485672
3. http://www.nophi.net/
4. http://www.phitunes.com/store.htm
5. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cue_sheet

datavortex (2007-02-05 03:10:51)
I’ve managed to collect a rather impressive amount of r garcia back catalog. In the event I see you before [ LJ User:
threv ], et al, I will share what I have. Glad you’re finally sucked in to the fold. Help us convince Randy that this
isn’t a land of rock ’n roll.
datavortex (2007-02-05 03:12:14)
PS. I’ve been bitching about ID3 tags and metadata forever. Good luck. ;)
threv (2007-02-05 15:16:48)
i fixed them finally on phitunes. everything should be id3’d coherently
threv (2007-02-05 15:16:03)
i’m on it.
threv (2007-02-05 21:37:30)
also nick get in touch w/me re: nophi catalog i’m the webmaster of phitunes. i’ve got everything (as for computer
everywhere being a big mp3, that’s randy’s doin’) and the sample link doesn’t work b/c we haven’t uploaded it yet.
working 3 jobs is difficult.
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dankamongmen (2007-02-05 22:33:47)
about 80 % of this post’s rationale was me lacking your email address
threv (2007-02-06 02:54:06)
mr dot threv at gmail dot com

4.2.2

the record player get to skippin’ and slowin’ down all y’all can say is dem niggas
earned that crown (2007-02-05 08:56) - refreshed - friends

Music: grateful dead - the golden road (to unlimited devotion)

putting my [1]ACM membership to the first good use of the new year, i grabbed everything authored by
knuth on the beloved teat that is [2]the portal. the following two exchanges are delicious both for their rigor
and smackdown-nature. enjoy!
[3]Three Letters on Merging
[4]Additional Comments on a Problem in Concurrent Programming Control
””When I was at Stanford with the AI project [in the late 1960s] one of the things we used to do every
Thanksgiving is have a computer programming contest with people on research projects in the Bay area.
The prize I think was a turkey. [John] McCarthy used to make up the problems. The one year that Knuth
entered this, he won both the fastest time getting the program running and he also won the fastest execution
of the algorithm. He did it on the worst system with remote batch called the Wilbur system. And he basically
beat the shit out of everyone. And they asked him, ”How could you possibly do this?” And he answered,
”When I learned to program, you were lucky if you got five minutes with the machine a day. If you wanted to
get the program going, it just had to be written right. So people just learned to program like it was carving
stone. You sort of have to sidle up to it. That’s how I learned to program.””
- Alan Kay w000000t!
1. http://www.acm.org/
2. http://portal.acm.org/portal.cfm
3. http://dank.qemfd.net/tabpower/Knuth,%20Goetz%20-%20Three%20Letters%20on%20Merging.pdf
4.

http://dank.qemfd.net/tabpower/Knuth%20-%20Additional%20Comments%20on%20a%20Problem%20in%20Concurrent%

20Programming%20Control.pdf

coleoptera (2007-02-05 14:12:59)
Maybe this is when people will get that all those little kids with limited resource laptops will be able to really make
something with them.
uniheliodem (2007-02-05 14:52:30)
Don Knuth is the man!
Have
[1]http://scpd.stanford.edu/knuth/

you

watched

any

of

his

lectures

from

his

Musings

series?

1. http://scpd.stanford.edu/knuth/

4.2.3

a shout out to the original bitch goddess of the 404/770 (2007-02-05 14:59) - public

Music: veruca salt - american thighs - celebrate you
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happy birthday, [ LJ User: girlvinyl ]!!!!
three w00ts for you!
(she also rocked [1]GJCL: Demonstratis cupiditatem discendis linguis antiquis et studendis omnibus de
romanis Graecisque-litteris-historiae, artibus, et vitis? Praebemus vobis nostram societatem. Respondete, si
vobis placet, nostris mandatis.
1. Vultisne suscipere societatem nostram, NJCL Latin Honor Society? Si voletis, dicetis: ”Nos volumus.”
Inductees: Nos volumus.
2. Polliceminine conare auguere scientiam de rebus Romanis Graecisque? Si pollicebimini, dicetis: ”Nos
pollicebimur.” Inductees: Nos pollicebimur.
3. Conaminine esse optimi discipuli, et dare exemplum optimum reliquis discipulis? Si conabimini, dicetis:
Conabimur. Inductees: Conabimur.
Magna cum laetitia et maxima cum laude placet mihi (nobis) vos in nostram societatem salvere.)
1. http://www.gjcl.org/

girlvinyl (2007-02-05 20:11:31)
I love you. What’s the nominative form of ”fuck”?

4.2.4

(2007-02-06 17:31) - hahahahaha - public

Music: white stripes (elephant) girl you have no faith in medicine

from [1]The Arms Control Otaku

Í™¡ nª¿¯

(robot economist):

lol
1. http://roboteconomist.blogspot.com/2007/02/pmf-exam.html

coleoptera (2007-02-06 22:46:30)
Now I need a bath with a brillo pad, thanks.

4.2.5

well holy fucking shit, way to go guys! (2007-02-07 05:11) - sleep is the cousin of death
- public

Music: postal service - give up - the district sleeps alone tonight

there’s a list i keep in my head of the ten or so questions i’d most like to see answered, not unlike [1]aaronson’s
ten on QC, [2]hedetniemi’s 23 combinatorial optimizations ballbusters, the [3]geometry junkyard or any one
of another few hundred, inspired perhaps by Hilbert’s manifesto at the [4]International Congress of 1900
and carried on today by projects such as the [5]Clay Institute’s Millennium Prizes. perhaps the penultimate
(after p != np, of course, which mr. aarson covers wonderfully [6]here and [7]here) has been the ±2-adrenergic
receptor problem (this paper doesn’t seem to comment on the cross-agonism with ´-OR, one of the three
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opioid subreceptors). looks like some bright folk figured it out (from [8]CogNews via SciDailyy, also seen in
[ LJ User: unsane1 ]):
Hallucinogens Recruit Specific Cortical 5-HT2A Receptor-Mediated Signaling Pathways to Affect Behavior. Gonzalez-Maeso J, Weisstaub NV, Zhou M, Chan P, Ivic L, Ang R, Lira A, Bradley-Moore M, Ge Y,
Zhou Q, Sealfon SC, Gingrich JA. Hallucinogens, including mescaline, psilocybin, and lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD), profoundly affect perception, cognition, and mood. All known drugs of this class are 5-HT2A
receptor (2AR) agonists, yet closely related 2AR agonists such as lisuride lack comparable psychoactive
properties. Why only certain 2AR agonists are hallucinogens and which neural circuits mediate their effects
are poorly understood. By genetically expressing 2AR only in cortex, we show that 2AR-regulated pathways
on cortical neurons are sufficient to mediate the signaling pattern and behavioral response to hallucinogens.
Hallucinogenic and nonhallucinogenic 2AR agonists both regulate signaling in the same 2AR-expressing cortical neurons. However, the signaling and behavioral responses to the hallucinogens are distinct. While
lisuride and LSD both act at 2AR expressed by cortex neurons to regulate phospholipase C, LSD responses
also involve pertussis toxin-sensitive heterotrimeric G(i/o) proteins and Src. These studies identify the longelusive neural and signaling mechanisms responsible for the unique effects of hallucinogens. who wants to go
in on a subscription to neuron?
1. http://scottaaronson.com/blog/?p=112
2. http://www.cs.clemson.edu/~hedet/algorithms.html
3. http://www.ics.uci.edu/~eppstein/junkyard/open.html
4. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hilbert’s_problems
5. http://www.claymath.org/millennium/
6. http://scottaaronson.com/blog/?p=122
7. http://scottaaronson.com/blog/?p=124
8. http://cognews.com/1170539044

purgatoryreject (2007-02-07 14:50:53)
I like cake.
coleoptera (2007-02-07 15:50:34)
I do, actually. How much?
coleoptera (2007-02-07 21:49:28)
Hmm–on second thought, let me see if I have access to the electronic version. Because I’m cheap, even if I practically
have a fetish for the hardcopy. Yeah, I can get that current issue back through 1988. Would that do?
dankamongmen (2007-02-07 22:06:05)
hells yes it does! where’d you get such a swank hookup?!?!
coleoptera (2007-02-07 22:17:35)
They never take away our library privileges at school.
coleoptera (2007-02-07 23:21:09)
Oh, and that goes for nearly any academic journal you could want, so just send your citation my way and I’ll get
you the pdfs.
solecize (2007-02-08 06:16:39)
i have the hookup, too, if you need it.
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uniheliodem (2007-02-07 15:58:06)
Interesting. How much is the subscription?

4.2.6

All stare (eyes glazed) at a garage burnt down; the fire raged for forty days and
in forty ways (2007-02-08 06:07) - redundant yet badass - public

Music: team america soundtrack - everyone has AIDS

Subject: Thread Cancellation
Date: Wed, 7 Feb 2007 18:13:25 -0600
From: ”Krasser, Sven”
To: nick black
Yo Nick,
I have a weird problem with thread cancellation. Have a bunch threads
blocking on sem wait. I call pthread cancel and pthread join on them
on-by-one, and I get the error below. Any ideas?
Fatal error ’Illegal call from signal handler’ at line ? in file /usr/src/lib/libc r/uthread/uthread mutex.c
(errno = ?)
Sven Krasser, Ph.D.
Principal Research Scientist
Secure Computing Corporation

Date: Thu, 8 Feb 2007 05:25:31 -0500
From: nick black
To: ”Krasser, Sven”
Cc: security through obSCURity
Subject: Re: Thread Cancellation
Krasser, Sven rigorously showed:
> I have a weird problem with thread cancellation. Have a bunch threads
> blocking on sem wait. I call pthread cancel and pthread join on them
> on-by-one, and I get the error below. Any ideas?
I have analyzed the situation and believe I know what is up, w00t!
There’s a fundamental bug in FreeBSD 4.10 libc r’s handling of
cancellation in conjunction with condition variables. I went back and
looked at the issues which made me use LinuxThreads on FreeBSD 4.10 with
snare, and they were in the same areas. Furthermore, you noted that your
code works fine with FreeBSD6’s and also on Linux. I believe that the
following walkthrough identifies the precise problem.
thread exit() is pissed; it’s what’s generating your stderr message:
c 2008 dankamongmen. This book is strictly personal.
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void _thread_exit(char *fname, int lineno, char *string) {
char
s[256];
/* Prepare an error message string: */
strcpy(s, "Fatal error ’");
strcat(s, string);
strcat(s, "’ at line ? ");
strcat(s, "in file ");
strcat(s, fname);
strcat(s, " (errno = ?");
strcat(s, ")\n");
/* Write the string to the standard error file descriptor: */
__sys_write(2, s, strlen(s));
/* Force this process to exit: */
/* XXX - Do we want abort to be conditional on
_PTHREADS_INVARIANTS? */
#if defined(_PTHREADS_INVARIANTS)
abort();
#else
_exit(1);
#endif
}
the abort(3) here gives rise to an inlined raise(SIGABRT) which begets
kill(getpid(),SIGABRT). that’s the exit code and output explained.
nothing calls thread exit() directly; it’s bundled into PANIC from
pthread private.h. why are we calling it?
The string you provided locks down the assertion
PTHREAD ASSERT NOT IN SYNCQ (which PANIC()s on (->flags & ( CONDQ | MUTEXQ))).
It’s called from cond and mutex locking routines – again indirectly;
look to the inlined cond /mutex queue enq(). Assuming you’re not using
priority schemes (PTHREAD PRIO NONE), there’s only one call site that’s
meaningful in pthread mutex lock(). this is asserted to ensure you’re
not sitting in two waitqueues, from what i can tell (not an actual assert(3),
but PANIC() -> thread exit() -> abort(3)’s the same difference) .
jesus, mutex.c has sky-high cyclomatic measure. no wonder it’s broken.
you enter sem wait(), internally implemented via cond var. it takes the
mutex; condition failure dispatches pthread cond wait(). the mutex is
unlocked, ->flags |= CONDQ, and thread kern sched state unlock() sets
up a setjmp() trampoline. the thread is then cancelled before being
scheduled; this leaves the mutex lock backout() on your stack you mentioned
nasty gdb pointing out (vague assertion warning! this is the only thing that
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makes sense given the error message + call trace + PANIC call site analysis.
see footnote [0] for more details). you come back out and enter this patch:

/* Check if the wait was interrupted (canceled) or needs to be
resumed after
handling a signal. */
if (interrupted != 0) {
/* Lock the mutex and ignore any errors. Note that even
though this
thread may have been canceled, POSIX requires that the
mutex be
reaquired prior to cancellation. */
(void)_mutex_cv_lock(mutex);
} else {
/* Lock the condition variable while removing the thread. */
cond_queue_remove(*cond,curthread);
.........
/* Lock the mutex: */
rval = _mutex_cv_lock(mutex);
}
cond queue remove() &=’s ->flag with CONDQ...but in the first case, we
don’t have that prior to the mutex cv lock() call. now, while we were
being cancelled, another thread may well have ran away with the
condvar’s mutex, and thus we will sleep on that owner relinquishing.
mutex cv lock() -> pthread mutex lock() -> mutex queue enq() yields:

static inline void
mutex_queue_enq(pthread_mutex_t mutex, pthread_t pthread) {
pthread_t tid = TAILQ_LAST(&mutex->m_queue,
mutex_head);
PTHREAD_ASSERT_NOT_IN_SYNCQ(pthread);
....
a plausible scenario for manifestation is outlined, and we have a
positive link to your stderr output. furthermore, the data points
of my code breaking in the same area, but working with linuxthreads,
while your code likewise worked fine on other platforms are strong
circumstantial evidence – you know fbsd’s seen several new threading
implementations since janky old libc r of 4.10, yes?. i think we can
stick a fork in this bitch; she’s done. good times.
pthread cancel push() is doomed to fail as a workaround, since it’s
invoked via the finish cancellation() continuation outside the cond wait
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satisfaction loop; you’re creamed by then.
if you need this to work yesterday on fbsd4.10, the quickest fix i can see is
installing the linuxthreads port and recompiling. if that can’t be done,
you’re really better off changing the code a bit than playing games with
sigaction(2)ing SIGABRT. trust me (or trust APIUE2 section 10.17, or PASC
P2003.1-1992 [1]).
i hope this helps! jabroniecode jabroniecode everywhere and not an op to run.
–rigorously, nick
[0] there’s only one way to get to mutex lock backout(): thread sig add() ->
thread sigframe add() -> PTHREAD FLAGS IN SYNCQ + sigjmp() trampoline ->
thread kern schedule() -> longjmp() bounce -> thread sig wrapper().
static-scope thread sig add() has multiple exported call sites:
thread sig handler() (installed at inittime, and in sigaction(2) /
sigwait(3) shims), thread sig check pending() and
thread sig handle pending() (these are part of dequeue signals() in
thread kern schedule() and thus uninteresting), and the pthread kill()
-> thread sig send() chain.
[1] http://www.pasc.org/interps/unofficial/db/p2003.1/pasc-2003.1-15.htm l
–
nick black ”np: the class of dashed hopes and idle dreams”
”quantum computing ... combines two of the great mysteries bequeathed
to us by the twentieth century: the nature of quantum mechanics, and
the ultimate limits of computation.” - dr. scott aaronson (waterloo)

of course, it ends up that this has been known since 2002 and we’re just assholes for running EoL’d
trash:
Date: Thu, 8 Feb 2007 05:41:10 -0500
From: nick black
To: ”Krasser, Sven”
Cc: security through obSCURity
Subject: confirmed freebsd bug [Was: Re: Thread Cancellation]
GNATS entry threads/40671 confirms:
http://www.freebsd.org/cgi/query-pr.cgi?pr=40671 &cat=threads
Mang it sure is unfortunate we’re running so much horribly broken garbage
around here. That was an interesting few hours swimming the seas of C,
and I do now know libc r’s internal implementation – too bad it’s been
twice replaced! – but oh whatever bitch bitch bitch bitch bitch bitch
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bitch bitch bitch bitch bitch bitch bitch bitch bitch bitch bitch bitch
–rigorously, nick

4.2.7

(2007-02-08 06:39) - public

[1]CONR map, from [ LJ User: mapsex ]:
” Home.
Home was BAMA, the Sprawl, the Boston-Atlanta Metropolitan Axis.
Program a map to display frequency of data exchange, every thousand megabytes a single pixel on a very large
screen. Manhattan and Atlanta burn solid white. Then they start to pulse, the rate of traffic threatening to
overload your simulation. Your map is about to go nova. Cool it down. Up your scale. Each pixel a million
megabytes. At a hundred million megabytes per second, you begin to make out certain blocks in midtown
Manhattan, outlines of hundred-year-old industrial parks ringing the old core of Atlanta...”
holy shit, don’t miss the [2] 8AA B>< 2007 (Miss Atom 2007) contest at http://miss2007.nuclear.ru/!
fantastic! MOSCOW (AFP) - The nuclear power sector in Russia and across the former Soviet Union is
inviting female employees to compete in Miss Atom-2007, a contest to discover the industry’s most radiant
beauty.
”There are a lot of beautiful women in the Russian nuclear sector,” said Ilya Platonov, who runs the
www.nuclear.ru site and is organising the contest.
The number of applicants for the Miss Atom title has trebled since the first competition in 2004, Platonov
told AFP, reaching 220 last year.
Competitors must be aged 18-35 and work in the nuclear sector in Russia or other ex-Soviet states,
or at least be studying nuclear science at university, Rosenergoatom, which runs Russia’s nuclear
power stations, said. (http://news.yahoo.com/s/afp/20070130/od afp/russianuclearoffbeat 070130155708;
ylt=App78.4d0ttRcXvwZr4i99DMWM0F; ylu=X3oDMTA3NW1oMDRpBHNlYwM3NTc-)
1. http://www.norad.mil/about_us/conr.htm
2. http://miss2007.nuclear.ru/

uglor (2007-02-08 12:25:01)
I was just thinking about Gibson. Turns out his new one comes out in August. And I’m thinking if you program a
map to display frequency of data exchange today, there is probably a resolution that lets you pick out specific dorms
on campus.

4.2.8

vicksburg ain’t got nothin’ on these forty-seven days of siege (2007-02-10 16:16) excited - public

Music: the two live crew - banned in the usa - face down, ass up

The story of [1]Vicksburg as related by Hoehling can boast neither the onychophagic intensity and epic drama
[2]Beevor took for granted in his poliorcetic retelling of history’s cruelest battle and the rodina’s finest hour,
nor the breathtaking, panoramic scope and fastidious detail that made [3]Foote’s narrative of the American
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Civil War such an unparalleled achievement. It ain’t bad, though, and it makes you really thankful not to
be dying of untreated periodontitis on a merciless field somewhere in the assregions of the South, listening to
your buddies from the Kentucky Bearded Infantry flail around in chasseur espagnole, giving rise to a demiglace of quivering shit and death even as their spirits are given up. More importantly: it was 47 days long,
almost like the remainder of march and february, and just like the number of papers on Pierce’s [4]”Great
Works in Programming Language [Theory]” page.
so, a challenge to myself foremost and to the rest of you as well: starting tomorrow, skipping valentine’s day
(2007-02-14, when i will be occupied with my favorite person on earth) and À-day (2007-03-14, when i will
be spraypainting NP != P on buildings and watching the movie of the same name), we will read one paper
from this list per day. every day. except the two aforementioned. starting from the bottom. moving to the
top. brains expanding [hold it there] and releasing [now let it out] and dendrites growing bushier in common
[push out the jive] and neurons all firing in phase [bring in the love]. Let Pierce’s page be our Artha[ stra!
WHO AMONG YOU SHALL JOIN ME?
i’ve got all these papers, i’m pretty sure, so i’ll put ’em up as we’re moving along. Day #1’s paper will
be reviewed in this space tomorrow, hoping for feedback. It’s an old cohort of [ LJ User: sstrickl ]’s from his
Boston days, IIRC:

[5]A Syntactic Approach to Type Soundness. Wright, Felleisen. 1992. ([6][bib])
remember....scientists are working hard ’round the clock to bring you....science!
[ LJ User: krhettn ], i will go reply right now. and then later tonight i will see my beloved, sweet, brilliant
and beautiful elise, when she ends for the day her research into the eugenic sterilization movements of the
Dirty South (culminating in the 1937 creation of the Georgia State Board of Eugenics following 1927’s Buck
v. Bell 274 U.S. 200). she’s the research assistant for the professor mentioned [7]here and [8]here, and might
or might not have played a signifigant role in drafting [9]HR 122. GODDAMN it’s a fantastic thing to be all
wrapped up with such a badass. power couple power couple power couple hahahahahahaha w000t
1. http://www.amazon.com/Vicksburg-Days-Siege-Hoehling/dp/081172980X
2. http://www.amazon.com/Vicksburg-Days-Siege-Hoehling/dp/081172980X
3.

http://www.amazon.com/Civil-War-Narrative-Set/dp/0307290468/sr=1-1/qid=1171139235/ref=pd_bbs_sr_1/

002-3469325-7866449?ie=UTF8&s=books
4. http://www.cis.upenn.edu/~bcpierce/courses/670Fall04/GreatWorksInPL.shtml
5.

http://dank.qemfd.net/tabpower/47%20Days%20of%20Rigor/Wright,%20Felleisen%20-%20A%20Syntactic%20Approach%

20to%20Type%20Soundness%20(1992).pdf
6. http://www.cis.upenn.edu/~bcpierce/courses/670Fall04/all-bib.html#IC::WrightF1994
7. http://www.ajc.com/search/content/metro/stories/2007/02/03/0204mesheugenics.html
8. http://www.ajc.com/metro/content/metro/legis07/stories/2007/02/01/0202metlegeugenics.html
9. http://www.ajc.com/metro/content/metro/legis07/stories/2007/02/01/0202metlegeugenics.html

potatowocky (2007-02-11 01:45:02)
I believe the polynomial hierarchy collapses to sigma-2.
dankamongmen (2007-02-11 01:54:23)
THOUSANDS FEARED TRACTABLE. goddddddddd i love scott aaronson.
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zbtron (2007-02-11 02:12:21)
do you ever think your life is a lot like vh1’s behind the music? like, early in the show, right before the commercial
break? riding their wave of success, nick and elise would soon find out that success and fame had its price, with
bankruptcy, prostitution and jailtime soon to come... just wondering it came to mind.
dankamongmen (2007-02-11 02:15:30)
an outstanding return to form. eleven out of ten from the eastern european judge, absoloodle [kiss!]

4.2.9

now you wanna run around talkin’ ’bout guns like i ain’t got none; what, you
think i sold ’em all? (2007-02-12 17:03) - hard workin’ dank - public

Music: dr. dre - da chronic - fuck wit’ dre day

whew! i hope Wright and Felleisen’s 44-page punch to the stomach was as thoroughly enjoyable an introduction for those of you [1]bent over old beggars under sacks with me as i’d hoped. i’d definitely forgotten
its length and the breadth of concepts involved – taking fairly close notes, it required almost two and a half
densely-packed hours of the early twilight. speaking of which, tomorrow’s [2]monody for pascal by mr. wirth
will not, i think, be read in its entirety by any sane man. how very dreary it sounds...although nicklaus is
known to heave some wit and wisdom and delightfully off-color swissisms into his writing.
i’ve put today and the next two days’ papers up [3]here. i’m stymied on Turner 1979 thus far; if it comes
down to it, a copy can be had for [4] $25 here but that’s certainly not going to scale if a number of these
papers will have to be purchased. fuck the factfascists information wants to be free argh. :/
today’s paper is by two of the heaviest hitters around: wirth and one C. A. R. Hoare, who competes
with W. E. B. DuBois for most anacronymical nomenclature in a semi-celebrity, with Harry S Truman not
even getting a loud foul. enjoy:
[5]Wirth, Hoare - A Contribution to the Development of ALGOL
hack on, hack on
1. http://dankamongmen.livejournal.com/261852.html
2.

http://dank.qemfd.net/tabpower/47%20Days%20of%20Rigor/Wirth%20-%20The%20Programming%20Language%20Pascal%

20(Revised%20Report)%20(1973).pdf
3. http://dank.qemfd.net/tabpower/47%20Days%20of%20Rigor/
4. http://www3.interscience.wiley.com/cgi-bin/abstract/113444597/ABSTRACT?CRETRY=1&SRETRY=0
5.

http://dank.qemfd.net/tabpower/47%20Days%20of%20Rigor/Wirth,%20Hoare%20-%20A%20Contribution%20to%20the%

20Development%20of%20ALGOL%20(1966).pdf

coleoptera (2007-02-12 22:35:54)
Email me the paper titles or post them. God knows I need a break from this damned modeling.
coleoptera (2007-02-13 16:47:04)
Ah–I see the list. My bleary eyes are too tired to click on the links. I blame recent car accidents.
seldomawake (2007-02-13 12:05:35)
Thanks!
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chefataraxia (2007-02-13 17:29:36)
If you want me to get some papers for you send me the references and I’ll see if I can get a PDF from the library here!
thirdkraytwin (2007-02-16 11:28:18)
gah, i love this shit ”Dental variation among four prehispanic Mexican populations” yo teeth

4.2.10

i would trade one hundred days for one inside of you (2007-02-16 12:25) - sprightly
and smart - public

Music: 311 - music - who’s got the herb?

I had no idea there was so much intrigue and hint of the dastardly about [1]Watership Down!!! zorn, oh
zorn, hazel-rah!
if you use [2]dict or any other [3]RFC 2229-compliant dictionary client a lot, running a local [4]dictd is
the difference between night and day.
i want to go to [5]C2Hize6O tonight. mayhaps i shall, mayhaps mayhaps! ooh i am a happy nicklet today.
1. http://www.helsinki.fi/~peuha/english/watership/
2. http://www.dict.org/bin/Dict
3. http://www.rfc-archive.org/getrfc.php?rfc=2229
4. http://www.die.net/doc/linux/man/man8/dictd.8.html
5. http://www.cc.gatech.edu/gvu/people/Phd/Keith.Edwards/HappyHour/HappyHour.html

hippieatheart (2007-02-16 21:47:05)
Fuckers It’s C2H5 OH. It’s an alcohol, not an aldehyde. Get it right.
coleoptera (2007-02-16 22:55:42)
The link demonstrated that said ignorant people didn’t much care that they weren’t writing it correctly. Silly nonscientists!
downtym (2007-02-17 00:05:41)
If you drink enough, C2H5 OH starts to look a lot like C2H6 O. And if you don’t drink enough, what the hell are
you doing at this bar?
coleoptera (2007-02-18 05:46:40)
Picking up drunk chicks?
dankamongmen (2007-03-26 03:50:32)
w00t!

4.2.11

movin’ on up....to the eastsiiiiiiiiiiiide! (2007-02-20 13:05) - elated - public

Music: green jello - the creal killer soundtrack - obey the cowgod
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MASSIVE WINDOW OFFICE YAY
this is much better than my cube by the printers, augh

4.3
4.3.1

March
aegises or egises (2007-03-09 01:43) - public

q: what is the plural of aegis or egis?
metalfatigue0 (2007-03-09 07:28:50)
I think it’s ”aegetes,” but I’m really not sure, and I don’t have a Classical Greek dictionary handy to look it up.
(Just wandering through I clicked on the ”Friends” link from .)
sassysmile (2007-03-09 11:58:18)
According to Brittanica.com, the plural forms are: Aegises, or Egises http://www.britannica.com/eb/article-9003843/aegis
zbtron (2007-03-09 12:57:03)
i’m not sure but have you heard about catawampus?! its the only way to say awry!
justben (2007-03-09 14:48:44)
Gak. Can’t find my declension tables, and I don’t have the unusual -is one memorized. Sorry. If it helps, though, it’s
listed in Liddel and Scott as: 0, , !, (4) So if you can find a declension table for feminine nouns in - with genitives in
-, it’ll probably follow the same rule. HTH
threv (2007-03-09 15:55:42)
”gays”
thirdkraytwin (2007-03-11 13:04:25)
”balls”
coleoptera (2007-03-09 17:59:28) From the University of Wisconsin Classics department
A highly reputable place, naturally since my best friend is doing her doctorate there, writes (and I attribute to them
all): Heh. Well, the plural in Greek would be aigides, (it’s alpha-iota, which is often Romanicized to a-e) and the
plural in Latin would be aegides, but what your friend probably wants is the English plural, and nobody (including
the profs I asked) knows for sure. Our best guess is ”aegises”. ;)
coleoptera (2007-03-09 17:59:40) Re: From the University of Wisconsin Classics department
and that’s UW at Madison.
0x7048 (2007-03-09 18:32:14)
aegisaga
seldomawake (2007-03-10 01:45:01)
I’m a little confused as to why this would come up... also, on an unrelated note: I suspect you’ll be interested in
[1]this.
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1. http://www.amazon.com/Am-Strange-Loop-Douglas-Hofstadter/dp/0465030785

4.3.2

In Loving Memory of my Beloved Son, Murdered by a Traitor and Coward with
Name not Worthy to Appear (2007-03-18 21:25) - feelin’ for jesse - public

Music: herbie hancock - head hunters - watermelon man

Has anyone ever done genealogical research? My dad has always claimed to be a fairly direct descendant of
the notorious [1]Jesse James, and I thought it’d be interesting to determine whether or not this was accurate.
It’d be a pretty cool lineage to claim.
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jesse_james

imnotsatan (2007-03-19 01:58:29)
In this particular case, it’s hella easy to find out whether or not it’s true, as the genealogy of the James family has
been documented extremely well (due in part to the incredible name-continuity in the family- see Jesse G. James).
Check [1]here and [2]here.
1. http://www.genealogy.com/famousfolks/James/index.html
2. http://www.juch.org/jamesanc/

coleoptera (2007-03-19 03:03:57)
If it’s mostly males, genealogical testing in a biological sense is indeed much easier. However, since you’re not talking
about that long a timespan, I’d go with the abovementioned methods as simpler.
zbtron (2007-03-19 03:20:37)
you know whats weird my great great great or something uncle ran in jesse james’ posse.
threv (2007-03-19 14:03:49)
actually i did extensive genealogical research in elementary school. i have my research boxed up in florida i think the
furthest we went back is to england, hungary, and america (native american) to the 1600s. interesting shit. evidently
i’m descended from a cherokee (or seminole, i can’t recall otoh) chief.
dj ricecake (2007-03-21 01:57:56)
Heh, when I saw ”In Loving Memory” I thought it was going to be a post about [1]John Backus.
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Backus

4.3.3

the future is the present is the past is the future (2007-03-24 11:10) - sad - public

Music: beck - guero - girl

Robert McNamara, SecDef under Kennedy and Johnson, wrote a sobering and chilling set of memoirs with
his [1]In Retrospect. I picked it back up last night, looking for material on nuclear options during the Cuban
Missile Crisis, and ended up rereading it in full while this morning’s dawn broke. Most depressing, I think,
is the way his ”11 Major Causes for Failure in Vietnam” apply almost sans modification to the Iraq debacle:

1. We misjudged then - as we have since - the geopolitical intentions of our adversaries (in this case,
North Vietnam and the Vietcong, supported by China and the Soviet Union), and we exaggerated the
dangers to the United States of their actions.
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2. We viewed the people and leaders of South Vietnam in terms of our own experience. We saw in them
a thirst - and a determination to fight for - freedom and democracy. We totally misjudged the political
forces within the country.
3. We underestimated the power of nationalism to motivate a people (in this case, the North Vietnamese
and Vietcong) to fight and die for their beliefs and values - and we continue to do so today in many
parts of the world.
4. Our misjudgments of friend and foe alike reflected our profound ignorance of the history, culture, and
politics of the people in the area, and the personalities and habits of their leaders. We might have
made similar misjudgments regarding the Soviets during our frequent confrontations - over Berlin,
Cuba, the Middle East, for example - had we not had the advice of Tommy Thompson, Chip Bohlen,
and George Kennan. These senior diplomats had spent decades studying the Soviet Union, its people
and its leaders, why they behaved as they did, and how they would react to our actions. Their advice
proved invaluable in shaping our judgments and decision. No Southeast Asian counterparts existed for
senior ofifcials to consult when making decision on Vietnam.
5. We failed then - as we have since - to recognize the limitations of modern high-technology, military
equipment, forces, and doctrine in confronting unconventional, highly motivated people’s movements.
We failed as well to adapt our military tactics to the task of winning the hearts and midst of people
from a totally different culture.
6. We failed to draw Congress and the American people into a full and frank discussion and debate of
the pros and cons of a large-scale U.S. military involvement in Southeast Asia before we initiated the
action.
7. After the action got under way and unanticipated events forced us off our planned course, we failed
to retain popular support in part because we did not explain fully what was happening and why were
were doing what we did. We had not prepared the public to understand the complex events we faced
and how to react constructively to the need for change in course as the nation confronted uncharted
seas and an alien environment. A nation’s deepest strength lies not in its military prowess but, rather,
in the unity of its people. We failed to maintain it.
8. We did not recognize that neither our own people nor our leaders are omniscient. Where our own
security is not directly at stake, our judgment of what is in another people’s or country’s best interest
should be put to the text of open discussion in international forums. We do not have the God-given
right to shape every nation in our own image or as we choose.
9. We did not hold to the principle that U.S. military action - other than in response to direct threats to
our own security - should be carried out only in conjunction with mulitnational forces supported fully
(and not merely cosmetically) by the international community.
10. We failed to recognize that in international affairs, as in other aspects of life, there may be problems
for which there are no immediate solutions. For one whose life has been dedicated to the belief and
practice of problem solving, this is particularly hard to admit. But, at times, we may have to live with
an imperfect, untidy world.
11. Underlying many of these errors lay our failure to organize the top echelons of the executive branch to
deal effectively with the extraordinarly complex range of political and military issues, involving great
risks and costs - including, above all else, lost of life -associated with the application of military force
over a long period of time. Such organizational weakness would have been costly had this been the only
task confronting the presidnet and his advisers. It, of course, was not. It coexisted with the wide array
of other domestic and international problems confronting us. We thus failed to analyze and debate our
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ctions in Southeast Asia - our objectives, the risks and costs of alternate ways of ealing with them,
and the necessity of changing course when failure was clear - with the intensity and thoroughness that
characterized the debates of the Executive Commitee during the Cuban Missile Crisis. (29b)
sigh no one ever learns anything and most everyone is dumb.
1. http://www.amazon.com/Retrospect-Tragedy-Lessons-Vietnam/dp/0679767495

spoonless (2007-03-24 17:55:08)
That’s pretty sad. sigh no one ever learns anything and most everyone is dumb. My father (a pro-war activist during
the Vietnam war, during which he was an officer, but not stationed in Vietnam) still insists that we could have and
should have won, if we had only had the sense to draft and send more troops over. *sigh*
cbradfield (2007-03-24 19:43:13)
Thanks for the book recommendation. I saw the documentary with McNamara, Fog of War, but I had not thought
to look for a book.
thirdeyeoferis (2007-03-25 06:00:32)
There are a whole slew of parallels to be drawn between this war and Vietnam... also with the beginning of WWII...
war is nearly always futile... ”sigh no one ever learns anything and most everyone is dumb.” there are a lot of brilliant
people out there with the knowledge and skill to affect real change if we would just let them, the problem is that we
are culturally dumb...as a group we’re nothing but hairless monkeys with guns...
psyched out (2007-03-25 18:14:51)
I assume I know the answer, but I’ll ask the obvious question anyway. Have you seen the Errol Morris documentary/interview of McNamara called The Fog Of War, referenced above? It sounds like it covers much of the same
ground, but for the sake of our citizens who view books as sources of ill-gained demons of Creation Denial Myths or
those whose attention spans can handle no more than 3 consecutive episodes of ”The Jeffersons” its a nice addendum.
Mind, I haven’t read the book so I probably sound like a pretentious jackass. I edit: The Fog Of War is a real
good movie. Curiously though, in a post-doc interview with McNamara he seemed to be downright upset about the
inevitable Iraq parallel and heavily discouraged any interpretation of his thoughts that could be transferred beyond
the 60s. It may have just been a case of CYAisming considering the film was released before the war started because
surely anyone could have drawn the same conclusion. Still, curious...
dankamongmen (2007-03-26 03:58:35)
i had not, but i shall make a point of doing so! thanks!

4.3.4

yes i’m a new world samurai, and a redneck nonetheless (2007-03-27 20:57) - artistic
- friends

Music: blur - parklife - magic america

good times at work:
Schneck, Phyllis rigorously showed:
> Better yet:
> Steal both the G and the T and replace them above the word Secure.
heh swap C’s and G’s, and A’s and T’s, and send the office around an
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appropriately non-orientable manifold! call it the
Great Chirality Caper (http://www.pnas.org/cgi/reprint/73/8/2639.pdf)!
if i manage to strike it big and become an eccentric old recluse, i’m
going to insist on only enantiopure dextrorotatory foods, claiming they
defend me from venoms. mmm, orgones.
–rigorously, nick
and i’m not sure how this one went out the way it did, with one page of djbdns wankery followed
by a page of...disjointed postscript about...hrmmm:
Date: Mon, 26 Mar 2007 09:10:52 -0400
From: Lamar Willis
To: nick black
Subject: Re: tinydns issue resolved, 99.999 % certainty
Nick,
He exposed himself to a lethal dose (around 2100 rems, or 21 Sv) of
neutron and gamma radiation, in history’s second criticality accident.
In addition to the blue glow and heat, Slotin experienced a sour taste
in his mouth and an intense burning sensation in his left hand. As soon
as Slotin left the building, he vomited, a common reaction from exposure
to extremely intense ionizing radiation.
Heh, that’s going to leave a nasty scar. And worst of all, no superpowers!

>Almost immediately upon my adding a dns test to the providence mon
>configuration, it mailed an ALERT to us:
>
>http://providence.research.sys/news/article.php?id=256 &group=sys.research.providence.rootmail #256
>
>At first, I assumed this was due to my having misconfigured mon. Soon,
>however, a new ALERT rolled on in:
>
>http://providence.research.sys/news/article.php?id=262 &group=sys.research.providence.rootmail #262
>http://providence.research.sys/news/article.php?id=263 &group=sys.research.providence.rootmail #263
>
>informing us that firth ethon and then providence had dropped off.
>seeing that i could ping them, I was about to junk mon when I noticed
>the error was ”address not found”. This corroboration of the earlier
>(and continued) DNS warnings convinced me to investigate further.
>Numerous AXFR record transfers from knuth to providence succeeded in a
>tight loop – clearly this wasn’t the problem. Having rebuilt knuth’s
>kernel today, during this time of iptables->xttables transition, I
>assumed firewalling of UDP was the culprit. Indeed it was; I rebuilt the
>kernel with xt state, and a few test A lookups worked from providence.
>
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>Why, though, would this resolve the problems that plagued us this week?
>I threw a tcpdump -i eth0 port 53 and udp up on knuth. The SOA request
>from providence nearly blinded me, yet still I watched with sickened
>fascination as knuth replied not a whit. Sure enough, our netstat -o
>output listed 100K+ in tinydns’s recvq and a zombie multilog stalked
>ps -uaxf [GREAT FOOTNOTE 0].
>
>Why was multilog failing? Why did it never fail for axfrdns? Check it:
>
>[knuth](0) $ ls -l /etc/*/log/
>drwxr-sr-x 2 dnslog nogroup 4096 2007-03-21 20:35 main
>-rwxr-xr-x 1 root root 50 2007-02-19 10:55 run
>-rw-r–r– 1 dnslog nogroup 0 2007-02-19 10:55 status
>drwx–S— 2 root root 4096 2007-03-24 18:25 supervise
>drwxr-sr-x 2 root dns 4096 2007-03-16 23:05 main
>-rwxr-xr-x 1 root dns 50 2007-02-19 10:54 run
>-rw-r–r– 1 root dns 0 2007-02-19 10:54 status
>drwxrwsr-x 2 root dns 4096 2007-03-25 05:55 supervise
>[knuth](0) $ ls
>
>Argrhrghrgrhgrhrg! I fixed up log/main and log/status, killall’d
>multilog, and w00t w00t:
>
>root 1567 Ss Mar24 0:00 /bin/sh /command/svscanboot
>root 1587 S Mar24 0:00 \ svscan /service
>root 1589 S Mar24 0:00 | \ supervise axfrdns
>root 1594 S Mar24 0:00 | | \ tcpserver -vDRHl0 -x tcp.cdb
>– 10.14.120.39 53 /usr/bin/axfrdns
>root 1590 S Mar24 0:00 | \ supervise log
>dnslog 25247 S 06:37 0:00 | | \ multilog t ./main
>root 1591 S Mar24 0:00 | \ supervise tinydns
>tinydns 1592 S Mar24 0:00 | | \ /usr/bin/tinydns
>root 21819 S 05:53 0:00 | \ supervise log
>dnslog 25246 S 06:37 0:00 | \ multilog t ./main
>root 1588 S Mar24 0:00 \ readproctitle service errors: ...c
>
>we no longer have a dead multilog! mon is back to a friendly, lethal green
>across the board:
>
> http://providence.research.sys/cgi-bin/monshow.cgi
>
>and i do believe that our woes are at a decisive end. Do you concur?
>
>I’m really fucking glad to have that resolved. It was upsetting me awful.
>
>–rigorously, nick
>
>[GREAT FOOTNOTE 0] For those new to the tale, these have been the
>Kaposi’s Sarcoma or Burkitt’s lymphoma of our Annoying Insentient
>DJBDNS Syndrome. Which reminds me of this FANTASTIC line from FM 8-9, ”NATO
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>HANDBOOK ON THE MEDICAL ASPECTS OF NBC DEFENSIVE OPERATIONS AMedP-6(B)”
>Section 617-c:
>
>”Lymphocyte levels may be used as a biologic dosimeter to confirm the presence
>of pure radiation injury but not in combined injuries. If the physician has the
>resources of a clinical laboratory, additional information can be obtained to
>support the original working diagnosis by the presence of prodromal symptoms.
>An initial blood sample for concentrations of circulating lymphocytes should be
>obtained as soon as possible from any patient classified as ”Radiation Injury
>Possible” or ”Radiation Injury Probable.” After the initial assessment or at
>least no later than 24 hours after the event in question, additional blood
>samples should be taken for comparison. The samples may be interpreted as
>follows:
>
> ..... snipped for brevity .....
>
>(5) LYMPHOCYTES NOT DETECTABLE. The patient has received a superlethal
>radiation dose, and survival is very unlikely. Most of these patients have
>received severe injuries to their gastrointestinal and cardiovascular
>systems and will not survive for more than 2 weeks.”
>
> [ danknote: there’s a step beyond 5, where there’s no point in testing
> lymphocytes; you’re still ”Walkin’ like Slotin” (Louis Slotin, that is)
> and have a week or so to put your affairs in order. at 80Sv whole-body
> or a 50Sv headshot, you’ve literally got neuron disruption or perhaps
> even explosive meningitis – see http://www.bt.cdc.gov/radiation/arsphysicianfactsheet.asp ]
>
>Anyway, if you’ve never checked them out, the 2001 IAEA report on Serov and
>2000 Los Alamos RoCA are both required reading:
>
> http://www.csirc.net/docs/reports/la-13638.pdf
> http://www-pub.iaea.org/MTCD/publications/PDF/Pub1106 scr.pdf
>
>Intense stuff! Of course, if you don’t know about the Therac-25 (Fatal Defect,
>anyone?), you’re not a computer scientist. This paper is ABSOLUTELY NUTS,
>on the order of the UN report on Rwanda nuts [1]:
>
> http://courses.cs.vt.edu/ cs3604/lib/Therac 25/Therac 1.html
>
>[1] http://www.un.org/News/dh/latest/rwanda.htm – fucked up shit right thar
>
–
Lamar Willis
Advanced Product Development
Applied Research
Secure Computing Corporation
i was told to ”mind my tongue” by a more senior coworker today as i attempted to tactfully critique
(”mentor”) his miasmal excrements, belched in clumpy, sulphurous bursts and long umbilical strings from
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verrucaspawn craniotomies, children born of stupidity among [1]a desert’s silence pierced with delivery
pangs, inspissated with an idle finger’s stirring and finally checked in as code. a year and a half in, i still
find myself pretty much unable to grok the dev team, their dogmas, or what exact kind of engineering they
think they’re doing. oh well, they shall be buried without firing a shot. pooh-te-weet!
i hope to see some of y’all over the coming weeks. i feel as if i’ve been away for some time.
1. http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?book_id=73&chapter=12

potatowocky (2007-03-28 13:05:10)
[ 42734861 griffin getty203b.jpg]

4.3.5

”To the end of his life, he made dull men uncomfortable, and vain men mad.”
(2007-03-31 11:05) - kaleidoscopic - friends

Music: don mclean - american pie - american pie

w000t! that quote to aspire toward comes to us from [1]richard rhodes, regarding [2]Leó Szilárd, a new hero
of mine. amazing fucking man, epitomizing Oppenheimer’s ””Taken as a story of human achievement, and
human blindness, the discoveries in the sciences are among the great epics”.
i have had the best night/morning w00000t! i sat around doing work until like 0200, slipping into
a depressed funk regarding ... becoming an adult, really. anyone who’s been there knows that it’s hard to
find chaotic-good types, waves of tumult and [3]youth energy, or gnosis of much beyond frustration, grim
determination, schedule droppage and sexual realpolitik in the Erziehungsroman that was [4]G to the f’n T.
but we fuckin’ did it! those who remember The Deck remember an experiment in ... not social darwinism,
but something not unlike [5]hagbard’s submarine, a struggle to remain above the miasmatic genius locali
of bureaucracy, defeatism and reservation, doomed from the beginning. it was one hell of a way live one’s
twentieth year, though. immersion in (restriction to? idling among?) atlanta’s bohemian engineering scene
since then has not been terribly extragregarious...but just as i thought all was lost and i was condemned to
wednesday nights at the high museum wine + art + meat market or wandering through midtown looking
more and more like [6]randall flagg, all the good people came through and a fabulous night like those of olde
was had. yay absinthe.
i’ve been trying to write three-word haiku in my bathroom notebook whenever chyme’s peristaltic waves
place me there. it’s surprisingly difficult (for now, at least) – you end up either saying nothing, or saying
nothing and sounding like a pretentious asshole to boot. my best effort in four minutes or so:

”eschatology”
solifidianistic!
...determinism?
i’m not sure whether this movement in art is quite ready for the prime time. it would have been a brilliant
addition to [7]a confederacy of dunces, though...good ol’ ignatius j! a nation turns its lonely eyes to you,
w00t w00t w00t.
[ LJ User: eccyntric ], it’s going to be great having you back around! please don’t destroy my boy; he’s
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among the last of the good ones who hasn’t moved yet; i fret and hope for him (cue sad look northward at [
LJ User: dj ricecake ] right around when i say ”hasn’t moved”...and where is russ? :/).
1. http://www.amazon.com/Making-Atomic-Bomb-Richard-Rhodes/dp/0684813785
2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Le%C3%B3_Szil%C3%A1rd
3. http://www.plyrics.com/lyrics/offspring/nitroyouthenergy.html
4. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Georgia_tech
5. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hagbard_Celine
6. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Randall_Flagg
7. http://www.amazon.com/Confederacy-Dunces-Evergreen-Book/dp/0802130208

dj ricecake (2007-03-31 22:05:47)
Aww, I appreciate the thought! Russ is still in Shanghai. He swung by my area a few weeks ago, but unfortunately
he couldn’t make it to the ATL :(
eccyntric (2007-04-01 11:06:21)
I’ll take excellent care of him. No need to worry ;) And thanks...SA’s gorgeous, but I really can’t wait to get home.
pigmassacre (2007-04-02 19:19:31)
I like your haiku. Viva la deck!
threv (2007-04-02 19:21:38)
i reserve first dibs on using that haiku as an album title.

4.4
4.4.1

April
now we’re all sons-of-bitches (2007-04-08 12:16) - transmutationful - public

Music: jefferson airplane - 3/5 of a mile in 10 seconds

zach: is it just me or did one of your guinnesses spontaneously regenerate
dank: in order to track down who’s drinking my guinness i have carefully replaced one’s contents with a
high-molarity hydrochloric acid, not unlike that which klaus fuchs’s mother smote herself with one grim
october morn in 1931. this is aqua regia of the soul, my friend.
zach: i’ll steer clear of it then. kick some ass though!
dank: come running when you hear some guy’s otherworldly screams melt into gasps. we’ll kick him in his
foaming throat and yell, ”you broke into the wrong place motherfucker and drank the wrong acid, APRIL IS
THE CRUELEST MONTH ASSHOLE”
zach: we’ll do spring cleaning – with the corpses of our enemies!
dank: zach, the whole point of 30 %+ muriatic solute is that it cleans corpses up for you. by god i’d
hydrofluorize the bastards if that foul shit could be contained in beer glass, hydrohalide them up and down
Group 7, and yea, also making employ of hydrastatic acid summoned from dark places and heavy bismuth!
zach: yeaaaaaaaaaaaaaaah!!!
dank: then i’m going to make meth out of and smoke his head!
zach: yeaaaaaaaaaaaaaaah!!!
[1]fascinating, and everything it links to looks pretty good, too.
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ack! scary! http://www.tc.faa.gov/its/worldpac/techrpt/artn97-108.pdf – ”Effects of Concentrated Hydrochloric Acid Spills on Aircraft Aluminum Skin”. well, I’m glad someone’s worrying about these things.
i am going to CLEAN MY GODDAMN WINDOW today, which has disgusted me since a drink got thrown
from one of y’all years ago (methinks [ LJ
on it in the early hours of 2007-01-01 (not by me!). i stole
User: dreamistruth ]?) and use it for wallpaper a few days every april now:
1. http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?cmd=Retrieve&db=PubMed&list_uids=9824935&dopt=Abstract

tgrey (2007-04-08 19:30:31)
Hey Nick, you probably will remember me. Kevin, red head that went to Marist with you for a year or so, till they
kicked me out early in the 94-95 year. A friend of mine had some friends of his hanging out in my room at frolicon
this year... don’t remember their names. Your name got briefly mentioned, I immediately recognized it and asked
more to see if it was the same person. Small world moment... anyways, added you.
dankamongmen (2007-04-08 19:35:41)
w00000t! how goes it? greg tolar speaks warmly of you, and i speak warmly of greg tolar. how has life treated you
since then? i understand you’re now part of the k-rad dj underground or something? i shall add you back forthright
tgrey (2007-04-08 20:32:46)
Things are going great. Actually, getting kicked out of that school was one of the best things to happen to me,
tho I didn’t know it at the time. I moved on to a magnet school for visual and performing arts where I focused on
my music. I don’t write code much anymore, but I’m still in I.T. After two disappearing .coms I’m now working
comfortably for those big ”G” guys. I love it there. Uhm, no I wouldn’t say I’m part of any dj underground. I
borrowed Greg’s turntables for a few months, and had a blast spinning with them... but really I suck at it. I don’t
have much time to devote to music anymore, but when I do it’s typically using csound... a programming language
that compiles into audio. Aside from various bash scripts, it’s about the only code I still write. Yeah, Greg and I go
way back, 6 or 7 years. I showed him how to pull a new dhcp lease in windows without rebooting at a gaming con...
also helped him with his first linux install. You’re working with him now? And the world gets even smaller. :)
thirdeyeoferis (2007-04-08 20:53:32)
it was me....
tgrey (2007-04-08 21:00:06)
I’m horrible with names, especially when heavily inebriated.
thirdeyeoferis (2007-04-09 19:23:39)
BTW, All the recipes for Weekends i found call for firewater instead of goldschlager and i think the order is Rumple
minze, Midori, Firewater, Barenjager, Jagermeister.... and it’s Isaac :)
seldomawake (2007-04-09 10:19:01)
Apparently, HCl causes ”esophagogastric massive necrosis, and the duodenopancreatic frame.” That’s a quote I really
hope to remember.
seldomawake (2007-04-09 10:20:08)
Damnit, the actual quote is, ”esophagogastric massive necrosis, and the duodenopancreatic frame necrosis.” That
typo above really annoys me.
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dankamongmen (2007-04-09 11:40:23)
that word belongs in a high school cheer somewhere.
GOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO, HALIDES!

duo- deno- pancreatic!

necrosis – it’s automatic!

dankamongmen (2007-04-09 11:42:49)
btw, behold the awe-inspiring power of the delcomment.bml URI when fed a proper comment ID.
seldomawake (2007-04-09 11:45:01)
Hah! I bow to your understanding of the LJ API. I guess I could’ve clicked the ”Delete” button, too :) BTW,
remind me to tell you about the time I spilt 4 gallons of 18+M H2SO4 all over myself. You could say I dropped
acid at work. It’s a lot less pleasant than it sounds.
dankamongmen (2007-04-09 11:52:29)
i have no doubts that being etched is regrettable. this, on the other hand, is a pearl of great price:
Johnny was a chemist, but now he is no more. For what he thought was H2O was H2SO4.
aqueous solution, that is. islamo-alchemist tea.
coleoptera (2007-04-09 15:11:49)
kids like you shouldn’t be allowed in labs. :)
pigmassacre (2007-04-10 18:18:31)
”then i’m going to make meth out of and smoke his head!” ........Could I get that recipe?

4.4.2

little johnny was a chemist, now he is no more – what he thought was H2O was
H2SO4 (2007-04-09 07:57) - pleased - public

Music: bad religion - stranger than fiction - incomplete

Over the years, I’ve accumulated some words of advice for people young and old on the topic of ANSI/IEEE
POSIX 1003.1 - 1995. Having enunciated them this morning in a veritable tidal wave of aphorisms not
unsuggestive of peter north, I submit to the peanut gallery:
Dank’s Sagelike Wisdom Concerning POSIX Threads
The static initializers are unsung heroes. Learn them.
If you are using asynchronous cancellation, you have a bug.
If you are using pthread attr setstackaddr(), and you don’t know why that’s funny, you have a bug.
Use of sched yield() is almost certainly a bug, and furthermore it is womanly in nature.
o This logic is trivially extended to pthread yield().
The Triforce of POSIX Thread stacks:
o If you aren’t allocating a stack fit to your thread, you will one day smash that stack.
o Recursion’s all fun and games until your recurse on through (to the other side).
o If you’re using your stack, you should probably heap-allocate or use TLS.
o Yes, this all applies to an unthreaded program (especially an embedded one), with a critical difference –
memory management is process-based, causing noisy failures in the unthreaded case. Meanwhile, a POSIX
thread will happily push a frame down right over his buddy’s DTV/TLS in NPTL (see [1]NPTL, ”Memory
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Allocation”). Have a good time debugging that, champ!
Failure to check every return, especially pthread mutex destroy(), is cause for [2]many many lashes of
electric wire.
Those who fail to designate an alternate signal stack will one day wish they had.
Solaris 2.5’s lack of timeslicing among compute-bound user threads can be addressed in two ways:
o Setting the concurrency level to the number of compute-bound user threads + 1.
+ Surely this is not the Tao of Programming.
o Spawning no more than one compute-bound user thread per CPU, and providing preemption.
+ Surely this is the Tao of Programming.
Those who say, ”I need never spawn thread one on Solaris 2.5” would trade their birthright for cold pottage.
Before trying to solve an issue with POSIX thread scheduling parameters, go ahead and piss in the radiator.
the song from that chef boy-r-deez dinosaur noodle commercial has been in my head for hours now. i
find myself again wondering if trepanation might not be the solution. it’s a dinosaur hunt!
[edit]
1. http://www.redhat.com/whitepapers/developer/POSIX_Linux_Threading.pdf
2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tuol_Sleng_Genocide_Museum#The_Security_Regulations

uniheliodem (2007-04-09 12:56:44)
Amen. I have found and debugged all of these issues at least once on Unix, I remember the Solaris 2.5 threading
bug fondly. Call it the joy of being the go-to thread debugging guy at my previous company. I love debugging
multi-threaded applications. I’m sick in the head that way. I much prefer debugging multi-threaded Unix apps than
multi-threaded windows apps though. The former at least crashes in expected ways. The latter will most likely refuse
to crash until a year after it has been deployed to several thousand customers – hitting most of the customers at once
and then disappearing again, long enough for management to call it a fluke instead of a bug until it rears its ugly
head again. *shudder*
dankamongmen (2007-04-09 13:22:32)
heh, i’ve not spent more than a handful of hours since 1999 or so in front of a windows machine. there’s about four
dozen jobs i can think of before i’d take on that grim work. just a few: * propagandist for some eurotrash far-right
party * flenser * work my way through all known snake venoms, building up immunity to each, and see whether i
can make some money with that if the alternative involved centipedes or retarded children, though, i’d hunker down
with the 48 volumes of documentation .NET surely requires by now and get my MFC on. do they still use MFC? do
i still need to carry around copies of VBRUN300.DLL and WINSOCK.DLL? are debug.exe or Stacker still in use?
uniheliodem (2007-04-09 13:44:51)
Sadly, people still do use MFC. I avoid it at all costs, preferring wxWidgets and the STL. I’m torn on whether
MFC or .NET is better, it is akin to deciding if I want to elect a Democrat or Republican. ;-) If I wasn’t doing
mad cryptography and low level kernel stuff, there would be no way that I would work on Windows. Alas, it is a
necessary step in my so-called career development. My next stop is to find a decent paying day job writing software
compilers, preferably for Unix / Linux.
seldomawake (2007-04-10 12:15:12)
That little rant is now making its way around the office. We’re a windows shop primarily, but we do have a solaris
build...
dankamongmen (2007-04-10 19:58:34)
excellent! so long as you include the link to Tuol Sleng’s incredibly ungrammatical security regulations, all is well.
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assholes abound (2007-04-10 18:17) - satisfied - public

Music: all around me there is the rich hum of empty conversation

i’m sitting outside at the highander on this beautiful tuesday, workin’ hard. some buckhead woman walked
up, ”do you know where apeee....apreeze...apreice...”
”apres diem?”
”yes!”
”it’s right over there, just follow the sound of pretension”
three tables outside other than mine are occupied. at one, two hipsters are talking about video games.
at another, two webhosting hustlers are preaching unfettered bullshit at two suits, having a good ol’ time.
i know one of them, very peripherally...at the third table, a guy i know to be a cook is wearing a ”GEEK:
Please Date” tshirt while he talks on a cell phone.
who the hell are all of these people? why is that guy wearing that tshirt? how is it that webhosting is
not now entirely done without human involvement? what on earth is the appeal of video games?
i spend upwards of ninety hours a week on my computer, at a bare minimum. according to [1]gnotime
+ my utmp/iceweasel plugins, that’s divided...well, there’s no easy and meaningful way to do that, so let me
estimate:
• 55 % reading non-social RSS / web / ebooks / documentation / newsgroups
• 15 % reading social webpages / email / actively IM’ing
• 25 % reading code / work email / writing code / reading lib docs and man pages
• 5 % doing miscellaneous other crap
how do people who neither seem to code nor, honestly, read spend so much time on a computer? what are
they doing?
work is finally really coming alive. the overhauls and changes i’ve been proposing almost since day 1 to
our development process and methodologies are mature, and now people are changing. mentorship has become very real, and is passing on down the hierarchy, reaching the leaves of our organization. feedback loops
are shrinking and pulling taut. information, always distributed, is now indexed, maintained, and shared. it’s
a snowballing effect that’s finally manifesting itself in full, and right now is a very exciting time. a year and
change in, i’m beginning to think that they picked the right person for this job, and i might yet save this
young band of coders. excelsior!
1. http://gttr.sourceforge.net/

airbagged (2007-04-10 22:56:11)
where do you live in which this tuesday is beautiful? i envy you.
dankamongmen (2007-04-11 01:05:08)
Atlanta GA, capital of the New South! [1]Outkast says hello. [gtlab.jpg] w00t!
1.

http://dank.qemfd.net/tabpower/outkast%20-%20southernplayalisticadillacmuzik%20-%2004%20-%20welcome%

20to%20atlanta%20(interlude).wav
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solecize (2007-04-12 04:37:40)
hell fucking yeah!
dankamongmen (2007-04-11 07:30:10)
a shitty day then, i guess, in maryland? y’all need to change your flag to a big angry crab snipping his claws at shitty
delaware.
meemeedarling (2007-04-11 00:18:25)
how do people who neither seem to code nor, honestly, read spend so much time on a computer? what are they doing?
I just wrote a large reply to this, but then I figured - like you care.
dankamongmen
meemeedarling (2007-04-11 02:01:59)
It was a boring response. Even for myself, and I was the author. Example: and then I check my e-mail, and then I
read wiki.
dankamongmen (2007-04-11 01:07:00)
wtf?!?! if i didn’t care, i wouldn’t have you here.
zbtron (2007-04-11 00:27:19)
apres diem has limoncello. nuff said.
coleoptera (2007-04-11 01:32:00)
apres diem is a somewhat acceptable place if you go when it’s not busy (approximately never, but about 3ish some
days) and they have a new small dish and you want a drink too. however, the place is tainted for me after I went
there with a postdoc I met at work and was practically raped IN the restaurant by the creep. can’t trust molecular
modelers. i lump all of you into one category now.
smellycoder (2007-04-11 02:25:54)
”how do people who neither seem to code nor, honestly, read spend so much time on a computer? what are they
doing?” posting emo pictures on my space. or looking at porn. duh.
dankamongmen (2007-04-11 04:19:52)
or hci
smellycoder (2007-04-11 14:25:00)
touche! i prefer the porn though.
thirdkraytwin (2007-04-11 06:57:34)
i live in the forest. most of the time i spend on the computer is wondering why other people don’t. i have dialup; i
am such a fucking luddite. wheeeeeeeeee.
seldomawake (2007-04-11 11:43:22)
In all seriousness, could you please let me know what your take on software methodolgy is? I suspect that Lean
Software Development or Agile or trend-of-the-month-x aren’t what you’re looking for. Also, I’m really, really curious
as to how you made feedback loops happen, and how you managed to get mentors to take on mentees. Finally, if you
ever figure out what the appeal of video games is, do let me know.
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dankamongmen (2007-04-11 17:06:43)
well, when i worked at reflex, we really got most of it right (under the auspices of jason lunz, who put much time and
thought into the issues at hand, along with everyone else contributing). i’ve brought over a lot of what we worked out
there and adapted it to the much wider scale at which SCUR operates. basically, it’s not about any methodology, it’s
about: 1) knowing exactly where your code is at any time, what assumptions can be made of branches, constantly
verifying this in an automated fashion, and parameterizing processes based on it, 2) making decisions out in the
open, moving forward when technical consensus is achieved, being free with both criticism and praise and accepting
both thankfully, 3) automating everything that can possibly be automated and plenty of stuff people said couldn’t
be, 4) generating the most useful feedback possible (requiring identifying what’s useful) as quickly as possible under
the constraints (requiring a careful systems approach), building up the confidence in these systems necessary for epic,
sweeping changes to code structure, and then putting your all into pulling these changes off (this does get into agile
stuff – i’m all about writing tests before code. but that’s Dijkstran long before it was XP or XP even existed), 5)
constant reexamination of high-level planning in the short- and long-term, ie release schedules / refactoring (refactoring is a totally different game when one moves from one’s own 2-3 code bases of 5 years’ attention to 15-20 code
bases from at least 6 companies and 200 engineers in 10+ languages) / when you can afford to put someone with less
DSK in a new domain to expose them / the other 5k variables that go into a dev shop 6) immediate review by several
pairs of eyes and several automated methods of all commits is the single most important requisite to a successful
longterm dev effort. 7) leading by example, constantly honing your own skills, refusing to do anything less than the
best job you can imagine being done, and making it clear that engineers interested in doing the same ought emulate
you. that, of course, comes down to trust and establishing oneself as the resident alpha male.
uniheliodem (2007-04-11 13:28:30)
at the third table, a guy i know to be a cook is wearing a ”GEEK: Please Date” tshirt while he talks on a cell phone. It
is interesting to note that the geek subculture has gathered enough attention by the mainstream that there are now
lots of wannabe geeks walking around. I see the more ostentatious people wearing ThinkGeek shirts or other ”geek
chiq”. Many of these people don’t even know the meaning of the shirts that they are wearing. On the other hand, I
can get away with doing geeky things in public that I would have never gotten away with ten or twenty years ago.
I’ve seen LARPers gather crowds of otherwise normal people – as fans. Hell, [1]Live Coding has become all the rage
at some dance clubs. The balance has definitely shifted.
1. http://www.toplap.org/index.php/Main_Page

dankamongmen (2007-04-11 17:28:24) some dance clubs
The DNA Lounge or anything else [ LJ User: jwz ] has a stake in are hardly one’s typical clubs :D. i’ve never seen
this craziness before, interesting. my boy [ LJ User: uglor ] has a fantastic portfolio he did of BSD/GNU source
projected onto naked girls; you should check it out.
uniheliodem (2007-04-11 19:55:41) Re: some dance clubs
Yeah, I’ll check it out when I get home, since it’s nsfw and all.
piq (2007-04-11 16:39:24)
I rarely code these days (aside from humdrum task scripts and the occasional tool) but I spend upwards of 30 hours
a week drawing UML diagrams, writing up interfaces and/or requirements docs for my coding colleagues. Other than
that, most of my hobbies (music, visual arts) still leverage software to a great extent. We’re simply getting to a point
where almost every professional tool involves these multi-purpose machines. In 20 years chiropractors will hold our
wealth for sure.
dankamongmen (2007-04-11 16:49:59)
if two decades from now i still have a back or anything else so lacking miniaturization, we’re having a long hard talk
with the boys in R &D about what went wrong.
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so it goes....busy, busy, busy (2007-04-12 01:54) - suckerpunched - public

Music: allman brothers - live at fillmore east - statesboro blues

”Like so many Americans, she was trying to construct a life that made sense from things she found in gift
shops.”
I jumped out of bed remembering that I’d intended to research slaughterhouses. That led to a brief search
for criticism of Slaughterhouse-Five...at which point about 7 rss feeds lit up like dresden announcing [1]kurt
vonnegut’s death. poo-tee-weet?
I love you sons of bitches. You re all I read any more. You’re the only ones who ll talk all about the
really terrific changes going on, the only ones crazy enough to know that life is a space voyage, and not a
short one, either, but one that ll last for billions of years. You re the only ones with guts enough to really
care about the future, who really notice what machines do to us, what wars do to us, what cities do to us,
what big, simple ideas do to us, what tremendous misunderstanding, mistakes, accidents, catastrophes do to
us. You’re the only ones zany enough to agonize over time and distance without limit, over mysteries that
will never die, over the fact that we are right now determining whether the space voyage for the next billion
years or so is going to be Heaven or Hell.
Listen:
The waitress brought me another drink. She wanted to light my hurricane lamp again. I wouldn’t let her.
”Can you see anything in the dark, with your sunglasses on?” she asked me.
”The big show is inside my head.”
To be
the eyes
and ears
and conscience
of the Creator of the Universe,
you fool.
o Kilgore Trout’s unwritten reply to the question ”What is the purpose of life?”

If I should ever die, God forbid, let this be my epitaph:
THE ONLY PROOF HE NEEDED
FOR THE EXISTENCE OF GOD
WAS MUSIC
Vonnegut’s Blues For America 07 January, 2006 Sunday Herald
goodbye kurt. thanks for all the foma.
1. http://www.chron.com/disp/story.mpl/ap/nation/4707722.html

foole (2007-04-12 12:01:38)
:( This isn’t a good way to start off the day.
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coleoptera (2007-04-12 14:15:34)
a friend and i thought maybe we’d do a showing of Breakfast of Champions soon, you want to do that?
msbeanhead (2007-04-12 16:27:15)
That movie is such a zany awesome ride.
dankamongmen (2007-04-12 18:20:45)
i’ve heard that movie’s absolutely terrible. i’ve never seen slaughterhouse-five, though, which is rumored to be excellent. i’d be substantially more interested in the latter.

4.4.5

If I ain’t there when you blaze a blunt huh, please think of me (2007-04-12 20:20) busy - friends

Music: three six mafia - still fly

it might be mere beasters, but someone loved and cared for these two noble torpedos. i’m proud of m’boys,
and i’ll think of the noble Canadian farmer as i send them to fiery deaths:

[1]
(here’s the [2]source pic for zooming in on the purply goodness, very large). heh just add in [3]music and
you’ve got pretty much the entire nick black daily experience in this post, good times good times...
my dsl, officially the earth’s worst, has made it so that all effective work this dark day was done warwalking
and sitting at the bar. curses! i’m going to be up all night for sure making it up, arrrrrrrrgh
1. http://pics.livejournal.com/dankamongmen/pic/0000rx48/
2. http://dank.qemfd.net/images/p1000513.jpeg
3. http://dank.qemfd.net/tabpower/three_six_mafia-02-stay_fly_(f_young_buck_eightball_and_mjg).mp3

dreamistruth (2007-04-13 01:51:37)
can i have someeeeeeeeeee? you love me, dank.
fmephisto (2007-04-13 03:22:25)
What is in the glass?
dankamongmen (2007-04-13 13:47:46)
a star fell from heaven to earth and was packaged in DIY kits sold on ebay
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uniheliodem (2007-04-13 13:13:06)
Nice nugs. It’s been years since the last time I smoked anything other than an occasional (tobacco) cigar. But, my
mouth still waters at the sight. I have a good friend who occasionally will let me take a look at his buds and give
them a good sniff. Not as good as smoking them, but it’s better than nothing. :-)
angry user (2007-04-13 13:23:49)
glorious.
dankamongmen (2007-04-13 13:44:26)
glorious would be Terizzminus’s weather since tuesday or so. even i, who’d strike the daystar soundly if not for its
incredible heat, am drawn outside by the fucking pageantry that is Myrtle, Juniper, Argonne et al right now. sitting
outside with a Tab and two Newcastles and well-secured high-speed wireless, one knows it is truly a golden age.
HOLY SHIT WAYNE WE’RE GONNA HAVE TO START PLAYING TENNIS AGAIN
angry user (2007-04-13 14:15:38)
your street is indeed righteously gorgeous. I’ll be outside in my own brightly flowered back yard soon in an attempt
to bring renewed life to the paint on the mighty Cutlass. And I’m substituing delicious white russians for your
Newcastles at the moment. working remotely is a beautiful thing.
angry user (2007-04-13 14:16:09)
and TENNIS, FUCK YEAH!

4.4.6

some people say they’re not much like i am i know i can make up enough words
for you to follow along (2007-04-14 16:16) - sleepy, still - public

Music: nirvana - incesticide - dive

ye godz, i ate a handful of black pills [ LJ User: jmol ]’d left over here, thinking they were vitamins, and
instead they were some horrible tranquilizer/sedative/death combo that left me knocked out for about 20
hours. nothing i needed, for certain. friday night was thus a wash, spent alternating between dreamless
deepest sleep and weird dreams involving ex-girlfriends, psychological evaluations, this damn resort on the
Chilean coast that’s surely nonexistent yet has taken on a life in my dreamspace, growing steadily larger,
more complex and more strangely connected (it has at least four spatial dimensions :(. lately sleeping is less
restful than staying awake. i’ve got to do something about this place; it’s like cummings’s enormous room
argh. it’s seriously making me really unhappy) and chemical weapons.
apparently, the southeast as a whole is about to be deluged. from NOAA:

Atlanta, Fulton County Airport-Brown Field
Lat: 33.78 N Lon: 84.52 W Elev: 863 ft
Last Update on Apr 14, 3:53 pm EDT
Mostly Cloudy 74°F (23°C) 56 % Vrbl 5 G 16 MPH 29.78” (1008.0 mb) 57°F (14°C) 10.00 mi.
Tonight: Periods of rain and thunderstorms. Some of the storms could be severe and produce
heavy rainfall. Low around 50. South wind 10 to 15 mph becoming west. Winds could gust as
high as 20 mph. Chance of precipitation is 100 %.
I have thus laid in supplies of tab energy drink, vegetarian tsou’s, absinthe, and newports, and eagerly await
[ LJ User: jmol ] for a long night of thunderstorms and fucking, for surely my dsl shan’t last through a slight
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atmospheric disturbance. Shopping for homes is one of the most depressing things I’ve ever taken a part of,
and I’m seriously entertaining the idea of simply burying a schoolbus ten feet into the red clay.
[1]American Prometheus is still working its way through me after having completed it a few days ago,
changing me in ways I can’t yet fathom...one thing is certain, that it was the finest biography I’ve ever read,
and I’ve never known anyone or any story that helped me so much to understand myself. He who has an
ear, let him attend to what Bird and Sherwin have done in this magnificent, magisterial epic look at a...well,
you can’t beat the title, honestly. It will require several rereadings. Before then, though, I must finish
slogging through the rather more boring Dover titles by [2]Isaacs, [3]Krylov, [4]bharuca-reid and [5]gikhman
that need to get finished up, having been put aside midway through at one time or another. Just looking at
bharuca-reid makes my eyes hurt, ugh.
This week and weekend are going to kick ass. So much to do, huzzah!
1. http://www.americanprometheus.org/
2. http://www.amazon.com/Character-Theory-Finite-Groups-Martin/dp/0486680142
3. http://www.amazon.com/Introduction-Processes-Graduate-Studies-Mathematics/dp/0821829858
4. http://www.amazon.com/Elements-Theory-Markov-Processes-Applications/dp/0486695395
5. http://www.amazon.com/Introduction-Theory-Random-Processes-Mathematics/dp/0486693872/ref=pd_bxgy_b_text_b/
002-3869919-8032859

thirdkraytwin (2007-04-15 14:11:17)
I had a friend that used to eat anything he found. We called him Guinea Pig. I think he’s like, dead or something.

4.4.7

if love is shelter, i wanna walk in the rain (2007-04-18 22:28) - chipper - public

Music: kool and the gang - jungle boogie

[1]good news prior to 4/20:
In lab and mouse studies, the compound, known as THC, cut lung tumor growth in half and
helped prevent the cancer from spreading, says Anju Preet, PhD, a Harvard University researcher
in Boston who tested the chemical.
While a lot more work needs to be done, the results suggest THC has therapeutic potential,
she tells WebMD.
Moreover, other early research suggests the cannabis compound could help fight brain, prostate,
and skin cancers as well, Preet says.
The findings were presented at the annual meeting of the American Association for Cancer Research.
The finding builds on the recent discovery of the body’s own cannabinoid system, Preet says.
Known as endocannabinoids, the natural cannabinoids stimulate appetite and control pain and
inflammation.
THC seeks out, attaches to, and activates two specific endocannabinoids that are present in
high amounts on lung cancer cells, Preet says. This revs up their natural anti-inflammatory
c 2008 dankamongmen. This book is strictly personal.
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properties. Inflammation can promote the growth and spread of cancer.
In the new study, the researchers first demonstrated that THC inhibited the growth and spread of
cells from two different lung cancer cell lines and from patient lung tumors. Then, they injected
THC into mice that had been implanted with human lung cancer cells. After three weeks, tumors
shrank by about 50 percent, compared with tumors in untreated mice.
attention all reading people: please recommend biographies. after american prometheus and cato’s threevolume series on johnson a few years ago, I’m coming around to this genre in a major way and feel I’ve
ignore it for far too long.
i’m building myself a new workstation, with help from [ LJ User: rusty42 ]; it’ll be my first really nice
one, the first time i’ve availed myself of the ”top-of-the-line”:
- 2.66GHz core 2 duo (64bit)
- 4G 800MHz DDR
- 4.5TB RAID5 (3G usable) via 6x750 SATA II
w00t! that fucker oughta reduce compile times.
1. http://www.cbsnews.com/stories/2007/04/17/health/webmd/main2696726.shtml

datavortex (2007-04-19 06:37:13)
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0743270754/102-2700097-5702522
theadana (2007-04-20 13:49:55) Hmm.
DV, how is it that someone you know also knows my friend jcreed in Pittsburgh? Why is the world so small and
random? I guess that of all the days to enjoy surprising and friendly coincidence, this is it. It was good randomly
running into you! (And hi, dude who’s journal I randomly saw on jcreed’s friends page!)
datavortex (2007-04-20 14:52:08) Re: Hmm.
Not sure how I know him exactly, but since he’s CS at CMU, it’s probably either through you, through [ LJ User:
modularformsboy ], or through [ LJ User: d33ann ]/many other [1]Telerama people that I met via [2]Usenix. So
yeah, one of those ways. Random dude = Nick. Nick has more rigor than God, and also other things that do exist.
1. http://www.telerama.com/
2. http://www.usenix.org/

dankamongmen (2007-04-20 17:37:40) Re: Hmm.
why thank you kindly, larry! [hugs]
dankamongmen (2007-04-20 17:36:22) Re: Hmm.
howdy! i stole [ LJ User: jcreed ] off of a math community. i don’t really know him, although i’ve friended a few
people he hangs out with and i feel i could show up in pittsburgh, throw down my bag and do math with everyone.
dankamongmen (2007-04-20 17:41:37)
i ordered this today, thanks!
jsw (2007-04-20 17:55:42) another lincoln one
I have not read that one. Oddly, I saw some mixed reviews of it. I used to read a bunch of Doris Kearns Goodwin
books, so I will check this one out eventually. Her [1]book on the Kennedy’s is really good. I was forced to read her
[2]LBJ bio for AP US History... holy shit, 12 years ago. I recall liking it, but should probably read it again, because
at 16 I’m sure much of it was lost on me. However... I am more interested in reading [3]Lincoln’s Melancholy: How
Depression Challenged a President and Fueled His Greatness than the Goodwin book on Lincoln. Also, I bought
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[4]Alan Turing: The Enigma on November 15, 2000 (according to Amazon), and I still have not read a page of it :(
It’s supposed to be excellent. I put American Prometheus on hold at the library. Thanks for the recommendation.
Jonathan
1.

http://www.amazon.com/Fitzgeralds-Kennedys-American-Saga/dp/0743201752/ref=sr_1_1/102-8189058-1240156?

ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1177091255&sr=1-1
2.

http://www.amazon.com/Lyndon-Johnson-American-Kearns-Goodwin/dp/0312060270/ref=sr_1_1/

102-8189058-1240156?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1177091335&sr=1-1
3.

http://www.amazon.com/Lincolns-Melancholy-Depression-Challenged-President/dp/0618773444/ref=sr_1_1/

102-8189058-1240156?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1177091079&sr=1-1
4.

http://www.amazon.com/Alan-Turing-Enigma-Andrew-Hodges/dp/0802775802/ref=sr_1_1/102-8189058-1240156?ie=

UTF8&s=books&qid=1177090787&sr=8-1

jsw (2007-04-20 18:56:48) excerpt
I forgot, The Atlantic published an article by the author of Lincoln’s Melancholy:
firmament (2007-04-19 08:24:12)
The Metaphysical Club bz Louis Menand is quite good, and basically is a bigraphy of an entire intellectual movement,
focusing on Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr, C.S. Peirce, William James, and John Dewey. The most common biography
of Nikola Tesla is poorly written and sensationalistic, but perhaps entertaining on the basis of the latter.
dankamongmen (2007-04-20 17:41:57)
i like the looks of the former and have ordered it today. thanks!
blowgurt (2007-04-19 11:44:30) on the topic of James
Allow me to recommend: http://www.amazon.com/Genuine-Reality-Life-William-James/dp/02267585 91/ref=pd
bbs 2/104-0875269-0595109?ie=UTF8 &s=books &qid=1176982951 &sr=8-2 It was quite the uplifting novel in
my mild post-breakup depression of ’97. (I read the hardcover edition).
seldomawake (2007-04-19 12:50:25)
I would like to recommend Isaacson’s Einstein: His Life and Universe. Ir’s very NPRish, but a good read. Also, I
would like to recommend Iacocca’s autobiography. That may be just my unnatural love for the automotive facets of
life talking, though. If you’re looking for something more business-oriented, try Jack Welch’s Jack: Straight from the
Gut. There is one more I’m reading currently: The Master Plan: Himmler’s Scholars and the Holocaust. It could, I
suppose, be considered a biography of Himmler’s propaganda and nazi-centric research institutes. It is creepy in ways
I can’t describe, and for some reason keeps pinging The Rhetoric of Reason in my mind...
dankamongmen (2007-04-19 13:03:23)
i’ve read the master plan, along with the nazi doctors, hitler’s willing executioners, the bravest battle, and of course
Shirer, but not these other ones. i’ll definitely check out isaacson. thanks!
slack scholar (2007-04-19 12:58:04)
interesting news. thanks for posting.
tempest261 (2007-04-19 20:39:04)
Intel’s about to have a major price drop on all of their non-extreme edition parts- apparently at the end of the month.
Just FYI.
spoonless (2007-04-20 04:56:22)
Little Girl Lost, by Drew Barrymore is fun... if you’ve never read it. (It’s not that long, so you would probably be
able to fly through it pretty quick.) (I assume at some point you’ve read ”Surely you’re joking, Mr. Feynman”, but if
c 2008 dankamongmen. This book is strictly personal.
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not, read it immediately.)
dankamongmen (2007-04-20 17:35:18)
hah, my mom read that book! and yes, i’ve certainly read surely you’re joking along with genius
racarate (2007-05-23 22:26:33)
Ben Franklin’s autobiography is cra-zy.

4.4.8

party like a rockstar, fuck like a pornstar (2007-04-23 15:32) - excited - friends

Music: flosstradamus - act a fool

off to interview with that faithful old whore of a prospective employer, ibm/iss! most everyone who’s worked
anywhere, it seems, has worked at ibm or otherwise found fenducation among her broodling sac somewhere
along the way. all other things held equal, i have absolutely 0 % problem making a career switch that brings
me closer to [1]the tj watson grand rigorium. Mmmm, that oppressive atmosphere of stale nerdsweat and
chinese food-mâché! Mmmmm, those Yorktown nights! I’m taking it seriously enough to be wearing my
knuthposse shirt and not drinking more than two beers beforehand. Let’s see what you’ve got, ibm/iss
megalith! w000000000t it’s the hap, happiest time of the year! I love interviews themselves more than any
job they could yield up, I think – it’s a concentrated few hours of preening on stage, in command of your
craft, before a receptive, cogent and delighted audience. that kind of extrovert crack is hard to come by in
professional engineering! TEAR THE ROOF OFF THE FUCKER TEAR THE ROOF OFF THE FUCKER
WHOO
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1. http://www.watson.ibm.com/index.shtml

uniheliodem (2007-04-23 20:01:50)
Don Knuth is da man! One of my aspirations is to receive a check from him in the amount of $2.56, for finding a
typographical error in one of his books. I’d frame it. :-)
doctorpam (2007-04-23 20:19:40)
There is something about stale nerdsweat that just turns me the fuck on. Baby. On interviews: it’s especially nice
when they start noticably salivating. :) Git ’er done, boy.
zmode13 (2007-04-23 23:34:19)
Totally unrelated: AIM text messages do indeed get to me; I’ve just been to crazy-busy lately to respond to them,
especially since my texting speed is approximately 3 wpm.
dankamongmen (2007-04-23 23:54:36)
my heart leaps like a gazelle! is there any chance you can hit me up on aim/gtalk?
airbagged (2007-04-24 14:06:31)
”most everyone who’s worked anywhere, it seems, has worked at ibm” that is the truest statement I’ve ever heard.
c 2008 dankamongmen. This book is strictly personal.
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basically all of my friends parents work at IBM

4.4.9

like Debussy I kick minuets now make bigger bets no strobelight ho but sick in
silhouettes (2007-04-23 21:40) - contemplative - friends

Music: phish - 2003-07-25 - set 2 - 02 - kung

unexpected thing to hear in an interview #420:
now that ibm bought us we’re not supposed to say things like this but i’m getting a boner
just talking to you dude
Sir–
While I appreciate the frank and earnest way in which you’ve expressed your high hopes for a fantastic
development experience in the future...boner?
So it goes! Most unexpectedly, [1]IBM/ISS had a project of incredible fascination, challenge and opportunity all wrapped up like a christmas present for me, and I may very well go for it...it’s gonna come down
to my reactions to the proposed team Friday, how deeply Big Blue (note the hidden RS/6000 chess reference
w00t) can dig into their big blue pockets, and what they’ll do for me in terms of ascending to the rank of
ye olde philosophiæ doctor (I was reminded of the [2]IBM Fellow designation, which I gotta admit sounds
toothsome as a motherfucker. I’ve been semi-consciously positioning myself for an industrial [3]ACM Fellow
nomination for a few years now....jesus christ o brave new world with such pretensions in it! i truly disgust
myself).
...and the Euler walk of the ATL infosec scene doesn’t skip a beat everybody’s hitting it, so why aren’t
we? i can’t wait until bioinformatics.
holy shit i miss the nigh-perfection in a software team that was reflex i’m spoiled for life off
of that experience, i think – well worth it to have done things right at least once. so it goes.
1. http://www.iss.net/
2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IBM_Fellow
3. http://www.acm.org/awards/fellow_nom_guide.html

justben (2007-04-24 02:56:49)
lol* Who the hell said that? I can think of two or three folks who might’ve. Was that a phone interview, or did they
get you in the building?
dankamongmen (2007-04-24 03:11:03)
i liked the version with the period better – it read like the circe chapter of ulysses. if you replace his last name with
one of its homonyms, altogether it sounds like a horrible affliction involving rot and discharge. that should answer
your first question, if obliquely. this was an open-air interview. y’all seemed to have talked me up quite a bit, btw;
many thanks!
justben (2007-04-24 03:19:58)
Yeah, but the ungrammaticalness of the period overirked me. With a homonym? Seriously? On that team? Oy.
Either way, I say what I think is fair, good or bad. Honestly I think you’d be great for that team. Whether or not
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the team would be great for you: that’s up to you.
seldomawake (2007-04-24 12:58:44)
Congratulations! My Director tells me that we all go through one or two of the ”near perfection” kinds of teams – or
what we coinsider as such, I suppose – once or twice in our careers. Here’s hoping you find another one.

4.4.10

(2007-04-23 22:51) - public

Music: ol’ dirty bastard - nigga please - recognize

oh man if i ever start driving again, i am replacing my shitty horn with a piercingly loud NIGGA PLEASE
airbagged (2007-04-24 14:03:18)
that is the best idea ever. mind if I copy you? haha we’ll have the same horn so when I’m driving and I honk and
you hear it you’ll be like OH SHIT! SAME HORN! IT’s GOTTA BE MY FRIEND CARLY FROM LJ haha
dankamongmen (2007-04-24 16:15:17)
lol! hell no spread the love
meemeedarling (2007-04-24 17:38:50)
Marry me!
dewzi (2007-04-24 22:42:18)
haha! i pictured you rolling up on some little old lady and honking at her so she shrieks in surprise and tosses her
coffee up in the air. way hilarious. ODB + Little Old Lady = Comic Gold

4.5
4.5.1

May
who’s that guy just hangin’ at your pad he’s lookin’ kinda bummed you broke up
yeah that’s too bad (2007-05-01 21:06) - funny because it’s true - public

Music: fudge tunnel - hate songs in e minor - gut rot

Lee Hall (twitch): headed home for food
Lee Hall (twitch): after that, no idea
dankamongmen-gtalk: i saw a girl driving around today with a HRUDUDU license plate
dankamongmen-gtalk: alluding, i’m fairly certain, to watership down
dankamongmen-gtalk: i want to track her down and fill her with seed
Lee Hall (twitch): I would assume
Lee Hall (twitch): heh
Lee Hall (twitch): on both counts
dankamongmen-gtalk: lol
dankamongmen-gtalk: :D
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seldomawake (2007-05-02 10:44:57)
...mrk I should’ve thought of that! Argh!
dankamongmen (2007-05-02 23:10:34)
nah, i would’ve been saddened had it have been a guy driving. the world needs more literate chicks.

4.5.2

and i’m so number one that it’s a shame that you let other numbers in the game
(2007-05-03 00:30) - cheerful - friends

Music: neptunes present... clones - busta rhymes - light your ass on fire

heh, [ LJ User: eightbit ] posted this merriment to git.talk.flame:
desperate undergrads invaded the research wing of klaus last week and have been squatting
in every nook and cranny of our normally quiet fortress ever since. they are getting braver by
the day. someone came in today and borrowed a stapler off of my officemate’s desk. the trusty
primal/dual lab printers, cook and levin, are usually only used by the lab occupants but now are
vomitting documents about proof by induction and smalltalk refactoring. levin valliantly fell on
his own sword (ran out of toner) in an attempt to end our collective misery, but it was too little
too late.
i can’t take any more. see you in august, klaus!
enjoy the summer in amsterdam, my homey in the field of cryptologic sciences!
oh, and speaking of the klaus building, it appears i’ll be joining the [1]ISS/[2]IBM barfield road conclave
pretty soon; i’ll know Friday. the atlanta infosec scene had best prepare itself to get rocked, w00t.
1. http://www.iss.net/
2. http://www.research.ibm.com/

justben (2007-05-03 11:54:11)
They made the offer? Excellent.
dankamongmen (2007-05-03 12:20:43) i’ll know Friday
this part refers to expectations of an offer being extended friday :D
justben (2007-05-03 12:30:19) Re: i’ll know Friday
Oh, is *that* how that works.... :-)
dankamongmen (2007-05-03 12:34:23) Re: i’ll know Friday
oh, i have no doubts one’ll be extended; the question is as to its nature... i didn’t see you on tuesday, although i
did see kwasha! and many old GT people (older than me, i mean), although none of them knew cott lang :/
justben (2007-05-03 13:49:20) Re: i’ll know Friday
I heard some rumblings about concerns of personality conflicts, but I don’t know if it’s enough to keep you out or
even to modify an offer. I asked one of my coworkers on that side of the team to grab me when they dragged you in
here, but apparently he didn’t. I’ll hafta beat him up sometime. Handful of old Techies around. And yeah, when
I was scattering your resume about the area, Kwasha was rather amused that I should know you. Apparently,
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though, he didn’t know Victoria. I guess even a small world has a little big in it.
msbeanhead (2007-05-03 16:14:41) Re: i’ll know Friday
Hey! I’ve been meaning to look K-wash up... but my contact info is stale. Help me out?
happyfunnorm (2007-05-06 08:17:15) Re: i’ll know Friday
I had a proofs class with Cott Lang when I was a Freshman.
dankamongmen (2007-05-07 09:33:47) Re: i’ll know Friday
?!!?!?!?! for rizzeal?!?!!? did he fire lightning bolts from his arse and demand you call him ”renegade”?
happyfunnorm (2007-05-07 17:13:47) Re: i’ll know Friday
Yup, for reals! Hehehe... He was really cool. I remember siting in the back of the room with him, and he was
a really easy going, nice guy. Not too high strung, and the fact that he would dein to talk to someone as lowly
as me was surprising to me at the time. It was my first quarter and I think it was his last. I don’t rmember
ever seeing him again, and I doubt he’d remember me at all. Still, he was a really nice guy! He never mentioned
Renegade. I’d ask Allen, I think he new him a little. Better than me, anyway.
coleoptera (2007-05-03 13:58:38)
Sweet! This is spitting distance from my office! I shall expect your company much more frequently in this case.
eightbit (2007-05-03 15:07:29)
thanks, i’ll do my best! btw, your hash idea is evolving into a research paper. my first order of business after setting
up in amsterdam is to start a writeup. we should collaborate on applications, extensions, etc - i’ll send you a draft
when i’ve got something.
threv (2007-05-03 16:13:42)
call the waaaaaahmbulance; undergrads at a tech school in a tizzy? WHAT ARE THE ODDS
billings (2007-05-03 18:56:20)
For all the times I’ve called the waaahmbulance I think it’s responded maybe twice

4.5.3

where is your ass tonight? (2007-05-04 20:17) - liquified - public

Music: bon jovi - slippery when wet - livin’ on a prayer

[1]
1. http://www.liquified.com/images/potd07a_eflyer3a.gif

dewzi (2007-05-05 07:42:47)
oh no! my ass was totally not there tonite! dammit!
dewzi (2007-05-05 22:41:44)
heh. dieselboy looks really funny with a mustache.
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zbtron (2007-05-05 15:18:53)
i cant imagine your ass there.
dreamistruth (2007-05-05 18:56:38)
Im basically seeing the same lineup in denver next weekend. e drum &bass. dieselboy and AK throw down!!
mac finn (2007-05-05 23:44:06)
AK1200! :( Darn it!! I also didn’t realize that Liquified was still putting on shows. :o Maybe that’s just because I’m
an old married lady.
cryptic maniac (2007-05-06 15:51:38)
I didn’t know that was on friday. I was totally planning on going to. I havn’t been to a POTD since the one at the
Riviera a million years ago. :(

4.5.4

your sweet kiss runs through my veins, hold me down, say my name
(2007-05-10 05:58) - chipper - public

Music: robopop the return - huski - make me your picture

did y’all know the UK invaded Iceland, 1940-05-10? i thought as much was strictly reserved for tom clancy
villains. it’s a good thing iceland didn’t have bjork back then, or the germans might have won the war.
thirdkraytwin (2007-05-10 12:11:41)
Dude. Everyone knows no-one can pronounce bjork. That’s what wins wars: good diction.
leftorium (2007-05-10 16:20:33)
I thought it was considered more of a protectionary action than an invasion, but in any case it’s weak revenge for the
ass-whoopings of the middle ages.

4.5.5

if on a winter’s night a traveler (2007-05-14 04:22) - deeply pleased - public

Music: goldfrapp - supernature - ride on a white horse

too long? SUCK ME
You are about to begin reading Italo Calvino’s new novel, If on a winter’s night a traveler. Relax. Concentrate. Dispel every other thought. Let the world around you fade. Best to close the door; the TV is always
on in the next room. Tell the others right away, ”No, I don’t want to watch TV!” Raise your voice–they
won’t hear you otherwise–”I’m reading! I don’t want to be disturbed!” Maybe they haven’t heard you, with
all that racket; speak louder, yell; ”I’m beginning to read Italo Calvino’s new novel!” Or if you prefer, don’t
say anything; just hope they’ll leave you alone.
Find the most comfortable position: seated, stretched out, curled up, or lying flat. Flat on your back,
on your side, on your stomach. In an easy chair, on the sofa, in the rocker, the deck chair, on the hassock.
In the hammock, if you have a hammock. On top of your bed, of course, or in the bed. You can even stand
on your hands, head down, in the yoga position. With the book upside down, naturally.
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Of course, the ideal position for reading is something you can never find. In the old days they used to
read standing up, at a lectern. People were accustomed to standing on their feet, without moving. They
rested like that when they were tired of horseback riding. Nobody ever thought of reading on horseback; and
yet now, the idea of sitting in the saddle, the book propped against the horse’s mane, or maybe tied to the
horse’s ear with a special harness, seems attractive to you. With your feet in the stirrups, you should feel
quite comfortable for reading; having your feet up is the first condition for enjoying a read.
Well, what are you waiting for? Stretch your legs, go ahead and put your feet on a cushion, or two cushions,
on the arms of the sofa, on the wings of the chair, on the coffee table, on the desk, on the piano, on the
globe. Take your shoes off first. If you want to, put your feet up; if not, put them back. Now don’t stand
there with your shoes in one hand and the book in the other.
Adjust the light so you won’t strain your eyes. Do it now, because once you’re absorbed in reading there will
be no budging you. Make sure the page isn’t in shadow, a clotting of black letters on a gray background,
uniform as a pack of mice; but be careful that the light cast on it isn’t too strong, doesn’t glare on the
cruel white of the paper gnawing at the shadows of the letters as in a southern noonday. Try to foresee
now everything that might make you interrupt your reading. Cigarettes within reach, if you smoke, and the
ashtray. Anything else? Do you have to pee? All right, you know best.
It’s not that you expect anything in particular from this particular book. You’re the sort of person who, on
principle, no longer expects anything of anything. There are plenty, younger than you or less young, who
live in the expectation of extraordinary experiences: from books, from people, from journeys, from events,
from what tomorrow has in store. But not you. You know that the best you can expect is to avoid the worst.
This is the conclusion you have reached, in your personal life and also in general matters, even international
affairs. What about books? Well, precisely because you have denied it in every other field, you believe you
may still grant yourself legitimately this youthful pleasure of expectation in a carefully circumscribed area
like the field of books, where you can be lucky or unlucky, but the risk of disappointment isn’t serious.
So, then, you noticed in a newspaper that If on a winter’s night a traveler had appeared, the new book
by Italo Calvino, who hadn’t published for several years. You went to the bookshop and bought the volume.
Good for you.
In the shop window you have promptly identified the cover with the title you were looking for. Following this visual trail, you have forced your way through the shop past the thick barricade of Books You
Haven’t Read, which were frowning at you from the tables and shelves, trying to cow you. But you know
you must never allow yourself to be awed, that among them there extend for acres and acres the Books
You Needn’t Read, the Books Made For Purposes Other Than Reading, Books Read Even Before You Open
Them Since They Belong To The Category Of Books Read Before Being Written. And thus you pass the
outer girdle of ramparts, but then you are attacked by the infantry of the Books That If You Had More
Than One Life You Would Certainly Also Read But Unfortunately Your Days Are Numbered. With a rapid
maneuver you bypass them and move into the phalanxes of the Books You Mean To Read But There Are
Others You Must Read First, the Books Too Expensive Now And You’ll Wait Till They’re Remaindered,
the Books ditto When They Come Out In Paperback, Books You Can Borrow From Somebody, Books That
Everybody’s Read So It’s As If You Had Read Them, Too. Eluding these assaults, you come up beneath the
towers of the fortress, where other troops are holding out:
• the Books You’ve Been Planning To Read For Ages,
• the Books You’ve Been Hunting For Years Without Success,
• the Books Dealing With Something You’re Working On At The Moment,
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• the Books You Want To Own So They’ll Be Handy Just In Case,
• the Books You Could Put Aside Maybe To Read This Summer,
• the Books You Need To Go With Other Books On Your Shelves,
• the Books That Fill You With Sudden, Inexplicable Curiosity, Not Easily Justified,
Now you have been able to reduce the countless embattled troops to an array that is, to be sure, very large
but still calculable in a finite number; but this relative relief is then undermined by the ambush of the Books
Read Long Ago Which It’s Now Time To Reread and the Books You’ve Always Pretended To Have Read
And Now It’s Time To Sit Down And Really Read Them.
With a zigzag dash you shake them off and leap straight into the citadel of the New Books Whose
Author Or Subject Appeals To You. Even inside this stronghold you can make some breaches in the ranks
of the defenders, dividing them into New Books by Authors Or On Subjects Not New (for you or in general)
and New Books By Authors Or On Subjects Completely Unknown (at least to you), and defining the
attraction they have for you on the basis of your desires and needs for the new and the not new (for the
new you seek in the not new and for the not new you seek in the new).
All this simply means that, having rapidly glanced over the titles of the volumes displayed in the
bookshop, you have turned toward a stack of If on a winter’s night a traveler fresh off the press, you have
grasped a copy, and you have carried it to the cashier so that your right to own it can be established.
You cast another bewildered look at the books around you (or, rather: it was the books that looked
at you, with the bewildered gaze of dogs who, from their cages in the city pound, see a former companion
go off on the leash of his master, come to rescue him), and out you went.
You derive a special pleasure from a just-published book, and it isn’t only a book you are taking
with you but its novelty as well, which could also be merely that of an object fresh from the factory, the
youthful bloom of new books, which lasts until the dust jacket begins to yellow, until a veil of smog settles
on the top edge, until the binding becomes dog-eared, in the rapid autumn of libraries. No, you hope always
to encounter true newnewss, which, having been new once, will continue to be so. Having read the freshly
published book, you will take possession of this newness at the first moment, without having to pursue it,
to chase it. Will it happen this time? You never can tell. Let’s see how it begins.
Perhaps you started leafing through the book already in the shop. Or were you unable to, because
it was wrapped in its cocoon of cellophane? Now you are on the bus, standing in the crowd, hanging from a
strap by your arm, and you begin undoing the package with your free hand, making movements something
like a monkey, a monkey who wants to peel a banana and at the same time cling to the bough. Watch out,
you’re elbowing your neighbors; apologize, at least.
Or perhaps the bookseller didn’t wrap the volume; he gave it to you in a bag. This simplifies matters. You are at the wheel of your car, waiting at a traffic light, you take the book out of the bag, rip off the
transparent wrapping, start reading the first lines. A storm of honking breaks over you; the light is green,
you’re blocking traffic.
You are at your desk, you have set the book among your business papers as if by chance; at a certain moment you shift a file and you find the book before your eyes, you open it absently, you rest your
elbows on the desk, you rest your temples against your hands, curled into fists, you seem to be concentrating
on an examination of the papers and instead you are exploring the first pages of the novel. Gradually you
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settle back in the chair, you raise the book to the level of your nose, you tilt the chair, poised on its rear
legs, you pull out a side drawer of the desk to prop your feet on it; the position of the feet during reading is
of maximum importance, you stretch your legs out on the top of the desk, on the files to be expedited.
But doesn’t this seem to show a lack of respect? Of respect, that is, for for your job (nobody claims to pass
judgment on your professional capacities: we assume that your duties are a normal element in the system
of unproductive activities that occupies such a large part of the national and international economy), but
for the book. Worse still if you belong–willingly or unwillingly–to the number of those for whom working
means really working, performing, whether deliberately or without premeditation, something necessary or
at least not useless for others as well as for oneself; then the book you have brought with you to your place
of employment like a kind of amulet or talisman exposes you to intermittent temptations, a few seconds at
a time subtracted from the principal object of your attention, whether it is the perforations of electronic
cards, the burners of a kitchen stove, the controls of a bulldozer, a patient stretched out on the operating
table with his guts exposed.
In other words, it’s better for you to restrain your impatience and wait to open the book at home.
Now. Yes, you are in your room, calm; you open the book to page one, no, to the last page, first you want
to see how long it is. It’s not too long, fortunately. Long novels written today are perhaps a contradiction:
the dimension of time has been shattered, we cannot love or think except in fragments of time each of which
goes off along its own trajectory and immediately disappears. We can rediscover the continuity of time only
in the novels of that period when time no longer seemed stopped and did not yet seem to have exploded, a
period that lasted no more than a hundred years.
You turn the book over in your hands, you scan the sentences on the back of the jacket, generic
phrases that don’t say a great deal. So much the better, there is no message that indiscreetly outshouts
the message that the book itself must communicate directly, that you must extract from the book, however
much or little it may be. Of course, this circling of the book, too, this reading around it before reading inside
it, is a part of the pleasure in a new book, but like all preliminary pleasures, it has its optimal duration
if you want it to serve as a thrust toward the more substantial pleasure of the consummation of the act,
namely the reading of the book.
So here you are now, ready to attack the first lines of the first page. You prepare to recognize the
unmistakable tone of the author. No. You don’t recognize it at all. But now that you think about it, who
ever said this author had an unmistakable tone? On the contrary, he is known as an author who changes
greatly from one book to the next. And in these very changes you recognize him as himself. Here, however,
he seems to have absolutely no connection with all the rest he has written, at least as far as you can recall.
Are you disappointed? Let’s see. Perhaps at first you feel a bit lost, as when a person appears who, from
the name, you identified with a certain face, and you try to make the features you are seeing tally with those
you had in mind, and it won’t work. But then you go on and realize that the book is readable nevertheless,
independently of what you expected of the author. It’s the book in itself that arouses your curiosity; in fact,
on sober reflection, you prefer it this way, confronting something and not quite knowing yet what it is.

jsw (2007-05-14 18:52:50)
Did you type all the above, or copy/paste it from somewhere? I enjoyed that book.
billings (2007-05-14 19:57:31)
The book is much better because it has pages
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nisroc (2007-05-20 05:08:17)
Why am I not surprised that you are the only other programmer in the ATL who knows Calvino? I prefer ”Invisible
Cities” [Marco is a wuss tho...]
dankamongmen (2007-05-20 06:23:41)
surely i am not. look no further than [ LJ User: cola fan ], fool! Patrick Chisholm rigorously showed: > just read
your LJ entry re: this book, which I read last summer. I’d > previously read ”Invisible cities,” which I didn’t like all
that much, > but ”traveller” changed my mind about Calvino. I’ve since read ”Mr. > Palomar,” and ”Cosmicomics”
is in the queue (and maybe ”The Cloven > Knight & the Viscount” as well), but ”traveller” remains my favorite. >
From your extended quote, it’s tough to tell just what you like about > the book; I’d guess it has something to do
with a book that is so > concerned with the experience of reading. i dug traveller, and thought invisible cities to
be visibly garbage. > Does Calvino strike you as being particularly unknown, even among > literate people, in this
country? on the contrary i would call him overknown, especially among arty pretentious people who wouldn’t know
real literature if it blew up from a rose-rimmed manhole in virginia highlands and bit them on the ass. – nick black
”np: the class of dashed hopes and idle dreams.”

4.5.6

hot damn (2007-05-14 22:11) - impressed - public

Music: primus, lots of primus

spitfire kicking a v-1’s ass When V-1 attacks began in mid-June of
1944, there were fewer than 30 Tempests, the only aircraft with the
low-altitude speed needed to be effective against the V-1; they were
assigned to 150 Wing. Early attempts to intercept and destroy V-1s
often failed, but improved techniques soon emerged. These included the
hair-raising method of using the airflow over an interceptor’s wing to
raise one wing of the Doodlebug, by sliding the wingtip to within six
inches (15 cm) of the lower surface of the V-1’s wing. If properly
executed, this manoeuvre would tip the V-1’s wing up, overriding the
gyros and sending the V-1 into an out-of-control dive. At least three
V-1s were destroyed this way.

i didn’t know that.

thirdeyeoferis (2007-05-15 02:56:02)
How the hell did those pilots fit their gargantuan balls in those little cockpits?
vomikronnoxis (2007-05-15 04:30:21)
There’s a mission in Oleg Maddox’s IL-2 flight sim where one get to try this tactic out. rl
zarathustra94 (2007-05-15 11:07:31)
I visited an old woman in England once that lived in London during the blitz. She recalled that the bombings she
could deal with, but for some reason the V-1’s and the sound scared the crap out of her.
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strchr?!?! i barely even know her! (2007-05-15 17:19) - delighted - public

Music: neptunes present... clones - clipse - blaze of glory

hah, i am most pleased with my company intraweb phonebook hack:

the only winning move is...not to play
girlvinyl (2007-05-15 21:31:05)
Hehe. <3
slacktide (2007-05-15 21:48:57)
I hope you have a better password than ”pencil”
downtym (2007-05-16 00:45:19)
Best quote: General Beringer, ”Goddammit, I’d piss on a spark plug if I thought it’d do any good!”
dankamongmen (2007-05-17 01:55:23)
hell no. the best quote is easily: McKittrick: There is no way a high school punk can put a dime in a telephone
and break into our systems. He has got to be working for someone else. Hes got to be! Wigan: He does fit the
profile perfectly: he is intelligent but an underachiever, alienated from his parents, has few friends, a classic case for
recruitment by the Soviets. Now what does this say about the state of our country?
turdburgler (2007-05-16 01:12:02)
I thought your job title was ”Code Artist”? Or did I imagine that...
dankamongmen (2007-05-16 02:23:07)
when secure computing bought us, all turned to shit :/
datavortex (2007-05-16 04:02:02)
am I to believe that dank@securecomputing.com would bounce?
dankamongmen (2007-05-17 01:50:17)
aye :(. dank@ciphertrust.com works just fine, but alas, the administrator of our MX’s is a canadian-sounding girl
who works in st. paul and is beyond my reach....for now. bah!
uniheliodem (2007-05-16 12:20:53)
Nice, in all of its 7-bit glory. ”SHALL WE PLAY A GAME?”

4.5.8

redneck burnout midwest mind – who said date rape isn’t kind? (2007-05-16 00:57)
- de omni re scibili - public

Music: marilyn manson - antichrist superstar - irresponisble hate anthem

Oh unsurpassed generosity of God the Father, Oh wondrous and unsurpassable felicity of man, to whom it
is granted to have what he chooses, to be what he wills to be! The brutes, from the moment of their birth,
bring with them, as Lucilius says, ”from their mother’s womb” all that they will ever possess. The highest
spiritual beings were, from the very moment of creation, or soon thereafter, fixed in the mode of being which
c 2008 dankamongmen. This book is strictly personal.
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would be theirs through measureless eternities. But upon man, at the moment of his creation, God bestowed
seeds pregnant with all possibilities, the germs of every form of life. Whichever of these a man shall cultivate,
the same will mature and bear fruit in him. If vegetative, he will become a plant; if sensual, he will become
brutish; if rational, he will reveal himself a heavenly being; if intellectual, he will be an angel and the son of
God. And if, dissatisfied with the lot of all creatures, he should recollect himself into the center of his own
unity, he will there become one spirit with God, in the solitary darkness of the Father, Who is set above all
things, himself transcend all creatures.
Who then will not look with awe upon this our chameleon, or who, at least, will look with greater admiration on any other being? This creature, man, whom Asclepius the Athenian, by reason of this very
mutability, this nature capable of transforming itself, quite rightly said was symbolized in the mysteries by
the figure of Proteus. This is the source of those metamorphoses, or transformations, so celebrated among
the Hebrews and among the Pythagoreans; for even the esoteric theology of the Hebrews at times transforms
the holy Enoch into that angel of divinity which is sometimes called malakh-ha-shekhinah and at other times
transforms other personages into divinities of other names; while the Pythagoreans transform men guilty of
crimes into brutes or even, if we are to believe Empedocles, into plants; and Mohammed, imitating them,
was known frequently to say that the man who deserts the divine law becomes a brute. And he was right; for
it is not the bark that makes the tree, but its insensitive and unresponsive nature; nor the hide which makes
the beast of burden, but its brute and sensual soul; nor the orbicular form which makes the heavens, but
their harmonious order. Finally, it is not freedom from a body, but its spiritual intelligence, which makes the
angel. If you see a man dedicated to his stomach, crawling on the ground, you see a plant and not a man; or
if you see a man bedazzled by the empty forms of the imagination, as by the wiles of Calypso, and through
their alluring solicitations made a slave to his own senses, you see a brute and not a man. If, however, you
see a philosopher, judging and distinguishing all things according to the rule of reason, him shall you hold
in veneration, for he is a creature of heaven and not of earth; if, finally, a pure contemplator, unmindful of
the body, wholly withdrawn into the inner chambers of the mind, here indeed is neither a creature of earth
nor a heavenly creature, but some higher divinity, clothed in human flesh.
Who then will not look with wonder upon man, upon man who, not without reason in the sacred Mosaic and Christian writings, is designated sometimes by the term ”all flesh” and sometimes by the term
”every creature,” because he molds, fashions and transforms himself into the likeness of all flesh and assumes
the characteristic power of every form of life? This is why Evantes the Persian in his exposition of the
Chaldean theology, writes that man has no inborn and proper semblance, but many which are extraneous
and adventitious: whence the Chaldean saying: ”Enosh hu shinnujim vekammah tebhaoth haj” — ”man is a
living creature of varied, multiform and ever-changing nature.”
But what is the purpose of all this? That we may understand — since we have been born into this condition
of being what we choose to be — that we ought to be sure above all else that it may never be said against
us that, born to a high position, we failed to appreciate it, but fell instead to the estate of brutes and
uncomprehending beasts of burden; and that the saying of Aspah the Prophet, ”You are all Gods and sons
of the Most High,” might rather be true; and finally that we may not, through abuse of the generosity of a
most indulgent Father, pervert the free option which he has given us from a saving to a damning gift. Let
a certain saving ambition invade our souls so that, impatient of mediocrity, we pant after the highest things
and (since, if we will, we can) bend all our efforts to their attainment. Let us disdain things of earth, hold
as little worth even the astral orders and, putting behind us all the things of this world, hasten to that court
beyond the world, closest to the most exalted Godhead. There, as the sacred mysteries tell us, the Seraphim,
Cherubim and Thrones occupy the first places; but, unable to yield to them, and impatient of any second
place, let us emulate their dignity and glory. And, if we will it, we shall be inferior to them in nothing.
-Pico della Mirandola, Oration on the Dignity of Man
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blackbox42 (2007-05-16 15:31:13)
I wasn’t expecting such a thoughtful prose given the Marylin Manson lyrics for the title. Are you currently reading
Pico della Mirandola or did you just stumble upon this excerpt?
dankamongmen (2007-05-17 00:59:47)
juxtaposition’s where it’s at, baybee it’s excerpted in The Western Tradition by Eugen Weber of UCLA, which I read
last evening...
doctorpam (2007-05-16 16:07:39)
Hey Nick! What are you doing Saturday night? Some friends and I will be in town and want to go dancing. I know
I used to go to the Chamber and the Tabernacle and such, but that was years ago and I don’t know what’s there
anymore. Any suggestions, oh wise Atlanian?
0x7048 (2007-05-17 23:47:15) who said god was ever clean?
random: your journal is the third google hit for ”redneck burnout midwest mind”
doctorpam (2007-05-21 18:48:45)
”we ought to be sure above all else that it may never be said against us that, born to a high position, we failed to
appreciate it, but fell instead to the estate of brutes and uncomprehending beasts of burden;” yes ”Let a certain saving
ambition invade our souls so that, impatient of mediocrity, we pant after the highest things and (since, if we will, we
can) bend all our efforts to their attainment.” yes ”Let us disdain things of earth, hold as little worth even the astral
orders and, putting behind us all the things of this world, hasten to that court beyond the world, closest to the most
exalted Godhead.” no, no, and no ”let us emulate their dignity and glory” absolutely not You can’t just ignore and spit
on your feet, you need them to climb the mountain with. And emulation is not creation, and should not be revered
as such. Anyways, really good to see you yesterday. And, thanks to you, ”shit!” is now ”expelled carbon used as an
expletive!” So, thanks. :)

4.5.9

jokers with their eyes red drinkin’ too much, got dead I make you shout it if you’s
in the burbs (2007-05-26 11:44) - raped? - public

Music: butthole surfers - locust abortion technician - sweet loaf

Various topics have bounced around in my head during the week’s many walks, and at least twice i’ve sat
down and began banging away...nothing really motivated, though. With the shades drawn, goodie mob
queued, [1]the glass bead game, [2]the undecidable, a largely-underutilized day planner, torn-out album reviews from creative loafing, [3]ironweed, a mead composition book full of half the year’s codeplans, [4]language
equations and a papa john’s box are strewn open in that space visible from my corner’s periapsis, it was
a deep and stirring shock to see a ”terra sports drink” van park across our driveway, and swag-clad hotties begin emerging. Up from and athwart my aeron I lept, drumming across [ LJ User: zra ]’s and my
shared wall’s breadth, bellowing frantically ”HOLYSHITHOLYSHITHOLYSHIT ZACH ZACH GET OUTSIDE AND TRADE DRIVEWAYSPACE FOR ENERGY DRINKS HOLY SHIT”, thinking behind an ironset
visage of determination, ”All those drills, all the wonder whether it’d ever pay off and now it’s happening!”
Wresting Zach from his bedroom, I moved to take the measure of his soul through his eyes – ”ZACH, you
want to be a fucking politician, a negotiator, right?” ”yesssss” ”GET OUT THERE AND REALPOLITIK US
FREE ENERGY DRINKS FROM THE CONSUMERRIFFIC FLAIRCLAD BITCHES IN THE DRIVEWAY, ZACH” I tasked, nearly throwing him down the stairs in desperate service under pressure to the better
managerial senses and an ideal, unattainable perhaps, of proper delegation. We will MAXIMIZE the talents
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God graced this house’s humble personae, I thought, my eyes filling with tears or blood or I don’t know
what, we will SCORE FREE ENERGY DRINKS if they come our way, and I need another MENTHOL
CIGARETTE I realized as I padded back into my room, sock-clad. Well, as you can imagine, we’re sitting
pretty, sipping the most asstastic sports drink I’ve ever had the displeasure of raising to my lips, barely a step
up from that time I accidentally drank from a Fuze-Slenderize Pineapple/Tropical juice bottle I’d urinated
in minutes before (the urine was mainly juice run-through, though, so whatever). And we only even got two
before everyone was back in the van, escaping our enclosure movement cannily arranged while no one was
watching...well that last part isn’t true, I’m not a fencer and I’d name my child ”Furbish Lousewort” before
”Joseph Farwell Glidden” (who was a dirty Calvinist and a traitor to Old Time Capitalism), but I stand by
the rest, especially gustatory review no matter how disarmingly forthright.
1. http://www.amazon.com/Glass-Bead-Game-Magister-Novel/dp/0312278497
2. http://www.amazon.com/Undecidable-Propositions-Unsolvable-Computable-Functions/dp/0486432289
3. http://www.amazon.com/Ironweed-William-J-Kennedy/dp/0140070206
4.

http://www.amazon.com/Language-Equations-Monographs-Computer-Science/dp/038798626X/ref=sr_1_2/

002-3869919-8032859?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1180194757&sr=1-2

4.5.10

the hair in the hole in my head too bad the scene is dead memories in the shadow
back in time again (2007-05-28 21:13) - amused - public

Music: sonic youth - dirty - chapel hill

man, it was a pretty good weekend. after sleeping all day yesterday following saturday’s trip north to see
Adam Woz and Star, i struck out toward piedmont park today to run into [ LJ User: fmephisto ]...the scene
was absolutely crazy with the jazzfest and such, and we missed each other, but i ran into [ LJ User: nisroc
] and had a great conversation with that odd cat. also, i worked many problems from [1]Graham’s classic,
which gave me a deep satisfaction beginning in my gut and blossoming into a full-body intellectual high; it’s
been almost a decade (jesus! over twenty out of twenty-six years spent coding now, just about 77 % of my
life...it still blows my mind. heh i was hacking C not only before i did jerk off but well before i could jerk
off) since I seriously wrote LISP code (plenty of ML and Haskell since then, although I never really bothered
to learn Scheme (not that I imagine it’d take more than a day now)). there’s something primitive and raw
about it that you don’t find in any other language, I feel, even more theoretically-substantive, pared-down
ones like ML. busting out LISP utility code is perhaps the closest thing CS has to crack.
Walking through Midtown this morning, I saw a woman walking her dog wearing a gauche yellow shirt
emblazoned with a fine, grizzled picture of ol’ Leo and the slogan ”OH BOY – TOLSTOY”. I almost shat a
kidney.
finally, back by popular demand (I removed this yesterday morning, as it’s both rather crass and to some
ambiguous degree racist, but several people asked for copies):
I’m finally stricking back against the North Avenue BP for their refusal the morning of 2007-04-20 to sell
me big Newcastles, despite valid identification, sufficient longevity, and legal tender for all debts, public and
private. My little slut workhorse HP1020 has spat out fine handbills:
WE BUY YOUR CANCERS (404) 876-6755
$ $ Stop Metastasizing and Start Movin’ On Up $ $
YOU’VE BEEN DIVIDING, NOW REAP THE DIVIDENDS
”YES! Ask about our pickles!”
BIG MONEY - BIG PRIZES - I LOVE IT!
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FREE NEWPORT CIGARETTES - KIDS OK
BP Products 610 Spring Street NW
(404) 876-6755 (404) 876-6755
Hurry, this is a limited-time offer!
”Feeling fine, yet less benign”

1. http://www.amazon.com/ANSI-Common-LISP-Paul-Graham/dp/0133708756

fmephisto (2007-05-29 22:47:36)
Hey sorry about that. I actually had in my head that we were on for Sunday. So for what it’s worth I stood around
waiting a while for you not unlike you probably did for me. No harm done though. We’ll patrol some other time.

4.5.11

THERE IS NO ACPI HERE ONLY ZUUL (2007-05-29 01:02) - frightened - public

Music: we are scientists - with love and squalor - inaction

submitted without comment:
ACPI:
ACPI:
ACPI:
ACPI:
ACPI:
ACPI:

RSDP 000FF980, 0014 (r0 AMI )
RSDT 1FFF0000, 002C (r1 DELL ZUUL 20000714 MSFT 1011)
FACP 1FFF1000, 0074 (r1 DELL ZUUL 20000714 MSFT 1011)
DSDT 1FFE0000, 2FB3 (r1 D815EA EA81510A 12 MSFT 100000B)
FACS 1FFF8000, 0040
BOOT 1FFF4000, 002B (r1 DELL ZUUL 20000714 MSFT 1011)

uniheliodem (2007-05-29 14:40:13)
If anyone asks if you are a Windows OS, you say ”Yes”!
fmephisto (2007-05-29 22:43:26)
”Wait for a sign from Gozer the Traveler; he will come in one of the pre-chosen forms. During the rectification of
the Voldrani, the Traveler came as a large and moving Torb. Then, during the third reconciliation of the last of the
Machetrik Supplicants, they chose a new form for him – that of a Giant Sloar! Many Shubs and Zuuls knew what it
was to be roasted in the depths of the Sloar that day I can tell you!” - Vinz Clortho, keymaster

4.5.12

whoa that’s not a bad idea at all (2007-05-31 08:47) - excited - public

Music: prodigy - music for the jilted generation - the narcotic suite

anyone know a good patent lawyer? [ LJ User: eccyntric ], hit me up when you stir from your home park
slumber, please. that might have been a million-dollar shower w00t w00t.
but for now, off to the †-towne, and wageslavery! and w00t for that!
coleoptera (2007-05-31 13:57:44)
I know a patent agent and a guy at the patent office but neither are lawyers, sadly. But the patent agent might be
what you need.
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eccyntric (2007-05-31 15:25:25)
Yes, I’m up...a bit fuzzy headed today, but up...if you don’t have my number, get it from my boy.

4.5.13

swampfires suck (2007-05-31 15:57) - this is how ypres felt - public

Music: nirvana - in utero - rape me

Atlanta’s air has since Thursday tasted and looked like a charred fart, and smelled like nothing ’ere I’ve
known. We need to sell some more lottery tickets to morons, use the HOPE money and deploy a Maginot
line of gigantic fans north of Valdosta, blowing all this shit toward Florida where everyone’s too busy blaming
the Cubans for quality-of-life issues to notice a miasmatic cloud of old-growth Okefenokee shitfire, and east
toward Savannah where people are too dehydrated, drunk and hot to complain or indeed go in off the streets
to urinate.
uniheliodem (2007-05-31 21:06:34)
Yeah, if that happened, I would break the Maginot line like WWII, being a Florida boy. ;-)
dankamongmen (2007-06-01 05:38:26)
a state that can’t rid itself of palmetto bugs has all the defensive credibility of denmark, 1940. perhaps our swampgassing efforts will finally help rid us of the disgusting creatures infesting america’s wang.
uniheliodem (2007-06-01 14:14:16)
If Florida is America’s wang, then the palmetto bugs are certainly just a really bad case of crabs. Personally, I’ll
take palmetto bugs over any other form of roach, especially those damn German cockroaches. I made the mistake
of moving into an apartment once with those things... *shudder* At least Georgia occasionally gets cold enough to
kill off German cockroaches.
esan (2007-05-31 21:13:12)
During the time I was in South Florida 3 weeks ago, it was a very rare sight to see sun at all because of the very
same swampfires that are still occurring now. This was for the entirety of the week I spent there, not a day went by
that people didn’t pray for sun or rain. As an aside, the trend in Florida is now to blame all the South Americans for
quality-of-life issues. With illegal immigration being made a huge issue recently, the Cubans have been very happy to
stay out of the spotlight and finally having their own group to lay blame on.
dankamongmen (2007-06-01 05:43:43)
when florida finally erupts into a race war, i hope to run blockades and use the experience filming my sequel to gone
with the wind. and to profiteer, of course!
starlancer (2007-05-31 21:22:50)
That has to be one of the funniest things I’ve read recently. Canceled my flight today because of it. Tomorrow doesn’t
look much better with wind forecasts still from the SE-SSE.
sassysmile (2007-05-31 21:40:16)
you can canceled your flight because dank wrote something funny?!? :P
starlancer (2007-05-31 22:41:43)
Ugh. Student Pilot - canceled flight because the visibility was variable 2-3 miles in smoke.
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billings (2007-05-31 22:02:43)
Smog fans are so passe, though - certainly there’s a better chemical solution
coleoptera (2007-05-31 22:59:25)
Sorry. You’re not smelling smog.
billings (2007-06-01 17:10:33)
I’m pretty sure I’m not smelling anything at all
dankamongmen (2007-06-01 05:39:09)
i would personally like to involve the strong nuclear force
meemeedarling (2007-05-31 22:32:53)
It stinks here too, and I am in south Floriduh.
sayeth (2007-06-01 10:38:26)
I blame Gen. Sherman.
dj ricecake (2007-06-02 04:13:37)
Did you see the last Sarah Silverman show? They had a whole thing about Tab and I thought of you!
dankamongmen (2007-06-02 22:00:45)
i have seen 0 sarah silverman shows. indeed, i knew not that they existed.
dj ricecake (2007-06-03 06:21:08)
Ahh, here’s some screenshots from the episode: [1]http://ilovetab.com/the-sarah-silverman-program-an-episode-de
voted-to-tab/ I had no idea [2]ilovetab.com even existed until just now. The wonders of the i-net, which, in Soviet
Russia, costs five American dollar, as Joey would say.
1. http://ilovetab.com/the-sarah-silverman-program-an-episode-devoted-to-tab/
2. http://ilovetab.com/

dankamongmen (2007-06-03 21:50:43)
OMFG i remember the babysitters club reference! wow that’s decades ago.
tempest261 (2007-06-02 11:08:15)
You Georgia assholes started this by not maintaining a power line that fell and sparked this whole mess way back in
February or something. I had to choke for about a month down here until the winds changed and Georgia got what
it deserved!
dankamongmen (2007-06-02 20:09:34)
”[Men] of genius make no mistakes; [their] errors are volitional and portals of discovery.” - James Joyce just remember
that next time you question the deeds of Georgia
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4.6.1

you got a one way ticket to hell, smack dab in the middle of the ATL
(2007-06-02 18:03) - lol - public

Music: judgement night soundtrack - just another victim

7050807 5/29/2007 8:57:00 hrs. LOCATION: North Avenue @ Northside
Drive INCIDENT: Simple Assault/Battery: Report of a man beating a
woman in a wheelchair. DISPOSITION: Clear By Arrest.
tempest261 (2007-06-03 14:21:22)
That corner is insane. I remember once after leaving school some dude tried to get into my car right there.

4.6.2

mmmmmm, smells like future (2007-06-05 14:51) - harried and pressured :/ - public

Music: ween - the mollusk - the golden eel

(disclaimer: i do not consider myself a Singularitarian, although I am certainly a [1]transhumanist through
and through, and actively commit my learning/advocacy to that cause)
michael over at [2]accelerating future brings us some interesting tidbits, including this response to cory
doctorow’s 2003 article [3]the rapture of the geeks regarding [4]singularitarianism:
Doctorow: First off, Singularians ask you to believe that a model of a brain in a computer,
properly executed, will become conscious will, in fact, have a consciousness continuous with
that of the person whose brain was scanned. While it s true that consciousness depends on the
brain judicious experimentation with a bone saw and scalpel can readily demonstrate this it s
an enormous leap to conclude that consciousness s seat is in the brain.
Where else could it be? Doctorow is contradicting decades of work in brain science by suggesting
that consciousness may reside somewhere external to the brain. Does consciousness reside in the
stomach? The heart perhaps? Or is it floating by us at all times, on the supernatural plane? I m
not sure what he is suggesting, but it sounds pseudoscientific.
Regardless, Singularitarians are not asking anyone to believe that a model of the brain in a
computer is continuous with its real-life counterpart, or that uploading is possible. It just so
happens that many do believe it, but this seems like more of a common belief than a central
component of Singularity advocacy, namely intelligence enhancement.
But if the subject is brought up, why not respond: if consciousness disappears when a brain
is implemented on a computer, then it should be possible to observe consciousness disappearing
in partly-computerized brains. For instance, people with [5]hippocampal implants would be less
conscious than ordinary human beings. Somehow I doubt this. Even if computers as we know
them turn out not to be able to simulate conscious beings, who says we are limited to traditional
computers based on the serial von Neumann architecture implemented in silicon? We could try
parallel computers, biological computers, ultrafast neuron-equivalents, carbon computers& whatever works. The point is not to have a philosophical shouting match, but to dismiss [6]carbon
chauvinism - the idea that all life or intelligence must depend on traditional biological building
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blocks. For a humorous angle on this, see the short story [7]They re Made Out of Meat by
Terry Bisson.
architecture of dubai (click to enlarge):
[8]

Despite the odd pronouncements of anti-science dogmatists like Kass, we ve been creating
life and modifying genomes for thousands of years already, through selective breeding. Dogs, for
instance. Many of the fruits we eat on a daily basis are modified versions of natural ancestors
that were smaller, less nutritious, and more susceptible to the elements. Of course, there is a
difference between selective breeding and creating new forms of life de novo. The latter is surely
more powerful, but also more dangerous.
The intelligent construction of synthetic organisms opens up a vastly wider design space than
the one previously exploited by evolution and natural selection. In evolution, every genetic step
must be independently adaptive, forcing a path through local maxima. Evolution cannot plan
ahead, or intelligently construct adaptations oriented towards solving environmental challenges
in the most general possible way. Evolution does not understand the concept of over-designing or
fault tolerances - for an organism to be successful, it just has to reproduce a little bit faster than
its competition, not ten times faster. When humans design a bridge, we design it to withstand a
weight tens of times greater than its average load. Evolution can do no such thing.
One day, some synthetic biologist will become capable of designing a supervirus that can wipe
out humanity. Then, ten will, then a hundred, and eventually, thousands. That s the nature of
scientific knowledge - the bleeding edge of today is the used textbooks of tomorrow. Information
wants to be free. Because synthetic biology will definitely become a real threat in the future,
we have to start taking steps now to ensure that the field has proper regulation and oversight.
SynBioSafe, a two-year, $312,000 project set up by the European Commission, is an excellent
step in this direction.
Even if we think the chance of any given synthetic biology project in any given year leading
to a global disaster is relatively small, over sufficiently long timeframes and for sufficiently many
projects, the probability reaches unity. Synthetic biology is much more worrisome than global
warming, nuclear war, or peak oil, because these things cannot kill everyone while synthetic
biology can.

1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transhumanism
2. http://www.acceleratingfuture.com/michael/blog/?p=465
3. http://www.wholeearthmag.com/ArticleBin/111-6.pdf
4. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Singularitarianism
5. http://www.newscientist.com/article.ns?id=dn3488
6. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon_chauvinism
7. http://www.terrybisson.com/meat.html
8. http://dank.qemfd.net/images/swirly_skyscrapers.jpg

dankamongmen (2007-06-05 19:16:53)
the most distressing element of his response is, of course, the central misunderstanding regarding computation theory
as evidenced in:
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nal computers based on the serial von Neumann architecture implemented in silicon? We could try parallel computers, biological computers, ultrafast neuron-equivalents, carbon computers & whatever works.
the whole point of computational models, good sir, is to get away from wondering about crap like this when you’re
determining what can be solved. the question is not with what matter to simulate the mind, but whether the mind
is recursively enumerable.
meemeedarling (2007-06-05 20:52:56)
Most of that blew my mind, but the architecture of Dubai is amazing and I would LOVE to visit one day.
piq (2007-06-05 22:11:37)
1. I am 10x as excited about going to Dubai now, thanks =D 2. Assuming a complete human brain (neurons, electromagnetic impulses, resource distribution, etc) is modeled as a t0snapshot, I’d be surprised if it kept on ticking like
the human brain. From technological experience, I think we’ll peel back a few more layers of onion before we get to
the nature of consciousness. Hallucinogens are a much better tool for this sort of exploration than computers anyway,
IMHO.
piq (2007-06-05 22:14:06)
addendum: ticking like the human brain: responds to stimuli are expressed such that it is impossible to tell which
brain is human, and which is duplicated without prior knowledge.
dankamongmen (2007-06-05 23:05:55)
well now, they haven’t been built yet :D
seldomawake (2007-06-06 00:44:51)
Spent three years in Dubai. Not worth it, unless you’re rolling in dough, and I wasn’t quite there. Found it quite
terrible, actually. Now, I avoid even layovers there... nope, hated it. Thanks for the link to the story! I’ve been
looking for it for years...
thirdeyeoferis (2007-06-06 05:50:46)
If they aren’t capable of creating superviruses that can wipe out all of humanity already, I’m disappointed in them,
the technological building blocks are all there... No, I think it’s takes more than capability , it takes will... and balls...
definitely balls...
spoonless (2007-06-07 20:31:14)
I’ve eaten dinner with Cory, and attended a talk by Michael one time. My humble impression is that they are both
really cool guys, but Cory should shut up when it comes to reasoning about the singularity and stick to science fiction
which he does very well.

4.6.3

personal shortcomings, predjudices and ignorance (2007-06-08 08:11) - hypocritical public

Music: ol’ dirty bastard, mya and pras - ghetto superstar

i realized a few minutes ago that gil scott heron’s ”the revolution will not be televised” and jade’s ”don’t walk
away” are in my / rap/ free tracks folder solely because the artists in question are black.
alternatively: because i don’t have enough gil scott heron (his only other representation, iirc,
being an appearance on blackalicious’s blazing arrow...ahhhh i am wrong:
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• [recombinator](0) $ find /media/music/ -iname \*heron\*
• /media/music/ compilations/back to mine (vol. 13 (underworld)) (2003)/back to mine
(vol. 13 (underworld)) - 01 - gil scott-heron - ’b’ movie.flac
• /media/music/ rap/gil scott heron - the revolution will not be televised.mp3
• /media/music/ soundtracks/undercover brother (soundtrack) (2002)/undercover brother
(soundtrack) - 08 - gil scott-heron - the revolution will not be televised.ogg
• /media/music/blackalicious/blazing arrow (2002)/blackalicious - blazing arrow - 04 - first in
flight (feat. gil scott heron).ogg
• /media/music/rem/document (1987)/r.e.m. - document - 04 - disturbance at the heron
house.ogg
• /media/music/sublime/Sublime - The Black Album-Austin Tx.
TheBlackAlbum-07-freestyledub(anotherone).mp3

1996/Sublime-

• [recombinator](0) $
and as it turns out that loose track is a duplicate anyway, argh!), and because i don’t have a / r
&b/ in the case of Jade (a bit of early-90’s nostalgia in the same vein as PM Dawn).
the other day, cruisin’ full of gangstaline with the dad, he mentioned Mitt Romney...instinctively I replied,
”augh I could never vote for a Mormon presidential candidate!” immediately following this rash ejaculation, i
mentioned aloud, amazed at my own failure to remember satayana: ”holy crap, well now i guess i understand
the freaks in 1960 who wouldn’t vote for Kennedy for being a Catholic”.
then again, fuck that. Mormons! they’re totally ridiculous! catholic school was a grand ol’ time, transubstantiation is one of the best words ever, Ulysses centrally depends on Catholicism:
[955] –After all, Haines began ...
[956]
[957] Stephen turned and saw that the cold gaze which had measured him was not
[958] all unkind.
[959]
[960] –After all, I should think you are able to free yourself. You are your
[961] own master, it seems to me.
[962]
[963] –I am a servant of two masters, Stephen said, an English and an Italian.
[964]
[965] –Italian? Haines said.
[966]
[967] A crazy queen, old and jealous. Kneel down before me.
[968]
[969] –And a third, Stephen said, there is who wants me for odd jobs.
[970]
[971] –Italian? Haines said again. What do you mean?
[972]
[973] –The imperial British state, Stephen answered, his colour rising, and
[974] the holy Roman catholic and apostolic church.
[975]
[976] Haines detached from his underlip some fibres of tobacco before he spoke.
[977]
[978] –I can quite understand that, he said calmly. An Irishman must think
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[979] like that, I daresay. We feel in England that we have treated you rather
[980] unfairly. It seems history is to blame.
[981]
[982] The proud potent titles clanged over Stephen’s memory the triumph of
[983] their brazen bells: ET UNAM SANCTAM CATHOLICAM ET APOSTOLICAM ECCLESIAM:
[984] the slow growth and change of rite and dogma like his own rare thoughts,
[985] a chemistry of stars. Symbol of the apostles in the mass for pope
[986] Marcellus, the voices blended, singing alone loud in affirmation: and
[987] behind their chant the vigilant angel of the church militant disarmed and
[988] menaced her heresiarchs. A horde of heresies fleeing with mitres awry:
[989] Photius and the brood of mockers of whom Mulligan was one, and Arius,
[990] warring his life long upon the consubstantiality of the Son with the
[991] Father, and Valentine, spurning Christ’s terrene body, and the subtle
[992] African heresiarch Sabellius who held that the Father was Himself His own
[993] Son. Words Mulligan had spoken a moment since in mockery to the stranger.
[994] Idle mockery. The void awaits surely all them that weave the wind: a
[995] menace, a disarming and a worsting from those embattled angels of the
[996] church, Michael’s host, who defend her ever in the hour of conflict with
[997] their lances and their shields.
[998]
[999] Hear, hear! Prolonged applause. ZUT! NOM DE DIEU!
[1000]
[1001] –Of course I’m a Britisher, Haines’s voice said, and I feel as one. I
[1002] don’t want to see my country fall into the hands of German jews either.
[1003] That’s our national problem, I’m afraid, just now.
[1004]
and they can’t drink diet coke. i’m not voting for a president who’s prohibited, by his faith in the teachings
of the mormon holy books, from drinking the product which won the cold war. bah! mormons! wtfever.
pimperzparadise (2007-06-08 12:47:44)
I have something against the Mormons too. Not only can they not drink coke, they have to wear these weird undergarment things that really, really sketch me out. I envision these undergarments as being big, stinky girdles and T-shirts.
And I am right. They also hate gay people, black people, native americans and women. Their little missionaries on
bikes terrorize my dogs on the daily and harass me relentlessly. They come to my house, come through the gate and
follow the noises up to the pool, where they catch me naked with a big blunt in hand. Next time they pull that shit,
I am going to shoot them.
dankamongmen (2007-06-10 04:09:09)
HELL YEAH, sarah
thirdkraytwin (2007-06-09 12:22:12)
My Dad memorised the first page of the Mormon bible. When they came to the door he would make zombie arms
and walk round in circles quoting it in a death metal monotone. It also helps that he looks alot like Spike Milligan.
thirdeyeoferis (2007-06-12 03:21:23)
i like to offer to sell them new books of the mormon bible that i have recently discovered......
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some people just call me jaded but anger’s release leaves me elated
(2007-06-10 16:59) - irritated - public

Music: state of unrest - state of unrest - scitzo

• happy neologism of mine: grokking point, obvious comprehension analogue of stopping point
• happy neologism of [ LJ User: nisroc ]’s: SoNo, describing Atlanta immediately South of North
[Avenue]
seventeen-oh-two, press return. $Q4>@ 8E0 9;>28G >AB>5 2A:89 (Fyodor Mikhailovich to most of
you, save perhaps [ LJ User: litovka ], [ LJ User: kuzm1ch ] and possibly [ LJ User: jenrosero ]):
• ”A new Gogol has arisen!” - Nekrasov
• ”Gogols grow like mushrooms in your imagination” - Belinsky
• ”We all came from Gogol’s overcoat.” Dostoyevsky
• To think – I’d never heard of Gogol prior to a phone call with Alana back in 1994
• I stole my copy of Gogol’s Diary of a Madman from the Merchant’s Walk library, after determining
it’d never been checked out, when I was 15
• Eight years later, overcome with guilt, I anonymously donated that same library $100
• I do not feel guilty for having sold weed out of the bathrooms there as an adolescent, though
• Hang on for some preparatory history; fellow AP Euro travelers can probably skip this: Serfdom’s end.
Papism. Nationalism. Anglo-Gallic tension. Seigneurialism. Montesquieu. Royal absolutism. Turgot.
New taxes. Parlements. Nobility. Non! Necker. American Revolution. Loans. Failure. Calonne.
Public buyback. Failure. Assembly of Notables. Estates-General. 1789! National Convention.
Guillotines. The Terror! The Directory! Napoleon...wha? Third Coalition...not so much. Fourth
coalition...same thing. Grand Armée. Russia, 1812. So cold. So hungry. So many dead Frogs and
Austrians in the Russian snow. Retreat. Sixth coalition...thanks for the assist, de Tolly! St. Helena.
Napoleon...wha? Waterloo sets up the unendurably long middle passage of Les Miserables. Wellington.
St. Elba. Congress of Vienna. Metternich and the Diplomacy All-Stars. ”Peace with Honor” (the first
time, cref Chamberlain). Ferment, ferment, ferment. Conservative order. Ferment ferment ferment.
Russia still hasn’t figured out that serfdom ended. Ferment ferment ferment. Enlightened despots.
Ferment ferment ferment. 1848! Absolutists start feeling their assholes puckering, particularly one
Tsar Nicholas I. Did I mention that Russia’s economy remained serf-based, and that it would through
Alexander II and Crimea? That’s important, and explains much of what came later.
• Remember the Fourierist, Mikhail Petrashevsky. Fyodor was seized with the other Petrashevtsy in a
Tsarist raid, imprisoned, and sentenced to death. Blindfolded and lined up before a firing squad in the
snows of Semyonovsky (for his thoughts at the time, consult The Idiot and Notes from the House of
the Dead), ”Amnesty” came through in the form of four grueling years in the Omsk katorga
• Thus ended his utopian socialist pretensions (cref the Christian Anarchist Tolstoy), begetting Russian
Symbolism.
• Notes from Underground: Existentialist classic predating Nausea or The Stranger by a century. Sartre
and Camus, like Fyodor, would edit provocative political journals – Combat!in the former case, The
Citizen in the latter.
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• The Five: Balakirev, Cui, Mussorgsky, Rimsky-Korsakov, Borodin. Known to any academic bowler.
The Fyodor Five, 1866-1880: Crime and Punishment, The Gambler, The Idiot, The Possessed, The
Brothers Karamazov. Likewise known to academic bowlers in your state and mine.
• I’ve read each (along with The Double and Notes) once, except C &P which I’ve done eight or nine
times. Own a copy of each, I’m quite certain.
• Don’t mistake C &P for C &P the G, of course!
• Brothers: the undisputed masterwork. Read during the interminable tedium of high school classes my
junior year, I remember very little, detail-wise. Epic themes remain as clear today as they did then.
• I really want to reread it, like NOW.
• I can’t find a single fucking copy of anything the man wrote in my room, save a Dover Thrift Edition
of Notes.
• WHERE THE FUCK DID THEY GO.
• Oppenheimer: ”Dostoyevky is superior [to Tolstoy]...he gets to the soul and torment of men.” (American
Prometheus, p49, attributed to personal interview with John Edsall)

smellycoder (2007-06-11 00:22:53)
have you seen the namesake?
dankamongmen (2007-06-11 02:41:01)
of what?
smellycoder (2007-06-12 23:55:34)
”the namesake” it’s a movie!
dankamongmen (2007-06-12 23:59:39)
lol =] oh nope, haven’t evev herd of it.
smellycoder (2007-06-13 00:03:08)
pst, its relevant to your post.
cynical5679 (2007-06-18 07:18:16)
adding you is that okay?
dankamongmen (2007-06-18 13:26:01)
certainly, thanks much =]

4.6.5

atlanta memories (2007-06-25 00:53) - love this hot sprawling city - public

Music: goodie mob - still standing - ghettoology

excerpted from a mail i sent earlier tonight:
that had to be great. sonny purdue is such a joke. man, i miss the glory days of zell miller giving keynote speeches in madison square garden (before he went crazy ten years later in Coverdall’s
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seat), HOPE representing something more than southern/urban wealth flowing into north-of-theperimeter school systems, and mighty maynard jackson (before he was an airport) giving way
to tricky bill campbell giving way to...well, i’m still convinced shirley franklin is an animatronic
amalgamation of successful mayors from other cities, controlled by sewer industry interests in
conjunction with an inner circle of delta sigma theta superwomen. i miss freaknik and hurricane
hugo giving the traffic a reason to be shitty. i miss Ludacris as Chris Lova Lova on Hot 97.5, i
miss olympic pipe bombings and thinking richard jewell did it – eric rudolph’s scary – and i miss
it being novel when the braves won. i miss GT’s national championship team of 1990, little joe
hamilton, the dirty bird and the Knights and Flames, far better transient teams than the Beat
and the Silverbacks. i miss panhandling being legal.
i miss the omni, but the hawks still lose something like 76 games a year, so the more some
things change, the more they stay the same.
on dale,
on cee-lo,
on rison and sanders!
on luda,
on big boi,
left eye and panhandlers!
–resurgens terminus! nick
ahhh, time to go revel in [1]a man in full for a bit.
1. http://www.amazon.com/Man-Full-Tom-Wolfe/dp/0374270325

billings (2007-06-25 07:58:40)
Was HOPE ever anything but a lottery scholarship?
dankamongmen (2007-06-25 08:19:02)
cobb, fulton, gwinnett, dekalb and fayette are essentially UGA/GSU feeder schools now, because of mastering the
pimping of HOPE. now, this likely does raise the standard incoming state student’s preperation level (on the other
hand, you’ve suddenly introduced a crass threshold value into grading, and i *GUARANTEE* plenty of b’s are coming from cobb county due to parent-teacher-conference-hootenanny about HOPE cutoffs), but it certainly doesn’t
help the most needy, and it does tend to take away from them and their communities disproportionately more. the
college prep diplomas in those school systems seem entirely to be HOPE-focused now (this is the difference), which
doesn’t seem as if it could possibly be the best metric of success.
dankamongmen (2007-06-25 20:41:15)
what a bunch of incoherent drivel, doubleplusargh!
billings (2007-06-25 20:54:20)
I think you got your point across. The money’s always come from the poor, it’s just that the areas with money
now know exactly how to game the HOPE qualifications, right?
dankamongmen (2007-06-25 20:57:51)
aye. a game biased against player F, assuming conformal play from G, sees F’s chances improve with G’s ignorance
of the rules. you’ve saved the post from deletion, bill! my striking finger had hovered.
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rusty42 (2007-06-27 05:45:20)
+= cherokee
threv (2007-06-25 15:04:15)
i want to use this as liner notes for my planned ”peachtree industrial” compilation record
dankamongmen (2007-06-25 20:40:18)
ahh, share and enjoy. copyleft 2007 putthepatientintothewater productions all rights worth shit. [copyleft.jpeg]
haven’t seen you in a minute; stopping by soon would be your best interest =].
threv (2007-06-25 20:46:16)
thanks a zillion. been busy as fuck due to the laptop battle (that & missy + me are engaged now) i will be seeing
you sooooooooon.
dankamongmen (2007-06-25 20:53:08)
if you’re at all serious i’ll forward you the full mail, including bonus references to: fulton-county stadium,
cnntimewarneraol-oops-now-we’re-cnn-again, lakewood ampitheatre, international brawlroom, hamdogs at mulligan’s, pounds of schwag sold to you by scurrying browned children in big grocery sacks up on buford highway, the
masquerade staircase, the wreck room, and yes even the infamous skipping of our own beloved cobb county by the
olympic torch because we’d rather hate the gays.
threv (2007-06-25 21:06:29)
serious as a traffic jam on 285
dankamongmen (2007-06-25 20:55:18)
and aye, i saw you pretty much immediately after the return home, and was shocked (like so many others) to
discover y’all weren’t married already.
threv (2007-06-25 21:06:43)
this is the general sentiment i get. which is a very good sign.
quandry (2007-06-27 08:55:44)
Sniff. God I miss it.

4.6.6

won’t you open up the border, to rivers running green (2007-06-25 18:07) - exigent public

Music: MIA - Arular - Fire Fire

The mathematician’s patterns, like those of the painter’s or the poet’s, the ideas, like the
colours or words, must fit together in a harmonious way. There is no permanent place in this
world for ugly mathematics. - G. H. Hardy
impassioned ode to the wordhorde and plagiarism both man, no matter how many times you’ve stroked the
words, indeed independent of whether one’s memorized the text in question, sometimes you stumble back
across a quote long submerged in that peat moss of memory and it reawakens, reinvigorates whole parts
of you. no matter how many times Twitch and I have bared our brains and voices to heaven under the
El, angelheaded tripsters chanting screaming forcing desperate stanzas of prufrock or the wasteland against
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the wind and on a long day’s journey into night, no matter how many times then he and i, as the evening
dominates the sky, bellow in all of its authoritative loneliness HURRY UP PLEASE IT’S TIME, gazes
blank and pitiless as the sun while around the decay of that colossal wreck (of the Hesperus, in the midnight
and the snow!...i’ll stop), i’ll still shiver every time i stumble upon perhaps the most disquieting lines in
american poetry...a cruel trick by our blind Tiresias, after his talk of april tubers and winter sledding:
What are the roots that clutch, what branches grow
Out of this stony rubbish? Son of man,
You cannot say, or guess, for you know only
A heap of broken images, where the sun beats,
And the dead tree gives no shelter, the cricket no relief,
And the dry stone no sound of water. Only
There is shadow under this red rock,
(Come in under the shadow of this red rock),
And I will show you something different from either
Your shadow at morning striding behind you
Or your shadow at evening rising to meet you;
I will show you fear in a handful of dust.
what can you say to that, save Shantih shantih shantih or apothanein thelo or just shammadamma, fükkit?
anyway, the inspiring selection would be Fred Brooks’s epic rip-off of G. H. Hardy only a few decades earlier:
The programmer, like the poet, works only slightly removed from pure thought-stuff. He
builds castles in the air, from air, creating by exertion of the imagination. Few media of creation
are so flexible, so easy to polish and rework, so readily capable of realizing grand conceptual
structures. Yet the program construct, unlike the poet’s words, is real in the sense that it moves
and works, producing visible outputs separate from the construct itself. It prints results, draws
pictures, produces sounds, moves arms. The magic of myth and legend has come true in our
time. One types the correct incantation on a keyboard, and a display screen comes to life,
showing things that never were nor could be. ... The computer resembles the magic of legend in
this respect, too. If one character, one pause, of the incantation is not strictly in proper form, the
magic doesn’t work. Human beings are not accustomed to being perfect, and few areas of human
activity demand it. Adjusting to the requirement for perfection is, I think, the most difficult part
of learning to program.
this masterful summary of What The Coding Game’s Really All About ought be seared into every serious
codeartist’s backbrain in a holocaust of his most precious resource, arable neurospace. there’s not much i
consider holy and i expect to be afforded not a millisecond of contemplation when the magic smoke finally
leaves this phat sack of carbon, but there’s something to be said for the release from this busy monster,
humankind and to soar for a moment in the Platonic, enormous room where a mind bounded’s flights of
fancy turn legacy.
O ME! O life!... of the questions of these recurring;
Of the endless trains of the faithless–of cities fill’d with the foolish;
Of myself forever reproaching myself, (for who more foolish than I, and who more faithless?)
Of eyes that vainly crave the light–of the objects mean–of the struggle ever renew’d;
Of the poor results of all–of the plodding and sordid crowds I see around me;
Of the empty and useless years of the rest–with the rest me intertwined;
The question, O me! so sad, recurring–What good amid these, O me, O life?
That you are here–that life exists, and identity;
That the powerful play goes on, and you will contribute a verse.
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crazyprogrammer (2007-06-25 23:19:45)
I had to use that argument for a few of my proofs in math class this last semester... at least, in order to justify to
myself. I never thought of programming in the magic perspective, but the analogy is oddly appropriate, I like it.

4.6.7

ugh (2007-06-26 14:53) - pressured - public

Music: primus - here come the bastards

get ready for PDF spam
asmodeuis (2007-06-26 20:32:01)
fucking lose me thinks
uniheliodem (2007-06-26 20:38:58)
Eh, that’s easy enough to deal with. I have a filter that automatically detains attachments from e-mail when the
sender is not on my white list. If the sender does not add himself to the white list (requiring a valid e-mail address),
then the attachment is purged after 30 days.
uniheliodem (2007-06-26 20:41:23)
Of course, this is a nightmare from a sysadmin perspective. I can see it now, there will be knee-jerks to remove pdf
attachments from e-mails – and I won’t be able to send out papers to colleagues and coworkers.
dankamongmen (2007-06-26 22:00:36)
from a personal standpoint, it is no problem from a sysadmin standpoint, it is a major problem from the standpoint
of a research scientist at a network security/enforcement appliance company, it is *your* problem. but, it looks
like we’re way out ahead of it – we predicted this in january when image spam first really took off – via majiks of
extraction, rgb conversion and the world’s finest SNLSVM.
starlancer (2007-06-27 05:27:24)
Just change the file extension with a note to them to change it back. I used to do that all the time to send images
to a friend who worked for an accounting company that blogged all the usual image extensions. Alternatively, I’d
embed the images in a Word doc, since they didn’t block that. There may well be mail scanners that look at the
actual format and not the file extension, but it doesn’t seem logical, as it would do spammers no good to send files
that most morons wouldn’t know how to look at.
starlancer (2007-06-27 05:28:43)
Let’s see if I can put this in the right place in the thread this time: Er, that would be a company that ”blocked”
those extensions, not ”blogged.”
seldomawake (2007-06-26 20:53:57)
Aw, crap. It disappoints me that I didn’t think of it.
happyfunnorm (2007-06-27 08:13:13)
Neither image nor PDF Spam is of much interest to me, since I only use text E-Mail unless I actually go out of my
way to save and open an image or something. My favorite Spams are still the ones that say something like ’Hey, call
me!’ with no other apparent payload. Not even a phone number! What’s the point of those, anyway. (I miss the pre
Canter and Segal Internet)
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dankamongmen (2007-06-27 11:02:01)
don’t worry, norm; i keep it rizzeal: glock to your chest as you pause
happyfunnorm (2007-06-27 18:26:40)
word
purgatoryreject (2007-06-27 23:33:28)
when will they invent spam where actual breasts emerge from the computer screen and smack one in the face?
dj ricecake (2007-06-28 00:03:37)
Hmm, I just got my first one today at work :(
slacktide (2007-06-29 19:24:54)
Thank you sir. Just got one this morning. Also, got me first SMS spam the other day, which is fun because I never
use it anyay. TXTNG S 2 HRD ON MY THMBS.
0x7048 (2007-07-01 05:47:35)
I love that song.

4.6.8

Non-stop talker, what a rocker, blue-eyed murder in a size five dress
(2007-06-28 17:20) - full of giddiness - public

Music: van halen - greatest hits, vol. 1 - unchained

since every site on earth seems to get it partially correct, i’ll now post what feels, finally, to be totally correct
here where it is useful to no one. this is independent of kernel framebuffer / i2c settings, but you need drm:
beryl on debian unstable using xfce4 + intel9*5 graphics

1. Ensure the following items are in your /etc/X11/xorg.conf:
•

Section "Extensions"
Option "Composite" "True"
EndSection

•

Section "Device"
Identifier
Graphics Controller
Driver
BusID
Option
EndSection

"Intel Corporation footastic Integrated
"intel"
"i have a bus id!"
"XAANoOffscreenPixmaps"

"true"

• and finally,
Option

"AddARGBGLXVisuals"

"true"

in your Screen section.
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2. max out your video aperture in bios
3. check your mtrr’s and make sure all’s well, flash bios to taste
4. add deb http://download.tuxfamily.org/myberyl/shame/debian-sid/beryl-svn/rel atively-stable/ ./ to
your apt sourcs
5. install beryl-shame or some subset of the dependencies thereof
6. put the following or something like it into .config/xfce4/xinitrc:
beryl-manager 2>&1 >$HOME/var/log/beryl
emerald 2>&1 >$HOME/var/log/emerald &
exec sh /etc/xdg/xfce4/xinitrc
7. run startxfce4 or restart {g,k,x }dm
boom, it works, you inherit everything from xfce4 that you’d set up session-wise, it’s as optimal as i know
it can be (FUCK the intel DG965 motherboard line, particularly my DG965WH, for its continued inability
to properly set up MTRRs in the presence of 4G+ RAM (fucking it up three different ways in as many
bios revisions), yeaaarhgrhrg!), and it’s minimal enough to remain fairly robust in the face of changes (most
importantly, no modification of debian xfce4-owned files like so many sites advise). beryl looks fucking fantastic; i was literally giggling like a schoolgirl last night as i played with it.
most importantly, by using intel 965, we’re helping support the one real player in true open source graphics.
you people running nvidia or ati are sellouts and i hope you all suffer silent disk corruption due to bugs in
their inauditable drivers. fuck nvidia. fuck ati.
beryl usage notes thus far: adonis-mod is an astonishing look (”delicate, but surprising” as it describes
itself); get it in emerald’s theme picker. all four window placement settings, with or without the mysterious
”workarounds” setting, suck terribly for terminal-intensive X’ing; enable the ”put window” plugin and use
those keyboard shortcuts and everything’s solved. use mipmaps for scaler. unpack the cube with ˆpgdn. be
sure to use an opaque x-terminal-emulator, shade that fucker up with the TrailFocus plugin instead, and
engage the blur plugin behind windows – this is going to be the biggest move forward for my user experience
since compositing first got support in xfwm. Huge. it’s nicer if you also blur behind decorators, but that
managed to make my pretty-goddamn-fast machine be just slow enough in the selector to be annoying. Turn
on all the accessibility plugins and learn their shortcuts. enable mipmaps and shadows for window decorations. good times.
oh and most importantly, when a keyboard shortcut mentions ”<Super>”, it means ”Meta” (Ctrl-Esc on
101/102-key keyboards).
leftorium (2007-06-28 22:08:51)
I miss the Nick Black of old, who would have punched Joey in his slanty vagina for even suggesting that fucking
around w/ fancy windowmanagers might be an appropriate use of his vitally important time. Soon you’ll be slinging
+10 dank to orcs looking to get MMORPHIGH.
cryptic maniac (2007-06-29 00:01:26)
I could never get beryl to work. I have an old ATI card tho... that might be half the reason. I’ve tried so many
different things. Now it’s like very broke. Ubuntu is luckily easy to fix.
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dankamongmen (2007-06-29 13:22:22)
Ubuntu should concentrate on its core audience and rename itself ”Debian for little old ladies, third worlders, homosexuals and indie kids”. Debian gave us APT, the DFSL, and pbuilder. Ubuntu gave us... earth-toned themes.
thirdkraytwin (2007-07-03 06:04:44) add ’the blind’ to your list
At least its the first release that actually talks efficiently on install. Which is extremely handy if you can’t see the
14,678,987 step instructions to make any other build decide not to talk, eventually, after you spent a year fucking
round with it. And also, blind people don’t care about earth-toned themes. They do, however, care about being
shafted to the tune of $995 US per license for a shittily coded screen reader (JAWS) that only (sort of) works on
Windows and falls to bits at the merest glimmer of a GUI. I rest my case (on behalf of my little bro).
dankamongmen (2007-07-03 23:41:51) Re: add ’the blind’ to your list
now that’s something useful to know! thanks for that bit of information.
tempest261 (2007-06-29 00:36:19)
Why the hell are you running 4G+ of RAM? Are you using a 64 bit OS?
dankamongmen (2007-06-29 01:26:07) absolutely – core 2 duo
[recombinator](0) $ uname -a Linux recombinator 2.6.22-rc6 #2 SMP Tue Jun 26 16:10:41 EDT 2007 x86 64
GNU/Linux [recombinator](0) $ sudo x86info x86info v1.20. Dave Jones 2001-2006 Feedback to . Found 2 CPUs
—————————————-—————————- —— CPU #1 Family: 6 Model: 15 Stepping: 6 Type: 0 Brand:
0 CPU Model: Core 2 Duo E6600 [B2] Original OEM Feature flags: fpu vme de pse tsc msr pae mce cx8 apic sep
mtrr pge mca cmov pat pse36 clflsh ds acpi mmx fxsr sse sse2 ss ht tm pbe sse3 monitor ds-cpl vmx est tm2 ssse3
cx16 xTPR Extended feature flags: SYSCALL xd em64t lahf lm Cache info L1 Instruction cache: 32KB, 8-way
associative. 64 byte line size. L1 Data cache: 32KB, 8-way associative. 64 byte line size. L3 unified cache: 4MB,
16-way associative. 64 byte line size. TLB info Instruction TLB: 4x 4MB page entries, or 8x 2MB pages entries, 4-way
associative Instruction TLB: 4K pages, 4-way associative, 128 entries. Data TLB: 4MB pages, 4-way associative, 32
entries L0 Data TLB: 4MB pages, 4-way set associative, 16 entries L0 Data TLB: 4MB pages, 4-way set associative,
16 entries Data TLB: 4K pages, 4-way associative, 256 entries. 64 byte prefetching. The physical package supports 2
logical processors —————————————- ———————————- CPU #2 Family: 6 Model: 15 Stepping:
6 Type: 0 Brand: 0 CPU Model: Core 2 Duo E6600 [B2] Original OEM Feature flags: fpu vme de pse tsc msr pae
mce cx8 apic sep mtrr pge mca cmov pat pse36 clflsh ds acpi mmx fxsr sse sse2 ss ht tm pbe sse3 monitor ds-cpl
vmx est tm2 ssse3 cx16 xTPR Extended feature flags: SYSCALL xd em64t lahf lm Cache info L1 Instruction cache:
32KB, 8-way associative. 64 byte line size. L1 Data cache: 32KB, 8-way associative. 64 byte line size. L3 unified
cache: 4MB, 16-way associative. 64 byte line size. TLB info Instruction TLB: 4x 4MB page entries, or 8x 2MB pages
entries, 4-way associative Instruction TLB: 4K pages, 4-way associative, 128 entries. Data TLB: 4MB pages, 4-way
associative, 32 entries L0 Data TLB: 4MB pages, 4-way set associative, 16 entries L0 Data TLB: 4MB pages, 4-way
set associative, 16 entries Data TLB: 4K pages, 4-way associative, 256 entries. 64 byte prefetching. The physical
package supports 2 logical processors —————————————-—————————- —— [recombinator](0) $
thirdkraytwin (2007-07-03 06:05:11) Re: absolutely – core 2 duo
is that translated as BECAUZ I CAN?
dankamongmen (2007-07-03 23:43:10) Re: absolutely – core 2 duo
we have a dance-off winner!
youhavebugs (2007-06-29 23:10:28) :)
I like my dual nvidia tri-monitor setup with beryl under ubuntu. :( ... I must be a sellout I guess... I’m on the
UbuntuStudio development team...
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dankamongmen (2007-06-29 23:51:37) Re: :)
ahhh, badfuckingass! congratulations!

4.7

July

4.7.1

such a sweet face trapped in a staircase with the smell of her own burning hair
(2007-07-01 22:21) - hard-workin’ dank - friends

Music: rasputina - thanks for the ether - my little shirtwaist fire

Man, referencing the Triangle Shirtwaist Fire of 1911 is pretty damn hardcore, both from a subject matter perspective and for the esoteric appeal of the AP American History memories it suggests. Hats off to
[1]Rasputina, and to [ LJ User: eccyntric ] for introducing me to them Friday (while they were here(!), playing at the [2]Echo Lounge or [3]Eyedrum, I’m unsure which) prior to a disasterous showing of Israel’s finest
trance act, [4]Infected Mushroom, at [5]Fever. They’ll be here, it appears, again 2007-08-01 at [6]Vinyl, and
I’ll see them then (hey [ LJ User: blackbox42 ], are you listening?).
Is there anything so sweet as cutting out a middleman? [singing] I’m back in baby’s arms, how I missed
those lovin’ arms...
We’re seeing a massive takeoff in cut-to-order spam targeted specifically at CEO’s and other high-level
executives of middle- to large-sized companies around the world. This spam usually ties together numerous
elements of the company in question, and personal interests of the target (as verified under debriefing),
bearing with it URI’s devoted to drive-by-infection with custom-built(!) trojans....the implications of this
are some of the scariest I’ve ever considered in a life primarily spent pondering the execution of and defense
against computer network attacks. We’re all fucked.
I love the intro to [7]this article posted by the lovely [ LJ User: girlvinyl ], ”The New Age of Ignorance”:
It is an immutable law of nature that acute embarrassment can make a few short seconds
last pretty much for ever. The longest two minutes of my life occurred in the company of James
Watson, one half of the famous double act who discovered the double helix. I was interviewing
Watson, then in his late seventies, at his lab in Cold Spring Harbor on Long Island. At one point,
I referred blithely to the ’perfect simplicity’ of his and Francis Crick’s findings about the code of
life.
Watson is a mischievous, famously prickly man and that phrase seemed to get under his skin.
He raised an eyebrow. He sat back. He thought he would have some fun. Seeing as it was all
so perfectly simple, he suggested, maybe I could briefly run through my understanding of DNA
base pairing, say, or chromosome mapping.
What followed - a tangled, stuttering stream of consciousness reflecting distant O-level biology
and recent half-understanding of Watson’s brilliant books, punctuated with words like ’replication’ and ’mutation’ and meaning nothing much - gave new resonance to the notion of floundering.
Watson, resisting the temptation to laugh, correct or comment, simply moved on, having categorically established our respective levels of evolution. I can still cringe now at the brief pause
that concluded my ill-judged aside on the significance of the genome.
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I hope I make people feel like that at times, when they’re talking as they shouldn’t – I’m always grateful
when I get dressed down for such, and thankful for the grandmotherly kindness. The article goes on to use
the fantastic word ”Baedeker”, and reference C. P. Snow’s [8]”The Two Cultures”, available in the same
wonderful [9]Canto Publishing imprint that’s recently brought back A Mathematician’s Apology, What is
Life? and other incredible milestones of human thought. Hurrah for Canto! Speaking of biology, be sure to
check out [10]”Alibek Dissected Like a Frog” over at Dick Destiny, one of the better national security blogs.
1. http://www.rasputina.com/
2. http://www.atlantamusicguide.com/amg/venues/echo_lounge
3. http://www.eyedrum.org/
4. http://www.infected.co.il/
5. http://www.feveratl.com/
6. http://www.vinylatlanta.com/index.asp
7. http://observer.guardian.co.uk/review/story/0,,2115519,00.html
8. http://observer.guardian.co.uk/review/story/0,,2115519,00.html
9. http://www.amazon.com/Two-Cultures-Canto-C-Snow/dp/0521457300
10. http://www.dickdestiny.com/blog/2007/07/alibek-dissected-like-frog-russian.html

baka (2007-07-02 03:07:53)
Rasputina played and I missed it? man. I know about the upcoming concert in August, I had no idea about tonight.
Such a disappointment!
eccyntric (2007-07-02 15:40:27)
Did you end up going to the Rasputina show? And does Vinyl’s a/c work? ’Cause Fever’s does not and that blew.
dankamongmen (2007-07-02 16:02:28)
nah i went back to y’alls’ place, met up with [ LJ User: jmol ] after downing white russians, and then just hung out
with her for the rest of the eve. i also fixed the glass in my front door. how’s [ LJ User: jujuyy ]?
eccyntric (2007-07-02 19:02:12)
Limping slightly, but otherwise fine
uniheliodem (2007-07-02 18:11:17)
It sounds like it is time to implement human filtering again, (e.g. the secretary who ”buzzes in” the guests). Stick the
secretary in a DMZ, and have her screen all of the external e-mails for the executives.
uniheliodem (2007-07-02 18:12:12)
Heh, better yet, she could place printed copies of the e-mails in their physical in boxes. Let’s see them design a trojan
that can survive being serialized to a piece of paper.
dankamongmen (2007-07-02 19:18:03)
extremophilia ho!

4.7.2

she doesn’t even know what’s wrong and I know I’m gonna make her die take
her where her soul belongs (2007-07-03 19:45) - where the fuck is my vpn - friends

Music: the cure - live on triple j radio - love will tear us apart

WORST INTERVIEW EVER ADMINISTERED
c 2008 dankamongmen. This book is strictly personal.
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Date: Fri, 29 Jun 2007 11:42:19 -0400
From: nick black
To: security through obSCURity
Subject: it must be unpleasant to wake up and realize you’re useless
I just ran the shortest phone screen of my life, starting at 11:03 and ending at 11:07. suggestions on
how this could have been better done are welcomed, as i don’t think anyone benefitted from this exchange:
dank: ”OK, this will be a quick phone screen to baseline your technical capacity and skill set, and reasoning abilities. It will not last more than half an hour, and is made up of five entirely technical questions.
Please make sure you have something to write on and are comfortable, and we’ll begin.” (yes, i read this
from a text file)
guy: ”Oh I didn’t think this would need paper [shuffle shuffle]” (I’m thinking this is either a very good or
very bad sign) ”ok”
dank: ”Alright, let’s begin. Provided with a Stack API and unbounded free store, implement a Queue API.”
guy: ”I don’t understand.”
dank: ”You get Stack. Give me Queue. Take all the RAM you can eat.”
guy: ”[very slowly] I understand Stacks to be LIFO, meaning Last-In-First-Out, and Queues are FIFO,
meaning First-In-First-Out.”
dank: ”Yes, they’re different.”
guy: ”I would just use the Queue class.”
dank: ”We are lost on the Desert Island of Stack, where instruction sets implement naught but PUSH, POP,
and NEW, and we need a Queue to get rescued. Build us that Queueplane, guy.”
guy: ”Oh, well one time I had to do something like that, and what I used was called ’Polish Notation’ and”
dank: ”You can stop right there with”
guy: ”[getting cross] No, listen. In Polish Notation, you can push the operators down onto a stack...”
dank: ”[wtf??] Polish Notation has nothing more to do with the problem than infix does with AST resolution.
In fact...well, nevermind. Look, I want pseudocode. You can call push pop and new. Implement dequeue
and enqueue for me. Here’s a hint: your Stack is a heterogeneous container.”
guy: ”what?”
dank: ”It can hold different things.”
guy: ”I can’t just answer this off the top of my head. I need a few minutes.”
dank: ”....I said it was five questions in a thirty minute interview.”
guy: ”I haven’t any idea how. I see no idea why you’d do that.”
dank: ”You see no reason why you’d want to implement one data structure’s interface in terms of another?
None?”
guy: ”[sounding betrayed] I think that’s .... an academic question. Don’t you want to ask about my projects?”
dank: ”I honestly didn’t even read your resume, dude. I care about the code you can write me today. This
is the question I’m asking. Can you do it? Can you wrap a Queue into a Stack? Or is it impossible?”
guy: ”I’d just use the queue class.”
dank: ”The solution is to push each item to be enqueued onto its own Stack, and push Stacks onto the
innermost (and thus Queued) Stack, creating a fractal car/cdr. Let’s move on.”
guy: ”That was a stupid question.”
dank: ”Let’s move on.”
guy: ”I would just...”
dank: ”I’m not interested. You need to build a robot to carpet hallways. These hallways are 1 foot wide and
N feet long. You have carpet pieces measuring 1x1 and 2x1. How many different ways are there to carpet a
given hallway?”
guy: ”I have absolutely no clue.”
dank: ”Do you not wish to attempt the problem?”
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guy: ”No, it’s bullcrap”
at this point i hung up on him.
–rigorously, nick
–
nick black ”np: the class of dashed hopes and idle dreams.”
phutro (2007-07-04 00:03:41)
first comment ever! and the damned automated lights in the lab keep going off. any more interview gems?
dankamongmen (2007-07-04 00:51:26)
i’m sure i can remember a few if i drink a little. unfortunately, my vpn is back. i will say that i’ve asked the following
question in at least 200 interviews, and gotten a completely correct answer only three times (iirc, [ LJ User: justben ]
was one) (Jason Lunz missed it, back in 2000!): Q: Implement in ANSI C a function dup argv(), having the following
prototype: char **dup argv(const char * const argv[]); Your function must return a deep copy of argv, for which
you may assume the standard ANSI C semantics for main()’s argv parameter as preconditions, without at any point
incurring undefined semantics or leaking memory.
justben (2007-07-04 15:00:01)
Much as I’d like to take the credit, I don’t think you asked me that one. Then again, maybe it was so obvious that I
quickly forgot. argv’s not really that tough, is it? Incidentally, my solution to the stacky queue problem would have
been to reverse the stack whenever a different end was needed. This should roughly double the average access time
over your structure, but it has the distinct advantage of not growing memory un-fucking-bounded (!!) until empty
like yours does. As I ponder it, perhaps a blended solution would be better than either. Use your stack-of-stacks
for regular growth, and reverse-and-pop for GC.
justben (2007-07-04 15:04:18)
Note that I was hasty and didn’t read down to the [ LJ User: leon03 ]thread before posting. Sorry to duplicate :-)
dankamongmen (2007-07-04 16:08:10)
i personally really dig leon’s. i feel it’s set a new standard in my personal understanding of the problem, and really
wish i’d spent more than the 10 seconds necessary to get the naive solution when i asked it.
dankamongmen (2007-07-04 17:10:23) argv’s not really that tough, is it?
not at all, i’d like to think. an awful lot of people just seem to have a terrible time without a compiler there. this
raises the question: should you let people have a compiler in the interview (or, to hold all other variables constant,
a syntactic verifier)? i say no. i see a lot of this:
foo *s; malloc(s,sizeof(foo));
which indicates not a failure to grasp syntax, but a deep disconnect with the central c axiom that all function
arguments are passed by value (call it ”pass by copy”, as pointers provide value-result (and macros something
close to pass-by-name, that old trickster! but that’s preprocessor and not functions of course)). something like
a c++-style definition in the middle of a block is forgiven with nothing more than a semi-snide comment, unless
they’ve suggested that they ought be held to a higher standard by preening c-wise. maybe 25 % of people forget
to heap allocate either the internal strings or the containing array. this is grounds for a sweeping dismissal of the
solution. some people don’t know what the hell argv is, but handle it fine after that, modulo minor mistakes. i
don’t know what planet these people come from. every so often someone starts writing DWORD and other win32
mindrot. i get flustered and put on a major show of asking where in ISO/IEC 9899:1990 this can be found, or
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perhaps if it’s an obscure part of the Technical Corrigenda i’d skimmed over. eventually we work out that it’s
microsoft haberdashery and i remark, ”oh, my my, i didn’t know anyone used that anymore!” on the other hand, i
see a disturbing amount of things like:
if((dargv[i] = malloc(80)) == NULL){}
and you’re just like, guy, c’mon, we’re weaving on logic’s pristine loom here, not clog-dancing in the multicultural
awareness celebration marking 17.6 years of ISO 80x25 terminals.
dewzi (2007-07-05 03:55:08) Re: argv’s not really that tough, is it?
Phrases Only Nick Can Make Funny #529 ”oh, my my, i didn’t know anyone used that anymore!”
seldomawake (2007-07-05 22:35:20) Re: argv’s not really that tough, is it?
foo *s; malloc(s,sizeof(foo)); I’m a little confused here. Why would anyone write this? if((dargv[i] = malloc(80))
== NULL) { } This makes me grin, but I suspect it’s because I’m missing the point...
justben (2007-07-08 19:04:17) Re: argv’s not really that tough, is it?
malloc(s,sizeof(foo));
? Really? That’s baffling and disturbing. Moreso even than
(dargv[i] = malloc(80))
, I think. I mean, the latter only displays stupid lack of foresight in variable length. The former is a fundamental
failure to understand how C works. What, are they thinking of C++ references? And hell, why the hell would
someone implement
malloc()
that way even if they had C++ references? Ew!
downtym (2007-09-13 04:44:15)
This is my guess at this one, but I’m willing to admit that it’s probably wrong. I seem to remember that you are only
limited to 512 parameters into argv (This may be apocryphal or just my desire to be lazy - if you need more than
512 parameters, what the fuck are you up to Gentoo-boy?!), and I’m obviously letting that malloc hang there like a
deadfish. So, I wouldn’t argue this is ”correct”, but I might fight for partial credit if you told me it was completely
and absolutely wrong. Or I might crawl into a corner and cry. —————————————-————– char **dup
argv(const char * const argv[]) { int i = 0; char **returnArray; returnArray = malloc(512 * sizeof(*returnArray));
while (argv[i] != 0) { returnArray[i] = strdup(argv[i]); i++; } returnArray[i] = 0; return returnArray; }
zmode13 (2007-07-04 00:41:20)
guy: ”[very slowly] I understand Stacks to be LIFO, meaning Last-In-First-Out, and Queues are FIFO, meaning FirstIn-First-Out.” If I know this much, it is not much to know.
billings (2007-07-04 00:51:03)
It looks like the issue here was that the interviewee was slow on the uptake and the interviewer was quick on the
takedown
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dankamongmen (2007-07-04 00:52:03)
that fleet bit of wordplay brought a broad smile to my haggard face, bill! [hugs]
dankamongmen (2007-07-04 00:55:05)
although i’d have taken advantage of uptake/takedown’s nesting and run with that throughout: ”interviewees slow
on the uptake imply takedowns swift from the interviewers” but then you’re mixing word-nesting with morphemenesting and the whole effect is rather ruined, sigh. fuck the world save yourself.
billings (2007-07-04 06:01:12)
Doesn’t get across what I wanted, anyway. Not everyone reacts the way you do to that kind of crap. This guy was
toast as soon as he said ”I don’t understand,” he just didn’t have the sense to realize it.
dankamongmen (2007-07-04 16:15:27) Not everyone reacts the way you do to that kind of crap.
elaborate, if you’ll indulge me
billings (2007-07-04 18:23:41) Re: Not everyone reacts the way you do to that kind of crap.
There’s no implication without your participation
coleoptera (2007-07-04 00:56:16)
It’s sad that so many people have been through a basic corporate style interview which is more about what you’ve
done and nothing about what you could do now. We don’t train kids to think on their feet anymore and be expected to
create spontaneously and under unknown circumstances. You know, in high school I used to encourage more people to
focus on longer timeframe oriented projects and competitions, not seeing the same benefit coming from the enjoyable
academic/quiz bowl ones. But maybe we’ve just gone too far the other way and no one can do a damned thing in and
of themselves anymore.
dankamongmen (2007-07-04 02:39:57)
actually, this guy was from the oldest generation of current (non-Master) programmers, probably 45 or so. i can’t
drop his employment history here without violating privacy, but suffice to say he worked for at least one very elite
name during the 80’s. i get the feeling this guy let whatever skills he had rust in the crapulence of big-vendor coding,
and just wasn’t ready for anything outside of a readthrough of his past accomplishments. to that i raise the words
of Andre in ”Rosa Parks”:
I met a gypsy and she hipped me to some life game To stimulate then activate the left and right brain
Said ”Baby boy, you only funky as your last cut – You focus on the past your ass’ll be a has-what.” That’s
one to live by or else that’s one to die to I try to just throw it at you, determine your own adventure
”Andre,” got to her station ”here’s my destination” She got off the bus, the conversation lingered in my
head for hours Took a shower kinda sour cause my favorite group ain’t comin’ with it But I’m witcha you
cause you probably goin’ through it anyway But anyhow when in doubt went on out and bought it Cause
I thought it would be jammin’ but examine all the flawsky-wawsky Awfully, it’s sad and it’s costly, but
that’s all she wrote And I hope I never have to float in that boat up shit creek – ”it’s weak” is the last
quote That I want to hear when I’m goin’ down When all’s said and done and we got a new joe in town
When the record player get to skippin’ and slowin’ down All yawl can say is ”Them niggas earned that
crown!” but until then...
w00t!
thirdkraytwin (2007-07-04 03:15:37)
Damn, you should have started off with a knock knock joke. I suggest the time honoured INTERRUPTING SHEEP
one. If they fall for that, then you don’t have to bother putting yourself through the agony.
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leon03 (2007-07-04 03:46:32)
Use two stacks, the front stack and the back stack. The front stack represents the beginning of the queue, and the back
stack represents the remainder of the reversed queue. To enqueue an element, push it on the back stack. To dequeue
an element, pop it off the front stack. If the front stack is empty, reverse the back stack onto the front stack. This can
be done by repeatedly popping elements off the back stack and pushing them onto the front stack until the back stack
is empty. But of course, that’s the key idea behind the standard implementation of a purely-functional queue. If I
hadn’t known that off the top of my head, I don’t know that I would have come up with it in 6 minutes. (Incidentally,
I happen to be writing a paper on non-standard purely-functional queues right now... the above paragraph appears
almost verbatim in my current draft)
dank: ”The solution is to push each item to be enqueued onto its own Stack, and push Stacks onto the
innermost (and thus Queued) Stack, creating a fractal car/cdr. Let’s move on.”
I really have no idea what this means.
dankamongmen (2007-07-04 04:13:33)
ok these two solutions are different, i get you now. mine assumes that typing information is being stored with each
element, and that you’ve got an o(n) enqueue. make sense? yours is better. mine can definitely be come up with in
6 minutes, though.
leon03 (2007-07-04 05:05:23)
What does typing have to do with it? Isn’t that question orthogonal to the one you asked? My solution is common
FP folklore. In any case, enqueue is O(1) (ignoring memory management costs), and dequeue is indeed O(n) in the
worst case. However, in the average case, dequeue is in fact O(1), as every element that’s dequeued gets moved
exactly once from the back stack to the front stack. (Assuming of course that you don’t back up and start using
the queue as it existed some number of operations ago... which is very easy to do in a functional language.) Are
you suggesting doing a double reversal every time you want to enqueue something? That certainly would be a lot
more obvious. It might also lead you down the road towards the commonly known FP solution, eventually.
dankamongmen (2007-07-04 05:45:24) Are you suggesting doing a double reversal every time you want to enqueue
something?
yes yes yes well spoken thanks
dankamongmen (2007-07-04 05:47:51) common FP fiolklore
as said in an earlier comment, i believe i got the problem initially from SICP.
happyfunnorm (2007-07-04 14:06:44)
I believe what Nick is suggesting produces something like |||C||| ||+-+|| || B || |+—+| | A | +—–+ Where you can
get to the next item in only 2 pops every time. Your solution (I’m calling it the garbage collection solution) is a
good one, too, but I think the real determination is the use of the data structure. Since you can create models
that either always add items with a single push, or always read items with a single pop (by resorting at the other
action), I’d want to know is it a problem where reading quickly is an issue, writing quickly is an issue, both, or
neither. We already know memory isn’t an issue. I can think of at least 4 solutions to the problem depending on
what we actually need to do.
starlancer (2007-07-04 08:01:27)
Not being a programmer I can only follow the broadest gist of the details, but the clueless applicant is very familiar
to me. In my present job and my last one I had the chore of doing tech interviews of candidates. This was with
our previous manager in my current job; the present one is the first manager I’ve ever worked for who knew more
about the technical details than I do, so I doubt I’ll be doing these again soon, which is fine with me. In any case,
certain similarities are apparent. From two of the last ones I did: Me: ”Ok, given the IP address 172.16.65.0/18,
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what’s the network portion of the address and what’s the next subnet?” Applicant: ”What? Who cares?? That’s what
subnet calculators are for.” Bzzzz...wrong answer, Bozo. Second case: Me: ”Are you familiar with the different types
of OSPF areas?” Applicant, nodding furiously: ”Yep, yep, uh-huh.” Me: ”Ok, good, explain the difference between a
stubby area and a not-so-stubby area.” App: ”Ummmm...[hemhaw]...how to sum up?...uh, I don’t know.” Me: ”Ok,
that’s a bit of a trick anyway as not many places use NSSAs though we do. So which area is the Backbone area in
an OSPF network?” App: [repeat above hemming and hawing then admitted he has no clue] These are not advanced
networking questions. The last one is not even ”101 level” it’s ”pre-req. for 101” level. I don’t expect everyone to
subnet on the spot in their head, an ability I managed to drill into myself, but I do expect them to be able to work
out an answer with pencil and paper, at least. True, there are subnet calculators. The one I use if I’m in a hurry or
to double check is online. Suppose the building outside Internet access is hosed? It takes me 5 seconds longer - it’s
impossible for that guy. Besides, you don’t tell the interviewer a question is ”bullcrap” or say ”who cares?” even if that
is your opinion. Other ”famous clueless applicants” I’ve encountered over the years: Q: You have any experience with
OC-48 and 192 SONET circuits? A: Oh yeah, I’ve cabled hundreds of ’em. Q: Cabled? Do you know anything about
troubleshooting SONET errors, line clocking, loop back testing? A: Uh, not really, no. There was the guy who, when
given a subnetting problem, tried to work it out on the white board by counting off the net mask bits in backwards
order. He got the most ”creatively wrong” answer I’ve ever seen, I’ll give him that. I don’t think you did anything
wrong except perhaps hanging up abruptly, which at least is understandable. Something along the lines of, ”well, this
position requires someone who can think on the spot and create innovative coding solutions to diverse, unpredictable
problems. If you think that is ”bullcrap” then perhaps you aren’t a good match” or something similar. One good
thing about techies doing tech interviews: it tends to increase your opinion of your own ability, after you interview
a few of the truly clueless. I got my present job the second time I interviewed. The first time, I later heard through
the grapevine, apparently the guys doing the interview though I would be a threat to them - this was someone else’s
opinion, not mine, as I was not here and obviously didn’t know. Anyway, they hired the other guy that they thought
would be ”a better fit on the team” because he was ”nice” and friendly, which he was. I got a call the next time an
opening came up, and did a telephone interview. The manager explained that the last guy they’d hired had been
doing some BGP changes and had to back out, so he just went back through the configs putting ”no” in front of each
command. (This does work to negate the command on Ciscos.) And when he got to the loopback interface..[at this
point I interrupted the manager with:] ”Uh-oh. He did ”no interface loopback zero” and blew out the loopback and
took BGP completely down.” There was a long pause then...”yeah, that’s exactly what he did.” I think I had the job
at that instant. ;-)
justben (2007-07-04 15:10:04)
blinkblink* Worlds collide. Do you actually know [ LJ User: dankamongmen ] personally, or did you happen across
him through my flist?
starlancer (2007-07-04 23:21:07)
Through someone elses LJ, I think. They were discussing absinthe, something I have some small amount of personal
experience with and more knowledge about, and I commented and he saw it. I could swear I’ve heard his real name
somewhere else too, but can’t for the life of me place where.
dankamongmen (2007-07-04 16:09:53) I don’t think you did anything wrong except perhaps hanging up abruptly,
which at least is understan
i didn’t make it clear that this guy was yelling at me in those last few lines – i was honestly worried he was going to
call me back and yell more.
starlancer (2007-07-05 05:59:32) Re: I don’t think you did anything wrong except perhaps hanging up abruptly,
which at least is under
Humm. I replied to this comment of yours via the web form, as I did to [ LJ User: justben ]’s, but it seems to have
posted that one and not this one. In any case, that makes all the difference in the world. No one should have to
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tolerate verbal abuse in a business setting, and we are authorized to hang up on customers in such situations, much
less applicants. (Well, I rarely deal with end customers and the few times I do they are techs for business clients
but it still applies.) A job applicant? You did exactly what I’d have done, ”click.”
spoonless (2007-07-04 08:08:55)
”We are lost on the Desert Island of Stack, where instruction sets implement naught but PUSH, POP, and NEW, and
we need a Queue to get rescued. Build us that Queueplane, guy.” hilarious... how come when I was in software dev,
interviewers always asked me about my job history instead of questions like this? :) you are a hero in an industry of
bloat!
jadesev (2007-07-04 08:22:04)
I have no idea what the hell you were asking him, but I could still tell he didn’t know shit. Damn, what an ass.
uniheliodem (2007-07-04 14:01:35)
Polish Notation has nothing more to do with the problem than infix does with AST resolution. Heh. I bet that flew
right over the poor guy’s head.
zzzing (2007-07-04 14:02:47)
are you a robot?
dankamongmen (2007-07-04 16:08:41)
this is not a dank robot
phatjoe (2007-07-04 20:04:36)
these are not urinal cakes /joe
justben (2007-07-04 15:13:06)
And incidentally... 1-foot-wide hallways, WTF? These hallways are being built either for midgets or by pure mathematicians.
happyfunnorm (2007-07-04 15:24:17)
Hehe... I actually pictured 1 meter wide hallways, but I guess ’1 unit wide’ probably makes a better question :) (is
it always that wide, or is there floor molding? :)
purgatoryreject (2007-07-04 16:27:21)
This is a fascinating post (though I understood about two words of it). Is it normal for programming folks (I assume
that’s what this is) to tell their interviewers ”That was a stupid question”? I would think that’s a definite no-no but
I don’t know how much etiquette counts for in these circles.
dankamongmen (2007-07-04 16:34:21)
no. nothing like this has ever happened to me in hundreds of interviews.
phatjoe (2007-07-04 20:12:36)
that hallway problem is interesting... I guess if you start with Nx1 you can remove 2x1 or 1x1, so f(N) = f(N-1) +
f(N-2), f(2) = 2, f(1) = 1.. so it’s a fib sequence? this doesn’t count rotations of the pieces, which would change the
formula to f(N) = 4 * f(N-1) + 2 * f(N-2), f(2) = 18, f(1) = 4 /joe p.s... i’m still not sure i understand your version
of the stack solution
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eightbit (2007-07-05 12:06:03)
p.s... i’m still not sure i understand your version of the stack solution I don’t get it either. I can see how to pop in
two operations, but I don’t see how to push, because you need to get the new element into the ”innermost” stack,
which seems to require n pops + n pushes. I am curious about Nick’s solution because the two-stack solution has
the annoying property that a fixed state for the queue has many representations in memory: it depends on when the
backend was last cleaned out. Nick’s solution seems build a queue where the representation of the queue is determined
by the elements it contains (i.e. if the queue contains (a a b) then hashing the queue’s memory will always give the
same answer, regardless of how it was produced). This is called ”history independence” in various contexts. BTW,
my unoptimized solution over breakfast was a version of the two-stack solution, but with one stack + bookkeeping to
keep track of which intervals in that stack have been reversed. Same problem as with the two-stack solution, though.
dankamongmen (2007-07-05 18:31:11)
fibonacci is the recurrence i was looking for, a gold star for [ LJ User: phatjoe ]!
asmodeuis (2007-07-05 01:06:15)
K, so I don’t know any coding language etc well enough to be able to specifically extrapolate what you were asking
for, but I can very easily abstract the concept and operation(s), grouping etc in my head. Having said that the point
being, Can you give me his number so I can find his physical location and kick him in the nuts? Reading his attempt
at what I assume was cognitive communication made my head hurty. >:( I guess he really did not want the job or
really didn’t want to get his head out of his ass long enough to do what is required in a given situation. You have my
sympathies for enduring that wretched experience.

4.7.3

I told ’em all: all them little gangstas – who you think helped mold ’em all?
(2007-07-10 05:51) - breakin’ on through - public

Music: grateful dead - birth of the dead - all over now, baby blue

virtualization race conditions can suck me, as can yum. as can gmake productions that really ought be
scripts.

qemu-img create -b $(CENTOSIMG) -f qcow2 $(TMPIMG)
@echo "If your VM doesn’t boot, ensure you’ve successfully run
$(MAKE) centos"
@echo -n "[Installing CheckPoint $(CHECKPOINTVER)] "
$(QEMU) -cdrom $(CHECKPOINTISO) -hda $(TMPIMG) -boot c
$(QEMUOPS) -daemonize
@echo -n "[Waiting for connection from VM, please be patient]
"
ssh-keygen -R $(TAPIP) -f $(KNOWNHOSTS)
( echo -e "HTTP/1.1 200 Ok\r\n\r\n\c" && cat $(HOSTPUB) ) \
| socat - tcp-listen:10080,bind=$(TAPIP),reuseaddr \
| tail -n 1 | cut -d\ -f2 | xargs echo "$(TAPIP) ssh-rsa" >>
$(KNOWNHOSTS)
ssh-keygen -H -f $(KNOWNHOSTS)
@echo -n "[Updating the CentOS image via yum] "
ssh -n -F $(SSHCONF) -i $(HOSTKEY) root@$(RTLIP) yum -y update
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what can i say? sometimes ya gotta do [1]KE with what you have on hand. also, [2]vde is roughly 2.718x
better than sex.
in the pines, in the pines,
where the sun don’t ever shine,
i will shiver as the cold wind blows
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Key_exchange
2. http://vde.sourceforge.net/

uniheliodem (2007-07-10 14:35:17)
VDE rocks. I use tun/tap + qemu to handle all of my ”anonymous” wireless stuff. I run an OS with a totally different
TCP/IP fingerprint, I bridge its layer II connection over the physical network. That way, when sniffers check their
logs, instead of seeing a FreeBSD machine, they see a WinXP machine with an impossible MAC (kudos if they can
figure out why). Of course, I doubt if most wifi hotspots are cool enough to run passive TCP/IP fingerprinting, but
I’m always paranoid about free wifi.

4.7.4

poetry deep in this team,

you that stepped on we that green green

(2007-07-22 11:39) - loved - public
Music: goodie mob - still standing - green green

i couldn’t fit it on the card, but ”obnoxious” is my middle name:

elise and i were going to follow a UPS truck around as it delivered HP7, steal them all, and with them
fill up twitch and [ LJ User: eccyntric ]’s room while they were at transformus like unto a cask of amontillado. instead, we lay around reading friday and i spent saturday whittling VM’s. how was i unaware that
[1]A Capella was primarily a used book store? i’d thought it was just a final resting place for george soros
overstock and hugely overpriced reissues of psychedelica one can find online for pennies on the little 5 dollar,
but no no no....i didn’t manage to get out of the literary criticism / science / poetry sections without two
liquor boxes full of books, then after forcing myself to stop clucking over OH MY GOD LOOK AT ALL
THIS EDMUND WILSON GOTTA HAVE IT and initiate the purchase cycle i managed to blow another
$90 while standing in line, sweeping up three buckminster fuller books to me hitherto unknown. untitled
epic poem on the history of industrialization, first printing? how could i not pick up such a fan-fuckin’-tastic
title? i haven’t seen anything so delightfully named since stumbling upon ferlighetti’s septenary collection of
minidramas, unfair arguments with existence (and dave eggers can heartbreakingly blow me with staggering
unseemliness, thanks very much). that having been said, i’m not going back, as the people working there
were tremendous fuckers. in these days of amazon and ebay, folks, your used book store need either be the
area’s primary recipient of libraries in estate or, barring that, a pleasant place to talk books with people who
like books. getting upset when i inquire as to the $150 price tag on a well-used, non-collectible edition of
some technihistorical fetishism is not the way to make big sales, guys. then again, what do i know...maybe
atlanta is filled with guys furtively slipping into used book stores, shoving fistfuls of twenties onto the counter
from underneath their trench coats and demanding, with hate in their eyes, to see the Cours d’analyse de
l’Ecole polytechnique rumoured to lurk deep in this biblio-concession.
i’d write a short story about that, but i think it’d be ripping off needful things. THIS IS THE SMELL
OF CATHOLIC CUNT! yippie tie yay
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do i require sunday morning margaritas today OH YES I DO
1. http://www.acappellabooks.com/

spoonless (2007-07-22 19:44:16)
That song ”party like a rock star” has been in my head a lot lately... can’t remember who sings it. Nice card.
dankamongmen (2007-07-23 04:47:42)
what matters is *not* who originally did it (da shop boyz), but this fucking fantastic remix: [1]DOWNLOAD IT
NOW we thank the lovely [ LJ User: zbtron ] for this discovery. flosstradamus owns you.
1. http://gehennom.net/~dank/tabpower/flosstradamus%20-%20act%20a%20fool.mp3

spoonless (2007-07-23 06:18:50)
A fine use of Zombie Nation! Just what I was in the mood to listen to tonight.
billings (2007-07-23 01:28:09)
Your middle middle name? Nick TFOM Black?
billings (2007-07-23 05:15:29) Hold on
Mail sent to terminus, GA goes to atlanta? If that’s true, it’s fantastic.
rusty42 (2007-07-23 07:55:10) Re: Hold on
zip codes
billings (2007-07-24 06:47:58) Re: Hold on
Do you mean to say that I can specify my address as Bumfuck, GA 30318?
doctorpam (2007-07-27 20:18:15)
I also was under the impression that his middle name was TFM. I suppose TFOM works too...

4.7.5

He searches himself. He exhausts all poisons in himself and keeps only their
quintessences. (2007-07-31 02:10) - frustrated - public

Music: muthafuckin’ outkast - aquemini - skew it on the bar-b

(02:06:14) Nick Black: we could sell a badass product that was based around:
(02:06:30) Nick Black: a) you select from a list of installation media or provide your own
(02:06:46) Nick Black: a2) super-k-rad algorithms automate installation of provided media somehow
(02:07:05) Nick Black: b) you set up the networks you want to virtualize
(02:08:01) Nick Black: c) you run this on a head node (1 appliance). boxes provide a number of ”VirtUnits”
based on power. plug in VirtUnits limited only by concurrency of virtualization and backplane
(02:08:27) Nick Black: d) you automate test scenarios somehow, i don’t know get the marketing people to
dream up this crap
(02:08:37) Nick Black: find out what people want, and let’s virtualize it
(02:08:48) Nick Black: and thus do it cheaper and more scalable than anyone else
(02:08:57) Nick Black: this shit is great
(02:09:20) Nick Black: i need to get a bumper sticker that says ”My other computers are also this computer”
(02:09:25) Nick Black: oh and a car
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It took just a little under two hours to pay a fine today to the Fulton County Superior Court, and required three buildings (one of which we entered twice), at least 10 city/state government employees and
going through six metal detectors. My instructions to find the ”Fiscal Center” were surely a cruel joke, as no
less than four people scrunched their faces and demanded, ”do you mean the Physical Center?” One woman,
upon my repeated request for directions to the Fiscal Center, exclaimed ”We don’t have any Physical Center!”, shook her head, and told her buddy ”that boy doesn’t know what he’s doing, have we got a Physical
Center?” I half-yelled ”I’M SAYING FISCAL NOT PHYSICAL THEY’RE DIFFERENT WORDS HOLY
SHIT”, but Elise sensibly pulled me away. I later responded to this inquiry with, ”yes, I’m looking for the
Physical Center, I need to pay this Contempt of Court fine and blast my quads and hopefully I won’t get
another one of those horrible rashes,” and it was no different from if I’d said ”I’m gonna go to the Fizzle
Center and lobby for deez nuts to be commemorated on new State Quarters” or ”where are the Snowdens
of yesteryear?” or ”Given the existence as uttered forth in the public works of Puncher and Wattmann of a
personal God quaquaquaqua with white beard quaquaquaqua outside time without extension who from the
heights of divine apathia divine athambia divine aphasia” or ”SHIRLEY FRANKLIN AND I e YOUR
ABORTIONS IN OUR MOUTHS”. When I finally arrived at the right window, I momentarily freaked
due to numerous signs reading ”We cannot accept bills larger than $20,”
dank: ”Oh shit, I’ve got 5 $20’s but a $100 too, argh I’ve been here two hours :/”
old lady: ”Oh, one-hundred dollar bills are fine.”
dank: ”But the signs say nothing larger than a $20?”
old lady: ”Oh, we can’t accept bills larger than a $20.”
dank: ”So you can’t accept a $50?”
old lady: ”We can accept $50’s and $100’s.”
dank: ”When you say bill, do you mean check?”
old lady: ”I thought you were paying with cash, honey? Checks are another line.”
way to go, atlanta! good times at the Justice Center.
hosting will be the death of me. noxeemav(”WHAT DOES A GIRL HAVE TO DO TO GET RELIABLE
PEERING?”). i feel like i’ve got tremendous amounts of shit accomplished today, yet still my greater goals
are thwarted. ”I say that one must be a visionary - that one must make oneself a VISIONARY.” - Rimbaud.
[1]Axel’s Castle is the best book I’ve read this summer, thus far, that means you ms. ”nineteen years
later” what a bunch of galloping horseshit that was!.
1. http://www.amazon.com/Axels-Castle-Imaginative-Literature-1870-1930/dp/067960233X

phatjoe (2007-07-31 14:32:25)
”My other computers are also this computer” that is excellent. when will we see a cheap 24-way computer in walmart?
and that old lady was clearly fucking with you to entertain herself before she dies. /joe
downtym (2007-07-31 14:51:29)
When I was working at the Senate, the best moments of my life involved dealing with municipal employees that had
fucked up some constituent issue. I became convinced that incompetence is promoted in lower levels of government
specifically because it either saves the municipality money (Dumber people = lower wages) or because it increases
revenues (Most people are so demoralized by dealing with the system, they will pay whatever fine is requested to be
able to get the hell out of the door). After many visits to the Tax Commissioner’s office - apparently mailing car tags
out is a Herculean task, who knew - I found a guy who knew how to do everything in the office. He was a genius; he
figured out that no one asks questions and many assume that whatever the system of paperwork or computer entries
said was the word of god. So, he would often do things while uttering the words, ”Don’t tell anyone I did this, I’m
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supposed to get this cleared.” That man was a god among bureaucrats and I wish I could remember his name.
justben (2007-07-31 22:31:22)
$20, $50, and $100 bills issued since 1929 are all 2.61in by 6.14in by 0.0043in. If you try to pass them any bill larger
than that they’ll refuse it, obviously. Even the bills printed before 1929: few government employees are familiar with
those ones anymore.
dankamongmen (2007-07-31 22:33:26) wow
[blink] holy shit, well-fucking-played. [ LJ User: justben ], i have underestimated you!

4.8

August

4.8.1

I work hard (he works hard!) every day of my life; I work ’till I ache my bones
(2007-08-04 08:24) - public

Music: queen - a day at the races - somebody to love

man i had the most fun last night i’ve had in a minute, and saw everyone! where had people all been hiding?
yay!
i cannot read the following passage from [1]The World Crisis: 1911-1918 without a heavy worry settling
in; we are so woefully unprepared for the first big netwar, and right now we could get knocked right on our
ass, ack :/
The incident was a small one, and perhaps my fears were unfounded. But once one had begun
to view the situation in this light, it became impossible to think of anything else. All around
flowed the busy life of peaceful, unsuspecting, easy-going Britain. The streets were thronged with
men and women utterly devoid of any sense of danger from abroad. For nearly a thousand years
no foreign army had landed on British soil. For a hundred years the safety of the homeland had
never been threatened. They went about their business, their sport, their class and party fights
year after year, generation after generation, in perfect confidence and considerable ignorance.
All their ideas were derived from conditions of peace. All their arrangements were the result of
long peace. Most of them would have been incredulous, many would have been very angry if
they had been told that we might be near a tremendous war, and that perhaps within this City
of London, which harboured confidently visitors from every land, resolute foreigners might be
aiming a deadly blow at the strength of the one great weapon and shield in which we trusted.
I now began to make an intensive study of the military situation in Europe. I read everything
with which I was supplied. I spent many hours in argument and discussion. I began to make
inquiries about vulnerable points. I found the far-seeing Captain Hankey...already on the move
classifying them for the War Book. I inquired further about sabotage and espionage and counterespionage...once I got drawn in, it dominated all other interests in my mind. For seven years I was
to think of little else. Liberal politics, the People’s Budget, Free Trade, Peace, Retrenchments
and Reform – all the war cries of our election struggles began to seem unreal in the presence of
this new preoccupation. No doubt other Ministers had similar mental experiences. I am telling
my own tale.
I’m becoming ready to admit that Winston is the finest prose stylist in the English language. The man’s
amazing:
c 2008 dankamongmen. This book is strictly personal.
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During the whole of those ten years this duality and discordance were the keynote of British
politics; and those whose duty it was to watch over the safety of the country lived simultaneously
in two different worlds of thought. There was the actual visible world with its peaceful activities
and cosmopolitan aims; and there was a hypothetical world, a world ”beneath the threshold,” as
it were, a world at one moment utterly fantastic, at the next seeming about to leap into reality
– a world of monstrous shadows moving in convulsive combinations through vistas of fathomless
catastrophe.
w00t!
1. http://www.amazon.com/World-Crisis-1911-1918-Winston-Churchill/dp/0743283430

zbtron (2007-08-04 14:17:50)
good to see you! glad you’re not dead yet.
dankamongmen (2007-08-05 17:15:25)
you too, babe! and like punk rock, matter/energy and harry potter, i can never die.
zbtron (2007-08-05 19:24:39)
::shakes head:: if you say so.

4.8.2

I’m the one that called bluff when you tried to act tough; now as Ol Dirty said,
I’ll fuck yo ass up (2007-08-04 22:22) - cheerfully anglospherical - public

Music: wu-tang clan - the w - gravel pit

Model and Implementation: A Bipictorial Study in Duality
(if a multiple exposure takes n pictures on 1 piece of film, are n pictures of 1 thing a reciprocal exposure?
factoral exposure?)
Niels Provos’s illustration of privilege separation in OpenSSH:

[1]graphviz-generated call graph of privsep implementation (color maps UIDs and PIDs) in OpenSSH 4.6
using the techniques of [2]Sebastian Krahmer:

[3]Truly, this is not the Tao of Programming.
the only important question: will a) fewer or b) more privilege escalations / resource starvations occur
as a result of this code? Et nunc, reges, intelligite, erudimini, qui judicati terram.
1. http://www.graphviz.org/
2. http://www.suse.de/~krahmer/instrumental/instrumental.pdf
3. http://www.canonical.org/~kragen/tao-of-programming.html#book6

uniheliodem (2007-08-05 13:43:17)
Under OpenBSD, the graph looks a bit different. OpenBSD can be configured to allow certain unprivileged applications to access privileged ports. In this case, OpenSSH could have a separate unprivileged process responsible for
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listening to the network and then communicating back to the privileged daemon. Thus, a flaw in the network code
only exposes (at worst case) access to an unprivileged chroot-ed process and a well-defined interface for checking
authentication credentials for users and for spawning a shell for a previously authenticated user. It would still be
necessary to find a flaw in this interface to gain access to the privileged daemon. By further locking down the daemons
through the use of systrace, it should be possible to limit the amount of damage a cracker could do by gaining access to
the unprivileged network listener, or perhaps the privileged daemon if an arbitrary execution flaw could be discovered
in the interface. Ultimately, the idea behind this system is to minimize risk to potential security vulnerabilities by
using the onion approach. Between each layer is a well defined and well scrutinized interface. It is certainly more
of a resource hog this way, but other than a potential for additional denial of service attacks, the code has a better
design security-wise. It is a trade-off between efficiency and security, but the OpenBSD team generally errs on the
side of security. I have yet to study how this is actually implemented in OpenSSH, but I am familiar with the privilege
separation design pattern.
dankamongmen (2007-08-05 14:31:03)
i grok, and i run with a ”PrivilegeSeparation yes” in my /etc/ssh/sshd config on all machines i admin – i’m all for
it (btw, the OpenBSD mechanism you reference can be done in a non-granular fashion on Linux with the capability
CAP NET BIND SERVICE; i’m sure SELinux can approximate the OpenBSD functionality, but that’s a strictly
uneducated sure =] – i’ve never used SELinux much). i agree with eric hollander that the idea of privileged ports ought
be done away with in its entirety ([1]http://www.eros-os.org/pipermail/cap-ta lk/2002-September/000991.html), but
that’s something sysadmins need the ability to choose on a machine-to-machine basis due to historical cruft and
the layers built atop.... primarily, i posted this just to note the complexity of the call graphs involved vs the utter
simplicity of the high-level idea.
1. http://www.eros-os.org/pipermail/cap-talk/2002-September/000991.html

uniheliodem (2007-08-06 18:29:32)
Sometimes, the simplest things result in unexpected complexity. I also agree that privileged ports should be done
away with. However, I think that access to all ports should be properly managed by configuration, not just by
whether the effective user ID is zero. Listening ports should be managed by configuration, and access to listen on
these ports should be granted on a per-port, per-user, and per-process basis. For instance, access to port 80 should
be restricted to the web user, and only granted when running a chrooted and signed instance of <insert webserver
here>. Furthermore, applications should check the signatures of each of their configuration files, or in the case of a
web server, each web page or server-side script. If the signature becomes part of file meta-data, and if applications
themselves must be properly signed to be granted execution and/or special rights, then there would be fewer vectors
for intrusion or defacement. To this end, a lot of research and engineering has already been performed. FreeBSD’s
MAC (Mandatory Access Control) platform is a great example of an architecture in which such controls could be
added without requiring major changes to the operating system.

4.8.3

”The 1990s must be a decade of invention, innovation, creativity and reform.” newt 08-22-1990 (2007-08-08 08:27) - public

Music: aphex twin - wax the rip + howard dean remix AND SOUTH DAKOTA YEEEEEEEARGRHGRHRG

arrrrrgrhrgh, i was digging on obama in a somewhat intuitive groove (and his ”[1]audacity of hope” speech
at the 2004 DNC was indeed awesome), but recent slipups have made me wary. This latest, a reference to
the [2]”President of Canada during a discussion of NAFTA, has pretty much struck him from my early list
of acceptable votes. Think about it this way: had George W done the same thing, it would have been one of
those flooring evidences of stupidity that’s made the man such a painful, galling Chief Executive these six and
a half foul years. Obama’s clearly intelligent, though, and hasn’t wrecked himself on such simple facts over
and over again; one’s at first inclined to give him a break. NEIN! The man has degrees from Columbia and
c 2008 dankamongmen. This book is strictly personal.
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Harvard in pussyfoot bullshit liberal arts majors and began his political career before I started high school,
and he goddamn well ought to know that Kim Campbell became Canada’s first female Prime Minister in
1993 if a Georgia Tech computer scientist knows it. For fuck’s sake, it’s indicative of a broad ignorance of
ALL of a) the British Empire’s expansion and role in world history, b) the history and comparative politics of
North America, and c) the recent history and allegiances of our largest neighbor, most major trading partner
and a G8 nation. UNACCEPTABLE. No one was asking him to solve an equation or heaven forbid do some
econometrics, just look good and keep pointing out that he voted against the Iraq debacle from the get-go,
maybe reference some government stuff without gross errors equivalent to, say, equivocating to Hispanics
with Spaniards or referring to Iowa, a Midwestern state known for its corn, thriving shipping industry and
its beautiful capital city of Antwerp, or for that matter, referring to NATO as the Hanseatic League.
if Newt runs, i’ll become a passionate supporter immediately. otherwise, we’ll see how the Democratic
herd fares over the next few months...I think if I put down a requirement that anyone getting my vote be
able to defeat me in 1-on-1 full contact academic bowl, only Newt could manage it. then again, Newt’s little
book 1945 was so tawdry and salacious as to make me hope it was as thoroughly ghostwritten as one assumes.
We hail the great Maestro from Marietta, the Sultan of the Sixth District, the Emir of East Cobb, the Killer
from Kennesaw State, the Apology to the World from Everyone in Georgia for Jimmy-stilldifficulttosayitCarter! We call out for his announcement, ”The Matador who Shook the Floor in Ninety-Four’s Come Back
for More BITCHES we’re gonna run this shit 104th Congress style, they call me House Whip because I take
the whole House out and whip they ass!”
James Garfield could write Latin with one hand and Greek with the other and I 100 % guarantee he never
referred to a Canadian President.
perhaps Carol Moseley Braun will descend and conquer all. I miss Howard Dean :/
1. http://www.americanrhetoric.com/speeches/convention2004/barackobama2004dnc.htm
2. http://firstread.msnbc.msn.com/archive/2007/08/07/307866.aspx

billings (2007-08-08 16:34:43)
overreaction
blowgurt (2007-08-08 17:50:05) agreed
yes, we expect our leaders to be super leaders (aka desmond morris and the human zoo) but that doesn’t mean they
won’t still make mistakes.
dankamongmen (2007-08-09 01:47:19) Re: agreed
it was really all a delivery vehicle for newt’s bombastic rhymes, sigh
blowgurt (2007-08-17 18:08:18) Re: agreed
apologies for not giving props the first reply around. i particularly liked it.
dankamongmen (2007-08-17 18:21:38) Re: agreed
thanks much for coming back and mentioning it – i’d been aeroncacklinghigh for a minute repeating that to myself,
switching over to a t.s. eliot accent when east cobb brough got repetitive, and was wondering if i was just retarded.
mumpish (2007-08-08 17:50:59)
You know, I read all this, and as God is my witness, I have NO IDEA what your politics might be. Was that intentional? Because if so, it’s quite an achievement :)
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dankamongmen (2007-08-09 01:52:19)
i vote for people who, from my perspective, maximize the product of: -efficiency in political dealings -identification,
collection and consideration of meaningful facts -insightful and logical reasoning based on those facts essentially, my
vote’s with the ”Eloquent Technocracy” party assuming there is no spot on the ballot marked FUCK THE WORLD
SAVE YOURSELF
billings (2007-08-09 07:48:18)
I think that spot is marked ”Libertarian”
dankamongmen (2007-08-09 18:55:54)
lol i thought the same, well-played
leon03 (2007-08-08 18:30:08)
Barack or Newt? That’s quite a pair! You should look into Bill Richardson. I think you’d like him a lot. A native
spanish speaker, an expert diplomat, a resume 3 miles long, and he signed a med marijuana bill in NM. He doesn’t
seem to be afraid to speak fairly directly, without constantly hedging. I’m thoroughly disappointed that despite John
McCain’s ill-advised attempts at humor over the last few months, I still think he’s the best the Republicans have to
offer at the moment. I always feel better when the other side has somebody I deem acceptable.
coleoptera (2007-08-08 18:39:12)
I seem to recall some problems he had as Secretary of Energy where he was notably less than stellar. I’ve got a
picture of him with me and a couple friends from that time period that we were sure would be a hilarious talking
point when he someday ended up in jail.
leon03 (2007-08-09 05:07:56)
Indeed, the treatment of Wen Ho Lee was a bit of a debacle. He was hardly the only person contributing to it
though. You did make me think about this again; I never thought about it much at the time because: 1) China is
really quite low on my list of entities I worry about possessing advanced thermonuclear weapons. Sure, it changes
diplomacy a bit, but I don’t think it significantly increases the risk of nuclear weapons being used in anger again.
The biggest risk, as far as I’m concerned, is now there are more options of where to steal the plans from. 2) I knew
that historically, the most stridently persecuted scapegoats were either innocent, or if guilty, not the people who
did the real damage. (cf. The Rosenbergs and Klaus Fuchs) Wen Ho Lee was no exception. Honestly, China had
20 years to get it’s hands on the plans for advanced warheads, which are very simple compared to say, a modern
jet fighter. I was unsuprised that they did; it’s kind of hard to keep a secret that everbody knows you have, when
somebody would really like that secret.
dankamongmen (2007-08-09 02:05:08)
bill richardson’s tremendous. he needs to keep running new mexico, building up a power base with which he can
transition to a less oppressive climate. president’s a long shot.
leon03 (2007-08-09 04:55:35)
True enough. I do think his campaign has a not unreasonable chance of breaking into the top tier, though. It’s
a sign of the times that presidential politics have been so prominent, so far in advance of the election. There was
nothing like this in 1999, and at this time in 2003 I was a Deaniac working various county and state fairs, and pretty
much nobody was paying attention yet. If nothing else, I do hope Bill ”the man” gets picked up for Veep.
dankamongmen (2007-08-09 18:55:21) If nothing else, I do hope Bill ”the man” gets picked up for Veep.
i wanted to say this same, but i just pulled it off wikipedia and didn’t want to get called out =]
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dankamongmen (2007-08-09 18:59:02)
howard dean seized my spirit like no one i’d known before or have seen since. having seen his piss-poor administration of the DNC, though, i’m kinda glad things broke down – i don’t think i’d have ever been able to get into
politics again had i have gone down that long road only to see a spontaneous collapse later. i drink this Tab for
Howard Dean. it was a good time while it lasted.
billings (2007-08-09 21:03:11)
His administration of the DNC or his political acumen? I’m no expert, but I had heard that he had been a good
influence at the DNC as far as boosting local organizations goes
leon03 (2007-08-09 23:32:27)
I must agree with billings. Sure, he’s made a number of mis-steps with regard to saying stupid shit, but other than
that, he’s been great for the DNC. He’s raised more money than ever before, he’s supported local parties better
than ever before, and he has the unreserved support of all the local chairs I’ve talked to. Besides, party chairs are
not supposed to be the face of the party. They shouldn’t upstage their politicians.
dankamongmen (2007-08-10 20:01:32)
hrmmm, i’ll consider myself well-corrected by the two of you. i admit to having been misled by his well-publicized
faux pas.
zmode13 (2007-08-08 21:03:56)
Oh, this makes me sad. I was half-convinced out of my Obama love over dinner the other night, and this puts me one
step further toward having no fucking idea who to vote for.
leon03 (2007-08-10 00:00:31)
Honestly, I have yet to make much judgement about Obama, for good or bad. I will say this much, there is a lot of
B.S. criticism going around about him. Take this [1]article in the Chicago Sun Times, one of Obama’s hometown
newspapers. When I first read it, honestly, I was appalled. However, something didn’t quite add up, and as I tried to
understand what was going on, I eventually found out that: 1. Resko and his company, Rezmar, are super sleazy, for
sure 2. Obama never worked on any cases for Rezmar. Rezmar was only a client of the same law firm Obama worked
at. 3. Obama was ”friends” with Resko in the sense that they’d have lunch approximately once per year, and their
wives would get together with approximately the same frequency. As for the property deal, which at first I found to
be the most damning part of the article: 1. The bit about the asking price is bull. Obama’s house was something
like two million dollars, so getting a price 300,000 dollars under the asking price isn’t unusual. As for the adjacent lot
that Resko bought from the same doctor, there was another bid, so Resko had to pay the full asking price. 2. When
Obama then bought that adjacent lot for $104,000, the article cleverly minimizes the fact that Obama only bought
1/5ths of the lot, which was 1/5 of the price that Resko paid for it. Obama should have never apologized for that.
But of course, Mr. Novak dishonestly does not make these things clear, and puts the meaningless numbers $300,000
and $104,000 close together to make Obama seem sleazy. Much like Bush would be sure to mention both Iraq and
Al Qaida in the same sentence. I think it’s telling that his part 2 ”expose” never made it to the paper. After reading
some of Tim Novak’s other stories, it becomes painfully clear that he has a huge political axe to grind. And, if it’s
things like this news story that people use as their source for disliking Obama...
1. http://www.suntimes.com/news/metro/353829,CST-NWS-rez23.article

purgatoryreject (2007-08-08 23:12:42)
Unfortunately, ”passionate supporter” is a phrase I can’t foresee myself using – ever – between now and November ’08.
rusty42 (2007-08-09 19:35:31)
heh, reminds me of prime minister jean poutine.
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dankamongmen (2007-08-09 19:52:54)
lol i hadn’t heard of this: In Arkansas, Mercer got Gov. Mike Huckabee to congratulate Canadians on their efforts
to preserve their ”national igloo,” which Mercer had told him was melting because of global warming. And he got
American professors to sign a petition urging and end to the ”Toronto polar bear hunt.” Toronto is a city of 2.4
million people without any such bears.
thirdkraytwin (2007-08-10 03:51:16)
I don’t know all that much about North American politicians except the obvious ones. I don’t think ANYONE knows
that much about your weird election system. From what I could garner reading United States Electoral System for
Troglodytes, you all vote, then one dude gets to say who’s won each state even if they haven’t, especially if they are
related to the incumbent. That’s screwy, especially when yo army is all over the world championing ’democracy.’
BUT WHAT I DO KNOW IS ”bullshit liberal arts majors” makes a great acronym. VOTE JELLO. Where the fuck
is Jello these days anyway? If you are short on hippies we can lend you some of ours, namely [1]this guy who they
fail to mention made tertiary education in his constituency zero fees, starting an impressive shitfight between every
other tertiary technical institution) and followed that up with free buses. He tows a concrete mixer round behind the
mayoral limo. That town used to be dead as a doornail, now they have to advertise overseas for people to go work
there because they have too many jobs. Or you could borrow [2]our Georgina. That’d spice things up a bit.
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tim_Shadbolt
2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Georgina_Beyer

thirdkraytwin (2007-08-10 03:54:11)
Besides all that, I want to be a fly in the guacamole when Obama has his first sit down with Fidel.

4.8.4

never forget to memorize the elements to keep the mic sterilized and terrorize
with eloquence (2007-08-09 15:07) - sticky and bloated - public

Music: ween - universal buzz, disc 1 - get a little taste of you

Midtown/Buckhead, Atlanta, GA Temperature Dew Point Humidity Wind
Pressure Hourly Precipitation Heat Index Updated Mode
102.8 °F / 39 °C 68 °F / 20 °C 30% NNW at 1.0 mph / 1.6 km/h / 0.4 m/s
29.95 in / 1014.1 hPa 0.00 in / 0 mm 110 °F / 43 °C 19 sec ago Normal

too hot for nicholases, this is the truth. augh
This has been a rough week, with myriad external forces combining to plague me not unlike the troubles experienced by Sir Ian Hamilton’s armies in the Dardanelles. The Augusts of my days have been always
marked with tragedy, turpitude and obscene failure, peaking in the arrests in 2004 and 2005. The heat of
these days distends the mind’s eye, swaddling it in diaphane becoming now adiaphane, a turgidtorpid haze
dimming all...those of you with a moment free might send a positive thought my way. It’d be appreciated.

coleoptera (2007-08-09 20:08:22)
The GT pool calls to you, sir.
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thurisazshole (2007-08-09 20:22:31) ATTN: worldestroyer
positive thoughts your way, buddyro. -marduk/sys-error been a while. a damned long while.. avatar/azrael says hey
too.. (we work together, gods be damned)
dankamongmen (2007-08-30 23:56:35) Re: ATTN: worldestroyer
well hot holy crap, that’s a blast from the past indeed. [hugs all around!] how the hell are you guys? thanks for the
well-wishes!! 404/770 for life
thurisazshole (2007-08-31 01:20:34) Re: ATTN: worldestroyer
back atcha man! we’re doin alright. a while back, avatar lost his youngest brother - been in a funk ever since. besides
that all is good all is grand. for me, got married, got divorced, met another fresh vic....woman... and we’re havin a
kid. who oddly enough really likes the group Gaelic Storm. lil fucker is dancin around (or kicking and screaming
for dear life make it stop!) inside. hit me up sometime and we might be able to hang out, schedules permitting, to
shoot the shit. syserror at gmail dot com... i can get you jd’s as well via that.
blowgurt (2007-08-09 23:57:11) i walk a nice 15 minute stretch every day in buckhead at 4pm with a 20 lb pack
tomorrow, i dedicate the whole walk to you, sir. all the best as i bump and rumble my get away stumps to marta
blaring some of ATL’s finest.
thirdkraytwin (2007-08-10 03:26:45)
i live down the road from an ice cream factory well, quite a long way down the road actually but it’s the thought that
counts
thurisazshole (2007-08-10 04:07:54)
i work close to one - does that count?
thirdkraytwin (2007-08-10 05:08:44)
yes, all cold things are pertinent
msbeanhead (2007-08-10 04:20:58)
Happy thoughts. Some good things do happen in August... or they better if they know what’s good for them ’cause
I’m not having this child in September. No more pregnant in sweltering heat than need be.
thirdeyeoferis (2007-08-10 05:01:18)
I read [1]here that the Japanese believe that the ”chill” of a good horror story can ward off the heat of summer...
1. http://www.pinktentacle.com/2007/07/video-severed-mouth-woman/

4.8.5

in darkness she sees definition in silence hears someone calling, nightmares, lying
in bed screaming (2007-08-31 02:43) - perfectly cromulent - public

Music: sunny day real estate - seven (memories of bruce!)

let’s talk about compliance, bay-bee
a mail sent today
Date: Thu, 30 Aug 2007 10:46:31 -0500
From: nick black
To: ***************
Subject: Pay Increases
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************* left as an exercise for the reader:
> Oh, did I say Pay Increases? - I meant Harassment Training. Sorry.
> Okay - due date was June 22 and you are among a handful that have not
> yet completed this training. For the record, this is a corporate
> compliance item and if you reside in the state of CA - it’s also a
> state employment requirement for which we are audited.... and I
> really dislike audits. Please get this taken care of.
Howdy! This marks my third attempt to use ELT’s ”Workplace Harassment”
content serve, with the same results. It appears almost impossible to
engage in this training without some manner of Adobe Shockwave (”Flash”)
software being allowed to hijack one’s user credentials and browsing
environment.
First, an aside: we’re all fully aware that the Rehabilitation Act’s
Section 508 is limited to the Federal sector, and I don’t pretend that
(despite our company’s nature) this is any kind of Telecommunications Act
Section 255 issue. NONETHELESS. Such flagrant exception to and unthinking
disregard for the United States Access Board’s 1194.22 (Web-based
Intranet and Internet Information and Applications) guidelines regarding
electronic and information technologies (viz 508) and telecommunications
products (viz 255) certainly leaves one wondering – does ELT have
something against the DBTACs? Perhaps the ADA lobby cranked out training
materials for Section508’ers starring Benny Hill and Gary Barnett, and a
few rough words were had at the expense of Harassment Instruction?
Upon acceptance of this caitiff opprobrium ”for the greater good”, I went
looking to review the source code of this ”Flash” – this is how coders
spend their evenings, you see, instead of screening their dates via
Google, but it’s for much the same reasons. Are you aware, sir, that this
training requires the loading and use of objects so perfidious and rife
with exploitations that *the authors refuse to release the source code*?
Can you believe it? One is expected to simply load and use object code of
no known pedigree, wedging it between the Internet and one’s presentation
agent (browser) like so many open wounds, and, I suppose, allowing it to
have its way with you then call out-of-state friends using your long distance.
What’s next – Adobe biogeneticists offering bold new multimedia
extravaganzas of synaesthesia, FREE! just tincture your life’s blood with
these multimillion-base proteins (sorry, those genes are Adobe IP, you’ve
no right to know what’s inside save reverse engineering back from A’s,
C’s, G’s and T’s), with the chance to upgrade into a lockin path later?
Would we not be right to assume hallucinogenic witches’ brews scraped
from the foulest of moulds, and yea, eschew them with an ”Enough, Satan!”
As Alice heard the King of Hearts reply to the Knave:
”Please your Majesty,” said the Knave, ”I didn’t code that functionality, and they can’t prove
I did: I never released such sources.”
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”If you didn’t release them,” said the King, ”that only makes the matter worse. You MUST
have meant some mischief, or else you’d have made them available like an honest man.”

In any case, there existing no ”Flash” compiled for the Linux platform on the
x86 64 architecure (User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (X11; U; Linux x86 64; en-US;
rv:1.8.1.6) Gecko/20070723 Iceweasel/2.0.0.6 (Debian-2.0.0.6-1)), it ends
up being quite impossible (without the employ of legally dubious
middlewares) to use the ELT site with any environment readily available
to me, despite the use of open standards such as HTTP and HTML up through
the content’s marshalling.
Oh well; ’tis not too late to seek a newer world, so let’s push off, and
sitting well in order smite the sounding furrows. I shall attempt to
effect this ”Flash”, and apply all due sedulousness to my Harassment
Training, by tomorrow’s close. Should I not return, tell all the girls in
the office – oh wait, heh, we probably can’t say that anymore,
especially if this mail crosses Californian wires, and especially if
there’s legal counsel around, fuhgeddaboutit – and burn my corpse,
forever seeking that sweet succour, that Tenth Muse we call Compliance,
at sea amongst a tinder of Accredited Bodies’ ISO 9000 Certifications.
Should I return, my own office’s era of harassment unseen and unknown
will end so surely as my name is Nick TFM Black.
I’m worried, though, that the Gals might be a bit put out – this surely
complicates their bagging a husband with a good wage. Are they to suffer
the austerities of a Scientific life, their remaining days a farce? Would
you sir really have your mother’s, sisters’ and daughters’ fragile
constitutions roiled by the IBM-forged vulgarisms of an AIX shell? We
fought two World Wars to win this crusty birthright?
Put bluntly: can we really not just send these ladies home to knit? We’d
get to take our pants off in the heat of the server room again and use
the other bathroom when the second floor Support guys befoul ours, and
sing Billy Joel in great masculine choruses.
–rigorously, nick
”Theirs not to reason why, theirs but to now comply.”
heh I accidently deleted this post while trying to add a disclaimer, argh, apologies, especially given such an
edit’s unnecessary nature and sad undertones of self-aggrandizement. anyway, said disclaimer: this really
really really isn’t the opinion of secure computing at all, or any of its employees. in fact, i
didn’t even write it; i just found it somewhere and put my name on it to feel like a big man.
jayv(”i hate dudes! i love women!”)

leon03 (2007-08-31 17:38:08)
Heh, Adobe Flash is at the heart of the mozilla security hole I found this summer, that still isn’t fixed. Fortunately
it only applies to Mac platforms, and possibly only PPC Macs. I haven’t tried Intel Macs.
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i cut ’em wide, i cut ’em long, i cut ’em phat, i keep ’em comin’ back, know i
keep ’em comin’ back (2007-09-01 13:24) - anti-clericalist - public

Music: tribe - sleeper - supercollider

we will be watching the game up at rocky mountain on the back porch. kick off is at 1530
EST, iirc.
I don t know what to say, really. Three minutes to the biggest battle of our professional lives.
All comes down to today, and either, we heal as a team, or we’re gonna crumble. Inch by inch,
play by play. Until we’re finished. We’re in hell right now, gentlemen. Believe me. And, we can
stay here, get the shit kicked out of us, or we can fight our way back into the light. We can climb
outta hell... one inch at a time. Now I can’t do it for ya, I’m too old. I look around, I see these
young faces and I think, I mean, I’ve made every wrong choice a middle-aged man can make. I,
uh, I’ve pissed away all my money, believe it or not. I chased off anyone who’s ever loved me. And
lately, I can’t even stand the face I see in the mirror. You know, when you get old, in life, things
get taken from you. I mean, that’s... that’s... that’s a part of life. But, you only learn that when
you start losin’ stuff. You find out life’s this game of inches, so is football. Because in either
game - life or football - the margin for error is so small. I mean, one half a step too
late or too early and you don’t quite make it. One half second too slow, too fast and
you don’t quite catch it. The inches we need are everywhere around us. They’re in
every break of the game, every minute, every second. On this team we fight for that
inch. On this team we tear ourselves and everyone else around us to pieces for that
inch. We claw with our fingernails for that inch. Because we know when add up all
those inches, that’s gonna make the fucking difference between winning and losing!
Between living and dying! I’ll tell you this, in any fight it’s the guy whose willing to
die whose gonna win that inch. And I know, if I’m gonna have any life anymore it’s because
I’m still willing to fight and die for that inch, because that’s what living is, the six inches in front
of your face. Now I can’t make you do it. You’ve got to look at the guy next to you, look into his
eyes. Now I think ya going to see a guy who will go that inch with you. Your gonna see a guy
who will sacrifice himself for this team, because he knows when it comes down to it your gonna
do the same for him. That’s a team, gentlemen, and either, we heal, now, as a team, or we will
die as individuals. That’s football guys, that’s all it is. Now, what are you gonna do?
-Any Given Sunday
ahhhh, it reminds one of the georgia tech experience itself.
objectives of the day:
• pick up sufficient bud for the game check
• pick up sufficient scotch to celebrate a GT victory over the hated Cheatin’ Catholics of Notre Dame
check
• pick up sufficient jaeger for a GT loss check
• memorize names of other team and start coming up with insults to yell check
• crawl youtube for [1]GT football videos and start getting my head straight check...now
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• big pimpin’, spendin’ g’s always in progress
ahh, football season falls upon us like a fat cow from a helicopter, and despite the dismal start and end
of last year’s GT squad, everything’s new and it’s time to GET THE FUCK UP GT FANS FOR YOUR
ENGINEERS HELLLLLLLLLLS YEAH!!!! say it loud with me folks, w00t:
I’m a Ramblin’ Wreck from Georgia Tech and one hell of an engineer,
A helluva, helluva, helluva, helluva, hell of an engineer,
Like all the jolly good fellows, I drink my whiskey clear,
I’m a Ramblin’ Wreck from Georgia Tech and a hell of an engineer.
Oh, if I had a daughter, sir, I’d dress her in White and Gold,
And put her on the campus, to cheer the brave and bold.
But if I had a son, sir, I’ll tell you what he’d do.
He would yell, ”TO HELL WITH GEORGIA,” like his daddy used to do.
Oh, I wish I had a barrel of rum and sugar three thousand pounds,
A college bell to put it in and a clapper to stir it around.
I’d drink to all good fellows who come from far and near.
I’m a ramblin’, gamblin’, HELL OF AN ENGINEER!
So speaking of engineers, Earthlink’s passing gently into that good night tuesday means lots of cheap,
potentially-solid tech talent on the streets of ATL this month....snap up the best available while you can is
the watchword I suppose. Even 20-30 suddenly uprooted decent NetOps people will drive down those prices,
so move along lil’ doggies...
by the way, [ LJ User: leftorium ] threw one hell of a party last saturday. if you weren’t there, you missed
out. i got krunker than i’ve been in ... many months. between taking all the skin off my right knee falling
off a roof, spraining [ LJ User: billings ]’s ankle grappling in the living room (this I simply don’t remember),
and a drinking contest involving Rebel Yell, I bear all the hallmarks of a great time. I rate it Four Blunts
and commend Jon – thanks!
[2]EDSBS interviews Galoshes McGillicuddy, the Gold-Lusting Whoremouthed Leprechaun of Glories Past
(”OI HOI, Swindle! I NEED DAT GOLD, NIGGA!”) on ND’s starting QB. good times.
1. http://gtf.org/~dank/GeorgiaTechPreseason.avi
2. http://www.everydayshouldbesaturday.com/?cat=7

billings (2007-09-03 03:33:27)
You may have sprained my ankle, but I have reliable reports that I drew blood. A good time in any case.

4.9.2

she’ll be staying you’ll be throwing whiskey over one lip one more round it’s
bottles to the ground (2007-09-01 20:27) - transcendental - public

Music: outkast - idlewild - morris brown

33-03
today is a glorious fucking day to be a georgia tech fan
[1]my new desktop wallpaper
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with two minutes left i got up on a table and led all of rocky mountain in some ramblin’ wreck. i then
bought shots for everyone wearing a yellow shirt....a few times. rocky mountain $2 shots can’t be beat and
i’d have been happy to have spent $140 to see this incredible result. this is the best thing in 2007 so far,
hands down.
i’m gonna go have a good time, have sex and not touch a computer for the rest of the night.
GOOOOOOOOOOOO JACKETS STING ’EM! w0000000000000000000t!
1. http://qemfd.net/gtholyshit.png

4.9.3

omfg gotta post the first news result (2007-09-01 20:54) - honestly? better than a while
- public

Music: phish - 2004-04-17 - weekapaug groove.flac

SOUTH BEND, Ind. (AP)

Georgia Tech didn’t need a secret weapon. It had Tashard Choice.

Choice rushed for a career-high 196 yards and two touchdowns and the Georgia Tech defence had little
trouble with any of Notre Dame’s replacements for Brady Quinn, shutting down the running of Demetrius
Jones and the passing of Evan Sharpley and Jimmy Clausen in beating Notre Dame 33-3 on Saturday.
Fighting Irish coach Charlie Weis kept his choice of starting quarterback secret until game time, hoping
that preparing for three quarterbacks would make it tough on Georgia Tech’s defence.
It didn’t work. In fact, it almost looked as if Georgia Tech knew what was coming.
The only score for Notre Dame (0-1) came on a 24-yard field goal by Brandon Walker in the third quarter.
The Irish were held to minus-8 yards rushing.
Choice, the leading rusher in the Atlantic Coast Conference last season with 1,473 yards, rushed for more
than 100 yards for an eighth straight game, breaking the school record set by Eddie Lee Ivery in 1978. He
scored on a 22-yard run on a direct snap and set up his other seven-yard TD - also on a direct snap - with
a 45-yard run.
The only disappointment for Georgia Tech (1-0) was it was forced to settle for four field goals by Travis
Bell, who had another one blocked. Jonathan Dwyer added a seven-yard TD run in the fourth quarter.
if you are listening to ramblin’ wreck, atlanta and atlanta’s sons and daughters, pump that
shit
also, when you start seeing people wearing ”pro-choice” shirts with our boy emblazoned thereupon, know
who came up with them (although it was admittedly pretty obvious).
hrmm, i thought tony hollings held the 100-yard games streak for GT? i guess not? then again, this article
called us georgia tech university (corrected in my repost).
pigmassacre (2007-09-11 15:39:15)
”It didn’t work. In fact, it almost looked as if Georgia Tech knew what was coming.” Of course. They had Word.
dankamongmen (2007-09-11 15:48:28)
especially considering last year’s game, i prefer the insinuations of ”Tech had CheatFinder”
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Headed to that bat cave A-T-L, Georgia, what we do for ya bulldoggin’ hos like
them Georgetown Hoyas (2007-09-02 15:36) - joyous - public

Music: ping pong bitches - roc ya body (robopop the return)

Not lost in the glories of yesterday’s Cromwellian Michelade was FCS (formerly I-AA) Appalachian State’s 3432 victory over #5 Michigan, compared at [1]EDSBS to the Tunguska Event. Fantastic. In such times, we’re
reminded of last year’s [2]CFBA Best Post award winner, EDSBS’s inimitable study of Appalachian State’s
promotional video, the awkwardly-named [3]YOUR SCHOOL S PROMOTIONAL AD IS TEH SUX0RZ!
GRAND CRU: APPALACHIAN IS HOT HOT HOT!:
We d like to state that the ASU mountaineer looks less like a congenial mascot and more like
the fuzzy incarnation of a baby-eating monster from Scandinavian folklore.
&and ye through the blustry bogs blew timrous winds wending their way through thickn d
thatches&the heralding hoary breath of the towering Flegbrak, who did steal the savory child
from the comforting cradle ere they reached a thousand days from the womb, banditing them
away in his blooming grey beard&
The outfit just makes the Mountaineer scarier, for some reason: perhaps his frightening visage is made worse by the thought of trying to match anything with yellow and brown tartan.
Fear must be an integral part of the ASU experience, judging from the Double Dare torture
rig shown below, where freshmen pelt fellow students to death by hurling full 16-oz. cans of beer
at each other. for hours on end. We think this woman lived, while the unfortunate preppie in
the adjacent slot appears to be on his last legs.
Ahhh, even the UGA win yesterday can’t diminish this weekend’s truly outstanding qualities. As noted in
the Weekend Triage: ”These patients appear to have no problems, and are busy using syringes to
shoot whiskey at each other, doctor. The State of Georgia flourished on the gridiron Saturday. Tech
beats Notre Dame, and then UGA takes the Greatest Offense On Earth and reduces them to 14 points and
squabbling on the sidelines during the game.”
go listen to the ASU announcers calling the last play [4]here. it is incredible.
back to work!
1. http://www.everydayshouldbesaturday.com/?p=3794
2. http://mgoblog.blogspot.com/2007/02/cfba-awards-tyrone-prothro.html
3. http://www.everydayshouldbesaturday.com/?p=1610
4. http://goasu.com/testmedia/audio/690/

4.9.5

my duty to the internet doesn’t end at network defense, and it doesn’t start at
TaB (2007-09-04 01:16) - tabtastic - public

Music: snoop dogg - doggystyle - all my niggas and bitches

Submitted to the ILoveTaB.com [1]message boards:
Subject: ”TaB in the movies” overlooks WarGames!
Posted By: dankamongmen on 09-03-2007 10:11 pm
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The most blatant TaB positioning I know of, in a beautiful demographic placement, is Matthew Broderick and Ally Sheedy’s consumption thereof during WarGames! I believe Seattle is being scheduled for
thermonuclear fire at the time. If it’d be desirable, I can mplayer up the DVD tomorrow and grab a screenshot or two.
Also, I’ve screenshotted 100 PNG’s worth of Sarah Silvermann’s recent Tab episode.
Enjoy:
[2]http://dank.qemfd.net/tabpower. Someone please grab these and put them somewhere with more bandwidth for all to enjoy (but give me a credit if you don’t mind, thanks!)
Rock over Atlanta,
Rock over Terminus,
TaB: Fuel to be Fabulous
1. http://ilovetab.com/forums/posttopic/Talk-TaB!/1#33
2. http://qemfd.net/tabpower

tempest261 (2007-09-05 00:11:31)
Awesome new pic. I totally loved that episode.
smellycoder (2007-09-05 12:46:33)
you listen to wesley willis, too?!
dankamongmen (2007-09-05 13:51:31)
of course, and i go to the shows where they play the rock music!

4.9.6

whoa! (2007-09-11 09:49) - fascinated - public

Music: ccr - chronicle - fortunate son

That is by far the coolest operation I’ve ever heard of. I can’t imagine what could even take the title away
– you’d have to be mining neutron stars, or equipping octopodes with jetpacks and Hellfire missiles, or
designing cancers that hunt out and kill other cancers in a blast of liquefactive necrosis and finally a happy
song like the one played by Roomba robots.
This last is actually being done (with anaerobic bacteria, anyway [0]): [1]combination bacteriolytic therapy owns you and is named after cobolt, which of course suggests dirty bombs jacketed in 59Co neutron
capturing into a few 5.271y half-lives of 60Co...raindrops keep fallin’ on my head. Raindrops, and let’s not
forget the boys in the gamma rays; they keep the 60Co betadecay–> 60Ni* moneyshot—> 60Ni train on
rollin’. oh yeah, GO JACKETS. [0] anaerobic bacteria are cool, but i’d like to see more use of prions.
Prions are the emu of the new millennium. Once weaponized, they’ll be the infantry of the same. Check
this [2]article of Microbe Magazine out. Aside from the article titled ”Hyphal Morphogenesis Dictates
the Timing of Nuclear Events”, which made you shout WHATWHATWHAT until you saw the ”in C.
albicans” following it like a ship of wrecked dreams, there’s great stuff here:
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In scrapie infection of sheep and chronic wasting disease infection of cervids (deer, elk, etc.),
prion agent infection and replication in the gut-associated lymphoreticular system (LRS) precedes entry into the nervous system following oral prion exposure. But in bovine spongiform
encephalopathy (BSE)-infected cattle and atypical scrapie, replication in the LRS was not clearly
essential, as cases were known in which lymphoid tissues were not infected. Now Richard A.
Bessen of Montana State University, Bozeman, and collaborators show that prions can enter the
brain from peripheral tissues along axons without prior replication in LRS. We demonstrated
neuroinvasion of the transmissible mink encephalopathy agent following entry into the tongue,
says Bessen. We have now demonstrated prion agent infection of skeletal muscle, with implications for food safety, and also their spread along nerve fibers to mucosal surfaces where the prion
agent can potentially be shed, to serve as a source of infection of a new host.
i absolutely must get out of the electricode racket and into the biocode racket posthaste, cripes. NEUROINVASION!!! update: actually, it’s been being thought of for [3]some time. still cool!
1. http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/articlerender.fcgi?artid=64926
2. http://www.asm.org/microbe/index.asp?bid=38576
3. http://cancerres.aacrjournals.org/cgi/content/abstract/18/3/299

happyfunnorm (2007-09-11 16:26:14)
Oooo... science-based simulations. Those are the fancy kind.
dankamongmen (2007-09-11 16:29:06)
heh, i prefer non-scientific simulations, ie ”demonstrations”
dankamongmen (2007-09-11 16:29:27)
nonetheless...
SCIENCE!

4.9.7

argh! (2007-09-17 02:23) - annoyed - public

Music: pearl jam - ten - why go?

ok, as I watch compiles tonight I’ll be flipping over here and generating the lengthy report i’ve been owing
you faithful lj’ers for some time. I’ve been feeling violently antisocial as of late, as I rarely do thanks to the
glorious [1]ENTP nature yet almost always do around my birthday (2007-10-05) thanks to nigh on 3ˆ3 years
of introspection, self-importance and navelgazing. I’m sitting right smack dab 20 % of the way through scientists’ historically most productive, epoch-making years (25-35 for those not so quick with the maths), and
in a pretty solid funk regarding where my life is going, what I’ve accomplished and what will be attempted,
where-do-we-go-from-here etc, wondering how to maintain dedicated to fucking things up, raping minds and
sharing the times good and bad with my tribes ....
and, instead of doing that, i just watched iceweasel coredump *as i was writing an admonition to myself regarding using better tools to blog*, and lost the vast majority of it. sigh. another time, perhaps.
I’ll make myself happy instead by laughing at everyone who read wheel of time, as I always insisted Robert
Jordan would die long before he finished it, and lo, he has. hah-hah!
1. http://www.geocities.com/verafides/mbti
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thirdkraytwin (2007-09-17 08:51:56)
Excellent Nerd, Third Planet. Even Nietzsche Tried Prozac!
thirdeyeoferis (2007-09-17 17:43:14)
the 12th and final book of the series was nearly finished and his wife/editor will be putting the finishing touches on
it before publication..... :P
billings (2007-09-18 15:37:13)
”wife/editor” This explains a lot.
thirdeyeoferis (2007-09-18 18:38:12)
this response confuses me...
billings (2007-09-20 01:50:44)
The editor, being responsible for the refinement and concise expression of a writer’s ideas, is probably the primary
antagonist in the working world of the author. It is only in conflict with this individual that potential flaws in the
work may be worked out. By contrast, a life partner of any kind frequently plays the role of cheerleader, encouraging
his/her partner to follow through with hairbrained schemes and comforting them with irrational explanations for
horrible failure. As always it is impossible to generalize too much, but by and large this is how most relationships
work. What is love but a romantic obsession, after all? If you really needed to read an explanation this long then
I guess that explains why you were reading fantasy bricks in the first place
thirdeyeoferis (2007-09-20 02:58:36)
You say this about an author whose work is compared to the greatest authors ever to live...
billings (2007-09-20 03:46:29)
That sounds like an internet opinion
thirdeyeoferis (2007-09-20 19:27:26)
Have you read any of the series? I like to describe WOT as a Dostoevsky story as told by Tolkien, and i read
the Russians and Tolkien before the end of 4th grade.
eightbit (2007-09-22 03:55:40)
BILL DON’T FUCK WITH 3RDEYE HE READ RUSSIANS AT THE TENDER AGE OF 10 AND 26 YEARS
LATER HE IS TELLING PEOPLE SO ON THE INTERNET. YHLHAND.
thirdeyeoferis (2007-09-22 07:17:36)
it’s called a caps lock button... find it
thirdeyeoferis (2007-09-22 07:27:59)
And btw, I was sincere in both my description of Jordan’s work and my familiarity with both Tolkien and Dostoevsky and would gladly sit down over beer or the like and discuss the parallels with Bill, but your response,
david (is it?), causes me to question your ability to keep up.
billings (2007-09-22 17:34:39)
Yeah, right on. I imagine if we started talking about Robert Jordan and Dostoevsky and shit most of these
squares would be left in the fucking dust! But seriously probably the biggest common thread between Robert
Jordan and 19th century Russian novelists is big old, furious beards rotting in coffins
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thirdkraytwin (2007-09-23 12:25:27) Monk fight at the OK Library.
Buggering Gulag Frigging Archipelago. Rotting beards. Gloom. Oh the woods, and the howling wind. Will
the snows never cease? APPARENTLY NOT.

msbeanhead (2007-09-18 07:01:25)
Wow. I always forget that you are younger.
dankamongmen (2007-09-22 07:09:02)
wait how old are you? i thought i was older.
dewzi (2007-09-26 19:01:18)
[dilbert2002715970926.gif]
dankamongmen (2007-09-26 19:35:37)
LOL. thaty’s the first dilbert that i’ve laughed at in a long, long time. and miasma is one of my favorite words! +5
dewzi. go let zb clear with you whatever she wants to clear with you! i’m fascinated in the extreme.

4.9.8

this post brought to you by the power of wep (2007-09-17 12:05) - frustrated!!!! public

Music: rainer maria - look now, look again - rise

2007-09-15 13:31:10
Howdy. Myself and, I presume, the rest of dsl1.atl.speakeasy.net (Atlanta, GA) went offline yesterday around
1400 EDT. I’m aware of the resolved outage notification for our area on the Speakeasy Status page, claiming
that things were resolved last evening around 2100 EDT; my connection has been unfortunately out, however,
since 1400 yesterday save a brief bit of spotty connectivity around 1300 EDT today.
If it would be of any use, I can provide smokeping and MRTG graphs for the period in question.
At this point, I have been without DSL and thus VoIP for over 24 hours, trying to meet up with folk
for the GT game via furtive IM’s over stolen neighborhood wireless. Please let me know anything I can do,
or any information you might have.
Yes, I have (several times) power cycled the DSL modem, leaving it off twice for over fifteen minutes.
2007-09-15 13:48:56
Hello,
Unfortunately we cannot do troubleshooting via the online service tickets. We do need to do some troubleshooting on your line however so if you could please give us a call at 800.556.5829 we can begin the steps
to get you back online.
Tom Dumaine
Business Support Rep
800.556.5829
tdumaine@hq.speakeasy.net
2007-09-17 09:04:04
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Tom, it’s difficult to call from my VoIP when it doesn’t work. I’d happily use it through this lovely stolen
wireless, but the latency bouncing voice across the street is going to be pretty outrageously shitty. Furthermore, actively rooting their linksys/belkin/wendy’s AP to provide the desirable QoS and port forwardings
is downright unneighborly.....

4.9.9

a rough day for america (2007-09-24 08:33) - whistlin’ while i’m pissin’ - public

Music: ween - the mollusk - dancin’ in the show tonight

if i wanted to fuck up the economy right proper, and had decent resources (say $10ˆ8 or so, well within the
range of a large corporation), i’d note the following things:
• there exist [1]6 LNG import terminals in the United States
• only four in the contintal US (same FERC link)
• [2]maybe 7? and plenty of k-krappy natural gas points
• the infrastructure for routing refined products has decent redundancy (see [3]post-katrina HCEC testimony, [4]HR 5782 (2006), page 5 of [5]this Summer Fuels Outlook Conference keynote regarding
ultra-low S diesel, etc)
• yes, [6]a majority of crude moves through transcanadian pipelines...because ONLY ONE AMERICAN
PORT (Port Fourchon and the associated Louisiana Offshore Oil Port) can support supertankers vs.
canada’s numerous deepwater berths (see [7]HR 4954, the SAFE Port Act)
• [8]auke visser’s supertanker page, one of the gawd-ugliest on the interwideweb, lists but 7 supertankers
of the ULCC (ultralarge crude carrier class)
someone with a morbid taste for societal entropy oughtta knock ’em all out, preferably in a waterway/harborblocking fashion, and see what happens. this should be pretty feasible with robotic kamikazes, UAV’s moved
well on up (to the East Side) from those horribly inaccurate Vergeltungswaffes, opening a bag of divine winds
and [9]HEI rounds to boot.
We gotta do something, after all, if GT’s gonna come back this season. In the words of Hassan i Sabbah X: ”Nothing is too heavy to be knocked on its ass, and everything is cool, baby.”
I chugged 44oz of beer in sixteen seconds Saturday afternoon, and discovered I’m too old to do that anymore
without some degree of internal agitation. :/ I didn’t puke, but I hurt which is 7000x worse. I dig a good
booting, but kinetic gasses belong in kinetic gas problems.
[10]here’s a pretty cool map i found in the thirty-five minutes of researching this idea. back to real work!
update, 0936 i just realized: i think this was the plot of hackers or something. i fail.
1. http://www.ferc.gov/industries/lng/indus-act/terminals/exist-term.asp
2. http://www.eia.doe.gov/pub/oil_gas/natural_gas/analysis_publications/ngpipeline/impex_list.html
3. http://www.aopl.org/go/doc/888/82914/
4. http://thomas.loc.gov/cgi-bin/bdquery/z?d109:h.r.05782:
5. http://www.naseo.org/events/summer/2006/presentations/Trench.pdf
6. http://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/freight/freight_analysis/faf/faf2historical1997/rpt/fa6_s3_crude.htm
7. http://www.govtrack.us/congress/bill.xpd?bill=h109-4954
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8. http://supertankers.topcities.com/id295.htm
9. http://www.fas.org/man/dod-101/sys/land/pgu-13.htm
10. http://www.usskawishiwi.org/Map.html

downtym (2007-09-24 13:51:04)
A more large scale project, but definitely one that could be done with some grassroots style terrorism on the cheap
would be to congest the ever living fuck out of major commercial hubs. Forget the convolution of taking over the the
traffic signals, some tractor trailers flipped in strategic locations would do well to destroy traffic for at least a day in
a given area. One has to wonder what kind of effect complete and total gridlock of New York, Atlanta, Miami, Los
Angeles, Houston, Chicago, and Seattle would have on at least local economies if conducted every day for a month.
It seems almost pedestrian in its simplicity, but with enough people you wouldn’t need technological ability at all just jackasses (Easily acquired) with big trucks (Ditto).
happyfunnorm (2007-09-24 22:02:59)
I’ve read that Atlanta would run out of food in just over a day if the rail traffic into town was disrupted. That seems
easier, but I’d have no desire to do that... us fat guys like to eat even more than skinny folks! At any rate... Hackers
had a plot?
doctorpam (2007-10-01 14:13:43)
Hack the Planet!

4.9.10

Delights hidden deep within IRS Publication 553 2007-03! (2007-09-24 20:40) amused - public

Music: the new pornographers - electric version - all for swinging you around

While attempting to determine exactly how the hell the dread AMT will work this year, and whether I can
deduct IRA contributions in full while contributing to a 401(k) (I had no idea this was constrained *in both
directions* by AGI!!!! fantastic!), I stumbled upon a few gems:
• Sale of Main Home by Employees of the Intelligence Community - ”If you are an employee
of the intelligence community, you may be able to exclude from income a gain from selling your main
home, even if you did not live in it for the required 2 years during the 5-year period ending on the date
of sale. You can choose to have the 5-year test period for ownership and use suspended during any
period you or your spouse serve on qualified official extended duty as an employee of the intelligence
community at a duty station located outside of the United States. This choice applies to any sale of
a main home after December 20, 2006, and is now included under a special rule that already provides
similar benefits to members of the uniformed services and Foreign Service of the United States. For
more information, see Publication 523, Selling Your Home.” That’s very well re: P523, but how does
one claim membership in the INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY, aside from the obvious answer of ”root
early, root often?”
• Arrow Shafts (2006) - ”The tax on arrow shafts has increased to $.40 per arrow shaft.”
• Arrow Shafts (2007) - ”The tax on arrow shafts has increased to $.42 per arrow shaft.”
• Taxable Vaccines - ”Meningococcal and human papillomavirus vaccines are taxable for sales or uses
after January 31, 2007.” awesome
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• Qualified blood collector organizations - ”For the tax period in which the vehicle is first placed
into service, the qualified blood collector organization must certify that the organization reasonably
expects the vehicle to be used at least 80 % of the time during the tax period for the purpose of
collection, storage, or transportation of blood.” Come pick my ass up d00d! Can’t, buddy, I’m already
at 20 % non-blood-transportation purposes!

finally, the Uncle Slayton Meth Still Credit: Special rule for claims for kerosene used in aviation on
a farm and sold after December 31, 2004, and before October 1, 2005. If you are an ultimate
purchaser of kerosene sold after December 31, 2004, and before October 1, 2005, you may make a claim
for nontaxable use of kerosene in aviation on a farm for farming purposes. This rule does not apply if the
ultimate vendor did not include the tax in the price of the kerosene and has not collected the tax from you,
has repaid the tax to you, or has your written consent to make this claim.
finally, it might make me an asshole, but I simply can’t hear my downstairs German neighbor earnestly
say, ”oh, I love Poland, and of course we’d visit because it was just a crossing of the border” without bursting
into laughter – are you for fuckin’ real? because, see, I don’t think Poland loved it one bit. that’s right up
there with the girl at Harvard who told [ LJ User: dj ricecake ] and myself, ”I love the proletariat! They do
my laundry.”

coleoptera (2007-09-25 02:17:32)
I think ’intelligence community’ means you have to be a spy, to use the term crudely.
dankamongmen (2007-09-25 02:23:23)
well, sure; the devil’s in the details. i imagine actual operation folk aren’t advertising that fact on their 1040’s.
likewise, i imagine the guys in the CIA mess hall do get to claim this. what i’m primarily asking is: do these people
have membership cards or something? they probably do. just looking for info!
coleoptera (2007-09-25 11:15:22)
I bet it’s a secret tattoo.
slacktide (2007-09-25 14:52:51)
So, take the exemption. If audited, claim to work in the ”Intellegence Community.” If they ask which agency, the
answer is: ”If I tell you, I’ll have to kill you.”
slacktide (2007-09-25 04:00:45)
We cannot allow this shaft tax increase to go unchallenged. For one thing, it’s highly regressive, as a percentage of
income, the tax on a poor man’s shaft is higher than the tax on a rich man’s shaft. I’m going to write my congressman
today and demand they repeal the shaft tax. But seriously, VERY helpful with the Publication 523 tidbit. I could
have sworn that the ”Ownership Test” for excluding capital gains was only one year. This has the potential to totally
screw me. I bought my house 1 yr and 3 mos. ago... and we just put it on the market. Basically, the county rezoned
our neighborhood so that skyscrapers can be built, and the property value more than doubled overnight. According
to our broker, commercial real estate closings take 6 mos to a year, so I’ll have to make SURE we don’t close escrow
until 2 yrs and 1 day past the closing date when we bought it. Either that or join the f’n Army.
happyfunnorm (2007-09-26 03:59:02)
Only while you are on extended duty outside the US. It seems like a stiff price to pay. It seems unlikely you’d get
such duty in the Army... just a regular deployment.
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doctorpam (2007-10-01 14:08:16)
Generally, to be included in the ”intelligence community” umbrella, you have to be employed with the grand ol DoD,
and furthermore, in the NSA, CIA, DIA, etc. Or a member of the Armed Forces with foreign intelligence duties. Or
possibily a high ranking official in the government that liasons with members of the above agencies. Anyways, you’re
membership is pretty much determined by job title and paycheck signer, which is not as cool as a tatoo. There are a
few types of cards, which give access to certain buildings, and certain areas of certain buildings, which could probably
be considered ”membership cards”. And as for the problem with particular persons not wanting to advertise things on
their 1040s: they have departments at their place of work which handles their taxes for them in a discrete and secure
way. In fact, if there isn’t someone at your place of work who you’ve been instructed to take your tax information
to, there’s probably no chance you could ever get this credit. No matter how intelligent you are. :) And yeah the
ownership test is two years. Or at least it was three years ago when we sold our last house. Grats on the property
value increase, woot!

4.10

October

4.10.1

von neumann: badass without bound (2007-10-01 06:55) - hard-workin’ dank - public

Music: fiona apple - tidal - never is a promise

”I was proceeding down the road. The trees on the right were passing me in orderly fashion at 60 miles per
hour. Suddenly one of them stepped in my path.” - [1]John von Neumann
it was a beautiful day. attempting to enjoy it fully, i went to open my window; in a flash it’d engaged me in
battle, and just as quickly i emerged triumphant. the window had done its damage, though, as dankfat was
all slippin’ and slidin’ and making merry like christmas while blood arced over GRE prep books with each
heartbeat. all told, a poor way to start the sabbath.
i did have a fun conversation with the x-ray guy about properties of various heavy metals and power systems
of hospitals. also, they confirmed the staple i accidently shot into my hand over a decade ago is still just
chillin’ there...part of me.
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[2]
choice quotes off the well-beaten ”state of sin” track:
• It is often said that modern mathematics is so vast that no one can know more than a tiny fraction
of it. Someone once asked von Neumann how much of mathematics he himself knew. Von Neumann
went into one of his characteristic thinking trances. After a moment he had an answer. ’Twenty-eight
percent.’
• We can all think clearly, more or less, some of the time, but von Neumann’s clarity of thought was
orders of magnitude greater than that of most of us, all the time. For von Neumann it seemed to be
impossible to be unclear in thought or in expression. (Paul Halmos)
• Keeping up with him was all but impossible. The feeling was you were on a tricycle chasing a racing
car. (Israel Halperin)
1. http://scidiv.bcc.ctc.edu/Math/vonNeumann.html
2. http://dank.qemfd.net/images/NickKOsWindow-large.jpg
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coleoptera (2007-10-01 14:06:34)
Stop hurting yourself!
piq (2007-10-01 16:21:43)
At least now you can simply raise your left arm and exclaim ”CAN’T YOU SEE YOU ARE DRIVING ME TO THE
BRINK” whenever someone gets on your nerves.
zmode13 (2007-10-01 23:36:45)
That is insane. Glad you’re not dead.
0x7048 (2007-10-02 05:00:04)
[6a00b8ea0783561bc000c2252bbf368e1d-320pi]
mpnolan (2007-10-02 09:47:31)
It just had to be, it was in your way?

4.10.2

TOO BLACK; TOO STRONG. TOO BLACK; TOO STRONG. (2007-10-03 11:32)
- so much work - public

Music: adolescents - welcome to reality - amoeba

There will be a party here, Friday night.
• Directions to the dankcave are available [1]here.
• Show up at 2200 or later. If you show up before 10 PM EST, I am unlikely to be here, and you will
have to break in (only I am allowed to break into my house, so don’t make that your plan).
• I doubt I’ll go to the trouble of acquiring a keg (they’re rather unpleasant to walk from Green’s with),
but I’ll get maybe seven-score beers of various manufacture, a vat of Dank’s Delicious Draught of
Dendritic Disruption, some Scotches, some Jaeger, plenty of diet soda for mixin’ (and if you don’t like
diet soda, you can fuck yourself!) and of course – if they’re good enough to get broke off a proper
chunk – largish pieces of some of that funky stuff.
• bring everyone you can. I’d like nothing more than to get everyone I know, and plenty of people I
don’t, fucked beyond all repair
• I don’t see myself hosting many more old-skoolish throwdowns. Whatever we do, playas, let’s do it
Atlanta style and put it down for the ATL. The idea to do this came suddenly Sunday, playing trivia
with [ LJ User: organicmatter01 ] and other Marietta elder tribesfolk, and I didn’t decide to really go
for it until just now. Thus, I’ve not told more than about 5 people, and the soiree is in two and a half
days. Get the word out, link the directions, and bring your smart sexy selves over here. I miss you all
and never seem to see any of you in one place anymore. It is, after all, the anniversary of my birth, in
the place of my birth. I want to be ready. Twenty-and-seven years of stony sleep, vexed to nightmare
from a rocking cradle, and I’m finally learning what rough beast, its hour come ’round at last, slouched
toward Terminus to be born. As Ol’ Dirty said:
What y’all thought y’all wasn’t gon’ see me? I’m the Osiris of this shit! Wu-Tang is
here forever, motherfucker! It’s like this: two-thousand and seven? Aight my niggaz and my
niggarettes! Let’s do it like this: I’ma rub your ass in the moonshine LET’S TAKE IT
BACK TO ’79
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Hope to see y’all.
1. http://dank.qemfd.net/

piq (2007-10-03 16:01:12) OH SHIT YEAH SONNNN
Guess who happens to be swinging by the ATL this weekend and is smiling ear-to-ear at news of this fine event? See
you the fuck then!
dankamongmen (2007-10-03 16:05:01) Re: OH SHIT YEAH SONNNN
w000000000000000000t! how delightful! see you there mang
chefataraxia (2007-10-03 20:39:16) Happy Birthday!
Cephalopods have more reasons to hate progress than do quadrupeds.
zbtron (2007-10-03 23:03:55)
alright but no closet time
msbeanhead (2007-10-04 05:10:29)
Happy surviving-another-year day! Sorry, but my pump-and-dump is scheduled for December.

4.10.3

shitty! (2007-10-04 17:20) - surprised - public

Music: veruca salt - american thighs - forsythia

bah, my boss / our CTO just announced his resignation for personal reasons. i wonder who’s going to come
in.
coleoptera (2007-10-04 23:33:36)
Clearly it should be me.
cryptic maniac (2007-10-05 02:14:25)
It’s gonna be ”that guy(girl)”.
happyfunnorm (2007-10-10 12:21:04)
You?
dankamongmen (2007-10-10 19:41:22)
hah absolutely not.

4.10.4

he pulled her to his side and quietly gave away his heart like it was his to give
away (2007-10-15 11:55) - rhinocerotic - public

Music: mclusky - the difference between me and you is that i’m not on fire

If you’ve read the following two lines:
1. ”New Guineans even regularly capture chicks of wild cassowaries (an ostrich-like, large, flightless bird)
and raise them to eat as a delicacy – even though adult cassowaries are extremely dangerous and now
and then disembowel village people.”
c 2008 dankamongmen. This book is strictly personal.
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2. ”Rhino-mounted Bantu shock troops could have overthrown the Roman Empire.”

you’ve read about everything worth reading in Jared Diamond’s Guns, Germs and Steel: The Fates of Human Societies. they give away macarthur grants and the pulitzer freakin’ prize for this?
i went saturday on my annual pilgrimage to [1]the 18th Walton Academic Challenge and read a fantastically nostalgic day of high school academic bowl – it’s weird to realize how much idle factasmagoria one
didn’t know at 17 or 18. a playoff question on the Zimbardo Stanford experiments of 1968 went unanswered
in all rooms, and I realized with a start that I too would have been unable to answer that as a senior bowler,
nigh on a decade ago now...with no small satisfaction, I did daydream a little about the certain ass-whipping
any member of our 1997 national runner-up team could now put on nemesis James Island High School with
ten more years of ideahording. it seems surprising that so much would have been learned in that time, as
there’s no longer intensive bowling-directed preparation...i suppose doing so in high school just sets up a
good jumping-off point for further, snowballing accumulation. I have finally begun setting up the trust fund
I’ve planned since the late 90’s stock blowup convinced me the code racket would work out well, and in
future years the interest income will be used to send Walton’s young bowlers to an extra tournament or two
– this delights the do-gooder part of me to no end.
the trivia guy at highlander sundays seems to be adapting to the demographics; last night had but a dyad
of pop culture questions (one of them concerning Simpsons, and thus readily answerable), and a four-part
bonus on physics’ fundamental forces that made my heart swell with the portent of ass-kicking triumphs.
hurrah!
on the agenda for this week: an attempt to model highly efficient adaptive tokenization using 1) markov
chains mated with 2) nonlinear control networks. dynamics and bifurcations, baby, d &b, russv(”domination
and bondage!”), DYNAMICS AND BIFURCATIONS BITCH!
1. http://www.hsquizbowl.org/phpBB2/viewtopic.php?t=4044

esan (2007-10-15 16:37:44)

you’ve read about everything worth reading in Jared Diamond’s Guns, Germs and Steel: The Fates of
Human Societies. they give away macarthur grants and the pulitzer freakin’ prize for this?
I thought I was going insane for a moment, somebody actually agrees with me about this, thank god.
zzzing (2007-10-15 17:04:29)
i agree with you on guns, germs, and steel. lame.
mpnolan (2007-10-15 17:37:35)
Heh, it was either that or The World is Flat that all incoming freshman (myself included) were supposed to read last
year.
rusty42 (2007-10-15 17:50:20)
whoa whoa whoa. what? explain. forced indoctrination of friedman agitprop? also, [1]lol.
1. http://www.nypress.com/18/16/news&columns/taibbi.cfm
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mpnolan (2007-10-15 18:21:07)
Okay, it turns out I’m a craphead idiot. After some research, here are the facts: * Guns, Germs, and Steel was
part of the summer reading program; not required. * The World is Flat was once required for CS 4001 (”ethics”),
and there were cardboard cutouts for it at Barnes & Noble. For certain there’s nothing about it in my inbox, so I
don’t believe it was demanded in any form of me / my class. In any case, [1]here’s an article. Friedman apparently
re-released it with a new chapter – ”The Right Stuff” – about Georgia Tech.
1. http://www.gatech.edu/news-room/release.php?id=929

smellycoder (2007-10-16 04:20:02)
the part about georgia tech makes me feel squeamish and yucky inside. my gut says someone got paid big bucks
to put that plug in the book.
dankamongmen (2007-10-16 04:57:10)
thomas friedman is no milton friedman, that’s for absolutely sure
mpnolan (2007-10-15 18:23:40)
(oh, and in case you’re thinking, ”Wouldn’t he know if it was somehow demanded?”, I was a transfer student and so
did some things different than other freshman (such as not having seminar).)
dankamongmen (2007-10-16 05:14:00)
that is absolutely hilarious, thanks. that icon is ugly, mang.
esan (2007-10-15 23:07:40)
Yup, pretty much the reason I read it.
coleoptera (2007-10-15 18:13:43)
Sadly, I would have nailed the Zimbardo question. We had weird reading habits my junior year of high school. Too
many people think Diamond has the best and newest ideas since sliced bread (also really not a very interesting idea,
honestly) and I’ve had to fend off numerous people gushing half literately over his more recent volume.
dankamongmen (2007-10-16 02:29:59)
”sadly” doesn’t make any sense there!
mac finn (2007-10-15 18:18:43)
I don’t even think I finished reading Guns, Germs, and Steel when I was supposed to in history class I was so disenchanted with it. There’s another guy who write a similar book (Plagues and Peoples by McNeil) who touts some
similar things. Neither have terribly impressed me, though.
dankamongmen (2007-10-16 05:04:45)
”I don’t even think I finished reading Guns, Germs, and Steel when I was supposed to in history class I was so disenchanted with it” note that this opinion is ubiquitous among this thread’s responses, yet clearly at least an opposition
opinion (it did win the pilutzer). note also the preponderance of GT people in this thread. i conclude (hope?) that
most people were impressed with the claims to grand science, whereas we helluvcriticallyreading engineers wondered
aloud, ”so when’s he going to apply a fourier transform to something, and where are the goddamn footnotes?” then
perhaps more angrily, ”you’re trying to solve the riddles of the universe by talking to people in new guinea and listing
farm animals? hell, you’re not even wearing an unlicensed particle accelerator on your back! come back when you’ve
got a mass spectrometer n00b”
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smellycoder (2007-10-16 04:19:01)
we need to go to trivia together sometime. cassowaries are some of the scariest creatures ever. and for some reason, i
could never make it past the first few pages of guns, germs, and steel. :/
dankamongmen (2007-10-16 05:08:20)
note my response above. ”jared diamond, for three pages you’ve alluded to solving great scientific problems, without
mention of a single differential, or even a summation. here’s a nickel, buy a real computer.” i want a cassowary. i’d
let it wear a visor and bring it into the CoC on a chain, like AJ’s purple-assed baboon.

4.10.5

Fools ignore complexity. Pragmatists suffer it. Some can avoid it. Geniuses
remove it. (2007-10-18 16:33) - stoned - public

Music: mclusky - mclusky do dallas - lightsabre cocksucking blues

Date: Thu, 18 Oct 2007 16:32:22 -0400
From: nick black
To: *************
Subject: Re: difference between scorpius and pyxis2?
********* left as an exercise for the reader:
> I’d like to be in on the oprofile mini lecture series if it occurs.
> Always looking for ways to help my code exist and execute more
> efficiently.
I was going to drop this without sending, but I like the way it sounds aloud:
—pontification—
Learn ML well, then learn x86 machine language, then implement an emulator for the latter in the former.
Work the exercises in chapters 2, 3 and 4 from SICP ([1]http://mitpress.mit.edu/sicp/). Spend a month with
Cheng and Lauda’s Illustrated Guide to Higher-Dimensional Categories ([2]http://www.dpmms.cam.ac.uk/
%7Eelgc2/guidebook/guidebook-new.pdf). Build up the complex numbers from ZFC set theory or a set
theory of your choice, establishing a lower bound of generalization; meditate then on Gödel 1931 until you
grok an upper bound as well. Get quick with linear algebra, master the UNIX process model, and grok the
memory hierarchies which make up all of experience. For a few months, read the assembler output of gcc -S
rather than boorishly testing the generated executable. Memorize the gcc man page, and then learn how your
generated assembly code varies with command line options. Memorize the oprofile man page, and learn how
its listings vary with your executed code. Know that there are few truer rules of thumb than the 90/10 Rule,
and force yourself to measure before optimizing. Finally, get yourself a copy of Dijkstra’s ”A Discipline of
Programming” to treasure, and to be treasured by ([3]http://www.walenz.org/Dijkstra/index.html) – you’ll
be ready for it then. Avoid COBOL if you can.
Of course, 90 % of your time will be spent finding and eliminating sleep(2)s inserted to ”work around race
conditions”. You’ll realize the western world doubled power consumption to watch YouTube ads from the
1980’s (while filtering ads from the 2000’s), find sexual partners among classmates, and make grammatical
mistakes on CNN webforums.
To the good life!
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—pontification—
–
nick black ”np: the class of dashed hopes and idle dreams.”
1. http://mitpress.mit.edu/sicp/
2. http://www.dpmms.cam.ac.uk/%7Eelgc2/guidebook/guidebook-new.pdf
3. http://www.walenz.org/Dijkstra/index.html

4.10.6

omfg no water no wife no horse no mustache (2007-10-20 19:43) - public

Music: sublime - 40 oz to freedom - 5446 that’s my number (ball and chain)

To: slush@cc.gatech.edu
Subject: [slush] drought in atlanta?
**************** left as an exercise for the reader:
> I was reading about the state of emergency concerning the drought in
> North Georgia and wondering if it had any impact on life in Atlanta or
> if I need to take any precautions when visiting next week.
> http://www.cnn.com/2007/US/10/20/georgia.drought/index.html?iref=mps toryview
I heard the real story from some guy walking down Ponce: there’s
actually only six days of water left, people.
Shirley Franklin’s cadre of loyalist fanatics, long since having emptied
Underground for their own purposes, prepares it for siege; the bottled
water is stocked along with a year’s supply of pantsuits, and seven
tons of Michael Vick jerseys are fashioned into sandbags (at
considerable savings over actual sand). Where’s the Army Corps of
Engineers, you ask? Reading reassuring bromides from placards, under the
pitiless eyes and TEC-9’s of Atlanta’s ”Water Baron” troika: Switchhitting speedster Otis Nixon. Tom Wolfe, the dandy behind ”A Man in
Full”, who cackles madly as the city in toto is set to producing white
linen suits. They are joined by the veangeful spirit of Andre Rison’s house.
Anyway, if anyone has to be shot, it’s going to be based off birthdays.
You should be fine unless you’re a November/December baby, in which case
you may well be rolled right off the plane into a back-allery aquapress
or dreaded anthrohydrolizer. Let’s be frank: it’s going to hurt, and feel
exceedingly dry.
What is the Drought? Control. The Drought is a computer-generated dream
world built to keep us under control in order to change a human being
into this: http://dank.qemfd.net/images/tasteslikepeople.jpg
–
nick black ”np: the class of dashed hopes and idle dreams.”
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msbeanhead (2007-10-21 11:01:48)
So no need to break out my Tank Girl water extractor just yet?

4.10.7

shitty! part the second (2007-10-23 12:59) - public

Music: ol’ dirty bastard - nigga please - good morning heartache

yeargh: reagan-class disneybots bring [1]oink down. heh, it reminds one of bbs’s in the early 90’s. where am
i now to score for crunchy grooves?
help me, internet friends! what’s a FLAC-oriented boy to do? i’ve no issue with paying for downloads,
but lossy encoding/unprofessional ripping is generally unacceptable these days.
1. http://www.breitbart.com/article.php?id=071023114749.r2nlwb1u&show_article=1

coleoptera (2007-10-23 19:07:59)
I felt much the same way when I read that.
uniheliodem (2007-10-23 19:15:30)
If you don’t mind paying a little and waiting, there’s always half.com. You can generally pick up a CD for $2, and pay
another $2-3 in S &H. It isn’t instant gratification, but it’s about as cheap as allofmp3.com. There’s also the added
benefit of having a legal copy of the music, however dubious that benefit may be.
rusty42 (2007-10-23 23:24:17)
[1]alt.binaries.sounds.flac
1. http://www.usenetserver.com/

0x7048 (2007-10-23 23:30:08)
random: what was the name of the doctor that you got lasik from?
dankamongmen (2007-10-24 00:25:26)
atlanta lasik plus. no idea who the doctor was, but his diploma was from auburn. i cheerfully recounted GT’s
ass-whuppings of that hellhole in 2003 and 2005, asked for drugs, shook his hand and let him blurrily exit my life
forever.
cryptic maniac (2007-10-24 00:15:11)
http://www.dimeadozen.org looks promising, but I don’t have an account there so I couldn’t confirm.
cryptic maniac (2007-10-24 00:18:00)
http://zombtracker.the-zomb.com/ Looks pretty promising also since its all lossless media only. Sweet.
leon03 (2007-10-24 10:40:04)
As somebody who is flac-oriented myself, I don’t have a problem with lossy codecs. They are quite acceptable for
consumption. The advantage I see to FLACs is for archival purposes. From a flac, you can re-encode them to whatever
lossy codec you want, with whatever options you choose for that codec, and get a quality result. Not so with lossy
codecs. I had a bunch of FLACs once, but I lost them in a disaster involving symbolic links and rm -rf. I was so
pissed. Oh well, if I got back into that game, I’d want to do it differently. I found there are a number of CDs that
play games with the track indexes. The problem with the FLACs that I lost is that I ripped each track individually,
and then encoded to FLAC. If I were to do it again, I would rip the entire CD as one track, encode that to FLAC,
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and then store the track index. Then I’d pick out individual tracks out of the FLAC and encode them to some lossy
format that suits me.

4.10.8

listen: dankamongmen has come unstuck in time (2007-10-27 21:26) - accomplished
- public

Music: atmosphere - god loves ugly - the bass and the movement

mix tape made today preliminary notes: guy knows his old skool hip-hop cold, far better than i ever will.
he largely gave up upon Death Row’s rise, and expresses much (understandable) disdain for No Limit and
the takeover of bling (yet digs Ludacris). he knows the kast, the roots, pharcyde etc. i was going for tracing
a few main styles via introduction of a handful of artists, rather than diversity of performers – i expect to
burn discs with more breadth based on his feedback. opinions welcomed.

Nothin’ With Attitude:
Two discs for an older friend who gave up on hip-hop upon gangsta’s advent
(30 tracks)
”Cameron, you thought we weren’t going to have any fun today.”
”This, of course, has always been Mailer’s problem: the tendency to preen when
going after a big idea. His writings on sex are almost entirely cringe-worthy,
and ”The White Negro” – his 1957 defense of white hipsters’ appropriation of
black culture – is as insufferable an essay as I’ve ever read.
For all that, he remains a major American author, whose ego, oddly, informs
both his finest and his most problematic work. Mailer is a creature of the
world, of his historical and social moment, whose best writing has to do with
the particularity of his time.”
- David Ulin reviewing ”On God: An Uncommon Conversation”
http://www.calendarlive.com/books/cl-et-book16oct16,0,6583171.st ory?coll=cl-books-features
disc 1 - lesser-known hip-hop the l-train might not hate
(nota bene: track 03 has strange melting effects on girls; use with caution)
01 - (2004) maroons - ambush - ambush
”Panicky decisions made in haste and short-sightedness - Ambush! You could say you’ve been hit”
02 - (2004) maroons - ambush - matter of time
”There’s always the chance of creatin’ something transcendent, some things last forever, like the Ten Commandments”
03 - (2004) maroons - ambush - don’t stop
”Then you turned sweet sixteen, what a shock; all them dogs at the corner store started to bark”
04 - (1993) digable planets - reachin’ (a new refutation of time and space) - rebirth of slick (cool like ’dat)
”Me? I’ve a crew of kids, seven and a crescent”
05 - (2000) quasimoto - the unseen - microphone mathematics
”You try keepin’ it real, but you should try keepin’ it right”
06 - (2003) viktor vaughan - vaudeville villain - vaudeville villain
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”A big man from a black boy; to name names, a really big fan of Dan Akroyd”
07 - (2003) viktor vaughan - vaudeville villain - saliva
”Phony MCs use a stand-in, leave ’em hangin’ like if I ain’t know where his hands’ve been”
08 - (2004) viktor vaughan - venomous villain - fall back (titty fat)
”Never forget to memorize the elements, to keep the mic sterilized, to terrorize with eloquence”
09 - (2004) eyedea & abilities - e &a - now
”We innovate to generate an intricately interwoven tapestry of musical and ethical epiphanies”
0a - (2001) the coup - world party - everythang
”Every VISA got a pin to crack, every verse is from the cardiac;
Every crime that i do is petty (every criminal is rich already)”
0b - (2005) sage francis - a healthy distrust - gunz, yo
”Lucid dreams are a lot like computer screens...people have pretentious conversations while I shoot the breeze”
0c - (2006) da backwudz - wood work - you gonna luv me
”I was born in Atlanta, raised in Decatur (where we pushin’ LeSabres and blow like inhalers)”
0d - (2001) aceyalone - accepted eclectic - golden mic
”A lotta fools choke when it’s on they turn – I know I shouldn’t even be concerned, but I gotta lotta MC’s
to burn”
0e - (1999) youngbloodz - against da grain - 85
”I don’t know what it is, but shawty fine as hell: Slum-type that I like, straight from A-T-L, shawty yeah!”
0f - (2004) bonus track: monzy - so much drama in the ph.d.
disc 2 - better-known hip-hop the l-train might not hate
01 - (1999) kool keith - black elvis lost in space - intro
”If you can evade this evil...you will be the man”
02 - (2000) wu-tang clan - the w - gravel pit
”I’m the one that called your bluff when your boy tried to act tough; remember what Ol’ Dirty said: I’ll fuck
yo’ ass up!”
03 - (1995) goodie mob - soul food - soul food
”If I had of went and took the easy way, I wouldn’t be the strong nigga that I am today!”
04 - (1998) goodie mob - still standing - ghettology
”They taught me shout it when you get the chance to blow; preach that real shit until you can’t talk no mo’”
05 - (1997) wu-tang clan - wu-tang forever - triumph
”I bomb atomically, Socrates’ philosophies and hypotheses can’t define how I be droppin’ these mockeries”
06 - (1998) goodie mob - still standing - greeny green
”Poetry runs deep in this team; you that stepped-on, we that green-green”
07 - (2002) blackalicious - blazing arrow - make you feel that way
”How your team felt winning championship games, celebratin’ in a huddle dancing in the rain”
08 - (2002) blackalicious - blazing arrow - passion (feat. rakaa & babu)
”I’ve been patient for years, we ain’t playin’ this year; we in the zone, watch: next level, takin’ it there”
09 - (2002) cee-lo - cee-lo green and his perfect imperfections - big ole words (damn)
”Mission for a medium to manifest thoughts collected; after that everything I breathed upon, I blessed it”
0a - (2002) cee-lo - cee-lo green and his perfect imperfections - closet freak
”Or when people haven’t been where you been, and they say you’re still going too far”
0b - (2004) cee-lo - cee-lo green is the soul machine - the art of noise (feat. pharell)
”And God can truly work a miracle (look at me, isn’t it obvious that I’m one?)”
0c - (1992) beastie boys - check your head - so whatcha want
”I got depths of perception in my tracks y’all; I get props at my mention, ’cause I vex y’all”
0d - (1995) genius/gza - liquid swords - i gotcha back
”What is the meaning of crime? Is it Criminals Robbin’ Innocent Motherfuckers Everytime?”
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0e - (2002) eminem - 8 mile soundtrack - lose yourself
”I got to formulate a plot or end up in jail or shot – success is my only fuckin’ option, failure’s not”
0f - (2002) bonus track: blackalicious - blazing arrow - release (feat. saul williams & lyrics born)
sidenote: it is just about impossible to find hip-hop of any significant grit which avoids employ of ”nigger” or its derivatives, minimization of which was one of my secondary goals.
phatjoe (2007-10-28 10:10:54)
no fuckin del ?! /joe
zbtron (2007-10-28 23:55:28)
digable planets!??!!? nice 1!
obiefernandez (2007-10-29 17:45:50) downloadable?
I also gave up on hip-hop (most of it anyway) about ten years ago
dankamongmen (2007-10-29 22:45:47) Re: downloadable?
hrmm, i might put it up. my upstream bandwidth is shit, though. how’s it going, brother? haven’t heard from you
in a minute.
itwontbepretty (2007-10-30 03:06:54)
It’s perfect. Without blemish. Absolutely exquisite. Lucky friend of yours. Makes my heart ache for my computer
which was recently subject to the ravages of a lightening storm. No official diagnosis yet on the state of my hard
drive, which of course had all my media collected over the last few years, including most if not all of the music on
your divine mix disks (not to mention all pictures of my son from birth to 4 months). All my computer time now is
borrowed, and my ears are always hungry. I should send you an SASE. Well done.
mister floppers (2007-10-30 04:14:22) Your ’mixtape’ is crap
Dude, man.... I dunno who this ’ltrain’ (willis) is, but I’m pretty sure he’d barf all over this crap-o-lation you flexed
upon. Shall I break it down? 1) You call ’digable planets’ lesser known? What other top 40 ”hip-hop” is lesser
known to you pal? 2) aceyalone - accepted eclectic – You call that SF ”undaground” shit hip-hop? It might be, but
it certainly isn’t worth the time of a f’ed up rabbit my friend. Dude needs to get off Abu Ra’s (read: Ateam) tip and
”lern 2 r@p”. 3) monzy - Dude... you have lost your fucking mind. Stop calling that nerdcore crap hip-hop, and just
admit to wanting to suck on the cock of my mang ”S. (has a nurse to fuck for him) Hawking”. Also if you ever call
any nerdcore ”hip-hop” again you’ll find rabbit turds in your speed, you dig? 4) blackalicious - blazing arrow. Of all
people you should understand that when Gift Of Gab went all AA on us, his music started to suck. You might wanna
check out some better blackalicious than this sorry excuse for an album. Please see: Swan Lake, NIA, Melodica, A2G.
5) beastie boys - check your head!? Check /your/ head mah brutha and also pull it out of your ass, because this is
the worst album (not including anything after 2000) that they dropped. Ask anyone. 6) eminem - The ltrain is rolling
over in his grave now. Stop shouting out to white rapper you wanna-be eminem 8-mile woman beating gayfer. Other
than that... good selections ;)
dankamongmen (2007-10-30 04:23:28) Re: Your ’mixtape’ is crap
whatcha want is a clear outlier on check your head; the overall quality of that album seems irrelevant at at least the
primary level. NIA is a pretentious bunch of art rap. it ought’ve been called godspeed you, black emperor! and used
as music in an Oliver Stone film. it’s not in any way bad, but i wouldn’t welcome it unprepared. your comments re:
monzy are sensible; i was there speaking only to our professional relationship, and beg your apologies. thanks for the
feedback! you seem a person worth knowing.
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dankamongmen (2007-10-30 04:52:18) Re: Your ’mixtape’ is crap
regarding digable planets: i’ll certainly agree that song was popularized on top 40 countdown trash, but with that,
i think, you ought agree it was almost exclusivley popularized there. if so, it would certainly be ”lesser known” to
someone who’d never considered listening to such – i was 12 years old and merrily listening to star 94 and even
power 99 (before it became 99.x, and served up annie lennox and george michael); thus my exposure. what little
knowledge i have peaks around 1998-2000 and rapidly tapers off beginning around 1994. you’re likely correct in that
my selections from that time deviate wildly from the optimal or even conventional – thanks for pointing that out.

4.11

November

4.11.1

streak ends at ‘date +%j‘ days (2007-11-08 13:01) - about to luncheon - public

Music: the doors - strange days - when the music’s over

312 days into the year, i’ve finally put on a collared shirt. sigh.
i wonder when FlexCar will suffer its first FlexCarJacking.

coleoptera (2007-11-08 18:43:24)
Most FlexCars, I would not really want to steal. Collared shirts if nothing else are an efficient way to keep a little
warmer when it’s windy.
billings (2007-11-08 19:06:09)
Through carjacking, our nation’s underclass has enjoyed the benefits of a FlexCar-type service for some time now
zbtron (2007-11-09 14:05:13)
i dont think ”underclass” is politically correct.
zbtron (2007-11-09 14:14:35)
i think the term is ”african american”l
chefataraxia (2007-11-09 01:00:04)
Too late... we saw a Philadelphia flexcar in Ithaca last week.
msbeanhead (2007-11-09 04:48:44)
I saw a Flexcar parked in front of a thrift store this weekend. I wonder whether it’s cheaper than getting a cab to go
there...
samildanach (2007-11-09 09:29:24)
Yes.
zbtron (2007-11-09 14:18:24)
wait you ddint say why you put on a collared shirt
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sometimes you kick ass, sometimes your ass gets kicked (2007-11-10 10:25) - contemplative - public

Music: outkast - idlewild - a bad note

One-hundred and forty-three years ago today, William Tecumseh Sherman’s Special Field Order 120, posted
1864-11-09, went into effect. The red-haired Ohioan, ”a violent-talking man whose commitment was to total
war”, had left Chattanooga some five months earlier, the second prong on a Federal trident set to pierce
deeply within the Confederate South. Air-line, the hundred-mile distance from Chattanooga to Atlanta was
the same as that from Washington to Richmond, where Grant pushed forward along many of the same routes
along which McClellan and then Meade had twice given threat to the second Confederate capital. Unlike
the vines of the Wilderness and the bleak horrors of Virginia’s Spotsylvania County, forcing Grant’s miles
of heavy train, the lands here were as fecund as Canaan: ”Georgia has millions of inhabitants,” Sherman
wrote Grant. ”If they can live, we should not starve.” This [1]Vigecentenary (Hecatonkaiicosic?) Field Order
foretold a grim fate for Georgia, with threat of reprisals reminding one of [2]œ®»¿Â, [3]Lidice, and [4]KatyD
Forest (collective punishment against partisans would be outlawed in the Geneva Protocols and Conventions
of 1929, 1949 and 1977, for whatever that can be worth):
IV. The army will forage liberally on the country during the march. To this end, each brigade
commander will organize a good and sufficient foraging party, under the command of one or more
discreet officers, who will gather, near the route traveled, corn or forage of any kind, meat of any
kind, vegetables, corn-meal, or whatever is needed by the command, aiming at all times to keep
in the wagons at least ten day’s provisions for the command and three days’ forage. Soldiers
must not enter the dwellings of the inhabitants, or commit any trespass, but during a halt or a
camp they may be permitted to gather turnips, potatoes, and other vegetables, and to drive in
stock of their camp. To regular foraging parties must be instructed the gathering of provisions
and forage at any distance from the road traveled.
V. To army corps commanders alone is intrusted the power to destroy mills, houses, cottongins, &c., and for them this general principle is laid down: In districts and neighborhoods where
the army is unmolested no destruction of such property should be permitted; but should guerrillas
or bushwhackers molest our march, or should the inhabitants burn bridges, obstruct roads, or
otherwise manifest local hostility, then army commanders should order and enforce a devastation
more or less relentless according to the measure of such hostility.
VI. As for horses, mules, wagons, &c., belonging to the inhabitants, the cavalry and artillery
may appropriate freely and without limit, discriminating, however, between the rich, who are
usually hostile, and the poor or industrious, usually neutral or friendly. Foraging parties may
also take mules or horses to replace the jaded animals of their trains, or to serve as pack-mules
for the regiments or bridges. In all foraging, of whatever kind, the parties engaged will refrain
from abusive or threatening language, and may, where the officer in command thinks proper, give
written certificates of the facts, but no receipts, and they will endeavor to leave with each family
a reasonable portion for their maintenance.
The March to the Sea, terminating in Sherman’s famous [5]Christmas Telegraph to Lincoln (”I beg to present
you, as a Christmas gift, the city of Savannah with 150 heavy guns & plenty of ammunition & also about
25,000 bales of cotton.”), would lay much of Georgia to waste, beginning with Atlanta. Sherman’s reasoning
was outlined in [6]this letter to Mayor Calhoun:
Gentleman: I have your letter of the 11th, in the nature of a petition to revoke my orders
removing all the inhabitants from Atlanta. I have read it carefully, and give full credit to your
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statements of distress that will be occasioned, and yet shall not revoke my orders, because they
were not designed to meet the humanities of the cause, but to prepare for the future struggles in
which millions of good people outside of Atlanta have a deep interest. We must have peace, not
only at Atlanta, but in all America. To secure this, we must stop the war that now desolates our
once happy and favored country. To stop war, we must defeat the rebel armies which are arrayed
against the laws and Constitution that all must respect and obey. To defeat those armies, we
must prepare the way to reach them in their recesses, provided with the arms and instruments
which enable us to accomplish our purpose. Now, I know the vindictive nature of our enemy, that
we may have many years of military operations from this quarter; and, therefore, deem it wise
and prudent to prepare in time. The use of Atlanta for warlike purposes in inconsistent with its
character as a home for families. There will be no manufacturers, commerce, or agriculture here,
for the maintenance of families, and sooner or later want will compel the inhabitants to go. Why
not go now, when all the arrangements are completed for the transfer, instead of waiting till the
plunging shot of contending armies will renew the scenes of the past month? Of course, I do not
apprehend any such things at this moment, but you do not suppose this army will be here until
the war is over. I cannot discuss this subject with you fairly, because I cannot impart to you
what we propose to do, but I assert that our military plans make it necessary for the inhabitants
to go away, and I can only renew my offer of services to make their exodus in any direction as
easy and comfortable as possible.
You cannot qualify war in harsher terms than I will. War is cruelty, and you cannot refine
it; and those who brought war into our country deserve all the curses and maledictions a people
can pour out. I know I had no hand in making this war, and I know I will make more sacrifices
to-day than any of you to secure peace. But you cannot have peace and a division of our country.
If the United States submits to a division now, it will not stop, but will go on until we reap
the fate of Mexico, which is eternal war. The United States does and must assert its authority,
wherever it once had power; for, if it relaxes one bit to pressure, it is gone, and I believe that such
is the national feeling. This feeling assumes various shapes, but always comes back to that of
Union. Once admit the Union, once more acknowledge the authority of the national Government,
and, instead of devoting your houses and streets and roads to the dread uses of war, I and this
army become at once your protectors and supporters, shielding you from danger, let it come from
what quarter it may. I know that a few individuals cannot resist a torrent of error and passion,
such as swept the South into rebellion, but you can point out, so that we may know those who
desire a government, and those who insist on war and its desolation.
You might as well appeal against the thunder-storm as against these terrible hardships of war.
They are inevitable, and the only way the people of Atlanta can hope once more to live in peace
and quiet at home, is to stop the war, which can only be done by admitting that it began in error
and is perpetuated in pride.
We don’t want your Negroes, or your horses, or your lands, or any thing you have, but we
do want and will have a just obedience to the laws of the United States. That we will have, and
if it involved the destruction of your improvements, we cannot help it.
You have heretofore read public sentiment in your newspapers, that live by falsehood and excitement; and the quicker you seek for truth in other quarters, the better. I repeat then that,
bu the original compact of government, the United States had certain rights in Georgia, which
have never been relinquished and never will be; that the South began the war by seizing forts,
arsenals, mints, custom-houses, etc., etc., long before Mr. Lincoln was installed, and before the
South had one jot or title of provocation. I myself have seen in Missouri, Kentucky, Tennessee,
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and Mississippi, hundreds and thousands of women and children fleeing from your armies and
desperadoes, hungry and with bleeding feet. In Memphis, Vicksburg, and Mississippi, we fed
thousands and thousands of the families of rebel soldiers left on our hands, and whom we could
not see starve. Now that war comes to you, you feel very different. You deprecate its horrors,
but did not feel them when you sent car-loads of soldiers and ammunition, and moulded shells
and shot, to carry war into Kentucky and Tennessee, to desolate the homes of hundreds and
thousands of good people who only asked to live in peace at their old homes, and under the
Government of their inheritance. But these comparisons are idle. I want peace, and believe it
can only be reached through union and war, and I will ever conduct war with a view to perfect
an early success.
But, my dear sirs, when peace does come, you may call on me for any thing. Then will I
share with you the last cracker, and watch with you to shield your homes and families against
danger from every quarter.
Now you must go, and take with you the old and feeble, feed and nurse them, and build for
them, in more quiet places, proper habitations to shield them against the weather until the mad
passions of men cool down, and allow the Union and peace once more to settle over your old
homes in Atlanta. Yours in haste,
W.T. Sherman, Major-General commanding
Rough times for my city. In 1868, four years after the war and thick into the postbellum’s Reconstruction,
she would become the Empire State of the South’s fifth, last and greatest capital, taking as her symbol the
Phoenix, and as her proud motto, Resurgens.
Contemplating the epic history we’re surrounded by, I think of Ecclesiasticus XLIV (as motivated by Foote’s
dedication of his magisterial, three-volume narrative history of the War Between the States):
all these were honored in their generations,
and were the pride of their times.
Some of them have left behind a name,
so that others declare their praise.
But of others there is no memory;
they have perished as though they had never existed;
they have become as though they had never been born,
they and their children after them.
But these also were godly men,
whose righteous deeds have not been forgotten;
Their offspring will continue forever,
and their glory will never be blotted out.
Their bodies are buried in peace,
but their name lives on generation after generation.
back to work.
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sherman’s_Special_Field_Orders,_No._120
2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Milos
3. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lidice
4. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Katyn_massacre
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5. http://obab.blogspot.com/2006/12/memorable-christmas-gifts-and-thank.html
6. http://www.rjgeib.com/thoughts/sherman/sherman-to-burn-atlanta.html

pigmassacre (2007-11-16 00:06:08)
Thanks for this. Sherman was a wise man, whatever else they may say. (And they’ve said plenty.)

4.11.3

Masculinity is not something given, but something you gain, by winning small
battles with honor (2007-11-12 15:36) - like norman, maler-than-thou - public

Music: mephiskapheles - bumblebee tuna song

yesterday i made a snide post about norman mailer’s departure giving cause to no tears; i had to delete
it after realizing that i owned five books by the man, but had actually read only one (the gospel according
to the son, with naked and the dead, tough guys don’t dance, the executioner’s song and advertisements for
myself being the others owned). i shall sit down and tear through Gary Gilmore’s fabliau over the next few
days and make a better opinion. after all, chris hitchens’s valediction forbidding mourning gives tale of...well,
frankly, a man i wouldn’t mind being characterized alongside:
Yes he did value risk-taking and not just for the rest of society (which was what was faintly
”off” about his recommendation of the murderer Jack Henry Abbott, and about some of the exorbitant things he wrote in The White Negro) but also and proudly for himself.
Flung in the back of a paddy-wagon with Noam Chomsky and an American Nazi for company;
mixing it up down in the Congo waiting for the Ali-Foreman brawl; running for mayor of New
York with Jimmy Breslin as a campaign manager; duking it out with the Stalinist fellow-travellers
in the company of his old friend Jean Malaquais, individualist Trotskyist, as intellectual mentor;
getting the point of Gary Gilmore in The Executioner’s Song, and appreciating that a stone-cold
killer who really wanted to die was the negation of bleeding-heart liberalism and an intuitive
curtain-raiser for the Reagan years.
But all this bravado and bullshit and delinquency, including the near-fatal stabbing of one of
his wives, only seemed to increase the number of people - including the stabbed wife herself who found fresh ways of forgiving him. Even Gore Vidal, not a professional forgiver, was once
gruffly affectionate about him in my hearing. A slightly schmaltzy way of phrasing this would be
to say that Norman Mailer was always somehow life-affirming, and that his justly-famous cocky
grin was something that even his enemies had to envy.
Chutzpah could do no more. But without chutzpah, we would have had no Norman Mailer
to appreciate in the first place. He would try everything at least once, from acting to directing
to boxing to (worst of all, in my experience) cooking, and if it didn’t work out, hey, it was worth
taking the chance.
’Culture,” said Norman Mailer pugnaciously in 1981, ”is worth a little risk.” goddamn right.
i will have to run for mayor of this terminus one day, i think.
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threv (2007-11-13 05:08:41)
you have my vote, no joke.

4.11.4

this one’s strictly for the x86 nerds out there (2007-11-12 16:05) - delighted - public

Music: alanis morissette - jagged little pill - all i really want

from an intrusion prevention architecture powwow last week in the bowels of mighty [1]SCUR:
q: have you heard about intel’s new atomic test-and-ring0 instruction?
a: yeah you’ve gotta cpuid thrice to ensure it’s there: CMPXPLOIT.
lol
i really have no hopes for anyone beyond [ LJ User: uniheliodem ] and [ LJ User: popskeeter ] getting that,
so don’t worry if you don’t.
what’s purple and commutes? an abelian grape, lol we’re all horrible dorks
1. http://www.securecomputing.com/

uniheliodem (2007-11-12 21:55:37)
Heh.

4.11.5

If I ain’t there when you blaze a blunt huh, please think of me (2007-11-13 16:09)
- jubilant - public

Music: outkast - b. o. b. heavy remix (author unknown)

great moments in nine years of using linux #015:
reading up on my new [1]Merlin S720 EVDO modem (with sprint 3.1Mbps service once Rev A rolls out
over Rev 0, thanks boss!), recompiling a 2.6.23.1 with airprime.ko support, taking a deep breath, rebooting,
inserting the card into my [2]dell ATG...
...and watching it go a luscious, deep green without any further fucking with it. we’re mobile, motherfuckers! w00t.
1. http://www.evdoinfo.com/content/view/806/40/
2. http://www.dell.com/content/topics/topic.aspx/global/products/latit/topics/en/latit_atg?c=us&l=en&s=gen

uniheliodem (2007-11-13 21:47:07)
Sweet. Now I’ll wait for the driver to be ported to FreeBSD / OpenBSD so I can play with it.
happyfunnorm (2007-11-13 23:10:57)
Pfff.... what fun is that? Back in my day... :) (you’re right, it is nice when stuff just works)
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4.11. November

things that make you go mmmmmm OR stingray leviathan, ROCK LOBSTER,
stingray leviathan (2007-11-21 11:05) - hungry - public

Music: weezer - blue album - only in dreams

For your Wednesday Deuterostome Pleasure: Himantura chaophraya! [1]holy crap that summbitch is
epic!
that thing is freaking huge and almost certainly 100 % delicious. [ LJ User: grandargh ], your brother
needs to rustle one up from its dank, marsh-sylvan lair, then stand aside and let you grill all 1,323 of sweet
sweet monsterfishmeat. if it doesn’t stalk the forest, lure it there.
mr. orca certainly agrees: [2]”stingray kicks it up a notch! bam!”
next time someone goes to a conference in japan, you must bring me back some fin whale; i will make
this worth your while. too bad we can’t eat orcaflesh, being its only natural competition. kinda makes
victory less ... delicious.
Happy thanksgiving, happy hacking!
1. http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2007/07/photogalleries/giant-fishes/photo7.html
2. http://www.teara.govt.nz/EarthSeaAndSky/SeaLife/Orcas/2/ENZ-Resources/Standard/1/en

leftorium (2007-11-21 18:03:42)
Wait, why can’t we eat delicious orcas? If an orca happens to accidentally jump onto a boat in Iceland, that fucker’s
getting eaten for sure.
quandry (2007-11-21 19:18:48) speaking of delicious lobsteresque seafood
Giant fossil sea scorpion: http://www.livescience.com/animals/071120-largest-claw.html
zbtron (2007-11-21 21:12:08)
what would be the turducken of all this?

4.11.7

well-done amazon, lol (2007-11-22 06:11) - amused - public

Music: neptunes present... clones - busta rhymes - light your ass on fire

”Best Value! Buy Masters of Death: The SS-Einsatzgruppen and the Invention of the Holocaust and get
John James Audubon: The Making of an American at an additional 5 % off Amazon.com’s everyday low
price. Masters of Death: The SS-Einsatzgruppen and the Invention of the Holocaust AND John
James Audubon: The Making of an American Buy Together Today: $21.19”
([1]screenshot here)
in the meantime, lifted from an »tU comment, [2]this stanford project’s a positively natty find, full of
delights for young and old alike. grab the pdf’s while they’re hot.
lol, ”we was just doing a bit of twitching, getting our ornithology on and whatnot. i’d just digiscoped
this out-standing Virginia Partridge and suddenly! we realized! all the jews are gonna have to go, no two
ways about it, what with all that Lebensraum. next thing we know we’re bedecked in swastika-whathaveyous
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and the double eagle, swilling grog that’d toasted the Kaisar and fucking our best boys with much dandy
ribaldry, loading thermals to shoot all hell out of gristleback Norwegians when the twiller’s shout rang, ”boys!
alert now, full of dash, red-footed falconry on the port” but then his guts were splashed all over the deck
by devilishly accurate ramrod – ahh, those were the glory days of falconry, what with the shells stirring up
skeins of rarely-seen waterfowl and driving the accursed yids before us all the while”
1. http://dank.qemfd.net/images/audubonfascism.png
2. http://standish.stanford.edu/bin/search/simple/process?query=pbk

4.11.8

gem from an interview the day before thanksgiving (2007-11-24 06:36) - i guess this
is growing up? - public

Music: cypress hill - black sunday - hits from the bong

Nick: ”OK we’re gonna make this fast because everyone wants to go home. I’m going to name topics. You
accept one, and I’ll quiz you on it, and it’ll be good times, ok?”
Guy: OK
Nick: ”Do you know complex numbers?”
Guy: like what do you mean
Nick: ”Imaginary numbers, square roots of negative reals, Euler and his i”
Guy: ummm i know of them
Nick: ”Something else then. What do you know about parsing theory?”
Guy: i’ve done plenty of parsing, and i took a class on languages, but it’s been a long time
Nick: ”No worries; we can do this all day, end day. Have you sorted anything?”
Guy: i’ve certainly written code that used sorts, but i’ve only implemented sorts on an academic level
Nick: ”What’s your favorite sort?”
Guy: —–
Nick: ”You don’t have to answer that. Given no prior knowledge of the structure of data to be sorted, what’s
the worst-case running time of the fastest sort any library can provide you?”
Guy: the...order of the number of elements in the list?
Nick: ”Your answer is O(N)?”
Guy: yes
Nick: ”Hrmmm. So, Quicksort for instance is O(N)?”
Guy: oh yes
Nick: ”Yours is indeed a disturbing universe. Let’s talk about this Linux driver you wrote...”
for the first time in a few long weeks, good dank weed is flowing fecundly. i have smoked a truly prodigious amount of beasters this week through a tall, proud new piece, two feet of ! - blessed smokey potion
named maryjane (that’s for the [1]nethack fans out there) slowing my thoughts into a marinated rechauffe
ordered well (though not necessarily [2]well-ordered) enough to do something with, harnessing mania as
productivity...as pantera wrote back in 1992 on the inimitable vulgar display of power:
Been constantly so frustrated...I’ve moved mountains with less
When I channel my hate to production, I don’t find it hard to impress
Bones in traction, hands break to hone raw energy
Bold and disastrous – my ears can’t hear what you say to me
Possessed, I feel a conquering will down inside me
Strength, the strength of many to crush those who’d stop me
My strength is in number, and my soul lies in every one
The releasing of anger can better any medicine under the sun
c 2008 dankamongmen. This book is strictly personal.
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as i sat yesterday in my gigantic, empty apartment, eating a thanksgiving dinner of jellybeans, jaegermeister,
salmon cream cheese on lobster ravioli and honeydew melon, i gave thanks for the most critical staples of
my somewhat idiosyncratic life: [3]Turing Machines, [4]ZFC, [5]digital signal processing, [6]modernism, the
[7]linux kernel, [8]fucking and chronic abuse of high-potency [9]”9-tetrahydrocannabinol. This is a much
better time than I ever had excuse to hope for, that’s for certain. I stop and catch myself fairly often, and
wonder, ”how long can this fairy tale last?” The shift from an obstreperously and indeed explosively volatile,
jaded, furiously desperate adolescent, totrichotillomaniacally scrawling untitled epic poems on the history of
anabatic passions in Mead composition notebooks, to an absolutely determined, hyperborean, untrammeled
yet increasingly adiabatic adult has been recent, subtle; some would say debatable, a bien pensant, a velleity
less insessorial than altricial...who knows. I’m older than either the parents who vexed me from nine months’
rocking cradle...should I just admit to myself that kids are a bad idea, that I’ve yet to meaningfully show
the capability for true self-sacrifice in anyone else’s interest, that no matter how hard I squint I’ll never see
people as more than [10]aperiodic crystals, grossly overengineered in their form and less than optimal in their
thoughts, giving rise to nasty integrals and little else? I retain the hope of solving my major personality
problems to ten significant digits, to arrive at common semantics through iterative applications of [11]Newton’s method, to see the [12]Tractatus’s plan manifested in my lifetime and like Eliot’s typist, note ”Well now
that’s done; and I’m glad it’s over”...instead the human engine waits like a taxi throbbing. This [13]article
about coffee was incredibly well-written. I’d like to make out with the author. HURRY UP, PLEASE; IT’S
TIME. Goonight Bill. Goonight Lou. Goonight May. Goonight. Ta ta. Goonight. Goonight. Good night,
ladies, good night, sweet ladies, good night, good night.
Wovon man nicht sprechen kann, darüber muß man schweigen.
i feel very childish. wtf lol.
1. http://nethack.org/
2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Well-order
3. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turing_machine
4. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ZFC
5. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_signal_processing
6. file://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Modernism
7. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linux_kernel
8. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sexual_intercourse
9. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marijuana
10. http://www.intothecool.com/energetic.php
11. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Newton’s_method
12. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tractatus_Logico-Philosophicus
13. http://books.guardian.co.uk/extracts/story/0,,2216039,00.html

thirdkraytwin (2007-11-24 13:01:26)
yo
dankamongmen (2007-11-24 13:24:01)
vanilla, kick it one time boooooooooooooooooooy
thirdkraytwin (2007-11-28 05:39:08)
[000125wq]
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dankamongmen (2007-11-28 06:35:50)
that looks a lot like my buddy matt travers
thirdkraytwin (2007-11-28 10:26:01)
Aguirre, the Wrath of Matt Travers?
zbtron (2007-11-24 19:21:33)
I stop and catch myself fairly often, and wonder, ”how long can this fairy tale last?” lets just say its not a good sign
when people ask about you and end their questions with ”still.”
boredatheist (2007-11-24 20:55:29)
You interviewed me once for a TA position for CS 1502. I remember feeling like I was getting grilled. You asked me
if it were possible to write a function taking two integers which swapped the values of its arguments, and it took me
like 60+ seconds to realize it wasn’t possible. I stood at the whiteboard with a marker in my hand and wrote out
the prototype for the function before saying I couldn’t do it. You also asked me if I knew what reflection was, and I
didn’t. I didn’t get to be a TA. Sigh. But at least I know the answers to your sorting questions! I think. Sigh.
tritium (2007-11-24 21:39:54)
Huh. Now that I think about it, the worst-case sorting time of the fastest sorting algorithm is O(n2). I mean, if you
accept that Quicksort is the fastest algorithm, which maybe not, depending on what you’re measuring. However, the
best worst-case complexity you can guarantee is O(n lg n).
dankamongmen (2007-11-26 12:45:55)
i would have accepted any similar line of expansion on the theme, so long as i got the >= O(nlgn) reasoned out. i
only brought up quicksort hoping to help him realize O(N) was not it, no not at all.
doctorpam (2007-11-29 18:49:58)
omg u sed wtf lol roflmao!

4.12

December

4.12.1

gotta squeeze a little, ease a little, tease a little more easy operator come a
knockin’ on my door (2007-12-01 20:35) - active - friends

whoa, last night was harder partying than has been done in some time. many thanks, [ LJ User: ghettohaxor
] and dieselboy. my brain feels like some kind of gelatin dish (it’s made of hooves, you know). i enjoyed
all kinds of psychoactives, ignored for months prior due to apathy more than anything, bartered or offered
gratis from complete strangers in crowded bathrooms...there was certainly a lot of nostalgia at work. i loaded
up on absinthe prior to departing from greg’s epic howell mill building-topper; absinthe has never heralded
anything less than fantastically forgettable, supercharged evenings of krunk – one ought pass out, but the
absinthe says STAY AWAKE AIEEEEEEEEEE....
following the helluva show at the [1]mark, i walked home from 14th + howell mill, taking a scenic route
through GT...several frats had been partying, it was obvious, and much havoc was wrecked by yours truly
upon their tired, beercome out to [2]twitch and [ LJ User: eccyntric ]’s party tonight, which promises to be a great time.
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zorn!
1. http://www.themarkatlanta.com/
2. http://profile.myspace.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=user.viewprofile&friendid=113196747

4.12.2

when i first met my spottieotiedopalicious angel, i can remember that damn
thang like yesterday (2007-12-02 16:25) - gloomy - public

Music: outkast - aquemini - liberation

This LA Magazine [1]profile(?) of USC’s master coach Pete Carroll is the finest bit of football writing I’ve
read in some time, and it’s not even from [2]EBSDS! (although, to be fair, they linked to it). You needn’t
be a collegeball fan to enjoy this hagiography:
Carroll is part camel. It s the only explanation. After a morning of meetings, followed by
a speech to a booster group, we return to campus. It s unseasonably warm. I fantasize about
a dozen glasses of cool water lined up before me. Looking at my watch, I calculate 18 hours
since he s ingested any type of liquid. I couldn t be more parched if I were trailing around after
T.E. Lawrence. I mention my ravenous, desperate thirst to Carroll. He sighs, guides me to a
minifridge in the assistant coaches locker room, grabs me a cold Gatorade. My mouth waters as
I start to unscrew the cap.
Aren t you going to have one? I ask.
Nah.
Really?
I hesitate.
Well, I say, I m not having one until you do. I set down the Gatorade.
He warns me not to make it a competition. If I make it a competition, he ll die before he
takes another drink. (Later he explains it this way: What I am is a competitor. That s what
I am. My whole life, everything I can ever remember, I ve been competitive competitive for
friendships, competitive for love, competitive for sports, competitive for heroship, competitive
for everything and battling for everything. When I throw my gum away, I m trying to land it on
the line. ) Clearly I don t want to get into a thirst-off with this man. Nothing good can come of
that. I take a sip of Gatorade. The cool orange flavor runs down the back of my throat, and I
almost weep with pleasure.
That night I get a text message. I don t recognize the number. But it doesn t take long to
figure out who it s from.
still haven t had anything to drink.
we’ll miss you, [ LJ User: zbtron ]; good luck in NYC!
1.

http://www.lamag.com/ME2/dirmod.asp?sid=14D5B253DB1D499F9AD38F459D8E926A&nm=&type=Publishing&mod=

Publications%3A%3AArticle&mid=8F3A7027421841978F18BE895F87F791&tier=4&id=FBED63DFDC694D699DA4EAF13E24562D
2. http://www.everydayshouldbesaturday.com/
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linoleum supports my head, gives me something to believe (2007-12-03 06:42) productive - public

Music: phish - story of the ghost - birds of a feather

start your day off right: check out this [1]absolutely stirring essay. What an unexpected delight after a
long evening’s craftsmanship!
Religion, however, addresses fundamental human needs, not only by promising a Club Class
after life to compensate for our days in steerage but by offering the image of an entity God
in which the meaning of everything we do and feel converges, so that And then comes to an
end. It speaks to the fourth hunger. That is why art can and must lay claim to the hole left by
the absence of God if only to diminish the chance of His return and the malign consequences,
which do not need spelling out, this would have. Art is not, as was said of Mozart s music,
God s means of letting himself into his own creation . Rather it is humankind s most powerful
attempt to shake off what Kant called its self-imposed minority . It is our path to experiencing,
with appropriate awe, the extraordinary world which we have in part found (nature) and in part
created (culture). To vary Nietzsche, the creation of art is the only theological activity to which
life still obliges us ...we have to remember that true artists love bits of the world for their own sake
and are not able to say why and may not always be concerned to relate them to other things they
love. Caressing the details as Nabokov would call it. They also love techniques for their own
sake poets relish the sound of words and enjoy playing with them, beyond the inner stitching
that makes their poems more completely whole. Technique and competence may bring intense
joy. We will have to put up with these foibles...There is the danger that works of art may become
just more consumer items, so that one series of And thens is replaced by another: Stella +
Bargain Breaks by Symphony + Poem . We need to live within, live inside, a small number of
definitive works of art that will give us a true image of the human world, equal to its variousness,
its depth, its mystery and its grandeur. As Gide said, I write not to be read but to be re-read .
There then remains the unsolved problem of picking the needle out of the haystack; of building
a personal library of truly great works.
speaking of personal libraries, the discovery of [2]goodreads is going to destroy what free time remains in
2007, i think. I spent an hour adding the books currently
• scattered on my bedroom floor,
• on my desk or
• in my laptop bag,
leaving only...many thousands of volumes unentered :/. it’s a lot of fun, though, and seeing twitch’s nice
bookshelves left me with a searing desire to order my own bibliophilia.
1. http://www.spiked-online.com/index.php?/site/reviewofbooks_article/4132
2. http://www.goodreads.com/user/show/655723

leftorium (2007-12-03 13:45:11)
1) I noticed this morning that I still have dankblood on my bathroom door. It’s rare that something can actually get
me to laugh out loud (epic lulz) before 7am, but there it was. 2) Have you read The Varieties of Religious Experience
? (nickv(”OF COURSE I HAVE”);) I’m rereading it now, and I’m once again shocked that William James didn’t get
stoned for his audacity.
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dankamongmen (2007-12-03 13:55:54) nickv(”OF COURSE I HAVE”);
lol, i was saying this out loud, and then i was reading it, and it made me smile broadly. dankblood works just like
deerblood, if you were wondering whether red dawn rules apply. speaking of which: i’m gonna get up there and piss
in that radiator. have a good one!
spoonless (2007-12-04 06:24:12) Re: nickv(”OF COURSE I HAVE”);
dankblood works just like deerblood the primary difference being dankblood is $100/ounce whereas deerblood can be
found under a buck?
datavortex (2007-12-03 14:21:00)
I actually have been thinking about goodreads when I visited you the last few times. What you need is a Symbol
USB hand scanner. It will make quick work of your inventory and deliver to you a neat little file of UPC codes, which
ought to be easily converted to ISBNs.
dankamongmen (2007-12-03 14:44:12)
1) i was looking at handheld scanners for about 20min beforehand....like globes, they’re more expensive than one
would think! chripes! 2) so the other day i asked two distinct people, neither of whom i immediately associate with
you, if they’d seen the U-Cal halftime show and both were like, ”of course larry fine im’d it to me”. amusing.

4.12.4

pretty good rapid-fire schneier interview (2007-12-05 00:07) - blaster, meet w32.welchia
- public

Music: prong - cleansing - whose fist is this anyway?

too bad the man hasn’t written a decent book since [1]his first (which certainly isn’t the best on the subject;
[2]goldreich, however, is good as gold and largely available online (in bits and pieces)). this interview
(slashdotted, heh, sorry) is worth the quick read, though, and this made me smile:
Q: How much fun/mischief could you have if you were evil for a day?
A: It used to be a common late-night bar conversation at computer security conferences: how
would you take down the Internet, steal a zillion dollars, neutralize the IT infrastructure of this
company or that country, etc. And, unsurprisingly, computer security experts have all sorts of
ideas along these lines.
This is true in many aspects of our society. Here s what I said in my book, Secrets and Lies
(page 389): As technology becomes more complicated, society s experts become more specialized. And in almost every area, those with the expertise to build society s infrastructure also have
the expertise to destroy it. Ask any doctor how to poison someone untraceably, and he can tell
you. Ask someone who works in aircraft maintenance how to drop a 747 out of the sky without
getting caught, and he ll know. Now ask any Internet security professional how to take down
the Internet, permanently. I ve heard about half a dozen different ways, and I know I haven t
exhausted the possibilities.
What we hope is that as people learn the skills, they also learn the ethics about when and
when not to use them. When that doesn t happen, you get Mohommad Attas and Timothy
McVeighs.
Q: In that vein, what is the most devilish idea you have thought about?
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A: No comment.
heh, indeed! [3]also amusing!
1.

http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&ct=res&cd=2&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.amazon.com%

2FApplied-Cryptography-Protocols-Algorithms-Source%2Fdp%2F0471117099&ei=KzJWR72CGIrkiAGsvMDdBg&usg=
AFQjCNF82cUMv0HX3BsplQa94LxMTKLkHQ&sig2=uoj9Srjbi3IPjhubdgh1-A
2. http://www.wisdom.weizmann.ac.il/~oded/foc.html
3. http://xkcd.com/350/

eightbit (2007-12-05 22:09:22)
Goldreich and Schneier are completely different :). (I do agree with the quality assessment.) For something in between
the complexity theory/information security approaches (i.e., you want to understand which mode of operation to use
and other realistic, but theory-loaded questions), the free [1]Bellare-Rogaway notes are great. We teach 6260 using
them. [2]Katz-Lindell looks good, although I haven’t read too much of it.
1. http://www.cs.ucsd.edu/~mihir/cse207/classnotes.html
2.

http://www.amazon.com/Introduction-Cryptography-Chapman-Network-Security/dp/1584885513/ref=pd_bbs_sr_1?

ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1196892011&sr=8-1

4.12.5

too many hours spent watching indo/paki propaganda films on youtube tonight,
sheesh (2007-12-11 09:36) - silly - public

Music: air - 10,000 hz legend - how does it make you feel?

I had no idea what I was in for upon opening [1]this Boston Review link, but it turned out to be a fascinating,
extraordinarily literate, highly readable, delightfully snooty article about Alexander Hamilton – don’t stop
reading, stay with me for a second – that reaches some surprising conclusions while fretting about a
Neo-federalist Hamiltonian Revival (after all, an increase in Hamiltonians means more energy for the System
– that’s a classical mechanics joke, pay no mind). Let he who has ears, listen: click or be damned!
It s more likely that Hamilton believed exceptional, bright boys like him should erupt like
meteors across the night sky. Blending creative genius with an almost mad degree of thoroughness
and tenacity, he strove to dominate everyone he encountered, a quality that brought enormous
success but also marred his life and may have shortened it. The idea that Hamilton spent his
career trying to create conditions for replicating such a rise seems fantastic. One searches his
letters and public statements in vain for thoughtful reflection on ordinary families economic
struggles or respect for their goals and hopes for their children s betterment. He is unconcerned
about using government power to encourage the rise of laborer s descendants and would not have
related upward mobility to democracy a dirty word to Hamilton.
Them’s fightin’ words to the author (one third thereof, anyway) of the Federalist Papers. PUBLIUS!!!
i am pleased as punch with GT’s [2]hire of Eagle/Midshipman Paul Johnson. i’d dig some triple-option
on [3]The Flats next year. heh anything but [4]the regs. mgoblog hooks up [5]the review courtesy, of course,
of edsbs.
1. http://bostonreview.net/BR32.6/hogeland.php
2. http://www.google.com/search?q=paul+johnson&ie=utf-8&oe=utf-8&aq=t&rls=org.debian:en-US:unofficial&client=
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iceweasel-a
3. http://i.cnn.net/si/sioncampus/potd/2005/12/13/s1_nerd.jpg
4. http://www.everydayshouldbesaturday.com/2006/11/27/
5. http://mgoblog.blogspot.com/2007/12/profiles-in-heroism-paul-johnson.html

sk8grrlie (2007-12-12 01:46:26)
party - my house saturday - I’m graduating! it is stumbling distance from your house so no excuses :)
dankamongmen (2007-12-14 22:23:59)
i most certainly will be there!
blowgurt (2007-12-14 03:10:27) ahhhh.... so fresh, so clean
thanks the heads up, this made the morning ride a fantastically enjoyable experience. somehow it comforts me to learn
that balance is the key to successful whatever-you-want-to-call-our-system-of-government at this time. nefarious and
machiavillian as this article paints hamilton, i highly regard the strengthened fed he facilitated that currently allows
me my plush, decadent american lifestyle of high mortgage debt, crass consumerism and increased social risk. i mean,
if hamilton’s machinations ultimately led to me being here now typing this comment to a livejournal post, who’s to
say that the bush administration (i got my evil eye on you cheney) won’t also somehow have a positive outcome (for
all the rational bellicosity(sic) coming from the ruskies, i’m not sure my red dawn upbringing allows me to trust those
oiligarchy vodka swilling bears or better yet, the chinese pulling their shit together and managing fantastic growth
with quality of life (hmmm realpolitik anyone? which presidential aspirate has the cajones?!?)... unless, of course, i
end up strung up in a blackwater concentration camp for the whiskey rebellion redux - 2010 style. even so, the warm
and fuzzies were nice, thanks.

4.12.6

Why don’t you become a great healer? What’s wrong with that? Just about
everything. (2007-12-13 11:46) - merry - public

Music: lynyrd skynyrd - pronounced leh-nerd skin-nerd - tuesday’s gone

a few questions about globes, and the women who love them:
• first things first. for those in the know, globe connoisseur-wise: spheres or oblate spheroids?
• what is the term for those who arrange, design and sell globes? what is the name of this craft?
• how many jobs do globes support?
• is there a best time of the year for selling globes?
• two words: geopolitical Voudon. does it work and did Nancy Reagan really sit around driving miniature
Minuteman III’s into vevers meant to represent Red China, calling madly upon Ayida Wedo and
Damballah?
• when a shit country like east timor emerges, right as you’ve completed your masterwork, do you curse
and wail and beat your breast for the offense to art, or thank the good lord for geopolitical upheaval
and the continued work it assures you?
• any plans for dynamic globes, maybe a nice plasma or something, with subscription-based updates?
• do you get weird requests, ie ”I gotta tell you man I think Tom Clancy was the greatest author ever to
work the English wordhorde, but the sumbitchin Cold War ended and what’s he gonna do. It ain’t like
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Ida Tarbell ever had to watch Standard Oil collapse into a bunch of -stans, or Upton Sinclair sat down
one day and said, ’ya know, the meatpacking industry sure got their shit together since The Jungle,
I guess they just needed their balls busted once twice three times’ yahearwhaddaymsayin? So I’d like
you to cut me a globe representing the world as it was when it was pure, and innocent – 1986, the
year Red Storm Rising was published. I’m gonna take this globe, and Red Storm Rising, and when I
get some money I’m gonna fill that ol’ SKS up, do some drinkin’, wait ’til it gets dark and go have me
a tiiiiiime brother” or simply ”Fuck Belgium; I can’t afford Flemish diamonds, I don’t wear Flanders
textiles and I’m not paying hard-earned money for a globe with Antwerp on it. Can you not simply
widen the English Channel a few miles and cover that up? C’mon, the Germans did it twice in a total
of about sixty hours. Are you a Cartspheresman? Are you a Master Oblato-Ingenieurgeodäsiest? Or
just a big pussy of a geodesist who’s going to apologize for Vlaams Blok all your life?” [0]
Anyway, trying to find a nice globe – not too ostentatious, but large, something Cecil Rhodes might want
to stand athwart, has shocked me: globes seem incredibly expensive. Purchasing new, there appears to be a
1k ”get-in-price”, and cost grows pretty much unboundedly from there :/. Also stupidly expensive: barcode
scanners, no matter how much precipitance and puissance one might lend my [1]goodreads bibliolatry. sigh.
There are no honorable bargains involving exchange of qualitative merchandise – like souls – for quantitative
merchandise – like time, money, and globes. So piss off, Satan, and don’t take me for dumber than I look
(an old junk pusher told me – watch whose money you pick up).
Date: Thu, 13 Dec 2007 11:31:05 -0500
From: nick black
To: security through obSCURity
Subject: what is sshfs run.sh and why is it allowed to pervert turing’s dream
Momma used to tell me, ”Son, sleep 5’s are kinda like the crapper door off a
tuna boat – they stink.” Was ist das:
7772 ? Ss 0:00 SCREEN
7773 pts/5 Ss 0:00 \ /bin/bash
7792 pts/5 S+ 1:05 \ sh sshfs run.sh
13415 pts/5 S+ 0:00 \ sleep 5
7795 pts/5 S+ 0:27 ssh -x -a -oClearAllForwardings=yes -2 sshfs -s sftp
7797 ? Ssl 0:21 sshfs sshfs:/sshfs share/transform/db out/phishprint2
/mnt/sshfs/db out
7803 pts/5 S+ 0:28 ssh -x -a -oClearAllForwardings=yes -2 sshfs -s sftp
7805 ? Ssl 0:23 sshfs sshfs:/sshfs share/transform/db in/phishprint2
/mnt/sshfs/db in
7811 pts/5 S+ 0:24 ssh -x -a -oClearAllForwardings=yes -2 sshfs2 -s sftp
7813 ? Ssl 0:21 sshfs sshfs2:/sshfs share/u2user/phishregistry
/mnt/sshfs/phishregistry
? I use something like 16 sshfs’s between my boxenherd, and have never
needed nor seen any fourth-floor peccancy like this. lsof(1) tracked the
script down in /root (why?!!?! is that where scripts belong? no!! argh!):
[phishprint2](0) $ sudo cat /root/sshfs run.sh
#!/bin/bash
sshfs sshfs:/sshfs share/transform/db out/phishprint2 /mnt/sshfs/db out
sshfs sshfs:/sshfs share/transform/db in/phishprint2 /mnt/sshfs/db in
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sshfs sshfs2:/sshfs share/u2user/phishregistry /mnt/sshfs/phishregistry
while true; do
touch /mnt/sshfs/db out/keepalive
rm /mnt/sshfs/db out/keepalive
touch /mnt/sshfs/db in/keepalive
rm /mnt/sshfs/db in/keepalive
touch /mnt/sshfs/phishregistry/keepalive
rm /mnt/sshfs/phishregistry/keepalive
sleep 5
done
[phishprint2](0) $
This script is too inane, too jejune, for me to guess its purpose.
Primarily, it seems to be...testing the touch(1) and rm(1) commands? Maybe
it’s checking to make sure linux still supports directories? Or is it
simply giving the disk something to seek, filling the colo facility
with the joyous rotations of hard disk platters? ’Tis, after all,
the Season! C’mon, you’re not too old to a-wassail with St. Nick:
Deck the disk with temporary files, fa la la la la la la la la
Remove the inodes with big smiles, fa la la la la la la la la
One for each of /mnt’s remote mounts, fa la la, la la la, la la la!
Now we sleep for bash(1)’s 5-count, fa la la la la, la la la la
A deep vexing within me, however, insists that someone associates this
script with a result beyond generating waste heat. If you are that someone,
I suspect OpenSSH and fuse offer a superior solution for...whatever it is
you’re trying to do. I’d like to help you find that solution. I’m pretty
OCD about ps(1) output, you see; even more importantly, I really doubt this
script reliably accomplishes what you want (being run in screen(1) makes me
think you secretly doubt it, too). Let’s talk about sshfs, bay-bee.
–rigorously, nick
–
nick black ”np: the class of dashed hopes and idle dreams.”
Conformally mapping a foot up in your ass
School of Dymaxion – I’m teaching the class
Traded in the street for loxodromes to creep on
Now I get vertex-transitive like cuboctahedrons, bitch
[0] btw,
belgium is actually going to split up.
soon.
i’m not joking:
http://strangemaps.wordpress.com/2006/10/12/14-what-will-happen-afte r-belgium/. ”Flemings”? The
Poles need to finish taking over the Belgian economy, and throw a [2]partition party of their own. Za
wolno[ Nasz i Wasz ! SBu|ba Zwyci stwu Polski! Ka|dy pocisk jeden niemiec! Cichociemni!!!!
1. http://www.goodreads.com/user/show/655723
2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Partitions_of_Poland
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msbeanhead (2007-12-13 21:23:35)
http://www.coronelli.org/index e.html
dankamongmen (2007-12-13 21:47:05)
He was also founder of the ”Academia Cosmografica degli Argonauti”, the first geographical society in the world. His
name is to live on in the ”International Coronelli Society for the Study of Globes” (formerly ”Coronelli World League
of Friends of the Globe”. this is exactly the kind of ridiculously high-brow shit i’m sure the globe lobby revels in.
holy crap it delights me. hot damn, i want to travel to europe and learn globe-making in a monastery! this coding
racket is 100.5 % for the birds. conic cartography is where it’s at.
slacktide (2007-12-13 22:13:45)
I think they are called globalists. It’s an involved craft, using gentle application of heat to subtly sculpt mountains
in the landscape, by a process called ”Global Warming” As far as cheep barcode scanners, does not every thrift store
have a wall dedicated to obsolete computing technology, often inhabited by a breeding population of [1]:CueCats? If
not, there’s always Ebay.
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CueCat

rusty42 (2007-12-14 03:09:54) ???
sleep is not a bash built-in?
dankamongmen (2007-12-14 05:06:17) Re: ???
i am thinking it could not be, since it (rather by definition) alters signal properties, which are per-process? ie, if bash
itself needed SIGALRM, it wouldn’t do well to internally set up a SIGALRM handler.... i’m really tired, though,
and might be afflicted with stupidity daemons
krhettn (2007-12-14 05:17:19)
when i worked in a book store, the owner used to get globes in thrift stores. you might not have a big selection but i
think they’re not hard to find there..

4.12.7

absolutely incredible (2007-12-14 01:35) - awww, we do love the maths - public

Music: supershit 666 - eponymous ep - you smell canadian

Well. This is [1]the funniest, most incisively accurate thing I’ve read this year, I think ([2]this almost made
me wet myself as well, though). Ahhh, the greatest benefit of short-term memory’s eradication is that each
wonderful thing one finds is the most wonderful thing one can remember.
There s a whole heap of turdulent literature just collecting flies out there, all of it devoted to
baseball. Most of it should be burned and scattered to the winds, excepting Ball Four, which is
about what rat bastard life as a player is really like, and that awesome book about how the 1986
Mets were all on cocaine, because books about people doing cocaine in the 1980s are the highest
form of literature and fuck your mother if you don t agree.
I really, really want to start hanging out with, and by that I mean smoke high-potency marijuana and talk
about the last time GT beat UGA until we’re digging through the trash can for chik-fil-a detritus, the
EBSDS guys. They seem an excellent peer group. Beyond that, I need to get back to a fanatical devotion
to college football. Too much goddamn math recently.
[awwww, math, i’m just kidding. i could never be angry at you. you complete me.]
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I do disagree with one part of Orson’s summation: Moneyball was a fantastic little book, well
worth reading.
I picked it up out of ScoDo’s bathroom in D.C. back in October 2003 – I’d
gone to visit Nick Brönn and Liz Satterfield after the [ LJ User: mathslut ] breakup. It was
a righteous, cathartic holiday of throwdown: I arrived at BWI having been awake three days
cowering in unshaven rooms in underwear, burning money in wastebaskets and listening to the Terror through the wall
scanning the same pages of Davis’s [3]The Undecidable over and over, reading nothing; consuming cannedsalmon-shakes [0] and a river of alcohols versicolor. after aphasia, anomia; alexithymia anergia agnosia
acedia and an accelerating apraxia; anhedonia’s advance; one of those thankfully brief bits of life looked
back upon as Dark Times. Some hours later, I’d started in on my second personal 24-pack of Miller Lite
(purchased on Sunday, hot damn!), taken a terrifically drunk full-body fall off the Orange Line Metro,
somehow stolen a 6’x6’ advertisement from that same station, enjoyed several political junkie strangers’
coke in Eastern Market bathrooms...and managed to work myself into some full-blown psychotic episode as
more sensible friends slept.
Then I read Moneyball over the course of three stillwarm hours, eating sliced cheese I’d found atop
the fridge. The wrappers I hid underneath a sofa, because after four days awake that kind of thing happens.
The hard-nosed lessons of Oakland A’s manager Billy Beane and his crafty Sabermetricians, on the other
hand, have remained with me always, just waiting for my ascension to the helm of a minor-market big-league
club [barf]. The important thing was sleep, blissfully swaddling me just as Lewis’s hagiography came to a
close.
wow I sure can’t write anything but absolute crap lately :/ sigh
[0] mmm, two months of nothing but high-protein slurry: canned salmon, corn, black beans and
stewed tomatoes. i was out of my goddamn mind. i can’t imagine what kind of smell i was giving off, like
something curling up out of the Del Monte truck’s maw.
1. http://www.everydayshouldbesaturday.com/2007/12/13/die-baseball-die/
2. http://nl.youtube.com/watch?v=SJ_qK4g6ntM
3. http://www.amazon.com/Undecidable-Propositions-Unsolvable-Computable-Functions/dp/0486432289

spoonless (2007-12-15 05:12:52)
Current music: supershit 666 - eponymous ep - you smell canadian torrented. I’m prepared to provide a
full report after downloading has completed.

4.12.8

When a man wants his Ports, a man wants his Ports (2007-12-14 04:20) - don’t
blowtorch me bro! - public

Music: mudcat - kickin’ chicken - country in the end

[ LJ User: eccyntric ], this would presumably be the source of the alarm down the street during the party
(and happy birthday! btw!):
On December 02, 2007 at approximately 0309 hrs I Officer J.E. Chester was dispatched to
329 14th St. in reference to an audible alarm. Upon my arrival I noticed a plexi-glass window
located on the west side of the business had been broken due to being burned with a blow torch.
Once Reporting Party Mr *** arrived on scene, I was advised 10 to 12 cartons of New Port
Cigarettes had been stolen from the business. Store surveillance revealed the suspect was a black
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male approximately 5-10, 150 to 160lbs, wearing a yellow hoodie, black skull cap, blue jeans and
white shoes. G.I. Unit 4384 and I.D. Unit 7326 came to process the scene. The blow torch that
was used by the suspect was recovered and logged into police property as evidence. There was
no further suspect or witness information during the this of this report.****End of Report*****
So, be on the lookout for said black male in yellow hoodie; it would seem that he has the fly hookup on
squares.
Ahhh, we are a noble and heady tribe: The few, the proud...

...the lucky ones alive with Newport Pleasure!
mpnolan (2007-12-14 09:50:16)
That’s great! Police reports are a great source of delight.
eccyntric (2007-12-14 15:12:20)
Stealing cigarettes with a blowtorch is awesome.
angry user (2007-12-15 01:06:35)
that was my general take on it as well.

4.12.9

myspace, you begin to annoy me (2007-12-26 20:55) - irritated - public

Music: the doors - l. a. woman - l. a. woman

comments varying the theme of ”myspace is just beginning to annoy you?” need not apply.
[1]what the hell is going on here?
is this selling a book? ... this thing friended me, and i can’t understand what’s going on at all. i can’t
just put away anything with headlines including ”Discover how Georgia Tech graduates built the largest
ecstasy manufacturing operation on the East Coast!” It was my understanding that up until spring 1998 we
did indeed run major LSD distribution, but I thought aZns/ukranians had held down the pill market out of
the I-85/eastatl regions for some time now. i’m strangely intrigued, but ... by what, exactly?
my christmas presents were all to activist groups (and [2]wikipedia – go give wikipedia money! now!) this
year: [3]aclu, [4]norml, the [5]eff and a cause new to me: [6]the John W. Perry Fund for students denied
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federal financial aid due to drug convictions. This last seems an incredibly effective method to work directly
against unjust policy without the worry that legislative frustration will render donations meaningless. I have
a difficult time thinking this scholarship’s existence would cheapen a drug conviction in anyone’s mind; the
only problem is a failure to scale – and that such a thing should be necessary.
dark times. china, china, china.
America it’s them bad Russians.
Them Russians them Russians and them Chinamen. And them Russians.
The Russia wants to eat us alive. The Russia’s power mad. She wants to take
our cars from out our garages.
Her wants to grab Chicago. Her needs a Red Reader’s Digest. her wants our
auto plants in Siberia. Him big bureaucracy running our fillingstations.
That no good. Ugh. Him makes Indians learn read. Him need big black niggers.
Hah. Her make us all work sixteen hours a day. Help.
America this is quite serious.
America this is the impression I get from looking in the television set.
America is this correct?
I’d better get right down to the job.
It’s true I don’t want to join the Army or turn lathes in precision parts
factories, I’m nearsighted and psychopathic anyway.
America I’m putting my queer shoulder to the wheel.
1. http://profile.myspace.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=user.viewprofile&friendid=126328941
2. http://wikimediafoundation.org/wiki/Donate/en
3. http://www.aclu.org/
4. http://www.norml.org/
5. http://www.eff.org/
6. http://www.raiseyourvoice.com/Perry-index.html

turdburgler (2007-12-28 01:10:19)
Amusingly enough, I got a globe for xmas. (didn’t ask for one, but...) [1]This one. It’s pretty awesome.
1. http://www.worldglobes.com/gemstone-globes/table-top-globes/engravedlargecompassjewelgemstoneglobe.cfm

4.12.10

shaggzv(”i could take over that country with just my winning smile and some
trusty suicide bombers”) (2007-12-27 14:43) - not shocked - public

Music: mclusky - the difference between us is that i’m not on fire - support systems

Hundreds of Bhutto supporters crammed into the entrance shouted and cried, some clutching
their heads in pain and shock. Sharif called it ”the saddest day” in Pakistan’s history. ”Something
unthinkable has happened,” he said.
unthinkable? had you have asked me, ”guess what happened to benazir bhutto?” i’d have said, ”ummm,
she was finally assassinated?” remember PigPen from the Peanuts, with his tornado of filth? benazir bhutto
looked similar coming over a hill, until she got close and you realized those were RPG-7’s exploding in
front of her, dustshark jeeps circling, kalishnikovs unleashing a carcharodon’s serrated rows – bulletgale. she
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narrowly avoided this round’s first attempt, what, 15 minutes after deplaning? take it easy, ms. bhutto; get
some rest. Sharif: pay attention, ya numbskull. She was marked for death. Let it go, or perhaps move out
of k-crappy Pakistan.
maidenlibrarian (2007-12-27 20:56:51)
I heard about the assassination on NPR this morning. It is tragic, but hardly shocking. I also don’t know how
anyone could really be ”surprised” about it especially considering the political turmoil that Pakistan has been going
through lately. There doesn’t seem to be much information available about it though, particularly about who or what
organization may have been behind it, which I do (and don’t) find surprising. There’s a thread about it in a political
community that I subscribe to and the reactions there were interesting. (There seems to be a tie in the argument
between Al Queda and Musharref as likely candidates) Musharref hasn’t been implicated in it by the media, but then
maybe that’s why there is so little info going around... At the least, like you, I find his ”surprise” insincere.
leftorium (2007-12-27 22:07:44)
Pakistan isn’t crappy! It’s the only country I know of where you can get a FULLY FUNCTIONAL HANDMADE
AK-47 for $100. That said, I bet the whole country smells unfathomably foul. Like the CoC after some brownkid
religious holiday that forbids coming in contact with water.
dankamongmen (2007-12-28 00:24:08) FULLY FUNCTIONAL AK-47 for $100
douglasville on a saturday night, d00d
downtym (2007-12-28 00:45:22)
The most surprising thing was how fast they managed to get her body in a pine box and on a plane. She was apparently pronounced dead around 5pm local time in Pakistan which was around 8am EST. By the time I had looked up
for lunch, CNN had a picture of her body being carried out of the hospital. And now her body is on a flight home
with her family. That’s the kind of efficiency in dealing with your dead that you just have to respect. It’s weird to
feel that an assassination was anti-climactic, like the plot twist you saw coming when the old janitor at the beginning
of the movie casually referred to the high school quarterback as ”Son”. Only thing left to see is if this spurs any real
change in Pakistan’s continuing slide into a nuclear armed dictatorship with or without a side of theocracy.
dankamongmen (2007-12-28 00:51:04)
if this was final fantasy I: AFGHANISTAN would play the Earth Fiend, Lich PAKISTAN would play the Fire Fiend,
Kary BANGLADESH would play the Water Fiend, Kraken, and IRAN would be the Air Fiend, Tiamat IRAQ would
play the role of Chaos – the battle goes on forever, and if you win, so what? CHINA would cameo as WARMECH
1/64 trips across the Air Castle’s bridge (a tie-in to the [1]Siachen Glacier?) – the one you actually want to worry
about, and for all purposes infinite in potential instances.
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Siachen_Glacier

billings (2007-12-28 06:31:29)
Man I had no idea you had any predilection for video games whatsoever - unbelievable The next thing you know
we’re gonna see you posting FFVII fanfic novellas
dankamongmen (2007-12-28 06:34:43)
i played a truly epic amount of 8-bit nintendo as an adolescent, indeed at one point rendering most of the FF1
glyphs in resplendent ANSI art.
seldomawake (2007-12-31 13:05:52)
Yeah, that was fun. Try being there for it. Nothing like watching a country catch fire and burn down, with seats at
the 50-yard line. Whee.
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come on, you know we come connect like Voltron, collect so much grass po-po
thinking we mow lawns (2007-12-28 11:36) - cheerful - public

Music: snoop dogg - doggystyle - who am i (what’s my name?)

whoa there, doggies! I was moderately enjoying [1]Skeptic’s latest fulmination, rich in derision and
vocabulary (but with this glaring it’s-vs-its error early on that kind of ruined things for me, sigh), when this
strongly-worded observation:
The wider lesson, if there be any, is that animosity to science as such and to its cognitive authority still pervades academic life outside the dominion of the science faculty. The compost that
nurtured Steve Fuller and many of his associates in their development of social constructivist
theory consisted principally of these doubts, resentments and antagonisms. This soil put forth
a host of noxious weeds, quite varied, and sometimes taxonomically linked only by the common
bitterness they exuded. Each in its own way
literary theory, cultural studies, cultural anthropology, women s studies, ethnic studies, and a long-standing Marxisant approach to sociology
joined the tacit alliance of antiscientific intellectuals whose imprecations grew all the louder even
as their influence over the practice of science and public science policy shrank to imperceptibility.
First off: Marxisant? Yeah, I’ve seen it before, but I’m still not prepare to accept it as a valid word (had
Dr. Levitt wished to attain a true Nick Black level of obnoxiousness, I’d have advised the vaguely stirring
but equally lacking in meaning Bolshevo-Marxist or that big gun of pejorative ambiguity, Crypto-Trotskyite).
Secondly, while I’m the first to agree liberal artisans ought have their grants seized (however exiguous) and
reallocated into atom smashers, helium-cooled MISD machines and emergency TaB reserves for the computer
scientists, they’re hardly the opponents of progress represented by the ID movement – if for no other reason
than lack of an audience. Serious papers are being written about Nikki Giovanni, and we can’t build a
superconducting supercollider? Discuss! I must prepare [2]BlackHat 2008 proposals. See you in D. C.,
hax0rs and hax0rettes!
1. http://www.skeptic.com/eskeptic/07-12-19.html#feature
2. http://www.blackhat.com/

litovka (2007-12-28 18:38:09)
Who the hell are ”crypto-creationists”?
mumpish (2007-12-28 19:34:18)
Great article, Nick. I think we can forgive its author a typo.
dankamongmen (2007-12-28 19:42:43) hrmmm
are you not doing a diurnal scan of [1]aldaily? it’s been my homepage for a minute now. there’s actually several
typos btw; that was only the most glaring.
1. http://aldaily.com/

dankamongmen (2007-12-28 19:43:15)
that icon looks really eerily akin – did you find it, or did someone make it for you?
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mumpish (2007-12-28 21:56:26)
It was created by an online Flash toy that creates avatars from assembled parts. [ LJ User: codymc ] has one as
well; in fact I got the idea from him. Of course, now I can’t remember the source.
mumpish (2007-12-28 22:03:27)
Found it: http://www.i-am-bored.com/bored link.cfm?link id=9962
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Chapter 5

2008
5.1

January

5.1.1

it’s gonna be a good year for NULL’s and 0’s (2008-01-01 13:43) - all good - public

Music: solesides greatest bumps (disc 2) - 11 - quannum mc’s - blue flames

nick black rigorously showed in sys.research.subversion.argus:
>
>
>
>
>

wow, that is some absolute ghetto-style dunkeybutt jank. hurrah for
multiple locations of return value, hard failures intermixed with logic
enforcement, and generally esoteric arena. even repetition in the folded
ternary conditional structure, aieee!
i think i’ll introduce a macro in the middle and leave things as they are.

and thus i have done exactly as i promised. happy 2008, everyone!
hurrah for macros [smile].
#define SPEED CHECK(s,mbps) (s) == SPEED

# #mbps ? #mbps :

–rigorously, nick
that’s an odd-looking line of C; i’m not sure i’ve ever introduced an
incomplete ?: scope via macro – such games usually rely on basic blocks
(see for instance pthread cleanup push() / pop()).
Regardless, while I’m really getting too old to indulge such gasconade, and
the answer to things like this isn’t cpp tricks but mainlining in another
language, I can’t help but smile and feel like a fucking new world samurai/c-ninja
whenever i cut a problem down with the # and # # preprocessor operators. Useful
application is regrettably infrequent (aside from cli I/O, in which macros can
dominate code), but always trenchant and marked with panache.
Ring in the new year hacking some [1]linoleum!
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linoleum_programming_language
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downtym (2008-01-02 22:32:32)
#define SPEED CHECK(s,mbps) (s) == SPEED # #mbps ? #mbps : I’m obviously being obtuse, but what
happens when you leave a ternary hanging? My initial thought goes like this: if foo == ( if SPEED bar == TRUE
then ”bar” else // holy shit? ) then //do something, yo. And I’ll be honest: SPEED CHECK(foo,bar) => (foo) ==
SPEED bar ? ”bar” : blows my fucking mind. That’s some ”snatch the pebble from my hand” bullshit there, man.
downtym (2008-01-02 22:37:31)
Oh, yeah SPEED CHECK(foo,bar) ”baz” Duh.

5.1.2

hrmmm. fuck g-code. (2008-01-02 02:12) - disgusted - public

Music: metallica - garage days revisited - sabbra cadabra

After a few hours’ analysis, I declare [1]G-code and indeed perhaps the entire field of computerized numerical
control to be: ass.
It’s all the pointless planarity of LOGO mated to the charming readability of a CISC assembly language, but
you gore yourself with a pneumatic drill instead of segfaulting. Christ, no wonder American manufacturing’s
been reduced to corn, the Oprah Book Club and militia movements. Where was Kim Bruce when the Rust
Belt needed him (I’ll tell you where Kim Bruce was: Kim Bruce was helping Kim Bruce. What the hell is
[2]this, Kim?)
If you know a good book, please hit me ASAP. Everything I see on Amazon looks like vacuous gibblegabble, written for a dark future where precision engine lathes are manned by Emory liberal arts majors. I
think Peter Smid might also write books on how to Win Big in Vegas? [3]Gag me.
There are a number of historical sidelights to this standard, many having to do with the
original use of punched paper tape as the only data interchange medium. The 64-character EIA244 paper tape standard is now (thankfully) obsolete, and ASCII character bit patterns are now
the standard representation. This old tape standard had specific characters used for ’searching’
for specific lines (program blocks) on the tape, ’rewinding’ the tape, etc. Ocasionally this obsolete
language is still used when referring to some cnc control tasks.
wait there’s more
The following order is required for the construction of a block.
1.
2.
3.
4.

an optional block delete character, which is a slash / .
an optional line number.
any number of segments, where a segment is a word or a comment.
an end of line character.

The interpreter allows words starting with any letter except N (which denotes a line number
and must be first) to occur in any order. Execution of the block will be the same regardless of
the order.
An example of a program block would be
/N0001 G0 X123.05
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This block is constructed using three words, N0001, G0, and X123.05. The meanings of each
of these words is described in detail below. In essence, the n word numbers the line, the g0 word
tells the machine to get to its destination as quickly as it can, and the final position of the x axis
is to be 123.05. Since it is constructed with a preceding slash, this block could be deleted during
a run if optional block delete were activated.
this has got to be the coding equivalent of a dickstone or fecaloma, ye gods. [4]Big [5]Chuck [6]Moore could
handle it, though.
1. http://www.linuxcnc.org/handbook/gcode/g-code.html
2. http://eventfuljava.cs.williams.edu/
3. http://www.amazon.com/CNC-Programming-Handbook-Peter-Smid/dp/0831131586
4. http://www.ultratechnology.com/1xforth.htm
5. http://www.colorforth.com/bio.html
6. http://www.colorforth.com/HOPL.html

billings (2008-01-02 08:22:25)
Nick, what are you dealing with this nonsense for?
dankamongmen (2008-01-02 09:10:52) as always, i work with one determined focus: subverting the laws of these
united states!
anyway, i think this is worthy of study from a purely phenomenological perspective. i sat staring at the last paragraph
there as if into the sun, and finally broke into a fit of stoned giggles. who could have possibly inflicted this upon
poor machinists? the g0 word tells the machine to get to its destination as quickly as it can at [1]0406,
-12, that just gets funnier the more you think about it. Since it is constructed with a preceding slash, this
block could be deleted during a run if optional block delete were activated. this is the brain-melter right
here. it honestly seems to precede the ABSTAIN..REINSTATE syntax of [2]Threaded Intercal. man 2008 is already
pwning 2007 w00t
1. http://dank.qemfd.net/tabpower/cold.png
2. http://www.cse.unsw.edu.au/~malcolmr/intercal/threaded.html

smellycoder (2008-01-02 14:37:04)
wtf mate?
dankamongmen (2008-01-02 14:48:44)
”One thing to remember when doing rapid positioning, is to make sure that there are no obstacles in the way of the
tool or spindle while making a move. G0 code can make spectacular crashes, if Z is not clear of clamps, vises, uncut
parts, etc.....Try to raise the tool out of the way to a ”safe” level before making a rapid. I like to put a G0 Z2.0
(Z value depending on clamp height) towards the beginning of my code, before making any X or Y moves.” this is
apparently the machine-tooling/CAD equivalent of throwing a dirty sleep 5 in a script.
smellycoder (2008-01-02 14:50:02)
sounds like a good way to lose a finger.
downtym (2008-01-02 14:39:41)
Holy shit, mine eyes:
The interpreter allows spaces and tabs anywhere within a block of code. The result of the interpretation of a block
will be the same as it would if any white spaces were not there. This makes some strange-looking input legal. The
line ”g0x +0. 12 34y 7” is equivalent to ”g0 x+0.1234 y7”, for example.
Blank lines are allowed in the input by the interpreter. They are ignored.
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The interpreter also assumes input is case insensitive. Any letter may be in upper or lower case without changing the
meaning of a line. There’s a cold place in hell for people that create a language where whitespace is treated like a
used and forgotten hooker. Might as well just start the language specification with, ”Allc Ode writ Ten int His langu
Age is Me Ant tobea Sconf US ingtofuturegene Rationsaspossi Ble.” Also, extra comedy points: When more than one
axis is programmed on the same line, they move simultaneously until each axis arrives at the programmed location.
Note that the axes will arrive at the same time, since the ones that would arrive before the last axis gets to the end
are slowed down. The overall time for the move is exactly the same as if they all went at their max speeds and the last
axis to arrive stops the clock. To set values for rapid travel in EMC, one would look for this line in the appropriate
emc.ini file: [AXIS #] MAX VELOCITY = (units/second) The previous value for the rapid rate, [TRAJ] MAX
VELOCITY, is still used as the upper bound for the tool center point velocity. You can make this much larger than
each of the individual axis values to ensure that the axes will move as fast as they can. One thing to remember when
doing rapid positioning, is to make sure that there are no obstacles in the way of the tool or spindle while making a
move. G0 code can make spectacular crashes, if Z is not clear of clamps, vises, uncut parts, etc.....Try to raise
the tool out of the way to a ”safe” level before making a rapid. That’s one hell of an ellipses there. This certainly
expands on the Greenleev(”PLANS WILL CRASH. PEOPLE WILL DIE.”); aspect of poor code.
peter jensen (2008-01-03 04:40:15)
I think you’ll have about covered it. Luckily gcode exists pretty much only at a level of abstraction where this
isn’t a whole of interesting stuff going on right now... unless you like things like x86 assembly... I actually have a
homebrew-ish CNC machine made from a Harbor Freight mini-mill, some ball screws, and some stepper motors. This
SMA wrench was the first thing I made: http://www-gt.diff.net/media/2007 07 23 keychain SMA wrench/ mg
7692.htm Drawing it was painful because I’ve never used CAD before, but luckily to go from the drawing to gcode
you only have to find the right program and understand a little about how the cut needs to be made. The object
pictured is a wrench to disconnect properly tightened SMA connectors. I’m pretty sure the torque limit was picked
to be ”just tight enough that 99.5 % of the human population couldn’t loosen it when their bare hands.” SMA torque
wrenches (in government work) have papers, and things that have papers tend to walk, so it’s nice to have a way of
taking apart something without finding an actual tool, which is even more difficult... So if you write some fun gcode
that will work in Mach3 and uses a common tool, pass it my way and I’ll see what I can do about hacking up a piece
of aluminum for you. :) -Peter
leon03 (2008-01-20 00:29:48)
Hmm... CNC might be overkill for what I need, but I’m looking for a door jam reinforcement, and I haven’t found
anything that’s quite right. It’s a pretty simple design, though I haven’t sat down and drawn it out carefully yet.
Can your CNC machine mill steel? I also have a copy of Autodesk Inventor, and can draw what I want with it...
billings (2008-01-03 07:42:00)
I had no idea that Forth was ridiculous like that

5.1.3

”Excitable boy”, they all said, ”Well, he’s just an excitable boy” (2008-01-14 20:46)
- stressed but happy - public

Music: warren zevon - an excitable boy - johnny strikes up the band

[1]this is one hell of a well-done (and eminently readable!) paper, analyzing a subject dear to my heart with
methods central to my Vernunft [0]. hurrah for bioinformatics!
2008 has been occupied almost completely by the search for new living quarters, a detailed rereading of
[2]Krane 1987 from which I think I learned much, massive reorganizations at work (from what I can tell,
the net result for me[1] is that Applied Research has become ”Intelligence Analysis”, which I find rather
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more garish than anything else), riding on the storm [3](worm) and authoring a book. This last will occupy,
it appears, all the time I can afford it until I lose interest. This is in no small part due to my shambolic
LaTeXing, which I certainly hope will accelerate as things go on, but more primarily due to extensive time
required for research. Nothing makes you appreciate the preparation necessary for putting down several
hundred pages, hopefully authoritative at least to publishing’s time, like six hours’ hard work adding naught
but a dozen new BibTeX entries.
And knowledge, of course. Delicious, world-conquering knowledge.
[0]
[1]
[2]
[3]

see dear [4]Mr. S., in another item worth reading [2]
to first order
[5]this meaty tome’s viable etymological primacy is given short shrift for a reason [3].
pun not intended

1.

http://compbiol.plosjournals.org/perlserv/?request=get-document&doi=10.1371/journal.pcbi.0040002&ct=

1&SESSID=e961ef6996d2deb0054391b589f60e5e
2.

http://www.amazon.com/Introductory-Nuclear-Physics-Kenneth-Krane/dp/047180553X/ref=pd_bbs_sr_1?ie=UTF8&s=

books&qid=1200360907&sr=1-1
3. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Storm_Worm
4. http://www.amazon.com/World-Will-Representation-Two-Volumes/dp/0486217612
5. http://www.amazon.com/Critique-Pure-Reason-Immanuel-Kant/dp/0521657296

billings (2008-01-15 10:19:37)
What’s that book gonna be on Who’s got you to write it

5.1.4

it’s a never-ending math equation that never really ever even really ends in the
end (2008-01-19 17:59) - fucking disgusted - public

Music: beta band - champion versions - dry the rain

About once per annum, I forget that papajohn’s ”alfredo” line of pizzas are unspeakably foul. It appears
today’s that day. I’m going to shove this asstastic achievement into the (unused in 22 months) oven, and
hopefully forget it exists until well after I’ve moved out. When finally prompted to recall this unctuous
misadventure, an oblique half-smile will indicate momentary unfettered delight; if someone asks, I’ll mention
”ahhh just remembering a Spinach Alfredo Clostridia-Chicken with New York-Style Listeria Monocytogene[0]
deep-dish-infection I roomed with back in the day.”
who’s all going to ween with me 2008-01-29 @ tabernacle? let’s pump it 4 the man one last time.
[0] I highly advise [1]Hui 2004 for a basic study of fermentation genetics, although [ LJ User: chefataraxia ]
surely knows a better reference.
1. http://books.google.com/books?id=uV2Oi0g_TB4C&dq=bacteria+that+spoil+cheese

chefataraxia (2008-01-20 00:59:41)
Clostridia is anaerobic. I doubt it will grow there. Listeria is an interesting one. It aborts fetuses, so it gets a lot of
bad press. Congress mandated zero tolerance for listeria in the food supply which anyone except congress knows is
impossible, especially when the entire field of microbiology measures death curves in log reductions. Zero bacteria is
impossible. Which is why antibacterial soap that kills ”99.9 %” of all bacteria sounds fantastic, until you realize that
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it is only a 3 log reduction. When you start out with 10ˆ12, 10ˆ9 doesn’t make me feel much better. The entire 4th
floor of our building is locked down in listeria research. It floats through the air up there, and its known that probably
everyone in the building has antibodies floating in their systems. Regarding fermentation genetics, I have skirted the
edge of genetics in my studies but avoided the gritty details. It is something that fascinates me, but I realized about
a year ago that I needed to focus my energy in certain directions and I cannot learn about everything that fascinates
me, lest I never become an expert in something specific. I have all the time in the world, but that time is not infinite,
yet.
dankamongmen (2008-01-20 01:21:48)
what a sweet world it is that i can toss nonsense into the Void and have esoteric sense thrown back at me. good to
see you, mang! hope life is still rocking hard.
zbtron (2008-01-20 15:53:28)
fascinating! what is the term for someone who knows a lot about bacteria?
chefataraxia (2008-01-21 14:14:08)
bacteriologist and virologist - or just microbiologist. I don’t remember if I wrote about it in my journal, but I once
tested sushi from a local collegetown (Ithaca homepark equiv.) eatery for Ecoli and overall CFU - overall CFU was
in the 10ˆ12 range (for 1 mL of sushi). That’s pretty terrible, and in the ”you better have a good immune system”
range.
organicmatter01 (2008-01-22 05:44:14)
My company is getting sued because some dude got an infection from a clostridia organism that was supposedly in
the tissue he received. It has been in the news lately and caused our stock to take a bit of a nose dive. One of the
less biased news reports: http://www.ajc.com/business/content/business/stories/2008/01/11/cryo life 0111.html
threv (2008-01-22 15:45:06)
son of a bitch, your’e going to ween? had no idea. the $30 tickets are a major barrier to entry. however, it IS ween.
do you know if tix are sold out yet?
dankamongmen (2008-01-22 19:45:56)
i always go to ween! and they are not sold out; i just bought 2 tickets.

5.1.5

i worked my way with a push and a shove; before i knew it, i was in love
(2008-01-23 15:42) - highly amused - public

Music: black sabbath - we sold our souls for rock n’ roll - sweet leaf

http://www.computerworld.com/action/article.do?command=viewArticleBa
&intsrc=hm ts head

sic

&articleId=9057899

LOL! rock star coders go mainstream (I got this link from ACM TechNews Wednesday, January 23, 2008)!
this article even mentions [ LJ User: obiefernandez ]. I’ve of course had ”Rock Star Coder” on my business
card for about a year now =]. Let’s get serious: I have a hard time accepting a ”real programmer” who
writes web applications, whose most complicated algorithms involve XSL transformations...if you don’t run
an assembler at some point, that ain’t real programming! You can’t fill a 10GigE pipe with fucking PHP,
even if you wanted to! Jason Lunz and I would clean these web 2.0 kids’ clocks in about ten minutes and
then smoke their bones.
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piq (2008-01-24 01:29:09)
Hah, you would have a field day with San Francisco’s startup scene. People jam up their fingers figuring out ROR
and then rant and rave about all of the ”hacking” they did. The idea of someone being a (language/platform) rockstar
is pretty loltarded, as any touring banjo player should be able to perform in a myriad of languages.
seldomawake (2008-01-24 02:46:57)
Hear, hear!
rusty42 (2008-01-24 04:19:04)
mehehehe! btw, i just read about a [1]classy, classic chip.
1. http://h18003.www1.hp.com/alphaserver/download/ev6chip.pdf

dankamongmen (2008-01-24 19:58:09)
did you see [1]this regarding our friend the ZD1211?
1. http://wifi.openschemes.com/

5.1.6

jared diamond, eat your heart out (2008-01-24 04:15) - delighted - public

Music: david bowie - space oddity - space oddity

WOW. I read this in bed, and leaped up all arrears to blog it immediately. Biologist Edward Wilson’s
[1]Consilience is utterly amazing thus far, and not just because we had some intriguingly similar experiences
in our intellectual development. In two paragraphs (p. 31-32 in the original hardcover), he’s more persuasive
than all of Guns, Germs and Steel:
Why no Descartes or Newton under the Heavenly Mandate? The reasons were historical and
religious. The Chinese had a distaste for abstract codified law, stemming from their unhappy
experience with the Legalists, rigid quantifiers of the law who ruled during the transition from
feudalism to bureaucracy in the Ch’in dynasty. Legalism was based on the belief that people are
fundamentally antisocial and must be bent to laws that place the security of the state above their
personal desires. Of probably even greater importance, Chinese scholars abandoned the idea of
a supreme being with personal and creative properties. No rational Author of Nature existed in
their universe; consequently the objects they meticulously described [0] did not follow universal
principles, but instead operated within particular rules followed by those entities in the cosmic
order. In the absence of a compelling need for the notion of general laws – thoughts in the mind
of God, so to speak – little or no search was made for them.
Western science took the lead largely because it cultivated reductionism and physical law to
expand the understanding of space and time beyond that attainable by the unaided senses. The
advance, however, carried humanity’s self-image ever further from its perception of the remainder
of the universe, and as a consequence the full reality of the universe seemed to grow progressively
more alien. The ruling talismans of twentieth-century science, relativity and quantum mechanics,
have become the ultimate in strangeness to the human mind. They were conceived by Albert
Einstein, Max Planck, and other pioneers of theoretical physics during a search for quantifiable
truths that would be known to extraterrestrials as well as to our species, and hence certifiably
independent of the human mind. The physicists succeeded magnificently, but in so doing they
revealed the limitations of intuition unaided by mathematics; an understanding of Nature, they
discovered, comes very hard. Theoretical physics and molecular biology are acquired
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tastes. The cost of scientific advance is the humbling recognition that reality was
not constructed to be easily grasped by the human mind. This is the cardinal tenet
of scientific understanding: Our species and its way of thinking are a product of
evolution, not the purpose of evolution.
I don’t know about you but I found that stirring as a motherfucker.
But, Montana, when will you be back?
That’s none of your concern. You got to take care of the offspring. Gonna take a fortnight at least to
get this herd down to St. Louis on Mississippi. This glen’s gonna be tough to traverse,and that river’s got
to be 50, 60 meters wide. And God knows how many fathoms. To hell with the anthropic principle. We’ve
got to wrangle up some cattles!!!!!
[0] If you’ve never been introduced, behold the greatness of Borges’ [2]Celestial Emporium of Benevolent
Knowledge; it’s LOL-worthy for sure.
[1] interesting: http://www.lce.hut.fi/teaching/S-114.720/2005ya/S+M+Reduct2.ppt
1. http://www.amazon.com/Consilience-Knowledge-Edward-O-Wilson/dp/0679450777
2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Celestial_Emporium_of_Benevolent_Recognition

spoonless (2008-01-25 07:53:23)
Western science took the lead largely because it cultivated reductionism and physical law to expand the understanding
of space and time beyond that attainable by the unaided senses. The advance, however, carried humanity’s self-image
ever further from its perception of the remainder of the universe, and as a consequence the full reality of the universe
seemed to grow progressively more alien. hear, hear!

5.1.7

god bless the late 2.6-series linux networking stack (2008-01-28 23:58) - utterly fascinated - public

Music: phish - 2003-07-25 - set ii - drown

SO, I’ve been in the business this month of writing crawlers and scanners and other agents of internet
research. When you’ve got the address space in its entirety to reckon with, minimal state per object is
of paramount importance; when you’re potentially handling gigabits of it per second, minimal time per
object update is just as critical. For instance, let’s say you want to map the IPv4 space for anything that,
when provided a particular set of bytes to udp/111 (sunrpc), sends a reply. This will mark it of interest
for further, detailed probing, or might be the single bit of interest itself. To be meaningfully defined,
add a rigorous ”(from our IP, assuming optimal network/system state)” to ”set of bytes” – this makes a
difference in implementation, because (for instance) an ICMP Destination Unreachable provides you with
different information than no reply whatsoever, and may be worth noting (depending on one’s paranoia and
assumption of spoof/drop ratios integrated over possible routes between you and the target, but I digress).
So, to represent ”no positive reply” vs ”positive reply” requires only one bit – note that this throws together
”unprobed”, ”negative reply”, ”no reply”, ”known temporary failure” etc together in a lossy compression that
might or might not be acceptable. At that point, you have constant-time access on an N-bit state (and a
big churn of your L1 cache assuming many updates; so it goes). Assuming no swapping (use mlock(2) or
preferably a properly-sized machine), not so bad.
This, of course, is only half of the story – the userland half. Kernel resources are being used up by
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our scanner both during packet T- and RX. The scan described above can be performed most efficiently
on Linux with neither |parallelization| normal PF PACKET nor N*|parallelization| PF INET sockets
(either solution making use of mixed R/TX), but with 1 high-prio mmap(2)’d PF PACKET socket for
RX alongside |parallelization - 1| low-prio PF INET sockets for TX (here one can get into an argument
about the tradeoffs of an RX thread vs icache/branchpredict hits from a poll(2)-based TX/RX combination;
the differentiator is the mmap(2)’d packet socket). What resources are still being used by the kernel in
this configuration? Path MTU discovery is quite possibly being performed, of rather debatable use to our
one-shot scanner – we can disable the associated state with IP PMTUDISC DONT and the IP MTU
DISCOVER sockopt, applied once per TX socket. ARP entries / lookups are only necessary for our own
(negligible) broadcast network; no worries there. Its companion for routed destinations is the route cache
(”ip n l” dumps your arp cache, ”ip r l c” gets the route cache); there’s really no way around this (so far as I
know), but LRU on the route cache never blocks (unlike ARP), so all’s well. Barring iptables, this is about
all the resources we can shrink (other interesting numerics of application include DMA-capable slots on the
card, their RX/TX allocations, kernel message bufs, carrying capacity of connected channels, mmm good
times).
With the introduction of stateful iptables (any rule using the ”-m state” matching directive or ”-j
MASQUERADE” SNAT target, for instance), we add tremendous power and flexibility – at the price of
new time and space hits across the IPv4 board. The culprit? Dependency nf conntrack, who’s sung her
sweet syren song and drawn us into her deadly embrace:
[recombinator](0) $ lsmod | grep ˆnf conntrack
nf conntrack ipv4 8904 4 iptable nat
nf conntrack ftp 8232 1 nf nat ftp
nf conntrack 55920 7 xt state,ipt MASQUERADE,iptable nat,nf conntrack ipv4,nf nat ftp,nf nat,nf
conntrack ftp
[recombinator](0) $
Overflowing the connection tracking is easily achieved. This doesn’t result in occasional termination
of established, active sessions, as they’re ineligible for the primary LRU (until a timeout, anyway). Instead,
the kernel rejects TX I/O with an EPERM (iirc, from ip conntrack expect alloc(), grep if you care
enough). Allowing conntrack tables to bloat via resize is a terrible solution: said memory would be kernel
memory, and thus unable to be swapped out when unused. Besides, we don’t want to conntrack our
application in general – the whole point was to minimize state! Removing iptables rules from my home
workstation, on which I do most of my development, is a non-starter (stateless NAT is a beautiful thing,
but not when sanity requires stateful NAT), and running these types of applications from deep within the
office network is undesirable for any number of good reasons. Up until now, I was detecting the presence
of conntracking, and hot-looping on EPERM if found. In practice, this led to a very occasional hot syscall
loop of order 10.
It would be far better if I could disable conntrack for these applications. Lo, the NOTRACK target
has recently been added to the raw table, and this power is mine (it’s long been available from the
patch-o-matic; I unfortunately don’t trust anything acquired from a ”patch-o-matic”)! With great power,
though, comes great responsibility, and immediately I was struck by the difficulty of matching for the
NOTRACK target. Any matches used must forgo conntrack-dependent predicates for obvious reasons. Both
the outgoing and the incoming traffic needs be matched, and overlap with other traffic must be minimized.
Furthermore, iptables rule insertions and deletions are not exceptionally cheap, especially when deletions
may be performed out of the insertion order (it’s various SMOPs and structures to work around this,
doable but a PITA). This latter should be within the scope of a solid threaded solution. Beyond that, since
we’re not guaranteed a reply, we’d need a timer to remove the per-packet rule and thus we’ve reintroduced:
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STATE! Aieeee! noxemav(”What does a girl have to do to get O(1) space?”) So we’d really, really like to
avoid a per-target iptables interaction – indeed, such a cure would be worse than the disease. Also, anyone
who’s seen the nastiness inside libiptc.c knows you don’t want that unreadable crap anywhere near your hot
path.
For the incoming packets (replies), it suffices to insert one rule for each source address we use. By
holding our source port constant and allowing the kernel to select our source address (specify port, select
your flavor of INADDR ANY), this ends up being one per routing-selectable source address. There’s a
nasty race here: you can’t get the source address you’re using to transmit until it’s selected, and it isn’t
selected until you route, so you can either a) race against reply and add the rule for any new source address
following transmit, or b) race against a route/address change or route reselection by doing a routing table
lookup prior to TX call, getting its selected source address, and adding any new ones or c) race against
a route/address insertion only by enumerating all possibly-selectable source addresses prior to any TX,
and adding a rule for each, although this might waste iptables resources for unselected addresses (via a
librtnetlink(3) monitor socket, it’s not initialization but netlink message delivery that races against a), b),
and c) here). Assuming negligible source addresses, this is fine.
For outgoing packets (our probes), we could use the source addresses as sources instead of dests to
match NOTRACK just as above. This is kinda k-crappy, though, for two reasons: 1) it seems stupid,
since we want to match an app tied to a socket tied to syscalls tied to the network stack, and 2) it’s
not as tightly-fitting as we’d like it to be. Let’s assume that we’re doing lots of outbound filtering for
policy enforcement (the typical application of egress filtering, as opposed to ingress filtering which is done
primarily for security, IMHO at least – we’re assuming local users want to violate policy, not willingly
disable security. Granular host-based access controls (capability to open sockets, etc) are the place to
prevent local users disabling security, anyway, not ingress firewalling). Since we’re assuming we’re going to
ACCEPT our outgoing probes (either by default policy or, in this interesting case, an explicit rule using the
same match with a default drop/reject policy), we’re allowing anyone who can use this source address to
take that path through our egress filtering. If we bind(2) to the addresses, we need match targets up with
the correctly-sourced socket; if we don’t, someone else can. There’s workarounds for this (do the matching,
or perhaps simply avoid using those sockets, continuing to use the INADDR ANY:port-bound ones – this
ought work, but I only now thought of it), but we can avoid fucking with it whatsoever via the OWNER
module’s –pid-owner target. Well, we could, anyway, in the Long Long Ago:
[recombinator](0) $ find /lib/modules/ -iname \*own\* | xargs strings
A‘A;
AdA;@
ipt owner: pid, sid and command matching not supported anymore
description=iptables owner match
author=Marc Boucher
license=GPL
depends=x tables
vermagic=2.6.24 SMP mod unload
owner
ipt owner
[recombinator](0) $
sigh. In any case, a special-purpose UID paired with –uid-owner solves this just as well with nothing near the elegance and transparency....maybe it’s time to check out that bind(2)-to-block idea,
hrmmmmm.
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In any case, I think we can all agree: the Linux networking stack is the most godawfully powerful
bitbanger around. Brave new kernel, with such modules in it! Hurrah!
[1]The Unicode Eye Chart is really fucking funny, AND it makes reference of my all-time-favorite
glyph, the mighty INTERROBANG.... !!!???
1. http://kitenet.net/~joey/blog/entry/unicode_eye_chart/

rusty42 (2008-01-29 16:06:13) hmm
this is quite interesting. my scanner uses a different approach; with the luxury of a dedicated source IP address for
the scanner and the first iptables INPUT rule being a -j DROP for all packets destined to that address, i construct
the link layer, network, transport, headers and application data by hand and inject them into the ether. :|
dankamongmen (2008-01-29 16:13:34) Re: hmm
that seems perfectly acceptable for an academic program – i’m trying to do a more professional one, for values of
professional equivalent to ”personally interesting” =]. every fucking scanner/dumper program available on linux has
horrible problems, it seems, with dynamic route/address/link changes and such. i’d like to do a bit better. glad you
dug my writeup!
rusty42 (2008-01-29 16:35:54) academic? :(
you haven’t seen the code it replaced :)
thirdkraytwin (2008-01-31 11:50:24)
That’s what you’ve been up to? awesome. Me, i have been working on a duo comedy routine for the show where we
start out dressed as overall clad black-affro’d Scouse dockers, strip, and emerge as GWBII & Bin Laden in drag. Then
we booty. To the tune of Gay Bar. With rubber face masks. I guess it’s all relative.
msbeanhead (2008-02-11 17:26:57)
http://www.dieselsweeties.com/print/strips/ds20080208.png

5.2
5.2.1

February
Fun With Teeth (2008-02-03 15:23) - shaken - public

Music: snoop dogg - doggystyle - g funk intro

I just had the most terrifying dream I can recall experiencing. I was boxing my dad in the house I grew up
in, which is normal enough in dreams, but he landed a right roundhouse and my mouth started feeling funny.
He laughed and said, ”best go check out yer chompers, son, but tell ’em I didn’t do this to you; you should
have listened”. To the bathroom I went, and there I saw an image I’ll never forget, asleep or awake: my four
front bottom teeth had relocated to my upper gum, where they sat looking for all the world like dead organic
stalagtites just beginning to erupt forth, dead teeth exploding out in reverse, cementum where it was never
meant to be burning and infecting the gums. The upper teeth which they had replaced were shoved up into
the gums in all directions, and yea they too emerged and burgeoned and god I never want to see anything
like that again. In horror, I sneezed, and blew three or four teeth out – they were like turdish black, gold
and rancid red nuggets, but they were my teeth, and in horror I retrieved them from the sink and tried to
shove them back in. My dad entered, with a booming laugh: ”Son, I told you to stop chasing them girls and
fix yer mouth; I noticed it this morning.” I turned, hysterical and betrayed. ”You saw this? How has this
c 2008 dankamongmen. This book is strictly personal.
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happened? Why didn’t you tell me?” He couldn’t understand a word, because more teeth just kept falling
out, and I was swallowing a few, and the whole speech process was encountering some dental difficulties. An
amusing sight, I suppose, because he just started slapping his knees laughing and left. I remember thinking,
”I sure hope this is a nightmare, because by god this is the scariest thing I’ve ever seen.” I went to my mom,
where she sat on the couch. At this point, I knew most of my teeth had left the gums and were just kinda
sitting on my tongue, and the main impetus was save-them-by-god-and-maybe-medical-science-will-save-us.
I tried to half-speak, ”please call 911, my teef, they’re all exploding out of my mouf, and I’m choking” She
fixed me with a hard glare. ”I’m not free to call, Nick. I just don’t care anymore.” Now it was my eyes’ turn
to bulge from my head: ”whaf do you mean you’re not free to call, I can’t talk or I’ll lose more teef” and
they were being spat out, my droogies, and my old zoobies they were falling to the ground like sullied gems
and gams, and she continued, ”I haven’t been free since you started hitting me; didn’t I raise you not to hit
your mom?” and I tried to explain, mom, I’ve never hit you, I’ve barely even seen y’all for over a decade,
and then I choked on my mouthful of teeth like a mouthful of skittles I couldn’t chew, and I woke.
That’s why I don’t like sleeping :/. The best part of waking up...is teeth in your gums, aligned in the
correct direction. Ye gods.
maidenlibrarian (2008-02-03 21:18:26) I have teeth dreams too...
Mine are never quite as violent as yours was though, they usually just involve my teeth jiggling loose and then falling
out at weird moments... though I did have an oddly cartoonesque dream wherein my anthropomorphized teeth (complete with little legs and top-hats) jumped out of my mouth and did a chorus line. They are so real that when I wake
up the first thing that I do is check to make sure that they are all there. After a very unscientific survey amongst my
friends I’ve determined that 1 to 3 out of 9 people have teeth dreams. I wonder what Freud would have to say about
it?
phatjoe (2008-02-03 23:03:34) Re: I have teeth dreams too...
teeth dreams are very very common. usually loss of teeth in a dream signifies fear of aging or fear of loss of power.
the teeth are our natural weapon, and when we lose them we lose our potency. /joe
dankamongmen (2008-02-04 02:23:57) Re: I have teeth dreams too...
that sounds more like a dream about my dick falling off
coleoptera (2008-02-03 23:41:30)
That’s terrifying. I do have bad teeth dreams sometimes, stemming from watching my mother’s mouth fall apart, but
I’ve had a lot of bad dreams in general of late. Hang in there.
zbtron (2008-02-04 04:25:23)
your dad sounds like Injun Joe. at least there’s that.
smellycoder (2008-02-05 02:36:20)
feeling stressed much?

5.2.2

the jargonistic imperative (2008-02-03 16:54) - spirituality is a hot $50 rock - friends

Music: master p - ghetto d - let’s get ’em

Seen a nigga in the ghetto slangin’ dope;
now y’all buyin’ my shit out the record store.
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And yo baby momma’s lovin’ me,
and everytime you turn on the TV, I feel ya muggin’ me,
But I cant be stopped, ’cause real TRU soldiers make their money from slangin’ rocks!
I make a movie; niggas thinks I’m slinging coca leaves;
nobody questions Bill when he’s smokin’ weed!
-Master P, Ghetto D, ”Let’s Get ’Em”
I have effected an exciting amendment to my word horde, amusing me greatly:
[1]Dimethyltrpytamine and similar tryptamines (primarily the literally mind-boggling [2]5-MeO-DMT (the
sweet, sweet dimethylethanamine is what we’re going after here with the nomenclature)) will henceforth be
known as ”Ghetto D” (readers possessing proper cultural awareness will remember Master P’s album of the
same name being refused release to store shelves due to its vanguard [3]original cover art, featuring a Crack
Aficionado doing as they do best). This will hopefully yield up such declaratives as ”I’m gonna go rock out
with 40mg of Ghetto D, mebbe talk to some saurians, you with that?” and ”Blow me down sailor; it’s time
to put aside being Ghetto Fabulous and become Ghetto Entheogenic.”
Let me give a shot out to the D Boys (drug dealas)
Neighborhood dope man: I mean real niggas,
That’ll make a dolla out a fifteen cents
I ain’t got a dime, but I rides and pay the rent
Professional crackslanger, I serve fiends;
I once went to jail for having rocks up in my jeans
But nowadays I be too smart for the Taz:
C-Murder’s been known to keep the rocks up in the skillet, mang
Waitin on a kilo – they eight, I’m straight, you dig? –
What you need ten? Ain’t no fuckin’ order too big!!
-Master P, Ghetto D, ”Ghetto D”
On the flip side, of course, crack is now known as (promoted to?) Crack: The Spirit Molecule. I’m going
to get [4]Dr. Strassman and [5]Dr. Shulgin on the horn and see what we can do with this, get some crosspromotion going on, see if the CIA and Nicaraguans are interested in getting a piece of this pie.
If you’ve enjoyed today’s presentation and would like to learn more about the topics we’ve discussed, consult
your local library, or [6]Erowid, [7]The Lycaeum and [8]BlueLight. Remember: knowing is half the battle.

Bumper sticker recently seen in a dream: HUGS FOR HOLOCAUSTS
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1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dimethyltryptamine
2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/5-MeO-DMT
3. http://dank.qemfd.net/images/ghettod.jpg
4. http://www.rickstrassman.com/
5. http://www.cognitiveliberty.org/shulgin/blg/index.html
6. http://www.erowid.org/chemicals/dmt/dmt.shtml
7. http://www.lycaeum.org/
8. http://www.bluelight.ru/vb/home.php

uniheliodem (2008-02-04 00:04:34)
Wow. That’s a large DMT crystal. Yes, 5-MEO-DMT, one of many things you can get from licking the right toad.
thirdeyeoferis (2008-02-04 06:23:05)
i think i had the same dream....

5.2.3

everybody loves my baby;

everybody does my baby, and she gets high

(2008-02-07 17:00) - amused - public
Music: ween - atlanta 2008-01-29 - mononucleosis

[1]http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Talk:Muhammad/images is pretty freakin’ full of LOLs. I think I’m going
to market a line of Muppets depicting the Prophet, called Mospets or Muhappets or Muhuppets. It’s the
Mospet show!
Why do we always come here?
I guess we’ll never know;
I’d rather be salaba’d [0]
Than have to watch the show!
Speaking of live entertainment and American cultural icons, everyone who made it to ween last week is a big
winner and saw an absolutely transcendent show. The mononucleosis performed therein lent me an entirely
new perspective on said tune.
[0] ”to crucify”, so far as I can tell anyway. apparently it’s also the noun meaning ”a stone for grinding
drugs”, and hey, drugs, so double your linguistic pleasure.
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Talk:Muhammad/images

uniheliodem (2008-02-08 04:36:17)
I really think that the FSM Church should start a similar petition on the pictures of pirates, in pure satire of this
nonsense.

5.2.4

grab that cash with both hands and make a stash (2008-02-08 18:25) - buoyant - public

Music: pink floyd - meddle - one of these days

Stock rebounds mean never having to say you’re sorry! From [1]The Motley Fool:
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Call me sentimental. Call me a sap. Call me crazy. But I love Secure Computing (Nasdaq:
[2]SCUR). Here’s why.
1. It’s easily misunderstood. Briefing.com reported that Secure missed estimates for fourthquarter revenue. Not true. This maker of data-security products reports non-GAAP numbers to accurately portray the performance of its acquired businesses. On that basis, Secure’s
$69.9 million in revenue easily beat the average estimate of $68 million.
2. Businesses can’t compromise on security. And they aren’t compromising. Secure Computing’s chief financial officer, Tim Steinkopf, told analysts in the conference call that his
company booked seven seven-digit deals – two of which required some short-term price cuts
that affected gross margin – and 131 six-figure deals in Q4. Both were new records, set in a
time of massive economic uncertainty, and in spite of top competitors such as Cisco (Nasdaq:
CSCO), Websense (Nasdaq: WBSN), and EMC’s (NYSE: EMC) RSA business unit.
3. Cash flow, cash flow, cash flow. Thanks to excellent free cash flow, Secure paid off $44
million in debt during 2007, including more than $12 million in the final quarter of the year.
Growth, too, is going gangbusters. Secure expects per-share earnings to rise by 45 % to 50 %
over each of the next two years. Revenue, on a normalized, non-GAAP basis, is expected to
improve by 13.7 % to $295 million...A rich market opportunity. Excellent and growing free cash
flow. Rapidly rising margins. Warms the heart, doesn’t it?
And that’s all without the inside tip that the Dankest of Them All gets his hack on within! =]
1. http://www.fool.com/investing/high-growth/2008/02/05/a-valentine-for-secure-computing.aspx
2. http://caps.fool.com/Ticker/SCUR.aspx

chocolat delux (2008-02-09 06:11:00)
you are amazing. we must become gregarious over drinks.
dankamongmen (2008-02-10 10:43:23)
i can be found most evenings at the highlander. i’m the one with the biggest laptop. come drink jaeger with me!
dewzi (2008-02-10 01:41:57)
hey, great, that’s what we like to hear :) congrats!
threv (2008-02-11 15:26:36)
aww jeah.

5.2.5

HOLY FUCKING SHIT (2008-02-14 17:27) - head: swimming - friends

Music: big boi feat killer mike - got purp? - kyrptonite

I hope all is going well. I just returned to Google for a second contract
and wanted to touch basis with you. Some thing s have changed around here,
like now we have some SRE’s in the Boston office, Yeah. I wanted to see if
this would still be an interest to you. From my understanding, we would
just need to work out a new offer and get our VP to sign off and we are good
to go. so we can skip the whole interview process. Can you let me know if
this would be of interest to you?
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[1]GOOGLE SRE JOB IN LOVELY BOSTON INSTEAD OF SHITTY SOUTHERN CALI
RIGHT NEXT DOOR TO MIT AND HARVARD
HOLY FUCKING SHIT my life just got turned upside down. i might have to go for it this time. Boston
MA, are you fucking ready for the diggity dank? you’d better be. i blow up like fuckin’ C4.
Ah ha, hush that fuss, everybody move to the back of the bus
Do you wanna bump and slump with us? We the type of people make the club get krunk!!!
w00t
1. http://jobs.metafilter.com/173/Site-Reliability-Engineer-at-Google

blackoutdaddy (2008-02-14 22:47:50)
shitty southern cali? I thought you were up near San Fransisco?
piq (2008-02-14 22:52:15)
Southern Cali? All of G’s main shit is nearer SF, but still obnoxiously south of the city.
uniheliodem (2008-02-15 00:48:39)
Good luck. If you don’t take the job, maybe I will. ;-)
desiato (2008-02-15 02:41:38)
A nabor .... I can has one?
spoonless (2008-02-15 07:42:24)
congrats! Google HQ is in Northern California (silicon valley, less than an hour south of San Francisco), home of the
best dank this side of the Mexican border, and home of the historical origin of such delights as LSD, BSD, freelove,
much of the free software movement, and the information revolution in general. More internet startups are based
there than anywhere else in the world. Somehow, I have a hard time believing you wouldn’t love every minute of
living there. Then again, Boston is pretty cool in its own way. ”touch basis”? Is he going to try and molest your
orthonormal projection operators?
hippieatheart (2008-02-15 13:51:43)
Congratulations! If you end up taking this, we best have some sort of send-off.
pigmassacre (2008-02-15 20:04:01)
Congrats!
If
you
go
to
Boston, you gotta check out the flapper bar, Cuchi Cuchi (http://www.cuchicuchi.cc/aboutcuchi.html). The food
is amazing (featured on Food Network if that means anything), the waitresses are costumed like flapper wenches, and
they have real Prohibition-era drinks that they know how serve. I had two and was hammered solid before dinner.
krhettn (2008-02-16 07:03:54)
That is my favorite bar! I totally agree. :-) And Nick – it’s in Central Square.
zbtron (2008-02-16 15:53:41)
holy crap. leaving the dirty! atlanta will miss you!

5.2.6

(2008-02-20 01:50) - blessed - private

Music: black sabbath - we sold our souls for rock n’ roll - fairies wear boots
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i love my atlanta friends so much. what a weird thing to think: my ”atlanta friends”. All my friends are
Atlanta friends, or else people I’ve never met. i’m totally not ready to leave, but i’m going to do it. IF GT
doesn’t get back to me quickly with a phat offer, by which i mean full scholarship.
I need to go get my Ph.D. If I don’t, I’m going to hate myself forever. It is the required passport to
the intellectual lands. I am dedicated to nothing but science and love and being [1]good at many things, yet
seeing the world through a tear-stained countenance. Science at the highest level requires this badge. I shall
achieve it, and solve things along the way. So: If GT gets back to me by 2008-03-14, with a good scholarship,
and SCUR makes it worth my while (I am 100 % not above parley – I figure I’ve sold myself short should I
come out of this making less than base $quux [0] after renegotiations), I stay here...otherwise, up to Boston
I go, to write zee phat code for Google and start begging those two schools by the Charles river to overlook
my undergraduate GPA and admit.
Everyone should experience all their dreams coming true. What can I say, save hottttt? I expected all
of this, but anticipated not a bit.
One day, I hope to deserve everything wonderful that’s happened to me. Until then, I’ll keep working
hard. jesuschrist i love you all, my mariners, souls that have toil’d, and wrought, and thought with me.
[0] fuck bragging – all of you programmers ought emulate me. every time one of us demands more, we
all are bettered. why do programmers make less than sales fucks? we write the code that runs the world!
stand up for what you deserve, goddamnit! claim your birthright! are you going to let baseball players show
you up? coders of the world, you have nothing to lose but your chains!
1. http://www.americanprometheus.org/reviews/LATimes.htm

datavortex (2008-02-20 08:04:09)
Good luck, let me know.
dankamongmen (2008-02-20 08:08:57)
you need to feel better, my mang!
dankamongmen (2008-02-20 10:03:08)
btw, you should still be down as my contact for purposes of hr bonuses etc
cola fan (2008-02-20 09:49:29)
Also good luck. Look for profs who need students in your area.
dankamongmen (2008-02-20 10:02:21)
ocata! btw, i finally dig calvino. thanks for the proddings over the years.

5.2.7

How many times I sit back and contemplate; I’m fresh off the dank, but I’m
tellin’ my story.. (2008-02-24 13:07) - happy - public

Music: hole - celebrity skin - celebrity skin

simple pleasures: I found a virgin pair of black socks in my closet, and upon donning them felt like a ninja.
i had one rewarding time out last night. there’s little in the world better than making up with old friends
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thought lost to all of time (and I Tiresias have foresuffered all).
three cheers for my homies in the field of supersonic intercept, specifically the SM-3 team! How do you
spell exo-atmospheric dominance? R-I-M-1-6-1! The takedown of USA 193/NROL-21 was [1]no demonstration of ABM capability, to be sure – I didn’t hear anyone claiming as much – but the refit was a solid
feat of engineering, and you can’t argue with results. A good systems check for the boys at Raytheon after
FTM-13’s wins last fall.
so far USA-193 video’s pretty much restricted to this crappy DoDvClips.mil [2]take. [3]Here’s the best
FTM-13 footage I’ve been able to find, and [4]the FlightMission-6 video is of course a fucking hi-res transcendental celebration of all that is right and good and well-engineered (be patient; my uploads sucks, alas).
1. http://www.slate.com/id/2184894
2. http://dodvclips.mil/index.jsp?auto_band=x&rf=sv&fr_story=FRdamp250959&rf
3. http://dank.qemfd.net/tabpower/FTM-13_PAO.wmv
4. http://dank.qemfd.net/tabpower/FlightMission6.wmv

leftorium (2008-02-24 22:36:41)
[fm6.gif]

5.2.8

In sleep, in confusion, in the depths of shame, the good deeds a man has done
before defend him (2008-02-24 19:28) - fatigued - public

Music: D.I. - live at a dive - hang ten in east berlin

i started reading reichenbach’s [1]the direction of time while walking to the bar, and i find myself wondering:”Can time be locally ordered in the absence of an observation framework? If we accept it cannot, is
time’s progression not then dependent – indeed, does time itself not then arise from – observation?”I have
just enough ignorance/knowledge of unitary evolution operators and ideas of discrete (non-continuous) dimensions and thermodynamics to be mind-bogglingly stupid on such subjects :/. [ LJ User: spoonless ], save
us!
i’m feeling really tired, and might not end up playing trivia tonight. hrmrmrmrm.
1. http://www.amazon.com/Direction-Time-Dover-Books-Physics/dp/0486409260

spoonless (2008-02-25 02:54:20)
Can time be locally ordered in the absence of an observation framework? If we accept it cannot, is time’s progression
not then dependent – indeed, does time itself not then arise from – observation? My understanding is that time is only
ordered because of entropy. The universe started out in a very special state–an extremely low entropy state. If you
pick a random macrostate out of all possible states the universe could be in, you’ll almost certaintly pick the one with
the highest entropy (because entropy is a measure of the number of microstates corresponding to each macrostate).
So without picking this special low entropy state as a boundary condition in the past, there would be no ”arrow of
time” and it would be just like any other dimension (aside from having an opposite sign in the metric). Picking that
as your boundary condition creates an asymmetry which causes entropy to increase uniformly as you move in one
direction in time, and decrease uniformly as you go in the other direction. However, the whole idea of memory is tied
in–in an information theoretic sense–to the increase of entropy. So no matter which way time goes, we’re always going
to remember the high entropy direction and not remember the low entropy direction. I personally don’t believe there
is anything fundamental like time that ”arises from observation”... but I think sentiments like that are more common
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among Copenhagen adherents (as opposed to Many Worlds adherents like myself). Note: you asked why time is
”locally ordered” but it may sound like I only answered why it is globally ordered. I don’t think we know for sure
that time is locally ordered on the smallest scales... it may or may not be. However, an approximate local ordering
follows from global ordering just because of the way statistical mechanics works... as things evolve in state space, they
don’t suddenly wander into an extremely high entropy state if you start from a low entropy state... instead, it tends
to increase smoothly. This is just because very low entropy states tend to be closer to somewhat low entropy states
than they are to high entropy states in phase space.
spoonless (2008-02-25 04:57:39)
we’re always going to remember the high entropy direction and not remember the low entropy direction. I said that
backwards... we’ll always remember the low entropy direction

5.2.9

let’s trim that signature from its muscular 15 lines, bob (2008-02-25 18:50) - fuckin’
moron - public

Music: plastikman - sheet one - plasticity

Date: Mon, 25 Feb 2008 18:49:31 -0500
From: ’Nick Black’
To: **************
Subject: Re: Showing on Friday
Bob Glascock left as an exercise for the reader:
> Hi Nick,
> There is an agent that is going to show the house on Friday between 3 and
> 4pm. His name is Holt Moore. Let me know if that is going to be a problem.
No problem whatsoever.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Bob Glascock, ABR
Prudential Georgia Realty
1409 Peachtree Street
Atlanta, GA 30309
404-875-4796 (Direct)
404-266-8100 (Office)
404-207-1841 (eFax)
BobGlascock@comcast.net
http://BobGlascock.com
President’s Circle - Top 4 % Nationally
Ranked #6 Agent In Prudential Georgia Realty 2007
Lifetime Member, Atlanta Board of REALTORS Million Dollar Club
Fine Homes Specialist
Acredited Buyers Representative
Licensed to practice real estate in Georgia

By the way, it’s ”accredited”. I may not be a Lifetime Member of the Million
Dollar Club, but I do have an Oxford English Dictionary 2nd Edition and a
”Militant Grammarian” bumper sticker – trust me on this one, Bob.
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–
Nick Black
”NP: The class of dashed hopes and idle dreams.”
Principal Engineer, Secure Computing Applied Research

girlvinyl (2008-02-26 00:12:07)
Mmmmm. You’re hot Nick Black.
dankamongmen (2008-02-26 04:50:36)
I hope he’s just being poutfully silent; if he missed this somehow and mails me again, sans correction, it’ll pain me
deeply. At some point, I’d also like to see an apostrophe following ”Buyers”; for now, I’m content with not having to
look at ”Buyer’s”, and with joyful serenity contemplate the genitive case. Did you know that in Greek, they call the
genitive absolute the ”absolute absolute”? Repetitious fucking barbarians they were, those boy-buggers!
mpnolan (2008-02-26 05:09:38)
Looks like it’s [1]officially ”Accredited Buyer Representative”. At first I assumed ”Accredited Buyers” was an organization, and in that case wouldn’t ”Accredited Buyers Representative” be correct?
1. http://www.rebac.net/Content.aspx?PageName=abr.htm#Logo%20Usage

dankamongmen (2008-02-26 06:37:43)
in that case they could kiss my ass for having a bullshit ambiguous name
girlvinyl (2008-02-26 05:21:29)
!
dankamongmen (2008-02-26 06:40:45)
[1]hahahahah YES
1. http://dank.qemfd.net/tabpower/bobglascock.png

cryptic maniac (2008-02-26 00:29:10)
That’s a pretty awful signature. Bob loses.
dankamongmen (2008-02-26 04:45:10)
heh, i hope this ends up on google for bob glascock and he takes this lesson to heart.
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3676 4.3. DASH DASH SPACE NEWLINE MOTHERFUCKER

if nothing else,

anndr0id (2008-02-26 00:56:59)
hahahahahahahhahahahahahhahahahahahahaha
thirdkraytwin (2008-02-26 02:09:31) omg phelps alert
THEY WILL PICKET YOUR HOUSE SALE ”Bob Glascock, a gay Realtor who is in a 14-year relationship and is a
member of Georgia Equality’s board...”
phutro (2008-02-27 00:07:12)
he hands out pamphlets at meetings; accomplishments through 6th grade on page 3.
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5.3.1

words to live by (2008-03-04 18:16) - impressed - friends

Music: dead milkmen - death rides a pale cow - bitchin’ camero

”If you have any doubts about the pluralization of a Latin-type-looking word that’s not on here(to forestall
a barrage of questions–’penis’ becomes ’penes’, ’clitoris’ becomes ’clitores’, and Elvis isn’t Latin at all), then
email me using the link below and I’ll put it up here as well. And try not to be assholes.” – Aaron Humphrey,
[1]”How to Pluralize Latin & Greek Names”.
speaking of words to live by, edward wilson’s consilience is the best book i’ve read in quite some time.
I know I recently [2]pimped it, but you’ll forgive me upon knowing the joy of Macrotermes bellicosus bildung
[0]:

In a classic 1945 compendium, the American anthropologist George P. Murdock listed the
universals of culture, which he defined as the social behaviors and institutions recorded in the
Human Relations Area file for every one of the hundreds of societies studied to that time. There
are sixty-seven universals in the list....It is tempting to dismiss these traits as not truly diagnostic
for human beings, not really genetic, but inevitable in the evolution of any species that attains
complex societies based on high intelligence and complex language, regardless of their hereditary
predispositions. But that interpretation is easily refuted. Imagine a termite species that evolved
a civilization from the social level of a living species. Take for the purpose the mound-building
termites Macrotermes bellicosus of Africa, whose citylike nests beneath the soil each contain millions of inhabitants. Elevate the basic qualities of their social organization in their present-day
insection condition to a culture that is guided, as in human culture, by hereditary-based epigenetic rules. The ”termite nature” at the foundation of this hexapod civilization would include
celibacy and nonreproduction by the workers, the exchange of symbiotic bacteria by the eating of
one another’s feces, the use of chemical secretions (pheromones) to communicate, and the routine
cannibalism of shed skins and dead or injured family members. I have composed the following
state-of-the-colony speech for a termite leader to deliver to the multitude, in her attempt to reinforce the supertermite ethical code:
Ever since our ancestors, the macrotermitine termites, achieved ten-kilogram weight
and larger brains during their rapid evolution through the late Tertiary Period, and
learned to write with pheromonal script, termitic scholarship has elevated and refined ethical philosophy. It is now possible to express the imperatives of moral
behavior with precision. These imperatives are self-evident and universal. They are
the very essence of termitity. They include the love of darkness and of the deep,
saprophytic, basidiomycetic penetralia of the soil; the centrality of colony life amidst
the richness of war and trade with other colonies, the sanctity of the physiological
caste system; and the evil of personal rights; our deep love for the royal siblings allowed to reproduce; the joy of chemical song; the aesthetic pleasure and deep social
satisfaction of eating feces from nestmates’ anuses after the shedding of our skins;
and the ecstasy of cannibalism and surrender of our own bodies when we are sick or
injured. It is more blessed to be eaten than to eat.
i myself have no content to offer, save blood sweat tears and many KLOC’s. Oh, and a near-certainty that
the plural of Pandora is Pandora, as in ”I fucked Pandora and three of her lesbian fish-eating friends, they
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too Pandora all.” ”You fucked four Pandora?” ”I like to refer to ’fucking four Pandora’ as a ’Tetris’.” ”It’s
definitely better than Pandoras’ Box, or Boxen for that matter.” ”Let’s go drink the bathroom cleaner.”
[0] pun not intended
1. http://www.telusplanet.net/public/alfvaen/latin.html
2. http://dankamongmen.livejournal.com/291028.html

pixiekatz (2008-03-04 23:33:31)
I wish everyone would read that article. As a former student of Latin (for four years), I shudder anytime I hear
”octopi” or ”penii”.
dankamongmen (2008-03-04 23:34:38)
octopodes is due to the Greek, though!!?!!?
pixiekatz (2008-03-05 01:18:12)
Yeah, it is. That’s why I get pissed when people assume it’s Latin because it ends in ”-us”.
dankamongmen (2008-03-05 01:47:37)
hurrah either way for our cephelopod friends!
pixiekatz (2008-03-05 01:48:30)
Indeed. Though squid(s?) are cooler. Especially the VAMPIRE SQUID FROM HELL!
pixiekatz (2008-03-05 01:48:55)
p.s. - vampire squid from hell is real. Look it up. It’s awesome and glowy and scary-looking.
tempest261 (2008-03-04 23:41:11)
AWESOME MUSIC CHOICE
maidenlibrarian (2008-03-05 00:08:00)
I ran over my neighbor.
dankamongmen (2008-03-05 00:36:18) brat in the frat
hey! i do not like you college brat i do not like you and your frat i do not like you at the shore i do not like you
drunk on coors i do not like you average life hope you do not take a wife i hope you don’t decide to breed cause
that’s one thing i do not need i do not like your radical i hate you and your fancy school you’re wrong about the
working class i hope they kick your harvard ass i do not like you world of ours i’d rather live on planet mars and
die from lack of oxygen than breathe the air of other men hey!
happyfunnorm (2008-03-05 23:06:28)
So... We just have to ignore all the other plural? I want to use focorum somewhere!

5.3.2

God bless the Hazardous Substances Data Bank at TOXNET (2008-03-10 08:17) whoa - public

Music: beatles - revolver - tomorrow never knows

/CASE REPORTS/ /WHOLE BODY IRRADIATION/ Another accidental exposure ... involved a glovebox
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explosion that released ... plutonium-239 and americium-241 /nitrates/. ... The external contamination
was spectacular. Alpha count rates on the patient ... were up to 10+6 counts per minute, ...
as high as we could read. Removable contamination was all over the body, with maxima of
10,000 alpha cpm on the face and 20,000 on the legs ... , after /initial decontamination/ ...
.The contamination was finally reduced very sharply with the use of Schubert’s solution /3.0 g/L tartaric
acid, 4.2 g/L citric acid, 8.0 g/L disodium DTPA or EDTA, 2.2 g/L calcium chloride adjusted to pH 7 with
NaOH/ ...This patient had the additional complication of wounds that ... served as a residual depot of the
radioactive material. ... The scar tissue was subsequently excised because there was continued high activity
in the area /and/ a very diffuse distribution of the material. Our initial in vivo measurements made 1 day
after the incident ... /showed a / burden ... projected to produce ... an initial bone dose of about 1,500
rem per year. Thus, DTPA treatment was ... medically indicated, if effective. The next measurements
presented are at 60 days and over the time period from 70 to 130 days, during which the body content fell
gradually. Repeated DTPA treatments were given during this time /but/ the lung component of this body
burden could still be measured by localized external counting for up to 1 yr after the accident. Thus, the
rapid translocation from the lung expected from nitrate compounds of plutonium and americium did not
materialize. ... Initial estimates of plutonium uptake into blood were obtained under the assumption ... that
DTPA increased plutonium excretion by about a factor of 50 on the day following treatment. The increase
in urinary excretion of americium was a much lower factor (about 5 to 7); americium was later found to be
more transportable from lung to systemic circulation and into urine than oxides of plutonium, even without
treatment. Management lessons learned from this case ... are pertinent to the preparation of medical facilities expecting to evaluate and care for persons severely contaminated by a terrorist attack. There were long
time periods between some of the urinary measurements, due to overloading of commercial laboratories that
were not accustomed to analyzing many samples containing high amounts of plutonium and americium. This
delayed decisions about DTPA effectiveness to some degree. In addition, the patient developed a paranoid
outlook and ... underwent an episode that required psychiatric treatment. A suspected contributor to this
complication was the fact that a number of different physicians ... might have presented different versions of
his prognosis and consequent treatment.
/CASE REPORTS/ /WOUND CONTAMINATION/ Glovebox Accident Involving Plutonium-Americium
Contamination and Hand Amputation. An employee ... in plutonium fuel fabrication reached for an item in
his glovebox and his glove was caught by a milling machine that tore off his right hand. /An hour later/ ...
patient /arrived at the treatment center. ... The patient was surveyed for external contamination while in
the ambulance. No widespread removable contamination was found, so the patient was brought in and placed
on a decontamination table /at which time the attending physician/ learned that the patient had lost his
right hand at the wrist. /A half-hr later/ the plant health physics supervisor arrived with the contaminated
hand wrapped in plastic in an ice bucket. The hand was immediately counted ... and the patient’s stump
was counted ... with a ... NaI crystal. An initial estimate ... indicated ... an amount, if entering bone, /that/
could result in bone dose commitments in the tens of millions of rem ... Additional measurements /after
....debridements/ indicated that ... remaining contamination on the hand and stump was still more than
100 times the Maximum Permissible Body Burden (MPBB). .... The difficult decision was made by
the patient and his family, as well as the involved physicians and health physicists, to reattach
the hand despite its excessive residual radioactivity. Considerations included the youth of the
worker, his right-handedness, location of the radioactivity, the availability of DTPA chelation
therapy, and the likelihood of the patient’s availability of multiyear observation. ... Unfortunately, circulation in the fingers of the reattached hand did not improve quickly enough for
tissue survival, so the hand was reamputated, ... infused with formaldehyde and recounted
... showing about 4 uCi (about 100 MPBB) still on the surface. ... Since reamputation of
the hand was done approximately an inch higher than the original accidental amputation, the
reamputated hand turned out to contain practically all of the remaining contamination. ...
The medical management of an injured and contaminated patient in this case required at least about two
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person-days of professional dedication of a medical-health physics team already experienced with accidents
involving external and internal contamination with americium-plutonium mixtures; this input was in addition
to collaboration with a number of other physicians and medical and health physics technicians. The average
medical institution likely to receive contaminated victims of a terrorist attack will not have such personnel
or equipment resources. Any expectation of a medical capacity for triage and management of such patients
requires prior training and equipping of personnel in each medical institution for the simplest counting and
spectrometric measurements, and ready-made methods of data interpretation.
[Brodsky, A., et al; Chapter 20 in Public Protection from Nuclear, Chemical, and Biological Terrorism p
353-7. Medical Physics Publishing, Madison, Wisconsin (2004) ]
thirdkraytwin (2008-03-10 12:58:43)
Well you can’t get it from HREX anymore cos: CLOSED DUE TO TERRORORORISM. I should have downloaded
all 60,000+ files off that bitch one day when I was bored. Now I miss it.
thirdkraytwin (2008-03-10 13:01:27)
also bahaha best url EVER http://hrex.dis.anl.gov/ OH GOD, OW.
thirdkraytwin (2008-03-10 13:01:46)
course it doesn’t work. TERRORORORISM.
uniheliodem (2008-03-10 13:02:31)
Wow. With all due respect to the victim and his family, if I was in the victim’s shoes, there’s no way that I would
have my hand re-attached. I’d much rather take my chances re-learning how to do everything with my left hand, and
have a new prosthetic right than deal with radiation sickness. At least they re-amputated an inch higher than before,
taking the radioactive stump along with the contaminated hand. Yeah... they couldn’t pay me enough to work with
a glove box. As far as I’m concerned, if it’s that radioactive and it can’t be done by a robotic arm these days, then
it isn’t worth doing. It’s scary to consider that during the 30’s and 40’s, people played with those sorts of doses with
minimal protective clothing. Hey, check it out... when I place these two hemispheres of 90 % pure uranium close
together, they glow. Whoops! Dropped the top half on the bottom, you’re all dead, you just don’t know it yet...
phatjoe (2008-03-10 14:53:07)
Maybe he thought his hand would have super powers? /joe
uniheliodem (2008-03-10 14:56:42)
We have good news and we have bad news. The good news is that the re-attachment was a success, and that your
hand now contains medichlorines, giving you Force-sensitivity. The bad news is that your had has been dosed with
a lethal amount of radioactivity, and the damaged marrow tissue in this hand will leak throughout your system,
causing renal failure and eventual death. But, for a few weeks, you will be a deathly sick Jedi. Heh.
rusty42 (2008-03-12 05:50:43)
holy motherfucker

5.3.3

who is that AUAGUUGAUGHGHGG weird-looking kid FUCK MY HEART
AUHJUG on that UNIX box? (2008-03-12 17:22) - pwned! - public

Music: ani difranco - little plastic castles - little plastic castles

continuing with the recent theme of health-focused posts, this just came down the wire from [1]ACM TechNews...
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”Computer Security Team to Report Hacking Into Defibrillator-Pacemaker”
New York Times (03/12/08) P. C4; Feder, Barnaby J.
Computer security researchers say they were able to gain wireless access to a
combination heart defibrillator and pacemaker in a lab. The researchers were
able to reprogram the device, and to cause it to deliver jolts of electricity
that would potentially be fatal if the device was in a person. The researchers
were also able to obtain personal patient data by monitoring signals from the
tiny wireless radio that was embedded in the implant as a way to enable doctors
to monitor and adjust it without surgery. However, the researchers say that
people with implanted defibrillators or pacemakers are not at risk yet since the
experiment required more than $30,000 worth of lab equipment and a sustained
effort by a team of specialists from the University of Washington and the
University of Massachusetts to interpret the data. Additionally, the device the
researchers tested was placed within two inches of the test gear. The
researchers say the test results suggest that too little attention is being paid
to security for the increasing number of medical implants equipped with
communication abilities. ”The risks to patients now are very low, but I worry
that they could increase in the future,” says University of Washington lead
researcher Tadayoshi Kohno.
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/03/12/business/12heart-web.html
[2]Die Linuxboxen ist befuckt!
”not at risk yet since the experiment required more than $30,000 worth of lab equipment and a sustained
effort by a team of specialists”...if i’ve learned anything in my life, it’s that 2008’s $30k and team of specialists is tomorrow’s Eastern European kid, DSL line and MySpace page. [3]ppl with bad es suck u r
fukkt
1. http://technews.acm.org/
2. http://dank.qemfd.net/images/haxorec30.jpg
3. http://dank.qemfd.net/images/haxorec63.jpg

uglor (2008-03-12 21:50:21)
Once the spammers get a hold of that technology we’re all doomed. ”Buy our penis pills or DIE”
uniheliodem (2008-03-12 21:52:24)
Wow. That really gives a new definition to pwn’ed. I wonder how long until Cheney gets hacked? [1]Article about
Cheney’s pacemaker.
1. http://usgovinfo.about.com/library/weekly/aa063001a.htm

maidenlibrarian (2008-03-12 23:02:25)
And this is why I roll my eyes whenever someone tells me they would like a Matrix style brain implant, or eye camera,
or whatever. It’s scary enough that biomedical devices meant to preserve our lives aren’t impervious to hacking, much
less the thoughts of a future wherein elective devices could be the norm (I know far too many people who are hoping
for such a future... I tell them all to go watch Ghost In the Shell or Metropolis, or Final Cut, or any of the crappy
P.K.Dick adaptations–examples abound–and get back to me on that.)
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I’d be fired if that were my job, after killing Jason off (and countless screaming
Argonauts) (2008-03-13 09:34) - puzzled - public

Music: they might be giants - flood - birdhouse in your soul

[1]Which shot is this?

I’m scandalously unsure! It’s not a balloon shot – it’s a tower shot definitely, but the angle confuses you.
The balloon shot largely took over from the tower following Plumbbob (9-13-7, including the AIR-2 Genie
NAAM test) – by Hardtack I, the tower’s heyday had passed (the first balloon shot, Lassen in Plumbbob,
was a fizzle for whatever it’s worth). The color’s wrong for Bikini or Eniwetok – that’s pure nuclear-orange
as we know it best from the NTS. Otherwise, I’d say it was Operation Castle – also, those were all barge
shots IIRC. Probably Upshot-Knothole, either Badger, Simon or Harry.
I’d like this poster, but certainly not if it’s some airbrushed innominate rechauffe! Someone out there
will know precisely what shot this was, if it existed.
1.

http://www.allposters.com/gallery.asp?startat=/getposter.asp&APNum=2966025&CID=

1BAC0B3E20F842FABA89233DDEB645A1&PPID=1&search=64894&f=c&FindID=64894&P=1&PP=1&sortby=PD&cname=Northrop+
Grumman&SearchID=

del0379 (2008-03-14 01:31:48)
Upshot-Knothole Badger.
dankamongmen (2008-03-14 20:00:30)
thanks mang! I figured it might be – how did you know?
del0379 (2008-03-15 06:16:49)
Taller tower blast or low balloon. 4 or 5 trees depending on how you want to count them and a tower in the
foreground. Then assume everyone else online is listing either the correct picture or the wrong picture for the shot.
The question I pose to you... Do you have a good picture of a spent fuel pool with fresh unloaded fuel in it or a
reactor core barrel as it is being unloaded?
dankamongmen (2008-03-15 18:52:19)
I do not :(. I can try and find one, though, although I imagine I’d just be looking in the same places you would.
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leon03 (2008-03-14 22:34:22)
Heh, oddly enough I had ”Birdhouse” running through my head before I scrolled down to this post, and the Jason line
was being played back as I read it.

5.3.5

one bug closer to my inevitable massive cardiac arrest (2008-03-15 18:58) - palpative
- public

Music: bone crush orchestra - bone crush

[hoare](0) $ sudo deluser –remove-all-files researchdns
Use of uninitialized value in numeric eq (==) at /usr/sbin/deluser line 228.
WARNING: You are just about to delete the root account (uid 0)
Usually this is never required as it may render the whole system unusable
Press immediately Ctrl+C if you want to abort
[hoare](130) $ grep root /etc/passwd
root:x:0:0:root:/root:/bin/bash
[hoare](0) $
whew* I think I’ll be reporting that to the DBTS.
I’m really, really, really glad I’m only on the first beer of the afternoon.
crikey!
update: [1]already filed, it would appear
1. http://bugs.debian.org/cgi-bin/bugreport.cgi?bug=469165

tgrey (2008-03-15 23:49:35)
I’ve never liked tools that touch my passwd files, I’ve always just done it myself. Never really put my finger on why...
but I think this is a great example. ;)
dankamongmen (2008-03-16 00:01:24)
I think you’re throwing out the plutonium with the decay products there, [ LJ User: tgrey ]. This bug will be
fixed, and deluser(8) will again provide sane, integrated user management. I bet you have a bunch of empty groups
cluttering your /etc/groups file, too =]
tgrey (2008-03-16 00:13:24)
Well, I edit the /etc/group file by hand too. But fwiw, I don’t add or remove very many users from *my* systems...
so it’s never really been a big deal. With the exception of useradd, I’ve just always done it by hand... have for over
10 years. =\
dankamongmen (2008-03-16 01:04:21)
that should have read fission products, not decay products...pu239 is a beta decay away from neptunium, itself a
beta decay away from u239 (the result of u238’s neutron capture)....oy vey
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uniheliodem (2008-03-16 00:35:21)
Wow, that bug is a doozy. I always find it shocking when people treat root casually when writing scripts. My code is
always paranoid when it looks at user ids, especially the effective user id. Most of my code has something like
if (geteuid() == 0) { fprintf(stderr, ”Attempt to run a potentially unsafe command as root. If you
REALLY want to do this, you’ll need to be sharp enough to re-compile this application.”); exit(SOME
APPROPRIATE ERROR CODE); }
seldomawake (2008-03-16 04:25:22)
Sweet monkey jesus. That ain’t cool, no way, no how.

5.3.6

paul oakenfold’s ”another world”, disc 2 (2008-03-16 05:58) - offended - public

Music: moving right along to...eels - daisies of the galaxy - grace kelly blues

what the fuck was that? an hour lost is what it was.
update: holy crap it wasn’t as bad as this thing called ”the eels” turn it off turn it off
so much for expanding my horizons via random selections from /dev/md0 :/. i think this evening’s work
requires more familiar shores....
Playing: ministry - the land of rape and honey (1988) - 01 - stigmata.mp3 [0:08/5:47]
mmm, that’s my rich sustenance. much more acceptable! back into things, head down. i’d like to find
out who’s responsible for the varied feculence that’s found its way onto [1]qemfd.net.
1. http://qemfd.net/phpsysinfo/

thirdkraytwin (2008-03-16 11:53:37)
stigmata = best ballroom dancing song EVER
pixiekatz (2008-03-16 17:55:49)
I could have told you that Paul Oakenfold sucks.

5.3.7

my father was a gambler down in georgia, wound up on the wrong end of a gun
(2008-03-16 12:34) - incredibly relieved - public

Music: grateful dead - the golden road (to unlimited devotion)

I don’t wanna be happy. ’Cause when you happy you get locked in sleep. You get sleepy
happy. I always wanna be on point. I always wanna be aware. – [1]dmx
well, word is finally in from ma tech, and i can finally make a ”decision”, or rather follow the chain of
conditionals i established about a month ago:
• i will be staying in atlanta through at least 2010’s end
• i will maintain my position at [2]scur
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• i will get paid to do zee school and continue getting paid to do zee work
• but i get to do less work! i don’t understand it either, but w00t
• i will continue entertaining offers, as i always have. companies that want me now will only want me
more in two years – these days, i’m learning more quickly all the time due to [3]WORDHORDE, the
still-accelerating dissemination of information, committing myself to study and thought more easily
as I grow older, and my book/paper collections. A change to the negative could indicate little other
than their financial/spiritual collapse. As for ”missed opportunities”, missing the bus for grad school
yet again would be a costlier expense than missing any stock bounce – there’s plenty of time to get
stupidrich, and millions of ways to do it. Programmers of this golden age can pretty much fall over
backwards into a Scrooge McDuck-like pile of money. Of course, if the economy collapses and we
wretched Unistat masses must supplicate our Cantonese masters for work, they’ll look with scorn upon
anyone lacking degrees. SHORT CHINESE COMMENTATOR: Hey, hey! What do you call white
American person wit Ph.D. in a physics anda math? KAM: Ah. I don’t know. Rwat? SHORT
CHINESE COMMENTATOR: Stupid American!
• i doubt very, very much that mit is more than a pipe dream without MS work to put some lustre on
my transcripts and facilitate some ass-and-face-stomping research. time to buckle down, mr. black;
this one’s for the money! SCIENCE!
• inertia is a bitch
• i’m really, really happy
• it is a lot better to have choices than to be up shit creek sans paddle. i’m blessed
• all plans are, as always, subject to revision in toto at any time, often. it’s not so much that i capriciously
change my mind, although i do plenty of that, as i regularly simply forget what the hell i’m doing with
my life, become terrified, and latch with passionate desperation onto the first plausible plan that pops
into my head. ahhh, drink!
so yep, that is that. i’ll be pursuing MS’s in both bioinformatics and cs, ready to drop either at a moment’s
notice but obviously hoping to pimp bothwise.
”congratulations on your acceptance” are the four sweetest words in the language, word is bond.
science science science oh man i can’t wait to be a hoppin’ boppin’ student again! now that i am all
sorted out, and especially since i needn’t do a crazy move and urbecological integration, i can like eliot
spitzer assume the ”fucking bulldozer” buddha nature and [4]get down, do the do, hit these motherfuckers.
phhhhhhhhear.
It’s a little childish and stupid, but then, so is high school. I did have a test today. That
wasn’t bullshit. It’s on European socialism. I mean, really, what’s the point? I’m not European,
I don’t plan on being European, so who gives a crap if they’re socialist? They could be fascist
anarchists - that still wouldn’t change the fact that I don’t own a car. Not that I condone fascism,
or any ism for that matter. Isms in my opinion are not good. A person should not believe in an
ism - he should believe in himself. I quote John Lennon: ”I don’t believe in Beatles. I just
believe in me.” A good point there. Of course, he was the Walrus. I could be the Walrus - I’d
still have to bum rides off of people. – ferris
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1. http://www.xxlmag.com/online/?p=20332
2. http://www.securecomputing.com/
3. http://dank.qemfd.net/dankwiki/index.php/WORDHORDE
4. http://www.snopes.com/sports/baseball/ellis.asp

girlvinyl (2008-03-16 18:43:14)
You are so cute. I can’t believe it. Congratulations! Let’s go celebrate with chick-fil-a and cokes when I get back to
ATL.
datavortex (2008-03-16 21:56:03)
Congrats, I look forward to reading about your research.
coleoptera (2008-03-17 13:04:05)
I approve. Highlander?
chefataraxia (2008-03-17 16:21:07)
This sounds great... I admit I was a little disappointed when you said bioinformatics was out some time ago - I see
you making great leaps in that field.
eightbit (2008-03-17 19:03:11)
Congratulations! Looking forward to seeing you around KACB more often. Are you really going to finish two MSes?
They did not let me double-count hours for my second MS, and it’s taking forever.
ajju (2008-03-19 14:28:01)
Congrats! Looking forward to reading about interesting things from your classes here man.
0x7048 (2008-03-26 02:23:12)
hooray for staying in ATL!

5.3.8

he makes the best fucking films he makes the best fucking films (2008-03-22 15:32)
- gonna go walk! - public

Music: grateful dead - closing of winterland - dark star

Bah! It looks as if one is not allowed to pursue two masters degrees concurrently at GT, at least not with
blessings official and the mighty feats of registrative legerdemain conferred thereby. I ought just anschluss
a second social security number via who knows what monstrous diablerie and ”hash to two buckets” as we
say in the hashes-and-buckets racket. I understand that there’s no rational reason to pursue two MS degrees
concurrently. Some people would say the late stages of terminal disease qualify, but it’s a strawman’s argument: all animals are dying, but some are more dying than others (I’m dying at about a steady 4 % rate).
Four legs good, two legs better! Perhaps if these people thought more and talked less, they wouldn’t have
been such ripe targets for infection.
Evolution’s a sumbitch. Say hey to Gehrig, that old ferrous-chestnut high-piss-colored warhorse.
All well and grokked but Dear Sirs I have irrational reasons, reasons straight from The Golden Bough
or The Power of Mythor The True Believer that I’m embarrassed to even hintat enumerating but still I’d like
them honored in all their inenarrability; I am a Resident of this State and you are bound by your charter,
by Ashtoreth, by Pan Pangenitor, by the Goat having One Thousand Young, by the Yellow Sign, by the
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gifts I have made and the powers I have purchased, by He Who Is Not to Be Named, by Rabban and by
Azathoth, by Samma-El, by Amon and Ra, to educate me pursuant to conferring degrees with all the rights,
privileges, and honors thereunto appertaining! In any case, I must select my dance-off partner: Bioinformatics or Computer Science? Bioinformatics is always smartly dressed and knows where all the phat parties
are, but Computer Science drives me wild when she adjusts her glasses and calmly tells those damn emo
kids exactly where Derrida can deconstruct it. Of more critical importance, Bioinformatics seems full of
immediate opportunity – my Weltanschauung produces as a [1]WFF that I can outcode any biologist PLUS
his three bitches PLUS his bitch boat EVEN if I’m restricted to an arbitrary selection-without-replacement
of five keywords and a vowel. Computer Science, though, is my likely Ph.D. field, and I mean really. Biology?
C’mon. It’s like... alphabetizing really quickly or... cataloging Hangul glyphs for Unicode 6.0 (I’m convinced
Hangul doesn’t actually exist as anything save an exploitation vector in transcoding routines IPv4wide and
a grantwriting scheme perpetrated by lexicographers gone bad). Once we’re building eukaryotes to order,
though, I definitely want to be in on it before Congress takes ’em like they took our assault weapons in that
darkest day of 1994. Like Ray Wylie Hubbard implied: me and my eukaryotes, we gonna wait ’til it gets
dark, then we’re gonna have us a time.
I might very well make a decision based on this informal poll, so think hard on what kind of drivel you
want spewed from this space [2]like so many hot wet clumps of real human shit for the next few years.
Bioinformatics? Computer Science? Country? Rock-n-Roll!
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Well-formed_formula
2. http://dank.qemfd.net/images/shit-tv.jpg

coleoptera (2008-03-23 00:16:59)
So it’s hard to get the administrativa to fall in your favor. One would assume that once you jumped through the
hoops, the hoops stayed jumped and they were out of your way while you were focusing on the real substance. So, it
seems like it’s worth a shot especially if you’ve got someone on faculty that can (is specifically willing to) help. It’s
not like you get tossed out on your ass for asking, so give it a whirl and pursue Plan B if the cards don’t come.
purgatoryreject (2008-03-23 16:33:38)
More TS Eliot references pls!
dankamongmen (2008-03-23 17:48:23)
while I’m all about eager abuse of T.S. Eliot quotes, there’s none in this post...?
purgatoryreject (2008-03-23 17:56:18) that is not what i meant, at all
I know. What’s that about, anyway? I was just saying, I enjoy the eager abuse when it happens.
dankamongmen (2008-03-23 17:59:14) Re: that is not what i meant, at all
Shantih shantih shantih =]
organicmatter01 (2008-03-24 06:51:48)
I say Bioinformatics. Once we have the ability to design organisms we’ve got it made as a species. While I certainly
respect the contributions made by computer science, I feel it is secondary to the our evolutionary needs. I think that
the mastery of the substance of life itself offers us limitless power and opportunity. Not to mention the fact that
getting in on it early will make you loads of cash.
doctorpam (2008-03-24 21:25:58)
My first thought was Computer Science of course, it’s your blood, your oxygen, your defacto reason for the willing continuation of your existance. My second thought was that there’s absolutely nothing in the Computer Science Masters
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Degree curriculum that you either don’t already know or couldn’t figure out in 5 seconds just by glancing through a
window into a bookstore at the front cover of a book that contains the aforementioned knowledge. Assuming you are
not already a god of Bioinfomatics, go there, where there may the slightest chance of you actually learning something
NEW. Of course, in the end, it’s only the piece of paper we care about, right? If only... *chuckle*
(2008-03-25 04:14:01) this summary deliberately left blank.
random visit from a random person, although the logs may say otherwise. They lie like all binary logic and are not to
be taken seriously. interesting to see what you’ve done with your life since GT. Congrats on snatching you up some
BS after the problems you had and riding herd towards a double Masters. Chris Rock would approve. Good luck on
hitting the hallowed halls of the Beaver and bearded elder ninjas. I also find it slightly frightening that I’ve found
80 % of your ”general interest” links from my own ”sources”, but having ended up a recreational infosec nerd with an
interest in higher math for crypto (although notably poorer math skills than yours) and hardwarez (currently at the
”how do soldering iron?” level), I probably shouldn’t be surprised. consider dropping Nate Lawson’s blog into your
feed if you haven’t already - his posts are worth it. good night, good luck, and leave a few of us meatbags to dream of
fileting and pan-searing organic sheep for dinner when the technorevolution comes. Please remember to remove walls
first, or first from walls. Please keep all items from being against walls as well. Items should be three laws safe.

5.3.9

my mind is already gone and though there are other unknowns somehow this
doesn t concern me (2008-03-25 18:49) - rockin’ and codin’ w00t - public

Music: gnarls barkley - the odd couple - going on

It’s probably more indicative of my utter withdraw from most sources of new music than anything (god I
still miss oink so much), but this new gnarls barkley is the first album in some significant time that’s really
excited me. Standout tracks after two casual listens include #1, #3, #4, #7, #8, #13 and maybe #11.
Aside from the rather unpalatable second track, this album opens up like a turbine engine whirring to life all
afrenzy – mystikal’s nowhere to be found but verily we’re sure cee-lo’s come to round out tha tank,
yea.
This certainly would seem to make up for st. elsewhere (2006), which I thought a steep regression for
cee-lo following the disarmingly forthright cee-lo green & his perfect imperfections (2002) and its epic, majestic successor, cee-lo green... is the soul machine (2004) (not to mention Goodie Mob’s apical[0] work, 1998’s
still standing).
Now from the go child, my name is Lo
God done gave me this vision quite some time ago
He taught me shout it when you talk it, step stance for blows
You preach that real shit ’till you can’t doubt no mo’
Now wait a minute y’all, I am the one
That ride the rhythm from midnight to the morning sun
I do it for the freedom, finance, and forever fun
Now revolution of the mind has already begun
Now just a second y’all; it got to be
For every thought is fulfilled in the prophecy
I’m supernatural and there is no stoppin’ me:
Even the ghetto is still God’s property!
Good to have you back in form, Mr. Lo.
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Some absolutely outstanding book porn from [ LJ User: sstrickl ]: [1]wow that is the sex
[0] apical – this one I had to go looking up. I knew there must be a derived adjectival goddamnit and
I found it (at [2]Diptera.info, which I then checked against my [3]OED2). I bet my photobug readers knew
it already, though, due to the obvious need for the word in optics – I would to be a fool!
1. http://www.apartmenttherapy.com/ny/at-europe/at-europe-london-closeup-the-amazing-staircase-042543
2. http://www.diptera.info/infusions/terms/terms.php
3. http://www.amazon.com/Dictionary-Complete-Reproduced-Micrographically-slipcase/dp/0198612583

coleoptera (2008-03-26 00:45:42) mmm
Diptera.

5.3.10

When my junk get to pumpin’ in the club it’s on – I wink my eye at ya bitch,
if she smiles she gone (2008-03-26 14:18) - hard-workin’ dank - public

Music: cee-lo - perfect imperfections - closet freak

As [ LJ User: krhettn ] pointed out to me, [ LJ User: ajju ] confirmed and [ LJ User: gustavolacerda ]
subsequently posted about, there’s been a new development: If I get my MS in CS at GT, and then transfer
to MIT/Harvard/whatever to do the CS Ph.D., I’d likely have to retake essentially a complete CS MS in their
own program. This is apparently a school-by-school policy, so I need call up the various PhD programs I’d
pondered finishing at and ask them, *or* simply do a Bioinformatics MS and then do the complete MS+PhD
somewhere else. Either way, it looks like the minimal CS path of MS+PhD in four years or so is locked
out unless either a) I do my PhD at GT, or b) I wait out another year, and proceed directly into MSCS
somewhere else. This latter is unacceptable – I’ve already waited far, far too long to return to academia’s
shores. The former is tolerable, and could be the path I’d end up restricted to anyway (assuming I got in
nowhere else for PhD). Redoing two years of coursework is pretty unacceptable by any metric, given that
I’ll be doing this alongside work. That leaves the path of GTBioMS followed by broad applications to CS
programs with the intent of doing a full MS+PhD wherever I go, and ending up with 3 graduate degrees
(two MS, one PhD). This last would be very attractive, except it’d require 5-6 years, leaving me in school
until I’m 2-to-the-fighting-fifth-power (32) years old. That’s fine, except it pushes breeding back, meaning
two kids with 5 years’ separation would have me parenting until I’m 55.
I’m not sure I can bet on living that long, hrm :/.
Schools to call today regarding their transfer policies: MIT, Harvard, Princeton, CMU, UWaterloo, UW,
Stanford, UIUC, Yale, UCB
hrmmm, a decision must be made soon:
Dear Mr. Black:
Congratulations! We are pleased to learn that you have been accepted to
the School of Bioinformatics and the College of Computing programs.
Unfortunately, Georgia Tech allows you to carry only one major.
Please notify this office as soon as possible as to which of these two
programs you wish to pursue. You may indicate your choice by checking the
c 2008 dankamongmen. This book is strictly personal.
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appropriate option below.
Please indicate your preferred major: (Select only one)
Bioinformatics
Computer Science
Do you like me? Check one:

yes

no

only for cock

msbeanhead (2008-03-26 23:32:21)
. / only for cock wit \/ I’m planning to have multiple children, but I’m not sure I could bear returning to this
developmental stage after 5 years. At least we’re sleeping through the night now.
billings (2008-03-27 00:58:25)
5 years is long time between kids if you ask me. No doubt you’ve thought it through - why that amount of time?
dankamongmen (2008-03-27 04:47:22)
Working upper bound. It does have the effect of yielding a null intersection, high school-wise.
coleoptera (2008-03-27 01:56:29)
You know, you might try and set something up with the specific schools. At Duke we had plenty of people doing
joint degrees with any of the following: business, law, environment, engineering, and sometimes the regular graduate
programs.
krhettn (2008-03-27 02:26:37) other stuff
hey nick, i think there are options that you didn’t mention yet, also other stuff you should do. you could start at GT
and apply to transfer into a MS (or PhD) program at a place where you want to finish the PhD. that way you start
now and lose less time. so when you call to ask about the ms repeat issue, also ask about transfers. i hear harvard
just totally eliminated transfer students, but maybe that’s only undergrads? e.g. if you apply this fall and ace the
first year of ms in cs at gt, how likely are you to be able to do that? another option: you could start at gt this year
and apply now for phd programs and go next fall if you get in. no one said you had to -finish- the ms. you could apply
on the grounds of ”oh shit, i’m in this ms program but i’m so in love with it i want a phd, now.” the other thing is
when you call these schools to ask, find someone who knows and tell them your whole situation: your shitton of work
experience, grades, current options, ultimate goals, everything... ask which route is better for getting in for a PhD...
ms in cs or bioinf? if i were you, i would talk to multiple people at each school. a lot of people at these places (nothing
against my comrades or anything), will talk like they know everything when they haven’t got a clue. don’t let one
know-it-all talking out their ass convince you of anything or discourage you. talk to several (profs, admins, students);
ask for examples and their contact info. talk to the examples (are they actually exceptions? etc). *definitely* use this
opportunity to find a professor at each school you’d ultimately like to work with and contact them directly. as far as
i can tell, they usually have the say over who gets accepted into their groups. tell them about yourself and what you
want to do, and ask their advice about this ms thing (although, some of them might get pissed off because they’re all
so Busy and Important), but if they like you, that could be key to getting in later. also, sometimes miracles happen.
tell them what you want. i’ve heard several people say they only got into schools where they did this. it might be a
good thing that you have a question to ask. r
krhettn (2008-03-27 02:41:54) Re: other stuff
sorry so long :-/ i guess i’m mostly trying to say cut to the chase unless it’s not actually what you want to do right
this second.
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eightbit (2008-03-27 02:51:02)
Which PhD programs require two years of course work? MIT requires an SM thesis, and they are the most extreme.
GT, for example, requires 8 courses and no MS. If avoiding that many classes is make-or-break, then it would be worth
calling. But really, if MIT/Harvard took you, would you tell them ”No, sorry, I don’t want to take your wonderful
enlightening classes”? And setting up an interdisciplinary dual-degree program between CS and an interdisciplinary
program that is partially CS does not sound like it will work out. And a MSCS for a PhD in CS is the obvious choice.
You want to publish CS papers, not some biology nonsense with people that your prospective advisors have never
heard of (unless you want to work with Karp, but he went sold his soul years ago!).
krhettn (2008-03-27 04:06:41)
hi, i don’t know you so sorry, but i disagree about this obvious part. check out this course listing for the department
of computer science and electrical engineering at MIT. check out how many are bio or informatics related... granted,
they are cross listed, but they’re there. http://ocw.mit.edu/OcwWeb/Electrical-Engineering-and-Computer-Scienc
e/index.htm also, i think that if interested in doing bio/cs stuff, you’d want a professor who has heard of it (maybe
one who is in one or both departments?), so a professor who hasn’t heard of it is irrelevant anyway. not that it
means a ms in bioinformatics it’s the right choice, but eliminating it based on that seems like circular logic to me.
you should really talk to someone involved.
eightbit (2008-03-27 05:52:35)
hi, i don’t know you so sorry, but i disagree about this obvious part. check out this course listing for the department
of computer science and electrical engineering at MIT. check out how many are bio or informatics related... granted,
they are cross listed, but they’re there. I am aware of MITs bioinformatics presence. Those faculty will not read
ntfmb’s packet if he declares that he does not intend to work with them. also, i think that if interested in doing
bio/cs stuff, you’d want a professor who has heard of it (maybe one who is in one or both departments?), so a
professor who hasn’t heard of it is irrelevant anyway. Everyone has heard of bioinformatics, if that is what you mean
by ”it.” But the CS committees reading the applications related to systems, security, pl, and theory will not know
bioinformatics people, bioinformatics conferences, etc (especially the bioinformatics people at GT, who maintain a
low profile on the CS side). He may do PhD level work in the bio stuff? Errr? Then disregard!
dankamongmen (2008-03-27 04:46:31)
”But really, if MIT/Harvard took you, would you tell them ”No, sorry, I don’t want to take your wonderful enlightening classes”?” This is a strong observation, dcache.o.
chocolat delux (2008-03-27 04:15:46)
damn yes! get that masters and that phd, mah n—- Grad school is the shit...
dankamongmen (2008-03-27 04:48:17)
w0000000t! don’t think you haven’t been an inspiration!
smellycoder (2008-03-27 10:58:54)
hey dude, you don’t need an ms to do a phd. why not just do the phd and skip all the crap in between?
infiniteapathy (2008-03-29 19:56:26)
hey, seem to have lost your contact info. drop me a line when you get a chance, substance818@gmail.com
dankamongmen (2008-03-29 23:49:43) contact info
http://dank.qemfd.net/dankwiki/index.php/Main Page
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and to do what I want and to do what I please is first on my to-do list
(2008-03-29 19:20) - bored - public

Music: beck - mutations - nobody’s fault but my own

hahaha, i can’t get enough of this album, even if this song is just a ripoff of bombs over baghdad! w00t!
ALL THE WAY FROM ATLANTA, G-A
i had no idea cee-lo was such a porker! nor that this was justin timberlake, until carmen informed me.
is anything going on this weekend?
litovka (2008-03-30 18:58:23)
i had no idea cee-lo was such a porker! I take it you haven’t seen [1]his performance of ”Crazy” dressed as Darth
Vader? Justin Timberlake? wtf, he’s like herpes, he’ll never go away.
1. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7HvTNAXqB88

zbtron (2008-03-31 11:24:40)
j timberlake is a delight. i dont hear the B.O.B. but its a fantastic song.
threv (2008-03-31 14:50:20)
fuck yes. the album is fine. possibly better on the whole than the 1st!
leon03 (2008-03-31 16:54:07)
Thanks. I’d not really known of Gnarls Barkley, though I certainly am aware of (and like) ’Crazy’. I thought it had
been composed in the 1970s or so. And I think I’m going to like Gnarls Barkley a lot. It reminds me of the White
Stripes; I got hooked in almost exactly the same way with ’Seven Nation Army’. The only difference is that I first
heard the original, whereas I only listened to the original of ’Crazy’ after I’d read this post. :)
leon03 (2008-03-31 17:10:13)
Actually, upon reviewing some of the covers, I believe Gnarls Barkley’s original is the first version I heard.

5.4
5.4.1

April
gaining on ya! can’t you feel my breath, heh (gainin’ on ya!) all up around your
neck, heh heh (2008-04-02 12:20) - delighted - public

Music: parliament - tear the roof off - chocolate city

as taken from [ LJ User: vernard ], as he too took from k-shitty us news and world report’s 2008 rankings
of CS grad schools:
1
1
1
4
5

Massachusetts Institute of Technology Cambridge, MA
Stanford University Stanford, CA
University of California–Berkeley Berkeley, CA
Carnegie Mellon University Pittsburgh, PA
University of Illinois–Urbana-Champaign Urbana, IL
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6 Cornell University Ithaca, NY
6 Princeton University Princeton, NJ
6 University of Washington Seattle, WA
9 Georgia Institute of Technology Atlanta, GA
9 University of Texas–Austin Austin, TX
11 California Institute of Technology Pasadena, CA
11 University of Wisconsin–Madison Madison, WI
13 University of California–Los Angeles Los Angeles, CA
13 University of Maryland–College Park College Park, MD
13 University of Michigan–Ann Arbor Ann Arbor, MI
16 Columbia University New York, NY
16 Harvard University Cambridge, MA
16 University of California–San Diego La Jolla, CA
19 Purdue University–West Lafayette West Lafayette, IN
20 Brown University Providence, RI
20 Duke University Durham, NC
20 Rice University Houston, TX
20 University of Massachusetts–Amherst Amherst, MA
20 University of North Carolina–Chapel Hill Chapel Hill, NC
20 University of Pennsylvania Philadelphia, PA
HELL FUCKIN’ YEAH; GO BEES!!!
oh btw I declared intent for CS this morning. I’ll be celebrating decisions made immediately following
the 1515 security seminar on ”Atlanta Security Research”, so come for the infosec, stay for the krunk.

coleoptera (2008-04-02 18:29:37)
I’m a little surprised we made that list at all.
eightbit (2008-04-03 01:24:28)
I hate all those ties. They need to implement dean v. dean wrestling matches for tiebreakers.
coleoptera (2008-04-03 02:00:11)
But I’ve seen one of my deans take her shirt off in front of a large percentage of campus. (I’ve also seen her plenty
in the locker room but that doesn’t quite count.) I’m sure we can take out Rice.
dankamongmen (2008-04-03 17:42:29)
I came across ”coleopterists” in a book the other day, and thought of you!
threv (2008-04-03 15:07:07)
woooooooot!!
gustavolacerda (2008-04-03 16:15:53)
that’s not very meaningful if you know what areas you’re interested in. e.g., for ML, I would say UMass and Penn are
in the top 10, and Princeton and GATech aren’t. Last time, I thought CMU was tied for #1. I’d like to know what
made them change the ranking.
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dankamongmen (2008-04-03 16:26:49)
”that’s not very meaningful if you know what areas you’re interested in.” I whole-heartedly agree, but on the other
hand it is the easiest singly-dimensioned, well-ordered measure to throw around alongside a ”nyah nyah nyah”. GT’s
strengths are, from what I can tell, primarily InfoSec and HCI. InfoSec is my current field, but not at all what I want
to focus on for graduate work (algorithms optimized wrt cache, compilers and optimization, PL, string algorithms,
code metrics and complexity theory). HCI of course is a dark blight, a cancer growing on the Institute, and I will
have nothing to do with it. Most unfortunately, I understand that these people are taking over our fair [1]Fortress of
Computing...I will have to ride roughshod, allowing my lash to find their hides!
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Klaus_Advanced_Computing_Building

eightbit (2008-04-04 15:46:26)
... well-ordered ... ITYM partially ordered. GT’s strengths are, from what I can tell, primarily InfoSec and HCI.
Theory is top 10 as a subarea, son. And HCI stays safely in Tech Square, so the fortress proper should be safe.
dankamongmen (2008-04-04 23:39:56)
as always, informative and authoritative. well-played, dcache
dankamongmen (2008-04-03 16:32:48)
By ML you do mean machine learning, right? At first I thought you meant metalanguages for some stupid reason.
Have you looked much at adversarial ML? At [1]work we monitor emerging results from that subfield very closely;
it’s tre useful.
1. http://www.trustedsource.org/

gustavolacerda (2008-04-04 14:29:26)
Q1: yes Q2: I’d never heard of it. Googling, I just found this http://mls-nips07.first.fraunhofer.de/

5.4.2

the hair in the hole in my head too bad the scene is dead memories in the shadow
back in town again (2008-04-04 03:00) - ranty! - public

Music: wu-tang clan - wu-tang forever - reunited

I’ve threatened it often recently, and I think the time has come: Instant messaging sucks my soul. I
will eschew it. All of you who’ve said I’d eventually give in and get a cellphone: hah! I instead withdraw
further into my [1]diaconicon, issuing forth bulls and encyclicals and perhaps building up to some horrible
enchiridion symbolorum.
Cory Doctorow elegantly summarizes the primary reason [2]IM’s gots to go:
The mature information worker is someone who can manage his queues effectively, prioritizing
and re-prioritizing as new items crop up, doing the fast-context-switching necessary to respond
to an email while waiting for a file to download or a backup to complete. It’s a little like spinning
plates, and when you get the rhythm of it, it can be glorious. There’s a zone you slip into, a zone
where everything gets done, one thing after another clicking into place.
But once you add an interruptive medium like IM, unscheduled calls, or pop-up notifiers of
mail, flow turns into chop. The buzz, blip, and snap of a thousand alerts turn plate-spinning into
hell, as random firecrackers detonate over and over again, on every side of you, always there in
your peripheral vision, blowing your capacity to manage your own queue as they rudely insert
themselves into your attention.
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There’s other reasons: between my five accounts managed by [3]pidgin, I’ll regularly have upwards of a dozen
individual accounts pegging me via IM (at midday, enabling sounds for even a comm-initiating message
results in sonic overload). Let’s analyze: if a dozen people send an IM in a minute, I have five seconds to
Ctrl-PgDn over to them, read their message, do the necessary mental legwork / quick blast of research, and
get a message back. These five seconds assume complete investment of the minute in IM; as the percentage
of time devoted to actual work and creation increases, so in proportion does this quantum shrink.
Now, if IM’s were helping to get work *done*, that’d be great. For some fields, I’m sure that’s the case.
IM absolutely fucks my workflow, fucks it like the Red Army fucked die Fräulein of das Ostfront in 1944,
fucks it like Godzilla would fuck Ghandi. It is fucked in a manner not unlike [4]that in which the Wu-Tang
reminded you that Ol’ Dirty in turn claimed he’d fuck your ass up. First off, the *vast* majority of IM’s
somehow related to ”work” are not actual collaboration, but coworkers/friends/random cheery asshats asking
for C/UNIX help, or the source of the quote ”no warplan survives its first meeting with the enemy” [0], or
if I know a song to help remember the 232Th decay path (preferably one also supporting gender equality
in the arts) – in short, things they could look up their damn selves. It is *possible* that the office on the
whole saves time with this practice, but only if what I’d otherwise be doing is useless. Furthermore, what I
do during my day is difficult. Dijkstra said it: ”Programming is one of the most difficult branches of applied
mathematics; the poorer mathematicians had better remain pure mathematicians.” Reaching the level of
skill I enjoy today has required intense, diligent practice many hours of the day, most of the days of my
life; applying this to the several million lines of code I work among requires the mental modeling of their
preconditions, their assurances, their interactions, and the machine beneath them. Several levels of map
must exist simultaneously and comfortably: the system holistic, the high-level interactions of processes and
API’s, the intimate realities of immediate problems, the history and future of these all. It’s usually an hour
or so each morning before I’d trust myself to change code of any significance. When the great clockworks
finally stir, evolving their phasic ways through my forebrain’s Hamiltonian, intrusion brings it all crashing
down like Babel. Go ahead, ask ”if [I] could just look at this coredump quick”; I probably will, because
thinking about it even enough to answer just wrecked, once again, my ability to meaningfully do my job.
While you’re at it, please randomly introduce subtle bugs into once-working subroutines, then rapidly cycle
my circuit breakers while singing En Vogue and stapling my nutsack to your leg. It’ll be just as convenient.
Then there’s of course actual hurried, stressed debugging conversations. These inevitably degrade into semantic dissonance, confusion and bleak hate, and more often than not an angry ”I’ll just fucking call you
arrghrgrhgrh” or ”File a bug; I can’t deal with this constant AIM pinging.” The lack of threading is a killer
almost in and of itself; as [ LJ User: krhettn ] and I discussed the other day, UUID’s and references would be
great for IM if a decent (by which I effectively mean fast) UI could be provided. Oh, the cut-and-pastes of
output resulting in a ”Client refused message because it was too large”, cursing, trimming and retries, how
it pains and bedevils me! People seem to think they’re the only person talking to you; I get through the
circular list of current conversations only to find the front half asking ”hey are yt? still there? ytytytytyt?”
This is particularly mind-boggling when they’ve asked you a complex question, requiring analysis of some
thoroughness. The communication revolution that lets you beat out that ”quick q” in seconds, delivering it
to my consciousness in milliseconds, did not accelerate my discovery of solutions; indeed, other people taking
the same advantages make it likely your question captured only a fractured splinter of my attention. IM
seems incredibly unreliable – I’ve at this point had at least a half-dozen knock-down, drag-out fights due
to messages thought delivered but never received. Here, the immediacy of the medium does its subversive
worst to erode notions of reliability and pervert assurance. If I never need experience this again:
dank: how many more must die before i find salvation? dank: .... no answers?
dank: well, one more than we could have said ten minutes ago :/ [fret] xxxAssholesAreForStrummingxxx logged off xxxAssholesAreForStrummingxxx logged on xxxAssholesAreForStrummingxxx: I got a fantastic guitar pick today xxxAssholesAreForStrummingxxx:
for my asshole xxxAssholesAreForStrummingxxx: I need to work on my fingering before the
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big Candlebox cover competition dank: did you get that message? I’ve taken another soul
:/ xxxAssholesAreForStrummingxxx: (Auto-Away) I think they’re talking about the Jews in
those UnderArmor commercials xxxAssholesAreForStrummingxxx: No I didn’t get it pls resend
thx xxxAssholesAreForStrummingxxx: dogs fucked the Pope! no fault of mine xxxAssholesAreForStrummingxxx: my cunt’s all occluded with horrible juices xxxAssholesAreForStrummingxxx:
hey can I call siglongjmp() with an uninitialized jmpbuf xxxAssholesAreForStrummingxxx: I just
removed libc and now the system’s broken :/ F some Debian
it’ll be too soon. Finally, the entire system’s not only freakishly insecure (OTR hasn’t taken off as I’d hoped
it would), it’s doing so largely via the OSCAR/AIM network (or a few other centralized servers). There’s
not many companies I’d expect to roll over at the hint of a federal discovery process more quickly than good
ol’ AOL-TW. Instant messaging is instant only in delivery (and then only in the best case), and instant
conversation is a misnomer except among automata. At best merely insipid, more often actively confusing
and confounding, it’s about time to admit the experiment has failed. Dank’s ”Blood and Iron” Purple-Sash
Law of Media:
from immediacy, meaning, and surjection, you may pick two (2).
My sprachgefühl says: it’s gonna have to go. Napoleon, apparently, [5]once said All human effort against
me is useless, for I succeed in all that I undertake. Those who declare themselves my enemies die. This
deserves reproduction on my Christmas cards. [0] von Moltke the Elder, of course
1. http://www.randsinrepose.com/archives/2006/07/10/a_nerd_in_a_cave.html
2. http://www.internetevolution.com/author.asp?section_id=479&doc_id=149350
3. http://www.pidgin.im/
4. http://www.seeklyrics.com/lyrics/Wu-tang-Clan/Gravel-Pit.html
5. http://www.nysun.com/arts/little-man-who-started-these-great-wars

girlvinyl (2008-04-04 08:46:34)
I enjoy your use of colons and semi-colons in this post. Also, if you’re giving up IM, we’ll just have to start having
phonesex instead.
dankamongmen (2008-04-04 09:08:02)
My abuse of the semicolon is a major problem. I need code up a Vim macro to complain when I have too high a
ratio of semicolons to periods in files having document-like content types.
phatjoe (2008-04-04 14:17:00)
side effect of your love for lowercase characters perhaps? /joe
dankamongmen (2008-04-04 14:20:17)
And your girlfriend, she’s in high school She says she loves you a lot Oh no, she can’t support you So you better
sell more pot you did a fine job with mr. robert louis stevenson, btw
thirdkraytwin (2008-04-04 11:28:10)
cellphones are wank. the idea of people thinking they can find me wherever i am, at their convenience, turns my
stomach. that’s why i live where there’s no signal. one time i didn’t plug my landline phone in for an entire year
except when i wanted to use it. people complained, so for a subsequent year i plugged it in and left the ringer off, and
only asnwered it if i happened to walk past and the light was flashing. i’m a tad more social now.
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phatjoe (2008-04-04 14:19:33)
and i thought i stayed off the cellphone train for a long time. you people are practically luddites. you know you can
just leave the cellphone off or send the callers straight to voicemail, much like leaving your landline unplugged, and
still affording you the convenience of being able to call out from wherever. /joe
datavortex (2008-04-04 15:46:41)
You’re better off making intelligent use of http://www.grandcentral.com/. Far more control.
esan (2008-04-04 19:00:23)
Grand Central is a godsend.
rusty42 (2008-04-05 16:36:04)
holy christ i was just pressured into enabling voice mail on my cellphone. the vast majority of voice mail messages
consist of ”hay i called you”. gar gar gar no shit.
thirdkraytwin (2008-04-06 09:41:29)
i rest my case
phatjoe (2008-04-04 14:20:37)
dank: how many more must die before i find salvation? is this a common phrase, or did it end up in your head after
rob painted it on the wall at twitch’s? /joe
dankamongmen (2008-04-04 14:23:04)
ahhh, our posts have crossed like so many streams of liquid waste. i intend to make it a common phrase. notoriousbig(”I’ve got B.I.G. plans”) already i’m loving the no-IM life. your mails arrived like soft kisses in my inbox, and i
squealed with delight, ”ahh, communiques from the phattest of joes! more refreshing than a moist towelette!” [hug]
phatjoe (2008-04-04 14:40:19)
soft kisses of liquid waste! i am still waiting on rob to dump the pictures from his phone. i want everyone to see
that boognish. /joe
dankamongmen (2008-04-05 19:51:40)
http://www.google.com/search?q=how+many+more+must+die+before+i+find+ salvation %3F &ie=utf8 &oe=utf-8 &aq=t &rls=org.debian:en-US:unofficial &client=iceweasel-a man, the internet’s awesome. i had
forgotten about the boognish!
msbeanhead (2008-04-04 20:53:16)
snicker*
dankamongmen (2008-04-04 14:24:10)
that is one hell of a bionic commando icon there, buddy
phatjoe (2008-04-04 14:39:12)
i made it during my creating-animated-userpics binge a long time ago. it is probably my favorite nes game. i mean
seriously, how many games let 9-year-olds blow up hitler’s head without parental outcry? and for all his bionic
power, why couldn’t Rad Spencer (thank you wiki) jump? /joe
dankamongmen (2008-04-05 19:53:25) and for all his bionic power, why couldn’t Rad Spencer (thank you wiki)
jump?
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because the A and B buttons were both already used, obviously.
litovka (2008-04-04 14:47:35)
I like IMs for work interaction, better than having to talk to people in person. Now if only I could persuade my
grandpa that IMs are very casual and we don’t have to have a formal opening and closing statements, and that if I
don’t respond immediately, it’s not because something happened or I lost interest in conversation or whatever..
maidenlibrarian (2008-04-04 18:16:35)
http://www.unshelved.com/archive.aspx?strip=20080404
dankamongmen (2008-04-05 19:53:51)
don’t think i’m unaware of the irony here
esan (2008-04-04 18:58:59)
I treat IMs like most people treat IRC, something that is kept in the background that I don’t bother checking unless
I’m done with whatever I want to get accomplished. Typically, I’ll either be invisible, or with an away message on to
deter people from getting to me when I want to only IM certain people or work on projects and the like. It’s pretty
saddening that oftentimes, instant messaging is used nearly exclusively by many people I know as their preferred form
of online communication (bleh).
rusty42 (2008-04-05 16:41:25)
my first encounter with IM was an ancient mirabilis icq service (with a 6 digit UIN even). it had two modes: a queueand-deliver mode that would accept messages even if one’s client were offline. this mode required clicking a ”reply”
button that spawned a new message-entry window. conversations were much less realtimeish than, say, IRC. the other
mode was a character-by-character chat mode and it was creepy as fuck. modern AIM’s ”typing notifications” give me
flashbacks.

5.4.3

In the Age of Innocence OR The WHOIS Book of the Dead (2008-04-11 09:24) happy - public

Music: ween - atlanta 2008-01-29 - transdermal celebration

timely targeted attack with maximum gain, net-wise, for minimum effort
a) acquire reasonably many (a hundred thousand or so) gmail accounts using the [1]gmail CAPTCHA break
b) build up a network operator-intensive list of email/first name/company targets via browsing NANOG,
redhat user lists, ubuntu etc, spidering on slections of terms
c) eliminate the ”best” (flavor your reputation to taste, but quickly) 10 % of people. they’ll know google
contacts with google.com addresses, not gmail.com (at least in my experience and assumed extrapolation),
have up-to-date browsers, etc
d) develop or purchase some 0-days for current browsers. you can almost certainly do this yourself for firefox.
e) prepare user-agent-triggered malware delivery, appropriate rootkit, with focus on discovery and exposure
to covert channel of services, theft of ssh keys/router keys/etc, active but covert probes of network hardware
for insecure internal interfaces etc
f) avoid [2]lighting up honeypots, hopefully by having avoided random scans, unlikely if researchers are doing
things properly across media
g) acquire reasonably many (a hundred thousand or so) ”hr” sites, by permuting HR words through [3]domain
tasting paired with stolen credit card info
h) the day of reckoning: deliver properly-personalized, reasonable ”interest letter” purporting to be from
google. ask that a resume be submitted to your ”hr third party”. get someone who speaks english as their
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primary language to write this for you, no matter how many rubles it costs. install malware. spread.
the most powerful, desirable positions are those of the highest connectivity, those on the backbone – the
only way to them is through the network operators. position on a backbone means inserting your malware
into every page coming through you, as opposed to having to trick a phish through spam-detection and then
hope it’s clicked on – millions of bots seized in seconds, as opposed to a slow trickle of dozens over days.
to defeat such an attack requires global intelligence, built up throughout the network (like that of secure
computing’s [4]trustedsource, heheheh).
alternatively, [5]power plants move the mail.
1. http://digg.com/tech_news/Gotcha_CAPTCHA_Gmail_bot_detector_system_cracked_3
2. http://www.usenix.org/events/sec05/tech/bethencourt/bethencourt_html/index.html
3. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Domain_tasting
4. http://trustedsource.org/
5. http://www.news.com/8301-10784_3-9914896-7.html?tag=nl.e501

phatjoe (2008-04-11 14:11:23)
Is this the plot for the next Steven Seagal movie? /joe
dankamongmen (2008-04-11 14:12:40)
no, that’s terrorists seizing browntracker
phatjoe (2008-04-11 14:42:55)
even though i had never heard of browntracker before, i somehow instantly knew what it was by the name. /joe
phatjoe (2008-04-11 14:43:25)
THIS SUMMER... STEVEN SEAGAL WILL FACE UP WITH.... THE PHISHERMAN /joe
seldomawake (2008-04-11 14:18:23)
Sweet jesus, that’s evil.
dankamongmen (2008-04-11 14:21:57)
heh so are asians!
seldomawake (2008-04-11 14:24:03)
Heh, bring it. Saying by unnamed Silicon Valley CEO: ”Our Asians will beat their Asians any day.”
dankamongmen (2008-04-11 14:28:00)
henry ford was known for remarking, ”you can have any color you like, so long as it’s asian”
seldomawake (2008-04-11 14:35:58)
...and for being a virulent anti-Semite! ...and for breeding an insular, nepotist corporate culture, that neuters great
cars to this very day! Amazing how many people one man can piss off, isn’t it? All this, before the internet!
dankamongmen (2008-04-11 14:42:36)
no way, the big 3 american automakers are totally poised for a comeback.
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seldomawake (2008-04-11 15:46:45)
Damnit, you pushed that button. Damn. Now, I’m going to have to post on the subject. Y’know, assuming
that I get done with this project for my actual job...
leon03 (2008-04-12 04:15:16)
Heh. Removing the top 10 % from your list is certainly a good idea, but that’s easier said than done. How do you
id people accurately and cheaply? Browser Version is a definitely a place to start, however, I wouldn’t say that later
version = smarter person, necessarily. I mean, I hate Firefox these days, and every later version gets worse. I swear
they hardly so much as smoke-test it on PPC anymore. It works ok on my desktop though.

5.4.4

we’re gonna need a more fungible boat (wherein dank goes nuts on his Director)
(2008-04-13 20:39) - assertive - public

Music: dave matthews band - under the table and dreaming - jimi thing

From: nick black
To: ”*****************” <***************@securecomputing.com>
Cc: Research <*******@securecomputing.com>, TS-Ops <********@securecomputing.com>
Subject: Re: Hardware redundancy
[– PGP output follows (current time: Sun 13 Apr 2008 08:39:15 PM EDT) –]
gpg: Signature made Sun 13 Apr 2008 08:17:09 PM EDT using DSA key ID 9A25286B
gpg: Good signature from ”nick black (Home server) ”
gpg: aka ”nick black (ACM account) ”
gpg: aka ”Nick Black (Secure Computing)
”
[– End of PGP output –]
[– The following data is signed –]
********************* left as an exercise for the reader:
>For tomorrow’s research meeting, I would like everyone who has processes
>running on ... to come prepared with a list of those processes, impact ...
>on box downtime, how to make them run in a hardware-redundant capacity,
>and how easily they can be transitioned to other machines...
>The outcome of the discussion will be a plan to be presented
>later that day .... about how to make our production critical
>infrastructure more resilient...
I think an entirely new approach is warranted.
Pop quiz, hotshot: you’ve got a computational/storage problem beyond the
capacity of any one machine. Whaddyado? Whaddyado? Now, we’ve tried to use
the biggest, baddest, latest and greatest machines to get close. This has
the following drawbacks:
• Specialized hardware is the least well-tested; don’t you get it? We’re the beta testers for this crap
(who else can they get? At what cost? Cui bono?) You ask why we see such a high failure rate – it’s
because you’re using hardware which can afford to fail. They know that $50k SAN will have a support
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contract that can get people out to swap it, and you’ll be glad just that things were resolved. They
don’t have to process millions of returns for a bad batch – just a few, and all (non-nuclear, terrestrial)
hardware is cheap in the small.
• Specialized hardware is not available without it being rushed out from the Magic Country of Vending
(rumoured to be somewhere in Shantou down the Lianjiang from Guiyu) Getting it rushed out has
the support contract cost built in, so don’t ever call that free. Say it with me: WHEN YOU’RE
REPLACING SATA DISKS INSTEAD OF RAID 1-Omfg-5-0, YOU DON’T NEED A SUPPORT
CONTRACT. Yes, this means we might have to be a bit smarter than ****************************
******* and saying ”billions and billions!”, might have to roll up our sleeves and do some engineering.
Google did it a decade ago, though. It’s possible.
• Specialized hardware has shitty driver support. It’s very rarely open, the crucial prerequisite for the
extremely high-quality Linux drivers you’re used to for commodity hardware. Instead, Dell ships you
the output of a one-eyed Promise employee living off barbecued VAX boards and unsold Michael Vick
jerseys somewhere in Taiwan. He compiles modules for the slick ”new” 2.6.4 linux kernel on RedHatEL
3 with ”special patches”, using his own fork of gcc-2.7 because he believes the ”const” keyword will
bring a bad Harvest when the Short Days come. The driver, having been tested on a PDP-11 sending
its output to an HP-48GX, assumes 36-bit words and makes liberal use of spinlocks (The spinlocks
have no actual locking effect on SMP due to an absence of memory barriers, but my, look at ’em spin!
The Frogurt is also cursed). Somewhere over the Pacific, this stops being ”unfathomably evil code” and
becomes....Enterprise! Ca-Ching! [0] You end up tied down to a kernel (that you can’t even inspect!),
and thus a libc, throwing away many advantages of open source. And you pay for this privilege, pay
well.
Trying to solve this by seeing which vendor can flail his arms the hardest
while chanting ”VERY VERY RELIABLE” and coming in 40K under the others, but
100k above a clever solution based on the Holy Trinity of
COTS+opensource+RealProgramming, is going to leave us exactly where we are
now, perhaps still further beheld to simpletons who say open source leads to
security problems and know no more about robust system design than what they
read off the frathouse bathroom walls at Clemson.
What we need is not two copies of all our failure-prone machines; if a
machine’s MTBF is one year, and you buy two on hot failover, you’ve bought
”reliability”, but you’ve also still got half your production capacity, on
average, going down for a day or two EVERY YEAR. Now, you’re a scientist:
what does the Birthday Paradox suggest about this ”reliable” system? Things
stop looking so reliable.
We need spread out impact of failure, develop flexibility in deployment,
and arbitrarily scale. The answer is COTS clusters/grids, not overengineered
garbage, built for government contractors by government contractors. Let
NASA keep SGI alive; we’ve got a private sector to pwn lest we be pwned by.
–rigorously, nick
[0] Thomas Friedman refers to this as ”World-Flattening”, that selling more
books than the alternative ”shit flows downhill”.
–
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Nick Black
”NP: The class of dashed hopes and idle dreams.”
Principal Engineer – Secure Computing Applied Research
[– End of signed data –]
damn skippy! I hope they listen to me instead of firing me. I also hope that referring to taiwanese
coders living off VAX greenboards isn’t somehow discrimination. And that none of my higher-ups went to
Clemson (but I always hoped that). You only call it a cow college because it was founded by a cow!

uniheliodem (2008-04-14 00:53:58) having been tested on a PDP-11 sending its output to an HP-48GX
Instead, Dell ships you the output of a one-eyed Promise employee living off barbecued VAX boards and unsold Michael
Vick jerseys somewhere in Taiwan. He compiles modules for the slick ”new” 2.6.4 linux kernel on RedHatEL 3 with
”special patches”, using his own fork of gcc-2.7 because he believes the ”const” keyword will bring a bad Harvest when
the Short Days come. The driver, having been tested on a PDP-11 sending its output to an HP-48GX, assumes 36-bit
words and makes liberal use of spinlocks (The spinlocks have no actual locking effect on SMP due to an absence of
memory barriers, but my, look at ’em spin! The Frogurt is also cursed). Thanks, Nick. I laughed so hard I just
sprayed water from my nose onto my laptop. Heh.
dankamongmen (2008-04-14 00:57:12) Re: having been tested on a PDP-11 sending its output to an HP-48GX
hehehehe thanks; once i got the image of the mystic one-eyed taiwanese guy in my head, i had to let him run where
he liked. like a komodo dragon.
litovka (2008-04-14 02:06:35) *dies laughing*
That was poetic. Good luck with getting your point across.
dankamongmen (2008-04-14 02:31:24) Re: *dies laughing*
>;LH>5 A?0A81>! =] I got a lovely new translation of Gogol’s stories recently; I’m hoping to go back through them
once I knock out a few other pressing reads. I haven’t read Gogol in over a decade – it should be fun, hurrah!
angry user (2008-04-14 03:39:21)
That was the funniest thing I’ve read in a long while. win. Thanks, and good luck in the meeting.
rusty42 (2008-04-14 04:55:31) lol
perfect, except if we’re talking dell then s/promise/lsi logic/. man, I can’t believe lsi logic attempts to pass off [1]this
ansi art horse shit as a command line admin tool. also, lsi’s contempt for smartmontools. gargargar. also, what’s
with this childishness? ( You are about to view content that may not be appropriate for minors. )
1. http://img.tomshardware.com/us/2006/08/01/diy_raid_5_nas/diyr5nas_config_menu_big_03.jpg

dankamongmen (2008-04-14 05:07:27) Re: ( You are about to view content that may not be appropriate for minors.
)
that should be remedied. my apologies for a bunch of bullshit, ugh!
seldomawake (2008-04-14 11:42:15)
Singularly amusing. Good way to start a week. Thanks!
phatjoe (2008-04-14 17:56:05)
Yes I still want to compile a book of your rants. Maybe we can call it ”dank thoughts”. /joe
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Utilize to abuse minds; slice head halves: let’s probe the subconscious lobes
(2008-04-17 16:35) - amused - public

Music: the supremes - the supremes a’ go-go - you can’t hurry love

So everyone’s talking about [1]abortion as art, which i think is pretty obviously awesome, but my thoughts
are my own and no more important than a snowflake. In these ”days of crisis” as Franz Halder knew them,
it’s good to take a deep breath and look back to the wisdom of Olde. By that I mean, of course, none but
the Seanbaby Probe. Let’s take it back to [2]2001-07-26, and recall the Gospel according to Sean:
Human society invented art so there would still be pictures of breasts in case all the women
got eaten by dinosaurs. It evolved into transcendent expressions of man’s quest for meaning, then
finally into depressed fruitcakes rubbing their feces on pictures of Jesus. But now everyone can
stop. Last Thursday, an Austrian man, Wolfgang Flatz, set the limit of what art can achieve.
First, he covered himself in blood and hung naked from a helicopter. I agree with you that
at this point he should have been been beaten by the pilot until he wiped himself off, put on
some pants, and promised not to be such a queer anymore. But instead, and lucky for us,
Wolfgang dropped an entire skinned cow 130 feet down into an abandoned building, which then
exploded. The Mona Lisa might be worth 50 billion dollars, but name one part of her that’s
better than a skinless dynamite-filled cow dropped from a helicopter.
It’s impossible to do something cool without outraging someone. In fact, I usually judge how
cool I’m being by how many angry people are following me with signs. And while Wolfgang was
redefining our definition of rad, a group of animal rights protestors dramatically turned their
backs on his performance and passed out protest leaflets to the crowd. Their pamphlets might
as well have said, ”Please grab a shovel to help us dig several non-ass-compatible devices out of
our asses,” because no one read them. Because no one is ever going to pay attention to anyone
stupid enough to intentionally turn their back on half a ton of exploding animal. Whether you
like it or not, at least look at a god damn thing when it has a good chance of killing you. With
preservation skills like that, I’m surprised they lived long enough to finish their pansy flyers. ”Oh,
a vehicle is driving out of control into this Kinkos? That’s not quite for me; I’m strongly against
vehicular disaster. I will protest this barbarism by looking away fromAAIIEEEEEEEEE!”
and of course, the eerily applicable:
After the performance, it really is possible that impressionable kids will want to detonate
their own cows. Good. Encourage them. If every kid in the world exploded a cow, we’d be so
busy cheering we wouldn’t have time to starve or start wars. I know we don’t have the budget
for something like that, but we could at least take all the bullshit National Endowment for the
Arts money away from the women painting with their maxi pads and give it to traveling theatre
groups for explosives and beef.
If Aliza Shvarts really wanted to be effective, she should have eschewed the utilized plastic wrap for an intricate coathanger mesh (with the added advantage of implicit references to Alexander Calder and Buckminster
Fuller).
1. http://yaledailynews.com/articles/view/24513
2. http://www.seanbaby.com/news/cow.htm
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Slicker than that Black Ice, throwin’ these flows like rice at weddings
(2008-04-18 07:24) - TETELESTAI!!!!!!!! - public

Music: moe - no doy - rebubula

After working pretty much straight through since 0500 wednesday, i have not merely saved our [1]subversion
server from the brink following multiple-disk RAID5 failure, but built it back up more powerful than those
who struck at it could ever imagine. This involved hand-massaging the 2 of 3 semi-working discs on an
aacraid (FUCK hardware RAID) device back together, then extensive D &E work with [2]ext3grep – incredible tedium, less professionally challenging than once reassembling a MySQL database following its deletion
and its sectors’ subsequent mutilation (then, I at least wrote my own code) but longer and more pressured.
We’re now rolling on a bipartite aacraid RAID1 / mdadm RAID10. Numerous small bits of breakage have
been cleansed by the purifying waters of a fresh Debian Unstable installation. The backups of content have
been spot-checked the hard way, as has their sufficiency.
Most importantly, I can get back to coding. I first realized a problem trying to check in phat C code,
hot off the presses, around 0510 wednesday. Aieeee!
You’ve got to hand it to [3]John 19:30: for being written by a bunch of christians, the wordplay involved
in [4]the sixth utterance, especially if one appreciates the proper [5]idiomatic context, is pretty goddamn
awesome and clever. It’s made all the sweeter by the [6]intricacies of the surrounding debate (why break
from Aramaic into Greek? what were christ’s last words, given that this [7]appears in John, and can’t be
directly timelined against Luke 23:46? how does this relate to Psalm 22:31? what about the semantics of
revelation 16:7’s gegonen?) The TS Eliot confusions: what was really meant by the lines, ”it was, we may say,
satisfactory” in Journey of the Magi? Good stuff. Without getting into the delicious ”paid in full” theological
aspects:
Seven times our Lord spoke from the Cross, three before the darkness and four after. There
was no voice heard during the darkness. The Lamb of God, who takes away the sin of the world,
had silenced hell. The fourth word is a cry of dereliction, My God, my God, why have you
forsaken Me? The fifth word shows us His humanity, I thirst. The encounter with evil had
taken its toll on His human frame. The sixth word is one of triumph, It is finished!
In the Greek, it is the word tetelestai. It s an artist s word. It is the word an artist uses when
she stands before one of her creations and says, Tetelestai, it is finished; I cannot add anything
more to it. It is complete. It is a builder s word. It is the word he uses when he hands over the
keys to a new building and says, Tetelestai, it is finished; I have done everything according to
the plan. It is complete.
and now i will go get my drink on. fuck [8]raid5, [9]baarf.
Nostalgic moment of the day: [10]youtube video of dank at 17 tender years, visibly calling a teammate
a motherfucker, disgusted after we missed a bonus.
1. http://subversion.tigris.org/
2. http://www.xs4all.nl/~carlo17/howto/undelete_ext3.html
3. http://php.ug.cs.usyd.edu.au/~jnot4610/bibref.php?book=%20John&verse=19:30&src=!
4. http://www.abible.com/devotions/2008/20080319-0710.html
5. http://www.proz.com/kudoz/greek_ancient_to_italian/other/413445-telelestai.html
6. http://www.opensourcetheology.net/bible/node/1277
7. http://www.worthynews.com/apologetics/101-71-75.htm
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8. http://www.miracleas.com/BAARF/RAID5_versus_RAID10.txt
9. http://www.miracleas.com/BAARF/
10. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aM0RGKcQgn4

chefataraxia (2008-04-18 12:34:39)
Raid5 scares the crap out of me, and sadly it is also what is employed on ataraxis. by mid summer I’ll have the means
to get a coupla’ 750gig Hitachi 7k1000s in a mirroring setup, but until then, we just have hope and dreams of stability.
This post does nothing to make me feel better. I’ve had nightmares about such situations.
phatjoe (2008-04-18 15:38:11)
that video is incredible /joe
dankamongmen (2008-04-18 15:53:59) incredible for me to exploit you with
http://documents.iss.net/whitepapers/IBM X-Force WP final.pdf good stuff
phatjoe (2008-04-18 17:15:53) Re: incredible for me to exploit you with
did you hack my computer :( /joe
dankamongmen (2008-04-18 17:29:47) Re: incredible for me to exploit you with
i hacked your imagination!
phatjoe (2008-04-18 17:17:56) Re: incredible for me to exploit you with
also did IBM buy ISS at some point?? [issman.png] /joe
dankamongmen (2008-04-18 17:30:23) Re: incredible for me to exploit you with
2006-08-23: END DAY mmm crystalis
phatjoe (2008-04-18 17:47:29) Re: incredible for me to exploit you with
reminds me, i am telling everyone to play this game Mo showed me: http://www.indiegames.com/blog/2008/03/freeware game pick rom check fail farbs.html /joe
baka (2008-04-18 18:44:02) Re: incredible for me to exploit you with
Crystalis was called God Slayer in glorious nippon. Obviously, they had to change the name.

5.4.7

He lived when the earth was desolate; I sing Leviathan the great. (2008-04-20 13:15)
- happy 04/20!!!! - friends

Music: dr. octagon - dr. octagonecologyst - i’m destructive

For your 04/20 viewing pleasure, the newest member of my family! I picked up Cephalobong aka Leviathan
about a month ago, following a downstem’s shattering deep within our tall purple piece (”Hagbard”, to those
who knew him). It’s marvelously engineered: note the biaxial construction (it’s smoked from vertically, but
set down horizontally, with four points of contact and excellent distribution of weight – long-term storage
employs a padded satchel+drawstring), along with the near-impossibility of spilling water when placed down.
Click for the gallery (or here’s a distinct [1]gallery view, if you prefer):
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"An intelligent, invertebrate sea creature of a size so great the
word ’gigantic’ doesn’t do it justice," said Hagbard. "It is to whales
what whales are to minnows. It’s an organism unlike any other on
earth. It’s one single cell that never divided, just kept getting
larger and larger over billions of years. Its tentacles can hold this
submarine as easily as a child holds a paper boat. Its body is shaped
like a pyramid. With that size it doesn’t need the normal fish shape.
It needs a more stable form to withstand the enormous pressures at the
bottom of the ocean. And so it has taken the form of a pyramid of five
sides, including the base." "The blink of a god’s eye," said George
suddenly. "Scale makes a tremendous difference to one’s sense and
definition of reality. Time to a sequoia is not the same as time to a
man." Leviathan was drifting closer to them, and it was pulling them
closer to itself. A single, glowing red nucleus burned like an
under-ocean sun in the center of the pyramid, which looked like a
mountain of glass.
"The Big Eye is their most important symbol," said Malaclypse, "but
it isn’t the only one. The Rosy Cross is another. But most widely
copied is the serpent symbol. The eye in the pyramid and the serpent
are often seen in combination. Together they represent the sea monster
Leviathan, whose tentacles are depicted as serpents and whose central
body is shown as an eye in a pyramid. Since each of Leviathan’s
tentacles is said to have an independent brain, that’s not half bad.
The swastika, which was a pretty important symbol around these parts
some decades ago, was originally a stylized drawing of Leviathan and
his many tentacles. Early versions of it have more than four hooks,
and they often include a triangle, sometimes even an eye-and-triangle,
in the center. A common transitional form is a triangle with the sides
extended and then hooked to form tentacle shapes. There are two
tentacles for each of the three angles, which yields a twenty-three.
Polish archeologists found a swastika painted in a cave. The drawing
dated back to Cro-Magnon times, not long after the fall of Atlantis,
and there were twenty-three swirling tentacles around a beautifully
executed pyramid with an ocher eye in its center."
A dot appeared in the distance and grew rapidly in size until George
recognized a porpoise, doubtless Howard. There was scuba-diving
equipment strapped to the animal’s back. When he had come alongside he
turned a somersault, and his translated voice started to come through
the loudspeaker in a song: When he swims the oceans spill, He can
start earthquakes at will, He lived when the earth was desolate, I
sing Leviathan the great. Hagbard shook his head. "That doggerel is
just awful. I’m going to have to do something about FUCKUP’S ability
to translate poetry. What are you talking about, Howard?"
"Hello, Joe," said Howard. "Welcome to my world. Unfortunately, it’s
not a very hospitable world at the moment. There is grave danger in
the Atlantic. The true ruler of the Illuminati is on the prowl on the
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high seas
Leviathan himself. The land is collapsing beside the
Pacific, and the tremors have made the earth shake, and Leviathan is
disturbed and has risen from the depths. Besides the trembling of the
lands and seas, he knows that his chief worshippers, the Illuminati,
are dead. He had read their passing in the pulsings of
consciousnes-energy that reach even into the depths of the sea."
"Well, he can’t eat the submarine," said Hagbard. "And we’re well
armed." "He can crack the submarine open as easily as a gull cracks a
penguin’s egg," said Howard. "And your weapons will bother him not at
all. He’s virtually indestructible." Hagbard shrugged, while Joe and
George looked askance at each other. "I’ll be careful, Howard. But we
can’t turn around now. We’ve got to get back to North America. We’ll
try to evade Leviathan if we see him."
"Only slightly. I must bid you farewell now. I think we’ve done a
good week’s work, and the menace to my people recedes even as does the
danger to yours. Our porpoise horde is scattering and leaving by
different exits into the North Atlantic. I’m getting out of the Sea of
Valusia by way of Scotland. We think Leviathan will head south around
Cape Horn into the Pacific. Everything that swims and is hungry is
going that way. There’s a lot of fresh meat in the water, I’m sorry to
say. Good-bye, friends."
The bridge door opened again and Harry Coin, Otto Waterhouse, and
John-John Dillinger came in. "We didn’t have any battle stations, so I
figured we’d try to find out what’s going on," said Dillinger. Then
his jaw dropped as he looked out at Leviathan. "Holy shit!" "Jesus
suffering Christ," said Harry Coin. "If I could fuck that thing I’d of
fucked the biggest thing that lives." "Want to borrow a scuba outfit?"
said Hagbard. "Maybe you could distract it."
"The sub’s my creation, built in accordance with my design in a
Norwegian fjord. This is what the liberated mind can do. I am the
twentieth-century Leonardo, except that I’m not gay. I’ve tried it, of
course, but women interest me more. The world has never heard of
Hagbard Celine. That is because the world is stupid and Celine is very
smart. The submarine is radar and sonar transparent. It is superior to
the best either the American or Russian government even has on the
drawing board. It can go to any depth in any ocean. We’ve sounded the
Atlantic Trench, the Mindinao Deep, and a few holes in the floor of
the sea that no one’s ever heard of or named. Lief Erickson is capable
of meeting the biggest, most ferocious, and smartest monsters of the
deep, of which we’ve found God’s plenty. I’d even risk her in battle
with Leviathan himself, though I’m just as pleased that we’ve only
seen him from afar hitherto." "You mean whales?" "I mean leviathan,
man. That fish -- if fish it be -- that is to your whale what your
whale is to your meanest guppy. Don’t ask me what Leviathan is -- I
haven’t even gotten close enough to tell you his shape. There’s only
one of him, her, or it in all that world that’s water. I don’t know
how it reproduces -- maybe it doesn’t have to reproduce -- maybe it’s
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immortal. It may be neither plant nor animal for all I know, but it’s
alive, and it’s the biggest living thing there is. Oh, we’ve seen
monsters, George. We’ve seen, in Lief Erickson, the sunken ruins of
Atlantis and Lemuriaor Mu, as it’s known to keepers of the Sacred
Chao."
"Worship is no longer what I need," said Leviathan through George’s
mouth. "A short time ago, when creatures capable of worship appeared
on this planet, it was a novelty for me to be adored. Now it bores me.
Instead, I wish to communicate with an equal." "Look at that
motherfucker," said Otto, staring grimly at the distant Everest of
protoplasm. "Talking about equality." "A computer like FUCKUP would be
its intellectual equal, certainly," said Hagbard. "None of us is its
physical equal. Any of us would be its spiritual equal. But only
FUCKUP can approximate the contents of a mind three billion years
old."

Visible links 1. http://pics.livejournal.com/dankamongmen/gallery/0000aryx
pixiekatz (2008-04-20 18:28:58)
Whoa. Awesome.
uniheliodem (2008-04-20 18:40:13)
Holy cephalopod, Batman! I think the Old Ones have awakened. Happy 4/20. :-)
godlikespong (2008-04-20 23:04:43)
That is definitely a thing.
pigmassacre (2008-04-21 01:03:16)
Holy crap that is awesome.
phutro (2008-04-21 04:30:11)
... how do you not have nightmares using that?

5.4.8

your bumbot is no match for my army of bums equipped with oscilloscopes, big
sticks and 187 skillz (2008-04-28 07:49) - a fisher of robots - private

Music: iron eagle soundtrack - spencer davis group - gimme some lovin’

The BumBot, golem of failed mayoral candidate Rufus Terrill’s [1]O’ Terrill’s on Piedmon, has garnered
quite a bit of attention lately:
• http://www.sciam.com/article.cfm?id=news-bytes-bouncer-bot
• http://www.abcnews.go.com/Technology/wireStory?id=4707217
• http://www.ajc.com/metro/content/metro/atlanta/stories/2008/04/24/ colbertbot 0424.html
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It’ll apparently be appearing on the Colbert Report this Friday, yadda yadda; I originally heard of this in
[2]Creative Loafing early in April, shook my head, and realized I should have [3]constructed the BumFeeder
back when I had a chance to blame it on Emory Ph.D. students. In any case, I am betting:
• Rufus Terrill doesn’t [4]get down like the dankest, nor does he [5]do the do.
• The BumBot is strong against harmless black people, but weak against malicious, well-trained, disciplined hax0rs, striking silently from Atlanta’s shadows
• There’s no layer 3+ crypto, and the control protocol can be reverse-engineered in less time than it
takes to say ’we have met the world and it is our bitch’
• This kind of thing’s [6]likely to abound with backdoors, or yield its rollover coding to trivial cryptanalysis (maybe even a starvation attack)
• Seizing control of the BumBot, riddling it with rootkits and turning it on its creator would not only be
about the funniest thing to happen in 2008, it’d be a victory for the People against assholes like this
social reactionary.
”Whatever you do to the least of my brethren, you do to me.” Hacking under the banner of Matthew 25:40
– We’re on a mission from God. How Would Jesus Roll?
RUFUS TERRILL, YOU HAVE NOT YET BEGUN TO BE PWNED!
1. http://www.oterrills.com/
2. http://atlanta.creativeloafing.com/gyrobase/Content?oid=oid%3A16458
3. http://zra.livejournal.com/1137095.html?thread=4358343#t4358343
4. http://www.baseballreliquary.org/ellis.htm
5. http://www.baseballreliquary.org/ellis.htm
6. http://www.securityfocus.com/news/7461

5.5
5.5.1

May
He looked to the lightning with glee and admired his vessel for its symmetry
(2008-05-04 10:44) - excited - public

Music: primus - brown album - over the falls

whoa, it appears [1]Laura will see light after all – sunlight, that is, not Nabakov’s requested torch. Good
deal!
also, not only did I get to use ’[2]tetrapartite’ a short time after suggesting its existence to [ LJ User:
rusty42 ], BUT last night while working through chapter 7 of the highly readable (if obsolescent) [3]Principles of Stellar Evolution and Nuceleosynthesis I found perhaps the most esoteric word I’ve seen this year:
cosmoradiogenic
Say it with me again. With feeling!
COSMORADIOGENIC, BITCH!
OED2+annotations lack a definition, tre lame. So far as I can tell, common usage requires as context a stellar
system’s evolution, and a nuclear transformation chain; one can then speak of, say, the cosmoradiogenic
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component of 187osmium vs 187rhenium (here, beta decay is implied). Note that this is very different from
iridium-based definition of the K-T boundary and associated extinctions 6.5x107 years ago – 191 and 193Ir
are both stable; that anomaly was of a sedimental and stratous nature, based on not radioactive decay
but alluvial iridum’s siderophilia. Down, down, down go osmiridium and iridiosmium and Johnny Cash,
to a burning core of fire, where it burns burns burns and the flames grow higher. They might be lacking
housewives in the earth’s ferric core, but damn if everything’s not pressed with irons.
1. http://www.nytimes.com/2008/05/04/weekinreview/04nabokov.html?_r=1&weekinreview&pagewanted=all&oref=slogin
2. http://dank.qemfd.net/dankwiki/index.php/X_Macros
3. http://www.amazon.com/Principles-Stellar-Evolution-Nucleosynthesis-Clayton/dp/0226109534

(2008-05-07 20:33:36) thanks much
thanks much, dude

5.5.2

your make(1) tip for the day (2008-05-07 17:25) - didactic - public

Music: aphex twin - drukqs (disc 1) - 04 - omgyjya switch7

I sent this around to my team, and figured it bore repeating here:
Realize that pipes in makefiles are usually not operating with the pipefail bash option enabled (as all bash
scripts should do). That means you must be very careful working with pipelines; I changed this snippet
@@ -147,7 +147,7 @@
cd $(SFTOP)/lib && $(MAKE) MKDIR=/bin/mkdir
data/country_latlong.h: data/country_latlong.txt
cat $< | awk -F, ’{print "{\"" $$1 "\"," $$2 "," $$3 "},"}’
>$@
+
awk -F, ’{print "{\"" $$1 "\"," $$2 "," $$3 "},"}’ < $< >$@
geo_data.o: geo_data.cc geo_data.h data/country_latlong.h
$(CXX) $(CFLAGS) -c $< -o $@
to eliminate the unnecessary cat(1) process (optimization), but it actually fixes a very real bug: should the
cat(1) have failed, the target would have been silently misgenerated! This could happen, for instance, if the
file was deleted between the dependency check and the production.
Remember, only the write(2) to a closed pipe generates EPIPE/SIGPIPE! From pipe(7):

If all file descriptors referring to the write end of a pipe have been closed, then an attempt to
read(2) from the pipe will see end-of-file (read(2) will return 0). If all file descriptors referring
to the read end of a pipe have been closed, then a write(2) will cause a SIGPIPE signal to be
generated for the calling process. If the calling process is ignoring this signal, then write(2)
fails with the error EPIPE. An application that uses pipe(2) and fork(2) should use suitable
close(2) calls to close unnecessary duplicate file descriptors; this ensures that end-of-file and
SIGPIPE/EPIPE are delivered when appropriate.
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and bash(1):

The return status of a pipeline is the exit status of the last command, unless the pipefail option
is enabled. If pipefail is enabled, the pipeline s return status is the value of the last (rightmost)
command to exit with a non-zero status, or zero if all commands exit successfully. If the reserved
word ! precedes a pipeline, the exit status of that pipeline is the logical negation of the exit
status as described above. The shell waits for all commands in the pipeline to terminate before
returning a value.
watch the return values:
[recombinator](0) $ set -o pipefail
[recombinator](0) $ cat this_does_not_exist | cat
cat: this_does_not_exist: No such file or directory
[recombinator](1) $ set +o pipefail
[recombinator](0) $ cat this_does_not_exist | cat
cat: this_does_not_exist: No such file or directory
[recombinator](0) $
CONSTANT VIGILANCE!!!!!!
seldomawake (2008-05-07 23:23:03)
I’m in complete agreement. I don’t handle make-based build systems myself, preferring scons. However, the point is
completely valid, and actually carries over to our build systems (scons-based, make-based [that’s our Solaris stuff] and
others). I do have a question, though: ...if the file was deleted between the dependency check and the production.
I obviously don’t know about the build y’all have, but even in a multi-threaded environment, why would a file get
deleted half-way through? Also, a mis-generated target would most likely cause a build to fail. (If not [somehow] at
some linker step, then at least a unit-test or integration test would pick it up, right?) I realize that none of the above
is good reason not to make your change (I’m in favor, esp. since the cat seems unnecessary...? Am I reading this
right?). The questions are purely academic. I do appreciate the post, though. This is not something that I would
normally have thought about – so thanks.
dankamongmen (2008-05-07 23:58:57)

but even in a multi-threaded environment, why would a file get deleted half-way through?
From experience, I like to consider the following scenario for building: It’s 1345, and you’ve been up since 1200
two days prior, when you started debugging a subtle, hard-to-reproduce issue on a remote machine, with a deadline
of last evening’s 1700. The atmosphere of your room has passed from stale to a pismire’s caustic – too immersed
to piss, you’re recycling Red Bulls as urine caches ”flushed” en masse whenever ephedrine’s peristaltics wrench a
few more sad little piles of dense shitflake from your sere, ruck colon. It’s fourth wind, that last forcible gasp of
nonautonomic effort – if you don’t get it resolved now, it’s a long brobdingnag’s sleepstate, restless in its time and
followed by reiterated, still shriller demands. The ring of IM’s asking for unrelated information are unceasing, even
as the neugierig geist grows weaker in the face of distraction; several other working checkouts are thus being actively
edited between compiles and failures, for unrelated issues. In such a state, strange things happen, things that would
never happen in a fresh-faced ”./configure & & make & & sudo make install”. In this case, I could imagine attempting
to remove the file in one branch, but doing so in the wrong terminal, and at the very worst time. It’s the kind of
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error that you’d never expect, or have seen before, and if unprepared it WILL fuck your mental register machine.
Sure, it might only happen once, but the resultant confusion might well kill the chance of getting a fix in. Code not
for the sunny-faced developer you are, but the anguished, teeth-gnashing, grizzled, TaB-quaffing maintainer assholes
might one day render you. You will know these assholes when it happens, and you can proudly say, ”Dank told me
about you assholes! He told me about something else, too, though....
CONSTANT VIGILANCE
! I have met the enemy, and they are mine.” then, with the empty sky at your back, turn ’round and head home.
dankamongmen (2008-05-08 00:07:17)
two sidenotes useful to anyone who found this worthwhile:
• you can control the shell used by GNUmake for productions via setting the SHELL variable
• pipefail is only available, AFAIK, in bash 3+
freebsdhax0r (2008-05-27 21:32:24) My Bad...
Nick, My bad... I am new to LJ, etc. and for some reason didn’t see the other posts in the thread when I replied (I
was reading your posts by themselves somehow (from my profile page or sumfin).) I didn’t mean to ask a question
that was already answered =] (i.e. ”is pipefail portable?”)
seldomawake (2008-05-08 00:26:08)
BRA-VO! I’m reposting this to my journal. Well said sir!
dankamongmen (2008-05-08 04:07:46) thanks mang =]
’twas blasted out during a conversation at the Highlander, so I’m glad it came out largely coherent. I figured out
where CONSTANT VIGILANCE came from, and I must now begin thoroughly abusing ”the Imperius Curse”
as a metaphor for slack coding, for the argument that saving a dev cycle now is better than 10 dev cycles later:
”Now if there’s no counter curse, why am I showing you? Because you’ve got know. You’ve got
to appreciate what the worst is. You don’t want to find yourself in a situation where you’re facing it.
CONSTANT VIGILANCE!” he roared, and the whole class jumped again. ”Now ... those three curses
- Avada Kedavra, Imperius and Cruciatus - are known as the Unforgivable Curses. The use of any one
of them on a fellow human being is enough to earn a life sentence in Azkaban. That’s what you’re up
against. That’s what I’ve got to teach you to fight. You need preparing. You need arming. But most of
all, you need to practice constant, never-ceasing vigilance. Get out your quills ... copy this down ...”
CONSTANT VIGILANCE!!!!!!!!!!!
I might get this turned into a Stalin-era banner and hang it up behind my desk. jkrowlingv(”constantly vigilant...for
your asshole, with big gay dumbledore on the prowl!”)
seldomawake (2008-05-08 13:20:07) Re: thanks mang =]
Hilariously enough, my better half, who does not work with computer but did make me wait in line for Harry
Potter releases at ungodly hours, picked that up before I did :)
dankamongmen (2008-05-08 04:14:33) I’m in favor, esp. since the cat seems unnecessary...?
”to eliminate the unnecessary cat(1) process (optimization)” we call this the distributive property of adjectives.
seldomawake (2008-05-08 13:20:25) Re: I’m in favor, esp. since the cat seems unnecessary...?
Whoo! Way to answer unasked questions!
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samildanach (2008-05-10 20:51:00)
Excellent. Thank you, sir.
dankamongmen (2008-05-10 21:23:43)
i live to serve [UNIX programmers]!
freebsdhax0r (2008-05-27 21:27:41) tru dat... nice catch... but...
tru dat bro... Nice catch. Is this a ”bug” per se? Or is it a bad side effect of each program being POSIX.1 compliant
and therefore acting ”correctly”, per the specs, but acting in an unintuitive way to anyone writing code/command
lines (like in the example you gave) which use operators that, when used in one way, have the proper/intended result,
yet evaluate to something completely unintuitive (unless of course you’ve read the specs that each of the utilities/OS
features (Shell, Pipes/Redirection, Etc.) adhere to in such a way that you understand the subtleties of each and can
code around them, rather than bang your head wondering why it’s doing what it’s doing)? In my opinion, a pipe
should fail, by default, whenever any command therein returns a non-zero value. However, what you’re saying is that
you need to explicitly state that you want a pipe to fail under those conditions by setting the pipefail shell variable.
Does csh/tcsh have an equivalent? (I haven’t checked as of yet.) Is the pipefail shell variable/option portable/standard
across shells, or just for bash? Do you know [yet] if this issue only effects bash or whether it’s present due to (as I
questioned earlier) an issue with the specifications, thereby effecting any shell/os combination that implements the
spec properly? -Danny

5.5.3

take it easy, don’t sweat you want some birth control, you could smoke a cigarette
(2008-05-08 08:19) - irritated - public

Music: viktor vaughn - vaudeville villain - 02 - vaudeville villain

”Your answer is: ’A Linux box, some [1]E1000PT’s, and a box of used condoms’”
”Alex, is the question ’What are things you could replace a [2]Foundry router with?’”
”It sure is. An interesting sidenote is that the Linux box and condoms will actually dissipate less heat.”
”Can I take Fucked Networks for $400?”
”Here’s your clue: ’Prior to being rebranded, it was advertised as ’Charlatan Huey & Hueygen’s (Vitologists
Esq.) Marvelous Packet-Smasher’ and could administer a loyalty oath while switching 50K bits per second.’
Ahhh yes, your question?”
”Alex, ’What is the [3]BigIron RX’...also, incidentally, from Foundry.”
”Absolutely, once affectionately known as the WDN as in ”Wave-Division Nullplexing” or simply ”What
Damn Network?”, and also called the Throttler-King.”
”I believe T.S. Eliot wrote a poem about that.”
”For a while, we referred to diurnal routing loops as ’Daily Doubles’.”
”....Through the NOC the women come and go, wondering why their bits won’t flow.”
”How do they get away with it, Alex?”
”The M.D.’s Can Do Kit for busy practitioners will take out your appendix, tuck in a hernia, pull a wisdom
tooth, ectomize your piles and circumcise you. Well, K. E. is such an atomic salesman if he runs out of
working line cards he is subject, by sheer charge, to sell an M.D. Can Do to a hosting shop and some citizen
wakes up with his piles cut out....’Jesus, Homer, what kinda creep joint you running here? I been gang
fucked.’”
This week’s come close to overflowing with stupidity, sigh. I really can’t wait to start grad school. It is
102 days, 0 hours, 59 minutes and 37 seconds until Monday, August 18, 2008 at 10:00:00 AM (Atlanta time).
man i’m gonna have the best fuckin’ time ever. hurrah!
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1. http://www.intel.com/network/connectivity/products/server/pro1000pt_quad_lp/index.htm
2. http://www.foundrynet.com/
3. http://www.foundrynet.com/products/enterprise/agg-bb-l23/bi-rx.html

threv (2008-05-08 17:05:40)
fuck yeah i love your style of blogging. i may have zero understanding of what you speak of, however it’s a hell of a
lot of fun to try.
dankamongmen (2008-05-10 20:16:57)
thanks mang =] what all goes on this weekend?
doctorpam (2008-05-12 21:27:44)
”....Through the NOC the women come and go, wondering why their bits won’t flow.” ...I should have been a pair of
random packets, scuttling across the tubes of the internets.
(2008-09-10 05:59:38) hSrREVJyiPmuXi
It’s funny goodluck

5.5.4

objective offensive mass economy-of-force maneuver unity-of-command security
surprise simplicity (2008-05-13 18:05) - Nicht kleckern, klotzen! - public

Music: primus - tales from the punchbowl - on the tweek again

At 1630, 2 July 1863, near Little Round Top, a rocky hill near Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, Colonel Joshua
Chamberlain’s 358 remaining soldiers of the 20th Maine Regiment were ordered into a defensive line. Minutes
later, they came under a violent frontal assault by the 47th Alabama Regiment. While the 20th Maine was
repulsing this assault, an officer rushed up to Chamberlain and informed him that another large enemy force
was moving to attack their exposed left flank.
Chamberlain immediately ordered a new defensive line at right angles to his existing line, shifting the entire
regiment to the left and back, while maintaining continuous fire to the front, masking the movement of his
left flank. Minutes later the 20th Maine was assaulted by the 15th Alabama Regiment. During that assault,
the 20th Maine fired 20,000 rounds, suffering 30 percent dead and wounded. Chamberlain, wounded in the
foot by a shell fragment, was bleeding. His right thigh was severely bruised where a musket ball had struck
his scabbard. The 20th Maine miraculously withstood six charges before they ran out of ammunition.
Chamberlain, fearing an overwhelming, annihilating rebel attack, realized that by withdrawing he would
be giving up key terrain and the battle too. To the astonishment of his company commanders, he ordered a
bayonet charge with the enemy, beginning another fierce charge from only 30 yards away. The left half of his
regiment began the charge, stunning the Confederates before them. As they came abreast of their own right
half, Chamberlain raised high his saber and shouted, Fix bayonets! Charge! Fix bayonets! Charge! Fix
bayonets! Charge! Running downhill like a thundering herd of raging animals, Chamberlain and his men
had the clear advantage over the tired rebels. The Alabama men were shocked and fell back. A company
of Chamberlain’s men had formed a screen line on the left flank and began firing into the panic-stricken
Confederates who, even though they outnumbered the 20th Maine 3 to 1, did not realize the strength of
their numbers.
Fearing the worst for his troops, Oates, the commander of the Alabama regiments, ordered a breakout
that turned into a rout and the capture of more than 400 of his men. Afterward, Colonel Chamberlain was
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awarded the Congressional Medal of Honor. His actions serve as one of the finest examples of what a combat
leader must be able to be and do to exercise effective battle command.
-Army Field Manual 100-5 ”Operations”, 2-16, June 1993 edition
I think Sven and I solved an open problem today. That’s my first, if so. w00t. You don’t find many ”open
problems” with closed solutions in system work, really, not since the early 70’s rt/scheduling/utilization heyday of Liu and Layland (see [1]this famous article, Sally Floyd’s [2]”Questions wanting Answers” and Rob
Pike’s [3]similar thoughts). Well, maybe anyway – I don’t actually know what I’m talking about, perhaps,
but either way it’s a bigger coup than I’ve scored to date =]. Best of all, it’s intensely applicable to our
current work; we might yet fend off the juggernauts and undernauts all come ’round slinging security for
tuppence!!!! Yeeee-haw!

1. http://www.surriel.com/research_wanted/
2. http://www.icir.org/floyd/questions.html
3. http://www.cs.bell-labs.com/who/rob/utah2000.pdf

uniheliodem (2008-05-13 22:30:50)
That is one of my favorite Civil War stories, FWIW.
seldomawake (2008-05-13 23:15:31)
That’s really neat. I don’t suppose you’re allowed to discuss the technical details of your rout?
dankamongmen (2008-05-13 23:17:30)
once a patent protects it =]. i’ve always been pretty staunchly opposed to how i’ve seen them applied (and demanded
my name not be put on one), but this qualifies =]. go corporation rah rah rah
uniheliodem (2008-05-13 23:35:50)
Having one’s name on a patent is an excellent selling point for a resume.
dankamongmen (2008-05-13 23:36:38)
hardly worth the damage done to the software industry and craft by bad patents
uniheliodem (2008-05-13 23:43:39)
I agree to a point. I don’t believe all software patents are bad. I do believe that the vast majority are. I also think
that patents should be limited to seven years.
seldomawake (2008-05-14 00:21:24)
I’ll be looking forward to it :) Congratulations!
leon03 (2008-05-14 18:10:23)
So, I infer from your post that this discovery/solution has to do with scheduling? Admittedly, that is one area I need
to learn more about.
archfatuous (2008-05-15 03:07:42)
You what up Nick, it’s Nick. Add me to your friends list or I will melt your house with a lazer.
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in the matter of j robert oppenheimer (2008-05-21 14:24) - urk - public

Music: rainer maria - look now, look again - the reason the night is long

It was evening when we came to the river
with a low moon over the desert
that we had lost in the mountains, forgotten,
what with the cold and the sweating
and the ranges barring the sky.
And when we found it again,
in the dry hills down by the river,
half withered, we had hot winds against us.
There were two palms by the landing;
the yuccas were flowering; there was
a light on the far shore, and tamarisks.
We waited a long time, in silence.
Then we heard the oars creaking
and afterwards, I remember,
the boatman called to us.
We did not look back at the mountains.

thirdkraytwin (2008-05-22 01:03:32)
Hoover and his catamite McCarthy fucked more people than Wilt Chamberlain.

5.5.6

interview 1911 (2008-05-30 02:43) - get you some, lil’ doggie - public

Music: cannibal corpse - the bleeding - stripped, raped and strangled

I think it’s been long enough that I can publish the long-promised ”Interview 1911”, the set of 7 questions
(all involving the number 7) patterned after the 7 ”Letters to the Churches” of Revelation. This was the
exam I gave to applicants for the system programming job at Reflex back when I ran that shit; to me, it
represents a good swath of difficulty and reference, but nothing beyond the abilities of a serious computer
science graduate (I would personally be delighted and wetted were I to sit down to such an interview – it
gives the applicant plenty of room to show off). Go ahead and try it if bored you be; I suggested forty-five
minutes as a reasonable time limit.
1911, of course, is decimal for 0x777 (the perfect hexadecimal number).
[1]PDF, or source format ([2]\LaTeX { })
I’d say you should answer 5 of 7 correct if you call yourself a ”programmer”. I’d consider hiring you starting
at 6 correct. There’s no answers provided; you’ll know yourself if you’re right or just fucking around (and so
would your examiner, I assure).
1. http://dank.qemfd.net/interview1911/systemdev.iview.pdf
2. http://dank.qemfd.net/interview1911/systemdev.iview.tex
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phutro (2008-05-30 07:07:36)
Beautifully made sir.
georgemcfly (2008-05-30 11:25:37)
Where are the SARDISP and ”the acme mail problem” attachments? This looks fun.
dankamongmen (2008-05-31 18:28:18)
lost to the ages, alas. the latter is isomorphic to an example from rotman’s ”a first course in abstract algebra”.
regarding the former, you can turn the question inside out after working out a language-independent o(1) solution,
and ask ”now define syntax and semantics of a language making this question all of unambiguous, tractable and
interesting”.
billings (2008-06-02 14:53:04)
I thought the SARDISP question was pretty interesting. First I thought I had you on not having an O(1) solution,
then I thought ”Is ’ekhdika’ even a real word?”, then I realized I was an idiot, and then I had the right answer and
felt more clever than I probably am... so thanks for that.
dankamongmen (2008-06-02 15:08:53) Ekhdika
ohhh ohhh ohhh you just made me squeal with delight like a little girl, bill! hurrah. There is no O(1) solution,
so far as I know, for arbitrarily-sized integers; you can only do closed forms for arbitraily finite multiwords. This
should immediately suggest some C++ template metaprogramming, for those keeping score at home. If you really
want your mind blown, try [1]these apples on for size – those being the apples of Granlund and Montgomery 1994,
for dat ass. It results in the following 32-bit branch-free RISC code: li M, 0x24924925 # (2 ** 35 + 3) / 7 - 2 **
32 mulhu q,M,n # load that bitch. q = floor(M * n / 2 ** 32) sub t,n,q shri t,t,1 add t,t,q shri q,t,2 muli t,q,7 sub
r,n,t # r = n - 7q
BOOM, MOTHERFUCKERS! BOOM!!!!!
1.

http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/rd/67043871%2C701447%2C1%2C0.25%2CDownload/http%3AqSqqSqwww.swox.comqSq%

7EtegeqSqdivcnst-pldi94.pdf

uniheliodem (2008-05-30 14:30:46)
Now that would be a tech interview that I would enjoy.
spoonless (2008-05-31 07:07:32)
Nice. I bet that at least 95 % of programmers (defined empirically as those whose job it is to write code for some
company) wouldn’t be able to answer more than 2 of those in an interview. (Clearly this definition differs greatly
from your more romantic definition.)
dankamongmen (2008-05-31 18:25:53)
s/romantic/obnoxious/

5.6
5.6.1

June
it’s a real real bitch to be workin’ for the man, but shit i do it well so what the
fuck (2008-06-02 11:36) - walkin’ for jesus - public

Music: crass - feeding of the 5,000 - banned from the roxy

[1]This article is good times. The last sentence made me stand up and cheer:
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In fairness to her, I must admit that the week I spent not reading ”The Man Without Qualities”
was a revelation. With no excuse for my indolence, I rearranged my LPs, repaired the back of
the CD rack, got a carpenter to fix a rotting beam, threw out a bunch of old clothes, bought a
fax machine, restrung my guitars and figured out how to operate my digital camera. I also made
a vat of spaghetti sauce and visited my mother. So I could see how different life could be without
Gibbon and Proust gumming up the works. But then my wife came in and said that in addition
to buying a new car, she wanted to talk about refinancing our house. At which point I threw up
my hands and went back to Musil. Now I’ve assured her that we can discuss the mortgage just as
soon as I’ve finished the greatest Austrian novel of them all. But something tells me that before
I get around to the mortgage, I’ll first gain admission to an even more exclusive club: people
who have read the Big Three of the 20th century
”Ulysses,” ”Remembrance of Things Past”
and ”The Man Without Qualities”
and then read them again. I wonder what those folks are
driving.
WE FOLKS DON’T DRIVE A DAMN THING, JOE. HAVEN’T FOR YEARS. Real readers
hit walls.
So, I must attend an awards banquet thing at 1700, but last week had me climb aboard an airplane with the
girlfriend and fly it right into the mountain. We’re talking plow, Roberto Clemente-meets-Isla Verde, fat-cowfrom-a-helicopter, inelastic collision, Flugzeugabsturz. It’s all pretty shameful and I’m rather embarrassed
about things. It sounds like a fine time for Dank’s Bathtub TaBsinthe.
1. http://www.nytimes.com/2008/06/01/books/review/Queenan-t.html?pagewanted=all

uniheliodem (2008-06-02 21:10:01)
Mmm... Bathtub Absinthe. How much wormwood did you use in your batch?
thirdkraytwin (2008-06-03 03:37:37)
crikey i didn’t think anyone actually LISTENED to their crass records. i got them for the tricky posters. oh, and so
i could learn the lyrics to System and shout them out my car window to all those dudes who’s spare tyres are worth
more than my whole (propane) truck.

5.6.2

late at night she knocks on my door, drunk again and looking to score
(2008-06-02 21:38) - loved - public

Music: nirvana - nevermind - on a plain

secure computing impact engineer of the year, 2008
w00000000000t!!!!!!!!! i have a shiny crystal plaque =] =] =]
to quote Lewis Grizzard, ”I always wanted to win this award, so that when my boss asks why the code
is late, I can ahem and say, ’you mean, why is your Engineer-of-the-Year-award-winning code late?’”
LET US PROCLAIM THE MYSTERY OF KRUNK. I’m gonna go out and get a good fuckup on. WE’VE
GOT SOME HATS NOW, MOTHERFUCKERS!
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thirdkraytwin (2008-06-03 03:40:20)
SCIEOTYHAT
leon03 (2008-06-03 05:24:25)
Congrats :)
blowgurt (2008-06-03 11:00:12)
hell yeah! congratulations!
coleoptera (2008-06-03 11:01:59)
Of course you are :)
angry user (2008-06-03 13:00:35)
well done, sir. bad ass.
zbtron (2008-06-04 00:49:16)
congrats! wish i could be there to celebrate. pour one out for me. :(
chefataraxia (2008-06-04 02:27:56)
congrats nick! well done.
threv (2008-06-04 15:25:17)
shitfun!

5.6.3

hold on to the tread the currents will shift guide me toward you (2008-06-05 03:46)
- lazy - public

Music: porcupine tree - fear of a blank planet - anesthetize

The situation arises that technical specifications (and indeed the basic requirement statements) of entire
subsystems grow organically, facilitated by the issue-tracking-system. Some bugs’ lifecycles evidence a ”topdown design”: FOO IS CRASHING becomes ”foo is crashing when load’s high on 4x+ machines” and then
”foo’s crashing because this library wasn’t compiled in its threadsafe mode” and then the cursing begins, I
assure. ”Customers need to be able to sync with PDF’nA’s” becomes a comparison of libraries, and a rapid
common consensus that all the libraries are shite. Into the P4 mire it wanders, seemingly to die. Six months
later, a program manager reminds the team we really do want to sync with the PDF’nA’s, like yesterday we
did, and hey: what about the intern? And hey, what about the intern indeed. With a splash of chitin, and
clotted integument, and the fury known only by those creatures subjected to multiple metamorphoses, from
chrysalis emergeth dread Imago. The intern’s soul masters new voids of emptiness and desolation in all their
infinitude, and for a time all is well.
I need the ability to ”grow” a bug into a named group of bugs. I should be able to fork() a bug, essentially, reference the parent in the child, and cause a bug so fork()ed to lose its interface for status change->RESOLVED
(Bugzilla semantics here). Instead, such a bug would have a table, for each status+resolutiontype, of its
{children x required status+resolutiontype } (obviously UI’d up to not require so much detail unless really
wanted); state is driven off of this.
Essentially, what I’m trying to avoid is:
Bug B is entered.
c 2008 dankamongmen. This book is strictly personal.
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B is discussed, and partitioned into two independent issues B‘ B“.
B‘ and B“ are filed and marked dependencies of B.
B‘ is implemented and RESOLVED.
B“ is independently implemented and RESOLVED.

... at this point, the status of B should be known, because it was partitioned. Yet, I often must go manually
set the resolution. Much worse, in project planning etc it projects a false reality, that there are N more bugs
than truly exist (there’s really N more abstractions). It is logical anathema to me. I spit in the river of its
ancestors.
Surely a system exists that does this. Anybody know one?
seldomawake (2008-06-05 13:33:25)
Two systems may be helpful here. One is a general (Agile-based, very large) project tracking system called VersionOne.
(http://www.versionone.com/) Note that this isn’t a bug-tracking system at all, but a project tracking system with very
thin bug-tracking abilities. For a really nice bug tracking system, try JIRA. (http://www.atlassian.com/software/jira/). This is by far the best bug tracking system I’ve seen. JIRA implements ”child” issues, and allows links to the parent
issues. It’s also pretty easy to customize, so after a little poking, you can set it so that once all child issues of an
issue are resolved, the parent issue automatically resolves. I have the dubious honor or working with a system first
released in 1991 (initially written in 1989, with KnR-style headers and sprinklings for Fortran). We have a HUGE
bug database, and the problem you describe is one we’ve solved using JIRA.
pigmassacre (2008-06-09 20:30:49)
Or if the company balks at the cost of those, Bugzilla’s code lies open and waiting to be hacked by you... or your
despairing intern.

5.6.4

on the corner the jury’s sleepless we found your weakness it’s right outside your
door now TESTIFY (2008-06-06 16:30) - friday already?!?!?! - public

Music: DeVotchKa - a mad and faithful telling - transliterator

Kevin Poulsen’s typically a shithead – has been all the time I’ve known him, since first reading of his
exploits with [1]a more famous Kevin – but his recent Wired [2]articles regarding the Chinese cyberthreat /
DHS CyberStorm / USAFCC have been solid (and speaking of solid, check out [3]this fine Boswell writeup
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from aldaily, and also [4]The Rest is Noise, and [5]Porcupine Tree).
This picture sprung me a goedendag-like hard-on:

1. http://www.encyclopediadramatica.com/Kevin_Mitnick
2. http://blog.wired.com/27bstroke6/2007/08/cyber-war-and-e.html
3. http://www.hoover.org/publications/policyreview/19461734.html
4. http://www.amazon.com/Rest-Noise-Listening-Twentieth-Century/dp/0374249393
5. .http://www.porcupinetree.com/

maidenlibrarian (2008-06-06 21:58:13) <3 Devotchka
I sprained my ankle dancing during their set at Coachella. I missed the rest of the festival, but at least I got to see
them!
slacktide (2008-06-06 22:04:03)
The only winning move is not to play.
X|X|O
----O|O|X
----X|X|O

--------------------------------------STRATEGY:
WINNER:
KENYA OPTION
NONE
PACIFIC DEFENSE
NONE
UGANDA MAXIMUM

X|O|X
----X|X|O
----O|X|O

thirdkraytwin (2008-06-07 04:00:27)
i always wanted to be a zombie
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openssl pisses me off every time i look at it (2008-06-07 11:06) - tricky tricky - public

Music: opeth - my arms, your hearse - madrigal

In honor of my successful elimination of cache splits via use of SSSE3’s noble new PALIGNR (or, as I know
it, Pali G-n-Fuckin-R), here’s a brainteaser (hint: it’s similarly tied into Supplemental Streaming SIMD
Extension v3!).
While hunting the elusive whalesnake, you’ve come across an intriguing snippet of code among the steaming
entrails of some freshly slain beachcombers. Anthropomancy is calling, and the charges are heroism; will you
answer? Summing up your extispicious face, you read:
int tricky(uint64_t x){
uint64_t y;
y = x * 0x0002000400080010ULL;
y = y & 0x1111111111111111ULL;
y = y * 0x1111111111111111ULL;
y = y >> 60;
return y;
}
You stand, remarking to your traveling companions: ”Elementary. This is clearly old Sumerian C. They
counted in base 60, you see, and only had two numbers, both ending in ULL.” ”Yes, but what does it do?”
You smile, and lean in to answer....
Indeed, what does it do? What has been calculated here? You may freely assume 2’s complement arithmetic
on a 64-bit word.
seldomawake (2008-06-07 17:19:19)
Sweet monkey jeebus. Alright. ’ere goes.
• The first line makes four copies of the input (assuming the input is 15 bits, aligned to the right; everything else
gets lost).
• The second line gets every fourth bit.
• The third line is a nifty way of adding all the 1’s.
• The fourth moves it to the right enough so that the result makes... sense.
In other words, it’s a nifty way to count the number of 1’s in a int. This will only work for 16-bi
ˆHˆHˆHcumHˆH 15-bit numbers, though (15 x 4 = 60, so that checks out, good). After coming off
an optimization streak, I will say this: I would hate to see this code. Give me a lookup table any day. I
envy your getting to toy with SSE3. We’re just enabling SSE2...
seldomawake (2008-06-07 17:19:42)
Er. I seem to have mucked up my HTML in the above post...
dankamongmen (2008-06-07 18:29:47)
w00t! mighty cheers erupt from all!
seldomawake (2008-06-07 17:21:29)
...and it checks out. A quick bit of cut n’ past later:
0 | 0 | 0
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1
2
3
4

|
|
|
|

1 | 1
10 | 1
11 | 2
100 | 1

5
6
7
8

|
|
|
|

101 | 2
110 | 2
111 | 3
1000 | 1

9 | 1001 | 2
10 | 1010 | 2
11 | 1011 | 3
12 | 1100 | 2
13
14
15
16

|
|
|
|

1101 | 3
1110 | 3
1111 | 4
10000 | 1

17
18
19
20

|
|
|
|

10001
10010
10011
10100

|
|
|
|

2
2
3
2

21
22
23
24

|
|
|
|

10101
10110
10111
11000

|
|
|
|

3
3
4
2

25
26
27
28

|
|
|
|

11001
11010
11011
11100

|
|
|
|

3
3
4
3

29
30
31
32

|
|
|
|

11101 | 4
11110 | 4
11111 | 5
100000 | 1

5.6.6

sex is kind of fun but just another one of all the empty ways of getting through
the day (2008-06-24 14:18) - amused - public

Music: the menstrual psychos - menstrual psychos - angelfuck

the one where dank goes to eat steak with atlanta FBI?

Please see the attachment regarding the Steak-Out to commemorate the
Centennial Anniversary of the FBI. It will be held on Wednesday, July
23, 2008 beginning at 11:30 a.m.
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Please RSVP NO LATER THAN MONDAY JULY 7, 2008
Now this is an unexpected invitation from the Atlanta Field Office. I smell a trap =].
pixiekatz (2008-06-24 18:32:31)
IT’S A TRAP!!! -Admiral Ackbar
uniheliodem (2008-06-24 18:41:50)
You beat me to the obligatory Ackbar quote.
uglor (2008-06-24 18:36:32)
You got the menstrual psychos mp3s? Share!
eccyntric (2008-06-24 18:38:37)
Seconded
zmode13 (2008-06-24 18:49:44)
You should be especially wary if they offer you a free speedboat.
killerpoptart (2008-06-24 18:59:43)
wtf hahahahahaha
happyfunnorm (2008-06-24 19:48:06)
They never invite me to anything...
thirdeyeoferis (2008-06-24 20:55:33)
It is possible that what they are trying to trap is your donation....
zbtron (2008-06-25 00:23:02)
[Wylie Trap.jpg]
thirdkraytwin (2008-06-25 08:34:47)
please go, wear a white suit and mirror glasses, and tell them you’re a televangelist.
blackbox42 (2008-06-25 14:26:16) Very odd
SO I just came back to my desk after a 2 week break to find a letter from the FBI on my desk asking me to come in
for an interview while I was away. When I called them to reschedule they stated that the agent who signed it didn’t
actually exist. Something odd is going on.

5.7
5.7.1

July
if i sense you act with some pretense i’m gonna call you out like a snare out of
sequence (2008-07-01 13:14) - delighted - public

Music: george fuckin’ michael - freedom ’90

A triplet of animadversions!
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1. 1. I cannot think of any reason why MARTA police need a Mobile Command Unit. RIOT IN NORTH
SPRINGS STATION THIS CHRISTMAS EVE; PASS IT ON.
2. 2. Watching C-SPAN, I can’t help but think: ”fuck home-owning Americans! I need their values to continue plummeting, allowing me to become a homeowner with economic panache and elan, PLUMMET
damn you PLUMMET!”
3. every once in awhile, one’s surprised by a software update’s unheralded new capabilities: OpenSSH’s
”-D” option, OpenVPN’s ”–redirect-gateway”, that kind of thing. Normally one must read the aptlistchanges news or peruse the new man page, but subversion 1.5.0’s new functionality caught me totally off-guard: [prometheus](0) $ svn up Conflict discovered in ’GNUmakefile’. Select: (p) postpone,
(df) diff-full, (e) edit, (h) help for more options: df — .svn/text-base/GNUmakefile.svn-base Tue Jul 1
02:27:38 2008 +++ .svn/tmp/tempfile.5.tmp Tue Jul 1 13:13:46 2008 @@ -326,19 +326,20 @@ ln -vfs
../../ $ˆ $@ TEST DATA:=testing -FULLTEST:= $(TEST DATA)/ $(BINDIR)/shittytester +SHITTYTESTER:= $(TEST DATA)/ $(BINDIR)/shittytester fulltest: test $(FULLTEST) sfiltertest $(FULLTEST) $(TEST DATA)/fulltest + $(SHITTYTESTER) http://svn.research.sys/index.html
- -SHITTYTESTER:= $(TEST DATA)/ $(BINDIR)/shittytester TESTAUX:= $(TEST DATA)/
$(SNARECONF) $(TEST DATA)/ $(BASSDRUMCONF) -SHITTYTESTER:= $(TEST DATA)/
$(BINDIR)/shittytester test: build $(TEST DEPDOTFILE) $(TESTAUX) $(SNARERNG) $(SHITTYTESTER) $(XMLBIN) val -e -r $(BASSDRUMRNG) $(TEST DATA)/ $(BASSDRUMCONF)
$(XMLBIN) val -e -r $(SNARERNG) $(TEST DATA)/ $(SNARECONF) $(BINOUT)/ $(POLTEST)
$(TEST DATA)/ $(BASSDRUMCONF) export MALLOC CHECK =2 CROSIER= $(BINOUT)/
$(CROSIER) SNARE= $(BINOUT)/ $(SNARE) & & . $(CROSIERCONF) & & $(BINOUT)/
$(CUNIT) -c $(TEST DATA) -a - $(SHITTYTESTER) http://svn.research.sys/index.html - + <
.mine + $(SHITTYTESTER) http://dank.qemfd.net/index.html - +======= + > .r1370 $(BINOUT)/ $(BONWARE) sfiltertest: $(SFILTER)/test/control test/run self tests.sh Select: (p) postpone, (df) diff-full, (e) edit, (r) resolved, (h) help for more options: h (p) postpone - mark the conflict
to be resolved later (df) diff-full - show all changes made to merged file (e) edit - change merged file
in an editor (r) resolved - accept merged version of file (mf) mine-full - accept my version of entire file
(ignore their changes) (tf) theirs-full - accept their version of entire file (lose my changes) (l) launch launch external tool to resolve conflict (h) help - show this list Select: (p) postpone, (df) diff-full, (e)
edit, (r) resolved, (h) help for more options: f’n b-a!
and a bonus observation:
obloquy is one fine fucking word. How’d I never heard of it until now?
killerpoptart (2008-07-01 17:38:22)
i must listen to some george michael. NOW.
seldomawake (2008-07-01 19:33:26)
Re. (2): C U R S E Y O U R E Y E S Just sayin’.
dankamongmen (2008-07-02 05:36:25)
i fail to grok :/
seldomawake (2008-07-03 02:48:17)
Suffice to say, I’ve been a homeowner for almost a year now... *sigh*
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nerotica (2008-07-01 22:40:32)
k. that’s just plain sexy.
zbtron (2008-07-03 11:31:23)
not to burst your (housing) bubble, but as more people lose their homes the cost of buying goes up for everyone. for
those requiring mortgages, anyway. heh losers.

5.7.2

time and space, all alone, It can be a lonely place (2008-07-03 06:48) - fascinated private

Music: mastodon - leviathan - i am ahab

Ahhh, the joy of debugging network issues under cover of Atlanta darkness! To hack – to live!

Over the past week, snare failed to serve about 85 of some 18 million ICAP
requests. Tonight, I began investigation into the source of those 85
failures. At 0420 this morning, I struck what may well be gold.
swps2 and swps1 use a repper at 192.168.61.30:
[ux-pol02-hst-02](0) $ xml sel -t -v //repperhost /usr/local/etc/snare/snare.conf
192.168.61.30
[ux-pol02-hst-02](0) $
swps-triage properly verifies that there’s a route, and a full-duplex link
along the route:
[ux-pol02-hst-02](0) $ swps-triage | grep -A2 repper
Checking for a repper server...192.168.61.30
Checking for 192.168.61.30’s interface...bce0
Checking 192.168.61.30 link... media: Ethernet autoselect (1000baseTX <full-duplex>)
[ux-pol02-hst-02](0) $
All seems well. The vast majority of librep requests are processed quickly
(there’s been one retransmit among swps[12]’s 1.5M repper lookups today)
and without problems.
Now, I’ve asked several times that we start using jumbo frames on the
backend. This is especially important given the questionable (to this day,
Sven, I call it questionable!) decision to use UDP for librep lookups; UDP
is a datagram-oriented transport, and large datagrams are prone to
fragmentation even within a Ethernet broadcast network. Indeed, without
jumbo frames we expect to see fragmentation at 1500 octets; it’s 1994 and
we’re running NFS on hubs all over again.
We see that the hardware, host-side, is jumbo frame-capable:
[ux-pol02-hst-02](0) $ ifconfig bce0 | grep options=
1080
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options=3b<RXCSUM,TXCSUM,VLAN MTU,VLAN HWTAGGING,JUMBO MTU>
[ux-pol02-hst-02](0) $
This doesn’t mean that the switch is necessarily capable, but it doesn’t
matter because:
[ux-pol02-hst-02](0) $ ifconfig bce0 | grep mtu
bce0: flags=8843<UP,BROADCAST,RUNNING,SIMPLEX,MULTICAST> mtu 1500
[ux-pol02-hst-02](0) $
we’re not using jumbo frames anyway, at least not on this host. Now, all the
following tcpdumps are generated on swps1 via:
sudo tcpdump -i bce0 -s0 -v -n host 192.168.61.30 anto \\icmp
Observe what happens when we emit a datagram within the MTU (remember, 20
bytes for a default IPv4 header and 8 for an ICAP Echo Request, so we use
”sudo ping -s1472 -c1 192.168.61.30”):
08:51:14.881036
192.168.61.51 >
08:51:14.881315
192.168.61.30 >

IP (tos 0x0, ttl 64,
192.168.61.30: ICMP
IP (tos 0x0, ttl 64,
192.168.61.51: ICMP

id 21040, offset 0, flags [none], proto: ICMP (1), length: 1500)
echo request, id 26337, seq 0, length 1480
id 65506, offset 0, flags [none], proto: ICMP (1), length: 1500)
echo reply, id 26337, seq 0, length 1480

it is exactly as we expected. Now, we exceed the MTU (a body of 1473 octets):
08:56:10.819118 IP (tos 0x0, ttl 64, id 23037, offset 0, flags [+], proto: ICMP (1), length: 1500)
192.168.61.51 > 192.168.61.30: ICMP echo request, id 22754, seq 0, length 1480
08:56:10.819132 IP (tos 0x0, ttl 64, id 23037, offset 1480, flags [none], proto: ICMP (1), length: 21)
192.168.61.51 > 192.168.61.30: icmp
08:56:10.819462 IP (tos 0x0, ttl 64, id 2622, offset 0, flags [+], proto: ICMP (1), length: 1500) 192.168.61.30
> 192.168.61.51: ICMP echo reply, id 22754, seq 0, length 1480
08:56:10.819489 IP (tos 0x0, ttl 64, id 2622, offset 1480, flags [none], proto: ICMP (1), length: 21)
192.168.61.30 > 192.168.61.51: icmp
See now how 2 datagrams become 4 packets via fragmentation, and again all is
as we expect. Now, set the Don’t Fragment bit via the -D option:
[ux-pol01-hst-02](2) $ sudo ping -s1472 -v -c1 -D 192.168.61.30
PING 192.168.61.30 (192.168.61.30): 1472 data bytes
1480 bytes from 192.168.61.30: icmp seq=0 ttl=64 time=0.395 ms
— 192.168.61.30 ping statistics —
1 packets transmitted, 1 packets received, 0 % packet loss
round-trip min/avg/max/stddev = 0.395/0.395/0.395/0.000 ms
[ux-pol01-hst-02](0) $ sudo ping -s1473 -v -c1 -D 192.168.61.30
PING 192.168.61.30 (192.168.61.30): 1473 data bytes
ping: sendto: Message too long
— 192.168.61.30 ping statistics —
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1 packets transmitted, 0 packets received, 100 % packet loss
[ux-pol01-hst-02](2) $
The second ping(8) operation fails immediately, generating an EMSGSIZE
error – no packed is emitted. Had the fragmentation been necessary later
in the path, an ICMP Needed Fragmentation but DF Was Set reply packet would
be generated instead. ICMP errors like this are why a blanket ”deny ICMP”
policy on a firewall are deadly kisses; DF, for instance, is used in PMTU
discovery. Let’s allow fragmentation once more, and go larger. 8164 octets
of ICMP body work just fine:
[ux-pol01-hst-02](0) $ sudo ping -s8164 -v -c1 192.168.61.30
PING 192.168.61.30 (192.168.61.30): 8164 data bytes
8172 bytes from 192.168.61.30: icmp seq=0 ttl=64 time=0.944 ms
— 192.168.61.30 ping statistics —
1 packets transmitted, 1 packets received, 0 % packet loss
round-trip min/avg/max/stddev = 0.944/0.944/0.944/0.000 ms
[ux-pol01-hst-02](0) $
Note no fewer than 12 packets’ generation as a result of these two
datagrams, remembering that any fragment’s drop requires timeout and
retransmission of the entire packet:
09:08:42.262511 IP (tos 0x0, ttl 64, id 27975, offset 0, flags [+], proto: ICMP (1), length: 1500)
192.168.61.51 > 192.168.61.30: ICMP echo request, id 32996, seq 0, length 1480
09:08:42.262526 IP (tos 0x0, ttl 64, id 27975, offset 1480, flags [+], proto: ICMP (1), length: 1500)
192.168.61.51 > 192.168.61.30: icmp
09:08:42.262536 IP (tos 0x0, ttl 64, id 27975, offset 2960, flags [+], proto: ICMP (1), length: 1500)
192.168.61.51 > 192.168.61.30: icmp
09:08:42.262548 IP (tos 0x0, ttl 64, id 27975, offset 4440, flags [+], proto: ICMP (1), length: 1500)
192.168.61.51 > 192.168.61.30: icmp
09:08:42.262558 IP (tos 0x0, ttl 64, id 27975, offset 5920, flags [+], proto: ICMP (1), length: 1500)
192.168.61.51 > 192.168.61.30: icmp
09:08:42.262569 IP (tos 0x0, ttl 64, id 27975, offset 7400, flags [none], proto: ICMP (1), length: 792)
192.168.61.51 > 192.168.61.30: icmp
09:08:42.263106 IP (tos 0x0, ttl 64, id 9334, offset 0, flags [+], proto: ICMP (1), length: 1500) 192.168.61.30
> 192.168.61.51: ICMP echo reply, id 32996, seq 0, length 1480
09:08:42.263132 IP (tos 0x0, ttl 64, id 9334, offset 1480, flags [+], proto: ICMP (1), length: 1500)
192.168.61.30 > 192.168.61.51: icmp
09:08:42.263156 IP (tos 0x0, ttl 64, id 9334, offset 2960, flags [+], proto: ICMP (1), length: 1500)
192.168.61.30 > 192.168.61.51: icmp
09:08:42.263183 IP (tos 0x0, ttl 64, id 9334, offset 4440, flags [+], proto: ICMP (1), length: 1500)
192.168.61.30 > 192.168.61.51: icmp
09:08:42.263232 IP (tos 0x0, ttl 64, id 9334, offset 5920, flags [+], proto: ICMP (1), length: 1500)
192.168.61.30 > 192.168.61.51: icmp
09:08:42.263250 IP (tos 0x0, ttl 64, id 9334, offset 7400, flags [none], proto: ICMP (1), length: 792)
192.168.61.30 > 192.168.61.51: icmp
Now let’s try 8165 octets...it fails, after a timeout! Was is das?
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[ux-pol01-hst-02](0) $ sudo ping -s8165 -v -c1 192.168.61.30
PING 192.168.61.30 (192.168.61.30): 8165 data bytes
— 192.168.61.30 ping statistics —
1 packets transmitted, 0 packets received, 100 % packet loss
[ux-pol01-hst-02](2) $
The tcpdump is full of naught but dashed hopes and idle dreams:
09:12:35.946734
192.168.61.51 >
09:12:35.946750
192.168.61.51 >
09:12:35.946760
192.168.61.51 >
09:12:35.946772
192.168.61.51 >
09:12:35.946788
192.168.61.51 >
09:12:35.946813
192.168.61.51 >

IP (tos 0x0, ttl 64, id 29250, offset 0, flags [+], proto: ICMP (1), length: 1500)
192.168.61.30: ICMP echo request, id 17381, seq 0, length 1480
IP (tos 0x0, ttl 64, id 29250, offset 1480, flags [+], proto: ICMP (1), length: 1500)
192.168.61.30: icmp
IP (tos 0x0, ttl 64, id 29250, offset 2960, flags [+], proto: ICMP (1), length: 1500)
192.168.61.30: icmp
IP (tos 0x0, ttl 64, id 29250, offset 4440, flags [+], proto: ICMP (1), length: 1500)
192.168.61.30: icmp
IP (tos 0x0, ttl 64, id 29250, offset 5920, flags [+], proto: ICMP (1), length: 1500)
192.168.61.30: icmp
IP (tos 0x0, ttl 64, id 29250, offset 7400, flags [none], proto: ICMP (1), length: 793)
192.168.61.30: icmp

No response whatsoever, at least that we can see! This is completely
repeatable. The magic number 8165 breaks things...why? Well, it’s 1 greater
than 8164, which is 8 bytes of ICMP header and 20 bytes of IPv4 header less
than your friend and mine, 2 raised to the fighting 13th power, 8192. Is
this a FreeBSD thing? Let’s try devsnare:
[ux-pol01-dhst-01](0) $ sudo ping -s20000 -d -c1 192.168.77.30
PING 192.168.77.30 (192.168.77.30): 20000 data bytes
20008 bytes from 192.168.77.30: icmp seq=0 ttl=64 time=1.066 ms
— 192.168.77.30 ping statistics —
1 packets transmitted, 1 packets received, 0 % packet loss
round-trip min/avg/max/stddev = 1.066/1.066/1.066/0.000 ms
[ux-pol01-dhst-01](0) $
At 20000 octets, it’s doing just fine! Indeed, it will up until 25152 octets
of ICMP body (at this point I think it hits the kernel sysctl
net.inet.ip.maxfragsperpacket, with its default of 16, but the 1152-octet
discrepancy confounds me). At that point, we get a response on FreeBSD to Linux:
05:31:09.182027
length 1480
05:31:09.182032
05:31:09.182036
05:31:09.182045
05:31:09.182054
05:31:09.182059

IP prometheus.research.sys > aho.research.sys: ICMP echo request, id 39876, seq 0,
IP
IP
IP
IP
IP

prometheus.research.sys
prometheus.research.sys
prometheus.research.sys
prometheus.research.sys
prometheus.research.sys
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aho.research.sys:
aho.research.sys:
aho.research.sys:
aho.research.sys:
aho.research.sys:

icmp
icmp
icmp
icmp
icmp
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05:31:09.182063
05:31:09.182070
05:31:09.182084
05:31:09.182090
05:31:09.182093
05:31:09.182097
05:31:09.182101
05:31:09.182108
05:31:09.182111
05:31:09.182114
05:31:09.182117
05:31:09.182120
05:31:09.184942
1480
05:31:09.185054
05:31:09.185177
05:31:09.185300
05:31:09.185422
05:31:09.185546
05:31:09.185669
05:31:09.185791
05:31:09.185915
05:31:09.186037
05:31:09.186160
05:31:09.186284
05:31:09.186406
05:31:09.186530
05:31:09.186658
05:31:09.186775
05:31:09.186899
05:31:09.186903

5.7. July
IP prometheus.research.sys > aho.research.sys: icmp
IP prometheus.research.sys > aho.research.sys: icmp
IP prometheus.research.sys > aho.research.sys: icmp
IP prometheus.research.sys > aho.research.sys: icmp
IP prometheus.research.sys > aho.research.sys: icmp
IP prometheus.research.sys > aho.research.sys: icmp
IP prometheus.research.sys > aho.research.sys: icmp
IP prometheus.research.sys > aho.research.sys: icmp
IP prometheus.research.sys > aho.research.sys: icmp
IP prometheus.research.sys > aho.research.sys: icmp
IP prometheus.research.sys > aho.research.sys: icmp
IP prometheus.research.sys > aho.research.sys: icmp
IP aho.research.sys > prometheus.research.sys: ICMP echo reply, id 39876, seq 0, length
IP
IP
IP
IP
IP
IP
IP
IP
IP
IP
IP
IP
IP
IP
IP
IP
IP

aho.research.sys
aho.research.sys
aho.research.sys
aho.research.sys
aho.research.sys
aho.research.sys
aho.research.sys
aho.research.sys
aho.research.sys
aho.research.sys
aho.research.sys
aho.research.sys
aho.research.sys
aho.research.sys
aho.research.sys
aho.research.sys
aho.research.sys

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

prometheus.research.sys:
prometheus.research.sys:
prometheus.research.sys:
prometheus.research.sys:
prometheus.research.sys:
prometheus.research.sys:
prometheus.research.sys:
prometheus.research.sys:
prometheus.research.sys:
prometheus.research.sys:
prometheus.research.sys:
prometheus.research.sys:
prometheus.research.sys:
prometheus.research.sys:
prometheus.research.sys:
prometheus.research.sys:
prometheus.research.sys:

icmp
icmp
icmp
icmp
icmp
icmp
icmp
icmp
icmp
icmp
icmp
icmp
icmp
icmp
icmp
icmp
icmp

but do not see it on the FreeBSD client:
[prometheus](0) $ sudo ping -s25153 -d -c1 svn.research.sys
PING svn.research.sys (10.14.1.9): 25153 data bytes
— svn.research.sys ping statistics —
1 packets transmitted, 0 packets received, 100 % packet loss
[prometheus](2) $
while FreeBSD to FreeBSD receives no response:
09:39:13.277193 IP (tos 0x0, ttl 64, id 12478, offset 0, flags [+], proto
> 192.168.77.30: ICMP echo request, id 50698, seq 0, length 1480
09:39:13.277215 IP (tos 0x0, ttl 64, id 12478, offset 1480, flags
192.168.77.10 > 192.168.77.30: icmp
09:39:13.277227 IP (tos 0x0, ttl 64, id 12478, offset 2960, flags
192.168.77.10 > 192.168.77.30: icmp
09:39:13.277238 IP (tos 0x0, ttl 64, id 12478, offset 4440, flags
1084

ICMP (1), length 1500) 192.168.77.10
[+], proto ICMP (1), length 1500)
[+], proto ICMP (1), length 1500)
[+], proto ICMP (1), length 1500)
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192.168.77.10 >
09:39:13.277248
192.168.77.10 >
09:39:13.277259
192.168.77.10 >
09:39:13.277271
192.168.77.10 >
09:39:13.277282
192.168.77.10 >
09:39:13.277294
192.168.77.10 >
09:39:13.277372
192.168.77.10 >
09:39:13.277399
192.168.77.10 >
09:39:13.277438
192.168.77.10 >
09:39:13.277468
192.168.77.10 >
09:39:13.277481
192.168.77.10 >
09:39:13.277492
192.168.77.10 >
09:39:13.277507
192.168.77.10 >
09:39:13.277520
192.168.77.10 >
09:39:13.277531
192.168.77.10 >

LJBook
192.168.77.30: icmp
IP (tos 0x0, ttl 64,
192.168.77.30: icmp
IP (tos 0x0, ttl 64,
192.168.77.30: icmp
IP (tos 0x0, ttl 64,
192.168.77.30: icmp
IP (tos 0x0, ttl 64,
192.168.77.30: icmp
IP (tos 0x0, ttl 64,
192.168.77.30: icmp
IP (tos 0x0, ttl 64,
192.168.77.30: icmp
IP (tos 0x0, ttl 64,
192.168.77.30: icmp
IP (tos 0x0, ttl 64,
192.168.77.30: icmp
IP (tos 0x0, ttl 64,
192.168.77.30: icmp
IP (tos 0x0, ttl 64,
192.168.77.30: icmp
IP (tos 0x0, ttl 64,
192.168.77.30: icmp
IP (tos 0x0, ttl 64,
192.168.77.30: icmp
IP (tos 0x0, ttl 64,
192.168.77.30: icmp
IP (tos 0x0, ttl 64,
192.168.77.30: icmp

id 12478, offset 5920, flags [+], proto ICMP (1), length 1500)
id 12478, offset 7400, flags [+], proto ICMP (1), length 1500)
id 12478, offset 8880, flags [+], proto ICMP (1), length 1500)
id 12478, offset 10360, flags [+], proto ICMP (1), length 1500)
id 12478, offset 11840, flags [+], proto ICMP (1), length 1500)
id 12478, offset 13320, flags [+], proto ICMP (1), length 1500)
id 12478, offset 14800, flags [+], proto ICMP (1), length 1500)
id 12478, offset 16280, flags [+], proto ICMP (1), length 1500)
id 12478, offset 17760, flags [+], proto ICMP (1), length 1500)
id 12478, offset 19240, flags [+], proto ICMP (1), length 1500)
id 12478, offset 20720, flags [+], proto ICMP (1), length 1500)
id 12478, offset 22200, flags [+], proto ICMP (1), length 1500)
id 12478, offset 23680, flags [+], proto ICMP (1), length 1500)
id 12478, offset 25160, flags [none], proto ICMP (1), length 21)

and mighty Linux to Linux has no problems all the way up, because it’s great:
[aho](2) $ ping -s65507 -d -c1 knuth.research.sys
PING knuth.research.sys (10.14.120.39) 65507(65535) bytes of data.
65515 bytes from knuth.research.sys (10.14.120.39): icmp seq=1 ttl=64 time=4.62ms
— knuth.research.sys ping statistics —
1 packets transmitted, 1 received, 0 % packet loss, time 0ms
rtt min/avg/max/mdev = 4.627/4.627/4.627/0.000 ms
[aho](0) $
So, observations to this point:

• FreeBSD always seems to successfully return an error to the application on failure to emit a packet. If
it can’t be emitted, according to the host’sbest idea of the medium, EMSGSIZE is properly delivered.
• FreeBSD seems to by default drop some incoming packets without generating any kind of error response,
despite the desirability of doing so.
• librep generates, on average, packets well within the default MTU. It can, however, coalesce several
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requests into a much larger packet. QUERY LEN is defined within librep.h to be 10000 (huh? Goddamnit, Jeremy).
• Snare to repper in production is always FreeBSD to FreeBSD.
• Something janky’s afoot for swps[12] on large ICMP and, most likely, UDP, affecting packets of 8192
octets or more.
• colosnare has shown noticably less repper retransmits and ERRORs, even when all ALP traffic was
diverted through it.
• swps[12] have shown max transaction-per-second counts and open file descriptor counts exceeding 200.
This could lead to large librep packets.
My conjectures, hypotheses and conclusions:

• There is a setting on the swps repper, or on their common switch, causing large or heavily fragmented
IPv4 packets to be dropped. This ought be rectified. It is likely responsible for at least some of our
(very rare) failures.
• Snare/Repper clusters ought employ jumbo frames, making use only of that hardware which supports
it. If WebWasher can be configured to use jumbo frames (Erik, this is your chance to shine!), we ought
definitely do that as well – otherwise, we’ll want to set up a VLAN (or host route hacks).
• Librep stupidly emits UDP packets exceeding the PMTU; its original author was raised by wolves,
and didn’t know better. This ”optimization” leads to fragmentation, wherein coalescing of requests
is undone – in any process, energy is lost, and so here we lose throughput (fragmentation overhead),
and independence of datagrams (fragments operate as a Layer 3 group); if a firewall or host along the
way silently drops the packet, we lose the game entirely, retransmitting unto oblivion and finally cold
failure. This ought be fixed; in the absence of PMTU, use the Internet MTU of 576.
• There’s likely at least one thing I’m missing here. Thoughts?
–rigorously, nick
–
Nick Black <dankamongmen@acm.org>
”NP: The class of dashed hopes and idle dreams.”
Principal Engineer – Secure Computing Applied Research
boom, motherfuckers!

zbtron (2008-07-03 11:27:43)
i wish you would sometimes post about your work in terms i would understand. like, pictures. or a historical allegory.
limericks, etc.
eightbit (2008-07-03 11:32:28)
With Nick I would expect nothing less than a traditional week-long epic poem known only through oral tradition
and ideally accompanied by a biwa.
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dankamongmen (2008-07-03 11:51:55)
i didn’t know what a biwa was :/ although i pretty much guessed it, but still, guessing’s after all for uninformed
mass fucks with pigs’ trotters for brains.
dankamongmen (2008-07-03 11:35:14)
hard-workin’ dank
dankamongmen (2008-07-03 11:39:17)
the code that nick took as his charge was packing its packets too large his changes checked in, he said with a grin,
”Were you Thai, you’d have capsized your barge”
dankamongmen (2008-07-03 11:45:57)
The Emperor Trajan brought Rome’s reaches to their apex, and thus passed inevitably from an age of expansion
and world-mastery to slow contraction and humiliation at the hands of Northern European barbarians. So it is,
sometimes, with datagram-based unreliable transports. Things just get too large for the system to handle; in the
words of David Foster Wallace’s Lyle, ”let not the weight one pulls down exceed one’s own weight.” i hope you’ve
been pleased and maybe dampened by this somewhat versatile display.
billings (2008-07-03 12:31:51)
I’m thinking political cartoons In this case, nick uses his telescope to spy a camel attempting to go through the eye
of a needle The telescope is labeled ”REASON”
dankamongmen (2008-07-03 12:51:38) or as we call them, ”animated laughing squares”
we clearly need bring you on staff, bill! yikes, a rejection letter from the new yorker subscription department :(.

5.7.3

tremendous insight (2008-07-20 06:13) - hard-workin’ dank - public

Music: the roots - phrenology - thought@work

While walking to the Highlander tonight around 0100, I suddenly realized what seems my first Great Insight
(which likely means it was realized by Dijkstra in 1965 or so, scribbled down in inscrutable [1]EWD Dutchlangtechnik and forgotten, until Knuth came upon it, corrected a minor flaw, and deemed it insufficiently
notable to include in TAOCP’s small I/O section):
The great advantage (as device speeds increase and multicore pervades, asymptotically the
only advantage) of edge-triggered event polling interfaces is NOT the reduction of system
calls, but the idempotency – and thus parallelism – to which it gives rise.
Event queue logic capable of rigorously and robustly driving edge-triggered event notification must be independent of queueing nondeterminism. This is not true for systems with level-triggered cores, and gives rise
to many difficulties when attempting true multi-instance parallelism; such designs parallelize via functional
decomposition into large chunks of asynchronous code with small critical sections, as opposed to iterative
parallelism. Only the latter, of course, can be made to arbitrarily scale.
I’ve recently reimplemented my [2]ICAP server snare using the edge-triggered interfaces provided by [3]Linux
and [4]FreeBSD, and with that alone reduced latency across a broad testing pattern to < %50 of our closest
competitor (I annihilate my reference implementation making use of [5]libev, and I’d argue my core is just as
generic for sd’s, though it does not possess certain other properties (mainly signal- and timer-related genericness, due to optimizing assumptions I made of the underlying kernel – ahhh, 2.6.23 was a good time)).
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Currently, snare takes advantage of multiple execution units only via process replication + client/networkbased load balancing, allowing for gross asymmetries in the small (and god bless [6]Dr. Kleinrock’s execellent
Queueing Systems texts, without which I could never model any of this shite, although I did amuse myself by
attempting to apply turbulent flow/Rayleigh-Taylor methods to such problems over a long weekend months
ago. Results included: fatigue, eye strain, reminder to self that I’m not a physicist). This weekend I’ve
begun experimenting with parallelizing the core in toto, take no prisoners, damn-the-feedbacks-full-speedahead, and the results are awe-inspiring.
I ought be able to begin using kernel splicebufs (see tee(2), splice(2) and vmsplice(2) [3]) in an optimization
orthogonal to all of this, achieving true zero-softcopy (ie just two DMAs) transaction processing. When
10Gb starts [7]DCA’ing directly into L2 cache, I want to be ready to soar with it. Single pass, baby, nothin’
but net; girl, let me touch you there, I wanna feel you.
Should I pull this off, I think snare might replace tako as the code of which I’m most proud – I never
got to take tako the places I wanted to. Reflex was too small; I had too much to do and too little time for
experimentation; the mysteries and incantations were yet unknown to me; the techniques were nascent and
nebulous in my mind. Had I have remained there another year, or had [ LJ User: justben ] or [ LJ User:
stnuke ] or [ LJ User: sstrickl ] backing me up for a year longer...sigh, dashed hopes and idle dreams. But this,
this is huge – go shove map reduce up your asses; I’ve got truly scalable I/O with negligible contention and
minimal thread overhead, capable of running like code possessed on anything from a 1024-node Inifiniband
cluster [0] to a 32-CPU eServer to that old PII in your basement.
It already eats less CPU, serving several hundred connections at a time on a UP P4, than the freakin’
SNMP daemon [1]...with an RSS of less than 30MB. lol. f’n awesome.
countdown to grad school: 28 days omfg!!!!! zounds i can’t wait!!!
Sorry that I never post here anymore, sigh. I’m not sure why; I’d like to think I’ve grown out of an
attention-starved phase (phase? life), but it’s more likely that I’ve just become boring. Worry not: I still
hold down my side of the ATL, collectin’ so much grass po-po’s thinkin’ I mow lawns, getting burned by the
Great Game in the Sky and every now and then taking a point for the home team. I just can’t anymore
seem to imagine that people’re interested in the little musings that float to my heap’s root...also, the Nick
Black band has firmly seized our common google share [2], which I guess provides less incentives to keep the
Word Horde flowing. Beyond that, I’ve started spending much more free time reading and preparing for the
Road to Ph-dizzlehood; I fully intend to compete for primacy among my fellow grad students, and must be
tanned, rested, and ready.
[0] not that there’d be any reason to do this
[1] admittedly, this is net-snmpd (not the native bsnmpd(8)) on freebsd. but still.
[2] I know this sounds paranoid and nuts, but I think they’re blacklisting me or something. [8]Check this
shit out, for instance – reddit links to the actual text are found, but not a one of the entry (which certainly
used to show up). wtf? information wants to be free yo!
[3] FreeBSD’s zero copy(9) is like a satire. I’ve scraped more sensible API’s off the dark side of my nutsack.
1. http://www.cs.utexas.edu/users/EWD/
2. http://dank.qemfd.net/faqicap.html
3. http://dank.qemfd.net/dankwiki/index.php/Epoll
4. http://dank.qemfd.net/dankwiki/index.php/Kqueue
5. http://libev.schmorp.de/bench.html
6. http://www.cs.ucla.edu/~lk/
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7.

http:

//ieeexplore.ieee.org/Xplore/login.jsp?url=/iel5/9519/30167/01385932.pdf?isnumber=30167&prod=CNF&arnumber=
1385932&arSt=+96&ared=+107&arAuthor=Willmann%2C+P.%3B+Hyong-youb+Kim%3B+Rixner%2C+S.%3B+Pai%2C+V.S.
8. http://www.google.com/search?q=dankamongmen+odwalla

seldomawake (2008-07-20 13:46:40)
Would you be willing to discuss the problem that you’re solving a little more? I’m in need of some context...
dankamongmen (2008-07-20 13:55:32)
http://www.kegel.com/c10k.html
seldomawake (2008-07-20 14:50:57)
That’s... amazing. We have an enterprise team that is working on a very-high-demand server (the best example we
have to offer, performance-wise, is http://www.ermapper.com/ProductView.aspx?t=26) and they’re not even close
to considering this level of issue. They’re still hung up on getting what they can out of JBoss... Excellent read.
Thanks!
dankamongmen (2008-07-20 15:41:20)
most programmers don’t ever get to consider interesting issues (this is overall likely a net win for the world). well,
they shouldn’t have to, really. this kind of thing ought be down in libraries that their software’s built atop (for best
results, avoiding libraries beginning with dread capital J’s =]). libev’s a good project (and maintained in Debian,
I realized last night, by our own [ LJ User: rusty42 ] [0]) – most of what i’m doing here will be directly applicable
to it (it already takes a big step in the right direction from libevent’s base in its use of timers, although it’s about
one generation behind the state-of-the-art there, kernel-wise, and could take a few lessons still from Varghese’s
Networking Algorithmics). that way, everyone else can make it look pretty, or create warps in the fabric of time
and tedium via large CORBA schemata, or make hats out of Windows Forms or whatever it is other programmers
do with their days when they’re not speaking high-powered gibberish into cell phones and making over-general and
under-accurate claims to one another about the merits of Perl vs PHP (employers, take note: this is why i demand
to work from home). it’s much better than removing the entropy stir-ins from openssl because you couldn’t be
bothered to understand the fucking tool you’ve pointed at system libraries like a Kalishnikov-toting adolescent in
the Khmer Rouge. This is not Phnom Penh and we do not allow French-educated self-styled Espontneos to hack
at OpenSSL! yeargh! five lashes with electric wire! [0] robert is on my shortlist of Real Programmers to let in on
the south american plans, should they come to fruition
dankamongmen (2008-07-20 18:06:59)
that having been said, when you do manage to put together and hold a really good team, that is about as sweet
an experience as they come.
uniheliodem (2008-07-21 13:14:28)
Heh. This line of code is giving me a compiler warning... yet, when I comment it out, OpenSSL still compiles
and works. I guess this entropy stuff isn’t important. Sadly, I’m faced with this sort of nonsense every day.
It is no wonder why I am quickly becoming disillusioned by the idea of remaining sane for any period of time
in such an environment. Previous jobs were not as bad as this one, because at least the other developers knew
their limitations. My current peers have egos that span far past their abilities, they are still under the mistaken
impression that game programmers are at the top of the food chain. Heh. It’s pathetic, really.
dankamongmen (2008-07-21 19:20:26) that was a black, black day for the debian project :/
”It is no wonder why I am quickly becoming disillusioned by the idea of remaining sane for any period of time
in such an environment.” Yeah, it took me about two years to calm down at the new place. Things have rapidly
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improved this year, though. Stout hearts! [debian-random.jpg] [debian-entropy.jpg]
dankamongmen (2008-07-21 20:15:26) Re: that was a black, black day for the debian project :/
or, if you decide you can’t take it any longer, come hack with us at [1]SCUR! I’d be glad to have you, and that
would likely be enough. It’s a good place – I’d like to think I’ve whipped my team (Applied Research), at least,
into shape over the past three years. I can at minimum attest to employment of sound development principles
(autobuilds, constant code review via transparent commits, extensive unit testing), which in and of itself is rare
enough to find. Pretty solid frameworks / libs, too. Seriously, if you want to come try your hand at the ATL
InfoSec scene, holla.
1. http://securecomputing.com/

uniheliodem (2008-07-21 20:37:30) Re: that was a black, black day for the debian project :/
That sounds very tempting.
dankamongmen (2008-07-21 23:39:57) Re: that was a black, black day for the debian project :/
to make it more tempting: - you’d never have to touch windows (i’d hoped this was obvious) - very flexible
hours (i work entirely from home, going up only to pick up my shipments from Amazon) - research-oriented
team with phat government hookups. Want to break out some Haskell? Fantastic, do so and hey, present a
lunch-and-learn on it. Need a 64-CPU machine to test something on? No problem. Need to talk to someone
at Homeland Security or DoD? Let us get that number for you. - tuition reimbursement, with GT right down
the street for the MS/PhD - our stock is in the shitter right now due to a patent case going against us; we’re
way undervalued right now. you’d be likely to get options firehosed on you, and get them at excellent strike
prices. i bitch about SCUR a bit, primarily due to unrelated teams, but overall it’s about as fine a place to
work as any you’ll find. it’s not as superscale or lucrative as google (the alternative i ponder most often and
seriously), but nor do we demand you give us your soul. engineers and scientists are treated very well, and
usually just left alone to gloriously produce. ahhh, to produce, to engineer; to live!
uniheliodem (2008-07-22 01:05:29) Re: that was a black, black day for the debian project :/
Hmm... That is very tempting indeed. I’ll be in your neck of the woods during Labor Day weekend, as I
promised a friend that I would go with her to Dragon Con. If you are interested, we could have an informal
discussion about this in person over beer or perhaps some homemade absinthe. I sorely miss *nix development,
and it sounds like you’ve got a pretty sweet gig. I learned a long time ago to never let an opportunity pass
by without at least giving it a closer look.
uniheliodem (2008-07-21 20:33:39) Re: that was a black, black day for the debian project :/
Nice. I’m pretty sure I’ve seen that code snippet in real code before. ;-) Honestly, I think it is just the environment I’m in. I’ve been in nicer environments, honestly I wish I would have stuck it out at the last company
after their Black Monday. That was a great place.
leon03 (2008-07-23 17:43:05) For the paranoid:
Somebody claims to have an honest [1]quantum rng available with USB and PCI interfaces. Sounds pretty sweet,
but I haven’t yet asked how much they cost. (Anyone want to venture a guess?)
1. http://www.idquantique.com/products/quantis.htm

dankamongmen (2008-07-23 18:10:42) Re: For the paranoid:
Certain models of the P3 (and maybe P4?) contained a hardware RNG based on thermal motion of two magnets.
VIA C3 uses some complex mechanism, included in all their CPUs. I’m not sure how you could do hardware
RNG in realtime with anything but purely quantum effects? That’s certainly a conjecture straight from my
asshole, though. Atmospheric noise and such has to be extensively postprocessed, was my understanding – only
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quantum events could be purely ”sampled”. I’m embarrassed to really even be advancing this, though, as I
really have no idea.
uniheliodem (2008-07-23 19:15:09) Re: For the paranoid:
I use a CDV-500 and some uranium glass as my entropy source. It passes any white noise test I toss at it,
it has geek factor, and it’s probably also much cheaper than this device. One can get a cold war era Geiger
counter for around $10, and Vaseline glass is pretty cheap on eBay. The cheap Geiger counters need to be
calibrated, but anyone with access to a beta emitter and a little analog electronics background will have no
problem doing this. For those a little more adventurous, one could purchase all sorts of interesting isotopes for
this sort of entropy source from [1]United Nuclear.
1. http://unitednuclear.com/

uniheliodem (2008-07-23 19:21:42) Re: For the paranoid:
CDV-700, I meant.
leon03 (2008-07-24 21:18:13) Re: For the paranoid:
I’m impressed. This is also a true quantum RNG. What kind of bandwidth do you get out of said device?
Pardon my ignorance, but one issue that comes to mind with these types of devices is how do you know the
devices don’t shift over time, or equivalently, if they do shift, how do you handle it? Say you use tritium as
your source of randomness. Tritium only has a halflife of a bit more than a decade. So clearly, your source
of randomness drifts over a relatively short period of time. In this case, I guess it would be easy enough to
correct for this by calculating an interval of time that your sample has a 1/2 chance of producing a decay
event from the wall clock...
leon03 (2008-07-24 21:19:04) Re: For the paranoid:
ergo the bandwidth of a device would slowly go down over time.
leon03 (2008-07-24 21:22:26) Re: For the paranoid:
Also sounds a lot cheaper than the device I linked to, if you are willing to put up with the hassle. I’d venture
a guess of $400-600 for the USB version, 3-5x that for the PCI.
leon03 (2008-07-24 21:07:41) Re: For the paranoid:
Heh, I dunno, as I’m not a physicist. However, rolling a dice is a reasonably good source of randomness.
(assuming that it isn’t [1]Jiggaboo Jones’ dice throwing.) Rolling a die doesn’t depend on quantum effects,
just a reasonably chaotic system. As for the quantum RNG I linked to, the USB version produces 4Mbit a sec,
16 Mbit for PCI. That’s fast for a hardware RNG, but still a fraction of the maximum bandwidth of a modern
CPU. So in some cases you’d still need to supplement that with a pseudo-rng, re-initializing it thousands of
times a second. As for hardware RNGs available on various CPUs, I’ve never really taken a close look at how
they work.
1. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q7ufOkRoShk

leon03 (2008-07-20 19:46:13) This ignores user-level threading.
There is more to life that OS-level threading. A few roll their own threading libraries, ya know. Now, you might
want to use OS threads if you want to execute on multiple CPUs, usually not more than one thread per CPU, but
there are better options for lightweight threads on a single CPU. Erlang’s threads are about 2 orders of magnitude
lighter weight than Linux threads, for example. You want to implement a server dealing with tens of thousands of
simultaneous clients with one thread per client? Not a problem for Erlang. Each Erlang thread sees the I/O as
blocking, but of course this must be implemented using non-blocking system calls, otherwise Erlang wouldn’t be
able to do multithreading in user-space. I can’t say this performs better than a ”pure” non-blocking IO solution, but
it certainly provides a more attractive programmer’s model, something that might not be a big deal if your server’s
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protocol is simple enough. You can also roll your own threads in Scheme using call/cc. Unfortunately, most Scheme
systems don’t implement call/cc well, so this approach works well only on select implementations. I’ve been meaning
to hack up an implementation of Erlang’s actor model in Chez Scheme using engines, and see how it compares. I
don’t expect to be quite as light weight as Erlang, though I’m sure I’ll beat the pants off of OS-level threads.
dankamongmen (2008-07-20 19:48:44) Re: This ignores user-level threading.
the old Pth paper with the trampoline / sigaltstack() trick is one of my all-time favorites. and no mention yet of
coroutines! erlang is awesome. i wrote a protocol testing tool in it late last year – i’d like to try a larger project in
it.
leon03 (2008-07-20 21:34:00) Re: This ignores user-level threading.
Yes, coroutines are a natural way to structure programs with non-blocking system calls. It’s easy to roll your
own coroutines in Scheme with call/cc. I misspoke slightly; threads are doable, but harder because of issues of
preemption. Whether you use coroutines or threads for these tasks, the key to good performance lies with a good
scheduler. Erlang is extremely cool. Too bad it’s implementation sucks for CPU-bound tasks. I liked the link,
thanks!
dankamongmen (2008-07-21 00:57:01) Re: This ignores user-level threading.
> I liked the link, thanks! unsure if this was tongue-in-cheek due to the lack of an actual link; just in case:
http://www.gnu.org/software/pth/
uniheliodem (2008-07-21 13:19:26) Re: This ignores user-level threading.
Yes, coroutines are the shit. I have implemented a form of call/cc in every programming language I have developed.
dankamongmen (2008-07-21 20:18:14) Re: This ignores user-level threading.
doing a solid erlang implementation seems easy enough (i’ve not read much commentary on the implementations)
– that would be a fun and worthy project
leon03 (2008-07-23 18:03:13) OTP
Erlang only has one serious implementation: the Open Telecom Platform, or OTP, and what it does, it does very
well. I have some idea of what it would take to replace the compiler and runtime system, though I’m sure I don’t
fully appreciate all aspects of this task. Of course, when explaining Erlang to others, I’ve run across concern
about it’s asynchronous execution model. Unfortunately I don’t feel that I know enough about concurrency to
really make any judgements there. Admittedly, I should learn Occam.
dankamongmen (2008-07-23 18:07:22) Re: OTP
”I’ve run across concern about it’s asynchronous execution model. Unfortunately I don’t feel that I know enough
about concurrency to really make any judgements there. Admittedly, I should learn Occam.” and thus we come
full circle – if erlang i/o was required to be edge-trigger event queue-compliant, it would seem to fit into its
concurrency model perfectly. does that make sense? that was the main point of the post =].
leon03 (2008-07-24 06:33:11) Re: OTP
Ok, I very much do think you are onto something here, but that statement about Erlang doesn’t make much
sense. I hate Emacs. (I should probably switch to VIM, it is obviously vastly superior to the VIM I toyed with
10 years ago when I chose Emacs. Which is quite a contrast Emacs, which new versions come out but nothing
ever really changes, other than your .emacs.d breaks. However, learning a new text editor is as exciting as
watching grass grow.) Anyway, one thing I many things hate about Emacs is that it’s notion of keystroke is
completely wrong, and it’s input is level-triggered vs edge-triggered, so (as far as I know) you can’t go back to
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a lower-level abstraction. So that’s why I believe you are onto something. However, I don’t get how Erlang’s
asynchronous message passing is not edge-triggered.
dankamongmen (2008-07-24 06:41:25) Re: OTP
yes yes yes you get me totally, i think, with regards to emacs, if i understand you correctly in turn. (i am
a vim kid. it really only became totally acceptable with 7.0) re erlang: message passing is fantastic; i’m
talking about the stdlib’s i/o primitives, disk/terminal primitives especially where you often want to blaze
through one input source as opposed to serving 10K. for more info, see the ”slow file i/o?” thread from erlangquestions late last year. it’s all a matter of the default implementation, as you said. the message passing core
and network-oriented stuff is all golden. when i said ”if erlang i/o was required...” i should have said ”if erlang
i/o is indeed required”.
dankamongmen (2008-07-24 06:43:09) Re: OTP
i’m excited that you grok the main idea, though! it’s so very rare that i manage to generate an idea both
precisely specified and interesting enough for you to do other than grumble (grumbling is not at all unappreciated!) =].
leon03 (2008-07-24 21:37:07) Re: OTP
Thanks for the compliment. I did find and peruse the discussion you mentioned. I am not a domain expert
in I/O performance, so it was interesting. Honestly I wasn’t so impressed with Erlang’s showing in the
Wide Finder benchmarks. I guess the Erlang implementation is weak in more ways than I realize. Also,
as somebody pointed out, Tim Bray’s benchmark basically assumed that the files were in memory cache
already, which kind of seems wrong for the purposes of I/O. (Though still interesting in a somewhat lesser
sense, as making good use of cached data is part of I/O performance.)
datavortex (2008-07-20 14:24:56)
Count me as interested. My lack of replies stems from my need to place your dense posts on my ’toread’ list, and by
the time I get around to reading through them with the appropriate time and resources to go reference all the stuff I
do not know, it is usually days later or even more.
chefataraxia (2008-07-20 22:53:55)
The odd post here or there seems irrelevant. There is much more interest in living, than talking about living. Idle
dreams, indeed, are not dreams but fantasies. The true dreams are the ones that we live here and now. Onward and
forewarned. If it weren’t for that horse. What’s the meaning of anything you write? It inhabits the peritoneal space
surrounding your kidney, obviously. My peritoneal space is full of puppies and sunshine. I enjoy knowing that you’re
happy. That divergence converges. I don’t really know who you are anymore, Nick, but I do know what matters to
you (I think). I cannot wait to sit down with you in 40, 50 years and talk about what we’ve both accomplished, and
what we thought was important back when we were 20 and ignorant. I typically skip the programming gibberish (long
lost prologues of understanding) of your posts to try and glimpse how my friend really is doing.
dankamongmen (2008-07-21 01:25:55)
oh wow this just made me cry. a lot
msbeanhead (2008-07-21 05:55:09)
I typically skip the programming gibberish (long lost prologues of understanding) of your posts to try and glimpse how
my friend really is doing. I feel the same way. Glad to know all is well with you, [ LJ User: dankamongmen ]. Go
kick some grad school ass!
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dankamongmen (2008-07-21 20:09:52)
awww, thanks claire! i love the new icon btw.
msbeanhead (2008-07-21 21:45:16)
Thanks. Once I get my hair hacked off, I may just have to change it. Not that it’s much of a likeness now. :D
rainbowbritelez (2008-08-11 12:42:50) 2 things
1: i saw you on another community and since that one is pretty much dead...thought you might want to join us in
[1] [nc join.jpg]
not trying to spam you, so just delete this if it’s offensive -punky 2: lol at icon
1. http://www.livejournal.com/~narcotichrist

5.7.4

myspace girls, you make the rockin’ world go ’round (2008-07-23 19:00) - TaBulous friends

Music: hybrid - morning sci-fi - monk & canatella - enter the monk

(06:48:33 PM) ***: hey, how do i go back and forth between sessions?
(06:48:37 PM) dankamongmen-gtalk: sessions?
(06:49:02 PM) ***: i want to be able to see my work computer and my home computer desktops at the same
time.
(06:49:28 PM) ***: i just went in there and couldn’t do alt tab to get back over to this side, i had to log off
(06:49:41 PM) dankamongmen-gtalk: i’ve no idea what ill-begotten windows chicanery you’re talking about
(06:49:52 PM) ***: i forgot you were unix
(06:51:29 PM) *** i guess i have to open my windows i want over to use over on that side then. how the
hell do you get to the internet from unix i wonder?
(06:51:46 PM) dankamongmen-gtalk: dude, on unix the internet comes to you
(06:52:06 PM) dankamongmen-gtalk: it’s like, ”girl, i just want to get next to you”
(06:52:06 PM) dankamongmen-gtalk: or, ”girl, you without me is like harold melvin without the blue notes;
you’ll never go platinum!”
(06:52:14 PM) dankamongmen-gtalk: and i’m like, ”don’t call me girl, internet. i’m not your whore”
(06:52:15 PM) ***: Holy shit! that’s a lot to think about.

justben (2008-07-23 23:43:00)
I tremble in terror to ponder what the phrase, how & do you get to the internet from unix & might mean. Please
assure me this person is farremoved from the professional technology world. Lie if you must.
nerotica (2008-07-25 06:29:44)
CIO/CTO somewhere, I’m sure.
msbeanhead (2008-07-24 03:13:03)
Chicanery is just a lovely word.
nerotica (2008-07-25 06:29:14)
hahahahahaha. *falls out of chair*
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October
He seemed distracted and I know just what is gonna happen next before his first
step, he’s off again (2008-10-29 00:01) - just shut the fuck up - public

Music: annie - i know your girlfriend hates me

someone on the research list asked me to explain/decode/annotate a mail i’d sent. Replying was sufficiently
interesting that I was moved to post here. You can really pull something out of nothing when you’re freely
allowed to correlate. Whether one ought is another thing entirely.
Date: Tue, 28 Oct 2008 23:59:43 -0400
From: nick black
To: *****************
Subject: ***************************
******************** left as an exercise for the reader:
> I can’t tell whether I just saw words of the general or a common czech
allusion from after the war of western agression or both at once heaven help me.
Did I recognize at least three of the quotes or was it really one of which I’ve
so much yet to learn? -Stephen
Let’s step through dank’s mind, eh?
> Just pass along the attached bug report and
A kinda-reference to Kurtz’s report in Heart of Darkness. Exterminate the
brutes – kill them all! The horror, the horror. It’s always good to open
with Józef because it gives you a spiritual connection to ”The Hollow Men”.
> let whomever wishes to read it, read it.
A definite reference to Jesus’s refrain in the synoptic Gospels (Mark 4:23;
7:16; Matthew 11:15; 13: 9, 34; 25:29; Luke 8:8; 13:9; 21:4). Now, I’m no
big fan of Jesus, so you should figure ”Let anyone with ears to hear,
listen” means something more than that tired animadversion. When it’s dank
and the Bible, that something is usually Daniel or Revelation. And there in
Revelation 2:7, 2:11, 3:6, 3:13, and 13:9 – it’s good to know that should
one suffer the hallucinatory mania of a Patmos exile, it won’t be for lack
of anaphora – what do we find? ”He who has an ear, let him hear what the
Spirit says to the churches!” A mighty invocation, here used sidelongingly
to indicate: those who might understand, do read on with fascination; you
others, thought you squint and try to read, you cannot; depart from me,
for I know ye not.
This of course takes us right back to Luke 13:27, through a narrow gate.
Regarding this narrow gate, I’d like to loop in something about ”putting our
five fingers through it, and finding perhaps a door, nebeneinander” and thus
pay tribute to my favorite passage of all – especially since ”shut your
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eyes and see” works so well with what is to follow. But we need be getting on.
> To Caesar’s, what is Caesar’s:
matthew 22:21 dicunt ei Caesaris tunc ait illis reddite ergo quae sunt
Caesaris Caesari et quae sunt Dei Deo and aren’t we very proud of them.
moving on.
> we’re all sons-of-bitches now.
Harvard physicist Kenneth Bainbridge to J. Robert Oppenheimer following the
Trinity test (of which he was Director) at Alamogordo, 1945-07-16. Many
internet sites claim JRO said this, indicating they’re fuckheads who haven’t
even read their canonical Rhodes. Certainly no one who’d read American
Prometheus would attribute this to JRO; it has nothing about the Ramayana or
sublimation of the self or martinis in it.
> Since when are these people allowed to question you, Stambo?
Lèse-majesté laws and Isaiah 6:2 / Enoch 14:21’s descriptions of the angels
before ”He who is honored and praised”. I always like a reference to the
non-canonical Enoch when I can get one. ”Stambo” makes me think of
Punch-and-Judy characters (why? unsure...Pietro Gimonde? Scaramouche? who
knows). Finally, I really like vocative case + long vowel endings. They
sound however you intone them to.
> Take no guff from these swine.
HST, of course, cleaned up for the kiddos.
>
>
>
>
>

If you want, summon everyone outside tomorrow. I’ll put a
cigarette out in someone’s eyes, and ask the rest whether they’re happy to
be seeing whatever Stambolsky lets them see. They nod eager assents and are
informed they’ll be allowed to retain their sight...for now. But only so
that you might be gazed upon.

This is obviously all just totalitarianism imagery in its most crass form
with a bit of Solzhenitsyn / Levi thrown in. There’s inspirations for the
core image from Vlad III Tepes to Saddam, but let’s leave it with Mr.
Tarantino: ”Those of you lucky enough to have your lives, take them with
you. However, leave the limbs you’ve lost. They belong to me now.” And, of
course, Matthew 5:27-30.
> Except our original counterrevolutionary; two bullets later, we leave his
> corpse to bloat underneath a sky even now filling with grim vultures seeking
> a feast of flesh and carrion and putrefaction.
We manage to avoid yet another Biblical reference by the narrowest of
jackals, which thankfully aren’t licking the body. ”Carrion” I use as often
as possible, because it reminds me of that first fantastic Fiona album.
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> Remember that grey week backed up against the Vltava, stambo? we called it
Flip this and reverse it, as Missy Elliott might say, and you’ve got
Stalingrad’s siege against the Volga 1942.
> the ”city of a hundred spires” between
This is a name for Prague, through which the Vltava flows.
> mouthfuls of blood in the Vysehrad.
Seaspawn and seawrack, the nearing tide. Vyaehrad, the high castle of
Prague, suggests to my Western eye ”Upanishad”, helping ”Vltava” flow into
”Vedanta”; self-realization is found among the blood-dimmed tide and among the
saved and the drowned, putting a positive end to Vico’s theory of cyclical
histories (forever tied in my mind to Joyce’s masterful use in the Wake). So
too, through death or victory – e tan, e epi tan. With your shield, or upon
it. This paragraph was full of water, but the suggestion of Sparta drags us
back to land, with the hoplites and phalanxes. You are correct to assume
suggestions of the evolutionary cycle here, from the oceans to land and back
to oceans, and so too from a quark soup to plasmas to planetary accretions
and lithifications to the roar of photodisintegration to the infinite silence
of entropy death. Our experience debugging is the experience not just of all
Man, but of all Multiverse.
> What’d I say then?
>
> ”Whatever it takes.”
This is a reference to a New Warriors comic book I read in 1990, with its
origins in some of classic literature’s most famous opening phrases: Omnis
homines, qui sese student praestare ceteris animalibus, summa ope niti
decet – this from Sallust’s Bellum Catilinae. Cicero uses variation on this
theme all over the place, in his speeches and Letters to Atticus; see ”ad
quas adero et omni ope atque opera enitar” etc. In a secondary literal sense
but a primary literary sense, see George Herbert’s ”The Collar”.
–
nick black
”NP: The class of dashed hopes, and idle dreams”
Principal Engineer, Secure Computing Applied Research
Grad student, Georgia Tech College of Computing
i’m around; grad school + work is even less wise a lifeplan than it sounds and i have no idea what i
was thinking. if anyone’s still alive when i emerge, holla.

leftorium (2008-10-29 06:25:06)
I wonder: should an aging Pearl Jam take pride or pudency in their classic prose being relegated exclusively to the
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titles of your LJ entries? They’re never in any actual dankcast content, but this is at least the second such title. (The
other that springs to mind was from EWBtCiaST.) lulzy read, I miss the regular emission of superdense ematter. :(
Good luck with the lifeplan!
mike b (2008-10-30 03:07:58)
lulzy read, I miss the regular emission of superdense ematter. :( Good luck with the lifeplan! agreed with all this.
thirdkraytwin (2008-10-29 10:23:17)
good to see you, big guy i sold pineapple futures and i’m buying concrete
justben (2008-10-29 15:05:43)
Excellent as always, except Im surprised: You didnt grace your note with any rap lyrics or Joyce references? Have you
moved on? In any case, its so rare that I get to catch you in solecism that I have to relish the moment: Whomever
is not the indirect object of let. According to standard English syntactic analysis it is the subject of the clause,
whomever* wishes to read it, which obviously calls for subjective case. Now, back to hacking.

5.9
5.9.1

November
what rough beast, its hour come round at last, slouches towards klaus to be born?
(2008-11-05 18:03) - exhilarated - public

Music: pi soundtrack - 10 - banco de gaia - drippy

”Accept the challenges so that you can feel the exhilaration of victory.” - George S. Patton
Student Detail Schedule Spring 2009: Nov 01, 2008 09:50 pm
Total Credit Hours: 18.000
Compiler Design - CS 6241 - A Associated Term: Spring 2009
Level: Graduate Semester
Class 4:35 pm - 5:55 pm MW ES &T L1105 Jan 05, 2009 - May 02, 2009 Lecture* Santosh Pande (P)
Plasma Physics - NRE 6102 - A Associated Term: Spring 2009
Level: Graduate Semester
Class 3:05 pm - 4:25 pm TR Neely Nuclear Research 118 Jan 05, 2009 - May 02, 2009 Lecture* Weston M.
Stacey (P)
Computational Transport - NRE 6103 - A Associated Term: Spring 2009
Level: Graduate Semester
Class 4:35 pm - 5:55 pm TR MRDC 2404 Jan 05, 2009 - May 02, 2009 Lecture* Dingkang Zhang (P)
Computational Complexity - CS 6520 - A Associated Term: Spring 2009
Level: Graduate Semester
Class 12:05 pm - 1:25 pm TR Bunger-Henry 311 Jan 05, 2009 - May 02, 2009 Lecture* Yan Z. Ding (P)
Randomized Algorithms - CS 7530 - A Associated Term: Spring 2009
Level: Graduate Semester
Class 9:35 am - 10:55 am TR Klaus 1447 Jan 05, 2009 - May 02, 2009 Lecture* Richard Lipton (P)
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Special Topics - CS 8803 - MCA Associated Term: Spring 2009
Level: Graduate Semester
Class 1:05 pm - 1:55 pm MWF Coll of Computing 102 Jan 05, 2009 - May 02, 2009 Lecture* T. Conti (P)
Men, all this stuff you’ve heard about America not wanting to fight, wanting to stay out of the war, is
a lot of horse dung. Americans, traditionally, love to fight. All real Americans love the sting of battle. When
you were kids, you all admired the champion marble shooter, the fastest runner, the big league ball players,
the toughest boxers. Americans love a winner and will not tolerate a loser. Americans play to win all the
time. Now, I wouldn’t give a hoot in hell for a man who lost and laughed. That’s why Americans have
never lost and will never lose a war. Because the very thought of losing is hateful to Americans...You know,
by God, I actually pity those poor bastards we’re going up against. By God, I do. We’re not just going
to shoot the bastards. [1]We’re going to cut out their living guts and use them to grease the treads of our
tanks. We’re going to murder those lousy Hun bastards by the bushel.
Midtown last night was pretty freakin’ awesome. Upon the Obama announcement, everything went nuts.
1. http://abstrusegoose.com/43

angry user (2008-11-06 03:43:35)
East Atlanta was rocking with the glorious sound of heavy celebratory gunfire. That’s a hell of a schedule you have
there. good luck. beat some ass.
uniheliodem (2008-11-06 05:54:59)
Mmm... Graduate-level compiler design. That class just sounds fun. 8-)
dankamongmen (2008-11-06 05:58:21)
it’s gonna be fun =]. that class is practically why i came back to school. here’s some old syllabi; same professor: http://www.cc.gatech.edu/classes/AY2007/cs6241 spring/ http://www.cc.gt.atl.ga.us/classes/AY2005/cs6241
spring/
uniheliodem (2008-11-06 13:15:32)
Cool. I have all of those textbooks on my bookshelf, and have actually read them. :-) If the class is as cool as the
syllabus, you will have lots of fun. Writing register allocators is one of those crunchy CS problems that gives me the
sort of satisfaction that few paying jobs ever could.
dankamongmen (2008-11-06 06:04:11)
oh, and the dick lipton teaching randomized algorithms is this dick lipton: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karp-Lipton
theorem http://www.cc.gatech.edu/directory/richard-lipton he’s one of the big DNA computing people; hopefully
he’ll teach a class on that soon enough here....
uniheliodem (2008-11-06 13:12:17)
Nice.
qortex (2008-11-06 21:24:11)
not being a code artist, or artist of any type (unless strategic insight into the dark side of human nature counts), i’m
in awe of your schedule. wish i was there tuesday night. is the death of the red forces of greed, self-righteousness, and
intolerance greatly exaggerated?
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I says, ”Ol’ soul if you’ve got a match, you also got yourself a friend”
(2008-11-07 10:06) - hard-workin’ dank - public

Music: frank zappa - joe’s garage acts I-III - watermelon in east hay

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

From: Anthony McCoy
To: cocms-list@cc.gatech.edu
Date: Fri, 7 Nov 2008 09:53:53 -0500
Subject: [Cocms-list] FW: (KACB) Sleeping in common areas prohibited
The presence of individuals sleeping around Klaus in common areas and
conference rooms, especially in the early mornings, has initiated some
concerns from a security and liability standpoint. To decrease
opportunities for trespassers who take advantage of access to the
building, we respectfully request that individuals NOT ENGAGE IN SLEEP
ACTVITY in open common areas and conference rooms. While it is recognized
that intense or extended study may result in napping/dosing, however, the

Napping/dosing? LOL – Freudian slip, or [1]grim acceptance? You make the call.
1. http://dank.qemfd.net/images/toomanyprojects.jpg

coleoptera (2008-11-07 16:40:32)
Freudian slip or an overactive spell check engine. Really, they just told you to sleep where no one could see you.
dankamongmen (2008-11-07 16:57:54)
i don’t know why anyone would sleep in Klaus when there’s a perfectly somniferous satellite dish atop Van Leer
mpnolan (2008-11-07 21:38:51)
So, they’re saying ”Don’t sleep where people can see you because your stuff might get stolen”? If so, I don’t like that.
I guess because I think people should just be responsible for their own crap without some overbearing policy. Then
again, I guess the reality is that the GT police would have to deal with it if stuff were regularly stolen. I would guess
this won’t be enforced, though. So in effect it’s just a suggestion.
dankamongmen (2008-11-07 21:45:46)

So, they’re saying ”Don’t sleep where people can see you because your stuff might get stolen”?
I think it’s more, ”sleepers makes it harder to patrol for unallowed visitors at night, making everyone’s stuff more
likely to be stolen”
billings (2008-11-07 16:50:17)
I don’t think the dosing/dozing slipup is as irritating as the phrase ”engage in sleep activity”
dankamongmen (2008-11-07 16:58:11)
i am in agreement with you on this
phatjoe (2008-11-07 18:01:52)
I lol’d /joe
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downtym (2008-11-07 18:32:52)
Did they just call CS students vagrants?
wasteink (2008-11-12 03:01:44)
They’re not forcing people to not sleep in the student center are they? That would be a crime (unless good coffee has
become free). I remember taping a sign to my torso with instructions to wake me in time for exams and making it to
every test while still catching 2hr cat naps between rounds. I remember catching even greater nappage in the Student
Listening Center, which worked far better due to the Mingus and Coltrane pumping through my rented headphones.

5.9.3

lately, it occurs to me – what a long, strange trip it’s been (2008-11-26 04:48) peaceful - public

Music: jay-z - the black album - what more can i say?

One more sip of that sweet TabPower [1]...go ahead and listen to the Jay-Z with me, if you would.

O bitter is the knowledge that one draws from the voyage!
The monotonous and tiny world, today
Yesterday, tomorrow, always, shows us our reflections,
An oasis of horror in a desert of boredom!
Must we depart? If you can do so, remain;
Depart, if you must. Someone runs, another crouches,
To deceive that vigilant and fatal enemy,
Time! Ah, there are some runners who know no respite
- [2]Baudelaire, of whose posse i am a part
from my facebook group on systems, networking and deez high-performance nuts, aka [3]Our Cachelines go
to 0x11:
[4]no one will evict us from this paradise von neumann has created!
echoing the words of david hilbert (Aus dem Paradies, das Cantor uns geschaffen, soll uns
niemand vertreiben können...Wir müssen wissen
wir werden wissen!), let us ask (in the words
of the Jurassic Park girl):
is multicore really going to change everything?
there’s always been a search for parallelism’s exploitation – SIMD’s been around since CDC/Cray,
as have architectural techniques for mining ILP. These, of course, are to an extent compilergovernable, and don’t offer the scaling of multicore for anything but a very small subset of
problems (although see Nvidea G80, for instance, to see such problems pwned up on). SMP was
supposed to usher in a new parallel age. Of course, you can’t arbitrarily scale mobo’s – same
for clusters and interconnects (although these are fantastic for tasks with weak latency requirements). So, multicore promises scalability, low latency, and a friendlier caching/execution model
(basically a multiple or factor of NUMA). That’s what makes it meaningful.
c 2008 dankamongmen. This book is strictly personal.
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But is the sky falling?
Here’s some great links I’ve recently come across:
[5]Keith Adams of VMWare, [6]more (read the Bryan Cantrill post linked from the former!)
[7]Bartosz Milewski, Reliable Software
[8]Steve Reinhardt, Interactive Supercomputing / Cray Research
and everyone ought read [9]this article from 2008-11 CACM, by a group at IBM’s Watson Lab.
Just say NO! to Software Transaction Memory!
[10]on microkernels, zero-copy tcp, shoes and ships and sealing wax...
why is it every time i get real excited about something, it ends up reducing to reimplementing
some kernel abstraction in user space?
maybe the big benefit of microkernels isn’t protection between kernel modules, but the lack
thereof from user space – when you don’t need to maintain the fourth wall, you stop thinking in
terms of write() and start thinking in terms of vmsplice(). this is paradoxical, because microkernels are supposed to slow things down (precisely due to erecting ISOC/POSIX-like (read: von
neumann and unix-like) barriers between kernelspace entities).
of course, like everything else that’s a benefit of microkernels, this is present in a well-engineered
”monolithic” kernel – after all, i reference ’thinking in terms of vmsplice()’.
so perhaps the right thing to do is a vmsplice()-infused microkernel. this might be what Engler et al were trying to do back in 1995 on the exokernel project at MIT, even if time’s arrow
didn’t net the memo.
note how badly freebsd’s zero-copy idea is braindamaged – an homage to the difficulty of doing a kernelspace ARQ protocol based on userspace data without a copy. look at designs of
vmsplice()/TCP integration, and watch the COW being chased down the same road. zero-copy
kernelspace TCP is like trying to apply gross RCU to a structure that, at times, blows up to
thousands of pages – babe, it ain’t gonna happen. but if we move TCP into userspace, and
move to a zero-copy packet socket, what can we do? what would be the ramifications for a
van jacobson-based RX? what would be the ramification for NIC-based TOE engines and Intel
I/OAT?
how on earth are we gonna handle 10Gb NICs, gentlemen?
on a closing note, it’s been an outstanding fucking five years allowing y’all intimate views into this mind
afflicted (less afflicted these days, I think – work’s a soothing balm indeed, and grad school more so), a
chance to look backwards from behind mine own eyes, but frankly:
• it got to the point back in early 2007 where i would be like, ”ooooh, i need to blog that when i get
home!” i can think of few traits more repulsive – or prone to timesinkery
• forthright discussion of la vida dank is, sadly, no longer compatible with my lifeplan (i have, of course, no
intention of cleaning things up (save errors of grammar or spelling, which will be ruthlessly annihilated
as always))
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• etc
and thus, [11]http://dankamongmen.livejournal.com will see no further posting. I’ve learned a tremendous
amount about myself, all of you, the world external and the world interpersonal in this lustrum. I’ve made
wonderful friends, spat any number of TaBs in wet coughs of laughter trailing into hours of giggles, and
known exactly what to expect once interviews all started opening with ”so, we read your LiveJournal” (omfg
aren’t you the intrepid HR manager! it has my name on it! (I’ve said it once and I’ll say it one more
time: the side-trait most valuable to the Master Programmer is mystique)). My childlike, ultra-absorbent
ego has fairly wallowed in the attention paid, and thanks you with merry gurgles (humming softly to itself
while tabulating comments and friendpairs (ugh, more repulsiveness)). The kind words of encouragement
and appreciation were touching, and made me dance inside; when y’all told me to shut the fuck up, that too
was grandmotherly kindness, and I appreciate the instruction. It’s all meat.
More than anything else, we’ve developed our vocabularies, every one of us (I’m pretty confident saying
this). Our lives will be better for it!
I met a girl who sang the blues
And I asked her for some happy news,
But she just smiled and turned away.
I went down to the sacred store
Where I’d heard the music years before,
But the man there said the music wouldn’t play.
- Don McLean, American Pie
I wanna exchange this CD!
The Pimp-Trick-Gangsta-Clique CD? Why?
It won’t play right!
- Outkast, Aquemini
I’m thinking about starting a semi-serious blog, with a post or two a month, one of those things that reads
like a 50-page resume and is a 50-page resume, a portfolio of preening for employers and guilds and one
hundred million eager engineers from the East (no, further east, the east that’s to the west). I love to teach,
love to talk about computer, science and computer science, and think I, from time to time, have things worth
sharing...
ONE LAST CLICHE POETRY BLOCKQUOTE? OH YES. This is the last one, folks, but it’s an old
favorite and I bet some of you can recite it with me...
I saw the best minds of my generation destroyed by madness, starving hysterical naked,
dragging themselves through the negro streets at dawn looking for an angry fix,
angelheaded hipsters burning for the ancient heavenly
connection to the starry dynamo in the machinery of night,
who poverty and tatters and hollow-eyed and high sat up smoking in the supernatural darkness
of
cold-water flats floating across the tops of cities contemplating jazz,
who bared their brains to Heaven under the El and
saw Mohammedan angels staggering on tenement roofs illuminated,
who passed through universities with radiant cool eyes
hallucinating Arkansas and Blake-light tragedy among the scholars of war,
who were expelled from the academies for crazy & publishing obscene odes on the windows of
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the skull,
who cowered in unshaven rooms in underwear,
burning their money in wastebaskets and listening to the Terror through the wall...
battered bleak of brain all drained of brilliance in the drear light of Zoo,
who sank all night in submarine light of Bickford’s floated out and sat through the stale beer
after
noon in desolate Fugazzi’s, listening to the crack of doom on the hydrogen jukebox,
who talked continuously seventy hours from park to
pad to bar to Bellevue to museum to the Brooklyn Bridge,
lost battalion of platonic conversationalists jumping
down the stoops off fire escapes off windowsills off Empire State out of the moon,
yacketayakking screaming vomiting whispering facts
and memories and anecdotes and eyeball kicks
and shocks of hospitals and jails and wars,
whole intellects disgorged in total recall for seven days
and nights with brilliant eyes, meat for the Synagogue cast on the pavement,
who vanished into nowhere Zen New Jersey leaving a
trail of ambiguous picture postcards of Atlantic City Hall,
suffering Eastern sweats and Tangerian bone-grind-ings and
migraines of China under junk-with-drawal in Newark’s bleak furnished room,
who wandered around and around at midnight in the
railroad yard wondering where to go, and went, leaving no broken hearts...
who coughed on the sixth floor of Harlem crowned
with flame under the tubercular sky surrounded by orange crates of theology,
who scribbled all night rocking and rolling over lofty
incantations which in the yellow morning were stanzas of gibberish,
who threw their watches off the roof to cast their ballot
for Eternity outside of Time, & alarm clocks fell on their heads every day for the next decade,
who cut their wrists three times successively unsuccessfully, gave up and were forced to open
antique
stores where they thought they were growing
old, and cried...
1. http://dank.qemfd.net/tabpower/jay-z-theblackalbum-03-whatmorecanisay.mp3
2. http://www.artofeurope.com/baudelaire/bau6.htm
3. http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=40903213139
4. http://www.facebook.com/topic.php?uid=40903213139&topic=5696
5. http://x86vmm.blogspot.com/2008/11/cantrill-and-bonwick-get-all-concurrent.html
6. http://x86vmm.blogspot.com/2008/04/herlihy-shavit-art-of-multiprocessor.html
7. http://bartoszmilewski.wordpress.com/2008/11/11/who-ordered-sequential-consistency/
8. http://blog.interactivesupercomputing.com/starp_blog/tabid/8706/bid/2508/GPUs-Threat-or-Menace.aspx
9. http://mags.acm.org/communications/200811/?folio=40&CFID=12298680&CFTOKEN=42810652
10. http://www.facebook.com/topic.php?uid=40903213139&topic=5695
11. http://dankamongmen.livejournal.com/

dankamongmen (2008-11-26 11:27:44) torvalds comment on microkernel semantics
i read this as agreeing with my nascent ideas: http://www.realworldtech.com/forums/index.cfm?action=detail
&id=66630 &threadid=66595 &roomid=2
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dankamongmen (2008-11-26 11:30:08) hrmmm but
http://www.coyotos.org/docs/misc/linus-rebuttal.html
dankamongmen (2008-11-26 12:07:18)
my mention of RCU here is ridiculous, out-of-place and utterly meaningless. please evict it from mental cache. also,
i wish i’d read the minix3 papers and exokernel papers more carefully (in the former case, at all) before posting this.
here’s to looking like a dumbass! oh well. we post to learn.
billings (2008-11-26 14:50:57)
As long as you’re writing somewhere, I don’t see the problem.
msbeanhead (2008-11-26 14:51:15)
Your journal was always good for a new word, so thanks for contributing to my collection!
uniheliodem (2008-11-26 15:08:57)
Heh. It looks like you have already replied to yourself with what I was originally going to say. I like the theory of
microkernels, it’s only the practice that I disagree with. Having screwed around with minix3, I was impressed by
seeing the reliability of the system, but rather disappointed by the message passing model, which effectively limited
the scalability and virtually eliminated many opportunities for DMA or shared memory. Disk I/O took forever. I
think a properly designed microkernel could perform with acceptable overhead as compared to a monolithic kernel,
but offer many advantages that are just currently not possible in a monolithic kernel. For instance, a microkernel
design could patch many of the holes in most monolithic systems WRT userland security. Sure, Linux and OpenBSD
may be fairly impregnable to outside attack when properly configured, but give a few untrustworthy folks chroot
shell access, and game over. Since any service running on such a system is nothing more than an obfuscated shell,
one is only one third-party exploit away from root in such a system. A microkernel could work around such issues
without the overhead of current concepts in virtualization. This is, of course, assuming that the overhead of IPC in
the microkernel is less overhead than same IPC in virtual machines plus the context switches between VMs. Of course,
this is all fine in theory. Realistically, modern server architecture blows. There’s a problem when a modern chip can
still run 8088 code natively. We have compilers, break backwards compatibility already. It will be okay, I promise.
Multicore, SMP, virtualization, and protected mode are all built upon a shaky backwards-compatible architecture, a
foundation of sand indeed. Such a poorly designed system can never be truly secure, or if secure, can never execute
as quickly as we would like. Most modern chipsets have all sorts of flaws that can be exploited easily if one only
has the ability of injecting a little assembler in a userland process. This being said, I do not necessarily buy that a
microkernel can be more secure and reliable in practice. In theory, certainly. Without a well designed processor on
which to execute that microkernel, there is not much hope. If one cannot have security and reliability, I guess that one
must settle for speed. The hardware manufacturers are at the mercy of time-to-market, lazy programmers, and the
companies who support them. Making a drastic change from the current architectural norm cost Intel a fortune, and
they found themselves behind the curve and at the mercy of AMD for a year or two. Hence, it is far easier to settle
for the status quo than attempt to fix the numerous flaws in x86. Sadly, x86 is winning the war. Sun is getting out of
the hardware business, IBM will not recoup their investment in Cell, and Apple has jumped onto the x86 bandwagon.
The PowerPC has been pushed to platforms and embedded systems, Alpha is dead, Sparc is dying, Itanium is all but
dead, and just about everything else has become specialized. While multicore is interesting, it suffers from the same
problem: lazy programmers. I used to think that this was nothing more than a myth, until I started working for my
current employer. Here, we have senior engineers, pulling down six figure salaries, who do not understand the basics
of threading. They fear it, so they avoid it. We have a performance hungry process that can only take advantage of
a single core, even though it is doing the sort of work that is perfect for a multicore system. *sigh*
uniheliodem (2008-11-26 15:09:29)
You’ll have to hook me up with your new blog. I look forward to reading it.
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coleoptera (2008-11-26 15:23:32)
OK. More active relationships, less passive ones.
phatjoe (2008-11-26 15:36:25)
THIS IS NOT A DANK JOURNAL :’( /joe
dankamongmen (2008-11-27 07:11:06)
awwwwwwwwwwww joe it’s not this post, but a number of things, but either way i’m crying right now. it’s weird
to think how much of this journey grew out of breaking up with [ LJ User: mathslut ], that’s for sure. will i ever get
over that girl? who knows. good times. good times.
phatjoe (2008-11-28 07:52:17)
i still want to edit together a collection of your greatest journal entries and publish it on lulu dig this, last night i
had a strange dream. part of it involved being at an old style party and chatting with you outside. you were telling
us about these drug-induced visions you had of some massive trans-dimensional evil entity, and it sparked my own
memory of similar visions that i had experienced back when i smoked pot with any regularity. i think we concluded
that this creature had somehow been shattered into many fragments across the universe and was slowly attempting
to reassemble itself to conquer all of creation. and then i woke up, and i don’t remember ever having any visions
like that. /joe
seldomawake (2008-11-26 18:08:35)
That does suck; I do enjoy your rants. Recently, Some Thoughts caused me to come across a slew of articles on writing
a blog that acts as an excellent resume. If you’d like, I can dig those up for you.
esan (2008-11-27 01:17:00)
To be honest, I don’t know you, I just know many people that you do. Hell, Facebook tells me everyday that I might
know you, despite my continued insistence that i don’t. Despite this, I’ve really enjoyed your journal, and I’m glad
that I randomly found this page when looking on random friend pages via LiveJournal. If you do end up making your
semi-serious blog on tech, I’d be interested in reading the page. It’s been fun.
thirdkraytwin (2008-11-27 06:20:04)
cya. it’s been real.
archfatuous (2008-11-27 13:57:07)
I am quite mini.
thirdkraytwin (2008-11-29 08:35:35)
yes, actually. really quite mini.
stnuke (2008-11-28 19:11:32)
Hellfire. I can’t even begin to keep up with lj anymore; the best I can manage is to drive by at high speeds occasionally
and knock a few bits of fruit loose from the journal-trees as I fly by - if I’m very lucky, I can actually appreciate them.
I can’t imagine having a job where you have time to read somebody’s livejournal postings in order to evaluate their
fitness as a programmer. Craptastic. Good luck.
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